The Republican Party is very literally a cabal hostile to the American state, or at any rate hostile to representative democratic government. This has openly been their rhetoric since Reagan. Since 2009 this has been the only use they make of power at a national level. More recently they have very visibly and knowingly coordinated with criminals and hostile foreign powers toward this end. Yet liberalism still considers it inappropriate for the state to defend itself against an immediate and severe threat. Even though Republicans have also embraced the complete subordination of government resources to explicitly partisan political purposes, even when it flagrantly violates the law. “When they go low, we go high.”

The safest bet for future predictions, I’ve learned, is things will muddle along, growing ever closer to doom, no one will course correct, and even as things around us crumble, the Breaking Point will always appear to be yet another half length away. https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1349448771751583748

The status quo leads to disaster. Normal politics leads to disaster. 

Trump leaves office, Gallup reported this week, with the lowest average approval ratings in the history of the modern Presidency. Defeated by Joe Biden in the 2020 election by seven million votes, Trump became the first incumbent seeking reelection to see his party lose the White House, Senate, and the House of Representatives since Herbert Hoover, in 1932. A liar on an unprecedented scale, Trump made more than thirty thousand false statements in the course of his Presidency, according to the Washington Post, culminating in perhaps the biggest lie of all: that he won an election that he decisively lost.
Yet Republicans—the vast majority, that is, of those who still identify themselves as Republicans—continue to embrace Trump and the conspiracy theories about his defeat that the departing President has spread to explain his loss. This, more than anything, might have been the most surprising thing about Trump’s tenure: his ability to turn one of America’s two political parties into a cult of personality organized around a repeatedly bankrupt New York real-estate developer. And so we are ending these four years having learned not that Donald Trump is a bad man—the evidence of that was already voluminous and incontrovertible before he entered politics—but that there are millions of Americans who were willing to overthrow our constitutional system in order to keep him in power, who would follow Trump’s dark lies rather than acknowledge unwelcome truths. https://www.newyorker.com/news/letter-from-trumps-washington/obituary-for-a-failed-presidency

I keep seeing interest groups—the GOP, anti-choicers, Federalist Society, Chamber of Commerce, etc—want to "distance" themselves from Trump. It doesn't work that way, not while his judges are doing your bidding. As long as any of them are on the bench, you're all still Trumpers.  https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1351752667115233281

Actual secession in the U.S. remains, for the moment, something outside the realm of feasibility. But that misses the point about what is really driving the threats. … they are using secession as a kind of rhetorical cover for an opposition strategy that has erupted periodically throughout American history: rampant obstructionism and even outright nullification. This isn’t a replay of the rise of the Confederacy in 1861 as much as it is the birth of the Tea Party in 2009—a grinding war of attrition fought from inside the government, using the legislatively lethal weapon of “no.” “Simply making the threat that you might pull the plug on the Union has often been enough to get you what you want,” https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/12/21/secession-donald-trump-449348

1.20.2021 Violence disrupted transfer of power concluded 
"The inauguration unfolds at a U.S. Capitol battered by an insurrectionist siege just two weeks ago, encircled by security forces evocative of those in a war zone, and devoid of crowds because of the threat of the coronavirus pandemic." https://apnews.com/article/biden-inauguration-joe-biden-capitol-siege-coronavirus-pandemic-immigration-a01d1ffa7862661914cb92b22e359854
Some members of Congress attend inauguration wearing body armor
Trump leaves office with the worst first-term approval rating ever, and as be the first president never to reach 50% approval since polling began (Gallup, 1937) https://twitter.com/brian_mcgill/status/1349435307276587008
https://news.gallup.com/poll/328637/last-trump-job-approval-average-record-low.aspx
https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1350114572863213568
https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1351295804405735425
slate.trib.al/972OtL6
Yet The percentage of American voters who still support Trump is already vastly greater than the percentage of Germans that supported Hitler during his rise to power. https://bit.ly/3sxvYq2
CNN poll finds that 75% of Republicans, and 85% of those who approve of Trump, believe Biden didn't legitimately win enough votes to win the presidency: cnn.it/3sxru2m
And 1/3 of the Supreme Court plus hundreds of other federal judges appointed by Trump get to remain https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1351749094193168386
Even rank and file members of Congress will not be permitted in the Capitol on Wednesday, hours before and after the inauguration https://twitter.com/HouseInSession/status/1350233801776050177
Watching everyone walk through the Capitol, there are those (Pence and Pelosi, among others) who have these eyes about them, like they're understandably not over Jan 6, and they're still watching for someone to leap out with zip ties. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1351947461141671941
This morning, as one of his final acts, President Trump just gave Al Pirro, the ex husband of Fox News talker and Trump supporter Jeanine Pirro, a full pardon. Trump also implements multiple last-minute anti-LGBTQ policy changes. https://twitter.com/CopingMAGA/status/1351932905950470150
Trump's departure ceremony at Joint Base Andrews on the morning of the 20th is expected to be like a state visit departure event, per admin official familiar with planning. Color guard, military band, 21 gun salute and red carpet …
The effort to obstruct the Biden team, led by senior White House appointees at the Pentagon, is unprecedented in modern presidential transitions and will hobble the new administration on key national security matters as it takes over positions in the Defense Department today. https://twitter.com/laraseligman/status/1351954135961260034
The White House briefing room was literally collecting dust. There was literally dust on the podium. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1352029760893771776
Under Trump and the GOP Senate, our country set a new record for the longest period that a Cabinet post lacked a Senate-confirmed appointee: 642 days. (Under that precedent, Biden can have an "acting" DHS Secretary until at least October 24, 2022.) https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1351631978228035589
The Trumpist footsoldiery… in flux
Q anon people are having a meltdown. https://slate.com/technology/2021/01/how-qanon-believers-reacted-to-the-biden-inauguration-hint-not-so-well.html
Moderators on the biggest QAnon forum now banning people who don't keep the faith after Inauguration. They're having a hard time enforcing it. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1351970186027560960
Ron Watkins, the former 8kun admin who helped keep QAnon afloat for years (and who some suspected of being Q himself), is throwing in the towel
Proud Boys reportedly turning against Trump
Other extremist groups and cults can now absorb newly adrift, already radicalized people. It’s already happening with neo-Nazis and white supremacists on Telegram, who are explicitly targeting disaffected Q follwers today using prewritten scripts. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1352028884448014337
Trump is an authoritarian — but his youngest generation of followers, Nick Fuentes and the groypers, are dramatically worse https://twitter.com/dylanmatt/status/1351233258420318215
This inauguration sucks. 
Fantasy, delusion. WTF is a Republican senator (Roy Blount) who has been an active participant in the destruction of America doing on the list of speakers. FML.
The trans-partisan elite wagon-circling today has been disgusting. Laughing with the Pences. Mutual admiration on a call with GW Bush. Nothing matters except being in the Big Club.
All kinds of people on the internet including journalists and members of Congress are saying 
The desire of news anchors to give Pence credit for not trying to stage a coup is truly pathetic https://twitter.com/IChotiner/status/1351924190987763712
“Democrats have unified control of government,” which not only smudges the reality of the Senate but completely ignores the federal judiciary GFG
In fairness, at the same time Biden is the first president in history that denounced white supremacy in his inaugural speech. Which is impressive/pathetic. https://twitter.com/itsafronomics/status/1351939820214513665

On his last night as president, Trump pardons many including Steve Bannon https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1351764708328669186
Bannon was convicted for defrauding Trump’s own supporters https://twitter.com/secupp/status/1351807886012329984
Total of 143 pardons and commutations https://twitter.com/Yamiche/status/1351846912228536321
Trump also tosses out his one flimsy anticorruption executive order https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1351800135689363458

It’s fatiguing and upsetting to be told every day that something has gone dangerously and importantly wrong with the government of the United States. And after all, people have business to do with the administration: bills they want signed; regulations they want relaxed. Other people work for that administration. Nobody wants to be made to feel like an enabler or collaborator for shrugging off a few irregularities and getting on with his or her work. And isn’t that work the real story—much bigger and more important than the president mumbling the words of the national anthem at a football game? [It’s unwelcome information that we only have one political party now in any familiar sense of the term, that there aren’t still multiple good-faith competitors all interested in addressing your particular issue, that traditions like “the debate” are nonsensical under these circumstances, and that until democracy itself is restored everything else is beside the point…]
If abnormality continues long enough, it becomes normal. …We have gotten used as well to the publicly visible consequences of that reality: the lying, the bullying, the boasting. It seems useless to keep complaining, and so by and large the formerly unacceptable has been accepted. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/01/trump-numb/550064/

Ezra Cohen-Watnick says the persistence and sophistication of some of those involved in QAnon have convinced him of a foreign presence in the movement. https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/19/qanon-trump-ezra-cohen-watnick-460520

The CDC gave fortunes in no-bid contracts to Deloitte, for vaccination support IT, and Deloitte delivered a complete shambles https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/01/30/1017086/cdc-44-million-vaccine-data-vams-problems/

1.19.2021
400,000 dead (official count) in US from COVID19
It took the United States 36 days to go from 300,000 COVID-19 deaths to 400,000. https://twitter.com/OmarJimenez/status/1351635867740352514
California:
they closed the Disneyland vaccine site today due to Santa Ana winds https://twitter.com/mollylambert/status/1351616074236588036
“Since Feb. 2020, I've photographed fire every month. Two seasons of (way) below average rainfall is having a dire impact. During 33 years the Old Fire is my first January fire I've covered.  In all, three separate fires today.” 
Biden will fly to Washington today on a private aircraft, yet another remarkable change in protocol on the eve of his inauguration. No immediate word on why he wasn’t offered - or isn’t flying - on a US government plane, which is standard for a president-elect. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1351609225370345473
Hmmmm https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1351635847427321862
AP: 2 National Guard members have been found to have ties to fringe right group militias and have been removed from mission to protect inauguration https://twitter.com/jpelzer/status/1351698295094177794
Meanwhile Josh Hawley is blocking quick consideration of Biden's Homeland Security nominee, Alejandro Mayorkas. https://twitter.com/IsaacDovere/status/1351646599785668611
QAnon followers largely believe tomorrow will be The Storm, or the mass execution of Democrats as Donald Trump becomes permanent president. They're buying ham radios and warning loved ones. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/increasingly-militant-parler-refugees-anxious-qanon-adherents-prep-doomsday-n1254775
In Meridian Hill today, a half-a-mile long bread line wraps around the park as the National Guard patrols and military helicopters hover above.  https://twitter.com/GLD_Live/status/1351603664809578502
Russians are showing clips of Trump walking up the steps with toilet paper stuck to his shoe and refer to him as "the President with the smallest hands" on Kremlin-controlled state TV https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1351640895129587714
DOJ has now charged 8 Proud Boys in the attempted coup. Bill Barr said their threats against a judge were just a technicality, not real violence.
Biden Transition isn't saying who some of their acting officials will be at a few departments—A sign of how bad the transition has been, there is fear of 11th hour shenanigans https://twitter.com/julianbarnes/status/1351661648709378049
Fox renews simulated reality programming
Fox News political editor Chris Stirewalt was laid off today… Stirewalt sat on the Fox News decision desk, which has come under fire (from Trumpers) for its early call on Arizona election night. https://www.theguardian.com/media/2021/jan/19/two-fox-news-executives-involved-in-election-night-arizona-call-are-out
Today's layoffs at Fox's digital operation are "part of the network’s larger effort to pivot its website from straight-news reporting to right-wing opinion content in the mold of Fox’s primetime programming," The Daily Beast reports 
they’ve cut back to 85% migrant caravan coverage, telling stories that migrants believe Biden will let them flood across America, etc.  https://twitter.com/MollyMcKew/status/1351663644724113411

Since August Facebook says it has removed: 3,300 Pages; 10,500 groups; 510 events; 18,300 Facebook profiles; 27,300 Instagram accounts under its QAnon policy. And given how much stuff Facebook misses there's obviously a lot more.  https://twitter.com/donie/status/1351750277347602434

After a top ranking FEMA official attended the Jan 6 rally, he remained part of “leadership team that received & gave guidance during the classified inaugural threat & prep meeting.” FEMA would not respond to questions about how much this official was participating in inauguration activities. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1351217181078519808

1.18.2021
Pentagon has authorized hundreds of active-duty troops to support enhanced security measures related to President-elect Biden’s inauguration https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/18/pentagon-deploys-troops-inauguration-security-460203
Photojournalist Zach Roberts: “Checking into my large chain hotel and in Silver Springs MD and I'm told that there will be daily room inspections. Basically to make sure that no one is constructing an explosive device or something.” https://twitter.com/zdroberts/status/1351341786342567937
Justice Department has quietly assured President Donald Trump's lawyers that any presidential records left behind on hard drives in the White House will not become the property of the Biden administration. https://twitter.com/dsamuelsohn/status/1351322715765043206
Trump administration is marking Martin Luther King Day by putting out a report that defends the Founding Fathers for owning slaves and attacks the Civil Rights Movement. 
Trump administration report identifies “progressivism” and “identity politics” among challenges to America’s principles https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1351282310495170561
Wyoming GOP Chair floats secession: "Many of these Western states have the ability to be self-reliant, and we’re keeping eyes on Texas too and their consideration of possible secession," he said. https://twitter.com/MikeBrestDC/status/1351296037504344067
On the debut episode of her Fox afternoon news show, Martha MacCallum has as a guest Alex Berenson, who says that masks have made "absolutely zero difference." https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1351294165297065984
Parler is back up thanks to Russian DDoS protection software DDoS-Guard IP. https://twitter.com/LindsayPGorman/status/1351198455511855107
Two thousands U.S. National Guardsmen were handed the power of federal Marshals last night, with more deputations expected in the coming days (this linked article refer to “the small riot that took place”) https://thenationalpulse.com/breaking/2000-national-guardsmen-just-got-deputized-as-us-marshals-more-expected/

For Trump’s final week, White House simply kept publishing “will work from early in the morning until late in the evening. He will make many calls and have many meetings” as his whole schedule https://twitter.com/AndrewFeinberg/status/1350982967653498884

FBI is investigating a claim that a PA woman who rioted at the Capitol on Jan. 6 stole a laptop from Speaker Pelosi's office and intended to sell it to the Russians. The FBI says she appears to have fled. The stolen laptop may or may not exist (though Pelosi told Lesly Stahl one was stolen). It may or may not be headed to Russian intelligence (though it did make Marcy Wheeler think of reports on a Russian tie to far right activists in Lancaster, PA leading up to the election). But a far better documented part of this story is that this woman, whose mother claims is new to this scene, was already in a position to be briefed on and directing traffic the day of the attack. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/01/18/the-recent-radicalization-of-the-woman-who-allegedly-stole-the-pelosi-laptop/

1.17.2021
Defense officials tell AP they fear possible inside attack at inauguration, will have National Guard troops vetted. https://twitter.com/MikeBalsamo1/status/1350993254251114497
Very-lame-duck installation of Michael Ellis at NSA is very rotten https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1350913596616802308
The NSA is ‘moving forward’ to install Michael Ellis, a former GOP operative, as its top lawyer. “Acting DOD Sec Miller wants to put someone who has been involved in potential criminal wrong-doing associated with Trump in one of the most sensitive positions in govt w/o passing a poly first.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1350600150868221953
“An 11th-hour move like this and a directive from the acting secretary of defense is overwhelmingly strong evidence of irregularity.” https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1350655900604911617
White House Historical Association has to basically say “don’t worry we won’t let him steal anything“ about a departing president https://twitter.com/goldengateblond/status/1350855209426198528
Over 254k people have watched the 36 minute video as of this tweet, in which Right Side Broadcasting Network anchor Brian Glenn shows his audience in detail where security checkpoints are, what they look like, and how to maneuver around locked down Washington DC.  https://twitter.com/EoinHiggins_/status/1350630756545126400
The overwhelming consensus in pro-Trump spaces is that the supposed marches today are FBI/CIA/Antifa false flag events or honeypots designed to draw them out. https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1350796440612839427
“avowed white supremacist and Nazi sympathizer” who serves in the Army Reserves with a “Secret”-level clearance was arrested in NJ for his part in the attack on the Capitol, based on information from and a secret recording by an NCIS source https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1351216793537404928
Media is spending the day giving Lindsey Graham a platform for nonsensical noise

Trump’s former personal lawyer John Dowd has marketed himself to convicted felons as someone who could secure pardons, accepting tens of thousands of dollars from a wealthy felon. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1350825631559389186

conversations about election fraud dropped from 2.5 million mentions to 688,000 mentions across several social media sites in the week after Trump was banned from Twitter. https://twitter.com/milleridriss/status/1350539276333805570

Trump has a habit of ripping up documents before tossing them out, forcing White House workers to spend hours taping them back together. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jan/17/historians-having-to-tape-together-records-that-trump-tore-up

1.16.2021
Officials involved in the security preparations said they had never been so concerned about violence in Washington, including in the days after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. https://www.stripes.com/news/us/law-enforcement-and-military-taking-unprecedented-approach-to-security-in-dc-1.658763
European Union plans to reduce reliance on the US dollar and vulnerability to US sanctions https://twitter.com/jimbrunsden/status/1350368491350728705
Senate Republicans haven’t spoken as a group in more than two weeks. McConnell letting people “cool down.” https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/16/senate-republicans-trump-trial-459708
CNN reports U.S. Capitol Police arrested a Virginia man with fake inaugural credentials, a loaded gun and over 500 rounds of ammunition.
Commercial airlines have tracked an increase in passengers checking in firearms on their way to airports in the Washington area, according to a separate bulletin from the Justice Department. https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1350487640739602432
A wall of military Humvees parked in front of the Ohio Statehouse https://twitter.com/mh4oh/status/1350467913665425408
“I think that journalists would be wise, especially if they’re doing any reporting on this stuff, to take measures to increase their personal security, and I think news organizations need to be providing bodyguards and security assistance for reporters who are out there in the field. I think that it’s going to get ugly.” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/far-right-capitol-trump_n_6001d3a6c5b62c0057bccafb
Rebekah Jones: State of Florida didn't find proof of anything related to the warrant, so they invented something new to come after me for in retaliation. “A potential condition of my release may be no access to computers, internet or electronic devices.  Bogus charges designed to silence and now jail me for being a scientist critical of the government. The agent told my lawyer there would be only one charge, but emphasized that speaking out or going to the media may result in police "stacking" additional charges.  All of this just to silence a critic of a governor who failed to do his job and got thousands killed as a result. Saying goodbye to my family just now is the hardest thing I've ever done in my life.”  https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1350524144434241536 But
On Fox News right now: “Graham rips Russia probe as ‘incompetent, corrupt’” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/01/fox-news-impeachment-capitol-riot-twitter.html

All 50 US states and the District of Columbia (DC) are on alert for possible violent protests this weekend https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-55689840
Stay out of Washington DC, says everyone http://on.forbes.com/6015HkZj1

At current vaccination rate, Florida will take at least 2 years and 3 months to vaccinate Miami-Dade's 2.719 million residents https://twitter.com/BillyCorben/status/1350555289695760385

The corporate bans on giving to the 147 House and Senate Republicans who voted against election certification are growing and virtually certain to hold. It says here I’ll believe it when I see it happening. https://www.axios.com/post-trump-republican-party-44423c0a-bde5-4284-b3c0-1d1480a4198b.html

The departure of Rep Katie Porter from the House Financial Services panel will likely mean fewer headaches for the bank executives, financial regulators and other industry advocates. https://buff.ly/3bEYVu5 

1.15.2021
Supreme Court sides with the Trump administration again on federal executions over dissent from the Democratic appointees, vacating a lower court stay that was in place for Dustin Higgs.
Literally the only exigent circumstances justifying the extraordinary grant of cert before judgment is that a change in administration is happening in five days. “It’s very hard to see the Court as an apolitical branch after the way it has dealt with these execution cases.” https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1350636339222478848
another new “shadow docket” innovation — where the Court didn’t just lift a lower court stay, but issued a summary ruling on the merits of the case even though the court of appeals hadn’t yet done so. And all to expedite an execution.
“I can’t think of a single prior case in which the Court issued a summary merits decision — as opposed to a merits decision after argument or a remand in light of a new precedent — on a petition for certiorari before judgment (an appeal that bypasses the court of appeals).” https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1350298120849158144
Sotomayor: “Over the past six months, this Court has repeatedly sidestepped its usual deliberative processes, often at the Government’s request, allowing it to push forward with an unprecedented, breakneck timetable of executions.” 
the President is meeting with the CEO of a pillow company to discuss firing the director of CIA and NSA in order to keep up the pretense that the election was "stolen" https://twitter.com/pwnallthethings/status/1350203031372099585
US Capitol: “I’ve been assigned all over the world for 25 years but have never seen a military presence like this outside a war zone.”  https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1350064562930909184
Pence calls Vice President-elect Kamala Harris to congratulate her, offer assistance—two months late and only happened after the lies his boss spread (which he never pushed back upon) almost got him assassinated by MAGA terrorists https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1350169857850036224
US Capitol Police arrested a Virginia man as he attempted to pass through a police checkpoint in downtown Washington Friday with fake inaugural credentials, a loaded handgun & over 500 rounds of ammunition
Of the 72 people arrested so far in connection to Capitol siege, 11 had military background https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1350251259656359939
Slowmail continues. “I sent yet another letter to SC using PRIORITY MAIL Tuesday morning. Was to arrive at destination today. Finally shows up on tracking app and it arrived this morning - IN AKRON!  So four days from Rocky River to AKRON!” https://www.facebook.com/bridget.conant.5/posts/10164391693090543?__cft__[0]=AZVtMOvV8ytBooJOu9DPjYjkSeZlx9dDYwp-czdjUAAklZGV2vsIGMemf8FHxJLOvzQov1SIGdKsER3MAiVZuWbtuk5ij7ceb0hYntstHnnZLrzfveUxI_klZMtnSSe_SIg&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R

COVID-19 deaths are 25% higher than any other week since the pandemic began https://twitter.com/COVID19Tracking/status/1349876220549189633

Insurrectionists keep saying “Trump invited us” https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/a-common-line-keeps-emerging-from-capitol-rioters-trump-asked-us-to-be-here

Political violence remains extremely unpopular, but many conservatives believe propaganda outlets telling them the rioters were leftists https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1350063056882171906
https://twitter.com/AsteadWesley/status/1350790482507538433

As Trump exits office, Kim Jong-un shows off latest ballistic missile technology. https://twitter.com/Joyce_Karam/status/1350114714957848580

1.14.2021
Oregon governor: I received disturbing news, confirmed to me directly by General Perna of Operation Warp Speed: States will not be receiving increased shipments of vaccines from the national stockpile next week, because there is no federal reserve of doses. https://twitter.com/OregonGovBrown/status/1350109252807913473
Washington Post confirms: When HHS Sec. Azar said this week that the federal government would begin releasing coronavirus vaccine doses held in reserve for second shots, no such reserve existed, according to state and federal officials briefed on distribution plans.  https://twitter.com/DanLinden/status/1350100253916147727
The man known as “QAnon Shaman,” Jacob Chansley, who was seen during the U.S. Capitol rioting wearing face paint and horns – is asking President Trump for a pardon. Chansley’s attorney says his client was only following the president’s invitation to march to the Capitol. “My client had heard the oft-repeated words of President Trump,” Al Watkins said in a press release.“The words and invitation of a president are supposed to mean something.” https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1349876903994388482
A prosecutor warned at a hearing today that Larry Brock, seen below holding tactical restraints, intended “to take hostages.” U.S. Magistrate Judge Jeffrey Cureton released him to home confinement anyway, at a hearing without remote access to the press. Several people in Brock’s orbit, particularly his ex-wife, took risks to identify him to authorities so that he could be apprehended after he stood on the US Senate floor holding plastic manacles intended for the Senators. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1349915596067123206
we're calling it the Capitol Green Zone now, literally https://twitter.com/nielslesniewski/status/1350114889080201224
On Fox, they continue to lie about the election, even after the lies incited terrorism and cost lives. https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1349726682387787776
Rep. Peter Meijer, one of the Republicans who voted to impeach, tells MSNBC that he’s buying body armor and altering his daily routines because his life is in danger. https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1349739174098685955
Experts warn: it’ll be hard to scrutinize qanon bc of constitutional 1st amendment issues. Q has two reps in the House. They can challenge why federal law enforcement is gathering Intel.  https://twitter.com/GuntherGill/status/1349594644070490114
Trumps are probably openly looting the White House and no one stops them https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1349810898454638592 
Maybe not https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1349816870455578624
Maybe so https://twitter.com/KennethBaer/status/1349761860497760258
Prediction there’s going to be a lot of missing shit https://claytoonz.com/2021/01/16/goodbye-grifters/
Politico gave prime real estate to Ben Shapiro the day after he claimed everyone has zip tie restraints at home in an attempt to minimize the Capitol riots and it all being sponsored by the oil and gas lobby https://twitter.com/hunterw/status/1349710725367943168
A month since COVID-19 vaccine distribution began, it is still impossible for the public and the media to track the rollout of vaccines in nursing homes, assisted living facilities, and other long-term-care facilities in most states. https://twitter.com/COVID19Tracking/status/1349839165605646338
Hint online that Biden is already betraying his (and many others’) widely reported guarantee that a Democratic controlled Senate meant $2000 checks

Ten percent of US Congress has had COVID at some point. Mostly Republicans, plus some Democrats who Republicans infected when everyone was stuck in the (not entirely) secure room https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1349743403735547907

Some Democrats in Congress are worried their colleagues might kill them https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/some-democrats-congress-are-worried-their-colleagues-might-kill-them-n1254319

After Georgia votes for Democrats, Republican lawmakers push for new voting restrictions https://ti.me/2LyY6s0

1.13.2021
First in history second impeachment for one president
Multiple Republicans (anonymously) allege that they have received threats and are afraid for their lives if they vote for impeachment https://twitter.com/guypbenson/status/1349409686899093504
https://twitter.com/TimAlberta/status/1349389150622019584
Trump administration is supporting the pressure https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1349390567202029569
10 GOP votes for impeachment constitutes the highest number from the president’s own party ever, and 231 overall votes (so far) is the highest number in history. Four Republicans abstained.
But: 139 House Republicans were pro-coup; 9 were anti-coup; 1 was pro-electoral coup but anti-violent coup https://twitter.com/Timodc/status/1349474266027233280
Rep. Matt Gaetz employs Russian propaganda to defend Trump over an insurrection that delivered an enormous propaganda victory to Vladimir Putin https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1349421485111308288
Republicans devote their speeches to attacking Democrats for a partisan prosecution, when their own leader [McCarthy had] just said that Trump was responsible for the attack on the Capitol. [McCarthy voted to overturn the election results he now acknowledges, one week ago after the attack]
The GOP made a killer, Kyle Rittenhouse, their hero. It brought a couple who illegally brandished weapons at peaceful protesters to speak at its convention. It incited a coup, and may have aided in its execution. 10 of them voted to impeach.  https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1349588331198349314
“It’s truly stunning how a president who was impeached twice and lost popular vote twice appointed a third of Supreme Court & a fourth of federal judiciary” https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1349477094166818821
Pentagon authorizes arming of National Guard members supporting Capitol security https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/13/politics/pentagon-national-guard-armed/index.html
Sources confirm that the decision to move Space Command to Alabama was an override by President Trump and is linked to his current impeachment. The source told us Trump wants Alabama's Sens/Reps on his side. https://twitter.com/AndyMackReports/status/1349444483314634753
“As Trump’s inner circle keeps getting smaller, he’s now turning on his last remaining loyalists. He’s recently instructed aides not to pay Giuliani’s legal fees.” https://twitter.com/AshleyRParker/status/1349545795008212993
John Eastman, the far right attorney who falsely told Trump that Pence could block certification of Biden's win, is out at Chapman University where he worked. Eastman apparently remains a member in good standing of the Federalist Society, and the chairman of its Federalism and Separation of Powers practice group. FedSoc has said nothing to distance itself from a key player in Trump's failed coup. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1349554890788450304
Chad Wolf, the former acting DHS sec, ratified on Wed. a series of Trump immigration policies as an attempt to protect them from legal challenges.  Wolf is still in his position as head of DHS policy.  
He was given this authority by current acting DHS Sec. Pete Gaynor. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1349636439127056384
The acting leader of ICE abruptly resigned on Wednesday, just two weeks into the job after the agency’s previous director also stepped down unexpectedly in December https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hamedaleaziz/ice-leader-resigns-after-two-weeks
National Guard units are being told to prepare for the possibility that improvised explosive devices will be used by individuals plotting to attack the Capitol in the days surrounding the Inauguration. https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/13/national-guardsmen-capitol-threats-459002
Already, Republican hardliners are calling for   a special GOP conference meeting to push out Liz Cheney from her leadership post, after she came out in support of impeachment.

National Guard have filled up the Capitol. 20,000 total military personnel. Many camping out in the rotunda. First time troops have bivouacked in the Capitol since the Civil War

Facebook has been showing ads for military gear next to insurrection posts https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/facebook-profits-military-gear-ads-capitol-riot

The US government will spend almost $500,000 on a deep clean of the White House before President-elect Joe Biden takes office on January 20, CNN reported, citing government contracts it had viewed. https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/12/politics/trump-bidens-white-house-move/index.html

1.12.2021
US Covid-19 death toll hits new daily record of nearly 4,500: Johns Hopkins
Trump says that impeaching him for inciting violence at the Capitol last week would be "very dangerous for the U.S.A" because of the violence at the Capitol last week
House Republicans want to require strict voter ID to cast a ballot but won’t walk through metal detectors after inspiring violent coup at Capitol
Voice of America White House reporter Patsy Widakuswara was reassigned a day  after pressing Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on whether he regretted saying there would be a second Trump administration after President-elect Joe Biden's victory was apparent. https://www.npr.org/2021/01/12/955976976/voice-of-america-white-house-reporter-reassigned-after-questioning-pompeo
Illegitimate radical Republican political operatives on the Supreme Court order that women must visit a doctor’s office, hospital or clinic in person to obtain an abortion pill during the COVID-19 pandemic. (Similar rules for other drugs have been suspended during the public health emergency) https://apnews.com/article/joe-biden-donald-trump-public-health-abortion-coronavirus-pandemic-0503c3e801b86de3a0a9d3e86dc88ae7
Everything about this shadow docket decision is fishy https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/01/the-supreme-court-abortion-pill-order.html
Capitol Police briefed House Democrats tonight on 3 extremely disturbing plots planned to overthrow the government. One involves encircling the Capitol and assassinating Democrats so that the GOP will control the government https://www.huffpost.com/entry/democrats-briefed-plot-overthrow-government_n_5ffd29a4c5b691806c4bf199?cte

COVID is directly killing 3K-4K people every day. It is also filling up ICUs across the nation, particularly in hot spots. This appears to be reducing access to ICU care for sick non-COVID patients. Years from now, careful analysis will likely find that during this time, sick people without COVID in hot spots died at much higher rates https://twitter.com/ashishkjha/status/1349223963881316353

Tehran has moved methodically over the past 18 months to expand nuclear activities after the Trump administration withdrew from a 2015 international accord and began imposing sweeping economic sanctions on Iran. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1349402010647457792

1.11.2021
The leaders of Britain, France, Germany, and Canada have offered to send troops to protect the US capitol. https://twitter.com/sabergermd/status/1348647700686921733
FBI now reports in a bulletin "Armed protests are being planned at all 50 state capitols from 16 January through at least 20 January, and at the US Capitol from 17 January through 20 January,”
News of first COVID-positive House lawmaker who was shut in with GOP members (seen on video) refusing to wear masks. https://twitter.com/HeidiNBC/status/1348693946923413505
With violent Trump supporters threatening Biden's Inauguration, Trump administration has acting Defense Secretary, acting AG, and now now even an acting DHS Secretary. https://twitter.com/sbg1/status/1348752339696558087
“An email from our parent company urging us to prepare for armed pro-Trump events at state Capitols this weekend. Advice like: have your press badge at the ready, but not outwardly shown because participants may view press as the enemy.” https://twitter.com/susantebben/status/1348734715189145600
House Democrats 1. Have the support to impeach Trump for insurrection 2. Will not vote until Wednesday thus taking a full week from insurrection to complete even the first stage of process toward accountability GFG
GOP source: on conference phone call, Kevin McCarthy warned members not to verbally attack colleagues who vote for impeachment because it could endanger their lives. https://twitter.com/McCormackJohn/status/1349074076279713793
Behind closed doors Trump awards Medal of Freedom to odious Jim Jordan https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/01/11/jim-jordan-awarded-presidential-medal-of-freedom-week-after-voting-to-overturn-election-on-day-mob-stormed-the-capitol

American diplomats have drafted two cables condemning President Trump's incitement of the deadly assault on the Capitol and calling for administration officials to possibly support invoking the 25th Amendment to remove him from office. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/state-department-dissent-channel-diplomats-capitol-attacks-25th-amendment/

The good news for the United States is that Trump’s “self-coup” failed. The bad news is that his supporters still believe the false narrative, the Big Lie that he won the election. Trump has not repudiated it, nor have the House and Senate Republicans who voted against the Electoral College results. Millions of people still think the election was stolen. They still support Trump the person, not the Republican Party, and many are prepared to take further action on his behalf. https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2021/01/11/capitol-riot-self-coup-trump-fiona-hill-457549

1.10.2021
North Carolina’s new GOP state supreme court Chief Justice Newby has fired top court administrative officials including executive directors and general counsel. Described as "unprecedented and unparalleled" power grab to remake NC courts. https://twitter.com/davedaley3/status/1348402278731046914
Gab & Parler are peppered with talk of possible “Million Militia March” on Inauguration Day. There is chatter about what to bring: Baseball bats, perhaps, or assault rifles. “We took the building once,” one commenter posted, “we can take it again.” https://twitter.com/crampell/status/1348264460981596161
Alex Jones (fwiw aderanged conspiracy mogul) in video saying the White House coordinated with him directly to lead the match to the Capitol on Trump’s behalf https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1348158077493764096

What should be the sources of leadership or simply information in a crisis like this are all absent.
https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1347685051618758656
https://twitter.com/Mimirocah1/status/1348058306288496640
https://twitter.com/sam_vinograd/status/1348388672106864641

As of now so (despite the above) so much information is exploding from Jan 6 that even keeping track of some kind of “overview” is not possible

1.9.2021
Yesterday, when asked about Trump’s liability, the DC US Attorney said no charges were off the table. Today, the no. 2 in the same office said, “No charges for Trump & company.” This statement came from Ken Kohl, the prosecutor who worked with Barr and Jensen to reverse DOJ’s prosecution of Flynn. Flynn–who allegedly discussed martial law with Trump just days ago–riled up the mob the night before Trump incited them to storm the Capitol. https://twitter.com/petestrzok/status/1348098926868574209
At least five people involved in the Capitol rally on Jan. 6 attended a violent pro-Trump “Patriot March” in San Diego just three days later. Police there declared an unlawful assembly—but it only applied to anti-fascist counterprotesters. https://theappeal.org/capitol-insurrection-san-diego/
Leading Republicans spent Saturday trying to get bitching about “I’ve lost Twitter followers” made into “the real story” as details poured out about (what we already knew was) a terrorist invasion of the US Capitol

It is quickly becoming clear that senior figures in our government--and in the White House--not only supported the idea and goals of the January 6 terrorists, but provided material support, funding, and operational intelligence. It got as far as holding the Guard in barracks. The clearing out of the Pentagon and its filling with Trump loyalists now appears in much darker and more calculated terms. It was that Pentagon that prohibited the D.C. Guard from carrying weapons during the protests. It is that Pentagon that refused repeated requests for help. https://twitter.com/themaxburns/status/1348034917679190023
https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1348128368382898177

1.8.2021
Former Secretary of Defense William Cohen just referred to Trump as a “clear and present danger“ to the security of the United States https://twitter.com/RadioFreeTom/status/1347674562364928002
Statement by Twitter: “Plans for future armed protests have already begun proliferating on and off-Twitter, including a proposed secondary attack on the US Capitol and state capitol buildings on January 17, 2021.” https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2020/suspension.html
Pelosi speaks to Joint Chiefs of Staff chair about security against the possibility of a nuclear tantrum https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1347605564688375809
Behind closed doors, Trump expressed regret about releasing a video on Thursday committing to a peaceful transition of power and condemning the violence at the Capitol that he had egged on.
Conspiracy promoter @ali claims he organized the insurrection "with congressman @RepGosar
 @RepMoBrooks and @RepAndyBiggsAZ. We four schemed up putting maximum pressure on congress while they were voting..." https://twitter.com/jason_paladino/status/1347602470365765639
The White House did not lower flags to half-staff today in honor of the Capitol Police officer, Brian Sicknick, who died last night from injuries he sustained while on duty responding to the pro-Trump mob. The Capitol did lower flags today. The WH employee responsible for raising and lowering the flags resigned in protest https://twitter.com/AJW_SP/status/1347718164524756992
“A very 2021 email: Your covid test in downtown Washington DC has been canceled due to security risks.” https://twitter.com/jessbidgood/status/1347670992366219267
The US president is spending one of his last nights in the White House trying to get back on Twitter with sock puppet accounts https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1347743105982877698
Online calls to “hang Mike Pence” https://twitter.com/RWPUSA/status/1347963416586170368

“Covid Epi Weekly: Humanity vs Virus – the Virus is Winning” https://twitter.com/DrTomFrieden/status/1347711453810352128

1.7.2021
US Justice Dept says "there are national security equities" in theft of records from US Capitol yesterday.  https://twitter.com/MacFarlaneNews/status/1347283250461483024
The morning after terrorists, inspired by the president, stormed the Capitol in a violent attempted coup and had support from Capitol Police (in their actions) and Congressional Republicans (in their aims), Trump is still president, White House staff is disintegrating through resignations, and both houses of Congress are adjourned and gone home.
By end of day, Trump admin has refused 25A option; House Dems moving toward rapid second impeachment process; WSJ calls for Trump to go https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1347335549611347970
Michigan legislators announcing MI Capitol closed at least temporarily due to a threat. https://twitter.com/ZachGorchow/status/1347166606741417991
White House announces that the president has withdrawn Chad Wolf's nomination to be the permanent Homeland Security secretary, hours after Wolf urged the president to denounce yesterday's violence. (White House is leaking lies to deny this is what happened.) https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1347237953098145794
“I’m still processing what happened yesterday. One thing that sticks out is when I was trying to calm down worried love ones before things got really crazy. ‘Don’t worry,’ I told them. ‘I’m in the U.S. Capitol building. It’s probably the safest place I could be.’ I was wrong.” https://twitter.com/MZanona/status/1347177070602964998
Trump is basically holed up with a white supremacist and a gambling addict as he grows more and more vengeful—a guy forcibly removed from the WH bc of the security threat his gambling addiction posed is one of the advisors Trump is relying on https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1346428954585001984
White House fired Gabriel Noronha, a State Department official, today, for tweeting that Trump endangers our democracy and should leave office https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1347296300228870147
Capitol Police chief’s statement is pure gaslighting https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1347214268740096002
Capitol Police officer has died from events stemming from yesterday’s riots at the Capitol, three sources confirm to CNN
Chicago police union president John Catanzara expressed sympathy with pro-Trump extremists who stormed the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday: “If the worst crime here is trespassing, so be it. But to call these people treasonous is beyond ridiculous and ignorant.”http://ow.ly/AzkY50D2Eh9
Ashli Babbitt was a decorated Air Force veteran addicted to Fox News, InfoWars, and QAnon. She was killed while rioting at the Capitol yesterday. What did she get for her service to Q? Fellow travelers are calling her death a "false flag," of course. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/woman-killed-capitol-was-trump-supporter-who-embraced-conspiracy-theories-n1253285
Trump campaign voluntarily dismisses Georgia election contest lawsuit that he had already lost. Falsely claims it was a settlement, which the state disputes. “Very weird.” https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1347313892691734529
“Republicans in disarray” Thursday evening https://twitter.com/JamesPindell/status/1347358607009079297
Trump's base fractures, with part outraged that  he sold them out in concession video. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1347349017886412804
WSJ calls on Trump to resign
Cruz calls Trump's language "irresponsible", a sign Trump is losing power
Tucker Carlson distancing himself from Trump
Resignations continue

FOX 8 I-Team has uncovered thousands of doses of the COVID-19 vaccine in Cleveland sitting on a shelf. https://fox8.com/news/i-team/i-team-thousands-of-covid-19-vaccine-doses-sitting-unused-in-cleveland/

Overnight 138 Republicans still backed the effort to reject election results

The far right regards the assault on the Capitol as an enormous victory to celebrate and “build on” for years to come https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1347587041714970626

People keep using the language “must be an orderly / peaceful transfer of power” as though disorder and violence don’t disqualify that possibility

Center for Systemic Peace: The USA has dropped below the "democracy threshold" (+6) on the POLITY scale in 2020 and and is now considered an anocracy (+5). It has also lost its designation as the world's oldest, continuous democracy; that designation now belongs to Switzerland (171 years) http://www.systemicpeace.org/

45 percent of Republican voters support storming of Capitol building: poll 
Another says that a majority of Republicans (52%) blame Biden for the storming of the Capitol

In the midst of everything else going on, [California] has once again entered a prolonged dry/warm period in the middle of the traditional rainy season.

1.6.2021
Trump & co spent the morning inciting violence once again
Trump: "I know that everyone here will soon be marching over the Capitol building."  "We will never give up, we will never concede". https://twitter.com/zachjourno/status/1346931243825451010
Giuliani called for "trial by combat." https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1346934387598876673
Don Jr. told Congressmen who weren't going to vote to overturn the election: "We're coming for you."
Rep. Mo Brooks told Trump’s mob that it was time to “kick ass“
"You can lightly threaten them" - Madison Cawthorne
"This is our 1776" - Marjorie Taylor Greene
"You gotta go to the streets and be... violent" - Louie Gohmert
Given that there was an injury that sent someone to the hospital with critical injuries, it's time to admit that Trump's incitement of terrorism has prevented a "peaceful" transfer of power. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1346946129674559489
It was a decision-maker failure to act adequately based on warnings received
The Capitol Police know how to prevent this. And they know how to stop it. And they chose not to prevent it. And they chose not to defend the Capitol when they had to.
it was being planned out, explicitly, in detail, in public, for weeks on the pro-Trump internet. Every single illegal thing. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/janelytvynenko/trump-rioters-planned-online
There had been plenty of warnings. Plenty of time to prepare. Plenty of money to do it. But twice the Capitol Police turned down offers of assistance - once three days before the pro-Trump riot at the Capitol and again as the mob descended on the building. http://apne.ws/7ToDdZA
FBI & DHS did not do a formal threat assessment before the US Capitol riot. (They did one ahead of Portland protests after George Floyd murder & before BLM protests in June.) https://www.npr.org/2021/01/13/956359496/why-didnt-the-fbi-and-dhs-produce-a-threat-report-ahead-of-the-capitol-insurrect
AP’s review found at least 3 Trump campaign aides named on the permit for the Jan. 6 event. Megan Powers was listed as one of two operations managers for the Jan. 6 event, and her LinkedIn profile says she was the Trump campaign’s director of operations into January 2021. https://apnews.com/article/d14c78d53b3a212658223252fec87e99
Terrorist attack against U.S. Congress incited by the President of the United States succeeds in stopping election certification. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jan/06/us-capitol-lockdown-senate-trump-supporters-protesters-police
Trump was looking at an enraged mob, many in paramilitary gear, carrying bats & sledgehammers. Yet he riled them up more, told them to go the US Capitol and fight. He said "fight" 23 times. https://twitter.com/Delavegalaw/status/1348702043117125636
Sen Hawley gave a raised-fist salute to the MAGA terrorists before they stormed the capitol  https://twitter.com/ManuelQ/status/1346913744736157714
Trump was calling Senators to get them to overturn the election while the Capitol was on lockdown and Congress members were hiding https://twitter.com/mccarthyryanj/status/1347675916651134981
At least 28 police officers were among the insurrectionists at the Capitol. https://theappeal.org/the-cops-at-the-capitol
“here's video of capitol police opening up the barricades. a video posted by @bubbaprog  shows police taking selfies w/ these people. looks chaotic, but this was allowed to happen” https://twitter.com/garyhe/status/1346931334032334848
Cops were taking selfies with the terrorists. https://twitter.com/bubbaprog/status/1346920198461419520
According to a since-deleted video posted to his Facebook page, newly elected Republican Del. Derrick Evans participated in the mob that forcefully made their way into the U.S. Capitol. https://twitter.com/davemistich/status/1346929191984488448
Rep Lauren Boebert moments before 'her constituents' stormed the Capitol: “I have constituents outside this building right now. I promised my voters to be their voice." Also, three days ago she released a video saying she would carry her gun with her in Congress. https://twitter.com/zachjourno/status/1346951557548449798
“Trump supporters going at it with the police on the steps of the Capitol as Congress counts the Electoral College ballots” https://twitter.com/Phil_Lewis_/status/1346883077524639748
Cruz/Hawley etc objections added a crucial time element to the Capitol riot.  When no senator objected to any Electoral College votes in 2017, the Joint Session presided over by Biden finished certifying Trump's win at 1:41 pm.  The mob broke in to the Capitol at ~2:10 pm https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1350450966550761472
“While we watch the republican Sedition Caucus try to burn down democracy, just outside us rioting rightwing mobs are attacking police trying to storm the Capitol” https://twitter.com/BillPascrell/status/1346892883379576834 https://twitter.com/BillPascrell/status/1346892883379576834
Republicans cheer Steve Scalise's call for "the rule of law" [i.e. the opposite] to prevail as a Trump-inspired mob storms the U.S. Capitol building. https://twitter.com/TimAlberta/status/1346886697817174022
Republicans literally just gave a standing ovation to sedition through a coup attempt.
Staff in the Senate Press gallery staff just informed reporters sitting at their desks that if protestors storm the Capitol building they will usher us all into the Senate chamber and lock the door https://twitter.com/alaynatreene/status/1346895194801786880
“Trump supporters have breached the Capitol building, tearing down 4 layers of security fencing and are attempting to occupy the building — fighting federal police who are overrun … This is the craziest thing I’ve ever seen in my life.”  https://twitter.com/ElijahSchaffer/status/1346881968819105792
“Lock all doors if able...immediately seek shelter...remain quiet and await further direction,” a voice said over the Capitol loud speaker
Pence has left the Capitol, presumably for security reasons. A Capitol police officer just called on the press gallery to lock the doors. https://twitter.com/Grace_Segers/status/1346898068319465481
“I just had to evacuate my office because of a pipe bomb reported outside. Supporters of the President are trying to force their way into the Capitol and I can hear what sounds like multiple gunshots.” https://twitter.com/RepElaineLuria/status/1346890833266683904
“Protesters have breached the Capitol. They’re outside the Senate chamber”
“I’m sheltering in place in my office. The building next door has been evacuated. I can’t believe I have to write this.” https://twitter.com/RepHaleyStevens/status/1346890595080482825
AyannaPressley's chief of staff: the panic buttons had been "torn out—the whole unit" in advance of last week's attack on the Capitol. https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/01/13/nation/it-was-like-looking-evil-capitol-attack-through-eyes-massachusetts-delegation/
“A reporter is having a panic attack because we’re locked in the Capitol without any police protection, and we hear and feel rumblings underneath us. This is scary folks, especially after being labeled ‘the enemy’ for some 4 years” https://twitter.com/MattLaslo/status/1346908649483087874
Fox's Griff Jenkins says the protestors "have been nothing but peaceful."
“Holy shit” https://twitter.com/jim_newell/status/1346899789347233796
They’re in the chamber. One is up on the dais yelling “Trump won that election!” https://twitter.com/igorbobic/status/1346906369232920576?s=20
They’re shooting into the chamber https://twitter.com/MEPFuller/status/1346905489561579532
Guns drawn on the floor of the House https://twitter.com/LukeRussert/status/1346906183790194690
Republican congressman Mike Johnson calling into Fox News from a security bunker during a coup, asked whether Trump should say something, still felt obligated to preface his response with "I'm a supporter of the president."
current Metro D.C. police officer on the scene said in a public Facebook post that off-duty police officers and members of the military, who were among the rioters, flashed their badges and I.D. cards as they attempted to overrun the Capitol https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1347327314363904006
Capitol Police would not expel the terrorists by force; said “We’ve just got to let them do their thing now” https://twitter.com/kylebuchanan/status/1346924232828092418
The Defense Department has just denied a request by DC officials to deploy the National Guard to the US Capitol https://twitter.com/byaaroncdavis/status/1346908166030766080
The Pentagon likely restrained National Guard because of concerns Trump would invoke Insurrection Act https://www.justsecurity.org/79623/crisis-of-command-the-pentagon-the-president-and-january-6/
Although US Capitol police did deploy, it was nothing like the army which met BLM protests last summer https://twitter.com/Vanessid/status/1346906560769839107
A woman is visible being brought out from the Capitol on a stretcher, with an oxygen mask—wounds and blood evident on her upper body, from which her shirt has been removed
“I cannot get an answer from anyone across multiple agencies to the very simple question of who is in charge of the response to the MAGA violence at the Capitol and what is being done” https://twitter.com/attackerman/status/1346917255981002754
“Kill him with his own gun." An officer describes what the rioters said as he lay on the US Capitol floor after being Tasered several times. https://cnn.it/3subbDq
1 woman in critical condition after being shot in the chest at the U.S. Capitol - CNN
Sergeant at Arms says we’ve had “a little setback” as there is still a “sizable” number of [terrorists] in the Capitol.  He says it might take another hour before they’ve cleared the complex.” 
Congress being evacuated and Capitol Police say the Senate won’t be in session in this building today or anytime soon – bc the building is “trashed.” https://twitter.com/alizaslav/status/1346928631679954947
A Trump supporter stole the podium and went swanning around the U.S. Capitol with it https://twitter.com/GettyImagesNews/status/1346916320965750788 
CBS: It’s basically POTUS and Chief of Staff Mark Meadows in Oval Office. There is no sense of urgency inside the west wing right now. The few aides around are in offices watching this all play out on tv. https://twitter.com/DavidBegnaud/status/1346928686419767297
Trump releases video that amplifies all of his baseless lies about the election
“Trump's message is airing right now in the safe room where I am. Roughly, POTUS says: We know your pain. This was a fraudulent election, it was stolen from us, but we can't play into the hands of these people.” https://twitter.com/Olivia_Beavers/status/1346930551303925760
NBC’s Pete Williams reports several law enforcement officials say at least one improvised explosive device has been found on the US Capitol grounds.
“Electoral college ballots rescued from the Senate floor. If our capable floor staff hadn’t grabbed them, they would have been burned by the mob.” https://twitter.com/SenJeffMerkley/status/1346938705932648451
AZ Republican chair calls for enabling the coup to succeed: “Congress is adjourned. Send the elector choice back to the legislatures.” https://twitter.com/kelliwardaz/status/1346916956801179649
Sergeant-at-arms of Texas GOP posts fomenting insurrection at U.S. Capitol https://twitter.com/evanasmith/status/1346938449203441669
When protestors tried to take the Capitol steps during the Kavanaugh nomination, Every. Single. Person was arrested. Today, Trumpists occupied the Capitol steps for HOURS. “I just watched an officer in riot gear hold one of their hands & gingerly walk them slowly down the steps.” https://twitter.com/alexisgoldstein/status/1346940983431335938
A bunch of Associated Press equipment had to be abandoned and a crowd is trashing it. "We are the news now!" a man yells. Looks like they're going to try to light it on fire. They made a noose from the camera cord and hung it from a tree. https://twitter.com/pdmcleod/status/1346942367543091200
Acting Secretary of Defense consults Pence, Congressional leaders but not president https://twitter.com/adegrandpre/status/1346937538775289856
if agents of gov’t are responding to Pence as if he's the President, without him notifying someone under 25th amendment terms of that effect, that is problematic.
Several law enforcement officials say the woman who was shot inside the U.S. Capitol building today has died.
“I’ve covered a lot of security failures. This is a security failure of terrifying proportions. Armed insurgents breached and occupied the Capitol. They’re still there. The failure hasn’t ended.” https://twitter.com/shaneharris/status/1346948338504130567
Jake Angeli, the QAnon guy who got inside the Senate chamber, said police eventually gave up trying to stop him and other Trump supporters, and let them in. After a while, he said police politely asked him to leave and let him go without arrest https://twitter.com/AdrianMorrow/status/1346941412479176704
"This reporter overheard a Capitol Police officer apologize, unprompted, to would-be insurrectionists as they left the still-chaotic scene at the Capitol grounds: 'Sorry about all of this. Thanks for your patience.'" https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-07/trump-rioters-weren-t-policed-like-blm-protesters?sref=AN2927tl
At Ohio Capitol, rioters amok and police nowhere https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1346875566696378369
Pro-Trump insurrectionists also invaded statehouses in Ohio, Georgia, California, Kansas and Minnesota
3 more deaths from separate medical emergencies have been reported in the vicinity of Wednesday's riots at the U.S. Capitol, Washington D.C.’s Metro police says. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/live-blog/electoral-college-certification-updates-n1252864/ncrd1253209?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_np
Michael Flynn's brother was on the phone resisting emergency pleas for the National Guard when the Capitol was under attack Jan. 6. The Army falsely denied it for weeks. afterward. https://twitter.com/CarolLeonnig/status/1352066474492497921
While House members were hiding in a secure location, dozens of Republicans refused to cover their faces so a COVID outbreak is probably going to rip through the US House now https://twitter.com/Bencjacobs/status/1347252184820412420
many GOP members of Congress laughed & mocked Rep. Lisa Rochester for her trying to hand out masks; less than two weeks ago, one of their GOP House colleagues died from COVID https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1347753217451577345
Kylie Kremer and her mother Amy Kremer (Amy started the Tea Party and campaigned for Ted Cruz when he first ran for office) run Women for America First (and Women for Trump) organized all 3 marches on Washington - including January 6th https://twitter.com/m_mendozaferrer/status/1349550640389734400
Ginni (Mrs. Clarence) Thomas is on Board of Govs. of CNP Action (lobbying arm), advisory council for Charlie Kirk’s TPUSA—which sent 80 bus loads to the terrorist assault on the Capitol. https://twitter.com/anelsona/status/1347526245567918082
On the morning of Jan. 6, Ginni Thomas—wife of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas—endorsed the protest demanding that Congress overturn the election, then sent her “LOVE” to the demonstrators
Involvement with buses may be false https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1348648310400294913
One of the insurrectionists who fomented rebellion against the United States government yesterday, John Eastman, is the chair of a Federalist Society practice group.  He's also a proud white supremacist who supports the deportation of millions of non-white American citizens.
Worth recalling, Less than a year ago AG Barr treated threats of violence by the Proud Boys--including an organizer of today's violence--as a "technicality" in Roger Stone sentencing. 
National Association of Manufacturers, the nation's largest manufacturing association, called on Vice President Mike Pence Wednesday to consider working to remove President Trump from office.
Also today, Justice Department says it’s been affected by Russian hack https://apnews.com/article/russia-hacking-justice-department-6290618f08cad5b11c4dd0263ef6820b
John Sullivan is a putative left-wing activist whom many members of the left-wing activist community believed was actually an agent provocateur. His involvement in the invasion of the Capitol makes that theory more plausible than ever. https://twitter.com/JamesSurowiecki/status/1349869395275866113
The Venezuelan gov’t expresses their concerns for political violence in the US and hopes there can be a path toward stability and justice 
Half of right wing twitter right now is saying this is a false flag by antifa and the other half is posting pictures from the capitol saying this is me! i'm doing this! https://twitter.com/metaltxt/status/1346941875211522052
In a tweet that has since been deleted, Ivanka Trump called the terrorists "American patriots" https://twitter.com/maddenifico/status/1348129483891630081
Republican members of Congress favoring the “this was a false flag by antifa” lie https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1346972701987102720
Republicans are starting to seed stories that Trump is mentally ill https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1346971731152420864
6:30 p.m. “Congressional leaders are in the undisclosed location and focusing on the 25th Amendment to get @realDonaldTrump out of office” https://twitter.com/AprilDRyan/status/1346960706512576514
After  Trump tweeted that Mr. Pence ‘didn’t have the courage to do what should have been done,’ dozens of messages on Gab called for those inside the Capitol building to hunt down the Vice President https://twitter.com/HotlineJosh/status/1347037534937874433
George W. Bush [whose people literally organized rioters to invade and halt the counting of votes for a presidential election]: "This is how election results are disputed in a banana republic—not our democratic republic."
NY Times guy is giving a free platform to Richard “Bigo” Barnett after he invaded and stole from the House Speaker’s office https://twitter.com/AllMattNYT/status/1346959236421578754
VP chief of staff Marc Short tells says he is not allowed back on White House grounds: "He's blaming me for advice to VP." https://twitter.com/PhilipWegmann/status/1347038054054309888
Giuliani left a voicemail tonight on the wrong senator's phone (he thought it was Tuberville) pleading with him to force debates on up to 10 states and ensure the process drags into at least another full day https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1347027529924751363
“the conciliatory tone of many (not all) of the Democrats’ speeches in the Senate right now is scaring the hell out of me.” https://twitter.com/mwckennedy/status/1347013212097679361
Holocaust denier Nick Fuentes and neo-nazi loser Baked Alaska both live-streamed from Pelosi's office after storming the capitol. Neither have been arrested.
CBS News internal guidance also advises staff to avoid the coup or insurrection label: "We don’t need to go out of our way to give this an overly dramatic label, This story doesn’t need that.  We should not be calling this an attempted coup or a terrorist attack." 
Kevin McCarthy on Fox breathing life into the conspiracy theory that it wasn’t actually Trump supporters storming the Capitol: “People came here to do some damage. I don’t know who they were with,”
“I think we’ve got to hold our breath for the next 20 days,” Romney said https://twitter.com/igorbobic/status/1347042292306161664
Russia and China are viewing the violence on Capitol  as "a significant opportunity" and will use these events to show their people this is what democracy does and this is what the US is trying to bring to the rest of the world https://twitter.com/NorahODonnell/status/1346943893691105280
The House has fucking adjourned until Monday.

online extremists said they were going to storm the Capitol on January 6th. They had specific plans. [It wasn't Antifa.] It was a combo of QAnon, Proud Boys and pro-Trump militias, openly planning online. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1347240093061443596
Also, Republican AGs PAC helped organize the invasion , sending out a robocall: "We will march to the Capitol building and call on congress to stop the steal." https://documented.net/2021/01/republican-attorneys-general-dark-money-group-organized-protest-preceding-capitol-mob-attack/

House Democrats intend to adjourn Jan 7-19 ??? No ??? https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1346134838307393536

Every 4 years, the Ohio legislature makes plans to have a committee attend the presidential inauguration in D.C. This year, the resolution omits the president-elect’s name https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1346476391156523008

1.5.2021
The night before the insurrection, a large group of Trump family and advisers held an urgent meeting with January 6 organizers at the president's private residence in DC https://sethabramson.substack.com/p/january-5-meeting-at-trump-international
One day before Trumpist insurrection at Capitol, Rep. Mary Miller says “Hitler was right” at a Trumpist rally outside the Capitol. (Mary Miller didn’t slip or improvise when she quoted Hitler and praised how the murderous Nazi built his political movement by indoctrinating youth. She was reading from prepared remarks.) https://twitter.com/MarkMaxwellTV/status/1346891485791330313
A new acting U.S. Attorney has been named in Atlanta, after BJay Pak's abrupt departure. The Trump admin is bypassing the top career prosecutor in the office to have Bobby Christine, the Trump-appointed USA in the SD of GA, lead the office instead https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/trump-appointed-bobby-christne
Federal court hearing this morning in Atlanta on Trump's latest suit to overturn the election results in GA won't be available to press or public who can't attend in person. Why? Clerk says Trump's lawyers asked that it not be & judge is deferring to that. https://twitter.com/joshgerstein/status/1346454887199076352
Forest Service says it will trigger the land exchange of sacred Oak Flat to mining giant Rio Tinto on January 15th, five days before Biden takes office. This is Apache holy ground 
SolarWinds hack officially attributed to Russia after two week “cooling off” delay imposed by Trump https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1346576525383106565
https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/mail-delays-threaten-late-arrival-of-runoff-ballots-in-atlanta

1 in 5 people in LA has COVID
There are days now when USA has over a third of all reported COVID cases worldwide. https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1345872005065830400

In some states e.g. Florida, counties are resorting to online ticketing sites like Eventbrite to schedule vaccinations  https://statescoop.com/lacking-statewide-vaccine-plan-florida-counties-eventbrite/

New COVID strain likely means: If 15 minutes of exposure would cause an infection before, it is safest to assume that spending 6 minutes around the new strain could have the same effect.

1.4.2021
At Trump’s “rally” in Georgia they made SeeYouJan6! the wifi password  https://twitter.com/jessbidgood/status/1348292715834970116
Republican senators Cramer (ND), Lummis (Wyo.) & Johnson (Wisc.) joined a meeting of "amateur hour" conspiracy theorists hosted by Mike Lindell at the Trump International Hotel. “They wanted to get the [voting] machines,” Cramer said later. https://twitter.com/MrDanZak/status/1489243047460327424
U.S. Attorney In Georgia suddenly quits https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1346228917821190145
https://politicalwire.com/2021/01/04/u-s-attorney-in-georgia-suddenly-quits/
Georgia Secretary of State Raffensperger who supports investigating/prosecuting voter registration, “line warming,” etc., will take no action on Trump’s attempt to suborn election fraud https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1346221552061329408
About 4.6 million people in the U.S. have received a dose of a Covid-19 vaccine, according to the CDC — far short of federal officials’ goal of at least 20 million people by the end of December. https://nyti.ms/3oinBfa
NYC administered a whole… 8,333 vaccine doses today
Los Angeles:  120% of ICU space is occupied https://twitter.com/BrennanSpiegel/status/1346281272834809861
Rep. Kay Granger, the top Republican on the House Appropriations Committee, has tested positive for Covid https://twitter.com/caitlinzemma/status/1346169786741497857
Pence and Trump this afternoon are hearing a last minute pitch [for overturning the election] in the W.H. from Giuliani and John Eastman, another Trump attorney, re Jan. 6, including a discussion of the VP's role, per multiple sources. https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1346229197489004550
President’s gangster lawyer Giuliani: “We should write down the names of all these senators who aren’t supporting us and have serious consideration as to whether they really belong in the Republican Party."
Actual WaPo headline: Business leaders urge Congress to certify Biden win” (Over the last four years, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce PAC gave money to 10 of the 12 Senate Republicans who plan to challenge Biden's Electoral College victory.) https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1346160675090034689
Trump “has now invited the QAnon lady to speak” https://twitter.com/AndrewFeinberg/status/1346287516769509376
a British court has ruled that the US prison system is too barbaric to guarantee the safety of Julian Assange https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jan/04/julian-assange-extradition-ruling-us-mental-health-whistleblowers
“Secret Service has developed a plan. From former SS Agents: 1. Trump will not be physically removed. As a former President, he retains a SS detail. SS doesn’t want to pit agents against one another” https://twitter.com/MikeSington/status/1346079542293585927
Former Defense Secretary William Cohen on CNN: "All of us [10 living defense secretaries] came to the same conclusion that we are in danger, that we have a commander-in-chief who is not above trying to use the military in order to achieve a political objective."
Arizona has the dubious distinction of having the highest new case count per capita on Earth for the second time in a year https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1346267811916738560
EPA finalizes rule to limit science behind public health safeguards  https://twitter.com/sarahdwire/status/1346263658779856897
As of Dec. 29, the Census Bureau's expected release date for the 1st set of 2020 census results is Feb. 9 & may be pushed back further bc of newly discovered irregularities in the census records, DOJ attorney John Coghlan tells a federal judge during a court conference https://twitter.com/hansilowang/status/1346232301626261504
Trump is expected to give Rep. Devin Nunes the Presidential Medal of Freedom — the nation’s highest civilian honor — on Monday, and to give the same award to Rep. Jim Jordan next week. 

UK in recent days has had more than 10% of all new COVID cases on Earth despite having less than 1% of the world's population. (We’re all going to die) https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1346188616800862208

24° above normal near the North Pole.

“Xyz Republican Senator won’t make baseless objections to certifying presidential election result” now qualifies as breaking news headlines
Republicans Senate leader is handling the issue as “whatever, up to you, choose whichever you want” https://twitter.com/burgessev/status/1346222581112840199

1.3.2021
In eerily-worded Jan 3 memo, Capitol Police's intel unit predicted every grim thing that happened in the Capitol siege a few days later. They forecast a perfect storm: desperate pro-Trumpers, armed and storming toward a new angry target: Congress https://twitter.com/CarolLeonnig/status/1350245290025086976
The U.S. military must not become entangled in any election disputes in the coming days, all 10 living former Defense secretaries wrote in an op-ed published on Sunday. https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/03/defense-secretaries-military-trump-election-454334s
Former DoD official Eric Edelman "had heard things that were eerily similar" to David Ignatius' reporting that officials feared Trump could invoke the Insurrection Act to mobilize the military & re-run the election in swing states. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1346118762882281472
House’s Republican and Democratic floor staff are in a screaming match on the floor.
Aircraft carrier ordered to menace Iran, then ordered home, now ordered to menace Iran again. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1345901516851470336
DeWine went on CNN today to defend baseless Republican claims about Trump being cheated https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1345773917630328832
“Republican efforts to undermine Biden victory expose a growing anti-democratic streak“ https://cnn.it/3n7V22D
Russian state TV  https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1345781449388154880
expert: “He [Trump] is discrediting the American electoral system.” 
State TV host: “Let’s be glad about that.” 
Deputy of the Russian Duma : “I certainly am.” “The worse for them, the better for us.”

The Covid-19 recession is the strangest recession in living memory https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1346217556290506754.html
the most unequal recession, decimating some and not touching others
the most global, with practically all countries going down at the same time
The most unequal recession comes at a time when the world was already most unequal in living memory
despite the most unequal recession coming at the most unequal time, the decline in spending in this recession is driven by the richest, who have been least impacted [because they can't spend on what they like to spend on] 
We have the biggest boom in bank accounts, while we have the longest lines at food banks

Asset prices keep reaching new highs, around 3,000 people/day are dying of COVID19 & 800,000 ppl/week are filing new unemployment claims. https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1345829709242892289
 
national debt has grown so much that in 2020 it was projected to surpass the size of the entire economy for the first time since World War II

1.2.2021
In an hour-long phone call on Saturday, Donald Trump pressed Georgia secretary of state Brad Raffensperger to overturn Joe Biden’s victory there. “All I want to do is this. I just want to find 11,780 votes, which is one more than we have. Because we won the state.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jan/03/trump-georgia-raffensperger-call-biden-washington-post
"we have other states that I believe will be flipping to us very shortly" https://twitter.com/castlerockfarm/status/1346180321146855425
(Criminal solicitation to commit election fraud is a felony offense in Georgia, punishable by a 3-year prison sentence.)
Almost everything Trump said to Raffensberger was copy-pasted rumors that went wild on Facebook, said by 8kun administrator Ron Watkins on OAN, or from 4chan/TheDonald.win rumors that were aggregated on the Gateway Pundit https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1345845523920678918
The most insidious of Trump's talking points was a totally made up claim (debunked many times over) that an innocent election worker who sells vintage clothes in Georgia stole the vote. This woman has been harassed for no reason by POTUS's minions. His proof? "The internet." https://twitter.com/BrandyZadrozny/status/1346199893124272129
The General Election took place two months ago; its result been settled multiple times over for several weeks; we’re still stuck in a state of uncertainty about what will happen. (Just imagine a much closer election.)
CNN 1/2/21: 350,000 people in the United States have died from coronavirus.
Florida reports 31,518 new COVID cases, 217 deaths — highest two-day since pandemic began https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article248207140.html
US today: 300,000+ new cases in 24 hours (in Japan the nation's Governors called for a lockdown last week because 1300 new cases were spotted)  https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1345811588637458432
Republicans are beginning to pull some pretty spectacular scenarios out of their asses in an absolute last-gasp effort to keep Trump in office. https://www.trumplandiareport.com/2021/01/02/were-in-a-severe-constitutional-crisis/
11 Republican senators announce intent to join Missouri Senator Josh Hawley in objecting to the electoral college results. Braun completely reversed his position from 19 days ago https://twitter.com/adamwren/status/1345422156042125312
Ted Cruz Ron Johnson James Lankford Steve Daines John Kennedy Marsha Blackburn Mike Braun Cynthia Lummis Roger Marshall Bill Hagerty Tommy Tuberville
Ron Johnson told a former GOP county party chair that he knew Biden won. He’s knowingly, deliberately voting against democracy and the Constitution. https://thebulwark.com/my-call-with-ron-johnson-he-knows-biden-won-but-wont-admit-it/
Every effort since 2018 to pass legislation mandating post-election audits (see: SAFE Act, PAVE Act) was blocked by GOP leaders, including Trump, citing “federal overreach” and “states’ right.” Now they’re demanding them.
VP Pence releases statement supporting false claims of voter fraud https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1345513103895748608
(Real moment-of-truth time for Georgia Republicans who voted for Biden but want a Republican Senate “to place a check on Democrats” … three guesses how they will respond.)
60 Minutes interviews Lenny Pozner whose son Noah was killed in Sandy Hook.  CBS had to hire specialized make-up artists to disguise Pozner because of the threats he faces from conspiracy theorists. https://twitter.com/donie/status/1345451289749172225

Cruz is circulating a letter calling for the rejection of Electoral College results until a 10-day "emergency audit" can be conducted to examine "unprecedented allegations of voter fraud.”

1.1.2021
Rep. Gohmert, who says that the rejection of his lawsuit on procedural grounds amounts a call for street violence. "In effect, the ruling would be that you’ve got to go to the streets and be as violent as antifa and BLM.
“When I started covering House Republicans in 2013, a senior GOP aide told me to ignore the Steve Kings and Louie Gohmerts in the party. I pretty much did the exact opposite, and watched the whole party turn into Louie Gohmerts” https://twitter.com/MEPFuller/status/1345386475987333120
Iranian maritime forces in the Persian Gulf raised readiness levels in last 48 hours
The governor of Ohio, who is not requiring nursing home staff to get the COVID vaccine, is requiring women to make funeral arrangements for their fetal tissue.
AZ GOP on Twitter: “we’re never going back to the party of Romney, Flake, and McCain” (The last two Republicans elected by Arizona to the U.S. Senate were Flake and McCain. Seriously, if the Nevada Democratic Party tweeted about how awful Harry Reid was, we would rightly conclude that everyone involved had lost their minds.) https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1345494549200859136

OMB Director Russel Vought, a right-wing fanatic, is blocking the transition
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-55470625

Screwy stuff going on with Secret Service https://twitter.com/SorayaMcDonald/status/1345014888758988805
Biden is expected to receive Secret Service protection with a new team that is more familiar to him and replacing some agents amid concerns that they may be politically allied with Donald Trump. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/dec/31/joe-biden-secret-service-team-trump-loyalty

US employers cut 140,000 jobs in December, according to the latest jobs report. Women accounted for all the losses, losing 156,000 jobs, while men gained 16,000. https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/08/economy/women-job-losses-pandemic/index.html
Over the course of last year Musk rose to become the world’s richest person with a $209bn fortune on Tuesday according to the Bloomberg billionaires index. Musk, who owns 20% of Tesla’s shares, was the 35th richest person in the world at the start of 2020.
8 Million Americans Fell Into Poverty During the Last Six Months of 2020: The sharpest rise in U.S. poverty in a half century 

Overshadowed by COVID19, 2020 set a new annual record of 22 billion-dollar weather and climate events in the U.S. - shattering the previous annual record of 16 events that occurred in 2011 and 2017 https://twitter.com/KHayhoe/status/1360321695060553730

U.S. government checks constituted 40% of farmers' income in 2020, per USDA https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u-s-government-checks-constituted-40-of-farmers-income-in-2020-usda-01609444429?reflink=mw_share_twitter

In December 2020, as COVID19 rages on worldwide, only 5 people succumbed to the virus in Cameroon, population of roughly  26 million. https://twitter.com/africatechie/status/1346118802644348929

2020 was the hottest year in the global temperature record, going back 140 years

12.31.2020
Mar-a-Lago’s black-tie NYE party, which Trump and his family attend and for which guests pay thousands per ticket, is still slated to take place and is said to have “at least 500” reservations confirmed
Room rates at the Trump Hotel DC have spiked for the Trump-endorsed Jan. 6 “rally.” Just days ago the cheapest room rate on Jan. 5 was $3,600/night. It's now $7,500 for Jan. 5 and $8,000 for Jan. 6. https://twitter.com/Z_Everson/status/1344629191480905728
Last day of early voting in Cobb Co, GA (not the entire state) and line is like a mile long at 7:30 a.m. https://twitter.com/PriscillaWT/status/1344623101036912643
“House Republicans tell me they expect as of now that at least 140 Republican Members of the House will on Jan 6 object to and vote against the Electoral College results showing President-elect Biden won”
McConnell held a conference call with Senate Republicans this morning in which he pressed Hawley multiple times to explain his plans to object to the Electoral College. McConnell was met with silence, per multiple people familiar with the call. Turns out Hawley wasn’t present https://twitter.com/politicoalex/status/1344727635000229890
“Even if Biden manages his best case scenario (100 million people in 100 days) that means it will be a year before I get vaccinated. Another year of my professional life lost. Another year of my personal life lost.” https://twitter.com/ayeletw/status/1344754356990533632
Pence files response to Gohmert lawsuit: “he's going to try and thread a needle and argue that the court can't tell him what to do here, but do so without admitting that Congress can tell him what to do either. And he's going to show the moral fiber we've come to expect and attempt to do so without pissing off the Trumpian base any more than necessary.” https://twitter.com/questauthority/status/1344799650080043011

USS Nimitz being ordered back and forth https://twitter.com/KatCapps/status/1344748184841568257

“Just talked to a pharmacist in the panhandle who’s currently watching 30 doses of the vaccine go bad because they can’t find enough “eligible” recipients.” https://twitter.com/cd_hooks/status/1344526005365399552
If the goal is to reach 80% of Americans vaccinated with a 2-dose covid19 vaccine, it will take 10 years at our current pace. We are at 1 million vaccinations a week https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1343920976854196225

Reports of USPS delays are dire

The VA has been a fiasco in responding to the pandemic https://www.propublica.org/article/those-of-us-who-dont-die-are-going-to-quit-a-crush-of-patients-dwindling-supplies-and-the-nurse-who-lost-hope

Republicans (with lots of help from the media) have managed to muddy the water on a number of their actual policy positions https://www.dataforprogress.org/blog/2020/12/30/republicans-dont-know-anything-about-their-party

12.30.2020
UN: Trump Blackwater pardons violate international law https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/532065-un-says-trump-blackwater-pardons-violate-international-la
US's deadliest day of the 10-month-old pandemic. Almost 4,000 people died. https://twitter.com/davelevitan/status/1344631528874242050
Republican Sen. says he will object on Jan. 6 during electoral college certification process
Hawley is unequivocally calling for election results to be overturned, something no sitting Senator in US history has ever advocated—and NY Times politely types it up as “answering Trump’s call.” whatever the F that means https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1344507035459723266
The evidence is in, and “the UK variant” does appear to be of great concern. The viral load of infected people is higher, and it seems to be about 50% more transmissible. It doesn’t appear to cause more severe illness, but more cases will unfortunately result in greater mortality. https://twitter.com/DrZoeHyde/status/1344270171087618049
“My friend (an MD) told me not to do any rigorous exercise for 3 months after my COVID diagnosis because of the possibility of myocarditis” https://twitter.com/thurgoodhamer/status/1344330530775568384
Rep Ayanna Pressley describes intense ongoing campaign of intimidation directed at her and her staff: “these death threats, violent phone calls, the need for private security hires, coordination with Capitol Police and the FBI, this has become part of our daily negotiation of how to serve the people who sent us to Washington.”
GA Secretary of State has sent out a warning that those people engaged in ‘line warming’ could be charged with a felony for handing out hand warmers, food, snacks, and beverages https://www.ajc.com/politics/politics-blog/the-jolt-on-tuesday-an-offer-of-hot-chocolate-to-a-shivering-voter-becomes-a-crime/RTRIGZ24SJBRXLMSPCP6CXAJ5Q/
Biden's new staff secretary is Jessica Hertz. Until earlier this year, she was at Facebook and helped them navigate the Cambridge Analytica settlement. Her role there has been sometimes at odds with the Biden campaign's anti-FB rhetoric. (staff secretary is one of those really important positions you rarely hear about. they often determine the Oval Office paper flow)

One of, if not the, biggest Republican political donors (Sheldon Adelson) gave a very expensive plane ride to a man convicted of espionage against the United States.  https://twitter.com/EliClifton/status/1344162299125387265

12.29.2020
feels like everyone's brain has overheated preview of the future?
DOJ memo on Tamir Rice case touts "extensive examination of the facts," omitting how the career prosecutors on the file wanted to use a grand jury to try for an obstruction case & were denied. https://twitter.com/charlie_savage/status/1344047325887557657
Trump arrived at Trump International Golf Club in West Palm Beach, Florida, at 9:37 am on Tuesday, marking his 425th day at one of his properties and 312th day at one of his golf clubs during his presidency
Rebekah Jones: My son presented a terrifying future to us as we were packing [to leave Florida].  "What if Desantis becomes president? Where do we go?" My 11 year old knows exactly why we had to move, and he knows exactly the type of person the governor is. He knows the threat he poses to my family and any family the challenges his alternative reality. No 11 year old should be afraid of the president coming for him. https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1344136691876057089 But
Ohio State study: 30% of student athletes have heart damage linked to COVID-19 https://www.fox13news.com/news/ohio-state-study-30-of-student-athletes-have-heart-damage-linked-to-covid-19?taid=5feba36054859c000143b895

Some terrible people built a whole app for finding and promoting COVID-unsafe large, indoor house parties and they’re using TikTok to market it to millions. They’re currently in the midst of promoting secret NYE ragers in nyc https://twitter.com/TaylorLorenz/status/1343994810714058753

The Trump campaign has sent over 500 fundraising emails to supporters  + almost 200 text messages since election night

12.28.2020
“Gohmert v. Pence” That’s the actual caption of the new suit filed by a Member of Congress against the VP seeking to get him to override the will of the voters at the January 6 joint session of Congress.
Walter Reed doctor who criticized President Trump's hospital drive-by works last shift after being removed from schedule https://cnn.it/34PsxAt
record number of Texans with the rona are hospitalized — more than 11,300 https://twitter.com/evanasmith/status/1343760654306521090
L.A. County hospitals are so inundated that they’ve resorted to placing patients in conference rooms or gift shops.  https://twitter.com/latimes/status/1343720397448077321
Russia's deputy prime minister Tatiana Golikova admitted that the official count of 55,265 is wrong and that in fact more than 186,000 Russians died. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/28/russia-admits-to-world-third-worst-covid-19-death-toll-underreported
AP is really rolling out phrases like “the man behind the mysterious explosion in which he was killed” to avoid the term suicide bomber https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1343532320708554752

America just shrugged off a suicide bombing that leveled a city block on Christmas https://twitter.com/PhotosByCooper/status/1343628671723175941

US sees a record number of COVID19 deaths in December https://bit.ly/3nY7Iub
"A viral tsunami:" LA doctors, hospitals are "hanging on by a thread" as coronavirus surges http://hill.cm/KLbWD0W
With the mutant SARSCoV2 virus sweeping over London, England's hospitals "now have more COVID patients than at any other point in the pandemic," & NHS now under more strain from COVID than at any other point." >41,000 new cases reported today.
60% of Ohio nursing home staff refusing covid vaccine 
US vaccine distribution is turning into a non-planned non-funded shit show already https://twitter.com/ashishkjha/status/1343768397084053505

12.27.2020
As of now, there have been 1,759,604 global deaths. Had the rest of the world responded to the pandemic as the United States, 7,834,960 people would have died. https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1342991509814083584/photo/1
TSA screened 1,284,599 people at airport checkpoints nationwide, Sunday, Dec. 27. It is the highest checkpoint throughput since the pandemic hit. It is also the 6th day in the last 10 that volume has surpassed 1M.  https://twitter.com/TSA_Northeast/status/1343540797229170693
McConnell is congratulating Trump for avoiding a shut down he almost caused https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1343383528722063361
An actual roadside bomb went off on US soil more than 48 hours ago, and the most recent tweet from the president that mentions “bomb” in the literal sense is almost a year old. https://twitter.com/spdustin/status/1343330498563743751
Bipartisan, bicameral ‘908 coalition led Senators Manchin (D-WV) and Collins (R-ME) pleading to Trump and kissing his ass in public statements in hopes he will sign  omnibus-spending/COVID-19 relief bill, ahead of tomorrow's midnight gov't shutdown deadline https://twitter.com/CraigCaplan/status/1343303935168311297
Add Mnuchin to the list, along with Jared, Ivanka, and Pence, who are fleeing the country https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1343343365383999494

Republicans in key states that voted for President-elect Joe Biden already are pushing for new restrictions, especially to absentee voting. [Meanwhile the press continues to let Frank LaRose cosplay as "the pro-voter Republican" without bringing up how he completely turned on and fought against all his alleged voting advocacy in 2020] https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-joe-biden-donald-trump-voting-rights-elections-82cd5b52e924b818bb8d8db80edba44b

A nonprofit created to support President Trump donated money to an organization that registers voters in Florida. But authorities said that the Florida organization submitted voter registration forms with forged signatures and other issues. https://publicintegrity.org/politics/elections/ballotboxbarriers/trump-nonprofit-million-voters-swing-states/

12.26.2020
On the day unemployment benefits expired for millions—because Trump wouldn’t sign the bill—the president golfed in palm beach, the Vice President relaxed in vail and the press secretary posted a beach photo from Florida.
FT publishes “America the failure.” — "Biden is a decent man. What he wants to do domestically & internationally makes sense. But he will confront an opposition determined to make him fail. One has to be blind not to see where this is leading.” https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1342852329079525378

Prince William County sheriff's deputy Aaron Hoffman wants “patriots” to storm the homes of their local liberal judges & politicians to "remove them." https://twitter.com/socialistdogmom/status/1342483500964962304

PA’s GOP is unhappy with the State Supreme Court whose judges are elected statewide. Republians want a constitutional amendment to draw gerrymandered districts to ensure a GOP majority on the court.  It could be on the May ballot, drawing torrents of dark money. 

12.24.2020
where we are on Christmas Eve.
unemployment expires Saturday.
Government funding expires Monday.
House Rs blocked Dem $2000 check bill. 
Senate R leadership says 2k check bill cant get 60 in the Senate, unlikely to bring it up. 
No plan to keep government open.
Trump has pardoned Mark Siljander, a former Michigan congressman who pleaded guilty in 2010 to obstruction of justice and acting as an unregistered foreign agent. https://bit.ly/3mMpYFy

Trump campaign is going on radio in GA with a substantial buy with an ad talking about its allegations of election fraud, per a buyer and a campaign adviser. Also in MI and AZ and Wisc, as well as on OAN and Newsmax
overall trust in elections has plummeted among Republicans. According to Morning Consult polls prior to the election, 66 percent of GOP voters said they had at least some trust in the U.S. election system. In the latest poll (Dec. 15th), that number dropped to 33 percent https://thenevadaindependent.com/article/trump-supporters-asked-me-to-look-into-voter-fraud-in-nevada-what-i-found-debunked-what-they-were-alleging

“As best that we can tell (the data is obscure, we draw lots of inferences here), only 7/94 of Trump's pardons/commutations were recommended by the DOJ Pardon Attorney.” https://twitter.com/jacklgoldsmith/status/1342099515273314304

Journalists killed for their work doubled in 2020 https://twitter.com/oscarlopezNYT/status/1341410231465750532

https://www.npr.org/2020/12/16/946818045/from-congress-to-local-health-boards-public-officials-suffer-threats-and-harassm

Convicted or accused war criminals make up an enormous percentage of Trump's pardons.

12.23.2020
Trump urged Georgia’s lead elections investigator to “find the fraud” in a lengthy unethical and probably illegal phone call, saying the official would be a “national hero,” https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-call-georgia-investigator/2021/01/09/7a55c7fa-51cf-11eb-83e3-322644d82356_story.html
Trump has vetoed the National Defense Authorization Act because it removes names of confederate generals from US bases and does not repeal Section 230. (It passed with veto-proof majorities.)
Trump just issued 26 more pardons and three more commutations. The latest round includes full pardons for his former campaign chairman, Paul Manafort; his longtime adviser, Roger Stone; and his son-in-law's father, Charles Kushner.
Pennsylvania’s entire GOP Senate caucus was invited to lunch at the White House today
Biden’s remarks to the press today are out of touch and delusional
California becomes first state to surpass 2 million coronavirus cases https://twitter.com/latimes/status/1341926091791998978

Contact tracing, once imagined … as a way the country could begin to safely reinstitute something approximating normal life while keeping the virus at bay until a vaccine arrived, has changed since the spring.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/12/23/the-head-of-cuyahoga-countys-contact-tracing-efforts-on-thanksgiving-spread-your-friends-instagram-pictures-and-vaccines
Because of the sheer volume of cases, [Cuyahoga] county can't get to them all. 
when they talk to people who have tested positive, the efforts to track where they were and who they might have exposed to the virus aren't so simple. In many cases, the exposure is obvious and singular. In others, people haven't just been to work, or to one bar. For some contacted by the county's contact tracers, they've been to work, a restaurant, a bar, a family get together, a wedding, and a backyard gathering
Reports from early this year in Erie County noted that not only were more than a dozen people who tested positive refusing to stay home and quarantine but that, "The department also is running into people who refuse to help with contact tracing efforts designed to find out who might have been exposed to COVID-19. Some, in fact, have cursed at the health department workers and refuse to answer questions." 

not only has no elected republican condemned the pardons, several have praised them

Madagascar: drought is pushing 1.35m people, including 100,000 children, to brink of famine. The country has experienced 16 famines since 1896, 8 of which in past 4 decades. https://news.mongabay.com/2020/12/in-madagascars-hungry-south-drought-pushes-more-than-1-million-to-brink-of-famine/
An iceberg the size of Rhode Island is breaking up, potentially threatening life in the Southern Atlantic Ocean https://mashable.com/article/iceberg-a68a-antarctica-drifting-breaking-up/

South Africa, UK governments routinely genetically analyse >10% of COVID19 viruses infecting people. But Trump admin does no such thing. https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1341418248554881026
https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1341992652179447808

12.22.2020
high-ranking DOD leadership worrying about the President trying to use the military to overturn the election https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1341394128148557824
Trump issues 15 pardons, including former Reps. Duncan Hunter and Chris Collins. Duncan Hunter was convicted for spending campaign money to fund his personal lifestyle, Chris Collins engaged in illegal insider trading. https://twitter.com/katieporteroc/status/1341543501817757696
Trump also pardoned all four Blackwater contractors convicted of killing Iraqi civilians in the Nisour Square Massacre
Trump grants clemency to 20 people, among them men convicted in the Russia probe, including George Papadopoulos, a onetime campaign adviser who pleaded guilty to lying to the FBI in the probe.
Ali Kinani was 9 years old when he was shot in the head by Blackwater guards on September 16, 2007 in Baghdad Iraq. Trump just pardoned his killers.
Florida Gov. DeSantis vows to ‘hobble’ local leaders who try to shut down businesses for COVID safety https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1341479063479857154
Biden is answering press questions now and just talked SolarWinds. "The Defense Department won't even brief us on many things. ... I know of nothing that suggests it's under control."
Biden pledges within 100 days of taking office: “Get most schools back open… get back to our lives”
There have been 24 days since the Nov.  3 elections where Trump has not had a single public event

“…senior military officials in the Pentagon are more, not less, alarmed than they were a few weeks ago when Mark Esper was fired. The new crew of Trump loyalists in the most senior civilian positions don't seem there only to burnish their resumes, as one person put it. They're trying to figure out, in coordination with people in the White House, ‘how to make things happen.’ The senior military obviously retain considerable clout, to say the least. But the discussions they're having among themselves are unprecedented more sober and weighty than those of 1974 in the weeks before Nixon's resignation. And the difference is that Jim Schlesinger was then Secretary of Defense, committed to checking an unstable and desperate president, not to helping one.” https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1341488498700894214.html

Covid could shorten US life expectancy by up to three years, experts say. Covid-19 poised to become third leading cause of death in US, as virus cases pass 18m and deaths reach nearly 320,000 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/22/covid-coronavirus-us-life-expectancy-experts

After permit approved for whites-only church, church insists it isn't racist https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/after-permit-approved-whites-only-church-small-minnesota-town-insists-n1251838

Cornyn and Graham are professing relief that we won’t have to focus on Trump’s “tweets” and his “tone” anymore. This is supposed to look as if Republicans are criticizing Trump’s excesses while wistfully wanting to get back to substantive arguments over the nation’s direction with “the left.” You can almost see them admiring their halos in the mirror. But no one should be fooled by this game, especially when you hear a lot more of it. Trump’s destruction went far beyond tone, and it continues right now. Many Republicans were active collaborators in much of that destruction. And the destructive influence of both that collaboration and the role of their ideology in facilitating it will continue for the foreseeable future. https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/12/21/gop-whitewashing-trump-stain-has-quietly-begun/

12.21.2020
One million new US covid  cases in 4 days https://twitter.com/JenniferNuzzo/status/1341194391541702659
COVID-19 deaths are rising in 19 states. The 7-day average for the US is now at a record 2,631.
“In 1974, GOP Congressional leaders went to the WH to tell Nixon it was time to resign over Watergate. Today, GOP leaders went to the WH to conspire with Trump to overturn  a democratic election.” https://twitter.com/joelockhart/status/1341218109638774784
There was a weird tweet saying all black people would get magical powers on Dec. 21. So it's been a thing. https://twitter.com/DanielleAlberti/status/1341051061101080577
Erica Newland, ex-Office of Legal Counsel: "I'm haunted by what I did "as a lawyer in the Trump Justice Department. "No matter our intentions, lawyers like me were complicit. We owe the country our honesty about what we saw — and should do in the future." https://nyti.ms/38qN6US
Sidney Powell was back at the White House again today, for third time in four days.
“Sidney Powell is not part of our legal team, she hasn't been for 5 weeks, she is not a special counsel for the president, she does not speak for the president, nor does she speak for the administration. She speaks for herself.” [the president is listening to Sidney Powell more than just about anyone who is on his payroll, certainly more than his own White House Counsel.] https://twitter.com/jonathanvswan/status/1341202411541704704

20 percent of US prisoners infected with COVID-19: research http://hill.cm/TBLoNG0

In Britain https://twitter.com/Brexit/status/1340649011389190145
16 million enter new lockdown
Minister says new strain "out of control"
European countries move to close borders to U.K. travelers

Most of the developed world has provided pandemic relief at 75-100% of wages. America: nothing. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1340093614089773057
Florida residents are lining up for food as the pandemic leaves many hungry. https://cnn.it/34ARU99
Amazon is owned by Jeff Bezos who has a net worth of $187.7 billion. Many Amazon warehouse employees struggle to pay the bills. More than 4,000 are on food stamps. Some are even homeless  https://twitter.com/SarahIngles/status/1340034311525978113

Trump has told advisers not to share information with Biden’s team that could be used against him  https://twitter.com/DanielStrauss4/status/1341007516671631363

12.20.2020
UK reports 35,928 new coronavirus cases, the biggest one-day increase on record amid concern over fast-spreading mutation
The new COVID relief bill continues the ban on federal funding for ACORN, an organization that has not existed for years
At LA supermarkets, Staff are falling sick at unprecedented rates. https://twitter.com/skarlamangla/status/1340704360313966592
“Microsoft’s president, Brad Smith, said Thursday that government agencies are approaching Microsoft — not the national security establishment — to understand the extent of the Russian breach.” https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1340859235148713986
Arizona Repulican Party chair calls on Trump to “cross the Rubicon”
Trump, again, calls for Supreme Court to overturn Pennsylvania election results
gathered outside Ohio Senate President Larry Obhof’s personal home Sunday seeking to pressure him to override a gubernatorial veto of legislation to weaken the health department. A sign read "No testing, tracing, vaccines. We will not comply" https://twitter.com/statesnewsroom/status/1341381848853835776

Ho-hum https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1340490010462724097
The President entertains his recently pardoned General's pitch for a coup and it's not 5-alarm fire coverage. Not anything.
President considering martial law to overturn election, page A28.
a "leading" contender for Virginia governor is calling for martial law 
a top White House official publicly arguing that Joe Biden would be an "illegal" president and that Democrats stole the election because they "hate [Trump] more than they love this country."
In stable democracies, the military doesn't have to disavow its role in potential coup plots.
NY Times, having invested to have Maggie there to report out the rising levels of insanity in the Oval Office, decided to bury the news that the President and the General he just recently pardoned for lying about undermining US sanctions on Russia and his secret work for a foreign country were entertaining a military coup, however feckless. The dead tree NYT doesn’t have the story anywhere on the front page. https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/12/20/boiling-frog-journalism-the-collective-yawn-as-trumps-pardoned-foreign-agent-plots-a-coup/

The trump administration is still having huge maskless Christmas parties. https://twitter.com/JReidESPN/status/1340283917925052422

Trump is in a bunker with complete whackadoodles—but even when they’re gone from the White House just-as-whackadoodle Republicans will be sitting in Congress https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/dec/21/trump-administration-last-days-white-house

12.19.2020
Trump: "Wait until January 6! It's going to be wild!” https://twitter.com/Delavegalaw/status/1347005466673602563
Nearly all of government is on a war footing, demanding severe consequences for all-but-certain Russian hack — except Trump who provides cover for Russia and connects it to false claim of election hacking. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1340335327593050117
White House was preparing a statement yesterday attributing the cyber hack to Russia but officials were told to stand down. Trump’s tweets today downplaying the hack’s severity & pointing finger at China caught officials off guard & scrambling to square his comments with Pompeo blaming Russia only a day earlier https://twitter.com/JoshNBCNews/status/1340377970066731008
“I’ve been covering Donald Trump for a while. I can’t recall hearing more intense concern from senior officials who are actually Trump people. The Sidney Powell / Michael Flynn ideas are finding an enthusiastic audience at the top.” https://www.axios.com/trump-officials-alarmed-overturn-election-results-a844d1d2-acb2-47a9-87ce-ac579458b1ea.html
NY Times got the scoop that the president raised the idea of a military coup with his disgraced national security adviser, an agent of a foreign government, “but I guess they didn’t really believe in it because it isn’t on the front page.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1340453100923068427

“Sources who have gotten used to Trump’s eruptions over four years sound scared by what’s transpired in the past week when I’ve talked to them.” https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1340393624706703363

100,000 new COVID cases in L.A. County in little more than a week https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-12-19/california-coronavirus-records-straining-hospitals

An investment firm snapped up nursing homes during the pandemic. Employees say care suffered. https://twitter.com/danbauman77/status/1341128646308864003

12.18.2020
Though President Trump has nothing on his schedule except a meeting with the defense secretary later, pool reporters were just abruptly summoned to go into an unknown event in the Cabinet room. But it was canceled just as fast as it was called. https://twitter.com/JenGriffinFNC/status/1339988000684576773
Hannity on presidential election: “There's no doubt this was stolen”  https://www.mediamatters.org/sean-hannity/sean-hannity-presidential-election-theres-no-doubt-was-stolen
Trump now explicitly pushing for Tuberville to challenge the election results and turning on McConnell https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1339912696586768384
Sidney Powell was in Oval Office Friday night as Trump discussed making her special counsel for fictional election fraud; Mike Flynn was there too! And Rudy!
Meanwhile the entire government is trying to deal with a devastating hack that Trump dismisses as a hoax—while Trump meets with hoaxers.
Physicians at Stanford Medical Center are staging a protest on Friday to call out the university for prioritizing non-patient-facing health care workers to receive the vaccine before residents and fellows who work directly with COVID-19 patients. https://twitter.com/sfchronicle/status/1339997383392948225
FL gov DeSantis says that Florida has no Vaccines because of Production problems with Pfizer, Pfizer immediately does a press release contradicting DeSantis, saying there is no problem but that Florida hasn't ordered any vaccines
Also ugh: https://www.tampabay.com/news/health/2020/12/17/tampa-bay-health-workers-first-to-get-coronavirus-vaccine-but-many-say-theyll-pass/
Jared Kushner helped create a Trump campaign shell company that secretly paid the president's family members and spent $617 million in reelection cash, a source tells Business Insider https://twitter.com/tomlobianco/status/1339981649749159937
After stringing along Democrats, Senate Republicans once again blow up the project to negotiate a (shitty, inadequate) precious bipartisan compromise relief crumb https://twitter.com/brianschatz/status/1339940634837303298
https://twitter.com/therecount/status/1339992007037607936
latest lawsuit in Georgia revives allegations about Hugo Chavez. 
Supreme Court on standing: 1. If religious institution feels treated unfairly even if haven't been & unclear will happen again, then there's standing. 2. If President makes explicit plans to not count 10.5 million people for census, no standing bc who can predict what'll happen. https://twitter.com/andresegura/status/1339958633594048513

USPS is experiencing a historic record of holiday volume and unprecedented staff shortages

Republicans are right back to ginning up shiny objects e.g. “Eric Swalwell is a security risk!!!1”

Voter suppression group “True the Vote” is coordinating preemptive challenges of 364,541 voters https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1340014786575290375

12.17.2020
Acting Defense Secretary Chris Miller ordered a Pentagon-wide halt to cooperation with the transition of President-elect Biden, shocking officials across the Defense Department https://www.axios.com/pentagon-biden-transition-briefings-123a9658-4af1-4632-a6e6-770117784d60.html
Tucker Carlson is telling his audience of 3 million not to trust vaccines, and promoting nonsensical conspiracy theories https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1339744969721049092
Senator Rand Paul: "I'm very, very concerned that if you solicit votes from typically non-voters, that you will affect and change the outcome." https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/rand-paul-and-newt-gingrich-openly-fret-people-voting-will-affect-the-outcome-of-georgia-runoffs/ar-BB1c1wnB
Flynn on Newsmax saying that Trump could order "military capabilities" to swing states and "rerun an election in each of those states." (The next day, he’s meeting Trump in the oval office.) https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1339730530661789696
National Security Experts Warn Trump “Is Promoting Terrorism” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1339691442114064385
Congressional Research Service confirms that Treasury Secretary Mnuchin has been lying when claiming no legal authority under the Cares Act to extend the Fed's emergency loan programs beyond Dec. 31 https://twitter.com/BillPascrell/status/1339701303220514821

A member of Protect Democracy team who has been working for months on being prepared for any eventuality when Congress convenes on January 6th to count the Electoral College votes made this remark recently to our team: “I keep thinking that if Rs control the House and Senate in four years, there’s no world in which a presidential election win by a Dem gets certified on January 6, 2025.”

Trump has been utterly silent on the SolarWinds compromise, but his NSC tried to gag IC leaders from sharing details with Congress, as required by law. 

Monday, Republicans began promoting this disinfo: "The Justices went into a closed room...When Texas case was brought up he said he heard screaming through the walls as Justice Roberts and the other liberal Justices were insisting...afraid of what would happen if they did right thing...Moral cowardice.” Now it “is everywhere on the far-right internet. Diamond and Silk are primary drivers. It's also not real or even possible. The justices haven't met in person since the start of the pandemic.” https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1339697490891825153

“GOP launches … war on … voting ahead of Georgia runoffs” https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/17/gop-legal-war-absentee-voting-georgia-runoffs-447266

12.16.2020
States reported 1.8 million tests, 231k cases, and a record 3,400 deaths. There are 113,069 people currently hospitalized with COVID-19, a new record for hospitalizations. https://twitter.com/COVID19Tracking/status/1339366545319858176
one American died from covid every 30 seconds. But no one has the tolerance to talk about it any longer.  We’re forced to talk about the economy. Because enough people are apparently no long motivated by 3600 people dying. In a day.  https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1339760245120225282
Republicans bring “voter fraud hearing” formally into the US Senate
"The election in many ways was stolen," Rand Paul lies, citing no evidence
Senators in both parties raised concerns that the hearing is promoting debunked conspiracy theories about the election, and one Republican senator is not participating. https://cnn.it/3oYtCh2
Sen. Peters said that Chris Krebs faced threats to his safety that "required us to make some arrangements for your security to be here today to testify in person." https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1339268113913831424
North Carolina legislator calls on Trump to conduct coup, suspend civil liberties, under Insurrection Act https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1339192533776281602
Trump campaign is now running an ad/hype video urging his supporters to contact their legislators to demand "an honest election" and count https://twitter.com/GarrettHaake/status/1339285257292570627

Even after Republicans and Vladimir Putin have conceded that Donald Trump will no longer be President in 35 days, key parts of the press corps seem unable to look beyond Trump’s temper tantrums to the state of the country. https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/12/16/missing-the-national-security-crises-for-the-trump-temper-tantrums/

Nearly everything in the Arctic, from ice and snow to human activity, is changing so quickly that there is no reason to think that in 30 years much of anything will be as it is today.  https://nyti.ms/33Wq0UR

Nearly 8 million Americans have fallen into poverty since the summer. It's the fastest rise in poverty in the past 60 years.

12.15.2020
former Police Captain held an air conditioner repairman at gunpoint believing he had 750,000 ballots and was masterminding voter fraud …  he is part of some civilian "investigation" group who paid him well to do so. https://abc13.com/amp/mark-anthony-aguirre-former-houston-police-department-captain-arrested-aggravated-assault-liberty-center/8802235/
The Mexican Congress passed a law Tuesday that is expected to sharply limit cooperation with the US in the fight against illicit drugs, as outrage over the detention of Mexico's former defense minister escalated into a bilateral crisis. https://twitter.com/alexadobrien/status/1338939512320372736
For the first time, BotSentinel has identified a Twitter account as having a 100% "untrustworthy" rating. The account in question belongs to the President of the United States https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1338920739823620096
A former Houston police captain allegedly held an innocent man at gunpoint as part of an amateur voter fraud investigation, convinced his was part of a ballot crime ring that involved Hispanic children and $10 million from Mark Zuckerberg. https://abc13.com/mark-anthony-aguirre-former-houston-police-department-captain-arrested-aggravated-assault-liberty-center/8802235/
Betsy DeVos urged career employees at the Education Department on Tuesday to “be the resistance” when the Biden administration comes into power next month https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/15/betsy-devos-biden-education-department-445900
Richard Hinch, newly sworn in Republican Speaker of the New Hampshire House, dies of Covid-19 after attending events with largely unmasked fellow lawmakers

It is bizarre and a sign of the total ease with which the bizarre becomes normalized in America that more than a month after the presidential election outcome was plain, we’re still seeing “BREAKING” notifications that Biden won and that this or that Republican acknowledges established fact.

South Florida Sun Sentinel: An astonishing pattern emerged in Florida’s COVID19 death tally — one that suggests the state manipulated a backlog of unrecorded fatalities, presenting more favorable death counts in the days leading up to the presidential election. https://www.sun-sentinel.com/coronavirus/fl-ne-ss-prem-covid-deaths-florida-election-20201216-f4kgezjf4rf75ppumt4omxfsxy-story.html

Los Angeles County — home to 10 million people — has fewer than 100 ICU beds available, and things are still getting worse.

12.14.2020
The US has passed 300,000 COVID deaths
Bill Barr apparently decides that what’s on the way from Trump admin, even he’s unwilling to participate in (at least for a lost cause). Fired/resigned.
Trump’s White House taking the vaccine tomorrow is a symbol of a larger problem. “I’m beginning to hear of privileged people who are like jumping the queue. Hearing that companies involved in distribution are carving out small caches for their executives. Not people who are CDC recommended. But people with bank.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1338343869465808899
DHS has also been hacked in the SolarWinds attack. DHS is not currently acknowledging their breach publicly. With Commerce and Treasury, that's three confirmed agency intrusions. “I’m also told national security agencies and defense contractors have been compromised.” https://twitter.com/dnvolz/status/1338565201138999296
Trump campaign has filed another election challenge in federal court, this time in New Mexico — it's objecting to the use of drop boxes for voters to return absentee ballots. It was filed today, as the Electoral College is voting.
Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe has asked the White House to rescind a ten-year-old executive order that required a uniform policy for marking and handling “controlled unclassified information” (CUI). He asked the White House to completely nullify more than ten years of government-wide policy development in this area and to cancel its application to all government agencies both inside and outside of the intelligence community. https://fas.org/blogs/secrecy/2020/12/dni-cui/
Third time this year that the Michigan statehouse has closed down in order to avoid an onslaught of armed domestic terrorists threatening to harm elected or election officials. https://twitter.com/shannonrwatts/status/1338339985557082117
Texas electors vote 34-4 to call on Legislatures in Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan and Wisconsin  to appoint their own electors to overturn the election. https://twitter.com/AlexSamuelsx5/status/1338604149169156099

Scattered elites are starting to conclude at last that there’s a real problem, because over half the republicans in the House tried to overturn the election
Sen. Chris Murphy
Pippa Norris https://www.adn.com/opinions/national-opinions/2020/12/13/can-our-democracy-survive-if-most-republicans-think-the-government-is-illegitimate/
Marc Elias
Rep. Bill Pascrell https://twitter.com/BillPascrell/status/1338523281238990850
The New Yorker https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/the-gop-can-no-longer-be-relied-on-to-protect-democracy
Media Matters https://www.mediamatters.org/voter-fraud-and-suppression/never-let-trumps-accomplices-live-down-their-attacks-democracy
The Nation https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1338906928949252096
BUT, President-elect Clueless: “Tune in as I deliver remarks on today’s electoral college vote certification and the strength and resilience of our democracy” 
“The first time as tragedy the second time as farce” https://politi.co/37mDz27 
Congressional Democratic leadership has no idea what to do. They’re still playing “bipartisan gang-of-six closed-door talks dealmaking”
Also, since the election, little has changed about how journalists interview Republicans on TV.  https://www.mediamatters.org/voter-fraud-and-suppression/never-let-trumps-accomplices-live-down-their-attacks-democracy

Trump’s election B.S. is a ‘Goldmine’ to internet fraudsters: Hyperpartisan clickbait sites are rushing to cash in on the election conspiracies currently filling the Trump campaign coffers. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trumps-election-bs-is-a-goldmine-to-foreign-clickmongers

12.13.2020
SolarWinds
Russia hacked the people who sanction Russia, the people who regulate the Internet, and the people who prevent hacks. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1338552803300610052
Report:  highly sophisticated hacking group has stolen emails from Treasury Department and Commerce's NTIA. Other USG agencies are believed to be breached by same group through similar technique.  Hacking operation is so serious that NSC had a recent emergency meeting https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-cyber-amazoncom/exclusive-u-s-treasury-breached-by-hackers-backed-by-foreign-government-sources-idUSL1N2IT0HS
A security expert reportedly warned SolarWinds in 2019 that anyone could access the company's update server with the password 'solarwinds123' https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/a-security-expert-reportedly-warned-solarwinds-in-2019-that-anyone-could-access-the-company-s-update-server-with-the-password-solarwinds123/ar-BB1bXgXf
we've just suffered what could be a very serious cyberattack from the country he has been coddling since he got elected. Rather than doing anything about that, he's whining that he lost. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1338279896125206532
The country was just attacked. Trump's NSA is going on a second honeymoon. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1338288839257939969
The Energy Department and National Nuclear Security Administration, which maintains the U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile, have evidence that hackers accessed their networks, officials directly familiar with the matter said. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/17/nuclear-agency-hacked-officials-inform-congress-447855
Media basically ignores this because it isn’t inherently “sexy” and the Republican noise machine isn’t forcing it onto the agenda
“I’ve been advising some members of Congress privately and it’s insane the number of bad hot takes are reaching them from Infosec and media.” https://twitter.com/RobertMLee/status/1340708568559996935
A second hacking group, different from the suspected Russian team now associated with the major SolarWinds data breach, also targeted the company’s products earlier this year, according to a security research blog by Microsoft. https://in.reuters.com/article/usa-cyber-solarwinds/second-hacking-team-was-targeting-solarwinds-at-time-of-big-breach-idINKBN28T0SZ
an attack unlike we’ve ever seen before. 
Trump has stayed conspicuously silent about the hack
 government had known about the vulnerabilities for decades, and chose not to fix them. 
Steve Scalise, who supported Trump's effort to disenfranchise millions of Biden voters for no good reason, won't commit to recognizing Joe Biden as President-elect even after the Electoral College votes
“Not everyone knows that Mitch McConnell has been the reason they haven’t received unemployment benefits.” https://on.msnbc.com/3qSZDc3 

1 out of every 500 residents in New Jersey dead of COVID-19 https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1337946561028952064

Republicans in the senate are currently blocking $160 billion in support to state and local funds for vaccine distribution. Some states will now be forced to make cuts to essential services in order to pay for the rollout  https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-vaccine-state-budget-7f4b4d1a-a1d2-46f7-818f-609be1dfbc1e.html

12.12.2020
Trump march: They cheered for Mike Flynn, marched with Alex Jones, knocked back White Claws, stomped on a Black Lives Matter banner. Trump honored them  with a Marine One flyover. After nightfall, multiple stabbings.
“As we gather here in Washington, D.C. for a second Million MAGA March, we’re done making promises. It has to happen now. We are going to destroy the GOP.” The crowd loudly cheered and started chanting: “Destroy the GOP! Destroy the GOP!” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/pro-trump-protesters-chant-destroy-gop-rally-washington.html
The “Proud Boys” showed up intending violence, threatening murder https://twitter.com/ChuckModi1/status/1339651592182784003
Kelly Loeffler just posed for a photo with Chester Doles, a former KKK leader who runs the white supremacist American Patriots USA. In 1993, Doles nearly beat a Black man to death. In 2017, he marched in Charlottesville. https://twitter.com/jewishaction/status/1337956225250680836
Minimum number of Americans who have died from COVID-19 in the last 96 hours: 12,358. (US president hasn’t even mentioned it.)
A Russian military exercise triggered an unusual warning at a critical US military base in Germany on Saturday that ballistic missiles had been launched https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/14/politics/russia-missile-drill-false-alarm-us-base/index.html
Orlando Sentinel: “We apologize for endorsing U.S. Rep. Michael Waltz, who wants to overturn the election”  https://bit.ly/3n986G5
The president of the United States photoshopped his head onto a teenage girl’s body because he was jealous  https://twitter.com/OhNoSheTwitnt/status/1205161489058820097

Federal regulators and West Virginia agencies are rewriting environmental rules again to pave the way for construction of a major natural gas pipeline across Appalachia, even after an appeals court blocked the pipeline for the second time.  https://www.propublica.org/article/federal-regulators-are-rewriting-environmental-rules-so-a-massive-pipeline-can-be-built

There is something not just bizarre but kind of disgusting about elites choosing 126 Congressmen’s amici briefs supporting the overturning of an election as “the red line.” Insiders insiders uber alles.

12.11.2020
Supreme Court dismisses Texas overturn-election lawsuit. Liberalism: “we are a nation of laws!” Terrible laws which prevent their own reform, ftw. FML
126 Republican members of Congress are to the right of the 6-3 radical right majority on the Supreme Court.
The Texas GOP is out with a statement in the wake of the Supreme Court decision, all but calling for secession: “Perhaps law-abiding states should bond together and form a Union of states that will abide by the constitution.” https://twitter.com/adamkelsey/status/1337549501507264515
Trump: “I just want to stop the world from killing itself!” https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1337388484479373314
Nearly 20 more House Republicans from WI, PA, GA, and MI joined the amicus brief urging SCOTUS to block electors. The Guardian asked each of them whether they believed their own re-election was tainted by fraud. None responded. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/dec/11/house-republicans-texas-election-lawsuit-supreme-court
“What looked like an offensive-but-harmless clown show a couple days ago is starting to look a carefully orchestrated sneak attack marshaling a significant chunk of national- and state-level GOP power. … Litigation that looks like last-gasp flailings of a handful of dead-enders is one thing, litigation with the weight of the GOP rallied behind it is another.” https://twitter.com/MatthewStiegler/status/1337521973535133696
The penny drops for US Sen. Chris Murphy: “For much of the last four years, we thought the problem was that Republicans knew what the right thing was, but they just didn’t do it because Trump was so scary [but we were wrong]” https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/12/11/chris-murphys-surprise-floor-speech-raises-tough-questions-democrats/
Arizona Republicans ask the Supreme Court to review the dismissal of their state court election contest.

That is why every single day for the past month has featured at least one headline proclaiming that Biden has won the election again.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/who-won-the-presidency-america.html

White House threatens to fire FDA chief if the vaccine isn't approved fast https://www.alternet.org/2020/12/19-vaccine-2649454529/

Overall, according to the latest survey, 41% of Americans say they definitely plan to take the vaccine. That’s about 20 points lower than comparable European countries. Those 20 points— if not remedied equate to about 200,000 deaths https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1337542780814385155

12.10.2020
3000 COVID deaths (official count) in US in one day https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/10/us-3000-covid-deaths-coronavirus-day-first-time
106 House GOP lawmakers backing Texas (and Trump's) effort to overturn the election results https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/22/22O155/163403/20201210153048641_Texas%20v.%20Pennsylvania%20Amicus%20Brief%20of%20106%20Representatives.pdf
Marc Elias: “I am shaken by this Texas case. Not because it will prevail (it won't) but because something is seriously wrong with our democracy that these elected leaders, who know better, are using the courts to spread lies and undermine our elections. That makes me very worried.”

State party chairs are tearing into their governors. Elected officials are knifing one another in the back. Failed candidates are seizing on Trump’s rhetoric to claim they were also victims of voter fraud in at least a half dozen states. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/08/trump-gop-blow-up-443461

Trump's Administration is eliminating independent reviews of Americans’ disability claims to hire politically connected lawyers https://morningconsult.com/opinions/why-joe-biden-must-fulfill-his-promise-to-fortify-the-nations-safety-net/

“Heads? Tails? Or both at the same time? How wonderful! Learn about the power of qubits, the basic building blocks of #QuantumComputing.”

America’s 3 richest people are now positioned to pay zero state income tax http://on.forbes.com/6014H32Lo

Today, the United States has a House filled with gerrymandered districts, a Senate dramatically tilted toward rural states, some state legislatures controlled by electoral minorities or slim majorities who get to exercise power as if they were overwhelming, and a Supreme Court with three justices appointed by a president who lost the popular vote. Is it any wonder that Trump thinks he can defy the results of the election and cling to power despite losing an election? Or that his party does not stand up for the will of voters? https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/12/trumps-farcical-inept-and-deadly-serious-coup-attempt/617309/

12.9.2020
COVID death toll exceeds 3000 & 9/11 death toll in a a single day https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1336823973170974720
A slim majority of senators endorsed the Trump administration’s plan to sell $13 billion in sophisticated weaponry to the United Arab Emirates on Wednesday, defying concerns about the UAE’s role in civil wars and likely war crimes and President Donald Trump’s rushed process of pushing through the arms deal. Sens. Kyrsten Sinema and Mark Kelly of Arizona helped quash motions to stop Trump https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-uae-senate-weapons-sale_n_5fd1417dc5b61d81b33ba36c?sbi
The president of the United States is now simply bellowing out hashtag “OVERTURN” as an entire statement, and has six more weeks to sink further https://twitter.com/sbg1/status/1336697235577466882
Supreme Court Republicans who won't let Congress get Trump's tax records but it will let Trump get Biden's son's tax records.
Seventeen states have filed a brief supporting the Texas' political stunt in the US Supreme Court.  https://www.democracydocket.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/45/2020/12/20201209144840609_2020-12-09-Texas-v.-Pennsylvania-Amicus-Brief-of-Missouri-et-al.-Final-with-Tables.pdf
“not sure if people are really hearing this, but Florida has more covid patients hospitalized right now than it has at any point since late August, and hospitals overall are more full than they've been since early August, and everything is still going up” https://twitter.com/langstonitaylor/status/1336779381943963650
Chris Krebs's lawyer says a "shadow group" is advocating "the assassination of various Republican and Democratic leaders."
The lawyer add: "If blood is spilled, it is on the hands of the president." https://mailchi.mp/9e068be944d8/chriskrebs-4490257?e=2a576fe508
We may soon experience a kind of cold Civil War, in which the Republican leaders of former Confederate states attempt to sabotage democracy in order to install a new GOP president in 2024. (On Wednesday, “Civil War” trended on Twitter and Rush Limbaugh advocated for secession on his radio program.) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/trump-doomed-supreme-court-filing-civil-war.html
Rich Lowry switched from denouncing Trump's post-election conspiracy theories to promoting one in less time than it took him to go from 2016's "Against Trump" editorial to 2017's pro-Trump defenses. https://twitter.com/NGrossman81/status/1336709209879162888
Senate staff “say her short-term memory has grown so poor that she often forgets she has been briefed on a topic, accusing her staff of failing to do so just after they have. They describe Feinstein as forgetting what she has said & getting upset." https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/dianne-feinsteins-missteps-raise-a-painful-age-question-among-senate-democrats
Fox & Friends suggests defunding public schools that close for COVID-19 https://twitter.com/revrrlewis/status/1336658967179763712

History repeats itself, the first time as tragedy, the second time as farce
[Already the incoming president’s staffing] process seems broken. Records have taken a back seat to friendships and paybacks and diversity goals. People are not being set up to succeed. Impressions are being given that HUD and Interior are not important federal agencies but political chits to be handed out. And it augurs very poorly for governing in the Biden era, if it’s characterized by a lack of pre-planning and dashed-off ideas. https://prospect.org/cabinet-watch/biden-selection-process-veering-off-course-fudge-hud/
The now-listen-kid-I-know-best bad Biden is back https://theintercept.com/2020/12/10/biden-audio-meeting-civil-rights-leaders/

“Trump's provided a big boost for the 6-3 conservative court who now get to show off their independence by setting the bar at "won't overturn [a multi-state margin] election [for Donald Trump, this time]”

Two of the top five books in “vaccine” search results on Amazon.com promote anti-inoculation theories.

COVID-19 is spreading faster in prisons and jails than it has at any other time since the pandemic began https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1335424473827323904

2020 Was a Record Year for Hurricanes https://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/2020-was-record-year-for-hurricanes
Venice under water as complex dam system—intended to protect city from climate change—fails to activate https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1336489260187258880

12.8.2020
On Dec. 8, someone made a simultaneous transfer of 28.15 bitcoins — worth more than $500,000 at the time — to 22 different virtual wallets, most of them belonging to prominent right-wing organizations and personalities. https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-large-bitcoin-payments-to-rightwing-activists-a-month-before-capitol-riot-linked-to-foreign-account-181954668.html
"Texas AG [who is under criminal investigation] Asks the Supreme Court for a Coup," writes Harvard Law professor https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-12-08/texas-ag-s-election-lawsuit-asks-supreme-court-for-a-coup
Paxton was indicted 5 years ago. He still hasn't gone to trial https://www.texastribune.org/2019/06/19/ken-paxton-criminal-case-timeline-texas-attorney-general-fraud/
Texas AG cited affidavit of Melissa Carone, who became an SNL character after… she was basically as absurd as an SNL character but for real https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1336506213522141185
Official Arizona Republican Party is now promoting die-for-Trump https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/1336292588467466244
The Inaugural Committee fails to pass simple resolution essentially acknowledging Biden as president-elect after all Republicans opposed. McConnell, McCarthy, and Blunt--the Senate Majority Leader, House Minority Leader, and GOP Policy Chair--vote against the peaceful transition of power in accordance with popular sovereignty. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1336365151759560708
A phone call among Republicans in the House of Representatives devolved into bitter infighting after one GOP lawmaker floated a resolution that would formally condemn any Republican who called on President Donald Trump to concede the 2020 presidential election. https://www.rawstory.com/2020/12/gop-conference-call-erupts-after-lawmaker-floats-condemning-republicans-who-ask-trump-to-concede/
Trump warned Georgia Attorney General Chris Carr not to rally other Republican officials against a long-shot Texas lawsuit seeking to toss out the state’s election results, according to several people with direct knowledge of the conversation. The roughly 15-minute phone call late Tuesday came shortly before U.S. Sens. Kelly Loeffler and David Perdue issued a joint statement saying they “fully support” the campaign to overturn the election https://www.ajc.com/politics/trump-warns-georgia-ag-not-to-rally-other-republicans-against-texas-lawsuit/37ASZD4PJNENHOLVIXZHRXCIJI/
In Idaho, officials had to shut down a virtual public meeting on covid b/c anti-mask protestors were banging on the doors at their houses during the call.  A health official started crying mid-meeting. She said she had to leave because her 12 year old son was home alone and there were people banging on her door. https://twitter.com/KatyTurNBC/status/1336671293043863556
Asked by Peter Alexander why the Biden transition team is not included in the White House coronavirus summit, Trump launches into his conspiracy theories about the election he lost. https://twitter.com/alexnazaryan/status/1336392710895382534
“Trump Legal Team Signals It Will Fight Election Results Until 'January 20 at Noon’” https://mediaite.com/a/ytymv
Georgia State Senate Republicans say they will work during the legislative session to eliminate at-will absentee voting, to require photo ID for absentee voting for cause and to outlaw drop boxes. Already, Cobb County, 3rd largest in state & which swung heavily to Biden, is cutting early voting locations from 11 to 5 for the January runoff, including in areas with large concentrations of Black & Latino voters. Today the RNC filed a lawsuit in Georgia attacking drop boxes and trying to increase poll watching for the January 5th Senate run-off.
California hospitals near breaking point as Covid cases soar: State short on ICU beds and healthcare workers amid 70% increase in ICU admissions in two weeks https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/dec/08/california-covid-hospitals-icu-beds-health-workers-shortage
In Ohio: Average of daily confirmed cases so far in December is 9,043. Average of daily confirmed cases for the first eight days of November was 4,147. Average of daily confirmed cases for the first eight days of October was 1,194. Ohio added 11,728 new confirmed COVID-19 cases (not related to the backlog). That's the most confirmed cases reported in one day and second highest among all single-day new case reports. 
WSJ gives South Dakota governor space to tout her “Balanced Covid Response” as the pandemic runs wild in her state https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1336303885225512961
Senate Republicans invited a leading anti-vaxxer to be the lead witness at a Homeland Security committee hearing at a time when the US is preparing the largest-ever vaccination campaign to fight Covid https://twitter.com/shearm/status/1335756734263156737
In UN meeting Kate O'Brien says no country in the world is ready to distribute COVID19 vaccines and every nation will "strain to meet the goal of...fair and equitable" distribution.
Rising nationalism in talk about and COVID19 vaccines and distribution. The global effort needs $40B, has only received $3.4 "pledged" billions. Meanwhile, rich nations + India have advance purchased nearly all supplies. https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1336314235396235267
Dep. Sec-General Amina Mohammed said more than 90% of children worldwide have missed schooling in 2020 due to COVID19 
Newsmax TV ratings pass Fox News for the first time ever

People are high-fiving and celebrating the judiciary’s whack-a-mole rejection of fantasy lawsuits from the Trump campaign, as though the federal judiciary hadn’t been—wasn’t still being—packed with radical partisan operatives who have already proved they’re willing to throw out ballots and overturn democracy FML

Cobb County is closing early voting polling locations for the Senate run-off election, including those in heavily persons of color communities https://twitter.com/ElectProject/status/1336312456298307587

Sixty-one percent of voters say they trust the results of the 2020 presidential election. That number includes 95% of Dems and 2/3rds of independents, but just 24% of Republican respondents.  https://www.npr.org/2020/12/09/944385798/poll-just-a-quarter-of-republicans-accept-election-outcome
(Also, Only 18% of frequent Fox News viewers say they accept the outcome of the presidential election and only 11% of them say it was conducted fairly, according to the latest Civiqs/Daily Kos poll)

Global warming has profoundly transformed Arctic in just 15 years, report warns

12.7.2020
Armed protestors threaten Michigan Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson the same day armed police threaten Rebekah Jones.
Climate scientist in Florida: “At 8:30 am this morning, state police came into my house and took all my hardware and tech.  They were serving a warrant on my computer after DOH filed a complaint. They pointed a gun in my face.  They pointed guns at my kids. They took my phone and the computer I use every day to post the case numbers in Florida, and school cases for the entire country. They took evidence of corruption at the state level.  They claimed it was about a security breach.  This was DeSantis. He sent the gestapo. I tell them my husband and my two children are upstairs... and THEN one of them draws his gun.  On my children. This is Desantis' Florida.” https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1336066309482754049
The judge who signed the search order of her house was appointed by Governor Desantis and sworn in less than a month before he signed that warrant.  In civil court.  He's not even a criminal court judge. It was one of his first actions as judge. https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1336477795900411904
The state claimed that the raid was justified because Jones was suspected of hacking into an internal network to send a message to state employees about COVID. But it turns out the message was simply sent to an email address that it had made publicly available. This means the warrant was fraudulently obtained, which in turn means a whole lot of people are in trouble. https://www.palmerreport.com/analysis/ron-desantis-in-hot-water-after-warrant-to-raid-florida-scientists-home-turns-out-to-be-fraudulent/34722/
Lots of problems with the story of Rebekah Jones https://skepchick.org/2021/07/i-got-grifted-the-whistleblower-who-wasnt/
Lindsey Graham asserts that the Senate will not confirm any AG who will investigate/prosecute Trump
DeSantis, the Florida governor who has been accused of badly mishandling the coronavirus pandemic and consistently misleading the public, will be on a White House panel on vaccine distribution tomorrow.
It’s Dec. 7, many months into a pandemic which is at its severest in this country to date, and the Oval Office is full of unmasked people bunched together (and the White House is a COVID hotspot) https://twitter.com/jiveDurkey/status/1336015574879571973
The day before the “safe harbor” deadline for election certification:
Hours after a federal judge in Michigan rejected their election-toppling request, Lin Wood and Sidney Powelljust  go to another U.S. judge seeking to overturn Georgia's results.  https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1335959284304273409
Georgia Secretary of State announces that today he will  recertify the presidential election results for Joe Biden after three counts of the ballots. GFG
Trump electors have filed a new lawsuit seeking to decertify the 2020 general election results in Pennsylvania.
Declaring "this election is still not over" Trump files a motion for immediate consideration in the Michigan Supreme Court of a case he lost.
Trump Electors have appealed their devastating Election Contest loss to the Nevada Supreme Court.
House Republicans urge Trump not to concede and press for floor fight over election loss https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/07/politics/house-republicans-trump-biden/index.html
US Sen. Ted Cruz offers to perform a role in one of the Trump cases which does not even exist https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1336077413948776452
Fox chyron: “Trump campaign fights for free and fair elections”
“I suspect judges are trying to act with restraint to get the country through this, but at some point, an irate judge somewhere is going to pop off and impose sanctions.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1336062982418292736
Trump called the PA House Speaker twice in the past week to conspire against popular sovereignty in the commonwealth--the third state where we know he has contacted officials to try to frustrate the people's will. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1336146863414763521
Sidney Powell told a judge it's important for the [Trumpier than ever] Department of Defense to get access to Georgia's voting machines. 

Trump WH was offered opportunity to order more than 100 mil Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine doses (for 50 mil people), but declined to order more. EU  ordered 200 mil instead. Now back orders means US can’t order any more Pfizer COVID19 vaccine until June

It's a little bit funny/ironic that the Ohio House GOP can't currently override Gov. DeWine's veto of their bill to strip him of power to control the COVID-19 pandemic because too many of them have tested positive for COVID-19

Cleveland’s MetroHealth is closing facilities because so many staffers have the coronavirus https://www.cleveland.com/metro/2020/12/metrohealth-is-closing-facilities-because-so-many-staffers-have-the-coronavirus-the-wake-up-podcast.html

12.6.2020
DNI John Ratcliffe is on Fox feeding into Trump’s conspiracies about the elections and says there should be DOJ and FBI probe into voter irregularities. “There are so many questions,” he says https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1335604704634613761
Rep CA Johnson, a Detroit Democrat who is Black, publicly posted voicemails that convey death threats she's received since Wednesday's legislative hearing with Rudy Giuliani.  The vile messages use racist language and call for her to be lynched https://www.freep.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/12/06/michigan-lawmaker-posts-voicemails-saying-she-should-lynched/3849695001/
Republican Senator Braun argues for feeding false conspiracy beliefs rather than disputing them https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1335627119699914758
Alito’s this Sunday morning moved up the deadline for filing responses in the PA legislators’ case to the morning of safe harbor day. It had been a Wednesday deadline before. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1335621448099049472
Lindsey Graham five years ago: “If you’re a xenophobic, race-baiting, religious bigot, you’re going to have a hard time being president...you’re going to do irreparable damage to the party.” Graham now: Trump running in 2024 is “the best thing for the party, frankly.” https://twitter.com/IsaacDovere/status/1335584713369657344
Official Arizona Republican Party: When President @realDonaldTrump is inaugurated for his second term on January 20, 2021, will Joe Biden’s handlers make him boycott or let him attend? https://twitter.com/CopingMAGA/status/1336052870127497216
The Arizona Legislature will be closed all next week after at least 15 current or future Republican legislators may have been directly exposed to COVID-19 by meeting with Rudy Giuliani. https://azcapitoltimes.com/news/2020/12/06/giuliani-covid-19-diagnosis-closes-arizona-legislature/

Signs seen in Central MI: "Witmer is killing our seniors" https://twitter.com/serpentiss/status/1336011157396713474

There have been large, indoor private homecoming dances in Ohio, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Washington, Louisiana, Missouri, and Georgia. https://twitter.com/OliviaMesser/status/1335204471182405633

12.5.2020
record-breaking 227,00 new cases were reported in the U.S. on Friday alone — the first time the daily case count has topped 220,000, according to a tally from Johns Hopkins University.  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/covid-19-becomes-top-killer-in-us-as-hospitals-fill-up/ar-BB1bEU8h
Trump mounts another legal challenge to election, asking Georgia for a do-over. https://abcn.ws/39JHqHP
Trump demands names of GOP lawmakers who said they recognize Biden as winner of election http://hill.cm/T7ghGUY
Trump evening “rally” is beyond parody https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1335393438876004354
Trump called Kemp this morning hoping to conspire against popular sovereignty in Georgia. Kemp turned him down, and the story is already in the papers. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1335300613740097538
Republican nutters go to MI Secretary of State’s home in order to intimidate https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/12/06/election-protesters-jocelyn-benson-home-detroit/3852783001/
Newsmax's current front page: "Sidney Powell to Newsmax TV: Still Plenty of Time for Trump to Prevail, Overturn Biden Win"; "Christian Prophet Predicts Trump Will Win." https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1335271679443021824
At Trump’s “election prayer vigil”—“We thank you Lord for our president and we pray for him. Because he has stood up before this nation and he has said that his perhaps single greatest accomplishment — and we know Lord God the long list of accomplishments ... [is] exposing and correcting the fraud” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1335269262307577856
Newsmax has been feeding distrust of election results for weeks and shows no indication of stopping. Also “some subtle suggestions” about danger if Biden wins: Howie Carr said Biden could be careful that JFK's fate doesn't befall him. Chris Salcedo says there will be a race war. https://twitter.com/Timodc/status/1334926217410035712
Republican members of Congress continue treating COVID-19 as a big hoax  https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1335236646321602570
Scott Leroy has spent the past few days wishing death upon children with cancer. He believes, with good reason, that Republican Sen. Josh Hawley is his champion. https://twitter.com/arawnsley/status/1335412261800861696
reports that the new leadership Trump recently installed at the Pentagon has awarded Erik Prince a large classified contract for mercenary operations in Africa.
Portugal will ease coronavirus rules over the Christmas period to allow people to visit friends and family but measures will be reinforced again a few days later to crack down on New Year’s Eve parties, the government said 12/5

In May, Operation Warp Speed vaccine czar Moncef Slaoui said he was confident “several hundred million” doses of vaccine would be ready by the end of December. Instead, Slaoui said this past week that officials are now planning for just 1/10th of that.  https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1335582699537518594

Undermining Americans' confidence in our democracy has been a surprisingly inexpensive thing to do. President Trump spent about $8.8 million on it so far, and millions of Americans now believe the lie that the election was rigged. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1335219480390209537
The Washington Post contacted aides for every Republican in Congress, just 25 acknowledged Joe Biden’s win. Two consider Trump the winner despite all evidence showing otherwise, and 222, or 90%, have not given an answer. https://twitter.com/MikeDelMoro/status/1335214592864231431
The outgoing president has asked Republican officials in several states to subvert the will of the people and give the election to him. And only 25 members of his party in the House and Senate have any qualms with a campaign that has included that as a regular feature. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1335321918833045504
“Can you imagine the coverage if Hillary Clinton had called up the governor of Pennsylvania to demand he overturn the 2016 election results?” https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/1335622343901782018
“By and large, Republican voters who claim that Biden stole the election are arguing from bad faith, not delusion. This distinction is important because it shows that the intentions of Republican voters (and too many of their elected leaders) are sinister, and need to be taken seriously as an overt assault on democracy. Understanding modern politics means understanding one crucial reality about the current landscape: Conservatives don't hold beliefs, they only have rationalizations.” https://www.salon.com/2020/12/09/trump-voters-dont-really-believe-biden-stole-the-election---but-they-do-want-a-coup/
The Republican Party’s authoritarian impulses, which predate and have enabled Trump, will continue. There is no one in the party—no one—urging it to pull back from the pursuit of total dominance by means of the courts, racial gerrymandering (which it will continue to control), the rules of the Senate, and the imbalance of the Electoral College. https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2020/12/17/election-2020-what-did-democrats-win/?lp_txn_id=995287

12.4.2020
Today, the U.S. economy still has a greater jobs deficit than was the case at the very worst point of every previous postwar recession, including the Great Recession
COVID-19 is the #1 cause of death in the US this week, surpassing heart disease
Hospitals are running out of space to treat COVID-19 patients. "Americans are dying of COVID-19 who, had they gotten sick a month earlier, would have lived." It is happening. Hospitals are being overwhelmed.  https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/12/the-worst-case-scenario-is-happening-hospitals-are-overwhelmed/617301/
The number of people hospitalized in LA County — America’s most populated with 10 million residents — has tripled in the last week, and hospitals are expected to run out of beds in two to four weeks if cases continue to rise at their current rate https://twitter.com/passantino/status/1335063313710014464
Right now the largest CA county with zero ICU beds available is Kings County. On 12/3 they had 7 beds remaining and as of the 12/4 update they have zero. Kings County has 152,940 people https://twitter.com/howmanybeds/status/1335360882788814858
Pentagon pulling nearly all its troops out of Somalia. “Trump isn't an isolationist or anti-imperialist, he dramatically escalated hostilities in Somalia soon after taking office, quadrupling the annual # of airstrikes. This hasty withdrawal is to destabilize the area, part of the Republican plan to wreak havoc then blame Democrats.” https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1334979889963937792
Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe said in an interview with CBS News that intelligence shows that foreign adversaries are amplifying the president’s claims about voter fraud https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1334858614364844037
Pentagon announces that two top Trump advisers, Corey Lewandowski and David Bossie, and other loyalist stooges have been appointed to the department's Defense Business Board following a purge of nine members. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/04/pentagon-fires-business-advisory-board-members-442892
The same day that an Arizona court dismissed one bullshit election contest, Republicans file another one https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1335027569696108546
75 Republicans in PA legislature urge its Congressional delegation to reject the state’s Electoral College votes, even though Biden’s 82,000-vote win was lawfully certified and Trump’s lawsuits over election issues have been repeatedly rejected. Signers include the PA House Speaker and Majority Leader. The GOP leaders in the State House signed this letter just a day after issuing a statement that the Legislature had no power to name its own electors in contravention of the will of PA voters. All of this follows Trump lawyer Jenna Ellis echoing ex-NYC police chief Bernie Kerik - a felon pardoned by Trump —who called PA’s top lawmakers ‘cowards’ and ‘traitors’ for not overturning the will of the voters. https://twitter.com/tripgabriel/status/1335029859861606402
Republican Ashley Hinson lied, lied, then lied some more, kept on lying, and got away with the lying. Now national media gives her a microphone and asks eagerly "tell us all about how you rolled Democrats!" https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1334862207570612224
Ohio legislature is a COVID superspreader event https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1335017455954112512
The mysterious neurological symptoms experienced by American diplomats in China and Cuba are consistent with the effects of directed microwave energy, according to a long-awaited report by the National Academies of Sciences that cites medical evidence to support the long-held conviction of American intelligence officials. The report, obtained Friday by NBC News, does not conclude that the directed energy was delivered intentionally, by a weapon, as some U.S. officials have long believed—but it raises that possibility. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/all/havana-syndrome-likely-caused-microwave-energy-government-study-finds-n1250094

Pentagon has been blocking Biden transition team from visiting U.S. spy agencies -- including some that members of Biden team used to run. https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1334996320214544384
Biden DoD transition team needs written approval from Kash Patel, the new Acting Defense Secretary's chief of staff - on the job for 3 weeks - or political appointee Tom Muir to speak with anyone at Pentagon, multiple sources tell Fox, an effort to stymie transition, intimidate. https://twitter.com/JenGriffinFNC/status/1334989069047242752

the bulk of planning for how to distribute the vaccine is still not finished nine months into the pandemic. Yet beyond the guidelines advising states about how to deploy their vaccines — and a large Defense Department operation to deliver them — the Trump administration hasn’t prepared for a major federal role, a lack of planning that is causing significant anxiety among state and local health officials. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/after-first-round-vaccine-distributions-bulk-planning-remains-unfinished-n1249848

Also: 69% of men say they're likely to take the COVID vaccine. 51% of women say they're likely to take the COVID vaccine. Perhaps even worse, antivaxx views rise among younger age groups. https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2020/12/poll-shows-61-percent-americans-likely-to-take-coronavirus-vaccine/
members of communities previously considered unrelated or “undecided” on vaccines — groups for pet lovers, parent school groups, yoga fans and foodies, for instance — are increasingly connecting with the anti-vaccination movement. “It’s like a tumor growth,” https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/covid-19-vaccines-face-varied-powerful-misinformation-movement-online-n1249378

Trump has raised $495 million since mid-October in haul fueled by misleading appeals. Trump Victory is a joint fundraising committee, meaning that other big GOP interests are benefiting—incentivizing their dragging this out. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1334896154270724104

Cranks matter now. They are being given seats at the table, not just as witnesses but as officials. The president is a crank. So is his team, which is trying to overthrow the results of the election. Sidney Powell is a crank. Rudy Giuliani is a crank. QAnon cranks have been elected to Congress. If Donald Trump has proven anything, it’s that a massive number of Americans don’t have a “bridge too far” when it comes to crankish excesses we still somehow think the public will find disqualifying. If anything, the opposite is true https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/melissa-carone-michigan-testimony-not-funny.html

Political violence in the United States is already trending upward. Armed insurgency groups are recruiting with higher success rates. And in some states, they are activated. In the months leading up to election, a teenager persuaded by militiamen-style propaganda allegedly shot and killed anti-police protesters, an antifa sympathizer allegedly shot and killed an opponent, and more generally, Americans’ opinion on whether political violence is justifiable has shifted. Many experts in countering violent extremist—known as CVE in insider speak—fear it may already be too late to steer clear of what comes next. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-supporters-radicalized-experts-postelection-fears.html

Miller-Idriss emphasized that the rise in extremism and polarization is global, and was well underway before Trump was elected. “The astronomical rise in hate groups actually started right after Obama was elected,” she told me. “Globally, we’ve seen a 320 percent increase in right-wing terror over the last five years. So these are trends that were happening outside the U.S., that were happening before this administration.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-supporters-radicalized-experts-postelection-fears.html

12.3.2020
Room full of iPad stations being prepared for virtual ICU end of life visits by a palliative care doctor https://twitter.com/roto_tudor/status/1334534101265682434
The official serving as President Donald Trump’s eyes and ears at the Justice Department, Heidi Stirrup [no really], has been banned from the building after trying to pressure staffers to give up sensitive information about election fraud and other matters https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-politics-elections-7624560e990ec55383a2a3e421c3a52e
Story broke at 3:05 PM. Seventeen minutes earlier, the WH sent out an email announcing that Trump has appointed the aide in question to the Board of Visitors to the US Air Force Academy
Republican elites begin to turn on Powell and Wood (because the pair may harm Republican Senate candidates, by being vocal about the logical conclusion of the voter fraud conspiracy fantasy which said Republicans have stood behind) but rank and file frothers not clearly convinced https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1334526619021619201
https://twitter.com/ZTPetrizzo/status/1334501743791648768
Republicans are holding a superspreader fundraising dinner for Loeffler and Perdue tonight promising a “special appearance” from Majority Leader Mitch McConnell. https://twitter.com/bluestein/status/1334544666566520832
WSJ reporting that Pfizer now expects it can only ship half of the Covid-19 vaccines it had planned this year because of supply chain problems. Says it can still hit a billion doses in 2021.
Senator Cortez Masto says Nevada is bracing for 250,000-400,000 evictions after moratorium expires
“I've been looking into the intelligence and/or military people Rudy Giuliani and Jenna Ellis
 are using as witnesses at these hotel hearings. They all have one thing in common: Gen Flynn. This is 100% a Flynn operation.” https://twitter.com/PiperK/status/1334720739350605826
U.S. Office of Special Counsel has found "substantial likelihood" of wrongdoing by Voice of America/U.S. Agency for Global Media political leadership. https://twitter.com/GovAcctProj/status/1334574007300001793
I’m listening to Jen O’Malley Dillon—Biden’s campaign manager—and it’s like she is a bot fed with all the organizing, pep talk, moving forward together clichés and there’s nothing else there. wtaf

Becalmed is the word that’s been twisting through me in the four weeks since the election. I don’t feel “calm” so much as stuck out in the middle of a glassy sea, unmoving for a lack of wind. Drifting around, waiting for the next thing. To be sure, becalmed is vastly preferable to being upended by crashing waves and squalling tempests. But it is not motion and it is not volitional. The thing that is meant to be over won’t leave, and so instead of moving forward, we are forced to stay here. Open calls for martial law? Sure. Plans to disrupt the electoral count are floated. Deranged speech about throwing out votes? Why not? Out of the corners of my eyes I can see the White House superspreader Christmas events and clock the ranting and huffing of the almost-former commander in chief as he spreads chaos and doubt on his way out of office. It’s just another moneymaking venture, but holy hell, the cost to a functional future democracy is high. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/trump-show-finally-over.html

Despite COVID19 unemployment, small business closures and a soaring death toll, stock markets worldwide are exuberant

Many are rightly alarmed by how much of America believes Trump won the election. Yet many who are alarmed, by that, also keep spreading an equally false belief in "an offer" for relief $ which Nancy Pelosi rejected. The former misinformation virus is widely discussed; the latter is barely even acknowledged. Truthiness FTW. 

12.2.2020
On Wednesday the US recorded over 200K new covid cases and about 3,000 deaths https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/u-s-pandemic-record-daily-deaths-hospitalizations-cdc.html
There are 100,226 people currently hospitalized with COVID-19 in the US —the first time hospitalizations have exceeded 100k. https://twitter.com/COVID19Tracking/status/1334289955376390144
CDC director: "December, January and February are going to be rough times. I actually believe they're going to be the most difficult in the public health history of this nation." https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1334172621399855107
“we're likely to lose another 250,000 people, dead, between now and January, because people aren't paying attention,” Biden said during an economic round table on pandemic
WH pandemic task force says Americans should assume they became infected from Thanksgiving gatherings. Task Force’s confidential state report warns “COVID19 risk to all Americans is at a historic high” and that “we are in a very dangerous place due to the current, extremely high COVID baseline and limited hospital capacity.” https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1334310737842417664
L.A. city residents are ordered to remain in their homes effective immediately, and non-exempt businesses must cease operations requiring in-person staff https://ktla.com/news/local-news/residents-in-city-of-los-angeles-ordered-to-remain-in-their-homes-amid-covid-19-surge/
Infectious diseases physician Tim Lahey has been concerned enough over rising numbers in where he lives that he regularly does TV & radio spots to advise people about how to stay safe & healthy. Someone put up fliers calling him a “PAID LIAR.” https://twitter.com/jesslahey/status/1334229741314912263
nominee for a top Pentagon job boosted calls for martial law on Wednesday https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/trump-pentagon-nominee-boosted-calls-for-martial-law-this-week
A day after Mac’s Public House in Staten Island was shut down by police, hundreds of Trumpy protesters staged an outraged demonstration outside the shuttered bar Wednesday night. The 400 protesters, largely maskless, crammed into the street outside the bar, surrounding police cars https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/hundreds-protest-macs-closure-staten-island-bar-refusal-obey-coronavirus-rules.html
Staten Island has the highest infection rate in the City -- more than double the daily COVID19 incidence in Manhattan https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1334611395497881604
Centrist Democrats spent Wednesday promoting another round of accusations that the phrase “defund the police” is responsible for its having done slightly worse than polls predicted https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/republicans-rally-around-ronna-mcdaniel-party-all-in-on-trumps-losing-strategy.html
"The president is serious about it" -- McEnany says Trump is serious about defunding the military unless Congress punishes Twitter https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1334200728450195460
Trump surrogates Powel and Lin Wood tell Georgians not to vote in the Senate runoff https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1334219726285926413
"I want you to go to the Governor's Mansion. I want you to circle it. I want you to honk your horns until Brian Kemp comes out..." https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1334248368596455435
Republicans have launched a volley of frivolous election contests in MN https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1334292953305669639
Trump appointee VanDyke authors “the absolute laziest dissent I've ever read” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1334231258558328834
Lawfare keeps asserting that plainly unconstitutional things that simply haven’t happened before are “an open question under the constitution” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1334101517624877058
Million-year-old fireball meteor from asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter crashed into Earth’s atmosphere above Syracuse area, tripping earthquake detectors and scattering ancient debris as it burned at temperatures half as hot as the sun https://www.syracuse.com/news/2020/12/after-a-million-year-journey-a-meteor-explodes-above-syracuse-in-2020.html

Americans who've survived Covid-19 are now being denied life insurance. https://twitter.com/aawayne/status/1334196169195606023

Secretary of State Pompeo plans huge superspreader holiday parties https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1334496307017297921

A “Tea Party” group's call for Trump to declare martial law and have the military oversee a new election has been endorsed by former National Security Adviser Michael Flynn and pro-Trump lawyer Lin Wood. 

Trump’s claims of voter fraud aren’t “contested” or “unknown” as Twitter labels them. They’re utter bullshit. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/trump-election-tweet-lies-disputed-label

Since the pandemic started, there have been only 9 criminal jury trials in NYC's state and federal courts. Last year, there were about 800. https://twitter.com/nicole_hong/status/1334121277012013056

Houston doctor to CNN: "Darkest days in modern American medical history" may be coming with COVID-19 http://hill.cm/ImQweix

12.1.2020
American Ambulance Association says “the 911 emergency medical system throughout the United States is at a breaking point," https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/ambulance-companies-breaking-point-after-receiving-little-covid-aid-n1249586
North Dakota: 1 out of every 800 residents dead https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1333820317769347072
Trump to GA Gov: no need for runoff election, call it off 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/1/1999221/-Trump-tells-GA-Gov-Kemp-to-call-off-election-because-it-won-t-be-needed?detail=emaildkbow
Crybaby Republican Georgia election official decries threatening rhetoric against election staff: "Mr. President...senators, you have not condemned this language or these actions. This has to stop! We need you to step up—and if you're going to take a position of leadership, show some." https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1333885609027514372
AG Barr says no evidence of widespread voter fraud (duh), Trump legal team promptly insists that yes there is (even though they won’t even allege fraud in court let alone provide evidence of it). Also, Trumpworld online is immediately declaring Barr a treasonous reichfiend https://twitter.com/NYinLA2121/status/1333877398920564736
Even as a few “defect” here and there, prominent Republicans continue leaping to support Trump’s coup attempt https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1333927181072936963
Lou Dobbs berzerk of course https://twitter.com/justinbaragona/status/1333902009125249028
Trump files new lawsuit to throw out 221,000 votes in Dane & Milwaukee counties, where 74% of Wisconsin's Black population lives https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1333830343196078082
Sidney Powell lawsuit seeking to overturn Wisconsin results lists Derrick Van Orden as plaintiff. Van Orden sayshe's not involved. “I learned through social media today that my name was included in a lawsuit without my permission," Van Orden says. https://twitter.com/jrrosswrites/status/1333879158225707010
Also today, we learn weeks after the 2020 election that the DOJ has been investigating Trump for a bribery-for-pardon scheme
Meanwhile Barr tries to tee up a permanent investigation-of-the-investigation to continue into the Biden administration; the Investigations into the Russian Investigation have already 69% longer than the Russian investigation itself https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/12/01/the-investigations-into-the-russian-investigation-have-lasted/
Trump’s former national security adviser Flynn, the recipient of a presidential pardon only a few days ago, is tweeting out exhortations to suspend the constitution and impose martial law. And it’s not really even a news item. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1334000091074600960
Ben Overholt, one of the political hacks Trump seeded at the Census Bureau amid controversial circumstances is now involved in a bullshit lawsuit to "decertify" Georgia's election results https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/census-ben-overholt-georgia-lawsuit
As shutoffs begin, 90k Cleveland Water customers are behind on bills (avg: $481); 28.5k CPP customers are behind (avg: $281). That means $50+ million to get folks current. Millions more required next month https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/12/01/a-cold-covid-christmas-in-cleveland-as-city-ends-moratorium-on-utility-shutoffs
A drone was inspecting cables on the Arecibo Radio Telescope in Puerto Rico when it came crashing down on Dec. 1: https://bit.ly/3lDSRTZå

Rapture-believing Mike Pompeo has Trump’s approval to bully Iran as long as he doesn’t ‘start World War III’  https://www.rawstory.com/2020/12/rapture-believing-mike-pompeo-has-trumps-approval-to-bully-iran-as-long-as-he-doesnt-start-world-war-iii/

Journalism won’t stop reporting Republican senators’ hostility to any relief legislation as a “[inter]partisan gridlock” FML
https://twitter.com/BresPolitico/status/1331760821890920449

Over 25 PPP loans worth more than $3.65 million were given to businesses with addresses at Trump and Kushner properties, paying rent to those owners. Fifteen of the properties self-reported that they only kept one job, zero jobs or didn’t report a number https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/release-ppp-loan-recipients-data-reveals-troubling-patterns-n1249629
Boies Schiller got a $10 million federal coronavirus loan that it likely won’t have to pay back. The firm reportedly brought in $400 million in revenue and paid equity partners more than $3.3 million on average last year. https://twitter.com/ChrisOpfer/status/1334116317591457792

Among Us has managed to distill everything unsettling and wrong about American public life into a cheery, cartoonish setting. Public discussion and voting interfered with by liars seeking only to sabotage the process and sow paranoia and doubt? Yeah, that’s politics as we’ve come to know it in 2020. https://slate.com/technology/2020/12/aoc-among-us-stream-twitch-politics.html

11.30.2020
267,000 people in the United States have died from COVID19.
The hospitalized-with-COVID percentage is falling—because cases are surging so much, hospitals now turn away & send the sick home https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1334082817395920902
Page one in Houston: “Families Drain Savings, Struggle To Pay Bills With No Relief In Sight.” https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1333398868663394305
Trump campaign attorney Joseph diGenova, a former federal prosecutor, called for the execution of the fired election cybersecurity head, Chris Krebs, in a rant on Newsmax on Monday https://thebulwark.com/trump-lawyer-dhs-whistleblower-should-be-executed/
Every state Republicans were contesting (AZ, GA, MI, NV, PA, WI) has now certified its results. Trump’s "path to victory" = getting courts or legislators to toss out the results. They’re still filing lawsuits.
Trump campaign sends a fifth request to Georgia’s Secretary of State for an absentee ballot signature audit. Giuliani: “There is no way of knowing which ballots are honest & which ballots are fraudulent.” Georgia has counted all 2020 ballots three times with zero evidence of widespread fraud https://twitter.com/JulesJester/status/1333460202948075526
Trump has fundraised more than $150 million by appealing to false election claims https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1333600552790405122
Georgia Secretary of State meanwhile announces investigations into three “outside groups” “registering out-of-state voters” for the Jan. 5 US senate runoffs. https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1333439120761348096
At Supreme Court, Acting Solicitor General Jeff Wall seems to be arguing they can't count immigrants but it doesn't matter how many don't get counted because no one knows how many won't be counted. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1333432287141179394
A Fifth Circuit Federal Judge writes that he “always” starts with the original public meaning of the US Constitution, and then launches into church-state relations during the reigns of the Saxon kings 1,100 years before the convention in Philadelphia https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1333591019783335937
In addition to being inconsistent with DOJ's past positions, DOJ's new views don't seem to have a textual basis in the statute https://twitter.com/OrinKerr/status/1333474373261352960
Trump is still signing appellate judge nomination and the Republican Senate—indifferent to suffering and crisis—is still rubber stamping them

Leading economies are subsidizing most wages as part of pandemic response—except in the world’s richest country the USA https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/1333443931648917504

Nike, Coca-Cola, and Apple are all lobbying against a bill that would ban the import of goods made with forced labor in Xinjiang https://twitter.com/woodruffbets/status/1333403134715191300

“what's really making me feel insane lately is how many systems continue to operate as though nothing unusual is going on. everyone is still expected to go to work and pay the bills etc
 all the burdens of contemporary life remain in place. business as usual. it's actually insane.” https://twitter.com/justacatdaddy/status/1333447665993084930

In late November, what may have been the single largest protest in human history took place in India, as tens of thousands of farmers marched to the capital to protest proposed new legislation and upward of 250 million people around the subcontinent participated in a 24-hour general strike in solidarity https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/12/india-farmer-protests-modi.html?via=recirc_recent

“I think it's safe to say QAnon influencers have officially moved over to pushing the Dominion/Venezuela/Chavez Rigged The Election conspiracy theory at the massive network they built over the last three years.” “Q” hasn't posted in 17 days. He's only posted three short, low-effort posts since Election Day. Ron Watkins, who can post as Q at any time and runs 8kun where Q posts, said he quit 8kun on Election Day. He has spent the last three weeks pushing Dominion voter fraud conspiracies. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1333555572482969601

11.29.2020
Sen. Blunt talks about Trump leaving the White House in January as if Trump has a choice https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1333061558298087424
PA legislator Mastriano brought his son and his son's buddy to a coup meeting with Trump in the Oval Office, and that's where they found out they all had Covid https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1333184542849585154
Director of the University of Cincinnati Cancer Center: “our hospital is full” https://twitter.com/karenkasler/status/1332956432451457026
Nationwide, US hospitalizations are at a new record high of 93,238, ICUs at a new record high of 18200 https://twitter.com/euromaestro/status/1333201728427200512
Trump, losing in the courts and having lost the popular vote and soon the vote in the electoral college, is on Fox pushing his baseless claims of widespread fraud. Says leaders around the world [in Russia] are calling him saying “that’s the messed up election we have ever seen.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1333081050063523841
Trump is out of breath as he rants and raves about the "Russia Russia hoax" https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1333075062262538249
Trump disses Brian Kemp for not doing more to help him steal the election in Georgia https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1333070943644770308
The Fox News Network decided to give the president almost a full hour to lie, “not just to regular lie,” but to lie about our elections in a way that will impact the future administration. https://twitter.com/bhrenton/status/1333080418552344579
We know more about the sprain Biden got playing with his dog this weekend than we do about Trump’s mysterious hospital visit last November, for which the public never got an honest accounting.

Weird monolith shit is probably just a dumb stunt but it’s reflecting the real weird https://www.tmz.com/2020/11/30/new-monolith-surfaces-romania-after-utah-desert-vanish/

zombie COVID mink https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/6426378002

“The keyhole wasp is not an aggressive species at all. Murder wasps, European wasps, or paper wasps can get really cross if you mess around with them, but these guys don’t do that—they’re just trying to make airplanes crash.” https://www.vice.com/en/article/k7az9m/invasive-wasps-are-posing-a-serious-threat-to-passenger-planes-study-says

“In some ways, the whole country is essentially living with the strategy of the least effective states because states interconnect and one state not doing a good job will continue to spread the virus to other states,” said Dr. Ashish Jha, dean of the Brown University School of Public Health. “States can’t wall themselves off.” https://www.propublica.org/article/states-with-few-coronavirus-restrictions-are-spreading-the-virus-beyond-their-borders

11.28.2020
Hawaii has now gone into red-level pandemic; every state in US has officially out-of-control COVID19 epidemics. With >90,000 Americans hospitalized and nearly 270,000 deaths https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1332747858945118209
For the first time, the US recorded 200,000 new coronavirus cases in a single day. (That's more than Japan - a country of 127 million people - has had since the beginning of the pandemic in total.) https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1332722982733668354
In South Dakota, nearly ½ of all tests now come back positive https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1332748584710713346
NBC reporter: “I just spent 3 days with frontline workers at hospitals in a part of Appalachia where hospitalizations have more than doubled in the last month. But hospital staff say many in their hard-hit communities still don’t believe COVID is real. Misinformation is rampant.”  https://twitter.com/DashaBurns/status/1332798207911399424
RNC Chair Ronna (Romney) McDaniel attempts to lead a rally in Georgia. Trumpers press complaints that the election was stolen, and ask why they should believe the runoff for Senate won’t be. McDaniel gently suggests that some of the wilder conspiracy accusations are unproven. The crowd turns hostile and McDaniel eventually gives in. https://twitter.com/ryanobles/status/1332707529013473280
https://twitter.com/DJJudd/status/1332709104654168065
Ronna McDaniel privately told "multiple confidants that she doubted there was any scalable voter fraud in Michigan." But she said she had to parrot Trump's narrative to prove she was willing to "fight." https://twitter.com/mckaycoppins/status/1333466871673352193
Right-winger unhappy that Republicans aren’t winning every lawsuit: “the Federalist Society should not monopolize judicial appointments.” https://twitter.com/adam_shniderman/status/1332781551701135360
When a white Southern reactionary equates a landmark Black church to “the bed of Hell,” that vividly shows how little, over the years and centuries, the outlines of Southern politics have changed. https://twitter.com/ggreeneva/status/1332763899221995525

Georgia's secretary of state and his wife have become the target of vile, even sexualized, death threats. Asked about those threats, the GOP lawmakers who once supported Raffensperger won't comment now. "I'll take a pass," said one. https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1332818941421424642

Rural Hospitals across America are overwhelmed by COVID19. “It's much worse than you think, because doctors are scared to speak out due to fear of getting fired by hospital administrators.” https://twitter.com/Cleavon_MD/status/1332499624288927752

Someone noticed that online reviews of scented candles complaining of no scent have spiked in recent weeks, as they would if COVID were spreading unchecked https://twitter.com/michaelwhitney/status/1332555275170156544

11.27.2020
US hits 13 million COVID-19 cases within a week of hitting 12m cnn.it/33oDf07
South Dakota hits COVID milestone:  1 out of every 1,000 residents dead
Los Angeles issues stay-home order as coronavirus surges out of control, banning most gatherings. https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/1332466506815430660
Iran’s top nuclear scientist was shot and killed on Friday as he was traveling in a vehicle in northern Iran, Iranian state media reported. “The killing of Mr. Fakhrizadeh could complicate the effort by President-elect Joseph R. Biden Jr. to revive the 2015 Iranian nuclear deal” which may be the entire point. https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1332353670713913344
American and regional analysts suggest that if Israel was involved, it would only have acted after getting the nod from Trump https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/nov/29/observer-view-on-donald-trump-and-murder-of-iran-top-nuclear-scientist
Republicans have filed a petition in the WI Supreme Court seeking to block the certification of the 2020 election results
After Frank LaRose’s year of incompetence, dishonesty, and desperate voter suppression, today white people are giving him exculpatory https://twitter.com/dskolnick/status/1332314768993030144pats on the back
https://twitter.com/OhFairDistricts/status/1332368559171887104
President Trump is promoting nonsense which started with a rando tweet, then got boosted by OAN, then by Trump https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1332322560407703552
OAN host Christina Babb is assisting Trump’s legal team with their coup/disinfo campaign, but never revealing it on air https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1331049512224366592
no Tory minister dares publicly to doubt the wisdom of crashing out of the EU on hostile terms https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/nov/27/the-guardian-view-on-the-brexit-endgame-drop-the-clean-break-myth
Milwaukee recount so far: some Trumpers donated money so Trump could find 132 more votes for Biden at a cost of $22,000 per vote. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1332471453430788096

Milwaukee County Sheriff's deputies removed observers from the Wisconsin Center seven times during the first three days of the recount at the Wisconsin Center - including one person who was removed twice. https://twitter.com/MSpicuzzaMJS/status/1331336697192312832

11.26.2020
COVIDsgiving 2020
On Thursday the week before, the CDC called on Americans not to travel for Thanksgiving. On Friday and Saturday, the TSA did more than 2 million screenings at airports, the highest two-day total since mid-March. https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1330715357775007744
Up to 50 million people could be traveling on roads and through airports in the U.S. over Thanksgiving this year — the biggest travel surge since the pandemic began —  despite strong cautions from the CDC. https://nyti.ms/2URu3wE
More active flights at noon ET on Tuesday 11/24 than in 2018  https://twitter.com/flightradar24/status/1331286193875640322
More than 900,000 people flew Tuesday, total, meaning almost 5 million people have flown since the CDC issued its warning to not travel for the holiday https://twitter.com/petemuntean/status/1331623133590269955
US recorded 2,028 new covid-19 deaths on Wednesday. The highest single day total since May 7th. https://twitter.com/DecoherenceWave/status/1331402155031293952
Several high profile members of the Defense Policy Board were removed by the Trump administration, in yet another purge of longstanding foreign policy experts and national security establishment figures in the final days of the Trump era https://cnn.it/2KMR2aF
Today we learned that the pope is less of a religious zealot than 5/9 of the Supreme Court. “This seems like an important and disturbing data point.” https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1332366058775326721
Florida Gov DeSantis extends ban on cities imposing their own mask mandates https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1331946043169181697
DeSantis’s staff wrote a column under his byline that said "masks stop the spread. the moral thing to do is wear one." It was spiked and never ran https://twitter.com/Mdixon55/status/1334950898414608388
On Thanksgiving, Steven Crowder says “faggots started liberalism” while mocking Native Americans in a promo for his YouTube show. YouTube  welcomed Crowder back into its Partner Program this year, meaning they pay him directly. YouTube profits off of hate  speech, and does not enforce its policies. https://twitter.com/gaywonk/status/1332313041174736897

“How is remote learning going so far this year as we head into the Thanksgiving break, roughly three months into the school year?” badly  https://twitter.com/AlecMacGillis/status/1331285866602504194
In DC, the racial achievement gap is growing much wider
In St Paul, nearly 40 percent of high school students have failing grades
In Houston, more than 40 percent of students are failing at least two classes
In Fairfax County VA, the 11th largest district in the country, F's have nearly doubled

Though President Donald Trump is expected to leave office in January, not all of his political appointees will follow. That’s due to a longtime, controversial practice called “burrowing” in which political appointees — whose jobs could easily be nixed by an incoming president — transition to more secure civil service positions, many times within the agencies they once helped lead… more than a dozen Trump appointees have already “burrowed” into new positions this year alone, joining the rank and file who will serve under President-elect Joe Biden. https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/politics/at-least-a-dozen-trump-political-appointees-approved-for-civil-servant-positions/2488098/

The Trump campaign has publicly distanced itself from Powell. Why then are two lawyers who appear to be working in the administration now "of counsel" to Powell's new suit? https://twitter.com/alanfeuer/status/1332342045516697603

The right-wingers descending on Washington every year to destroy representative democracy and legitimate law aren't coming from economics or policy programs. They're coming from the nation's top law schools. https://twitter.com/codename_karla/status/1332694901138526209

11.25.2020
Supreme Court reverses course on Covid restrictions on houses of worship.  Before Ginsburg’s death, the court approved restrictions by 5-4 votes.  Now, also 5-4, court goes the other way, with Barrett in majority. “When the history of this era of the Supreme Court is written, we may look back at last night’s rulings as the fountainhead of a massive shift in how a majority of the Court approaches religious liberty, specifically—and government regulation, in general. It really is a huge deal.” https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1331943794040823808
“…violates its own precedents & the rule of law. This will have major impacts on all public health powers, including vaccination mandates.” https://twitter.com/LawrenceGostin/status/1331999148594372611
“Supreme Court's scientifically illiterate decision will cost lives” https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/27/opinions/scientifically-illiterate-scotus-covid-decision-sachs/index.html
Trump gives Mike Flynn “a Full Pardon” in Thanksgiving Eve newsdump https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1331706255212228608
“you might say that this pardon is even broader than the Nixon pardon, which was strictly cabined by his time as president. In contrast, the pardon granted to Flynn appears to extend to conduct that took place prior to Trump‘s election to the presidency, and to bear no relationship to his service to the president, before or after the election.” https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/30/trump-flynn-pardon-reprieve-441527
In his confirmation hearing, Bill Barr said that the pardon Trump just provided would be a crime.  https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/03/26/three-times-william-barr-said-trading-pardons-for-false-testimony-was-obstruction-of-justice/
No case upholds the validity of a pardon for: (1) crimes POTUS doesn't list; (2) doesn't describe; & (3) doesn't know about; (4) based on conduct he's unaware of; (5) that maybe occurred at times unknown. https://twitter.com/Delavegalaw/status/1334501061005021186
Sidney Powell tries to file lawsuit in “Northern Distrcoict of Georgia” https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-26/ex-trump-lawyer-files-election-lawsuits-in-distrcoict-court
Juli Haller, who wrote the Powell Georgia claim, is a current US Government employee, working for HUD in the Trump Administration. https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1331869882149957632
Barr DOJ moves to appeal the district court’s decision that it can’t be the President’s lawyer in his rape defamation case.
The Trump administration expelled 33 children who came to the US without a parent back to Guatemala after a federal judge issued a preliminary injunction blocking the controversial practice that same day. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hamedaleaziz/immigrant-children-guatemala-ice-flight
In a GOP challenge to PA election results, a state court judge has ordered the state to not act "to the extent that there remains any further action to perfect the certification of the results" — it's not immediately clear what that means since PA certified the results yesterday
Newsmax told the truth once and their audience couldn't handle it https://twitter.com/CopingMAGA/status/1331666464017944578/photo/4
LA County officials estimate that 1 in 145 people in the county has COVID-19. Just two months ago, the rate was about 1 in 880.  https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1332154169243947008
CEO of largest health system in North Texas says they will have no more ICU beds soon. “We will likely be out of ICU beds in about a week”. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1331783445870219266
Top Glove, the world’s largest manufacturer of latex gloves, will shut down more than half its factories after nearly 2,500 of its workers (42% positivity) tested positive for  COVID19 https://www.forbes.com/sites/siladityaray/2020/11/24/major-ppe-maker-shuts-factories-after-nearly-2500-workers-test-positive-for-covid-19/?sh=66c5a5ea477a
Swing Left, barely four years old, has already become so hidebound that it responds to fiasco-level failure in the 2020 elections with “we'll end up keeping our mission fairly similar to our 2018 and 2020 missions” FML

“The surest sign that GOP realizes Biden won is that they’re already trying to sabotage the economy for partisan gain, just like under Obama.”
Trump administration is rushing to approve dozens of eleventh-hour policy changes. Among them: The Justice Department is fast-tracking a rule that could reintroduce firing squads and electrocutions to federal executions https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-races-to-weaken-environmental-and-worker-protections-and-implement-other-last-minute-policies-before-jan-20

The US The House quietly paid $850,000 this year to settle wrongful termination claims by 5 Pakistani-American IT specialists, after routine workplace allegations morphed into fodder for right-wing theories amplified by President Trump https://twitter.com/npfandos/status/1331645703073001472

More Americans are going hungry now than at any point during the covid-19 pandemic

100,000 nursing homes residents & staff have died of COVID-19. https://twitter.com/KFF/status/1331626721494396930

11.24.2020
Less than 24 hours after GSA formally approved the presidential transition, Mnuchin will place the $455b in unspent Cares Act money he is taking back from the Fed into Treasury's General Fund, where his successor (Yellen) essentially cannot reach it without Congressional approval. Mnuchin is doing this at the same time as he and Trump are explicitly calling for more funding.  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1331357601561522181
States reported 1.8 million tests, 167k cases, and 2,028 deaths. 88k people currently hospitalized with COVID-19, reaching a new all-time high for the 15th consecutive day.
Every single day for the last 30 days, the United States has set a new record high for new cases. US rate is now 43% higher than the EU. Every state except Hawaii is in the Red Zone for cases 
Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court’s judges voted to postpone all jury trials until at least Jan. 19 as the latest coronavirus surge continues to spread across the state. https://www.cleveland.com/court-justice/2020/11/cuyahoga-county-common-pleas-court-will-hold-no-jury-trials-until-january-2021-amid-sustained-coronavirus-surge.html
Georgia Republicans calling for a special session of the Legislature to change mail-in voting laws before the runoff, even though they have absolutely no evidence of fraud.
Trump just retweeted a Republican congressman sharing an affidavit that confuses the states of Michigan and Minnesota from a failed lawsuit by a QAnon-slogan spouting conspiracy theorist. The affidavit is "Exhibit Q." https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1331275065061761025
Since Nov. 3, Trump has posted some 550 tweets — about three-quarters of which attempted to undermine the integrity of the 2020 election results
It's been three weeks since President Trump took a question from reporters. After a two-minute notice to journalists, he abruptly appeared in the briefing room to tout the Dow passing the 30,000 milestone for the first time, then left. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1331290068544315392
On Kremlin-controlled Russian state TV:  "Our candidate is finished."  "Trump waved the white flag of surrender."  "If you're going to name a vaccine after Trump, name it 'LOSER.'" https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1331338212627931136
Only hours before the state is set to certify its election results, a bunch of Republicans have filed a lawsuit in the Minnesota Supreme Court to block it.
The Supreme Court of Arkansas ruled today that, although a winning Democratic Congressional candidate had been pardoned for the 40-year-old misdemeanor offense of selling mortgaged crops, he was still ineligible to hold office. His opponent wins by default. The decision is garbage. https://twitter.com/ASFleischman/status/1331412321130979335
GA Gov says he stands with Trump but also attacks the “baseless” misinformation (that the president and his backers promote) that sows discord and breeds mistrust in the election system https://twitter.com/bluestein/status/1331308345488273410
GOP Sen Ben Sasse on whether Trump should now concede the election to Biden: “got nothing for you, man. happy to talk to you about my kids’ deer hunting this week.” https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1331284735268696064
Surgeon General Jerome Adams then had to repeatedly evade questions about WH indoor parties—while calling other indoor gatherings potential #COVID19 “super-spreaders”. https://apnews.com/article/travel-public-health-health-coronavirus-pandemic-thanksgiving-415d60326eaa1c33854d2702efb23144
About 4 percent of the country has contracted the coronavirus. Perhaps 10 percent of the Senate has. The confirmed rate among Republican senators? 15 percent. https://twitter.com/pbump/status/1331329604158689281

With a record number of Americans hospitalized for 13 straight nights, the U.S. is on pace to hit another benchmark: 200,000 daily infections.  https://nbcnews.to/2Ja0cNh 

After remaining relatively quiet for much of the 2020 election (or at least fronted by Steve Bannon), Stone is now threatening to hold Georgia’s Senate seats — and with it, GOP control of the Senate — hostage. https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/11/24/roger-stone-takes-georgia-and-the-senate-hostage/

the FBI in New York is questioning witnesses about Giuliani's Hunter Biden info; the computer repair shop owner has a) closed his shop b) skipped town and c) spoken to the FBI via his attorney https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/11/24/hunter-biden-laptop-more-details-emerge-rudy-giuliani/6404635002/

Every day Trump repeatedly emails his supporters a dangerous message: Democracy doesn’t work.
Be outraged, don't accept the election results…and send money.  https://twitter.com/DavidCornDC/status/1331246113576333322

A few weeks after the election, House Republican Leader Kevin McCarthy acknowledged Trump's clear loss to me and I asked him if the president's refusal to concede would lead the country down a dangerous road.  His response: "Maybe." https://twitter.com/Redistrict/status/1346960142089248768

“They are literally trying to overthrow an election. They would happily accept a win through appeals and loopholes.” https://twitter.com/sarahcpr/status/1331368358990786565
Yet Within an hour of Emily half-signing a transition letter, it was like a coordinated barrage of "well well looks like the system works just fine and all the warnings were a big dud lol” takes from the punditry

11.23.2020
Ohio reports a record 11,885 new COVID-19 cases Monday—breaking the previous record by more than 3,000 cases—with "thousands" of cases still in the backlog. For the first time, hospital systems in Northern Ohio are starting to transfer ventilators amongst themselves because some chains are running out of equipment. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/23/ohio-doctors-deliver-grim-message-about-hospital-capacity-as-state-explodes-to-11885-daily-covid-cases
38.2% of tests completed in Kansas were positive today. Idaho - 40.1%, Iowa - 43.1%, SouthDakota - 44.1%, Wyoming - 58.9% https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1331359886073090051
North Dakota is now asking infected doctors to keep working https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1331022953149067265
“I’m a contact tracer in North Dakota. The virus is so rampant that we gave up.” https://twitter.com/PostEverything/status/1330860345414602755
Mayo Clinic Puts Hospital Beds In Ambulance Garage, Lobbies As COVID-19 Surges https://wpr.org/node/1725511
Right-wing org is asking the Wisconsin Supreme Court to immediately block Dane County's public health order banning indoor gatherings of any size https://twitter.com/SJohnsonWPR/status/1330934482271166466
"If you have a choice between closing the schools and closing the bars, close the bars,” Dr. Fauci advises. Most states, of course, are doing the exact opposite. https://twitter.com/alexnazaryan/status/1330980744861245440
Emily Murphy finally signs letter saying Biden can begin to access transition resources
pointedly does not say that he is the apparent winner of the election, which is the determination GSA would have to make for him to do so https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1331013900934983681
"I came to my decision independently," Director Murphy wrote. At almost the same her letter became public, Trump tweeted that he had suggested she take these steps. Her people also leaked to the press days ago that she was “looking for cues from the White House” and had received orders from the Trump admin https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1331018995168907271
by stopping short of doing her job—saying that word, ascertain—she's letting Trump's at-times violent supporters still pursue a hoax https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1331036635211952129
Murphy has always been a partisan hack enabling corruption https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/11/20/three-things-about-emily-w-murphy-gsa-administrator/
Murphy told Congress that the president was not involved in discussions to scrap the relocation plan. She lied. Oversight Dems found an official photo of her and Trump during a meeting in which the relocation plan was discussed. https://twitter.com/GerryConnolly/status/1330616400554184708
House Democrats… requested a briefing, by today; earlier today GSA responded that Murphy will offer a brief private briefing next week. https://twitter.com/KristenhCNN/status/1330930309337112578
After briefly flirting with reality, Tucker Carlson is outright claiming the election was rigged. https://twitter.com/NikkiMcR/status/1331041870055677952
Trump campaign files an amended Motion for Expedited review of its big loss in Pennsylvania federal court. “I'm not going to even try to describe it.”  https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1330892375284195337
"The Campaign is not seeking to disenfranchise 6.8 million Pennsylvanians. Rather, the Campaign only seeks to aside the defective mail ballots among 1.5 million cast" in Democratic counties. https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1330988196444901378
“This latest filing - where Trump is now seeking to prevent certification in Pennsylvania - has now ascended the Mount Rushmore of banana-pants.” https://twitter.com/RMFifthCircuit/status/1330966183449931783
Pennsylvania Republicans voting against—and Democrats voting for—certification of a county that Trump won by 22,000 votes. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1330910155387641858
As Republicans gradually give in to the existence of a president-elect Biden, The Federalist digs in on belief in “the president’s quite possibly robbed campaign” before looking ahead to a yearslong quest to pass ever-more restrictive laws https://twitter.com/jbouie/status/1330887993008263169
https://twitter.com/Taniel/status/1330906724673400837
Trump administration is designating Open Skies treaty aircraft "excess defense articles" and will "liquidate" the planes after leaving the treaty today. https://twitter.com/mgordonwsj/status/1330590217133289474

Sidney Powell, dumped by the Trump campaign 11/22, was a dangerous lunatic
“Georgia is probably going to be the first state I’m going to blow up ... [the filing in the state] will be Biblical”. https://twitter.com/alexsalvinews/status/1330341145805611008
Powell was probably the most powerful person to have ever believed in deep, mystic, devout QAnonism. Her Twitter profile picture is a reference to The Storm, which is the roundup and execution of Democrats in the Q world. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1330665641896980483
Deranged Powell comments get millions of views on Facebook in one day https://twitter.com/hasanthehun/status/1330599569340526592
Top election officials in Georgia are under police protection because a growing number of people believe Powell https://twitter.com/stphnfwlr/status/1330502522302308359

A third of voters think there was "a lot" of fraud in this election. Nearly all of Trump's supporters do. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1330544136483729410

the takeaway from these Republican lawsuits is not that Trump can steal this election, it's that the GOP is absolutely willing to steal elections if they are closer than this one. https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1330612090676142082

11,000 journalists have been laid off just this year, and more layoffs coming https://www.axios.com/journalists-face-volatile-media-landscape-a74a950a-56cd-492f-99d9-a65ae2571d6f.html
Local news is under attack and communities are increasingly turning online for news, where they get sucked into rumor mills and conspiracy theories, and then turn on neighbors and remaining journalists. https://twitter.com/BrandyZadrozny/status/1330865500222590976

11.22.2020
The USA COVID death toll run-rate is now 1 per minute. https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1330591114529804293
there are no more ICU beds in the state of Arizona https://twitter.com/Cleavon_MD/status/1330677240388935680
The bodies of more then 600 people who died in New York City during the Covid-19 surge in the spring are still in storage in freezer trucks on the Brooklyn waterfront.  Many of the bodies have not been claimed because their families cannot afford burials, or because next of kin cannot be found.  “In several cases during the pandemic, investigators realized next of kin weren’t answering the phone because they too had died.” https://twitter.com/liamstack/status/1330686294498955265
Michigan Senate Majority Leader Mike Shirkey who met with Tr mp is now opening the  door to the state Board of canvassers not certifying on Monday—even though this is required by law with no wiggle room. https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1330558158503350279
Just the fact that John Bolton is spending today on a “Sunday show” being presented as a source of legitimate views—rather than stewing in prison for war crimes—is a demonstration of how hopelessly fucked up our culture is. Never mind what he says.
US Senator Ted Cruz posts a drawing of a Thanksgiving turkey with the headline "come and take it" and intends this not as a joke or parody
Attorney heading up Trump campaign’s Wisconsin recount effort is seeking to throw out his own vote https://electionlawblog.org/?p=118970
Recount observers in Milwaukee were required to wear wristbands festooned with poop emojis.  https://twitter.com/patrickdmarley/status/1331330169307619335
Dumbass grifter Democrat Don Winslow promotes voting misinformation https://twitter.com/beckerdavidj/status/1330694370090233858

A devastating, deadlier second wave of coronavirus cases has swept across Europe. Governments reinstated fall lockdowns as they realized that looser rules in the summer may have contributed to thousands of deaths just months before vaccines may arrive. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1334883183108603904
The US has 12.1 million cumulative COVID19 cases & 256,000 officially reported deaths. All the nations of Europe plus the UK have nearly 12 M cases & 291,000 deaths. https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1330563839356772357

Children in the U.S. are on pace this year to miss 9 million vaccine doses for measles, polio and other highly contagious diseases, according to medical claims data https://twitter.com/NYTHealth/status/1330559824619331585

11.21.2020
El Paso morgue crisis escalated fast. First it was jail inmates moving deceased bodies for $2/hour, then $27/hour job posting, and now Texas National Guard summoned up to help at El Paso’s overflowing morgue. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1330184721222004738
US has hit 12,000,000 COVID19 cases.  https://twitter.com/AFP/status/1330250777835745283
sharp acceleration: 11 days for 10th mil, and 7 days for 11th mil. Newest 1M took only 6 days. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1330212172757078017
The probability of a mutation that could evade the innate or vaccine immunity increases with the number of hosts (cases). https://twitter.com/SafaMote/status/1330344904879431683
Trump now explicitly asking state legislatures to overturn the election. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1330320363780255745
Massive crowd in Huntington Beach, CA protesting the statewide covid curfew that went into effect  less than an hour ago https://twitter.com/HermelaTV/status/1330403095071903754
WI recount happening today. Trump campaign “observers” are being disruptive and obstructive.  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1330232020384047104
https://twitter.com/MSpicuzzaMJS/status/1330234535771049984
Milwaukee County Elections Director Julietta Henry says some observers are objecting to EVERY absentee ballot that is folded. (Absentee ballots are all folded, so that would be every absentee ballot.)
Pennsylvania Republicans led by Rep. Mike Kelly are asking a state court to block the state from certifying the election results; to declare that the state's entire vote-by-mail system violates the state constitution and that millions of votes cast this year must now be invalidated; have the state legislature choose electors. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1330223667251441672
https://www.democracydocket.com/cases/pennsylvania-vbm-certification-challenge/
RNC and Michigan Republican Party pen a letter to the Board of State Canvassers asking them not to certify Michigan’s election results at Monday’s meeting. Instead, they ask them to adjourn for 14 days & audit Wayne County results first. https://twitter.com/emilyjanelawler/status/1330177142487912449
Conservative twitter is erupting with Obama-judge takes after Heritage Republican Judge Brann torches a Trump lawsuit https://twitter.com/MatthewStiegler/status/1330303713249030145
Because Tucker Carlson dared to criticize Sidney Powell, radical right-wing conspiracy theorist Rick Wiles is now “pizzagating” him. https://twitter.com/RightWingWatch/status/1330190257556496392
Gen. Mike Flynn is fully on board with the deranged election conspiracy theory https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1330242912278499328

The number of Americans struggling to afford food has tripled since the start of the pandemic https://twitter.com/AliVelshi/status/1330126334622904320

Republicans, even “non-cult” Republicans, have quickly adhered to the “legal/lawful votes” code phrase. This is a psychological rationalization for throwing out large numbers of votes, some day, as it implies falsely that there exists a number of votes which aren’t “lawful” significant enough to mention at all times, and that these should not count. This is happening at a time when efforts to produce evidence of fraud are absolute failures.

11.20.2020
What is happening in Georgia:
Earlier this week Trump publicly demanded that Gov. Kemp call in the General Assembly. https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1329867207325720577
12:39 p.m. today, “Secretary of State has certified the election” https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1329841843832500231
12:54 p.m., “The clock starts ticking to request a third count of the ballots.” https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1329845574628225029
1:46 p.m. Secretary of State issues ‘correction’ saying the election is not certified (yet). They’re still saying he will certify. https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1329858694767632385
2:14 p.m. Kemp office announces 5 p.m. 'election update' news conference at the exact moment certification by the Sec of State is required. https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1329863544070877185
2:38 p.m. Trump again tries to threaten/bully Georgia government https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329873141364092930
2:45 p.m. no wait will certify after all https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1329873517832265738
4:06 p.m. definitely certified, this time for real, but another recount coming anyway https://twitter.com/BrendanKeefe/status/1329893983007412227
“I think it’s pretty Fucking sad that We’re all sort of amazed that a Republican governor followed the law and not trump.” https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1330166300694487048
11th Circuit rules that bans on anti-LGBTQ "conversion therapy" violate the First Amendment. 2–1 decision, both judges in the majority appointed by Trump. The majority discredits the opposition of every mainstream medical organization to "conversion therapy," claiming that these groups are simply trying to censor therapists who don't share "majority preferences." https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-judges-conversion-therapy-lgbtq.html
It’s not about clergy or political groups or all the other crazy that’s out there. It’s about a licensed therapist in Boca Raton attempting to change their minor patients’ sexual orientations. That’s the “speech” interest at stake. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329833835903725568
Circuit courts have been reassigned among Supreme Court justices and four close swing states are all assigned to radical Republicans https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1330121097774239755
Trump today during latest rambling nonsensical tirade, briefly honest: "I've been loyal to the special interests" https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1329873920254644225
"We're working on mass distribution of the virus," Treasury Secretary Mnuchin tells CNBC https://twitter.com/pdacosta/status/1329790311300796416
Trump retweeted & thanked his older sister for support, based on a tweet from a parody account.  https://twitter.com/ChrisMegerian/status/1329817411697119236
key members of President Trump's outside legal team skip coup-planning meeting with two Michigan lawmakers because they've been exposed to the coronavirus https://www.axios.com/trump-giuliani-white-house-michigan-covid-abbbbcf3-e415-4d9d-8911-427be7b645b1.html
Meeting Trump at all in this context is dubiously legal under Michigan law https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/meet-the-press/blog/meet-press-blog-latest-news-analysis-data-driving-political-discussion-n988541/ncrd1248365#blogHeader
Contrary to WH spokesperson statement, Michigan Republicans present say that Trump talked to them about MI election results and Giuliani called in to make fraud allegations https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1331341920447115266
After the meeting, the Michigan Republicans released a statement implying that no coup will happen, they want relief funds, but this doesn’t reflect any of their actions https://twitter.com/sjdemas/status/1330146134367608836
It’s treated as “Breaking News” simply that “Michigan lawmakers said they would honor the outcome of the state’s election process” that’s how bad things are https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1329941375928897540
Then they closed down the Trump Hotel bar, drinking $500/bottle Dom Perignon and flaunting CDC pandemic guidelines.  https://twitter.com/mitchellrivard/status/1330161956792266757
What really happened at the meeting—hmmmm https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/11/24/shirkey-and-chatfield-no-one-else-was-in-the-room-where-it-happened/
At today’s White House “press briefing” they lie their heads off, smear the legitimate press and boost their propagandists. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1329840744727769093
Another 4 WH aides (not including Andrew Giuliani today) tested positive for COVID19 https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1329928735164948486
With Sen. Rick Scott testing positive for COVID-19, the positivity rate among members of the Senate is 9%. In the House, it’s 5.9%. (It’s mostly Republicans.) https://twitter.com/kristin__wilson/status/1329795036138119172
NY Times publishes op-ed in which author calculates that visiting family for Thanksgiving is is very reckless and dangerous, and he’s doing it anyway https://twitter.com/fmanjoo/status/1329781116169973766
NY Times also gives space to Roosh Valizadeh, whose vile beliefs include that rape should be legal https://twitter.com/BrandyZadrozny/status/1330600546118590466
currently 80,698 people hospitalized with coronavirus, the highest number since the pandemic began https://twitter.com/JesseRodriguez/status/1329776738973388801
At “America’s best-prepared hospital: “I don’t see how we avoid becoming overwhelmed,” “We are on an absolutely catastrophic path,” https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/11/americas-best-prepared-hospital-nearly-overwhelmed/617156/
At least 3 million people are currently estimated to be contagious with Covid in the US, and half of Americans plan to travel for Thanksgiving this year. https://twitter.com/DrTomFrieden/status/1329876157509013512
The My Pillow guy helped fund $2 million to bail out multiple murderer Kyle Rittenhouse https://twitter.com/defendermurad/status/1330128251193352200
Next day a Florida legislator wants Rittenhouse in Congress https://twitter.com/ScottDaniel/status/1330398840667709442
Marks v. Stinson has become the hydroxychloroquine of the president's post-election litigation. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1329623367561916418
Trump’s son Don Jr tested positive days earlier and this was hidden until today https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1329923089870753799
Rudy Giuliani’s son — a public employee — endorses the effort to steal the election and destroy American democracy in his Twitter bio. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329817300330012674
In opposing admission of DNC counsel, the Republican plaintiff's lawyer Craig Mueller argued it was a narrowly-drawn, county-specific case, and he started to say it involved fraud before quickly correcting himself that it was not about fraud. Hmmmm. https://twitter.com/ZoeTillman/status/1329867968176664579

Trump knows he lost this election. He’s told his allies as much. But he’s pressuring state lawmakers to overturn the will of voters in states he lost & he’s doing it w/ the support of his party. “This won’t work but we shouldn’t be numb to how out of bounds this is.” https://twitter.com/abbydphillip/status/1329795939586945025
Emily Murphy is genuinely holding the transition process, meanwhile, and continues getting sympathetic press for this https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329889427720638466
https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1329886306080591874
Even the latest friendly puff piece says Murphy hasn't even bothered to decide what would be the threshold to perform her duty https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1329888542131150852
Stalling the transition harms national security, pandemic response (i.e. the possibility of actually having a response), etc. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/19/biden-harris-national-security-access-438259
PressSec was asked if "anyone from the White House" had spoken with GSA or Administrator Murphy "about the timing of ascertaining" the election outcome and whether any "pressure [has] been applied to her" and McEnany responded "absolutely not." Someone is lying here https://twitter.com/RepDonBeyer/status/1329911191628615681

Trump leaned on 31 different state and local officials to steal the election for him. https://politi.co/2J9hzOH
“Legal challenges w/o evidence are almost as damaging to democracy as his outright arm-twisting.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1330144838965207040

Some elites and others start to show glimmers of understanding at last; NY Times and WaPo flirt with saying directly that Trump is trying to stage a coup  https://twitter.com/wolfblitzer/status/1329769354519605248
https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1329841236702859265
"These are the words and actions of an attempted coup, according to historians and other experts." https://twitter.com/kemettler/status/1329623657979719685
Apple notifications informs me that “experts say this is in fact very damaging to democracy”
National Review, Fox, even Tucker Carlson give appearance of distancing themselves from this attempt to steal an election  https://twitter.com/ByronTau/status/1329827692007612416
Bizarrely the Wall Street Journal tells Trump to stop trying to overturn the election because it would be "a calamity for the GOP" https://twitter.com/benyt/status/1330141161676271619
Carlson carefully called out Sidney Powell for not providing evidence to support her wild claims — and since then, his mentions have been flooded with people calling him a traitor, sellout, etc. https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1329827868084408322
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger's staff has told me there is zero chance he would take a call from the president right now. https://twitter.com/AmyEGardner/status/1329502972334780423
But over the past week Jon Ward asked all 53 GOP senators 4 times to comment on Trump’s  efforts to have the election results thrown out.  Only 2 acknowledged what we know to be true - that there is no significant evidence of fraud. https://twitter.com/dklaidman/status/1329892270313713669
Considerably more Republican Senators have caught COVID-19 than will acknowledge that Trump lost but is trying to steal the election 
Staff of U.S. Sen. Marsha Blackburn says she misspoke by calling Biden 'president-elect'
Liz Cheney makes a non-statement prefaced into being a “keep on going” to Trump, and people retweet it as though she were Gandalf on the bridge https://twitter.com/AndrewDesiderio/status/1330247503803977732
In fact, “...almost all members of their Republican caucuses have stuck with the position that Trump has the right to pursue all legal avenues in an attempt to reverse the election result. By doing so, they not only endorse lawsuits and recount demands that they know are founded on baseless claims and have no realistic chance of success. They are also giving their approval to Trump's targeted attempt to have Black votes discarded.”
Popular opinion within the center-left spectrum is that Republicans are cowards rather than villains
“Republicans in Washington might think it’s a bit, but republicans out in the country do not.” https://twitter.com/jbouie/status/1329424835055849473
State party chairs line up to support conspiracy theories and coup https://twitter.com/dbernstein/status/1329574675513364480
Jenna Ellis went from warning Trump is an aspiring dictator to personally spearheading his efforts to overturn an election he lost https://twitter.com/BenjySarlin/status/1329176851168845829
"What Trump and his supporters are up to should be thought of not as a litigation campaign that is likely to fail, but as an information-warfare campaign that is likely to succeed—and, indeed, is succeeding already." https://www.persuasion.community/p/trumps-firehose-of-falsehood

11.19.2020
States reported 1.8 million tests, 183k cases, and 81k people currently hospitalized with COVID-19. Reported deaths were 1,971, the highest since May 7. Test, case, and hospitalization counts broke all-time records today. https://twitter.com/COVID19Tracking/status/1329589465573187587
Virus update from AP http://apne.ws/LcRnL2o
Nursing home neglect deaths surge in shadows of COVID-19. 
U.S. hospitals overwhelmed with virus cases.
Virus puts Syria’s war-ravaged city of Idlib on brink.
Africa passes 2 million coronavirus cases.
Trump campaign calls for Georgia not to certify its election results https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1329614131226357760
Falsehood-singularity “elite strike force” conference
Sidney Powell, who is Michael Flynn’s lawyer and was recently endorsed by the FEC commissioner, makes an allegation that Venezuelan dictator Hugo Chavez (who died in 2013) rigged the 2020 election with software. https://twitter.com/petersagal/status/1329482449789874176
Powell is suggesting this voting machine conspiracy originated well before Trump was elected, allowed Trump to take office, then he served a full term without doing anything about it, and then it kicked in two weeks ago. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329484564331421696
“it’s worth remembering that even his rambling, incoherent Fox News segments play into a broader ‘strategy’ meant to induce cognitive overload by flooding the zone with disinformation and nonstop chaos.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1329505523222376450
Krebs: “That press conference was the most dangerous 1hr 45 minutes of television in American history.” https://twitter.com/C_C_Krebs/status/1329521812951142400
“Words can’t really express how stupid, paranoid, and dangerous this press conference is.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329485117228769286
Today's press conference had no news value. It is not news that they continue to lie about an election. It is news that judges frequently corner them into telling the truth.  https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1329498401902354432
“this is about spectacle, not fact. And a lot of outlets who recognized the grift nevertheless participated in the spectacle.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1329543437918597121
“Giuliani's press conference today on ‘voter fraud’ was one of the wildest, most unsubstantiated diatribes I’ve ever listened to and I say that as someone who has sat in a room with Col Gaddafi for three hours.” https://twitter.com/pdanahar/status/1329499842515759104
The event was probably also a superspreader https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329886396727910401
Powell also said today, literally: "The entire election, frankly, in all the swing states should be overturned and the legislatures should make sure that the electors are selected for Trump" https://twitter.com/JasonSCampbell/status/1329549873516048387
The affidavit Sidney Powell and others are hyping when they say many precincts in Michigan have more votes than actual voters is .... based on data from Minnesota. https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1329795770464276480
In yet another Trump lawsuit, witness alleges that 97 ballots for Joe Biden in Georgia "felt" different to her and struck her as "very unusual." She offers no proof--or even any suggestion--that anything untoward happened with these ballots. Just that the ballots were somehow...off. https://twitter.com/alanfeuer/status/1329528313887547398
In Michigan, the Trump campaign told a federal judge that because the Wayne Co board of canvassers have "declined to certify the results of the presidential election" it will no longer press a lawsuit seeking a judicial order blocking certification. The board of canvassers certified the election.  https://twitter.com/RMFifthCircuit/status/1329445335475908614
Trump's campaign is dropping its effort to stop Michigan from certifying results, there's a court notice, affidavits, and Giuliani statement, and they all contradict each other https://twitter.com/ZoeTillman/status/1329447311907450882
“This litigation (in all the states) is truly blowing my mind.  It's as if you're playing chess and your opponent lets off a whoopie cushion, throws a Zebra Cake on the board, and then runs off without pants and says they won.” https://twitter.com/RMFifthCircuit/status/1329447806197780484
Also in Michigan, Republican legislative leaders are scheduled into DC to meet with President Trump tomorrow, at his request https://twitter.com/AmyEGardner/status/1329468989983125505
One of the two, Mike Shirkey, joined Michigan militia hours after news broke of the plot to kidnap Michigan’s governor. https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1329789798303887361
While one of Fox' most toxic (and popular) hosts is probing for actual evidence of fraud, the official GOP twitter account is amplifying election lies so egregious they’re also getting flagged (ineffectively) by Twitter https://twitter.com/ericberlin/status/1329595056743870464
https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1329529852647632897
Even as judges dismiss Trump campaign lawsuits as baseless, it files nearly identical ones in new courts, hoping for more favorable judges. Failure has not slowed it down. https://propub.li/35HeYUH
7 weeks since the last briefing by WH Press Secretary. McEnany has appeared at campaign rallies & on Fox News & Fox Biz and stood by Trump when he spoke at the WH on Nov 5 and made false claims of election fraud, but no briefing on COVID-19 pandemic or anything else https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1329421711226400768
Trump Administration [sham pretense of] vaccine distribution team confirmed that they have not briefed anyone on President-elect Biden's team and have no plans to do so. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1329454313895321604
First Trump admin “Coronavirus” Task Force press event in months. No questions for all the 250,000 dead. Just a silent walk off stage.  https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1329577330038157314
Deborah Birx: we’re Fucked https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1329543689237041158
“my cousin is an ER doc in Boston and she sent me an email the hospital sent her today about the ER not accepting new patients.” https://twitter.com/aliciagarza/status/1329638363284918274
Treasury Secretary Mnuchin asks Fed to return unused money and close down Main Street Lending, Municipal Lending, TALF, and corporate credit facilities on Dec. 31. Fed response indicates they beg to differ https://twitter.com/bcheungz/status/1329542077521268745
Mindbending concern-gaslighting: Ohio Rep. Hambley leads today's House Civil Justice hearing with an announcement a staffer had just been diagnosed with COVID and call for everyone to exercise due caution; Ohio Republicans actively block precautionary measures from the statehouse.  John Cornyn, a Republican US Senator who has supported the McConnell shutdown of legislation, posts: “Congress must act”
Orlando Hall is the first person to be executed by a lame-duck administration in over one hundred years https://twitter.com/ClintSmithIII/status/1329767228011651073
The usual idiots have decided that “not from Georgia” is a sure-fire charge to throw at Kelly Loeffler despite the fact that it’s non-substantive parochial idiocy FML

Trump's HHS won't work with Biden: HHS staffers have been informed that if anyone from Biden's team contacts them, they are not to communicate with them and should instead alert the deputy surgeon general of the communication. https://cnn.it/2IOeq6S

the Trump campaign and other Republican interests have filed at least 30 election lawsuits in 6 states: Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, Penn. and Wisconsin. So far, no court has found a single instance of fraud https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1329439286639407110

Looks like US will go a whole two years without the House Democrats ever holding a hearing on the Emoluments Clauses. One scheduled for Sept. 2019 was postponed, never held.  https://twitter.com/Z_Everson/status/1329430856553807872

“A key feature of the Trump era has been the Republican effort to collapse any distinction between what is illegal for a president to do and what is immoral, unpatriotic, and impeachable for a president to do. They assert that the bare legal ability is the only thing that matters.” https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1329485048601604101

In his book First-Class Passengers on a Sinking Ship, author Richard Lachmann, also a professor at the University of Albany-SUNY, wrote that failure across a number of areas has been evident for decades. https://www.news.com.au/finance/economy/world-economy/four-signs-america-is-a-failing-state-warning-about-the-future-of-the-us/news-story/5474ea6eba60bd42b97704b3efb79d69
“Spending on infrastructure has stagnated as bridges collapse, water and sewer pipes and dams burst, air and road traffic become ever more snarled, and passenger trains on a shrinking network struggle to reach early 20th-century speeds,” Lachmann said.
“Student achievement at the primary, secondary, and university levels has fallen from the top ranks. US students, who attend ever more decrepit schools, are performing less well than their peers in countries with much lower levels of income or educational spending.
“The United States does spend lavishly in two sectors, health care and the military, but its relative standing in both realms has been falling for decades.”

The U.S. Census Bureau has uncovered routine "anomalies" in the results of this year's national count that may force the bureau to miss a legal reporting deadline. https://www.npr.org/2020/11/19/936561664/anomalies-found-in-census-could-thwart-trumps-bid-to-alter-electoral-college

11.18.2020
U.S. COVID-19 Death Toll Tops 250,000: One in every 1300 Americans has died from COVID19. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/u-s-surpasses-250-000-coronavirus-deaths-virus-mortality-rate-n1248109?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
At the rates of increase we're seeing, we'll hit 100 9/11s in a matter of weeks.
Currently 3 million+ active cases of COVID19 circulating in the US. About one in 100 people is an active carrier and most don’t know it.  https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1329111857303609346
1 in 10 people getting tested are positive and in some places it’s 5 in 10. Several hundred new people getting intubated every day https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1329122391721713664
With South Dakota at an unimaginable 56% positive testing rate for COVID19, Gov. Noem is basically sentencing residents to their deaths with cheerfully defiant inaction https://twitter.com/alexkotch/status/1329431311623344130
investigative journalists in Hawaii expose a gathering of 120 mainland politicians and lobbyists at a fancy hotel in Maui https://www.kitv.com/story/42927546/100-flying-to-maui-for-pandemic-political-conference
Acting Defense Secretary Chris Miller announces that he has directed the Special Operations civilian leadership to report directly to the SecDef.  https://twitter.com/laraseligman/status/1329065639881879557
Health and Human Services staffers instructed today that if anyone from President-elect Joe Biden's team contacts them, they are not to communicate with them and are to alert Deputy Surgeon General Rear Admiral Erica Schwartz of the communication https://twitter.com/KristenhCNN/status/1329126563514904578
for the first time ever, Special Operations civilian leadership will now report directly to the Secretary of Defense (or acting ersatz version). Ezra Cohen-Watnick is apparently now in charge of both intel and covert ops at DOD, no supervision but Acting SECDEF.  Cohen-Watnick is the former Nunes staffer who was in the thick trying to debunk Mueller and accuse Obama admin of outlandish conspiracies https://twitter.com/dburbach/status/1329075503190269953
Trump campaign’s delay-the-certification project continues with demanding partial recount in Wisconsin (the counties where 74% of the Black population in WI lives) at cost of millions https://twitter.com/johnrobertsFox/status/1329083857526607880
Republican leaders of Pennsylvania's state House want to join President Trump's lawsuit challenging the election he lost there. They say allowing voters to fix defective absentee ballots "compromised the electoral process and the secrecy" of secret ballots. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1329165486018482178
Also in PA, Trump campaign claims they "inadvertently" deleted a broad swath of their initial allegations and want a federal judge's permission to backpedal on their backpedal. Trump campaign's latest lawyers say things got pretty mixed up when its previous lawyers all quit, and "because of a lack of clear communication ... certain counts were improperly withdrawn."  Trump's proposed amended complaint asks a court to prevent Pennsylvania from certifying its election results. If the court won't do that, the campaign wants it to rule that the results are "defective" and instruct the state legislature to choose who won. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1329190645739773955
The Trump campaign's proposal—literally—is that the Trump campaign obtain and count all or a subset of the Pennsylvania mail ballot envelopes and, based on the formula in footnote 3, let the judge know if he should declare them the winner. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329200499652956160
Attorneys representing President Trump’s re-election campaign in challenging thousands of ballots in Bucks County on Wednesday agreed to sign court documents informing the court that there was no evidence of fraud or misconduct pertaining those ballots. https://lawandcrime.com/2020-election/trump-campaign-attorneys-admit-there-is-no-evidence-of-any-fraud-in-connection-with-challenged-ballots-in-bucks-county-pa/
Trump's legal adviser Jenna Ellis in 2016 called him an 'idiot' and said his supporters didn't care about 'facts or logic'
Daniel Dale, who speaks from distressing experience: “Basically nothing the president is saying is true.  People say ‘what else is new,’ but this is a new lying level even for him. He’s barely even bothering to sprinkle in some accurate and arguable claims. It’s almost all false all the time.” https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1329072484981858304
Trump has lied at least 25,000 times (the fact checkers at the Washington Post have stopped counting — there are simply too many to track). https://www.salon.com/2020/11/18/how-does-america-heal-from-years-of-trumps-abuse-end-the-catastrophic-thinking/
Arizona Secretary of State and her family also receiving threats https://twitter.com/SecretaryHobbs/status/1329142152991969284/photo/1
Late at night, Wayne County MI Republicans want to “rescind” their votes to certify election results https://twitter.com/DonovanSlack/status/1329277981492191232
This after calls from Trump https://apnews.com/article/joe-biden-donald-trump-local-elections-arizona-michigan-29da6aac9cc41e47f3095855e7af7031
It’s all bonkers https://twitter.com/RubleKB/status/1329306659878023168
A former speechwriter fired from the White House in 2018 for attending a conference at which white supremacists were also present has been appointed to a commission tasked with preserving Holocaust-related sites across Europe. https://news.yahoo.com/trump-appoints-speechwriter-fired-for-attending-conference-with-white-nationalists-211254619.html
"A second official tells CNN their goal is to set so many fires that it will be hard for the Biden administration to put them all out." https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/17/politics/trump-biden-natsec-transition-fires/index.html
After losing House seats despite winning the presidential election, House Democrats back ancient Nancy Pelosi in delaying yet again her repeatedly promised retirement from leader/speaker https://twitter.com/nprpolitics/status/1329080427118673923
Ohio House passes legislation today to limit the ability of governor’s administration to issue health orders that may close or limit businesses. Also teeing up a collection of gifts to the gun industry lobby and white grievance https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1329064947997941762
Republicans just handed Kathryn Mizelle, a 2018-19 law clerk to Justice Thomas who was rated "Not Qualified" by the ABA to serve as a judge, a seat on the federal bench in Florida. https://twitter.com/MMineiro_CNS/status/1329191585591029760
McConnell called the Senate into session to pack the courts some more, attempt to confirm an all-out crank to the Fed, and now is going into recess as plague ravages the country and people line up at food banks. When, on Sept. 11, nearly 3,000 people were killed, we reorganized the entire federal government. We're now losing that many people every three days, and the Senate went home early for Thanksgiving. https://twitter.com/alikodjak/status/1329417515995455489
In 2016, Chad Mizelle, a 29-year-old first-year associate volunteered for the Trump campaign. Four years later: He’s DHS Acting General Counsel, His wife is a federal judge for life, One law school friend and groomsman is Deputy General Counsel at DHS. Another has a DOJ job. https://twitter.com/ReichlinMelnick/status/1329196297056817157
CNN publishes absurd garbage story about how Emily Murphy—who is unconscionably stalling the transition of power—“feels like she’s been put in a no-win situation” boo hoo https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/18/politics/biden-transition-trump-delay/index.html

That experts insist Trump poses no real danger despite his efforts at a coup is not reassuring to those who have moved from relief back to panic https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-trauma-hurt-biden-victory.html
“Trump's entire life has been using lawyers and the courts to drag things out. He's done it with creditors and counterparties and contractors. He even did it successfully with Mueller, and with his tax returns. Now he's trying to do it to American democracy.” https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1329176899503984646
“One thing I keep hearing from Rudy people tonight: they know they can’t catch up. What they want—in MI, PA, NV, other states—is for the vote to not be certified. Their end game: try to force it to the House. Giuliani talking about this privately.” https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1328888520203767809
The Trump campaign is trying to hack the election results by using the partisan loyalty of local Republicans, who are an essential part of the machinery of elections. https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/trump-coup-election-michigan/
For four years, critics of the President’s authoritarian, anti-democratic tendencies have been accused of “Trump derangement syndrome” — of putting too much stock into his words and tweets rather than his actions. 15 days after an election he clearly lost:
Trump -- despite losing basically every battle in court and never producing *any* evidence of widespread fraud or irregularities -- has significantly eroded Americans' confidence in elections, which wasn't stellar to begin with. Nov. 13-17 opinion poll showed that Trump’s open defiance of Biden’s victory in both the popular vote and Electoral College appears to be affecting the public’s confidence in American democracy, especially among Republicans https://reut.rs/36LOd0H
The President of the United States confirms that, yes, he is trying to undermine confidence in the election and takes a victory lap for having succeeded at this. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1329066303974412291

GOP challenger bragging about how she purposefully walked through a crowd of Detroit elections workers without a mask out of spite. Her friend had a Trump mask on. https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1329056772426969090

Four months after Covid, 70% of young low-risk patients show organ damage https://twitter.com/dianaberrent/status/1329076014249435160

11.17.2020
“As with everything Trump has done to subvert democracy, his scheme to overturn the election results would be catastrophic if it succeeded and yet it is nevertheless being executed in a way that could be set to the Benny Hill theme.” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1329093979879723008
Attempted coup’s day in Michigan
Wayne County, Michigan, which includes Detroit and is the largest county in the state, did not certify its election results by the deadline tonight because it is locked in a 2-2 vote. The State Board of Canvassers has to step in. Each board is made up of 2 Dems and 2 Republicans. The Board of Canvassers deadlocks after 2 GOP members refuse to certify results. Moments after the vote, Michigan GOP has a statement out praising it.  https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1328851768760012800
The Republican chair of the board, Monica Palmer, literally just said she would be open to certifying the vote in "communities other than Detroit" https://twitter.com/nancykaffer/status/1328836317137022976
“The Republican Party of the state that claims to have founded an anti-slavery party, today applauded the effort to not count the votes of an entire city of black people, just because. The entire party is cheering this” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1328855028745056256
The two holdouts flipped their vote after national exposure of their gross racism
Trump says he has just fired CISA director Krebs, who was swatting down his election conspiracy falsehoods in real time. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1328853512684531716
The White House didn't give CISA any heads-up before Trump fired Krebs https://twitter.com/ericgeller/status/1328879648760098816
Krebs told confidants last week he expected the White House would fire him https://twitter.com/jseldin/status/1328856743988899840
Federal Elections Commission Chair endorses Sidney Powell, who has stepped toward the fore of Team Trump’s firehose of lies about made-up election fraud https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1328666143188512771
Trump's Nevada electors, including the chair of the Nevada Republican Party, are suing to either have Trump declared the winner of Nevada or to have the presidential election in the state annulled entirely. https://twitter.com/Bencjacobs/status/1328832941309513729
One of the craziest Trumpworld claims about the election, promoted by Louie Gohmert, is that the Army seized German election servers from a company called Scytl. But Scytl wasn't raided, and they don't even have offices in Germany. [This fantasy will probably run for years and years.] https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1328761266349993985
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-election-syctl-military/fact-check-the-us-military-has-not-seized-election-servers-in-germany-idUSKBN27W1UW
Giuliani, the president’s inexplicably until-now volunteer lawyer, asserts in court the existence of “a widespread, nationwide voter fraud” https://twitter.com/ChrisMegerian/status/1328775241091457028
“The court is now asking an AT&T rep if it can restart the proceeding. An American metaphor.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1328803218596487168
“The judge is having to teach Rudy basic constitutional law. That's not hyperbole. This is a description of what is happening at this hearing. I've never seen worse lawyering in an election law case in my life.” https://twitter.com/rickhasen/status/1328839978529406976
For the Trump faithful, this cavalcade of bloopers showed Giuliani’s singular legal acumen https://lawandcrime.com/2020-election/when-applying-normal-scrutiny-rudy-giulianis-court-appearance-was-a-total-flop/
Actual lawyers know that Rudy can’t legally win. They dismiss his apparently futile efforts as a bid to get rich and not a serious effort to undermine a democratic election. Telling that story allows them to play along — it’s just crazy Rudy leading crazy Donald astray, not any serious attempt to end American democracy. Their inaction facilitates Rudy’s efforts. All the while, Trump’s supporters grow more and more certain that Trump is being denied his rightful victory by cheating, effectively convincing them that Trump isn’t the one who is trying to cheat, but rather Biden is. At the very least, that will ensure that Republicans in Congress will have no leeway to work with the Biden Administration. Given past events, it’s likely it will lead to violence. https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/11/18/rudys-coup/
“The best case scenario given Rudy's actions is that some of Trump's supporters, who genuinely believe that Trump is being deprived of his lawful election, will pursue violent remedies. That's the best case scenario.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1329072444879998977
While this circus is absorbing US media’s attention, Trump is reducing US forces in Iraq & Afghanistan—replacing them with Erik Prince’s private army https://twitter.com/CaslerNoel/status/1328826580530057219
Also today, DOJ is moving to dismiss its case against former Mexican defense minister Salvador Cienfuegos Zepeda after arresting him just a month ago https://twitter.com/kadhim/status/1328823668781289472
DOJ claims that there were “sensitive and important foreign policy considerations” that outweighed value of prosecution, but typically, these decisions are made before, not after, indictment. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1328862766162128898
“To say there is a furious reaction inside DOJ to this deal is an understatement.” https://twitter.com/evanperez/status/1328855058675589120
Lindsey Graham is melting down, desperately trying to hide lies behind lies, as people with corroborating witnesses reveal he has committed illegal election tampering https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1328751842994622471
Meanwhile Graham and VP-elect Harris fist-bumped today https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1328796478924611588
North Dakota hits COVID milestone:  1 out of every 1,000 residents dead https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1328735052302331906
North and South Dakota are first and third for highest COVID-19 mortality rates in the world, if America’s states are ranked individually alongside other countries https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1329046386352992265
Nebraska nurse: “We have 10 Covid units & 1 of them is just a place to go to pass away unfortunately” https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1328800577560702985/video/1 She works at Nebraska Medicine “one of the best-prepared places in the entire US for a new disease. They have amazing people & facilities. They knew the risks. They trained. They had contingencies on top of contingencies.” https://twitter.com/edyong209/status/1328763002837987335
65 cases of Covid-19 among WHO Geneva staff. Recall: WHO has been reluctant to accept that the virus is airborne; staff allegedly don’t wear masks if stay 1m distant. A letter from 238 aerosol scientists was ignored. https://apnews.com/article/65-virus-cases-who-staff-geneva-4e133325afec1d3f309ab184138e6f73
Biden’s COVID task force just hosted a call where the made clear the inability to do transition work with the Trump team is dire. “We do not have access to official government data,” they explained, saying they’re relying, in part, on public sets, like COVID-19 tracking project https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1328806603940835331
Biden’s covid team is made up of some of the best doctors and public health experts in the world. Unfortunately, they can’t start their work because Emily Murphy won’t sign off on the transition. Ergo many thousands more will die https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1329443181847601152
NYC police union tweets vague threats to a Democratic state Senator who suggests the $1 million they spent to unseat Democratic Sen. Kevin Thomas could've been better spent elsewhere (Thomas did not lose) https://twitter.com/laurenkrisai/status/1328800046817665025

Mark Zuckerberg confirms that Facebook won’t ban people who call for murder—so long as they don’t do it too often https://news.yahoo.com/mark-zuckerberg-said-banning-steve-172706111.html
Joe Biden is torpedoing federal accountability for the Trumps before he even takes office: "generally not inclined to see his Justice Dept. investigate Trump" https://twitter.com/brianefallon/status/1328744623846678529
More than 110,000 government government officials and candidates were on a Facebook whitelist that prevented them from being factchecked — and subsequently have their reach reduced — for spreading misinformation https://www.theinformation.com/articles/facebook-researchers-found-companys-political-whitelist-influenced-misinformation-spread

“Absolutely tragic homicide numbers in Cleveland. Expect many more as society continues to decay during Covid. While billionaires' wealth balloons, poor are left with no money, no jobs, no prospects.” https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1328732111512227840

Newsmax has seen a surge in viewership lately as Trump’s most ardent supporters are angry at Fox News for having declared Joe Biden as the president-elect https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-allies-consider-buy-newsmax-anger-fox-news.html
cable TV executives choose to place Newsmax and OAN in their lineups adjacent to news channels, so that surfing viewers encounter them as though they are cut from the same cloth https://twitter.com/charlie_savage/status/1331039105413681152

“People who want to throw out thousands of black votes across several states is not about actual fraud. The fraud is black participation in the polity, they just need a way to say it that allows them to lie to themselves.” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1329770956412362755

Republican Party of Wisconsin Chairman Andrew Hitt explained in a conference call with the GOP county chairmen the goal of the recount. The plan: to challenge enough early absentee ballots and mail-in ballots to randomly draw down enough ballots in Milwaukee and Dane Counties to give President Donald Trump the lead in Wisconsin.  https://mailchi.mp/rightwisconsin/wisconsin-gop-throw-out-the-ballots

Joe Biden is delusional https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/nov/14/joe-biden-president-republicans-democrats

11.16.2020
South Dakota ER nurse Jodi Doering says her Covid-19 patients often “don’t want to believe that Covid is real.” “Their last dying words are, ‘This can’t be happening. It’s not real.’ And when they should be... Facetiming their families, they’re filled with anger and hatred.” https://twitter.com/NewDay/status/1328319845012824065
Questions raised about this. https://www.wired.com/story/are-covid-patients-gasping-it-isnt-real-as-they-die/
Emily Bush: “One of my patients had Fox News on this morning. They were still claiming that lock downs are a way to introduce socialism and a bunch of other BS. They still don't get how dangerous this is. I have so many recovered COVID patients that are ending up on oxygen for the REST OF THEIR LIFE because COVID DESTROYED THEIR LUNGS.   They were NOT SMOKERS.  COVID DID THIS.”
Kelsey Dietrich: “My friend who is a nurse (and a damn good one) has had several family members block her on social media because she has been commenting on their anti-lockdown/anti-mask/covid isn’t real posts, telling them that actually it is real and dangerous and why masks are important to wear.” 
22% of American hospitals were expecting a staffing shortage this week https://twitter.com/alexismadrigal/status/1328772722608857089
"The reality is that if we don’t take drastic action now, more of our neighbors and loved ones will die, our hospitals will be overrun and our restaurants, schools and businesses will suffer from additional shutdowns,” Akron Mayor Dan Horrigan said https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/17/in-akron-no-thanksgivings-with-more-than-six-non-household-members-allowed
All told, there are nearly 40 committee hearings scheduled over the next three days at the Ohio Statehouse, where mask-wearing mandates only cover visitors, and many Republicans continue to refuse to wear them.
New filing from four PA counties: Trump campaign has now admitted that "whole swaths" of its lawsuit "are meritless" & has "struck entirely" its ballot observer claims. Revised lawsuit removes "ALL claims related to the purported denial of Republican election observers' access." https://twitter.com/jonswaine/status/1328392373336989696
Trump and allies are now 1-24 in court since election, but running up the score in brainwashing Republicans
Georgia’s secretary of state says fellow Republicans are pressuring him to find ways to exclude legal ballots https://twitter.com/mateagold/status/1328464194853875712
Raffensperger says he and his wife have both received death threats since Trump and his allies began attacking him for not claiming that fraud tainted Biden's win in the state. https://wapo.st/3lEogGq
The GOP leaders accused of doing this are or have been the top Republicans on the Judiciary Committees in both the House and the Senate. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1328475365300461569
Lindsey Graham has committed a felony
The top General Services Administration official who's blocking President-elect Joe Biden's transition team from accessing government resources ahead of his inauguration appears to be looking for a new job, according to a message obtained by ABC News. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/gsa-official-blocking-bidens-transition-privately-plans-post/story?id=74234794
Internal Facebook data shows that labels placed on Trump's false election posts only reduce their spread by 8%, making no real difference. Meanwhile, three false Trump claims are the most-engaged posts on Facebook over the last 24 hours https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/facebook-labels-trump-lies-do-not-stop-spread
Fox News’s favorability has tumbled among Republicans since Election Day. 
From late Dec 2019 thru Nov. 2, 67% of Republicans viewed Fox News favorably. In polling Nov. 9-16, network’s average favorability rating among GOP respondents dropped to 54% https://morningconsult.com/2020/11/19/fox-news-gop-popularity-drop/
Stanford policy now says that saying that there is systemic racism at Stanford is now "prohibited content." https://twitter.com/mldauber/status/1328235391019728896 Trump’s EO 13950 imposes these Stephen Miller-ized constraints on federal contractors’ workplace training starting in less than a week (Stanford has jumped in eagerly ahead of time). https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1328689734839779328

Covidexitstrategy.org et al. keep having to make up new colors to show how bad things are getting https://twitter.com/rypan/status/1328388733591121921
https://twitter.com/niravb/status/1328389225193099264
They’ll need a 1500/mil category soon, as N and S Dakota already surpassed it https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1328389302993244160

“My 12 yo son lost his front ADULT tooth last week, out of the blue, with NO blood loss.  Docs believe it was from vascular damage 9 months after an avg case of Covid” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-damage-teeth-mouth_l_5fb1d951c5b6d05e86e85b0a?tdi

Hate crimes in US reach highest level in more than a decade https://apnews.com/article/hate-crimes-rise-fbi-data-ebbcadca8458aba96575da905650120d

“The election lawsuits make grand claims and then, when a lawyer has to risk her license, those claims dissolve. TO SOME DEGREE, that has happened on Trump's witch hunts.  DOJ IG took a disastrous bend-don't-break approach, but never gave Trump the big win he wanted. So then the witch hunt moved first to Durham (where Nora Dannehy's pre-election resignation prevented Billy Barr from concocting propaganda) to the Jensen investigation (where DOJ literally altered docs, w/outcome to come).” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1328394590064402433

11.15.2020
Hospitalizations hit records in too many states to count https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Em4V1RBWMAMmdGA?format=jpg&name=small
For the first time, U.S. recorded 1 million new cases in a single week. https://twitter.com/ByMikeBaker/status/1327850312757964800
“I don’t think people understand health departments are working seven days a week, sometimes 12-hour days. We’re just kind of drowning.” https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/11/10/ohio-congressional-map-to-be-redrawn-after-decade-of-gerrymandering/
“My best friend who works in a Covid unit, she's exhausted & most likely will suffer PTSD for a long time. The last time I talked with her she broke down crying that so many are dying.”  https://twitter.com/MamaTree79/status/1328094704802607104
“From a photojournalistic perspective, if people were dying in the street, in public... that could be documented. Then of course, there are people that would probably believe that those people dying in the streets would be ‘crisis actors’” https://twitter.com/BWJones/status/1328004550884696067
Trump praises Emily Murphy who has disrupted a peaceful transfer of power by refusing to sign a letter allowing President-elect Joe Biden’s transition team to formally begin work.
Daniel Dale, who knows: “Trump is tweeting absolutely bonkers lies about the election. It is bad.”  https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1328168438896992256
Trump has been flagged by Twitter at least five times in less then two hours for dangerously misleading the public. (Prior to that at least fifty times since Election Day.)
US Cyber Command conducted offensive operations against Russia, Iran and China in the days before Nov 3 to deter election interference and yet now the biggest source of election disinformation is the president. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1328300149739819009
Dean Baker, sarcastically acknowledging this as a forlorn hope: “I hope that Brookings, Harvard, and other pretentious prestigious outfits don't chase after people like Barr and Pompeo, the people who tried to destroy democracy. It really is not a plus to have a formerly powerful fascist on your faculty” https://twitter.com/DeanBaker13/status/1327964069643526147
Meet the Press: "We invited every single Republican senator to appear here on @MeetThePress this morning. They all declined.” 53 of 53 U.S. Senators who would ordinarily jump at any opportunity to appear on a televised “Sunday show.” https://twitter.com/KBAndersen/status/1328114382442811396

America uses the incarcerated to fight fires & move dead bodies during a pandemic

“Officials across the health department have described a stilted atmosphere this week, with leaders unable to speak freely or plan ahead because of Trump’s refusal to concede the election.” https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/11/fauci-biden-coronavirus-transition-team-436143

80% of people who died in jails from #COVID19 were **not convicted** of a crime

Thousands queue for food aid in Dallas https://edition.cnn.com/2020/11/15/us/dallas-texas-food-bank-coronavirus/index.html 

11.14.2020
“I'm a volunteer contact tracer. As infections explode in my state, the amount of abuse I receive from people has exploded as well. I don't understand  how people can be so callous about the health of their family and friends.” https://twitter.com/gohexyourself/status/1327597951217250304
On Saturday, tens of thousands of people gathered for the “Stop the Steal” rally in Washington, protesting an imaginary theft of the election. 
“Americans have talents and one is sleepwalking, a tendency to say, this isn’t really happening and this guy couldn’t be doing this and if it is, somehow the institutions will save us. He’s going for it." https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1327714890996453377
Indivisible email actually asserts: “With President-elect Joe Biden and Vice President-elect Kamala Harris in the White House, and the seats we picked up in the House and Senate, we finally have a real opportunity to promote our goals … we stand a real chance at achieving the transformative change we could only dream of during the Trump years” All of this is bullshit and the reference to “seats we picked up in the House” is la la land fantasy. FML.
LA Times devotes its entire letters page to Trump voters.  https://twitter.com/sewellchan/status/1327644697720811520
Texas Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick on Fox: "There's less than 30,000 votes in Georgia and Arizona dividing Biden and Trump. And if those  two states turn, if they do, then the Supreme Court could make the decision on Pennsylvania. And then Trump is president."
Austria now going into full lockdown—finally ending maskless indoor dining. 5 US states have higher positivity rates. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1327650166334238721
Darren Beattie—the white nationalist Trump appointed to the Commission for the Preservation of America’s Heritage Abroad, which is tasked with preserving Holocaust sites in Europe—posts that he has respect for Jeffrey Epstein because at least he “wasn’t a pussy.”  https://twitter.com/letsgomathias/status/1329814040852488197

Minnesota GOP sent virus alert only to its side of the aisle http://strib.mn/2Uowd6D

Trump has not attended a pandemic task force meeting in “at least five months,” https://twitter.com/MichaelBKelley/status/1327809671365865472

11.13.2020
Reports: Shit Really Bad, Getting Exponentially Worse https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/13/reports-shit-really-bad-getting-exponentially-worse
11 million total cases today. That means there are at least 5 million Americans with long-term organ damage &, of that, millions don’t know it yet.  https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1327406790494064643
Death Pit exposed by traveling nurse in El Paso https://kvia.com/health/2020/11/13/traveling-nurse-says-el-pasos-covid-crisis-is-worse-than-it-was-new-york-city/
16 prosecutors signing their names to ask the AG to rescind changes he made to DOJ’s longstanding policy of non-interference in elections in light of a total absence of evidence of voter fraud, is a full on revolt. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1327367139158876160
Over 130 members of the Secret Service have been infected with COVID-19 or have been forced into quarantine as a direct result of Trump’s intentionally reckless campaign travel and events. https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1327273354936676352
Wyoming's coronavirus caseload is surging, and now the state's governor plans to give $15 million in federal covid relief funds directly to oil companies to frack new wells or plug old ones. (The state is following the lead of North Dakota) https://www.wyomingpublicmedia.org/post/state-will-use-cares-act-funds-give-oil-and-gas-industry-boost#stream/0
The expertise of health-care workers is keeping COVID-19 deaths at bay. As this new surge overwhelms them, their ability to save patients' lives could falter http://on.theatln.tc/yeP8oFD
Trump says he is not going to send the Pfizer vaccine to New York, if it is ready when he is still in office. (Pfizer is based in New York.) https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1327404975828430848
In a hyper-partisan political speech, Supreme Court Justice Samuel Alito didn’t even pretend that he will be fair and unbiased as cases come before him, laying out his pre-determined positions for all to see. From abortion and guns to same-sex marriage and even public health restrictions amid the pandemic, Alito made it clear that, with Amy Coney Barrett solidifying a 6-3 conservative majority, he now has the votes to radically remake American society. And much of that will be about giving Christian religious beliefs an exemption to our laws, including allowing for blatant discrimination. https://signorile.substack.com/p/justice-alito-gave-away-the-plan
Lou Dobbs suggests Republicans should just say "we're not going to accept the results of this election" https://twitter.com/JasonSCampbell/status/1327383182661054465
WH press secretary Kayleigh McEnany tells Fox that Trump will indeed show up on Jan 20: “I think the President will attend his own inauguration. he would have to be there in fact”
10 days after election and shortly before Pompeo and O’Brien left for well publicized overseas trips, Trump told them and Pence in Oval his plan to run in 2024 (disclosed two weeks later) https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1331901400704557057
Defeated Republican Congressional candidate Jim Oberweis attends House new member orientation https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/11/13/jim-oberweis-attends-house-new-member-orientation-despite-projected-loss-in-illinois-14th-district/
U.S. Senator-elect Tommy Tuberville reveals: 1. He thinks WW II was fought "to free Europe of Socialism" 2. He is already committing federal crimes by fundraising from his office https://twitter.com/bubbaprog/status/1327083000111226885
Tuberville also thinks the three branches of government are “the House, the Senate and executive.”  https://twitter.com/IanSams/status/1327094699094577153
In a series of related rulings a judge from the Court of Common Pleas in Philadelphia has rejected all FIVE of the Trump/GOP lawsuits claiming irregularities with mail ballots in Philadelphia. https://twitter.com/AliVelshi/status/1327407523608064000
In one day, nine cases meant to attack President-elect Joe Biden's win in key states were denied or dropped  https://cnn.it/2IAE1QA
House Dem and GOP leaders plan respective dinners for new members.  https://twitter.com/LACaldwellDC/status/1327340810262765568
Dems did cancel after public outrage https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/democrats-cancel-indoor-dinner-capitol-criticism-coronavirus.html
WSJ runs nonsense interview in which Charles Koch pretend “concedes that his GOP partisanship and activism badly deepened America’s divisions. As he puts it in his new book, ‘Boy, did we screw up! What a mess!’” He’s currently directing a firehose of money into Georgia to keep Republican saboteurs in control of the Senate https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1327304380157227008
Trump appears with completely gray hair just nine days after appearing with usual parody dye-job https://twitter.com/BrodyBroadcast/status/1327364729916952576
“This week in Cincinnati: COVID numbers went through the roof; CPS announced full-remote learning; DeWine suggested restaurant and bar closings; a councilman got arrested, and the damn bridge caught fire” https://twitter.com/KeithPandolfi/status/1327350289964392454

It’s hard to avoid this feeling that the polls were so way off because the election was simply rigged to protect Republican gerrymandering etc., and Biden was allowed a modest win so that Democrats would defend the integrity of the results (and because some Republicans feel like Trump has outlasted his value to them). I mean, Trump’s DHS “called the 2020 Election the most secure in American history” and Democrats are amplifying this nonsense. Crazy, obviously, but there’s no interpretation of reality which isn’t, now

The idea that Democrats stole the election is lighting up Facebook and setting up committed Republican voters to once again insist that their representatives withhold cooperation from a president who they have been told is “illegitimate.” Barack Obama was illegitimate because he was “born in Kenya”; Bill Clinton was illegitimate because he’d abused the power of his office during an open-ended independent counsel investigation into a series of pseudo-scandals hyped by right-wing media.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-coup-attempt-lazy-but-destructive.html

Republicans are drawing up a playbook that won’t soon be forgotten. Trump and his allies have identified vulnerabilities in the system—the willingness of courts to challenge late-arriving ballots, the role of state legislatures in setting election law, the fact that the outgoing administration can simply refuse to start the formal transition process—that could be more effectively exploited if the election were closer or the people in power more competent. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-coup-detat-autogolpe.html

General Services Administration (GSA) Administrator Emily Murphy, a Trump appointee, is refusing to release transition funds and support in accordance with the Presidential Transition Act of 1963

Engineering much of the post-election purge of the executive branch is Johnny McEntee, a former college quarterback who was hustled out of the White House two years ago after a security clearance check turned up a prolific habit for online gambling. https://twitter.com/adamgoldmanNYT/status/1327451504488407040

Deja vu: This summer, as the virus swept through the South, news footage of overwhelmed hospitals in Houston turning away ambulances recalled similar scenes from March and April in New York City. Now, we’re in the so-called third wave of the pandemic, with the virus slamming into Midwestern states, and this week, Dr. Gregory Schmidt, associate chief medical officer at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, said his colleagues are converting 16 hospital beds into new ICU beds in anticipation of an influx of COVID-19 patients. “People in leadership are starting to say things in meetings like, ‘I have a sense of impending doom.’” https://www.propublica.org/article/the-enraging-deja-vu-of-a-third-coronavirus-wave
“It feels so much like the early days of the pandemic that I’m half-expecting a new season of Tiger King and a run on toilet paper.” https://slate.com/technology/2020/11/future-tense-newsletter-covid-exposure-apps.html?via=recirc_recent

11.12.2020
“This is what a pandemic out of control and in a tailspin looks like. This is rising everyday, which increases the likelihood that cases get missed, which = more cases.” https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1326968225620496387
Trump’s attempt to overturn the constitutional process of choosing the president is called a “legal strategy” which is now endorsed or accepted by the bulk of his party.  https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1326840222324289537
Chicago announces return to stay-at-home
On Thursday, The New York Times reported that a diplomat in the Trump administration who claimed to be a “disenfranchised” voter, did in fact have her ballot counted despite her claims to the contrary.
There have been more Trump aides who’ve tested positive for coronavirus since the election than documented cases of voter fraud https://www.rawstory.com/2020/11/trump-ambassadors-claim-of-election-shenanigans-in-pennsylvania-quickly-falls-apart/
The Trump campaign has filed a wide-ranging lawsuit challenging the counting of votes in Wayne County (Detroit) not just in a federal district court in Michigan, but in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims in D.C. — which has no jurisdiction  in such cases https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1326975988752920577
A group of 142 former national security officials who served under Trump and other Republican & Democratic administrations is warning that the government’s delay in recognizing Biden as president-elect poses a “serious risk to national security” https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/12/security-officials-warn-biden-transition-436286
White House Press Secretary (illegally) moonlighting as campaign spokesperson says Trump [in his mid-70s] "will be the titular head of our party for many decades to come." https://twitter.com/AndrewFeinberg/status/1326877055485620225
Trump lawyers appear to have filed a lawsuit in the wrong court, sending what was supposed to be a Michigan suit to a special D.C. federal court that only hears monetary claims against the federal government https://twitter.com/ByronTau/status/1327007461010788352
Trump’s “recount” fundraising is of course going to campaign debt, etc. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/12/trump-fraud-claims-fundraising-436188
Yet Trump’s post-election campaign of junk lawsuits is not actually winless which should be a horrifying warning https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1327302609213022211
“Republican and conservative elites are beginning to bail on Trump's effort to overturn the election, which is good. But they're bailing because it won't work, not because it's wrong.”  https://twitter.com/BillKristol/status/1326896042529447942
Insiders say a mass exodus is already unfolding as Trump-appointed health officials are sending out their resumes and searching for new jobs—by Thanksgiving, many key posts may be unfilled … Morale in the CDC has reached toxic levels, and the Atlanta-based institution’s relationships with state and local health agencies has deteriorated https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/11/10/the-vaccine-news-is-good-heres-the-bad-news/
there were the times the CDC’s scientists were screened by a former purveyor of shoes and purses, Ivanka Trump, in addition to the White House’s undersecretary for lies, Kellyanne Conway https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/12/ivanka-trump-cdc-guidelines
AP is doing a shit job of covering Trump’s latest disinfo campaign: “Few legal wins so far as Trump team hunts for proof of fraud” https://twitter.com/daytondailynews/status/1326881181015617536
Facebook’s own internal chat during Zuckerberg’s speech, which was livestreamed to thousands of employees, became a conduit for misinformation. A small number of employees disputed their CEO calling Biden as “president-elect,” while at least one person falsely claimed that the election “wasn’t fair” because dead people had voted. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/mark-zuckerberg-declares-biden-preisdent-elect-trump
“I’m in a zoom mtg now w/ top Trump advisor: Says he ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT concede;  few legal options right now to contest;  Electoral College is next target: claims there are ‘faithless electors’ who can be turned for 20 states. Working on it now.” https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1326989666055299074
Armenians burning their houses down in Karvachar before the territory gets handed to Azerbaijan in the coming days. (A glimpse of the future?) https://twitter.com/301_AD/status/1326905488697593856
9:06 p.m. 11/12/20 Doug Emhoff to Biden vols: we need you to stay engaged. Jose Nunez "This was not just something we wanted to build and then let it go away.” About 12 years too late.
ICE changed the birthdate of the @ICEgov account so that it was less than 13 years old, which then broke Twitter’s terms of service and got taken offline https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1326993304043614209

Instead of moving away from areas in climate crisis, Americans are flocking to them. https://www.propublica.org/article/climate-change-will-make-parts-of-the-u-s-uninhabitable-americans-are-still-moving-there

Dry ice in coolers could [assist with distributing Pfizer’s unstable vaccine], but the world is facing a shortage in pure carbon dioxide, which becomes dry ice when frozen. https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/11/10/the-vaccine-news-is-good-heres-the-bad-news/

The Trump campaign’s legal strategy has come down to this: Even as judges dismiss lawsuits as baseless, it files nearly identical ones in new courts, hoping for more favorable judges. Failure has not slowed it down. https://www.propublica.org/article/the-trump-campaign-cant-find-a-judge-who-will-ignore-facts-but-its-trying

“Everything about the broken incentives and hollowed-out capacities of American society is crystallized in this dumb pod moseying its way along a track to nowhere in Las Vegas. The United States has a problem: It is too dependent on inefficient, dirty, and expensive forms of transportation, because the vast majority of its people have no practical access to other kinds. Its infrastructure and the health of its communities are all jacked up by the necessity of splattering asphalt all over everything in order for people to drive their big dumb cars to, and park them near, anywhere they’d decide to go. It cannot achieve efficient levels of density or make meaningful turns toward environmental responsibility for as long as this is the case. 
“If it doesn’t require a messianic assbrain with a Steve Jobs cosplay fantasy pitching some sleepy billionaire or venture capital firm on the possibility of cornering the market on a brand-new technology that will conquer the world, then it will not get done. If it merely delivers a profound benefit to the common good rather than the promise of extravagant enrichment to a shrinking class of hyper-powered parasites, then it simply cannot exist.” https://defector.com/virgin-hyperloop-has-invented-the-worlds-crappiest-high-speed-rail/

When Trump took office, Iran had ~102kg of enriched uranium. That stockpile now is 2.5 tons. https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/iran-atomic-stock-swells-complicating-172056476.html

11.11.2020
About 80% of Trump’s supporters are not confident that the election he lost was "held fairly." https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1326537836712005632
Raffensperger, facing calls to resign because he didn’t “deliver” Georgia for Trump, tries to cover himself by announcing a hand recount https://www.democracynow.org/2020/11/10/headlines/ga_republican_senators_call_for_sec_of_state_to_step_down_after_they_fail_to_win_their_races
Republican Philadelphia City Commissioner on CNN: "I have seen the most fantastical things on social media, making completely ridiculous allegations that have no basis in fact at all...One thing I can't comprehend is how hungry people are to consume lies." (Attacked by Trump moments later) https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1326539598294495240
Trump's campaign promised "shocking" proof of fraud in Michigan. Instead, they provided a list of small-bore complaints from GOP poll-watchers about the ballot-counting room in Detroit, including: Loud noises, Mean stares, A big man
Trump is down over 5 million votes and he and his allies are still 0-12 in court https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1326668894199803905
6 pre- and 7 post-election suits by Trump campaign  have all been tossed out. https://twitter.com/JRubinBlogger/status/1326527733971755009
Trump says nobody wants to report that Pennsylvania and Michigan didn't allow Republican poll watchers to observe the vote. He's right. Nobody wants to report that because it's a lie. His own lawyers have admitted that in court. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1326683628752015361
America’s 139,855 new cases in a single day is more than many countries have discovered/reported over the entirety of the pandemic https://twitter.com/ByMikeBaker/status/1326610169887780864
Ohio COVID-19 hospitalizations have hit record highs. Jack Windsor has spent recent weeks telling people this rise is fictional and evidence of "panic porn" Today he reported that hospitals are in fact filling up. His supporters are confused and don't know what to make of it. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/11/of-course-dr-amy-acton-was-right
“The medical examiner in El Paso tells me they usually have 40-50 bodies, with capacity for 90. They currently have 154, rising fast.  They are looking to get enough mobile morgues to hold more than 400.” https://twitter.com/ByMikeBaker/status/1326617101503668224
“Our district is losing teachers daily & the disruption to the kids having to stay home bc of exposure is like a yo-yo. Honestly, it was easier to virtual learn bc there was consistently w/ it.” https://twitter.com/justmecass123/status/1326660440965980166
Trump’s been flagged by Twitter nearly 50 times since Election Day for misleading public.… Twitter confirms that Trump will lose his special protections as a world leader… when he's removed from office https://twitter.com/mansoortshams/status/1326704887313338368

The Republican base is having a lose-its-shit meltdown over an election defeat, and party elites are on balance enabling it—and this is an election every real indicator said they would lose, one they clearly did lose, and by enough that Democrats moved quickly to a confident message and mainstream media followed within just days. 

If we want to see how the primary politics of this play out, look no further than one that’s already in its early stages: the next Republican presidential primary, in which hopefuls like Sens. Ted Cruz and Josh Hawley are not just keeping their silence, but actively spreading the voter fraud myths pushed by the Trump campaign. The irony for their presidential aspirations is that, even as they try to appeal to the base by aggressively backing the president, they’re fueling the martyr myth that would make the base choose Trump over them in 2024. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/trump-train-cant-stop-after-georgia.html

Democrats post the 2022 Senate races and describe it as an awful map for Republicans… Democrats are more likely to lose ground than Republicans are.

“I’m at the combination coup pandemic climate disaster seasonal depression” https://twitter.com/literElly/status/1326282420329574410

The QAnon conspiracy loonies quickly embraced Ezra Cohen-Watnick as a new character who would save Trump https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/q-fades-qanon-s-dominion-voter-fraud-conspiracy-theory-reaches-n1247780

11.10.2020
Pentagon finally confirms near total decapitation of civilian leadership in the last 24 hours. Secretary of Defense Esper fired Monday, the top Pentagon Policy official, top Defense Department intelligence official, and chief of staff to the Defense Secretary all out today
Trump installed three different Devin Nunes flunkies at several places in the DOD bureaucracy https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/11/11/trump-prepares-his-consolation-prize-for-vladimir-putin/
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/11/10/not-damn-thing-anyone-can-do-about-it-trump-picking-new-acting-secdef-raises-alarms.html
Mike Ellis — the guy who hid the Ukraine transcript and one source for the unmasking hoax — to NSA as General Counsel
Ezra Cohen-Watnick — a key Mike Flynn loyalist and another source for the unmasking hoax — to DOD Undersecretary of Intelligence
Kash Patel — who ensured that no HPSCI Republicans got sound intelligence during their Russian investigation, then pretended to be a Ukraine expert during impeachment, and then served to conduct a purge in the Office of Director of National Intelligence — to DOD Chief of Staff
Official who once called Obama a ‘terrorist leader’ takes over Pentagon policy https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/10/pentagon-top-policy-official-resigns-435693
Trump administration just gave Congress formal notification for a massive arms transfer to the United Arab Emirates: 50 F-35s, 18 MQ-9 Reapers with munitions; a $10 billion munitions package including thousands of Mk 82 dumb bombs,  guided bombs, missiles & more https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1325951585042771968
Mike Pompeo: "There will be a smooth transition to a second Trump administration." Full video here: https://cs.pn/3kjEfbu
Pompeo says it was fine with the short transition in 2001. (IIRC there was a major terrorist attack later that year.)
Right now most people are treating this as a joke. Even now.
State Department officials and diplomats are shocked, confused and outraged after Pompeo failed to recognize Biden's victory at today's presser. One US diplomat said "I am sick." Another diplomat: "This is actually incredibly scary." https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1326261759058046981
Trump is just going to feed everything through a shredder  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/09/biden-trump-national-security-435364
Since Election Day, Trump and his allies have pushed numerous false conspiracy theories about voter fraud.  The Department of Homeland Security’s top cyber official is swatting them down in near real-time.  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/10/dhs-fact-checking-trump-conspiracies-435821
“People keep asking whether Trump and the Republicans attempt to steal the election is legitimate, if it's a coup, if it's a fundraising scheme, if it's posturing, if it's actually all that dangerous. The answer is yes. All of these things and so much more” https://twitter.com/JYSexton/status/1326178439716610048
“Biden team considering multiple options, including legal actions, if Trump administration keeps stalling the transition” https://www.cbsnews.com/news/biden-legal-options-trump-administration-keeps-stalling-transition/
20% of recovering  #COVID19 patients develop mental illness within 90 days, says large US study. “Whom the gods would destroy…” https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-mental-illness-int-idUSKBN27P35N
Ohio is shattering Covid case records just about every other day (6,500+ new cases today).
“Numbness, passivity of simple public health mitigation measures.” https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1326307505513787393
Dubuque County’s medical leaders on Tuesday said that without an immediate turnaround in community spread of COVID-19, an already critical situation inside local hospitals could turn “catastrophic.” https://www.telegraphherald.com/coronavirus/article_5efe47e3-9fa4-5286-b0e3-c85bc77a9b58.html
Trump’s legal team has challenged a grand total of 180 rejected ballots in Maricopa County. Biden leads in AZ by 14,746 votes 
Some top lawyers at Jones Day law firm say the election challenges are frivolous and are designed to stoke unrest. They say the lawsuits give GOP dangerous cover to not recognize Biden. (Yeah, duh, now stop the lawsuits you assholes.) https://twitter.com/jbsgreenberg/status/1326172180569321474
a Pennsylvania judge asked a lawyer for Trump point-blank whether he was alleging fraud. Response: “no” https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1326347161009844224
Texas Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick has offered up to $1 million of his own campaign funds for any whistleblowers or tipsters who come forward with evidence of voter fraud in the 2020 presidential election https://trib.al/ugT1lMC
Postal worker admits fabricating allegations of ballot tampering, officials say (he raised a shitton of money on kickstarted from it) https://wapo.st/3kntaGu
Portman joins DeWine with his own have-it-both-ways statement https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/10/senator-rob-portman-attempts-to-fart-through-the-eye-of-a-needle
Republican Senator Blackburn is promoting lies about FBI director https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1326498534154235905
Project Lincoln is launching a TV and social media campaign targeting Jones Day for any role it plays in enabling Trump's efforts to overturn the election, I'm told. Jones Day clients will also be targets
NBC News: “Vice President Pence is going on vacation.” all his posts the past week have been retweets https://twitter.com/OutOfFucksQueen/status/1325619666916663296

The way they're responding to this fabricated fantasy of "illegal votes" is a microcosm of the Republican Party: The rabid conspiracy nuts literally believe it. The amoral cabalists recognize in some sense that it isn't real—but are entirely comfortable in the belief that you can sometimes make things be real through enough lying and abuse of power, and even if this instance doesn't work per se, you never stop nurturing the base's sense of grievance and rage. The majority of Republican elites are in a third category, but they go on pandering to the fantasy in a wishy washy way, like DeWine and Portman do, long after it has become entirely obvious that doing so simply feeds a dangerous monster.

At one Texas prison nearly 6% of the population has died of COVID-19 https://twitter.com/keribla/status/1325914300096110592

Senior Democrats have mostly accepted that they have to run as far as possible from the Green New Deal

11.9.2020
Trump fires the secretary of defense by Tweet.
Richard Pilger, Director of the Election Crimes Branch at the U.S. Dept. of Justice, resigns hours after AG Barr issued a memo for federal prosecutors to investigate allegations of voting irregularities before the results of the presidential race are certified. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/doj-s-election-crimes-chief-resigns-after-barr-directs-prosecutors-n1247220?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
Biden team not yet receiving same intel briefings as Trump
Trump administration also plans "flood" of sanctions on Iran by Jan. 20. They're intended to make it harder for the Biden administration to revive the 2015 nuclear deal. https://www.axios.com/trump-administration-iran-sanctions-january-3951f776-09c9-4e55-b0f5-4a9c80e9e974.html
we’ve now seen 7 veteran career prosecutors resign from 4 different high-profile cases (Stone, Flynn, Durham, now this) to protest Barr’s political weaponization of DOJ. https://twitter.com/eliehonig/status/1325996869168865280
Trump is installing a climate change skeptic to corrupt the nation’s premier climate change report https://twitter.com/cflav/status/1325936393458245635
“I repeatedly asked RNC Chairwoman Ronna McDaniel & WH Press Sec Kayleigh McEnany: How is there a mass conspiracy against GOP voters across the country when the GOP picked up House seats? They refused to answer directly & instead pointed to claims of fraud without evidence.”
I suppose it was inevitable that Republicans’ curation of an entire alternate reality, completely detached from the rest of America, would sooner or later include its own separate outcome for a presidential election.
Based on McConnell's remarks, the leadership of the GOP does not view Trump as defeated and will not address President-elect Biden as president-elect. The rhetoric of Trumpism infused the majority leader's speech. 
“It’s hard to overstate how frivolous today’s new filing at SCOTUS by PA Republicans is.”
“There's a fair amount of talk within far-right and militia-world internet worlds about an event in DC this weekend and I am struggling to come up with something more on-the-nose than these folks roaming the capital's streets angry after Trump's loss.”
Missouri, other states to file amicus brief supporting petitions by PA GOP and PA Republican legislative leaders challenging 3-day extension PA Supreme Court ordered for receipt of mail-in ballots. In a separate effort, Ohio filed its own amicus brief urging the court to take up the issue and rule that Pennsylvania's Supreme Court acted unconstitutionally in ordering the extension. https://twitter.com/joshgerstein/status/1325855743048785920 (Marc Elias: “Um, this is the least breaking news imaginable. An amicus brief is their big news???”)
Ohio AG Yost was a “never Trump” Republican—until Trump became the nominee https://twitter.com/SethARichardson/status/1327296151759056897
Trump campaign challenges the legitimacy of members of the U.S. military voting in Nevada when they've been temporarily transferred from Nevada for military work elsewhere. It accuses them of "criminal voter fraud."
Twitter and Facebook have already flagged dozens of Trump’s posts. https://twitter.com/votingwhileblk/status/1325914920182013952
Russian media is actively pushing Trump's election fraud propaganda. Trump and Putin are united in attacking the integrity of US elections, just as they were at the start.
The 29th storm of the Atlantic hurricane season has just been named as Theta. 2020 now has the most named storms in a single season on record https://twitter.com/weatherchannel/status/1325998037085401088
Lawyers can't find the parents of 666 kids separated by Trump, a higher number than previously reported. (Come on, writers, really?)
VP Pence today cited the Trump administration's "public-private partnership" in hailing Pfizer's vaccine breakthrough. Pfizer's vaccine R&D head told the NYT: "We were never part of the Warp Speed. We have never taken any money from the U.S. government." https://twitter.com/jdelreal/status/1325807794147237889
US Senate continues packing the federal courts with partisan operatives nominated by lame-duck aspiring autocrat  https://twitter.com/civilrightsorg/status/1325486043001450502
Sec. Ben Carson tested positive for COVID-19 this morning. Carson attended the election night party at the White House
Fox News cuts away from Kayleigh McEnany and the Trump campaign's press conference: "Unless she has more details to back that up, I can't in good countenance continue showing you this"
Ohio Elections Commission has decided that, at least for Republican corruption,  if you don’t agree to be investigated, you won’t be charged with an obvious crime. https://twitter.com/AxeDiesel/status/1326131158590119937
Princeton Gerrymandering Project sends e-mail shrugging at large Republican-controlled states retaining the ability to gerrymander, and celebrating instance of Democrats being deprived of ability to even the score in various large states which they control. FML.
Nursing home COVID-19 cases shoot up 400% in surge states https://cbsn.ws/3lf5x4e
CNN boss gloats over ratings for week spent in limbo with no election call until Saturday https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1325799449990402049

The US is down to just six states with split Senate delegations (ME, MT, PA, OH, WI, WV), fewest since 1908.

Trump to continue to hold campaign-style superspreader events while insisting that he has a legal strategy to “get rid of the ballots” and win the “legal votes”

It took 133k+ cases and 650+ deaths for Covid to finally be considered 'unsustainable' in Utah.  https://twitter.com/bwetch/status/1325655478521622528

Kyle Lamb, the Covid truther who claimed masks don't work and that the pandemic was a Chinese biowar, was hired this week by the governor of Florida to help with the pandemic https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/11/of-course-dr-amy-acton-was-right

Ohio GOP lawmakers are making unhinged comments about “thousands of fraudulent reports” coming in, like people “ordered to back date ballots” in Pennsylvania or a Las Vegas postal worker purportedly handing out a handful of ballots on request. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/11/09/ohio-gop-lawmakers-without-evidence-cry-fraud-on-biden-win/

Payroll Protection Program “was a fraud free-for-all” (meanwhile I am struggling with square-peg round-hole obstinacy just to get forgiveness for a subatomic few thousand dollars) https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/09/biden-trump-national-security-435364

11.8.2020
Trumpers desperately trying to breathe life back into the embers of “Trump won the ‘legal votes,’” but mostly just the reservist hacks are even bothering, e.g. Giuliani, Gingrich, etc. Still no answer to Trumpers’ cries of “where is Barr/DOJ”
Newt Gingrich goes on Fox continuing to peddle conspiracy theories about the election being "stolen." When asked by host Jedediah Bila for evidence, Gingrich claims there is no evidence because local election officials have not granted access to observers. This is false.
List of Republicans who have formally acknowledged Biden as president-elect is about 10 people https://twitter.com/AndrewSolender/status/1325503439653232642
Secret plans helped Brooklyn synagogue pull off massive, maskless wedding https://nypost.com/2020/11/21/secret-plans-helped-synagogue-pull-off-massive-maskless-wedding/

The notion that Joe Biden being poised to return to the White House, faced with radical saboteur opposition from the Senate, federal judiciary, many state governments, etc., constitutes “a fresh start” for this toxic failed state is beyond asinine. It feels like Trump did in fact kill America, and now we’re haunting ourselves as ghosts, cycling through our words and actions from 12 years ago, not realizing that we’re dead just like that moment.

The much-promoted seeming collapse of the Trump administration—and the largely unremarked tight grip on power of Trump’s party—feels insanely scripted. Trump apparently loses, but in defiance of all the public polling other Republicans’ grip on power is essentially undisturbed and Trump’s own defeat is very close, allowing for a full week of suspense. Then, after the business week is finished and lost productivity will be minimized, a consortium declared the election decided and Biden the winner. Trump the terrible fascist autocrat is overnight reduced to a pathetic buffoon again. The sitting president for months, who has repeatedly used the White House and other government property for campaign events, inexplicably holds an absurd comic opera news conference in Philadelphia outside Four Seasons Landscaping, in between a dildo shop and a crematorium. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/trump-promised-big-press-conference-at-the-four-seasons-landscaping-office

now that Trump has been defeated by the doggedly centrist Joe Biden—who appointed the senator’s widow, Cindy McCain, to the board of his presidential transition team—Applebaum can rest assured: Not only will centrist Republicans never be held accountable for empowering the far right, they will also be actively rewarded by the ascendant centrist Democrats. https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/anne-applebaum-twilight-democracy/

11.7.2020
Presidential election result effectively becomes “official” Saturday morning through the decisions of a consortium of media corporations https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/21535103/when-will-we-get-election-results-calls-networks
Members of Congress, etc., are literally responding to this consortium’s announcement with e.g. “it’s official!” lmfao
Washington Post literally stated “Biden was elected the nation’s 46th president Saturday” wtaf https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1325115833279016962
Despite no evidence, and despite being told by Republican election officials across the country that Trump's voter fraud allegations are "deranged" and have led to death threats against poll workers, a few dozen Cleveland-area Trump supporters gathered at Kamm's Corner in West Park to wave flags and honk horns and yell things like "Stop the steal!" on Saturday https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/09/a-small-crowd-gathered-to-stop-the-steal-in-westpark-while-gop-election-officials-called-trumps-voter-allegations-deranged
At the Ohio Statehouse, probably 200 are demonstrating saying, “Stop the steal” alleging voter fraud in the ongoing counting of ballots. https://twitter.com/nckevns/status/1325122616726753284
The COVID-19 pandemic is raging as daily cases break records. The Air Force is now sending medical teams to El Paso, Texas, to help overwhelmed hospitals and ICUs. U.S. Covid-19 cases rose by more than 126,000 for the third straight day Saturday, as the spread of the coronavirus continues to escalate around the nation and infections worldwide close in on the 50 million milestone.
Texas Becomes First U.S. State to Exceed 1 Million Total COVID Cases https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1325054155736707073

In defeating Trump, Democrats will have avoided their worst-case scenario. Instead, they will have won the worst possible Biden victory, a political situation that will be a nightmare all its own. 
Democrats have seen a shocking amount of erosion among Latino voters, as well as potential gains for Republicans among Black voters… The notion that minority representation and visibility and rhetoric about Trump’s bigotry would sweep not only Trump but Trumpism and the GOP away seems to have taken a real beating, particularly given, again, the gains Trump made among voters of color. So too has the idea that Democrats couldn’t improve their standing among Trump’s core white constituencies without actively engaging in Trumpism. Biden didn’t have to. https://newrepublic.com/article/160108/democrats-lose-senate-biden-2020

Right wing is moving to Parler, a new MAGA-friendly social media app https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-54873800
https://twitter.com/govkristinoem/status/1325905797495320576
Supervillains Robert Mercer and his daughter Rebekah Mercer are financially backing the social media company Parler. https://twitter.com/hshaban/status/1327708050723983361
Basically, the Mercers are building a huge database of gullible idiots that they can now market propaganda to directly, cutting out the Facebook middleman https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20201116/01141545710/what-if-cambridge-analytica-owned-own-social-network-ca-backer-rebekah-mercer-admits-shes-co-founder-parler.shtml

ICE and LaSalle—the for-profit prison corporation that runs Irwin County Detention Center—are hoping the election will pull our attention away from abuses for long enough to escape accountability. They are denying women the opportunity to meet with doctors who might help them understand what has been done to their bodies. Not only that, but ICE and LaSalle are conspiring to deport the survivors and witnesses of their crimes for participating in the ongoing investigation.

11.6.2020
“Are they gonna call the election in a Friday news dump?”
The Trump administration in the past 2 days has abruptly dumped the leaders of 3 agencies that oversee the nuclear weapons stockpile, electricity and natural gas regulation, and overseas aid. https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-2020-election-results/2020/11/06/932376507/trump-dumps-3-agency-leaders-in-wake-of-election
Lawyers from both parties puzzled by Donald Trump's election legal strategy. Some see a public relations motive, likening cases to "tweets with filing fees." https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/lawyers-parties-puzzled-donald-trumps-election-legal-strategy/story?id=74051406
Sen. Rob Portman helps reinforce the lie that “legal ballots” are some separate universe from ballots https://twitter.com/PersistOhio/status/1326165123883552770
British media report asserts that Rupert Murdoch turned on Trump, deciding he is a loser, and is pivoting all his media away, calling GOP leaders, telling them to turn their backs on Trump https://inews.co.uk/us-election-2020/rupert-murdoch-donald-trump-republican-party-us-election-2020-751720?ito=twitter_share_article-top
CDC released data showing that social distancing & mandatory masks have saved lives in Delaware. Sadly, contact tracing has not worked because 83% of COVID19 cases refused to provide information. https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1324778667646603267
As assumed, Chief of Staff Mark Meadows has COVID-19 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-07/trump-s-chief-of-staff-mark-meadows-infected-by-coronavirus
Colorado health department today says you’re more likely to encounter someone infected with COVID in this state now than at any point during the pandemic.
Two members of the far-right, anti-government Boogaloo Bois movement have been indicted after authorities discovered an alleged plot for the two to provide weapons to Hamas for the purpose of attacking U.S. and Israeli soldiers in the Middle East in hopes of using violence to cause a new American civil war. https://www.forbes.com/sites/nicholasreimann/2020/11/06/two-boogaloo-bois-indicted-in-plot-to-supply-weapons-to-terrorists-for-attacks-on-us-soldiers/

While everyone is preoccupied with vote counting, COVID 19 is surging rapidly https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1324775604017909764

A few days after the election, amid a flood of misinformation, Facebook dialed up a publisher quality score known as NEQ to make authoritative news more prominent. https://twitter.com/emilybell/status/1331345825478402050

As for Ohio Gov Mike DeWine's hands-off approach on the state level and plan for localized response, experts who talked to the Ohio Capital Journal this week said it was a recipe for disaster. “A county-by-county, city-by-city plan is no substitute for the statewide COVID response,” one epidemiologist said. “I understand delegation, but this is a dereliction of duty. This will not end well for Ohioans.”  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/11/06/ohio-record-covid-5000-new-cases-you-dont-care

11.5.2020
The U.S. reported 120,048 new coronavirus cases today. It is the first time it has crossed the 120,000 mark for a single-day cases. 

Republicans busy filing lawsuits all over to knock out ballots. Georgia, Michigan; in Arizona suit claims voters were deprived of their voting rights because they used sharpies to fill out their ballots, despite the county officials strongly denying these claims.

Earlier this year, in response to outrage over rampant, viral misinformation on Facebook — much of it political in nature — the company decided to ban any placement of new ads a week before Election Day. Facebook has decided to extend this ban for at least another month

11.4.2020
In the early hours, Trump declared that he won and will demand that the Supreme Court order an end to ballot counting
Atlanta Journal runs front page leading with “TRUMP: I HAVE WON” https://twitter.com/RottenInDenmark/status/1324022849841950720
Russian state media, lawmakers told the viewers to “get the popcorn ready” and openly hoped for civil unrest in America. https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-media-roots-for-violence-as-america-counts-its-votes
“the presidential race is Ohio is pretty much locked up, a number of states are still close and counting”
Susan fucking Collins got reelected.
“We will need to win both seats in GA in January to take the Senate”
Rampant falsehoods evolved online on Wednesday, intended to make Spanish speakers question the unfolding election results and believe that President Trump was being robbed of victory. On Facebook, a video posted to a seven-month-old Colombian account called Mr. Capacho en Vivo, with 40,000 followers, accused Twitter of censoring Mr. Trump’s victory and had already been viewed more than 500,000 times https://twitter.com/anneapplebaum/status/1325787506844065792
Already GA, NV Dems etc. are organizing phone banks to cure/rescue ballots with errors
“new mink COVID-19 mutation story, which is making the rounds on Twitter is highly problematic. There are elements of truth in it but the reporting is completely irresponsible.” https://twitter.com/BallouxFrancois/status/1324085761449304067

America is stuck in a worsening sectarian/race war. Most endorsements, analysis of events, policies, issues, etc., is all enormously beside the point.
America’s future is a worsening failed state, a toxic plague state, on a planet which it’s poisoning.

I think there's a fair and important question here: why should volunteers give campaigns and organizers everything they ask for and then some, when what they are asking for is not any more effective than this. I'm reminded of WWI and how every general was convinced that stalemate was a result of insufficient shells, insufficient men, etc., and that if they could only get all the resources they asked for, they would break through for certain. In reality that was completely wrong, and what they needed was a real strategy and updated tactics. Our "generals" had cash aplenty, had volunteers crushing contact goals, etc., this time. If/when they come back and say "okay new plan, same plan as last time but we just try harder, volunteer more," why should people sacrifice their lives for that?

11.3.2020
Polling/forecasts way off, strains credibility. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1327217761009983488
Many state polls were remarkably wrong. Sen. Susan Collins trailed in every survey of Maine voters yet won handily.
Part of explanation is probably a consistent bloc of voters attached to divided government—which, in combination with the Republican base vote, is just too many votes for Democrats ever to be able to implement real reforms. If voters wouldn’t decertify the Republican Party after a solid decade of sabotage, and wouldn’t decertify it after the beyond-parody nightmare of Trump, presumably voters simply won’t.
Uber, Lyft et al. purchase vile antiworker unreformable California law for $200m
The Koch Network backed over 400 candidates nationwide this election cycle. (82% won their races) 
The 2020 election wasn’t just historic for its turnout — it was also the most expensive federal election on record. The price tag was just shy of $4 billion, double the previous presidential election cycle, with Democrats outspending Republicans at the federal level [yet this was the fucking result]
In the General Elections between 2012 and 2020, there were 25 statewide elections in Ohio for offices such as governor, U.S. Senator and supreme court justice.  Republicans went 20-5. 
State measures to raise revenue are mostly defeated, even where a majority voted for them; more evidence that America is ungovernable. https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2020/11/12/budget-holes-loom-after-voters-reject-some-tax-hikes
 “Rather than presenting Trump as the culmination of Republican policies and values, Biden consistently portrayed him as an aberration; many strategists on both sides believe that made it easier for voters to oppose Trump but still back Republicans in House and Senate races.”  https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/11/joe-biden-win-presidency-2020-coalition/617081/
Republicans basically held all of their vulnerable chambers and seats. And right now it looks like, with a few exceptions, the post-2020 redistricting cycle is going to look very similar to the post-2010 redistricting cycle, when Republicans dominated the process. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/democrats-statehouses-republican-control-gerrymandering-redistricting-census.html
Democrats are [going to be], as they were in 2010 and in the wake of 2016, a largely powerless majority. https://everydistrict.us/blog/what-happened-the-overview/
the more conservative suburban areas, the rural areas … Donald Trump ran up huge margins there. That was enough for Republicans to be able to hold control of all of these state legislative chambers.
“one big story of the 2020 election is the further polarization of the country by population density, with cities/suburbs moving left and rural areas moving right. This will make our institutions even less representative and could exacerbate affective polarization.” https://twitter.com/gelliottmorris/status/1325554910344130561
In the weeks leading up to the elections on November 3rd, polls showed that many of the fault lines dividing Democrats and Republicans—including age, race and education—were beginning to narrow. Even the gap between city-dwellers and rural folk seemed to be shrinking. But an analysis by The Economist suggests that the partisan divide between America’s dense cities and sparsely populated places is greater than ever. https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/11/10/americas-urban-rural-partisan-gap-is-widening
The Lordstown OH General Motors plant, which had once employed thousands, stopped operation a year after Trump said jobs would come back. But Trump’s support only grew. He won the county by 10.6 percentage points in November. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/biden-election-democrats-losses/2020/12/20/b5b2cec4-3ff5-11eb-8db8-395dedaaa036_story.html
Trump grew his share of the Asian, Black, and Latino vote this year.
In Florida, where Trump gained crucial support among Latino voters, his campaign ran a YouTube ad in Spanish making the explosive — and false — claim that Venezuela’s ruling clique was backing Democratic nominee Joe Biden. YouTube showed the ad more than 100,000 times in Florida in the eight days leading up to the election, even after The Associated Press published a fact-check debunking the Trump campaign’s claim https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-won-florida-after-running-a-false-ad-tying-biden-to-venezuelan-socialists
Analyst Dave Wasserman notes that Hawaii appears to have had the largest vote increase between 2016 and 2020 (33.8 percent) as well as the biggest pro-Trump swing (-32.2 points to -29.5 points.) “If anything, the move to universal mail ballots might have helped Trump by drawing out relatively disengaged voters,” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/rebublicans-should-own-the-libs-by-abolishing-the-electoral-college.html
In Pennsylvania, Republicans refused to let local officials process mail ballots before Election Day. This gave Trump a huge "red mirage" that he used to falsely claim victory and spread disinformation https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/14/politics/pennsylvania-election-crisis/index.html
NYU promotes a panel discussion: “a lively dialogue to discuss the 2020 Presidential election results and the current political landscape in Washington.” People and institutions can’t stop regurgitating cliches.

based on self-identification, the 2020 electorate was significantly more Republican than the 2016 electorate … public satisfaction with the economy favored the incumbent. (Congress and the Federal Reserve pumped in trillions of dollars to prop up households and businesses.) Two pollsters found that people who voted in 2020 thought Trump would handle the economy better than Joe Biden would. McLaughlin’s analysis, based on his postelection survey of people who voted in 2020, noted that 61 percent of these voters said they were better off than they had been four years earlier. (Despite this, Trump managed to lose one-third of the 61 percent.) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/02/trump-polls-why-he-destroyed-campaign.html

Barack Obama: the small-town newspapers which would give me a fair hearing just 12 years ago are gone and replaced by Fox, Sinclair https://twitter.com/SarabethBerman/status/1328698884328198150

11.2.2020
The day before the election, House GOP Leader Kevin McCarthy told Dave Wasserman that if Trump refused to concede, he and McConnell would eventually have to come out and issue a joint statement acknowledging the result. (In the end, McCarthy left McConnell twisting in the wind.) https://twitter.com/Redistrict/status/1348668986133721088
Everyone outside Trumpworld: “Counting all the votes will take quite some time after Election Day this is appropriate and we should all recognize that.” Same people: “Join us for our Election Night watch party activity.” FML
America just cannot break its habits of “Election Night Election Night Election Night Election Night Election Night Election Night Election Night Election Night Election Night”
Board of Elections staff in Franklin Co. Ohio have sent away dozens of voters who were in the parking lot but couldn’t find the end of the line by 2 p.m. https://twitter.com/morgandiane/status/1323344225883348997
Ohio AG Dave Yost repeatedly spreads false information about voting deadline https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EmZ-OLWW4AA9x1N?format=png&name=small
"LeBron James sucks!" chants at Trump superspreader event https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1323377779791011842
“We anticipate that the next few days will be very fast-paced” - Traci Feit Love, Founder and Executive Director, Lawyers for Good Government Foundation

“People tend to learn through experience, and we’ve never lived through anything like COVID-19.” Plus, “optimism bias is a pattern of thinking that causes our brains to see future outcomes as rosier than they really are. It transcends gender, culture and age.” Thus (in combination with know-nothing and bad-faith leadership figures) it’s going disastrously. Conclusion: humanity will have to experience the loss of a habitable world to catastrophic climate change before learning the need to prevent that. FML https://www.propublica.org/article/how-your-brain-tricks-you-into-taking-risks-during-the-pandemic

11.1.2020
Trump has told confidants he'll declare victory on Tuesday night if it looks like he's "ahead" [He and everyone around him have also been openly telegraphing this for weeks]
Ohio Gov. DeWine appears on network TV to tout Trump’s “ground game” in Ohio [i.e. his actions to assemble large crowds of maskless people during a pandemic approaching emergency levels] and in a GOP video supporting Trump

The people who say “well I might vote for Biden but my annual income is half-a-million and I’m concerned that I might pay a penny more in tax” are not human beings they’re monsters

My friend Mallory speaks for so many of us: “I need to do things with my hands so I don't have a breakdown, but I barely slept last night and I can't eat, so here's me after I got dizzy and almost passed out while folding, re-folding and organizing every piece of clothing in my house.”  https://twitter.com/MK_McMaster/status/1322653727384313856

in October scientists located and destroyed the first nest of giant 'murder hornets' ever discovered in the US … this one single nest – which took months for authorities to track down – contained the seeds of around 200 potential new colonies, if nature were to have had its way and scientists hadn't intervened. https://www.sciencealert.com/destroyed-murder-hornet-nest-in-washington-contained-200-queens-scientists-say

RNC paid Digital Consulting Group more than $42 million for media buys, consulting and marketing between February and October. The company went from nonexistent to being the Republican Party's highest-paid vendor of the 2020 election, all in the space of eight months. But Digital Consulting Group presents a mystery. No other political campaign or committee has reported any payments at all to the company. While a number of organizations share the name, this particular Digital Consulting Group — a Delaware company founded Jan. 15, 2020 — does not appear to have a website, and a Delaware business entity search does not reveal an owner or location. The RNC's spending reports list a virtual address in Wilmington, but beyond that the company cannot be traced. That $42 million in expenditures makes this anonymous company the RNC's highest-paid vendor of the last two years https://www.salon.com/2020/12/04/rncs-highest-paid-vendor-of-the-2020-election-a-mystery-company-formed-nine-months-ago/

10.31.2020
“Police using pepper spray at a voter rally in N.C., Trumpers trying to drive a Biden bus off the road and getting a shout out from the president, an effort to get a judge to throw 100k votes out in Texas…. Quite the close of the campaign here.” https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1322705706215215105
Trump just said it at Reading PA superspreader event:  “If we win on Tuesday or — thank you very much, Supreme Court — shortly thereafter…" https://twitter.com/HalieSoifer/status/1322644123275448320
More people have voted in Texas already (9,669,246 votes) than have ever voted in any state, any election, ever, other than California.
Trump advisers said their best hope was if the president wins Ohio and Florida is too close to call early in the night, depriving Mr. Biden a swift victory and giving Mr. Trump the room to undermine the validity of uncounted mail-in ballots
Insane LaRose Lines in Ohio’s major cities. Franklin Co., e.g., “I’ve just been informed from this point we have to go through four laps around the lot before returning to wrap around the building”
https://twitter.com/OrieGivens/status/1322537164312399875
https://twitter.com/AriaJaneltv/status/1322519705232564225
https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1322535820293771267
Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose is lying and gaslighting in attempt to spin long lines https://twitter.com/SubodhChandra/status/1322390863079706624
U.K. COVID-19 cases top 1 million. Gov today announced a four-week partial lockdown for all of England. All but essential shops will close, but schools and universities will remain open.

Previously, Republicans pushed stringent voter ID rules, cuts to early voting, and other, more subtle attempts to keep people from casting a ballot—justified by fear of "voter fraud" (which isn't real). Now the plausible deniability is gone. It's just open season on lawful votes.

Texas Republicans have asked a federal judge to throw out 100,000 ballots in Harris County cast through curbside voting. They drew Judge Andrew Hanen, one of the most notoriously partisan Republican judges in the entire federal judiciary. Judge Hanen has already scheduled an emergency hearing for Monday morning—without even giving Harris County a chance to file a response brief. (Republicans are racing to federal court because they have lost in state courts so far. The Texas Supreme Court, which is entirely Republican, refused to halt curbside voting earlier this  month when the GOP tried them.) Republicans are pushing for federal judges to overrule the (entirely Republican) Texas Supreme Court's interpretation of Texas law. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1322602843661021184
None of these plaintiffs even have standing to bring a case. They can't identify any particularized harm, they are complaining about other people's votes. But the courts are so packed with GOP operatives that standing is applied aggressively to everyone except Republicans. https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1322607061918765057
Seems like thee ballots survive…? https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1323368054718451715

It's totally incoherent to argue (as many in the GOP are) that states shouldn't count ballots that come in after 11/3 AND shouldn't even start tallying mail-in votes until election day.  https://twitter.com/josh_levin/status/1322263974717566984

In Orange County CA, Republicans are trying to fool people into thinking Greg Raths is the Democratic candidate, and distributing fake mail, slate cards, etc.

10.30.2020
Ohio reports 3,845 new COVID-19 cases in the last day, breaking its record for highest increase two days in a row. ODJFS is discontinuing the grants that make it possible for daycares to maintain low ratios small classrooms. https://twitter.com/MyFriendCamilo/status/1322243833522958338
Researchers conclude that 18 Trump rallies superspreader events "ultimately resulted in more than 30,000 incremental confirmed cases of COVID-19. Applying county specific post-event death rates, we conclude that the rallies likely led to more than 700 deaths." The president killed 700 people. Dead and gone now because he had to have his fucking Hitler rallies
CNN says they examined 17 locations where Trump held rallies and found that 82% of the time, the infections jumped in counties soon after a Trump campaign visit, and the rate of new cases in those counties grew faster than the rest of their states
A Biden staffer sent a picture from inside a campaign bus in Austin yesterday. Said pro-Trump trucks slowed down in front of the bus, trying to stop it on the highway or run it off the road.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/biden-camp-cancels-austin-texas-event-after-pro-trump-ambush-on-campaign-bus
a pro Trump caravan, escorted by Fort Worth police, tried to intimidate voters by driving through a polling station in a predominantly Black neighborhood. (But the community wasn’t having it.) https://twitter.com/wxandnews/status/1322575404016803840
Friday night, the far-right website The Washington Examiner magically produced ANOTHER Hunter Biden laptop because the first one didn’t work. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trumpworld-knows-what-the-rest-of-us-know-its-all-over-but-the-shouting

Campaign canvassing, rallies, etc., all the usual activities are apparently all back on for Democrats after all because fuck-it I guess

virtually everywhere -- the concerted litigation strategy of the GOP is to make sure that fewer votes count. The strategy goes far, far beyond any legitimate concern about fraud. https://twitter.com/DavidAFrench/status/1321807118811516929

The U.K. COVID-19 outbreak is tracking a steeper trajectory than even the government’s worst-case scenario, new documents show https://twitter.com/Brexit/status/1322199069809364992

A Kentucky State Police training slideshow obtained via open records request quotes Hitler, advocates being ‘ruthless killer’ https://manualredeye.com/90096/news/local/police-training-hitler-presentation/

10.29.2020
Butler County, PA election officials just announced that an unknown number of mail-in voters won't receive ballots in time due to “a mix-up in the delivery process.”
In outrageous 2-1 decision ignoring reliance interests and rejecting the Purcell principle, 8th circuit panel orders segregation of late arriving ballots in Minnesota, with strong hints late arriving ballots will be excluded from the count https://electionlawblog.org/?p=117784
10/29 TX Republicans being new attempt to have 100,000 ballots thrown out cnn.it/2TbYo8r
There were 3,590 new Ohio cases today, far and away the highest daily total reported since the start of the pandemic. (Ohio has never had more than 3,000 new cases in a day.) https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/10/29/ohio-sets-staggering-new-record-for-covid-cases-dewine-cites-informal-social-gatherings-again-implores-everyone-to-wear-masks
Iowa’s number of coronavirus cases, deaths and hospitalizations continued to surge higher Wednesday as medical professionals have begun to express concern that hospitals could be overwhelmed with patients if no action is taken to slow the virus spread. https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-des-moines-iowa-f3aa4ee6b9414dd3621c634c4ab1aeca?fbclid=IwAR0FeNzdV4vf9XSri1u0RUszvql-xhCzNo1DNCUqhk4dmTEso6r9tLsAtOY
Columbus voters are being harassed by anti-choice hecklers, getting right in their face, with no way to get away from them while they wait for hours to vote. https://twitter.com/morgandiane/status/1321907546207256576
Orange County CA appears to be burning

Mostly indiscriminate global sell-off of stocks and everything else https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-10-29/lockdown-meltdown-is-an-indiscriminate-markets-selloff

When the result in terms of power is close, every election, this promotes ever more frantic efforts to “GOTV” or suppress the vote, a culture of permanent stalemate and crisis, and mental breakdown

Children from Central America are being sent across the border to Mexico, where they may not have any family. An internal email said the transfers violated the government’s own policies. https://twitter.com/Lights4Liberty/status/1322263396037832704

10.28.2020
The Trump campaign is holding an indoor rally at the Boathouse this evening. “It’s going to be cozy.” https://twitter.com/DBuchananBiz1st/status/1321496107713789966
In Iowa the 24-hour positivity rate for COVID-19 testing is 35.3%. Hospitalization also breaking records.
CFPB has promoted an offensive “Pressure Creates Diamonds” message as millions are suffering from a pandemic-recession https://twitter.com/maurerlawllc/status/1321425814173458433
French President Emmanuel Macron imposed a new nationwide lockdown, as the rapid spread of COVID-19 overwhelms health services. Germany will impose a one-month partial shutdown

Daniel Dale, who has somehow covered Trump for four years, summarizes the typical late 2020 “rally” as: Lying about the pandemic. Falsely describing Biden’s policies. Baselessly alleging election fraud. Rewriting history. Making misleading economic boasts. Fabricating accomplishments. Lying about trivial nonsense. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1322559018825560065

a review of federal spending data found modifications to contracts have increased the price of the border wall by billions, costing about five times more per mile than it did under previous administrations. https://www.propublica.org/article/records-show-trumps-border-wall-is-costing-taxpayers-billions-more-than-initial-contracts

Florida Gov. DeSantis ordered agencies to downplay and cover up the true extent of COVID19 in his state, leading up to the elections https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1335103293173936128

10.27.2020
Trump openly mused about Joe Biden being assassinated and it didn't even make the news. https://twitter.com/roper_93/status/1321234559380447233
Over the last week, four conservative justices on the Supreme Court have signaled their desire to throw out mail ballots that arrive after Election Day. The court will remain deadlocked on this momentous issue—which could affect the outcome of countless races—until Amy Coney Barrett casts her first vote. And the lower courts are taking bets on which side she’ll take. On Thursday night, two far-right judges in the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals issued a lawless order claiming that Minnesota’s extension of the ballot deadline is likely unconstitutional. As election law expert and Slate contributor Rick Hasen wrote on Thursday, it is hard to know where to start with this outrageous opinion. Its chief argument is, put simply, a lie Their decision radiates partisan bias and flouts Supreme Court precedent https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/10/minnesota-judges-barrett-absentee-ballots.html
Today the Trump/Barr DOJ 1) was told it could not be trump's personal lawyer to defend him against lies about a woman he allegedly raped, 2) argued that States have no right to service levels for ballots by the USPS https://twitter.com/JunipersBird/status/1321228257081970690
Barr’s DOJ appears to have just lied again to Judge Sullivan over the Flynn case. https://twitter.com/ericgarland/status/1321194783004594179
Republican former U.S. attorneys say Trump "threatens the rule of law," has undermined DOJ -- and they back Biden for president https://twitter.com/thamburger/status/1321100538126176256
1,456 Ohioans hospitalized right now. Another indicator at record highs and climbing. The positivity rate is reaching a new high. This indicates that it's not just "more testing=more cases" https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1321154038776369153
Louisiana COVID milestone: 1 in 800 residents dead. If it was a country it would now have the highest death toll per capita on the planet. But it’s only the 5th deadliest U.S. state https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1321270556113670146
White House science office put out a statement listing "ending the COVID-19 pandemic" as the top accomplishment of President Trump's first term 
There is a fresh outbreak inside WH, at least 5 members of VP Pence's team testing positive https://twitter.com/mitchellreports/status/1321121150479585281
With just one week left in the election cycle, Trump is sitting around watching Fox News and jealously rage tweeting about the broadcast choices the network is making. Trump posted this tweet this morning: “The biggest difference between now and 2016 is Fox News. They are a whole different deal.” That’s right, he really is resorting to blaming Fox News for the fact that he’s losing. https://www.palmerreport.com/analysis/berserk-obama-donald-trump-fox-news/33482/
In September Trump issued an executive order modifying the longstanding order of succession within GSA to place the General Counsel as fourth-in-line. A week before the election, he made his lackey the GC. https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2020-11-19.CBM%20Lowey%20GEC%20Quigley%20re%20Biden-Harris%20Transition%20Team%20Access%20FINAL.pdf
Republicans have turned America into an early-stage fascist failed state, and four days before a vote on whether to slow up or keep going, the Washington Post is still flogging "both sides are the same." https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/10/27/political-campaign-data-targeting
Irish Times: “there is one emotion that has never been directed towards the US until now: pity”. https://twitter.com/Legsakimbo3/status/1321237374496460801
Steve Vladeck: “We need to invent a word that captures the combination of existential dread, cautious optimism, and bone-deep physical and psychological fatigue.”

US Postal Service on-time delivery times for First-Class Mail have dropped again — now nearly as bad as the worst period this summer. If you are voting absentee and haven’t returned your ballot, experts say drop it off in person. https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1321042528502689793

Democrats and Republicans are online demanding “where is Bill Barr” out of entirely different conspiratorial beliefs. Republicans are confounded by why Barr isn’t leading mass arrests of Democrats supposedly incriminated by the latest online nonsense. Democrats are suspicious of Barr’s absence from view for weeks, with some proposing that he got COVID-19 and others fretting that he’s engaged in secret work to keep Trump in office (but without an explanation for why Barr would accompany this with highly conspicuous complete invisibility).

Republicans broke the federal courts https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1308420660906151942
“Protect our rights from the Supreme Court by electing Democratic state legislatures” would be a good idea aside from the fact that Republicans gerrymandered so many of them into making that near impossible (and said Supreme Court then blessed the gerrymandering) not to mention the need of a Dem governor or veto-proof majorities even where legislatures aren’t locked up through gerrymandering but sure, go on

10.26.2020
“ACB”
“a federal court system that could destroy America as we know it” https://twitter.com/RachelBitecofer/status/1320810678349910019
As of tonight, Republicans have appointed 15 of the last 19 Supreme Court justices, despite having gotten fewer votes in 6 of the last 7 presidential elections.
Sen. Lisa Murkowski, who said last month that there should be no appointment right now because “fair’s fair,” voted for an appointment anyway
Republicans on the Supreme Court show clearest sign yet that in the event of a close election, they're ready to help Trump win. A 5–3 Supreme Court ruling that absentee ballots in Wisconsin must be received by Election Day or else they won’t be counted, even if the late arrival isn’t the fault of the voter. It’s a decision that could nullify thousands of votes. The “reasoning” is grossly wrong: “States want to avoid the chaos and suspicions of impropriety that can ensue if thousands of absentee ballots flow in after election day and potentially flip the results of an election,” Kavanaugh wrote, adding that states would not be able to “definitively announce” their results on the night if such a grace period was allowed. States do not announce results on Election Day, and a race in which all ballots haven’t been counted isn’t over and therefore can’t be “flipped”  https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/10/kavanaugh-mail-vote-ruling-wisconsin-minnesota
Trump campaign continues to insist that Ohio is 110% “locked up,” a claim that’s wildly at odds with public polling. (I 100% believe that the Karl Rove and Ken Blackwell rigged the 2004 result in Ohio and that Frank LaRose would readily cooperate in a repeat.)
Trump: “The Fake News Media is riding COVID, COVID, COVID, all the way to the Election. Losers!” (An attempt, intentional or otherwise, to “inoculate” his audience ahead of bad news?)
Three counties in the US (Hayes, Williamson, Denton) have now passed their total vote count from 2016 (they’re all in Texas). https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1320771208430919683
Make it four https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1320825681337606152
“One thing I heard thru my grapevine is that Georgia voters are getting calls telling them they can vote over the phone.”
Philadelphia cops dragged a Black mom out of her car after bashing out her windows as she was following police orders to turn her car around. They beat her up. They kidnapped her baby. They used the baby in a photo-op. They tweeted the pic & claimed they found the baby wandering alone. They stole the woman’s car. https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/10/30/philly-police-investigation-after-officers-smashes-cars-windows-when-mom-2-year-old-trapped-during-walter-wallace-jr-protests/
“I simply cannot be part of an Administration that seeks...to replace apolitical expertise with political obeisance. Career Federal employees are legally and duty-bound to be nonpartisan" -Ronald Sanders resigns.  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1320769367257370627
CA: 150 firefighting units are working the Silverado Fire. 20-30 mph erratic winds that can reach up to 60-70 mph. Approximately 20,000 homes evacuated.  https://twitter.com/OCFA_PIO/status/1320796483927457794
There’s also a big Santiago Fire somewhere.
Lindecke: “Our power is on but there are a lot of ‘public safety power shutoffs’ outside of town”

Ohio is just shy of having about two-thirds of its population counted in 2020 Census https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/10/26/2020-census-ohios-count-ends-but-work-remains

The Wisconsin Elections Commission has deadlocked at least 19 times in the 28 meetings it has held since the start of 2020, but only five times in the prior four years https://www.propublica.org/article/with-all-eyes-on-wisconsin-partisan-gridlock-at-state-elections-commission-frustrates-voters-and-local-officials

Britain: the Food and Drink Federation put 170 detailed questions to ministers on issues like product labeling and customs paperwork. It still has no clarity. The British Chambers of Commerce has its own list of 35 questions on what happens next. So far, the government has answered just nine.

10.25.2020
Ohio state Rep. Kent Smith (D) is out knocking on doors https://twitter.com/KentKSmith/status/1320490826057867264

HHS promised to deem Santa Claus actors essential front-line workers and give them the COVID-19 vaccine first. Then the health agency stopped returning phone calls. https://twitter.com/JamesVGrimaldi/status/1320351292158545920
Also, Ohio state Rep. Nino Vitale is spreading conspiracy theories about the "deep state" & fear mongering that Ohioans will be forced to take a COVID-19 vaccine (they won't).  Neither Facebook nor House Speaker would answer why this is allowed to continue, unchecked https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/10/26/80-of-ohio-house-elected-by-the-deep-state-gop-lawmaker-says/

Veterans Affairs Secretary Robert Wilkie headlined a fundraiser for the North Carolina Republican Party last week, taking time away from his job leading the government’s second-largest agency at a moment when COVID-19 cases are surging in VA hospitals. Though legal, campaigning by cabinet secretaries is a departure from historical norms. Nevertheless, it’s become standard practice in the administration of Trump https://www.propublica.org/article/veterans-affairs-secretary-headlines-gop-fundraiser-as-covid-19-cases-surge

10.24.2020
The early voting line at Cuyahoga County Board of Elections is currently wrapped beyond I-90 bridge touching campus of CSU https://twitter.com/MaiaBelay_FOX8/status/1319983805063626753
“seeing several folks who were supporting Joe until the recent laptop ‘news’”
Back in March Ohio Gov Mike DeWine asked Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders to cancel Cleveland rallies. They did. His position now is that such superspreader events such as Trump's today in Circleville are protected by First Amendment despite record COVID numbers https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1320069301148286976
Supermarket chain Hy-Vee is thankful for Trump and the pandemic’s boost to business (Fareway is also terrible fwiw so…) https://iowacapitaldispatch.com/2020/10/24/hy-vee-ceos-political-message-to-employees-cites-tax-concerns-social-unrest/
Trump campaign again manipulated Ady’s voice to misleadingly attack Joe Biden.

The vice president’s “pandemic response team” now has a COVID outbreak; Pence will not quarantine in order to continue traveling the country for superspreader events

How many Ohio students away at college in another state are being disenfranchised? https://twitter.com/amyhanauer/status/1320033975352643585

10.23.2020
Ohio's health department reports 2,518 cases of confirmed coronavirus over the past day. This sets a record high since Ohio began tracking the data. 
On May 30, Bill Barr, without presenting evidence or charges, blamed "far left" groups for violence after a Minneapolis police building was set ablaze. Today, DOJ is charging right-wing saboteurs with attacking that building. https://www.startribune.com/charges-boogaloo-bois-fired-on-mpls-precinct-shouted-justice-for-floyd/572843802/
The US reported more than 80,000 new coronavirus infections on Friday -- the country's highest daily case number since the pandemic began https://cnn.it/37De39c

Americans are dying from the novel coronavirus at a greater velocity than any crisis in our nation’s history. https://twitter.com/bpmehlman/status/1319765456635465735
https://www.profgalloway.com/life-death

Today’s Women’s employment to population ratio: back to 1986 levels  https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/reports/2020/10/22/492179/shambolic-response-public-health-economic-crisis-women-brink-job-recovery-stalls/

Center for Voter Information, which, along with its sister organization, the Voter Participation Center, is conducting a massive campaign to register voters and promote mail-in voting. The nonprofits aim to send 340 million pieces of mail this election cycle, with a focus on two dozen key states. Election officials say CVI has made a host of mistakes that have buried their offices in unnecessary paperwork and swamped them with calls from voters. https://www.propublica.org/article/a-nonprofit-with-ties-to-democrats-is-sending-out-millions-of-ballot-applications-election-officials-wish-it-would-stop

10.22.2020
Republicans are breaking 230 years of precedent by ramming through a Supreme Court appointment when Americans are literally voting. It has been just over one month since Ginsburg died; Republicans maintained a vacancy for an entire year in 2016.
More than 7,000 lawyers have now signed in opposition, which is the largest attorney opposition letter to a Supreme Court nominee in American history https://www.lawyersforgoodgovernment.org/blog/2020/10/22/video-lawyers-speak-out-against-confirmation-of-amy-coney-barrett?source=102220&sourceid=&emci=3319d453-b814-eb11-96f5-00155d03bda0&emdi=31ff94fb-b914-eb11-96f5-00155d03bda0&ceid=3215090
Pandemic is exploding in Ohio—and DeWine approval rating still at 72% of registered voters  https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1319284084942647298
DeWine is wringing his hands over the pandemic which Trump’s policies have let out of control, and telling people to do the opposite of what Trump tells them; DeWine is also completely committed to Trump as president
In the 60 Minutes interview Trump posted, Trump [again] says he hopes the Supreme Court ends the Affordable Care Act.
It's great to be in Pontiac, says Pence. Crowd corrects him that he's actually in Waterford. “It's great in Waterford too” https://twitter.com/michpoligal/status/1319316066565279745

The U.S. will have almost fewer 21,000 Election Day polling places in 2020 than four years ago. That's a 20% drop from 2016. https://www.vice.com/en/article/pkdenn/the-us-eliminated-nearly-21000-election-day-polling-locations-for-2020

The political system is no longer strong enough to preserve its integrity. It’s a mistake to take for granted that election boards and state legislatures and Congress are capable of drawing lines that ensure a legitimate vote and an orderly transfer of power. https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/11/what-if-trump-refuses-concede/616424/
“Trump’s state and national legal teams are already laying the groundwork for postelection maneuvers that would circumvent the results of the vote count in battleground states. Ambiguities in the Constitution and logic bombs in the Electoral Count Act make it possible to extend the dispute all the way to Inauguration Day, which would bring the nation to a precipice.” https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/11/what-if-trump-refuses-concede/616424/
“There are results that come in Election Night,” a legal adviser to Trump’s national campaign, who would not agree to be quoted by name, told me. “There’s an expectation in the country that there will be winners and losers called. If the Election Night results get changed because of the ballots counted after Election Day, you have the basic ingredients for a shitstorm.” There is no “if” about it, I said. The count is bound to change. “Yeah,” the adviser agreed, and canvassing will produce more votes for Biden than for Trump. Democrats will insist on dragging out the canvass for as long as it takes to count every vote. The resulting conflict, the adviser said, will be on their heads. “They are asking for it,” he said. “They’re trying to maximize their electoral turnout, and they think there are no downsides to that.” He added, “There will be a count on Election Night, that count will shift over time, and the results when the final count is given will be challenged as being inaccurate, fraudulent—pick your word.” https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/11/what-if-trump-refuses-concede/616424/
“Officials say Russia’s ability to change vote tallies nationwide is limited” and this is the “good news.” American officials expect that if the presidential race is not called on election night [it should not be], Russian groups could use their knowledge of local computer systems to deface websites, release nonpublic information or take similar steps that could sow chaos and doubts about the integrity of the results [which is what Republicans want]” https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/10/22/us/trump-biden-debate-tonight#russia-poses-a-bigger-election-threat-than-iran-many-us-officials-say

“All around us the old ways of the world are crumbling and millions more are joining the ranks of the unemployed, uninsured, unhoused, unfed, and unwell.” CEPR

Love that America’s elite is so literally senescent that the presidential election pits one septuagenarian against an older septuagenarian, and meanwhile the left seems permanently fixated on higher office for another older-still septuagenarian https://twitter.com/Ash_Kalra/status/1319395962402426880

10.21.2020
Over last 24 hrs, we've found out:
Trump has a secret Chinese bank account
Trump admin. effectively orphaned 545 kids
Trump stormed out of 60 Minutes interview like a baby
Giuliani is on video in a Borat movie putting his hand down his pants
The parents of 545 children separated at the U.S.-Mexico border under the Trump administration's "no tolerance" migration policy still can't be found, according to a court filing. https://trib.al/cjX8r5E
ICE just announced it will start to deport people more quickly—and without ever seeing a judge https://bit.ly/2Tj6BYg
The Trump White House blocked the Justice Department from making a deal in October 2019 to pay for mental health services for migrant families who had been separated by the Trump administration https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/white-house-killed-deal-pay-mental-health-care-migrant-families-n1248158
Seven Phoenix police officers gathered for a briefing in a Cave Creek station when the meeting diverged into a discussion about the defund-the-police movement. When Officer Steven Poulos expressed his thoughts, the room went quiet: "If the mayor defunds the police, I'm going to shoot her," https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/phoenix/2020/12/28/report-phoenix-police-officer-threatened-to-shoot-mayor-over-budget/4062470001/
Cleveland Council member: “Lakeview Estates was targeted with intentional disinformation about voting.” https://twitter.com/KerryMcCormack1/status/1317567652462841856
Also in the last 24 hours, 48 people in Wisconsin died of COVID-19. Sen. Ron Johnson, who tested positive but had no symptoms, today again says that most people who get COVID-19 will be fine: “We have, unfortunately, been snookered into this mass hysteria that isn’t even close to the real risk."
Alaska is seeing record COVID-19 case numbers https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1318922551062659074
The slope of new confirmed COVID-19 infections in Europe is almost vertical  https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1318905417330692097
Ireland becomes first European country to return to a national shutdown as covid cases rise. https://twitter.com/ianbremmer/status/1318930113833164800
1.39% of those infected with Covid-19 in NYC during the spring died, double earlier estimates https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-21/new-yorkers-risk-of-covid-death-was-double-earlier-estimates
Before the hearings, independent voters backed Barrett’s confirmation by a 7-point margin. Now they back Barrett’s confirmation by a 20-point margin. Democrats’ support for Barrett jumped 18 points FML FML https://twitter.com/EoinHiggins_/status/1318901893691834378
The twitter account of a military base started posting sexts https://twitter.com/attackerman/status/1319022688648810496 then ceased to exist https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1319032044870041601
Initially the brass claimed to have been hacked; within 24 hours that excuse was abandoned https://twitter.com/AnneOFarrell1/status/1319285400653819911
Rudy Giuliani has spent the last week teasing multimedia of Hunter Biden doing something sexually nefarious on a hacked laptop. He's had this allegedly criminal evidence for a year. He's produced nothing. That same thing, featuring himself, will be on Amazon Prime on Friday. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1318952167521353731
U.S. intelligence agencies warned the White House last year that Giuliani was the target of an influence operation by Russian intelligence, according to four former officials familiar with the matter. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1316885330964803587
Trump has completely shredded the Hatch Act. Republicans have been indifferent. Now they’re trying to ding Joe Biden for using Amtrak on a campaign tour, and media including cleveland.com dutifully run to report this https://twitter.com/sabrinaeaton/status/1319046861546786833

WH Chief of Staff Mark Meadows appears to have kept spending campaign donor funds on thousands of dollars in personal expenses after retiring from Congress — that would be a crime.  https://www.salon.com/2020/10/21/mark-meadows-fec-filings-raise-questions-of-unlawful-spending-campaign-coordination/
https://www.citizensforethics.org/legal-action/legal-complaints/crew-files-complaint-against-mark-meadows-over-campaign-spending/

The number of COVID cases and regional hospitalizations are higher than they have ever been. As activities move indoors, the worst may be yet to come.  https://twitter.com/DeniseDriehaus/status/1318919023816511509

The Trump administration keeps asserting, and getting news media to report, that there’s a $1.8 trillion “offer” for relief funds. There’s nothing but a vaporous claim. https://twitter.com/JStein_WaPo/status/1319022315036987394

White House is considering slashing millions of dollars for Covid relief, HIV treatment, screenings for newborns and other programs in Democratic-led cities that Trump has deemed “anarchist jurisdictions,”  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/20/white-house-cuts-city-funds-coronavirus-430498

King tides which used to happen only with a storm are now routine even on fair-weather days https://twitter.com/jeffgoodell/status/1318912777088544774

10.20.2020
Iowa's COVID hospitalizations as of 11 a.m. today were up from 480 yesterday to 501 -- the highest recorded, per The Gazette's tracking.
216 new hospitalizations were reported in the past 24 hours – the highest number of hospitalizations ever reported in a 24-hour period in Ohio.
Fauci says bars are unsafe during a pandemic. The bar/restaurant industry and Ohio Senate say otherwise. Meanwhile, the Ohio Dept. of Health, thanks to 20-year-old disease tracking tech, still can't answer how many outbreaks trace to Ohio restaurants https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1318900404315426819
Lawyers say they can't find the parents of 545 migrant children separated by the Trump administration. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/lawyers-say-they-can-t-find-parents-545-migrant-children-n1244066
Trump went  on Fox News to demand that his Justice Department use hacked computer files to investigate Bidenhttps://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/10/donald-trump-bill-barr-hunter-joe-biden-dirt
Chief of Staff Meadows files sworn statement that Trump tweets ordering massive declassification should just be ignored https://twitter.com/MaUmiSay/status/1318731308269473792
https://twitter.com/haaohaoo/status/1318703380395642880
No response from Sens. McConnell or Joni Ernst on whether they have confidence in Fauci. Ernst wouldn’t respond to a question on Trump calling Fauci a “disaster” or say if she has a confidence in Fauci https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1318619230582018048
Rob Portman, Jim Jordan criticize what they view as a cover-up on dubious Hunter Biden story.
Portman calls much-maligned NY Post story "legitimate reporting" https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1318602299783155716
Trump, phoning in to Fox, makes clear disinformation by Russian intelligence on Biden isn’t enough to carry him across finish line on its own. He insists AG Barr get involved: “he’s got to act fast. he’s got to appoint somebody. this has to be known about before the election” https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1318527872605261825
Midwest Direct is still slowing delivery of ballots and isn’t being honest https://www.beaconjournal.com/story/news/2020/10/19/trump-supporters-company-delays-summit-county-absentee-ballots-again/5985387002/
McConnell told Republicans he has advised the White House against striking a stimulus deal with Democrats before the election. https://nyti.ms/3lZourw
Senate Majority Leader’s hands are an ugly purplish gray and bandaged https://twitter.com/MeidasTouch/status/1318954641552334849
City of Miami Police Officer Daniel Ubeda, in full uniform with badge and gun wearing his Trump mask inside of the polling location. https://twitter.com/evenkeil/status/1318607355924389898
Twitter is temporarily changing retweet process ahead of the November 3rd US presidential election, to help prevent abuse and the spread of misinformation, it says https://www.theverge.com/21524092/twitter-temporarily-changing-retweet-quote-tweet-election
Former RNC Chair is officially voting for Biden

Overall, one out of every five requests for a mail-in ballot are being rejected in Pennsylvania https://www.propublica.org/article/pennsylvanias-rejection-of-372-000-ballot-applications-bewilders-voters-and-strains-election-staff

Half of nursing homes around the country have staff infected with COVID-19. http://spr.ly/6012Gf5cG

Trump pledged four years ago to ban political fundraising by registered foreign lobbyists. That never happened. Now he takes millions bundled by them. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-said-hed-ban-foreign-lobbyist-fundraising-now-theyre-bankrolling-his-campaign?ref=home

Trump struck a deal with Foxconn promising to turn Wisconsin into a tech manufacturing powerhouse in exchange for billions in tax subsidies. Three years later, the factory — and the jobs — don’t exist, and they probably never will https://www.theverge.com/21507966/foxconn-empty-factories-wisconsin-jobs-loophole-trump

10.19.2020
"I call the head of Exxon. I'll use a company. 'How, how are you doing, how's energy coming? When are doing the exploration? Oh, you need a couple of permits, huh?' But I call the head of Exxon, I say, 'you know, I'd love you to send me $25m for the campaign'" - Trump  https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1318282942762934272
After everything we’ve learned, and everything we should have learned, Reuters is still running white-focused articles about how Trump won rustbelt counties “on the economy.” FML https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1318221300402442240
Michigan, Ohio, North Carolina and Wisconsin are all seeing surges in cases of COVID-19 https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/key-battleground-states-reporting-record-high-coronavirus-cases/story
Trump advisor Scott Atlas is still pushing herd [mentality] immunity to combat the pandemic. Epidemiologist Dr Eric Ding:  it’s a “sociopathic approach” https://twitter.com/MehdiHasanShow/status/1318344429124673538
The plaintiff and the defendant in Obergefell v. Hodges, the marriage equality case, are teaming up to oppose Amy Coney Barrett’s confirmation to the Supreme Court. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1318199600822497284
“Secretary of State website says that we requested our our ballots on 9/1 and our ballots were ‘processed’ on 10/6 and today is 10/19 and we still have not received them.”  https://twitter.com/lindsaymwebb/status/1318176938733830145
Wales announces a two-week "fire-break" lockdown going into effect on Friday to curb the spread of Covid https://trib.al/gIhKUSG
Barr made Durham a special counsel a couple weeks before the election so that it would be harder to fire him if Biden won. Barr did this secretly—it was only revealed more than a month later but effectuated on October 19
Meanwhile the bipartisan centrist "Back to Brunch" mood is growing https://twitter.com/elivalley/status/1318326262746685440
Government Accountability Office has agreed to “conduct an investigation of the Trump Administration’s political interference at the CDC and the FDA, and to determine whether this interference has violated the agencies’ scientific integrity and communication policies. https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1318240849101291521

hundreds of news sites cropping up nationwide are part of a growing media empire with content largely controlled by conservative think tanks, political operatives and public-relations executives. Ohio is now home to more than 50 of these sites, which are aimed chiefly at promoting Republican candidates, including President Donald Trump, and trashing their opponents.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/10/19/cleveland-reporter-ne-ohio-times-among-50-ohio-news-sites-controlled-by-republican-propaganda-empire

An Ohio public school has been giving students extra credit for watching videos from PragerU, a right-wing website that produces clips of talking heads such as Candace Owens and Ben Shapiro discussing conservative viewpoints… The PragerU videos — with titles such as “Build the Wall,” “Why the Right Was Right” and “The Left Ruins Everything” — were assigned to a 10th-grade history class at Maumee High School, along with a series of questions about the videos’ “most important messages.” The assignment came at the same time that the website has tried to gain further influence in K-12 classrooms. Earlier this month, the organization launched a program directly aimed at parents and educators, complete with study guides with sections such as “Conservatives Are the Real Environmentalists” and “The Ferguson Lie,” based on a HuffPost review of the materials. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/right-wing-videos-public-schools-prageru_n_5f889a29c5b6e9e76fbb6db8?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004

The Census Bureau is relying on faster technology working exactly as planned to produce a set of final 2020 Census figures in about half the time it usually takes. https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/21/politics/census-population-count-deadline/index.html

10.18.2020
Some Republicans inc. Sen Cornyn are choosing this particular moment to claim on the record that they were privately critical of Trump all along https://www.star-telegram.com/news/politics-government/article246503045.html

Swamp criminal Karl Rove is sliming into the Ohio Supreme Court elections, expressly to perpetuate Republican gerrymandering https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2020/10/19/redistricting-spurs-karl-rove-involvement-in-ohio-supreme-court-race-over-redistricting/stories/20201019104

10.17.2020
COVID-19 case increases set records in at least 7 states https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/coronavirus-case-increases-set-records-least-7-states-prompting-new-n1243823?emci=b0a3636b-b511-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc&emdi=d03c59ce-ef11-eb11-96f5-00155d03affc&ceid=1391854
Ohio Department of Health reports 2,234 more COVID-19 cases with 13 more deaths and 99 more hospitalizations. https://bit.ly/2H0dc7O
Ohio’s hitting new heights, and hitting them faster than ever before. https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1317827987845369857
YouTube supposedly is trying to cleanup QAnon disinformation. A QAnon conference streamed live all day Saturday on YouTube.  “At one point when I clicked the stream YouTube was showing an ad over the video for Senate Republicans.” https://twitter.com/donie/status/1318289448229011458

media outlets are (again) spreading what is very likely Russian propaganda. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1317449896333611009

This Supreme Court term will end with either catastrophe or 13 justices. Three Supreme Court justices showed that they’re willing to throw out mail-in ballots, and two of them also put marriage equality on the chopping block.

The British Pound is frequently traded more like an emerging-market currency than a global reserve. https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-british-pound-gbpusd-reacts-to-brexit-deal/

10.16.2020
The Trump administration has rejected California’s request for disaster relief funds aimed at cleaning up the damage from six recent fires across the state. (Reverses course hours later)
2020 Census ends, disastrously incomplete and nonrepresentative
Plus, Supreme Court announced in a Friday news dump that it will hear a case on whether the Trump administration can exclude undocumented immigrants from calculations it will use in apportioning congressional seats. This is ridiculous; it can’t.
Ohio worst in the United States for coronavirus spread, according to national tracker
https://bit.ly/3lXpLiG
Georgia Rep. Vernon Jones crowd surfs during a Trump event at Middle Georgia Regional Airport in Macon https://twitter.com/AlyssaNo_L/status/1317227857681186816
The Justice Department has inserted itself into a court case involving Iowa Values, a dark money group with ties to Sen. Joni Ernst, arguing the Federal Election Commission cannot be compelled to investigate the charges against Iowa Values because it does not have enough voting members. https://iowastartingline.com/2020/10/20/doj-intervenes-to-protect-ernst-in-political-move-legal-expert-warns/
In the same speech in which he has mocked Biden for making verbal slips, Trump has called hypersonic weapons “hydrosonic,” referred to some combo of Rick Scott and Matt Gaetz as “Rick Gates,” and mentioned the Obama-era crisis in “Henderson” before correcting to Ferguson. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1317225686357114881

Analysis of the Georgia primary found that the average wait time after 7 p.m. across Georgia was 51 minutes in polling places that were 90% or more nonwhite, but only 6 minutes in polling places that were 90% white.  https://www.propublica.org/article/why-do-nonwhite-georgia-voters-have-to-wait-in-line-for-hours-their-numbers-have-soared-and-their-polling-places-have-dwindled

Trump closing messages (this week) https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-10-16/trumps-closing-argument-heavy-on-pleas-insults-and-contempt
“Suburban women, will you please like me? I saved your damn neighborhood, OK?,” he said at a superspreader event in Johnstown, Pa.
In Des Moines, he jabbed at Iowa farmers, who were battered by his trade war with China, saying they apparently prefer government handouts to “working their asses off.”
Ranting in Miami, he refused to disavow a far-right conspiracy-mongering group that falsely alleges a cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophiles is trying to take over the government. 
He falsely claimed that America is “turning the corner” on the pandemic on a day when new infections and hospitalizations rose to their highest levels since April.
Trump attacked Susan Collins (possibly to help her). 

Vote by mail ballot delays are growing in multiple swing states.
Midwest Direct, the company that agreed to print absentee ballots for dozens of counties in OH and PA is 10 days late in getting them to voters. The company's owners are Trump supporters and flew a Trump flag at their HQ. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/16/us/politics/ohio-mail-ballots-trump.html
Ohio Secretary of State LaRose was quick to condemn Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur, County Commissioner Pete Gerken and State Senator Theresa Fedor as "headline seekers" when they held a news conference to demand that he take immediate action.
“No mail-in ballots yet for 3 of 4 in our family. Ordered weeks ago.” https://twitter.com/amyhanauer/status/1317910658000801793
“I’m in pa. TONS of people still not getting their ballots. Whole counties.”
“My county in MI was also delayed by ~2 weeks.”
Meanwhile LaRose’s prohibition on ballot drop boxes is producing massive traffic back-ups
In Georgia, “it took me over two weeks to get my ballot after it was mailed. The ballots were coming from Arizona if you can believe that. I have no idea why they were coming from Arizona.” https://twitter.com/bluedgal/status/1318210387637055488

Susan Collins and her GOP backers are diving into the gutter with appalling TV ads and mailers falsely accusing her opponent of protecting a state legislator who was accused of sexual assault. It's such a baldfaced lie that it's literally the exact opposite of the truth: Sara Gideon was the first person to call on the accused legislator to resign from office—before any Republican or Susan Collins herself. It’s also working.
Meanwhile Collins has donated to QAnon candidates https://www.newsweek.com/gop-senator-susan-collins-donates-2-qanon-linked-candidates-running-state-legislature-1539915
Also meanwhile Republican ads against Democratic candidate for Ohio Supreme Court are dog-whistle messaging to QAnon https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1317224343768911877

“the economy is already running on fumes. Rehiring has slowed. Major companies like airlines and Disney are laying off thousands and thousands of workers. Small businesses are tapping out. Winter is coming, and when it does, it’s is going to kill outdoor dining and drinking in much of the country. Without more aid, we are potentially heading for a grinding, frigid, economically disastrous transition period that will leave the country with long-lasting, very gnarly scars.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/10/trump-ends-stimulus-negotiation-democrats-pelosi-mnuchin.html

Trump appears to have believed something on the satire web site Babylon Bee (probably not for the first time either) [Alternate take: who is giving what compensation to Trump for massive traffic boost to BB]

10.15.2020
Here’s the president saying he successfully ordered a murder executed by US Marshals. “We sent in the US Marshals, took 15 minutes and it was over... They knew who he was, they didn’t want to arrest him and 15 minutes that ended” https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1316804932494913539
Trump began his speech in Greenville, North Carolina, with an anti-Semitic dogwhistle, claiming Biden is "a servant of the globalists" https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1316795962451525634
"She's toying with those Democrat, evil people. They're evil" -- Trump [referring to Barrett]
Twitter outage
Barrett set a new low among Supreme Court nominees in refusing to answer straightforward questions https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1317159119082688513
As Republicans wrap up the illegitimate hearing with plans to vote in brazen violation of their own insisted-upon 2016 rule, Dianne Feinstein praises Lindsey Graham: "I just want to thank you. This has been one of the best set of hearings that I've participated in," she tells him. "Thank you so much for your leadership." [She is supposed to be the lead Dem on the fucking Senate Judiciary Committee] https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1316805807753879555
Then hugs him https://twitter.com/burgessev/status/1316806838550171648
Career prosecutor Phillip Halpern is resigning because of Bill Barr's corruption of the Dept of Justice into the Trump family's law firm https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/commentary/story/2020-10-14/william-barr-department-of-justice-doj
Republicans try once again, Benghazi-style, to get the manufactured Bidens fake-scandal to run, via Giuliani and probably Russia https://twitter.com/dantoujours/status/1316853813681299456
Bannon & Giuliani met with NY Post editors to drop their Hunter Biden story. Veteran reporters refused to allow their name to be attached to it because they did not think the story held up. https://twitter.com/donmoyn/status/1317947100701855746
Huge military style truck adorned with Trump flags was parked from 8am until after 5pm at the Lorain County BOE https://twitter.com/afavon440/status/1316891644277460993
third day in a row that Iowa has seen a new record for COVID-19 hospitalizations. https://www.iowapublicradio.org/2020-10-15/read-white-house-coronavirus-task-force-report-puts-iowa-in-red-zone-for-cases-again?utm_source=Twitter
29 of Ohio's 88 counties are now under red alert for coronavirus -- the most since the state's warning system was created. DeWine: “This is the worst situation Ohio has been in,” also, “We have no plans to shut things down” 

U.S. Virus Cases Climb Toward a Third Peak. Cases are surging again after falling from a summer peak.

Uber, Lyft, Doordash, Instacart and Postmates have spent $181 million in an attempt to buy themselves an exemption in CA labor law so they don’t have to treat their workers fairly

10.14.2020
Trump leads another rally in Des Moines tonight with an expected crowd of thousands of people; Iowa hits another record high of hospitalized COVID19 patients this morning: 473 in the hospital, 74 admitted in the last 24 hours. https://twitter.com/SarahBeckman3/status/1316350513747816450
IA gov Reynolds revved up the Trump supporters beforehand, maybe a fourth of whom were wearing masks, calling them an “amazing crowd.” https://iowastartingline.com/2020/10/15/kim-reynolds-is-a-damn-joke/
Former IA gov Branstad asserted that the Council of State Governments had issued a report saying Iowa was “the state that has done the best of all 50” in dealing with challenges related to the novel coronavirus. Complete fiction. https://www.bleedingheartland.com/2020/10/18/four-questions-iowa-reporters-should-ask-terry-branstad/
Ohio reported a new single-day record number of new coronavirus cases Wednesday, as 2,039 more people tested positive https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/10/14/ohio-reports-new-record-high-covid-19-cases-surpassing-2-000-day/5971439002/
In 44 states, the contact tracing workforce falls short of what's needed to fight coronavirus outbreaks, a new NPR analysis finds. https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/10/14/923468159/covid-19-contact-tracing-workforce-barely-inching-up-as-cases-surge
Paris will go under a curfew starting Saturday. An alarming surge of more than 700,000 new virus cases in Europe last week has prompted nations to impose new restrictions. https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/10/14/923727094/paris-under-curfew-europe-reacts-as-countries-see-highest-ever-coronavirus-numbe
What we learned this morning: Trump can refuse to show up to a debate but still get a 90 minute town hall on NBC; Giuliani can help teeter Trump into impeachment and a year later still get a NY Post cover prompting more reporters just asking questions on the same topic https://twitter.com/IsaacDovere/status/1316361828553953281
At today's Senate hearing for Trump’s Supreme Court nominee, Sen. Lindsey Graham referred to "the good old days of segregation
Do you agree with originalists who say that the Medicare program is unconstitutional? Barrett: “Well, let's see. So, I think I can't answer that question in the abstract.”

The Orange County Register endorsed Republican Greg Raths for Congress; Raths has since called the paper “fake news” and its editorial board recognizes that this is clownish http://theliberaloc.com/2020/10/13/the-gripes-of-raths-calls-oc-register-fake-news-and-liberal-media/
https://www.ocregister.com/2020/10/13/greg-raths-indulges-in-fake-news/

10.13.2020
Barrett is a know-nothing hack who claimed she was unaware whether or not any law prohibits intimidating voters at the polls [it does]. https://twitter.com/vanitaguptaCR/status/1316082898244689920
Barrett perjured herself that she “didn’t recall” statements before her nomination from Donald Trump promising to nominate judges who would rule against the Affordable Care Act https://twitter.com/KamalaHarris/status/1316187218076147713
Grassley says that Barrett won't scrap the healthcare law because she is a mother of 7 children and cares about access to health care. GOP are making the opposite argument about abortion and other issues: her personal opinion won't invade her legal decisions. (Also this person has voted over and over and over to repeal the law completely. GOP have completely lost the plot here.) https://twitter.com/LACaldwellDC/status/1316017297715163138
Other Republicans are making this same claim; Trump has publicly committed to nominating only appointees who would strike down the ACA including as recently as two weeks ago and is supporting a repeal-the-entire-thing lawsuit which none of these Republicans has said anything in opposition to  https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/republicans-say-bit-too-much-about-their-health-care-problem-n1243118
Barrett claimed that there's no precedent governing the severability in the Obamacare case. (false) https://twitter.com/imillhiser/status/1316008323012087808
An FBI agent testified Tuesday that members of a far-right, anti-government group charged with plotting to kidnap Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer also planned to target Virginia’s Democratic Governor Ralph Northam https://www.democracynow.org/2020/10/14/headlines/fbi_says_far_right_anti_government_group_plotted_to_kidnap_virginia_governor
Supreme Court is setting aside for now a lower court order that extended Census counting through Oct. 31, allowing the Trump administration to end counting https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-13/supreme-court-lets-trump-administration-end-census-count-early
"Do you believe that President Trump is a moral and ethical man?" Sen. Cory Gardner: "Yes."
The prosecutor tapped by Bill Barr to investigate unmasking — billed by Trump and his allies as one of the biggest scandals of the era — has concluded his investigation "without finding any substantive wrongdoing" (Trump administration has deployed unmasking, a fairly routine and uncontroversial practice prior to 2017, at a significantly higher clip than the Obama administration, per the DNI) https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1316150143872311301
Labor Department just announced that Secretary Scalia's wife Trish has tested positive for coronavirus. Scalia has tested negative, but will work from home "for the time being." Both were at the Rose Garden event and sat behind Melania Trump. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1316190572256940033

The Supreme Court’s reputation as an apolitical, independent branch of government is also at stake. https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/why-the-supreme-courts-reputation-is-at-stake/

Trump allies say their best bet is to hope that the results look close election night, before some of the mail-in ballots are counted, allowing Trump to declare victory & have the results thrown to the courts. https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-virus-outbreak-joe-biden-donald-trump-campaigns-904620e3b58a8abf75227848c8762396

Biden leads in polls of several fast-counting states Trump won in 2016, but the states that put Trump over the top last time face delays. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/12/biden-trump-2020-election-night-428856

Story after story of people waiting hours to vote; some small trend of voices pointing out “this is shameful not cause to celebrate”

10.12.2020
First ever reinfection death from COVID19 has now been scientifically confirmed. An 89-year old woman infected 2 months ago; recovered. New reinfection by different strain (verified), then led to death. Total now up to 23 reinfections. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1315783705831628807
Nearly 70,000 Lucas County residents hope to vote by mail in the November election, but county elections officials on Monday were unsure if absentee ballots had actually been mailed to any of them because the vendor contracted to print and send them has stopped responding to requests for an update. https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2020/10/12/lucas-county-absentee-ballots-delayed-by-vendor/stories/20201012097
Actually ballots are in back-order limbo in multiple counties including Cuyahoga and Summit https://www.beaconjournal.com/story/news/2020/10/08/absentee-ballot-mailings-delayed-summit-cuyahoga-and-18-other-counties/5925499002/
https://www.daytondailynews.com/news/equipment-failure-delays-mailing-of-miami-county-absentee-ballots/52AT3TAORRDGFBFDZ4QNZDPVOI/

Trump is running TV ads taking Dr. Fauci out of context and without his permission.

Facebook and Google have promised to crack down on lies and misinformation about politics in the run-up to next month’s presidential election, but they have run tens of thousands of ads in the past year containing false claims about health insurance reform and plans. The “Trumpcare” ads don’t appear to have a political aim and don’t advocate for the reelection of President Donald Trump over former Vice President Joe Biden. Nonetheless, the Facebook ads touting these nonexistent products have been viewed some 22 million times in the past year, disproportionately in battleground states like Texas, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio and Pennsylvania, according to Facebook data. https://www.propublica.org/article/trumpcare-does-not-exist-nevertheless-facebook-and-google-cash-in-on-misleading-ads-for-garbage-health-insurance

Over 105,000 newly confirmed cases of COVID-19, and more than 1,300 deaths over thee weekend https://twitter.com/FacesOfCOVID/status/1315462934869532672

10.11.2020
US media are desperately trying to chase “Biden court packing questions” into a story. This after Trump has concealed his tax returns, normalized “wait and see” and other dismissals of media inquiries, bailed out of a scheduled debate just two days ago… https://twitter.com/nprpolitics/status/1315423188373762048
Completely open forecasting that Barrett on Supreme Court will guarantee complete explosion of ACA.  https://twitter.com/SenSherrodBrown/status/1315326646300409857
Hannity: I was shocked that Obama left so many vacancies. Sen. Majority Leader McConnell: That was my doing. McConnell than laughs like a cheap horror movie villain. https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1315293590713663489
Krysta Lesherri Chewe, 47, died on Sunday, making her the 83rd person to die in the Mississippi prison system since December 29th last year. https://twitter.com/DrRJKavanagh/status/1316566746715901955

Unexplained arrival of mysterious ballot "drop boxes are in places like gun shops that will slant heavily GOP in their use." https://www.ocregister.com/2020/10/11/unofficial-ballot-drop-boxes-popping-up-throughout-the-state-worry-elections-officials/

10.10.2020
Within 24 hours, Greta Thunberg endorsed Joe Biden and the Taliban endorsed Donald Trump. https://twitter.com/Weinsteinlaw/status/1314971561577852929
https://www.cbsnews.com/amp/news/taliban-on-trump-we-hope-he-will-win-the-election-withdraw-us-troops
Amy Thorn, the registered nurse from West Virginia who recently spoke at the Republican National Convention to defend Donald Trump’s response to the COVID crisis, has been arrested for shooting a woman in the stomach during an argument: https://wchstv.com/news/local/records-williamson-nurse-facing-charge-after-shooting-woman-in-abdomen
Trump holds another super-spreader (illegal campaign) rally at the White House. ABC News has confirmed that attendees were paid. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/candace-owens-blexit-group-pays-attendees-travel-trumps/story?id=73531036
Former Iowa gov. Branstad is defending Trump’s trade policy toward China, despite the disaster they have been.  https://www.bleedingheartland.com/2020/10/18/four-questions-iowa-reporters-should-ask-terry-branstad/
Hunter Biden was Chairman of the World Food Program... which just won the Nobel Peace Prize. Eric Trump, Donald J Trump Jr, Ivanka Trump are banned from ever operating a charity again because they stole donations to children with cancer. https://twitter.com/Roshan_Rinaldi/status/1314955386303250433

Ashtabula County Board of Elections vacancy lasts 42 days and counting, because Frank LaRose has denied a Democrat appointee https://twitter.com/elikalil/status/1315052690653827074

According to a recent YouGov poll, 36 percent of Republicans and 33 percent of Democrats feel at least somewhat justified in using violence to achieve their political goals. As recently as 2017, just 8 percent of both party members felt that way. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/10/michigan-plot-wolverine-watchmen-whitmer.html

Oil, gas, coal & finance billionaires including Koch fortune have spent $157 million and counting to confirm Barrett  https://twitter.com/JaneMayerNYer/status/1314589551462150150

10.9.2020
Ohio sets new daily record for number of COVID-19 cases -- 1,840
Media spends day on narrative of frantic back-and-forth between Democrats trying to provide Trump with goodies to hand out, which he wants, and Republican Senate determined to prevent that.
Fauci: "We had a superspreader event in the White House" Trump's own top infectious disease expert is basically declaring that Trump himself is a huge public health menace.  http://hill.cm/psmCGeE
open letter signed by more than 5,000 attorneys representing all 50 states and the District of Columbia, to the United States Senate objecting to the Supreme Court nomination of Amy Coney Barrett, is the largest known lawyer opposition letter to a Supreme Court nominee
Lindsey Graham has bailed on a debate rather than get tested despite having been exposed to many COVID+ people because if he reveals a positive test and has to quarantine the Barrett appointment may be delayed
Member of Congress: where is Bill Barr? https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1314621159468457984
White House task force continues to use dire language about "many preventable deaths" from coronavirus at the same time President Trump tells Americans "don't be afraid of it." https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/health/2020/10/08/white-house-coronavirus-experts-say-iowa-is-suffering-many-preventable-deaths-from-covid-19/5923607002/
In a little noticed, late Friday update, the Trump administration said that landlords could start eviction proceedings against tenants even while a federal eviction ban is in place
Trump spends the day as guest host for Rush Limbaugh radio show. “If you fuck around with us, if you do something bad to us, we are gonna do things to you that have never been done before.”
“We can’t become numb to the president saying dangerous things. Calling for the arrest of President Obama and Vice President Biden on invented charges is not just ‘there he goes again.’” https://twitter.com/RepValDemings/status/1314633910073122817
Barely noticed, today the NY Times revealed Trump engineered a mysterious $21 million infusion in cash in 2016, when his campaign was short on funds. https://twitter.com/taxmarch/status/1314631309772324865
Set to speak at AMPfest2020, held at Trump Doral in Florida: Enrique Tarrio, leader of the Proud Boys hate group Trump told to “stand back and stand by”  https://twitter.com/RightWingWatch/status/1314658730538151938
Kansas Senate President Susan Wagle (R) told donors that Republicans must maintain their supermajority so they can create gerrymandered state & federal districts https://twitter.com/Davis_Hammet/status/1314566887230054402

South Dakota once again has worst COVID-19 surge in country https://www.grandforksherald.com/newsmd/coronavirus/6706739-North-Dakota-reports-24-new-COVID-19-deaths-a-one-day-reporting-record

White House blocked a CDC effort to require face coverings on airplanes, trains, buses and in travel hubs. https://nyti.ms/36OgmWw

Canada games out scenarios for U.S. election, frets over potential disruption http://reut.rs/34y6hKE

Through threatening letters, lawsuits, viral videos and presidential misinformation, the campaign and its GOP allies are going to new lengths to contest election procedures county-by-county across battleground states. https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-election-2020-donald-trump-local-elections-lawsuits-4298a514550323d39931f3e5fff2ccae

10.8.2020
Just today
Trump called upon Barr to indict Biden https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-calls-ag-barr-indict-joe-biden-26-days-until-election-1537518
Pence refused to commit to a peaceful transfer of power and reiterated the GOP plan to suppress mail-in votes
Sen. Mike Lee on Twitter “Democracy isn’t the objective; liberty, peace, and prosperity are. We want the human condition to flourish. Rank democracy can thwart that.”
A group of thugs in Michigan who styled themselves a militia (and who likely took Trump's Liberate Michigan tweet to heart) have been arrested for plotting to kidnap the governor https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/10/08/feds-thwart-militia-plot-kidnap-michigan-gov-gretchen-whitmer/5922301002/
the FBI did not brief the Attorney General on their action to prevent the kidnapping and murder of a Governor due to strong concern that the AD would stop the action https://twitter.com/jsurf22/status/1314681951266238467
Media / law enforcement referring to these armed neo-nazi groups breaking the law as “militias” instead of “gangs” or “domestic terrorist groups” https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1314235491097686016
Ex-FBI Director Andrew McCabe: Trump is ‘person most responsible’ for Gretchen Whitmer kidnapping plot https://www.rawstory.com/2020/10/ex-fbi-director-andrew-mccabe-trump-is-person-most-responsible-for-gretchen-whitmer-kidnapping-plot/
In second night of demonstrations by Orthodox Jews infuriated by Covid-19 clampdown on their Brooklyn neighborhoods, a rally in support of President Trump turned violent with at least a hundred Hasidim setting fires and burning masks in the streets. https://nbcnews.to/30LCPzI
Entire swaths of Ohio will see delays in receiving their absentee ballots because of "volume and equipment issues" https://twitter.com/RandyLudlow/status/1314299901178716180
Tens  of thousands of voters in Summit County who were expecting to receive absentee ballots this week will have to wait until at least Tuesday because of failures by a Cleveland-based printer https://www.cleveland.com/open/2020/10/tens-of-thousands-of-absentee-ballots-in-summit-county-delayed-a-week.html
The vendor hired by Ohio to produce absentee ballots failed to produce ballots in time, but wouldn't reveal who all its clients were.  https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1314544336290426880
Elliott Broidy, a former top fundraiser for Trump and the RNC, has been charged as part of a wide-ranging federal probe into back-channel efforts to influence the Trump administration on behalf of foreign interests [this didn’t even manage to be a single-day top story, obviously] https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-08/ex-fundraiser-for-trump-rnc-is-charged-over-foreign-lobbying
"Asked about the tweet, a senior U.S. military official was silent for a moment before saying, 'Oh my God!'. The official said he was not aware of such a decision." https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1314288706224828421
Since last night’s debate, Trump and his allies have called Kamala “unlikeable,” “this monster,” “an insufferable lying bitch” and a congressman said she was only chosen for the color of her skin
less than an hour after the Commission on Presidential Debates announced that his October 15 event with Joe Biden would be virtual, Trump staged a tantrum. He won’t do it. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/10/donald-trump-pulls-out-of-debate-with-joe-biden.html
Some subsequent reporting airbrushed this into “debate commission cancels debate.”

Eight former GOP governors are supporting the Democrat for president. (Trump has the endorsement of one former Dem governor: corrupt Rod Blagojevich whose prison sentence Trump commuted) https://www.governing.com/now/A-Group-of-Retired-Republican-Governors-Come-Out-for-Biden.html

96% of Ohioans are living in a COVID-19 level Red or level Orange county. That’s 26% in 18 Red counties and 70% in Orange counties. Only 4% of Ohioans are in the 12 yellow counties.

Mitch McConnell said he hasn’t been to the White House in two months because of concerns that the White House wasn’t following proper social distancing or mask-wearing protocols to prevent the spread of the coronavirus (yet he still wants Trump to remain in power at any price)

Weeks after massive public outcry over accusations of unwanted gynecological procedures at an ICE facility, women detainees said little has changed and they're facing retaliation for speaking out. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/adolfoflores/ice-detainee-fears-irwin-county-medical-procedures

10.7.2020
“I've served as an election observer in broken authoritarian countries. If a president in one of those countries were behaving like Trump is right now, international election observers would swiftly and unequivocally condemn him.”  https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1313845588576870400
On the afternoon of Oct. 7, 2020, a Twitter account known for right-wing trolling issued an enigmatic warning: “Don’t worry Michigan I told ya A LOT more coming soon.” The account, @ravagiing, provided no further details, but just hours later, the FBI executed coordinated raids throughout Michigan, arresting nearly a dozen people it said were involved in a plot to kidnap the state’s governor, Gretchen Whitmer. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/kenbensinger/fbi-agent-michigan-right-wing-troll-cybersecurity-twitter
Chris Christie is in ICU and reported to be on a ventilator. (Christie‘s claim that he checked himself in is false. Morristown Memorial requires a referral just to get a Covid test. What do you think they require to be hospitalized for Covid?)  https://twitter.com/ThatsJacqueline/status/1313829945509064705
Ohio added another 1,424 cases of coronavirus Wednesday. Yet ODH has allowed the Bengals
 and Browns to double the number of spectators allowed at home games, from 6,000 to 12,000 https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1313516619084320770
The DOJ says it "inadvertently" altered documents it recently submitted to a federal court as part the effort to drop the Flynn case. This comes after Strzok and McCabe raised concerns about the accuracy of the docs, which are their handwritten notes. https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/07/politics/flynn-justice-department-altered-documents/index.html
ICE say they were searching for a deported Haitian man with multiple criminal convictions when they stopped and questioned a black jogger in West Roxbury on Tuesday, calling the stop “standard practice.” https://commonwealthmagazine.org/immigration/ice-calls-stop-of-black-resident-standard-practice/
Pence joined Trump in not committing to a peaceful transfer of power should Biden win.

US Treasury numbers show National Debt topped record $27 trillion on October 1st, the start of the new Federal fiscal year. It also reflects a Debt increase of more than $7 trillion since Pres Trump took office.

Nearly half of respondents in a small business survey say they won't be able to make it past the end of the year without relief. https://tinyurl.com/yy4wj4pj
Trump says: "I think the economy is doing just fine"

Wisconsin is opening a field hospital at the state fairgrounds because our COVID cases are overwhelming the hospitals. But the WI GOP is still trying to strike down the statewide mandatory mask order. https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-milwaukee-wisconsin-archive-61856a69ec6e9e6f032bb121b6d58a5d

Almost overnight FF has emerged as the major outside player in presidential campaign https://twitter.com/MediumBuying/status/1313816908790104066

10.6.2020
Trump called off negotiations with Democrats on relief until after the election, even as infections are on the rise. Trump says he told Senate Republican leader McConnell to focus full time on approving Supreme Court nominee Barrett https://reut.rs/34upHjA
Trump subsequently quote-tweets a report of the Fed Chair saying “more help is needed,” commenting “TRUE” https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1313624029660680192
Trump also retweeted Gregg Jarrett and Paul Sperry about 60 times in the last hour and a half and it’s all increasingly unhinged bullshit https://twitter.com/AngrierWHStaff/status/1313660495531048963
“ever since he returned from the hospital, Trump has been in single-minded own-the-libs mode. It’s like he nearly died at Walter Reed and the doctors rebuilt him slower, dimmer, and more vindictive than ever before.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/10/trump-ends-stimulus-negotiation-democrats-pelosi-mnuchin.html
Top U.S. military officials quarantined after COVID19 exposure https://twitter.com/DavidBegnaud/status/1313526334577152000
The NY Times is reporting that the president “was not tested every day”: https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/10/trump-covid-negative-test-a-theory.html
VP Pence’s team is breaking earlier agreement and now refusing even a transparent plexiglass divider for the VP debate
Stephen Miller has tested positive for COVID. (Miller has been working remotely for last 5 days, testing negative every day through yesterday) Basically everyone who was in the debate prep room has tested positive https://twitter.com/DKThomp/status/1313624012807966720
There are now 123 front-line workers in the Capitol complex who have have tested positive—or are presumed positive—for COVID-19, according to House Admin GOP Spokesperson Ashley Phelps. https://twitter.com/ChrisMarquette_/status/1313560451784081408
"It's incredibly selfish of older people or neurotic people who are timid & afraid & won't come out of their basements to confine children & young people to miss out on the most important part of their lives" - Fox News https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1313553163354624006
Hospital admissions for COVID-19 up further in Ohio https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/131357833456828416
DeWine leading off his coronavirus briefing by discussing President Trump's diagnosis and comments about not letting the virus dominate our lives. He agrees: "We have to live with it." (This about a week after Iowa’s gov. Ernst parroted the same message, who knows how many others.)
A federal judge has dismissed a lawsuit that pushed for multiple ballot drop boxes throughout Ohio counties, but wrote that the Cuyahoga Board may collect ballots at local libraries  https://wcpn.ideastream.org/news/federal-judge-at-odds-with-ohio-secretary-of-state-over-ballot-drop-sites
49,669 voters received an incorrect ballot Franklin County voters are receiving the wrong ballots in the mail today. Board of Elections trying to determine how many, and how to remedy this. https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/10/06/some-franklin-county-voters-receive-wrong-absentee-ballots-mail/5900613002/
On first day of voting in Ohio, Cleveland Scene runs a story on Libertarian spoiler candidate, falsely calling her vanity/spoiler campaign as “Long-Shot Bid for President”
Lindecke: “I'll continue with you on my phone, apparently my employer is being cyber attacked and we're supposed to shut everything down”

The Trump administration is delaying National Climate Assessment, which shows Americans how climate change is affecting their communities. Meanwhile, Trump told one advisor he wants a hostile climate science review after election and WH recruiting deniers.  https://www.eenews.net/stories/1063715433
The arctic is rapidly melting https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/nov/13/arctic-melting-climate-change

CEOs of some of Ohio’s largest employers asking workers to vote to keep the Ohio Supreme Court ‘conservative’ for ‘job security https://www.cleveland.com/open/2020/10/ceos-of-some-of-states-largest-employers-asking-workers-to-vote-to-keep-ohio-supreme-court-conservative-for-job-security.html

10.5.2020
Trump Twitter account (following a series of mostly false “reasons to vote for Trump”) promotes “volunteer poll watcher scheme” called an "army for Trump." (The organization, structure, branding, and conduct will pretty quickly render this a voter intimidation conspiracy in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 594.) https://twitter.com/gabehayes/status/1313168459224809473
Trump: “Don’t be afraid of Covid. Don’t let it dominate your life. We have developed, under the Trump Administration, some really great drugs & knowledge. I feel better than I did 20 years ago!” https://twitter.com/JeremyKonyndyk/status/1313189565784612866
On Fox News they are attacking Biden for not getting COVID.  https://twitter.com/Politidope/status/1313155192351842309
Ohio Secretary of State essentially trolls voter advocates, allowing multiple ballot drop boxes per county… but they all have to be at the Board of Elections https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1313136124127256577
Trump/Meadows haven't initiated any kind of contract tracing/isolation regime for the big outbreak the WH/President has caused months into the pandemic https://twitter.com/SimonWDC/status/1313099675931639809
Also, Mark Meadows tried to conceal coronavirus cases in the White House, and threatened to fire the military doctors who helped release information about new cases. https://twitter.com/AshleyRParker/status/1340393851358474240
reported on MSNBC:  the CDC has been prohibited from doing contact tracing for any of the COVID infections at the White House or Trump's contacts.
Dr. Conley will not say when Trump last had a negative COVID test, saying he doesn't "want to go backwards. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1313197377273032705
Add White House Press Secretary to the COVID crew list. (Same WHPS who said in June “It’s a personal choice. I won’t be wearing a mask” ahead of Trump’s Tulsa rally.) Total is up to 31. https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1313173548152901632
11% of mail ballots that have been returned in North Carolina's Guilford County (Greensboro) have been rejected. That's more than 6 times the statewide rejection rate. A third of all ballots rejected statewide are in Guilford. https://twitter.com/Taniel/status/1312971195537649664
The Biden campaign has launched the biggest voter protection program in history: thousands of staff on the ground, lawyers, and poll watchers throughout the states to ensure every eligible voter can vote. 

Trump family is arguing over how to reign in Trump’s erratic behavior. Don Jr. has told people his father is acting “crazy.” https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/10/don-jr-thinks-trump-is-acting-crazy-presidents-covid-joyride-has-family-divided

Trump’s Regeneron treatment cost $1.5 million. Paid for by the government. He paid $750 in taxes. https://twitter.com/atdavidhoffman/status/1314299085009100802

Uber/Lyft want to create a formal tier of substandard labor that doesn't get access to worker protections, minimum wage, or bargaining rights. Those workers are overwhelmingly people of color and immigrants. https://prospect.org/labor/how-uber-and-lyft-are-buying-labor-laws/

10.4.2020
Trump decided to give the nation a public procession. It took the purposeless form of a slow rolling meander around Walter Reed.  Trump waved at the gathered Q-Anon conspiracy loons https://twitter.com/SteveSchmidtSES/status/1312961338319286274
Dr. James P. Phillips, MD, a Walter Reed Hospital attending physician: “Every single person in the vehicle during that completely unnecessary Presidential “drive-by” just now has to be quarantined for 14 days. They might get sick. They may die. For political theater. Commanded by Trump to put their lives at risk for theater. This is insanity.” https://twitter.com/matttullis/status/1312897492862857218
“You don’t start dexamethasone, Remdesivir and give an experimental antibody cocktail to the President in the setting of low oxygen ‘dips’ unless there’s COVID Pneumonia.” White House story continues to make no sense https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1312860331316838400
Rep. Sylvia Garcia: “What happened in the Irwin County ICE Detention Center is one of the most horrific human rights violations I have ever seen” https://twitter.com/RepSylviaGarcia/status/1312034145162465280

Ohio COVID-19 infections increase 23% in past week 

The Trump White House blocked a government website used to recruit election workers https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1350064206654136320

10.3.2020
Trump militants staging a "rolling rally" in Columbus, OH,  turn violent, shoot at someone's car. https://twitter.com/RadioFlav/status/1312407166930825226
Proud Boys goons march through New Albany, Ohio looking to start fights. “One was on his phone. He was saying ‘no one here. No BLM.’ He was agitated. They want trouble.” https://twitter.com/craigcalcaterra/status/1312434577101795336
25 positive COVID19 tests in 2 days including: Donald Trump, Melania, Bill Stepien (Trump CM), Hope Hicks, Kellyanne Conway, Chris Christie, Sen Mike Lee, Sen Thom Tillis, Sen Ron Johnson,
Ronna Romney McDaniel, John Jenkins (Notre Dame president), 3 WH reporters, 11 Cleveland debate staff https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1312425510794919936
Attorney General chooses to break DC law by not quarantining despite potential exposure to COVID-19 https://twitter.com/RSwirling/status/1312426080809160707
Sen. Grassley is third in line for the presidency (after Pence and Pelosi), is 87 years old, and he refuses to even take a Covid test—much less self-quarantine—even though he was with Mike Lee on Thursday. https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/politics/2020/10/02/chuck-grassley-joni-ernst-met-senator-lee-tested-positive-covid-19-coronavirus/3592993001/
McConnell promptly doubled down on his commitment to move forward with a Judiciary Committee hearing anyway
A day after the president and his wife test positive for Covid, the Trump campaign is posting photos of an indoor event where the governor of a hard hit state (Iowa) and attendees are maskless.
A team of doctors obfuscating & concealing the truth about a leader's health is a common occurrence in authoritarian regimes:
Trump’s doctor said today the president was diagnosed with coronavirus 72 hours ago. The Trump campaign finalized plans for two Wisconsin rallies about 44 hours ago.
Trump’s doctor says he’s 72 hours into the diagnosis. Another physician says Trump received a special antibody therapy “about 48 hours ago.” The public found out 36 hours ago that Trump was positive — only after it was revealed an aide had tested positive. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1312423170230677507
A White House official “clarifies” Dr. Conley’s timeline. He says Conley meant to say it’s Day 3, not 72 hours in—the diagnosis was made Thursday night—and that Garibaldi meant to say it’s been two days, not 48 hours, since the Regeneron was administered on Thursday night. https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1312428871401299969
Even if they’re telling the truth about the 72 hours thing, Trump still went to an indoor fundraiser/buffet knowing he’d been exposed to Hope Hicks. 
“The President’s vitals for the last 24 hours were very concerning... we are not on a clear path to a full recovery” is the statement they just read on CNN.
“Conversations w Republicans close to WH over last 12 hours indicate it’s been far more dire than WH has said.” https://twitter.com/gabrielsherman/status/1312442681662926850
In the afternoon, Trump’s Twitter account revives
The White House has released these photos which purport to show Trump "at work" at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center. Trump appears to be signing his name to a blank sheet of paper https://twitter.com/AndrewFeinberg/status/1312586796711149569
Ohio Gov DeWine announces a “day of prayer” for Trump and Melania https://twitter.com/GovMikeDeWine/status/1312453653542838273
Democrats still, still, determined to give Trump yet more goodies to hand out https://www.politico.com/newsletters/playbook/2020/10/03/going-well-i-think-490514

McConnell has been blocking relief legislation for 141 days while he rushes to jam Amy Barrett onto the Supreme Court, despite at least 3 GOP senators testing positive for covid, so she can strike down Affordable Care Act in middle of pandemic

10.2.2020
Ohio looks to be in a case surge https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1312096241527009280
(This is four days after warning based on wastewater analysis, and about six weeks after I observed widespread backsliding from precautions)
In an internal announcement, the Justice Department created an exception to a decadeslong policy meant to prevent prosecutors from taking overt investigative steps that might affect the outcome of the vote. https://www.propublica.org/article/doj-frees-federal-prosecutors-to-take-steps-that-could-interfere-with-elections-weakening-long-standing-policy
Official [who won’t go on record] says masks will still not be mandatory at the White House, even after president tested positive for the virus. The official described facial coverings as “a personal choice,” despite overwhelming evidence that they help stop spread of virus. https://apnews.com/a70acfe14728e061ff93be93314cff88
in 12 hours White House descriptions of Trump’s condition have shifted from "doing well" to "mild symptoms" to "very moderate case" https://twitter.com/abbydphillip/status/1312110456404803584
Subsequently, Trump "received a single 8 gram dose of Regeneron’s polyclonal antibody cocktail”; On CNN, Sanjay Gupta said that this is the highest dose given in clinical trials of the experimental cocktail, and combined with reports of the president's symptoms including a fever, could be a sign of the president's conditions. "There’s an increasing level of concern." https://twitter.com/MelissaGomez004/status/1312133044883525633
Three White House journalists test positive for coronavirus after closely covering Trump https://wapo.st/2Gy2mVG

https://wagingnonviolence.org/2020/09/10-things-you-need-to-know-to-stop-a-coup/

10.1.2020
Late at night the WH tells America that Trump, his wife, et al. have COVID-19. Lots of questions.
“There's an E-6B Mercury off the east coast near DC.  I looked because I would expect them to pop up if he tests positive.  It's a message to the small group of adversaries  with SLBMs and ICBMs.”  https://twitter.com/TimInHonolulu/status/1311883569086623744
Nearly 2,000 DOJ Alumni Sign Letter with Dire Warning: Bill Barr Is Working to Rig 2020 Election for Trump http://bit.ly/30p3v9j
The EPA has stripped Oklahoma's tribes of regulatory sovereignty over environmental matters and handed it to the state's governor. https://tyt.com/stories/4vZLCHuQrYE4uKagy0oyMA/65Oa5a0nYI4rljnOqxhUto
Trump's Former National Security Adviser, H.R. McMaster, says Donald Trump "is aiding and abetting Putin’s [disinformation] efforts" to influence our elections https://twitter.com/greenhousenyt/status/1311829747186491395
almost the entirety of Trump‘s national security cabinet felt he was unfit for office and his impulses made America less safe.  https://twitter.com/MilesTaylorUSA/status/1305485787178455041
Texas Gov. Abbott issues proclamation closing (as of Oct. 2) satellite offices where voters can drop off completed mail-in ballots. Counties can only have 1 dropoff point
South Carolina Republicans ask Supreme Court to restore witness requirement for mail-in ballots
Gov. Mike DeWine on Tuesday night: "A great job tonight by @realdonaldtrump!" Gov. Mike DeWine today: "The debate itself was certainly not our country's finest hour..."
Lindecke: “I think I will have to wear an N95 when I go get Karen”

Wednesday and Thursday Trump attended no-precautions indoor campaign events after testing positive with COVID-19 https://twitter.com/markmobility/status/1312437975507066882

Trump’s call for volunteers to stand watch at voting locations has prompted an enthusiastic response from known neo-Nazis & right-wing activists, leading many election & law enforcement officials to prepare for voter intimidation, arrests & even violence.

As of the end of September, the single largest debt that Trump’s campaign owed was to the Treasury Department: $670,000."

9.30.2020
A day after the Census Bureau fired off a one-sentence tweet announcing Oct 5 as its new "target date" for ending all efforts to tally country's residents a federal judge said she thinks the new schedule is "a violation" of her court order https://www.npr.org/2020/09/29/918441166/census-end-remains-uncertain-after-judge-calls-new-schedule-a-violation
The Republican-controlled Wisconsin Legislature is asking a federal appeals court to put on hold its ruling allowing for absentee ballots to be counted in the presidential battleground state for six days after the election https://twitter.com/sbauerAP/status/1311315727371120641
Yet again, Democrats are watering down their own agenda unilaterally in the apparently unkillable belief that this will be productive in some way and in this case doing so for legislation which would amount to a big goodie bag of relief funds that Trump can take credit for https://itep.org/people-need-relief-house-compromise-covid-19-bill-addresses-urgent-needs/

Trump uses words the way Russian intelligence employs “active measures” operations: not to inform or persuade, but to poison the mental atmosphere, to confuse and agitate the public until it begins to lose faith in rational discourse and, ultimately, in democracy.  https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/09/trump-trying-stoke-panic-about-election/616527/

“I know that I have blood on my hands by now,” wrote former Facebook data scientist Sophie Zhang. In an extensive memo she details how Facebook consistently knows about ways it’s being used to attack democracy, and does nothing. Zhang said she turned down a $64,000 severance package from the company to avoid signing a nondisparagement agreement. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/facebook-ignore-political-manipulation-whistleblower-memo

9.29.2020
despite every reason to know that nothing matching that description is in the offing, all the usual actors go through all the usual motions around the idea of an important/legitimate “Debate” event. Cleveland Scene e.g. has published multiple “the debate needs to cover this issue” articles, ignoring the reality that Trump is not a candidate campaigning for approval by persuading people that he will effectively help solve real problems. This is mostly an elite phenomenon, fwiw; Voters who plan to watch are tuning in to root for their candidate https://twitter.com/notdred/status/1311064961851043840
Trump was challenged to condemn white supremacists, who the FBI says are the country’s biggest domestic threat, and tell them to “stand down.” He refused, and instead told the violent white supremacist group the Proud Boys to “stand back and stand by” because “somebody's got to do something” about “the left,” who Trump said were the real problem. https://twitter.com/THEJordonBrown/status/1311137101325443074
The Proud Boys immediately celebrated and made it clear they saw the president’s words as his giving them his approval, if not direct marching orders … They released a new logo for their organization featuring the president’s exact words: “Stand Back. Stand By.” Apple News sends a notification summarizing this as “messy debate,” Toledo Blade describes it as “widely viewed as a trainwreck,” Scene went with “Worst Presidential Debate in History Was Pre-Event Protest,” GFG
“I don’t wear masks like him. He could be speaking 200 feet away from people and he’ll be wearing the biggest mask you’ve ever seen.” Trump to his opponent two nights before reportedly testing positive for COVID-19
Trump constantly bullied moderator Chris Wallace; in response Wallace kept trying to appease the abuser, "Mr. President, you're going to like this next question." He's the abused spouse, playing the role Trump wanted. https://twitter.com/LauraRBelin/status/1311295219934126087
Hours before the debate, a Trump camp email goes out: "I just finished debating Joe Biden." https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1311068232976080896
testing for virus gene fragments in wastewater has shown increases in 6 cities over last several weeks. ODH's Rebecca Fugitt says increases in wastewater tend to appear about 3 to 7 days before an increase in cases. https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1311007255307972616
Iowa breaks with CDC quarantine recommendations: People exposed to COVID19 will not have to quarantine for 14 days if face coverings were worn properly by both individuals during exposure https://twitter.com/melodymercadotv/status/1310982736950243330
End Citizens United email on Supreme Court and Lindsey Graham is near incoherent

In the last three months America has lost more people than Sri Lanka lost in 30 years of civil war. If this isn’t collapse, then the word has no meaning.  https://gen.medium.com/i-lived-through-collapse-america-is-already-there-ba1e4b54c5fc

One of the world’s largest wetlands and an extremely valuable ecosystem, the Pantanal has been burning time and again, but unprecedented fires have been destroying it since June, the largest number of fires over a 6-month period in the last twenty years. https://blog.ecosia.org/what-is-the-pantanal-and-why-is-it-burning/

mass die-off of thousands of songbirds in south-western US was caused by long-term starvation, made worse by unseasonably cold weather probably linked to the climate crisis, scientists have said. Flycatchers, swallows and warblers were among the migratory birds “falling out of the sky” in September, with carcasses found in New Mexico, Colorado, Texas, Arizona and Nebraska. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/dec/26/mass-die-off-of-birds-in-south-western-us-caused-by-starvation-aoe

9.28.2020
Pennsylvania GOP files “emergency application” to block Pennsylvania’s supreme court decision permitting absentee ballots to be counted if they  arrive after after election day. https://www.scotusblog.com/2020/09/pennsylvania-gop-leaders-ask-justices-to-block-order-on-counting-absentee-ballots-after-election-day/
“It would be stunning activism for SCOTUS to grant this request. It would mean mail in voting procedures would be upended in every state that permits ballots to be counted after election day. But it is exactly the type of argument Trump will make to call for an end to vote counting after Nov. 3rd, even if hundreds of thousands or millions of ballots have yet to be counted.” https://twitter.com/stevenmazie/status/1310639035577229313
Channel 4 News investigation reveals a huge Trump campaign data leak, exposing how 3.5 million Black Americans were listed as ‘Deterrence’ - to try to stop them voting in 2016. https://twitter.com/Channel4News/status/1310584937356103686
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, who oversees Census Bureau, has announced Oct. 5 as "target date" for ending all 2020 Census counting efforts, bureau's spokesperson Michael Cook confirms to me, days after a judge ordered counting through Oct. 31. https://twitter.com/hansilowang/status/1310690358154743809
The decision by the Commerce Department came as census takers across the U.S. told The Associated Press that they were being pressured to meet the Sept. 30 deadline, even after Koh issued her injunction. https://apnews.com/article/san-jose-california-courts-census-2020-21ed23c0431f4711289f3ceed91df8ef
Massachusetts has the second-highest COVID reproduction rate in the nation, per http://Rt.live. MA Governor Baker  is 1) lifting restrictions on indoor dining; 2) withholding key public health data; 3) allowing the eviction moratorium to expire. https://twitter.com/MikeConnollyMA/status/1310652350730833925
After pulling OH spots from TV, Trump uses White House as staging area for a blatantly political event with Portman and Turner. Trying to gin up “earned media” using taxpayer resources; Another day, another ethics violation.  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1310644707727466497
Dave Lindecke: “Santa Rosa is on fire again … when I see a pyrocumulus cloud from my house, that's not good”

9.27.2020
NY Times reports that Trump’s tax returns show a bust financial empire and massive fraud
The total debt accounted for still rounds to $1.1 billion. A lot of that, as the NYT story says, is coming due soon. https://twitter.com/DanAlexander21/status/1310369495454801920
Trump’s until-recently campaign manager Brad Parscale went on an armed rampage resulting in SWAT intervention https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fort-lauderdale/fl-ne-brad-parscale-suicide-attempt-saved-by-cop-friend-20200928-irc2wvhvczblhakhnsdnfeppme-story.html

It is now standard procedure for presidential campaigns to prepare for legal showdowns that could end in the Supreme Court, according to Jorge Lopez, a Miami attorney and Republican campaign strategist who served on the GW Bush legal team.

9.26.2020
Amy Barrett announced as Supreme Court nominee at what would prove to be a COVID superspreader event infecting a dozen top Republicans. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1312184686349705216
(a wealthy ruler who throws a big party in his huge mansion during an epidemic for his asymptomatic friends while the peasants die and then the virus shows up and tears through his fancy guests is beat for beat the plot of Edgar Allan Poe’s “Masque of the Red Death”) https://twitter.com/meakoopa/status/1312329599200657408
Barrett brought her 7 unmasked kids to show how pro life she is so she could be confirmed, by a group of pro life people who have presided over 200K+ deaths, to be a pro life judge that will uphold the death penalty and take away health insurance https://twitter.com/JLCauvin/status/1312229197583134721
Rep. Joaquin Castro: “Just left the ICE detention center in Irwin County, Georgia — it’s a prison. We listened to cries for freedom, stories of neglect and retaliation for speaking out. One women detained described the experience as torture.”

Some states are getting COVID-19 spread under control, but hospitalization levels haven’t gone down much

Amy Barrett, John Roberts & Brett Kavanaugh all worked on George W. Bush‘s legal team during 2000 recount in Florida & worked to stop votes from being counted; two are now on the Supreme Court and a third has been nominated for it.

9.25.2020
Texas attorney general gins up charges as pretext to get the words “mail ballot fraud”  and “Democrats” into story summaries http://api.newsplugin.com/article/527049180/Yu5igOw40jbneA83
Swing Left e-mail: “The battle for Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s Supreme Court seat is going to be epic. [That’s a complete fantasy. It’s a foregone conclusion.] It’s already shifting the calculus in many Senate races. [Is it?]”
WFP e-mail: “We need to mobilize an overwhelming, record turnout of voters to remove Trump from the White House, build a movement big enough to secure that victory”
Common Cause e-mail: “Vetting a nominee takes time -- reviewing thousands of documents and cases, in addition to an FBI background check. There’s just not enough time to do that properly, in a highly partisan environment, right before a national election. Instead, Sen. Lindsey Graham is already bragging that the Senate ‘got the votes to confirm’ -- without even knowing who the nominee is! “

Early voting numbers are essentially unprecedented https://www.huffpost.com/entry/2016-early-voting-underwa_b_12184290

Reportedly Larry Householder and his codefendants will argue that outright and explicit quid pro quo bribery is speech protected by Citizens United. https://www.thirdbasepolitics.com/actual-lol-householder-five-lawyers-will-argue-corruption-is-free-speech/

9.24.2020
a new executive order on health careL It's a glorified press release, nothing more -- and one that should be treated as the pathetic document that it is. https://twitter.com/nicholas_bagley/status/1309297065357455361

Actually happening in 2020: son of corporate enforcer Joe Lieberman running as a fake anti-establishment spoiler candidate to protect Republican senate candidates having trouble in Georgia

9.23.2020
Trump: “get rid of the ballots.” https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1308906515483578374
DeWine is asked directly if he condemns President Trump's refusal to commit to a peaceful transition of power. "I'm not going to condemn anything. I don't know what's in (Trump's) heart and his mind," DeWine answers.
Grand jury allows all three murderers of Breonna Taylor to walk free 

Ohio's online voter registration might not work for many college students https://twitter.com/jbalmert/status/1309183813294096386

Democracy Docket: Republicans have made fighting our voting rights cases “a top priority and they are willing to put forward whatever resources necessary, including expanding the budget for such battles.”

Pennsylvania Republican Party chair acknowledges “conversations” about using the state legislature to award the state’s electoral votes to Trump https://twitter.com/dandrezner/status/1308755024231759872

The Trump Administration is on track to give farmers 4x the entire cost of the Auto Industry Bailout [to try alleviating the impacts of a trade war the Trump created https://twitter.com/AustinFrerick/status/1308361489330450432.
farm policy experts and watchdog groups warn the subsidies are growing too big and too fast, with no strings attached and little oversight from Congress — and that Washington could have a difficult time shutting off the spigot. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/07/14/donald-trump-coronavirus-farmer-bailouts-359932

9.22.2020
Swing Left e-mail: “These [cold calls to complete strangers] are critical—in some cases, these calls are the only way voters are hearing about the candidates and casting a ballot.” [GFG]

Early voting has already kicked off in several states … In North Carolina, Black voters’ ballots are already being rejected at more than four times the rate of white voters. FiveThirtyEight

The pseudonymous managing editor of RedState has been trashing Fauci, Redfield, and the govt's COVID response generally. Turns out, his day job is a press officer at the National institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases—the agency that Fauci leads https://www.thedailybeast.com/redstate-covid-troll-streiff-is-actually-bill-crews-and-he-actually-works-for-dr-anthony-fauci?ref=wrap

9.21.2020
Lakewood’s Mayor George: “Friday the CDC published that the virus is airborne, then they retracted it. That’s what we’re dealing with.”
Montgomery County Ohio, where President Trump will rally in Vandalia and Gov. Mike DeWine is expected to meet him, is a Red/Level 3 Public Emergency on the state's website. https://twitter.com/iAryeh/status/1308118489664835585
Ohio Democrats mostly remain convinced that DeWine has done a good job keeping us safe
Lt. Governor Jon Husted (R-OH) tries to promote pro-Trump masks at today's rally ... and is met with a huge chorus of boos.
Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose’s lies continue to unravel https://twitter.com/HarlemFlipper/status/1308047987050979329
Local cop's son shows off the Biden signs he and his friends stole, then tags the accomplices on his Instagram post. https://twitter.com/OhioUnionCoDems/status/1308191602884608000

We are approaching something like Tacitus’s account of Nero and the Burning of Rome

9.19.2020
Trump: ”If I lose to him, I don't know what I'm gonna do. I will never speak to you again. You'll never see me again." The characteristic feature of the discard phase of a relationship with a malignant narcissist is rage: annihilatory rage. https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1307506629131358208

Even Ohio Capital Journal’s home page is mostly stories about the Supreme Court.
The chronicler needs some self-care. This is the second year in a row when events simply overloaded me in September and I kind of dropped out.

9.18.2020
Ruth Bader Ginsburg dies.
McConnell practically gloated, saying, "President Trump’s nominee will receive a vote on the floor of the United States Senate.”
Lindsey Graham in 2016 said ”I want you to use my words against me: If there's a Republican president … and a vacancy occurs in the last year of the first term, you can say Lindsey Graham said, 'Let's let the next president, whoever it might be, make that nomination.’”, and he promised again in 2018, "If an opening comes in the last year of President Trump's term, and the primary process has started, we'll wait till the next election." But mere hours after Ginsburg died, he said that he'll support Trump "in any effort to move forward regarding the recent vacancy.” [Anything Democrats say or do during sham confirmation hearings, other than use their time to repeat Graham’s own words over and over and over and over, is just stupid.]
“A high-level Romney insider tells me Mitt Romney has committed to not confirming a Supreme Court nominee until after Inauguration Day 2021.” apparently this was a lie https://twitter.com/JimDabakis/status/1307120855454044160
On Friday, the U.S. Commerce Department announced that American users will no longer be able to download TikTok on Nov 12 (i.e. after the election) https://slate.com/technology/2020/09/what-trumps-ban-on-tiktok-and-wechat-means.html
AP review of medical records reveals growing allegations that a gynecologist operated on detained migrant women without their consent. http://apne.ws/OvHZT5c
“Trump will say US is on track to have 100 million doses of an approved vaccine distributed by year end” [media begins running this before he even holds news conf], He said that if he was elected he would eliminate the national debt … there's a nonzero chance Trump announces the completion of a coronavirus vaccine this afternoon and holds up a bottle of Clorox https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1307019360117174272
Frank LaRose staff continuing to lie to callers https://twitter.com/okrapickles/status/1307076075302924289
“NOAA taps” i.e. Trump installs another climate change denier https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1307025345082724352

Ronald Davis, former police chief and executive director of President Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, recently shared, “After 30 years in local law enforcement trying to reform it, I would frankly say we cannot reform our current system.” https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/what-its-going-take-fix-policing

It was an enormous story when Robert Gates wrote a book about his policy disagreements with Obama and now you've got multiple former staffers coming out saying "please for the love of god he's a monster.” https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1306742907760783360

This week, voters and election administrators who emailed Leanne Jackson, the clerk of rural Hamilton County in central Texas, received bureaucratic-looking replies. “Re: official precinct results,” one subject line read. The text supplied passwords for an attached file. But Jackson didn’t send the messages. Instead, they came from Sri Lankan and Congolese email addresses, and they cleverly hid malicious software inside a Microsoft Word attachment. By the time Jackson learned about the forgery, it was too late. Hackers continued to fire off look-alike replies. Jackson’s three-person office, already grappling with the coronavirus pandemic, ground to a near standstill. https://www.propublica.org/article/foreign-hackers-cripple-texas-countys-email-system-raising-election-security-concerns

US is one of the relatively fortunately positioned nations re: climate change and it’s going to be bad https://www.propublica.org/article/climate-change-will-force-a-new-american-migration

9.17.2020
FBI Director Chris Wray told lawmakers Thursday that antifa is an ideology, not an organization, testimony that puts him at odds with President Donald Trump, who has said he would designate it a terror group.
This morning WH Chief of staff Mark Meadows said Redfield is not tuned into what those “closest to the process” know about when the public will have access to a vaccine.  Redfield is the director of the CDCgov, which wrote the playbook outlining vaccine distribution.
Amy Dorris is the 26th woman to accuse Donald Trump of sexual assault. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/09/amy-dorris-sexual-assault-trump-accusation.html
Federal judge rules Trump & Louis DeJoy were "involved in a politically motivated attack on the efficiency of the Postal Service” & will issue injunction reversing changes leading to mail delays under DeJoy. The lawsuit was pursued exclusively by Democratic attorneys general.  https://twitter.com/APWUnational/status/1307062090994200578

"Before DeJoy’s changes, the Postal Service routinely delivered more than 90% of first-class mail on time... In crucial regions that could decide the election, on-time rates fell 20.4% in Northern Ohio; 19.1% in Detroit; and 17.9% in Central Pennsylvania." https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1306319611630178305

More than 50,000 workers have taken time off for virus-related reasons, slowing mail delivery. The Postal Service doesn’t test employees or check their temperatures, and its contact tracing is erratic.  https://www.propublica.org/article/poorly-protected-postal-workers-are-catching-covid-19-by-the-thousands-its-one-more-threat-to-voting-by-mail

Ohio Republicans are going into hyperspeed overdrive lying about their campaign for voter suppression. They told multiple lies to pretend that Senator Matt Dolan is not a member of the Controlling Board, to allow him to opt out of a vote which was itself just another excuse for Secretary of State Frank LaRose not to provide prepaid postage for ballots. https://twitter.com/RRuby44/status/1306663500312346624
In fact LaRose has the authority and available funds to provide the prepaid postage he claims to want, and he’s now lying about that too. https://twitter.com/RepBrideSweeney/status/1306642855272878082
As the scrutiny intensifies, so does LaRose’s resort to lying and denialism https://twitter.com/FrankLaRose/status/1306716589031665666

Trump’s businesses have charged the US government $1.1 million in private transactions — and Trump’s Bedminster club kept billing taxpayers for room rentals even while it was closed due to COVID-19. https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1306624731114811394

9.16.2020
Attorney General Barr has encouraged prosecutors to seek charges against protesters including sedition, conspiracies or plots to overthrow the government. Legal experts say such charges could run up against First Amendment protections. 
Trump contradicts CDC director Redfield on when vaccine will be widely available saying: “I think he made a mistake when he said that. It’s just incorrect information.” Redfield estimated it could take 6-9 months to get public vaccinated.
Trump: “The deaths in the blue states don’t count”
Republicans have successfully bullied “Big Ten” conference school administrations into reversing the cancellation of 2020 football, and starting games in late October. https://twitter.com/david_darmofal/status/1306228975266664448
Big10 football players will be tested daily for COVID19. Many meatpacking plant employees—declared essential workers by the federal government—in the Big 10 region can't get adequate testing for themselves or their families. Some have been denied testing by local governments. https://twitter.com/TedGenoways/status/1306244165664223234
University of Georgia playing college football this fall but won’t have an early voting site on campus.  https://twitter.com/UGAvotes/status/1306230125537759233
Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose has filed a court motion consisting of flat-out denial of his own past statements https://twitter.com/DavidPepper/status/1306296808663023616
Frank LaRose said he wanted to lift the order banning multiple drop boxes, but couldn't because it wouldn't be legal. When the Court issued a declaratory judgment saying it was legal, he still refused to lift the order.
52% of people ages 18-29 are now living with their parents due to the pandemic, according to Pew.

It is staggering how doggedly Democrats keep trying to give Trump an enormous populist relief bill to sign, and how insistent Republicans are on refusing such.

Yelp data shows 60% of business closures due to the coronavirus pandemic are now permanent. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/16/yelp-data-shows-60percent-of-business-closures-due-to-the-coronavirus-pandemic-are-now-permanent.html?__source=sharebar%7Ctwitter&par=sharebar

In an effort that local officials and experts describe as far more extensive than anything launched in previous elections, the Trump campaign is pushing for particulars on everything from ballot storage to volunteer vetting, through personal outreach as well as in writing, election officials tell CNN. https://www.wxii12.com/article/president-trump-campaign-grills-election-officials-about-veracity-of-mail-in-voting/33986338#
https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/10/politics/voting-trump-campaign-questions-wisconsin-georgia/index.html

Trump has succeeded in changing the subject from the pandemic. In the recent Siena polling of New Hampshire, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Arizona equal numbers said law and order was as important as COVID. https://www.bleedingheartland.com/2020/09/15/the-wrong-message-at-the-wrong-time/

9.15.2020 
We lost another 1,000 Americans today. We have now lost over 200,000 Americans to COVID-19. https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/us/
Trump just declared once again on Fox News that the outcome of the election cannot be legitimate if he loses. This is the third time he's made this claim explicit. Yet the political media just seems to largely tolerate it.  https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1305882295686049800
Trump has apparently forced the takeover of Tik Tok by Oracle, a company owned by a political ally https://www.theverge.com/2020/9/14/21436035/tiktok-oracle-deal-bytedance-president-trump-safety
Ohio gov. late Tuesday capitulated in advance to the Trump campaign on a potential COVID-19 superspreader event “rally,” promising not to enforce social distancing, crowd size limitations or the state's mask mandate http://sanduskyregister.com/go/cb4caf56c60f 
ICE begins “Citizens Academy” program to encourage wingnut racist Trumpers to arrest and turn in people they suspect of being undocumented immigrants https://www.newsweek.com/ice-launching-citizens-academy-course-how-agency-arrests-immigrants-1516656
Another court finds that voter access in Ohio is lawful, in this case striking down Secretary of State Frank LaRose’s arbitrary prohibition on multiple ballot drop boxes per county
LaRose had indicated that he would abide by such a ruling https://twitter.com/KatyAShanahan/status/1305952332522414082
But LaRose promptly filed a motion to stay the ruling before it was even released. https://twitter.com/HarlemFlipper/status/1305906184285827072
Meanwhile LaRose is illegally renewing his prohibition order https://electionlawblog.org/?p=115253
LaRose has staff lying to people who call about this https://twitter.com/MarySin64105915/status/1306000229901238274
And Ohio Republicans are spreading insane conspiracy nuttery https://twitter.com/ohiogop/status/1305918288187273217
For what it’s worth the above is wild, crazy extreme off the rails https://twitter.com/rickhasen/status/1306238581694853121
Trump’s most fawning lickspittle, Lindsey Graham, actually tries without a trace of shame to attack his Senate opponent for not releasing tax returns after almost a week
Columbus Dispatch decides to run an entire article about a flyspeck with fewer than 100 votes in the 2016 election and elevate this village to the status of “Trump Country.” https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1305827221685383168
Highest daily death toll in Ohio since May but Gov DeWine has made sure to prioritize indemnity for bosses if someone gets sick at work because they didn't provide a safe working environment. 
Actual Trump today: “You’re going to develop, you’re going to develop herd mentality; it’s going to be, going to be herd developed.” https://twitter.com/RonaldKlain/status/1306053530059509763
Trump makes nonsense claim US will see Covid vaccine within 'weeks.' ‘I want the vaccine fast,’ president says during interview on Fox & Friends, claiming government will start delivering it ‘immediately’

Multiple journalists/pundits are raising an alarm that journalism is completely failing to cover Trump helpfully, accurately or responsibly. “Donald Trump is weak on book-learning but extremely canny about attention management.” But their diagnosis of failure seems more likely to describe the prevailing reality than to result in sudden reform to it. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/09/media-mistakes/616222/

The top 1% of Americans have taken $50 trillion from the bottom 90%—and that's made the U.S. less secure https://ti.me/2FuGNoB

Six hundred mail sorting machines removed. No plan for them to be replaced.
Before the changes, the Postal Service routinely delivered more than 90% of first-class mail on time... In crucial regions that could decide the election, on-time rates fell 20.4% in Northern Ohio; 19.1% in Detroit; and 17.9% in Central Pennsylvania. https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1306319611630178305

Charlie Kirk's c4 Turning Point USA enlisted minors in a "troll farm" spreading coordinated pro-Trump messaging. Thousands of identical posts lifted from shared doc, users nowhere disclose ties to Turning Point https://twitter.com/isaacstanbecker/status/1305992812840837126

“Fact checkers” excoriate Biden campaign for honesty about the reality that Trump endangers Social Security (even though that’s what Trump is doing)

9.14.2020
Whistleblower report: ICE detainees faced medical neglect and hysterectomies, whistleblower alleges. Nurse Dawn Wooten says she was demoted and reprimanded when she spoke out about practices at Georgia detention center https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/sep/14/ice-detainees-hysterectomies-medical-neglect-irwin-georgia
https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/like-an-experimental-concentration-camp-whistleblower-complaint-alleges-mass-hysterectomies-at-ice-detention-center/
Also today, the U.S. government late Monday deported a crucial witness in an ongoing investigation into allegations of sexual assault and harassment at an El Paso, Texas, immigrant detention center. The DHS and DOJ inspectors general are investigating allegations that ICE guards assaulted detainees in camera blind spots. DHS instructed ICE not to deport a key witness, then suddenly decided to allow it  though she says she fears persecution from drug cartels there. https://www.propublica.org/article/ice-has-deported-a-woman-who-said-guards-sexually-assaulted-her-while-the-investigation-is-ongoing
Apparently HHS official Michael Caputo's made an insane rant about an armed plot to depose Trump. But our political media/discourse doesn't have the vocabulary to adequately capture the fact that Trump himself has said again and again that no verdict rendered by our political system that removes him from power can be a legitimate outcome. https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1305606211874816006
NY Times got the above right, relatively, but Washington Post headline was absurd https://twitter.com/NPRmelissablock/status/1305856291571630081
In Iowa, courts continue to favor GOP attempts to throw out ballot applications. Thousands of absentee ballot requests have been “made void” by a judge in Iowa, so that many voters who now think they have requested a ballot in fact will not receive one — unless they start over; Iowa judges rapidly ruled in favor of GOP litigants. Meanwhile LULAC (represented by Democratic attorneys) has been waiting nearly 2 MONTHS for a HEARING on request for injunction against unconstitutional law restricting how county auditors can process absentee ballot requests. https://twitter.com/LauraRBelin/status/1305495303521554441
Clevelander Angie Schmitt: “My son's enrolled in online school and so far only two children in the whole class have actually logged on and attended.” https://twitter.com/schmangee/status/1305547118082482177
Forbes simply promotes this disinformation verbatim: ‘I Don’t Think Science Knows, Actually’: Trump Dismisses Climate Science In California Wildfire... “It’ll start getting cooler, you just watch," the president said. https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackbrewster/2020/09/14/i-dont-think-science-knows-actually-trump-dismisses-climate-science-in-california-wildfire-discussion/#2c21eceb2e85
Terry Branstad is stepping down as US Ambassador to China. “He was going to be the great savior of the ag economy, an export generating juggernaut owing to his vaunted personal relationship with Xi. But in the end, the ag economy suffered because his boss was economically inept, and Branstad became irrelevant.”
the City of Henderson, NV has fined Xtreme Manufacturing a penalty of $3,000 for six violations of the city’s directive on COVID mitigation as a result of President Trump’s Sunday rally.  https://twitter.com/ryanobles/status/1305625557208576006

It has come to this. The president of the United States is holding one COVID-19 superspreader event after another, each time violating local government orders and laws, and his party approves because of a belief that this will help him politically. https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/14/politics/trump-rallies-democrats-republicans/index.html

Western climate fires are still a horror show https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/15/firefighters-pushed-to-the-limits-as-unprecedented-infernos-rage-across-us-west-coast
Entire towns have been burned to the ground, people are fleeing, the sky is full of smoke, and all of this is happening during a health pandemic, where it’s dangerous to seek refuge with other people. 
Farmworkers in Oregon this week used N95 masks and their cell phone flashlights to pick cucumbers in the midst of devastating wildfires
“I went 600 miles and I never got out of the smoke,” Sen. Merkley says of his drive through Oregon to survey wildfire damage. “It was absolutely apocalyptic.” https://on.msnbc.com/2FpeAjx

9.13.2020
Another Republican superspreader event in Nevada https://twitter.com/JonLemire/status/1305315736320057345

Trump ad asks people to support the troops. But it uses a picture of Russian jets. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/14/trump-ad-asks-people-to-support-the-troops-but-it-uses-a-picture-of-russian-jets-414883

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights spent months analyzing threats to minority voting rights during the coronavirus pandemic, coming up with what one commissioner called a “behemoth” set of recommendations. But no one will see them. Conservative commissioners recently appointed by President Donald Trump voted to shelve the report, its findings and recommendations, even commissioners' statements. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/09/17/trump-appointees-torpedo-report-voting-rights-during-covid/5818788002/

White supremacists will remain the most "persistent and lethal threat" in the United States through 2021, according to Department of Homeland Security draft documents https://cnn.it/3iAzVo8

9.12.2020
US political journalism is ridiculous. Trump makes up fictional rescue of the auto industry; Toledo Blade introduces this as simply “what [Democrats] labeled an attempt to rewrite history.” Frank LaRose has said over and over for years that he wants online ballot requests; now that he is resisting a court decision saying he can go right ahead immediately and provide them, AP airbrushes away his lying by converting online ballot requests into “something sought by Democrats.” Good fucking grief.
South Dakota AG Jason Ravnsborg was reading Joe Biden conspiracy theories at John Solomon's Just The News website while driving when he slammed into a man, killing him and hitting him so hard the man's face came through the windshield. (Ravnsborg claimed he thought he hit a deer) https://twitter.com/timothywjohnson/status/1365308804032835585
Facebook (after national media attention) removes false claims that the wildfires in Oregon were started by certain groups. This is based on confirmation from law enforcement that these rumors are forcing local fire and police agencies to divert resources from fighting the fires and protecting the public. https://twitter.com/ClaraJeffery/status/1304935256105955328
Attendees for Trump's rally in Nevada bunch together with few wearing masks as they wait to go through security.
South Dakota’s attorney general apparently committed manslaughter (if not vehicular homicide) under very sketchy circumstances which local law enforcement have been helping him try to cover up https://twitter.com/RachelSB/status/1305906733060157442
Brazil COVID-19 death toll passes 130,000. With the 2nd-highest death toll in the pandemic after the United States, Brazil has been devastated by COVID19. 
Israel becomes first nation to announce a second coronavirus lockdown

In Oregon, white militias are setting up "checkpoints" along evacuation routes to look for "antifa" who they believe are setting the fires (because they heard references to “BLM” on the radio and are too braindead to realize that it meant Bureau of Land Management).  https://twitter.com/alicegoldfuss/status/1304638305519071232
A local county sheriff’s department is treating these acts as well-intentioned https://twitter.com/MultCoSO/status/1304631505314930688

The president of the United States continually publishes false information about elections and voting, and gets it in front of millions of people before social media networks reluctantly put some kind of label on it. This happens again, and again, and again.

The Democracy Docket team is playing whack-a-mole against an onslaught of GOP attacks on voting. In the past 2 days alone, they filed to intervene in Michigan, Arizona, & Nevada. They have active cases in 19+ states.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s politically appointed communications aides have demanded the right to review and seek changes to the CDC weekly scientific reports charting the progress of the coronavirus pandemic, in what officials characterized as an attempt to intimidate the reports’ authors and water down their communications to health professionals. In some cases, emails from communications aides to CDC Director Robert Redfield and other senior officials openly complained that the agency’s reports would undermine President Donald Trump's optimistic messages about the outbreak 
Since Michael Caputo, a former Trump campaign official with no medical or scientific background, was installed in April as the health department's new spokesperson, there have been substantial efforts to align the reports with Trump's statements https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/11/exclusive-trump-officials-interfered-with-cdc-reports-on-covid-19-412809

Colleges in all 50 states are seeing explosion of positive coronavirus tests. Thousands of cases have been reported among students, staff and faculty nationwide. https://twitter.com/DelthiaRicks/status/1304920082867511297

One of the most accurate COVID-19 models, by independent data scientist Youyang Gu, projects that the death rate will fall to 400 per day by Nov. 1, with a projected death toll of 218,000.

"If covid-19's vascular effects are widespread, >20 million patients who have 'recovered' could be living with serious damage to their blood vessels. That could unleash a global surge in vascular diseases" like strokes and heart attacks https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1305851545351786496

9.11.2020
Every three days in the United States, COVID-19 kills more people than we lost on 9/11.
The Trump administration has siphoned nearly $4 million away from a program that tracks and treats FDNY firefighters and medics suffering from 9/11 related illnesses. The Treasury Department mysteriously started withholding parts of payments — nearly four years ago https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-fdny-911-health-program-treasury-20200910-s7yam67j6vhmhbdzg6ordanfdm-story.html
Democratic opponent of Qanon Republican Marjorie Taylor Greene withdraws under threats from lunatic right https://twitter.com/Rochambeau_1781/status/1350615183765463041
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/marjorie-taylor-green-qanon-kevin-van-ausdal_n_5f5bd8c2c5b62874bc1ce61d
Many people who should know better are waxing nostalgic for America came together, cooperated and chose hope over fear after 9/11/2001… that’s almost the opposite of what actually happened. Even Paul effin’ Krugman who was front and center for Bush’s appalling presidency.
Trump: America is rounding the final turn on pandemic. Dr. Fauci: "I have to disagree with that, because if you look at ... the statistics they are disturbing. We're plateauing at around 40,000 cases a day. And the deaths are around a thousand." https://twitter.com/mitchellreports/status/1304450824022700033
A court rules that Ohio elections officials must accept electronic requests for ballots. Secretary of State Frank LaRose has claimed all year long that he supports this but can’t implement it without a change to existing law. But now he is appealing the ruling and promoting false threats that joining the many other states which allow electronic ballot requests "rolls out the red carpet to Russian hackers – painting a giant bullseye on the back of our election system and upending the significant progress Ohio has made on elections cybersecurity." https://twitter.com/jbalmert/status/1304540528885878784
USPS delivers disinformation about voting by mail; drops nationwide postcard which includes recommendations inappropriate and confusing in a dozen states, after refusing Secretaries of States’ requests to review ahead of time and refusing requests not to mail the misleading postcard.  https://twitter.com/JenaGriswold/status/1304610356313030657
Incumbent Republican Senator Susan Collins refuses, during televised debate, to answer a question about who she will vote for in presidential election  https://apnews.com/4147f0b14fb1d21c853e14c67c230999
Trump at 23,035 false or misleading claims as of Sept. 11. That means 525 additional claims in just one week https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1331343138326196225
Treasury report shows U.S. Federal deficits so far this fiscal year total a record of $3-trillion. It pushes the National Debt to a record $26.7-trillion.  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/us-budget-deficit-hits-all-time-high-of-3-trillion/?ftag=CNM-00-10aab6a&linkId=99413559

Since the start of President Trump’s term, American and foreign government officials have made more than one thousand visits to the Trump International Hotel in Washington, D.C., a property that the president continues to profit from. This milestone reflects the luxury hotel’s transformation into a hub for politicians and foreign interests seeking to influence the Trump administration—often by transferring wealth directly into President Trump’s pockets. https://www.citizensforethics.org/public-officials-one-thousand-visits-to-trumps-dc-hotel/

Middle East nations who brag about having Kushner in their pocket are making BS press release statements (with no real action) with an indicted Israeli PM to try and influence an American election, to continue their free reign of corruption w Trump. https://twitter.com/meiselasb/status/1304474091009658880

Texas schools are seeing steep declines in the number of students getting free meals, despite increased need; many families with students learning at home can't access the free breakfasts and lunches they depended on when their children were attending school in person. https://www.texastribune.org/2020/09/11/texas-schools-free-meals/

The presidential campaign is on track to cost more than $3 billion. 

Thursday afternoon, Ohio Gov. DeWine announced Dr. Joan Duwve as Ohio’s new health director; by Thursday evening Duwve withdrew. Friday afternoon, Duwve said she turned down the Ohio Dept. of Health director job to protect her family from the harassment predecessor Amy Acton experienced. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/09/10/dewines-health-director-pick-declines-position/3464028001/

David Kilcullen is one of the world’s leading authorities on insurgencies. For decades he has studied them. As an infantry soldier in the Australian army and an adviser to the U.S. Army, he’s fought against them. His latest scholarly work has focused on their role in urban conflicts. Kilcullen says that America is in a state of “incipient insurgency,” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/09/america-insurgency-chaos-trump-violence.html

9.10.2020
Brennan Center panelists: we’re going to see things this election we haven’t seen, hadn’t imagined, picture heavily armed voter intimidation outside polling places e.g.; social media will fan belief in vote rigging massively
Roger Stone was supposed to be in prison now, having been convicted of 7 federal crimes. But thanks to Trump, he's a free man — and  can call into Alex Jones' conspiracy show. He did Thursday, and urged Trump to do a bunch of illegal things regarding the election. Stone's comments, included a slew of completely false statements about voter fraud, blatant threats of voter intimidation, and a pubic call for Trump to launch a coup if he loses. Stone urged Trump to order the arrest of the Clintons, Mark Zuckerberg and Harry Reid. He urged Trump to seize all ballots in Nevada after the polls close. https://www.mediamatters.org/roger-stone/roger-stone-calls-trump-seize-total-power-if-he-loses-election
As municipal clerks across Wisconsin were beginning to mail roughly 1 million absentee ballots to voters on Thursday, September 10—in order to meet a legally mandated state deadline of September 17–the state’s Republican supreme court judges ordered a halt to the process. Election law expert Rick Hasen: “The technical legal term for this is shitshow,”  https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/wisconsin-absentee-ballot-court/
In “Operation: Relentless Pursuit,” it appears that the Trump administration is offering large city governments a temporary bribe to ratchet (as in one-way) up the size of police forces which generally appear wildly pro-Trump and contemptuous of local civilian authority. Today Cleveland City Council said “sign us up.”
Trump is holding a rally in Michigan today—while also refusing to fully fund their National Guard.
Former Michigan GOP Executive Director, as President Trump heads back to Michigan: "Your legacy will never be anything but death, destitution, demise and corruption." https://www.michiganadvance.com/2020/09/10/jeff-timmer-welcome-back-to-michigan-president-trump/
The Trump rally is a superspreader event as usual https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1304222699603058688
Trump kicked reporter @michpoligal out of his event because she tweeted that the majority of attendees were not wearing masks
Official White House WH account posts Michigan stats coinciding with Trump rally tonight. (Taxpayers are now footing the bill b/c DJT campaign spent $1B and is broke.) https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1304264529291993089
Federal prosecutor Nora Dannehy, a top aide to U.S. Attorney John H. Durham in his Russia investigation, resigns - at least partly out of concern that the investigative team is being pressed for political reasons to produce a report before its work is done, colleagues said. https://www.courant.com/news/connecticut/hc-news-john-durham-dannehy-resignation-20200911-20200911-xcsapnq7g5e63kvtw5aqi7cv34-story.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/11/durham-aide-quits-russiagate-412699
https://www.justsecurity.org/72414/dannehy-resignation-confirms-barrs-intent-to-use-durham-probe-for-political-ends/
Andrii Derkach had been working with Trump lawyer Rudy Giuliani and One America News network, which Trump has come to favor in the past year, to push a false conspiracy to smear Joe Biden.  Cabinet members on Thursday, issued statements that describe Derkach’s work as part of ongoing Russian attempts to sway the outcome of the coming election. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ukraine-biden-disinformation_n_5f5a97e7c5b6b48507fde30a
The same Derkach who gave packets of foreign disinformation to Devin Nunes, Ron Johnson, and worked with Giuliani on the orders of Trump to spread lies about Biden.
https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/10/politics/treasury-sanctions-derkach-ukraine-election-interference/index.html
US DOJ promotes content on  the Fox streaming service; DOJ has not done anything remotely like this in the past. https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1304095106472071169
Trump’s campaign, the Republican National Committee and the Ohio Republican Party jumped into a legal fight over Ohio’s elections, seeking to prevent a push for multiple drop boxes for absentee ballots in counties across the state. https://www.cleveland.com/politics/2020/09/trumps-campaign-jumps-into-ohio-elections-fight-opposing-lawsuit-over-multiple-drop-boxes-in-counties.html
Trump’s lawyers argue necessity to block them to keep a “competitive environment” for their candidate. https://twitter.com/KatyAShanahan/status/1304460882894782468
A British Govt Minister proudly declaring they’ll break international law & breach an international Treaty. https://twitter.com/nealerichmond/status/1304096453678292993

After four years of the Trump campaign and the Trump presidency, the political desk of the NY Times still cannot honestly come to terms with the news it’s supposed to cover. This institution, following its institutional imperatives, would rather prop up a racist and incompetent presidency than tell the truth about it. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/04/trump-immigration-tweet-new-york-times.html

After the ACLU exposed the enormous scale of wrongful, illegal voter purging in the state before the 2018 election, Sec. of State Raffensperger tried to deflect the scandal by alleging “double-voting” https://blackvotersmatterfund.org/news/black-voters-matter-fund-g-a-sec-of-state-announcement-is-a-distraction-from-real-injustice/

Teachers die of COVID in South Carolina, Mississippi, Missouri, Iowa and Oklahoma as schools reopen https://www.newsweek.com/teachers-die-covid-south-carolina-mississippi-missouri-iowa-oklahoma-schools-reopen-1531147
Some Iowa schools are shuffling their students around every 12 to 14 minutes to get around rules that require quarantine for exposure of 15 consecutive minutes to an infected classmate.  Health experts warn it doesn't make anyone safer https://iowastartingline.com/2020/09/09/musical-chairs-iowa-school-districts-new-way-to-skirt-covid-rules/

Critical testing for lead poisoning has plummeted in many parts of the country. https://www.cnn.com/2020/09/10/health/lead-poisoning-in-children-wellness-partner/index.html

Small businesses have largely exhausted their federal funding and are starting to lay off workers, with many worrying about having to shut their doors for good, according to a new survey from Goldman Sachs https://www.axios.com/small-business-confidence-goldman-sachs-74ba6e69-ad0e-4cb5-bee3-d03445b2a30e.html

9.9.2020
I don’t know quite what to think about today’s “Trump knew” story, based on remarks he made to that dirtbag Bob Woodward who is now peddling yet another gossip book. Ignorance wouldn’t be a valid excuse for turning America into a plague state, and anyway we knew months ago that he had warnings. How is “ah ha, he even admitted to someone realizing how dangerous it was” constitute a new scandal? 
Seems more important that Trump still doesn’t have an adequate national testing strategy.
Whistleblower complaint: DHS leadership sought to cook intelligence to make it look like terrorists were entering the US via the southern border, Kristjen Nielsen, the former DHS chief who oversaw the family separation policy, knowingly lied to Congress (a felony) about terrorists crossing the US/Mexico border. Former top DHS official also alleges that he was told to “cease providing intelligence assessments on the threat of Russian interference” & instead focus on China/Iran. https://intelligence.house.gov/uploadedfiles/murphy_wb_dhs_oig_complaint9.8.20.pdf
Democrats voted aid to state and local government months ago, and Republicans have been completely indifferent; NY Times writes it up as “Washington deadlocked on aid.” https://twitter.com/amyhanauer/status/1303709808009392129
More than 85 fires are burning across the West Coast in an unprecedented event that's already scorched hundreds of thousands of acres https://cnn.it/2ZnXBVv
Lindecke: “There is a layer of ash on the car”; on Twitter, #orangesky is trending
Envelope received in mail today from Shaker Heights has no postmark whatsoever

Fossil-fueled wildfire is wreaking havoc on humans across the globe. https://heated.world/p/fire-fire-everywhere
The world has turned fucking red in Oregon https://twitter.com/odie1kenodi/status/1303446101987676164
In California, 2020 fire season has burned 2.3 million acres vs 118,000 in 2019 https://twitter.com/cmarinucci/status/1303410182534299648
We are on track for an added 5.4 degrees F global temperature,  which is enough to make the pandemic, fires  hurricanes, derecho & other extreme events of 2020 seem puny by 2030. https://earther.gizmodo.com/where-do-we-go-from-here-1845026069/amp?__twitter_impression=true

Iowa (population about 3.1 million) now has as many daily COVID19 cases as Canada (pop 37.6 million) & as many daily deaths as Italy (pop 60.4 million). https://www.bleedingheartland.com/2020/09/09/the-covid-19-pandemic-through-the-eyes-of-a-rural-iowa-doctor/

The massive Census undercounts will include most college towns https://apnews.com/4e36fd6c5ad033443672f7eb726d7387

The Education Department plans to scrutinize a wide range of employee activities — including internal book clubs — in search of “Anti-American propaganda” and discussions about “white privilege” as it carries out the White House’s demand that federal agencies halt what it called “un-American propaganda training sessions" about race. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/09/education-department-race-related-content-411487

9.8.2020
Short on campaign cash to fight rape allegations Trump is having the DOJ take over his defense in the Jean Carroll defamation case with the argument that he was acting in the scope of his presidential duties when he denied raping Carroll.
In another NY Times fail, the Loretta Lynch / Bill Clinton tarmac meeting in 2016 "provoked a political furor" and may have "compromised the Justice Department’s politically sensitive investigation into Hillary Clinton’s email practices." Trump turning the DOJ into his personal libel attorney is an "unusual move." https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1303534317931503616
Today alone, almost 300,000 acres in Washington have burned. Thousands of homes are without power. Many families have had to evacuate their homes and many homes have been lost. https://twitter.com/Hilary_FranzCPL/status/1303185240026824704
There has never been a September 8 in U.S. history when more Americans were out of work.
Governor of South Dakota, with a 22% COVID positive rate, visits Ohio to hold an unsafe political event and presumably skips completely Ohio’s self-quarantine guidelines which would apply to her https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1303346700837421061
 https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1303532997078024193

Research is increasingly pointing to a retreat of working mothers from the U.S. labor force as the pandemic leaves parents with few child care options and the added burden of navigating distance learning. https://www.metrowestdailynews.com/unknown/20200908/child-care-crisis-pushes-us-mothers-out-of-labor-force

Pharmacies report increased delivery times of between 18 and 32 percent since DeJoy started to lead the USPS. https://twitter.com/SafeWorkers/status/1303729275221270528

Britain’s government has admitted that its plan to reinterpret the special Brexit arrangements for Northern Ireland will break international law. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/sep/08/government-admits-new-brexit-bill-will-break-international-law
It led to the resignation of the UK’s top legal civil servant, Jonathan Jones, on Tuesday morning. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/sep/08/jonathan-jones-resignation-over-brexit-law-breaking-met-with-dismay

9.7.2020
Monday's 3.98 inches of rainfall, as recorded at Cleveland Hopkins International airport, was the third-wettest day on record, according to the National Weather Service. 
A “gender reveal party” led to a massive wildfire in California. For the second time in two years.  https://twitter.com/jbillinson/status/1302987477855199232
Trump tries to use Zach Fuentes to rebut his denigration of dead armed service members. Earlier this year, Fuentes created an LLC, received a huge federal contract just 11 days later, and delivered substandard PPE.  https://twitter.com/davidgura/status/1303013929149497346

Maryia Kalesnikava is one of 3 women who joined forces to challenge the president in Belarus. This week, she was abducted by "masked men," taken to the border against her will. Subsequently announced to be under arrest, but her whereabouts were unknown for 2 days.

California National Guard had to helicopter evacuate people from wildfires over the weekend

“it is a huge stain on our conscience what we have allowed to happen in Syria. Massacres and people being tortured to death has become normal for nearly 10 years.” Meanwhile, the ICC, whose powers were limited at its creation by the major powers, has come under attack in recent weeks from the Trump administration, which has threatened court officials (and their families) with sanctions if they pursue investigations into US and allied actions in Afghanistan, or Israel’s operations in the West Bank and Gaza. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/05/srebrenica-25-years-on-how-the-world-lost-its-appetite-to-fight-war-crimes
Costs Of War looked into the civilian death toll in Afghanistan from airstrikes between 2017 and 2020. The Trump admin's “relaxation” of the rules of engagement coincided with a 95% increase in civilians killed by US and allied forces’ airstrikes https://twitter.com/ally_harp/status/1335888276192976896

Workers and their worried spouses reveal to The Daily Beast that Disney is not only underreporting its COVID cases but clearing COVID-positive employees to return to work https://www.thedailybeast.com/workers-reveal-disney-is-covering-up-its-covid-cases

9.6.2020
ACLU proves enormous, wrongful and illegal voter purge by Brian Kemp, which was nearly certain to have stolen the 2018 governor’s election from his opponent. Nothing really happens.  https://hillreporter.com/the-georgia-aclu-just-published-its-shocking-seven-year-study-of-state-republicans-unconstitutional-voter-disenfranchisement-scheme-77784
Emily Bush: “a door to door canvasser for the GOP candidate in IA-1 just showed up at my door without a mask on. Ashley Hinson is sending people out without masks on to canvas for her in a pandemic.” (personal correspondence)

Louis DeJoy’s rise as GOP fundraiser was powered by contributions from company workers who were later reimbursed, former employees say. Two employees familiar with New Breed’s financial and payroll systems said DeJoy would instruct that bonus payments to staffers be boosted to help defray the cost of their contributions, an arrangement that would be unlawful. “Louis was a national fundraiser for the Republican Party. He asked employees for money. We gave him the money, and then he reciprocated by giving us big bonuses,” said David Young, DeJoy’s longtime director of human resources. https://twitter.com/mateagold/status/1302645708567310336

Illinois’ attorney general has warned of robocalls spreading misinformation, including fraudulent calls saying mail voting will give private information to third parties like police. https://apnews.com/2166f603b76934638c282ac0ee63d5cc

Trump supporters funded a private border wall on the banks of the Rio Grande, helping the builder secure $1.7 billion in federal contracts. Now the “Lamborghini” of border walls is in danger of falling into the river if nothing is done, experts say.  https://www.propublica.org/article/he-built-a-privately-funded-border-wall-its-already-at-risk-of-falling-down-if-not-fixed

9.5.2020
NY Times exposes how Trump's campaign accounts were turned into a litigation fund used to punish ex aides who criticized him, to keep his tax returns secret, even to defend him from lawsuits filed by people allegedly beaten at Trump rallies https://twitter.com/EricLiptonNYT/status/1302208960410378241
Ohio legislator Nino Vitale posted a wildly inaccurate claim on Facebook that "they" are going to take children with covid from their home and place them in FEMA "concentration camps." 2500 people shared his post and 717 commented. That's a lot of attention here, more than most articles with honest information about schools and COVID. (A day later the post is still up. It now has 1,100 comments and has been shared 3,800 times.) https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1302283905685389319
Politico: Trump is pouring money into YouTube and deploying it as his "secret weapon" to win this election. YouTube spend (8/30-9/5): Biden: $3.9M, Trump: $2.9M https://twitter.com/MeganClasen/status/1304478006916808707

Dayton Daily News tested delivery time for ballot equivalent mail, found:
While most envelopes in the test were delivered within the target range of five days or fewer, five took more than a week. One envelope took 12 days to arrive.
Many envelopes arrived without a postmark, and several that were postmarked were marked as having arrived at the post office several days after they had been dropped in the mail.
There were many examples of envelopes dropped in the same mailbox at the same time arriving at their locations on different days.
https://www.daytondailynews.com/news/we-tested-the-post-office-heres-what-we-found/S74VOJAANVHOLOUJ6K42IGQXFE/

The Republican Party is spending $20 million to fight against voting rights in 41 separate court cases around the country. Here is just some of what that $20 million is going toward:
Blocking state efforts to expand access to vote by mail
Stopping counties from sending out absentee ballot applications
Banning states from using ballot drop boxes
Stopping counties from opening more polling places
Opposing providing voters a chance to cure alleged signature mismatches
Discarding ballots cast by Election Day despite nationwide USPS delays
Deploying an army of Election Day poll challengers to intimidate voters
https://www.democracydocket.com/2020/09/democracy-at-stake/

USPS is funneling millions to XPO Logistics, a contractor in which DeJoy holds a fortune in stock https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1301505798422626307

9.4.2020
a government-wide directive the White House issued Friday demands purging what it called “un-American propaganda training sessions" about race. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/09/education-department-race-related-content-411487
"We are sounding an alarm and saying that this is a very real possibility, that the data is going to show on election night an incredible victory for Donald Trump" https://www.axios.com/bloomberg-group-trump-election-night-scenarios-a554e8f5-9702-437e-ae75-d2be478d42bb.html
Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz was not allowed inside a U.S. Postal Service processing facility early Friday morning in northwest Miami-Dade as mail delivery concerns are growing across the country ahead of Election Day. “The plant manager has been directed not to come out and direct me as to what this mysterious protocol is that is suddenly preventing me from coming in,” Wasserman Schultz told reporters. “I gave them notification yesterday that I wanted to come and do a walk-through of the facility” https://www.local10.com/news/local/2020/09/04/congresswoman-denied-access-to-usps-processing-facility-amid-mail-delivery-concerns/
Trump orders US military's independent newspaper Stars and Stripes to stop publishing on Sept. 30. https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/09/04/trump-and-stars-and-stripes-attacking-american-icon-column/5706859002/
Michael Reinoehl, sought in the shooting of a protester killed at a pro-Trump rally in Portland, was fatally shot by law enforcement officers who tried to arrest him on Thursday https://www.salon.com/2020/09/04/police-kill-suspect-in-portland-trump-rally-shooting-after-he-comes-forward-to-claim-self-defense/
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation forecasts more than 410,000 US COVID-19 deaths by January 1. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1301811437099155457
Garrett: “IHME projections throughout the COVID19 U.S. epidemic have been conservative.”  https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1302017545612996609
Trump COVID19 advisor Scott Atlas gave a lengthy interview to the BBC claiming the US did not have the worst epidemic, because countries should be compared based on excess death numbers, not absolute numbers of infections & deaths. Complete derp. https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1301913219582308353
August jobs report: upward trend in workers on permanent layoff. We are following the path of the levels of permanent layoffs at the start of the Great Recession. https://twitter.com/WSpriggs/status/1301882484020387841
Meanwhile, unemployment claims rose last week on both a non-seasonally adjusted and apples-to-apples seasonally adjusted basis. And rose by a lot if you also add in PUA. https://twitter.com/bencasselman/status/1301526812590211073
Employment in private education rose by 57,000 over the month, and more than 100k in temp agencies https://twitter.com/jimtankersley/status/1301864394662588416
(Trump’s economy is actually historically bad but the Treasury spent $7T of future tax dollars to buy corporate debt & bonds to falsely prop up the stock market)

Election officials have spent 5 months appealing to Congress for more funds to safeguard our election, but the Senate and the White House still haven’t budged. 

One in eight American households is going hungry

Through September 4, 2020, Yes on Proposition 22 received $181.4 million, which is the most funds that an initiative campaign has ever received in California (not adjusted for inflation and based on available reports from Cal-Access). Lyft, Uber, and DoorDash each contributed about $48 million, InstaCart provided about $28 million, and Postmates contributed about $10 million.
The campaign No on Prop 22 received $4.8 million. 

In New Orleans, hospitals sent patients infected with the coronavirus into hospice facilities or back to their families to die at home, in some cases discontinuing treatment even as relatives begged them to keep trying. https://www.propublica.org/article/sent-home-to-die

Over the past decade, the number of pedestrian deaths in the U.S. has increased by 50 percent, even as other roadway deaths have decreased. https://www.curbed.com/2020/9/3/21419149/pedestrian-safety-deaths-angie-schmitt

Illegal secret police gearing up for next assault on dissidents
Trump directs AG Barr, illegal acting DHS Dir Wolf and OMB to define “anarchist jurisdictions” —States/ localities that have permitted violence and destruction of property to persist and refused to undertake reasonable measures to counteract these criminal activities.  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1301557594700615682
Illegal Homeland Security Secretary Chad Wolf told Tucker Carlson that he’s in talks with the Justice Department about what sounds like a mass arrest of protesters—whom the president claims are flying across the country to wreak havoc. The lie that protesters are strategically infiltrating cities across the country has grown legs in Republican circles. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/09/dhs-chad-wolf-working-on-black-lives-matter-crackdown
(There was no mention of Kyle Rittenhouse, the white Trump supporter who crossed state lines to show up armed at a Kenosha, Wisconsin, protest last week and who has been charged with murdering two protesters with a semiautomatic rifle. (He has not yet entered a plea.) When Carlson has discussed Rittenhouse, a 17-year-old wannabe cop who belonged to a public-safety cadet program, the host has used sympathetic terms.)
The thing about declaring you will arrest the "leaders" of leaderless, decentralized movements is that you really mean "anyone you damn well please" https://twitter.com/absurdistwords/status/1302395223352528896

9.3.2020
The Atlantic publishes “Trump calls those who gave lives in military service losers and suckers” story; Trump tries to deny but even Fox correspondent says the story is accurate https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/09/trump-americans-who-died-at-war-are-losers-and-suckers/615997/
Full Frontal reports that from each realistic scenario the Transition Integrity Project looked at, the result was chaos:
"A close race on election night, and Trump blocks mail-in ballots." Chaos.
"Close Biden win but Trump claims fraud and rejects results." Chaos.
"Big Biden win, but Trump still won't concede." Chaos.
"Trump loses popular vote but wins electoral college amidst foreign meddling." Chaos.
Laurie Garrett: If a vaccine comes out before the election, there are very good reasons not to take it.
"What is clear is that there’s little rational reason to trust America’s public health agencies any more – the Trump administration has seen to that." "The timetable is simply too short for full safety analysis of any vaccine." https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/09/03/trumps-vaccine-cant-be-trusted/
Penn State's director of athletic medicine, Wayne Sebastianelli, says that cardiac MRI scans revealed that roughly 30-35 percent of Big Ten athletes who tested positive for COVID-19 appeared to have myocarditis.  https://www.centredaily.com/sports/college/penn-state-university/psu-football/article245448050.html
Martha Breckenbrough: The Smithsonian banned me from being part of their nonfiction workshop because I wrote Unpresidented. https://twitter.com/mbrockenbrough/status/1302050626700943360
Trump holds another superspreader event in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. Firehose of lies and absurdity included: https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1301683256178487296
Trump whines that all states haven't fully reopened their economies, even though more than 1,000 Americans died today from coronavirus
"Yesterday, I read that I had strokes. CNN, fake news CNN, right there ... mini-strokes they called them" (CNN did not report that Trump had strokes)
For 2nd straight day, Trump suggests his supporters in some cases should vote twice, then adds "If Russia, or China, or these other countries wanna cheat, all they have to do is forge ballots"

Twice in two days Trump encourages supporters to vote twice, first by mail and then—if election officials allow—in person. Voting twice—as the president requests—is not only illegal, but a recipe for chaos in November. Perhaps that is exactly the point. Trump defended his call as a way to test the system against voter fraud, but it’s like encouraging his supporters to try to rob the 7-Eleven to make sure that the police can respond adequately to robberies. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/09/donald-trump-vote-twice-election-day-chaos.html

Trump’s messages continues to be closely aligned with Russian president’s https://twitter.com/MarshallCohen/status/1301660439697330178
The DHS is covering up intelligence bulletins about Russian efforts here https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/dhs-withheld-july-intelligence-bulletin-calling-russian-attack/story?id=72747130

9.2.2020
Bill Barr on CNN tells lurid story about mail-vote fraud in Texas. It was riddled with falsehoods and misinformation https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1301850316418084865
The next day the Justice Department admitted that claims Barr made about mail-in vote fraud on CNN were inaccurate https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1301704431176736768
Barr also claims not to know whether any law prevents the multiple voting which Trump has been encouraging this week.  https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1301299333938151424
https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1301486704679886848
Trump issued an executive order modifying the longstanding order of succession within GSA to place the General Counsel as fourth-in-line. https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2020-11-19.CBM%20Lowey%20GEC%20Quigley%20re%20Biden-Harris%20Transition%20Team%20Access%20FINAL.pdf
facility near El Paso has become the latest place where attorneys say young migrants are describing neglect and mistreatment at the hands of the U.S. government https://apnews.com/46da2dbe04f54adbb875cfbc06bbc615

We have reached the point at which there is no reason to frame the 2020 elections in terms of “politics.” There is not even really a reason to think of this in terms of “voting.” While it is comforting to think that Nov. 3 will simply come down to which side gets out the vote or who phone-banks or postcards most effectively, it’s also the case that so much of the apparatus of voting is newly unrecognizable this year. The ways we vote have changed, due to COVID and federal interference with the U.S. Postal Service. What will be permitted as “poll watching” has now changed as a result of an expired 1982 consent decree that prohibited Republicans from harassing and intimidating voters on the way to the polls. And the ways in which votes are counted and tabulated have changed due to well-funded and systematic efforts throughout the states to reject ballots that have been cast in minority precincts and Democratic strongholds, under bogus claims of fraud. Also, the ways in which the Justice Department ordinarily comports itself in advance of a federal election has also been quietly changed, with Attorney General Bill Barr already making false claims about mail-in ballots and cheerfully helping to midwife an October surprise. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/09/trump-support-kyle-rittenhouse-election-violence.html
Franklin Foer noted this week in the Atlantic that this administration has declared an all-out war on politics. As he observes, “Although [Trump] goes through the motions of pursuing an outright victory, much of his rhetoric is now focused on discrediting the political process itself. He disparages the rules that govern politics and the institutions that facilitate it. He seems to want his supporters to believe that their electoral participation will be rendered meaningless.” https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/08/donald-trump-attacking-politics-itself/615886/

The attorney general has recently made statements that lay the groundwork for inappropriately deploying the Justice Department to damage the Democratic candidate for president, Joe Biden in the coming weeks. It’s by all appearances a highly orchestrated plan. https://www.justsecurity.org/72243/bill-barrs-hidden-truths-about-justice-departments-rule-of-forbearance-in-an-election/

It's too late for 300,000 aspiring Americans to vote in the 2020 election, because Trump’s DHS delays will prevent them from becoming US citizens in time. Naturalization was a high priority for past presidents. USCIS under the Trump administration is dragging its feet, denying the clear legality of time-saving measures like virtual oath ceremonies, and threatening to furlough 70% of its workforce due to a self-inflicted budget crisis. (Guess where the overwhelming majority of these disenfranchised voters come from? Hint: Not Canada, Australia, or Europe.) https://www.boundless.com/blog/immigrants-citizenship-vote-2020/

Nate Silver estimates chance of Biden winning the Electoral College if he wins the popular vote by X points: 0-1 points: just 6%, 1-2 points: 22%, 2-3 points: 46%, 3-4 points: 74%, 4-5 points: 89%, 5-6 points: 98%, 6-7 points: 99%

HHS is bidding out a more than $250 million contract to a communications firm as it seeks to "defeat despair and inspire hope" about the pandemic, according to an internal HHS document

Chattanooga TN: “We’re already going out next weekend. People are going to be wearing masks and trying to keep their distance when they’re talking to people, but we have to do this. Like I said, the virus and the census are so tied that we just have to do that. We’re getting less support from the federal government, so we have to basically scrap together volunteers and people who care about this locally to get the job done.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/census-count-under-covid.html

9.1.2020
nearly 1,200 Americans died of covid-19 today and it's barely a blip in the news.
Investors should position for the rising odds of Pres Trump winning re-election, according to JP Morgan Chase. Betting odds that earlier had Trump well behind Biden are now nearly even, due to the impact on public opinion of violence" https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-01/jpmorgan-says-prepare-for-rising-chance-trump-wins-second-term
Trump makes “tour” of Kenosha WI unwanted by local and state governments. While there, his campaign asks to include a destroyed camera shop; when the owner also objects, a former owner of the shop was invited and he praised the president’s efforts. https://www.tmj4.com/news/local-news/kenosha-business-owner-declines-president-trump-photo-op-former-owner-replaces-him
At least 25-35% excess deaths related to COVID19 are not in the counts (which makes the American death toll far greater than 200,000 at this point) https://media.nature.com/original/magazine-assets/d41586-020-02497-w/d41586-020-02497-w.pdf
Trump EO delays evictions, but it puts the burden on tenants to defend themselves—they have to sign a document certifying they’re eligible for protection, then give it to their landlord—and some might not know it’s an option. Others could get nervous about the paperwork’s fine print, which states that renters who lie on their certification about whether they qualify could face fines or prison time. (The order threatens landlords with the same punishment if they wrongfully evict anyone.) https://slate.com/business/2020/09/trumps-eviction-moratorium-is-a-good-start.html
Trump administration opts U.S. out of international vaccine effort linked to WHO https://twitter.com/angie_rasmussen/status/1300871378313175040
Almost Half of University of South Carolina's Greek houses under quarantine for coronavirus https://www.newsweek.com/almost-half-university-south-carolinas-greek-houses-under-quarantine-coronavirus-1528950
Trump spends this week denying imaginary news stories about his “mini strokes,” and rewrites story about his mystery visit to Walter Reed in 2019. At the time, the White House said it was “phase one” of his physical and the rest of it would be completed in 2020. Now Trump says it was to complete his physical. https://twitter.com/blakehounshell/status/1300990398312087552
Trump: "A person was on a plane, said there were about 6 people like that person, more or less, and what happened is the entire plane filled up with the looters, the anarchists, rioters, people looking for trouble. The person felt very uncomfortable on the plane." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1300817976795574274
Amazon is hiring 'intelligence analysts', who should work  on 'sensitive topics that are highly confidential, including labor organizing threats against the company' and spy on 'organized labor, activist groups, hostile political leaders'. https://twitter.com/WolfieChristl/status/1300776980602925060
https://twitter.com/stacyfmitchell/status/1300805242792148995

Current and former national security officials are raising concerns over Attorney General William Barr's recent decision to remove the head of a Justice Department office that helps ensure federal counterterrorism and counterintelligence activities are legal – and replace him with a political appointee with relatively limited experience. … ABC News pressed the Justice Department spokesman to explain why the personnel change happened at this time, but he declined to answer. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/barrs-removal-career-national-security-official-weeks-election/story?id=72726426

Trump campaign is accepting thousands in donations from a notorious neo-Nazi leader and other racist extremists. In between stints in prison, Morris Gulett set up an outpost of the Aryan Nations, also known as the Church of Jesus Christ Christian, in Louisiana. He promoted his group as the "most-feared and revered white supremacist organization the world has ever known." The Trump campaign has repeatedly accepted cash from Gulett. https://popular.info/p/trump-campaign-accepts-donations

Trump ad in Pennsylvania makes up a policy, ascribes it to Joe Biden, and then says the nonexistent policy will result in job losses of 30 times more people than actually work in the fracking industry https://twitter.com/JacquiHeinrich/status/1300964404150841345

Millions of Americans who are struggling to put food on the table may discover a new item in government-funded relief packages of fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy and meat: a letter signed by President Donald Trump. https://www.propublica.org/article/now-in-government-food-aid-boxes-a-letter-from-donald-trump

Trump history of promoting violence: https://foreignpolicy.com/2016/02/23/watch-donald-trumps-history-of-violence/

8.31.2020
Kristine: I thought I was unshockable, and yet a 17-year-old went out openly with a huge rifle and killed two people, and not only has this not stopped American in our tracks, he’s being celebrated for it.
Reporter asks if President Trump condemns the actions of Kyle Rittenhouse, the teen charged for killing two protesters in Kenosha, Wisconsin. McEnany: "The president is not going to weigh in on that" 
the president did not condemn the violence and instead echoed Rittenhouse’s lawyers, who said the 17-year-old “did nothing wrong” and “exercised his God-given, constitutional, common law and statutory law right to self-defense.” Trump has now defended crowds of his supporters who took it upon themselves to shoot paintballs and pepper spray on protesters in Portland, Oregon, because, as he tweeted, “the big backlash going on in Portland cannot be unexpected after 95 days of watching [an] incompetent Mayor admit that he has no idea what he is doing. The people of Portland won’t put up with no safety any longer. The Mayor is a FOOL. Bring in the National Guard!” (Within hours, that message has been taken up by Republican leadership.) a red flag for anyone who thinks this type of rhetoric won’t be directed at voters, voting, and ballot counting, in a few short weeks. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/09/trump-support-kyle-rittenhouse-election-violence.html
while we have become numbed to the rising #Covid19 death toll, 900 people a day on average are dying in the U.S. https://siouxlandnews.com/news/local/loved-ones-remember-local-special-olympian-who-died-from-covid-19
Facebook  has pledged to deliberately cut its own users off from information https://slate.com/technology/2020/09/facebook-australia-news-block-threat.html
U.S. stocks wrap up a monster month, with S&P 500 posting its best August in more than 30 years. America’s richest 1% now own half the value of the stock market. Meanwhile, 1/3 of US households missed their rent or mortgage payment last month. https://twitter.com/WorkingAmerica/status/1300544546024099840
A full month after Herman Cain died of COVID-19 his Twitter account is still promoting pandemic denial https://twitter.com/nickschadegg/status/1300300942621855745

Trump’s team is pushing “herd immunity” to combat COVID, a strategy that health experts believe would result in 2.1M deaths. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-coronavirus-scott-atlas-herd-immunity/2020/08/30/925e68fe-e93b-11ea-970a-64c73a1c2392_story.html

30,000 Americans died in August of Covid-19, compared to just 4,000 in the entire EU, which has a greater population.

Same HHS which cut the ACA ad budget by 90% is going to spend $250 million to “defeat despair and inspire hope” before the election. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/31/hhs-contract-coronavirus-despair-hope-406361

Almost every citizen-led initiative to stop gerrymandering (except Oregon, for the moment) has been suppressed.

8.30.2020
Iowa’s exploding COVID-19 outbreaks at state universities: Ames holds the distinction this morning as the worst coronavirus outbreak in the entire United States, while Iowa City is at third on the list. The per capita rates are worse than any individual country in the world, and appear to surpass any state in some of the other currently hardest-hit countries. https://iowastartingline.com/2020/08/30/ames-iowa-city-covid-outbreaks-are-worst-in-the-world/
The CDC website says that—because they also had other conditions—only 6% of the people who have died from COVID actually died of COVID. Social media is promoting this to minimize COVID. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1300098832605286401
Trump promptly promoted a QAnon nut’s argument that this proves COVID-19 is all a lie https://twitter.com/JReinerMD/status/1300055012245229569
A hashtag connecting Joe Biden to riots has been trending nationally today. According to Twitter search, the first account to use that hashtag, back in May, pushed Pizzagate. Trump amplified this too of course. https://twitter.com/AlKapDC/status/1300221746939932672
Republican Rep. Scalise publishes fake video with doctored footage of disabled activist Ady Barkan, substituting invented remarks for what Barkan actually said  https://www.rawstory.com/2020/08/republican-steve-scalise-caught-doctoring-video-of-a-disabled-man-with-als-to-joe-biden/
Trump posted 89 (!) tweets or retweets between midnight and 8:04 am DC time this morning
Two airline flight crews reported seeing what appeared to be someone [flying] in a jet pack as they were on their final approach to LAX around 6:35 p.m. Sunday. https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-09-01/fbi-investigating-man-flying-jet-pack-near-lax-jets

Politicians and commercial companies are competing to be the first to license a vaccine, but experts say the world would be better served by waiting until comprehensive results showed at least 30-50% effectiveness https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/aug/30/covid-vaccine-rush-could-make-pandemic-worse-say-scientists

8.29.2020
Desperate plea: “We Survivors of Authoritarianism Have a Message America Needs to Hear: This is Exactly How it Happens, and It’s Happening Here.”  https://eand.co/we-dont-know-how-to-warn-you-any-harder-america-is-dying-26ff80912391
Murder after a large caravan of Trump supporters came into Portland OR and were seen on video firing paintballs and pepper spray at Black Lives Matter protesters https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/30/fatal-shooting-in-portland-as-trump-supporters-clash-with-black-lives-matter-protesters
“Trump people unload paintballs and pepper spray. They shot me too.” https://twitter.com/ByMikeBaker/status/1299908467457622016
Trump caravan driving through crowds and macing out of vehicles at SW 4th and Washington. https://twitter.com/TheRealCoryElia/status/1299908378810957825
The Office of the Director of National Intelligence has informed the House and Senate Select Committees on Intelligence that it'll no longer be briefing in-person on election security issues, according to letters obtained by CNN. Instead, ODNI will primarily provide written updates to the congressional panels … the abrupt announcement is a change that runs counter to the pledge of transparency and regular briefings on election threats by the intelligence community. https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/29/politics/office-of-director-of-national-intelligence-congress-election-security/index.html
The University of Alabama has had more than 1,200 students and 166 employees and staffers test positive for COVID-19 as of today, while professors have revealed they were instructed not to tell students about outbreaks among their classmates. https://jimheath.tv/2020/08/more-than-1200-university-of-alabama-students-test-positive-for-coronavirus-semester-threatened/
“For the last 4 days I have been asked almost non-stop  what do we do without an FDA or CDC we can rely on? I hope to come up with better answers in the meantime but all I can think to say is to vote this government out.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1299910250947063809
Republicans including a Congressional candidate (and likely November winner) in Alabama are promoting the murdering terrorist Rittenhouse as a folk hero. https://twitter.com/WarOnDumb/status/1299714854819893249
https://twitter.com/TeaPainUSA/status/1299744555827441664
Belarusian foreign ministry has stripped dozens of locals journalists working for foreign media of their press accreditation, affecting the entire bureaus of Reuters, AP, AFP, Deutsche Welle. https://twitter.com/Nat_Vasilyeva/status/1299625439309291520

For decades, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has routinely warned its agents that the white supremacist and far-right militant groups it investigates often have links to law enforcement. Yet the justice department has no national strategy designed to protect the communities policed by these dangerously compromised law enforcers. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/aug/28/fbi-far-right-white-supremacists-police

“In the final week of August, the United States saw its biggest deterioration in societal norms and steps towards outright fascism since President Donald Trump came to office four years ago under a mantle of barely veiled authoritarianism. The troubling developments of the past week are almost too many to count.”
the president is enabling and encouraging the formation of armed forces, outside the control of the state, with his uniforms and loyalty only to him. He’s further pushing loyal state forces to either acquiesce to the vigilante demands, or outright support them. Amenable law enforcement—from Kenosha to Portland—have proven eager to abide.
In Portsmouth, Virginia, law enforcement is arresting local Black political officeholders on charges of criticizing the police https://newrepublic.com/article/159142/portsmouth-virginia-police-louise-lucas-lisa-lucas-burke
No matter what happens on Nov. 3, we should be ready for white violence. It is the new normal https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/rnc-white-house-trump-gop-fascism-kenosha-murder.html

Right-wing vigilantes & paramilitaries have confronted or attacked anti-racist protesters about 500 times since cops killed George Floyd in May. This includes at least: 64 assaults, 38 attacks by car, 9 shootings, 3 deaths https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-vigilantes-kenosha_n_5f4822bcc5b6cf66b2b5103e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-vigilantes-kenosha_n_5f4822bcc5b6cf66b2b5103e

US Secretary of Education DeVos says the pandemic is a "good thing" because it will force schools to make changes. https://twitter.com/DNCWarRoom/status/1299717474733166594

Lockdowns and the failure of state and county officials to help an overlooked population of voters may cause mass disenfranchisement, now that many states stopped sending teams to help seniors vote. https://www.propublica.org/article/hundreds-of-thousands-of-nursing-home-residents-may-not-be-able-to-vote-in-november-because-of-the-pandemic

Republican Convention summary
everyone followed Trump’s coronavirus strategy and lied about everything; school choice was the main policy issue; Mike Pompeo was a disgrace; Trump performed his presidency like a primetime reality TV show (with unaware participants); the speakers ran out of things to say by Day 2; then tried revisionist history on Day 3; then went back to pitching Trump on Day 4; Ivanka gleefully smiled through her speech; and overall, everyone spewed a volcano of lies. 
“For those of us who study autocracies, including elections in autocracies, there were a lot of familiar messages, symbols,  and methods on display this week” https://twitter.com/McFaul/status/1299393438522077190
When Donald Trump got onto the stage to accept the Republican nomination for president this week, he goaded his supporters into chanting "12 more years," not "four more years." And they did
Dan Rather: “As a fact checker, where do you begin? I am being serious. I really don’t know where one starts.” https://twitter.com/DanRather/status/1299180843898793984
RNC speakers claim the president’s policies have created the best economy we have ever seen https://medium.com/@taxjustice/rnc-dont-believe-your-own-wallets-believe-what-we-tell-you-6ed89dbfc30d
N.Y.C. tenants say they were tricked into appearing in video. “I am not a Trump supporter,” one of the tenants said, adding that she was furious that her interview with a government official was used for the convention. https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1299521313346859010
Registered nurse Amy Thorn, who spoke, went on to shoot someone in an argument several weeks later https://wchstv.com/news/local/records-williamson-nurse-facing-charge-after-shooting-woman-in-abdomen
Trump administration also tricked immigrants, who likely waited years for their citizenship, into appearing in an illegal publicity stunt. https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1298778603350634498
Leonard Cohen's estate told the Republican National Convention they could not use “Hallelujah,” but Trump and the convention did anyway https://www.vulture.com/2020/08/leonard-cohens-estate-declined-rncs-use-of-hallelujah.html
More Americans died from COVID-19 during the Republican Convention than died on 9/11.

This week the Department of Justice sent widely publicized letters to the governors of four states—Michigan, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania—seeking information about nursing homes and coronavirus infections. The letters, aimed at governors who have vocally criticized President Donald Trump’s response to the pandemic, and timed amid the Republican National Convention, will do nothing meaningful to protect nursing home residents. The state with the worst per capita coronavirus death rate in nursing homes, according to federal data, is Massachusetts—but its Republican governor received no similar letter. Same for Mississippi, Maryland, and Arizona—all are in the top 10 in death rate, all have Republican governors, yet none received a DOJ letter. New York and Michigan rank 11th and 12th on this metric. According to the Times data, Florida has experienced more nursing home deaths (both absolutely and as a percentage of total COVID deaths) than has Michigan, yet the DOJ actually singled Florida out for praise in the press release it issued last week. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/doj-covid-nursing-home-inquiry-trump-corruption.html

8.28.2020
Reported: Trump fund-raiser Elliott Broidy received laundered foreign money, paid through shell companies to try to end an investigation into a Malaysian financier accused of money laundering, according to court filings made public on Friday. https://twitter.com/KatyTurNBC/status/1300967058713325571
“Jacob Blake, [almost a week after he] was shot multiple times by a white police officer in Kenosha, Wisconsin, is no longer in police custody or shackled to his hospital bed”
“#repealthe19th” is fucking trending on Twitter

180,000 Americans have died from Covid-19 — more than double the number who perished in Vietnam, Afghanistan and Iraq combined https://trib.al/bYQvwpi

Whistleblower describes how University of Michigan president Schlissel is constantly dishonest, manipulative, and extending this approach to managing pandemic https://www.michigandaily.com/section/opinion/op-ed-university’s-summer-lies

8.27.2020
“My sense after watching these two conventions is that we live in two countries impermeable to each other. We are locked in a cold civil war. Each country feels the other is an existential threat to America. Each sees itself as the carrier of truth and freedom and righteousness. Each sees itself as honoring the founding values. Each says it will keep you safe. And the problem is that we have become a society where persuasion is nearly impossible, where people live in their own castles of reality. I watched Fox News a little last night to understand what it looks like from inside the death cult. And it is a complete, coherent, airtight, fascistic world. I agree with Michael Beschloss, who said on TV last night that we may be a year away from losing our democracy. This is not me saying it or AOC saying it or Joe Biden saying it; it’s Michael Beschloss saying it. A presidential historian. A year away from losing our democracy.” https://the.ink/p/we-are-in-a-cold-civil-war
judge in Linn County IA has invalidated more than 50,000 applications for absentee ballots, prompting election officials to re-send applications to thousands of voters because of problems with the original forms. Because they were less than 100% compliant with vote suppressing state law. (Of course, the Trump administration breaks the law all the time now right out in the open.) https://krdo.com/politics/2020/08/27/iowa-judge-voids-50000-absentee-ballot-applications-prompting-county-to-send-new-forms/
Trump administration/campaign holds massive and massively illegal superspreading rally on White House grounds https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1299189857865129984
Kellyanne Conway makes a case that murder of peaceful protesters will benefit Trump politically, as right-wing propaganda infrastructure drives belief in fictional “major cities rocked by increasing violence” narrative by hammering it day after day after day after day https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1298989807213797385
Michigan Secretary of State’s office has received a recording of a robocall targeting Detroit voters using racially-charged stereotypes and false information to deter voting by mail.  https://twitter.com/JocelynBenson/status/1299017044554326019
Vaccine trial for COVID-19 in Palm Beach County is on pause because of "political pressure," its principal investigator says. …  the chief investigator for the vaccine trial confirmed to The Palm Beach Post on Thursday that the trial is on pause because of a question by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration on whether a European trial is good enough to start manufacturing and distributing the vaccine.The news of the trial's pause comes as Vice President Mike Pence told the nation at the Republican National Convention on Wednesday night that a vaccine would be available by the end of the year. https://www.palmbeachpost.com/story/news/2020/08/27/coronavirus-vaccine-trial-palm-beach-county-paused/5642163002/
AARP (again) promotes Trump lies about protecting Medicare and Social Security  https://twitter.com/AARPadvocates/status/1299188326939996160

California: Some 7,000 fires burned in the state, spurred by 10,800 lightning strikes. Two of the fires are the second and third biggest in California history. Roughly 170,000 people have been evacuated. Seven are dead.

Employees say the biggest names in American business have banned them from alerting others to COVID-19 outbreaks. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2020-08-27/covid-pandemic-u-s-businesses-issue-gag-rules-to-stop-workers-from-talking

8.26.2020
Category 4 hurricane to slam Gulf region. Two dead after armed 17-yr-old opens fire in Wisconsin. US and Russian military vehicles play bumper cars in Syria. And US covid infections approach 6 million.
National Hurricane Center says Laura is now an extremely dangerous Category 4 hurricane as it barrels down on the Gulf Coast. Forecasters project a 20-foot storm surge that would be "unsurvivable” and capable of sinking entire communities. https://apnews.com/71cfc73402496d4ae01f5abbc36b856a
Hurricane Laura jumped from a Category 1 storm to a Category 4 in just one day 
NBA, MLB teams begin going on strike during playoffs in protest of police murders of black people
Trump lies that “My team just got off the phone with Governor Evers who agreed to accept federal assistance” (Completely false) 
Rightwing bot accounts are amok posting completely identical concern trolling all over Facebook and Twitter without any interference https://twitter.com/MythSerene/status/1298593919693991936
https://twitter.com/jdubbsimms/status/1298731698725814280
The COVID positivity rate in South Carolina is high (20.4%), but testing numbers keep going down. https://twitter.com/Adair4Congress/status/1298728058254491648
Trump says he's calling for both himself and Biden to be drug tested before they debate, because Biden improved so much in his last debate against Sanders that "there's no way" it could be natural, and "somebody said to me he must be on drugs."
The U.S. Treasury Department still has yet to tell companies how to handle President Donald Trump’s order delaying the due date for employee payroll taxes https://www.accountingtoday.com/articles/trumps-payroll-tax-deferral-on-hold-without-irs-guidance
News media begins helping Republicans normalize president’s open violation of the law. Politico runs this: "Nobody outside of the Beltway really cares," Chief of Staff Meadows says about the Hatch Act https://twitter.com/politico/status/1298609102348857344 (Meadows in 2014: Government attorney should be investigated for tweets supporting Democrats. “She actually violated the Hatch Act… it’s troubling.”)
NY Times calls it “a stunning departure from the past” 

“We’re in a situation in which the president feels unconstrained by the law, his aides scoff at following it, the law enforcement bureaucracy has decided it cannot accuse or check him in office, his AG maneuvers to protect him, and the GOP Senate shuts its eyes and plugs its ears.”

The NY Times has an obsession with finding and writing about voters who will stick with Trump, or who are on the fence but want to vote for Trump, to the near exclusion of other types of voters.

Luis Almagro was reelected to a five-year term as OAS secretary general in March with the strong backing of the Trump administration. Recently, he has “emerged as a key supporter” of the Trump administration’s efforts to make Mauricio Claver-Carone head of the Inter-American Development Bank. Claver-Carone would be the first US president of the bank. “With the Trump administration's strong support, Almagro has abused his power at the OAS to aid and abet serious crimes in this hemisphere,” said Mark Weisbrot. “Now he is trying to destroy the independence of the organization’s human rights commission, to prevent it from further documentation of some of the results of these crimes. (CEPR email)

The CDC was instructed by higher-ups within the Trump admin to corrupt its COVID-19 testing guidelines this week to exclude people who do not have symptoms of Covid-19 — even if they have been recently exposed to the virus. https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/26/politics/cdc-coronavirus-testing-guidance/index.html
The White House pressured the CDC to narrow coronavirus testing guidelines, and they made the change while Dr. Anthony Fauci was under general anesthesia. https://twitter.com/franklinleonard/status/1298722098022473737
CDC also said people who travel into the country or interstate from high prevelence areas should not be quarantined https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1298679997050368000
“I will tell you what I think and others think: we will report much lower cases and soon report higher hospitalizations and deaths.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1298679995838148609
Infectious disease expert Dr. Michael Osterholm says he is "dumbfounded" by the CDC's new guidance recommending fewer people be tested, adding that they made the decision "under the cover of night." http://cnn.it/3llmKJM
The CDC has historically has entirely career scientists with one exception, the Director. In the past, that was a public health expert. Trump has 5 political people inside the CDC which is unprecedented https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1298680000397418496
“Atlas, Miller, Kushner, Navarro are setting our policies. All the scientists are out.” https://twitter.com/gregggonsalves/status/1298719123707318274
FEMA will stop reimbursement for PPE for #COVID19 https://twitter.com/gregggonsalves/status/1298718220661080072
US marines also participated in Trump’s illegal campaign video; Marine Corps says “were performing duty to assist the president.” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1298722791559065600
“Trump isn't saying it, but we've surrendered to #SARSCOV2. He wants us back to normal, all schools open, businesses back to full tilt, and we are going to do this on the backs of the most vulnerable members of our society.” 

8.25.2020
White supremacist murders in Kenosha, police complicit
“We appreciate you guys. We really do." -Kenosha Police Department to a group of armed white vigilantes, one of whom murdered two protesters shortly after the Kenosha PD expressed their appreciation https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/kenosha-suspect-kyle-rittenhouse-trump-rally
Police vehicles just one block away remained stationary during the gunfire. Rittenhouse walked with his hands up toward the police, as bystanders call out that he was involved in the shooting. The police drove by him to the scene of the shootings, without stopping. https://twitter.com/trbrtc/status/1298842326853472258
The Kenosha murderer, Kyle Rittenhouse, was in the front row of a Trump rally in January, and his social media is filled with references to “Blue Lives Matter.” Also, the GOP took the McCluskeys, the most notable example from this summer of white vigilantism, and gave them a platform at the RNC right before Rittenhouse murdered two protesters.
Also at least two Facebook users reported the Kenosha Guard account for inciting violence prior to the killings. In each case, the group and its counter-protest event were examined by Facebook moderators and deemed not to be in violation https://www.theverge.com/2020/8/26/21403004/facebook-kenosha-militia-groups-shooting-blm-protest
Twitter did nothing about ongoing Jack Posobiec promotion of white vigilantism over the summer  https://twitter.com/MichaelEHayden/status/1300497734198333440
Tamir Rice was 12 and was killed for having a fake toy gun. Kyle Rittenhouse, 17, killed two people. Walked by police after killing two people. Got to go home and sleep. https://twitter.com/Pappiness/status/1298691729890017280
Rittenhouse's militia contingent in Kenosha included a man named Ryan Balch, a product of all the YouTube conspiracy swamps https://twitter.com/MichaelEHayden/status/1300186059410636801
The day before this, Ammon Bundy and dozens of other armed white and unmasked protesters pushed their way past police in Boise to pack the gallery overlooking Idaho’s House of Representatives. The gallery had been restricted for social distancing, but after the confrontation, which resulted in the shattering of a glass door, protesters were allowed to fill every seat.
Republican National convention speaker promoted the Protocols of the Elders of Zion https://twitter.com/benjaminwittes/status/1298416035192803340
A postal employee provided NBC News with exclusive images of dismantled mail sorting machines in a Dallas facility. Workers attempted to repair and reinstall them but found critical parts were trashed. These bar code sorters process letter mail, including ballots.  https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1298199318281715712
FDA chief reverses his claim that an experimental therapy, convalescent plasma, had provided a dramatic benefit to coronavirus patients, rare reversal for an agency that has prided itself on rock-solid science and public trust. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-08-24/fda-trump-officials-misrepresent-key-statistic-on-covid-therapy?sref=yYYRek8e
The FDA has “grossly misrepresented” the data. “In some ways this is the single worst scandal yet of the entire Trump administration. He has breached the scientific citadel of truth and filled it with lies. If the scientists will bow to him on this, there is no limit. They should’ve all resigned first” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1298239799262941184
Trump administration violates federal law to use govt resources for campaigning
Uses a naturalization ceremony as political theatre the same day a judge rules you’ve been unlawfully obstructing the naturalization of people serving in the US military https://twitter.com/OmarJadwat/status/1298589905166249984
Convention videos also used stock footage from a factory in Moscow and a Ukrainian company's shot of working on a cell phone
The “GM Lordstown worker” they featured didn't even work at Lordstown.
On CNN, David Axelrod says that "as a political production, I think they're doing pretty well." Nia-Malika Henderson describes it as a "perfect night." And Gloria Borger praises it as well. Not once...did any of them note that the production they are praising featured crimes. https://twitter.com/GoAngelo/status/1298463211256258561
News coverage of the previous night’s illegal convention address by Secretary of State soft-pedals
Pompeo's RNC speech as "breaking a norm." It was, according to Pompeo's own State Department, illegal https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1298584433600192516
All Miami U athletes quarantined after 27 cases + off campus party; 99 student cases at U Dayton; 
-228 OSU students temporarily suspended for partying; Kent State says it's ready for students to return https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1298249074748133376

Republican convention begins.
“It can now safely be said, as his first term in the White House draws toward closure, that Donald Trump’s party is the very definition of a cult of personality” https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/08/24/republicanmeltdown-trump-convention-400039
They literally did not bother with a platform. Just formally replaced it with “whatever Trump wants” https://www.vox.com/2020/8/24/21399396/republican-convention-platform-2020-2016
Again and again and again, Republican elected officials have walked away from supposedly deeply held beliefs in order to bend themselves to the point of breaking to align with Trump.  https://www.cnnphilippines.com/world/2020/8/15/Trump-birtherism-Harris-US-Republican-Party.html
Republicans seem to have spent days promoting a lie about Democrats’ convention, as a way to “inoculate” their audience against truth about their own convention. The fact that this involves wording of the Pledge of Allegiance is of less import than the horrifying practice.
“It was like a restaurant where half the menu was vegan and half of it was raw meat you had to tear apart with your bare hands. But all of it was united, in some way, by the idea that Democrats hate and disrespect you, and Trump cares about you. This is the GOP’s version of being a big-tent cult of personality. Will any of it work? Who the fuck knows.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/monday-was-opposite-night-at-the-rnc.html
The Secretary of State speaking at the RNC is a radical departure from precedent. https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1298257893540560898
Also appears to have been illegal https://twitter.com/AymanM/status/1298341045365886976
In fact the speech violated guidance from state dept lawyers and Pompeo himself that “Senate-confirmed Presidential appointees may not even attend a political party convention or convention-related event.” https://twitter.com/HouseForeign/status/1298980399905992704
The Wisconsin delegation is now talking about how their state fought the Democrats in the Civil War in the roll call. https://twitter.com/KFILE/status/1297953768332558338
Trump opened the 2020 Republican National Convention on a very dark note, delivering a rally-style speech in Charlotte, North Carolina, that began with him teasing the idea of serving more than two terms and ended with him warning that Democrats intend to steal the election. https://www.vox.com/2020/8/24/21399876/trump-2020-rnc-opening-speech
The list of confirmed speakers at the RNC has no former Republican Presidents, nominees, or even prior candidates for President.  https://twitter.com/RooseveltTed/status/1297134123853774848
But it does include multiple citizen celebrities of white-grievance trolling 

“By the way, you know how the USA has funded right-wing militant groups in order to topple democratic governments in other countries in the past? These past few years is what it feels like to live through something like that. Not so very nice, is it? Source: South American family” https://twitter.com/brooklynmarie/status/1296465730788098049

38% of Americans approve of Donald Trump’s job performance, recent Pew survey found. He experienced a slight bump in approval ratings at the beginning of the coronavirus outbreak, but the ratings have settled back to where they were before the pandemic. https://pewrsr.ch/3j9Qqrd

8.24.2020
House hearing with DeJoy https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/24/louis-dejoy-postmaster-general-usps-house-hearing
Rep Maloney asks why PMG DeJoy held back his briefing document. DeJoy replies that he doesn't know.
DeJoy doesn’t know anything about USPS operations. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/watch-louis-dejoy-katie-porter-postcard.html
Rep Jamie Raskin: Mr DeJoy would you hire me without a background check. DeJoy: No. Rasking: But they didn't do one for you. DeJoy: Yes they did. Raskin: Would you allow that to be released. DeJoy: No. Why should I?
Rep Ro Khanna asks DeJoy for a plan on how to ensure how ballots are received in time. DeJoy says "I have to get back to you"
Yet NPR continues euphemization of USPS sabotage as “growing concerns that changes made under his leadership could jeopardize the Postal Service’s ability to serve customers” 
Wildfires have burned more than 1.27 million acres – 1,988.7 square miles – of California since 31 July. That’s more than the size of Delaware. That’s two times the size of Luxembourg. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/live/2020/aug/24/california-fires-evacuation-orders-bay-area-wildfires-latest-news-updates?page=with:block-5f440a5d8f08767dd7f0df0a#block-5f440a5d8f08767dd7f0df0a
Senate candidate Raphel Warnock's virtual campaign event was hacked by people who hurled racist slurs at him. https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1298422481233960960
Lindecke: “took a pass on a bike ride this morning due to smoke… Yeah, maybe could have gone for it but, it's already very orange outside”
All-time Freudian slip during RNC Roll Call: “Maryland is home to two of our greatest segregationists”  https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1297935174513106946

Maryanne Trump Barry, President Trump’s older sister, faced a judicial misconduct inquiry in early 2019 over her role in the fraudulent tax schemes. Ten days after it was filed she retired, making her immune from misconduct proceedings. Now the internet is celebrating her as a hero of The Resistance because of a recording in which she said DJT is a bad person. https://twitter.com/ClaiborneY/status/1297525023360659458

US electoral politics are toxically unfair: Polling averages suggest that North Carolina, the Senate tipping-point state, is about 7 points to the right of the country. The Senate badly underrepresents nonwhite citizens and overrepresents white voters without a college degree. The racial bias of the US Senate is by some margin the clearest and most significant example of “structural racism” in American life: Nonwhite people’s views and interests simply don’t count as much as white people’s. And the gap is large — so large that, according to Data for Progress co-founder Colin McAuliffe’s math, even making DC and Puerto Rico into states would not fully equalize the racial representation gap. https://www.vox.com/2020/8/24/21395668/wisconsin-elections-senate-tammy-baldwin

Mark Zaid, a lawyer for the whistleblower who helped spark the impeachment inquiry, suddenly found his insurance underwriter dropped him this year when he tried to renew, saying they don't have the "appetite" for high-profile whistleblower cases https://twitter.com/MarkSZaidEsq/status/1298053093276422144

8.23.2020
57 percent of Republicans think 176,000 coronavirus deaths (and counting) is acceptable. https://twitter.com/egavactip/status/1297601341389524992
Trump forces the Food and Drug Administration to issue an emergency authorization for blood plasma as a COVID-19 treatment  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/23/plasma-treatment-coronavirus-fda-trump-400390
Top doctors including NIH director went on the record opposing this https://twitter.com/onceuponA/status/1297659627459547138
Hahn’s statement that if “100 people were sick, 35 would be saved by plasma” is shockingly wrong. The risk reduction between early plasma and late plasma is relative, not absolute. In this trial, if 100 people were treated, 3.2 fewer would die. https://twitter.com/JReinerMD/status/1297683727976484867
Kanye West's FEC report is officially two days late,  in violation of federal law.
Prominent bootlick Mark Meadows actually says, of illiterate president, "He reads more than probably anybody I know,"
Maskless students pack bars before University of Iowa classes resume; 'We're going to have a huge outbreak,' council member warns

The Trump “border wall” is a corrupt farce after nearly four years https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2020/aug/24/john-oliver-trump-border-wall-stupider-than-i-thought-was-possible

Twitter waited five hours to block a Trump tweet with blatant voting disinformation. “At the same time, twitter’s half-hearted and delayed reaction to election misinformation is light years better than Facebook’s response, which manages to lend credence to the lies.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1297581492298817544
Facebook’s community standards ban “misrepresentation of who can vote, qualifications for voting, whether a vote will be counted, and what information and/or materials must be provided in order to vote.” But an analysis by ProPublica and First Draft, a global nonprofit that researches misinformation, shows that Facebook is rife with false or misleading claims about voting, particularly regarding voting by mail, which is the safest way of casting a ballot during the pandemic. Many of these falsehoods appear to violate Facebook’s standards yet have not been taken down or labeled as inaccurate. Of the top 50 posts, ranked by total interactions, that mentioned voting by mail since April 1, 22 contained false or substantially misleading claims about voting, particularly about mail-in ballots. https://www.propublica.org/article/outright-lies-voting-misinformation-flourishes-on-facebook

Politifact rated “I won’t cut Social Security or Medicare” as a Trump promise kept despite the fact that he simply failed in his attempt, rather than not attempting it

8.22.2020
A California court ordered Trump to pay $44,100 to Stephanie Clifford, the adult film actress known as Stormy Daniels, to cover her legal fees regarding her nondisclosure agreement. “In a normal world this would be a career ending scandal but in trumpworld it’s just a normal Friday” https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1297177737443061761
President of the US rails at “deep state” for preventing rushed approval of drugs https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1297231510597259265
"Save the Children” rallies 200 cities—they're QAnon events. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/qanon-looms-behind-nationwide-rallies-viral-hashtags-n1237722
NY Times reports Trump administration scoffing at the Hatch Act and saying “they take pride in violating its regulations,” burying this information (three days later the Trump administration massively ramps up its violations of the very same law) https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1297382904092401664
Not for the first time, a GA school system denies public’s right to know and thwarts efforts to control the virus: “Staff who test positive are not to notify any other staff members, parents of their students or any other person/entity that they may have exposed.” https://twitter.com/griffiths/status/1297119241066426369
A school in Marion County, IA lasted all of 3 days back for in-person classes before multiple staff members tested positive for COVID-19. They’re shutting down for 2 days for cleaning and “A majority of elementary students will need to quarantine for 14 days” https://www.oskaloosa.com/news/local_news/twin-cedars-closed-monday-tuesday-due-to-covid-19-positives/article_49c03a4e-e4c9-11ea-9a8a-b7c70a9ed5c1.html
Iowa is about to top Florida in cases per capita per day.

USPS Sabotage round-up 2
USPS workers were instructed to hide backlogged mail from Congressman Joaquin Castro as he toured a San Antonio post office, a union official said https://www.expressnews.com/news/local/article/Two-more-San-Antonio-Postal-Service-machines-set-15495702.php
clerks are still being told to deliberately slow down processing the mail. https://twitter.com/taralconley/status/1296812615512055808
Internal USPS docs show how performance tanked after DeJoy's “reforms” kicked in. Service declines compared to baseline as of Aug 1: 1st-class mail 8.1% , marketing mail 8.42%, periodicals 9.57%, priority mail 7.97% https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/new-postal-service-documents-show-nationwide-delays-far-worse-than-postal
Internal documents reviewed by NBC News showed Postmaster General DeJoy is decommissioning 671 of its letter sorting machines https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/democrats-set-emergency-hearing-top-postal-officials-amid-fear-over-n1236886
“One side of the building only has one machine in it. It used to have ten.” - Metro Atlanta postal workers https://twitter.com/NicoleCarrWSB/status/1298339018141249537
Joan Levy, pres of the local chapter of APWU, says two Wallingford CT sorting machines and four Hartford machines were dismantled and destroyed https://twitter.com/KyleJonesNBC/status/1296470305863606274
“in August I witnessed a scene I never could have imagined. My co-workers on another shift began dismantling at least three mail processing machines. They didn't want to do this, they told me; they just had to follow orders. … When I asked them what they were doing, they told me that the area was going to be rearranged. I later found the machines behind the processing plant, dismantled,in a huge scrap metal dumpster — uncovered in the rain.” https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/voices/2020/09/01/post-office-mail-sorting-machines-donald-trump-column/5678592002/
Rotting food, dead animals at USPS facilities https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-08-20/usps-cutbacks-post-office-chaos
Delivery of medicine is being delayed https://radio.wosu.org/post/ohio-s-postal-service-problems-cause-dangerous-delays-medication-delivery#stream/0
Mailboxes trucked away from Columbus OH https://twitter.com/winzigpedia/status/1295078869435846657
Postal worker says when DeJoy ordered shifts to end even if all mail wasn't delivered, carriers were told to prioritize Amazon packages, then Priority mail, then everything else https://twitter.com/dellcam/status/1296527623699476480
Removing mail sorting machines means packages are showing up later and later, but trucks are required to leave at 9:30 am sharp. This late mail is intentionally not scanned, so people w/ USPS Informed Delivery won't get notified and expect to see mail that isn't coming. Basically, USPS Informed Delivery, the tracking service, is totally unreliable at this point. Packages are piling up inside post offices and supervisors would rather people think their mail is stuck at a processing center than just sitting in a bin in a back room somewhere. https://twitter.com/dellcam/status/1296532844773363713
Postmaster General DeJoy’s $114,500 donation to the RNC was earmarked for the legal fund being used to oppose vote-by-mail https://readsludge.com/2020/07/31/here-are-the-billionaires-funding-trumps-voter-suppression-lawsuits/

An extraordinarily high number of ballots — more than 550,000 — have been rejected in this year's presidential primaries, according to a new analysis by NPR. That's far more than the 318,728 ballots rejected in the 2016 general election. The numbers compiled by NPR are almost certainly an underestimate since not all states have made the information on rejected mail-in ballots available. https://www.npr.org/2020/08/22/904693468/more-than-550-000-primary-absentee-ballots-rejected-in-2020-far-outpacing-2016

8.21.2020
Postmaster General DeJoy evades and lies in Senate testimony. 
When asked why mail sorting machines are being disconnected, Postmaster DeJoy says "I have no idea." https://twitter.com/HuffmanForNC/status/1296815542452527104
DeJoy: We never eliminated overtime. Sen. Peters: It's been curtailed. DeJoy: It's not been curtailed by me or the leadership team. Every postal employee disputes this. https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1296803768214921217
https://www.salon.com/2020/08/21/internal-usps-memo-appears-to-contradict-postmaster-generals-testimony/
DeJoy was grilled  over whether he'd done any analysis into impacts of late deliveries on seniors and veterans waiting on meds — or late fees incurred by Americans. He had no convincing answer https://gizmodo.com/postmaster-louis-dejoy-hammered-by-senators-over-disast-1844801291
White House takes away FDA authority to regulate COVID tests. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1296875997871120392
https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1296941492683059206
Tennessee governor signs bill that would punish some protesters with loss of voting rights http://hill.cm/XkBtQhL
Friday is the 500th straight day that we won't have a Senate-confirmed DHS Secretary—the most ever for a Cabinet office. There hasn't even been a nominee.  https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1294338737522999297
Also, there have been no traditional NSC Principals Committee meetings—w/ cabinet officials and Trump—or major joint press conferences about election security this year.  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/18/trump-william-evanina-election-interference-russia-397459
After admitting to false statements in federal court, Trump DOJ agrees to $200K legal-fee settlement with law firm Arnold & Porter https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2020/08/21/after-admitting-to-false-statements-in-court-trump-doj-agrees-to-200k-settlement-with-arnold-porter/
Car drives through protest in Iowa City https://twitter.com/Big55fish48/status/1297020378204774401
Republicans have filed suit to block (Republican) Texas Gov. Greg Abbott’s order that added six days of early voting for the November election https://www.statesman.com/news/20200821/conservatives-gop-candidates-sue-to-block-early-voting-extension
Republican national security officials endorse Biden is really something—“basically every GOP luminary of the last 30 years” https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1296868104388083712
DOJ charges former green beret army special forces office on conspiracy to provide national defense info to Russian intelligence lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9
Dave Lindecke: “Sky is turning orange again :(“

Earlier this week, a temperature of 129.9F was recorded at Death Valley national park. If confirmed, that will be the planet's highest temperature in almost a century and its third-highest on record

Two actively burning right now fires with 10% or less containment have made the Top 10 Largest California Wildfires in state history. 
The state has been scorched by a record-breaking heat wave, with several days in a row of temperatures reaching triple digits in some places, even at night. Temperatures in Death Valley topped 130 degrees Fahrenheit. That heat led to rolling blackouts as utilities struggled to meet cooling demand. All the while, the Covid-19 pandemic is raging throughout the state, with the number of new cases increasing over the past two weeks and making the already difficult task of controlling wildfires even harder. https://www.vox.com/2020/8/21/21377181/california-wildfire-2020-coronavirus-covid-19-heat-scu-lnu-lightning-complex-climate

We haven’t seen two strong tropical cyclones come into land at the same time since the Great Depression (1933) — this is the scenario that is setting up for early next week https://twitter.com/JesseRodriguez/status/1296895890997862406

Meanwhile oil-drilling is expanding https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-08-21/shale-drillers-bring-back-rigs-in-biggest-add-since-january

8.20.2020
Former USPS Governor David Williams provided explosive testimony at House Progressive Caucus hearing. He documented a corrupt, long-running sabotage of USPS by right-wing officials seeking to destroy the postal service as a public good. https://prospect.org/politics/top-postal-service-official-details-mnuchin-extortion-effort/
Secretary Mnuchin sought intrusive control over core USPS operations that the USPS itself deemed to be illegal.
He also said that Mnuchin also sought to impose a pricing practice that “would be ruinous for the Postal Service” and significantly impair its ability to compete in the package delivery market.
He said the hiring process for DeJoy was rigged—DeJoy couldn’t answer basic interview questions, was coached during the interview process & no background check was conducted before his hiring.
Williams: at the time of his departure this spring, USPS had full confidence in their ability to facilitate vote-by-mail in this election. Now, just months later, USPS has informed 46 states & DC that mail-in ballots may not arrive in time to be counted.
Trump says that on election day he's going to send law enforcement to polling locations. That’s completely 100% against the law.
Trump campaign also recruiting 50,000 poll watchers to challenge Dems at polls https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1296631116099657728
Steve Bannon was taken into custody on a yacht belonging to an exiled Chinese billionaire off the coast of Connecticut  https://twitter.com/margbrennan/status/1296445655699918857
The Trump campaign’s 524-page response to a discovery demand turned up precisely zero instances of mail-in vote fraud. https://www.typeinvestigations.org/investigation/2020/08/20/trump-comes-up-empty-when-pressed-for-evidence-of-election-fraud-in-court/
Assistant director of DHS' Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, Brian Harrell, has just submitted his resignation to Trump. (Less than 80 days out from the election. But Harrell’s letter doesn’t give a reason for leaving other than his returning to the private sector.) https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1296456097767841795

It’s now out in the open that the postmaster general of the USPS is ordering employees to remove and break mail-sorting machines and employees are obeying the orders
nearly 95% of the mail sorting machines that were slated for removal over the last few months have already been taken out of service. Reports show that as many as 475 mail sorting machines may have already been decommissioned. https://www.ibtimes.sg/usps-disables-95-mail-sorting-machines-scheduled-removal-despite-wh-assurance-50203
Even after DeJoy claimed he was “suspending” the sabotage, he continued issuing further orders to wreck sorting machines https://twitter.com/_HeatherWalker/status/1296109536164679681
emails sent hours after DeJoy's supposed policy reversal contained explicit instructions not to reconnect mail sorting machines that are still in processing facilities and perfectly functional https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/xg8k4d/usps-emails-tell-managers-not-to-reinstall-mail-sorting-machines-postmaster-general-dejoy
USPS Trump's attacks already undermining confidence in vote by mail. Voters are calling election offices concerned about whether vote-by-mail ballots will count. Some are cancelling requests for them https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/20/trump-usps-attacks-vote-by-mail-confidence
What, in short, can the House do if DeJoy refuses to provide documents or approve testimony by USPS subordinates necessary to get to the bottom of the matter? Of course, the House can immediately issue subpoenas. But the Trump administration has an established track record of refusing or interminably delaying compliance even with formal subpoenas. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/democrats-impeachment-postmaster-general-louis-dejoy-postal-service.html

More than 4,600 Arkansas poultry processing workers have contracted COVID-19. At least 22 have died. … none of the state's plants ever shut down.  https://www.facingsouth.org/2020/08/covid-19-pounded-arkansas-poultry-workers-government-and-industry-looked

8.19.2020
More than three hundred wildfires are burning right now in California. CalFire’s evacuation guidance to all 40 million Californians: “Everybody should be ready to go.” https://twitter.com/dwallacewells/status/1296175558947110912
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53840437
DeJoy ordered USPS to remove 671 mail sorting machines by end of September, including 24 in Ohio, 11 in Detroit, 11 in Florida, 9 in Wisconsin, 8 in Philadelphia and 5 in Arizona. House Speaker Pelosi just said DeJoy told her he won't restore sorting machines & mailboxes already removed. https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1296151139507896323
Supreme Court announces that it will hear arguments in latest lawsuit to overturn ACA one week after the election https://twitter.com/GregStohr/status/1296117084380893184
Professional troll Laura Loomer, who just celebrated the death of a child, is a Republican nominee for Congress supported by prominent Republicans from Trump down https://twitter.com/FPWellman/status/1296148705377222656
Republican fundraising continues to soar over Democrats for key state legislative races for the Texas House.
An official FBI Twitter account shares the Protocols of the Elders of Zion; 12,000 retweets and counting  https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault/status/1296144912497352705
Facebook announced today it is cracking down on three types of groups:  QAnon,  Militias, and Anti-fascists https://twitter.com/nickmartin/status/1296160074159726592
Trump tweets that people should stop buying from Goodyear, and Ohio Democrats begin a days-long campaign of drumbeating to defend a toxic and exploitative for-profit corporation  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/08/20/op-ed-dont-let-donald-trump-convince-you-that-goodyear-is-your-friend

USPS Sabotage roundup
Mailbox removal in Columbus OH https://twitter.com/winzigpedia/status/1295078869435846657
Exterior of Patterson USPS site is a graveyard of junked and intentionally damaged sorting equipment https://twitter.com/_HeatherWalker/status/1296122043772133382
In a nationwide rule change this summer, the US Postal Service has forbidden employees from signing absentee ballots as witnesses while on duty. The change could make it more difficult for Alaskans, particularly rural residents, to vote by mail https://www.adn.com/politics/2020/08/18/in-rule-change-postal-service-forbids-employees-from-signing-absentee-ballots-as-witnesses/
Postal Service policy changes are taking a toll on military veterans, whose mail-order medications are delayed. Florida example: Vietnam combat vet ordered COPD prescription 10 days ago and was told it'll "probably" arrive around September 9 https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1295133240819425286
A Waterloo, Iowa postal employee provides these photos of a dismantled mail sorting machine, which now sits in a garage. The employee says it was in good working condition https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1296195532285714435
A Maine farmer went to pick up 800 baby chicks from the U.S. Postal Service.  They were all dead. The USPS has been delivering chicks since 1918 https://www.pressherald.com/2020/08/19/dead-chick-deliveries-costing-maine-farmers-thousands-of-dollars/
A postal employee provided NBC News a photo of the USPS distribution center in Henrietta, NY. The photo, taken on Aug. 16, is of a hand-sorted bin that had been sitting since Aug. 7. The employee attributes the 9-day delay to Postmaster General Louis DeJoy's policy changes. https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1295822760409731073
Strange craigslist postings offer decommissioned mailboxes for sale https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/08/19/two-dozen-old-post-boxes-just-appeared-on-cleveland-craigslist-and-then-disappeared

A petition-legislative combo mechanism in Michigan’s constitution, permitting temporary but veto-proof laws, had been obscure until the past couple of years when Michigan Republicans used it to kill a popular minimum wage increase, kill the state’s popular prevailing wage law, and attempt to push through extreme abortion limits. Now they want to use it to strip Gov. Whitmer of her emergency order powers—and unilaterally end the protections she has put in place against the pandemic https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/michigan-republicns-gretchen-whitmer-covid-masks.html

Former President Obama and his wife both told the Democratic National Convention to expect that voting could be very difficult https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/obamas-dnc-voting-only-hope.html

8.18.2020
After four years, “Putin ordered the 2016 hacking of Democratic Party accounts and the release of emails intended to harm Hillary Clinton’s campaign, the Senate Intelligence Committee concluded” https://trib.al/xKDI4Bj
Trump flew to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on August 18, ostensibly to offer support after last week’s devastating derecho. He didn’t leave the airport, however, and the elected officials invited to his pop-in were Republican-only. https://www.bleedingheartland.com/2020/08/19/donald-trump-may-not-be-a-net-plus-for-ashley-hinson-in-ia-01/
Collin County TX health officials have no confidence in COVID-19 reporting data from the Texas Department of State Health Services after over 350,000 tests went unreported. https://www.wfaa.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/covid-19-collin-county-says-it-has-no-confidence-in-state-data/287-78388421-23a2-4c90-9634-5df18c64e5b3
Trump claims to have never met Miles Taylor, which is completely false https://www.rawstory.com/2020/08/trump-faced-with-photo-evidence-after-he-swears-hes-never-heard-of-former-dhs-official-miles-taylor/
Man collecting signatures outside of a polling place in Evansville is asking passers-by if they want to “take votes from Joe Biden” and help Trump by getting Kanye West on the ballot. https://twitter.com/SethKlamann/status/1295804708318257156
Even Lakewood’s CDC has had all it can take and breaks character on Twitter to ask “WHY ISN'T 2020 OVER!?” https://twitter.com/LakewoodAlive/status/1295844461008818176

The ration of CEO pay to the average worker’s is now 320-to-1 (from about 20:1 fifty years ago) https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1295818685932691456

8.17.2020
School reopenings are already shit shows https://www.thedailybeast.com/mississippi-schools-are-a-coronavirus-disaster?source=articles&via=twitter_page
University of North Carolina: Within a week of starting classes, percent positive jumps from 2% to 13%, and cases increase astronomically https://twitter.com/Hammontreers/status/1295464420114604038
Violating Wisconsin's COVID19 health regulations, President of the United States Trump claims his hate rally is a "peaceful protest."
Missouri: Jackson County Election Board has not received any "correspondence from the Secretary of State regarding the USPS," which is pretty much what the KC Election Board had also said Friday. https://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/article244961945.html
ABC News tells people that direct sabotage of USPS capacity is “cost cutting measures” and frames objections to this as “mail-in voting fears” https://twitter.com/OliviaRubinABC/status/1295481355086766087
US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit rules that Emoluments Clause suit against President Trump may proceed to trial (almost 90% of the way through his term)
Mike Bloomberg, who has been all over the map with various claims of how much money he would contribute to elect Democrats this year, again “pledges” he will spend money and again US media credulously runs it as a headline https://wapo.st/3kWL4kP
Before the Democratic Convention began the DNC “dropped language calling for an end to fossil fuel subsidies and tax breaks from its party platform.”

Biden leads Trump in the presidential vote by 10 points – among mail voters, he leads by 50 points. Among in-person Election Day voters, however, Trump instead leads by 35 points, and among those who plan to vote in-person before Election Day, he leads by 4 points. https://twitter.com/NavigatorSurvey/status/1295403264616345603

NYPD has been systematically undermining investigations into police abuse by withholding evidence.  It has stopped sharing a wide variety of paper records and has been redacting the names of potential witnesses from others without explanation.  It allowed officers to refuse to be interviewed by investigators for two months this year. It often doesn’t turn over body-worn camera footage. https://www.propublica.org/article/the-nypd-is-withholding-evidence-from-investigations-into-police-abuse

8.16.2020
Mailbox removal from Ohio cities on Sunday, before sunup https://twitter.com/JackluvsU/status/1294976437498179589
the president RTed  “Leave Democrat cities Let them rot” & no big reaction because he already left people living in blue cities & states to die of COVID https://twitter.com/ktumulty/status/1295035189618515968

Between August 7 and August 16, 2020, nearly 500,000 motorcycle enthusiasts converged on Sturgis, South Dakota for its annual motorcycle rally. With near-total indifference to pandemic precautions, 2020 “Sturgis” became a massive superspreader event. An estimated 250,000 of the reported cases between August 2 and September 2 are due to the Sturgis Rally.  Roughly 19 percent of the national cases during this timeframe. http://ftp.iza.org/dp13670.pdf
Estimated public health costs: approximately $12.2 billion. https://twitter.com/daswenson/status/1303419955883380736
CDC linked the motorcycle rally in Sturgis, South Dakota, in August to a Covid-19 outbreak in Minnesota, according to a new report from the CDC https://cnn.it/392Lkv7

Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose flat out lied on The Today Show this weekend, claiming that the legislature must approve more ballot dropboxes before he can do anything

Trump’s executive order that would supposedly allow workers to delay paying Social Security taxes, along with his related public statements, have created a situation that is bizarre even by 2020 standards https://itep.org/trumps-executive-order-on-social-security-payroll-taxes-is-a-mess/

8.15.2020
The head and #2 of the Department of Homeland Security are illegally occupying those roles. The 
NY Times featured it today on page A17
photo of a junked mail sorter visible from the street behind the main post office in Cleveland.  https://twitter.com/schmangee/status/1294723278842585091
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/08/17/junked-sorting-machine-behind-usps-cleveland-office-part-of-national-plan-to-slow-down-mail
https://www.cleveland.com/open/2020/08/dismantled-equipment-behind-cleveland-post-office-raises-delivery-questions.html

Watchdog group FOIA’d Postmaster General DeJoy’s calendars to investigate the undermining of USPS. USPS rejected the request, saying the “calendar maintained on a USPS computer” was for DeJoy's personal use and the entries ”are not agency records subject to the FOIA.” https://twitter.com/weareoversight/status/1294353393562128384
https://www.americanoversight.org/document/response-from-usps-regarding-request-for-postmaster-general-dejoys-calendars

ICE is feeding Muslim detainees pork at its Krome detention center in Miami and its chaplain dismisses this basic, deliberate dignity violation by saying “it is what it is.” https://twitter.com/attackerman/status/1296095098556620800
Also ICE guards are “systematically” sexually assaulting detainees in an El Paso detention center, lawyers say. Allegations, detailed in a complaint filed by a Texas advocacy group with the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General and shared with prosecutors, include guards attacking victims in camera “blind spots” and telling them that “no one would believe” them. 
ICE is also making sure migrant kids don’t have COVID-19 — then expelling them to “prevent the spread” of COVID-19. The Trump administration has used infection risk to justify expelling thousands of children without legal protections. 
"When the coronavirus started, we went on a hunger strike because they weren't giving us masks. [The guards] started attacking us. They would show up dressed all in black with tear-gas guns and threaten us." https://www.aclu.org/news/immigrants-rights/whats-it-like-to-be-in-immigration-lockup-during-a-pandemic/

8.14.2020
Constitutional expert: “What Trump is doing to the USPS—right in front of our eyes—is as serious a threat to our democracy as anything any President has ever done. I'm not overreacting; this is a five-alarm fire.” https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1294380055288860678
Kamala Harris has been Biden’s running mate for less than 72 hours but already media is helping Trump circulate lies about her https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53774289
AP handles this well at least
Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf (and Ken Cucinelli) are ineligible to be serving in their current roles because they were appointed illegally, the GAO rules. (Wolf passed the limit for an “Acting” appointment two months ago, and back in March a federal judge ruled that Cuccinelli had not been lawfully appointed and blocked one of the policies he had implemented) https://twitter.com/Haleaziz/status/1294278971882782720
“I have no idea if the Acting DHS Secretary right now is Chad Wolf or Pete Gaynor.” https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1294338737522999297
Eight days after putting the first mock mail-in ballots in public mailboxes, ABC 6 has only received 97 of 100 total mock ballots through the USPS in Franklin County, OH. https://abc6onyourside.com/news/local/testing-the-mail-aug-14-2020-update
Postal workers continue to blow the whistle, while also reporting fear of retaliation https://www.businessinsider.com/postal-worker-for-17-years-nerve-racking-see-whats-happening-2020-8
Rep. Carolyn Maloney met with staff at the Morgan General Mail Facility in Midtown NYC, which handles the mail coming in and out of the city. “They are being told ...they are taking away machines that process the mail,” said Maloney. https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/politics/2020/08/13/nyc-elections-2020-nyc-vote-by-mail-mail-is-delayed-by-days-union-says?cid=share_twitter
Michigan Senator set up a page for people to report problems with USPS. +6,000 complaints so far. 
Meanwhile US Senator Rob Portman’s office responds to concerns about USPS with a page of lies and deliberate misdirection https://quitrobbingohio.com/portman-goes-into-full-disinformation-mode-over-post-office/
Linn and Johnson Counties in Iowa have just experienced the equivalent of a category 2 hurricane, have received zero federal assistance, tens of thousands are without power or phone service, and Trump is suing in order to prevent people in those counties from voting absentee https://www.kcci.com/article/trump-campaign-sues-key-iowa-counties-over-absentee-mailings/33597428
Somehow Hillary Clinton’s emails are still being raked over https://twitter.com/joshgerstein/status/1294304909227995136

'Firenado' rages through Angeles National Forest https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-53774269/firenado-rages-through-angeles-national-forest

Accurate: “Unlike the virus, where there have almost no national suppression efforts, voter suppression efforts have been strong.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1294065124366585859

Postal Service warns 46 states their voters could be disenfranchised by delayed mail-in ballots 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/usps-mail-in-ballots-pennsylvania-washington-044951098.html
https://www.inquirer.com/politics/election/pennsylvania-mail-voting-deadlines-post-office-lawsuit-20200813.html
https://washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/usps-states-delayed-mail-in-ballots/2020/08/14/64bf3c3c-dcc7-11ea-8051-d5f887d73381_story.html
the U.S. Postal Service sent detailed letters to 46 states and D.C. warning that it cannot guarantee all ballots cast by mail for the November election will arrive in time to be counted https://wapo.st/2CraCFl
USPS data shows at least 671 USPS mail sorting machines have been removed across the country since June. Represents a reduction in national mail sorting capacity of 21.4 million pieces of mail per hour.
A number of cities in key swing states -- Houston TX, Pontiac MI, and Columbus OH -- have been affected by some of the biggest losses in sorting capacity.
USPS sorting capacity cut in Columbus by 327,000 per hour. Plus 4 other OH locations. 

8.13.2020
Trump on why denying funding to USPS is a hill to die on for him: “Now they need that money in order to make the post office work so it can take all of these millions and millions of ballots...But if they don’t get those two items that means you can’t have universal mail-in voting...” https://twitter.com/abbydphillip/status/1293883405990596608
“The media has built up such a reflex of ignoring Trump's wild comments that when he says something that's major, siren-level news — the postal service remarks — it is only leading one website I can find” https://twitter.com/benyt/status/1293921095079333889
USPS launches mass removal of mailboxes https://twitter.com/judgecordell/status/1294065183900307457
USPS is also getting rid of shelving https://twitter.com/daniel_b_rice/status/1294075625939009537
“It's inconceivable that a Postmaster General could be allowed to keep a $30 million stake in a USPS contractor. Bill Clinton's Postmaster General got in trouble just for holding Coca-Cola stock because that company supplied USPS break rooms.” USPS's explanation about DeJoy's conflicts of interest doesn't add up https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1293989796050882561
Larry Kudlow today: "So much of the Democratic asks are really liberal left wishlists we don't want to have -- voting rights, and aid to aliens, and so forth. That's not our game." https://slate.com/business/2020/08/trump-admits-hes-blocking-usps-funding.html
Iowa state auditor: “Iowa in crisis from #derecho2020, Cedar Rapids is apocalyptic. People can't call 911. Losing food and medicine.” https://twitter.com/RobSandIA/status/1294011833335062529
Meanwhile Republican senators are clearly unconcerned and have recessed until next month.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was devastated by this storm https://iowastartingline.com/2020/08/16/cedar-rapids-is-even-worse-than-you-think/
The US calls for rules to be eased after Donald Trump complained of issues washing his hair. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53761744
Tuesday’s four-hour hearing before the full D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals on whether District Judge Emmet Sullivan must grant the government’s motion to dismiss Michael Flynn’s case certainly had all the trappings of a legal proceeding. There were judges asking questions and lawyers saying lawyerly things. However, it was, at bottom, a farce. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/michael-flynn-case-dc-circuit-court-farce.html
‘At this point, you would have to be almost comically credulous to take a claim from this Justice Department at face value if there’s a meaningful chance that it could be false. To recall just a few data points: Barr himself was politely called a liar by a fellow judge in Sullivan’s court in March. In June, a former high-ranking Justice Department official in the George H.W. Bush administration testified before the House Judiciary Committee that Barr “regularly lie[s],” and his written testimony provided a robust case in support of the claim. Around the same time, the department’s internal ethics watchdog took the position that there is nothing wrong with the Justice Department launching entirely “pretextual” investigations. Several months ago, lawyers from my old office took the transparently ridiculous position—in cases that I once worked on, and reluctantly got dragged back into—that they are free to file “nakedly pretextual” applications with courts in order to obtain more time to investigate cases. Weeks ago, four former presidents of the D.C. Bar Association signed a nearly 40-page, single-spaced letter calling for an investigation of Barr for violating ethical rules, including on the theory that he had “repeatedly engaged in dishonest and deceitful conduct.” And Barr’s recent testimony before the House Judiciary Committee evinced, as one commentator correctly put it, “a pattern of deception, evasion and misrepresentation.” Finally, Chief Justice John Roberts has twice in the last 14 months rebuked the administration for presenting pretextual arguments for government actions in the census and Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program cases.’

“You want to help Trump?” yelled the organizer collecting signatures to get Kanye West on Montana’s ballot. “We’re trying to take votes away from creepy Uncle Joe" https://helenair.com/news/state-and-regional/group-working-to-get-kanye-west-on-state-ballot-to-help-trump/article_e3641666-4c24-5122-bec4-c2961f4dd169.html
Kanye West had recently been telling associates he'd spoken with Jared Kushner "almost daily." 
https://cnn.it/3iK6P5s
Illinois State Board of Elections reviewed the petitions of Kanye West. They determined nearly 75% of his signatures were fraudulent. https://twitter.com/AprilDRyan/status/1293995916559622145

COVID19 testing has been declining (with a week-over-week drop in testing every day since July 31), and yet, percent positivity continues to rise in 35 states, according to the Covid Tracking Project. https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1293894465451700225

The US Marshals Service is flying and driving prisoners all over the country without testing for COVID-19.  https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/wxqbzw/con-air-is-spreading-covid-19-all-over-the-us-prison-system

“Herman Cain continuing to tweet in favor of Trump after dying from a disease he probably caught at a reckless Trump rally is a pretty decent encapsulation of why it’s a waste of time for Democrats to try and court Republican voters.”

National punditry which alternately ignored Kamala Harris, or vilified her debates presence, while she was a candidate for president, has since her selection as Joe Biden’s running mate rewritten the record to declare that she was exciting, charismatic, and the hero of debates ttps://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trumps-woman-problem-just-got-a-whole-lot-worse?ref=author

8.12.2020
Trump says the U.S. Postal Service is incapable of facilitating mail-in voting… because it cannot access the emergency funding which… he is blocking. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1293736581723860993
US reports over 1,500 coronavirus deaths in a day, highest tally since May http://hill.cm/f15oX6m
We’re nearly four years into the Trump presidency’s sabotage and dishonesty, and Reuters is euphemizing the destruction of the postal service as “shakeup,” “reorganization,” and “a bid to fix” it GFG https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-postoffice/u-s-postal-service-reorganization-sparks-delays-election-questions-idUSKCN258197
Ohio Secretary of State LaRose invents policy prohibiting county board of elections from offering multiple ballot drop boxes (There is no statutory authority for this directive; LaRose claims he wants to avoid litigation, and notably the Trump campaign is suing to stop drop boxes in PA.) https://twitter.com/DavidPepper/status/1293581412625461255
Florida sheriff forbids staff, visitors from wearing masks https://abcnews.go.com/US/florida-sheriff-forbids-staff-visitors-wearing-masks/story?id=72325542
Republican congressman criticizes the QAnon nonsense; the Trump campaign responds by going after the congressman https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1293619879338225664
What House Republicans are looking at next year is a minority in which the people who know how to govern will be gone, and their replacements will include people who either subscribe to or don’t rule out! the dumbest conspiracy theory in existence, or have otherwise been marinated in a very-online conspiracy media bubble that make the days of Fox News as the central misinformation organ look quaint. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/the-future-of-the-house-republicans-is-fully-unhinged.html
On Wednesday central London saw its longest stretch of high temperatures in almost six decades, with thermometers reading 34 degrees C [93] or above for six consecutive days. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-53752690

This week the word “derecho” has suddenly entered the mainstream vocabulary of part of the US Midwest

QAnon is “a fascist fantasy treasure hunt in which they seek out indications that Trump’s opponents are being rounded up and will soon be killed” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1293401924872609793
QAnon groups on Facebook are growing at a rapid pace and helping to spread the baseless and dangerous omni-conspiracy theory to new countries around the world, a Guardian investigation has found. The Guardian has documented more than 170 QAnon groups, pages and accounts across Facebook and Instagram with more than 4.5 million aggregate followers. The Guardian has also documented dedicated communities for QAnon followers in at least 15 countries on Facebook. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/11/qanon-facebook-groups-growing-conspiracy-theory

Ever since it came out that he had ignored Russian bounties being paid for murdered American soldiers, Trump has much pretty stopped scheduling intelligence briefings. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-intel-briefings-gone_n_5f32f2b9c5b6fc009a5e72e3

The U.S. Postal Service is planning to remove about 15% of letter sorting machines it uses around the country https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/pkyv4k/internal-usps-documents-outline-plans-to-hobble-mail-sorting
USPS is removing mail sorting equipment from post offices. A union chief says the changes, which have been more drastic than people realize, are costing more money — not less https://www.salon.com/2020/08/12/mail-sorting-equipment-being-removed-from-post-offices-leaving-mail-to-pile-up-union-leader/

8.11.2020
key numbers for TX (based on 7 day moving avg) -- now vs 2 weeks ago: # of tests down 50% (60K to 30K), Cases largely flat (around 7K), Percent positive way up: 24%. A crazy high number https://twitter.com/ashishkjha/status/1293376667776356352
Wisconsin and Georgia held another round of elections on Tuesday with enough “glitches” to raise warning flags for the real test in November. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-voting/in-georgia-and-wisconsin-smoother-elections-this-time-with-a-few-glitches-idUSKCN2572RZ
Trump's campaign is tweeting mugshots of black people to attack Joe Biden. https://twitter.com/ChrisMegerian/status/1293251410633674753
The State Department did not fully consider the risk of civilian casualties when it approved more than $8 billion in arms sales to Middle Eastern countries last year, according to a redacted inspector general report released Tuesday. An unredacted version of the report, obtained by POLITICO, also raised questions about Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s assertions that an emergency situation existed, allowing him to greenlight the sales over congressional objections. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/11/state-department-civilians-middle-east-393584

The Supreme Court is making enormous 5-4 partisan rulings, largely unnoticed, through an expanding “shadow docket.” … we know that at least seven of the nine orders in these cases were decided 5–4. And although it’s hard to account for every ruling on the shadow docket, two slices of the data underscore the uptick in both the frequency of such rulings and their divisiveness: 
First, in the Trump administration’s 3½ years in office, the justices have granted (in whole or in part) 22 stay requests from the federal government (including 10 during the current term alone)—compared with a total of four grants of such requests in the 16 years of the George W. Bush and Obama administrations combined. (Trump has submitted 34 applications, versus 16 from Bush and Obama combined.)
Second, the shadow docket is quickly crowding out the merits docket. During the October 2017 term (Justice Anthony Kennedy’s last on the court), only two stay applications provoked four justices to publicly note their dissents. In the not quite two terms since, there have been 20 separate orders from which four justices publicly dissented—including 11 so far this term (and six since the beginning of July). By contrast, there were only 12 merits decisions during the current term that split the court 5–4 (the SCOTUSblog list of 14 includes two “shadow docket” rulings). With two months to go, it seems likely that the shadow docket will produce more 5–4 splits than the merits docket—for the first time, well, ever. 
Not only are these orders directly affecting millions of lives, but they’re also starting to be cited as precedent by lower-court judges—even though the justices themselves have long insisted that they lack precedential value https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/supreme-court-shadow-docket.html

since January 1st, the 10 wealthiest people in the US (almost all in the tech industry) have seen their wealth increase by $180 billion. https://www.bloomberg.com/billionaires/

8.10.2020
In the course of one hour, Cedar Rapids IA lost half of its trees in the Aug. 10, 2020, derecho http://homegrowniowan.com/saving-survivors-how-to-care-for-trees-that-remain-after-iowas-derecho-windstorm/
97,000 children reportedly test positive for coronavirus in two weeks as schools gear up for instruction https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-19-kids-school-children-positive-tests-coronavirus-reopening/
Trump announced that Dr. Scott Atlas is now joining the “Coronavirus Task Force” team. He’s a quack who told Americans back in June not to panic about the rise in cases, and said that the rise in hospitalizations among young people is a good thing because it leads to herd immunity over the long term https://techstartups.com/2020/08/11/dr-scott-atlas-anti-fauci-stanford-doctor-joins-white-house-coronavirus-task-force-team/
Reporter asks Trump about Russia; he responds “The Democrats are meddling  in our election” 
Trump evacuated from White House press briefing room by US Secret Service. An agent locked the briefing room doors from the exterior. https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1292942229653291008
Three days after officials confirmed that they have intel of a Russian interference plot connected to allies in Ukraine pushing corruption allegations against Biden, Ron Johnson has released a 5200-word, 11-page letter justifying his probe of corruption allegations against Biden.

“The outcome of the November presidential election will almost certainly be decided by mail-in votes. And with about two-thirds of states claiming they will not accept any mail-in ballots that arrive after Election Day, how those votes are handled once voters return their ballots is among the most consequential policy decisions of the 2020 election” https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/08/10/stop-trump-attacks-postal-service-fair-covid-election-column/3329978001/

Trump is destroying US intelligence agencies. If he gets a second term, there will be nothing left https://nyti.ms/30FcvYc

TSA screeners are discovering guns in carry-on bags at checkpoints at a rate three times higher than a year ago.. https://twitter.com/petemuntean/status/1292823404622630913

8.9.2020
US attorney general Barr, projecting: Democrats are now the "Rousseauian Revolutionary Party that believes in tearing down the system" "They're not interested in compromise. They're not interested in [a] dialectic exchange of views. They're interested in total victory...It's a substitute for religion." https://twitter.com/LizRNC/status/1292575407888359430
National Security Advisor Robert O’Brien on Face The Nation, in response to whether Trump has told Putin to stop meddling in US elections: “Unlike my predecessors, I don’t get involved in conversations the President has with foreign leaders.”
Fox News is now leading the overall viewership ratings in all of prime time television, not just cable
Every time any remotely prominent Republican speaks favorably of voting by mail it’s treated as a news story now https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewsolender/2020/08/09/it-will-work-republican-governor-comfortable-with-mail-in-voting-despite-trump-attacks/#1708e6d161b6
On MTP, Peter Navarro floats theory that Democrats are not passing a COVID deal because they want to hurt the economy in order to boost electoral chances. Chuck Todd responds: "I take your point." MSNBC anchor Joshua Johnson during the panel (which btw the guests consist of 2 NBC/MSNBC reporters and one right-winger) blames "both sides" for there not being a deal. https://twitter.com/GoAngelo/status/1292472109751504899

Over 40,400 meatpacking workers have contracted Covid-19 nationwide, as of August 10.  Of those cases, more than 10% are linked to the Arkansas poultry industry. And more than 25% of the cases were reported at Tyson Foods plants. https://thefern.org/2020/04/mapping-covid-19-in-meat-and-food-processing-plants/

Trump administration officials have been cited for breaking the Hatch Act 13 times by federal investigators at the Office of Special Counsel (not to be confused with special counsel Robert Mueller). Twelve more investigations are underway. Kellyanne Conway, counselor to the president, violated the Hatch Act so many times that the OSC took the drastic measure of recommending she be fired, calling her actions “egregious, notorious and ongoing.” (Trump refused to do so.) https://www.propublica.org/article/its-illegal-for-federal-officials-to-campaign-on-the-job-trump-staffers-keep-doing-it-anyways

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Director Robert Redfield instructed staff to delete an email from a Trump political appointee seeking control over the agency’s scientific reports on the pandemic https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/10/cdc-redfield-email-house-watchdog-444238

Enforcement of white collar crime has fallen to an all-time low  

8.8.2020
Trump claims that executive order will give $400/week expanded benefits. States must cover 25 percent, per Trump. Trump admin has now told states competing things: use the CRF to pay for your expenses, give 45 percent of the dollars to local folks if you can, and now, consider using this for unemployment as well https://twitter.com/TonyRomm/status/1292199235207794698
Trump says he's executive-ordering a payroll tax holiday for those making less than $100K/year. Would be in effect from August 1 to the end of 2020. (The text of the order on payroll tax is far more limited than Trump's rhetoric on the point would suggest.)
The actions are unlawful https://balkin.blogspot.com/2020/08/inadequate-unworkable-and-unlawful.html
“Since Trump has no legal authority to do most of these things, more accurate to call them Executive Suggestions or Executive Noodlings than Executive Orders”
Executive order takes $44 billion from FEMA disaster relief fund https://twitter.com/CAPAction/status/1300449130016374784
Dues paying club members (presumably) given access to room where the president makes remarks and signs an executive order.  This is (supposedly) a WH organized official government business event.  Not a campaign event. It’s the second straight day he uses a supposed official news conference as a show for club members. https://twitter.com/KellyO/status/1292182357429104645
after Paula Reid of CBS asks him why he keeps lying about passing Veterans Choice, the President promptly walks out
The White House has not answered questions about how much taxpayer money it has paid to 
Trump’s companies to rent out space for “official government” campaign events like this. https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1292193291509932035
U.S. sets record as COVID-19 cases top 5 total; one out of every 66 residents infected million https://reut.rs/30GphpK
COVID Tracking Project: “It’s difficult to understand what’s happening with COVID-19 data right now”  https://twitter.com/COVID19Tracking/status/1292227029346029570

There’s a lot of data floating around, but nobody is accurately tracking the number of health care workers who’ve died of the coronavirus. - ProPublica email

CDC finds more than 200,000 “extra deaths” since beginning of pandemic https://www.mediaite.com/news/cdc-data-shows-207000-excess-deaths-during-coronavirus-pandemic-far-eclipsing-160000-confirmed-death-count/

Trump’s campaign and the Republican National Committee have taken to the courts dozens of times as part of a $20 million effort to challenge voting rules, including filing their own lawsuits in several battleground states, including Minnesota, Pennsylvania and Nevada. And around the time Trump started musing about delaying the election last week, aides and outside advisers began scrambling to ponder possible executive actions he could take to curb mail-in voting — everything from directing the postal service to not deliver certain ballots to stopping local officials from counting them after Election Day. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/08/trump-wants-to-cut-mail-in-voting-the-republican-machine-is-helping-him-392428

Portland police puncture all four tires of a snack van overnight https://twitter.com/PDXzane/status/1291608110591692800

8.7.2020
23 postal executives were reassigned or displaced in today’s shakeup. The new structure centralizes power around a Trump donor and de-emphasizes decades’ worth of institutional postal knowledge.
USPS saboteur Louis DeJoy is in frequent contact with top Republican Party officials, and met with the president in the Oval Office this week in advance of a meeting that DeJoy had with Pelosi and Schumer. https://twitter.com/mateagold/status/1294065332773097472
“The Freedom to Breathe Agency” has people attempting to intimidate essential workers by pretending to work for a bogus federal agency. https://twitter.com/KalhanR/status/1291807199292010496
The Postal Service has informed states that they’ll need to pay first-class 55-cent postage to mail ballots to voters, rather than the normal 20-cent bulk rate. That nearly triples the per-ballot cost.
An abortion ban in Arkansas will be allowed to be implemented thanks to a federal appeals' court ruling that reverses a lower court's decision to temporarily block the ban.
Trump Job Approval: Approve 48% FML
The president spent his Friday morning retweeting QAnon lunatics. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1291722758435549188
Trump holds bonkers campaign event disguised as news conference
The White House called a “lid” at 9:42 a.m. — meaning POTUS won’t be leaving Bedminster or seen by the pool for the rest of the day https://twitter.com/EliStokols/status/1291732257284272128
Did not take any questions https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1291886556928790528
Bedminster country club members cheer when Trump praises them for refusing to social distance https://www.rawstory.com/2020/08/watch-bedminster-members-cheer-when-trump-praises-them-for-refusing-to-social-distance/
reporter is booed by the country club crowd for noting that the crowd here was not following New Jersey guidelines. Trump says there are exceptions for "political activity" and "peaceful protest," and this is a protest because attendees "know the news is fake." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1291891011677978624
Trump in NJ: “Iran would love to see me not be president.” Then says that he will cut deals with Iran and North Korea if he gets re-elected. https://twitter.com/jameshohmann/status/1291889074182279169
Tucker Carlson cuts away from Trump presser at 8:08 to promote Kanye West’s album.  https://twitter.com/jameshohmann/status/1291889856331894791
House Democrats passed a bill to extend benefits etc. in May. Republicans refused to do anything until last week and have yet to propose anything that can even get 50 votes in the Senate, which they control. But Senate Republicans can coast like that without proposing anything that can pass, without amending the House-passed bill, without holding a markup or a hearing, without McConnell even going to the damn meetings, “and still get CNN stories that put a pox on both parties. Republicans rely on that hazy blame-everyone coverage mentality to run against the failures that their lassitude and obstruction create. It’s hard for voters to discern who caused the wreck or how to avoid another.”  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1291571129300246529
Meanwhile, Republicans having refused even to try to come up with anything, they’re all just walking away from the sham and announcing that Trump will take action with executive orders.
Trump claims he will suspend payroll tax until the end of the year and retroactive to July 1 (an act which, if implemented, would cripple Social Security funding) 
Also, Trump (whose administration is trying to destroy the ACA in court, including explicitly its protections for preexisting conditions) claims that he is going to protect preexisting conditions through an executive order and the wingnut machinery promptly starts promoting this as a brilliant victory for the people https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1291895157500116994
https://twitter.com/C_Sommerfeldt/status/1291932873713496065
You would think Fox hosts would be angry that NRA execs swindled 2nd Amendment supporters for millions and millions that they blew on themselves. But no. They have no principles beyond owning the libs https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1291723618959974401
Barr DOJ subtracts 48 from 138 and gets 9 in filing boasting of few errors in FISA filings https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1291643757994090496
Barr himself stopped by a McLean VA pro-police political rally in the middle of a workday (but DOJ is based in DC) https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1291954355508256770
For the 1st time, according to the Bloomberg Misery Index, the United States is more miserable than Russia or China, and dramatically jumped from a misery low of No.50 on the Index to No. 25. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-08-06/misery-ranking-will-show-u-s-getting-worse-versus-rest-of-world
The 2020 Libertarian Party presidential nominee has been bitten by a possibly rabid bat.

This week, Trump aides and advisers began pondering possible executive actions Trump could take to curb mail-in voting — everything from directing the postal service to not deliver certain ballots to stopping local officials from counting them  https://politi.co/3koknFu

Trump's nominee for the chief civilian Pentagon leader over U.S. special forces, Bremer, is the director of a company that may have trained those who assassinated journalist Jamal Khashoggi https://arktimes.com/arkansas-blog/2019/03/30/arkansas-firm-pops-up-in-khashoggi-probe

Rainforest deforestation has more than doubled under cover of pandemic according to WWF

It's a 109 degrees F in Baghdad at 7pm. Nepal, Bangladesh (one third of population), part of India are flooded. We've had 3 hurricanes in the US and it's barely August.
Canada’s last fully intact Arctic ice shelf has collapsed. https://www.arctictoday.com/canadas-last-fully-intact-arctic-ice-shelf-collapses/

8.6.2020
US tops 2,000 deaths in 24 hours for first time in three months: Johns Hopkins
The Trump administration is playing "Live and Let Die" before Trump's arrival at a thinly disguised campaign event in Ohio that the state's governor cannot attend because he just came down with Covid-19, the disease that killed over 1,400 Americans yesterday. https://twitter.com/RobertMackey/status/1291453071428472832
A completely deranged Trump claims Joe Biden will "hurt God" if elected president (hours after Ohio Governor Mike DeWine ducked out of appearing at the event by reporting he had asymptomatic COVID-19; hours after the event DeWine reported “nope, turns out I didn’t”)
Trump just issued an executive order "on Addressing the Threat Posed by TikTok." It takes effect in 45 days, prohibits "any transaction" with ByteDance, the Chinese company that owns TikTok, and will almost certainly face legal challenges.  https://twitter.com/hunterw/status/1291540881737232384
Trump has said that TikTok would shut down unless Microsoft or another company purchased it; added that the U.S. Treasury would need to receive a lot of money in return for the deal https://twitter.com/ShiraOvide/status/1290346130417635329
The president's attempt to ban TikTok is happening literally the same day Facebook launched its Tiktok competitor.

Facebook relaxed misinformation rules for conservative pages. According to internal discussions, Facebook removed "strikes" so that conservative pages were not penalized for violations of misinformation policies. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/sensitive-claims-bias-facebook-relaxed-misinformation-rules-conservative-pages-n1236182
Facebok employees collected evidence showing preferential treatment of right wing figures. FB policy ppl removed misinfo strikes from Breitbart, PragerU, and Diamond & Silk, according to internal docs. And FB fired a key employee who gathered info https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/facebook-zuckerberg-what-if-trump-disputes-election-results

The @ProjectLincoln, @Eleven_Films @MeidasTouch and @donwinslow and @ReallyAmerican1
 and others have ALL experienced this shadow banning, blocking and direct interference from Twitter. https://twitter.com/donwinslow/status/1291159679121448966

Mark Weisbrot: “Democracy dies in broad daylight. That’s what’s happening right now in Bolivia, that’s what’s happening in Ecuador, and … that’s what's happened in Brazil.”

The Trump-supporting company that owns Motel 6—a chain that illegally sold its guest lists to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) without a warrant—just bought Ancestry.com and its extensive DNA catalog.

At ICE detention center in Mesa Verde reveal that local ICE outright rejected the option of widespread COVID testing because they knew it would cause “housing issues” if they were forced to quarantine everyone who tested positive https://twitter.com/ReichlinMelnick/status/1291180169286373377

At least two students say they have been suspended at North Paulding High School in Georgia for posting photos of crowded hallways that went viral on Twitter. The photos show students packed into hallways between classes, not appearing to practice social distancing and with few masks visible, amid the COVID-19 pandemic.  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/laurenstrapagiel/north-paulding-high-school-suspensions-for-hallway-photos

8.5.2020
Texting voters in Lucas County about voting by mail and it’s wild how effective the mind control has been; so many now convinced that voting by mail is insecure, fraudulent, “wrong,” etc. Some have even become convinced that voting “absentee” is different from voting by mail.
Vice President Mike Pence calls out Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts by name. He says, "Chief Justice Roberts has been a disappointment to conservatives."  https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1291318615719976960
Approval of the Supreme Court Is highest since 2009, according to Gallup. FML. https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1291091295977574400
Pence pool reporter is the spokesman for the Heritage Foundation, Rob Bluey https://twitter.com/tomlobianco/status/1291059855684501506
Trump campaign sues Nevada over bill expanding mail-in voting for general https://thenevadaindependent.com/article/trump-campaign-sues-nevada-over-bill-expanding-mail-in-voting-for-general-election?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=rop
Fauci tells CNN that he is receiving death threats and that people are harassing his family.

Kanye West’s independent “presidential campaign” is 100% a Republican-run operation https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/republicans-least-four-states-are-helping-kanye-west-gain-ballot-n1235881
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/889kv5/kanye-has-a-senior-gop-strategist-helping-him-get-on-the-ballot-in-colorado
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/08/what-the-hell-is-kanye-wests-campaign-about.html
Kanye West has officially submitted signatures to appear on the ballot in Wisconsin — and those signatures were dropped off by an experienced GOP operative. https://bit.ly/33yCz9g
Kanye West Ohio presidential campaign filing lists the law firm Isaac Wiles as the campaign’s address. The firm has several attorneys known to have close ties with Republican candidates and conservative issues  https://twitter.com/andy_chow/status/1291095950161715202
“I called all nine names who signed for West. One answered the phone. She is a doctor and a Democrat. She was called by Rachel George, a veteran GOP operative in the state, and told NOT to talk to reporters. She said she was ‘embarrassed’ when the calls from journalists began.” https://twitter.com/JeffreyCook/status/1291191680192991232
“I just talked to Mary Ziemann, a Kanye elector in Ohio with her husband Richard. She ‘didn't know if she felt comfortable’ answering questions about being an elector although she said ‘I love Kanye’ and hung up on me after I asked her what she thought about President Trump.” Both are registered Republicans. https://twitter.com/Bencjacobs/status/1291104608576851968
Gregg Keller, a Missouri GOP operative, also was involved with circulating the petition for Kanye West in Ohio. It's been reported he was working on petitions in other states too. https://twitter.com/AndrewJTobias/status/1291104008912998400
Also, Jared & Ivanka vacationed in Wyoming in July, where Kanye West Iives. Just before he ‘announced. https://twitter.com/GeorgeBaileyDog/status/1291172328924229633
Also a Court formally ruled that a GOP-funded effort to get the Green Party on the Montana ballot was designed to create an advantage for Republicans at the expense of unwitting signers. https://montanafreepress.org/2020/08/07/judge-disqualifies-green-party-from-november-ballot/

USPS, like most states, is not remotely prepared for the flood of mail-in ballots just around the corner. Around the country, there has been a tidal wave of absentee ballot requests, a historic surge that has already begun to overwhelm election officials. Yet Republican legislators in many states refuse to provide the necessary funds, resources, and personnel to handle all these ballots https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/election-night-mail-in-voting-sabotage.html
Also, states are facing shortfalls, and Trump's lackey Postmaster General is trying to nearly triple the postage rate on election ballots that states mail to voters https://twitter.com/zachdcarter/status/1291085208733855745
Meanwhile DeJoy and his wife have between $30.1M and $75.3M in assets in private USPS competitors https://twitter.com/rmayemsinger/status/1290041352835592193

Rep. José Serrano, who chairs House appropriations subcommittee that funds the 2020 Census, says the Census Bureau stopped conducting weekly briefing calls for the committee after the arrival of 2 new political appointees at the bureau https://twitter.com/hansilowang/status/1291079267787431942
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/7014633/Aug-5-2020-Letter-From-Rep-José-Serrano-to.pdf

The CIA has ignored requests to brief senators as part of GOP-led investigation that targets Joe Biden and his son Hunter. CIA does not want to disclose sources/methods to Johnson-led panel & has let ODNI take the lead on election threats briefings. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/08/05/cia-biden-senate-probe-391479

Colorado State athletics: Coaches have told players not to report COVID-19 symptoms, threatened players with reduced playing time if they quarantine and claim CSU is altering contact tracing reports to keep players practicing https://www.coloradoan.com/story/news/2020/08/04/colorado-state-university-athletes-say-administration-covering-up-coronavirus-health-threats/5572625002/

Major U.S. health insurers are reporting billions of dollars in profits during the pandemic

8.4.2020
Sen. Richard Blumenthal: “just left a 90 minute classified briefing on foreign malign threats to our elections. From spying to sabotage, Americans need to see & hear these reports. Congress has been briefed, but sworn to secrecy—unacceptably.” https://twitter.com/SenBlumenthal/status/1290801643777392640
Reporter: Why is it okay to have mail-in voting in Florida and not elsewhere? Trump: "Florida has a great Republican governor..." https://twitter.com/peterbakernyt/status/1290780017312649216

The US - which has the highest total cases and deaths in the world - has recorded 47,576 new cases and 469 deaths in the last day, the CDC said

So far in 2020, the US Press Freedom Tracker has received reports of 87+ journalists arrested, detained or charged with a crime while covering Black Lives Matter protests across the country.

DHS is gathering intelligence on activists in an attempt to tie them to foreign militant groups https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1290384673789673472

behind closed doors, industry leaders will admit the damage that’s being done. “We are a cancer and there is no cure,” a successful and insightful TV veteran said to me.  “But if you could find a cure, it would change the world.” As it is, this cancer stokes national division, even in the middle of a civil rights crisis.  The model blocks diversity of thought and content because the networks have incentive to amplify fringe voices and events, at the expense of others… all because it pumps up the ratings.  https://www.arianapekary.net/post/personal-news-why-i-m-now-leaving-msnbc

8.3.2020
36 states are now COVID-19 hotspots -- based on cases and positivity rates increasing, or meeting specific thresholds. That means ~76% of the U.S. population is now living in a hot spot.  https://twitter.com/KFF/status/1290315022023962626
Of these hotspot states, 4 have ordered schools to reopen in person (FL, IA, MO, TX), with some modifications allowed.
There are roughly 4 out of 10 households nationwide that have not been counted yet for the 2020 Census, and the self-response rate is even lower in some parts of the U.S. But on page 5 of this filing, DOJ attorneys say the census is "nearly complete" https://twitter.com/hansilowang/status/1290429880975458305

If they want to win [they do], Republicans really have no other choice but to undermine the vote: Trump’s poll numbers are in the basement, and he appears constitutionally incapable of making appeals beyond his hardcore supporters on the right. Republicans have all but admitted that this is their strategy. In coordination with the Republican National Committee and a raft of independent conservative groups, Trump has staked the success of his entire reelection campaign to a widespread voter suppression effort built on the pretext of preserving election integrity. The project, led by his campaign’s senior counsel Justin Clark, has worked to place operatives in at least 10 battleground states to challenge voter rolls and procedures. Between lawsuits and local advertising blitzes—all regularly relayed to Trump in the Oval Office—the effort could cost “well over $20 million,” as the RNC told The Washington Post. https://newrepublic.com/article/158622/inside-project-veritas-plan-steal-election

Ice is being lost from Greenland seven times faster than it was in the 1990s, That means sea level rises are likely to reach 67cm by 2100, Such a rate of rise will put 400 million people at risk of flooding every year

Under the Federal Vacancies Reform Act, an acting secretary cannot serve in that role for longer than 210 days. Yet Chad Wolf has been acting DHS secretary for 263 days, meaning that all of his decisions for nearly the past two months—including the ordering of armed border guards to battle protesters in Portland—are illegal https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/anthony-tata-pentagon-esper-trump.html

8.2.2020
Anthony Tata—a retired brigadier general, Fox commentator, and rabid conspiracy theorist—was about to undergo Senate confirmation hearings on Thursday to become undersecretary of defense for policy. Suddenly the hearing was canceled, possibly because he was likely to be rejected. Then on Sunday night, it was announced that Tata would be appointed to a job described as “Performing the Duties of Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Policy.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/anthony-tata-pentagon-esper-trump.html
Bolivia and the United States are the only 2 countries with increasing reported new deaths per capita from COVID 19 https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1289940680081469440
Dr. Birx is warning we are in a very dire situation. Yet she won’t publicly disagree with the president that every school should be open. Or call for bars to be temporary closed. 
Asked if it was time to reset the federal govt response to covid, Dr. Birx said “The federal govt started to reset 5-6 weeks ago.” A little over 6 wks ago VP Pence wrote: “we are winning the fight against the invisible enemy”
“we tried again and again to speak with Dr. Birx for this story. When she declined repeatedly, we also sent her detailed questions through a White House spokesman that she also declined to answer, issuing only a general statement which we included in the story.” https://twitter.com/shearm/status/1289998629810266112
What's driving the latest surge in cases? Apparently people enjoying themselves at spacious beaches and parks and drive-in movies, judging by the NY Times et al.  https://twitter.com/JuliaLMarcus/status/1289984383378546689
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/07/it-okay-go-beach/613849/

Neighborhoods across the Philadelphia region are experiencing significant delays in receiving their mail, with some residents going upwards of three weeks without packages and letters, leaving them without medication, paychecks, and bills. https://www.inquirer.com/news/philadelphia/usps-tracking-in-transit-late-mail-delivery-philadelphia-packages-postal-service-20200802.html

30m Americans just stopped receiving fed unemployment benefits -- they will see an income drop of 50-75%; 47% of those recipients are nonwhite
Unemployment claims have already risen for first time since the beginning of the pandemic.
Millions more have rent due & won’t be able to make payments
At least 20 Senate Republicans have pledged to vote “no” on another economic stimulus package

Thousands of migrant children have been expelled by the Trump administration since March. Some have been held in hotels without access to lawyers or family.  Advocates say many are now “virtually impossible” to find. https://www.texastribune.org/2020/08/04/border-migrant-children-hotels/

8.1.2020
154,000 people in the United States have died from coronavirus.
Pulitzer winning Laurie Garrett: “Only 8 States are trending now in a direction to COVID19 control.
42 States are heading the wrong way -- 36 of them have out-of-control epidemics.” https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1289668082235879426
One of the first school districts in the U.S. to reopen its doors during the pandemic did not even make it a day before a call came from the county health department — a student who had walked the halls and sat in various classrooms had tested positive https://nyti.ms/30jTV7Y
Senator Ted Cruz is aware that RT is a Russian propaganda network. Nevertheless, he pumps out its sketchy video (Ruptly is a division of RT) without corroboration https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1289631162160287747

U.S. trade deficit surged in July to $63.6 billion, the highest level in 12 years, as imports jumped by a record amount. The Commerce Department reported that the July deficit was 18.9% higher than the June deficit. http://apne.ws/igQIK31

Americans bought an estimated 2.61 million guns in July 2020, making it the second-highest month on record https://www.thetrace.org/features/gun-sales-estimates/

The “Thin Blue Line” is showing up in Trump message and merch. This rally was sponsored by police union. Many unions are actively fueling DJT’s  “chaos candidate/ socialist” strategy vs Biden. 

COVID-19 hospitalizations up 49% in July per Washington Post. The data, recently hidden & delayed by HHS, shows increase from 36,158 to 52,767 from beginning to end of July.
The entire European Union — population 446 million — is still averaging fewer cases per day than Florida alone.

DHS compiled ‘intelligence reports’ on journalists covering the invasion of Portland, OR. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/dhs-compiled-intelligence-reports-on-journalists-who-published-leaked-documents/2020/07/30/5be5ec9e-d25b-11ea-9038-af089b63ac21_story.html

7.31.2020
The WHO reported 292,527 new COVID19 cases on Friday, a new record. It says the pandemic's effects "will be felt for decades to come." 5,200 people have died every day in July, on average. 
Nearly 40 countries reported new case records this week https://twitter.com/ajplus/status/1289292782620696576
Portland’s first night in over 50 days without police or fed interference with the protests and everything was calm and peaceful. No major incidents. https://twitter.com/Gaohmee/status/1289221664417280000
National media continue to amplify Trump’s garbage https://twitter.com/markknoller/status/1289243633154056193
Top counterintel official Evanina, during private briefing, ultimately acknowledged that Russia is trying to boost Trump’s reelection. But refuses to say this on the public record.  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/07/31/nancy-pelosi-william-evanina-russia-meddling-389847
“My wife is a mail carrier clerk and she says they were told to leave mail at the plants and stations for the next day which keeps piling up daily. This has never happened in her career and she has been a postal employee since 1994” https://twitter.com/MSG_MILES/status/1289179228907290624
Trump: "if Joe Biden is elected president that chaos and bloodshed will spread to every community in our land." (“this language may lose him the election but it is not meaningless. It is hardening a subset that is armed and openly radical”) https://twitter.com/AsteadWesley/status/1289300984875778048
Dozens of people turned out for Trump’s speech in Florida this afternoon — distancing not included https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1289300794798477313
White House releases photo using crude cut-and-paste attempting to disguise the small crowd size https://twitter.com/CommentOnTWLB/status/1289648506429247488
Trump declares that he will ban tik tok

Let’s be realistic: Trump is laying ground in his base to contest the results of this November's election. He is already calling it fraudulent

Pompeo has apparently handed over thousands of pages of documents to Senate Republicans as they attempt to launder foreign smears against Joe Biden. But he refuses even to provide duplicates to House Foreign Foreign Affairs Committee. https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1289212052066594817

Some teachers have even drawn up wills ahead of classes beginning, others have retired from the profession and teachers unions have said they will sanction strike action for members who deem that they are being forced to take potentially deadly risks. https://www.theguardian.com/education/2020/jul/31/teachers-school-reopening-in-person-coronavirus

Over 10,000 Tyson employees reportedly test positive for Covid… A new study found nearly 50,000 meat processing workers have contracted Covid-19 since the start of the pandemic. https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexandrasternlicht/2020/07/30/over-10000-tyson-employees-reportedly-test-positive-for-covid/#228268ce6da4

Post offices around the country are slashing their hours—including during the busiest times of day—with little notice  https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/wxq47q/usps-plans-to-slash-hours-at-many-post-offices-hoping-to-save-a-buck
More and more customers are coming forward with complaints and questions about slow mail service in Northwest Ohio. It has some people worried about what may happen with their bills, letters, even election mail. People are having trouble getting the straight story at either a post office or by calling the postal service.  https://www.13abc.com/2020/07/30/mail-problems-mount-for-northwest-ohio-customers/

Sheriffs around the country are refusing to enforce or are even actively resisting Covid-19 mask laws and lockdowns, while others have permitted or encouraged armed vigilantism in response to Black Lives Matter anti-racism protests. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jul/31/us-sheriffs-mask-orders-covid-19-blm

7.30.2020
most daily COVID deaths in months
Trump tweets about “delay the election maybe” and of course Twitter dutifully begins scrambling to rebut (i.e. amplify) him (In fairness I am kind of impressed at the number of organizers recognizing and saying that this is a distraction)
Actual professional journalist treats “Republican senator says the election can’t be delayed” as “breaking news” fml https://twitter.com/MaxWinitz/status/1288860037230874624
Also, Trump’s partisan “news conference” is broadcast live by: Aljazeera English, BBC, Sky News
CNN, C-SPAN 3, Fox Business, Fox News, MSNBC https://twitter.com/MediumBuying/status/1288961164848828425
The U.S. economy contracted at the fastest quarterly rate on record, from April to June https://twitter.com/byHeatherLong/status/1288827411728039936
At annualized rates, investment down by half in Q2; US economy contracted by a third.  UI claims rose again showing a labor market now in stall mode. https://twitter.com/econjared/status/1288818944342728705
But Amazon earnings are out and Amazon has literally doubled its profits from $2.6 billion in Q2 2019 to $5.2 billion in Q2 2020
Trump administration is shutting down the US Census early to prevent a complete count https://www.npr.org/2020/07/30/896656747/when-does-census-counting-end-bureau-sends-alarming-mixed-signals
This decision was made after the Trump administration itself had asked for more time, not less. It’s the same play: When Trump doesn’t like the numbers coming in, he stops counting. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/08/trump-has-launched-three-pronged-attack-election/615034/
Trump appointees on NLRB make it easier to lose your job for “comments made on social media” https://twitter.com/thomaschattwill/status/1288844161274318853
US Ambassador to the Netherlands Pete Hoekstra pays his respects to Nazi German fighters & occupiers, including SS https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1288896811005022209
Ohio reported 1,733 new coronavirus cases today - a new record. In response, Ohio governor promotes hydroxychloroquine https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1288898163718250501

six months into the pandemic, America is still struggling to stand up these basic features of an effective public health response. In the states where infections have exploded in the last month, officials say that their outbreaks are too big to have any hope of tracing all of the potential contacts of people testing positive for Covid-19. Even if and when the case numbers come down, they say they are dealing with antiquated technology and staffing shortages that will make it difficult to track new infections and prevent new outbreaks from flaring up. https://www.vox.com/2020/7/29/21345590/covid-19-coronavirus-us-testing-contact-tracing-jobs

Trump administration intends to withdraw nearly 12,000 troops from Germany in a move that has attracted bipartisan congressional opposition and roiled key allies who see the move as a blow to NATO https://cnn.it/2X8GZzU

more than half of voters under the age of 35 say they don't have the resources or knowledge they need to vote by mail in November https://www.npr.org/2020/07/30/896993401/poll-more-than-half-of-young-people-lack-resources-to-vote-by-mail

As the clock ticks toward the U.S. presidential election in November, state election officials are devoting more time - and money - to educating voters about the dangers of disinformation https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-disinformation-insight/local-u-s-election-officials-try-to-ward-off-virus-of-disinformation-in-november-idUSKCN24V1R3

7.29.2020
Florida reports record-breaking 216 new coronavirus deaths in the past 24 hours, death toll now past 6,000 for the state. (In June, we were headed toward a national death count of about 400 a day.) https://twitter.com/RonaldKlain/status/1288488117406707712
The feds couldn’t break “Wall of Moms,” but the inevitable fragmentation of the left has done the job for them, GFG https://twitter.com/alanajoy/status/1288580884237389824

Secret police are arresting Portland protesters for minor offenses, then telling them they can’t protest anymore as a condition for their release from jail. https://www.propublica.org/article/defendant-shall-not-attend-protests-in-portland-getting-out-of-jail-requires-relinquishing-constitutional-rights

Local cops and federal officers have recently turned Portland into the biggest test case for sustained exposure to tear gas, possibly in American history. They’ve repeatedly doused parts of the city in gas and other riot-control munitions since protests over the police killing of George Floyd began in late May. The city was gassed so heavily in July that clouds showed up on the Federal Aviation Administration’s radar, according to The Nation. But no one really knows what the long-term health effects are, partly because no one’s supposed to be exposed to the chemical substance repeatedly over weeks and months https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/4ay5mn/an-endless-barrage-of-tear-gas-is-making-portland-sick?utm_source=vicenewsfacebook

This seems to be the best-case scenario we're fighting for: a Democratic executive branch trying to govern the country using existing laws (as interpreted by a Republican-biased federal judiciary), and a Congress which will do nothing except confirm presidential appointees and play around with spending levels through the budget reconciliation game.

7.28.2020
Five days after a judge issued a restraining order prohibiting federal agents from targeting journalists, they're still targeting journalists.
Attorney General Barr is asked in Congressional hearing, "what will you do if Donald Trump loses the election on November 3rd, and yet refuses to leave office?" Barr's answer: "if the results are clear, I will leave office."
Shares for Kodak, a company best known for selling cheap cameras and film, saw an astronomical 1,600 percent surge in value this week as news spread that it was pivoting to manufacturing generic pharmaceutical products to help combat the coronavirus pandemic. On Tuesday, President Donald Trump announced that his administration was invoking the Defense Production Act to furnish the company with a $765 million loan in order to launch Kodak Pharmaceuticals. … One of the drugs that the company plans to produce is hydroxychloroquine, the debunked COVID-19 cure that president touted throughout the pandemic. https://slate.com/business/2020/07/kodaks-strange-move-into-pharmaceuticals.html?via=article-inline_recirc-rubric-moneybox
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-s-perfect-storm-kodak-deal-getting-new-scrutiny-n1235817
(Elizabeth Warren later shut down this Kodak scam)
First nine weeks of school at Cleveland Metropolitan School District (almost 40k students) will be remote-only for first nine weeks of classes. That's in district where 40 percent of families don't have access to reliable Internet at home. Columbus City Schools doing same.  https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1288148892652011522
Trump as U.S. Nears 150,000 COVID-19 deaths: “Nobody likes me” https://twitter.com/natemcdermott/status/1288250025898905602
“I can 100 percent guarantee that mail is not being delivered, sometimes for days at a time,” Mike Hayden, president of the local National Association of Letter Carriers Branch 100 said. https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2020/07/28/us-postal-service-financial-crisis-mail-delays/stories/20200727097
Emergency care physician in Texas says that she treated 350 patients with hydroxychloroquine (The FDA revoked the Emergency Use Authorization for hydroxychloroquine sulfate in June.) https://twitter.com/laura4lkwd/status/1288206054434779136
HHS said it would update its hospital capacity data every day. It's been five days. Nada.

Eviction crisis threatens to displace 1/3 to more than half of renters cnb.cx/3hGzLLj
Republicans seem more and more like they have not only given up on winning public approval for their agenda, but have given up on winning even a plurality vote in this year’s major contests. Instead they seem to be leaning in—and I can’t believe it’s entirely by coincidence—on circumstances which whatever their precise origin fit together into an unprecedented scheme of voter suppression: defund elections, close polling places, wreck the USPS, create a environment unsafe to venture out in, let black and brown people die disproportionately of a pandemic, give the go-ahead to mass evictions in the hopes that this will knock out some low income voter registrations… and hope all of this ratfuckery, together, is enough for 270 electoral college votes or at least to “save the Senate.”

Defying both a Supreme Court ruling and a federal judge order, the Trump admin refuses to accept new DACA applications https://www.houstonchronicle.com/politics/texas/article/Dreamers-sue-as-Trump-freezes-out-86-000-Texans-15434134.php

The SBA's inspector general found evidence of "widespread potential fraud" in the agency's flagship disaster aid program during the pandemic https://static.politico.com/02/c5/b43ef753490ca687e6f41ce8a201/sba-oig-report-20-16-508-7745.pdf
The SBA approved loans and grants to dozens of new agricultural businesses registered at three single-family homes in the Cleveland area.  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1329068475390767104

Trump not only constantly lies, but does not even acknowledge a reality other than the fictional one he operates within. Yet, of course, America’s zombie cultural machinery dutifully starts promoting the absurd notion that he is going to participate in a “debate”

7.27.2020
Because of COVID-19, the Census Bureau says it can no longer deliver #2020Census results by Dec. 31 as federal law requires. It's asked Congress to extend legal deadlines by 4 months. https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/05/27/863290458/we-re-running-out-of-time-census-turns-to-congress-to-push-deadlines
The #2 most-engaged post on Facebook today is a Breitbart video of a group of doctors claiming that hydroxychloroquine is "a cure for Covid" and "you don't need a mask."  14 million views in six hours. https://twitter.com/kevinroose/status/1287906751069581318
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/dark-money-pac-s-coordinated-reopen-push-are-behind-doctors-n1235100
About 40 percent of Marlins active players are now positive for Covid; less than a week in, the 2020 MLB season has already reached its first crisis point, with the Miami Marlins reportedly stuck in Philadelphia after as many as a dozen players and coaches tested positive for the coronavirus https://wapo.st/3hHlRIU
Meanwhile Minnesota Vikings have announced that their Infection Control Officer has tested positive for COVID-19 https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1287817568896667649
“Riot Ribs is dissolving completely. We have someone who is trying to profit off of our movement who continues to volunteer in the park, pretending he’s involved with Riot Ribs.” https://twitter.com/riotribs/status/1287883988971864066
McConnell’s “relief bill” includes zero dollars to help states run smooth elections in the fall while he blocks legislation to restore Voting Rights Act for 234 days
Today the president lied about throwing out the first pitch at a baseball game; refused to pay his respects to a civil rights icon; and, accused our top infectious disease expert of lying to the American people.
Melania Trump to announce a plan to renovate the Rose Garden, including electrical upgrades for television appearances, a new walkway and new flowers and shrubs
Dave Lindecke is counting quarters out of a change jar, so he can mail them to me (so far more than ten times what my actual bank would give me last week) and adds “this will also be a good USPS experiment”

Trump’s secret police and antifa are staging a scheduled, nightly quasi-seige of the federal court building in Portland OR; at the end of each round everyone goes home then returns the next night 

Just weeks before schools must open across Florida, the numbers of new cases and hospitalizations due to Covid-19 have surged. https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/27/health/florida-covid-children-hospitalizations/index.html

7.26.2020
Ohio Democratic Party chairman: “be prepared for a hellish 100 days.” 
A senior official says the White House has long wanted to amplify strife in cities, encouraging DHS officials to talk about arrests in sanctuary cities and urging ICE to disclose more details of raids. "It was about getting viral online content." https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1287523188704829441
“we sent two children to the Children’s Hospital of Georgia they are critically ill with multisystem inflammatory syndrome MIS-C and needed to be admitted to the ICU over there because we have no room.” https://twitter.com/SuzeQKnits/status/1287520096412413959
Internal memo revealed, from head of DHS I&A, formally changing the blame for Portland violence from "Violent Opportunists" (VO) to Antifa. https://twitter.com/benjaminwittes/status/1287344231959470080
“I just crossed the 4 month mark of being sick w' #COVID19. I am young, & I was healthy. Dying is not the only thing to worry about. I still have a near-daily fever, loss of cognitive function, essential tremors, GI issues, severe headaches, heartrate of 150+, viral arthritis, I just crossed the 4 month mark of being sick w' #COVID19. I am young, & I was healthy. Dying is not the only thing to worry about. I still have a near-daily fever, loss of cognitive function, essential tremors, GI issues, severe headaches, heartrate of 150+, viral arthritis, difficulty following conversations, sensitivity to noise & light, nonstop bruising. *Thinking* can cause headaches now. I'm not alone in the cognitive issues; it's as common a symptom as cough.” https://twitter.com/ahandvanish/status/1287525539859910657

7.25.2020
Today my mother posed the question of whether it may be too late for American democracy
Meanwhile, UK newspaper front page headlines: “UN warns America over attacks on press freedom,” “Trump is using federal agents as his ‘goon squad’” https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1286973252015988736
Hurricane Hanna roared ashore onto the Texas Gulf Coast on Saturday, bringing winds that lashed the shoreline with rain and storm surge, and even threatening to bring possible tornadoes to a part of the country trying to cope with a spike in coronavirus cases. https://apnews.com/9ad8058b3e666cf8b3f93b7ceb2ee1c4
“It’s official, my school district will be fully open in August with the following guidelines:  24+ students in each class, Face masks are optional, Temperature checks will be done at home. Basically we’re pretending Covid doesn’t exist because that’s what the parents want.” https://twitter.com/pcbrynn/status/1287082830573510657
Elon Musk: i wanted a US coup in bolivia for my batteries, NY Times: ha ha so what's it like being a kooky dad

As federal law enforcement deployed chemical weapons against protesters in Portland this week, tear gas seeped into the nearby jail. Women locked in the jail were "hitting panic buttons in their cells because they were choking on the gas." https://www.oregonlive.com/crime/2020/07/downtown-jail-inmates-hitting-panic-buttons-due-to-tear-gas-wafting-into-cells-lawyers-say.html

Local TV stations owned by Sinclair are set to air a conspiracy theory over the weekend that suggests Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top expert on infectious diseases, was responsible for the creation of the coronavirus. https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/24/media/sinclair-fauci-conspiracy-bolling/index.html

The potential paralysis of the Ohio House, by an arrested House Speaker who refuses to resign or call a session in which he could be removed, is a microcosm of America: a serious vulnerability in the rules which no one imagined becoming a problem, taking for granted instead that a politician would never dare a step so grossly offensive

Trump’s campaign has spent over $16 million on litigation and other legal costs — more than any past presidential campaign and more than 10 times what presumptive Democratic nominee Joe Biden has spent on legal services — including SLAPP lawsuit variations to bully TV stations into rejecting critical advertising https://www.propublica.org/article/2020-trump-inc-podcast-the-trump-campaigns-legal-strategy-includes-suing-a-tiny-tv-station-in-northern-wisconsin

“As the climate shifts, entire regions of the globe will soon lose their ability to grow crops, keep livestock and feed their populations” https://features.propublica.org/climate-migration/model-how-climate-refugees-move-across-continents/

7.24.2020
Trump says he could send as many as 75,000 federal agents to US cities [For context: Currently, About 8600 US soldiers in Afghanistan; About 11,000 soldiers in 82d Airborne Division; About 30,000 soldiers serving in all of Europe] https://cnn.it/2BrduSa
Trump announced Friday he plans to sell Reaper armed drones into the Middle East. “It ranks among the dumbest, most dangerous ideas he has come up with.” https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1287382119497555968
The Maricopa County Democratic Party HQ destroyed in an arson attack https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1287012214931705857
Trump also announced during Friday's signing ceremony that there would be a meeting at the White House with industry executives on Tuesday, which he said would give drug companies a chance to propose an alternative to one of his executive orders. This was plan bullshit. https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/509243-pharma-execs-decline-trump-offer-for-meeting-on-drug-prices

Trump’s secret police are arresting people without probable cause and are deliberately not creating arrest records so they can deny it ever happened

Federal regulators have recalled dozens of hand sanitizers… Many of the products’ labels say they contain ethanol (also known as ethyl alcohol) but FDA tests show that they contain methanol, or wood alcohol. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/07/24/hand-sanitizer-recall/

USPS slowdown https://twitter.com/CassieCeleste/status/1286338629141397506
“Since DeJoy took over the USPS? 5-10% of my mail is taking WEEKS to be delivered. Some have been stuck in the system for OVER A MONTH.”
“The system didn't fail. It is being sabotaged. I can show you my shipping records and prove to you that it's being sabotaged. And I don't know what I'm going to do if it keeps down this path, because alternative shipping companies do not have competitive small business rates.”
“the USPS worked fine in March, April, and May. It's being sabotaged now because of budget cuts/not allowing employees to work overtime.”
“I have two packages that were shipped that have been stalled out as "in transit" for more than a week - no motion at all. And one is just coming from New Jersey!” https://twitter.com/thegarance/status/1286655282882519040

7.23.2020
Norm Ornstein: “The November election is going to be a mess. Disaster is avoidable—if lawmakers act now. [Republicans won’t allow it.]” https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/07/november-election-going-be-mess/614296/
The US has just hit 4 million COVID-19 cases. https://twitter.com/mj_lee/status/1286383433846075398
The NY Times reported that a pair of Netflix filmmakers shooting a behind-the-scenes documentary about Trump’s immigration policy were threatened by federal officials, ordered to delete footage unflattering to Immigration and Customs Enforcement Officers, and told to delay release of the documentary until after the 2020 election. … The filmmakers said they were told that the administration’s anger over the project came from ‘all the way to the top.'” https://www.rawstory.com/2020/07/dhs-threatens-netflix-filmmakers-to-keep-damning-footage-from-airing-before-the-election-report/
Trump announces that he spoke to Putin today and no reporter asks what he said to Putin.  No reporter asks what he said to Putin about intelligence reports that Putin is paying to kill American soldiers. https://twitter.com/Lawrence/status/1286421892195209218
This official White House read-out does not mention an investigation into Russian bounties on U.S. troops. https://twitter.com/weijia/status/1286345489944907782
Portland reporter hit night with less lethal munition hours after a judge ordered agents to leave press and legal observers alone https://twitter.com/DevlinBarrett/status/1286611330477293569
“They knocked the hell out of him. That was the end of him” — Trump gloats about feds tear-gassing mayor of Portland https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1286490805436375042
Secretary of Education makes second Ohio visit in two weeks, but not one conversation w public school educators about how to safely reopen. 
Judge Alvin Hellerstein says that Michael Cohen is to be  be released by 2pm tomorrow from federal prison to his home in Manhattan for home confinement. The judge says he found Cohen’s return to prison “retaliatory".
There were more than 1,400 new confirmed cases of COVID-19 reported in Ohio Thursday, with 21 new confirmed deaths. And the numbers of people hospitalized with COVID are at their highest levels so far in the pandemic.  https://www.ideastream.org/news/ohio-covid-19-hospitalizations-set-pandemic-record
“I have a zoom going away happy hour followed by an animal crossing birthday party tonight lmao 2020 rules” https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1286426569674719235

The Trump administration is keeping migrant children as young as 1 in hotels before removing them from the U.S. despite rules requiring most go to government shelters, documents obtained by AP show. http://apne.ws/U35eUZu
Civil rights attorney was aggressively rejected from trying to offer help to immigrant children illegally detained at a Hampton Inn in McAllen, TX. He and another of our staffer were violently shoved into the hotel elevator and were told they could not offer help https://twitter.com/TXCivilRights/status/1286445319056654336

The nation's top voting machine maker (ES&S) has admitted in a letter to a federal lawmaker that the company installed remote-access software on election-management systems it sold over a period of six years … The statement contradicts what the company told the New York Times in February. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/mb4ezy/top-voting-machine-vendor-admits-it-installed-remote-access-software-on-systems-sold-to-states

most Republican field operations are in full swing
Including, for example, Pickaway County Ohio which is “red,” with guidance to “limit activities as much as possible.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1287470994219728897

America is living through a “Republican wish list” right now. The rich getting richer. Black and brown communities losing wealth, health, safety and political power. Government austerity. Quality education becoming more exclusive for the wealthy. Independent businesses crushed, delivering market share to big corporations. Vast exclusion of minority and low-income communities from Census. Women being forced out of the workplace. Vote suppression. Sellout of the postal service.

Experts say data on where people are hospitalized is crucial to understanding the epidemic. But the federal government has not released it. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1286431146704883713

British anti-corruption investigators accused their US counterparts of deceiving them during a row over a criminal inquiry that threatened cooperation between the countries and prompted the UK to complain that “we look like fools”.

The extraordinary dispute is laid bare in a series of confidential exchanges, seen by the Guardian, between senior levels of the UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO), which prosecutes large-scale bribery and corruption, and the US Department of Justice. https://www.theguardian.com/law/2020/jul/23/we-look-like-fools-uk-us-ties-threatened-by-corruption-case-row

7.22.2020
“I fear the United States is irreparable. I believe conservative media & GOP created an alternate reality that left millions of people consumed by fantasy conspiracies. I believe theyre lost in rage addiction & ignorance. I fear the insanity that brought Trumpism is here for good.” https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1286023108667879425
“Wall of Moms” warns live ammunition will be used on protesters not this time
Today is day 470 without a Senate-confirmed Secretary of Homeland Security. There has never been a longer vacancy in any Cabinet position. And there hasn't even been a nominee at any point during that time—even though the President's party controls the Senate. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1286078309579841536
A federal official who may not have been lawfully appointed is using camouflaged, anonymous officers who aren't trained for domestic policing under a statute that doesn't authorize shows of force to arrest protestors under a standard that violates the Fourth Amendment.
Secret Police going nationwide: “Operation Legend”
("Operation: Slickterm" is the branding which U.S. culture uses for launching invasions and attacks. The president of the United States wants to launch a war on American cities.)
US Attorney General Barr characterizes federal agents disappearing people in unmarked vehicles as "standard anti-crime fighting activities" and "classic crimefighting."  https://twitter.com/maxasteele/status/1286032427044020230
AG Barr says the authorities going into U.S. cities as part of "Operation Legend" will be different than the type of officials policing protests in Portland.
Today the threat is being nonsensically described as “a surge in violent crime rates” rather than “violent anarchists” and the AP picks up this false narrative and promotes it. AP uses “surge” language, also.
Trump says the Justice Department will provide $61 million in grants to hire hundreds of police officers as part of 'Operation Legend."
Chad Wolf is making it clear right now that they’re launching a national police force (it’s illegal).
Trump, Barr, and Wolf wrapped their “Operation Legend” event w/o taking questions. 
Republicans readily use and abuse force for their ends. Democrats seem completely unwilling to do so. (House won’t enforce its subpoenas, Dem governors won’t evict blatantly illegal “federal police,” the standard for protest is that it must always be “peaceful,” etc.) This seems like a sign.
Kirstjen Nielsen talking to Anthony Scaramucci, live, literally said "there was no policy to separate families." She signed it into existence. She had 3 options. She signed the one that would "separate minors from adult family members." https://twitter.com/jacobsoboroff/status/1286022786050174976
Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler was Tear Gassed By Federal Agents
“Wall of Moms”: “Our members are already being doxxed. We're being gassed in the streets. And we're overwhelmingly white suburban moms. How would they treat us if we weren’t?”
One attorney arrested by feds among ‘mom’ protesters now barred from returning https://trib.al/UNGe6I6 — She said officers never informed her of her rights, never identified what agency they worked for, never told her why she was arrested and never gave her any charging documents. https://twitter.com/pdxfrontline/status/1286105000142282752
leaders and members of the DC Bar today filed an ethics complaint against AG Bill Barr. It challenges Mr. Barr’s actions as to four basic matters:
Unconstitutionally ordering, overseeing and supporting the forcible dispersal of constitutionally protected peaceful protests at Lafayette Square
Misleading Congress and the public by asserting that the Mueller Report did not contain sufficient evidence to establish that President Trump committed the crime of “obstruction of justice.”
Deceiving the American people in his unprecedented December 2019 attack on a report from a Justice Department Inspector General
Issuing harmful and totally unnecessary public prejudgments of FBI personnel during a pending criminal investigation he was overseeing in which they were potential defendants
https://www.justsecurity.org/71598/why-we-filed-a-complaint-with-the-dc-bar-against-attorney-general-william-barr/
Pro-Kremlin Ukrainians said they've passed materials to Republican hatchetman Sen. Ron Johnson on the Bidens. Contacted by NBC News, Johnson's office said they're not taking "oppo" but wouldn't say if they've received "materials" on the Bidens. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/meet-the-press/blog/meet-press-blog-latest-news-analysis-data-driving-political-discussion-n988541/ncrd1234536
The Trump administration has indefinitely suspended all "Remain in Mexico" hearings at the border, leaving in a dangerous limbo over 18,000 people that we forced to wait in Mexico with the promise of an "expeditious" process. Many are just giving up. https://www.expressnews.com/news/us-world/border-mexico/article/Migrant-camp-shrinks-as-hope-for-asylum-dwindles-15426947.php
Trump has claimed that the U.S. has "one of the lowest mortality rates in the world” from COVID-19. (That's completely false of course) https://bit.ly/39loQDY
“Time to break open your old piggy bank and cash in your coins. Trade-in your rolled coins to help address the national coin shortage at your nearest Fifth Third branch.” http://go.53.com/6012GZe8g
The President of the United States wished a pedophile pimp (i.e. Ghislaine Maxwell) well.
A new AP-NORC poll finds only 1 in 10 Americans think schools should return to normal operations this fall. “The media environment of twitter has been so bad for gauging actual public opinion during the pandemic—the anti-mask reopening fanatics have been a small minority, both nationwide and in most states, for the past four months. They get treated as a large, powerful group on here.”  https://twitter.com/amandamull/status/1286001218389712896

The University of Washington model cited by the White House now projects nearly 220,000 coronavirus deaths in the United States by November. https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1286005686074249216

Trump's campaign has funneled at least $2.2 million from donors to Trump's private businesses.
Trump's joint fundraising committees have funneled $2.3 million to Trump's private businesses.
The RNC has funneled $2.4 million to Trump's private businesses.

The Department of Justice (DoJ), the agency with unmatched power to prevent discrimination at the ballot box, has been glaringly quiet when it comes to enforcing voting rights ahead of the 2020 election, former department attorneys say. https://billmoyers.com/story/an-embarrassment-trumps-justice-department-goes-quiet-on-voting-rights/

The billionaire NFL owner who serves as President Donald Trump's ambassador to the United Kingdom was investigated by the State Department watchdog after allegations that he made racist and sexist comments to staff and sought to use his government position to benefit the President's personal business in the UK, multiple sources told CNN. Robert Wood "Woody" Johnson, the top envoy since August 2017 to one of the United States' most important allies, made racist generalizations about Black men and questioned why the Black community celebrates Black History Month, according to exclusive new information shared with CNN by three sources and a diplomat familiar with the complaints to the State Department inspector general. https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/22/politics/woody-johnson-oig-report/index.html

7.21.2020
Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf tells Fox that they're "proactive arrest[ing] people" in Portland. (Obviously that isn’t a thing.) https://twitter.com/everywhereist/status/1285733311235620864
He described a textbook example of an unconstitutional arrest. https://twitter.com/AndrewMCrespo/status/1285738001004482561
Portland: Federal agents push moms in helmets, Federal officer tackle and beat protestors with billy clubs, Federal officer blanket a city park with tear gas
Secret police went directly for the Portland moms using batons and tear gas while carrying assault rifles. https://twitter.com/JoshuaPotash/status/1285826007023460355
“Last night was the most horrifying thing I have ever experienced in my life," a photographer in Portland said  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/amberjamieson/portland-photographer-takes-picture-officer-pointing-weapon
Chicago: Federal Protective Service and DHS are using the word “POLICE.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1285619553926602752
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/07/21/secdef-wants-stop-federal-law-enforcement-agents-dressing-us-troops.html
Trump explicitly said the cities getting targeted by federal law enforcement are "all run by Democrats." https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1285599420650868736
Trump is using law enforcement to manufacture a campaign lie about Biden. https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/07/21/once-again-trump-says-corrupt-part-out-loud/
Ohio: Apparently counsel for former House Speaker Cliff Rosenberger planned to be at this Larry Householder court hearing because he was confused about which Speaker had been arrested. https://twitter.com/SethARichardson/status/1285620963841900546
Despite being arrested for massive corruption, Ohio House Speaker Householder rebuts calls to resign (which given what his party tolerates from Trump should not surprise the many Ohio Republicans calling for his ouster)
Both GOP candidates for Supreme Court got $7000 checks from FirstEnergy the day the FBI filed charges in federal court.  https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1306251049381097473
Also Ohio: 1,047 new COVID-19 cases, deaths nearly double recent daily average
Trump signed a completely illegal fantasy memorandum on Tuesday that would exclude undocumented immigrants from being counted in congressional districts when district lines are redrawn next year.
US prosecutors have charged two Chinese spies for an alleged decade-long hacking campaign that resulted in the theft of terabytes of sensitive data — including COVID-19 vaccine research — and stealing hundreds of millions of dollars of trade secrets. https://techcrunch.com/2020/07/21/us-prosecutors-charge-chinese-spies-global-hacking/
The Dubuque County Public Health Incident Management Team reports that the governor's office directed Epic Health and Wellness, 1075 Cedar Cross Road, Suite 1, to not take more than 100 COVID-19 test samples per day going forward (a dramatic reduction to testing) https://www.telegraphherald.com/coronavirus/article_e315459b-c9f0-50e7-90ac-0dcf560b09ed.html
Kayleigh McEnany says the president has been ‘consistent’ on wearing a mask 
Ex-Google CEO Eric Schmidt is working to launch an elite university to funnel tech workers into government work https://www.businessinsider.com/google-eric-schmidt-us-digital-service-academy-2020-7
A gunman in Ukraine armed with an automatic rifle and grenades has surrendered to police and released 13 hostages after the country’s president consented to his demand to recommend the 2005 animal rights documentary Earthlings, narrated by Joaquin Phoenix. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/21/hostage-siege-ends-after-ukrainian-president-endorses-joaquin-phoenix-film

When Cal Cunningham took on the mantle of the Democratic nomination for the North Carolina Senate seat, he wasn’t just applying for a job. He held the entire Democratic political agenda in his hands. The Senate was up for grabs, and the North Carolina race looked like one of the party’s best shots at unseating a Republican. Trump and Senate Republicans were remaking the federal courts as partisan agents of the far-right. GOP officials were deliberately facilitating the spread of a deadly pandemic. The West was burning. Arctic sea ice was failing to freeze in October for the first time on record. When it could not have been clearer how critical it was to the country and the planet’s future that Democrats take the Senate, Cunningham opted to risk another term of GOP Senate control so that he could have a little kissy-time with a woman who wasn’t his wife. In the age of rapidly accelerating climate change and its attendant famines, natural disasters, and refugee crises, it is not an exaggeration to say that Cunningham jeopardized the well-being of every person on Earth for his own fleeting moment of personal satisfaction. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/11/cal-cunningham-let-the-democratic-party-and-america-down.html?via=article-inline_recirc-rubric-politics

Four years after election officials learned Russians attempted to hack critical election infrastructure, those officials are still sharing passwords, storing them in plaintext and taking up to 2 months to patch. https://twitter.com/KimZetter/status/1285644202630668289

7.20.2020
In Portman, Moms sing lullaby “hands up, please don’t shoot me” https://twitter.com/MrOlmos/status/1285432618029219840
Mike Baker, journalist: “The feds came rushing out aggressively. Throwing people to the ground, tear gas, firing less-lethals. One ran at me and punched me in the head, knocked me to the ground.” https://twitter.com/ByMikeBaker/status/1285477503117561858
Fake Deputy Secretary of DHS Cuccinelli: “Unmarked police vehicles are so common it’s barely worth discussion... Literally, every police department in America has them.” https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1285212452322451462
Chad Wolf wasn’t confirmed by the Senate, he’s defying the Supreme Court on DACA, he’s faced no accountability for architecting the family separation policy, and now he claims nationwide power to operate secret police and suppress street protests even when local governments object. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1285237611041378305
President & Director-Counsel of NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund: “If you believe in the rule of law and democracy then you inderstand that we are now at the brink.” https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1285193264438665221
House & Senate Dem leadership have written a letter to FBI Director Wray saying “Congress appears to be the target of a concerted foreign interference campaign” in advance of the election and requesting a briefing.  https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1285276332662951937
It was written a week ago, 7/13, asking for a briefing by today. It was made public today, as that date has come and such a briefing did not happen.
Among intel that prompted Schumer/Schiff/Pelosi/Warner letter to FBI is concern that Senate probe being led by Ron Johnson has become a vehicle for “laundering” a foreign operation to damage Joe Biden, according to people familiar with the demand. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1285300225519820800
Remember senior NSC staff from Trump’s WH have said that Republicans in Congress are peddling Russian disinformation before, even after they’ve been briefed. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fiona-hill-russia-advisor-president-trump-impeachment-lesley-stahl-60-minutes-2020-03-08/#app
“While we're waiting to learn why Judge Salas' son was murdered, worth noting that the President just gave clemency to a guy who incited violence against his trial judge and allegedly harassed another using a fake Facebook account.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1285114204610080771
Supreme Court has turned down bid by House of Representatives to get timely action on the litigation over Trump financial records subpoenas. (So much for the Article I branch.)
DOJ historically has taken a strong stance against writs of mandamus, including during the Trump administration, a position they’ve abandoned for Mike Flynn. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1285321546698043400
Senate GOP leaders are “signaling” they are prepared to confirm a lame-duck Trump Supreme Court nominee https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1286024146242150402
Missouri Gov. Mike Parson: “These kids have got to get back to school.... And if they do get COVID-19, which they will — and they will when they go to school — they’re not going to the hospitals.... They’re going to go home and they’re going to get over it.” https://buff.ly/2WBb8Ye
67,711 confirmed #COVID19 cases in Alabama, 1,846 more than Sunday
On the same morning:
USA Today publishes ridiculous assertions that "Republicans work to combat voter fraud" and “Republicans have fought to protect the integrity of voting” https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/07/20/elections-lawsuits-set-rules-amid-covid-19-pandemic-for-nov-3-election/5383322002/
Biden/DNC floats idea of John Kasich as a featured convention speaker
FML

At the covid "hospital" DHR Health runs in McAllen, Texas: Staff have walked out of this facility because of the conditions in which there are literally ants crawling over critically ill patients. Hiding PPE from staff. DHR is putting covid patients in this inadequate facility because they want the fully functioning hospital across the street to remain “clean.” Oxygen in the facility stopped working on July 5th, staff has been forced to using portable tanks for patients. https://twitter.com/shesinscrubs/status/1284950366744989696

The Trump team is trying to normalize the dispatch of federal stormtroopers in response to requests from unelected police unions while ignoring the objections of elected civilian leadership  https://www.fox32chicago.com/news/chicago-police-union-wants-trump-to-intervene-as-video-seems-to-show-protesters-throwing-things-at-cops

Virtually all crime, including violent crime, has been lower in the city of Portland during the last several weeks
“At this point, most of the Portland press corps, including myself, are actively suing the Portland Police Bureau. The federal injunction does seem to have moderated their behavior, but at the end of the day the level of the anger of individual officers seems to be the only real factor that determines whether or not a journalist spends the night in jail.” https://www.bellingcat.com/news/americas/2020/07/20/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-battle-of-portland/

7.19.2020
In multiple independent places online, today, I see some form of the message “if people aren’t willing to die for them we cannot preserve our rights.”
Admitting he's "not a good loser," Pres Trump said "I have to see," when asked if he will accept the election results. "I will tell you at the time," he said Sunday. "I will keep you in suspense." He again said he thinks mail-in ballots "might rig the election." https://twitter.com/markknoller/status/1284850358418841603
Nothing really happens. It isn’t even a one-day story. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1284878725427929093
Mark Meadows, onetime “Freedom Caucus” member, says the Trump administration is readying a new executive order to expand the federal takeover of cities based on alleged lawlessness https://twitter.com/dfriedman33/status/1284912875501432833
White Americans still support Trump 5:4 over Joe Biden https://twitter.com/jemelehill/status/1284888039961931779
(Trump probably loves all the sharing of this because he wants white people told that he’s their candidate, that people like them support him.)
The husband and son of U.S. District Court Judge Esther Salas were shot this evening after a gunman dressed as a Federal Express delivery driver entered their North Brunswick home.  Her son is dead; her husband in critical condition.  https://newjerseyglobe.com/judiciary/son-of-federal-judge-slain-husband-in-critical-condition/
Suspect ends up dead within 24 hours of above https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/19/us/federal-judge-esther-salas-shooting-investigation/index.html
There are 49 hospitals in Florida with 0% ICU beds available, according to Florida's Agency for Health Care Administration website as of 3 p.m. EST Sunday. https://twitter.com/ShimonPro/status/1284932945980133381
The governor of Georgia, where cases are spiking, has already sued Atlanta mayor Keisha Bottoms
 to prevent her imposing a mask mandate. Now the governor has asked the court for an emergency injunction preventing the mayor from speaking about masks.  https://twitter.com/KeishaBottoms/status/1284836124821729281
Texas Sees 10K Cases For Fifth Day, Military Aid Deployed - https://is.gd/leqrIQ (normally FEMA would be the first assistance here. But DHS is otherwise occupied playing dress-up and occupying Oregon.)
65,865 confirmed COVID-19 cases in Alabama, 1,685 more than Saturday https://twitter.com/Bob_Grip/status/1284866705789984770
AP: “Rapper Kanye West, in his first event since declaring himself a presidential candidate, delivered a lengthy monologue touching on topics from abortion and religion to international trade and licensing deals. http://apne.ws/bh0GDJG” (“A tweet so heavily lacquered with establishment media reserve that it doesn’t convey what happened at all.”) https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1285061611846340610
Trump’s incessant dishonesty during interviews, rallies and other events is often covered in passing or not at all. “Today, WaPo and the NYT treated it as the main story” https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1285013850597797888

Savage heat for several days incoming for Siberia. Again. Next week will see temperatures in the upper 80s on the fringe of the Arctic ocean. The intense heat will help warm the sea surface. This would normally be impossible but the ice that usually shields the sea has melted. https://twitter.com/ScottDuncanWX/status/128486532402692505

Trump has grown more explicit than ever about rejecting the legitimacy of institutions controlled by Democrats. His recent targeting includes flatly blocking testimony to the House of Representatives by administration officials on the pandemic, asserting sweeping immunity from subpoenas at the Supreme Court, encouraging defiance from business owners and protesters against social-distancing orders from Democratic officials, insisting that blue states must adopt conservative policies to receive any further federal aid, and cheering on Attorney General William Barr as he hints at possible prosecution of officials from Barack Obama’s presidency. So far, congressional Republicans have been way more likely to applaud than question any of these initiatives. And they all come as Republican governors intent on rapidly reopening their economy have moved aggressively to override the decisions of Democratic mayors and county executives. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/05/trump-escalating-his-war-blue-america/611653/

Feds came out of the courthouse in Portland and fired a flash bang at the moms against police brutality. At least one of these mothers is pregnant. https://twitter.com/JoshuaPotash/status/1284759405783912452

The United States is home to 4% of the global population and 23% of known COVID19 deaths.

In talks w Senate GOP over the weekend, “administration officials instead pushed to zero out the funding for testing and for the nation’s top health agencies” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/18/world/coronavirus-news.html#click=https://t.co/mQCtyUPe6p

As dire as the current position seems, the months ahead look even worse. The country anticipates hundred of thousands of hospitalizations, if the annual averages hold, during the upcoming flu season. Those hospitalizations will further strain the capacity of overstretched clinics. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/18/us-coronavirus-fall-second-wave-autumn

None of the DHS leaders were Senate confirmed. We have an acting Sec, acting Dep Sec, acting head of CBP, acting head of ICE. It’s been that way for over a year

Support for a safe form of voting during the pandemic is underwater after the administration’s bad faith attacks.  https://www.langerresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/1214a22020Election.pdf

In just 15 days the total number of COVID19 cases in Georgia is up 49% (but you wouldn’t know it from looking at the state’s data visualization map of cases).

7.18.2020
Deputy Secretary of DHS Ken Cuccinelli tells NPR not only are they not stopping the Portland tactics they're going to take them nationwide. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/dhs-under-boss-were-taking-this-national
CBP is now assuming police powers over anyone either spray painting on federal facilities or who simply might be protesting near one.
DHS has authorized CBP and ICE as what amounts to Trumps private police force or domestic security service. 
It’s no accident that it’s ICE and CBP. They’re among the most politicized federal police agencies, most organizational loyal to and supportive or Trumps agenda and political ambitions. Critically they are also accustomed to and trained to deal with people with few political rights and little power to make use of the rights they have.
"We currently have 85 babies under the age of one year in Nueces County that have all tested positive for Covid-19," said Annette Rodriguez, director of public health for Corpus Christi Nueces County.  https://cnn.it/396HAXC
Arizona reported the highest death count in the state Saturday since the pandemic began. A total of 147 deaths were reported July 18, the data shows. The positivity rate also remains high with a blistering 39.04% for July 18 https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1284908989747277827
Trump spent the morning retweeting kooks and weirdos before heading off for another day of golf, but the supposed White House ethics official says he needs and extension on his financial disclosure report because he's so busy with the pandemic. https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1284491935500120066
Trump post disabled due to copyright infringement claims, again. This time? A campaign video using a Linkin Park song. https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1284653171428786176

An internal Homeland Security memo warned this past week that tactical teams sent to control unrest in Portland had no training in managing such demonstrations. (Reminder: the excuse Barr came up with to send prison extraction teams was a false claim that only they had the training to deal with crowd control.) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1284620708685979650

Now that so much of Texas is battling major coronavirus outbreaks, some severely ill patients have to travel long distances to receive the care they need. https://www.texastribune.org/2020/07/18/texas-coronavirus-hot-spots/

The Twitter attack included data exfiltration. Twitter hasn’t said whose data it has identified as having been taken, but several Democratic politicians’ accounts—including Biden’s and Obama’s—were among those targeted. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1284338766237388800

based on his own accounts, Trump has taken multiple cognition tests for dementia during his presidency, finds them "very hard" and says doctors have professed "great surprise" he was able to answer all the questions. https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1284959287748567040

7.17.2020
America is one cancer-riddled 87-year-old’s heartbeat away from an end to liberal democracy. (Liver cancer is one of the worst kinds of cancer you can have. As her doctor said, "clearly, she's got incurable disease now.") https://twitter.com/NinaTotenberg/status/1284159999611211776
In a telephonic rally, Trump hinted  federal “police,” like the ones who've arrested protesters in unmarked vans in Oregon, may be headed to Chicago and New York https://twitter.com/DJJudd/status/1284585646124924930
Trump told his Michigan "tele-rally" that he was named Michigan's Man of the Year 10 years ago, though he has very obviously never been named Michigan's Man of the Year.
FWIW, In 2018 Trump pardoned Oregon ranchers for an arson on federal lands. (Their conviction set off the 41 day occupation of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge by the Bundys in 2016.) https://www.reuters.com/article/us-oregon-standoff-trump/trump-pardons-oregon-ranchers-who-inspired-refuge-standoff-idUSKBN1K021Q
Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler has repeatedly said the police force he oversees does not want or need the help of federal officers during nightly protests downtown. But hours after Wheeler’s most recent public plea for federal agents to leave, Portland police advanced on protesters in a coordinated effort with federal officers. Friday wasn’t the first time Portland police worked in tandem with federal officers.  https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2020/07/evidence-shows-portland-police-working-with-federal-officers-at-protests-contradicting-city-officials.html
The Trump team take on what’s been happening in Portland is a decidedly fascist document, excoriating state and local officials and advancing the conceit that everyone encountered by federal law enforcement is a “violent anarchist.” https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/07/16/acting-secretary-wolf-condemns-rampant-long-lasting-violence-portland
US breaks daily record with 77,255 new COVID-19 cases
Florida now has more Covid-19 cases than any other state. 
Miami-Dade ICU capacity is over 100%, mayor's office says https://twitter.com/DWUhlfelderLaw/status/1284117774290362368
The White House blocks the CDC director and other agency officials from testifying in Congress next week about reopening schools https://cnn.it/2CO6388
Trump adviser tells Washington Post that when it comes to the pandemic, the president is “not really working this anymore. He doesn’t want to be distracted by it. He’s not calling and asking about data. He’s not worried about cases.” https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1284289432863100928
Cook rating changes in 20 House districts, all towards Democrats. Wasserman: “I can’t recall the last time we moved so many races at once, let alone in the same direction.”
Nurse practitioner: “We dont report to the CDC anymore all reports are forward directly to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), WTF is going on here!” https://twitter.com/SuzeQKnits/status/1284170304307290113
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/14/us/politics/trump-cdc-coronavirus.html
AG Bill Barr cites Disney, Apple in speech accusing U.S. companies of ‘kowtowing’ to China. He warns that pushing pro-china policies could violate FARA.  Notably, the Attorney General did not announce an investigation into what Ivanka did for her brands or how Jared's sister was able to deal investment visas. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1284143871564423174
New York police union boss just appeared on Fox News with a Qanon mug https://twitter.com/bubbaprog/status/1284227700132057090
Ohio records new daily record of 1,679 COVID-19 cases. Hospitalizations remain high at 121

Voter advocates have called for assurances from USPS — which has in recent years developed protocols to help election deliveries run smoothly — that it will exempt election-related operations from new delay-the-mail policies. USPS wouldn't give a straight answer https://twitter.com/Tierney_Megan/status/1284142364999778305

The University of Akron is laying off 20% of its unionized workforce, including nearly 100 faculty members.

DHS ignoring a court order. As of July 13, when the Supreme Court’s judgement was certified, DACA applications have good standing to be accepted—and if they’re denied, to sue the government for noncompliance with a court order. But four days later DHS appears simply to be ignoring them https://prospect.org/justice/trump-administration-defying-the-supreme-court-on-daca/
Since the Supreme Court’s ruling, the DACA page on the USCIS website has remained archived
“Today’s court opinion has no basis in law and merely delays the President’s lawful ability to end the illegal Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals amnesty program,” USCIS Deputy Director for Policy Joseph Edlow said in the agency’s only statement statement

American COVID-19 deaths tend to be younger than European ones economist.com

Kentucky’s Republican attorney general is suing to block the Democratic governor’s public health orders https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/local/boone-county/2020/07/17/kentucky-coronavirus-orders-judge-block-beshear-orders-attorney-general-says/5457351002/

The Trump administration has weakened federal oversight of the poultry processing industry, and the U.S. Labor Department is effectively supporting an effort to drive the United Food and Commercial Workers out of one of the Mountaire company's Delaware plants after that union has represented the plant's workers for four decades. (Mountaire Corporation's owner, Ron Cameron, is a major donor to organizations supporting President Trump's campaign) 
A worker whose objections provided a pretext for acts against the union is represented by the National Right to Work Committee, which is pretty much the most powerful anti-labor organization in the country, has been for quite some time. And it's giving free legal advice to the worker. And again, he doesn't speak English. He speaks fluent Spanish, but no English. Yet, mysterious, mailings have been sent out to the various union members in English from an organization that no one's heard of from a storefront someplace
https://www.npr.org/2020/07/15/891369048/white-house-used-pandemic-to-weaken-safety-regulations-reporter-says

7.16.2020
Supreme Court allows poll tax (denies request to lift 11th circuit order blocking lower court ruling ordering Florida to allow people with felonies to vote if they can't afford to.)  https://twitter.com/srl/status/1283815345107750912
This ruling is a big deal and shows a conservative Supreme Court majority consistently siding against voting rights, especially on its “shadow docket” (i.e. decisions not to hear cases). There has not been a single case where Roberts has protected voting rights.
The CDC hospital capacity dashboard has gone dark. Director has said CDC still has access to the data but apparently the public no longer does. (Later posted hospital capacity data as of July 14 but with a big label referring folks to the HHS guidance, which takes this away from CDC.) https://twitter.com/charlesornstein/status/1283815296017616898
Gov. Greg Abbott said Thursday "there is no shutdown coming” in Texas as coronavirus cases and deaths continue to rise. https://bit.ly/3jc0ReQ
Hackers from Russia's intelligence services are attempting to steal coronavirus vaccine research from the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, officials said Thursday https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/russia-attempting-steal-coronavirus-vaccine-research-u-s-u-k-n1234021
The Ohio Department of Job and Family Services reported Thursday that the 1,499,712 jobless claims filed in the state in the last 17 weeks is more than the combined total of claims filed in the last three years. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/07/16/ohio-jobless-claims-filed-in-last-17-weeks-exceed-combined-total-claims-filed-in-past-three-years
White House press secretary Kayleigh McEnany on school reopenings: "The science should not stand in the way of this.”
Inspector general finds that Trump health deputy Seema Verma’s publicity contracts broke federal rules. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/07/16/medicare-chief-rules-publicity-contracts-365482
Ohio House Speaker Larry Householder, without evidence, floated a theory to reporters Thursday in which the Ohio Department of Health is counting some COVID-19 cases twice and some as many as 15 times.  https://twitter.com/OhioCapJournal/status/1284109832199569409
US Secretary of State Pompeo just trashed the New York Times’ 1619 project—in a speech on human rights
House Speaker Pelosi: “I yearn for other Republican presidents. While we may disagree on many points, at least we had a shared commitment to the governance of our country."

Georgia has 10,908 new Covid-19 cases in last 72 hours yet  Gov. Brian Kemp is banning cities & counties from enforcing masks rules. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/07/georgia-republican-governor-kemp-bans-city-local-mask-face-covering-laws.html

Trump has declared that schools will be open full-time this fall, regardless of consequences. Vice-President Mike Pence, acknowledging that the US Centers for Disease Control guidelines make that impossible, has pledged that the guidelines will change because Trump wants them to https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jul/13/america-schools-coronavirus-covid-19-children

The “race” to market a for-profit vaccine is a reckless shit show https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/07/15/drugmakers-have-set-speed-records-in-devising-coronavirus-vaccines-and-beginning-clinical-trials

To help figure out the U.S. citizenship status of every adult living in the country, the Trump administration has made agreements to accumulate driver's license and state identification card information from states including Iowa, Nebraska, South Carolina and South Dakota https://www.npr.org/2020/07/14/890798378/south-dakota-is-sharing-drivers-license-info-to-help-find-out-who-s-a-citizen

Militarized federal officers in camouflage but no agency identification or badges, driving unmarked non-government rental cars, are grabbing protestors off streets in Portland and not talking with local authorities. https://twitter.com/sparrowmedia/status/1283436911307218948
https://www.thedailybeast.com/its-spooky-right-now-inside-the-creepy-federal-crackdown-on-portland-protesters?ref=author
https://www.opb.org/news/article/federal-law-enforcement-unmarked-vehicles-portland-protesters/
Realistically, though, this is probably exactly what the mayor of Portland wants https://twitter.com/GregoryMcKelvey/status/1284009921655173120
Four federal law enforcement agencies including U.S. Marshals, Federal Protective Service, Customs & Border Protection & Homeland Security Investigations have rotated officers through Portland since early July. https://www.kgw.com/article/news/investigations/who-are-these-federal-officers-sent-to-portland-to-deal-with-protesters/283-b2c3b375-cd6a-4e8a-b2c3-25cbbb911335
Several attempts were made by this mixed bag of feds to grab people out of dwindling crowds. At least two people were detained in this manner https://twitter.com/sparrowmedia/status/1283605418883899397
Federal agents in Portland won’t say who they are after firing an impact munition at a protester’s head, or grab others off the streets, or why https://twitter.com/DevlinBarrett/status/1284113561116082177
These “federal police” are padded in gear and supplies as though they were deploying to the remotest part of Afghanistan  https://twitter.com/youdontknowdrek/status/1284183530877014016
Portland Police is live streaming lately—this filming is illegal under Oregon law https://twitter.com/GregoryMcKelvey/status/1284007847173386240
Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf went to Portland, wouldn’t talk to any local authorities or news, but does talk to Sean Hannity
Oregon governor Brown: “I told Acting Secretary Wolf that the federal government should remove all federal officers from our streets. His response showed me he is on a mission to provoke confrontation for political purposes.”  https://twitter.com/OregonGovBrown/status/1283913151700860928

7.15.2020
There appears to be a major Twitter hack underway, targeting numerous prominent accounts and using them to push a crypto scam. Hacked accounts include Bill Gates, Elon Musk, CashApp, Apple, and more. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1283509521068032001
Meanwhile Trump (again) wants the CIA to cooperate with Russia. https://twitter.com/Mpolymer/status/1283361454675066881
A civil rights group formed by Black union workers called on the Ohio secretary of state to make voting amid the pandemic easier and safer. It advocated placing multiple secure ballot drop boxes in counties across the state. When a deputy to Republican Secretary of State Frank LaRose received the A. Philip Randolph Institute’s press release, he responded quickly — but not to the group. Instead, according to records obtained by ProPublica, the deputy contacted the Heritage Foundation’s Hans von Spakovsky, a leading advocate for the discredited argument that American elections are tainted by widespread voting fraud.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/09/24/before-limiting-ballot-drop-boxes-to-one-per-county-top-ohio-election-officials-secretly-consulted-promoter-of-debunked-voting-fraud-fears
“We put our kids in camp for just a few  days. Everyone masked, kids separated, no food sharing etc. Well. There’s a COVID outbreak. Kids and counselors sick. Everyone is scared, overwhelmed, and quarantining. This is what school is going to look like too.” https://twitter.com/HannahLebovits/status/1283347002995216384
Gov. Mike DeWine holds news conference to say Ohio’s ’life in danger,’ and… do nothing about it. https://twitter.com/DispatchAlerts/status/1283521775444393987
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/07/15/this-is-our-second-chance-we-wont-get-a-third-dewine-says-in-asking-but-not-mandating-ohioans-to-wear-masks
Meanwhile, walmart is mandating face coverings but the government of Ohio will not
My bank could provide me, a customer, only eight quarters worth of change because there’s a coin shortage

China is operating ethnic concentration camps https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1283923298410213378

State & local revenues have collapsed recently, due to the deep recession triggered by the pandemic. State shortfalls will likely total about $555 billion over the 2020-2022 budget years, a sharper drop than even the worst years of the Great Recession. https://twitter.com/WCTharpe/status/1283479155309518856

The Postal Service is recommending voters request ballots at least 15 days before Election Day & mail completed ballots at least 1 week before due date
Trump’s postmaster DeJoy has ordered: eliminating all overtime, cutting all extra trips, and directly instructing mail carriers to leave mail behind at distribution centers, if delivering it might extend their hours. 

The state of New York is requiring visitors from nearly half of the 50 states to quarantine https://patch.com/new-york/longisland/new-york-adds-4-states-quarantine-travel-advisory-1-removed

Tax returns reveal pro-Trump "dark money" nonprofit America First gave $2M+ to fund swing state groups accused of spreading misinfo in NC & voter fraud for switching unwitting FL Democrats' party affiliation with forged signatures, bogus personal info https://publicintegrity.org/politics/elections/ballotboxbarriers/trump-nonprofit-million-voters-swing-states/

DonorsTrust and its sister nonprofit, Donors Capital Fund, are favorite funding vehicles of Republican billionaire families such as the DeVoses, Kochs, and Mercers. Donors deposit money into individual accounts, managed by DonorsTrust or Donors Capital Fund, and direct the fund managers to deliver their money to the nonprofits of their choosing, a process that shields the donors’ identities from the public. Donor-advised funds offer a “double tax benefit” to the wealthy; when donating appreciable assets like stock or business shares into their individual funds, donors get a capital gains tax break as well as the typical charitable tax deduction.
	DonorsTrust and Donors Capital Fund distributed $165 million in total grants last year, $90 million of which went to support right-wing think tanks, advocacy groups, litigation centers, media outlets, extremists, climate deniers, and white supremacy groups. https://www.exposedbycmd.org/2020/12/04/dark-money-atm-of-the-conservative-movement-gives-1-5-million-to-white-nationalist-hate-group/

7.14.2020
DOJ has published a Board of Immigration Appeals decision basically rubber stamping the Trump administration’s policy holding would-be immigrants in Mexico. (i.e., This makes it precedent/binding for all immigration courts.) https://twitter.com/TalKopan/status/1283074038890471425
In a 5-4 unsigned opinion issued around 2 AM (on Bastille Day…) Supreme Court cleared the way for the Trump administration to resume federal executions for the first time in 17 years.
In normal times, a president and A.G. trying to rush through some executions while they pardon their cronies would be cause for concern. In Trump times, the Supreme Court okays the bloodlust with unsigned opinions. https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1284179373281759235
JPMorgan, the biggest U.S. bank, just reported its highest quarterly revenue EVER, according to CEO Jamie Dimon's comment in the press release
Four former CDC directors: "We ran the CDC. No president ever politicized its science the way Trump has." https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1283068745863303169
Sara Gideon won the Maine Democratic primary to take on Susan Collins—the least popular senator in the country—and polls of the matchup show that the race is neck and neck good fucking grief
Rep. Steve Watkins charged with voter fraud shortly before Kansas Republican primary debate. https://on.msnbc.com/2CxQDEI
At an official White House event in the Rose Garden, Trump has spent much of his remarks lashing out at his opponent Joe Biden (it’s illegal to use public resources for a campaign event)
Reporter’s question: “when are you going to stop lying to the American people about the Coronavirus?” No answer. “I got a smirk though”

America’s nut trees are bursting with crops, sparking a massive supply glut that’s sending prices cratering.  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-14/u-s-nut-glut-is-so-big-branches-are-breaking-from-heavy-crops

Neither Uber nor Postmates are profitable, but they are hoping that a combination of the two businesses will somehow get them there https://trib.al/O7wuEKe

Republican Sen. Ted Cruz (who has definitely been around COVID-positive people) continues taking flights sans-mask https://twitter.com/chipfranklin/status/1283055280541126662

Michigan’s Gov. Whitmer has 70%+ approval yet Republicans are pursuing a recall effort (amid a pandemic) and have more than 300,000 signatures

7.13.2020
California is now closing indoor operations statewide for: Restaurants, Wineries, Movie theaters,, Zoos, museums, Cardrooms; Bars must close all operations. https://twitter.com/GavinNewsom/status/1282752861835649024
The Trump admin has lifted a ban on sales of silencers to private overseas buyers that was intended to protect U.S. troops from ambushes. The change was championed by a lawyer for the president who had worked for a firearms trade group. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1282691311057793026
Quest Diagnostics says that average turnaround for non-priority coronavirus tests is now 7+ days. "We want patients and healthcare providers to know that we will not be in a position to reduce our turnaround times as long as cases of COVID-19 continue to increase dramatically." https://twitter.com/davidalim/status/1282783421966819335
A federal judge said Monday he will not rule until the middle of next week on whether migrant parents detained by ICE in family detention centers should be released, meaning 335 children and parents now held there could begin to be separated from each other on Friday. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/judge-delays-ruling-ice-detention-meaning-migrant-parents-kids-could-n1233685
Huge Burger King chain’s Twitter account appears to have been hacked, with tweets like “breathe the farts of change,” though the tweet remains live 18 hours later and one wonders whether this began as a cynical ploy for free viral “rebelliousness” branding or just turned into one afterward https://twitter.com/BurgerKing/status/1282857347279466499
https://slate.com/technology/2020/07/twitter-hack-bribe-social-engineering.html

Small business owners are giving up: more owners are permanently shutting their doors after new lockdown orders, realizing that there may be no end in sight to the crisis. https://twitter.com/SmallBizFuture/status/1282801100144308224

In the primary elections held so far this year, at least 65,000 absentee or mail-in ballots have been rejected because they arrived past the deadline, often through no fault of the voter. https://www.npr.org/2020/07/13/889751095/signed-sealed-undelivered-thousands-of-mail-in-ballots-rejected-for-tardiness
“Election officials don’t have nearly the resources to make the preparations and changes they need to make to run an election in a pandemic,” said Wendy Weiser, head of the Brennan Center for Justice’s democracy program https://apnews.com/e45861c909404e1f5e65a23d8db1b546

“Test results for the novel coronavirus are taking so long to come back that experts say the results across the United States are often proving useless in the campaign to control the deadly disease.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/long-delays-in-getting-test-results-hobble-coronavirus-response/2020/07/12/d32f7fa8-c1fe-11ea-b4f6-cb39cd8940fb_story.html
the government’s top infectious disease specialist is being sidelined, and the Trump administration appears to be actively trying to discredit the career civil servant with more than 50 years in government service under his belt. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/07/white-house-discredit-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-trump.html
Journalists help the Trump administration have their cake and eat it too, but letting them mount the campaign to discredit Fauci “on background”  https://twitter.com/davidmackau/status/1282421394328948737
In counties where the majority of residents are Black, the COVID-19 death rate has climbed to 3.5 times the national average https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-coronavirus-death-rate-getting-worse-black-communities/

As the oil and gas industry faces financial turmoil, companies are filing for bankruptcy, and the disarray could have grave environmental consequences. But executives are receiving big payouts first. https://twitter.com/KarinSung_/status/1282725480999747586

7.12.2020
Secretary of Education Betsy Devos today said "only" .02% of kids are likely to die when they go back to school. That's 14,740 children.
Florida sets new single-day record for new Covid-19 cases of any state https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/12/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
There are a total of 7,507 patients hospitalized in Florida with the primary diagnosis of coronavirus on Sunday afternoon https://twitter.com/ShimonPro/status/1282382046728523776
Arizona reports 2,537 new cases, 21% positivity. 86 fatalities. https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1282342090408710144
Sunday, the Polish president, Andrzej Duda, was re-elected by a narrow margin with the help of an assault on what he styled “LGBT ideology”: he campaigned on a “family charter” to protect Poles from this new “threat” … Two of Poland’s near neighbours have recently activated anti-LGBT politics in similar ways. In May, Viktor Orbán’s Hungarian government passed a law that makes it impossible for trans people to change their gender on legal documents. And last month, Russians voted by a landslide to approve Vladimir Putin’s Russian constitution: among its many amendments is one that marriage can only be between a man and a woman.  https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jul/17/duda-victory-poland-europe-putin-orban-polish-lgbt
A fire broke out on the U.S.S. Bonhomme Richard at the U.S. Naval base in San Diego on Sunday, the Navy said. The San Diego Fire Department said that “several sailors” were being treated for “a variety of injuries.” “It was not immediately clear what had caused the fire.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1282489849510006784
A squirrel in Colorado tested positive for the bubonic plague on Saturday, Jefferson County Public Health said in a news release on Sunday.

With “nearly 130 pandemic-related election lawsuits,” 2020’s vote is “on track to be the most litigated ever.” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/07/us/2020-election-laws.html 

Trump campaign shirts feature imperial eagle, a Nazi symbol bit.ly/2ZYRjek
Also, Trump campaign is seemingly soliciting cash using lies.  https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1282343892604653568

This week Trump repeated his false claim that mail-in voting is wracked with fraud, but then said "absentee ballots are fine because you have to go through a precise process to get your voting privilege." Absentee and mail-in ballots are the same thing.

Facebook has repeatedly refused to hold Trump to any sort of standard on its platform. And now, as states consider expanding their vote-by-mail options to help Americans vote safely in November – the Trump campaign is once again relying on the platform’s lax policies to incite fear and misinformation about efforts to expand voting options. Trump’s re-election campaign has already purchased over 500 Facebook ads that spread disproven claims about voter fraud https://www.mediamatters.org/facebook/facebook-letting-trump-campaign-publish-least-529-ads-false-claims-voter-fraud

7.11.2020
Headline: “Tsunami' of COVID cases crushing Hidalgo County” https://www.expressnews.com/news/local/article/Tsunami-of-COVID-cases-crushing-Hidalgo-15398472.php
It’s reopen day for Disney World, as COVID cases surge in Florida. “The DisneyWorld ride staff I spoke to feel confident about the park’s safety measures. The epidemiologist I spoke to does not. Reopening is ‘irresponsible’ and a ‘terrible idea,’ she said.” https://variety.com/2020/tv/news/disney-world-reopens-florida-coronavirus-epidemiologist-disaster-1234703022/
Cult-leader president wears a face mask in public for the first time, media treats this as big news, now what will cult followers who decried masks as a librul plot against freedom do. Apparently, “the mask wasn’t ‘manly enough’ for team Trump last week, but now it’s a ‘boss’ move and totally ‘badass’ to start wearing one.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1282168924583464960
U.S. Rep. John Lewis’s chief of staff feels obliged to release official response to false posts on social media that he passed away today. https://twitter.com/ajc/status/1282030187857747968
A Republican blog released what they consider to be a fair and legal new Congressional map for Ohio which would produce 13 Republican districts out of 15 https://medium.com/@allontheline/reforms-alone-wont-get-us-fair-maps-we-need-people-power-3f8eb6a9277f

White House trade adviser Peter Navarro and Rudy Giuliani are leading a Trump admin effort to demand the FDA reverse course and grant a second emergency authorization for hydroxychloroquine. Navarro is touting a study that scientists say is flawed.

Family separation & child detention continue. COVID-19 runs unabated through detention facilities & the camp at Matamoros. https://twitter.com/TobyGialluca/status/1282350891421630473

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has eliminated a pending rule requiring lenders to verify that borrowers would have no difficulty paying back high-interest loans. The rule surfaced during the Obama administration, but was formally scrapped this week under President Donald Trump.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/07/13/rule-elimination-seen-as-setback-in-regulating-payday-lenders

7.10.2020
Huge Friday news dump corruption
Trump commutes Roger Stone’s prison sentence https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1281738637894270976
A private citizen worked with foreign spies to damage one presidential candidate and help the other. That president accepted the help. When caught, the private citizen lied. When the private citizen was punished, the president commuted his sentence. https://twitter.com/mmurraypolitics/status/1281932442937577473
Roger Stone was convicted of seven counts of lying to Congress and witness tampering
Trump ordered Roger Stone to work with Wikileaks. Stone lied to Congress about it, Trump lied to Mueller about it, and Stone protected Trump's lie by choosing prison over flipping. Now Trump has repaid him. https://twitter.com/justinjm1/status/1281746309792378883
One of Mueller's former prosecutors, who still works at DOJ, said as much (as do newly unredacted portions of the report) https://twitter.com/justinjm1/status/1275535467350540297
Lindsey Graham, chair of Senate Judiciary committee, gives cover to Trump to commute his sentence, after Barr’s Justice Dept said there was no reason to further delay Stone’s sentence. https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1281726774179766272
Sen. Romney, meanwhile: “Unprecedented, historic corruption:  an American president commutes the sentence of a person convicted by a jury of lying to shield that very president.” https://twitter.com/MittRomney/status/1281937795616067586
Bald lie in the White House statement on the commutation. The Mueller team didn’t charge Stone with lying to their investigation; they charged him with lying to a committee of Congress and tampering with witnesses before Congress. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1281743187737030656
White House statement again attacks the jury foreperson. (The judge found zero evidence she acted improperly. In fact, a juror chosen by Stone’s team to testify said the foreperson urged them to take more time to consider a charge on which most had already decided Stone was guilty.) https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1281746621236158465
In a mirror image drama of a shake-up that occurred three weeks earlier, the U.S. Department of Justice announced the sudden replacement of a powerful federal prosecutor in New York with an associate of Attorney General Bill Barr. Only instead of occurring in the Southern District of New York, the top prosecutor of its sister jurisdiction in Brooklyn was replaced in a proverbial Friday night news dump. And instead of defiantly refusing to leave his post, ex-U.S. Attorney Richard Donoghue accepted a promotion to Main Justice, where he and Barr’s now-former Principal Associate Deputy Attorney General Seth DuCharme will trade places. https://www.courthousenews.com/new-friday-night-justice-department-shake-up-installs-barr-deputy-in-brooklyn/
Trump & Barr have now removed the top 3 prosecutors investigating Trump (DC and NY's Southern & Eastern Districts). Naturally this is not remotely the top story on the front page of every American newspaper and at the top of every hour's newscast
Trump has fired the FBI director, fired his AG, had many US attorneys fired, pardoned a convicted sheriff, told police to be more abusive, refused congressional subpoenas, attacked the Supreme Courtt, and commuted the sentence of an obstructionist https://twitter.com/IsaacDovere/status/1281745382385635328
Also, On July 10, the Trump administration ordered hospitals to bypass the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and send all COVID-19 data to a central database at the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) …  information vital to tracking the COVID-19 pandemic, including daily reports about patients and the number of available ventilators, will no longer go to the CDC—a federal agency with the expertise to collect this data—but to a new centralized system managed by the private company TeleTracking, which received a “noncompetitive, multimillion-dollar contract” for this “duplicative health data system.”
After refusing to release critical hospitalization data for months, FL Gov. DeSantis finally reports nearly 7,000 patients currently  hospitalized with COVID-19 in Florida. https://www.orlandosentinel.com/coronavirus/os-ne-coronavirus-county-hospitalizations-ahca-20200710-5fpnosf2m5feteib5gtwb3lkz4-story.html
“Trump colluded with a hostile foreign power and House-majority Democrats declined to use all the tools at their disposal to investigate. To the contrary, they dissuaded members from doing so and impeached him on an unrelated topic.” https://twitter.com/AJentleson/status/1281759989967839233
The U.S. has crossed more than 70,000 new coronavirus cases in a single day. That is a record. A week ago, the record was about 50,000 cases in a single day. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1281767894917902337
The previous record, from yesterday, was 59,886. We also surpassed 800 deaths for the fourth day in a row. The last time that happened was June 2-5. https://twitter.com/ByMikeBaker/status/1281808606497615872
Ohio is reporting 62,856 cases and 3,032 deaths from COVID-19. That’s a record-breaking increase of 1,525 cases in just the last day. https://radio.wosu.org/post/coronavirus-ohio-live-coverage-4#stream/0
18% of Americans are comfortable going to the gym right now, down 3 points since last week. https://bit.ly/2DrdoLb
Roger Stone says he doesn’t want a pardon (which implies guilt) but a commutation, and says he thinks Trump will give it to him. “He knows I was under enormous pressure to turn on him. It would have eased my situation considerably. But I didn’t.” https://twitter.com/howardfineman/status/1281681337351626752
“In the realm of improper pardons, the White House press corps accepts the premises of Trump’s corruption and makes sure he stays on schedule.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1281609598944894976
Congress created the Congressional Oversight Commission 105 days ago. The Commission is responsible for overseeing $500 billion in public money. As of today, the Commission still has no Chair or full-time staff. https://twitter.com/BharatRamamurti/status/1281601046935220226

“In March, 100 new cases was a tragedy. Now we see headlines like ‘9000 new cases in Florida yesterday’ and it's like, ‘oh good they're not in the 5 digits’”

Americans have gone from having access to most of the world to being banned from most of it. Today, Americans are only allowed in a few Caribbean islands and the Balkans.  https://medium.com/@indica/the-plague-states-of-america-53b20678a80e

CO2 levels in Earth's atmosphere are nearing levels of 15m years ago. Last time CO2 was at similar level temperatures were 3C to 4C hotter and sea levels were 20 metres higher https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/09/co2-in-earths-atmosphere-nearing-levels-of-15m-years-ago

A report from the United Nations has warned that the precarious economic situation could “roll back” many of the advances feminism has made over the past few decades, with layoffs hitting women disproportionately or forcing women with small children to bow out of the workforce. “We could have an entire generation of women who are hurt [economically],” Betsey Stevenson, a professor of economics and public policy at the University of Michigan, told the New York Times.  https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/working-motherhood-covid-19-coronavirus-1023609/

7.9.2020
Mazars ruling holds that the president enjoys special immunity from congressional investigation enjoyed by no other citizen — and likely shields Trump’s records from the public eye until after the election. https://www.vox.com/2020/7/9/21318612/supreme-court-trump-mazars-vance-john-roberts-subpoenas-tax-returns
Trump lawyer Jay Sekulow: “We are pleased that in the decisions issued today, the Supreme Court has temporarily blocked both Congress and New York prosecutors from obtaining the President’s financial records. We will now proceed to raise additional Constitutional and legal issues in the lower courts.”
Many on the left are so beaten down that they are counting this as a victory simply because it wasn’t even worse
Roberts, Kavanaugh, and Gorsuch, who are accountable to no one, are more of a check on the President than any of the elected Republican senators. https://twitter.com/amandalitman/status/1281230801162698754
In a divided decision, the Wisconsin Supreme Court upholds nearly all of the 2018 lame-duck laws that limited the power of the incoming Democratic governor and attorney general. https://wicourts.gov/sc/opinion/DisplayDocument.pdf?content=pdf&seqNo=268997
Trump campaign adviser recently appeared on the Russian-government funded TV network RT, which U.S. intelligence agencies have said plays a role in the Kremlin’s plans to undermine American democracy. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-campaign-legal-adviser-jenna-ellis-appears-on-kremlin-backed-rt/
A Missouri Bible camp has shut down after more than 80 kids and staffers became infected with the coronavirus, health officials said. https://bit.ly/3eeTyiH
New appointees at the Justice Department have been trying to get the case against Flynn thrown out, but Judge Emmet Sullivan, who is overseeing the case, isn’t ready to do so just yet. A panel of DC Circuit Court judges told him to do it anyway — but, on Thursday, Sullivan started the process of appealing that decision to the full DC Circuit Court of Appeals. https://www.vox.com/2020/7/10/21318971/trump-tax-records-berman-cohen-durham-flynn
Florida reports 120 new coronavirus deaths, a single-day high for the state.  https://cnn.it/324Gyd5
Oklahoma's coronavirus hospitalizations increase to 487 (+34), the highest level since April 2 when there were 495 patients. https://twitter.com/KassieMcClung/status/1281383463120142338
“My taste buds and smells are still off after 12 weeks. I still get short of breath easily. My anxiety is through the roof. I'm still weak. Doctor tells me " we don't know how long the symptoms last". Haven't went back to work yet . It's brutal. It's life changing” https://twitter.com/fsmcdaniel/status/1281247123976138752
“Today is day 114 of dizziness, nausea, diarrhea, fever, loss of smell/taste/appetite, pain, headache, SOB, chest & lung pain, weakness, fatigue, rash, swelling, & more. Every day feels like dying.” https://twitter.com/BWellsMC/status/1281244108145725440
Ohio’s Republican House Speaker hosts fundraiser with suggested dress which aligns with a new signal for violent white supremacy https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1281337419586064384

Multiple interviews in recent days with influential people in Washington’s political class, including strategists and government veterans in both major parties and figures who have served at high levels in the Trump White House, found most people expecting some sort of dramatic shift of plot in this election year. Three factors, in the calculations of these insiders, increase the likelihood of an event that in a conventional era would be highly unlikely:
President Donald Trump’s psychology, predisposed to dramatic and unorthodox actions, as he contemplates public polling and news coverage that increasingly describe him as an underdog for reelection.
The age of Trump and presumptive Democratic nominee Joe Biden, 74 and 77, respectively, during a coronavirus pandemic that has disproportionately affected elderly people. (Even without COVID-19 average life expectancy for American men is 78.5 years)
The general tumult in which the 2020 election is taking place, because of the pandemic and the vast decline in the domestic and world economies as a result of related shutdowns.
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/07/08/trump-biden-pence-2020-predictions-351333

COVIDー19 hospitalizations in Texas are up 39% over the last week. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1281207746994614272

A lot of New Orleans restaurants that tried to reopen are shutting down again, in part because people simply ignore safety measures https://www.nola.com/entertainment_life/eat-drink/article_0b9589e2-c195-11ea-a0b7-af4b71393acf.html

Jobless claims remain high, with 2.3 million seeking aid last week https://cbsn.ws/3fkvtIU

There have been at least 66 vehicle-ramming attacks in US since May 27 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/07/08/vehicle-ramming-attacks-66-us-since-may-27/5397700002/

Health-care workers on the front lines of the coronavirus pandemic are encountering shortages of masks, gowns, face shields and gloves — a frustrating recurrence of a struggle that haunted the first months of the crisis. Nurses say they are reusing N95 masks for days and even weeks at a time. Doctors say they can’t reopen offices because they lack personal protective equipment. State officials say they have scoured U.S. and international suppliers for PPE and struggle to get orders filled.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/07/08/ppe-shortage-masks-gloves-gowns/

As the Trump administration splashes out money on hundreds of millions of syringes for what is likely to be an unprecedented COVID-19 immunization campaign, success depends heavily on two small medical supply companies with little track record of fulfilling government orders of that magnitude. https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-07-08/trump-coronavirus-vaccine-strategy-syringe-providers

America is in the midst of “the broadest assault on asylum that we have seen in decades.” https://progressive.org/dispatches/closing-door-on-asylum-goodman-200709/

7.8.2020
The number of US cases of coronavirus has surpassed 3 million. The country has confirmed far more cases than any other country in the world and now accounts for about a quarter of global cases. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/live/2020/jul/08/three-million-coronavirus-cases-donald-trump-mary-mexico-joe-biden-live-updates?page=with:block-5f0622868f08871b7e0f3966#block-5f0622868f08871b7e0f3966
Here's how fast the US has reached each 500,000 case milestone: First 500k cases: 80 days
Second 500k cases: 18 days; Third 500k cases: 20 days; Fourth 500k cases: 23 days; Fifth 500k cases: 17 days; Sixth 500k cases: 11 days
Ohio's spike continues with fourth-highest number of daily cases. A full 26% of all cases in four-month-old pandemic have come in the past 18 days.
Yesterday, POTUS said he disagreed with Fauci. Today, he says he disagrees with the CDC. https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1280858630795997184
"Stop getting tested" is trending nationwide because of a post by Ohio Republican state Rep. Nino Vitale. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/07/10/nino-vitale-moron-state-rep-tells-everyone-to-stop-getting-tested-for-covid-19
Trump’s annual financial disclosure report was due to be released more than a week ago. But the filing, the only official public document detailing his personal finances, was not published, and neither the White House nor federal ethics officials offered a public explanation. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/08/us/politics/trump-financial-disclosure.html
Top state and local election officials on Wednesday begged Congress to appropriate more election funding ahead of November to address COVID-19 challenges.  https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/506464-state-and-local-officials-beg-congress-to-send-more-election-funds-ahead
Alexander Vindman, a lieutenant colonel and national security aide who played a central role in Donald Trump’s impeachment case, announced on Wednesday that he will retire from the army, issuing a scathing statement that accused the president of running a “campaign of bullying, intimidation and retaliation” against him. A statement from attorney David Pressman said Vindman was leaving the army after more than 21 years in the military after it had been made clear “that his future within the institution he has dutifully served will forever be limited. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jul/08/alexander-vindman-retire-us-military-trump
Dr. Aileen Marty says her hospitals have treated patients for COVID-19 who are "asymptomatic as far as they can tell, but when we do chest x-rays on these people, 67% show lung damage." https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/doc-covid-19-damages-lungs-of-patients-showing-no-symptoms-87129669600?cid=sm_npd_ms_tw_ma
White House press corp member: “If it’s safe to send kids back to school is it safe to send Manafort back to prison.” Press Secretary walks off, no answer https://twitter.com/BrianKarem/status/1280972765793792004

Hundreds of Post Office delivery trucks have caught on fire in recent years, thanks to a 30-year-old fleet and a manufactured budget crisis. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/z3ezx4/post-office-delivery-trucks-keep-catching-on-fire

They wore masks. They kept space. They used disinfectant. But all three Arizona teachers in a team teaching model in one room came down with COVID-19 and one, Kim Byrd, died.  https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizona-education/2020/07/09/after-arizona-teacher-kim-byrd-dies-covid-questions-raised-over-school-reopening/5405651002/

The Mississippi legislature held an indoor session where politicians defied distancing and mask wearing guidelines. Now at least 1 in 6 lawmakers has COVID (and likely more), including the lieutenant governor. https://www.wjtv.com/health/coronavirus/36-covid-19-cases-connected-to-outbreak-in-mississippi-legislature-26-are-lawmakers/

Greater Cincinnati religious groups will get $169 million in taxpayer bailout money. That's never happened before. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/07/07/coronavirus-bailout-taxpayers-send-millions-religious-groups/5388490002/

7.7.2020
Trump administration formally withdraws US from World Health Organization http://hill.cm/zsenggq
Forty-three hospital ICUs in 21 Florida counties have hit capacity and show zero beds available, according to the latest data. https://twitter.com/cnnbrk/status/1280495570910695425
new COVID-19 cases per day: Germany - 397; Denmark - 47; Norway - 35; Sweden - 57; United States - 60,000+
At least 56 intensive care units in Florida hospitals reached capacity on Tuesday, state officials said. Another 35 hospitals show ICU bed availability of 10% or less, according to the Agency for Health Care Administration in that state. Georgia surpassed 100,000 reported coronavirus cases, becoming the ninth state to pass the mark. In California, the number of hospitalizations across the state were at an all-time high and the virus positivity rate jumped more than 2% in Los Angeles. https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/07/health/us-coronavirus-tuesday/index.html
Arizona today not only has the most COVID infections per capita of any state, but also the most any state has ever had: 528 per million. NY topped out at 509 on April 10 https://twitter.com/amybchan/status/1280555277238931456
Journalists had to sue the CDC for taxpayer-funded data in the middle of a pandemic. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1280358178430083072
Mary Trump, a clinical psychologist, asserts that her uncle has all nine clinical criteria for being a narcissist. And yet, she notes, even that label does not capture the full array of the president's psychological troubles. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/07/us/politics/mary-trump-book.html
Ron DeSantis just held a press conference at a facility with 18 COVID-positive patients, but failed to alert the press about the COVID patients beforehand. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1280550168975286272
“The Justice Department using footage from a Kremlin propaganda network to prosecute an American for allegedly torching the statue of a Confederate general is 2020 distilled, concentrated and huffed like a Sharpie.” https://twitter.com/kpoulsen/status/1280553036432080896

Facebook: “there are no authoritative sources that could disprove allegations of widespread theft from mailboxes”  https://twitter.com/juliarosen/status/1280602874314014721

President Trump’s relentless attacks on the security of mail voting are driving suspicion among GOP voters toward absentee ballots — a dynamic alarming Republican strategists, who say it could undercut their own candidates, including Trump himself. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-attacks-on-mail-voting-are-turning-republicans-off-absentee-ballots/2020/07/07/640b6126-bbd4-11ea-80b9-40ece9a701dc_story.html

7.6.2020
in Ohio, COVID-19 cases continue to spike up, more than doubling in daily reports since mid-June low https://www.cleveland.com/datacentral/2020/07/ohio-coronavirus-cases-continue-to-spike-up-hospitalizations-up-at-slower-pace.html
The Columbus Metropolitan Library will be closing all of their branch doors again due to the recent uptick in COVID-19 cases in Franklin County. https://www.nbc4i.com/news/local-news/columbus-library-suspends-limited-services-inside-buildings/
Ohio's COVID-19 spike largely comes from more disease, not more testing. Percentage of tests coming back positive has nearly doubled over past month. https://twitter.com/RandyLudlow/status/1280235999071801346
Harvard announces all course instruction will be taught online for the 2020-21 academic year.  (Undergraduate tuition of $49,653 remains the same.) https://twitter.com/darrenrovell/status/1280165513264586756
The president's tweets today: NASCAR hurt itself by banning the Confederate flag; A Black driver should apologize over a noose hanging in his garage; Take note of crime in sanctuary cities NYC and Chicago;  The Redskins and Indians shouldn't change their names; "China virus" https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1280208059919458304
ICE just told students here on student visas that if their school is going online-only this fall, the students must depart the United States and cannot remain through the fall semester https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/sevp-modifies-temporary-exemptions-nonimmigrant-students-taking-online-courses-during
Revealed today: Forty lobbyists with ties to President Trump helped clients secure more than $10 billion in federal coronavirus aid, according to the watchdog group Public Citizen. Included are five former Trump officials whose lobbying may violate ethics rules. http://apne.ws/twvA0hV

The Trump administration is looking for the whistleblower who revealed Russian bounties on American soldiers. They’re not looking for ways to punish Russia. They’re not looking at the team of people who knew and did nothing.

Arizona: 500 new cases per million people per day. Test positivity more than 25%. Likely 3-10 cases undiagnosed for every one diagnosed. Each person with COVID-19 infectious for about a week = At least 1 in every 70 and possibly 1 of 20 people in Arizona likely infectious. https://twitter.com/DrTomFrieden/status/1279468601909616640

Black and Latino people in the U.S. are 3 times as likely to contract the coronavirus than their white neighbors — and nearly twice as likely to die https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1279862637510242305

Respiratory ICU admissions spike in the wake of dust storms, which are becoming more common across the American Southwest as a result of climate change https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-02/climate-change-is-fueling-u-s-dust-storms-with-dire-health-consequences

Catawba County, NC has reported 1,105 cases of the coronavirus and 13 deaths, N.C. Department of Health and Human Services’ data show. According to one recent case study by the county health department, a single family gathering was responsible for at least 40 of those cases. https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/coronavirus/article244147427.html

7.4.2020
A holiday weekend that would normally be marked by crowds and parades is set to take on a more subdued tone this year as 40 of the country’s 50 states are seeing a rise in cases. At least eight states have seen record daily increases in confirmed COVID-19 cases this week … The increase in cases is also being accompanied by records for hospitalizations across several states as deaths, which had been on the decline, are rising again. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/07/coronavirus-cases-soar-fauci-warns-mutation-covid.html
top Trump appointee repeatedly urged top health officials to adopt a "herd immunity" approach to Covid-19 and allow millions of Americans to be infected by the virus, e.g. in a July 4 email insisting “we want them infected…" https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/16/trump-appointee-demanded-herd-immunity-strategy-446408
Florida reported 11,458 new coronavirus cases Saturday, shattering its record for daily reported cases. To date, the state health department has reported a total of 190,052 cases. https://bit.ly/2Azrl8I
Florida accounted for over 25% of new cases. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1279799125538717708
The state is rapidly using up tests and hospital beds  https://twitter.com/StephReads/status/1279441935338520578
the President called the words Black Lives Matter “a symbol of hate”.  https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1279782624970629121

7.3.2020
“Mount Rushmore rally by Trump is clearly  a white supremacist rally”
Also of course no one’s mouth or nose is covered
Former CDC Director on where the agency is right now: “They are still there, still doing great work, just not being allowed to talk about it, not being allowed to guide policy, not being allowed to develop, standardize, and post information that would give, by state and county, the status of the epidemic and of our control measures.” https://twitter.com/DrTomFrieden/status/1279396875720953856
The governor of the Mexican state of Sonora announced closure of the border with Arizona and banned Americans from Sonoran beaches https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/07/when-trumps-understanding-of-the-world-is-flipped-on-its-head/613840/

7.2.2020 
the country set a single-day record for new cases on Thursday with 52,291, marking the sixth time in nine days that the record has been broken https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/07/coronavirus-cases-soar-fauci-warns-mutation-covid.html
the European Union (total population: 446 million) saw fewer new cases than both Florida and Texas combined (total population: 50 million).
Florida is reporting a one-day record of 10,109 new cases of COVID-19 
California: More than 40 South Bay school principals are in quarantine after being exposed to COVID-19 during an in-person meeting to plan the reopening of schools https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/More-than-40-Bay-Area-school-principals-in-15381335.php
a July 2 Facebook post from the Pike County, Ohio, Health Department details the results of antibody testing in the county, and states that the earliest symptom onset date of people believed to have contracted COVID-19 was Nov. 12, 2019. What followed is a case study in the proliferation and political weaponization of bad information from what most would interpret to be a reliable source — a local health department. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/10/15/no-the-new-coronavirus-did-not-originate-in-pike-county-ohio/
US Senator finds American Airlines continuing to fill middle seats as pandemic runs out of control https://twitter.com/SenJeffMerkley/status/1278782271986831360
just 35% of voters in “battleground states” blame Trump for our COVID19 woes.  https://twitter.com/RachelBitecofer/status/1278676043042369538
Trump on resurgence of virus as cases are spiking in several states: “We are putting out that life because it’s a bad life that we’re talking about.” https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1278686560226086913

Trump's choice for ambassador to Norway did not disclose his involvement in the creation of a racist flier that distorted the features of a black politician in Georgia, darkened his features, gave him a large afro, prompted a libel suit https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1278702931764707336

Some testing centers in South Florida are requiring a drivers license to get tested for COVID-19. In the midst of a major spike in cases in FL, undocumented communities cannot get tested. https://twitter.com/UNITEDWEDREAM/status/1278776278062190593

7.1.2020
Today feels like a re-run of March 11, i.e. "oh shit we gave up on Wave 1 too soon, now we're paying for it"
Texas reports more than 8,000 new cases of coronavirus, more than doubling new case counts from two weeks ago https://apps.texastribune.org/features/2020/texas-coronavirus-cases-map/
In Ohio, Highest one-day new caseload since the mass testing of three Ohio prisons in late April. https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1278391911770923009
Governor of PA: masks must now be worn whenever anyone leaves home. http://on.pa.gov/2VFj7Dk
Gov. Whitmer is ordering indoor bars in most of lower Michigan to close
Governor Hutchinson says Arkansans must wear masks now if we want to have college and high school football this fall
California is requiring counties that have been on the County Monitoring List for at least 3 days to move certain sectors outdoors or close. https://twitter.com/CAgovernor/status/1278405502716637185
a federal appeals court lifted an order that had blocked Florida from imposing a poll tax on people convicted of felonies. The U.S. Supreme Court then declined to step in. If two judges appointed by President Donald Trump had complied with the judicial Code of Conduct, Florida’s discriminatory and unworkable poll tax might well have remained blocked through Election Day. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/07/11th-circuit-florida-fines-fees-judicial-ethics.html
School districts making their fall plans, and in many cases implications are: Workers will need to pay for childcare 3 days a week, leave kids as young as kindergarten at home unsupervised, or risk losing their employment & income.” https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1278350740575211525

Big if true: “No country on earth has successfully contained Covid-19 without closing nonessential businesses and paying people to stay home. Government intervention is the only way out. Pretending capitalism and personal responsibility are enough has caused thousands of preventable deaths.”  https://twitter.com/thesarahkelly/status/1278427592824102915

“A growing body of research highlights the strain on our ability to read, understand, process, and take action on the flood of news with which we’re confronted. Some of the biggest events in 2020 have demanded more of our time, more direct action, and have been more emotionally taxing than we’re used to. The result feels like a mental DDoS attack that drags down our mental health, allows misinformation to thrive, and even makes the job of delivering news more difficult.” https://onezero.medium.com/our-ability-to-process-information-is-reaching-a-critical-limit-3c761fee3259

Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Texas, and parts of California, all of which allowed bars to reopen weeks ago, have now ordered them shut again
Dr. Robert Siegel, a Stanford University professor of microbiology and immunology: “Bars seem to sort of violate all of the things that we know are useful in protecting us.”
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation’s top infectious-disease expert, offered similar thoughts before a U.S. Senate panel on Tuesday: “Bars – really not good. Really not good”
https://www.cleveland.com/coronavirus/2020/07/as-coronavirus-cases-mount-is-it-possible-to-keep-ohio-bars-open-in-a-safe-way.html

Core unemployment jumped in June to 5.9% from 5.0% in May. It's rising at an accelerating rate.  https://twitter.com/JedKolko/status/1278669820414685189

At the end of June, the total number of COVID-19 cases among prisoners had reached at least 52,649 https://apnews.com/467012f0d1609b102e2c183ac55c59a9

The Republican convention committee's biggest expense in June was to an LLC controlled by the committee's CIO, with no track record. This is the new normal in Republican spending: Move it all off the books to LLCs controlled by campaign officials (On one hand, the main reason they're doing it is to prevent their own donors from seeing how inefficiently the money is being spent. But still it's an endrun around the campaign finance disclosure system) https://twitter.com/patdennis/status/1285572865065201665

Also at the end of June, the White House and the Commerce Department placed two new political appointees at the Census Bureau, renewing fears that the Trump administration was again seeking to interfere with the census, a sprawling operation whose results will shape the distribution of political power and federal funds for the next decade. One of the roles went to Adam Korzeniewski, a Marine Corps veteran who consulted for the unsuccessful congressional campaign of Joseph Saladino, a controversial YouTube prankster who once wore a swastika to a Trump rally and claimed in one of his videos that “the Black community is very violent towards Trump and his supporters.” The other position went to Nathaniel T. Cogley, a radio commentator and assistant professor at Tarleton State University in Texas, who will be the deputy director for policy—the highest post a political appointee has held at the bureau for decades (besides the director, who is also a political appointee). Neither Cogley’s nor Korzeniewski’s job descriptions have been made public—the roles did not even exist prior to the announcement—and neither man has sustained experience with census operations. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/07/donald-trump-census-citizenship-question-executive-order-scotus.html

2020 is looking like the worst year for newsroom layoffs in history. Through June, newsroom cuts (11,000+) are at their highest point since outplacement firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas began tracking them in 2003. https://twitter.com/NiemanReports/status/1286294243259158529

Brazil saw more fires in the Amazon this June than in any year since 2007. Brazil’s space research agency INPE spotted 2,248, compared with 1,880 in June last year. Preliminary data showed deforestation from January to June, at 3,069 sq km, was 25% up on the same period last year. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/17/dramatic-footage-fuels-fears-amazon-fires-could-be-worse-than-last-year

There is a fucking coin shortage https://www.wvxu.org/post/national-coin-shortage-short-changing-local-businesses
The Federal Reserve issued an order in June for Reserve Banks to ration their coin inventories. 
The move came as the COVID-19 pandemic "significantly disrupted" normal coin supply chains and circulation.
Businesses around Ohio and Greater Cincinnati are feeling the effects of that shortage as they're not able to get sufficient quantities of quarters, nickles and dimes from local banks
"The flow of coins through the economy ... kind of stopped," Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell said.

In May and June, the USPS pulled the plug on eight mail processing machines in Cincinnati, accounting for 19% of the processing center's capacity https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/2020/08/18/election-2020-mail-backing-up-amid-postal-service-funding-battle-fears-grow-over-absentee-voting-nov/3384320001/

6.30.2020
Texas now has more daily coronavirus cases than Italy when it was a global epicenter of the pandemic. https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1278140766146179079
8 Supreme Court cases outstanding after today, and we are headed for July opinions for the first time since 1996. https://twitter.com/SCOTUSblog/status/1277970190769115145
In a sweeping 5–4 decision, the Supreme Court forced a majority of states to fund private religious schools in a ruling that compels millions of U.S. taxpayers to subsidize Christian education—even if financing another religion violates their own beliefs. 
The Senate will incorporate the annual intelligence policy legislation into the National Defense Authorization Act -- but only after stripping language from the intelligence bill that would have required presidential campaigns to report offers of foreign election help. Sen. Mark Warner of Virginia, the top Democrat on the Senate Intelligence Committee, said Tuesday that Senate Republicans forced the removal of the election reporting provision as a condition to include the intelligence bill on the must-pass defense policy legislation. [Why do Republicans get to use “must pass” legislation to call the shots instead of Democrats?] https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/30/politics/senate-removes-ban-foreign-election-help/index.html
In today’s UNSC meeting, “Berlin aligned itself with China’s claim that the United States has no right to reimpose U.N. sanctions on Iran.” https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/06/30/world-rebukes-us-iran-arms-embargo-united-nations-diplomacy-pompeo-middle-east/
official: There will be no minor-league baseball season for the first time since it started back in 1901. https://twitter.com/BNightengale/status/1278075142682238976
The SBA stops approving PPP loans at the end of the day. More than $134 billion in funding is unused (program extended afterward)
Munds Park, AZ privately contracted post office suddenly shut its doors June 30 & residents are stuck, driving 40 mi for mail. https://azdailysun.com/news/local/residents-of-munds-park-scramble-as-the-post-office-closes-suddenly/article_b70aa05e-79af-5656-9062-eb3f74692574.html

Every year, the IRS annual report is an opportunity to measure how effectively the U.S. government has sabotaged its own ability to enforce its tax laws. This year’s report signals historic lows for U.S. tax enforcement https://www.propublica.org/article/has-the-irs-hit-bottom

Uber never made money, tried a bunch of new things to make money and failed miserably, and now its only idea for making money is buy other businesses that also don't make money in an entire business sector that doesn't make money. https://twitter.com/A_W_Gordon/status/1277764398505959425

Jeff Bezos saw his wealth rise by $48b just between March and June. During that time, more than 40m Americans filed for unemployment benefits. Two

6.29.2020
In ohio, hospitalization rates for COVID-19 patients are the highest they've been since April https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/29/many-put-in-bay-visitors-do-not-appear-to-give-a-shit-about-masks-or-social-distancing
New York is expecting more than 50,000 eviction cases in front of courts as soon as this week https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1277629058273214464
Governors rethink opening bars, restaurants amid spike in COVID-19 cases just as experts fucking warned they would have to do http://hill.cm/8gHLFOr
Arizona governor says he will issue executive order 'pausing' operation of bars, gyms, movie theaters, water parks and tubing. https://twitter.com/mpolletta/status/1277730943969583104
Ohio governor DeWine calls “emergency press conference” to announce …  loosening guidelines on nursing homes while announcing Ohio cases and hospitalizations have risen precipitously https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1277669717185040384
The Afghanistan briefing this afternoon at the White House is restricted House Republicans only. https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1277650842607370241
Appeals court limits Wisconsin early voting to 2 weeks before election, stops voters from receiving ballots via email, fax https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2020/06/29/wisconsin-early-voting-limited-appeals-court-tightens-election-law/3283006001/?utm_campaign=snd-autopilot
The judges take the Supreme Court's redistricting decision and use it to argue that, essentially, lawmakers can change any election law for purposes of partisan advantage, as long as they're not explicitly talking about racial (or other barred) discrimination while they do it. https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1277768504813457413
The Supreme Court announced Monday that it would strike down the Louisiana law that required abortion physicians to have hospital admitting privileges at a hospital within 30 miles of the clinic. Chief Justice John Roberts said that he must follow the precedent and strike down the law because a similar Texas law was also struck down. Kavanaugh, however, voted for the Louisiana law to be upheld, flying in the face of his “promise” to Sen. Susan Collins. In a statement Monday afternoon, Collins claimed, “Kavanaugh gave no indication in his dissenting opinion that he supports overturning Roe.” It ignores the “precedent” of abortion cases other than Roe that Kavanaugh promised her that he would uphold. https://www.rawstory.com/2020/06/susan-collins-says-she-had-no-idea-brett-kavanaugh-was-so-anti-choice/
The federal agency that handles citizenship is out of money and thousands of green card holders can’t become citizens  https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-06-28/trump-immigration-policy-coronavirus-2020-voters-limbo

Comedy writer Jesse McLaren jokingly changed Twitter bio to "Former Secretary of Housing and Urban Development under President Obama" and Yahoo quoted a joke tweet in an article and attributed it to the completely fictional HUD Secretary  https://twitter.com/McJesse/status/1277695405933789189

Federal bank examiners considered levying fines and sanctions when JPMorgan Chase informed them last year that faulty overdraft charges … But the bank urged the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, or OCC, its chief regulator, to take less severe action, according to two people directly involved in the probe and internal documents reviewed by ProPublica and The Capitol Forum. Rather than openly penalizing Chase, the nation’s largest bank, OCC officials decided to issue a quiet reprimand — a supervisory letter — that would go into the bank’s file and stay out of public view, according to the people and regulatory paperwork. The agency’s deputy chief counsel, Bao Nguyen, approved the supervisory letter in June and accepted Chase’s explanation of the incident and its promise to repay its customers, according to the people and regulatory paperwork. Since 2017, when President Donald Trump took office, the OCC has found at least six banks wrongly charged overdrafts and related fees, but in each case, the agency quietly rebuked the bank rather than pushing for fines and public penalties, the investigation by ProPublica and The Capitol Forum shows. https://www.propublica.org/article/jpmorgan-chase-bank-wrongly-charged-170-000-customers-overdraft-fees-federal-regulators-refused-to-penalize-it

6.28.2020
The Trump administration knowingly sold faulty antibody testing kits. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-antibody-testing-inaccurate-data-60-minutes-2020-06-28/
COVID-19 had its largest ever single day cases. And Trump has been golfing for two days straight. https://twitter.com/ProjectLincoln/status/1277283138973155329
The head of the COVID-19 task force is in a crowded church right now as America’s COVID-19 numbers spike. https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1277277540743331840
Trump just approvingly shared a video that includes one of his supporters yelling “white power” https://www.politico.com/newsletters/playbook/2020/06/28/trump-appears-to-praise-a-guy-yelling-white-power-489658
Senator Jeff Merkley (who fwiw is one of the most progressive people in the US Senate) “Unlike Donald Trump, Joe Biden doesn’t want to separate children from their parents and that alone is reason to make him president in November.” Dare to dream.
The City of Cleveland reported 75 new confirmed COVID-19 cases Sunday, the highest single-day increase since the Department of Public Health began tabulating COVID-19 data in early March.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/29/city-of-cleveland-sees-record-number-of-new-covid-19-cases-sunday
Outside of the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission at 10 p.m. Sunday, the line already stretches around the building. https://twitter.com/NathanPoppe/status/1277453679038169088

US media outlets say there is evidence a Russian military intelligence unit put out the alleged bounties on US soldiers last year - and the president was briefed about the matter. The New York Times also reports that militants are believed to have collected money from Russia as a result of successful attacks, but it's not clear which troop deaths are under suspicion.
Trump says he was never briefed and it's all a hoax.
Russia denies the claims and calls the reports fake news.
The Taliban rejects the allegation it took Russian cash to attack US soldiers.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53255508

Background: First, President Trump decided not to confront Putin about supplying arms to the terrorist group. Second, during the very times in which U.S. military officials publicly raised concerns about the program’s threat to US forces, Trump undercut them. He embraced Putin, overtly and repeatedly, including at the historic summit in Helsinki. Third, behind the scenes, Trump directed the CIA to share intelligence information on counterterrorism with the Kremlin despite no discernible reward, former intelligence officials who served in the Trump administration told Just Security. The failure to push back on the weapons program signaled to Putin that he could press further, said Michael Carpenter, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense with responsibility for Russia in the Obama administration. https://www.justsecurity.org/71279/trump-pushed-cia-to-give-intelligence-to-kremlin-while-taking-no-action-against-russia-arming-taliban/

COVID-19 is rising coast to coast https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1277193957479497728

6.26.2020
The European Union will bar most travelers from the United States, Russia, and dozens of other countries considered too risky because they have not controlled the COVID-19 outbreak, E.U. officials said. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/26/world/europe/europe-us-travel-ban.html
New COVID-19 numbers in Florida: State reports another 8,942 new cases, the highest ever in a single day. While a record number of people were tested, more than 13% were positive. https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/florida-coronavirus-numbers-june26/67-8de17be9-e4ef-4ef4-9dbe-fb7f434fe538
The governors of Texas and Florida have closed down bars Friday as new cases hit record levels in their states. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/texas-close-bars-limit-restaurant-dining-due-explosion-covid-19-n1232233?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
Dr. Fauci says 50-70% of Americans reached by phone won't talk to contact tracers.  https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1276573076847722498
The Federal Election Commission is losing its short-lived quorum after Caroline Hunter, a longtime Republican commissioner of the FEC and former chair of the agency, is resigning. After almost a year of not having enough commissioners, the FEC had only just regained its quorum last month when the Senate confirmed Texas election attorney Trey Trainor on a party line vote to fill an empty seat on the nation’s campaign finance watchdog. Last week, the FEC had its first meeting after Trainor’s confirmation, during which it approved only three advisory opinions on minor issues.
Without four commissioners, the FEC, which is supposed to have six commissioners, is functionally unable to address complaints alleging campaign finance law violations. That meant that at the end of March, there were more than 300 pending cases that hadn’t been addressed, including about three dozen that alleged foreign interference. (Hunter said she is joining the legal team of the Koch-funded group Stand Together) https://www.politico.com/news/2020/06/26/fec-caroline-hunter-resigns-341396

USGAO report says the SBA "isn’t ready to address fraud risks and hasn’t said how it plans to oversee” loans made in the Paycheck Protection Program (and that the Trump administration has basically fucked up the response in every category)

COVID-19 has resulted in neurologic abnormalities, kidney abnormalities… “We’re going to see that there is a significant health care burden that’s going to be associated with the COVID pandemic for a very long time” - Rany Condos, Dir. NYU advanced lung disease program  https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1275945344111710210/photo/2

6.25.2020
South Carolina Nurse: “Today was terrible, it's been this way all week and it's not getting better. Whole families are showing up at the hospital and all of them are very sick. I'm working a double shift tonight in the ICU” https://twitter.com/SuzeQKnits/status/1276321588959416322
In the middle of a pandemic, Trump just asked the Supreme Court to take away health insurance from 20 million Americans and eliminate protections for people with pre-existing conditions
Ohio state senator Tina Maharath: “When a person like me gets tested there, they try to act like they’re closed. Even after I used my senator title they said ‘the collectors are gone for the day.’” https://twitter.com/TinaMaharath/status/1276341864153710594
Ohio Gov Mike DeWine urges people to wear a mask to slow the spread. On Thursday, he called GOP State Rep. Nino Vitale "my good friend." That same morning, Vitale shared this fear-mongering anti-mask post to his 30,000 supporters on Facebook. https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1276871549065314304
A disabled man with coronavirus died after a Texas hospital withheld treatment, including hydration and nutrition. A doctor told the man’s wife, “As of right now, his quality of life — he doesn’t have much of one,” because he was disabled. https://thetexan.news/austin-hospital-withheld-treatment-from-disabled-man-who-contracted-coronavirus/

ICE uses pepper spray, violence, on detainees peacefully protesting unsafe conditions; hundreds of detained immigrants and asylum seekers have been exposed to pepper spray on at least a dozen occasions since late March https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/06/guards-pepper-spray-protesting-asylum-seekers-at-an-ice-detention-center/

COVID-19 cases are increasing far more than testing is. In a few states, testing is actually declining but case numbers are still up. https://www.propublica.org/article/state-coronavirus-data-doesnt-support-trumps-misleading-testing-claims

The Department of Labor just invited private equity to raid workers’ retirement savings in 401ks

6.24.2020
McConnell’s Senate has confirmed a judge, on average, every 8 days and 2 hours under Trump
Q Poll shows Trump trailing Biden in Ohio, and Ohio’s Republican governor with 81% approval from Democrats (higher than R or independent); this is a rally-round-the-flag moment and the US president is still in negative territory with a cardboard cutout opponent
Supreme Court ruling harms due process protections for people who are on US soil. As of today, Al Qaeda prisoners at Guantanamo Bay have more access to the right of habeas corpus than asylum seekers fleeing harm. https://twitter.com/ReichlinMelnick/status/1276154302218809347
Hamilton County (Ohio) Commissioner Driehaus: "We are witnessing the largest spike we have seen in Hamilton County since the COVID-19 pandemic began." https://twitter.com/HamiltonCntyOH/status/1275792158046420992
Saying “I hope to see you in person one day,” when talking with a volunteer and you are literally in the same city but may never see each other in person for a long time. https://twitter.com/ejt0011/status/1275907106634416130

Ohio state senator Tina Maharath: “Broke down in committee today. Scared to let my son go back to school and get bullied for being asian all because our leaders want to call COVID19 the ‘kung-flu’ or the ‘Chinese Virus’”  https://twitter.com/TinaMaharath/status/1275942972069216256
7 p.m. The U.S. has just hit a record for the number of new COVID-19 cases reported in a day, and the day isn't even over yet. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1275926703659864064
Five years after retiring from Congress, Michelle Bachmann is still sitting on $1.6M in leftover campaign funds…and gave $10K to Michael Flynn’s legal defense fund. That is an illegal “personal use” of campaign funds. https://twitter.com/brendan_fischer/status/1283101250494619649
Over the last 2 weeks, cases have risen by 84% in states that don't require wearing masks in public. In states where mask wearing is mandatory, cases have fallen by 25%. https://www.inquirer.com/health/coronavirus/covid-19-coronavirus-face-masks-infection-rates-20200624.html

When a state Senate staffer tested positive for COVID-19 early this week, bipartisan leadership found a rare moment of agreement: Mum is the word. A spokesman for the GOP Senate President refused to answer questions when rumors of the positive test leaked out. A spokeswoman for the Democratic Minority Leader deferred comment to Republican leadership. The local health department said it’s the employer’s decision who gets to know. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/06/26/a-statehouse-staffer-got-covid-19-secrecy-reigned-senator-says/

6.23.2020
Kentucky has used Covid-19 as an excuse to slash polling places for Tuesday’s primary. There were 3500+. Now, there are 200. Jefferson County, where half the Black voters are, will have 1 polling place for 610,000+ voters. https://twitter.com/ava/status/1274397444747309057
Voters attempting to cast their ballots in Jefferson Co are stuck in traffic of up to 1 hour trying to enter the fairgrounds, 13 minutes before polls would close. https://twitter.com/LauderdaleColin/status/1275546222401552385
In New York, thousands of absentee ballots didn’t arrive on time https://prospect.org/politics/some-problems-as-new-yorkers-go-to-the-polls
Appeals court says Trump administration can move forward with expanding fast-track deportations https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/504067-appeals-court-says-trump-admin-can-move-forward-with-expanding-fast
As of June 23, there have been at least 25,700 reported positive cases tied to meatpacking facilities in at least 243 plants in 33 states, and at least 93 reported worker deaths at 39 plants in 24 states https://investigatemidwest.org/2020/04/16/tracking-covid-19s-impact-on-meatpacking-workers-and-industry/

ICE is spraying toxic disinfectant on detained people https://twitter.com/AlOtroLado_Org/status/1275546158190886912/photo/1

Trump administration is ending funding and support for local COVID-19 testing sites around the country this month, as cases and hospitalizations are skyrocketing in many states https://talkingpointsmemo.com/muckraker/exclusive-feds-about-to-bail-on-supporting-covid-testing-sites-in-texas-and-other-states

6.22.2020
A proclamation issued by President Donald Trump on June 22, barring the entry of most immigrants on work visas, came right as hospitals were expecting a new class of medical residents. Hundreds of young doctors were unable to start their residencies on time. https://www.propublica.org/article/hospitals-are-suddenly-short-of-young-doctors-because-of-trumps-visa-ban
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott holds briefing about COVID-19 with limited press access on Monday at 2 pm. The Houston Chronicle and San Antonio Express-News once again not allowed to be there to ask questions despite both cities seeing huge spike in ICU patients. https://twitter.com/JeremySWallace/status/1274797805949849601
Another jump in COVID-19 cases in OH: new total of 45,537 with 2704 deaths https://twitter.com/edgallekfox8/status/1275127465912999936
Eight Trump campaign staffers and two Secret Service agents who were in Tulsa for the president's rally have now tested positive for COVID-19 https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1275167187540545537

6.21.2020
“The rate that COVID-19 is increasing in Texas and San Antonio is bad, bad, bad. Hospitalizations are skyrocketing.” https://twitter.com/Joeycules/status/1274895101282725891
San Antonio just reported 538 coronavirus cases, setting a new single-day high. One more person has died. The death toll to 97. https://www.expressnews.com/news/local/politics/article/Bexar-County-reports-538-new-COVID-cases-one-new-15355930.php
In two weeks, Bexar County went from 84 people in the hospital on June 6 to an incredible 406 in the hospital on June 21.  https://twitter.com/Joeycules/status/1274892150304641024
Dallas: “our general covid floor and ICU is full, we’re holding patients in the ER and it’s super busy.” https://twitter.com/valeriemfnguyen/status/1274838175207358464
COVID-19 surging in Florida, other “sun belt” states as well https://twitter.com/ava/status/1274872334860468224
US attorney general Barr says voting by mail “opens the floodgates to fraud” https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1274755134699028480
Columbus OH police tear-gas a peaceful demonstration two days after a union letter essentially rejects the mayor’s order to stop use of tear gas 
https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1274815213217423363
Columbus Police hit and maced a young disabled amputee. (The same mace Mayor Ginther insisted was illegal to use against peaceful protestors.) Fellow protestors had to retrieve the lost legs. https://twitter.com/FindChaos/status/1274849216389578753
Columbus Police also, gain, dumping out water brought for protestors https://twitter.com/notiangallagher/status/1274802887546241025
Columbus Dispatch tried, as many other Ohio reporters have, to question DeWine on the president's actions and statements. He simply, flat-out will not ever answer, and does not believe Ohioans are owed an answer. He cites, as his only reason for supporting Trump, “judges” i.e. the fact that Trump scribbles on nominating papers prepared by staff using names supplied by the Federalist Society https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1274713253394948096
Peter Navarro dismisses criticism of Trump's comments in Tulsa about how he asked his people to slow coronavirus testing down to limit the number of cases: "Come on. It was a light moment ... a tongue in cheek thing." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1274696321073590272

The Trump administration paid millions for test tubes — and got unusable mini soda bottles instead. Reporters J. David McSwane and Ryan Gabrielson found a first-time federal contractor with a sketchy owner that supplies plastic tubes for coronavirus testing. The tubes don’t even fit in the racks used to analyze samples. Oh, and they may be contaminated anyway.

The Saharan Air Layer, or “plume,” made up of 800 million metric tons of dust particles — according to NASA — is visible from the International Space Station and can be seen on satellite images… the dust is "unusually dense."  This weekend, the plume made its way across the Caribbean, darkening skies and causing record level air quality warnings. Health specialists have warned those struggling COVID-19-related respiratory symptoms to stay indoors and use air filters if available. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/26/saharan-dust-cloud-expected-to-make-its-way-to-ohio-valley-this-weekend

Eric Sandy: “A fascist president stokes his rabid fanbase and his rabid detractors in Tulsa, Oklahoma. A global pandemic ravages the country from sea to shining sea. A militarized police force cracks skulls and beats men and women in the streets. A flinty attorney general grips his power accordingly and trounces political enemies. And in every state in the country, bread lines stretch past the polluted horizon. … I’ve watched, flabbergasted, as many of the horrors my friends and I predicted in 2016 have come true. The ratcheting. And at the front of my mind each day is the safe bet that the worst is plenty yet to come.” https://ericsandy.com/2020/06/20/the-scenery/

6.20.2020
Trump rally in Tulsa
NBCNews reported that six members of the Trump campaign advance team tested positive for COVID-19. Campaign says that group will not be in attendance at tonight's rally. https://twitter.com/KellyO/status/1274403749453324289
rallygoer sans mask: “We had a friend who died from Covid, and his son was on a ventilator, he almost died. So we know it’s real, but then at the same time you don’t know what the facts are, you feel like maybe one side plays it one way and the other side plays it another.” https://twitter.com/aravosis/status/1274355082402955269
Tulsa police arrested a woman on national television for the 'crime' of wearing a shirt that says, "I can't breathe" and refusing to leave an event that she had a ticket to attend. https://twitter.com/AnnieGabstonH/status/1274378489454399488
After bragging that a million online reservation, that an arena would be filled and an overflow area, it turned out that attendance was thin and many of the ticket reservations were pranks https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1274588753592487936 
Trump: When you do testing to that extent, you’re going to find more people. You’re going to find more cases. So I said to my people slow the testing down please. https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1274500811486228482
“Updates from a Dallas ICU: we are completely full with COVID patients. Our ER is trying to send us 3 more. We are running out of good PPE and having to use shitty backups. The other ICUs are trying to take our AM staffing because they are also full.” https://twitter.com/Mary_Plastic/status/1274525635638149120
Alarming heat scorched Siberia on Saturday as the small town of Verkhoyansk (67.5°N latitude) reached 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit, 32 degrees above the normal high temperature. If verified, this is likely the hottest temperature ever recorded in Siberia and also the hottest temperature ever recorded north of the Arctic Circle https://www.cbsnews.com/news/arctic-hottest-temperature-ever/

“COVID has transitioned from a really big problem in one region (NYC) to a pretty big problem in most regions” https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1274325915221270529/photo/1
It’s getting wild in Arizona
https://twitter.com/ScottGottliebMD/status/1274015057194766336
https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1274066399426732032
https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1274057196670722049

With five months to go before tens of millions of Americans head to the polls, voting rights groups and elections experts who watched chaos unfold in states that recently held their primaries are sounding the alarm about what Election Day in November may hold https://www.cbsnews.com/news/november-elections-mayhem-experts-fear/
In Georgia and Nevada, voters waited in line for hours to cast their ballots because of the consolidation of polling locations and a shortage of poll workers, who are typically older and who opted to stay home to protect themselves and their health. 
These problems were compounded for voters in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, many of whom did not receive their absentee ballots on time.
"There's just going to be this incredible demand for voting. Election officials would've been stressed under normal circumstances, and now we've got everything else crashing down upon it.” 
Tens of thousands of voters who didn't get their requested absentee ballots in recent primaries, including in the battleground states of Georgia and Wisconsin. In Maryland, where all registered voters were automatically supposed to get ballots in the mail, about 160,000 ballots, roughly 5% of those sent out, weren't delivered, officials say.  https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/20/politics/absentee-voting-election-problems/index.html

6.19.2020
The Justice Department moved abruptly Friday night to oust Geoffrey S. Berman, the U.S. attorney in Manhattan overseeing key prosecutions of President Donald Trump’s allies and an investigation of his personal lawyer Rudy Giuliani. But Berman said he was refusing to leave his post and his ongoing investigations would continue. “I have not resigned, and have no intention of resigning, my position,” Berman said. His statement came hours after Attorney General William Barr said Berman was stepping down from his position. https://apnews.com/56faebddd07e5fc3b349e3e3e30453b2
There’s a pattern emerging in which senior Trump admin officials, like Berman, are being fired and their bosses are lying about the circumstances of their departure. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1281570568798699520
Trump on Friday said the growing use of mail-in ballots is the “biggest risk” to his reelection, and his chances may hinge on whether he can successfully block efforts to make voting by mail easier during the pandemic. https://apnews.com/419b8fc1a387e4f85a91429651c59b76
After a preliminary inquiry, the US Chief of Naval Operations recommended that Captain Crozier be reinstated, but now the Navy has decided to uphold his firing. https://twitter.com/HillaryMueri/status/1274073271193997315

Trump calls voter suppression lawsuits his best chance to retain the White House: “The biggest risk is that we don’t win lawsuits. We have many lawsuits going all over. And if we don’t win those lawsuits, I think — I think it puts the election at risk.”  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/06/19/trump-interview-mail-voting-329307

Kansas farmers suicide rate is 85 deaths per 100,000 which is higher than America’s veterans suicide rate.

The RNC has paid about $5 million for contact lists to a mystery company created in January, including a million-dollar buy on the day the Trump campaign sent 88 targeted ads to Facebook users featuring images similar to Nazi iconography. https://www.salon.com/2020/08/08/republicans-paid-huge-strange-sums-to-facebook-and-a-mystery-company-for-list-acquisition/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/facebook-takes-down-trump-campaign-ads-featuring-nazi-iconography/ar-BB15GktF

6.18.2020
After a pair of losses in Supreme Court cases involving LGBTQ rights in the workplace and the administration’s effort to end protections for Dreamers, Trump lashed out at the court and tried to turn the defeats into a campaign issue. “These horrible & politically charged decisions coming out of the Supreme Court are shotgun blasts into the face of people that are proud to call themselves Republicans or Conservatives,” https://www.politico.com/news/2020/07/08/supreme-court-trump-tax-returns-financial-records-353428
Geoff Berman told Congress, weeks later, that AG Barr repeatedly pushed him to resign — starting with a June 18 meeting at a NY hotel and ending with a phone call that night. He refused and Barr announced his resignation anyway https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1281273016983437312

Nebraska Gov. Pete Ricketts makes a point of urging Nebraskans to wear a mask when they go to a store. But when it comes to the state’s 93 courthouses and other local government offices, he doesn’t want local officials to require masks. In fact, he’s told local governments that they won’t receive any of the $100 million in federal COVID-19 money if their “customers” are required to wear masks. https://www.omaha.com/news/state_and_regional/ricketts-tells-local-governments-they-wont-get-federal-covid-19-money-if-they-require-masks/

COVID-related deaths in prisons have jumped 73%. https://twitter.com/RashidaTlaib/status/1273719477562212360

“COVID 19 is the worst disease process I’ve ever worked with in my 8 years as an ICU nurse. 
When they say ‘recovered’ they don’t tell you that that means you may need a lung transplant. Or that you may come back after d/c with a massive heart attack or stroke bc COVID makes your blood thick as hell. Or that you may have to be on oxygen for the rest of your life.” https://twitter.com/sheriantoinette/status/1272146291250933760

6.17.2020
The heads of four organizations overseen by the US Agency for Global Media (USAGM) were all dismissed Wednesday night
In what a former official described as a "Wednesday night massacre," the heads of Middle East Broadcasting, Radio Free Asia, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, and the Open Technology Fund were all ousted, multiple sources told CNN.
at least two of the removals -- that of RFE/RL's Jamie Fly and MBN's Alberto Fernandez -- were unexpected. 
The head of the Open Technology Fund, Libby Liu, had resigned effective July, but was still fired Wednesday evening
Three sources with knowledge of the changes said that each of the organizations' boards were dissolved
 two of those sources said that one of the incoming board members is an official from Liberty Counsel, a conservative Christian organization.
According to an internal memo obtained by CNN, a number of political appointees have been installed in management positions, and "until further notice, no actions are to be taken, and no external communications are to be made, without explicit approval from the Chief Operating Officer; Vice President for Legal, Compliance, and Risk Management; Deputy Chief of Staff; or Chief of Staff."
In addition, Jeffrey Shapiro, an ally of the ultra-conservative former Trump White House chief strategist Steve Bannon, is expected to be named to lead the Office of Cuba Broadcasting.
The rash of firings came just hours after Pack, another Bannon ally, introduced himself to employees, nearly two weeks after being confirmed for the job.
"Once they destroy the reputation of the agencies, it will be impossible to restore,"
Oklahoma set a record for new COVID-19 cases today. On Monday, Pence said Oklahoma had flattened the curve. Trump is planning to hold a massive, indoor, mask-optional rally in Oklahoma this weekend https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1273304160545488908
Trump administration has filed a lawsuit against former National Security Advisor John Bolton. The lawsuit seeks to block Bolton from “compromising national security by publishing a book containing classified information. https://www.rawstory.com/2020/06/doj-files-civil-lawsuit-against-john-bolton-to-block-release-of-tell-all-book-on-trump-administration/
“Bolton's book is more revealing about Bolton than it is about Trump. And what it reveals is this: He had information the public needed to know during the impeachment trial. He held it secret so he could profit off it instead.” https://twitter.com/ezraklein/status/1273345620003049474
Rural Ohio county announces 13 polling places will be consolidated into just 5 for November election. https://www.vintonjacksoncourier.com/spotlight/election-board-consolidates-reduces-polling-locations/article_e59b082a-5b5a-595b-82ae-c98cce401b6d.html
The Trump campaign said it has resumed in-person contact with voters through door-knocking and meetups https://www.toledoblade.com/local/politics/2020/06/16/coronavirus-president-donald-trump-campaigning-democrats-staying-home-2020-election/stories/20200616110/

About 40,000 Ohioans have contracted COVID-19, 2,500 have died. … Absent from the Ohio Department of Health’s website, however, is comprehensive information on where Ohioans were exposed to the new coronavirus that causes COVID-19. …  “We’re moving so fast through contact tracing efforts, we don’t have the resources to run statistical analyses,” said Kevin Brennan, a communications officer with the Cuyahoga County Board of Health. https://www.columbusunderground.com/where-ohioans-are-contracting-covid-19-remains-unknown-ocj1

6.16.2020
Gov. Greg Abbott has barred Texas cities from implementing any rules that would require face coverings — despite a concerning uptick in the number of COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations in the state.  https://trib.al/h490Q8Y
After allowing the Morrow County Jail to become 100% COVID-positive, Sheriff John Hinton is preparing to take in new inmates and ICE detainees

Meatpacking companies said their plants needed to stay open, warning that the U.S. faced a severe meat shortage.  At least 89 meatpacking workers died. It was a fake meat shortage. Turns out American meatpackers shipped a record amount of pork to China. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/16/business/meat-industry-china-pork.html?smid=tw-share

American pride has continued its downward trajectory reaching the lowest point in the two decades of Gallup measurement https://news.gallup.com/poll/312644/national-pride-falls-record-low.aspx

6.15.2020
An as-yet-unidentified black man was reportedly found hanging from a tree in Houston today. Police say it was a suicide.  This is the fourth such incident since the George Floyd protests began.  https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Man-found-dead-in-apparent-suicide-in-the-15341737.php
Republican National Committee sends a news release pointing to an article stating voting by mail can lead to disenfranchised voters https://www.news5cleveland.com/news/political/elections-local/ohios-ready-for-november-task-force-urges-voters-to-request-absentee-ballots-early-this-year
Actual headline and thing which happened: Ted Cruz challenges actor Ron Perlman to wrestle Jim Jordan after feud with Matt Gaetz http://hill.cm/aVs4AKJ
People the Albuquerque police referred to as ‘armed friendlies’ shot a protestor https://twitter.com/llchristyll/status/1272860583352766471
As the uprisings that followed the police killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis spread across the country, far-right counterprotesters have mobilized in large cities like Chicago, as well as small towns like Bethel, Ohio. Some are members of groups like the Boogaloo, Oath Keepers, and Three Percenters. Others are local supporters of police. The warm police reception they have received stands in stark contrast to the violent treatment law enforcement has dealt Black Lives Matter demonstrators. Two weeks before the shooting in Albuquerque, today, the city’s police were caught on film encouraging men in tactical gear preparing to guard property against police brutality protesters. https://theintercept.com/2020/06/19/militia-vigilantes-police-brutality-protests/

6.14.2020
Per capita, Arizona’s infection rate is now more than three times higher than New York state. It’s spreading like wildfire. https://twitter.com/RepGregStanton/status/1272285577497452550

The president has told advisers he wants to find and prosecute whoever let it be known that he was in the bunker https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1273363639668539392

Officials who usually work behind the scenes managing tasks like immunizations and water quality inspections have found themselves center stage. Elected officials and members of the public who are frustrated with the lockdowns and safety restrictions have at times turned public health workers into politicized punching bags, battering them with countless angry calls and even physical threats. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/12/coronavirus-public-health-officials-face-political-pressure-threats-and-armed-protests.html?__source=sharebar|twitter&par=sharebar

This week, 2.2 million workers applied for unemployment benefits. This is the 13th week in a row—a full three months—that initial unemployment claims are more than twice the worst week of the Great Recession.  https://www.epi.org/blog/over-three-months-in-job-losses-remain-at-historic-levels-more-than-one-in-five-workers-are-either-on-unemployment-benefits-or-are-waiting-to-get-on/

6.13.2020
During his West Point speech today, we learned that Donald Trump’s right arm no longer works. We learned that he now has to walk in baby steps just to get down a slightly elevated ramp. And we were reminded that each time Trump appears in public, he comes off as more lifeless, frail, and confused. … Medical professionals who have observed Trump from afar are asking if he’s had a stroke, or if he’s suffering from a worsening neurological condition … Trump is refusing to let a legitimate doctor examine him, and he’s still refusing to reveal the real reason he was rushed to Walter Reed Medical Center a few months back. https://www.palmerreport.com/analysis/trumpisnotwell-begins-trending-as-everyone-piles-on-about-donald-trumps-collapsing-health/29708/
Thousands at blacklivesmatter rally in Lakewood Park.  https://twitter.com/TWRader/status/1271875864804888578

“We should be worried,” said Shira Shafir, an associate professor of epidemiology at the UCLA Fielding School of Public Health. “Any time now we see people who are not maintaining social distancing, there’s the potential for those people to spread the virus. But by the same token, I think we’re currently facing two public health crises. The first is COVID. And the second is racism and police violence” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/06/coronavirus-spread-risk-protests.html

According to Johns Hopkins University's tally of cases in the United States, there are at least 2,033,003 cases of COVID-19 in the U.S.; at least 114,126 people have died in the U.S. from it.

6.12.2020
Faced with presidential lawlessness, few of the participants at the Transition Integrity Project found effective responses. The courts offered only slow, weak, and unreliable remedies. Street protests were difficult to mobilize and often proved counterproductive. Republican elected officials cowered even in the face of the most outrageous Trump acts. Democratic elected officials lacked the tools and clout to make much difference. Many of the games turned on who made the first bold move. Time after time, that first mover was Trump. And even in the scenarios in which Biden’s team eventually won—that is, secured possession of the White House at noon on Inauguration Day, 2021—Team Trump by then had thoroughly poisoned the political system. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/07/how-2020-election-could-go-wrong/614842/
Covid-19 hospitalizations are rising in Arizona, the Carolinas, Utah, Arkansas, Texas, Tennessee, and perhaps Florida. Those states are also seeing higher numbers of positive Covid-19 tests, as well as increases in the percentage of tests that come back positive. This indicates that the higher case counts aren’t simply due to more widespread testing finding milder cases. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2020/6/12/21288009/new-covid-spikes-arizona-florida-carolinas-texas
Columbus Ohio: “all the places are packed. Like nothing happened. Like we didn’t have pandemic.”  https://twitter.com/chefanieeee/status/1271611792867889152
WSJ editorial: “Avoiding a debacle for U.S. democracy will require getting as many Americans as possible to vote by mail and ensuring that polling places are safe, convenient and plentiful”  https://www.wsj.com/articles/its-not-too-late-to-save-the-2020-election-11591973979
Fox News ran a faked photo on its home page  https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/fox-news-runs-digitally-altered-images-in-coverage-of-seattles-protests-capitol-hill-autonomous-zone/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=article_inset_1.1
North Korea officially declared an end Friday to its diplomatic dalliance with the U.S. But experts say it’s been clear for some time that President Donald Trump’s bold but risky effort to sweet talk Kim Jong Un into relinquishing his nuclear weapons never really went anywhere. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/north-korea/beautiful-letters-dark-nightmare-how-trump-s-north-korea-gamble-n1230866
Trump administration just finalized a rule that would remove nondiscrimination protections for LGBTQ people in health care and health insurance.
Within just over a single day, US president announces three intentionally offensive actions/events for anniversaries of some kind of act of violent intolerance. https://twitter.com/telushk/status/1271554466714734595
Indivisible: “we will build a network of millions of Americans who pledge to take action should Trump refuse to accept the results from mail-in voting or if he attempts to declare victory while votes are still being counted.”

federal agencies have spent millions on KN95 masks, often without knowing who made them or whether they meet FDA standards https://www.propublica.org/article/federal-agencies-have-spent-millions-on-kn95-masks-often-without-knowing-who-made-them

6.11.2020
Dow plummets 1,500 points https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/11/investing/global-stocks-coronavirus-fed/index.html
Biden sharply escalates his rhetoric over President Trump and the lengths he'd go to limit ballot access in November. “This president is going to try to steal this election,” Biden said, also questioning whether Trump would voluntary leave office
Mnuchin is now flat-out refusing to disclose the businesses receiving $500,000,000,000 in bailout funds, claiming the info is "confidential" https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/1271099152706011137
Trump  declared a national emergency this month so he could impose sanctions to intimidate the court out of pursuing investigations of Americans and nationals of some other countries. The move is a gross abuse of emergency powers, undermines the core American values of human rights and rule of law, and weakens our country’s standing internationally by alienating us from our allies. https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/trumps-latest-abuse-emergency-powers-highlights-dangerous-law-need-change
Experts around the country and in Arizona are raising alarms about the state's COVID-19 situation because cases and hospitalizations have increased for the past two weeks. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/06/10/arizona-coronavirus-cases-hospitalizations-increase-after-reopening/5332572002/
Arizona’s top public health official: ‘We are not going to be able to stop the spread, but we can’t stop living.’ State has one of highest rates of positive c19 tests in US. https://twitter.com/brahmresnik/status/1271192445816987650
(Arizona told their epi modelers to stop working about a month ago.)
Georgia Governor Brian Kemp announces, effective June 16: restaurants no longer have limits on patrons or party numbers. Servers are only required to wear masks while interacting with customers. Movie theaters no longer have limits on how many can sit together in a party. bars can double their capacity, from 25 to 50 https://twitter.com/CharlieGileNBC/status/1271187582324486149
The Scottish Parliament has called for the immediate suspension of exports of riot gear, tear gas and rubber bullets to the United States, in light of the police response to the ongoing Black Lives Matter protests. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/scotland-us-exports-tear-gas-rubber-bullets-riot-shields-blm-protests-a9560586.html
More than 100 people showed up to this Orange County Board of Supervisors meeting to speak out against face mask regulations https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1271203807712575489
Hotcards advertises a PPE clearance sale

At least 28 states are not following US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines on reporting new Covid-19 cases -- half of which saw the trend of new cases increasing in the last week. Those states are not reporting probable cases, according to the daily case count listed on the CDC's website. https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/09/health/us-coronavirus-tuesday/index.html

In the last two and a half weeks, the Committee to Protect Journalists’ excellent U.S. Press Freedom Tracker has recorded 54 physical attacks on journalists by police in American cities, more than 30 in Minneapolis alone

6.10.2020
Louisville police release the Breonna Taylor incident report. It's virtually blank. And it lists as her injuries, "none," even though she was shot at least eight times https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/crime/2020/06/10/breonna-taylor-shooting-louisville-police-release-incident-report/5332915002/
NASCAR bans confederate flags  https://twitter.com/NASCAR/status/1270819350644211719/
(Just 7 months ago, the county fair in blue Athens County, Ohio (went Clinton +17 over Trump) voted to continue allowing Confederate merch. to be sold at the fair.) https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1270828703254229001
Senate Armed Services Committee on Wednesday voted to require the Pentagon to rename military bases and other assets named after Confederate generals … as President Donald Trump preemptively threatened to veto any defense bill that did just that https://www.rollcall.com/2020/06/10/senate-armed-services-on-collision-course-with-trump-over-confederate-names/

Trump’s continuing in his increasingly elaborate bid to create his own America, and he’s tweeting as if he’s still in the bunker. The generals are turning on the president. Trump’s support for Confederate base names has nothing to do with respecting the military. The church Trump stood in front of and held a bible would’ve been open to a visit—all he had to do was ask.

Linda Miller began work this week as the deputy executive director of the Pandemic Response Accountability Committee, or PRAC. “I can’t speak negatively about the president or any of the decisions he’s made” https://www.propublica.org/article/i-cant-speak-negatively-about-the-president-says-official-charged-with-stimulus-oversight

6.9.2020
Georgia primary is an expo of racist voter suppression: https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/georgia-secretary-state-launches-investigation-after-unacceptable-voting-problems-n1228541
Kristen Clarke, president and CEO of the civil rights group Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law, said her group has been flooded with calls from "voters who encountered barriers from polling sites that are not open on time, malfunctioning equipment, long lines with several hours' wait time, insufficient backup paper ballots and more.” Three-quarters of voters who called with problems identified as African American, Clarke said.
In Roswell, a mostly white Atlanta suburb, there were far fewer problems. Voter Brian Takahashi voted there and said "it went well. There were problems with the voting systems for approximately 25 minutes. Afterwards, it was smooth sailing." He estimated he was "out the door" in about 20 minutes after the problem was resolved.
Many voters showed up to vote in person because absentee ballots they requested never arrived by mail.  https://apnews.com/66c2b4b36609d83aa5c08235f947ea59
At the polls at Christian City Church in Union City police told advocates to leave https://twitter.com/VotingIsLocal/status/1270711829774209024
4 out of the 7 largest voting precincts in city of Atlanta had 0 working machines at one point https://twitter.com/Im_gr8nss/status/1270325832284803074
Pittman Park didn't get needed receipt paper https://twitter.com/Im_gr8nss/status/1270327245098356736
Georgia has closed 200+ polling places since the Supreme Court struck down key provisions of the Voting Rights Act in 2013.
Also, just 48 hours before Georgia’s primary, a poll worker in Jackson County tested positive for COVID-19. … county elections supervisor Jennifer Logan told election board members that, on the advice of an election official in Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger’s office, they were not required to tell the public anything. https://www.statesman.com/news/20200621/virus-endangers-volunteers-who-make-your-vote-count
Worse, election panels in four GA counties subsequently detected unregistered votes while examining ballot images flagged by the vote-tallying scanner’s software for anomalies; the ‘issue’ may have prevented thousands of votes from being counted https://apnews.com/66c2b4b36609d83aa5c08235f947ea59
In Arizona, COVID-19 cases are up 240% in last 2 weeks & hospitalizations are up 77% this past month, 31% this week alone. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1270549887042686976
The largest hospital system in AZ has been ringing the alarm. That they are running short of ICU capacity. https://twitter.com/BannerHealth/status/1270094395493068805
What’s happening in Arizona will happen and is happening in different states at different times.
The White House is preparing a speech on race relations written by Stephen Miller, who crafted the Trump Administration’s immigration plan along the southern border with Mexico. Vice President Mike Pence recently hosted prominent Black Conservatives at the White House to discuss race relations. However, the administration did not reach out to civil rights organizations including the NAACP, National Action Network, and National Urban League. http://aurn.com/white-house-seeking-ways-to-repair-race-relations/
Sen. Rob Portman said he heard from "dozens" of black leaders. His office wouldn’t name any until Ohio Capital Journal ran a headline busting them for it, at which point a select few were identified https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/06/09/sen-portman-heard-from-dozens-of-black-leaders-his-office-wont-name-one/
Portman touts call held w/ black leaders
Many groups (NAACP chapters, Central Ohio AA Chamber of Commerce) weren't invited
Office won't name participants, then gives 3
2/3 have political/financial ties to Portman
https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1270771343357771778

Trump: the old man who was bleeding out of his ear had it coming, or something [god I’m tired of sifting this avalanche of sewage] https://twitter.com/brianschatz/status/1270360672266866688

Cleveland-area media suppress the entire issue—and possibly the evidence—of police initiating and escalating violence https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1270348264991264768
“wkyc’s for instance suddenly skips ahead fifteen seconds every time tear gas is fired” https://twitter.com/nicetryofficer/status/1270349549987602432

“Mass arrests of protesters across the country — many held for hours in vans, cells and other enclosed spaces — are heightening the risk of COVID-19 spread, according to public health experts” https://www.politico.com/news/2020/06/04/police-arrest-coronavirus-301913
Tear gas and pepper spray are counterproductive too https://apnews.com/c967f8d263234e7076a4e0df40f07ab4
Meanwhile Trump’s flunky Birx blames protesters https://apnews.com/5a983189412c8383c74d1425719975c7

6.8.2020
Seattle police have completely covered the street with gas https://twitter.com/JordanUhl/status/1269893692074139648
Revealed: Decatur (Ala.) police punching and detaining a black store owner—breaking his jaw—after he called them to report a robbery. It happened 3 months ago, but it's only today come to light, once again, thanks to video https://twitter.com/griner/status/1270097304905748482
Morrow County Correctional Facility, a 126-bed jail that is used as a detention center by the Immigration and Customs Enforcement, had 100% of its inmates test positive for COVID-19 https://www.mansfieldnewsjournal.com/story/news/2020/06/08/report-all-morrow-county-ice-jail-inmates-ohio-coronavirus-covid-19-immigration-customs-enforcement/5317798002/
the Morrow County Correctional Facility failed to follow its own Infectious Disease Control Program (IDCP), as well as the National Detention Standards (NDS) required in its contract with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). https://ohioimmigrant.org/2020/06/07/how-morrow-county-jail-became-100-covid-positive/

“It would not take much more to truly set the country aflame. It is not just the news that has turned nightmarish in recent months. It is our lives, our reality. We are tired, scared, angry, hurt, mistrustful, and divided — and it is an election year. The kindling is everywhere.” https://www.vox.com/2020/6/1/21275746/trump-protests-police-floyd-george-riots

6.7.2020
Seattle Police just arrested the man who filmed them macing a little girl last week.  https://twitter.com/spekulation/status/1269527967517966338
“Just watched SEVEN cop cars pull up to arrest a person they suspected of using a laser pointer at protest. Person ID’d themselves as Evan Hreha, and said they took the video of the 9 y/o maced downtown last weekend. Feared this arrest was retributive” https://twitter.com/maggieangel19/status/1269509357072289792
Attorney General Barr resorts to complete bullshit in attempts to rebuff criticism of the White House gassing protestors on Monday; Vox writer turns it into “uses painstaking distinctions to defend the use of force” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1269649093392990208

estimates from a NACO (National Association of Counties) recent survey indicate that counties expect about a $30 billion increase in expenditures from the pandemic through FY 2021. And the same survey indicated that 76 counties might have to spend more than 50 percent of their budgets on COVID-19 costs. Moreover, a recent survey of cities by the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National League of Cities indicates that 96 percent of cities face budget shortfalls this year—in large part due to COVID-19—with at least 43 percent of all cities reporting unanticipated spending increases this year on top of declining revenues. https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/news/2020/05/26/485396/need-direct-assistance-local-governments-response-coronavirus/

None of the >40 countries successful against COVID9 achieved this without a national, coordinated plan. Here we are in US, now with ~2 million confirmed cases, looking at near 190,000 deaths by the end of August https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1269738580768776193
“look at the confirmed case spikes happening right now in Arizona, Texas, Florida, South Carolina and other places that have nothing to do with protests this week and everything to do with premature reopening last month.” https://twitter.com/dansinker/status/1269603021996077057
Michael Osterholm, PhD, MPH, an internationally known expert in infectious disease epidemiology: “The darkest days are still ahead of us.” https://www.bluezones.com/2020/06/covid-19-straight-answers-from-top-epidemiologist-who-predicted-the-pandemic/

6.6.2020
Thousands of people in Philadelphia continue to protest racism and police brutality following the death of George Floyd. Crowds in Center City stretched from the steps of the Art Museum and past the Cathedral Basilica of Saints Peter and Paul. http://on.nbc10.com/83ticTL
Protests also continue in small towns, rural areas, as well https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/ohio-small-towns-see-something-missing-for-decades-protests/2020/06/05/34e174ea-a756-11ea-bb20-ebf0921f3bbd_story.html
“Las Vegas is officially back” which means enormous numbers of people are circulating freely, indoors, with no masks (then probably traveling back to their home communities in other states) https://twitter.com/DavidDTSS/status/1269309488542121988
In less than 24 hours there have been two fires in the Lakeville area in Petaluma. The Lakeville Fire is 90% contained but this newest one, the Gulch Fire is moving much faster.  https://twitter.com/david_lindecke/status/1269421761092698113

Republicans have the power to, and look increasingly likely to, burn to the ground within the next several months every institution and service which does not actively function to sustain their political control, but the left is doing victory laps for trolling Trump with an honorary renaming of Pennsylvania Avenue. FML

https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/05/how-coronavirus-stress-may-scramble-our-brains

This week, Amazon put out a solidarity statement claiming to stand with the Black community and announced donations to various equity and justice organizations - but these actions ring completely hollow while Amazon's still making money off facilitating biased policing of that very community. Since posting the tweet and the announcement, Amazon has ignored replies asking them to make good on their words and dollars by stopping sales of biased and dangerous facial recognition software to police departments. 

6.5.2020
Trump declares victory as US unemployment drops to 13.3% https://cnn.it/2MxFo0O
Trump’s mouth emits stupid falsehoods which are offensively stupid and wrong, yet journalists and The Online immediately syndicate his phrases as widely as possible, without context or any helpful framing FML
This month’s Jobs Report shows unemployment fell to 13.3% and for African Americans it ticked up to 16.8%. The ratio has risen to 1.35, which is higher https://twitter.com/gbenga_ajilore/status/1268903933696716801
The bureau’s jobs survey was not written to deliver clear results in a context where many millions of workers have been sidelined by lockdowns. And this fact has produced a systematic misclassification of workers. The BLS survey offers respondents the option of saying that they are “employed but absent from work” due to “other reasons.” Millions of furloughed workers — who, finding themselves involuntarily out of a paying job, are supposed to be classified as unemployed — appear to have mistakenly assigned themselves to the “employed but absent” bucket. As a result, the bureau believes the overall rate is actually closer to 16.3 percent. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/06/unemployment-jobs-report-congress-bls.html
Trump traveled to Maine Friday to tour a facility that makes medical swabs used for coronavirus testing, but the swabs manufactured in the background during his visit will ultimately be thrown in the trash, the company said.     https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/06/05/trump-maine-puritan-throw-away-coronavirus-swabs/3153622001/?akid=781.55355.f2l5yp&rd=1&t=2
Trump issued an order today which would remove protections from the Northeast Canyon and Seamounts — the only marine monument in the U.S. Atlantic Ocean. https://www.nrdc.org/experts/nrdc/trump-illegally-eliminates-protections-first-and-only-monument-atlantic-ocean
The Columbus OH Police chief just admitted at the Safety Advisory Commission meeting that they were destroying and dumping water at the Columbus protest because folks were using it to wash their eyes out, and they didn’t want people to use it for that.  https://twitter.com/McClellandShane/status/1268926271179890694
28-year-old distance runner: “I experienced COVID-19 symptoms—nearly three months later, i can barely run two miles” https://www.runnersworld.com/runners-stories/a32746082/clare-kane-coronavirus-covid-19-experience/
A comment from Rebecca Maurer brings to my attention for the first time that the entire idea of being away from home at night has become foreign to me
Within an hour or so of the above, Hannah asks “Any other Shabbat observant Jews kinda freaked out about the idea of turning off your phones this weekend?” 

Buffalo police shove a peaceful elderly man to the ground, he hits his head, goes unconscious and starts bleeding out. The police do nothing to help. 

To protect public health during the COVID-19 crisis, many voter registration hotspots -- like DMVs and town clerks’ offices -- have been closed for months. And canvassing efforts on college campuses, at concerts, and on streets have been completely shut down. Experts say the loss of in-person registration opportunities this year will especially keep students, people of color, and naturalized immigrants from the polls.

Salem OR police officer tells Proud Boys (white-identity, nationalist, paramilitary street gang) to hide inside building because they're about to tear gas protesters. The officer said he was warning them "discretely" because he didn’t want protesters to see police "play favorites." https://twitter.com/Satellit3Heart/status/1268863536299675648

6.4.2020
More fencing going up around the White House complex early this morning https://twitter.com/betsy_klein/status/1268491075343319041
There is a heavy police presence inside the Ohio Statehouse today ahead of House session, which is scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. The Ohio State Highway Patrol always provides security here, “but I've never seen so many troopers working inside and outside the building at one time.” https://twitter.com/danielgeldredge/status/1268582419432714242
Texas is back on again as one of the four states that will not permit social distancing as a valid excuse to vote an excuse-required absentee ballot (the four states are MO, MS, TN, and TX)  https://twitter.com/ElectProject/status/1268593531968532480
The 5th Circuit has been conducting oral arguments remotely due to the pandemic, yet ruled that social distancing is not a valid reason to vote by mail in Texas. https://twitter.com/votercoalition/status/1268601082227245057
Las Vegas casinos reopened June 4, becoming a likely hotbed for the spread of the novel coronavirus, public health experts said. But if tourists return home and then test positive for COVID-19, the limitations of contact tracing in the midst of a pandemic make it unlikely such an outbreak would be identified. https://www.propublica.org/article/cellphone-data-shows-how-las-vegas-is-gambling-with-lives-across-the-country
On June 4, Trump installed a Steve Bannon associate, Michael Pack, as head of VOA's parent agency. https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1272555871889960964
Journalist Michael Harriot arrested, shoved in… seriously… a Birmingham Jail. https://twitter.com/michaelharriot/status/1268742006907580416
Columbus volunteer medics announce that multiple protesters were poisoned by donated water mixed with antifreeze https://twitter.com/SenatorMeow/status/1268657270046547971

The leadership of the Postal Service will soon consist entirely of Trump appointees, and the appointees seem willing to give in to Trump’s demands: the board of governors announced in late May that it would review its package delivery agreements with Amazon.
Steve Hutkins, a professor at New York University who runs the blog Save the Post Office, said the consequences of Trump’s takeover could go far beyond Amazon. Hutkins said he was concerned DeJoy would implement proposals from a 2018 Trump administration report, which suggested the USPS should end Saturday delivery, close more stations and reconsider delivering to remote areas. That would affect November’s election.
“If [DeJoy] were to do anything like reduce the frequency of delivery, change mail processing standards to slow down delivery times, and begin mass closings of post offices, then we could easily be in for significant problems at election time,” he said. “There’s no need to do these things even in good times. They would be disastrous at a time like this.”  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jun/03/us-postal-service-is-struggling--bad-for-election

6.3.2020
The LAPD shot a homeless man in a wheelchair in the face. https://www.dailynews.com/2020/06/03/dozens-arrested-in-downtown-los-angeles-tuesday-night-after-day-of-peaceful-protests/amp/
Denver Police shot pepper balls at a car to move traffic. The driver got out to tell police that his girlfriend is pregnant in the car, and they kept shooting. https://twitter.com/morphonios/status/1268370620418527232
New Orleans police “just shot tear gas onto the overpass, almost causing a stampede. Saw people nearly pushed off the edge. Completely safe night until right now” https://twitter.com/misaacstein/status/1268381797081022464
Iowa City Police shot tear gas at peaceful protestors who had their hands up  https://twitter.com/DJPAIMON/status/1268399580753858561
As Republicans in e.g. Ohio enshrine Trump’s lies about voting by mail amounting to fraud, Washington Post reports that Trump tried to register to vote in Florida using an out-of-state address. The application was denied because the system caught it. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1268224679757492224
Ohio Secretary of State LaRose shows up as last-minute “surprise witness to deliver proponent testimony for HB 680, election legislation which contained none of his alleged recommendations. (Despite all the other 70-some testimonies being against, Republicans rammed it through the committee.) https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1268557359217074179
Representatives of lenders as well as businesses that received pandemic bailout money told an oversight board Wednesday that delayed and confusing instructions from the government hampered the effectiveness of the main rescue program for smaller companies. Lenders say Treasury loan guidelines set firms up to ‘fail’  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-03/lenders-businesses-say-confusing-rules-hampered-virus-rescue
Trump’s own former Secretary of Defense backs protesters and says Trump is trying to turn Americans against one another https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/james-mattis-denounces-trump-protests-militarization/612640/
People are fawning over Mattis’s statement and still ignoring his role in the Theranos scandal even though he ceased to be the imagined “adult in the room restraining Trump” some while back when he was fired. The Atlantic calls him “esteemed Marine general” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/31/20839873/james-mattis-book-theranos

Bill Barr has sent armed secret police/militia into the streets of the nation’s capital https://www.alternet.org/2020/06/department-of-justice-deploys-rogue-force-of-unidentified-armed-militia-to-patrol-dc/#.XtjqtkAkWSU.twitter
Asked who they’re with, these guys say only that they’re with “The Department of Justice.” https://twitter.com/dfriedman33/status/1267936203522932738
a senior Justice Department official brushed off concerns about having anonymous federal law enforcement officers who won’t even identify their agency on the streets of D.C. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/william-barr-justice-department-protests-trump_n_5ed8330ec5b6513fdffca21a?0ff
The secret police appear to be drawn from federal prisons https://twitter.com/JulieOnJustice/status/1268385634852495361
At least one was from Elkton which is a COVID-19 hotspot https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1268389243992276992
Also the military is using Blackwawk helicopters in DC, flying lower than building height of 12 stories https://twitter.com/anabananaaaah/status/1267638416474288130

6.2.2020
One survey finds Trump’s disapproval rating has climbed to 54% — the highest disapproval for any president in U.S. history https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1267912658822537216
New fencing has been erected at the north edge of Lafayette Square, adding to the sense of a fortress White House https://twitter.com/peterbakernyt/status/1267816637199073281
The city of Cleveland announced this morning in a text alert that the curfew for downtown and the Market District has been extended until Wednesday morning and that nightly curfews will follow through Friday. The emergency civil protection order and curfew, which was confusingly communicated and then modified by City Hall and had exceptions for downtown workers then didn't, excluded credential reporters then didn't, and generally includes crackdowns on people trying to let their dogs pee, according to anecdotal evidence, had been set to expire this evening at 8 p.m.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/02/downtown-cleveland-market-district-curfew-extended-until-wednesday-morning-nightly-curfews-last-through-friday
NY Times runs disgraceful headline: “As chaos spread, Trump vows to ‘end it now’” https://twitter.com/TomJolly/status/1267633435654447104
Secretary of Defense Esper shifts to claim ignorance of Trump-ordered firing on protesters outside church: “I didn’t know where I was going” says he thought Trump was taking him to see a vandalized bathroom https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-s-church-photo-op-took-defense-secretary-esper-gen-n1222391
Protestors trapped on the Manhattan Bridge. NYPD will not let them off on either end.  https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1268017382045495308
NYPD attempted to trap protesters so that they could not get home, “Eventually they rushed us again and started grabbing and hitting people for no reason” https://twitter.com/FredTJoseph/status/1268278764569595905
Asheville PD smash up a medical tent https://twitter.com/daveth89/status/1267974555332685824
Alburquerque PD admits they met with armed fascist organizations that brought out-of-state militias in to disrupt a Black-led march https://twitter.com/nick_w_estes/status/1268019998221430784
https://twitter.com/ABQPOLICE/status/1268008172167368704
LAPD to protesters they were abusing extensively and intentionally: "You have no rights here." https://twitter.com/juliacdupuis/status/1268642861660028928

People are gobbling up Jared Sexton conspiracy threads about coded secret messages from Trump while the president is advocating and ordering tyranny right out in the open

6.1.2020
House Budget Committee chairman John Yarmuth: “The President just declared war on millions of Americans and the 1st Amendment. He is the greatest threat to the American way of life in our history.” https://twitter.com/RepJohnYarmuth/status/1267594058274353153
Trump declared himself an ally of peaceful protesters as federal law enforcement officers fired tear gas on them to clear way for his photo-op https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1267585840701677569
CNN chyron literally: “Peaceful protesters near White House gassed, shot with rubber bullets so Trump can have church photo-op” https://twitter.com/Prof_EOB/status/1267605080318054400
https://religionnews.com/2020/06/02/ahead-of-trump-bible-photo-op-police-forcibly-expel-priest-from-st-johns-church-near-white-house/
During his insane rant, Trump declared himself "a law-and-order president" and "ally of all peaceful protesters,” and threatened martial law; "If a city or state refuses to take the actions that are necessary to defend the life and property of their residents, then I will deploy the United States military and quickly solve the problem for them," http://abcn.ws/3drsPzV
“I’m at a house in DC after being pepper sprayed and knocked down by the police. There are about 100 of us in a house surrounded by cops. All the neighbors on this street opened their doors and are tending to protesters. The cops corralled us on this street and sprayed us down.” https://twitter.com/allieblablah/status/1267636221406261248
Meanwhile CBP acting commissioner announces the deployment of his goons in DC with contemptuous sneering that “protests” (in scare quotes) are “acts of domestic terrorism by groups of radicals and agitators” https://twitter.com/CBPMarkMorgan/status/1267571804056489984
When the president emerged from his bunker, his first conversations with Russian President Putin, then a private call in which he berated the nation’s governors to be tyrants https://twitter.com/JesseRodriguez/status/1267484596591083521
https://twitter.com/nprpolitics/status/1267497345215795201
Video shows police officer forcing a weapon into a protester's hand to create cause. https://twitter.com/BrutumF/status/1267575655509577728
Seattle: MSNBC reporter Jo Ling Kent is hit with flashbang grenade during live broadcast as protests https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1267721172050984960
A Twitter account claiming to belong to a national “antifa” organization and pushing violent rhetoric related to ongoing protests has been linked to the white nationalist group Identity Evropa, according to a Twitter spokesperson. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/twitter-takes-down-washington-protest-disinformation-bot-behavior-n1221456
Cleveland: Tower City station will be closed today and tomorrow and all RTA buses will be rerouted around downtown in light of city curfew
Columbus: COTA has rerouted all service around downtown for the remainder of the day. No downtown stops serviced. COTA service will also cease at 9PM tonight.
Total disorder https://twitter.com/MichaelMcIntyre/status/1267461538559987713
Columbus also https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1267485437813276672
Jersey barriers blocking off residential streets on Cleveland's near west side.  https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1267494519815233536
Columbus: “11:20 and I’ve already been asked if I have a warrant twice trying to get home”  https://twitter.com/detienne_10/status/1267476015951089668
Columbus is sentencing anyone convicted of violating curfew to one year behind bars, during a pandemic which is raging through Ohio’s incarcerated population https://radio.wosu.org/post/columbus-mayor-declares-state-emergency-extends-curfew-indefinitely#stream/0
Columbus police sprayed OSU student paper reporters after identifying themselves as "news media" repeatedly. News media are exempt from the curfew. https://twitter.com/TheLantern/status/1267644471317090305
Cincinnati cops arrested Enquirer reporter Pat Brennan: https://twitter.com/ChrisSeelbach/status/1267615783498235909
“Police grabbing media. I was grabbed by my bandana from behind and pulled into a group of officers as they approached me. An enquirer reporter just hauled off.” https://twitter.com/nswartsell/status/1267612155840528385
It “was a big mistake” says mayor https://twitter.com/OhioCapJournal/status/1267629571907694592
Protesters arrested in Cincinnati have been held all night in a crowded outdoor courtyard. handcuffed, jammed in together, no food, no water, no bathrooms, no blankets, sleeping on cold concrete. People are having medical emergencies and no one is coming to help. https://twitter.com/socialistdogmom/status/1267496162589904899
Protestors arrested: 4,400+ Not arrested: 3 of the 4 officers involved in George Floyd's death. https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/1267492387393286146
“If you are in downtown Columbus EVACUATE IMMEDIATELY. They are authorizing use of love ammo. Get out. Get your friends out.” https://twitter.com/_Jordynkiera/status/1267605302205177857s
Columbus police: “vehicles that do not clear the street will be rammed” https://twitter.com/jeremybaiman/status/1267645778123767813
A military electronic surveillance plane is doing tight circles in the skies above downtown Minneapolis tonight https://twitter.com/jsrailton/status/1267649494461579265
Civil rights leaders went into a call with Mark Zuckerberg and Sheryl Sandberg tonight with low expectations. They were not disappointed. Mark didn't comprehend/accept history of voter suppression and that Trump's tweets could stoke violence against demonstrators. https://twitter.com/ceciliakang/status/1267648837440679936
Today the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency issued a rule that limits states’ and Indigenous tribes’ authority to protect the water within their own borders from federally authorized destructive projects such as oil and gas pipelines, hydropower dams, and wetland fills. https://www.nrdc.org/experts/nrdc/epa-curbs-state-and-tribal-authority-block-projects-harm-waterways
a U.N. report released on Monday shows that the Taliban has failed to fulfill one of the central tenets of the agreement hailed by Trump – that it would break ties with al-Qaeda https://time.com/5844865/afghanistan-peace-deal-taliban-al-qaeda/
as law enforcement officers swarmed the District of Columbia in response to largely peaceful protests against police brutality, the city attempted to hold a primary election. It was an unmitigated disaster. Thousands of residents who requested an absentee ballot never received one. They were forced to vote in person in the midst of a pandemic, waiting in monstrously long lines that snaked around multiple city blocks. And although Mayor Muriel Bowser exempted voters from the 7 p.m. curfew, not everyone got the memo: Several officers reportedly issued dispersal orders to voters waiting in line to cast a ballot. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/06/dc-election-curfew-police-long-lines.html
Pennsylvania’s primary is Tuesday, and 400 voters simply won’t be sent ballots “due to timing and staffing constraints" (in addition to 6,000 ballots which only went into the mail today). https://twitter.com/votercoalition/status/1267529627141959680
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/06/mark-zuckerberg-donald-trump/

If Native American tribes were counted as states, the five most infected states in the country would all be native tribes, with New York dropping to No. 6, according to a compilation by the American Indian Studies Center at U.C.L.A. https://nyti.ms/302Lbnb

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers predicted Lake Erie wouldn’t break a record in May. Predictions were wrong. For the second year in a row, and the ninth month out of the last 13, Lake Erie set a new monthly high water mark, at 574.40 feet above sea level. That’s up nearly an inch from April -- also a record-setter -- and more than an inch above May 2019, which until June 2019 was the highest water level recorded on Lake Erie ever, at 574.61 feet. The lake is about 30 inches above its long-term average, obliterating beaches across the Ohio coast. https://www.cleveland.com/news/2020/06/lake-erie-broke-may-high-water-record-again.html

Bankruptcies declared by businesses in the U.S. rose nearly 50 percent in May; in May alone, 722 businesses across the country filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, according to legal-services firm Epiq Global, The Wall Street Journal says. That's up 48 percent from May 2019 https://thehill.com/policy/finance/501290-american-business-bankruptcies-rose-48-percent-in-may

New watchdog report finds the IRS isn't auditing a large portion of wealthy individuals who haven't filed tax returns, missing out on billions of dollars in potential revenue.  (This is because the IRS has been completely kneecapped for the past 3+ years. ) https://twitter.com/Brandon_McKoy/status/1267574708763058179

U.S. government spending at Trump properties already totaled at least $970,000, David A. Fahrenthold and Joshua Partlow reported for The Washington Post in May. There’s no full public accounting of how much taxpayers have paid the Trump Organization since its boss’s election. President Donald J. Trump still owns his businesses and can profit when the government spends taxpayer money at them. https://1100pennsylvania.substack.com/p/dhs-spent-1600-on-dinner-with-foreign

5.31.2020
As cities across America face protests and violent police rioting — on top of an ongoing pandemic that has claimed over 100,000 American lives — President Trump currently has no public events on his schedule for Sunday.
But from his precious Twitter account, Trump declares “anitfa” a terrorist organization; “It is extremely common for authoritarian states to broadly expand the definition of an activist group so that anyone they oppose can be accused of being a member, and thus be arrested and surveiled according to their invented pretext. That is what they will try to do with antifa.” 
Earlier today, a number of advisers spent time telling the president not to tweet and going over why it was making things worse. Now, he’s tweeting folks using QANon slogans. https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1267189680715583490
As protesters gathered outside the White House on Friday night, the Secret Service rushed Trump to the underground bunker beneath the executive mansion previously used during terror threats.  https://apnews.com/a2326518da6b25b4509bef1ec85f5d7f
The flood lights that typically keep the White House illuminated at night have been turned off https://twitter.com/stevenportnoy/status/1267290986087976960
police attacks on journalists continue, and seem to be escalating https://twitter.com/EricaLG/status/1266954309570367492
“Police just raided the gas station we were sheltering at. After shouting press multiple times and raising my press card in the air, I was thrown to the ground. Then another cop came up and peppered sprayed me in the face while I was being held down.” https://twitter.com/MichaelAdams317/status/1266945268567678976
Des Moines Register journalist live-streaming while in custody https://twitter.com/CaroRCummings/status/1267263510221897730
Chicago police “disappeared” Justin Cosby and for 21 hours denied any knowledge of where he was https://twitter.com/JehanPatterson/status/1267220442143690758
“hearing on good authority that cops are doing drive-by pepper-pellet shootings in West Philly” [matches reports from Columbus, Port Richmond] https://twitter.com/VoltaireLaFlare/status/1267246957933875202
Cleveland and Columbus are reimposing downtown curfews, at noon https://twitter.com/chezrebellion/status/1267106298690260993
Cleveland
“curfew” now in effect until Tuesday at 8 p.m. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/01/wow-cool-credentialed-reporters-wont-be-arrested-in-clevelands-vast-new-curfew-zones-everyone-else-will
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/05/31/downtown-cleveland-curfew-begins-at-noon-today-lasts-until-monday-morning-after-weekend-protests
The Cleveland curfew applies to journalists and news agencies, meaning arrest if attempts to cover events taking place within the curfew area. This is a violation of the first amendment. https://twitter.com/JimNelsonTV/status/1267214797411700736
Jackson administration makes a complete hash out of the curfew’s application to or exemption for journalists https://twitter.com/GChristCLE/status/1267275348858810370
Cleveland Police Chief Calvin Williams told reporters during an early Sunday morning Facebook Live briefing, “We know that a lot of the things that happened today were not by people who reside in Cleveland or live in the area.” This was false. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/01/contrary-to-police-chiefs-claim-of-outside-agitators-two-thirds-of-arrested-protestors-live-in-cleveland
Some variety or other of official thugs deployed to Shaker Square, though the tweet reporting it has been deleted https://twitter.com/ThisIsSHSQ/status/1267699602649735168
Columbus
The Columbus Police are pepper spraying peaceful protesters and dumping out a medic’s water supplies so folks can’t get treated  https://twitter.com/FemFlagCorps/status/1267208835376218112
In Columbus protestors are spreading the word to disperse the corner of Broad and High. People are saying the police are coming: “They’re coming to tase us” and “we want to keep this peaceful, we got to go.” https://twitter.com/PaigePfleger/status/1267238614213316609
It’s being reported that CPD has shooters on the top of buildings and are shooting non lethals at citizens walking on sidewalks around the statehouse at Broad and High https://twitter.com/susanbhalpern/status/1267246522166652928
A young woman peaceful, not inciting, shot in the face with rubber bullets point blank...unarmed https://twitter.com/stevecheney/status/1267190493793808384
“I witnessed/took part in 6 hours of peaceful protests as a street medic today. Then, at 8pm, a full 2 hours before the curfew, hundreds of police showed up and said we must immediately dispurse. They gave us 2 minutes. And then opened fire.” https://twitter.com/IAMAhouseplant/status/1267289513648406528
“Protestors were peacefully marching down our empty street when police surrounded them and started shooting tear gas and wooden bullets from both sides.” https://twitter.com/morgandiane/status/1267255886453649408
“Curfew set for 10pm & announced @ 5pm. NG &  showed up @ 8. Gave us maybe 3 mins warning before gassing & shooting wooden bullets @ us. I was clearly marked as a medic. Was shot at repeatedly.” https://twitter.com/Cheesemaman/status/1267265379170213889
“They fired directly at 3 of us medics as we were slowly walking away. Slowly, because we were making sure everyone else that didn't have a giant red cross on was getting out safe. The cops did not care that we were obviously medics. They shot at us anyway” https://twitter.com/IAMAhouseplant/status/1267289515305172993
“All roads blocked off. Most with NG tanks. Again, curfew does not start for another half hour. They are purposely trapping people.” https://twitter.com/Cheesemaman/status/1267265379170213889
“several people, myself included, were trying to walk or run away from police when they told us to clear the area. They still fired, even when we were running away” https://twitter.com/PaigePfleger/status/1266942729973641216
“peaceful protestors have been trying to LEAVE the downtown area for over an hour, and instead they're blocked in by cpd, swat, and NG” https://twitter.com/mergedlauren/status/1267263519612964865
Columbus Police twitter is signal boosting a “George Soros is paying Antifa protestors” QAnon conspiracy theory https://www.columbusalive.com/news/20200611/open-to-interpretation-how-18-second-video-landed-one-local-in-president-trumps-crosshairs
After CPD started shooting wooden bullets again, Mayor Ginther deleted a tweet about how action/investigation/whatever regarding police violence was going to happen “more swiftly”  https://twitter.com/elissawashuta/status/1267253885820964865
Shortly before midnight, Columbus Police assembled for a trophy photo https://twitter.com/NoShiitSherlock/status/1267300205310902274
Random but credible: “undercover cops in Cincinnati are wearing blue bracelets to identify each other. They’re also targeting small crowds of protestors and pushing them into allies to assault & tear gas them.” https://twitter.com/travistouchdwn/status/1267089936232198144
The Cincinnati police pulled down the American flag at the justice center and replaced it with the “thin blue line.” https://twitter.com/P0kes/status/1267230163521191936
The reliably execrable NY Times says that “protesters struck a journalist” in Washington but relies on passive voice to erase police’s responsibility for a majority of the injuries to journalists they mention https://twitter.com/rtraister/status/1267046857043304448
Trumper cops are trying to blame everyone but themselves, while making direct appeals to Trump to “overrule” the civilian authorities who employ them https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1266921997591818243
https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1266947797758152710
The daughter of White House chief of staff Mark Meadows, got married in Atlanta on May 31, amid the coronavirus pandemic, with a ceremony that violated local caps on social gatherings https://www.cnn.com/2020/10/08/politics/mark-meadows-daughter-wedding-georgia/index.html
The Executive Vice President of the Columbus FOP is accusing Rep. Joyce Beatty of assault https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1266931834857889793

It is very strange and frustrating to me that a nationwide police riot was bookended, in my sleepy suburban community, by police and SWAT deploying for someone’s retirement, and police splitting ears Sunday morning by leading a parade of graduating seniors up Madison Avenue, sirens wailing the whole way

“I’ve covered protests for 15 years across the US. This is the first time I’ve ever seen police actively and intentionally target the press with rubber bullets, tear gas, and arrests. Scenes reminiscent of China, Iran.” Michael George, CBS https://twitter.com/MikeGeorgeCBS/status/1267015897165828097
“An LAPD officer hit me in the stomach after I clearly identified myself as a journalist multiple times” https://twitter.com/ShotOn35mm/status/1266875832569483264
The number of identified attacks on journalists, by police, is certainly long https://twitter.com/_nullifidius/status/1266979216865837057
“If cops are shooting rubber bullets at white journalists while cameras are rolling, imagine what they’re doing to black folks when nobody is looking.” https://twitter.com/AbeFroman/status/1266572465309806593

Vice supports contention that non-violent demonstrations have been infiltrated by white extremists hellbent on destroying property, vandalizing businesses, torching police cars and leaving the blame with the Black community https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/pkyb9b/far-right-extremists-are-hoping-to-turn-the-george-floyd-protests-into-a-new-civil-war
https://www.bet.com/news/national/2020/05/31/white-extremists-terrorize-and-loot-10-videos-of-destruction-bl.html

We are not even halfway through 2020, and 2019-20 already accounts for half of this chronicle even though it began in late 2016, has been extended back before that, and several months ago I basically stopped even looking for news and just let it come to me via e-mail and Twitter

5.30.2020
Violence in the streets, and spin game of blaming angry leftists or abusive cops, continues to loom over everything
Slate gets it: “Police Erupt in Violence Nationwide” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/05/george-floyd-protests-police-violence.amp
“When they target civilians at random, it dissuades sympathetic people from joining protests. And when they are not prosecuted or fired -- and they almost never are -- it sends a message of utter impunity. These are the optics they want now” https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/1267188509808504834
In Minneapolis, Military police opened fire on nurses, storming their tent (In less than one week, the US military went from doing flyovers for healthcare workers to shooting them.) https://twitter.com/chadloder/status/1266963720074178560
Richmond police fired pepper spray through an open window  at someone simply standing inside his house https://twitter.com/socialistdogmom/status/1267160183907778565
Minnesota State Patrol fired tear gas at reporters and photographers at point blank range. https://twitter.com/mollyhf/status/1266911382613692422
Minneapolis police shot at people standing on their own porch https://twitter.com/BNONews/status/1266942896659406848
Phoenix AZ officers arrested 114 people in downtown protests. Multiple defense attorneys present at the initial appearances for those arrests told ABC15 that judges determined nearly every case lacked sufficient probable cause and were submitted with the same copy-and-paste statement as evidence. The statement didn’t include any information about the specific defendants and didn’t include their names or the specific allegations against them.  https://www.abc15.com/news/local-news/investigations/phoenix-police-arrests-dozens-with-copy-and-paste-evidence
In Salt Lake City, SWAT prioritize knocking a gray-haired old man with a cane down to the ground https://twitter.com/greg_doucette/status/1266885769282584576
TV news accompanies the above with “Protests turn violent” chyron https://twitter.com/rtraister/status/1267050051752341504
A Cleveland police officer drove a personal vehicle at a crowd of protesters yelling “fuck you” https://twitter.com/fre_shavaKato/status/1266873029658923010
Driver plows through crowd of protesters blocking road in Bakersfield, Calif https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1266554883135672321
Akron, too https://twitter.com/AdamKmyboi/status/1266831757011292161
cars drove into protest crowds in two different cities at almost the same time https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1266808458076184576
MSNBC host: “I’m hit in the leg by a rubber bullet but am fine. State Police supported by National guard fired unprovoked into an entirely peaceful rally” https://twitter.com/AliVelshi/status/1266911534963478532
Journalist Linda Tirado partially blinded by a rubber bullet fired by police 
Columbus police pepper-spray the city’s Congressional rep, a county commissioner, and a member of city council (all African American) in one go
Columbus: “We marched around the Statehouse, then were forced onto the streets when Columbus PD split up the group by repeatedly spraying us. Then about 8 cops on clydesdales quite literally tried to trample us on the sidewalk. This was a peaceful protest.”  https://twitter.com/Swope2020/status/1266804786583818241
Columbus Police also send out emergency notice claiming they have declared a state of emergency (a power they don’t have)  https://twitter.com/nzachwest/status/1266806720988413959
Some Columbus police covered over their badge numbers https://twitter.com/fromarx_9/status/1266898407274184704 [Actually they all had badges covered, as well as no body cameras, as the CPD later confirmed and explained because they all went out in full body armor]
In Cleveland, thousands of people protest peacefully, then at the end, some people throw shit and unknown persons set a few police cars on fire 
Police were firing at demonstrators who weren't advancing on the Justice Center steps https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/05/30/massive-cleveland-george-floyd-protest-turned-chaotic-as-police-fired-tear-gas-flash-grenades-into-crowds
To the extent police gave dispersal orders before the use of munitions, they were largely, (if not entirely), unheard. Police claim they ordered the crowd to disperse, but they did so in ways that the crowd of several thousand people could not possibly have registered.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/06/03/cleveland-police-used-these-launchable-chemical-grenades-at-saturday-protest
“We stood in front of the Justice Center and built a human wall. The cop told me to back up. I said we were just standing there, peacefully. He started twisting my arm. Then they started shooting. Then I got tear gassed.” https://twitter.com/nemet_/status/1266822867695685633
Cleveland: “Male with a rubber bullet or pepper ball to his eye.  Eye is dislodged”
“3news pulled up as bricks were flying through the window of Rise - a medical marijuana dispensary on Prospect Avenue. This is not spontaneous. Group of people put vinyl gloves on before throwing objects and try to push through the window when they saw us coming” https://twitter.com/marknaymik/status/1266883370514034688
Toledo police simply began firing on a peaceful march, according to multiple reports https://twitter.com/canineasylum/status/1266858072217174016
a medic shot in the back of the head with a rubber bullet while attempting to help those who were tear gassed at the Toledo Protest https://twitter.com/AbiGal08/status/1266845405175840768
Ohio’s four largest cities’ police have all tear gassed/pepper sprayed protesters in the past 2 hours
Reports of set-up/staged vandalism https://twitter.com/YNB/status/1267399248825344002
“I need protest medical school so water, rags, gauze, dawn soap, etc. Things are getting bad here. … But the roads are all closed I guess so we're stuck in.” https://twitter.com/MK_McMaster/status/1266861678773272576
Cleveland announced a curfew 10 minutes before the curfew and at the same time cut buses and trains from downtown https://twitter.com/bishop_chui/status/1266882202412945409
Louisville Police pulled up their armored vehicle to a cache of protestors’ bottled water, etc., piled out and began smashing it https://twitter.com/nataliealund/status/1266877181164089349
Arguments also begin over claims, including from many Minnesota elected officials, that most violence was committed by outside instigators; others say whoa https://twitter.com/EmilyGorcenski/status/1266814325957758979
https://twitter.com/MayorFrey/status/1266778560234225669
https://twitter.com/patricktcondon/status/1266741915573268480
https://twitter.com/JonSCollins/status/1266704244977004548
In Los Angeles, Mayor Garcetti says every testing center in the city of LA has been closed. This appears to have been a punitive response. In his response as to why the centers were all closed rather than in specific areas: "We're not going to stand for the burning of police cars." https://abc7.com/mayor-announces-curfew-for-downtown-la-after-violent-protests/6221856/
Suggestion that “One of the ‘police cars’ lit on fire was definitely planted as the model of the car hasn't been manufactured since 2012. This was an excuse to refuse medical treatment to black people during a pandemic.” https://twitter.com/sblackmoore/status/1267120269866315776
Ohio’s governor asserts that “a relatively small group of individuals” are responsible for violence in Cleveland (and Columbus) but he and the cities’ mayors regard their entire police forces as overwhelmed and in need of National Guard troops https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1266883508997435400
Barr/DOJ gives the Drug Enforcement Administration sweeping new authority to “conduct covert surveillance” and collect intelligence on people participating in protests over the police killing of George Floyd https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/jasonleopold/george-floyd-police-brutality-protests-government
Thousands chanting “black lives matter” in front of the US Embassy in Berlin 

Overnight, 
In Louisville police literally open fire on the press https://twitter.com/bubbaprog/status/1266552262563954695
“In city after city and over and over again police are the ones violently escalating.” https://twitter.com/Leahgreenb/status/1266563304597737472
At least 5 bullets were fired into the Greene County Democratic Party headquarters in Xenia Ohio https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1266830304620220416
Video - apparently showing a police officer coming up behind a woman standing there with a sign trampling her with his horse - is a stark contrast to so much of the media coverage in Houston last night that focused on protesters throwing rocks & jumping on patrol cars. https://twitter.com/keribla/status/1266709598188208129

Meanwhile, in May the boss of Chicago’s FOP, John Catanzara, was chatting with Brien James, a known white supremacist who co-founded the Vinlanders Social Club, which the Anti-Defamation League calls "a hardcore racist skinhead gang that has had a high association with violence." https://twitter.com/TomSchuba/status/1285260581767970818

Also meanwhile, Trump has signed an Executive Order that would make the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) the arbiter of speech online. With the new powers, the politically appointed FCC can decide which social media platforms get to have liability protections under Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. 

“Minneapolis police do not appear to be under the command or control, of our mayor or our excellent police chief. So it seems like a lot of cops have apparently decided to stop doing their jobs until their notorious union chief, Bob Kroll, tells them to go back to work. Ever since George Floyd was murdered, the police response to peaceful protests has been to: 1) wildly escalate the situation with tear gas and rubber bullets; 2) watch as looters---a very different group than the protesters- move in; 3) Vanish and let the chaos reign” https://twitter.com/lynnellmick/status/1266489792667152384

5.29.2020
Everyone spends the day, again, talking about what Trump wants talked about, in this case boosting his message that “when the looting starts, the shooting starts.”
Meanwhile barely even noticed: Trump announced the U.S. is officially leaving the World Health Organization in the middle of a pandemic. https://twitter.com/politico/status/1266449709184323584
Less than barely noticed: “did he just let China take Hong Kong” https://twitter.com/CapehartJ/status/1266443462699819013
As Cuyahoga County has reopened, COVID-19 cases have spiked. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/05/29/cuyahoga-county-ties-biggest-spike-in-coronavirus-cases-since-pandemic-started-to-people-being-out-and-about
more than 40 million Americans have filed for unemployment. That’s about a quarter of the workforce, and the equivalent of the entire population of California being out of work. 2.1 million people filed claims last week.
Ohio Republican legislators pushing HB 680; "I have seen Republican voter suppression before, but I've never seen such a public, systematic panic over people voting like this." https://twitter.com/DavidPepper/status/1266096252271448067
The White House twitter is broadcasting threats against American citizens. It's currently nothing but retweets of Trump's personal account.
Minnesota police arrest CNN reporter and camera crew as they report from protests in Minneapolis https://cnn.it/2AlGl9s
SpaceX just experienced the biggest explosion yet at its Texas site https://twitter.com/marinakoren/status/1266460244009463818
Erica Garner would’ve been thirty today. Instead, she died from a heart attack fighting for her people after her father was murdered by an agent off the state.
Heather Heyer would be 35 years old today if she hadn’t been murdered by a nazi.

Protests overnight, in some cases rioting (after police show up in riot gear to break up and suppress anything in site, in grotesque contrast with the passive bystander approach to armed white supremacists occupying state capitals)

5.28.2020
Wisconsin reports a record number of new COVID-19 cases and deaths, 2 weeks after the state’s Supreme Court struck down its stay-at-home order. https://nbcnews.to/2ZIR4FO
House Republicans hold up a bill that would have required SBA to disclose businesses that received PPP loans bigger than $2 million https://twitter.com/Zachary/status/1266038232229257217
The Sonoma County Sheriff has decided to stop enforcing the local shelter-in-place order https://twitter.com/wsreports/status/1266153093621678080
The Ohio House in a 59-34 vote just approved a bill requiring the Ohio Department of Health to get written consent from someone before performing a contact tracing interview. Republican members voted yes, Democrats no. https://twitter.com/AndrewJTobias/status/1266100190173229056

President promotes a video that says, “The only good Democrat is a dead Democrat.” https://twitter.com/fogelforohio/status/1265982482777767937

Pennsylvania state house Republicans concealed, from Democrats, COVID-19-positive status of four members https://twitter.com/RepDavis35/status/1265737149615345669

CDC tries to protect church goers from practices that can spread Covid-19 by urging suspension of choirs, which have been shown to spread virus if a singer is infected. Trump administration orders CDC to remove the guidance https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/white-house-and-cdc-remove-coronavirus-warnings-about-choirs-in-faith-guidance/2020/05/28/5d9c526e-a117-11ea-9590-1858a893bd59_story.html#click=https://t.co/51vmpdw35X

5.27.2020
Census Bureau says it can no longer deliver 2020 Census results by the end of this year & needs Congress to change legal deadlines. https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/05/27/863290458/we-re-running-out-of-time-census-turns-to-congress-to-push-deadlines
Daily reported deaths, hospitalizations & ICU admissions jump in Ohio, across the US and globally https://twitter.com/_StephanieHaney/status/1265717988818329602
Ohio had a goal: 22K COVID-19 tests per day by May 27. It's May 27 and the state isn't anywhere close https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/05/26/dewine-set-goal-test-22-k-ohioans-day-covid-19-wednesday-isnt-happening/5258367002/
Meanwhile, one of the two companies Ohio hired to produce tests, Roe Dental, tweets “big fans, great message, MAGA 2020” at Trump over and over again from its Twitter account  https://twitter.com/karenkasler/status/1267087301076815873
Reelection campaign of US president (who votes by mail) sends insane e-mail insisting that voting by mail is fraud and election theft https://twitter.com/Timodc/status/1265782271866359808
Senior National Correspondent for ABC News joins other national pundits suggesting that it’s embarrassing for a presidential candidate to some times wear a face mask during a raging pandemic https://twitter.com/TerryMoran/status/1265119572702760961

New Zealand has announced it no longer has any patients in hospital being treated for COVID-19.
It comes on the fifth straight day where no new cases have been reported.
Total deaths from COVID-19 are 269 in South Korea; 101,000+ in the U.S.

Trump has always benefited from his flaws, failures and alleged crimes being in quantities that challenge the imagination. https://twitter.com/Rschooley/status/1265329646045806593

For each of the 50 states, D.C. and Puerto Rico, a ProPublica project provides information, updated daily, on each of five dimensions that the White House task force has said are the keys to responsible reopening … just 11 of the 52 states and other places charted had five green or gray indicators out of five. https://projects.propublica.org/reopening-america/

Ohio's unemployment insurance call center is answering fewer than 40% of calls

5.26.2020
Tyson, the nation's largest meat processor, says it has transformed its facilities to make them safer, yet the number of Tyson workers with Covid-19 exploded from less than 1,600 a month ago to over 7,000 today https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/05/25/meat-industry-is-trying-get-back-normal-workers-are-still-getting-sick-shortages-may-get-worse/
Travelex begins closing operations in US and other countries
Ohio gyms, dance instruction studios, personal fitness venues, local & public pools, aquatic centers, sports & sports leagues open today
A video making the rounds on social media shows Ohio health director Amy Acton not wearing a mask. It was recorded months ago. https://www.cleveland.com/open/2020/05/a-video-making-the-rounds-on-social-media-shows-ohio-health-director-amy-acton-not-wearing-a-mask-it-was-recorded-months-ago.html

Over 1.6 million people in the United States have tested positive for COVID-19.
Almost 100,000 have died.
Nearly 40 million Americans have filed for unemployment. 

ProPublica investigates the torrent of federal spending related to COVID-19
We have analyzed federal procurement data as the government doles out $13 billion to fight the coronavirus. We found that $1.8 billion went to companies that had zero experience with federal contracts. Some had even become companies just days before winning millions in federal money.
Usually, the government asks multiple companies to bid against one another for these contracts, and it thoroughly vets companies before giving them contracts. That’s barely happening now. Millions have gone to former government officials who didn’t have to compete or to companies run by people with histories of fraud.

Trump has shown more outrage in the last few days about Americans voting by mail during a pandemic than he has ever shown about Russian efforts to interfere with our elections. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1265274148617584640

5.25.2020
By the end of Memorial Day weekend, Ohio reopened almost everything, with some social-recommendations measures still in effect. But state officials apparently still don’t seem to have a plan for broad, statewide testing.  https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/05/25/ohios-open-for-business-but-its-testing-strategy-is-not/

as the 2020 presidential election approaches in a nation and world grappling with a global pandemic … right-wing operatives, along with actors who simply hope to destabilize the U.S., are sowing false and misleading information designed to foment suspicion of society’s institutions and the experts who lead them. Media amplification only makes that problem worse. Disinformers, foreign and domestic, rely on amplification from traditional media to help their messages spread, and their tactics have evolved for 2020. But by and large, news outlets have not adapted their own strategies to avoid getting duped, making it even more difficult for those of us consuming news to discern truth from fiction. https://www.rightwingwatch.org/report/disinformation-coronavirus-and-the-2020-presidential-election/?source=hp

Fox News host Steve Hilton wants an end to “stupid regulations” like “totally pointless” temperature checks and “completely arbitrary social distancing rules”—and the president is paying attention https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-wants-schools-opened-asap-after-watching-fox-news-steve-hilton-segment?via=twitter_page

5.24.2020
Armed white men lynching Kentucky’s governor in effigy outside his home https://twitter.com/shannonrwatts/status/1264788478933360640
RNC filed suit against California to stop Gov. Gavin Newsom from mailing ballots to all registered voters ahead of the November general election. Lawsuit comes after Newsom announced the changes in response to the coronavirus pandemic. https://bit.ly/2A4Bdqo
There is marble racing on ESPN currently 

Memorial Day Weekend 2020: US deaths from COVID-19 around 100,000
On weekend dedicated to war dead, Trump tweets insults, promotes baseless claims and plays golf https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/on-weekend-dedicated-to-war-dead-trump-tweets-insults-promotes-baseless-claims-and-plays-golf/2020/05/24/a1a79876-9dc3-11ea-9590-1858a893bd59_story.html

5.23.2020
COVID-19 deaths in Ohio more than double from previous 24-hour period https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200523/coronavirus-deaths-and-cases-in-ohio-reported-saturday-were-both-above-daily-average?rssfeed=true
https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/05/23/coronavirus-cincinnati-columbus-cleveland-ohio-deaths-more-than-double-previous-24-hour-period/5250810002/

Carnegie Mellon University researchers analyzed over 200 million tweets discussing COVID-19 and related issues since January and found that roughly half the accounts — including 62% of the 1,000 most influential retweeters — appeared to be bots, they said in a report published this week. That's a far higher level of bot activity than usual, even when it comes to contentious events https://www.businessinsider.com/nearly-half-of-reopen-america-twitter-accounts-are-bots-report-2020-5

“The whole country has allowed public health capacity to erode to such a degree that getting to less than half the tracing capacity of Congo represents huge progress.” https://twitter.com/JeremyKonyndyk/status/1264556134079365128

5.22.2020
Northern Wisconsin: locals have never seen so many people up for Memorial Day weekend, traffic is horrendous & bars are already packed https://twitter.com/nursekelsey/status/1263977834512596993
“SBA posted additional interim final rules on April 2, 2020, April 14, 2020, April 24, 2020, April 28, 2020, April 30, 3030, May 5, 2020, May 8, 2020, May 13, 2020, May 14, 2020, May 18, 2020, and May 20, 2020” https://twitter.com/LPDonovan/status/1264030776301101065/photo/1
Large study finds hydroxychloroquine Covid-19 treatments linked to greater risk of death and heart arrhythmia https://cnn.it/3bRB5HP
President is back on his “open the churches” bullshit

McConnell threatens to block all legislation passed by House Democrats under new rules designed to keep reps safe during the coronavirus pandemic

5.21.2020
COVID-19 getting worse in Ohio.
In Cuyahoga County, largest single day rise since March
A week after reopening retail and some bars & restaurants, Ohio's 731 new cases was an increase of 51% compared to Wednesday and well above below the 21-day average of 578 new daily infections.
Husted says Ohio will allow catering and banquet centers to reopen under restaurant/bar guidelines June 1. Crowd sizes will be limited to 300. (But otherwise “gatherings” are still limited to 10.) https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1263533749540548609
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton tried to get the Trump administration to revoke millions in federal COVID relief funding that Harris County budgeted for expanded mail-in voting https://www.houstonchronicle.com/politics/texas/article/Texas-AG-Ken-Paxton-urged-White-House-to-revoke-15821993.php
AstraZeneca gets more than $1 billion in U.S. funding to develop a “coronavirus” vaccine https://trib.al/u75GtSH
Second Terrorist attack on a US naval base in six months… Barely makes a blip. https://twitter.com/CBSEveningNews/status/1263603794971168769

We are on the verge of another depression: More than 26 million have already lost their jobs, two-thirds of small businesses are at risk of shutting down, 90 percent of the nation’s cities face a budget crisis https://www.cleveland.com/opinion/2020/05/in-challenged-economy-having-public-banks-as-us-financial-first-responders-would-get-resources-faster-to-those-who-need-them-most-mark-k-cassell.html

5.20.2020
Trump on Wednesday threatened to halt federal funding to Michigan and Nevada over the distribution of absentee ballots in those states amid the ongoing coronavirus outbreak that has left more than 90,000 Americans dead. https://news.yahoo.com/trump-threatens-michigan-nevada-absentee-ballots-election-coronavirus-145352156.html
It’s a crime to try to withhold funds appropriated by Congress in order to interfere with voting. 
This is one of the many things that makes Trump’s Twitter feed such a bizarre phenomenon. If he did this privately, it would—rightly—be a massive scandal. Yet when he does it as part of a few dozen wildly varied tweets over the course of a morning, it’s written off as just another wacky missive from the wacky president. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/05/trump-out-open/611875/
Meanwhile, of course, Trump completely forces the day’s news cycle to what he wants
Lake County, Ohio, Judge Eugene Lucci has blocked state health officials from enforcing an order closing gyms. (The judge’s order is completely bonkers idiocy.) https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1263161380531777537
restaurant dining rooms in Ohio can reopen tomorrow, and 61 new coronavirus deaths were announced today https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1263265555030687744
after facing immense pressure from Trump and the Republican-controlled Senate, all 50 states announced plans to begin the process of reopening. Public health experts are begging us to realize the devastating impact that rushing states to reopen will have
The snowpack over the Sierra is rather paltry, averaging only 12 percent of normal…  Much if not all of that snow will melt during the next 7 days as temperatures warm to well above normal https://twitter.com/NWSHanford/status/1263442082804326401
Ohio Gov. DeWine folds, announces “Ohioans Protecting Ohioans Advisory” basically saying “look after yourselves because we won’t be enforcing protective measures further”
Ohio legislators, employees and visitors are now having their temperatures checked as they enter the Riffe Building on Capitol Square.  GOP State Rep. Candice Keller notes on Facebook she ignores the temperature check and "walks past" the security person. https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1263125147155914754

Trump continued refusal to use Defense Production Act for protective equipment
Trump has used the Defense Production Act hundreds of thousands of times during his presidency-- to build drones, missiles, and even armor for immigration agents
lobbying against comes from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, whose members include massive corporations like Walmart, Bayer, Wells Fargo, Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Uber https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/defense-production-act-coronavirus-trump-respirators-masks-ventilators.html
Two of the biggest makers of the N95 masks that nurses need--3M and Honeywell--both have seats on the board of the Chamber of Commerce, likely playing a key role in the Chamber choosing to lobby against the Defense Production Act https://public-accountability.org/report/unmasked-the-corporations-backing-a-lobbying-campaign-against-the-use-of-the-defense-production-act/
Medical masks that usually cost $.58 jumped to $7.50 and the price of gloves tripled https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-24/for-new-york-58-cent-medical-masks-now-priced-at-7-50-each
Nearly 10,000 health care workers have contracted COVID-19 so far, and experts say the numbers of health care worker deaths from COVID-19 is far higher than we can adequately track

5.19.2020
Elkton, Ohio, inmate: Local staff told us they put up a hospital tent they won’t use, because the Board of Prisons told them to set one up and take a photo for a lawsuit. https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1262735760282791937
“What Congress required was a comprehensive report on health disparities related to the COVID-19 pandemic. What we got from President Trump was a lazy, four-page copy and paste project that links to a handful of limited, previously available data sets.” https://www.help.senate.gov/ranking/newsroom/press/murray-pallone-blast-trump-administrations-paltry-report-on-covid-19-health-disparities-
Two Michigan dams on Tuesday collapsed following heavy rainfall, causing record flooding and forcing thousands of people to evacuate.  Aging dams in the U.S. will increasingly fail and cause death and environmental destruction as climate change makes extreme precipitation and storms more frequent, scientists warn. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/21/more-dams-will-collapse-as-aging-infrastructure-cant-keep-up-with-climate-change.html
our nation’s aging dams require a widespread and vigorous response, or we’ll be completely unprepared for the catastrophic losses https://www.currentaffairs.org/2020/06/dammed-and-damned
The White House coronavirus task force bought a defense company’s new cleaning machines to allow critical protective masks to be reused up to 20 times. …over just a few days, the potential cost to taxpayers exploded to $413 million. By May 1, the Pentagon pegged the ceiling at $600 million in a justification for awarding the deal without an open bidding process or an actual contract. Even worse, scientists and nurses say the recycled masks treated by these machines begin to degrade after two or three treatments, not 20, and the company says its own recent field testing has only confirmed the integrity of the masks for four cycles of use and decontamination. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-administration-paying-huge-premium-mask-cleaning-machines-which-don-n1210896

Trump threatened to permanently cut U.S. funding to the World Health Organization and "reconsider" membership of the global health body https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2020/05/19/covid-19-trump-threatens-withdraw-permanent-funding-cut-world-health-organization/5218811002/

5.18.2020
Trump: all inspector generals should be fired because "they may be Obama people," https://twitter.com/freedlander/status/1262482921488867329
Wisconsin Gov. Tony Evers said Monday that he’s given up trying to push through any more statewide restrictions to slow the spread of the coronavirus because he thinks rival Republicans emboldened by a state Supreme Court decision erasing his stay-at-home order would never allow any. https://apnews.com/534d2dfb061c687d58aad881a6887514
Cuyahoga County Commissioner of Health: We are going to see increase in number of new cases. We anticipate “a very difficult fall.” (Address to Lakewood Council HHS Committee)
Texas just reported its largest case increase since the pandemic started. Governor Abbott: let’s reopen more stuff https://twitter.com/candacefor24/status/1262480256826556416
There have been 36 COVID deaths at Pickaway Correctional in Ohio (pop. ~2,000). 
After discovering two of the largest known outbreaks in the country... "The Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction is no longer conducting widespread testing in prisons" https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200518/eastern-ohio-prison-new-coronavirus-hot-spot-as-state-scales-back-testing
Moderna's stock price skyrocketed as much as 30% on Monday after the biotech company announced promising early results for its coronavirus vaccine. As ordinary investors piled in, two insiders were quietly heading for the exits. Moderna's chief financial officer and chief medical officer executed options and sold nearly $30 million of shares combined on Monday and Tuesday, SEC filings reviewed by CNN Business show. … After spiking to as high as $87 on Monday, Moderna's stock price has since retreated below $70 as medical experts have debated the importance of the early findings. https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/22/investing/moderna-coronavirus-vaccine-stock-sales/index.html?fbclid=IwAR3FtSxXgLMnUUq21bRaExasXsrJeEXN2axn3SZZjkiXLN8-Cb83FM2k5_g
WaPo: “Doctors keep discovering new ways the coronavirus [sic] attacks the body” 
Something about Trump again promoting hydroxy whatever in which he has a financial interest … https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1262540462289756167
https://twitter.com/ashleyfeinberg/status/1262536039912148993

new report from the Small Business Administration's inspector general found that businesses owned by people of color may not have received loans as intended under the Paycheck Protection Program https://www.npr.org/2020/05/12/853934104/minority-owned-small-businesses-were-supposed-to-get-priority-they-may-not-have

Pence has been out of the public eye for over a week, days after his spokesperson who he traveled with extensively tested positive

Over the weekend
The president used the leads from the director of National Intelligence to advance an elaborate lie that accuses his opponent of committing illegal espionage against him. 
The president of the United States quote-tweeted an avowed alt-right account that flirts with Holocaust denial,
The president also texted supporters false allegations that he had been illegally spied on by the previous vice president.
The president also fired another independent inspector general without providing cause.
The official American death toll from COVID-19 inched close to 90,000 souls while the president spent his time live tweeting cable TV.
One of the president’s large adult sons grotesquely suggested that Joe Biden is a “pedophile.”
Another of his large adult sons claimed that the virus was a hoax perpetrated by the left and the media and that it will disappear after the election.
 The President sent a tweet encouraging protesters who aggressively shouted down and chased after a random local news reporter with calls of “you are the virus,” “traitor,” and “enemy of the people.”
despite the president himself elevating Lie 1 on Saturday, it was not discussed on front pages across the country. Forget front pages, it’s hard to find any article at all addressing the President’s insane charges. Most coverage of the issue is framed around discussing whether or not Obama and Biden did anything wrong—there is literally no evidence to suggest that they did—rather than focusing on how the Trump administration is guilty of weaponizing American intelligence agencies for political ends by perpetrating this falsehood.
Three and a half years into the Trump experiment, the president is still using chaff to prevent people from zeroing in on any one of his actions. He veers from incident to incident—at any point in U.S. history, any of the above seven items would have been an all-encompassing scandal, a few could’ve been career enders. Meanwhile, Trump’s defenders run content farms of counter “scandals” which they litigate and re-litigate and then litigate some more. Which has the effect of paralyzing the mainstream media, which has produced a great deal of good journalism, but has been unable to change its fundamental priorities, which create recency bias, kabuki balance, and an evolutionary imperative for clicks. https://thebulwark.com/the-biggest-scandal-of-trumps-presidency-is-hiding-in-plain-sight/

5.17.2020
Republicans spend the weekend pushing denial and blame
HHS Secretary Azar: “When you look at mortality rates, that's simply not correct [to say it’s worse in US than anywhere else]” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1262040426070114304
Sen. Cornyn: “China. Is. To. Blame.” https://twitter.com/indivisibleATX/status/1262008712190976002
On Meet the Press, Peter Navarro suggests stay at home orders correlate with “more suicides” & hence “kill many more people” than the coronavirus. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1262057178258644992

“The increase in CO2 is accelerating global warming not only through the greenhouse effect that we all knew of, but also by changing the physiological function of plants. ...This means that Arctic warming can proceed much faster than currently forecast." https://phys.org/news/2020-05-revolt-arctic.html

5.16.2020
all of the networks just aired an hourlong show celebrating students graduating during a global pandemic and everyone thought it made complete sense not only for the current president not to be involved but for the former president to be the keynote. https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1261827407490809857

Republican Rep. Matt Gaetz was caught spending $200,000 in taxpayer money to buy office space from a close personal friend, which is illegal. The DOJ hasn’t investigated him

There are no COVID-19 screening procedures for domestic flights and a House probe found lax screening from international COVID hotspots https://twitter.com/hunterw/status/1261701460384985089
The President has said “very strong” tests are being conducted on and off of planes, but airline sources told CBS News that’s not true https://twitter.com/weijia/status/1261745751408992258

5.15.2020
There are conservative Democrats actively whipping against the HEROES Act https://twitter.com/IndivisibleTeam/status/1261344937993527298
Friday News Dump: Trump announces intent to dismiss State Department's inspector general Linick; despite 30-day delay intended to give members of Congress 30 days to step in and defend the inspector general, news media rush to announce “IG fired” and convert this into a fait accompli https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1261479913774813187
The Office of the Inspector General had opened an investigation into Secretary Pompeo. Mr. Linick’s firing amid such a probe strongly suggests that this is an unlawful act of retaliation. https://twitter.com/HouseForeign/status/1261494998631100416
It’s the third time in six weeks that such a move has been announced on a Friday night, with each inspector general having done something to pretty obviously alienate Trump https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/05/16/trumps-slow-moving-friday-night-massacre-inspectors-general/
Arkansas businesses began to reopen last week. Now, the state has seen one of its biggest one-day jumps in new confirmed cases. https://katv.com/news/local/130-new-cases-of-covid-19-in-arkansas
Texas reports single-day high in coronavirus deaths two weeks after reopening http://hill.cm/iQHVClF
548 US counties (mostly rural) are now “high-covid” https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/05/14/coronavirus-is-now-invading-trump-counties-swing-states/
The Texas Supreme Court has issued a stay blocking a lower-court decision that allowed residents worried about coronavirus infections in polling places to send in their votes by mail https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-texas-court-blocks-vote-by-mail-virus-fears-20200516-gitjcnp6czhdlnvdmzvqioaqfq-story.html
The Cuyahoga County Board of Health (CCBH) updated the county’s response to coronavirus Friday morning. CCBH reports 2,254 cases. That’s an increase of 257 COVID-19 cases in one week. That jump is due, at least in part, to people returning to the workplace, according to CCBH director Dr. Heidi Gullett. https://fox8.com/news/coronavirus/hundreds-of-new-coronavirus-cases-reported-in-cuyahoga-county/
Gov. DeWine in March: coronavirus cases, hospitalizations, deaths have to start going down before the state reopens; DeWine in May: Ohio can start reopening now that cases have "plateaued" https://www.toledoblade.com/local/Coronavirus/2020/05/15/with-initial-goals-unmet-dewine-pushing-forward-with-reopening/stories/20200515095
In Ohio, bar patios are packed with idiots https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/05/17/addressing-patio-concerns-lago-ruminates-on-nature-of-art-townhall-gm-tells-black-woman-to-go-back-to-the-country-she-came-from
https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1261406319216480256
https://twitter.com/RandyLudlow/status/1261471966399287297
https://twitter.com/notnaohme/status/1261708421184749568
https://twitter.com/_StephanieHaney/status/1262033143864926209
https://twitter.com/PeteMarek/status/1261764550006882314
https://twitter.com/PersistOhio/status/1261834402562277381
https://twitter.com/theferocity/status/1261421212359692288
https://twitter.com/vincethepolack/status/1261490598034526215
Only consequence seems to be “a positive interaction with local police, fire, and health representatives” https://twitter.com/justacatdaddy/status/1261644629188980737
Big crowd loitering outside a nail salon too https://twitter.com/nursecindy1/status/1261424876998455296

Americans should oust President Trump from the White House and elect a leader who will support – rather than undermine – public health experts who are battling the COVID-19 pandemic, British medical journal The Lancet says in a newly published editorial.  https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)31140-5/fulltext

Paul Manafort let out of prison? https://twitter.com/BlueHenArt/status/1261078483905794048

Democrats’ presumptive nominee for president is still telling people to vote for someone else https://twitter.com/TaylorLorenz/status/1261321996677365760
https://twitter.com/PersistOhio/status/1261267142135209987

The lockdown was supposed to be a temporary measure to buy time for the government to develop a better response to flatten the curve. It was not meant to be the end-all. https://twitter.com/AmandaMarcotte/status/1261258494411489281

5.14.2020
Dr. Rick Bright, the ousted director of a key federal office charged with developing medical countermeasures, Congress testimony: "Our window of opportunity is closing. If we fail to develop a national coordinated response, based in science, I fear the pandemic will get far worse and be prolonged, causing unprecedented illness and fatalities," https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/13/politics/rick-bright-testimony-congress/index.html
we should brace ourselves for what's being anticipated as the "darkest winter in modern history." https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2020/may/14/coronavirus-us-live-rick-bright-whistleblower-testify-darkest-winter-trump-latest-news-updates
Bright says that his Trump-appointed boss tried to fast-track funding for a friend’s coronavirus treatment, and that he was reassigned for insisting that funding be reserved for “safe and scientifically vetted solutions.” https://www.propublica.org/article/a-trump-official-tried-to-fast-track-funding-for-his-friends-unproven-covid-19-treatment-whistleblower-says
Armed terrorist campaign prompts Michigan legislature to cancel session https://twitter.com/BGrueskin/status/1261028751627952128
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention issued a health alert to physicians Thursday on what has emerged as a rare but potentially deadly condition linked to COVID-19 in children. The illness, which the CDC calls "multisystem inflammatory syndrome in children," or MIS-C, has been reported in at least 19 states and Washington, D.C. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/amp/ncna1207081
In the midst of a pandemic ICE has decided to embrace indefinite detention and family separation.  Hundreds of parents today were told to give up their infants, toddlers, and young children—potentially to never see those babies again—or never leave jail.  https://twitter.com/BridgetCambria8/status/1260992633322831874
NY Post tells its audience that wearing face masks 'not cool' and 'a sign of weakness' https://trib.al/I9LOyGf

3 million new unemployment claims bring the total to 36.5 million. 

21% of people have already made up their minds that they're not eating at a restaurant for at least 6 months. 27% aren't going to a shopping mall for at least that long. 31% aren't going to a movie theater. Etc… https://morningconsult.com/2020/05/11/consumer-polling-comfort-eating-out/

While Jeff Bezos is on track to become the world’s first trillionaire in the middle of a pandemic, Amazon is ending overtime pay for warehouse and delivery workers on the front lines.

“Young, healthy people like me are getting very, very sick from the disease caused by the coronavirus.” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/14/opinion/coronavirus-young-people.html

Justin Walker, an inexperienced 37-year-old with a history of speaking out against the Affordable Care Act, is up for a lifetime appointment to the Federal Court of Appeals

5.13.2020
Wisconsin's GOP-controlled state Supreme Court just struck down Governor Evers's stay-home order & gave Republicans in the gerrymandered state legislature veto power on responses to COVID (to reach their 4-vote majority, Dan Kelly—the Walker appointee who lost the Supreme Court race here on April 7, but whose term in office doesn't end until July 31. In other words, this was a lame-duck decision. Also they did it by remote video conference to protect themselves while telling the people of Wisconsin to go risk death)
Wisconsin bars were packed with people almost immediately after court struck down the state's stay-at-home order. https://cbsn.ws/2LqLboa
Ohio House Speaker has decided to toss out the social distancing guidelines so that all members of the House will be seated on the floor https://twitter.com/RepGalonski/status/1260612851552698369
Republicans then voted down a motion to require them https://twitter.com/toledonews/status/1260658028149272576
No masks or social distancing as Speaker Householder invites Rep. J Todd Smith to give a prayer. Then the two shook hands after the pledge. (When someone describes this without any judgment, Householder replies “thought police.”) https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1261796913541677056
Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose seeking campaign cash by making dubious claim about how Ohio Dems "began pushing for the removal of in-person voting" https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1260722409776328706
SBA and Treasury punt again. Companies now have until Monday to return PPP funds. The deadline, until this evening, was supposed to be tomorrow  https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Paycheck-Protection-Program-Frequently-Asked-Questions.pdf

Over 100,000 small businesses have closed forever as America’s pandemic toll escalates https://twitter.com/byHeatherLong/status/1260317584408313856

Trump and members of his coronavirus task force are pushing officials at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to change how the agency works with states to count coronavirus-related deaths. And they’re pushing for revisions that could lead to far fewer deaths being counted than originally reported https://www.thedailybeast.com/team-trump-pushes-cdc-to-dial-down-covid-death-counts

Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton is threatening voters and voting rights groups with felony charges if they request mail-in ballots due to fears of the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. https://lawandcrime.com/covid-19-pandemic/texas-ag-threatens-voting-rights-groups-with-felony-charges-for-pushing-vote-by-mail/

Franklin County, Ohio is 23.5% black. But 57% of the people arrested for violating social distancing rules were black. In the same county, mostly white protesters gathered in groups without masks. None were arrested. https://www.propublica.org/article/in-some-of-ohios-most-populous-areas-black-people-were-at-least-4-times-as-likely-to-be-charged-with-stay-at-home-violations-as-whites

5.12.2020
Ohio advocates say that Morrow County Jail is "the first 100% positive ICE detention center in the country” https://twitter.com/Marcia_Brown9/status/1260221198123892738
A security guard, today in Los Angeles, gets assaulted (they literally broke his arm, all caught on tape) for telling customers to wear a mask.  https://twitter.com/AbraarKaran/status/1260415438644752384
Democrats give back a California Congressional district, as a result of standing aside and letting revenge porn harass Katie Hill out of the House, in a special election which never needed to happen
After an extraordinary, two-year battle to keep secret the name of a Saudi diplomat suspected of ties to the 9/11 plot, the Justice Department accidentally disclosed the man’s name in a court filing. https://www.propublica.org/article/the-justice-department-accidentally-released-the-name-of-saudi-official-suspected-of-helping-the-9-11-hijackers
the Deputy Postmaster General has also resigned, paving the way for hack DeJoy to pick his replacement

Rite Aid, with guidance from the White House Coronavirus Task Force and input from Gov. Mike DeWine’s office, essentially redlined Akron’s African American population in choosing a site to make COVID-19 testing available https://twitter.com/ProfWeinstein/status/1260226221683748870

Facebook, which allows its site open access to all kinds of grotesque misinformation campaigns and other abuses, places a warning label on a Republican group’s ad critical of Trump. “When I pointed out to Facebook folks that dozens of QAnon and other conspiracy [and] false pieces of content go by on their platform I got the verbal equivalent of a shrug,” Galen told CNBC. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/08/lincoln-project-called-facebook-to-dispute-warning-label-on-anti-trump-ad.html

Meanwhile Google has significantly rolled back its diversity and inclusion initiatives in an apparent effort to avoid being perceived as anti-conservative https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/current-ex-employees-allege-google-drastically-rolled-back-diversity-inclusion-n1206181

Karl Rove has linked arms with Trump https://twitter.com/jennycohn1/status/1261099830123741184

5.11.2020
“America Leads the World in Testing” banner at White House BS session https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1259936832025853952
https://www.gq.com/story/kushner-too-much-testing
“The numbers are coming way down and they are coming down rapidly” [they completely aren’t] https://twitter.com/timjhogan/status/1259954390766686208
Trump throws a fit when Kaitlan Collins of CNN tries to ask him a question and abruptly ends the press conference https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1259957665117110272
Lawyers for President Trump this week reiterated their argument that a defamation lawsuit from a woman who alleges Trump groped and kissed her without consent should be halted because the president is immune from lawsuits filed in state courts while serving in office. A new 28-page court brief, filed Monday and released publicly by the New York State Court of Appeals on Tuesday, is Trump’s latest salvo in a multi-front legal battle to limit the ability of private citizens, Congress and even law enforcement to investigate him as a sitting president. The release came on the same day that Trump’s lawyers argued to the U.S. Supreme Court that the president should be able to shield his tax returns and private business records from subpoenas issued by Democratic-led House congressional committees and the Manhattan district attorney. They argued the president should be immune from requests he believed were political attempts to harass. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-presses-immunity-argument-in-summer-zervos-defamation-case/2020/05/12/87abadce-9461-11ea-82b4-c8db161ff6e5_story.html
Envelope arrives in mail from IRS, containing a letter in which Trump brags about providing stimulus checks 

Trump's new order suspending immigration & summarily deporting people at the border (20K & counting, including 400 children) is illegal, an attack on rule of law, counterproductive for public health https://twitter.com/JonathanBlitzer/status/1259894349581737990

Ahead of an armed rally planned for the Capitol building in Lansing, Michigan, this coming Thursday, groups are promoting violence against Gov. Gretchen Whitmer on Facebook, in violation of the social media company’s policies. https://twitter.com/shannonrwatts/status/1259864848935968769

In Arkansas, new law requires a negative COVID test within 48 hours of a scheduled appointment to be able to get an abortion. Also in Arkansas, you cannot get a COVID test if you are asymptomatic, and no one is turning tests around in 48 hours.  https://twitter.com/ilyseh/status/1259945129504313346

5.9.2020

Striking garbage workers in New Orleans, making $10.25 an hour, were fired en masse this week.  Now, they are being replaced by prison labor. https://paydayreport.com/prison-labor-replaces-striking-garbage-workers-in-new-orleans/

People in Hong Kong are falling ill from a hepatitis virus found in rats -- but nobody knows how they're being infected. https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/08/health/hong-kong-rat-hepatitis-intl-hnk-scn/index.html

A couple weeks after a nutter rally in Wisconsin, 72 people have now tested positive https://www.channel3000.com/72-got-covid-19-after-being-at-large-event/

A COVID-19 positive man walks into a Seoul bar...and 1900 people need to get traced-and-tested, with 40 positives found already and 2000 venues shut down a week after they reopened. (Ohio is reopening bars next week) https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1259204737393623044

Congress required the SBA to give guidance to lenders about underserved and rural markets, but the agency failed to do so. As a result, borrowers “including rural, minority and women-owned businesses may not have received the loans as intended" https://www.wsj.com/articles/sba-veered-from-guidelines-on-small-business-loans-report-says-11588971101

5.8.2020
Unemployment hits 14.7%, highest rate since the Depression, as U.S. shed 20 million jobs in April from viral outbreak. http://apne.ws/3lSFx8r
Sydney Morning Herald headline: “‘Genocide by Default’: America prepares for a brutal coronavirus slow burn”  https://www.smh.com.au/world/north-america/genocide-by-default-america-prepares-for-a-brutal-coronavirus-slow-burn-20200508-p54qzc.html
Iowa now has had more confirmed COVID-19 cases than South Korea (and one of the fastest growing case counts in the USA). https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1258845185406111747
Pence today praised Iowa’s handling of COVID. “The numbers speak for themselves,” he said, though Des Moines Register notes cases in parts of the state have been spiking https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/politics/2020/05/08/vice-president-mike-pence-des-moines-iowa-visit-friday-coronavirus-discussions-religious-agriculture/3092888001/
Relatively few staffers who interact frequently with the president wear masks. One who did, deputy national security adviser Matthew Pottinger, drew snickers from his colleagues. https://twitter.com/DavidNakamura/status/1258571996524355586
COVID-19 is all over the White House.
Trump’s aide, then Pence’s aide, and now Ivanka’s aide. All have tested positive for COVID-19. https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1258932191523987459
Also 34 Secret Service agents https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1258944624980381701
Trump: “Katie, she tested very good for a long period of time and then all of the sudden today she tested positive... This is why the whole concept of tests aren’t necessarily great” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1258862235218255872
Mike Pence caught on hot mic delivering empty boxes of PPE for a PR stunt. “No better example of the institutional failures that have happened during this crisis than the Vice President delivering empty boxes of masks to a nursing home before a gawking press.” https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/1258750892448387074
Secretary Esper, maskless, got within inches of veterans aged 96-100 and handed out coins.  https://twitter.com/AlexHortonTX/status/1258865478988070913
Ohio is not ready to “reopen the state” https://twitter.com/WorstParade/status/1258826156222164993

“It didn't have to be this bad. 15% of Americans didn't have to be out of work. The economy closed because this administration wasted the two months of lead time it had instead of preparing tests and contact tracers that could have contained the outbreak. And now, it's wasting time playing the blame game with China instead of doing the things that would actually allow the country to safely reopen: ramping up testing and contact tracing.” https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1258852941441753088

“we all stayed home for two months and these dumb fucks in charge didn't use that time for anything other than to lie about shit and then open everything back up like things were gonna magically get better” https://twitter.com/SheaSerrano/status/1258453687879565317

The U.S. accounts for about 30% of all COVID-19 cases but has just more than 4% of the world’s population

Covid-19 could shutter most American small businesses. That’s according to a new survey from the Society for Human Resource Management which found that 52% expect to be out of business within six months. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-06/majority-of-u-s-small-businesses-expect-to-close-survey-says

U.S. finances:
Great Depression unemployment 
World War II government deficit
Reagan-era top income tax rates
Reagan-era corporate tax rates minus 13 points
https://twitter.com/gabriel_zucman/status/1258803609686269953

dozens of companies around the world have started making rapid Covid-19 antibody tests that can give yes or no answers in as little as 10 minutes. The tests are simple to use, though they need to be administered by a medical professional. They resemble pregnancy tests but use blood instead of urine. None has been authorized for home use. In the U.S., the Food and Drug Administration has given emergency use authorizations to about a dozen companies to market Covid-19 antibody tests, but it’s also allowing dozens of additional companies to distribute tests without the agency itself having reviewed them. “After four tests and conflicting cross-checks, I’m still not sure if I’ve had Covid-19.” https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-05/coronavirus-antibody-tests-may-produce-contradictory-results

5.7.2020
In the first half of today
CDC’s guidelines for re-opening the economy have been buried by the White House. 
DOJ drops the case against Flynn. 
Trump wants the Supreme Court to stop the Mueller Report evidence from seeing the light of day. 
In the afternoon, RNC says it is doubling its budget to oppose voting rights in court to $20,000,000. 
Spokesperson: RNC is prepared to sue Democrats "into oblivion and spend whatever is necessary." https://www.politico.com/news/2020/05/07/trump-democrats-voting-laws-243517
Barr speaks to CBS about Flynn. CBS: When history looks back on this decision, how do you think it will be written? Barr: Well, history is written by the winners, so it largely depends on who's writing the history. https://twitter.com/TPM/status/1258532162682236929
The AG dropping the case on Flynn turns the entire purpose of the Special Counsel regs on its head. “Basically, Barr provides the workaround for any future president (D or R) for whom a Special Counsel is appointed. Let the investigation take its course. Then fire the AG who appointed him. Hire another, who undoes and dismisses all the actions the special counsel took.” https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1258493374623109128
The Trump administration shelved documents created by the nation’s top disease investigators meant to give step-by-step advice to local leaders deciding when and how to reopen public places during the still-raging pandemic. https://apnews.com/7a00d5fba3249e573d2ead4bd323a4d4
“I have never seen a case dropped after someone has pled guilty and the underlying facts demonstrate beyond any shadow of a doubt he is guilty.  This is simply a pardon by another name. A black day in DOJ history.” https://twitter.com/mrbromwich/status/1258484189869080577
Meanwhile, US media continues a slow-drip of dirt drops about Democrats’ presumptive nominee for president, which only began after he had cleared out the rest of the field https://twitter.com/LucyFlores/status/1258552775216033792
(This is an assault allegation which the NYT or WaPo, I forget which, claimed to have investigated months ago without finding any corroborating evidence)
a child in New York has died of the Kawasaki-like syndrome associated with COVID19 disease https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1258888759631925248
At least 85 kids across U.S. have developed rare, mysterious COVID-19-linked illness. https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/least-85-kids-across-u-s-have-developed-rare-mysterious-n1202186?cid=sm_npd_ms_tw_ma
Secretary of State floats claim of  “enormous evidence” of Wuhan lab origins of COVID-19 (then runs away when intelligence officials call complete bullshit) https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/pompeo-tune-chinese-labs-role-virus-outbreak-intel/story?id=70559769
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez invites people to send her something called “dodo codes” using something called “Twitter” so that she can virtually visit virtual islands in a Nintendo game called Animal Crossing; who tf knows how many people respond
President’s reelection campaign manager gloats that “we’ve been building a Death Star and we’re going to start firing.” https://twitter.com/AlanRaventree/status/1258504875765305344

USPS freakout part two: Trump/RNC donor Louis DeJoy is becoming postmaster general of the United States, putting a top ally of Trump in charge of an agency he has long criticized. DeJoy is currently lead fundraiser for RNC convention.  https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1258176318635741185
The “process” by which Board of Governors selected DeJoy was a bad joke https://slate.com/business/2020/08/louis-dejoys-appointment-as-postmaster-general-looks-even-sketchier-now.html
DeJoy is the first postmaster general in 20 years to not be appointed from within the agency's own ranks.

A team of professors at Arizona universities were compiling the most robust public model in Arizona of COVID-19. Now, as the state rolls back public health precautions, the state health department has told the group to stop its work https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizona-health/2020/05/05/coronavirus-officials-stop-arizona-state-university-covid-19-modeling-team/5173380002/
Local Nebraska health officials will no longer be able to report COVID-19 data from meat processing plants. https://www.newschannelnebraska.com/story/42102669/state-no-longer-allowed-to-track-processing-plant-data

Joe Exotic’s former zoo has reopened for tiger petting. Massive crowds are turning up.  https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/2020/05/joe-exotic-former-park-reopens-putting-tigers-at-risk-coronavirus/

Ohio prisons
“Just got off the phone with prisoner in Belmont, who said it doesn't look like there'll be any more testing in his dorm (~125 ppl). Everyone is assumed to have been exposed, so efforts are no longer being made to isolate symptomatic inmates.” https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1258447124125093890
Marion: They have people who have tested positive literally sleeping next to people who hadn't. Now they have also stopped testing in his dorm. They never isolated anyone unless they were sick ‘enough’ for the infirmary. https://twitter.com/Kritrgitr3/status/1258448480948891649

Trump has focused on the border wall in recent weeks, re-upping desire to have it painted black. Government estimates show it will cost $500 million or more. Kushner is seeking to overhaul process by which land is taken to speed project up. https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/trump-border-wall-black-paint/2020/05/06/dbda8ae4-8eff-11ea-8df0-ee33c3f5b0d6_story.html

In Texas, there was a hairstylist named Shelley Luther in the suburbs of Dallas, who basically said, I’m going to open my salon, and figuratively raised her middle finger. They took her to court. And the judge said: Look, the law here is clear. The governor’s order is that you can’t open. And she said if you put that in a court order, I will defy it. That’s straight-up contempt of court. So he put her in jail. It became this big symbolic freedom thing. The very conservative lieutenant governor, Dan Patrick, paid her bail to get her out of jail. And the governor at that point said, I’m not going to allow local authorities, cities, and counties, to fine or jail people for violating my executive orders. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/06/texas-coronavirus-surge-greg-abbott-dan-patrick.html

5.6.2020
Trump on Wednesday said his administration will urge the Supreme Court to overturn Obamacare, maintaining its all-out legal assault on the health care law amid a pandemic that will drive millions of more Americans to depend on its coverage. The administration appears to be doubling down on its legal strategy, even after Attorney General William Barr this week warned top Trump officials about the political ramifications https://www.politico.com/news/2020/05/06/trump-supreme-court-obamacare-240366
After changing the guidelines to test ethnic minority groups disproportionately affected by COVID-19, the CDC reversed course again Wednesday, saying that African Americans exposed to the virus could not get tested without symptoms. A May 3 directive allowed physicians to test "persons without symptoms who come from racial and ethnic minority groups disproportionately affected by adverse COVID-19 outcomes-currently African Americans, Hispanics, and some American Indian tribes (e.g., Navajo Nation)." On May 6, however, all mention of race and ethnicity disappeared. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/05/08/cdc-reverses-course-on-using-race-as-covid-19-testing-criteria
Trump contradicted a nurse he was honoring in the Oval Office on Wednesday, insisting there are no personal protective equipment shortages in the US despite her account that availability could be "sporadic." https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/06/politics/donald-trump-nurse-ppe-coronavirus/index.html
Oklahoma City Police report: two women shot at McDonald’s employees after being told the dining area was closed due to Covid-19. Two employees were hit with non life-threatening injuries. https://twitter.com/TaylorAdams13/status/1258188348755148800

Trump’s re-election campaign is launching an unprecedented effort to block our voting rights agenda -- hiring multiple full-time litigators who will surely sue to stop the reforms we need to protect voters’ rights during this pandemic. (That’s on top of the RNC’s $10 million legal fund)

Ohio Governor DeWine announces intent to balance the state’s budget on the backs of students and the poor. No real surprise, except perhaps to those who went along with the “wine with DeWine” happy talk phase of this. Meanwhile, cities with far less ability to tax the rich are genuinely forced toward harsh austerity; NPR coverage of this never fails to mention (and thereby reinforce the concept of) McConnell’s “blue state bailout” garbage.

Already under fire for his role atop a shadow task force aiding the administration’s response to the coronavirus, senior White House aide Jared Kushner is now being handed another critical job: rush a vaccine into production much faster than can be done safely. https://www.thedailybeast.com/kushner-botched-the-covid-response-now-trumps-tapped-him-to-get-a-vaccine-by-the-end-of-2020

“A new kind of lazy thinking has made its way into the intellectual and kind-of anti-intellectual dialogue. (I’ve had 4 different news anchors ask me to respond to how Chris Christie  thinks we should approach pandemic response.)” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1258166516882837504

5.5.2020
Overheard on someone's radio: "…as the coronavirus pandemic levels off…"
Meanwhile the editor at what remains of Cleveland’s major newspaper repeatedly advocates “let’s just expose everyone and get it over with.”  https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1257665056176779264
He keeps doing stuff like that, too https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1258421014687617025/photo/1
More than 700 employees at a Tyson Foods meat factory in Perry, Iowa, have tested positive for the coronavirus (the IA Dept. of Public Health said) https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/58-percent-workers-tyson-meat-factory-iowa-test-positive-coronavirus-n1200641
Actually the first confirmed COVID-19 outbreak at an Iowa meatpacking plant was far more severe than admitted, with more than twice as many workers becoming infected than the state Department of Public Health told the public https://apnews.com/85a02d9296053980ea47eba97f920707
On Tuesday, The Washington Post published a story citing an official complaint lodged by a task force volunteer with the House Oversight Committee, alleging that Kushner’s operation has been hobbled by employing amateurish private-sector volunteers who were ill-suited for their vital assignments. The complaint alleged that the group responsible for acquiring PPE lacked backgrounds in health-care or supply-chain matters, had negligible success in their efforts, and were pressed to prioritize requests from VIPs in conservative media. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/kushner-coronavirus-effort-said-to-be-hampered-by-inexperienced-volunteers/2020/05/05/6166ef0c-8e1c-11ea-9e23-6914ee410a5f_story.html

Pubs in Ireland are closed until at least August 10. 

Democracy is weakening across Central and Eastern Europe amid the rise of Chinese and Russian influence, according to a new watchdog report. It also found that Hungary no longer qualifies as a democracy — and Poland is headed in the same direction. https://www.npr.org/2020/05/07/851774707/democracy-at-risk-in-central-and-eastern-europe-report-finds

Colorado GOP Chair Ken Buck pressured local official to submit incorrect election results. Fellow Republican says congressman tried to bully him into committing a crime https://www.denverpost.com/2020/05/06/colorado-ken-buck-gop-primary/

5.4.2020
US endures worst one-day death toll from the coronavirus pandemic yet as states begin to reopen http://hill.cm/s8QeL2Z
Trump administration itself projects a steady rise in COVID-19 deaths over next few weeks, reaching 3,000 a day by June 1. New US projections forecast 200,000 new cases a day by the end of May https://twitter.com/nycjim/status/1257343005167665153
“It is quite striking how closely the CDC projections for increased COVID19 cases mirror the locations of America's meatpacking industry, which is currently slammed by COVID spread.” https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1257424633566986241
"We, collectively, are now entering a new phase of the COVID19 pandemic. More locations are easing previously implemented social distancing policies, & human mobility patterns are trending upward – even in places where distancing measures remain in place." https://twitter.com/Laurie_Garrett/status/1257427840217288706
A security guard at a Family Dollar store in Flint, Michigan, was shot and killed after telling a customer to wear a state-mandated face mask https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/04/us/michigan-security-guard-mask-killing-trnd/index.html
Citing the “extraordinary crisis”, the interior secretary ignored the rules so the president could hold a Fox News interview in the Lincoln Monument. https://twitter.com/katierogers/status/1257454272360349707

Young, healthy people are dying from a COVID-19 effect called a "cytokine storm." Basically, you make it off a ventilator (maybe!), you get your appetite back a little, you think you're turning a corner, and then your immune system rips through your lung tissue and you drown. The other common way young people are falling off the face of the earth from this are the random strokes it causes.  https://twitter.com/bessbell/status/1257072559570292736 
https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2020/04/05/health/young-people-dying-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta/index.html
We won’t know the body count for a long time because so many young people are dying at home and not being entered into an official tally. 

The Census Bureau tells NPR it's training Census workers to keep six feet apart and preparing to give them a new reusable face mask for every 10 days worked & a pair of gloves each work day, plus hand sanitizer to those conducting field ops https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/05/04/850371670/in-13-states-census-bureau-to-resume-hand-delivering-forms-hiring-workers

5.3.2020
New data from the University of Pennsylvania suggests that relaxing lockdowns across U.S. cities and states could have serious consequences for the country’s battle to contain “the coronavirus,” which has infected over a million people while killing more than 66,000 people. According to the Penn Wharton Budget Model (PWBM), reopening states will result in an additional 233,000 deaths from the virus https://finance.yahoo.com/news/reopening-states-will-cause-233000-more-people-to-die-from-coronavirus-according-to-wharton-model-120049573.html
Actual statement from US president: “....And then came a Plague, a great and powerful Plague, and the World was never to be the same again! But America rose from this death and destruction, always remembering its many lost souls, and the lost souls all over the World, and became greater than ever before!”

Amid COVID-19 pandemic, authorities nationwide are reporting an uptick in fatal opioid overdoses https://www.thedailybeast.com/opioid-deaths-surge-during-coronavirus-in-americas-overdose-capitals?ref=home&via=twitter_page

The White House this week blocked Dr. Anthony Fauci from testifying in the House this Wednesday. And now, according to an internal document obtained by RealClearPolitics and three senior administration officials, the administration will bar the coronavirus task force, which includes Fauci, from testifying in Congress for the next month.   https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2020/05/04/white_house_to_bar_fauci_task_force_from_testifying_in_may_143112.html

The CA “reopen” rallies are a mashup of antivax, Q, MAGA, militia, sovereign citizen groups https://twitter.com/noUpside/status/1256812272573231104
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/02/us/anti-vaxxers-coronavirus-protests.html

5.2.2020
Ohio “protesters,” some armed, are now targeting Health Director Dr. Amy Acton's home today https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1256702012277825536
At the “Reopen Ohio rally” today, armed Boogaloo Boys in floral shirts and tactical gear posed with convicted clinic bomber and terrorist, John Brockhoeft https://twitter.com/FemFlagCorps/status/1256756976832389125
Yesterday the Florida Department of Health confirmed 1,038 additional cases of COVID-19, the highest number of new cases reported in the past two weeks. Photo of New Smyrna Beach shows it is busy with people https://twitter.com/Weinsteinlaw/status/1256636248489431049
White House economic adviser Kevin Hassett said that another round of coronavirus relief legislation might not be necessary https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/02/politics/coronavirus-stimulus-congress-kevin-hassett/index.html
My own observations and many reports on Twitter concur that people throughout Ohio are taking a warm sunny Saturday to go out, mingle, and pretend like COVID-19 is over which will spread it even more
https://twitter.com/icewarnerd/status/1256687705297227778
https://twitter.com/614knowitall/status/1256987217764941827
https://twitter.com/Covfefe_RN/status/1257016127068176387
https://twitter.com/OhWeeBeasties/status/1256685149015756801
https://twitter.com/casey__bella/status/1256602244335775750

“I’ve heard from every C.D.C. in the world — the European C.D.C., the African C.D.C., China C.D.C. — and they say, ‘Normally our first call is to Atlanta, but we ain’t hearing back.’ There’s nothing going on down there. They’ve gutted that place. They’ve gagged that place. I can’t get calls returned anymore. Nobody down there is feeling like it’s safe to talk.” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/02/opinion/sunday/coronavirus-prediction-laurie-garrett.html

Georgia has quietly decided to simply not send mail-in ballot requests to so-called “inactive” voters—approximately half a million of them, 2-to-1 Dems
 
Theaters Prepare to Reopen with TSA-Style Check-in, Temperature Screenings, and Plexiglass (but there is no testing) https://bit.ly/3fctOFC

5.1.2020
Iowa is 'reopening' 77 counties today. At the same time, state officials announced 740 new cases Friday, warn of a backlog in data, and more big numbers coming this weekend. https://twitter.com/IowaPublicRadio/status/1256258970823557120
https://www.iowapublicradio.org/post/liveblog-740-new-covid-19-cases-announced-friday-77-counties-reopen#stream/0&utm_source=Twitter
Texas COVID-19 deaths hit a high yesterday and new cases aren’t declining. Yet, this morning Texas will begin to “reopen.” Without sufficient testing or contact tracing
Ohio is poised to begin “responsible reopening” Amy Acton says we have seen an increase of 716 cases since yesterday. Our deaths have also passed the 1,000 mark at 1,002. https://twitter.com/ARobbinsTV/status/1256292678817308672
“You still can't get tested and there's no childcare.” https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1256287828415254530
The mayor of an Oklahoma city amended an emergency declaration requiring customers to wear face masks while inside businesses after store employees were threatened with violence. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/oklahoma-city-ends-face-mask-rule-shoppers-after-store-employees-n1198736
Government of Ohio e-mails employers to report any workers who “who refuse to return to work” so that the state can cut off their unemployment, even though Ohio is reopening businesses without meeting a standard of safety first https://twitter.com/m_rolf_/status/1256633397914591233
15 minutes after pledging not to lie, Trump’s new press secretary made an obviously false claim https://twitter.com/Eugene_Scott/status/1256325370195795975
“we have a man who is  President of the United States with 16 credible accusations of sex crimes, advising another man who is running for President of the United States on how to deal with sex crime accusations” https://twitter.com/ejeancarroll/status/1256315367833481216

Center On Budget now estimates state budgets could be $650 billion short over the next 3 years. That's up from an initial estimate of $500 billion last month.  https://twitter.com/goodnight4ohio/status/1255881906719162370

At a time when much of the retail sector is collapsing, Amazon is strengthening its competitive position in ways that could outlast the pandemic — and that could raise antitrust concerns. Increasingly, manufacturers of in-demand products are catering to Amazon, while competing retailers take the leftovers, consultants and brand executives told ProPublica. “Amazon has the power to bury sellers and suppliers if they don’t comply,” said Sally Hubbard, director of enforcement strategy at Open Markets Institute https://www.propublica.org/article/the-amazon-lockdown-how-an-unforgiving-algorithm-drives-suppliers-to-favor-the-e-commerce-giant-over-other-retailers

The payday lending industry has spent millions lobbying the Trump Administration to gut federal protections against abusive loans. Now we've learned that the CFPB conspired with payday lenders to produce fake "research" justifying these rollbacks. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/29/business/cfpb-payday-loans-rules.html

We have spent the month of April on a plateau. Daily counts fluctuating between 25-30k, no longer rising but not definitively declining. This plateau produced nearly 60k American deaths in March, just from the officially recorded figures. Actual excess mortality was considerably higher.
Testing has been stuck as well. After surging in March, growth slowed in April. Last week of April averaged 220k tests/day. At those levels, antibody surveys suggest we're only finding <1 in 10 cases. We are stuck in an untenable holding pattern as long as federal leadership means vague slide decks and empty assurances rather than test kits, PPE, and accountability https://twitter.com/JeremyKonyndyk/status/1256090422188953600

April was the worst jobs month in at least 80 years. April was also the best month for Wall Street in 33 years. https://twitter.com/MichaelSLinden/status/1258740621172518917 
At the same time that 20 million people lost their jobs, and overall economic activity shrank by 5%, the stock market had its best month in 33 years. https://twitter.com/MichaelSLinden/status/1258796769082834946
Retail sales were down 21.6 percent in April compared to the same time last year.  https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/15/economy/retail-sales-record-drop-april/index.html
“although we talk (rightly) about how austerity slowed recovery after 2009, we lost more state+local government jobs in April than in the whole post-crisis period” https://twitter.com/paulkrugman/status/1262407612563365888

The number of new voters registered across 11 states in April 2020 decreased by 70% compared with April 2016, according to a report from the nonpartisan Center for Election Innovation & Research. … registration plummeted as the two most popular methods of signing up new voters – third-party at schools and other public venues and "motor voter registration" – virtually halted. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/06/11/voter-registration-plummets-during-coronavirus-pandemic/5336320002/

4.30.2020
Multiple armed gunmen storm Michigan’s State House, State police are protecting Gov. Whitmer and blocking the gunmen from gaining access to the house floor. https://twitter.com/vote4robgill/status/1255922426120146947
Storming a state capitol while brandishing a firearm is absolutely terrorism, and the only reason it's not being called "terrorism" is because those doing the storming and intimidating are white men. https://twitter.com/cmclymer/status/1255953636900900867
Trump told a legitimately-elected governor (MI) to talk to these thugs because they’re good people, just frustrated. https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1256368248326623239
The Republican-led Michigan Legislature refused Thursday to extend the state’s coronavirus emergency declaration and voted to authorize a lawsuit challenging Democratic Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s authority and actions to combat the pandemic https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/30/gop-lawmakers-reject-michigan-coronavirus-order-227681
Trump on funds for "Democrat states". "If we do that we're going to have to get something for it." https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1255978076493791232
Ohio prisons a catastrophe; Ohio governor retreating behind spin and happy-talk propaganda
Numbers provided by the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction show the continued spread of COVID-19 in Ohio prisons. Twenty-nine inmates and two officers have now died from the virus, and more than 3,600 have tested positive across the state's 27 facilities. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/04/30/belmont-could-be-the-next-hot-spot-ohio-prison-full-unit-likely-infected-with-covid-19
In a sharp disconnect with the presentation during Gov Mike DeWine's daily briefing, conditions within Ohio's coronavirus-infected prisons described as 'war zone' and 'hell' by people who work there https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200430/conditions-within-ohiorsquos-coronavirus-infected-prisons-described-as-rsquowar-zonersquo
“It's almost as if yesterday's presentation was one giant commercial, utterly divorced from the terrifying realities experienced by prisoners and officers that reporters have been documenting for weeks.” https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1256211865388154882
“This week of DeWine press conferences have been more political and propagandistic than any of his previous ones. For anyone who has been a dedicated viewer of these, this week has been a drastic and striking contrast. The 40 minutes of pure spin we just witnessed about the prison response was breathtaking.” https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1255932080879472647
Texas has failed to meet three of four benchmarks set by Governor Abbott’s own public health advisors. Yet, he still wants to “reopen the state” tomorrow. https://www.expressnews.com/news/houston-texas/article/Gov-Abbott-pushes-Friday-reopening-even-as-Texas-15236795.php
Florida stops releasing medical examiners’ coronavirus death counts after they report higher total https://www.salon.com/2020/04/30/florida-stops-releasing-medical-examiners-coronavirus-death-counts-after-they-report-higher-total/
NY Times, meanwhile, is publishing a lengthy article on Joe Biden’s campaign which is not about policy or issues, not even about public response, but is entirely driven by consultants bickering over their instinctive takes on “optics” and what a campaign “should” be like https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/30/magazine/biden-campaign-pandemic.html

Emerging data suggest that though people dramatically altered their habits to stay at home during the first month of America's response to the pandemic, that cooperation has since leveled off and — eventually — decreased. This could point to long-term challenges for state governments asking citizens to cooperate with extended stay-at-home policies. The data, provided to NPR by a mobile phone location data company called SafeGraph, is based on the locations of about 18 million  mobile phones across the country https://www.npr.org/2020/05/01/849161820/mobile-phone-data-show-more-americans-are-leaving-their-homes-despite-orders

The federal government ordered 100,000 new Covid-19 body bags, in what officials described as preparations for a “worst case” scenario. https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-buys-more-body-bags-preparing-for-worst-case-cornavirus-scenario-11588172780

4.29.2020
Huge jump in confirmed COVID-19 deaths in Ohio. Deaths have increased dramatically the last two days https://twitter.com/karenkasler/status/1255561246960521218
Tennessee Restaurants Reopen As State Sees Biggest 1-Day Jump In COVID-19 Cases https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/04/27/845682973/tennessee-restaurants-reopen-as-state-sees-biggest-one-day-jump-in-covid-19-case
CDC: The human toll of COVID-19 is likely far greater than previously reported. https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1255625246008397824/photo/1
Corrupt Senator Kelly Loeffler’s husband Jeffrey Sprecher, who owns the New York Stock Exchange, donated $1 million to Trump's super PAC. Shortly after, Trump’s DOJ dropped the investigation into Loeffler's insider trading https://twitter.com/MeidasTouch/status/1327700401932488704
the same day that we became the first nation in the world with 1,000,000 cases and more US deaths than the Vietnam war, the Trump administration called their response a “great success story.” 
According to the New York Times, Trump “disclosed that he plans to fly to Arizona next week and soon after that to Ohio, his first trips out of the White House since early March.” https://twitter.com/DC_DeWitt/status/1255645473739767811
Washington Post ed. board decides—now—that Tara Reade’s accusations require hanging a cloud over Democrats’ presumptive nominee where they had been unimportant when multiple candidates were still running

As Trump orders meatpacking plants to stay open, OSHA says it won't go after plants making "good faith" effort to comply with worker safety guidance and will consider helping defend lawsuits against them by workers who get Covid-19. https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/osha-wont-cite-meat-packers-that-try-to-follow-virus-guidance

A Service Employees International Union survey of over 1,000 front line nurses shows that more than 80% say they still don't have enough protective gear like masks, or adequate access to testing. https://www.npr.org/2020/04/24/843529559/nurses-struggle-for-covid-19-protection-survey-shows

Democrats are deploying rapist talking-points to defend Joe Biden against allegations of sexual assault

McConnell is bringing back the Senate to ramrod more partisan operatives onto the federal judiciary, endangering Capitol workers

understand the appeal of state bankruptcy to Republican legislators in the post-2010 era. Since 2010, American fiscal federalism has been defined by three overwhelming facts. First, the country’s wealthiest and most productive states are overwhelmingly blue. Of the 15 states least reliant on federal transfers, 11 are led by Democratic governors. Of the 15 states most reliant on federal transfers, 11 have Republican governors. Second, Congress is dominated by Republicans. Republicans controlled the House for eight of the last 10 years; the Senate for six. Because of the Republican hold on the Senate, the federal judiciary has likewise shifted in conservative and Republican directions. A state bankruptcy process would thus enable a Republican Party based in the poorer states to use its federal ascendancy to impose its priorities upon the budgets of the richer states. https://amp.theatlantic.com/amp/article/610714/?fbclid=IwAR2CuFxZU_8om3K--OdtqaKqWIedt0lbBqhHR-YvcGt0nxuM_iOyqf7ErJU

Large banks say they submitted hundreds of thousands of PPP applications but they’re in the dark about how the SBA is handling the loans https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/28/trump-ppp-sba-loan-218061

4.28.2020
As of today, there are now more than 1 million confirmed coronavirus cases in the U.S. https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/coronavirus-u-s-map-where-virus-has-been-confirmed-across-n1124546
Dogs are now testing positive for COVID-19 https://fox8.com/news/family-dog-tests-positive-for-covid-19-after-owners-were-diagnosed-with-the-virus/
Tyson Foods
On Sunday, Tyson Foods Chairman John Tyson said in a blog post and paid advertisements in several newspapers that the U.S. food supply chain “is breaking,” with millions of pounds of meat set to “disappear” as plants close. Today, Trump orders plants reopened under Defense Production Act, and orders them absolved of liability for worker safety (under some bullshit authority he doesn’t really have) https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-28/trump-says-he-s-issuing-order-for-tyson-s-unique-liability
A subsequent wrongful death lawsuit tied to COVID-19 infections in a Waterloo pork processing plant alleges that during the initial stages of the pandemic, Tyson Foods ordered employees to report for work while supervisors privately wagered money on the number of workers who would be sickened by the deadly virus. https://iowacapitaldispatch.com/2020/11/18/lawsuit-tyson-managers-bet-money-on-how-many-workers-would-contract-covid-19/
TysonFoods even had a Wuhan factory, so it knew the COVID19 dangers. Yet, when cases cropped up in Iowa, it failed to proactively provide PPEs. Instead, Waterloo managers deceived their employees https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1334336745547165696
Nothing in the text of new Trump order claims any power to force plants to "stay open," and nothing in the statutory sections on which the Order purports to rely delegates such authority… once again, we're buying into how the White House is describing the President's actions rather than carefully parsing the actions  themselves. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1255313650560221184
Meanwhile USDA is already letting poultry plants put workers close together even as they get sick from COVID-19 https://twitter.com/HannahHalbert/status/1255219595855695875
Republican Senate Majority Leader wants legislative liability waiver for employers https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1255256656079982600
Ohio governor yesterday: "No mask, no work, no service, no exception." Today: Mask requirement "offensive" to some Ohioans... https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1255201177358282757
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/04/28/gov-dewine-makes-the-widely-recommended-practice-of-wearing-masks-an-optional-but-encouraged-decision-one-day-after-saying-it-was-mandatory-b
As other states across the country began easing restrictions meant to curb the spread of COVID-19 over the weekend, researchers at the Boston hospital released the new interactive online tool predicting a second wave of COVID-19 infections and deaths this summer if shutdown orders are lifted this spring — both across the country and in Massachusetts. https://www.boston.com/news/coronavirus/2020/04/27/mass-general-coronavirus-simulator
Communication around “limited” in-person voting for Ohio Primary today is a complete shambles 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EWs4CJpXgAMMm8y?format=jpg&name=4096x4096
https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1255124040777437186
https://twitter.com/MK_McMaster/status/1255125646667395073
https://twitter.com/allontheline_oh/status/1255087137122287618
https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1255125101491687430
Ohio's secretary of state said delays in mail deliveries have caused some Ohio voters to not receive their ballots, even though they requested them on time. As a result, there is a chance that the ballots won't be counted https://cbsn.ws/2xWc6Fz
Also there is a blocks-long line formed outside the Cuyahoga County BOE https://twitter.com/GKKramer72/status/1255266441353453568
Mayo Clinic asked Vice President Mike Pence to wear a mask prior to his visit. Not only did he refuse, but he intimidated Mayo Clinic into deleting its tweet about it. https://twitter.com/eugenegu/status/1255222168155238403
 https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1255222608850759681
US southwest seared by 100-degree heat in late April

Every woman is going to have to answer for Biden and Biden will never have to answer for Biden. https://twitter.com/transscribe/status/1255227561438785538

poverty rates in the United States could soon reach their highest levels in half a century. Yet [as documented in] a new report for the Institute for Policy Studies, the wealth of America's billionaires actually increased by nearly 10% over just three weeks as the COVID-19 crisis took hold. https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/perspectives/inequality-coronavirus-billionaires/index.html
10 billionaires added a total of $51,000,000,000 to their fortunes during a single week in April as unemployment claims and coronavirus deaths soared. https://www.forbes.com/sites/hayleycuccinello/2020/04/11/billionaire-gainers-ortega-bezos-buffett/#2d3078813e8d

Millions of the newly jobless are going without benefits as the unemployment system buckles under the weight of new claims, according to a new national survey, conducted in mid-April. https://www.epi.org/blog/unemployment-filing-failures-new-survey-confirms-that-millions-of-jobless-were-unable-to-file-an-unemployment-insurance-claim/

4.27.2020
Several states’ governors seem to be pursuing “reopening plans” which amount to “eh, okay, we’ve done this long enough, right, let’s get on with it”
Attorney General Barr panders to Evangelicals by exempting church services from “staying in” and tells US Attorney Eastern District of MI to help “oversee” state and locals, a swipe at Michigan’s governor &c. https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1254871100036730880
Trump “briefings” continue to be insane
First there was not going to be one today, then an hour later White House announced one with no starting time  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1254831942794711047
A video “hot mic” moment reveals Trump mumbling and seemingly drugged out of his mind https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1254869376538468355
Trump used his latest coronavirus briefing to push a bizarre lie that the deficit was falling before the coronavirus hit. In fact, it increased each year of his presidency. https://www.vox.com/2020/4/27/21239163/trump-coronavirus-briefing-national-deficit-lie-debunked
US media continues slow drip of stories presenting Joe Biden—now that he is Democrats’ presumptive nominee—as guilty of sexual assault  https://twitter.com/JessicaValenti/status/1254843374626115584
“The consequences of losing another election — more far-right Supreme Court justices appointed, more children separated from their parents at the border, more hate crimes, and more lives and jobs lost amid this mismanaged pandemic — are real and terrifying. But the idea that we can no longer speak the truth aloud for fear of losing is a dangerous one.” https://gen.medium.com/you-dont-have-to-like-voting-for-joe-biden-182faf64cb72

The State Board of Elections Democratic Commissioners have voted to cancel the Presidential Primary Election in New York. https://twitter.com/LWVNYS/status/1254804375022768128
(Subsequently ruled unconstitutional)

We are now almost six months into this pandemic, which began in November in Wuhan, with 50,000 Americans dead and 200,000 more around the world. And yet we still don't really know how the disease is killing us. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/04/we-still-dont-know-how-the-coronavirus-is-killing-us.html

4.26.2020
US Treasury made it harder for community banks and other smaller institutions to process PPP loans. Meanwhile, some of the largest banks will go to the front of the line. 

Once thought to be a pathogen that primarily attacks the lungs, it has turned out to be a much more formidable foe — impacting nearly every major organ system in the body. https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/04/24/strokes-coronavirus-young-patients/

NY State may lose 50% of its childcare capacity -- 176,567 spaces -- as a result of the pandemic. https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/early-childhood/news/2020/04/24/483817/coronavirus-pandemic-lead-permanent-loss-nearly-4-5-million-child-care-slots/

“A picture is emerging—across 10 major-media investigative reports—of the COVID-19 outbreak in the U.S. as a bribery scandal in which Trump looked the other way on intel about the virus in November in order to placate Chinese lenders and get political dirt on Joe Biden.” https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1253785676274970625

Trump is tens of millions of dollars in debt to China: In 2012, his real estate partner refinanced one of Trump’s most prized New York buildings for almost $1 billion. The debt includes $211 million from the state-owned Bank of China — its first loan of this kind in the U.S. — which matures in the middle of what could be Trump’s second term, financial records show. (Meanwhile Trump is bellowing that Biden is a Chinese stooge. It’s always projection.) https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/24/trump-biden-china-debt-205475

4.24.2020
Every legitimate authority in the US spends the morning trying to dissuade people from putting bleach in their bodies, because the president suggested it on television the previous evening https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/04/24/ohio-politicians-kindly-remind-constituents-not-to-ingest-disinfectants
Dr. Birx defends the President https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1253786652234747904
Emergency Department staffer: “I’m working today—And just like that boom where we pulled hydroxy off the lists of orderables for covid, we r now refreshing everyone on toxicology ER treatments for bleach and disinfectant ingestion.” https://twitter.com/Russo4Ohio/status/1253700379721768960
Finally in mid-afternoon, Team Trump tries to claim that Trump was obviously joking
Meanwhile neither Dr. Birx nor Dr. Fauci are present for today's alleged White House task force briefing
No mention by any speaker of 51,453 deaths, 912,010 cases of COVID-19 in U.S.  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1253810195765002241
CNN White House correspondent: “Tonight the White House tried to have me, and only me, swap seats with another reporter several rows back. We both refused to move from our seats that were assigned well in advance. The briefing was short, the president took no questions and it proceeded as planned.” https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1253835649930625026
USPS: international mail is suspended to 111 countries until further notice. (If mail is the only return option for your military and overseas voters in those countries - they have no way to cast a ballot.) https://twitter.com/LansdaleTaylor/status/1253739595893805058
https://faq.usps.com/s/article/Mail-Service-Alerts-and-Updates#dpo_mail_service_disruptions
“The president’s primary focus, advisers said, is assessing how his performance on the virus is measured in the news media, and the extent to which history will blame him.” https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1253763918826213376
Guardian publishes op-ed boosting Tara Reade claims, written by Katie Halper: someone who doesn't believe victims of genocide in Syria deserve to be heard, has repeatedly absolved Assad of mass-crimes, & co-hosts a pro-Kremlin podcast with someone who bragged in his memoir about assaulting underaged girls in Russia. https://twitter.com/im_PULSE/status/1254111611226402818
There were 232 likely ICE Air deportation flights to Latin America and Caribbean countries between February 3, 2020 and April 24, 2020. Some of these included deportees who had been exposed to COVID in ICE detention, and some even included persons infected with the virus. https://cepr.net/exporting-covid-19-ice-air-conducted-deportation-flights-to-11-lac-countries-flight-data-shows/
“While Trump endeavors to block nearly all immigration into the US, his administration has been exporting the virus to countries that have extremely limited capacity and resources to deal with pandemics,” Brett Heinz writes at The Americas Blog. https://cepr.net/us-deportations-are-exporting-covid-19-to-nations-unprepared-for-a-pandemic/
The United States will not take part in the launching of a global initiative on Friday to speed the development, production and distribution of drugs and vaccines against COVID-19, a spokesman for the U.S. mission in Geneva told Reuters. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-who-usa-idUSKCN2261WJ

Total US deaths from COVID-19 pass 50,000
Just a few weeks ago, a survey of scientific experts predicted forty-seven thousand U.S. dead by the beginning of May, according to the Web site FiveThirtyEight. Instead, forty-seven thousand deaths were recorded by this Wednesday, April 22nd, well before the experts had anticipated. On April 8th, a leading model at the University of Washington had revised its projections downward to forecast a total of sixty thousand American deaths by the beginning of August. But the nation now looks to hit that number by May 1st, meaning that, just a few days from now, more Americans will have died from COVID-19 than the entire toll from the Vietnam War. Meanwhile, Trump talks of reopening the country, and of the “tremendous strides against this invisible enemy.” https://www.newyorker.com/news/letter-from-trumps-washington/fifty-thousand-americans-dead-in-the-coronavirus-pandemic-and-a-president-who-refuses-to-mourn-them

COVID-19 outbreak at Marion, OH prison seeping into larger community https://twitter.com/DispatchAlerts/status/1254150725703172100

some 470,000 Americans are detained in city and county jails nationwide who have a constitutional right to vote by mail, according to the U.S. Supreme Court. Advocates fear that virtually everyone held in jail will be disenfranchised in the 2020 election if coronavirus restrictions prevent civic groups from entering these facilities to register voters and give them ballots. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/04/coronavirus-jail-voting.html

More women have been shot & killed in this month alone than in all of 2019 in Cincinnati. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/04/23/more-cincinnati-women-have-been-fatally-shot-april-than-all-2019/2997391001/

Scrambling to address voting concerns during a pandemic, election officials across the country are eliminating polling places or scaling back opportunities for people to cast ballots in person https://businessjournaldaily.com/as-mail-voting-pushed-some-fear-loss-of-in-person-option/

4.23.2020
3,176 deaths in past 24 hours, the highest so far in the US https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1253491670219280384
Trump advocates putting bleach in your body to kill COVID-19. https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1253447793676517377
https://twitter.com/Daniel_Lewis3/status/1253482576699969537
It should be noted that the adviser William Bryan, head of science and technology at DHS, went along with what Trump proposed. https://twitter.com/Daniel_Lewis3/status/1253517204936589315
Trump announces intent to “honor” medical workers by having military planes fly over different cities. https://twitter.com/funder/status/1253343697556701185
Trump admin then rewrites transcript of Birx exchange with Trump on light to kill COVID-19. Changing from “that is a treatment” to “not as a treatment” https://twitter.com/spettypi/status/1253654689943617537
Trumpworld seeds nonsense story that “bin Laden wanted Biden to be president” and of course Democrats immediately start spreading it https://twitter.com/nathantimmel/status/1253283324094750720
Today, the Trump campaign launched its official "Trump 2020" app. Its developer phunware received a $2.85 million loan from Paycheck Protection Program, nearly 14 times the current PPP average of $206,000. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/phunware-data-collection-trump-campaign-coronavirus-small-business-loans/

Singapore has seen its cases double in just the past few days (after initially appearing to have “Coronavirus”  under control). Singapore’s daily temp hovers in the high 80s with nearly 90% humidity. https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1253451382956404737

Trump has been attacking inspector general Christi Grimm on Twitter ever since her department exposed widespread COVID-19 testing delays in the U.S. 

Facebook was just caught in a lie: The company falsely claimed, in keeping with its own policy, that it took down Facebook events that violate stay-at-home orders when it actually did no such thing https://www.mediamatters.org/coronavirus-covid-19/facebook-says-it-removed-events-violating-stay-home-orders-it-hasnt-removed

100 U.S. Department of Agriculture inspectors have tested positive for COVID-19 https://news.bloomberglaw.com/coronavirus/at-beleaguered-u-s-meat-plants-inspectors-are-getting-sick-too 

The company that took U.S. money to develop a cheap ventilator, then did not deliver a single one to the national stockpile, has just inked another contract with the government.  This time, it is selling ventilators for quadruple the price. https://www.propublica.org/article/a-company-promised-cheap-ventilators-to-the-government-never-delivered-and-is-now-charging-quadruple-the-price-for-the-new-ones?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social

The top recipient of COVID small business relief is a real estate investment firm run by a major Trump donor who hired two extremely well connected Trump lobbyists https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-top-covid-relief-recipient-hired-trump-tied-lobbyists-weeks-before-getting-aid

The US Census Bureau is undertaking its once-in-a-decade count of the US population & fewer than half of Alabama households have participated. It’s a trend that can be seen across the South https://www.al.com/news/2020/04/south-lags-in-replying-to-census-and-alabama-could-pay-for-it.html

For almost a month, the CDC’s leaders have been absent from press briefings, and its supporters fear that its reputation has been tarnished. Local leaders are making hundreds of public-health decisions—should we close this park, or open that beach?—without consulting the nation’s top public-health agency. https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/04/pandemic-summer-coronavirus-reopening-back-normal/609940/

4.22.2020
CO2 emissions will drop 6% this year. To reach the Paris climate goals they have to drop 7.6% every single year, starting now, until they hit zero. (If we delay until 2025 they'll have to drop by 15.5% every year) https://twitter.com/PeterBrannen1/status/1252950692299444226
Basically we’re effed.
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-how-coronavirus-impacts-climate-change/
Trump is on TV saying the virus is disappearing and will be gone by summer. 
On live TV, Trump demanded Redfield recant comments he made to the Washington Post, and he stood there insisting that he keep saying he was misquoted
"I have never heard of him," Trump says of Dr. Bright—a complete and obvious lie
Confirmation of COVID-19 in two pet cats in New York https://twitter.com/brian_schnee/status/1253017628911628290
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/04/24/cdc-says-two-new-york-cats-contracted-coronavirus
Las Vegas Mayor offers city as "control group", "we offer to be a control group" to see how many people die without social distancing https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1253041723510587394
McConnell tells Hugh Hewitt he prefers states be allowed to declare bankruptcy over sending them direct federal aid. McConnell's office is calling them "Blue State Bailouts" https://twitter.com/igorbobic/status/1252987653361983490

A rash of coronavirus outbreaks at dozens of meatpacking plants across the nation is far more extensive than previously thought, according to an exclusive review of cases by USA TODAY and the Midwest Center for Investigative Reporting. … More than 150 of America’s largest meat processing plants operate in counties where the rate of coronavirus infection is already among the nation’s highest https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/22/meat-packing-plants-covid-may-force-choice-worker-health-food/2995232001/

Marion Correctional Institution state prison in Ohio is now the largest reported source of COVID-19 in the United States (NY Times database) https://twitter.com/ohfaircourts/status/1252714050494050305
“Coronavirus” surges at Pickaway prison (also in Ohio), now No. 2 hot spot in nation https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200422/coronavirus-surges-at-pickaway-prison-now-no-2-hot-spot-in-nation---behind-marion-prison

The US is banning exports of PPE to Latin America and Caribbean, seizing shipments. The US is also deporting people with COVID-19 to these nations. Haiti and Guatemala confirmed.  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/haiti/article241922071.html

4.21.2020
More people died of COVID19 in America today than in every Western European country combined.
More Americans died of COVID today than on 9/11, than in the entire Afghanistan War.  But Trump offers no words of condolence or support. He does brag about his TV ratings though. https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1252777468240506880
The Justice Department will consider taking legal action against governors who continue to impose stringent rules for dealing with the coronavirus that infringe on constitutional rights even after the crisis subsides in their states, Attorney General William Barr threatened today https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-21/barr-says-doj-may-act-against-governors-with-strict-virus-limits
Trump’s health department is close to finalizing its long-developing rewrite of Obamacare’s Section 1557 provision, which barred health care discrimination based on sex and gender identity. The administration’s final rule on Thursday was circulated at the Justice Department
In the midst of one of the most critical points in U.S. and global history, what does Trump do?
So far today he’s re-tweeted a “clinical sexologist” twice, promised to bail out the oil and gas lobby that funds his political machinery, watched tv for hours whined about the press, and bragged about his ratings. In his stewing fury he shows his hand: “his White House News Conferences” are all that matter so he can “go around” the fake news “to the people.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1252642102502133762
SBA web site has leaked personal data of 8,000 small business loan applicants

Labor Secretary Eugene Scalia, who has expressed concerns about unemployment insurance being too generous, has used his department’s authority over new laws enacted by Congress to limit who qualifies for joblessness assistance and to make it easier for small businesses not to pay family leave benefits. (Washington Post)

Coronavirus deaths greater among Fox News viewers that prefer Hannity over Tucker Carlson, study says https://www.newsweek.com/coronavirus-deaths-greater-among-fox-news-viewers-that-prefer-hannity-over-tucker-carlson-study-1499354
There is a mountain of evidence that shows people who watched Fox News early during the covid-19 outbreak were less likely to socially distance than others. Now we have evidence that counties with more Sean Hannity vs Tucker Carlson viewers have seen more cases and deaths. https://twitter.com/gelliottmorris/status/1252775153903206402

Under cover of night Trump tweeted his intention to sign an executive order banning immigration into the US

4.20.2020
The price of US oil has fallen below $0, meaning that some producers are paying customers to take oil off their hands https://cnn.it/3bqAc9L
“This a terrible sign of whats to come. Its entirely possible that we see sub-$10/barrel spot prices all of May. Negative pricing for spot and futures are also possible for most US barrels” https://twitter.com/gilbeaq/status/1252293727890087936
Georgia’s false governor Brian Kemp announced that businesses like gyms, salons, barbers, nail salons, bowling alleys and more can reopen on Friday, April 24th. Theaters and restaurants to open dine-in on Monday, April 27th. These businesses will have to follow strict social distancing protocols. https://www.wjbf.com/news/georgia-news/kemp-to-discuss-how-georgia-could-reopen-amid-virus-fight/
“Ohio Economic Recovery Task Force” is back in action for Week 2.  https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1252236962649436161
After a week of 100% white men, nearly all of them GOP donors, the chairman begins by insisting about today's guest list: "We've never spoken, and I personally have never met any of them."
Bill Bader Jr., owner of a Northern Ohio racetrack, made news last week when he threatened to reopen his track in defiance of the shutdown order. Task force rewards him with opportunity to present to lawmakers. He's a GOP donor. 
Task Force guest says the Ohio shutdown orders were "politically motivated" to hurt President Trump, and gives truther commentary that virus death numbers are fake. Democratic Rep David Leland  tries to push back, but GOP Chairman Zeltwanger halts discussion
After light criticism against track owner above who truther'd about virus death stats, Zeltwanger mandates: no referencing any other presenters.  Says the halt on any cross discussion is to ... protect free speech
Last week, the communications office sent out blurbs/summations of the various speakers after each meeting. As the tenor/character of the discussions has changed, now the comms office just restates the guest list.
Republican Lt. Gov. of Texas: "There are more important things than living” https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/04/22/texas-lt-governor-there-are-more-important-things-than-living-ohio-state-rep-death-is-inevitable

Trump's Food and Drug Administration has allowed 90 companies, many based in China, to sell often unreliable Covid-19 antibody tests that did not receive nearly enough government vetting. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/19/us/coronavirus-antibody-tests.html

The federal government is choking supply chains to states like it chokes supply chains to Iran and North Korea. …  the disruption is being brought about by federal interference, and unlike the kind of disruptions you’d want to engineer against antagonistic states, the purpose seems completely unclear — indeed the policy is inexplicable and indefensible. Which may be one reason why no explanation has been given. We don’t know where these supplies are going. We don’t know on what grounds they are being seized, or threatened with seizure. What business do the DHS and FEMA have with ventilators and PPE purchases by governors and local hospitals? “This is like a story out of the last days of the Soviet Union,” David Frum wrote on Twitter https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/04/hospitals-face-a-white-house-blockade-for-coronavirus-ppe.html

4.19.2020
ABC News reinforces the astroturf pro-pandemic “protests” fiction: “Opposition to stay-at-home orders has continued to build from coast to coast, with protests taking place in at least five states on Sunday.” https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1252058423233044485
Pence tells Chris Wallace the U.S. is conducting about 150,000 tests per day and four million tests have been conducted overall. 328 Million people/150k tests per day = 2186.6 days before everyone can tested. Or four days short of six years for everyone in the country to be tested. Trump and Pence are proud of those numbers. https://twitter.com/BrianKarem/status/1251896481612804096
1,800 inmates at Ohio correctional facility test positive https://twitter.com/DemWrite/status/1252002726042406913
Trump: "The top of the FBI was scum ... human scum" (we’ve become numb to this mob boss rhetoric from the president)  https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1252033994104938496
RNC spokesman Mike Reed: RNC will increase the amount it spends in 2020 to oppose voting rights in court from $10 million https://www.kawc.org/post/democrats-and-republicans-spar-over-changing-voting-laws-wave-lawsuits-expected

Weekend “Reopen” rallies
3 of the largest "against the quarantine" Facebook groups are admin'ed by the Dorr family, right-wing grifters who apparently do this a lot. https://twitter.com/3r1nG/status/1251866834313326597
there's literally an instruction manual put out by Freedomworks, the billionaire-funded astroturf group behind the Tea Party https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1253307209607532544
There are tracking cookies on at least 2 of their petitions for campaign software called One Click Politics. Seems like this is how they're running their whole operation. https://oneclickpolitics.com/advocacy
Chris Dorr, an Ohio crank, started the "Pennsylvanians Against Excessive Quarantine" Facebook page. He also started the PA Firearms Association, which is circulating a massive petition against the Stay at Home orders.
Bottom of the PA Firearms Association website has an address in Harrisburg. Put the address in Google maps and you get... a UPS Store. They used the address to register a 501(c)(3) charity organization. The address used to register their Wisconsin 501(c)(3) is also a UPS Store.
The protests come just as President Trump's short-lived "rally around the flag" polling bump begins to subside, and as Democratic governors across the nation see their job approval ratings rise https://www.salon.com/2020/04/16/trumps-tea-party-are-right-wing-open-the-country-protests-an-astroturf-operation/
wealthy Trump donors are paying for busses to ship protesters to these rallies https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1252774923304566785
Meanwhile, a viral reddit post about "reopen[statename].com" being a part of a right-wing astroturf campaign to stop the lockdowns is wrong.  “i just talked to the guy who bought most of the domains. he's an "old hippie" who bought the urls to stop conservatives from getting them. he told me he spent $4000 of his own money and went into credit card debt to do it. regardless, because of shoddy amateur reddit/twitter sleuthing, liberals mistaking him for a right-wing astroturfer have been harassing him nonstop for the last 24 hours” https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/04/reopen-liberate-urls/

Polls that show what Americans actually think are finding that an overwhelming majority, and even a narrow majority of Republicans, are worried that businesses will open back up too soon, not too early. These protesters outside state capitols are not a mass movement, but merely the hundreds most easily manipulated by a kleptocracy that values power over human life. https://www.inquirer.com/opinion/commentary/coronavirus-protesters-state-capitols-trump-reopen-economy-fox-news-20200419.html

Whole Foods management (Amazon) is tracking its employees with heatmapping to suss out clusters of unionization activity. https://www.businessinsider.com/whole-foods-tracks-unionization-risk-with-heat-map-2020-1

Private equity-backed medical staffing companies that have cut doctors’ pay are continuing to spend millions on political ads, according to Federal Communications Commission disclosures. The companies behind the ads, TeamHealth and Envision Healthcare, are among the staffing firms that have cut pay and benefits for emergency room doctors and other medical workers. https://www.propublica.org/article/medical-staffing-companies-cut-doctors-pay-while-spending-millions-on-political-ads

4.18.2020
Today Trump is spreading the dangerous disinformation that new daily coronavirus infections in the U.S. "peaked" on April 4. The truth: the U.S. is on Day 18 of a new-infections plateau where each day sees 26,000 to 34,000 new infections. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1251621579324379136
At 22 daily tests per 100,000, Ohio is 49th in the nation in testing (Kentucky is 50th) and not close to the level needed to safely re-open (152 tests per 100,000).  https://twitter.com/DavidPepper/status/1251663346413252608
Ohio media goes dumpster-diving, as cleveland.com frames rallies for abandoning public health measures as a push “to re-open Ohio” and quotes “Breitbart News,” while the Cincinnati Enquirer publishes “I want my kids to get coronavirus - and you should too” 
https://twitter.com/TomHorsman/status/1251589866804084737
https://twitter.com/Enquirer/status/1250942085349421059
Fox News promotes what its own text lets slip are “rallies” https://twitter.com/existentialfish/status/1251497219628445696
this week we learned—a pro-hydroxychloroquine industry group booked Trump Hotel DC https://twitter.com/Z_Everson/status/1251511998011133952

The New England Journal of Medicine is suggesting the White House is running a PPE blockade, around which governors and hospitals have to navigate like blockade runners https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/04/hospitals-face-a-white-house-blockade-for-coronavirus-ppe.html
The feds are literally hijacking medical equipment bound for blue states and giving them over to selected middlemen to resell. It barely made an impact on the national conversation. https://twitter.com/Dr_Memory/status/1251681670807379968

Smithfield pork factory in Sioux Falls, SD, is now country’s biggest “coronavirus” hot spot https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/15/us/coronavirus-south-dakota-meat-plant-refugees.html

California is saving $40 million per day from all the car crashes that aren't happening. $1 billion saved just since shelter-in-place. https://www.ucdavis.edu/news/california-covid-19-traffic-report-finds-silver-lining/

4.17.2020
US president broadcasts series of internet messages celebrating, encouraging and facilitating mob rallies in the midst of a federal emergency.  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1251195559374925825
As Trump bellows for insurrection against governors who aren’t his creatures, Ohio Gov. DeWine: “#ThankYou to the @WhiteHouse for their support of Governors” https://twitter.com/GovMikeDeWine/status/1251214307234320386
Armed gun owners rallied in Kentucky entering the state’s capitol building in Frankfort on Friday. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/fully-armed-rally-goers-enter-kentuckys-capitol-building-with-zero-resistance-946606/
Protests over coronavirus orders started with fringe groups, but now include Ohio lawmakers
Confirmed “coronavirus” cases amid Ohio state prison inmates jump 28% to more than 600. An entire Marion dorm tested positive. State troopers now guarding three prison perimeters with so many COs hit with virus. https://twitter.com/RandyLudlow/status/1251257972451348484
Marion Correctional, with 365 confirmed cases in a population of 2139, now has an infection rate of higher than 17%. By any measure, it's among the very worst hot spots in the country. https://twitter.com/i/status/1251306566516498432
Protests over “coronavirus” orders started with fringe groups, but now include Ohio lawmakers https://twitter.com/RandyLudlow/status/1251271541679161345
There are at least 671,000 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United States, according to data compiled by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University. However, experts have warned that the number is likely much higher because testing has been sparse. "We, in the U.S., have a massive blindspot because of the lack of testing," Dr. John Brownstein, an epidemiologist at Boston Children's Hospital and an ABC News contributor who worked on a website to help bridge the data gap, told ABC News. Brownstein believes the number of cases in the U.S. is more likely in the millions.  https://www.yahoo.com/gma/massive-blindspot-missing-data-covid-pandemic-leaves-us-091634231--abc-news-topstories.html

“One of the weirdest and worst asymmetries in policy right now is that banks and big corporations can get fast, basically unlimited help from the Fed, while small biz and individual help is limited and slowed by [Republicans’ unwillingness to do things differently]” https://twitter.com/ezraklein/status/1251235812785569793

Even as Donald Trump has been agitating to call off pandemic management, the United States remains very much in the dark about who has the coronavirus and who does not. We have a shortage of COVID-19 tests, and we simultaneously have the highest number of confirmed cases in the world. … If the goal is to restart the American economy, the United States isn’t performing anywhere near enough tests. Worse still, we are testing the wrong people. To safely reopen closed businesses and revive American social life, we need to perform many more tests—and focus them on the people most likely to spread COVID-19, not sick patients. COVID-19 testing has been an unmitigated failure in this country.  https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/were-testing-the-wrong-people/610234/

“It is not a coincidence that Republicans have started saying ‘A little bit of death is no biggie’ immediately after we had a week of stories about health disparities in black communities” https://twitter.com/rachelpowers/status/1250838986320310272

4.16.2020
Weakening of the mercury rule would be one of the most significant regulatory rollbacks engineered by the Trump administration.
	The final Environmental Protection Agency rule does not eliminate restrictions on the release of mercury, a heavy metal linked to brain damage. Environmental lawyers said the new method of calculating the costs and benefits of curbing mercury pollution would most likely destroy the legal underpinnings of controls on mercury and many other pollutants.
	By reducing the health benefit of regulations on paper, while raising their economic costs, the new method could be used to justify loosening restrictions on any pollutant that the fossil fuel industry has deemed too costly to control.
	“That is the big unstated goal,” said David Konisky, a professor of public and environmental affairs at Indiana University. “This is less about mercury than about potentially constraining or handcuffing future efforts by the E.P.A. to regulate air pollution.” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/16/climate/epa-mercury-coal.html?referringSource=articleShare
Trump admin brags 3.3 million tests conducted (on March 12, Trump admin promised 4 million tests by end of week, then on March 21, claimed there were 10 million tests already and would be 27+ million tests by end of March) https://twitter.com/darth/status/1251153666163130368
Governors of Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Indiana and Kentucky are officially signing a multistate pact to coordinate strategies for reopening their economies. https://www.chicagobusiness.com/greg-hinz-politics/midwest-governors-form-covid-coalition
Trump White House defends Ivanka Trump travelling across state lines to the Trump National Golf Club while government urged people to stay at home https://bbc.in/2REzLRm
Dr. Oz just made the argument that we should reopen schools because “only” 2-3% of kids will die. https://twitter.com/JoshuaPotash/status/1250788907287023619
The NY Commissioner of Police openly announces that officers will be covering badges [edit: not badge numbers] with black bands, claims that it’s to honor lives lost to COVID-19 https://twitter.com/NYPDShea/status/1250894546982055938

Republicans continue amping up a multi-front push to overrule inconvenient expert counsel and “reopen America” https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/index.html
A “protest movement” is taking hold targeting states that have extended social-distancing rules, closed schools, and restricted access to large religious gatherings. And it’s being fed by loyalists and political allies of President Donald Trump. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-loyalists-and-allies-urge-defiance-of-coronavirus-safety-measures?ref=home
A member of Trump’s “Economic Advisory Group” is giving legal help to protestors.  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1251354262338224129
“Operation Gridlock” is looking similar to a Trump rally. There are a lot of MAGA/KAGA attire and flags. https://twitter.com/MikenzieFrost/status/1250449168906301446
Trump, when asked what he’d say to people breaking stay at home to protest: “sanctions were too strict”  … “They listen to me.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1250937151061200901

In mid-April, the Trump administration pursued a deliberate strategy to eschew leadership against the pandemic. They referred to this as “state authority handoff.” Meanwhile Dr. Birx “regularly delivered what the new team was hoping for,” i.e. rosy messages. https://twitter.com/McDeereUSA/status/1284587466918330374

“Coronavirus” job losses equal to the cumulative workforce of 23 states https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-job-losses-23-states-workforce-17ba7c22-8a11-47ce-8f86-ad0d7eb12d52.html
In the last four weeks, more than 20 million workers applied for unemployment insurance. https://twitter.com/hshierholz/status/1250766219168280576

After Trump asserts “total authority” and threatens to “suspend Congress,” none of the appointed lawyers in the executive resign, and no elected GOP officials rebuke him, let alone take more serious steps to stop him https://twitter.com/marty_lederman/status/1249868100855640065

4.15.2020
“Coronavirus” cases in US now surpass 615,000, with 31,204 deaths https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1250510223657353219
Trump “press briefings” deteriorate further if possible https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1250558254087839747
This is the second day w/o Fauci. 
He says there’s states w/ no cases.
threat to suspend Congress so he can make about 100 recess appts.
“Trump plays badass press sec’y. Except today he ain’t playing. Moves through reporters rapidly, firing off a non-answer w/ no chance for follow-up and calling on next reporter. Unless it’s a q that opens the door to scoring partisan points or repeating his boasts.”
“it was glaringly obvious that most of what DJT was talking about had nothing to do w C19. This was by far the most aggressively political ‘news conference.’ DJT hammered D’s at every opportunity.”
Trump saying he’s planning to send ventilators to Russia because “they’re having a hard time in Moscow” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1250568052397223936
Trump admitted that the stunning video he showed at a press conference on Monday was created by White House staff, including Dan Scavino. Here's the problem: Congress did not appropriate funds to make a propaganda video. This is illegal. https://www.citizensforethics.org/trump-propaganda-video-pandemic/
Trump has made Michael Caputo the spokesperson at Department of Health and Human Services—treating HHS as a PR shop, not a functional agency. Caputo was involved with a still-unexplained “Project Rasputin” in 2016, investigated by DOJ but details redacted https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/04/16/trump-puts-his-rasputin-guy-michael-caputo-at-department-of-health-and-human-services/
people protesting outside the Ohio Capitol have a Facebook group; posts about "early surveillance teams" to initiate "social tracking" of policy makers… a team "witnessed multiple vehicles at the DeWine home" https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1250449012404224002
"An emergency loan program intended to get money swiftly into the hands of small businesses has all but collapsed under an unprecedented crush of applications and a shortage of funds, overwhelming agency officials." https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1250534629506985994
"This is COVID-19, not COVID-1 folks.” Kellyanne Conway tried to persuade the gullible that there were 18 coronaviruses before and it’s the WHO’s fault https://twitter.com/gMohaomar/status/1250490495077400593

Georgia primary gets postponed for the second time

There have been more Ohio jobless claims in past month than in past two years combined  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/04/15/there-have-been-more-ohio-jobless-claims-in-past-month-than-in-past-two-years-combined
Before the pandemic, there were 42 people working in the call center at Ohio's unemployment office. Now, there are 1,194, and it's still not enough. https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1250492219485827075

Delivery of stimulus checks is being slowed down by several days... so that President Trump’s name can be printed on each check. https://twitter.com/wpjenna/status/1250226351891677184

Trump lies about nurses stashing face masks, while he procures them for White House staff https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1250539383331135488

The number of healthcare workers who have tested positive for “the coronavirus” is probably far higher than the reported tally of 9,200, and US officials say they have no comprehensive way to count those who lose their lives trying to save others. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/apr/15/coronavirus-us-health-care-worker-death-toll-higher-official-data-suggests

4.14.2020
Trump announced Tuesday night that he is halting funding to the World Health Organization … The move follows weeks of Trump’s escalating attacks on the U.N. health organization as he has sought to deflect scrutiny of his own administration's slow response to the outbreak. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/14/trump-world-health-organization-funding-186786
Trump on Tuesday removed the Pentagon inspector general tasked with monitoring the coronavirus economic relief plan. https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-removes-ig-poised-to-oversee-coronavirus-stimulus-funds
The President of the United States is threatening to withhold aid like funding, ventilators, and PPE so Americans die en masse if Democratic Governors don't give in to his political demands.
82% of the benefits of a tax change tucked in the must-pass coronavirus package will go to people earning more than $1 million/yr, new JCT report finds. Hedgefunds & real estate owners are main beneficiaries. https://twitter.com/JStein_WaPo/status/1250048239610531841
1 in 100 voters who cast absentee ballots saw their votes thrown out in Ohio's first pandemic election in [the weeks after the original primary date of 17th ] March. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/08/25/uncounted-absentee-ballots-ohio-threw-out-1-100-ballots-primary/3429487001/
Fauci says most of U.S. will not be ready by May 1 to “reopen”—and that the long briefings are "really draining." He adds: "If I had been able to just make a few comments and then go to work, that would have really been much better." https://apnews.com/urn:publicid:ap.org:46ee40035d500c4190489aea0adb126b

“Coronavirus” death counts are based on positive tests and driven by hospital deaths. But data from major metropolitan areas shows a spike in at-home deaths, prompting one expert to say current numbers were just “the tip of the iceberg.” https://www.propublica.org/article/theres-been-a-spike-in-people-dying-at-home-in-several-cities-that-suggests-coronavirus-deaths-are-higher-than-reported

The number of “coronavirus” tests analyzed each day by commercial labs in the U.S. plummeted by more than 30 percent over the past week, even though new infections are still surging in many states and officials are desperately trying to ramp up testing so the country can reopen. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/14/coronavirus-testing-delays-186883

A cabal of right wing groups including Heritage, ALEC, Tea Party Patriots and FreedomWorks are forming a coalition to push the government to “reopen America” more quickly https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/13/trump-reopen-economy-conservative-groups-coronavirus/

An Arkansas prisoner recently tested positive for COVID-19, so officials tested everyone else in his housing unit. 43 of 46 inmates tested positive. All asymptomatic, according to a corrections dept press release. https://twitter.com/sjmichaels/status/1249771202509287424

4.13.2020
Trump “briefing” goes completely off the rails
Trump went on a completely incoherent meltdown involving Joe Biden, Nancy Pelosi, and Chinatown that we can’t even begin to figure out how to parse. Then Trump began playing a lengthy propaganda video which pushed the false claim that he proactively shut the country down at the start of the coronavirus crisis. The video used out-of-context remarks from various people like Andrew Cuomo and Phil Murphy, who have in reality been very critical of Trump’s handling of the crisis. CNN and MSNBC both cut away from the propaganda video, which was literally a Trump campaign commercial, and was full of false and misleading information. https://www.palmerreport.com/analysis/cnn-msnbc-deranged-propaganda-video-donald-trump/27560/
CNN changed its chyron to “Trump Uses Task Force Briefing to Try and Rewrite History on Coronavirus Response.” https://twitter.com/DrDenaGrayson/status/1249828922180673537
Trump says he has absolute authority and absolute power over the states.  Pence backed him up: it’s plenary under declaration of emergency. https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1249862227819204609
Reporter: “I’ve never seen a video like that played at a press conference before. It seems like a campaign ad. Why did you feel a need to do that?” https://twitter.com/shannonrwatts/status/1249824303685632000
Trump announced “Council to Re-Open America” consisting of cranks, grifters and spoiled children https://twitter.com/JustinWolfers/status/1249777787117985793
Nearly one-fifth of American states combine into two regional blocs to coordinate pandemic response independently of the Trump administration  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1249777832760401927
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/california-economy-coronavirus-newsom/index.html

Health care workers on the front lines are desperate for resources, but those who speak out are being muzzled. “The reason they fired me was to conceal my voice,” says one Mississippi doctor. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/04/hospitals-crack-down-on-covid-19-complaints

4.12.2020
Trump Has Now Shifted $1.9 Million From Campaign Donors To His Private Business  https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2020/02/19/trump-has-now-shifted-19-million-from-campaign-donors-to-his-business/#715f869867c3

Smithfield Farms closed its Sioux City SD plant—largest in US—over the weekend. 518 employees thus far positive for COVID-19. CDC just flew in an emergency team. SD is one of those “nothing happening” per Trump. It’s 1 of 7 “no-shutdown” states.   https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1250584321406259201

according to a former Trump White House official, “McConnell’s telling our donors that when R.B.G. meets her reward, even if it’s October, we’re getting our judge. He’s saying it’s our October Surprise.” https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/04/20/how-mitch-mcconnell-became-trumps-enabler-in-chief

4.11.2020
Ohio's GOP Secretary of State, won't publicly refute the president's repeated allegations of vote-by-mail fraud. DeWine and LaRose, like elected Republicans elsewhere, go very far out of their way to avoid saying anything that can be interpreted as critiquing Trump. https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1249143517600940033
Freakout over “Trump’s going to kill the postal service (to stop voting by mail)” https://twitter.com/GerryConnolly/status/1248334335658336256
(Meanwhile, Trump has succeeded wildly, in classic Republican style, in manufacturing a “controversy” about postal voting fraud, from zero basis. He has gotten the concept “trending,” running in headlines and chyrons, etc.)

The Trump admin is trying to reduce wage rates for foreign guest workers on American farms https://www.npr.org/2020/04/10/832076074/white-house-seeks-to-lower-farmworker-pay-to-help-agriculture-industry

A company that the U.S. paid for cheap ventilators last September (it has not delivered a single one) has just signed a new contract with the U.S. government to provide a more expensive version of the ventilator that was developed with federal funds. This time, it’s charging the government quadruple the price. https://www.propublica.org/article/a-company-promised-cheap-ventilators-to-the-government-never-delivered-and-is-now-charging-quadruple-the-price-for-the-new-ones

4.10.2020
COVID-19 is now the No. 1 cause of death in the U.S. -- killing more people on average per day than cancer or heart disease. https://twitter.com/clevelanddotcom/status/1248645935967678464
The Trump administration will end funding for coronavirus testing sites this Friday. In a few places those sites will close as a result. This as criticism continues that not enough testing is available. https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/04/08/829955099/federal-support-for-coronavirus-testing-sites-end-as-peak-nears
“I’m listening to WI Election Commission & here’s simple takeaway: GOP is arguing to count fewest possible votes. IE, they argue that ballots arriving in mail on Wed shouldn’t be counted unless has rare postmark. But if arrived Wed, it MUST have been mailed on time.” https://twitter.com/skchheda/status/1248727720059600897
Surgeon General Jerome Adams tried to shame black people for making up 30 percent of the people who have died from COVID 19, despite being just 13 percent of the overall population. Anthony Fauci even stepped in to defend this harmful rhetoric. https://www.theroot.com/stop-blaming-black-people-for-dying-from-covid-19-1843133163
the national stockpile has essentially been turned into a ventilator slush fund for Trump to bestow on GOP Senators up for re-election. https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1248758113257259009
“The current state of political mail in Ohio: I mailed my ballot request on 3/27. It was "received" at my BOE on 4/3 (a full week); My ballot was mailed to me on 4/6 and I received it on 4/9. I mailed it back yesterday, 13 days after I requested it.” https://twitter.com/MK_McMaster/status/1248655803801841668

Farmers are dumping milk and eggs, at the same time as food banks are desperate for food https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1248750060680216577

Back of the envelope: 28,000 news media workers have been laid off, furloughed or had pay cut since the coronavirus crisis began. https://twitter.com/marcatracy/status/1248699507795263495

Last fiscal year, the Trump family took more trips that required Secret Service protection than the Obama family took in seven, according to a budget document released by the Treasury Department https://www.citizensforethics.org/trump-family-travel-12x-obama-family/

The Trump administration is pushing to “reopen” much of the country next month, raising concerns among health experts and economists of a possible COVID-19 resurgence if Americans return to their normal lives before the virus is truly stamped out.

Images show coffins being stacked in a pit in the city, as New York state records more coronavirus cases than any country https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52241221

4.9.2020
Pence's office is declining to allow CNN to book top public health officials unless the network airs Trump's briefings, which have devolved into marathon sessions of falsehoods and petty grievances.
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://pen.org/press-release/wh-blocking-officials-from-cnn-is-wanton-act-of-coercion/
White House briefing for today: “102 minutes late. DJT zombie-read daily accomplishment talking points someone else wrote for him. He fielded a couple softballs then lumbered off; about 25 min. Pence, mortician-in-residence,  gave obligatory pseudo-elegy.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1248396776266063872
CNN just reported the WH briefing has been delayed today because Trump is on the phone with Putin & MBS. https://twitter.com/Politidope/status/1248372776789897227

More than 16.8 million Americans have lost their jobs in the past three weeks alone. Meanwhile, the S&P 500 is on pace to have its best weekly performance since 2008.

“There’s no evidence that I’ve seen that fact-checking actually has any particular impact or positive impact. There’s anecdotal evidence that when you label something false on social media, for example, as various social media platforms have experimented with doing, that actually increases traffic.
“The other thing about fact-checking that’s really important here is the news media [is] operating in an environment where they have been under relentless, aggressive attack by the president and his allies for four years as to their credibility. They are called disloyal. They’re called the enemies of the people. They are called traitors. Fact-checking coming from those organizations is immediately dismissed by a large segment of the American population because there’s been that attempt to devalue and sow mistrust about many institutions, but the news media particularly.”
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/trump-television-daily-briefing-coronavirus-media-ethics-981310/

4.8.2020
Democratic presidential primary ends with anticlimactic, mindless zombie-shuffling of Joe Biden’s lifeless non-campaign as the last candidacy standing, amid a pandemic and before a majority of the country has even voted
Democratic “leadership” in Congress rolls out “Democratic” draft of additional pandemic legislation, which does nothing to address any of the glaring faults or failings of response to date
House Majority Leader: “The fact of the matter is we're in a world where unanimous consent is the order of the day, at least in the foreseeable future," https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/08/congress-coronavirus-package-174677
How can they be this bad at everything.
Trump commits Republicans fully to total opposition to voting by mail (except by them)

TSA officials stockpiled a huge shipment of N95 masks they knew they didn’t need even after two agency officials asked to donate them. Airport traffic fell 95 percent, and the masks have sat unused as hospitals searched desperately for them. https://www.propublica.org/article/the-tsa-hoarded-1-3-million-n95-masks-even-though-airports-are-empty-and-it-doesnt-need-them

a U.S. subsidiary of Royal Philips N.V. received millions in federal tax dollars years ago to develop a low-cost ventilator for pandemics but didn’t deliver it. Instead, as the coronavirus began spreading around the globe and U.S. hospitals were desperate for more, Philips was selling commercial versions of the government-funded ventilator overseas from its Pennsylvania factory. Then in April, despite having not fulfilled the initial contract, the Dutch company struck a much more lucrative deal to sell the government 43,000 ventilators for four times the price. https://www.propublica.org/article/the-white-house-paid-up-to-500-million-too-much-for-these-ventilators-congressional-investigators-say

The world now has more than 1 million confirmed cases of coronavirus. The United States, which has more than 400,000 cases and approaching 13,000 deaths, has overtaken China, where there have been roughly 82,000 cases and 3,000 deaths. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/apr/08/how-will-the-coronavirus-crisis-end-lockdown-pandemic

Because of all the changes that occurred involving the date of the primary election, the Hocking County, Ohio, Board of Elections is still trying to figure out how and when they should start counting ballots. https://www.logandaily.com/spotlight/board-of-elections-strategizes-for-vote-by-mail-election/article_61d37731-1ada-5769-ae50-57b71d1bc742.html

Hospitals are saying the Trump administration is seizing critical equipment. https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-04-07/hospitals-washington-seize-coronavirus-supplies

Acting Navy secretary Thomas Modly's trip to Guam, a visit that resulted in his resignation, cost taxpayers at least $243,151.65, according to a Navy estimate. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1248034200881516545

Thanks to Rush Limbaugh—what passes for a thought leader among the Republican Party and recently awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom—millions of his listeners think that COVID-19 is like the common cold…Even now, Rush is attacking Doctor Fauci and other doctors and scientists who are working tirelessly to save lives and stop the spread of coronavirus.

4.7.2020
Amid pandemic, Wisconsin will vote Tuesday under stay home order and a massive poll worker shortage
Milwaukee voters stood masked in a hailstorm, waiting to vote at one of just five polling places. Any other year would have seen 180 voting locations. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/voter-suppression-novembers-looming-election-crisis/613408/
Despite a surge of absentee voting, consolidating polling locations in the city of Milwaukee reduced turnout by nearly 9 percentage points, disproportionately affecting Black voters https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/did-consolidating-polling-places-milwaukee-depress-turnout
Nationwide, every other state has delayed their April election, authorized officials to delay, or switched to ~100% vote by mail. https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1244716795614957570
"You are incredibly safe to go out" Republican Speaker Robin Vos tells his constituents, in full gown, gloves and mask. Literally. https://twitter.com/JustinAHorwitz/status/1247620593387798534
NY Times leads the euphemization with pablum headline about “Fight Heralds a National Battle Over” etc., etc.
Thousands were forced to congregate for hours in long lines on Tuesday with no protective gear. Thousands more stayed home, unwilling to risk their health and unable to be counted because requested absentee ballots never arrived. https://www.dispatch.com/ZZ/news/20200408/wisconsin-voters-forced-to-choose-between-health-democracy
“We are in the midst of a pandemic. GOP wants to hold elections anyway. Black ppl are dying at disproportionately higher rates from this virus. Milwaukee has the highest pop of Black ppl in the state. Milwaukee went from 180 polling sites to 5. Let that all sink in.” https://twitter.com/ClintSmithIII/status/1247525096555565056
“The Milwaukee voters I'm talking to are preparing to wait for about 5 hours. Remember, the city went from 180 polling locations to 5” https://twitter.com/AsteadWesley/status/1247510246576345088
The “Paycheck Protection Program” launched Friday and bankers say they still don’t have a SBA document template needed to close out loans, nor do they know if they can just draft their own https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/07/bankers-plead-with-trump-fix-small-business-rescue-plan-173725
Trump: "I think mail-in voting is horrible, it's corrupt." Reporter: "You voted by mail in Florida's election last month, didn't you?" Trump: "Sure. I can vote by mail" Reporter: "How do you reconcile with that?" Trump: "Because I'm allowed to." https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1247658663617138691
Pres. claims “A nice African American woman” sick with Covid 19 listened to him and had her husband run out at 10pm to get hydroxychloroquine and she was better a half hour later [You cannot go to a pharmacy and get the drug. You need a prescription]
Stephanie Grisham is out as WH press secretary. She is leaving the job without ever having briefed the press. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1247522475782606848
ICE is planning on deporting a number of Haitians (Amid COVID-19, US should halt all deportations - especially to countries with limited resources to respond.)

Massachusetts has 13,837 confirmed cases of COVID-19.
State officials requested 1700 ventilators from FEMA
1000 were approved a week ago.
100 arrived this past weekend.
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/04/06/nation/fed-officials-have-sent-100-1700-ventilators-mass-requested-thats-absurd-lawmakers-say/

4.6.2020
Wisconsin state Supreme Court rules on party lines, 4-2, overrides governor’s order to postpone tomorrow's election.
By a 5–4 vote, the U.S. Supreme Court reverses a lower court order extending the deadline for mail-in ballots in Wisconsin. The Republican majority just effectively threw out thousands of ballots. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1247301011947085825
Ohio State Rep. Tavia Galonski files referral to The Hague charging Trump with crimes against humanity https://twitter.com/RepGalonski/status/1246981735876870144
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger launched an effort Monday to investigate voting fraud that could arise from widespread use of mailed-in ballots in Georgia’s primary: https://bit.ly/2XfNDW2
the SBA “E-Tran” system needed to process Paycheck Protection Program loans has crashed https://twitter.com/Zachary/status/1247210947879546883
A weekend snap survey of BRTR's small biz network finds most respondents tried to apply for a PPP loan on Friday but most were not able to even submit an application because lenders were waiting for further program guidance from the federal government http://b.link/pdf152
Gov Pritzker confirms that the federal ‘Air Bridge’ flights from China, organized by the White House taskforce, are bringing PPE back from China which are then turned over to private companies. The states then have to bid against each other to purchase from those companies. https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1247335425074696199
Trump’s re-election campaign has sent out an email asking for donations to fight the coronavirus https://jimheath.tv/2020/04/trump-claims-in-campaign-email-that-donations-will-help-him-fight-coronavirus/

Trump himself has a personal financial interest in Sanofi, the French drugmaker that makes Plaquenil, the brand-name version of hydroxychloroquine. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-stake-company-hydroxychloroquine_n_5e8c41d7c5b6e1d10a696280
Trump donor Joseph Pizza, whose wife was serenaded by President Trump at Mar-a-Lago, runs a pharmaceutical company that sells hydroxychloroquine sulfate, the primary active ingredient of Plaquenil. https://readsludge.com/2020/04/09/did-joe-pizza-tell-trump-about-hydroxychloroquine/

4.5.2020
A tiger at the Bronx Zoo has tested positive for Covid-19. 6 other tigers and lions at the zoo are also showing symptoms. https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/2020/04/tiger-coronavirus-covid19-positive-test-bronx-zoo/
Captain Crozier has tested positive for Coronavirus. He likely saved the lives of many of his sailors by sounding the alarm despite Trump and Esper’s attempts at a cover-up. https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1246840007484153858

4.4.2020
This is the president explicitly telling Americans, en masse, to take a drug that may have serious effects for them, that hasn't been proven safe and effective for this use, and that is needed by others with serious illnesses for which it is proven. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1246555982165159942
Rep. Ayanna Pressley: “Trump's misinformation campaign contd in today's presser, jeopardizing lives in the process. I wish I had counted how many times he recklessly played Dr. today, prescribing Rx cocktails for people against COVID-19, asking ‘What do you have to lose?’” https://twitter.com/AyannaPressley/status/1246563583410012162
Ohio governor said he's concerned that PPE shipment might get confiscated by the feds [i.e. on the orders of Trump whose reelection he supports], but they have it coming from multiple sources. Says he's heard horror stories about this from other states. Says when he knows details of arrival, he'll let media know so we can be there https://twitter.com/hillarylake/status/1246516007478480896
Regulator Mark Calabria says Fannie and Freddie can go for 12 more weeks, but if  widespread mortgage forbearance goes longer than that they will go bust  https://www.ft.com/content/575e818e-c35a-462b-8daa-ab784163f604
Bureau of Prisons had been publishing press releases on inmate deaths due to COVID-19…. Those stopped on 4/4/20. https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1248679738874515458

At the end of this week, nine states (all governed by Republicans of course) still have no statewide shelter in place order

The growth of COVID-19 cases in the United States has slowed considerably over the past week. … the average daily percentage increase in confirmed cases fell from 33.6 percent, for March 13–26, to 16.8 percent for March 27–April 2. However, this could very well be due to a leveling off of the increase in testing for the disease, which occurred over the same period. … The average percentage increase in tests per day fell from 31.3 percent to just 13.7 percent, in comparing the same two periods (March 13–26 with March 27–April 2).

In the middle of a global pandemic, Kentucky lawmakers adopted an unnecessary Voter ID law (vetoed)  https://www.wave3.com/2020/04/03/gov-beshear-vetoes-voter-id-bill/
Ohio has voter ID laws, and you literally cannot get a license or ID in Ohio right now; the only thing the five operating BMVs are doing is CDLs.

Leading disease forecasters, whose research the White House used to conclude 100,000 to 240,000 people will die nationwide from the coronavirus, were mystified when they saw the administration’s projection this week.  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/experts-and-trumps-advisers-doubt-white-houses-240000-coronavirus-deaths-estimate/ar-BB125ZfP?ocid=spartanntp

Many doctors, nurses and other hospital workers say they don't feel protected and are afraid in the midst of a shortage of masks and other protective gear. Some are bringing their own supplies, donated by friends and family or purchased at hardware stores. Meanwhile, some hospitals are instituting strict policies that bar medical workers from bringing their own personal protective equipment, or PPE, to work, or limiting how much protection a person can wear because of a shortage in supplies. https://www.npr.org/2020/04/02/825200206/doctors-say-hospitals-are-stopping-them-from-wearing-masks

“Trump just laid out GOP strategy for November: oppose mail voting for everyone except voters over 65 (i.e Republicans) & force everyone else to choose between their health & their ballot during deadly pandemic. Absolutely despicable voter suppression” https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1246209293428428811
Trump said Monday that the vote-by-mail proposal in the original Democrat-backed House version of the coronavirus stimulus bill would have ensured that no Republicans were ever elected again https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/490249-trump-says-proposed-coronavirus-election-changes-would-hurt-republican
Trump on Friday said he's confident the general election in November won't be delayed by the coronavirus, but he rejected the idea of having every state prepare to conduct mail-in voting. https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/491126-trump-says-he-opposes-mail-in-voting-for-november

6.6 million more Americans applied for unemployment in the past week, joining the nearly 10 million who filed in the previous two https://politi.co/2K3OvFr

4.3.2020
A federal appeals court just ruled that Texas may enforce a near-total statewide abortion ban for as long as the coronavirus pandemic lasts. The anti-choice governor and attorney general of Texas categorized abortion as a "nonessential" service that must be shut down during the pandemic, and the Republican majority on the Fifth Circuit Court upheld the ban, allowing it to go into effect immediately.
Yet: COVID-19 has spread rapidly in Texas, and many congregations closed their doors and moved religious services online. But there are some religious groups who say it’s their right to remain open because they believe they provide an essential service to their communities. https://www.texastribune.org/2020/04/02/texas-churches-coronavirus-stay-open/
News dump: 
Trump is firing the US intelligence community inspector general who flagged the Ukraine whistleblower complaint that led to the president being impeached. This is, of course, illegal retaliation. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/trump-firing-inspector-general-who-flagged-ukraine-whistleblower-complaint-n1176576?cid=sm_npd_ms_tw_ma
On the same night the President said he’s firing the inspector general who exposed the Ukraine scandal, he also said he’s nominating a White House lawyer to be inspector general for the bailout, a position that must be independent. https://twitter.com/NoahBookbinder/status/1246276897853575168
Trump spent the afternoon meeting fossil fuel executives https://twitter.com/markknoller/status/1246158934681026561
“So during the hour Trump met with more CEO’s approx 55 people died in US from #COVID2019  and 1,345 tested positive. But the CEO’s all got on-the-spot tests (instead of first responders, nurses, docs, cops, or even cashiers at the damn grocery store).”  https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1246287656272695302
After Jared Kushner’s comment about how the Strategic National Stockpile is not supposed to be for states, lots of people pointed to the fact that its own website says it is. The language on the website has now been changed.  https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1246109260104294406
El Paso reported 96 COVID-19 cases on Friday, nearly doubling the 50 reported on Tuesday. That continues the rapid doubling rate El Paso has experienced since the first case was reported March 13. https://elpasomatters.org/2020/04/02/el-pasos-reported-covid-19-cases-are-doubling-every-2-5-days-heres-how-things-could-look-in-a-month/
“I arrived in America April 3 on a State Department medical evacuation flight.  No medical check; no data collection; no instructions. A very critical month later, and the US still seems to be behind where Senegal had been a month prior on systems/policies.” https://twitter.com/rambletastic/status/1247536316905996289
David Ralston, the Georgia  House speaker on voting by mail: “The president said it best ― this will be extremely devastating to Republicans and conservatives in Georgia,” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/georgia-absentee-voting-republicans-david-ralston_n_5e85f736c5b692780508d69f
Ohio prisons are 10,000 above capacity. Gov. DeWine announced the (proposed) release of only 38 people because of COVID-19 concerns. https://twitter.com/gdanielsohio/status/1246145804475211781
“The thing I keep coming back to is Trump accusing NYC hospital workers of stealing masks and selling them.  Not once, not twice, but 3 times.” https://twitter.com/Amy_Siskind/status/1246077345250902017
18 of 32 reporters at The Plain Dealer  laid off

Google put a temporary ban on all coronavirus-related ads to stem misinformation and price gouging. But Google's sweeping rules blocked legitimate, much-needed criticism of Trump’s delayed response to the coronavirus, such as exposing the dangerous lies he spouts at his coronavirus "briefings" -- lies that already killing Americans.
Even as Google says it will walk back some of the new rules, videos are still prohibited, including one of a nurse begging the federal government to protect them from coronavirus dangers they're exposed to daily.

The Trump administration is repeatedly stealing PPE ordered by state governments.
There are just too many stories of PPE supplies being shipped into hot spot states and being conficated by US customs when they arrive through an airport or US port. I’m not talking abt big amazon orders. This is states, massive hospital systems.
Trump: "We have a stockpile. It's a federal stockpile. We can use that for states or we can use it for ourselves." https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1246201859066540038
Kusher repeats the same line. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1246109260104294406
the Feds keeps seizing PPE ordered by MA.  In desperation the MA Gov creates a backchannel to Chinese ambassador to the UN and has the New England Patriots send a jet to pick the PPE up and finally get it to MA hospitals. https://twitter.com/jallepap/status/1245912262344204288
Clandestine back-channels & secretive transport of medical equipment on corporate jets because the Trump admin are seizing & sequestering supplies destined for individual states https://twitter.com/teacheconomics/status/1246048401415905280
Just to review
States are buying PPE and ventilators for themselves because they can't get them from the federal government.
The federal government is stopping planes on tarmacs to confiscate these shipments.
The federal government is then allowing private distributors like McKesson to transport those confiscated PPE on FEMA planes to recipients determined by federal government. It's unclear what the profit mechanism for these private distributors is or how recipients are chosen.
States who had their ordered supplies confiscated turn around and start asking the federal government for supplies, since theirs were confiscated.
The Trump family goes on TV to say "it's the FEDERAL stockpile, not the STATE stockpile, you should have planned ahead."
States have to go to extraordinary means (like using NFL planes and covertly coordinating with other states) to finally get PPE and ventilators.
Trump, in fact, blames healthcare workers stealing PPE (which isn't happening) for the shortage. 
Said healthcare workers are coming to work in homemade masks, getting sick, and dying too.
People die due to lack of needed medical resources.
Trump keeps killing them, because no one will hold him accountable.
https://twitter.com/RomancingNope/status/1246239987240181760

Jared Kushner is not qualified to deal with this situation and there is no reason he should be taking the lead on directing who handles what but now he has a hand in determining who gets the lucrative federal contracts. https://twitter.com/girlsreallyrule/status/1245684733167775744

4.2.2020
U.S. Navy cans Captain Crozier, commander of coronavirus-stricken aircraft carrier USS Roosevelt, after a letter was leaked https://reut.rs/2UEN9H7
Trump reiterates he does not want states looking to the federal government as a first resort. WH officials have said repeatedly that the federal government should be a last resort. He said: "We are a secondary source." Governors say they are in crisis & need last resort. https://twitter.com/Yamiche/status/1245832024386043904
And the President of the United States essentially shrugged when asked about it, essentially claiming they should’ve better planned for this. https://twitter.com/vgescobar/status/1245850056256675840
Georgia Gov. Kemp says he just recently learned asymptomatic people could transmit coronavirus: "We didn't know that until the last 24 hours." [The CDC is in Atlanta] https://on.msnbc.com/2ytsTQa
New York paying 15 times going rate to get crucial medical equipment: report http://hill.cm/sdaqAYm
Cincinnati reporter fellates Senator Rob Portman’s “relationship” with the unfit president who has crashed America into a crisis because, allegedly [but not really], Ohio is getting perks as a consequence
De facto chief of staff Jared Kushner: "The notion of the federal stockpile was it's supposed to be our stockpile. It's not supposed to be states stockpiles that they then use." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1245852517474295809
“Jared Kushner just described an insane situation. One of Trump's friends told him they were running low on N95 masks in NYC, so Trump told Jared to ship the masks. If that is how our supply chain is running, through private requests to Trump from his friends, we are screwed.” https://twitter.com/timjhogan/status/1245837016517894146
Tomislav Mihaljevic, head of the Cleveland Clinic, in an interview today refuses to say how the Federal Government is doing

According to the Florida Department of Health, “coronavirus” tests are to be provided for anyone showing symptoms, first responders, healthcare workers, people who are autoimmune-compromised, and those who have pre-existing conditions. However, VoteRiders has confirmed that FEMA-run test sites such as those in Seminole, Orange and Duval Counties require everyone to show a photo ID with their name and birth date. https://www.voteriders.org/press-release-covid-19-photo-id/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=91b843be-a4a5-43dc-bd16-08fc622221c0

More than two-thirds of Americans say they would feel uncomfortable going to a polling place to vote, according to a new Pew Research Center survey

Several states have used coronavirus as an excuse to ban abortion. Meanwhile, protesters are still showing up en masse to clinics. https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2020/04/9618456/abortion-clinic-toledo-ohio-covid-19

4.1.2020
Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests at just one lab https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
New York State Lawmakers Reach Tentative Budget Agreement including Billions in Medicaid reductions https://twitter.com/JimmyVielkind/status/1245497248508776454
Iowa doesn't have a Shelter In Place order yet, but the Governor has found the time to ban abortions and extend gun licenses.
In just two days, Trump’s campaign diverted $380,000  into Trump’s private business, in 43 separate payments. Trump Org says this was for a weeklong “donor retreat,” held in early March at Mar-a-Lago.  https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1284137377028542467

In addition to the ventilators HHS hasn't told them to send anywhere, Dept. of Defense also has more than a dozen labs that could process COVID-19 tests. They offered the labs to HHS for civilian use more than two weeks ago.  HHS never bothered to put them to use https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/pentagon-ventilators/index.html

“my comp is making parts for ventilators and PPE. We now have 57K face shields sitting on our docks and just received notice that we cannot supply them directly to hospitals - they MUST go thru FEMA after a "negotiation period." https://twitter.com/LanceUSA70/status/1245122625459892224

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis has refused to issue a statewide “stay-at-home” order. At least 30 states have issued statewide stay-at-home orders so far. Florida, among eight states w/the highest number of COVID-19 cases, is the only one without such an order https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/31/coronavirus-ron-desantis-florida-statewide-order-covid-19/5100124002/

After a Covid outbreak on a cruise ship in March, passengers disembarked in France and flew to Atlanta. When they arrived in the US, the CDC never quarantined them. Nearly 200 passengers from the ship boarded flights to 17 states and Canada. https://twitter.com/keithboykin/status/1317985745840242691
not a single shipment of medical-grade N95 masks arrived at U.S. ports during the month of March. The federal gov't was not only disorganized; it was absent. https://www.newyorker.com/news/letter-from-trumps-washington/the-coronavirus-and-how-the-united-states-ended-up-with-nurses-wearing-garbage-bags

Bloomberg's campaign spent $176 million in March. That pushed his spending north of $1 billion for a campaign that lasted a bit over four months https://twitter.com/politico/status/1252379043485245441

3.31.2020
Today, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) issued a rule making it harder for workers to win and keep a union. At the same time, the Trump NLRB has suspended all union elections, including mail ballot elections. https://www.epi.org/blog/in-midst-of-a-pandemic-trumps-nlrb-makes-it-nearly-impossible-for-workers-to-organize-a-union/
Trump administration has decided not to reopen enrollment in the Affordable Care Act's federal exchanges amid the rising coronavirus pandemic, a senior administration official said Tuesday evening. https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/affordable-care-act-obamacare-open-enrollment-trump/index.html
100 people have been added to Ohio’s unemployment call center. System has handled twice as many people in past *two weeks* than it has handled in the past two years. https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1245057596622594053
Ohio Dept. of Health says its PPE supply won’t meet immediate or future needs, while Trump campaign release “PROMISE KEPT” to help front line health care workers (and then Ohio Public Radio reports on this with “Two quite different views”) https://twitter.com/karenkasler/status/1245173944270950408
White House admits that it is allocating aid based off of which states matter to Trump's re-election.  https://twitter.com/dgordon52/status/1245097304065019905
Feckless big media hacks all promote “new tone from Trump, new seriousness, he gets it now” absurdity https://twitter.com/SeeMiaRoll/status/1245179405347020800
“Yesterday I got a tip that Hobby Lobby was secretly reopening stores and violating state-mandated closures. So I called all 39 stores in Wisconsin and Ohio and found that 36 of them reopened Monday.” https://www.businessinsider.com/hobby-lobby-reopened-stores-in-states-with-coronavirus-lockdowns-2020-3
Rikers Island inmates are being offered PPE and $6 an hour to dig mass graves (probably their own) https://theintercept.com/2020/03/31/rikers-island-coronavirus-mass-graves/
Actual U.S. president still supported by a major political party and given regular airtime by major networks to say anything: “My proposal to the politically correct Automobile Companies would lower the average price of a car to consumers by more than $3500, while at the same time making the cars substantially safer. Engines would run smoother. Positive impact on the environment! Foolish executives!” 
Furloughs and pay cuts at two Madison Wi newspapers come after the city's alternative weekly paper, Isthmus, announced earlier this month it would "go dark" for now after ad revenues dried up. https://twitter.com/briana_reilly/status/1245019273006850048
Journalists, activists are spreading misinformation about the requirements to vote in Ohio’s primary https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1245102968011137029

This week, the death toll from COVID-19 in Iran has crossed a devastating milestone: at least 2,750 lives lost. The World Health Organization estimates the toll is possibly five times higher.

A photo is circulating online showing Mount Sinai Health System nurses using trash bags as a form of personal protective equipment (PPE) after a nursing manager died of “the coronavirus” on Tuesday. https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/489622-photo-shows-staff-using-trash-bags-as-protective-gear-in-hospital-system
“I’m a physician at a hospital in NYC and THIS IS THE “PPE” I WAS JUST HANDED for my shift [A NY Yankees fan poncho].” https://twitter.com/racheljulie/status/1245114069339852802
A nurse on the front lines in Chicago tried to wear her own N95 to work while caring for COVID pts (when it wasn’t supplied for her) & she was told by management she would not be allowed to. She quit her job.  https://twitter.com/DBelardoMD/status/1245031918493630464

Red states like Oklahoma and Kentucky are receiving more medical equipment from the federal stockpile than they asked for, while some blue states get a cold shoulder in ways that will cost lives https://twitter.com/NickKristof/status/1245097882811805697

“The Trump administration has failed to provide states with the necessary resources and medical supplies to fight this pandemic. Now they're outbidding the states and seizing our orders.” https://twitter.com/ewarren/status/1245111808211529735

Montana Governor Bullock: “We’re having trouble testing.” 
Trump: “I’m not hearing of any issues testing.” 

3.30.2020
The light atop the Empire State Building is flashing red and rotating https://twitter.com/RitaJKing/status/1244782872076128256
General Electric workers who normally make jet engines have walked off the job to demand that their factories are converted to make ventilators instead https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/y3mjxg/general-electric-workers-walk-off-the-job-demand-to-make-ventilators
Hungary just passed a bill that gives PM Orbán unlimited power. https://twitter.com/JoshuaPotash/status/1244634236851834881
Today, Amazon fired a warehouse worker who demanded a safe workplace for his colleagues. The richest person in the world, Jeff Bezos, had a meeting to discuss how to smear Christian Smalls. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dm8bx/leaked-amazon-memo-details-plan-to-smear-fired-warehouse-organizer-hes-not-smart-or-articulate?utm_campaign=sharebutton

Trump has only very intermittently been able to tolerate another person with power in his White House. Mick Mulvaney had essentially been a lame duck for months, and since he was pushed out in early March, there’s been no chief of staff at all—Mark Meadows, whom Trump appointed weeks ago, only resigned his congressional seat on Monday to fill the post. “How can you not have a chief of staff during one of the biggest crises in American history?” a former West Wing official said. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/04/inside-trumps-decision-to-back-off-of-his-easter-coronavirus-miracle

Nearly 700 vacancies at CDC because of Trump administration’s hiring freeze. Health and Human Services is one of several federal agencies to maintain the freeze on their own. washingtonpost.com

Hospitals are enforcing gags on physicians. Doctors aren’t allowed to talk about what policies are being implemented. https://twitter.com/jack_turban/status/1244745761599950850

“Ohio's unemployment application system has been pretty much non-functioning for days.” https://twitter.com/nswartsell/status/1244606870750461952

Ohio “stay at home order” proving phony. 
Golf courses, mattress stores and gun shops remained open after the order claiming they're essential. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/2020/03/27/coronavirus-has-closed-non-essential-businesses-hamilton-county-wants-ohio-enforce/2925328001/
Business should be very slow for Pier 1 Imports right now. The home furnishings retailer filed for bankruptcy in February, even before the coronavirus pandemic hit and forced the chain to temporarily close all its stores. But the company’s warehouse outside Columbus, Ohio, is running full tilt right now. An employee there told HuffPost the facility is filling between 5,000 and 6,000 orders a day, compared to a more normal 1,000 to 1,500, and bringing on dozens of temporary workers to meet demand. The employee said many workers have been logging overtime since the coronavirus crisis began, leaving them to wonder how critical wind chimes, three-wick candles and artificial plants are during a full-blown pandemic.  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/warehouse-workers-coronavirus-frivolous-online-orders_n_5e8209dac5b6cb9dc1a437e2?t5f

The outbreak forced Progress Michigan, which was working to restrict lobbying in Lansing through the Coalition to Close Lansing Loopholes, to suspend its campaign for a ballot proposal and start again for 2022. https://www.wxyz.com/news/what-happens-to-2020-ballot-initiatives-during-the-covid-19-outbreak

Arizona's governor has declined to close restaurant dining rooms, listed hair salons and golf clubs as essential businesses, and barred mayors from issuing stay-at-home orders. The state's emergency management director resigned in protest over the weekend. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/mar/30/arizona-coronavirus-covid-19-lockdown-shelter-in-place

3.29.2020
Dr. Anthony Fauci says on CNN that he believes that New York state needs the 30k ventilators Gov. Cuomo requested. (This directly contradicts Trump.) https://twitter.com/Zac_Petkanas/status/1244255414990110721
On Sunday, Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said, optimistically, if we continue practicing social distancing, between 100,000 and 200,000 Americans would die of COVID-19, the disease caused by the novel coronavirus https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/after-coronavirus-it-will-not-go-back-to-normal
“Fauci just said six figures of our fellow citizens will die in the coming weeks and the architect of our failed response and strategy bloviates about Bachelor finale ratings.” https://twitter.com/davidplouffe/status/1244311796942376960
In Central Park - they’re building field hospitals for “coronavirus” patients https://twitter.com/carolynryan/status/1244378858473893891
Actual (sort of) president of the United States: “President Trump is a ratings hit. Since reviving the daily White House briefing Mr. Trump and his coronavirus updates have attracted an average audience of 8.5 million on cable news, roughly the viewership of the season finale of ‘The Bachelor.’ Numbers are continuing to rise…”
Fox News cuts coverage the second the President’s answer devolves into a rant about ratings and The Bachelor. They cut audio until he’s done talking https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1244401890047037440
“One worrisome trend (happening in my neighborhood's facebook group and I'm sure elsewhere) is profiling and racism cloaked as anxiety about covid.” https://twitter.com/katrinahcassell/status/1244461798360854528
FDA has authorized Battelle to sterilize only 10K surgical masks/day at its Columbus headquarters. The company said it has the ability to sterilize up to 160K masks/day in Ohio alone. https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1244246310640812033
“When we got to the hospital (we went to where she works because the insurance covers more if we go there, and because she can expect better care as an employee) it looked like a SciFi movie. There's a HAZMAT-style tunnel at the door, and everyone's in full mask/gown/shields” https://twitter.com/3vanSutton/status/1244422802041712641
Actual Democratic leadership figures, on the suggestions that Gov. Mike DeWine (a state chair for Trump’s reelection campaign) should be obliged to state clearly whether or not he supports Trump’s reelection: 
“Maybe there is an important distinction here, to be named as an honorary doesn’t mean you volunteered. @GovMikeDeWine does not fawn like Trump fanboys. Not sure about behind the scenes, but as an honorary chair, you would have to refuse the honor... kind of a public trap…” https://twitter.com/NewSpirit2020/status/1244304807424294912
“I wouldn't want to cross that bridge as long as he is enacting retribution against Governors who don't swear fealty go him. Lavish the guy with praise until this is all over.”  https://twitter.com/CoryForOhio/status/1244305101306630144 [Later claims “I was being facetious”]
Also “You have to give props to @GovMikeDeWine. He took on @realDonaldTrump and the @US_FDA and won the fight over @Battelle’s mask sanitization technology use in large volumes.” https://twitter.com/anthonycaldwell/status/1244460582495031296
Thank you, Governor DeWine. Thank you. https://twitter.com/jennybell2020/status/1244582023752286213
They aren’t alone. People are literally, openly, advocating that e.g. “DeWine shouldn’t make Trump angry because he would retaliate.” https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1244343154670739456

I have lived to experience an era when political parties, activist organizations, etc., tell supporters “stay home.”

The New York Times reports that mayors across the country report urgently needing nearly 8 million coronavirus test kits. The Trump Administration has reluctantly so far agreed to use emergency war powers to make only 60,000.
Trump "has said publicly he’s worried it’ll look too much like socialism."

Trump is keeping needed supplies out of hospitals stretched to the brink: the government has 1.5 million masks sitting in Indiana they won't deploy, and Trump made a deal to get 80,000 more ventilators before backing out.

People in Florida and elsewhere continued to travel widely this week, potentially exposing more people to “the coronavirus,” phone data shows.

3.28.2020
Today’s numbers (March 28, 2020) for Rikers just released by Legal Aid Society. Outbreak spreading exponentially. Now up to 132. “The infection rate is by far the highest in the world” https://twitter.com/ScottHech/status/1244041855614029826

The coronavirus gives Trump the chance to lie at a regularly scheduled time, ensuring him somewhat of a captive audience. Unencumbered and unfettered by anything but a tough inquiry from a good journalist, the president now regularly barks out claims that would have ended political careers in the past. He and his administration toss out projected death totals like Vegas betting lines, cheapening lives lost to politics. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/political-commentary/coronavirus-pandemic-trump-press-conferences-976163/

The OHSAA has begun discussing the possibility that fall sports could be delayed https://www.wcpo.com/sports/high-school-sports/the-ohsaa-has-begun-discussing-the-possibility-that-fall-sports-could-potentially-be-delayed

3.27.2020
Democrats wave through an unprecedented $2.2 trillion stimulus, larded with giveaways to the Trump administration, its corporate allies, and in essence Trump’s reelection effort. FML.
Hours later, Trump administration issues a signing statement, declaring intention to flagrantly defy oversight provisions which included as part of the “deal” which the administration itself took part in negotiating https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1243664679479791622
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/3/28/21197995/coronavirus-stimulus-trump-inspector-general-wont-comply
“Although there are relief provisions that will genuinely help those in desperate need, there are still trillions of dollars in Federal Reserve loans to be distributed under the direction of Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, which is akin to, in the words of Jeff Hauser of CEPR’s Revolving Door Project, ‘facilitating a corporate coup ... He will have $4.2 trillion to extend to would-be corporate allies.’ The corporate vultures were circling before the ink was dry on the CARES Act, reports Eileen Appelbaum and Rosemary Batt. That same day the Act was signed, a private equity-owned hospital chain demanded, and received, emergency funds to bailout a hospital that was driven into financial distress by the very design of the PE business model - not because of pandemic-related overload. - cepr.net e-mail
The CARES Act includes rebates to individuals and families, but it also reserves an astonishing amount of tax breaks for wealthy individuals and large businesses. One of these breaks, as noted by the New York Times’ Jesse Drucker last week, would allow married taxpayers with incomes over $500,000 to use losses to help zero out their personal income taxes. This could benefit all types of business owners, from your local florist to a real estate investor or hedge fund manager—as long as their incomes from non-business sources put them in the top 1 percent stratosphere. https://itep.org/congress-cares-for-wealthy-with-covid-19-tax-policy-provisions/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/04/23/doggett-whitehouse-corrupt-tax-provision-cares-act-column/2998466001/
Trump, also: “I say, ‘Mike (Pence, the vice president) … don’t call the woman in Michigan. [Governor Gretchen Whitmer, whom he refuses to name.] You know what I say? If they don’t treat you right, don’t call.” https://www.freep.com/story/sports/columnists/mitch-albom/2020/03/29/mitch-albom-president-donald-trump-gretchen-whitmer/2933518001/
About 500 NYPD employees tested positive for “coronavirus” and just over 4,000 called out sick today https://twitter.com/MegDShaw/status/1243669945046700039
51 Italian doctors who tested positive for “coronavirus” have died - Italian Association of Doctors https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1243614143648759809
the Trump administration just made it easier for predatory payday lenders to exploit struggling families: Under the cover of the COVID19 crisis, the Trump administration issued small dollar bank lending guidance that lacks the consumer protections needed to ensure loans do not trap borrowers in a cycle of debt https://twitter.com/ewarren/status/1243659221884899335
Federal law enforcement is warning of an increase in hate crimes against Asian Americans as the coronavirus crisis continues to grow, according to a new FBI analysis obtained by ABC News.  https://abcnews.go.com/US/fbi-warns-potential-surge-hate-crimes-asian-americans/story?id=69831920
“I’ve covered Cincinnati government for more than 20 years consistently and I don’t ever remember a budget deficit like this” https://twitter.com/JayHanselman/status/1243612810799656962
Everlane Union: “Every single member of our union committee was fired. Anyone that currently showed public support of the union with a union slack avatar was fired.” https://twitter.com/EverlaneU/status/1243692890846408704
On March 27, in the midst of the pandemic, the Secretary of the Interior ordered that the Mashpee Wampanoag reservation be disestablished,  just four years after the Tribe finally, after a four decade legal battle, reclaimed the 320 acres of their ancestral land.
350,000 Ohioans live in counties which still have wrong information on their web sites about the primary

A growing chorus of conservatives have started arguing that older adults should voluntarily return to work to save the country [Wall Street] from financial ruin.  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/27/older-americans-work-coronavirus-151240

the Trump administration has cumulatively failed, both in taking seriously the specific, repeated intelligence community warnings about a coronavirus outbreak and in vigorously pursuing the nationwide response initiatives commensurate with the predicted threat. The federal government alone has the resources and authorities to lead the relevant public and private stakeholders to confront the foreseeable harms posed by the virus. Unfortunately, Trump officials made a series of judgments (minimizing the hazards of COVID-19) and decisions (refusing to act with the urgency required) that have needlessly made Americans far less safe. https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-worst-intelligence-failure-us-history-covid-19/

3.26.2020
It’s official. We’re number one in the world for coronavirus cases, even surpassing China which has more than 4 times as many people as the United States. https://twitter.com/eugenegu/status/1243291839362297856
One month ago today, Trump said "when you have 15 people, and the 15 within a couple of days is going to be down to close to zero, that’s a pretty good job we’ve done." As of today, the US, with 81,782 confirmed cases, has more total cases than any country in the world.
Trump campaign issues cease-and-desist letters over ad highlighting Trump's “coronavirus” response https://news.yahoo.com/trump-campaign-issues-cease-desist-042600766.html
EPA announces a temporary policy regarding EPA enforcement of environmental legal obligations during the COVID-19 pandemic
Jared Kushner encouraged Trump to push back against New York governor Andrew Cuomo after Cuomo gave an emotional press conference during which he said New York was short 30,000 ventilators. In a White House meeting around this time, Kushner told people that Cuomo was being an alarmist. “I have all this data about ICU capacity. I’m doing my own projections, and I’ve gotten a lot smarter about this. New York doesn’t need all the ventilators,” Kushner said, according to a person present. During an interview on Hannity on March 26, Trump said: “I don’t believe you need 40,000 or 30,000 ventilators.” https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/04/inside-trumps-decision-to-back-off-of-his-easter-coronavirus-miracle
Dr. Deborah Birx, a respected physician and experienced diplomat who seemingly served as a voice of reason in her role as coordinator of the White House’s “coronavirus” task force, has shredded her credibility with her effusive praise of President Donald Trump as “attentive to the scientific literature and the details” and other absurdly false remarks. “He’s been so attentive to the scientific literature and the details and the data,” Birx said. “I think his ability to analyze and integrate data that comes out of his long history in business has really been a real benefit during these discussions about medical issues.” https://www.vox.com/2020/3/27/21197074/deborah-birx-praised-trump-scientific-literature-coronavirus
“Initial UI claims jumped from 211,000 three weeks ago to 282,000  two weeks ago to 3.3 million last week. That is nearly a 1500% increase in two weeks.”  https://twitter.com/hshierholz/status/1243154690646380547
“What's happening in the job market right now is more akin to a (nation-wide) hurricane, not a typical recession.” https://twitter.com/bencasselman/status/1243182656998780928
American Enterprise Institute's Roslyn Layton claims that the FCC's decision to ignore a bipartisan majority of the public, kiss the ass of U.S. telecom giants, and gut Net Neutrality protections was proving to be really helpful during a terrifying crisis https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20200326/10311844179/tone-deaf-using-covid-19-as-prop-to-celebrate-death-net-neutrality.shtml
Sexual assault allegation story against “presumptive nominee” Biden
Democratic Rep. Katie Porter is at home awaiting a coronavirus test result after experiencing several symptoms. She says her doctor told to expect her results back within 2-10 days. http://cnn.it/33MqxH
As of 10 a.m., 43 of Ohio's 88 county boards of elections are still incorrectly telling voters there will be an in-person primary election in June. Only nine counties have the updated April 28 absentee information on their websites.  https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1243176005541539841

Entry fees at national parks have been waived by the Trump administration, Americans are swarming to them, and park workers are terrified of coronavirus infection. https://wapo.st/3aprVCo
The conditions for park staff, alone, make this deranged https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1243260110560014338
In Ohio: “Tried to take the dog to Park Of Roses to get some cabin fever out, and the place was packed to the gills. Kids, dogs, pregnant and elderly. Turned around and left.” https://twitter.com/ccasper1986/status/1243251003828379648

Federal government, with public money, has mailed every US household a postcard falsely informing people that “PRESIDENT TRUMP” is the personal source of leadership and guidance in responding to the pandemic
Trump made the financially-strapped USPS foot the $28M bill for his propaganda COVID postcards; his administration would not reimburse the agency, despite saying they would. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/09/14/coronavirus-trump-admin-usps-march-covid-19-postcard/5797364002/

If this were a normal election year, voter registration organizations in Florida would be deploying an army of field volunteers and organizers to supermarkets and churches now. They’d be touting ambitious registration goals, knocking on a record number of doors and targeting overlooked voters.
But as the number of cases and deaths related to COVID-19 continue to swell in the nation’s most populous battleground state, “Get Out The Vote!” groups are scrapping old plans and scrambling to address the challenges posed by a society in near-lockdown. https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article241467166.html

Read more here: https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article241467166.html#storylink=cpy

3.25.2020
the GOP gov of Mississippi issued an executive order to override all the local government stay at home orders https://twitter.com/RachelBitecofer/status/1242985027341881352
Tonight EMS in New York took 6,406 medical 911 calls, the highest volume ever, surpassing 9/11/01. https://twitter.com/michaelbd/status/1243197914840694786 https://twitter.com/Tom_Winter/status/1243362782315024386
Trump's re-election campaign sent cease-and-desist letters to local television stations on Wednesday, threatening them with legal action and potentially their broadcast licenses if they continue to air an ad from a Democratic group, Priorities USA https://twitter.com/briantylercohen/status/1242974655293435907
First infection reported in overcrowded insanitary immigrant detention centers https://twitter.com/BuddJenn/status/1243007255122817024
From the tone of Trump’s presser you'd have no clue that it's been the worst 24 hours yet in terms of infections and deaths in the US. It's all optimism and self congratulations up there. And I suppose that is his goal. Nurses in NYC are being forced into wearing trash bags as protective gear and, if you listened to the president, you'd think we've done some historic job in rushing out medical supplies. https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1242945453353820161
At last NBC and CNN producers say they're through airing Trump's virus pressers. “We might take it from the top and then cut away after the first lie, and return when the lies stop.” https://twitter.com/NoahShachtman/status/1242928863010848768
8:30 a.m. “Bill text has NOT yet been released, even though the $2 trillion measure is expected to sail thru Congress in just a matter of hours” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1242773893007446017
The Prince of Wales has tested positive
There’s still a slush fund in the legislation and the “oversight” is a rubber prop https://twitter.com/gardmaf/status/1242938281756635136
“The text of the Senate bill just got released -- and it's a giant check to the Trump re-election campaign. It puts trillions in the pockets of his corporate donors, allows Trump to repeat his 2016 fake populist rhetoric that will deceive Americans, and blurs the line between Democrats and Republicans in a way that will hurt people and depress turnout in 2020.”
Huffington Post: "The new law would establish a $4.5 trillion corporate bailout fund overseen by Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin, with few substantive constraints."

The “coronavirus” crisis will produce a record-breaking spike in weekly unemployment insurance claims with an estimated 3.4 million workers filing for unemployment last week
Americans are filing for unemployment in such droves that the websites to process the claims are crashing https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-25/fired-americans-send-state-unemployment-websites-crashing-down?sref=vuYGislZ

Trump approved three states’ disaster declarations during the past week, but not the sought-after disaster unemployment assistance. [Immediate possible explanation for this holdup, based on the president’s past behavior, is that he put a hold on disaster unemployment payments for these three states because he doesn’t like their governors] https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/24/trump-disaster-unemployment-funds-147404

Trump's daily coronavirus briefings have replaced his rallies as spigots for outright lies, racism, and blatant misinformation which has already resulted directly in people dying. And his polling has gone up 23 points in just one week because his happy-talk lies are covered live and then discussed for hours.

3.24.2020
Tokyo Olympics postponed until next year
Trump: There is tremendous hope as "we begin to see the light at the end of the tunnel" https://twitter.com/kathrynw5/status/1242570433796419588
Trump announced that he wants “packed churches” and the economy open again on Easter Sunday, April 12 — a rejection of all the science and guidance from public health experts.
Trump’s D.C. hotel promises a “HUGE celebration” in the next couple of weeks https://twitter.com/abeaujon/status/1242496042752409602
Atlanta's ICUs have hit full capacity.  https://bit.ly/2Uhzrd7
Fox rejects a short, quiet ad suggesting that Trump is failing to meet a standard of crisis response which the ad suggests other presidents, Democrat and Republican alike, have all met https://twitter.com/UniteCountryPAC/status/1242792258828750850
Trump's FDA just granted a drug that is being used to treat “coronavirus” patients, developed previously by Gilead Sciences, "orphan" status, giving the company seven years of exclusivity. http://interc.pt/3ds6baX 
Trump administration says it's placing orders under the Defense Production Act, but it seems that HHS Gov doesn't have policies in place to execute those orders or coordinate them with agencies like FEMA.  https://twitter.com/RepKatiePorter/status/1242610573877092355
Ohio stops releasing daily unemployment claims numbers amid coronavirus threat at Trump Administration’s urging https://www.cleveland.com/coronavirus/2020/03/ohio-stops-releasing-unemployment-claims-numbers-amid-coronavirus-threat-at-trump-administrations-urging.html
Apparently, Ohio Lt. Gov. Jon Husted’s “role in this press conference is to wink at employers who do not want to follow the Shelter in Place order and let them know how easy it is to get around it” https://twitter.com/talcotts/status/1242521761306083329
ICE just announced the first confirmed case of COVID-19 in a person in ICE detention. https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1242555802264768519
Waffle House closes 365 locations across the U.S. [FEMA literally uses something called the waffle house index to help determine the scale of disaster relief efforts after a hurricane.]
https://bit.ly/3bpbFBz
the California employee scheduling company Homebase calculates that 40% of the 3,500 small to mid-size Ohio businesses it serves have closed since March 14. https://twitter.com/goodnight4ohio/status/1242553277235036160
The line to get into the Cleveland Foodbank is several miles  long https://twitter.com/RomneySmith/status/1242508055494918144

Instead of pausing deportation operations, ICE is trying to get 45,000 N95 masks from the government. https://twitter.com/SenJeffMerkley/status/1242564271160123398

Every 10 minutes a person in Iran is dying from the Corona Virus including Doctors. Iran is facing a Corona Virus Catastrophe due to U.S sanctions which are preventing the import of much needed medicine and medical equipment.  https://twitter.com/_SJPeace_/status/1242501916812247040

3.23.2020
Texas Lt. Gov Dan Patrick has said on Fox New that "lots of" grandparents would be willing to die in order in to save the economy for their grandchildren https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-texas-official-grandparents-die-172ca951-891c-44e7-a9ec-77c486e0c5c3.html
Dr. Fauci is warning Trump officials NOT to listen to growing push among WH advisers, GOP lawmakers to “restart the economy.” But Trump is alarmed by stock market & impact of high unemployment for 2020 election -- & weighing easing restrictions https://twitter.com/JStein_WaPo/status/1242154844057714688
"The pandemic is accelerating." The WHO says the number of “coronavirus” cases are going up rapidly, and that doesn't account for all cases due to limited testing. It took: 67 days to reach 100,000; 11 more days to reach 200,000; 4 more days to reach 300,000 https://twitter.com/ajplus/status/1242198374654177281

Democrats presumptive nominee for president has all but disappeared

3.22.2020
Republicans’ proposed Trump “relief” bill includes no money for hospitals. But it does include a massive bailout to corporations with no strings attached, even those that fire all their workers. The money can even go to Trump properties. https://twitter.com/Mikel_Jollett/status/1241738690012925952
According to market research firm Nielsen, alcoholic beverage sales are up 55% as of the week of March 15-22 across the country. Spirit sales are up, too, and have soared to 75% https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/04/03/were-drinking-more-during-coronavirus-a-lot-more-but-our-immune-systems-are-paying-the-price

32 million people watched the network evening news broadcasts the past week, a 42% increase from last year. https://twitter.com/MattGrossmann/status/1242595811927736328
This is the evening news which cuts and edits Trump’s drooling rants to sound coherent https://twitter.com/jbouie/status/1242611659987922946

Starting in early spring, as the pandemic took hold, right-wing election-rigger Hans Spakovsky held multiple private briefings exclusively for Republican state election officials https://www.propublica.org/article/no-democrats-allowed-a-conservative-lawyer-holds-secret-voter-fraud-meetings-with-state-election-officials

3.21.2020
1) Trump admin created makeshift refugee camps through Remain in Mexico, hurting 60k people and 16k children; 2) Admin keeps fighting to keep them stuck there; 3) Admin says they are extremely likely  to get slammed by COVID; 4) Admin fights to keep it that way https://twitter.com/TheToddSchulte/status/1241423044138205187
Nigeria reported two cases of chloroquine poisoning after U.S. President Donald Trump praised the anti-malaria drug as a treatment for the novel coronavirus. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-21/nigeria-reports-chloroquine-poisonings-after-trump-praised-drug
Trump admits he has not used the Defense Production Act to get companies to produce the amount of protective equipment American health workers desperately need.  https://twitter.com/PodSaveAmerica/status/1241420998408146946
REPORTER: I'm going to read you doctors on the frontlines are saying. 
TRUMP: "You mean the ones who are saying good things or bad things?" 
REPORTER: [Reads doctors' pleas for protective equipment.] 
TRUMP: "...Many doctors, they can't believe the great job we're doing."

The federal government has a stockpile of PPE but has only released 10 percent of the supply. 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention keeps watering down standards for healthcare workers because of the lack of PPE. Earlier this week, the CDC even told them to use bandanas as masks. (aft.org e-mail)

“the Trump administration prepared for the coronavirus by trying to monetize any possible tests, cures and vaccines offered to Americans, all while selling stocks in advance of the crash and not activating known preparedness networks. The lack of a federal response now seems to be not just about his election chances but trying to get ahead of the money a privatized effort would recoup, surely lost if a successful federal response was mounted. Now the public is left trying to get accurate information on how to selfprotect from inside their homes while Trump spreads disinformation daily in briefings, and hospitals fill with patients and the doctors and healthcare workers lack for tools.”  https://twitter.com/alexanderchee/status/1240763301711265793

3.20.2020
https://www.palmerreport.com/analysis/worst-press-conference-donald-trump-yet-today/26638/
Trump's health czar forced again to push him out of the way in the middle of the presser to clarify that the treatment drugs have not been shown to be effective and that there is no known treatment at this time https://twitter.com/RachelBitecofer/status/1241039851409018880
Dr. Fauci is literally laying out why hydroxychloroquine is not the coronavirus wonder drug or “game changer” as the President is calling it, with the President disagreeing with him.. in real time. https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1241040298677059585
Q: What do you say to Americans who are scared? TRUMP: "I say that you're a terrible reporter, that's what I say."  https://twitter.com/PodSaveAmerica/status/1241041962871881728
Trump says he's activated the Defense Production Act, authorizing him to direct production. Pence says companies are "volunteering" https://twitter.com/HeidiNBC/status/1241037301700050951
Bloomberg lured staffers to his campaign with the promise of employment through November, whether he dropped out or not. But he laid them all off. Now, in the middle of a pandemic, his former staffers are uninsured, waiting on the last paycheck, and bound by NDAs https://twitter.com/aidachavez/status/1241040636947697664
The number of initial claims for unemployment benefits in Wisconsin for this past week was almost nine times as high as the week before.
All week long since botched primary, Ohio’s Secretary of State homepage has falsely declared that the primary has been extended/rescheduled to June 2

Trump administration’s DOL has asked states not to release precise unemployment figures https://twitter.com/amyhanauer/status/1241025323191472129

Amazon — you know, the one run by the richest man, the one whose sales have shot up during a pandemic — is doing an online fundraiser. Asking all of us to donate to support its warehouse temps & flex drivers hit by Covid. https://twitter.com/stacyfmitchell/status/1240979401535139840

This has, without a doubt, been the single worst week in the history of America’s alternative press. They’re facing a double blow: Not only have their main advertising sources dried up, so have their main points of distribution.  https://www.niemanlab.org/2020/03/total-annihilation-coronavirus-may-just-be-the-end-for-many-alt-weeklies/

55% of Americans approve of Pres. Trump's management of the coronavirus crisis, compared to 43% who disapprove, according to new ABC News/Ipsos poll. https://abcn.ws/2wd0vkB

Census Bureau missed a March 19 deadline to provide detailed explanation of its COVID-19 contingency plans to House Oversight Committee, according to an April 1 letter by committee members https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/documents/2020-04-01.CBM%20JR%20to%20Dillingham%20Census%20Bureau%20re%20Census%20Day.pdf

3.19.2020
Trump: State and Local Governments, Not Him, Have to Solve Coronavirus Shortages “We’re not a shipping clerk,” complains the president, annoyed that governors want his help with the pandemic.
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/amp/2020/03/trump-coronavirus-governors-hospitals-ventilators-respirators.html?__twitter_impression=true

Jones Day, “an influential law firm… has salted officials throughout the Trump administration.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1242842814024757251

3.18.2020
The acting director of the National Counterterrorism Center was removed Wednesday in what insiders fear is a purge by the Trump administration of career professionals at an organization set up after 9/11 to protect the nation from further attacks, according to two former U.S. officials. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/acting-counterterrorism-center-head-fired-according-to-former-us-officials/2020/03/19/fb33d516-6a02-11ea-b313-df458622c2cc_story.html
Unemployment claims filed in Ohio: Last Sunday: 536, This Sunday: 11,995, Monday: 36,645 https://twitter.com/SenSherrodBrown/status/1240104424850296835
The first coronavirus case in the U.S. and South Korea was detected on the same day. By late January, Seoul had medical companies starting to work on a diagnostic test — one was approved a week later. Today, the U.S. isn’t even close to meeting test demand https://reut.rs/3daq8mF
The United States imposed fresh sanctions on Iran, keeping up its economic pressure campaign despite an earlier offer to help Tehran cope with the #coronavirus pandemic https://reut.rs/33oMYCu
2020 Census field operations will be suspended for two weeks https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2020/operational-update.html
Sen. Ron Johnson: "Getting coronavirus is not a death sentence except for maybe no more than 3.4 percent of our population...probably far less." https://twitter.com/tripgabriel/status/1240368940951506949
In the middle of the biggest public health crisis in a century, 51 Republican senators decided that it was better not to give more Americans paid sick and family leave so they can stay home and avoid spreading illness.

3.17.2020
Illinois primary going ahead is also a farce https://twitter.com/rebeccapearl21/status/1239862320135901185
Same pretty much applies to all 3/17 primaries https://thefulcrum.us/coronavirus-primaries
LaRose's Directive is telling boards of elections to continue accepting absentee ballot applications, which at this point is in violation of Ohio law. https://twitter.com/BradCromes/status/1239976180134133760
Ohio Secretary of State’s office tells people—even when challenged on it—that the primary has been postponed. This is false; so far all that has happened, officially, is the closure of polls today.
“I've never felt like this in my 27 yrs in this country.I've never felt afraid to leave my home to take out the trash bc of my face.” https://twitter.com/JiayangFan/status/1240111033550766080

the Federal Reserve has made two “emergency rate cuts” in the last two weeks

3.16.2020
Ohio governor and AG attempt to postpone primary—about fifteen hours before polls scheduled to open—without involvement of state legislature by means of executive order and a collusive lawsuit. Chaos ensues. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/2020/03/17/coronavirus-canceled-ohios-primary-heres-how-dewine-and-state-leaders-made-decison/5066319002/
The state even distributed to the news media a copy of the order they had helpfully prepared for the judge to sign. https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200321/capitol-insider-ohio-abortion-clinics-ordered-closed-by-yost-under-health-directorrsquos-order
Frank LaRose’s office gave Ohio boards of elections incorrect information Monday evening about a judge’s ruling, setting off a chain reaction that led to confusion among the public and local elections workers https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200319/misstatements-from-larosersquos-office-sparked-election-eve-chaos-in-ohio
10 a.m.: In-person voting is still on, but we'll have curbside voting
3 p.m.: It's going to be postponed until June 2
7 p.m.: No, it's not, per judge's order
10 p.m.: Polling places will close via state public health order https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1239738510845804545
https://www.cleveland.com/open/2020/03/judge-rules-ohio-election-is-on-for-tomorrow.html
https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200316/coronavirus-ohio-election-is-off-despite-judgersquos-ruling-dewine-larose-say
https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/03/17/ohios-pollworkers-left-in-the-dark-throughout-lengthy-monday-turmoil/
https://twitter.com/RRuby44/status/1239701407634206722
https://twitter.com/WindingDot/status/1239712174328680449
https://twitter.com/oppo_researcher/status/1239721849438834689
https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1239705212761395201
https://twitter.com/ohvoterproject/status/1239887574887550977
https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1239736873335099392
https://twitter.com/JosephWMead/status/1239908120744337414
https://twitter.com/RickRouan/status/1239709926332784641
https://twitter.com/JosephWMead/status/1239645667779391491
https://twitter.com/WindingDot/status/1239716577194528774
https://twitter.com/oppo_researcher/status/1239719658632208389
https://twitter.com/LouisGrube/status/1239691500574949376
https://twitter.com/SeanForgotAgain/status/1239738668874698752
https://twitter.com/agarrettABJ/status/1239731006271295493
https://twitter.com/HenryJGomez/status/1239733173837275137
https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1239695178748891137
https://twitter.com/maurerlawllc/status/1239725161991020544
https://twitter.com/maurerlawllc/status/1239697466414575616
https://twitter.com/LarrySabato/status/1239743371507167232
At quarter-past 10 p.m., DeWine simply announces that his health director, Dr. Amy Acton, orders polls closed tomorrow "as a health emergency.”  https://twitter.com/HenryJGomez/status/1239735800180412423
DeWine claimed that he only acted on Monday because “they've heard from many voters in recent days who were concerned about showing up to vote Tuesday.” Total lack of leadership. https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1239635148800266240
today's federal response pivoted to saying out loud, basically "fuck it, states. y'all figure it out" https://twitter.com/Hegemommy/status/1239792119901908993
Trump says “we have a problem that a month ago nobody ever thought about.” (Trump was first briefed about coronavirus threat almost exactly two months ago today.) https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1239640344461000704
Trump struggles to answer two simple questions: 1. When exactly were you tested for the coronavirus? and 2. Why were you tested when White House doctors said you didn’t need a test? https://twitter.com/H_MitchellPhoto/status/1239638023131848706
The number of U.S. cases of coronavirus is doubling every four days. But Mitch McConnell says he might not get around to a Senate vote until the end of this week--pushing final passage into the last week of March
VA still says it has administered 100 tests -- unchanged since last week. https://twitter.com/AbbieRBennett/status/1239587456619601924
Texas has 57 confirmed cases COVID-19 in 15 counties. “More than” 200 people have been tested. The math is apocalyptic. https://twitter.com/Joeycules/status/1239630083238830080

Republicans’ 2012 nominee for president, Mitt Romney, endorses Universal Basic Income six weeks after voting to convict Donald Trump

3.15.2020
CDC is recommending gatherings of 50 or more people over the next 8 weeks be postponed or cancelled. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/mass-gatherings-ready-for-covid-19.html
Dr. Anthony Fauci's message to young people earlier today: “You are not immune or safe from getting seriously ill." Trump just now: "Young people, people of good health, and groups of people, just are not strongly affected." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1239305485418987521
Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero and launches massive $700 billion quantitative easing program
http://cnbc.com/id/106444668
Trump spoke for 15 min. Not one word about the health crisis. Not one word about Americans who are sick & who’ve died. All he did was brag about the Fed & go after the media. https://twitter.com/WalshFreedom/status/1239302903686365189

The pandemic fucks the 2020 Census
https://www.npr.org/2020/03/11/814603337/how-the-coronavirus-outbreak-may-impact-the-2020-census

3.14.2020
House Democratic leadership caves to industry lobbying, to weaken COVID-19 response legislation; e.g. The American Hospital Association lobbied successfully to eliminate provisions that would have set safety standards for health care workers and shielded nurses, EMTs, and other workers on the frontlines of the battle against the pandemic from contracting COVID-19. https://cepr.net/families-first-coronavirus-response-act-whats-in-and-whats-out/
Trump made up a fake website being developed by Google to provide public information during a global pandemic
Nine days ago, Ohio was among just six states not doing any testing for “novel coronavirus.” Today, Democrats are practically tripping over themselves to praise the DeWine administration. FML.

South Korea has tested more than 230,000 people for free and set up drive-thru testing weeks ago. Meanwhile, the US vice president and the Health and Human Services secretary said this week they don't know how many Americans have been tested. But members of both parties say there aren't nearly enough tests available. https://edition.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-hnk/h_fdb041b960d92a44da4f375cedfabb59
A single Chinese billionaire is providing more testing kits to Americans than the CDC and the entire federal government has managed—and not just a few more, more by many orders of magnitude. https://twitter.com/dwallacewells/status/1238477908773134338
Meanwhile a US pharmaceutical company with a potential COVID-19 vaccine is in court trying to prevent China from getting it because they're worried China will distribute it to the world for free https://twitter.com/workerism/status/1238615368517779456

When the market drops 7%, it triggers a circuit breaker and stops trading for 15 minutes. The first and only time it happened was 23 years ago, in 1997. It's just happened twice in one week. https://twitter.com/Pappiness/status/1238098758740643841

Kushner, it turns out, is reportedly one of the people directly responsible for the country's extreme delays in rolling out tests when the outbreak started. That's according to the Financial Times, which recently published a deep-dive into the Trump administration's chaotic and denial-plagued coronavirus response. One of Donald Trump's confidants, who's regularly in touch with the president, put the blame squarely on Kushner, saying, "Jared had been arguing that testing too many people, or ordering too many ventilators, would spook the markets and so we just shouldn’t do it. https://www.gq.com/story/kushner-too-much-testing

3.13.2020
Trump administration blocks states use of Medicaid to respond to coronavirus crisis https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-03-13/trump-administration-blocks-states-use-medicaid-respond-coronavirus-crisis
Trump cronies organize Friday afternoon stunt to boost the stock market in the closing minutes 

Billionaires, big utilities, et al. are using the pandemic crisis, a consequence of the toxic systems they perpetuate and defend against any serious reform, to legitimize their authority in the public narrative through conspicuous acts of charity

3.12.2020
Currently experts expect over 1 million deaths in the U.S. since the virus was not contained & we cannot even test for it. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1238303395448008704
The European Union’s governing body condemned President Trump’s Europe travel ban, saying the decision was “taken unilaterally and without consultation” https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1238061503175184384
Trump's Covid-19 Travel Ban exempts the U.K., where he owns resorts and hotels.  https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/12/trump-coronavirus-travel-europe-resorts-126808
Dow down 10%, 2360 points in largest single day point and percentage drop since 1987 https://twitter.com/AliVelshi/status/1238193138423955456
The President is tweeting about his approval rating and attacking the Obama Administration in the middle of a global pandemic and a plunging stock market. https://twitter.com/jonfavs/status/1238290977657257985
Trump admin releases talking points to justify opposition to House Democrats’ COVID-19 response legislation, including a false claim that the bill would fund abortions https://twitter.com/ilyseh/status/1238146542768459777
The White House is now lying about Trump's interactions with infected persons—including interactions we have pictures of—in order to talk around his refusal to get tested https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1238180021946191872

Overnight, ranting Trump bans all travel from Europe, before retracting.
Bedlam at U.S.-bound airlines at CDG in Paris early this a.m., as Americans pay as much as $20,000 for last-minute flights https://twitter.com/mmcintire/status/1238019976163995655
DHS Acting Secy issues a statement fixing Trump's mistakes. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1237927667216855040

Trump’s “maximum pressure” campaign against Iran has blocked vital medicines and medical equipment from reaching people during a global pandemic.  https://twitter.com/RepBarbaraLee/status/1237855316743614464
https://theintercept.com/2020/03/15/coronavirus-iraq-us-iran/

3.11.2020 The day shit got real with COVID-19
Amid a pandemic, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends that individuals exposed to the novel coronavirus self-quarantine for 14 days. Today, Democrats tried to pass an emergency paid sick leave bill to address hardships faced by sick or quarantined workers without paid leave. Republicans blocked it. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-gop-blocks-emergency-paid-sick-leave-legislation-from-moving-forward_n_5e691016c5b68d61645ebff9
Meanwhile, the indecency with which Democrats trip over themselves in haste to vote an “emergency stimulus package” because markets are sliding is appalling in its implications, given that Republicans dug in and demanded austerity during a major recession a decade ago.
Trump made “coronavirus” meetings classified one hour after WHO announced that we're experiencing a pandemic.  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-secrecy-exclusive/exclusive-white-house-told-federal-health-agency-to-classify-coronavirus-deliberations-sources-idUSKBN20Y2LM
Oklahoma City: Two NBA teams are quarantined. The game just got canceled with the fans in the stands. https://twitter.com/Kantrowitz/status/1237912564740132864
NBA suspends entire season https://twitter.com/SopanDeb/status/1237914425119641602
During a worldwide pandemic creating ongoing economic shock Trump accidentally announced a ban of cargo shipments from Europe  https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1237921884253106180
Sanjay Gupta on CNN just verified that the CDC only processed eight tests for [covid 19] today... And the president never raised the issue of testing in his speech tonight https://twitter.com/jycefisher/status/1237925533763108864
Italy says all stores except pharmacies and food markets will be closed in response to the country's new virus outbreak. https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/1237843955556864000
“The Italian College of Anesthesia, Analgesia, Resuscitation and Intensive Care just published the most extraordinary medical document I’ve ever seen.” https://twitter.com/Yascha_Mounk/status/1237731864233807872
Federal court hearing on Ohio law that would ban abortion if even part of the patient's reason for seeking the abortion is a fetal diagnosis of Down syndrome. The law has already been found unconstitutional by the trial court and an appeals court panel; however, when the state of Ohio asked the full Sixth Circuit to rehear the appeal, the request was granted.

3.10.2020
Italy is extending its coronavirus quarantine measures, which include a ban on public gatherings, to the entire country. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51810673

3.8.2020
The Grand Princess is docking tomorrow. What's the plan for the 3,500 people on board? Ben Carson: “They're coming up with one” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1236674396867170305

3.6.2020
Tulsi Gabbard is holding her first campaign event in weeks today. "In fucking Las Vegas, in a state where people already voted"
crew in a Seattle and King County Public Health van just showed up, now painting over that Econolodge sign with black paint. It’s likely up to three patients will arrive here tonight  https://twitter.com/ColeMillerTV/status/1236109907155271680

The Supreme Court has now handed down three 5–4 rulings split along ideological lines, the highest rate of split decisions at this point in the term since 2010. Anti-abortion advocates lied so poorly that John Roberts may side with the liberals. The chief justice also denounced Chuck Schumer for talking about Justice Kavanaugh the way Kavanaugh talked about the Senate. (Slate)

3.5.2020
Endless media attempts to write the strongest reform candidate out of the presidential election—in combination with endless mulligans for the most fervently status-quo candidate—finally succeed. This is not really abnormal, realistically, it’s just the snuffing out of last remaining hopes.
“Ezra and Leah here. Senator Warren announced she’s dropping out of the presidential race. This is a gut punch to us personally, and we wanted to write a quick note because we know how much her campaign has meant to so many of the leaders in the Indivisible movement.” https://indivisible.actionkit.com/mailings/view/57631?t=8&akid=57631%2E1732417%2EJ9OUIp
Oregon Republicans’ walk outs shut down the state legislature and the majority’s entire policy agenda, resulting in a sudden adjournment with more than 100 bills effectively stuffed into a shredder https://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-2020-republican-walkout-legislative-session-ends/
A federal judge on Thursday sharply criticized Attorney General William P. Barr’s handling of the report by the special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, saying that Mr. Barr put forward a “distorted” and “misleading” account of its findings and lacked credibility on the topic. Mr. Barr could not be trusted, Judge Reggie B. Walton said, citing “inconsistencies” between the attorney general’s statements about the report when it was secret and its actual contents that turned out to be more damaging to President Trump. https://www.cleveland.com/nation/2020/03/federal-judge-assails-barrs-handling-of-mueller-report-am-news-links.html
2,733 people are under coronavirus quarantines in New York City, officials say https://twitter.com/cliffordlevy/status/1235713013895716864
Republican Gov. Brian Kemp  has canceled an election and says he'll fill a seat on the Georgia Supreme Court all by himself.  https://thefulcrum.us/voting/georgia-supreme-court-election-canceled

3.4.2020
The Supreme Court just finished oral arguments on the biggest threat to abortion rights in decades, and it's clear that the conservative justices are ready to gut Roe v. Wade.
'This is not sustainable': Public health departments, decimated by funding cuts, scramble against coronavirus https://yhoo.it/38kD0CZ
“Emergency Fed rate cut” helps China with longer-term currency goals https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/04/emergency-fed-rate-cut-helps-china-with-longer-term-currency-goals.html
In addition to purging from the administration those who told the truth about abuses, the President appears to be promoting to a key intelligence post an official whose apparent misconduct helped cover up the Ukraine scheme, Michael Ellis. https://www.justsecurity.org/69012/the-gravity-of-michael-ellis-promotion-to-senior-director-for-intelligence-at-the-white-house/
“From an entirely disinterested economic perspective, COVID-19 might even prove mildly beneficial in the long term by disproportionately culling elderly dependents,” writes  Jeremy Warner, business writer for The Telegraph https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2020/03/03/does-fed-know-something-rest-us-do-not-panicked-interest-rate/?WT.mc_id=tmg_share_tw

When House lawmakers asked why aid to Ukraine was halted, the Trump administration claimed in public and in later court statements it was to allow for a policy review. Just one problem: There was never a review, according to a senior Pentagon official. https://publicintegrity.org/national-security/top-pentagon-official-contests-white-house-claims-about-ukraine-aid-delay/

Norman Ornstein, a political scientist specializing in congressional matters at the conservative-leaning American Enterprise Institute, told me that he has known every Senate Majority Leader in the past fifty years, and that McConnell “will go down in history as one of the most significant people in destroying the fundamentals of our constitutional democracy.” He continued, “There isn’t anyone remotely close. There’s nobody as corrupt, in terms of violating the norms of government.” https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/04/20/how-mitch-mcconnell-became-trumps-enabler-in-chief
Since joining President Trump’s administration, Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao has come under fire for scandal after scandal. And now, she’s under investigation for allegedly giving her husband Mitch McConnell’s constituents special treatment -- steering millions of federal dollars to Kentucky while he faces re-election. But the Department of Transportation’s Inspector General left his role while investigating this serious allegation. And McConnell is in charge of the confirmation process for his replacement
Former McConnell staffers run an array of ostensibly independent spending groups, many of which take tens of millions of dollars from undisclosed donors. https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/04/20/how-mitch-mcconnell-became-trumps-enabler-in-chief

Poland's judges are being "harassed into obedience" as efforts to "muzzle" the judiciary have intensified.  http://bit.ly/3aAFkrh

3.3.2020
6 hour-plus waits to cast ballots. Critical infrastructure going down. Lines stretching around blocks, even outside of peak hours. Online disinformation targeting vulnerable voters. Many eligible voters were left wondering if they’d even be able to vote -- or if doing so was worth the wait. “The truth is -- our systems were overwhelmed, during a primary election, in only a quarter of states.”
Also, election-related websites in dozens of towns and counties that voted on Super Tuesday have security weaknesses https://www.propublica.org/article/some-election-related-websites-still-run-on-vulnerable-software-older-than-many-high-schoolers
At 11:00 PM on Super Tuesday, three hours after the polls were set to close, voters in Los Angeles County were still waiting to cast their ballots. People were forced to wait in line for hours to vote, and the long lines turned away many voters who could not afford to wait.
	Many of the complaints about electoral proceedings in Los Angeles County last Tuesday pertained to the county’s use of new voting machines that failed to perform as intended. The machines, designed specifically for the county at a price of $280 million, were meant to significantly improve electoral systems. Instead, about 20 percent of the machines failed to work and network errors prevented poll workers from accessing electronic registration records.
	These machine failures are hardly unprecedented, even for LA County’s unique technology. A December report from the California Secretary of State found that hackers could easily infect the Los Angeles machines with malware. In Pennsylvania’s Northampton County, statistically impossible election results from ES&S ExpressVote XL machines in 2019 led to a “vote of no confidence” from the county’s election commissioners and a demand for a refund. (Free Speech for People e-mail)
Texas closed 750 polling stations — more than any other state — in order to create voting centers instead of “precinct-specific” voting. Lawmakers argued that this would eliminate confusion and make voting easier, but instead, it disproportionately kept people of color from the polls. (Free Speech for People e-mail)
Also in Texas ”Trump’s Favorite Democrat" Congressman Henry Cuellar barely eked out a 51.8% primary victory against bold progressive Jessica Cisneros
Amid virus outbreak Trump launches an urgent fight to save his economic record https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/03/trump-economic-record-coronavirus-119920

The same US media which has basically (mis)informed mainstream American society that “coronavirus” is the name of a specific disease—yeah it’s also exercising enormous influence over public perceptions of who can and cannot become president.
(COVID-19 is the name of the disease caused by this virus. The virus itself is called SARS-CoV-2, given by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses. Coronavirus is a family of viruses that are named for the spikes on their surfaces, which have a crown-like appearance.) https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2020/ap-stylebook-tips-on-the-coronavirus/

3.2.2020
The world is in "uncharted territory" on the coronavirus outbreak, the World Health Organization (WHO) has said. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-51712437
The CDC today removed information on its website that detailed how many people in the country had been tested for the virus. It now only displays the number of confirmed cases. https://twitter.com/ChrisLu44/status/1234613784162947072
The White House is withdrawing Elaine McCusker for a top Pentagon post following reports that she questioned the legality of the administration's efforts to freeze military aid to Ukraine. 
federal court just upheld Donald Trump's family planning gag rule -- forcing Planned Parenthood to give up $60 million a year in Title X funding
Taliban ends partial truce, to resume Afghan 'operations'
Supreme Court announces it will decide the fate of the Affordable Care Act—but sometime next term, presumably after the election.
Amy Klobuchar follows Pete Buttigieg exit the Democratic presidential primary right before Super Tuesday and promptly endorse de facto Republican Joe Biden
Ohio Republicans torpedoing an effort to put automatic voter registration on the Ohio ballot in an empty meeting room at a hearing you can't find on any website and that reporters didn't even find out about until it was underway. https://twitter.com/oppo_researcher/status/1234525823358636034
37 Republicans have needed to come together to say that the president is not a king. https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2020-03-02/donald-trump-immunity-supreme-court

Senate Democrats have introduced 20 election security bills in the last nine months alone, and Republicans have blocked every single one.

AI program monitors call center workers' vocal inflections and docks them if it deems them not cheery or upbeat enough https://twitter.com/bcmerchant/status/1233469101470814208

Australia's summers have become twice as long as its winters amid increasing temperatures driven by climate change, according to new weather data analysis. The Australia Institute found that summer across most of the country over the past 20 years was about a month longer than in the mid-20th century, while winters had become shorter. Between 2014 and 2018, summers were found to be about 50% longer. The findings followed Australia's warmest and driest year on record. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-51697803
Average temperatures in Ohio reached 34.8 degrees from December through February – 6 degrees above normal and good for the fifth warmest winter on record. Michigan’s average of 26.3 was up 6.1 degrees from the historic norm and the state’s eighth warmest winter. Only four other states saw higher increases. They weren’t alone. Worldwide temperatures were more than 2 degrees above the 20th-century average this winter, making it the second warmest in 141 years of record keeping, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Only the winter of 2015-2016 was warmer. https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200330/winter-was-among-warmest-on-record-in-ohio-world

An official at the Interior Department embarked on a campaign that has inserted misleading language about climate change — including debunked claims that increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is beneficial — into the agency’s scientific reports https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/02/climate/goks-uncertainty-language-interior.html?referringSource=articleShare

ProPublica 2.28.2020: As the highly infectious coronavirus jumped from China to country after country in January and February, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention lost valuable weeks that could have been used to track its possible spread in the United States because it insisted upon devising its own test. https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
A series of missteps at the nation’s top public health agency caused a critical shortage of reliable laboratory tests for the coronavirus, hobbling the federal response as the pandemic spread across the country like wildfire, an Associated Press review found. Trump subsequently assured Americans that the COVID-19 test developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is “perfect” and that “anyone who wants a test can get a test.” But more than two months after the first U.S. case of the new disease was confirmed, many people still cannot get tested. In the critical month of February, as the virus began taking root in the U.S. population, CDC data shows government labs processed 352 COVID-19 tests — an average of only a dozen per day. https://apnews.com/c335958b1f8f6a37b19b421bc7759722

A mutated version of coronavirus which has swept the world may be even more infectious than the original, according to a study in the US. The strain first appeared in Europe in February https://metro.co.uk/2020/11/03/more-contagious-covid-mutation-accounts-for-85-of-global-cases-13525843/?ito=socialmetrouktwitter

2.27.2020
The World Health Organization (WHO) has upgraded the global risk of the coronavirus outbreak to "very high" - its top level of risk assessment. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-51680560
The acting White House chief of staff says US media is stoking a coronavirus panic because they hope it will take down President Donald Trump. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51667670
Government health officials and scientists will have to clear statements about the coronavirus outbreak with the office of Vice President Mike Pence, in an effort to tighten the White House’s control of messaging about the virus https://nyti.ms/3a7omjV
"Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, one of the country’s leading experts on viruses and the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infections Diseases, told associates that the White House had instructed him not to say anything else without clearance." https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1233095277571117058
Fauci  was scheduled to go on all 5 Sunday talk shows and then Pence was put in charge of the coronavirus response and he was ordered to cancel https://thehill.com/homenews/media/485147-rep-garamendi-nih-director-fauci-cancelled-on-five-sunday-talk-shows-after
“I was the WH Ebola Response Coordinator in 2014-15.  We never told CDC or NIH what they could say, or ever censored their medical statements.  If the WH is doing that now, it is a danger to public health.” https://twitter.com/RonaldKlain/status/1233106848162701317
On Feb. 27, when the United States had 15 confirmed cases of COVID-19, President Trump was tamping down fears and suggesting that the virus could be seasonal. "It's going to disappear. One day, it's like a miracle. It will disappear," the president said then… On that same day, Republican Sen. Richard Burr attended a luncheon held at a social club called the Capitol Hill Club. And he delivered a much more alarming message. "There's one thing that I can tell you about this: It is much more aggressive in its transmission than anything that we have seen in recent history," he said, according to a secret recording of the remarks obtained by NPR. "It is probably more akin to the 1918 pandemic."
Dow falls 1,191 points -- the most in history https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/index.html?fbclid=IwAR2h4NbrwZFKD_aakYLY7jhZfsz2XfISqWhiy1mcU98pfHu0v-NjMCROni4
Trump spent 45 minutes today w/producers behind a play that dramatized the text messages between FBI agents Peter Strzok and Lisa Page, complaining about why "some people are in prison and others aren't." He is now meeting with Diamond and Silk and others. On a day the Dow plunged nearly 1,200 points and his government raced to contain coronavirus https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1233209759915966464

The Trump administration barred a top US disease expert from speaking freely to the public after he warned the coronavirus might be impossible to contain https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-anthony-fauci-trump-admin-stops-discussion-2020-2

“With the coronavirus killing thousands and threatening to tank the global economy, I feel like more people should be talking about the fact that Trump fired the entire pandemic response team two years ago and then didn't replace them Trump also cut funding for the CDC, forcing the CDC to cancel its efforts to help countries prevent infectious-disease threats from becoming epidemics in 39 of 49 countries in 2018. Among the countries abandoned? China.” https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1232050502025781257

2.26.2020
Messonnier warned us to prepare for "significant disruptions" to everyday life and it made Trump so angry he tried to fire her, then cut out HHS & put Pence in charge of COVID response https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1329883103863721984
The Department of Justice Creates Section Dedicated to Denaturalization Cases https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-creates-section-dedicated-denaturalization-cases
HHS Sec. Azar refuses to promise a coronavirus vaccine will be affordable for anyone: "We would want to ensure that we work to make it affordable, but we can't control that price, because we need the private sector to invest.. Price controls won't get us there." https://twitter.com/mmcauliff/status/1232784696792297472
As the highly infectious coronavirus jumped from China to country after country in January and February, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention lost valuable weeks that could have been used to track its possible spread in the United States because it insisted upon devising its own test. The federal agency shunned the World Health Organization test guidelines used by other countries and set out to create a more complicated test of its own that could identify a range of similar viruses. But when it was sent to labs across the country in the first week of February, it didn’t work as expected. The CDC test correctly identified COVID-19, the disease caused by the virus. But in all but a handful of state labs, it falsely flagged the presence of the other viruses in harmless samples. As a result, until Wednesday the CDC and the Food and Drug Administration only allowed those state labs to use the test https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
Now the President of the United States is telling people to fight an epidemic by grabbing less handrails and his administration and the press corps are just yucking it up like it’s such a great time. https://twitter.com/JYSexton/status/1232823991745773569
Trump filed a libel suit against the New York Times. This new lawsuit is a joke under our current constitutional law of libel. So this case should be readily dismissed. And Trump must know it, because just three years ago he got a libel suit against him dismissed in the very same court in which he sued the Times on Wednesday on the grounds that what he had said about a critic was protected opinion. But the president sued anyway. He sued even though he had never complained about the story after it was published. He sued almost a year after the article was published, just ahead of the statute of limitations expiring. On Wednesday, in a news briefing where he attempted to minimize the seriousness of the looming pandemic, he said “there will be more coming.” And that is the point. What is happening here is a cynical play to establish a talking point. Now, whenever the nation’s leading newspaper reveals some new abuse of power or malfeasance in office, Trump can point out he is suing the Times. Perhaps, he may hope, the Times news pages will even pull a punch or two to avoid being seen as a presidential adversary.

Trump’s acting director of national intelligence, Richard Grenell, worked as a paid publicist for a foundation funded by Hungary’s increasingly authoritarian government — his second former client to prompt scrutiny because Grenell did not disclose the work. https://www.propublica.org/article/trumps-new-spy-chief-once-got--100000-from-a-group-funded-by-the-hungarian-government-but-never-reported-it
Property of the People obtained recordings suggesting Ric Grenell, now Director of National Intelligence leaked potentially classified information to a Trump family political fixer who then shared it w/ a prominent alt-right blogger. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/24/assange-grenell-intelligence-117244

2.25.2020
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on Tuesday alerted Americans to begin to prepare for community spread of the new coronavirus https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-china-usa-idUSKBN20J2A9?taid=5e5577b43e2fca0001a3e629
The U.S. has “contained” the coronavirus, NEC Director Larry Kudlow says. “Pretty close to airtight.” https://cnb.cx/32pKJyk
all present Senate Democrats except Booker, Gillibrand, Harris, Hirono, and Markey voted to advance a Trump nominee for Tax Court https://twitter.com/JonathanCohn/status/1232785857960140801
Trump, asked  if he'll pledge not to take foreign election assistance, attacks CNN, saying, "Your record on telling the truth is so bad, you ought to be ashamed."  https://twitter.com/Porter_Anderson/status/1232286660957786114
Supreme Court Republicans just ruled that Border Patrol agents can shoot from the US into Mexico and kill people with impunity. https://twitter.com/keegan_hamilton/status/1232332613395730434

mysterious private equity firm Ethos Capital trying to buy the .ORG domain registry

2.24.2020
The President is telling people to buy stocks rather than helping to educate them about how to avoid coronavirus. https://twitter.com/brianschatz/status/1232086344358338561
Acting DHS Deputy Secretary actually, haplessly, posts on Twitter: “Has the Johns Hopkins map of the coronavirus stopped working for other people, or just me?” https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1232065873684451328

Florida has doubled down on secrecy since federal officials reported at least four counties were hacked in 2016. The state[’s Republican junta] forced all 67 elections supervisors to sign nondisclosure agreements before they could receive federal funding for elections security, be briefed about vulnerabilities found by cybersecurity experts or even hook up to the state’s voter registration system. https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/02/25/voting-access-florida-sunshine-state-election-security/4866141002/
In the rush to replace insecure, unreliable electronic voting machines after Russia's interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential race, state and local officials have scrambled to acquire more trustworthy equipment for this year's election, when U.S. intelligence agencies fear even worse problems. But instead of choosing simple, hand-marked paper ballots that are most resistant to tampering because paper cannot be hacked, many are opting for pricier technology that computer security experts consider almost as risky as earlier discredited electronic systems. Called ballot-marking devices, the machines have touchscreens for registering voter choice. The most pricey solution available, they are at least twice as expensive as the hand-marked paper ballot option. They have been vigorously promoted by the three voting equipment vendors that control 88% of the U.S. market. [The industry faces virtually no federal regulation even though election technology was designated critical infrastructure in January 2017. Federal certification guidelines for voting machine design are 15 years old and voluntary. The leading vendors have resisted publicly disclosing third-party penetration testing of their systems.] Some of the most popular ballot-marking machines, made by industry leaders Election Systems & Software and Dominion Voting Systems, register votes in bar codes that the human eye cannot decipher. Nearly 1 in 5 U.S. voters will be using ballot-marking machines this year, compared with less than 2% in 2018, according to Verified Voting, which tracks voting technology. Pivotal counties in the crucial states of Pennsylvania, Ohio and North Carolina have bought ballot-marking machines. So have counties in much of Texas, as well as California's Los Angeles County and all of Georgia, Delaware and South Carolina. The machines' certification has often been streamlined in the rush to get machines in place for presidential primaries. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/reliability-of-expensive-new-voting-machines-called-into-question/

2.23.2020
Trump heads to India; One of his business partners is accused of massive fraud, while another is facing a funding crunch. Both of them have close ties to India’s ruling party, headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. https://twitter.com/RobertMaguire_/status/1231600196750118913
Aalst, Belgium, carnival group depicts Jews as vermin https://twitter.com/AdamMouchtar/status/1231570300116099073
in late January and again in late February, while Trump was repeatedly downplaying the threat, trade adviser Peter Navarro circulated memos warning the coming pandemic could cost hundreds of thousands of American lives. The second memo, dated Feb. 23, was addressed directly to Trump, via his White House staff https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/07/trump-peter-navarro-coronavirus-memos-174237

The Republican National Committee is sending misleading mailers labeled "2020 Congressional District Census" to people across the country. https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-02-20/gop-is-accused-of-sending-misleading-census-forms

San Francisco and Sacramento have not seen a drop of rain this February, in what is typically one of the wettest months of the year for California. “This hasn’t happened in 150 years or more,” says climate scientist Daniel Swain. https://twitter.com/susie_c/status/1230931592148684801

2.21.2020
The Supreme Court voted along party lines Friday evening to allow a Trump administration rule restricting low-income immigrants’ ability to enter the US to take full effect. 
Justice Sotomayor’s opinion is a warning that the Supreme Court’s Republican majority appears to care more about bailing out the Trump administration than it does careful deliberation that ensures the law is read properly. It’s also a warning that the Supreme Court appears to be bending the rules for Trump and Trump alone. As Sotomayor writes, “the Court’s recent behavior on stay applications has benefited one litigant over all others.” https://www.vox.com/2020/2/22/21148529/justice-sotomayor-supreme-court-wolf-cook-county-public-charge-thumb-on-scale
The new W.H. personnel chief called in liaisons from cabinet agencies for an introductory meeting and asked them to identify political appointees across the government who are believed to be anti-Trump, three sources familiar with the meeting tell Axios.
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) whistleblower Philip Haney was found dead in Amador County, Calif., on Friday https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/philip-haney-dhs-whistleblower-found-dead-police-say/ar-BB10hCrc?ocid=st2

"Business investment growth has slowed to nearly a halt, while economic growth has been propped up by increases in government spending." http://www.startribune.com/tax-reform-may-be-more-lucrative-than-advertised-for-corporations/568026742/

2.20.2020
Trump has officially granted the Department of Defense the legal authority to abolish the collective bargaining rights of its civilian labor unions representing some 750,000 workers. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/collective-bargaining-union-trump-defense-department_n_5e4f5f21c5b6b82aa650a857?section=politics&ncid=tweetlnkushpmg00000016

Within the span of a few days, Trump has put a Trump Hotel gold club loyalty member in charge of US spy agencies, commuted sentences of criminals with Trump connections, signaled possible pardon to campaign aide convicted of lying to Congress and threatening witness. https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1230558066539560960

Russia is aiding President Trump in the 2020 election, intelligence officials told lawmakers. Trump complained Democrats might exploit the news. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/20/us/politics/russian-interference-trump-democrats.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes
1. DNI gets intel that Russia is interfering in the election in his favor, again
2. Acting DNI briefs lawmakers about the threat.
3. Trump finds out
4. Trump berates acting DNI
5. Trump replaces acting DNI with political stooge/ally
https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1230615248916418560

Trump’s reelection campaign and the Republican National Committee are pumping more than $10 million into a legal campaign challenging Democratic voting-related lawsuits and building a massive Election Day operation. https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/20/michigan-voting-lawsuits-rnc-trump-116142

2.18.2020
Trump’s already given himself a long list of over-the-top superlatives and fancy titles, like “King of Israel” and “the second coming of God” and even “very stable genius.” Now he's added one more to the pile: America’s “chief law enforcement officer.” Doubling down on his assault on America’s legal system, Trump declared Tuesday that he has every right to protect his friends and punish his enemies using the country’s federal criminal procedures because he’s technically America’s top cop https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/wxezk9/trump-just-declared-himself-the-sheriff-of-america
The son of one of Trump’s latest pardon recipients gave $85k to Trump victory this August. His wife gave $50k that same month. On top of that, they made an in-kind contribution for $75k in air travel. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-grants-clemency-to-another-round-of-people-he-saw-on-fox-news

The Bloomberg campaign is hiring experts on malignant narcissism and comedy writers to get into Trump’s head and push all his buttons to make him even crazier.

Rampant ignorance and misinformation about the novel coronavirus, experts say, has led to racist and xenophobic attacks against fellow Americans or anyone in the United States who looks Asian. https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/20/us/coronavirus-racist-attacks-against-asian-americans/index.html

2.17.2020
After more than 2,000 former DOJ expressed alarm about challenges to rule of law, now the Federal Judges' Association has called an emergency meeting re concerns around independent law enforcement.  https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/02/17/roger-stone-sentence-judges-worried-political-interference/4788155002/

“The Republican Party sees the Ohio Supreme Court as an important cog in its effort to maintain political control” https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/02/17/the-money-and-interests-targeting-ohios-legislature-and-supreme-court-in-2020/

Bloomberg campaign has now disclosed $400 million in broadcast, radio & cable ads, $42 million on Facebook ads, $36 million on Google ads, god knows how much on staff, research, & polling. https://twitter.com/lhfang/status/1229544331071180800
(since Bloomberg's one and only selling point is his advertising money, let's look at how effective Bloomberg's $400 million has been in getting rid of Trump. Trump's approval rating is <double-checks chart> higher than when Bloomberg started.) https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1229600131294679040
Campaign is also paying people $2500/month to puff the candidate on social media; doesn't believe posts from its deputy field organizers need to be labeled, describing them as a new form of political organizing rather than paid influencer content https://twitter.com/rmc031/status/1230161633126821889

2.16.2020
CDC didn’t want to fly Americans infected with Coronavirus to the US along with those who weren’t infected. The Trump administration overruled the CDC.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/coronavirus-diamond-princess-cruise-americans/2020/02/20/b6f54cae-5279-11ea-b119-4faabac6674f_story.html

More than 50 municipalities across the U.S. are no longer able to afford curbside recycling programs due to skyrocketing prices after China stopped accepting American trash. As a result, tons of recyclables are being dumped in landfills, which contribute to climate change. https://www.nbcnews.com/nightly-news/video/growing-number-of-cities-suspending-recycling-programs-over-rising-costs-78842949608?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma

2.15.2020
Chinese spying has reached unprecedented levels in the United States. The FBI is now overseeing around 1,000 cases of espionage, with Chinese spies infiltrating the State Department, the CIA, and Defense Intelligence Agency. https://twitter.com/AkiPeritz/status/1228707292473962497
Where is this info of 1,000 open China-related cases being investigated by the FBI coming from? 
How would Ms. Haley, a private citizen, know about multiple sensitive open investigations in State, DIA, and CIA?
If this tweet is accurate, didn’t she just warn all the Chinese moles at CIA, DIA, and State that the FBI is investigating them?
Trump: “Ralph Waldo Emerson seemed to foresee the lesson of the Senate Impeachment Trial of President Trump. ‘When you strike at the King, Emerson famously said, “you must kill him.’ Mr. Trump’s foes struck at him but did not take him down.” 
This after AG Barr said Trump’s tweets make it hard for him to do his job. https://twitter.com/BarbMcQuade/status/1228684905757974529 

The degree to which Michael Bloomberg is using his fortune to fundamentally alter & manipulate U.S. politics to his personal advantage extends way beyond ads. 3 months ago, polls found Mike Bloomberg “widely disliked” with the highest negatives in the race. Now he’s a top 3 contender for the Democratic nomination. One of the richest humans ever is trying to upend every part of the process. https://twitter.com/blakezeff/status/1227976156936171520
In 2018, Mike spent $110 million to boost 24 candidates now in Congress. Turns out, giving people $2 million can be the start of a beautiful friendship. 
Then there are mayors: Want a grant from Bloomberg for new programs in your city...?
You may also see “community groups” back Mike's candidacy. As mayor, non-profits supported him when he reversed a voter referendum on term limits & made a backroom deal to help himself get a 3rd term. How’d that happen, you ask? He bought people.
Mike poaches talent away from other campaigns, by giving folks huge salaries & perks (catered meals, etc). His money also lets him hire more staff than all his opponents combined
Mike's wealth even affects his rivals’ fundraising. Using his relationships with other rich donors, he’s personally asking them to sit the election out, so his rivals can't raise cash.
Saturating the airwaves gives you the huge advantage of never needing media coverage - which means rarely having to submit to interviews or scrutiny. The issue’s not just that Mike’s ads help him “get his story out more.” It’s that they enable him to *craft* whatever story he wants, blast it to every voter 1000 times, & bypass the media. And if the story takes creative licenses, oh well. How will viewers ever find out?

2.14.2020
Harvard public heath prof Mac Lipsitch, on coronavirus: “It is likely we’ll see a global pandemic...If a pandemic happens, 40% to 70% of people world-wide are likely to be infected in the coming year.” https://twitter.com/MichaelCBender/status/1228335868202672129
Susan Pompeo, the wife of Mike Pompeo, is listed in the Munich Security Conference program as “Special Assistant to the Secretary of State.” https://twitter.com/nahaltoosi/status/1228323953950838784

Trump's policies are emboldening bullying in high schools around the country. https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/hatred-in-the-age-of-trump-how-school-children-are-affected-by-the-political-landscape-78778437903?cid=sm_npd_ms_tw_ma

A hopelessly insecure smartphone voting app has already been tested in local elections around the United States https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/smartphone-voting-app-needs-security-review-senator-says-n1079151

2.13.2020
Trump is publicly admitting that he is holding Global Entry for New Yorkers hostage in exchange for dropping lawsuits against him and his family’s lawbreaking behavior.
Trump openly attempts to extort NY Governor into stopping all lawsuits and investigations involving Trump. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1228023660457480194
The President is suggesting that former subordinates are *legally barred* from speaking negatively about him. https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1228022184393703424
Soon after he offered public assurances that the government was ready to battle the coronavirus, the powerful chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, Richard Burr, sold off a significant percentage of his stocks, unloading between $628,000 and $1.72 million of his holdings on Feb. 13 in 33 separate transactions. As the head of the intelligence committee, Burr, a North Carolina Republican, has access to the government’s most highly classified information about threats to America’s security. His committee was receiving daily coronavirus briefings around this time, according to a Reuters story. A week after Burr’s sales, the stock market began a sharp decline and has lost about 30% since. https://www.propublica.org/article/senator-dumped-up-to-1-7-million-of-stock-after-reassuring-public-about-coronavirus-preparedness
Burr's brother-in-law, a Trump appointee, sold a small fortune in stocks the same day as the senator, right before the market tanked https://go.propublica.org/e/125411/article-burr-family-stock/7b9dv6/540173655?h=gK_IfLjFT13mczJ5EQ1jyEbrFC0MRKo9oqhlm5P5NqA
Also a later study found that  GOP Sen. Richard Burr's sale of up to $1.7 million in stock shortly before the stock market crashed due to the coronavirus was an anomaly that didn't match his normal stock trading history. https://www.npr.org/2020/04/16/836126532/senator-burrs-pre-pandemic-stock-sell-offs-highly-unusual-analysis-shows
McClatchy, which operates 30 newsrooms in 14 states, including the Miami Herald, Charlotte Observer, and Kansas City Star, has filed for bankruptcy https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/article240139933.html
McClatchy will be ceding ownership and control to its largest shareholder, the hedge fund Chatham Asset Management
On February 13, the Ohio Republican Party filed a complaint against Democratic Congressional candidate Hilary Mueri with the Ohio Attorney General, alleging that Mueri voted in both the Ohio and California primaries in 2008. The Ohio Republican Party accused Mueri of committing a "felony in the fourth degree" by voting in two states in the same election. The party urged the Attorney General to prosecute Mueri, even though the alleged violations fell outside of Ohio's six-year statute of limitations. Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose, without investigating the allegations, released a statement validating the complaint https://popular.info/p/the-anatomy-of-a-smear

Review
2/5: Trump is "acquitted"
2/6: Trump uses National Prayer Breakfast to promise vengeance
2/7: Trump starts firing witnesses
2/11: Career officials resign in protest as Trump administration intervenes in sentencing to protect Stone
It's been less than a week.

Meanwhile leading candidates in Democratic presidential primary include:
Joe Biden who constantly talks up Republicans’ legitimacy and expressed worry about them losing too much power
Sen. Amy Klobuchar who keeps voting for majority of Trump’s judicial nominees
Mike Bloomberg who has spent many many millions electing Republican congressional candidates as recently as 2018

2.12.2020
Sen. Murkowski votes to acquit Trump, giving McConnell a big win. Days later comes the announcement that Chao (McConnell’s wife) has awarded Alaska a big grant. https://twitter.com/goldengateblond/status/1228935165386248192
(Sen. Alexander too https://twitter.com/briantylercohen/status/1229124111856570368)
the DNC chairperson just said that while there may concerns about the ability of billionaires to buy the election, the best way to counter that is to vote. https://twitter.com/aliciagarza/status/1227586385714040834

Trump admin plans  to deploy agents -- including members of its heavily-armed Border Patrol Tactical Unit (BORTAC) — to Boston and other American cities that have chosen not to cooperate with President Trump's immigration policies. https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/02/14/swat-like-immigration-officers-are-in-boston-ready-to-cooperate-with-ice-arrests

2.11.2020
Former director of office of government ethics: “A corrupt authoritarian and his henchmen are wielding the Justice Department as a shield for friends and a sword for political rivals. It is impossible to overstate the danger.” https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1227563548697645057
senior department officials overrode their sentencing recommendation https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/12/trump-roger-stone-justice-department-114684
In a highly unusual intervention, top Justice Department officials are intervening to seek a shorter sentence for President Trump's former adviser and longtime friend Roger Stone, after the president called prosecutors' recommendation unfair https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1227291363982630913
All four prosecutors of Trump friend/adviser Roger Stone -- Jonathan Kravis, Michael Marando, Aaron Zelinsky and Adam C. Jed -- have now resigned in the wake of President Trump criticizing their sentencing recommendation, and DOJ acquiescing. https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1227364854492778496
Asked about Roger Stone, Trump says he has an “absolute right” to tell the Justice Department what to do https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1227352806992072704
Trump says the military should look at disciplinary action against Lt. Col. Vindman, who gave testimony in impeachment hearings about the president https://twitter.com/jeffmason1/status/1227347240269885440
House holds Intelligence Committee hearing on emerging technologies that strengthen our national security, Republicans didn’t care to show up. https://twitter.com/JoaquinCastrotx/status/1227743196500852737
At House Budget Committee hearing the Acting Director of OMB refused to acknowledge that under President Obama, millions of jobs were added to the economy. “This is not disagreeing on policy, this is ignoring facts that don’t suit you” https://twitter.com/RepSires/status/1227655125591830529
Republican Bill Weld received about 9.1% of the vote in the New Hampshire Republican primary — getting at least 12,747 votes. More than 12,000 New Hampshire Republicans went to the polls to vote against Trump.
New Hampshire governor “Sununu’s plot to suppress youth turnout seems to have been a major success. Very ominous for the general election.” https://twitter.com/CMSeeberger/status/1227600634892951552

Trump advisers hoped that Secret Service moves in Manchester to secure the area for president would make it harder for Democratic candidates and their supporters to transverse the state’s largest city in the hours before the primary’s first votes are cast https://apnews.com/1b7be81455a2dee0dff5c24a603989ae

Ohio Republican Party explicitly refuses to foreswear using hacked material; “In politics, anything you do not actively outlaw or punish is, by definition, encouraged and incentivized.” https://twitter.com/craigcalcaterra/status/1227197502019063808
https://www.thisweeknews.com/news/20200210/ohio-gop-stops-short-of-taking-oath-against-using-hacked-information

2.10.2020
92% of Republican voters say they are not concerned that President Trump will seek help from a foreign government in his 2020 presidential re-election campaign via new Quinnipiac poll. https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1226955011457978370
Trump's head of the Bureau of Land Management, William Perry Pendley, says it is now policy that BLM law officers will defer to self-proclaimed “constitutionalist” county sheriffs who have vowed not to enforce federal environmental laws on public lands. https://newrepublic.com/article/156376/trump-official-obliterate-public-lands
Mike Bloomberg's campaign huddled with hundreds of Silicon Valley leaders on a Monday call to ask for their help. Their money? No. Their employees? Yup. https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/2/10/21132414/mike-bloomberg-silicon-valley-conference-call

2.9.2020
"You’re a lying dog-faced pony soldier." Joe Biden  to a young woman voter in NH who asked him about Iowa caucus https://twitter.com/murshedz/status/1226574225927880704
Two days ago, the FBI elevated the threat of right-wing terrorism to the same level as foreign terrorist groups like ISIS. Naturally, #AntifaTerrorists is trending today. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1226576601376268290

a white man born into obscene wealth, handed every opportunity, bailed out repeatedly, allowed to fail upwards until he became president and has literally been told he can break any law he wants, is sitting in the White House and complaining about how unfairly he's being treated https://twitter.com/itsJeffTiedrich/status/1226523759730995200

Trump’s FCC chair is making the media rounds, bragging about how he was able to kill Net Neutrality and spreading lies about how well it’s going … Pai is helping to spread the lie about 200 million people having 5G https://www.barrons.com/articles/fcc-chairman-ajit-pai-says-rejecting-net-neutrality-was-the-right-call-51578440776

After privately acknowledging that COVID-19 was a virus transmitted through the air in early February, President Trump participated in several campaign rallies in indoor venues https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-rallies-after-coronavirus-airborne/

2.7.2020
In an interview with Woodward on February 7, Mr. Trump said the coronavirus was "more deadly" than "even your strenuous flus," and difficult to address because "it goes through air." https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-rallies-after-coronavirus-airborne/
Trump announces donation [i.e. a secret quid pro quo] delivery of over 17 tons of masks and protective supplies to China https://twitter.com/ruthbenghiat/status/1244268042579828738
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-announces-assistance-to-combat-the-novel-coronavirus/
Lt. Col. Vindman was just escorted out of the White House by security and told his services were no longer needed. 
18 U.S. Code § 1513 - Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant is a felony
https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1225883722102296576
They axed Sondland, too, and Vindman’s brother. https://twitter.com/KamalaHarris/status/1226244060354162690

U.S. Secret Service has paid rates as high as $650 a night for rooms at Trump’s properties

2.6.2020
The Associated Press is unable to declare a winner of Iowa’s Democratic caucuses because of irregularities in this year's process and the tight margin between Pete Buttigieg and Bernie Sanders. http://apne.ws/yFLdFYI
After being impeached and then narrowly avoiding being kicked out of office, Trump celebrated today by .... suggesting he wants to engage in further unconstitutional activity by blowing up term limits. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1225186049841909760
Also, the president brags about obstructing justice by firing the FBI director https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1225470343755784193
Rep. Matt Gaetz wants Mitt Romney expelled from the Republican Party: "I don't know what the difference is between Mitt Romney and a Democrat at this point" https://twitter.com/ndrew_lawrence/status/1225574533735886848
Utah Democratic Party chairman has been listed “inactive” on voter rolls despite not missing a single election https://twitter.com/SteelToeTruth/status/1225570118983397379

Indigenous people & their allies are being arrested for stopping a pipeline from being forced through their unceded territory. Canada's courts think this is fine. https://twitter.com/WordsandGuitar/status/1225505924497989638 
Journalists are being threatened with arrest if they document the police acting on behalf of the state. https://twitter.com/jwints/status/1225472391741968384

2.5.2020
Mitt Romney becomes the first senator in American history to vote to remove a president of his own party in a Senate impeachment trial.
“Just left the Administration briefing on Coronavirus. Bottom line: they aren't taking this seriously enough. Notably, no request for ANY emergency funding, which is a big mistake. Local health systems need supplies, training, screening staff etc. And they need it now.” U.S. Sen. Chris Murphy  https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1225073987639705600
As the former Republican Party presidential nominee launched into what some consider the most stunning rebuke of Trump’s presidency, just one of his Republican colleagues sat inside the chamber: Sen. Roger Wicker of Mississippi. During Romney’s 10-minute speech, however, Wicker stood from his desk and walked out of the chamber mid-speech. https://mississippitoday.org/2020/02/07/wicker-was-the-only-republican-present-for-romneys-anti-trump-speech-what-was-that-all-about/
Every other Republican votes to leave Trump in office after a “trial” where they suppressed every motion for witnesses and documents
Moments after the vote, Sens. Grassley and Johnson announce their request for Hunter Biden's travel records from Secret Service. https://twitter.com/kathrynw5/status/1225183166677299200
Senate Majority Leader McConnell immediately sent out an email asking his supporters to help him raise $150,000 to “show President Trump that the American people have his back.”
Meanwhile “Dems will vote Trump or stay home” is a Trump “Demexit” disinfo theme we are seeing all over FB & Twitter today. https://twitter.com/MalcolmNance/status/1225092355998523394

Facebook groups that routinely traffic in anti-vaccination propaganda have become a resource for people seeking out a wide variety of medical information — including about the ongoing flu season.
One recent post came from the mother of a 4-year-old Colorado boy who died from the flu this week. In it, she consulted group members while noting that she had declined to fill a prescription written by a doctor.
The child had not been diagnosed yet, but he was running a fever and had a seizure, the mother wrote. She added that two of her four children had been diagnosed with the flu and that the doctor had prescribed the antiviral Tamiflu for everyone in the household.
“The doc prescribed tamiflu I did not pick it up,” she wrote.
The child was eventually hospitalized and died four days later, according to a GoFundMe started on his behalf by his family. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/facebook-anti-vaxxers-pushed-mom-not-give-her-son-tamiflu-n1131936

2.4.2020
Trump’s State of the Union speech is an unhinged incitement to hatred and violence https://twitter.com/Marais_JD/status/1224914865791344642
Also awards Presidential Medal of Freedom to dishonest radio troll Rush Limbaugh https://twitter.com/kevinmaisto/status/1224898442746568704
The Anchor & Managing Editor for CBS news then fawns about it, “a master showman at his best.” https://twitter.com/soledadobrien/status/1225083512740614145

Trump is blowing up the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, a tract of Sonoran Desert wilderness long celebrated as one of the nation’s great ecological treasures, for his cheap, floppy wall. It’s also a sacred site to multiple Native American groups. https://theintercept.com/2020/02/06/border-wall-construction-organ-pipe/

2.3.2020
yesterday a Republican Senator said if Biden was elected, they would impeach him. Today, Joe Biden: Impeachment hasn't 'shaken my faith' in working with Republicans https://twitter.com/Leahgreenb/status/1224357773477142531
Sean Hannity et al. spread lies about voter fraud in Iowa on the day of the caucuses. https://twitter.com/AdamParkhomenko/status/1224452062051622912
Court filings by the Trump administration's Health and Human Services (HHS) Department have argued that it could be "traumatic" to remove migrant children from sponsors homes and reunite them with their parents https://www.newsweek.com/trump-administration-argues-it-could-be-traumatic-reunite-thousands-migrant-1316093

Puerto Rico’s power failures inspired a rooftop solar movement, but officials are undermining it — in favor of natural gas. https://theintercept.com/2020/02/09/puerto-rico-energy-electricity-solar-natural-gas/

2.2.2020
The President of the United States congratulated the Kansas City Chiefs for winning the Super Bowl and representing "the great state of Kansas and, in fact, the entire USA, so very well."

2.1.2020
a new unofficial record high at Reno-Tahoe International Airport today breaks the record of 66°F set February 1, 1934. This is also the earliest in a calendar year that Reno has been this warm since climate records began in 1888. https://twitter.com/NWSReno/status/1223768963709984768
John Kerry, a former US Secretary of State (and not even a Republican) actually said this today: “[Joe Biden]’s going to slice him and dice [Trump]. He’s going to whack him and smack him. He’s going to mush him and crush him. He is going to beat him like a drum until this nightmare is done.” https://twitter.com/katieglueck/status/1223679742483677184

The average temperature in Stockholm in January was 7°C warmer than normal. Parts of central Sweden had an average of over 10°C warmer than normal. 

In January Trump's South Africa ambassador, a handbag designer, forced out her top career diplomat at the embassy as she tried to elevate her son to a senior embassy post. This is a trend with this administration. https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/02/05/us-embassies-abroad-trump-envoys-pushing-out-career-diplomats-deputy-chiefs-mission-south-africa-diplomacy-pompeo-lana-marks/

In January, Trump suppressed warnings about COVID-19 including from his HHS Secretary, and spurned suggestions to fund additional testing “partly because more testing might have led to more cases being discovered of coronavirus outbreak, and the president had made clear the lower the  numbers on coronavirus, the better for the president, the better for his potential reelection this fall.”  https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1238216578161926145
https://twitter.com/nprfreshair/status/1238186469690429440
U.S. intelligence agencies issued warnings about the novel coronavirus in more than a dozen classified briefings prepared for President Trump in January and February https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/presidents-intelligence-briefing-book-repeatedly-cited-virus-threat/2020/04/27/ca66949a-8885-11ea-ac8a-fe9b8088e101_story.html
According to his daughter, Trump also "partnered" with a company to work on a covid-19 vaccine in January 2020 after he began receiving intelligence reports about the extremely lethal threat covid-19 posed https://twitter.com/VickerySec/status/1328414718717956096

1.31.2020
1 a.m., Tristan Rader to me: “It’s time for folks to pick sides.”
Friday news dump
US to deny entry to foreign nationals who recently traveled to China
Imposing 14-day quarantine on US citizens returning from China
Federal quarantine on Wuhan travelers
Official Brexit
No impeachment witnesses  
Expanded immigration ban
Trump has lifted a ban on the U.S. military using anti-personnel landmines outside of the Korean peninsula, a restriction put in place by former President Obama. https://twitter.com/nprpolitics/status/1223316173401600001
Republican Senators spout nonsense to justify ignoring Trump’s wrongdoing:
Rob Portman mumbles that Trump committed “wrong and inappropriate” actions but should face no consequences https://twitter.com/jbalmert/status/1223312008252141568
Rubio: "Just because actions meet a standard of impeachment does not mean it is in the best interest of the country to remove a President from office." https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1223310785859989508
Alexander: “Whatever you think of his behavior, with the terrific economy, with conservative judges, with fewer regulations, you add in there an inappropriate call with the president of Ukraine, and you decide if your prefer him or Elizabeth Warren.” https://twitter.com/katierogers/status/1223366576566566912
(Meanwhile the sham “trial” still has two days scheduled before a vote on convicting is taken so they aren’t even pretending at this point)
“The Murkowski vote [which, with much complaint, gave Republicans 51 votes to deny witnesses] is largely, I think, about maintaining the myth of Roberts' neutrality. Him casting a deciding vote would have been an optics disaster, and they want to keep him clean so he can continue to deliver for them.” https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1223313204106973184
Trump signed a presidential proclamation which expands the Muslim Ban to include six additional countries: Burma, Eritrea, Kyrgyzstan, Nigeria, Sudan and Tanzania. Today’s proclamation maintains the original restrictions for Iran, Libya, Syria, Somalia, Yemen, North Korea and Venezuela under Presidential Proclamation 9645 from 2017.
Today’s proclamation states that the United States will suspend issuance of all immigrant visas for individuals from Eritrea, Kyrgyzstan, Myanmar (Burma), and Nigeria, as well as diversity visas for individuals from Sudan and Tanzania.
FEC filing: Trump’s 2020 re-election campaign paid $194,247.57 to Trump family members, properties & businesses in the final quarter of last year alone—steering over $1.8 MILLION in donations from presidential campaign donors to Trump's private interests. https://twitter.com/annalecta/status/1223427007263989760

Brad Raffensperger, a Republican, declined an offer in January to serve as an honorary co-chair of the Trump campaign in Georgia, according to emails reviewed by ProPublica. He later rejected GOP requests to support Trump publicly, he and his staff said in interviews. https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-campaign-officials-started-pressuring-georgias-secretary-of-state-long-before-the-election

1.30.2020
“Republican leaders in Congress believe—and privately say—that they fear the country is quickly changing in ways that may soon deprive them of power, and that they must use the power they have now to delay it as long as possible, even by harming the Republic if necessary.”  https://twitter.com/EvanMcMullin/status/1222901696826789888

Trump's attorneys Ken Starr and Robert Ray contributed $8,400 to Mitch McConnell last year. Starr has also donated to Lindsey Graham's campaign. Jay Sekulow has contributed to multiple Republican senators, including Ted Cruz and John Thune.  https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1224061471287627780

In late January, the first confirmed American case of the “coronavirus” turned up in Seattle. …investigators and Seattle health officials gathered with representatives of the C.D.C. and the F.D.A. to discuss what happened. The message from the federal government was blunt. “What they said on that phone call very clearly was cease and desist to Helen Chu,” Dr. Scott Lindquist remembered. “Stop testing.” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/10/us/coronavirus-testing-delays.html

1.29.2020
Trump’s legal representative Alan Dershowitz argued on record before the United States Senate that Trump could not possibly commit a corrupt act in pursuit of his re-election as long as he believed that re-election to be in the public interest. One legal expert called Dershowitz's argument "absurd and outrageous." Another called it "inane." https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/trump-impeachment-inquiry/dershowitz-trump-pursuing-quid-pro-quo-get-re-elected-not-n1125816
“Six hours ago, an unnamed reporter emailed asking for comment on Warren's new mis/disinfo policies.  I'm on a research trip & so couldn't get in touch in time, but I read through the announcement, saw nothing glaringly horrible or revolutionary. Put my phone away for a few hours. When I came back, Twitter was full of people retweeting a CNBC headline about the plan which was false.” https://twitter.com/Klonick/status/1222669864864632832
The false CNBC headline remains https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1222562573696098308
Border Wall contractors spotted at Quitobaquito. They’re sucking millions of gallons of groundwater from a nearby well, imperiling the very existence of the oasis & the species that depend on it. https://twitter.com/LaikenJordahl/status/1222961465130270720

At the US-Mexico border, the new normal is this: depending on where and when asylum-seekers cross, they can be put into any of a number of programs that are designed to get them off US soil as quickly as possible. Which program each migrant is put into — if any at all — is pretty much totally up to Border Patrol. I met a Honduran family split in two: father/son put into MPP, mother/daughter allowed to stay. The problem is that Border Patrol doesn’t have a great track record with care in paperwork and processing. In the past, other agencies could catch this. Now, it’s (as one lawsuit says) a “legal black hole.” https://www.propublica.org/article/women-to-one-side-men-to-the-other-how-the-border-patrol-new-powers-and-old-carelessness-separated-a-family

1.28.2020
The Trump administration can’t even persuade Boris Johnson’s government to listen to it and ban Huawei from its 5G network https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/28/technology/britain-huawei-5G.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
Trump administration suddenly announces a so-called "peace plan", which in reality is a total abandonment of decades of U.S. Middle East policy. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1222208977876013058
Pam Bondi said NYT reported in Dec. 2015 that "Shokin was investigating Burisma and its owner." 
Except the story she cited doesn't say that at all. The only probe it mentions, in fact, is a British one -- in which Shokin declined to assist. https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1222278314347376640
Trump “defense” includes no denial that his entire Ukraine team was working on aid-for-investigations.

At least 8,200 people have died from the flu in the United States this season, including 54 children.
thehill.com

1.27.2020
Republican Supreme Court provides a stay in the “public charge” case, the 10th time in three years that the Justices have granted emergency relief to the government in full pending an appeal.  https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1221864241789009921
Result, on 5-4 vote, Supreme Court  lets Trump administration start enforcing new immigrant wealth test, designed to screen out green card applicants seen as being at risk of becoming "public charges". On Holocaust Remembrance Day; this was the same tactic used to keep European Jews out of the United States in the 1930s. https://twitter.com/DavidAstinWalsh/status/1221867323482673159
Sen. Graham says the Senate might need to hear from Bolton but if the subpoena him he wants Bidens, etc. “The Republican plan to defend the President from an illogical aid quid pro quo is an illogical witness quid pro quo.”  https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1221886134399197184
In Senate “trial,” Pam Bondi and the other Trump lawyers spend most of the day savaging the Bidens 
Senator Jim Inhofe sold up to $500,000 of his stock on the Monday after his Friday (1/24) private briefing on COVID19. https://twitter.com/DrDenaGrayson/status/1240816201976201217

1.26.2020
News breaks that Trump personally told John Bolton that he would continue the freeze on military aid to Ukraine until Ukraine agreed to announce political investigations https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1221598101640830985/photo/1

1.25.2020
“the President's lawyers made a compelling case for witnesses. They said little testimony exists of first hand contact with POTUS. That's true, bc the White House has refused to allow people who regularly talk to the president (Mulvaney, Pompeo, etc) to testify.” https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1221130759572000768
“Do you think Americans care about Ukraine?” angrily barks the chief diplomat of the President who is defending himself against impeachment by trying to prove he cares about Ukraine. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1221194799392358400

Treasury Secretary Mnuchin keeps insisting Trump's tax cuts will pay for themselves even though they exploded the federal deficit https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/steven-mnuchin-treasury-trumps-tax-cuts-pay-federal-deficit-grows-2020-1-1028840740

1.24.2020
Sen. Kelly Loeffler (R-GA) reported the first sale of stock jointly owned by her and her husband on Jan. 24, the very day that her committee, the Senate Health Committee, hosted a private, all-senators briefing https://www.thedailybeast.com/sen-kelly-loeffler-dumped-millions-in-stock-after-coronavirus-briefing
She did acquire some stock, too--in Citrix, the maker of GoToMeeting. (The first of Congress’s subsequent stimulus bills had $3B marked for makers of work-from-home technology.)  https://twitter.com/TheTattooedProf/status/1240816021948305408
Senator Loeffler & her husband:  1) Sold millions in stock after a private briefing. 2) Sold stock in a travel company the day before more travel restrictions. 3) Bought stock in PPE manufacturers & teleworking companies. https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1246916272866156544
During interview with NPR reporter, Secretary of State Pompeo screamed, swore at her, and said she couldn't find Ukraine on a map. He ordered staffers to bring a blank map. She pointed to Ukraine and thanked him for his time. https://twitter.com/arishapiro/status/1220834497333276673
https://www.npr.org/2020/01/24/798579754/transcript-nprs-full-interview-with-secretary-of-state-mike-pompeo
Trump and his flunkies showered Pompeo with praise https://www.politico.com/news/2020/01/28/trump-praises-pompeo-npr-confrontation-107754
During Schiff's closing, he references the Trump confidante who said GOP defectors would get their heads "on a pike". https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1220902489379262466

in January, Health and Human Services secretary Alex Azar “tapped a trusted aide with minimal public health experience to lead the agency’s day-to-day response to COVID-19.” The aide was Brian Harrison, a 37-year-old dog breeder https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/04/brian-harrison-dog-breeder-coronavirus

1.23.2020
Senator Lindsey Graham left the chamber just before House Democrats played a clip of him speaking during President Bill Clinton's trial in 1999 and saying, "It’s just when you’re using your office in a way that hurts people, you’ve committed a high crime." https://nyti.ms/2NTlJJD
A guillotine has been been put up outside the Governor’s mansion in San Juan. https://twitter.com/JoshuaPotash/status/1220486684829265920
Sen; Chris Murphy: “Just left the secure room having read the classified document regarding VP Pence’s Sept 18 call w Zelensky. 1. Nothing in it is classified. It should be made part of the public record immediately. 2. Hiding evidence of wrongdoing through bogus classification is unacceptable.” https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1220394487018676225
“I’m thinking today, as I look across to the Republican side, how many of these Senators campaigned hard against Trump in the primary. So many of them warned how out of control he would be. And now they are readying to green light his corruption. Corruption they saw coming.”  https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1220210970699665408
the counter-ISIS mission is STILL not back up and running. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1220403626646089728

In the early days of the pandemic, the U.S. government turned down an offer to manufacture millions of N95 masks in America https://twitter.com/PostRoz/status/1259180468269973504 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/in-the-early-days-of-the-pandemic-the-us-government-turned-down-an-offer-to-manufacture-millions-of-n95-masks-in-america/2020/05/09/f76a821e-908a-11ea-a9c0-73b93422d691_story.html

U.S. National debt increased by $3 trillion during Donald Trump's three years as president https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-national-debt-increase-3-trillion-first-three-years-presidency-1483660

1.22.2020
At 2 am, GOP senators forced through a vote for a sham impeachment trial without any hard evidence at all -- no witnesses, no documents, nothing.
Republicans shot down amendments that would allow senators to access relevant evidence withheld by the White House, State Department, and OMB.
the Trump administration just approved Texas's backdoor attempt to "defund" Planned Parenthood. Trump's approval grants funding for a Texas program that was designed to limit access to reproductive health care & resulted in poorer health outcomes: 1 in 4 women enrolled in the program was never seen by a health care provider for covered family planning services https://twitter.com/PPact/status/1220093019963240449
When asked about the 11 U.S. servicemen injured in the Iran airstrikes, President Trump said didn't "consider them serious injuries relative to other injuries I've seen." https://cbsn.ws/36nmHEI
once caught, Trump called the traumatic brain injuries “headaches” https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1220038431818076160
Trump is in a meeting with the president of Iraqi Kurdistan Nechirvan Barzani, but he mistakes him for the leader of the Syrian Kurds & goes on & on talking “safezones” in Syria & Turkey. Truly astounding ignorance. https://twitter.com/SinaToossi/status/1220070442389688320

1.21.2020
After federal judge orders Iranian student w valid F1 visa at Northeastern Univ to not be deported last night, CBP deports him. CBP outright defying the courts. https://twitter.com/nargesbajoghli/status/1219642036460101633
https://www.aclu.org/news/immigrants-rights/cbp-deported-an-iranian-student-with-valid-visa-defying-court-order
McConnell speech totally contradicts itself. It first claims the House “declined to hear from witnesses.” House of course never “declined”—they didn’t want to get bogged down in long court fight. Then McConnell says witnesses shouldn’t be called in Senate. His reason? He says that would lead to a lengthy court fight and generate destructive precedent. This is precisely what he said should have happened in the House https://twitter.com/neal_katyal/status/1219677369960554496
“the GOP strategy has been to amp abuse tactics, especially gaslighting. that's why they chose guys accused of abuse and rape ―including pedophilia― to lead the defense.” https://twitter.com/blogdiva/status/1219766225837993986

“While only 9% of men say a women could not win the U.S. presidency, that figure about doubles among women, 20% of whom say no, a woman cannot win the presidency.”

Trump's approval rating by enthusiasm to vote in the 2020 election:
Extremely enthusiastic:
51% approve
47% disapprove
Less enthusiastic:
35% approve
59% disapprove

1.19.2020
A Republican Senator was just asked again this morning if it’s okay for the President of the United States to solicit foreign interference in our elections. He wouldn’t say no. He wouldn’t answer. https://twitter.com/WalshFreedom/status/1218934558978121730

1.18.2020
The National Archives blurred images critical of President Trump https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1218492798682435585
On 2/18 it claimed that it will correct the images https://twitter.com/DafnaLinzer/status/1218631536301527042

1.17.2020
In a speech to donors — held inside the gilded ballroom on his Mar-a-Lago property — Trump claimed that Soleimani was "saying bad things about our country" before the strike, which led to his decision to authorize his killing. https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/18/politics/trump-soleimani-details-mar-a-lago/index.html
Sen. Ron Wyden: “I just received a shocking declassified FBI memo confirming that the Saudi government has been helping fugitives flee the U.S. justice system after being accused or convicted of violent crimes.”  https://twitter.com/RonWyden/status/1218292468418011141
An analysis of the Obama administration's lunch plan found the updates “had a positive and significant influence on nutritional quality”. Yet, the Trump administration just announced their plans to end it. (On Obama’s birthday) hill.cm/ANc6ZnF

Former Energy Secretary Rick Perry is a member of the board of Energy Transfer, which built Dakota Access Pipeline https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1218600217903345664

1.16.2020
Government Accountability Office announced that President Donald Trump violated the law when he withheld millions in military aid for Ukraine https://medium.com/housejudiciary/chairman-nadler-statement-on-gao-decision-that-trump-violated-the-law-by-withholding-ukraine-aid-8663b50bee92
Republican reactions are: “It’s political.” “Won’t change my mind.” And, from Kevin McCarthy, “I think it was the rightful thing to do," to illegally hold back military aid from Ukraine https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/trump-impeachment-inquiry/ukraine-aid-hold-violated-law-government-accountability-office-n1117031

News broke this week that the Trump administration plans to illegally redirect another $7.2 billion from the Pentagon to pay for their racist and useless wall along the U.S.-Mexico border. 

1.15.2020
Russian PM Dmitry Medvedev announced that he and the entire Russian government is to resign in a televised statement on the Russian state TV. President Vladimir Putin thanked members but added that "not everything worked out.” https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1217445651832885248
now Devin Nunes is admitting he talked to Lev Parnas... He claims when he was asked a few months back, he didn’t recognize the name Parnas https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1217601690829905920

Trump administration HUD continues illegally withholding $8.3 billion of aid from Puerto Rico. 

Is America prepared for foreign election interference going into the 2020 election? After seven months of reporting, interviewing more than 40 experts as well as current and former government officials and reviewing thousands of pages of records, Rolling Stone concludes: We’ve made progress since the last election — but we’re much less secure than we should be. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/trump-election-hacking-russia-iran-ransomware-interference-938109/
Meanwhile a “flood of 2020 misinformation” is coming and news media is probably not even close to prepared https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/01/12/are-news-outlets-ready-for-flood-of-2020-misinformation.cnn
  over the last 24 hours Attorney General William Barr has made it clear that, moving forward, he’ll be doing Donald Trump’s dirty work right out in the open, no longer finding it necessary to even give the appearance of an independent Justice Department. Thus far, that new MO has involved removing a U.S. attorney from her post for failure to exact revenge on Trump foe Andrew McCabe, the DOJ intervening to change the sentencing recommendation for former national security adviser Mike Flynn from six months in jail to no time whatsoever, and changing the sentencing recommendation of longtime Trump pal Roger Stone from upward of nine years to something much more palatable for the convicted criminal.
1.14.2020
At yet another travesty “rally,” Trump's complaints about new dishwashers are nuts and suggest he's never used one in his life https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1217265835670228993

AP visits immigration courts across US, finds nonstop chaos… the immigration courts run by the U.S. Department of Justice have been dysfunctional for years and have only gotten worse. A surge in the arrival of asylum seekers and the Trump administration’s crackdown on the Southwest border and illegal immigration have pushed more people into deportation proceedings, swelling the court’s docket to 1 million cases. https://apnews.com/7851364613cf0afbf67cf7930949f7d3

 over the last 24 hours Attorney General William Barr has made it clear that, moving forward, he’ll be doing Donald Trump’s dirty work right out in the open, no longer finding it necessary to even give the appearance of an independent Justice Department. Thus far, that new MO has involved removing a U.S. attorney from her post for failure to exact revenge on Trump foe Andrew McCabe, the DOJ intervening to change the sentencing recommendation for former national security adviser Mike Flynn from six months in jail to no time whatsoever, and changing the sentencing recommendation of longtime Trump pal Roger Stone from upward of nine years to something much more palatable for the convicted criminal.
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/02/elizabeth-warren-william-barr-resignation

1.13.2020
Trump broadcast a bizarre and offensive anti-Muslim image to his 70.9 million followers on Twitter
Stephanie Grisham on Trump retweeting an image mocking how Muslims dress: "I think the president is making clear that Democrats are parroting Iranian talking points and almost taking the side of terrorists and those who were out to kill Americans." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1216786932358877185

The U.S. fiscal deficit topped $1 trillion in 2019, the first time it has passed that level in a calendar year since 2012, according to Treasury Department figures released Monday. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/01/13/budget-deficit-topped-1-trillion-in-2019-the-first-time-in-7-years.html

Ohio state government is spending $30 million to subsidize a petrochemical plant that will increase statewide GHG emissions by 10%. https://www.dispatch.com/news/20200110/greenhouse-gases-from-oil-and-gas-projected-to-continue-to-increase

A group of US environmental activists engaged in non-violent civil disobedience targeting the oil industry have been listed in internal Department of Homeland Security documents as “extremists” and some of its members listed alongside white nationalists and mass killers, documents obtained by the Guardian reveal. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/13/us-listed-climate-activist-group-extremists

1.10.2020
Gov. Greg Abbott says Texas will reject refugees, making it the first state to decline resettlement under Trump executive order. Governors of 42 states have said they will allow more refugees. https://apnews.com/7329dbc3dcbf32534689831455fa4246
Trump claims Saudi Arabia has already deposited one billion dollars “in the bank” in exchange for US troops being sent. He then goes on to talk about South Korea paying $500 million for US troops defending them against North Korea. https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1215836306162372608
Lara Trump claimed during her January speech in Columbus that Democrats would try to cheat by registering dead people to vote. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/01/10/lara-trump-rallies-supporters-in-columbus-ahead-of-presidents-toledo-visit/
(One day after Lara Trump's speech spreading fear about Ohio's election integrity, Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose welcomed her father-in-law Donald Trump at the Toledo airport.) https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1224775138224287744

The New York City Bar Association implored congressional leaders to launch a formal inquiry into Attorney General William Barr's conduct, claiming it threatened the public's confidence in the "fair and impartial administration of justice." https://www.newsweek.com/nyc-bar-association-sends-letter-congressional-leaders-saying-ag-barrs-conduct-threatens-public-1481358?amp=

The Trump Admin has effectively destroyed the U.S. asylum system.  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/judges-denied-70-of-migrant-asylum-claims-in-2019-data
NPR finds more cases of migrants winning protection in court but being kept in Mexico anyways w/ notices that have non-existent court dates. https://www.npr.org/2020/01/09/794587498/this-migrant-won-in-immigration-court-and-the-u-s-sent-him-to-mexico-anyway

1.8.2020
Trump administration attempts “briefing” on Iran (If the WH had intelligence showing an imminent threat to US personnel in Iraq, they would have produced it. They did not.)
"It's un-American, it's unconstitutional, and it's wrong," Republican Sen. Mike Lee says after noting briefers said senators couldn't debate the merits of the strike. "I walked out there not only without answers ... but having been told we shouldn't debate this too much because it might be harmful." https://twitter.com/kathrynw5/status/1215021985710923776
Mike Lee calls Iran briefing “probably the worst briefing at least on a military issue I’ve seen,” adding that it was “insulting” to be told by administration officials not to debate merits of taking military action. Rand Paul echoes Lee and calls instructions by administration not to debate military action “particularly insulting.” https://twitter.com/igorbobic/status/1215021314127335424
Fox cut away from the press conference where Lee was speaking https://twitter.com/ndrew_lawrence/status/1215025032914714624

Trump’s Trade War Is Making Lobbyists Rich And Slamming Small Businesses: Washington’s influence industry, including former Trump officials and allies, has made big money helping companies get exemptions from tariffs https://www.propublica.org/article/how-trump-trade-war-is-making-lobbyists-rich-and-slamming-small-businesses

1.7.2020
America: no Director of National Intelligence, no Dep Dir, no Homeland Security Secretary, no Dep Sec, no head of CBP or ICE, no State Dept Under Sec of Arms Control, no Asst Sec for Europe, and no Navy Sec. https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1214702040817061888
Trump is list building for his campaign while American troops are under attack in Iraq. 
Meanwhile Joe Biden just confused Iran and Iraq in what was billed as a major speech on foreign policy.
The previous record for Democrats running for convention delegate slots was 800, back in 2016. Tonight? 3300 signed up to run, all over Ohio. 
General strike in India begins. 250 million to be out today. World’s largest strike. https://twitter.com/vijayprashad/status/1214731889983885313

1.6.2020
In a matter of days, Donald Trump has turned anti-regime protests in Iran into anti-America protests, derailed our fight against ISIS, and given Iran an excuse to restart its nuclear program. https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1214293562579398662
Pentagon Chief of Staff has just resigned. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1214214305094209537
Trump admin sent a letter — by mistake — to the Iraqi government to inform them our counter-ISIS forces are withdrawing. https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/politics/us-troops-iraq/index.html
Trump tells Rush Limbaugh he had dinner "the other night" with Mark Zuckerberg, who congratulated him on "being No. 1 on Facebook." https://twitter.com/GabbyOrr_/status/1214275395362705408

career U.S. government officials as they've worked around the clock to try and mitigate the damage from Trump's ineptitude on Iran https://twitter.com/rezamarashi/status/1214031169173348352
"We have no functional national security decision-making process in place. We have no plan for what comes next. They are woefully unprepared for what's about to pop off, and they're too stupid to realize it. People here are freaking out, and rightfully so."
"When did most of us find out about killing Soleimani? After it already happened. Since then, we've been trying to cobble together contingency planning on the fly, but these charlatans ignore most of it, and then Trump does more stupid shit that puts us back at square one."
"They've been pushing to kill Soleimani for years, and they finally baited Trump into it. They think war with Iran is long overdue, so for them, this was a means to an end. When Iran responds, they'll tell Trump to hit the Iranians harder. You see where this could go."
“Some of them are advising Trump to tell the Iraqi government to fuck off and dare them to make us leave. I shit you not. Insanity."
"The scariest part is that they're just making shit up to justify their preferred course of action. When we point out inaccuracies or question logic, we're at best yelled at or at worst cut out of the process. Most of the political appointees are paranoid, unqualified, or both."
"One of Trump's top Iran advisors got suckered into a honey trap, had their laptop/iPhone stolen and hacked before they woke up, and the White House refused to take precautionary measures regarding their security clearance. Ladies and gents, I give you the Trump administration."

1.5.2020
Trump: “These Media Posts will serve as notification to the United States Congress that should Iran strike any U.S. person or target, the United States will quickly & fully strike back, & perhaps in a disproportionate manner. Such legal notice is not required, but is given nevertheless!” https://twitter.com/HouseForeign/status/1213953699371982853
Suleimani’s funeral in Ahvaz, Iran: “This is the largest crowd I’ve ever witnessed in my life. I’ve never seen Iranians so unified, ever.” https://twitter.com/AmirAminiMD/status/1213828930458804224
In response Trump has “doubled down on cultural sites in Iran as appropriate sites for retaliation.” (The 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property prohibits the targeting of cultural sites with military action.)
“The evangelicals I'm talking to see the escalation of Iran as fulfillment of End Days prophecy, cementing their perception of Trump as a faulty messiah used by God. Many are bragging openly about their foresight in prepping, others are purchasing more weapons.” https://twitter.com/JYSexton/status/1213842821368680448
Inevitably Trump is fundraising off this as well
Iraqi parliament calling for US troops to leave, exactly what Soleimani wanted. But it’s not over yet. Now a constitutional battle as current Iraqi prime minister had already submitted his resignation, heading a caretaker gov’t. So – military crisis and now political crisis too. https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1213858502445158400
CBP ordered to detain & "report" all Iranians entering the country deemed potentially suspicious or "adversarial" regardless of citizenship status. 60+ Iranis held last night at the US/Canada border for 11+ hrs https://twitter.com/hodakatebi/status/1213883793435586560
This order is illegal for multiple reasons https://twitter.com/SarahNEmerson/status/1213971372717699072
https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/20/politics/japanese-internment-law-trnd/index.html
Iranian-Americans offer detailed, on-the-record accounts of being detained and questioned at the US-Canada border—as DHS officials deny that anything is going on. https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-01-06/la-na-iranians-questioned-canada-border

“I decided to have a child because I thought we would be entering a more peaceful world, not one like this. Every day I read the headlines and wonder if that's what will kill him.” https://twitter.com/MK_McMaster/status/1213079330252824577

Fox host: “Are we now going to try to impeach and remove from office the commander-in-chief who’s just taken out one of the world’s leading terrorists?”  https://www.thedailybeast.com/foxs-stuart-varney-you-cant-impeach-a-president-who-just-killed-a-terrorist?ref=home&via=twitter_page

Sources, including two US officials who had intelligence briefings after the strike on Suleimani: the evidence suggesting there was to be an imminent attack on American targets is “razor thin”. https://twitter.com/rcallimachi/status/1213421769777909761

The 5th Circuit is a largely successful experiment for the jurisprudence of Trumpism. And in the hands of the nation’s most radically conservative judges, it has become the court where justice goes to die. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/12/fifth-circuit-trump-judges-devastating.html

1.3.2020
The US is deploying 3,500 more troops from the 82nd Airborne to the CENTCOM region, according to defense & military officials. https://twitter.com/ckubeNBC/status/1213146479445053441
Selective Service on Twitter: “The Selective Service System is conducting business as usual. In the event that a national emergency necessitates a draft, Congress and the President would need to pass official legislation to authorize a draft.”  https://twitter.com/SSS_gov/status/1213124918625345539
Local governments in New York, L.A., respond to Trump warmongering by issuing terror alerts https://twitter.com/hayesdavenport/status/1212979754535489537
Tens of thousands of people are rallying on the streets of Iranian capital Tehran following the US airstrike that killed Qasem Soleimani. https://cnn.it/2FifhHu
Iraq PM calls exceptional session of parliament “to organize the official Iraqi position and take necessary and appropriate legislative decisions and measures to preserve Iraq’s dignity, security and sovereignty.” https://twitter.com/AbuJamajem/status/1213010727629254663
Pompeo: discussed this with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (but did not consult Congress)
(fwiw Lavrov Lavrov said killing of Qasem Soleimani “flagrantly violates the principles of international law and deserves condemnation.”)
Schumer: "I'm a member of the Gang of Eight" - bipartisan House/Senate leaders and of Intel Committees -- "which is typically briefed in advance of operations of this level of significance. "We were not... https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1213160709770661890
Trump promotes assertion that this is because Schumer/Democrats are equivalent to hostile nations https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1213123696342306817
McConnell lectures that members of Congress who were inappropriately kept in the dark “should not criticize or comment” until the Trump administration deigns to offer a briefing https://twitter.com/Pamacious/status/1214953402762956801
Right now, we have two separate U.S. government explanations for assassinating Soleimani. Pentagon: It was meant to deter future Iranian aggression. Pompeo: "There was an imminent attack taking place" we needed to stop https://twitter.com/joshrogin/status/1213079294194442240
Sen. Graham: was response to Dec. attack that killed American; U.S. Constitution: not an imminent threat so POTUS must get Congress approval https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1213088285381279745
Trump, after the strike, told associates he was under pressure to deal with Gen. Soleimani from GOP senators he views as important supporters in his coming impeachment trial in the Senate, associates said https://twitter.com/dave_brown24/status/1215635351777284100
John Bolton calls the action “long in the making,” another indication that the strike on Soleimani was not in response to an imminent specific threat, but rather a situation that allowed—and the Constitution that requires—the President to have gone to Congress for authorization. https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1213063763622080513
WaPo also reports it took months of cajoling and strategic personnel changes to engineer an attack against what Pompeo called an “imminent” threat https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1213973978479579136
NY Times just published an op-ed by Michael Doran cheering on war with Iran. Michael Doran is a former Bush National Security adviser who advocated for war with Iraq. https://twitter.com/gaywonk/status/1213134211793784833
US officials tells NBC News that Soleimani killed for plotting to strike US targets in Syria & Lebanon. Congressional aide briefed on intel said lawmakers saw nothing explicitly linking him to imminent attack - the planning & coordination not out of the ordinary for Quds Force. "The aide said no one doubts he posed a threat to U.S. interests, but the case for acting this week was not made." https://twitter.com/leloveluck/status/1213225042391253000
VP Pence falsifies the history of 9/11 attacks to try pinning those on Soleimani https://twitter.com/Ali_H_Soufan/status/1213205267619491840
Asked to reveal the targets of Soleimani's planned attacks, Trump's national security adviser, Robert O'Brien offers no response https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1213229777320103946
A top U.N. investigator later said the Trump administration failed to provide sufficient evidence that Iranian Maj. Gen. Qassem Soleimani posed an immediate threat to American interests https://on.wsj.com/2Ok4ykB
But “There's evidence Netanyahu wanted Soleimani dead because Soleimani was trying to pass a peace deal to the Saudis. Indeed—after being in contact with Netanyahu in the run-up to Soleimani's death—the Trump White House had Soleimani assassinated as he was delivering that very deal.”  https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1280948228691767296
“We took action last night to stop a war. We did not take action to start a war,” Trump asserts
The president is operating foreign policy from his for-profit resort  https://twitter.com/JonLemire/status/1213190568785907712
Stocks for weapons manufacturers have shot up https://twitter.com/RoKhanna/status/1213203629869539329
House Counsel Doug Letter, arguing in Mueller grand jury secrets case, just raised prospect of a gun battle between House Sergeant-at-Arms and AG Barr's FBI detail if courts won't adjudicate enforcement of Congressional subpoenas https://twitter.com/joshgerstein/status/1213143576328032257
Selective Service System website crashes amid questions and fears of another US military draft https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1213281377132695552
Twitter Trends: Iraq, World War 3, Iran, Coachella, World War III

In a 48-hour period:
documents directly implicated Trump in the Ukrainian aid scheme
story breaks that Trump’s NatSec team urged him to release aid to no avail
Mueller 302s are made public
Trump probably started a war with Iran
https://twitter.com/AngrierWHStaff/status/1212973565945040896

(Coachella owner Philip Anschutz & his wife donated over $1.2 MILLION to the Republican Party, GOP candidates & political groups since the start of 2018 midterms—plus he was probed in Senate hearings over ties to even more "dark money" backing Trump Supreme Court pick Neil Gorsuch)
https://twitter.com/annalecta/status/1212964362710921216

Nearly 30 Republicans have announced their departure from Congress since the 2018 midterms. https://twitter.com/travisakers/status/1213134142768123905

Secretary of Defense Mark Esper was a lobbyist for Raytheon. And will be one again once his time in government is done. Raytheon’s stock went up as much as 2.4% after the strike on Iran. https://twitter.com/bjoewolf/status/1213494248986820608

Launching war on Iran
Trump, having dismantled successful diplomacy with Iran and replaced with with “Fire and Fury” bluster, provokes war with Iran with through assassination of Qasem Soleimani, the head of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps-Quds Force https://www.politico.com/news/2020/01/02/soleimani-trump-iran-iraq-093102
Reminder: Iran’s recent eruptions probably would have been avoided if Trump hadn’t withdrawn from the Iran nuclear deal (simply to stick it to Obama), reimposed economic sanctions against Iran, and imposed further sanctions on any country that did business with Iran. … For a while, the Iranians tried to persuade the other signatories—France, Britain, Germany, Russia, and China—to keep their side of the bargain and to continue trade, but U.S. sanctions were too stiff for them to bypass. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/01/trump-north-korea-iran-clueless.html
Also, many of our ablest career civilians, in the diplomatic corps and in the Pentagon, have been fired or have simply fled, and few with any talent have taken their place. 
(Before his own presidency began, Trump frequently mused that President Obama might start a war with Iran to win re-election.)
“We've gone to war with Iran. There's been no congressional debate. No effort to secure allies, public support, or UN or NATO-backing. No discussion of trade-offs.” https://twitter.com/ezraklein/status/1212959402728181765
99 percent of Americans never heard of Gen. Suleimani before 9 p.m. last night. Within minutes, the same people who brought us the endless wars in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere suddenly showed up on TV to declare he was the worst person in the world … the exact same people who said "Trust us!" that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction or that there was an actual plan for Afghanistan are now saying "Trust us! -- we had to kill this guy, and good things will result."  https://twitter.com/Will_Bunch/status/1213076088819257350
Al Jazeera this morning had the head of American studies from Tehran University telling any Westerner who'd listen to get the hell out of the Emirates and out of southwest Asia. https://twitter.com/ChrisTom/status/1213105721018994688
Someone decided to put a bad idea they didn’t think the President would pursue as a throw away line on a PowerPoint slide. https://twitter.com/ilangoldenberg/status/1213282430330773504
“Top US military officials were reportedly stunned when they presented President Donald Trump with a number of options to respond to Iranian-backed violence in Iraq, and he chose the most radical solution.” (The people who included a maximal option knew that Trump had just started pardoning war criminals.) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1213820652211318785
This was an autocratic ruler quite possibly starting a regional war without the informed consent of the people https://twitter.com/Will_Bunch/status/1213076096448712705
(Our country has, quite self-consciously, given one person, the President, an enormous sprawling military and enormous discretion to use it in ways that can easily lead to a massive war.  That is our system: one person decides.) https://twitter.com/jacklgoldsmith/status/1213083362539266053
“Behind it all is a belief that the most powerful nation in the world shouldn’t have to tolerate any resistance to its power, and may break rules and norms — to say nothing of causing untold chaos in other places — to quash it. Purportedly sane mainstream politicians set the precedent that it was okay to commit war crimes as a misguided shortcut in defending America. A Nobel Prize winner normalized assassination. And both parties have enabled events and legal arguments that leave Trump with few restraints.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/01/03/twenty-years-of-continuity/
“I can't understate how major this is. Not just a moment in US-Iran relations, but a major global event. People comparing this to killing Osama Bin Laden don't know what they're talking about. This is way more significant. Equivalent to another country killing US Vice-President” https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1212913367712550912
The Iraqi government is not pleased with the assassinations. The PM says US strikes violated Iraq's sovereignty. https://twitter.com/ZiadMDaoud/status/1213005425194471424
Iraqi security official tells NBC news there has been anther US airstrike, this one north of Baghdad targeting Shiite militia leaders.  Reports of 6 killed. This right before a big Shiite protest tomorrow in Baghdad.  It seems certain to provoke an escalation. https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1213245422992424961
this is the second time in a matter of days that the United States has treated Iraqi sovereignty as a punchline, and this time it’s resulted in the assassinations of a high-ranking Iraqi official and a high-ranking Iranian official who was under Iraqi security guarantees. https://fx.substack.com/p/well-that-escalated-quickly
Israel had advance notice of U.S. plan to kill Iranian general Suleimani. The U.S. Congress didn’t. https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-01-03/israel-had-advance-notice-of-u-s-plan-to-kill-iranian-general-suleimani-sources-say
CNN's Arwa Damon: "we are in uncharted territory."
“When the top three stories during your paternity leave are a spike in anti Semitic attacks, colossal climate-change induced fires ravaging a continent, and a possible proxy war breaking out in the Middle East; well, you begin to worry about the world your kid's inheriting” https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1213074112781987840
CNBC response “America just took out the world's no. 1 bad guy” https://cnb.cx/2MPOhU1
“US media is itching for a war against another middle eastern country but” The Hill et al. run photos of Khomeini, who has been dead for 30 years https://twitter.com/thekarami/status/1213095880993079296

57 percent say Trump committed impeachable offense. https://twitter.com/JRubinBlogger/status/1213141808693305345

Judge Neomi Rao, who was nominated to the court by Trump, has put forward novel theories that, taken together, would all but preclude Congress from enforcing legitimate subpoenas against the president in court and place him largely above the law. Fortunately, Rao’s colleagues have thus far been rejecting her ideas. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/01/neomi-rao-mueller-grand-jury-materials-trump-impeachment.html

Google, Microsoft, and Amazon have been very vocal about their efforts to reduce the world’s dependence on fossil fuels. But as the Wall Street Journal and Gizmodo have reported, these same companies are currently teaming up with the fossil fuel industry to help them squeeze as much oil and gas out of the ground as possible. https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/1/3/21030688/google-amazon-ai-oil-gas
Meanwhile Amazon threatens to fire critics of its environmental policies, & workers who participated in environmental protests, that future comments regarding company business practices could lead to termination. https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/01/02/amazon-threatens-fire-outspoken-employee-critics-its-environmental-policies/

1.2.2020
Australians are waiting on the beach to flee into the ocean if the fire keeps coming. https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/chris-hayes-on-australia-s-apocalyptic-wildfires-75988549866
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-australia-bushfires/thousands-trapped-on-australian-beaches-by-dangerous-bushfires-idUSKBN1YY1I3
its climate change-denying prime minister just sort of sits there and watches. https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/jan/02/pm-scott-morrison-defends-climate-policies-and-asks-australians-to-be-patient-over-fires
39 Republican senators sign amicus brief asking SCOTUS to consider overturning Roe v. Wade & Casey. https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/18/18-1323/127231/20200102104952653_18-1323%20Amicus%20Brief%20of%20207%20Members%20of%20Congress.pdf
https://radio.wosu.org/post/ohio-republicans-sign-letter-urging-supreme-court-reconsider-roe-v-wade#stream/0
Trump raised $46 million for the quarter. For all the "impeachment is SURGING Trump's fundraising" stuff (I'm sure it did!), the Dem field is easily going to double him. That is really, really unusual. The 2012 GOP field and 2004 Dem field did not outpace incumbent presidents. https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1212724326836973569

North Korea’s president ushered in 2020 with a seven-hour stemwinder to fellow members of the ruling Workers’ Party, outlining a new course of “arduous and protracted struggle” with the West and announcing, most dramatically, an end to his self-imposed moratorium—in effect for the past two years—on testing nuclear weapons and long-range missiles.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/01/trump-north-korea-iran-clueless.html

Findings, published Thursday in Nature Climate Change: for the first time, scientists have detected the “fingerprint” of human-induced climate change on daily weather patterns at the global scale. https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2020/01/02/signal-human-caused-climate-change-has-emerged-every-day-weather-study-finds/

Australia has now burned more than 12 million acres this season. The 20-year average for annual acres burned in the US is 6.95 million acres with a max of 10.1 million acres (2015). Southeast Australia is not even halfway through its peak fire season (Dec-Mar)
More Aussie land is currently burning than exists in the entire country of Belgium. The smoke is causing breathing problems in New Zealand, 2,000km away. Half a billion animals have been killed. Eight people are dead. https://twitter.com/manwithoutatan/status/1212523819791003650

"Chapter 12 family farm bankruptcies in 2019 increased by nearly 20% from the previous year. In 2019, Chapter 12 filings were at, tied with or above decade-high levels in 10 states, including Ohio." https://www.fb.org/market-intel/the-verdict-is-in-farm-bankruptcies-up-in-2019

U.S. economy added fewer jobs in 2017, 2018 and 2019 than it did in any year from 2012-2016. https://twitter.com/MichaelSLinden/status/1225777768031539200

For 2019: General Motors reports $3.8 billion of US income and $42 M in current fed tax, for a 1.1% tax rate. Ford checks in with $2.6 B of income and negative $100M federal tax. Between them, $6.4B income and zero tax. https://twitter.com/gardmaf/status/1225240026855899136

The world's 500 wealthiest people gained $1.2 trillion this year, boosting their collective net worth 25% to $5.9 trillion https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-12-27/world-s-richest-gain-1-2-trillion-as-kylie-baby-sharks-prosper

Comcast reduced capital spending on its cable division in 2019, devoting less money to network extensions and improvements despite a series of government favors that were supposed to accelerate broadband expansions. https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/01/ajit-pai-promised-faster-broadband-expansion-comcast-cut-spending-instead/

12.31.2019
"Death to America" and #ItsOkayToBeWhite are trending, America’s Iraq embassy has been attacked and Trump is making things worse
for the past couple of months, Iraq has been teetering on the edge of complete chaos, as protesters angry about corruption, government ineffectiveness, and foreign influence (mostly via Tehran) have been in the streets demanding wholesale political change. The Iraqi government’s violent response, most of it probably spearheaded by the Popular Mobilization militias, has left hundreds of people dead and ultimately forced the resignation of Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi https://fx.substack.com/p/well-that-escalated-quickly
Thousands of Iraqi protesters furious over deadly U.S. airstrikes storm the American Embassy in Baghdad, breaking down doors and setting fires https://cbsn.ws/2MJw4Ym
Impeached president playing golf while embassy under siege (then reluctantly cancels the day’s golf outing) https://twitter.com/MSignorile/status/1212053696571478017

U.S. physicians, researchers and public health experts—many connected to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention—were working at WHO’s Geneva headquarters as part of a years-long rotation, the Post reported, and they provided information about the coronavirus to the White House as it emerged late in 2019 https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/04/19/report-americans-at-world-health-organization-told-trump-administration-about-coronavirus-late-last-year/amp/

12.30.2019
Biden says he would consider a Republican for his running mate https://cnn.it/2QAPyz8

Trump’s White House hired an Ohio telemarketer who twice filed for bankruptcy for his telemarketing company and owes hundreds of thousands of dollars to the IRS. https://www.rawstory.com/2019/12/gop-telemarketer-with-sketchy-past-turns-up-working-in-trumps-white-house/

12.29.2019
After overnight attack on synagogue, Trump’s first two tweets of today: Childish lambasting of the House Speaker.  It took him over 15 hours to say anything about the attack, after everyone pointed out his silence. https://twitter.com/MsPackyetti/status/1211388202793259008

Bret Stephens’ latest NY Times column includes a reference to a paper widely disputed as advancing a racist hypothesis https://twitter.com/nytopinion/status/1211378700069023744
Hate-Crime Violence Hits 16-Year High, F.B.I. Reports

12.28.2019
Biden releases a list of corporate fundraising “bundlers” at 11 p.m. on Friday after Christmas, and news media let it vanish into the void https://prospect.org/power/christmas-miracle-biden-unexamined-list-bundlers/

Following the debates in which Biden and Harris both opposed the policy, Democratic support for a fracking ban dropped an eye-popping 16 points, from 65% to 49%. https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/biden-polls-fracking/

12.26.2019
Lakewood is in the mid-60s Fahrenheit on December 26

12.23.2019
FEC commissioner: Heading into a presidential election year, and the Federal Election Commission is hobbled. https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms-content/documents/2019_State_of_the_FEC.PDF

12.22.2019
Trump was briefed on th coming Coronavirus on 12/22/2019

Larry Diamond, a renowned democracy scholar at Stanford, warns of a "global retreat from freedom" with decay in both old democracies, like the United Kingdom, and young ones, like Poland and the Philippines. https://thefulcrum.us/big-picture/all-over-the-globe-plenty-of-lessons-for-american-democracy-reformers

12.20.2019
Federal energy regulators issued an order Thursday that likely will tilt the market to favor coal and natural gas power plants in the nation's largest power grid region https://insideclimatenews.org/news/19122019/ferc-pjm-grid-coal-subsidy-ruling-renewable-energy-nuclear-illinois-pennsylvania-climate-change
GOP Senators are saying the House should’ve heard from the witnesses Schumer is asking for. (Trump obstructed Congress from hearing those witnesses—that’s one of the articles of impeachment.) https://twitter.com/RepDMP/status/1208056752727642113

18 reporters from the USA TODAY Network interviewed 35 current and former detainees as part of an investigation into detention centers used by ICE to detain migrants in the United States. The investigation revealed more than 400 allegations of sexual assault or abuse, more than 800 instances of physical abuse, more than 20,000 grievances filed by detainees and at least 29 fatalities, including seven suicides, since 2017. https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/nation/2019/12/19/ice-asylum-under-trump-exclusive-look-us-immigration-detention/4381404002/

12.19.2019
Activists arrested outside McConnell’s office simply for asking him to defend the constitution and not the President https://twitter.com/by_the_ppl/status/1207693280051367936

America First Policies, a pro Trump 501C4, gave $238,000 to the Urban Revitalization Coalition, a fake charity that gave away $25,000 in cash in Cleveland at an event honoring Trump administration officials last December. 
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/01/29/trump-black-voters-cash-giveaways-108072
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/30/politics/trump-surrogates-cash-giveaway-black-voters/index.html
America First Policies was part of a web of organizations including Florida First which submitted voter registration forms with forged signatures and other issues https://publicintegrity.org/politics/elections/ballotboxbarriers/trump-nonprofit-million-voters-swing-states/

The FCC recently announced it was reducing the airwave spectrum for vehicle-to-vehicle communication in cars.  This technology is supposed to reduce the amount of car wrecks by communicating from car to car things like speed, acceleration, hard braking, and red lights. https://www.bicycling.com/news/a30282080/vehicle-to-vehicle-saftey/

12.18.2019
U.S. House votes to impeach President Trump
5th circuit court panel sides with the GOP in declaring the ACA individual mandate unconstitutional, remands the final decisions on what parts of the law should fall to the judge who already said it should all go. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/18/court-finds-obamacare-mandate-unconstitutional-sends-case-back-to-lower-court-087389
“The fix is clearly in. The GOP judges on the 5th circuit and the lower court judge all intend to repeal the whole ACA through this sham lawsuit - the remand is to the handpicked GOP judge who already ruled to gut the whole law … the remand and the months-long delay in the appeals court decision is all part of an effort to make sure this decision doesn't land at the Supreme Court before the 2020 election less it blow up in Trump's face.” https://twitter.com/woodhouseb/status/1207439824443064321
A 6-year-old girl has been in detention for over 175 days. This is likely the longest the federal government has held a child in any of its three family detention centers. https://twitter.com/MigrantFreedom/status/1207388238425534469
Fourth Pentagon official announces resignation within week https://thehill.com/policy/defense/475114-fourth-pentagon-official-announces-resignation-within-week

The US is using this year’s global climate summit to try to ensure it will never have to pay for the damage climate change is doing to poorer countries, according to participants at the meeting now underway in Madrid. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/lesterfeder/cop25-climate-summit-climate-us-villain-madrid

12.17.2019
Starting Tuesday, it will be even harder for Americans to visit Cuba as a Trump administration mandate to US airlines to cut flights to nine destinations on the island takes effect. https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/cuba-flights-trump-intl/index.html
Trump sends Pelosi batshit ranting letter demanding that she halt impeachment https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6581905-Letter-From-President-Trump-Final.html
“I have seen letters like this many times before as a federal prosecutor..... This is like a desperate jailhouse letter from a guilty pretrial defendant” https://twitter.com/lister_lester/status/1207070446627119104
Australia experienced a record-breaking heatwave and its hottest day on record on Tuesday. https://abcn.ws/2Ma3EX9
At “impeachment eve” rally, Cuyahoga County Democratic Party headquarters is filled with Democrats chanting “Trump! Trump! Trump!” as part of a call-and-response with leaders from Indivisible etc. fml

A seven year old child developed a fistula while in CBP detention. Doctors on the ground have evaluated her and said she must be allowed into the U.S. "for her survival" because her condition "can lead to potential fatal complications such as infection and rupture." She and her mother were still only paroled into the United States after a public outcry https://twitter.com/lawyers4goodgov/status/1207088803397197824

12.16.2019
ITEP report identifies 91 profitable Fortune 500 companies that paid $0.00 in federal income taxes on U.S. income in 2018, the first year of the Trump-GOP tax law https://itep.org/corporate-tax-avoidance-in-the-first-year-of-the-trump-tax-law/
ITEP hasn't seen a corporate tax rate this low since it published its first study on corporate tax rates in 1984 https://twitter.com/lorenamroque/status/1206547918955651072
https://itep.org/corporate-tax-avoidance-in-the-first-year-of-the-trump-tax-law/

DHS contractors spotted drilling well just 8 miles from Organ Pipe’s Quitobaquito spring. This well taps the La Abra aquifer — the same source that feeds Quitobaquito and the endangered species that depend on it. This is a direct violation of USFWS's conservation recommendations for the project https://twitter.com/LaikenJordahl/status/1206641664225234944

12.15.2019
US House Rep. Jeff Van Drew switches parties rather than support impeachment https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1206371842593894401
US House Rep. Veronica Escobar: “It’s become increasingly difficult to watch the Sunday morning news programs. Hosts don’t push back on mischaracterizations and provide legitimacy to guests who lie. And we wonder why the American public gets confused about what to believe.” https://twitter.com/vgescobar/status/1206249407794089986

Fox News poll shows 54% want Trump impeached; 41% oppose it. https://foxnews.com/politics/fox-news-poll-trump-job-approval-ticks-up-views-on-impeachment-steady

“The entire Trump presidency has been marked, for many of us who are part of the plurality that despises it, by anxiety and anger. But lately I’ve noticed, and not just in myself, a demoralizing degree of fear, even depression. I reached out to a number of therapists, who said they’re seeing this politically induced misery in their patients. Three years ago, said Karen Starr, a psychologist who practices in Manhattan and on Long Island, some of her patients were ‘in a state of alarm,’ but that’s changed into ‘more of a chronic feeling that’s bordering on despair.’” https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/13/opinion/sunday/trump-democracy.html

This week Trump gave drilling & oil companies a massive handout by leasing public lands in the Arctic for just $11/acre https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1207075831153123328

12.13.2019
Supreme Court considers whether it should take cases involving disclosure of Trump financial documents to Congress & Manhattan DA, or leave in place lower court rulings ordering them turned over.  “On the merits the Supreme Court shouldn’t take these cases: they are important to only one person and are a slam dunk legally.” https://twitter.com/JenGRodgers/status/1205483548511219712
Court also decides that all Trump’s tax returns and other financial records can remain secret through next June at least
The D.C. Circuit court asks for more briefs in legal fight over House access to grand-jury secrets in Mueller report. “The investigation implicated the president in serious offenses, the DOJ claims it can’t prosecute him because yada yada impeachment exists, and now the court is asking whether the body with the sole power of impeachment has standing to apply to see what the investigation found.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1205598857754808322
Trump now he has a bipartisan deal that some unions like that he can sell in Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, AZ. https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1205583333331263488
A Wisconsin judge ordered the state to take as many as 234,000 people off its registered-voter list Friday because they may have moved https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/12/14/judge-ordered-up-people-be-tossed-registered-voter-list-swing-state/

PollPad, whose e-poll books are used in 25 states & D.C., uses "1234" as the tablets' default password … Major security risk, given that the devices (which handle voter data) often connect to the internet.  subscriber.politicopro.com/article/2019/12/popular-e-poll-books-default-password-is-1234-1847513
“Neither KnowInk nor the Georgia secretary of state's office responded when I asked about this issue.” https://twitter.com/ericgeller/status/1205542409590972416

12.12.2019
The President has tweeted or retweeted more than 50 times in the last hour alone.
Obama confirmed 55 Circuit Judges in 8 years. Trump got 50 in 3. Before impeachment, one last power play. McConnell wants to do as many as 18 District judges this month. Time is running short and Dems don’t want to cooperate, though some are their nominees. Thune says they’ll just abandon Dem nominees and focus on R nominees without a deal https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/12/trump-judges-mcconnell-circuit-082836
Cipollone and Eric Ueland (WH legislative affairs) are meeting with McConnell to talk impeachment. (This is basically a jury foreman having private meetings with the defendant’s counsel) https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/1205201731224780800
“Everything I do during this, I’m coordinating with White House Counsel. There will be no difference between the President’s position and our position as to how to handle this” https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1205311801212190727
Washington Post coverage: “McConnell’s vow of ‘total coordination’ with White House on Senate impeachment trial angers Democrats”  https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1205569181363687424
Meanwhile McConnell confirmed as many circuit court judges this week as he did the entire last two years of Obama’s presidency.
Republican Sen. McSally walks away from veterans—taking a “phone call” to avoid questions about Trump's abuse of power. https://twitter.com/NoOneIsAboveLaw/status/1205244189115658240
Republicans dragged out today’s markup of impeachment articles to last 13 hours, in an attempt to force a vote in the middle of the night. https://twitter.com/RepDMP/status/1205354799069368327
Rep. Doug Collins then had a tantrum when he didn’t get a midnight vote. Also laughed and joked about the subject of Ukrainians dying.
Half a dozen House Democrats attended the White House Congressional Ball last night while their colleagues on the Judiciary Committee worked late into the night on articles of impeachment https://www.axios.com/house-dems-trump-ball-impeachment-c3c3006b-59fc-47d0-92fb-b260bffaed19.html
Mike Huckabee, who actually was a governor at one point: “I'll be on @seanhannity 2nite @FoxNews at 9pm ET and will explain how @realDonaldTrump will be eligible for a 3rd term due to the illegal attempts by Comey, Dems, and media , et al attempting to oust him as @POTUS so that's why I was named to head up the 2024 re-election.” https://twitter.com/GovMikeHuckabee/status/1205211276005101568

12.11.2019
The House today overwhelmingly passed a $738 billion compromise defense policy bill that would create a “Space Force” as the newest military service (fml)
health insurance costs in the USA are up 20.2% in the past year, according to CPI data out this morning. https://twitter.com/byHeatherLong/status/1204771315355443200
Turkey once again threatened to kick the U.S. out of Incirlik airbase in the event Washington chooses to push back on Turkey's purchase of Russian missiles and longstanding pattern of conduct SECDEF rightly calls "spinning out of NATO's orbit." https://www.dailysabah.com/diplomacy/2019/12/11/turkey-may-tell-us-to-withdraw-from-incirlik-fm-says
Chris Wallace, widely admired for breaking ranks from Fox colleagues by putting tough questions to administration officials, delivered his most stinging critique yet of the US president at an event celebrating the first amendment. “I believe that President Trump is engaged in the most direct sustained assault on freedom of the press in our history,” Wallace said to applause at the Newseum, a media museum in Washington https://www.theguardian.com/media/2019/dec/12/fox-host-lambasts-trump-over-most-sustained-assault-on-press-freedom-in-us-history

Nearly one third of independent abortion clinics have closed since 2012. https://www.abortioncarenetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/CommunitiesNeedClinics2019.pdf

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/border-baja-california/story/2019-12-09/doctors-flu-shots

12.10.2019
Pelosi has literally scheduled back-to-back press conferences to announce articles of impeachment against Trump and then support for his trade deal.  
Pelosi said this morning she didn't care whether approving the new NAFTA handed Trump a victory. http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/house-dem-leaders-endorse-revised-trade-deal-canada-mexico
Immediately, Wilbur Ross accuses House Dems of agreeing to a USMCA deal this week b/c they wanted to distract from the IG report. "From their point of view, the timing is quite important, in that here's this devastating report about the FBI ... convenient to have some news to distract people" https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1204383703704756229
Around 10-12 moderate Democrats are floating censure instead of impeachment https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/10/democrats-censure-impeachment-080311
Articles of impeachment: “In the history of the Republic, no President has ever ordered the complete defiance of an impeachment inquiry or sought to obstruct and impede so comprehensively the ability of the House of Representatives to investigate ‘high Crimes and Misdemeanors.’” https://judiciary.house.gov/sites/democrats.judiciary.house.gov/files/documents/Articles%20of%20Impeachment.pdf
Attorney General Barr remains a rogue, political hack and disinformation agent.  https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/barr-thinks-fbi-may-have-acted-bad-faith-probing-trump-n1098986
says "greatest danger to our free system" is the Obama admin used "the law enforcement agencies and the intelligence agencies, both to spy on political opponents, but also to use them in a way that could affect the outcome of the election." https://twitter.com/alex_mallin/status/1204453908791406593
Not only does Barr know this did not happen, but it also reveals that he completely understands why Trump’s extortion of Ukraine is impeachable but does not care. https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1204457756733956096
Barr is accusing the FBI - an agency that is under his purview - of engaging in a politicized investigation of Trump's campaign, again without evidence and in direct contradiction of the IG's report
Barr says the notion the Trump campaign colluded with Russian officials in the 2016 election is a "bogus narrative" - again, a claim that is in direct contradiction to the conclusions of the Mueller Report and a mountain of evidence
Barr is also saying that foreign assistance for campaigns is routine and normal and because it is routine and normal the bar for launching an investigation should be high. There is no evidence that such assistance is routine or normal
Barr is spouting nonsensical conspiracy theories, attacking members of his own agency, downplaying the president's unethical behavior and he is doing it for political reasons - namely to further Donald Trump's narrative that he is the victim of a "deep state" conspiracy https://twitter.com/speechboy71/status/1204471133044649984
Trump/Lavrov meeting in the Oval office is “closed press” https://twitter.com/jcartillier/status/1204228199670067200
Mick Mulvaney wants us to know that he didn’t have any part in Sondland’s “drug deal” not that there was a drug deal but just so we know if there was which there wasn’t. https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1204410695447658496
The Morming Joe panel devoted a 30-minute segment to trashing Warren this morning. “I’ve yet to see them treat another candidate so harshly.” She scares the status-quo corporate media to death. https://twitter.com/nikwasi/status/1204390348606316544
Steve Schmidt was simply lying on the show https://twitter.com/nikwasi/status/1204390348606316544
“Mika Brezinski interviewed Warren for her "feminist" book Know Your Value and cast her in a good light to sell, but when it's time to make the donors happy she caves” https://twitter.com/RachelPopp7/status/1204450257389658114
“Satire is dead when the authoritarian gov't agency that violently rounds up immigrants and throws them into privatized for-profit concentration camps where parents are separated from their children also pretends to honor Human Rights Day with a stock photo” https://twitter.com/BenjaminNorton/status/1204657359391526912

Ohio Rep. Tim Ginter who said he had “no knowledge” of a rightwing Christian bill mill called Project Blitz is, in fact, the co-chair of the state branch of an organization behind the campaign. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/dec/09/ohio-timothy-ginter-project-blitz

12.9.2019
inspector general Michael Horowitz's report on the origins of the FBI's Russia investigation debunked many of Trump's conspiracy theories about anti-Trump bias among top brass at the FBI and the Justice Department. https://news.yahoo.com/just-got-real-doj-watchdog-192711162.html
Fox News has spent the last 3 hours telling their viewers that the Horowitz report says the exact opposite of what it actually says https://twitter.com/ndrew_lawrence/status/1204240144653541377
Paid CNN commentator: “The whole thing -- even for someone like me who gets paid to watch this stuff -- was, well, unwatchable. A bunch of adults yelling at one another over matters that almost no one watching understood or cares about.”
(“Someone asked me this afternoon what the point of the GOP’s strategy was today, and I said it was to generate this kind of coverage rather than coverage that provides information about the underlying conduct at issue.”) https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1204177929988714497
“Conversation with a supposedly non-Republican Fox viewer today indicated to me that the Fox spin is very much working on its intended audience. He was very concerned that the FBI is anti-Trump and thinks the Ukraine stuff is nothing compared to what IG uncovered.” https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1204480361020952577
Barr was widely accused of lying, dishonesty and being an all around hack for President Donald Trump on Monday afternoon over his reaction to the Department of Justice (DOJ) Officer of Inspector General (OIG) report on alleged abuses of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) leading up to the Russiagate investigation started by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/calls-for-compulsive-liar-ag-barr-to-resign-swell-after-misleading-statement-about-dojs-fbi-report/
Dozens of doctors from @Doc4CampClosure
 are marching in San Diego, bringing flu vaccines to give to the immigrants CBP has locked up. https://twitter.com/NeverAgainActn/status/1204134266524884992
The Supreme Court refused to review a Kentucky law that compels abortion providers to insert a transvaginal probe, describe the fetus, point out its organs, and play the sound of its heartbeat. So the law stands. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/john-bush-trump-appointee-upholds-kentucky-anti-abortion-law-that-requires-transvaginal-ultrasounds.html

This is the state of the Democratic Party primary
Buttigieg said he wants to "take big money out of politics." Activists asked him if that includes not taking money from billionaires and closed-door fundraisers, he said “no.” https://twitter.com/GregChung7/status/1203549991853346818
Buttigieg was caught red-handed raising money from Kavanaugh’s lawyers https://twitter.com/PatrickAKarlson/status/1203397557151358976
Buttigieg was also caught raising money from the man who tried to cover up Laquan McDonald’s murder in Chicago. After he was caught, he stopped posting any information about his fundraisers on his website https://twitter.com/PatrickAKarlson/status/1203397557151358976
He once released his campaign bundlers, but he no longer does. And he won’t allow reporters into his high-dollar fundraisers. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pete-buttigieg-fundraisers-bundlers-donors_n_5debcfb5e4b07f6835b38186?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004
Buttigieg’s campaign is spending more than any other candidate on a private military contractor to do security for them. Patriot Group is currently under contract w/the US military. They provide "contractor-owned, contractor-operated intelligence, surveillance & reconnaissance aerial detection and monitoring support...inside & outside the U.S." https://twitter.com/CANCEL_SAM/status/1203164326389002240
Buttigieg worked nearly three years for the consulting firm McKinsey & Company, and he keeps all the details concealed https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/05/opinion/buttigieg-mckinsey.html
Biden and Pete Buttigieg are pitching voters on their ability to unite Congress and bring Republicans aboard to pass their agenda. But actual Republicans and Capitol Hill veterans say that’s not gonna happen. https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1204044117585616897
Meanwhile Biden’s campaign also has adopted “beat Trump like a drum” complete with drum emoji as a gimmick
Mike Bloomberg is paying field organizers $6,000 a month.  https://twitter.com/RachelRGonzalez/status/1203736077766295557
Washington Post launches another attack on Elizabeth Warren; “The memo doesn't remotely support the claims the Post is making.” https://twitter.com/ssamcham/status/1204253209495252992
Post “national political reporter” Viser bleats that “Warren made nearly $2m as a consultant for corporations and financial firms while she was a law professor” leaving out the fact that it was over 30 years https://twitter.com/madsmaru/status/1203960171573071872
Playboy journalist posts absolutely false statement that “Warren says she won’t release her tax returns,” and is then boosted by NY Times editor Maggie Haberman https://twitter.com/OnceUponARoss/status/1203403352492662789
CNBC promotes a meaningless Wharton study which “analyzes” Warren’s wealth tax but ignores all its measures to reduce tax evasion then knocks the plan for losing $1 trillion to evasion https://twitter.com/BharatRamamurti/status/1205119799665270785
Under the most dangerous Republican administration in history, Joe Biden is worried about Democrats winning too heavily. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/nidhiprakash/joe-biden-hunter-biden-questions

12.7.2019
Saudi pilot trainee kills three at a Naval air base in Florida. 
Tuesday, President Trump claimed he was tougher on Russia than his predecessor. At the same time, his subordinates strongly opposed a bill imposing new sanctions on Moscow. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-administration-battles-new-sanctions-on-russia
Meanwhile, Trump-driven “spike in pro-Russian sentiment has defense officials concerned.”  https://www.voanews.com/usa/pentagon-concerned-russia-cultivating-sympathy-among-us-troops
Trump says Jews are "not nice people at all." Then he claims Jews are "not going to vote for the wealth tax." invoking centuries-old tropes about Jews & money. https://twitter.com/jewishaction/status/1203729356843048960

By Tuesday morning, the number of registered voters in Georgia was set to shrink from 7.4 million to 7.1 million. https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/judge-allows-georgia-purge-309k-voter-registrations-overnight/fVBSMzCLR7ontBc3RpjyrJ/

12.6.2019
The last time Congress reauthorized the Voting Right Act in 2006, the House passed it 390-33 and the Senate 98–0. Only only House Republican supported restoring it today. https://twitter.com/nikobowie/status/1203032793514561536
Trump Friday petitioned the Supreme Court to block House Democrats from obtaining his financial records, according to a filing. The emergency filing comes after a federal appeals court in New York ruled on Tuesday that Deutsche Bank and Capital One should comply with subpoenas from the House Financial Services and House Intelligence committees seeking information about Trump’s finances.  https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/06/trump-supreme-court-tax-returns-077263
Board of Immigration Appeals decision: plaintiff was struck by officers carrying high-caliber weapons, dislocating his shoulder, cuffed, and told that they were going to cut his fingers off and that they'd gauge out his eye.  BIA says this is not severe enough mistreatment to rise to level of persecution. https://twitter.com/immlawACHall/status/1202994255699959809
The White House signaled that it does not intend to mount a defense of President Trump or otherwise participate in the House impeachment proceedings, in a sharply worded letter denouncing the process. https://nyti.ms/2qpkARA
“The White House said they wanted open hearings, not closed, and then they didn’t want those either. Then they said they wanted to participate in the proceedings, and now they say they don’t.”

Bloomberg, who did away with term limits during his time as New York City’s mayor, spent more in his first two weeks than newly departed candidate Kamala Harris did during her entire campaign. Despite his denials, he is, in effect, trying to buy the Democratic nomination. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/political-commentary/bloomberg-lots-of-people-could-run-dont-complain-to-me-923391/

An official White House statement says that "President Trump has never considered L.G.B.T. Americans second-class citizens and has opposed discrimination of any kind against them."  https://twitter.com/LambdaLegal/status/1203072046705430528

Since Oct. 1, nearly $11.3 million has been spent on anti-impeachment television ads in Democratic incumbents’ districts, according to data provided to Score by Advertising Analytics. A whopping $9.4 million of that has come from Republican groups, led by American Action Network’s $4.4 million https://www.politico.com/morningscore/

12.5.2019
Michael Gerhardt, a professor at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, before the House Judiciary Committee: “The president’s serious misconduct, including bribery, soliciting a personal favor from a foreign leader in exchange for his exercise of power, and obstructing justice and Congress, [is] worse than the misconduct of any prior president, including what previous presidents who faced impeachment have done or been accused of doing. … If Congress fails to impeach here, then the impeachment process has lost all meaning, and, along with that, our Constitution’s carefully crafted safeguards against the establishment of a king on American soil. No one, not even the president, is beyond the reach of our Constitution and our laws.” 
AP: North Korea threatened Thursday to resume insults of U.S. President Donald Trump and consider him a dotard if he keeps using provocative language, such as referring to its leader as rocket man. https://twitter.com/PaulTOwen/status/1202607204098084864
Joe Biden basically calls this voter a liar, insinuates that he’s fat, asserts his intellectual superiority, and gets hyper defensive.  https://twitter.com/WalkerBragman/status/1202672895824191488
Republican Senate confirmed eight Trump court picks in three days http://hill.cm/FWd2Gz3

Giuliani has made a surprise visit to Kyiv. Ukrainian and American officials in Kyiv told BuzzFeed News they had no advance warning of Giuliani’s arrival and only learned about it from media reports. Officials from the office of President Volodymyr Zelensky to the US embassy to everyone in between know that the arrival of the bombastic mayor is nothing but trouble. “Holy shit. I don’t believe in such coincidences,” Ukrainian anti-corruption activist Daria Kaleniuk wrote of Giuliani’s arrival on Facebook, noting that it comes just days ahead of long-anticipated peace talks between Zelensky and Russian President Vladimir Putin in Paris on Monday. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/christopherm51/rudy-giuliani-kyiv-ukraine-impeachment
“Giuliani is committing crimes on behalf of the POTUS and live tweeting about it. There’s a lot going on but this should be getting a lot more attention than it is.” https://twitter.com/Mimirocah1/status/1202935328375476225

Gannett Corp continues to devour American journalism. Gannett has forced people to sign NDAs in order to get severance, and now the company is telling journalists to stop tweeting about layoffs. This is the largest newspaper company in American history. https://twitter.com/apantazi/status/1202648250119065603

12.4.2019
Trump admin. has formalized work requirements for recipients of food stamps, a move that will cause nearly 700,000 people to lose access to the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/nearly-700-000-will-lose-food-stamps-usda-work-requirement-n1095726?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
the savings amount to one fourteenth the annual cost of the Trump direct welfare payments to agribusiness to make up for his trade war. https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1202343079384166400
Republicans confirmed extreme anti-choice lawyer Sarah Pitlyk for a lifetime seat as a federal judge today. Things to know: She opposes abortion, surrogacy & even fertility treatments; ABA unanimously rated her “Not Qualified”; She‘s never tried a case https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/12/sarah-pitlyk-trump-judge-ivf-abortion.html

A 16 year old, sick when crossing the border; CBP agents didn't bring him to the hospital. They locked him in a cell. He lay motionless on the cell floor for 4 hrs. No one helped. CBP altered the video to cover it up. He died 7 days later. https://twitter.com/RAICESTEXAS/status/1202675029877460992

Bloomberg has spent the most money of any candidate ever on a single week of political advertising.  https://twitter.com/Ad_Analytics/status/1197986788796780544

12.3.2019
“legal scholar here at Scalia Law School.  Not that it matters but I’m also a Republican.  The call wasn’t perfect.  He committed impeachable offenses including bribery.” https://twitter.com/JWVerret/status/1201897670996045824
Barr said Tuesday that if some communities don’t begin showing more respect to law enforcement, then they could potentially not be protected by police officers. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/william-barr-communities-police-protection-show-respect_n_5de72957e4b0913e6f877697
Trump made a complete ass of himself — and the United States — on the world stage today, again refusing to commit to upholding Article 5 if one of our allies is attacked. (Reminder: the United States is the only country who has ever actually invoked Article 5.) https://twitter.com/AngrierWHStaff/status/1201990852345843714

two new reports show that Attorney General Barr and Trump’s personal lawyer continue to carry out elements of the exact same (corrupt) scheme that is now the subject of the impeachment inquiry https://twitter.com/JamilSmith/status/1202670991706488832
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/12/05/new-revelations-about-barr-giuliani-strengthen-case-against-trump/

North Dakota company that Trump repeatedly and personally pushed to receive a contract to build his border wall just received a $400 million contract. Officials had previously balked at awarding bid to Fisher, owned by a GOP donor.  https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1201681953549963264

12.2.2019
The Trump administration has quietly released more than $100 million in US military assistance to Lebanon after months of unexplained delay https://apnews.com/ed82bdb9355544cabc43f2aa5a0de7e9
Another counterproductive round of tariffs announced via tweet  https://twitter.com/GiovanniEPagan/status/1201511604417904640
Ukraine has to deal with Trump for at least another year, if not five. They need the US support he dangles, badly, and are scared to anger him. The fact that Zelensky still offers carefully worded criticism indicates that the Ukrainians are really upset. https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1201561889362325506
Five Thirty Eight: “The Democrats are still missing perhaps the most essential piece of the puzzle — a smoking gun for whether Trump ordered that military aid and/or a White House meeting be conditioned on the investigations.” The White House chief of staff went in front of the press and unapologetically said they did just that and that if you thought it was wrong to do so you should “get over it.” https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1201496872105467904
Bill Barr “doesn’t accept” inspector general findings about FBI’s Russia investigation https://twitter.com/DevlinBarrett/status/1201657883919867905
“In the face of a former government official speaking out about the personal destruction of Trump's lies and misogynistic attacks, Trump tweets yet another misogynistic attack at her based on a debunked conspiracy theory so stupid a kindergartener would see through it.” https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1201566033099837441
Judge denies Trump admin request to stay order requiring McGahn to appear for testimony. Also flays DOJ, calling its arguments 'disingenuous' & 'unacceptable mischaracterization' https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.210013/gov.uscourts.dcd.210013.53.0_3.pdf

Pelosi is pushing the House to pass a cosmetic NAFTA renegotiation which Trump wants to claim as a win, but is neglecting the PRO Act, a bill with broad support to strengthen unions https://theintercept.com/2019/12/02/nancy-pelosi-usmca-pro-act-unions/

12.1.2019
Trump’s allies have defended his demand for political investigations from Ukraine by claiming that the government in Kyiv tried to sabotage his candidacy and boost Hillary Clinton in 2016. “President Poroshenko actively worked for Secretary Clinton,” Republican Sen. John Kennedy claimed on Sunday in an interview with NBC. But the Republican-controlled Senate Intelligence Committee thoroughly investigated that theory, according to people with direct knowledge of the inquiry, and found no evidence that Ukraine waged a top-down interference campaign akin to the Kremlin’s efforts to help Trump win in 2016.  https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/02/senate-panel-ukraine-election-interference-074796
Republican senator Kennedy: I believe reports Poroshenko worked for Clinton 
Chuck Todd: My goodness, you just did exactly what the Russian op is trying to get Americans to do! Are you worried you've been duped?
Kennedy: No. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1201183435554992129

“For the 18-year lifespan of the war on terrorism, an obscure provision of the PATRIOT Act permitting the indefinite detention of U.S. non-citizens has gone unused. But to keep a Palestinian man behind bars even after he finished serving his sentence, the Trump administration has fired this bureaucratic Chekhov’s gun.” https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-invokes-patriot-act-to-detain-palestinian-adham-amin-hassoun-forever?ref=author

Facebook’s only Dutch factchecker has quit over the social network’s refusal to allow them to highlight political lies as being false. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/27/facebook-only-dutch-factchecker-quits-over-political-ad-exemption

Trump’s approval rating among business owners hits all-time high https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/02/trumps-approval-rating-among-business-owners-hits-all-time-high.html

fml https://apnews.com/ed75f30906384abaad31b7b69a49d163

11.27.2019
Fox News invented a phony “War on Thanksgiving,” Trump saw it on TV, and then Fox tries to report on the story as if they don’t know where he got it from. https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1199638445481697281
“If you Google "fisa report horowitz" you have to scroll down several pages to find one of the credible media outlets that described what's actually in the Horowitz report, rather than what the frothy right wants to be in it.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1199778216317276167

ICE created a fake university, then: enticed foreign-born students to attend,  charged them money,  arrested them,  deported them  https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2019/11/27/ice-arrested-250-foreign-students-fake-university-metro-detroit/4277686002/

Trump makes remarks about running against Obama. The “rally” crowd cheers for his statement https://twitter.com/C_doc_911/status/1199492513201098754

11.26.2019
House votes to hold Barr, Wilbur Ross in criminal contempt of Congress. It's only the second time in U.S. history that Congress held a sitting Cabinet official in contempt of Congress https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/17/house-votes-to-hold-william-barr-wilbur-ross-in-criminal-contempt-of-congress-1418900
U.S. Senator Chris Murphy “On my way back from Lebanon. People there are shaking their heads as Trump still refuses to send congressionally mandated security aid.” 
Crowd at a Trump rally tonight just joined him with a chant in reiterating his comments to Sondland: "I want nothing. No quid pro quo" https://twitter.com/JDiamond1/status/1199491524293206021

impeach/remove now: 50% yes, 43% no
impeach/remove, late April: 37% yes, 59% no
https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1199306943619313664

A senior Biden campaign staffer in charge of outreach to Latino, African-American and women’s groups has quit her post, telling two allies she was frustrated over her lack of input and with the presidential candidate’s immigration rhetoric. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/25/biden-senior-latina-adviser-quits-073553

One of Kavanaugh's best friends and the guy who sat behind him throughout his confirmation h earings is Joel Kaplan, head of facebook's lobbying operation. Pete Buttigieg takes money from Facebook & is friends with its CEO. https://twitter.com/jljacobson/status/1199710873562046464

11.25.2019
Kavanaugh signals his agreement with Gorsuch's Gundy dissent. There are now five votes for a non-delegation revolution. Get ready for the Supreme Court to tear down the administrative state. https://www.vox.com/2019/11/26/20981758/brett-kavanaughs-terrify-democrats-supreme-court-gundy-paul
Lindsey Graham basically just admitted that he’s using the Senate to launch an investigation into Joe Biden for political purposes. https://twitter.com/jonfavs/status/1198997089499271168
This three weeks after he insisted he would do no such thing https://twitter.com/pkcapitol/status/1197650187747037184
Fox’s Tucker Carlson said point-blank that he supports Russia in its war with Ukraine: “Why shouldn’t I root for Russia?” (Then inevitably claims he was “joking”) https://twitter.com/StevenBeschloss/status/1199178602400505858
https://twitter.com/NikkiMcR/status/1199135926955466753
Rick Perry asserts that Trump is the “chosen one” and “sent by God to do great things”
Secretary of State Pompeo backed up Trump's request for Ukraine to investigate the discredited Ukraine DNC server conspiracy (Actually DOJ has proof that Ukraine interfered w/one side in the 2016 election in the way Kurt Volker thought they might: by paying for influence. Paul Manafort confessed to it.) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1199367204065726467
(Pompeo was CIA director! He's seen the intelligence! He knows this is nonsense!)
Trump falsely claims polling has turned against impeachment, meanwhile the RNC is withholding polling to prevent candidates from knowing that he's an anvil.
Also, a document laying out the Republican Party of Texas’s election strategy for the 2020 elections has ended up in the hands of Texas Democrats. Attacking Democratic candidates through websites and mitigating “the polarizing nature” of President Donald Trump are part of the plan. https://www.dallasnews.com/news/politics/2019/11/26/republican-party-of-texas-election-strategy-document-for-2020-elections-leaked-to-democrats/
The Trump administration insists that military dog “Conan” is male even after defense department contradicts Trump’s references to the dog and says it’s definitely female https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1199382265752625154
Tweet by fake “@LtColVindman” account has over 4K RT’s and 15k likes https://twitter.com/AlxThomp/status/1199138719355330560

Earlier this year, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommended that migrants over the age of 6 months be given flu vaccinations “at the earliest point of entry.” But immigration officials have refused to do so. https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2019-12-30/opinion-border-officials-detained-child-flu-hospital-dilemna?_amp=true

In the past week we learned:
Atmospheric CO2 hit a new peak
The world is on track to dig up 120 percent more fossil fuels than is compatible with a 1.5°C world
We're on track to warm up to 3.9°C

The president is at the White House with no events on his public schedule all weekend. Trump was originally scheduled to travel out of the country. https://twitter.com/Richard06327523/status/1198045402727100422

Trump wants Eddie Gallagher to campaign alongside him in 2020. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-tells-allies-he-wants-absolved-war-criminals-to-campaign-for-him

11.24.2019
Defense Secretary Mark Esper on Sunday fired Navy Secretary Richard Spencer https://apnews.com/7902f59c504d427ca89a9bd3484a207d
Esper also directed that war criminal Eddie Gallagher be allowed to retire at the end of this month, and that a Navy disciplinary board that was scheduled to hear his case starting Dec. 2 be cancelled
After Trump’s tweet, Spencer responded Thursday by telling the White House that a tweet is not an official order and if the president is ordering the Navy to end the Trident Review Board of Gallagher, he needs to do so in writing. Four officials familiar with Spencer’s thinking said he was strongly considering resigning and would do so if Trump signs a written order to end the Navy probe. He conveyed those feelings to Pentagon leaders on Thursday. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/military/military-leaders-lobby-trump-not-meddle-seal-case-top-navy-n1089661
Military leaders hoping to keep the Secretary of the Navy from quitting had lobbied President Donald Trump aboard Air Force One to stop intervening in the case of a Navy SEAL accused of murder, say five current and one former military and defense officials. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/military/military-leaders-lobby-trump-not-meddle-seal-case-top-navy-n1089661
Spencer privately proposed to the White House that if they did not interfere with proceedings against the Navy Seal accused of war crimes (Gallagher), then Spencer would ensure that Gallagher was able to retire as a Navy SEAL, with his Trident insignia. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1198727055829024769
Trump’s move to ensure Gallagher could retire as a SEAL was “virtually unprecedented,” said legal expert Eugene R. Fidell, who teaches military justice at Yale Law School. https://news.yahoo.com/marc-mukasey-lawyer-trump-universe-183500453.html
a president is intervening in an elite unit, dictating to the commander of that unit who is and is not fit to serve in the unit. https://twitter.com/ExumAM/status/1197663290870173696
Marc Mukasey, who earlier this year opened a boutique law firm, Mukasey Frenchman & Sklaroff, took on a leading role in the defense at Gallagher’s trial. He also represented the president's private business and charity this year. … a lawyer representing a client who has the power — and uses it — to commute the sentence of another client, is, if nothing else, incredibly rare. https://news.yahoo.com/marc-mukasey-lawyer-trump-universe-183500453.html
Republican Sen. John Kennedy said he still wasn’t sure that Russia was responsible for the DNC server hack during the 2016 election, even though the intelligence community has concluded that Russia is the culprit. https://www.thedailybeast.com/gop-sen-john-kennedy-i-dont-know-if-russia-hacked-dnc-server-nor-do-any-of-us?via=twitter_page
Actual (Republican) member of Congress Devin Nunes asked "bottom line, were you in Vienna with Shokin?" Nunes says he really wants to answer "all of the questions" but can't right now "because there is criminal activity here," referring to CNN. https://twitter.com/CatieEdmondson/status/1198624778518745091
“I still held just a morsel of hope for a handful (really, 2 or 3) Republicans to stand up for country over party. That hope is gone. You have to vote in 2020 to save the US.” https://twitter.com/WajahatAli/status/1198727551155396608
A company is recalling more than half a million pounds of pork products because they were not inspected https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/23/health/food-pork-recall/index.html

Fraction of all US wealth owned by Boomers & Gen-Xers when the average member of each was age 35: Boomers  21%, GenX 8%. The average Millennial turns 35 in 2023. Right now they own 3%. https://twitter.com/KBAndersen/status/1198653456581562368
Just eight super-rich men hold the same amount of wealth as the poorest half of the world’s population https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/income-inequality-oxfam_n_58792e6ee4b0b3c7a7b13616

Trump has increasingly abandoned the Oval Office to hunker down in his residence, in part to avoid his own staff https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/24/trump-white-house-residence-power-epicenter-073139

President Trump, his defenders, and the Republican Party writ large have increasingly tied themselves in tighter and tighter knots, piling one conspiracy theory atop another. There’s the “Russia Hoax,” the “Deep State,” the idea that US intelligence had an “insurance policy” to keep Trump from winning, the crazy notion that the cybersecurity firm Crowdstrike is somehow hiding the DNC’s server in Ukraine (an idea still being pushed by former representative Sean Duffy).
	And then there are two other widely discredited Ukraine-focused conspiracy theories that Trump himself appears to believe: That Ukraine actually was responsible for the 2016 election attack carried out by Russian intelligence, and that somehow Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, and the Ukrainian company Burisma are wrapped up in some corrupt embrace worthy of criminal charges.
	That’s before you even get to the anti-Semitic trope that somehow George Soros is pulling all the strings of the Deep State and the Democrats, an idea advanced by none other than Rudy Giuliani on ABC News in September. The man once hailed has "America's Mayor" has become so consumed by “internet nonsense” that he’s even promoted the idea that the DNC hacked itself in 2016 to frame Russia. https://www.wired.com/story/gop-conspiracy-theories-trump-ukraine/

11.23.2019
Trump lawyer Giuliani repeated on TV a remark made earlier this month, that he is not worried about Trump throwing him under the bus as an impeachment vote and Senate trial loom, because he has “insurance”. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/nov/23/trump-impeachment-giuliani-parnas-fruman-insurance-devin-nunes

A Chinese intelligence operative has defected to Australia, bringing with him a trove of information about how China conducts influence operations. Wang Liqiang the first Chinese operative to ever blow his cover. Wang says that Chinese plans are underway to influence the 2020 presidential election - plans that partly motivated him to defect to Australia. https://www.theage.com.au/national/defecting-chinese-spy-offers-information-trove-to-australian-government-20191122-p53d1l.html

In October 2019, “The Daily Wire” was among the top ten publishers on all of Facebook, despite producing a small fraction of the others on the list. One reason: Facebook allows The Daily Wire tp run a clandestine network of 14 pages that game the algorithm. https://popular.info/p/keeping-it-real
Facebook claimed that in November, it would require pages, like those in The Daily Wire astroturf network, to disclose what entity is actually managing them. That has not happened. https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1197966618883739648

A ProPublica reporter falsely reported that voting machines in WI never connected to the internet, and falsely reported that things “went as expected” with VR Systems epollbooks in NC. The same reporter has now falsely accused election observers in GA of “touching” voting machines. https://twitter.com/jennycohn1/status/1197964747716485120

Trump, in his latest phone call to Fox and Friends,  complimented Barr, who oversaw the completion of the Mueller probe, positing that “we may have ended this thing a lot sooner had he been there originally.” https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/11/23/1901562/-Trump-Hints-That-Barr-Shut-Down-the-Mueller-Investigation?detail=emaildkre

11.22.2019
Trump: "We have to stand with Hong Kong, but I'm also standing with President Xi." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1197874586710413312
A lawyer for Lev Parnas tells CNN that his client is willing to tell Congress about meetings the top Republican on the House Intelligence Committee had in Vienna last year with a former Ukrainian prosecutor to discuss digging up dirt on Joe Biden. https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/22/politics/nunes-vienna-trip-ukrainian-prosecutor-biden/index.html
Trump just said that if he hadn't fired FBI Director Comey, he'd be in "big trouble" now, because Comey was coming after him. https://twitter.com/weinbergersa/status/1197872727849353216
Trump, after a week of Congressional Republicans closing ranks to insist on exposed conspiracy fantasies, calls Fox talking about the imaginary “Crowdstrike server” but even the show host is reluctant to pretend that this was real https://twitter.com/MSignorile/status/1197884475516080129
National Review’s Rich Lowry 2015: Trump threatens conservatism's commitment to Constitution; Lowry 2019: Trump doesn't respect the separation of powers but I don’t care https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1197938255393628160
Breitbart trying to intimidate journalists for writing about white nationalism https://twitter.com/juliacarriew/status/1198012062011494400
The NY Times published a story about fashion in Kenya's richest suburb by a white writer & white photographer. Black Kenyans quoted - 0, Obligatory tribal references - 2, White women quoted - 6 https://twitter.com/LarryMadowo/status/1197762676866404352

Trump demands on Twitter to overturn Navy decision to demote convicted murderer Eddie Gallagher (whom Trump pardoned). https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-is-sabotaging-his-military/2019/11/21/6b46199e-0cad-11ea-97ac-a7ccc8dd1ebc_story.html

American intelligence officers have informed the Senate in recent weeks about a years-long Russian intelligence campaign to promote allegations of Ukrainian meddling in 2016. The same accusation Fiona Hill made Thursday. https://twitter.com/julianbarnes/status/1197947411915853825

Polling suggests that most Americans have already made up their minds about impeachment. At the same time, media outlets have devoted massive coverage to the proceedings. That has arguably allowed Trump to escape scrutiny on other fronts. https://news.yahoo.com/while-you-werent-sleeping-in-face-of-impeachment-trump-pursues-agenda-on-courts-environment-israel-and-more-180059139.html

11.21.2019
Trump Fed pick Judy Shelton says Congress, Fed & President should work together, doubting whether the central bank should be independent. “I don’t see any reference to independence in the legislation that has defined the role of the Fed for the US” https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-21/trump-fed-pick-shelton-cast-doubt-on-central-bank-independence
Justin Clark, a senior political adviser and senior counsel to Trump’s reelection campaign, told influential Republicans in swing state Wisconsin that the party has “traditionally” relied on voter suppression to compete in battleground states, according to an audio recording of a private event obtained by The Associated Press https://apnews.com/af2f0ede054d8baebbe1bb6ca47b4895
“Rep. Jim Rep Jordan repeatedly interrupted Holmes because his testimony was about to bury Trump. Jordan surely knew what he was doing. Holmes was saying everyone understood that Trump was extracting the Biden investigation before he’d act on Ukraine.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1197593431910076417
Ratcliffe ends Q&A with Holmes by asserting: "I want to make sure the record is clear that yesterday Ambassador Sondland testified" that the topic of investigations did not come up. In fact, Sondland testified it "probably" was raised in the very meeting Holmes mentioned https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1197599375964430336
At GOP post hearing news conference, the argument is that because Trump ultimately relented and released withheld military aid to Ukraine (because they got caught) none of it actually happened or in any case it doesn’t matter. https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1197642067612180480
Fiona Hill testimony: https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/21/politics/fiona-hill-gordon-sondland-impeachment-trump/index.html
Trump and his defenders, she made clear, are simply trafficking in Russian-fuelled conspiracy theories. It is a “fictional narrative,” Hill told the committee calmly and authoritatively, a hoax “perpetrated and propagated by the Russian security services themselves.” What’s more, Russia’s sweeping effort has been confirmed by the U.S. intelligence community, as well as by Congress and the very Intelligence Committee holding the hearing. “The unfortunate truth is that Russia was the foreign power that systematically attacked our democratic institutions in 2016,” Hill, who served as Trump’s top National Security Council expert on Russia until she announced her resignation, in July, said. “It is beyond dispute.” https://www.newyorker.com/news/letter-from-trumps-washington/the-awful-truth-about-impeachment
During the hearings, GOP Rep. Turner uses all his time disparaging the witnesses without asking them any questions or allowing them to speak. Wenstrup also makes a speech without any questions so far.” It may be that, after their expert counsel’s withering experience with Dr. Hill, Republicans aren’t going to give her many more opportunities to speak.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1197599285300387840
Ranking Member Devin Nunes (R-CA), seemingly catching on to how damaging Hill’s words were for the President, quickly jumped in to cut Castor off and bring the conversation back to more comfortable ground: conspiracy theories around the 2016 election. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/gop-counsel-steve-castor-trump-fiona-hill-sondland
Rep. Will Hurd, supposedly a Trump critic, went all in with attacking everything rather than engaging with the testimony https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/11/21/will-hurds-sparkle-pony-approach-to-the-solemn-duty-of-upholding-the-constitution/
“Mark Sanford, perhaps Trump’s fiercest intra-party critic, told me he had yet to see sufficient evidence to impeach; that if he were still a House R, he would be voting no. … Sanford voted to impeach Bill Clinton!” https://twitter.com/TimAlberta/status/1197696699462037506
After Hill’s testimony Republicans simply choose uniformly to reject it, facts which they have acknowledged in the past, and the entire notion of facts itself
Russia's primary agent of propaganda dissemination is the President of the United States. A Trump e-mail quickly promoted the Russia created story that Ukraine interfered in the 2016 election. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1197556576372056064
Republican Rep. Scott Perry, who took part in the closed impeachment proceedings as part of the House foreign affairs committee, “Okay, suddenly they’re a key strategic ally I never heard that before the last eight weeks, never heard that Ukraine was a key strategic ally.” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1197571372773498887
Rep. Chip Roy, a member of House Oversight who also took part in some of the depositions, joins his GOP colleagues in saying Ukraine meddled in 2016 which is entirely false https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1197595818934644736
“I’ve been writing about Trump for four years. This is, by far, the most terrifying moment. The GOP acquiesce to Trump’s obvious crimes genuinely scares me.” https://twitter.com/speechboy71/status/1197619109401448448
Fox primetime news runs chyrons “Ukraine Hoax” https://twitter.com/HeidiNBC/status/1197710324096552960
and “Deep State Ignores Ukraine’s Election Meddling” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1197720675575877632
Lindsey Graham, who told people a few weeks ago that investigating Hunter Biden and bringing him in for testimony is outside of his committee’s jurisdiction, sends letter to Pompeo demanding documents on the Bidens and Ukraine. https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1197638455557345280
(Republicans had majority control over both houses of congress when all this happened back in 2015/2016 and they held not one hearing about it) https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1197633984605380609
Trump again uses the term “human scum” in reference to a senior opposition party legislator pursuing a Constitutional process https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1197511613412265984
The Trump administration on Wednesday began carrying out its controversial plan to deport adults from El Salvador and Honduras who are at the southern border seeking asylum to the US — and send them to Guatemala. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hamedaleaziz/trump-administration-deport-asylum-guatemala-lawyers-border
Senate Republicans unveiled a bill to reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act that would roll back crucial protections for Native women. It also strips out LGBTQ protections and a gun safety provision. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/violence-against-women-act-senate-republicans-native-americans-lgbtq-guns_n_5dd578ade4b010f3f1d17bbc
Presidential candidate Joe Biden explodes at critic and yells “You should vote for Trump,” https://twitter.com/ericbradner/status/1197686251819810816
https://twitter.com/JuliaTerruso/status/1197683937507782656
This moment came shortly after Biden told another questioner that undocumented immigrants should “learn the language” to earn citizenship. https://twitter.com/ericbradner/status/1197687173702725632

The Election Assistance Commission’s efforts to serve as a central resource for state and local governments are faltering amid budget cuts, a government watchdog says https://www.wsj.com/articles/report-election-security-agency-grapples-with-staffing-budget-cuts-11574382657

White House chief of staff Mick Mulvaney has retained former DOJ official Bob Driscoll to represent him. In 2018, Driscoll represented Maria Butina, who pleaded guilty to acting as a Russian agent. Butina was released from prison last month and deported. https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1197643650748039169

Facebook is actively enabling white nationalist outlets including VDare and Red Ice TV to use its platform to distribute white nationalist propaganda.  https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/21/facebook-white-nationalists-ban-vdare-red-ice?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other

Technology monopolists collude with corrupt Trump administration
Mark Zuckerberg is dining secretly with Trump, but also Peter Thiel the Silicon Valley billionaire https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/trump-hosted-zuckerberg-undisclosed-dinner-white-house-october-n1087986
Thiel, a Trump supporter, & donor, said he was most scared by Elizabeth Warren & she was the dangerous one in the Dem primary. Zuckerberg has said he'd "go to the mat" against Warren. https://twitter.com/AmziQureshi/status/1197634565784911872
A Wall Street Journal article says the Trump campaign threatened that the president would attack Facebook as being unfair to him unless it extended a line of credit https://twitter.com/blakehounshell/status/1198323208446984193
Apple CEO Tim Cook spent Nov. 20 helping give credibility to a lie that will benefit the Trump campaign. https://twitter.com/jacknicas/status/1197273684618039297
Trump's tariffs aren't being applied uniformly; there have been many "exclusions" based purely on the administration's judgment.  https://twitter.com/paulkrugman/status/1198214434973528064
The top 10 "impeachment" Facebook posts Nov. 20-21 in terms of number of interactions come from Trump, Fox, and the Daily Wire https://twitter.com/citizenwillis/status/1197589786959200259

11.20.2019
Sondland Testimony
Article II, Section 4 of the Constitution makes the president subject to impeachment and removal for “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” Normally, we debate impeachment in terms of the last phrase—the mysterious catch-all, “high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” But today, Amb. Gordon Sondland, testifying before the House in the ongoing impeachment inquiry, offered a crystal clear account of how President Trump engaged in bribery.
In his testimony, Sondland confirmed over and over that Giuliani ran this entire scheme — and that Giuliani unequivocally spoke for Trump all throughout.
Sondland: “I’m not sure how someone could characterize something as an irregular channel when you’re talking to the president of the United States, the secretary of state, the national security adviser, the chief of staff in the White House, the secretary of energy. I don’t know how that’s irregular.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/11/20/gordon-sondland-just-made-this-scandal-whole-lot-bigger/
“Everyone was in the loop,” according to Sondland — a point he insisted on at several points during his opening statement, asserting that all the top officials in the Trump administration understood what was happening. Pence, through a spokesperson, said this isn’t true. Someone is mistaken — or lying — here. https://www.vox.com/2019/11/20/20974293/impeachment-pompeo-perry-pence-bolton
The entire Republican defense of Trump on Wednesday was based on Sondland's false testimony about Trump "I want nothing." But that's not what Trump said! Morrison documented with NSC lawyers that Trump said  he wanted Zelensky to announce that he was investigating Biden. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1197654145609732096
Meanwhile what Sondland actually testified is that the White House and State Department told him they "cannot locate" records of his Sept. 9th "no quid pro quo" call with Trump. But of course they couldn't. That call doesn't exist! https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1197657401031307271
During the first break in Wednesday’s impeachment hearings—which featured U.S. Ambassador to the EU and million-dollar Trump donor Gordon Sondland implicating President Donald Trump in a quid pro quo with Ukraine—Fox News anchor Chris Wallace declared that Sondland “took out the bus and ran it over” President Donald Trump and a number of his allies and aides. https://www.thedailybeast.com/fox-news-anchor-chris-wallace-gordon-sondland-just-ran-the-bus-over-trump-pence-pompeo-giuliani-and-mulvaney
Yet while CNN & MSNBC are working to inform viewers of the substance of Sondland's testimony in their chyrons, Fox isn't. It’s running distorted phrases to mislead its audience. https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1197174907064463360
Republicans on the Intel Committee have complained about hearsay throughout these hearings. But Rep. Stewart (R - Utah) is reading a press statement on behalf of Secretary Perry into the record. Perry has refused to testify under oath before the committee. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1197235203925786624
Republican Rep. Nunes tells a series of indisputable lies https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1197285592968704000
“Just a reminder that every time Devin Nunes peddles his conspiracy theories it benefits Putin and perpetuates a narrative solely designed by Russia to further its own interests.” https://twitter.com/JYSexton/status/1197691769099608064
Under Secretary Hale just did what Pompeo refused to do. He said, under oath, that what happened to Ambassador Yovanovitch “was wrong.” What Trump did to her “was wrong.” What Trump had Giuliani do to her “was wrong.” I’ll add, Pompeo’s refusal to support her “was wrong.” https://twitter.com/glennkirschner2/status/1197313264029437952
Trump lawyer Giuliani posts tweet claiming that Volker asked him to help with Ukraine, and he mostly spoke with Volker. It contradicted Rudy's Nov 8 claim that he was in Ukraine "solely as a defense attorney to defend my client against false charges.” Giuliani deleted, then resent. https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1197221113543221248
A misleading claim about the head of the Ukrainian energy company at the heart of the House impeachment inquiry went viral across conservative pockets of social media Wednesday, receiving hundreds of thousands of retweets and shares from some of the president’s most ardent online supporters. The incorrect story, first disseminated by the finance blog ZeroHedge, claimed that Mykola Zlochevsky, the head of Burisma, a Ukrainian energy company, had been indicted over money laundering related to the Biden family. Hunter Biden, son of former Vice President Joe Biden, was previously on Burisma’s board of directors. In fact, there was no announcement of an indictment. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/sondland-testified-misleading-ukraine-story-quickly-spread-among-conservatives-social-n1087511
Trump tours a factory and immediately tells four lies https://twitter.com/jbillinson/status/1197295883588718592
US DOJ urged the Supreme Court to side with President Trump in his ongoing legal battle over the release of his tax returns. https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/471767-justice-department-urges-supreme-court-to-side-with-trump-in-ongoing
Forbes publishes this prediction from John Mauldin: “I predict an unprecedented crisis that will lead to the biggest wipeout of wealth in history.” https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnmauldin/2019/11/20/the-calm-before-the-economic-storm#5bb69a4063a6

The Army is being forced to relocate Army Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman to protect him and his family after attacks by Trump and the GOP. https://twitter.com/votevets/status/1196803288290779137

11.19.2019
Volker reverses past testimony, admits Sondland brought up Biden investigations in meeting with Ukraine https://theweek.com/speedreads/879521/kurt-volker-reverses-past-testimony-admits-sondland-brought-biden-investigations-meeting-ukraine
Today, four witnesses laid out in painstaking detail how the President attempted to use military aid to bribe Ukraine to interfere in our election. Jim Jordan and Devin Nunes spent the day arguing that President Trump is innocent since he didn’t shout, “I WANT TO BRIBE UKRAINE!” https://twitter.com/davidcicilline/status/1196975137683361792
Republicans including White House press secretary aggressively push a lie about the Obama administration leaving mean notes for the Trump team https://twitter.com/petervelz/status/1196810444507353088

House Democrats are ignoring civil liberties & including a three month straight re-authorization of the PATRIOT Act (with zero reform) in the Continuing Resolution. “Very cool way to resist Trump by ensuring he continues to have terrifying authoritarian surveillance powers.”  https://twitter.com/evan_greer/status/1196840127936356353

America has spent $6.4 trillion on wars in the Middle East and Asia since 2001 https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/20/us-spent-6point4-trillion-on-middle-east-wars-since-2001-study.html

11.18.2019
The defense ministers of South Korea and China have agreed to develop their security ties to ensure stability in north-east Asia, the latest indication that Washington’s long-standing alliances in the region are fraying.  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/11/18/china-signs-defence-agreement-south-korea-us-angers-seoul-demand/
US Secretary of State Pompeo announces reversal of State Department's 41-year-old legal opinion that Israel's West Bank settlements are illegal, paving the way for further annexation and occupation https://apnews.com/3da4fb3671004679a91a7d4ae9ab4e57
The biggest mystery in Trump's financial disclosures: he owes more than $50 million to an LLC that exists mostly on paper. No employees, no office, no assets of its own. That mystery lender, Chicago Unit Acquisition LLC, just filed its annual report. https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1196497763124568064
This huge creditor of Trump's is owned by Trump's own company.  Ttrump Org has not explained why or how. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/09/donald-trump-has-never-explained-a-mysterious-50-million-chicago-unit-acquisition-loan-is-it-evidence-of-tax-fraud/
Suicide is now the leading cause of death for children ages 10 to 14 in Ohio, according to a report from the Ohio Department of Health about suicide in Ohio https://www.news5cleveland.com/news/state/suicide-is-now-the-leading-cause-of-death-for-children-ages-10-to-14-in-ohio

Ambassador Kurt Volker appears to have lied about a crucial July 10 meeting at the White House and other related matters https://www.justsecurity.org/67314/chart-side-by-side-comparison-of-kurt-volkers-vs-other-witnesses-testimony-in-impeachment-inquiry/

11.17.2019
Trump denounces vice president’s security adviser as a “Never Trumper” despite no evidence of that.  Pence doesn’t defend her; sends out his flack to say only hey she works for State, which is technically true https://twitter.com/blakehounshell/status/1196222764732092416
A MAGA gathering at Denny's tears itself apart when a rival alt-right group tries to spoil the meetup https://twitter.com/xrotnofsky/status/1197599468759076864
vimeo.com/374624311

For the second consecutive week, the U.S. Senate—under Senator Mitch McConnell’s control—didn’t vote on a single piece of legislation. https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1196111676757725191

a wealthy donor offered $1 million  to a major Democratic group. The one condition: The money would be refunded if Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren becomes the party's nominee. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/high-anxiety-jittery-democrats-fear-their-candidate-won-t-beat-n1084141

thousands of other vessels in Shanghai over the last year, are falling victim to a mysterious new weapon that is able to spoof GPS systems in a way never seen before. Nobody knows who is behind this spoofing, or what its ultimate purpose might be. These ships could be unwilling test subjects for a sophisticated electronic warfare system, or collateral damage in a conflict between environmental criminals and the Chinese state that has already claimed dozens of ships and lives. But one thing is for certain: there is an invisible electronic war over the future of navigation in Shanghai, and GPS is losing. https://www.technologyreview.com/s/614689/ghost-ships-crop-circles-and-soft-gold-a-gps-mystery-in-shanghai/

11.16.2019
Trump makes unscheduled trip to Walter Reed National Military Medical Center https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/nov/17/donald-trump-visits-hospital-for-unscheduled-two-hour-medical-checkup
CNN: Typically, Walter Reed's medical staff would get a general notice about a "VIP" visit to the medical center ahead of a presidential visit. That did not happen this time, indicating the visit was a non-routine visit and scheduled last minute. https://twitter.com/ShimonPro/status/1196114576074575872
Press Secretary: “Anticipating a very busy 2020, the president is taking advantage of a free weekend here in Washington, D.C., to begin portions of his routine annual physical exam." https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1195839542831529984
White House claims “The President remains healthy and energetic without complaints, as demonstrated by his repeated vigorous rally performances in front of thousands of Americans several times a week.” https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1195830716694777856
In the past, Trump has preferred charlatans to serious doctors, because charlatans will lie for him. So what would be sufficiently serious that Trump would forgo total control over the message? https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1196160369162694657
Massive attacks underway against the kurds in northern syria. No ceasefire. Total nonsenses there is.  US military officials tell me they are ashamed, “sickened.” https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1195865204850122752
Craig Silverman, a former chief deputy district attorney in Denver and talk-show host on the conservative 710 KNUS radio station, said he was fired mid-show Saturday after criticizing President Donald Trump. https://www.denverpost.com/2019/11/16/craig-silverman-radio-show-donald-trump/

In case you're curious, according to BuzzSumo, the top story on Facebook this week featuring the word "impeachment" — by a huge margin — is from the Christian satire site Babylon Bee. And the top public post featuring the word "impeachment" is from Reverend Franklin Graham. 
Once again, John Solomon's articles from The Hill are featured prominently. Solomon, perhaps more than any other one journalist, has shaped so much of how Trump and his allies built their Ukrainegate conspiracy theory over the last year.https://twitter.com/broderick/status/1195422930202746884

Federal Express has lowed its tax bill to nothing https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/17/business/how-fedex-cut-its-tax-bill-to-0.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

As Russia’s state media watch impeachment proceedings against U.S. President Donald J. Trump they’re loving what they see. They don’t think the man they brag about getting elected is in much danger. They listen in delight as Republicans parrot conspiracy theories first launched by  Russians. And they gloat about the way Trump removed U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovitch, because they blame her for promoting democratic “color revolutions” that weakened Moscow’s hold on the former Soviet empire. Best of all, from the Kremlin’s point of view, they see Trump pushing Ukraine back into the Russian fold. https://www.thedailybeast.com/watching-impeachment-russian-media-delighted-trump-doesnt-give-a-s-t-about-ukraine?source=twitter&via=desktop

11.15.2019
Just another day when a president's oldest political adviser is convicted on 7 criminal counts including lying to Congress and witness tampering during a break in an impeachment hearing in which the president's tweets from the morning are described as intimidating by the witness. https://twitter.com/pbump/status/1195387822687035392
President Trump attacking a witness as she testifies before the House impeachment inquiry. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1195356198347956224
In the middle of his impeachment inquiry, the President calls for the imprisonment of his political opponents and members of the law enforcement and intelligence community. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1195389483664990208
this was not his first foray into public witness tampering. It is, in fact, one of his go-to moves: https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2019/11/17/impeachment-trump-yovanovitch-witness-tampering-obstruction-column/4214453002/
The significance of Yovanovitch’s testimony is that she was deliberately moved out of the way by a campaign of smears from the irregular channel. It’s relevant to the conspirators’ intent that they knew a decorated FSO would not stand for what they were doing and neutralized her. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1195473455736655872
Also, Sondland told the committee he never discussed investigating Biden with anyone at the WH or State Dept. According to Yovanovitch’s testimony, he did both. https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1195481739600302080
Holmes testifies: 1. He personally heard Trump demand investigation of Biden. 2. Sondland said Trump didn’t care about the war with Russia because he only cared about things that benefited him, like the Biden investigation. https://twitter.com/RyanLizza/status/1195479167762141185
Republicans on the committee intentionally broke rules to pretend Adam Schiff was mistreating them. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/11/impeachment-hearing-stefanik-nunes-stunt.html
Today, the White House released a transcript of an April call between Trump and Zelensky, proving that their earlier published account was false. Also today, the White House said Trump wasn't watching the impeachment hearing. He then went out and told reporters he watched. https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1195444330674229248
https://www.thedailybeast.com/transcript-shows-wh-made-up-details-of-trumps-zelensky-call
Roger Stone convicted.
He was found guilty of committing multiple federal crimes to cover up the Trump campaign’s efforts to manipulate American voters by weaponizing documents stolen by Russian intelligence agents. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1195431838061346817
jury has now found Stone guilty of committing crimes to hide the Trump campaign's efforts to optimize the release of emails stolen by Russia. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1195383951839416320
president’s first reaction to his own Justice Department winning a conviction of his longtime political adviser on charges of witness tampering and lying to Congress skips past condemnation of the crimes or regret, going straight to whataboutism. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1195391770336608263
Same day as Stone conviction: Trump, overruling military leaders, cleared 3 service members accused of war crimes, including a Navy SEAL whose rank he restored https://nyti.ms/2CPxaMM
One of the pardons was for someone who has not even been tried yet. https://twitter.com/neal_katyal/status/1195512582272106501
One of the clemency cases involved an Army officer convicted by court-martial whose own soldiers testified against him https://twitter.com/DaveLapanDC/status/1195503501020930051
Mark Esper and other senior military leaders told Trump a presidential pardon could potentially damage the integrity of the military judicial system, the ability of military leaders to ensure good order and discipline, and the confidence of allies and partners who host US troops https://twitter.com/kyletblaine/status/1195503604687351814
“Trump’s meddling undermines the military’s institutional values, risks endangering American service members, and disrespects the honorable service of the overwhelming majority of veterans." https://twitter.com/elliotackerman/status/1195535919035670529
Roger Stone’s daughter asks Trump to pardon her father on Tucker Carlson show https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1195515568150835201
Marie Yovanovitch: the institutions are not holding up. She has witnessed a State Dept gutted and an administration succumbing to foreign influence and corruption. https://twitter.com/carriecordero/status/1195353228919087106
Meanwhile Attorney General Bill Barr goes on a fascist rant to the Federalist Society blasting every perceived enemy of Trump: Democrats, the left, courts https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/15/politics/barr-democrats-court-speech/index.html
Barr argued explicitly that the president is an elected monarch unbound by judicial or legislative authority https://twitter.com/jbouie/status/1195721410154553345
The crowd gives Barr a standing ovation https://twitter.com/joshchafetz/status/1196063236233351168
"Fox's Greg Gutfeld dismisses charges of bribery against Trump: ‘Life on earth is bribery’” https://twitter.com/JohnTessitore/status/1195468935400869889
Guatemala wants DHS to send asylum seekers to the remote jungles of Petén as part of its new migration accord with Trump admin. US officials say program will start as soon as next week https://twitter.com/NickMiroff/status/1195492307493150720
Fox News is forcefully advocating right now that Russia should be allowed to invade and annex it's neighbors at will. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1195510844882325509
Russia takes control of main U.S. military facility abandoned earlier this week by American forces on Trump’s orders. This area is south of Kobani and went to Russia under the Putin-Erdogan deal. Russia now also owns the airstrip we built. https://twitter.com/brett_mcgurk/status/1195368417777242112

Months ago DOJ told a federal court that plaintiffs’ description of Hofeller's essential role in adding a citizenship question was "a conspiracy theory." Now, we know that Secretary Ross' top adviser asked for Hofeller's explicit blessing on language that he sent straight to DOJ. https://twitter.com/JonathanTopaz/status/1195132665202130945

11.14.2019
Almost the same moment gunfire erupted in Santa Clarita (about 11 ET), Sen. Cindy Hyde-Smith objected to moving a background check bill added to the Senate calendar on March 4. Said it shouldn't be "fast tracked" and it might stop her from lending a rifle to a grandson. https://twitter.com/mmcauliff/status/1195044218143678465
Not a single Republican senator even commented on the murder of children. https://twitter.com/fred_guttenberg/status/1195130803107164161
Republican senate rubber-stamps the judicial appointment of complete hack Steven Menashi in order to “flip” a circuit court majority and corrupt more of the judiciary to partisan stooging—Menashi has never tried a case. Or argued an appeal. Or made any oral arguments in court. Or conducted a deposition. He also could not name for senators a single time when he observed a criminal trial.
Rapist Brett Kavanaugh is honored as the keynote speaker at The Federalist Society's annual black tie dinner. "Gold Circle" sponsor of the event: Facebook. https://popular.info/p/facebook-fetes-kavanaugh
Trump was scheduled to leave the White House about 15 minutes ago for a rally, but per the pool, he can be seen through the windows of the Oval Office in a conversation with the attorney general. White House counsel Pat Cipollone is there too. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1195090845021745170
The above on the same day Rudy claims he has “insurance” when asked about the possibility of being abandoned by Trump. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1195102748024459265
NY Times presents as an analysis of Elizabeth Warren’s plan something that is not, in fact, an analysis of Warren’s plan. https://www.lawyersgunsmoneyblog.com/2019/11/new-york-times-recycles-incompetent-smear-of-elizabeth-warren
At the end of an interview in which she pulled out all the stops to defend Trump, Wolf Blitzer played Nikki Haley a bunch of clips of her trashing Trump during the 2016 campaign and asked, "what happened since then?" "Nothing happened since then!" she says. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1195125391729610752
Senate Majority Leader: “We have flipped the 2nd Circuit, the 3rd Circuit, and we will flip the 11th circuit. My motto: leave no vacancy behind”
Trump administration asserts that federal courts cannot grant declaratory relief — basically a federal court ruling on a matter in controversy that neither issues an order nor grants damages — against the president at all. https://twitter.com/ByronTau/status/1195190452720455680
On Nov. 14, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services proposed hiking the application fee for most people from $640 to $1,170 and eliminating a reduced-cost option for lower wage earners; they’ve also made it harder for very low-income applicants to obtain fee waivers. Meanwhile, the administration has been processing applications at a snail’s pace, creating a tremendous backlog. The wait has doubled in recent years, with the nationwide amount of pending naturalization applications totaling nearly 700,000 as of June—more than the populations of Wyoming or Vermont., The government’s efficiency in handling the backlog is at its lowest level in a decade, and in some places, the estimated wait exceeds two years. https://progressive.org/op-eds/dont-suppress-votes-of-new-citizens-gerstein-191118/

Justice Dept. watchdog won’t let witnesses give written feedback on the long-awaited, still-classified report about FBI’s Russia probe https://twitter.com/DevlinBarrett/status/1195117712823005184
They're having to sign NDAs, look at docs in a SCIF & not take notes out. https://twitter.com/mattzap/status/1195117603733327872
the refusal to take written comments is really problematic given that McCabe is already suing about normal due process on this stuff. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1195121692693221377
So an IG investigation examining whether people failed to follow normal processes and procedures is departing from normal processes and procedures https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1195124101008023552
After this blew up, IG's Office claims it is "clarifying to witnesses" they will be allowed to provide written comments https://twitter.com/mattzap/status/1195176779700482048

NBC News and other media punditry spin day one of impeachment hearings as “lacked the pizzazz necessary” https://twitter.com/morninggloria/status/1195005278430715904
Wednesday impeachment hearings revealed that Gordon Sondland got on an unsecure line to call the President the day after the July 25 call and learned that the only thing Trump cared about was the investigations into his political opponents. NBC included that news, but placed it in paragraph 17, then dismissed it as a “footnote,” without explaining that this means Sondland got caught, for the second time, lying in his sworn statement to Congress. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/11/14/breaking-the-first-amendment-is-part-of-something-called-the-constitution/

Trump is demanding that South Korea pay roughly 400% more in 2020 to cover the cost of keeping US troops on the peninsula https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/14/politics/trump-south-korea-troops-price-hike/index.html
In the US, congressional aides and Korea experts familiar with the talks say the President's $4.7 billion demand came out of thin air
"Nothing says I love you like a shakedown," said Vipin Narang, an associate professor at MIT who follows the Korean peninsula
Military officials have told CNN they are distressed about the request and that they have been concerned the President's foreign policy decision making could increasingly be shaped by his concerns about the 2020 election campaign or impeachment pressure. 
“what Trump is asking South Korea to do is insane”  https://twitter.com/dandrezner/status/1195173509644767232

11.13.2019
In a court of law - blocks from the Capitol, where members of congress are arguing the President should be impeached, prosecutors are arguing that a close associate lied to investigators to protect the President from an investigation. https://twitter.com/ShimonPro/status/1194719715098341377
The Supreme Court of the United States hears Comcast V. Bryan Allen. The argument that Comcast and Donald Trump’s DOJ is relying on would essentially REVERSE the Civil Rights Act of 1866. If Comcast prevails, all victims of racial discrimination will face a higher hurdle to having their claims heard in court. (Comcast owns NBC and MSNBC so you won’t hear this on the news)
Trump, with Erdogan next to him, on Syria: "We are keeping the oil. We have the oil. The oil is secure. We left troops behind only for the oil." https://twitter.com/brett_mcgurk/status/1194675501559775232
Judge is requiring government lawyers to explain to him privately why they abruptly shifted legal stance in litigation over  McCabe records. Says he's concerned DOJ manipulated him. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/13/andrew-mccabe-justice-department-070527
A rightwing law firm in Wisconsin files a lawsuit seeking to purge 234,000 voters. http://www.startribune.com/lawsuit-could-deactivate-234-000-voters-in-wisconsin/564844282/
CNN’s Chris Cillizza and other prominent media figures spread an obvious hoax tweet from @5thRailOhio pretending to be Jake Tapper https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1194652173763674112

AP investigation reveals record 69,550 migrant children were held in U.S. government custody over the past year https://apnews.com/015702afdb4d4fbf85cf5070cd2c6824

Roger Stone is on trial. His lawyers already said he's guilty of 4 charges against him. He is more or less openly trying to help Trump cover up crimes in return for a pardon. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1194295910534127617

11.12.2019
Today, Rick Gates contradicted Trump’s written answers to Mueller’s questions. Trump said he did not "recall" any conversations with Roger Stone re WikiLeaks & he first learned about the hacked emails "at or shortly after the time it became the subject of media reporting." Former deputy campaign chair Gates testified that he was riding in a Chevy Suburban from LaGuardia Airport in New York in mid-2016 when Trump took a late-evening phone call from Stone, where the pair apparently discussed WikiLeaks' planned release of hacked Democratic emails. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1194306405609684992
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/11/stone-trial-reveals-trump-likely-lied-to-mueller/s
A Republican memo outlines a bullshit, bluff argument that Trump “didn’t have the requisite corrupt intent” despite ample evidence https://www.axios.com/donald-trump-impeachment-republican-defense-ukraine-bb469517-6b6f-45f9-979e-b7758ccb1a69.html
Trump's acting chief of staff, after overseeing an administration-wide letter saying no one will cooperate with impeachment probe, asked a court to decide if he needs to. But his efforts were opposed by a former top Trump aide, who doesn't want him to join lawsuit. Today Mulvaney says he will no longer seek a judge’s ruling on impeachment inquiry testimony, will follow Trump’s order not to cooperate https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1193996862304509952
https://twitter.com/nakashimae/status/1194296571892043777
Stephen Miller, Trump’s architect of mass human rights abuses at the border (including child separation & detention camps w/ child fatalities) has been exposed as a bonafide white nationalist. He’s still at the White House shaping US immigration policy. https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1194358525138485248
Democrats gained the county executive position in populous Monroe County (Rochester) NY for first time in decades. So the Republican-majority county legislature is moving to reduce powers of the executive before changeover.  https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2019/11/12/monroe-county-executive-adam-bello-faces-threat-from-republican-controlled-legislature/2582928001/
Veneto regional council, which is located on Venice's Grand Canal, was flooded for the first time in its history on Tuesday night -- just after it rejected measures to combat climate change.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/14/europe/veneto-council-climate-change-floods-trnd-intl-scli/index.html
CNBC promotes nonsense distraction story about “Trump advisers exploring tax proposal that would lower “middle class” rate to 15 percent” (the top rate for many in the middle class is already 12%, and of course Trump has repeatedly floated an imaginary “middle class tax cut”) https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1194379467403214849
new Gallup Poll out today: Thirty-four million US adults report knowing someone who has died in the past five years who did not receive needed medical treatment due to their inability to pay for it https://news.gallup.com/poll/268094/millions-lost-someone-couldn-afford-treatment.aspx
Another day of raging wildfires in New South Wales.  https://twitter.com/weatherdak/status/1194183536145649664

British prime minister Boris Johnson’s office is suppressing the release of a Russia election-interference report

Centrist Dem donors are trying so much harder to stop Warren than centrist Republicans ever tried to stop Trump https://twitter.com/Dorothy410berry/status/1194393459345330176

Just a reminder, the link between Australia and the US is that white evangelicals now control both countries, and they totally believe climate change isn't real because of God's promise after the flood. https://twitter.com/BrynnTannehill/status/1194059483053481984

11.11.2019
it has been 245 days since the last briefing from a White House press secretary https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/11/media/stephanie-grisham-briefings-fox/index.html

Facebook's top news executive is Campbell Brown — she's in charge of Facebook's new "Facebook News" tab. Brown also co-founded her own media outlet, The 74, where she maintains an active role. The 74 was founded with support from Trump Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. After DeVos' nomination Brown praised DeVos as "a born decision-maker, thick-skinned... and impervious to hostile criticism." In recent weeks, it's been savaging Elizabeth Warren https://popular.info/p/facebooks-top-news-executive-has

Pemex, the world’s second largest non-publicly listed company is offline globally due to ransomware. Largest tax contributor to Mexican government. Looks to be big game ransomware group again. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mexico-pemex-idUSKBN1XM041

At least eight former White House, presidential transition and campaign officials for Trump were hired as outside contractors to the federal health department at the cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars per year, according to docs obtained by POLITICO. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/12/federal-health-funneled-dollars-trump-allies-069638

11.10.2019
Trump administration declares that Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman, who gave a bombshell testimony in the House impeachment investigation last month on President Donald Trump’s Ukraine scheme, will be removed from his post at the White House National Security Council. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/national-sec-adviser-top-impeachment-probe-witness-to-be-removed-from-wh-council
(Vindman's whistleblower disclosures are protected by law & he is not allowed to be subjected to reprisal. )
Uber CEO on Saudi Arabia's killing of Jamal Khashoggi: "It's a serious mistake. We've made mistakes too, right, with self-driving ... So I think that people make mistakes. It doesn't mean that they can never be forgiven" https://twitter.com/BNONews/status/1193698590641860608
Republican Rep. Thornberry admits it was inappropriate for Trump to pressure a foreign country for political smears, but not impeachable because Trump does it all the time. “Not really anything the President said in that phone call that’s different from what he says in public all the time.”
“This is how democracies die FYI. Once we start ignoring and rationalizing corruption because it happens ‘all the time,’ we’re done.” https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1193553771114180608

Mulvaney’s joining the impeachment testimony lawsuit initiated by John Bolton is potentially part of a play to set up Republican-packed federal courts to neuter congressional oversight of the currently Republican executive https://twitter.com/MikeSacksEsq/status/1193627040815161344

U.S. military forces deployed to the southern border are monitoring domestic protesters, including anti-border wall groups https://theintercept.com/2019/11/11/border-protest-groups-surveillance/

AP counts nearly 1,700 U.S. dams in poor or unsatisfactory condition, posing risks to thousands of people. https://twitter.com/AP/status/1193558461893824512

11.8.2019
Impeachment investigators say Mulvaney informed them "one minute" before he was due to testify that the WH ordered him not to appear  https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1192831845412589569

Facebook and Google are allowing far-right radicalization to spread on their platforms. “I believe that they are deliberately allowing this to happen, a belief only furthered by the fact that Zuckerberg accepted Russian oligarch money, that the google guys belonged to Epstein's billionaire society - a gateway to the international crime syndicate. The amount of revenue they get from allowing this activity is peanuts. The danger of allowing far right content to thrive is proven.” https://twitter.com/benFranklin2018/status/1193537961029185537

Dean Cain and other Trump fans accused a former Obama White House staffer of being the whistleblower. They were wrong, but now the hoax has set off a wave of death threats. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trumpkins-thought-this-man-was-the-whistleblower-they-were-wrong

Millions of photos and videos of children being sexually abused exist on platforms from Dropbox to Facebook Messenger. NYT investigation found that the tech industry has consistently failed to take coordinated steps to shut down the illegal content. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1193460823961804800

11.7.2019
Trump Jr.'s partner, Kimberly Guilfoyle, is on The View. Asked whether she advised him against outing the alleged whistleblower, Guilfoyle says she was in the bathroom and only realized it afterward: "I left you alone for 10 minutes; what happens when mamacita's gone?"
A judge in New York orders President Donald Trump to pay $2 million for misusing his charitable foundation. https://apnews.com/7b8d0f5ce9cb4cadad948c2c414afd57
In different times, this would be a huge story and a major scandal unto itself. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1192517788365139968
The Trump foundation was found guilty of stealing 2.8 million dollars.  Ivanka and Jr are ordered to take training classes.  This didn't even make the front page --and no related stories. https://twitter.com/GordonMcClendon/status/1193493948498620419
Republicans are lying about Trump’s effect on Kentucky governor’s race https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1192400404342071297
the Keystone Pipeline spilled about 383,000 gallons of crude oil in North Dakota. https://futurism.com/the-byte/keystone-pipeline-spilling-crude-oil
After initially saying of Steven Menashi that “I’m real doubtful. My thought is, look, if he’ll treat a United States senator the way he treated us, I wonder how he would treat the people,” Republican Senator Kennedy flips, the day after speaking at a Trump rally where he lavished praise upon the president and called Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi “dumb” and on the same day that another confirmation sets up Menashi to “flip” the second circuit to Republican majority. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/11/menashi-confirmation-second-circuit-nominee-senate-vote.html

A top aide to Democratic presidential candidate Tom Steyer in Iowa has privately offered campaign contributions to local politicians in exchange for endorsing his White House bid https://apnews.com/4f024bbad09c4e0f97005376f0614377

The Environmental Protection Agency’s inspector general is investigating whether chief of staff Ryan Jackson was involved in destroying internal documents that should have been retained https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/07/epa-ryan-jackson-documents-investigation-067566

11.6.2019
More than 11,000 researchers from around the world issued a grim warning of the "untold suffering" that will be caused by climate change if humanity doesn't change its ways https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/05/world/climate-emergency-scientists-warning-intl-trnd/index.html
Sen. Rand Paul blocks a resolution that reaffirms the Senate's support of whistleblower protections. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/sen-rand-paul-blocks-resolution-protecting-whistleblowers/story
Bill Gates  is so attached to his own wealth that he refuses to rule out voting to re-elect a white nationalist demagogue over Elizabeth Warren. https://www.mediaite.com/election-2020/bill-gates-goes-after-warren-on-wealth-tax-wont-commit-to-backing-her-over-trump-voting-for-whoevers-more-professional/
“With Donald Trump out of the way, you’re going to see a number of my Republican colleagues have an epiphany. Mark my words. Mark my words,” Biden said at a DC fundraiser today at the Sidley Austin law firm https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1192181187466473472
Meanwhile, New Trump Facebook ad: "The far left knows that they have NO CHANCE of defeating President Trump in 2020, so they’ve resorted to violence to try to silence the MILLIONS of American Patriots who voted for him." https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1192143330878074881
North Carolina Republicans draw new district map in intermittent stints where they leave the room and then come back and implement specific changes that somebody is giving to them behind closed doors https://twitter.com/Dan_F_Jacobson/status/1192147717868457985

Trump’s frequent stays at his own properties are exhausting Army bomb techs who go there to protect him. bit.ly/2oTOJb9

Pence's Office Is Steering US Foreign Aid To Christian Groups, Those Who Object Are Being "Penced"  https://www.joemygod.com/2019/11/pences-office-is-steering-us-foreign-aid-to-christian-groups-those-who-object-are-being-penced-fired/

11.5.2019
The DOJ, DOD, DHS, DNI, FBI, NSA, & CISA just released a joint statement on “Ensuring Security of 2020 Elections." The agencies warn: “Russia, China, Iran, and other foreign malicious actors all will seek to interfere in the voting process or influence voter perceptions." https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1191845474975854593
The Ohio secretary of state’s office was the subject of a thwarted foreign cyberattack on Election Day. The attack was attempting to insert malicious code into his office’s website. The attempted hack originated in Panama but was traced to a Russian-owned company https://www.dispatch.com/news/20191126/ohio-election-day-cyber-attack-attempt-traced-to-panama
Vote totals in a Northampton County PA judge’s race showed one candidate, Abe Kassis, a Democrat, had just 164 votes out of 55,000 ballots across more than 100 precincts. Some machines reported zero votes for him. In a county with the ability to vote for a straight-party ticket, one candidate’s zero votes was a near statistical impossibility. Something had gone quite wrong. That something was, it soon proved, the Election Systems & Software-manufactured voting system, ExpressVoteXL, reporting wildly inaccurate vote totals https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/12/3/1903041/-An-election-day-disaster-in-Pennsylvania-raises-still-more-concerns-for-2020
As the final votes trickled in during last week's Kentucky gubernatorial election, a network of automated Twitter accounts suddenly sprang into action. They spread misinformation about the election being rigged https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/11/11/kentucky-elections-2019-thousands-twitter-bots-spread-fake-facts/2564439001/
NY Times “chose to look at Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren being in exactly the same statistical position vis-à-vis the president,” she says, “and decided to focus on the fact that somehow she’s losing.” https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/01/elizabeth-warren-amy-klobuchar-electability/

Under Twitter’s new ad rules, environmental groups can’t pay to spread pro-climate policy messages. But Exxon can pay to spread tweets claiming a widespread political conspiracy against it, and touting its pro-climate credentials https://heated.world/p/exxon-climate-ads-arent-political

11.4.2019
The head of Russia’s State Security Service, the FSB, made the surprising announcement that Russia and the United States have resumed cooperation on cybersecurity https://www.thedailybeast.com/putins-top-spy-russian-fsb-chief-alexander-bortnikov-were-teaming-up-with-dc-on-cybersecurity?source=articles&via=twitter_page (The Senate Intelligence Committee found that Russia interfered with election systems in 50 States in 2016 in an "unprecedented" way.)
Meanwhile, Trump’s 75-year-old informal cybersecurity adviser Rudy Giuliani accidentally texted reporter Roger Sollenberger what appeared to be a password https://www.salon.com/2019/11/10/who-is-rudy-giulianis-friend-charles-an-accidental-text-may-have-outed-his-identity/
Trump (who insisted on addressing special counsel investigation only in written answers) rejects an offer for the anonymous whistleblower to submit written answers to questions from Republicans https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/04/trump-written-whistleblower-065278

A [not] surprising number of Trump defenders who say that impeaching Trump would be outrageous happen to have favored impeaching Obama in 2014. https://twitter.com/OrinKerr/status/1191304715159490561

The Republican National Committee paid to generate thousands of calls to nearly three dozen House Democrats in recent weeks, an effort meant to tie up phone lines of congressional Democrats as part of a broader plan to defend the president https://twitter.com/nytpolitics/status/1191525551858683904

11.3.2019
Trump won't rule out shutting down the government unless Democrats stop the impeachment inquiry https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1191063804110659584
Trump encourages House Republicans to fabricate counter-transcripts to distort actual interviews https://twitter.com/CharlesMBlow/status/1191379800746795014
Trump repeatedly urged reporters today to reveal the name of the whistleblower. He said, "You'd be doing a public service if you did." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1191055113609269250
WSJ ed board, Kellyanne and Scalise all arguing this weekend that this is much ado about nothing since Ukraine got the money. https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1191047576742748163

Evolving Trump/ist excuses for call with Zelensky
1) People who listened to the call didn’t have a problem with it
2) Pompeo didn’t have a problem
3) Nobody had a problem
4) Very few people had a problem
5) Very few people that I know
6) The people only came forward when you asked
7) Some of the people are Never Trumpers

Reminder: The attorney general is focusing on the theory, aired on far-right conspiracy sites, and raised by Trump and Giuliani, that Ukraine framed Vladimir Putin over the US election in a complex triple-cross operation by impersonating Russian hackers. 
	Trump and Barr have also been asking other foreign governments for help in investigating the FBI, CIA and Mueller investigators. The US president has called on the Australian prime minister Scott Morrison for assistance, while the attorney general has been on similar missions to the UK and Italy. And the information being requested has left allies astonished. One British official with knowledge of Barr’s wish list presented to London commented that “it is like nothing we have come across before, they are basically asking, in quite robust terms, for help in doing a hatchet job on their own intelligence services”. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-impeachment-inquiry-latest-russia-mueller-ukraine-zelensky-a9181641.html

Trump, routinely, supports white supremacist extremists and is manipulated by Chinese, Iranian and Russian intelligence agencies, all via Twitter. https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1190714286403997696
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/11/02/us/politics/trump-twitter-disinformation.html

the emergence of local news sites in the US that are run by politicians or are closely linked to political causes or entities. Snopes revealed a network of local news sites being run by people closely associated with a PAC, while a Michigan newspaper recently reported on the emergence of a network of close to 40 new sites that present themselves as local news operations. During the 2016 election, Russian trolls also operated several Twitter accounts that presented themselves as local news outlets.

11.2.2019
Saturday’s news about the Mueller memos: latest and strongest hint that an investigation upon which too many pinned too much hope — from “Mueller Time” T-shirts to that “Hon, Mueller’s got this. Come to bed” cartoon in the New Yorker — was in fact the gaslighting of America on a massive scale, even for the Trump era. https://www.inquirer.com/opinion/commentary/mueller-investigation-trump-russia-collusion-20191103.html
Trump’s vision is deeply impaired and he refuses to wear corrective lenses in the presence of other people, NY Times casually reports halfway down a long feature about his twitter use.  https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/11/02/us/politics/trump-twitter-presidency.html

White House official who heard Trump’s call with Ukraine leader testified that he was told to keep quiet https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1190584515544125443

This week Joe Biden’s campaign, struggling on the polling and fundraising fronts alike, finally dropped its reservations about relying on super PACs for support. The details of the new Unite the Country PAC, both in terms of reach and fundraising efforts, remain scant; a bland ad for the PAC featured little more than stock photos of children, Mars rovers, and former President Barack Obama. However, we know at least one name tapped with helping steer prospective millions toward pro-Biden efforts: Larry Rasky and his PR firm, Rasky Partners, inked a deal with the kleptocratic dictatorship of Azerbaijan earlier this year, in which they said they would rake in nearly $100,000 to whitewash one of the most heinous post-Soviet regimes.  https://newrepublic.com/article/155576/bidens-super-pac-buddy-paul-manafort-problem

Pro-Trump Channel One America News Deploys a Former Kremlin Propagandist to Blast the 'Russia Hoax' https://www.thedailybeast.com/pro-trump-channel-one-america-news-deploys-a-former-kremlin-propagandist-to-blast-the-russia-hoax

11.1.2019
The Trump administration is expected to roll back rules designed to limit emissions of heavy metals like arsenic, lead and mercury from coal-fired power plants. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/31/climate/epa-coal-ash.html
Keystone Pipeline Leaks 383,000 Gallons of Oil in North Dakota https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/31/us/keystone-pipeline-leak.html
A Milwaukee man was left with second-degree burns after someone threw battery acid in his face and accused him of being in the country illegally. https://abc7.la/2PKqTcJ https://abc7.com/hispanic-man-says-he-was-doused-with-battery-acid-in-hate-crime/5670872/

The Trump administration is granting adoption agencies that receive federal funding the right to turn away perfectly qualified adoptive parents based on sexual orientation. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1190362769482223617

White House press secretary is appearing on Fox News instead of giving daily press briefings. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1190309066142294021

A new report projects that nearly 40% of farm incomes in 2019 will come from federal aid to offset Trump's trade war damage, disaster assistance, the farm bill and insurance indemnities. https://www.axios.com/farmers-income-insurance-federal-aid-bankruptcies-5a05b8cb-3348-447b-8bac-ee718fd409fd.html

Trump is moving his official residence to Florida because of a unique unlimited Homestead provision in the state’s Constitution letting him keep a home of any value. https://twitter.com/20thgrader/status/1190099633302839302

At the end of October, Trump made his 224th visit to one of his 17 golf courses since assuming office three years ago. On each outing, the Secret Service must follow. And with their golf carts comes a big bill for the American public. As Trump rides around with his invited guests—on his last visit to the Trump National Golf Course in Potomac, Maryland, he was accompanied by Major League Baseball commissioner Rob Manfred, and Republican senators Lindsey Graham and David Perdue—the Secret Service is never far behind, in their own carts. As Quartz first reported, the carts require modifications that allow them to go at least 19 mph, about 5 mph faster than a standard cart. The Secret Service has rented 84 golf carts for Trump’s planned visits to Florida between now and May 2020, costing US taxpayers more than $50,000, according to federal procurement filings. That brings the total cost of the agency’s cart rentals for Trump’s golf outings to more than $550,000. https://qz.com/1753518/trump-golf-cart-rentals-have-now-cost-us-taxpayers-550000/

for the first time since records began, the number of refugees resettled in the US hit zero. https://qz.com/1741113/no-refugees-were-resettled-in-the-us-in-october-2019/

10.31.2019
Federal Reserve cuts interest rates amid low unemployment https://www.crainscleveland.com/jeremy-nobile-blog/fed-cuts-interest-rates-area-banks-trim-prime-lending-rates-475
NPR reinforces false Republican claim that Republicans “don’t have any say” in impeachment proceedings https://twitter.com/NPRpubliceditor/status/1189901560345714688

White House released crude photoshop image of Trump placing medal around neck of dog https://twitter.com/JerylBier/status/1189604324843950080

It's hard to explain just how comprehensively Trump is lying about the Ukraine scandal. He's being dishonest about basically every individual component of the story https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/30/politics/fact-check-trump-96-false-claims-ukraine/index.html

Reportedly, the president “was so incensed by [Napolitano]’s TV broadcasts that he had implored Barr to send Rupert a message in person … about ‘muzzling the judge’. [Trump] wanted the nation’s top law enforcement official to convey just how atrocious Napolitano’s legal analysis had been.” Although Barr’s plea to Murdoch “carried a lot of weight,” Stelter claims that “no one was explicitly told to take Napolitano off the air.” Napolitano did appear to suffer some consequences for his anti-Trump views though as he “found digital resources allocated elsewhere, saw a slot on a daytime show disappear, and was not included in coverage of the impeachment process https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/barr-rupert-murdoch-stelter-muzzle-andrew-napolitano-fox-news.html

10.30.2019
Russia's infamous troll farm conducted a campaign on Twitter before the 2016 elections that was larger, more coordinated and more effective than previously known, research from cybersecurity firm Symantec out Wednesday concluded. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/05/study-russia-cybersecurity-twitter-1353543

Sondland appears to have committed perjury in impeachment testimony http://hill.cm/yIQmFQT

Ford is still unable to resume her life or work for fear of death threats. … “Women I meet every week assure me that they are never going to feel perfectly safe again” … Two out of the nine sitting justices have credibly been accused of sexual impropriety against women. They will be deciding fundamental questions about women’s liberty and autonomy, having both vowed to get even for what they were “put through” when we tried to assess whether they were worthy of the privilege and honor of a seat on the highest court in the country.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/10/year-after-kavanaugh-cant-go-back-to-scotus.html

10.29.2019
Two Republican supreme court judges posed for a “selfie” after they had a (likely Ex Parte) meeting with President of anti-LGBT group, who then tweeted out the selfie. https://twitter.com/File411/status/1190122436198621184

The United States is on track to not admit any refugees in October https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/29/politics/refugee-pause-october/index.html

10.28.2019
The OH Power Siting Board this week voted to pull the final approval for a solar project planned for southern OH. Environmental and renewable energy groups called the move unprecedented and expressed concern about the future of solar energy in the state. https://www.dispatch.com/business/20191019/environmentalists-others-worry-as-state-board-pulls-plans-for-solar-project
General Motors, Toyota, FCA just said they are siding with Trump in the car emissions battle -- pitting themselves against Honda and Ford, which have sided with California. https://twitter.com/HirokoTabuchi/status/1188947455477452800
CNN correspondent Kyung Lah said today a GOP operative told her they have over 700 revenge porn pics of Katie Hill. https://twitter.com/fawfulfan/status/1188811044656992258
Trump just said the NYPD 401(k) Man told him his 401(k) was up "72%." He's previously had the man saying it was 39%, 41%, 44%, 46%, and 49%. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1188849300895387655

Trump is supposedly a billionaire but is accepting pro bono legal services from Rudy Giuliani who is, in turn, on the payroll of various shady and/or foreign clients. Jay Sekulow also refuses to disclose who is paying him to rep Trump. https://news.yahoo.com/the-wild-west-questions-surround-trump-legal-team-payments-090050118.html
Trump failed to mention it on the annual financial disclosure, which requires that the value and source of gifts — including free legal work — be publicly listed. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1205608890613850114

Pro-Trump super PACs ran Facebook ads that made it seem like viewers hadn't properly registered to vote. But it wasn't really true -- it was actually a data-grabbing operation -- and it violated FB rules. https://twitter.com/TonyRomm/status/1188796732391542784 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/10/28/pro-trump-super-pacs-draw-scrutiny-facebook-ads-seeking-voter-registration-data/

10.27.2019
Trump claims credit for assassination of terrorist “al-Baghdadi,” yet
meanwhile he has almost singlehandedly revived ISIS in the past month
Asked repeatedly why Trump didn’t notify Congressional leadership, Pence says Trump’s sole focus for days was the raid’s success. Which is why he went to a party at Camp David and played golf for four hours. https://twitter.com/KagroX/status/1188499617048080389
Trump self-defeatingly wove into the telling of the tale some of his old, curious handicaps—affection for the Russian government and other authoritarian regimes, disdain for US allies (both SDF and the Europeans), anachronistic enthusiasm for imperial looting, etc. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1188577358825041920
After Trump thanks Russia for helping, Russian state TV reports “The Defense Ministry does not believe in al-Baghdadi’s liquidation.” https://www.thedailybeast.com/russia-trumps-baghdadi-victory-lap-is-nothing-but-propaganda
Kurds announce they have been helping provide intel that ultimately found Baghdadi for five months. That means as they were helping us find Baghdadi, Donald Trump greenlit the Turkish operation to slaughter them. https://twitter.com/votevets/status/1188453920244297729
Trump blabs sensitive details https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/officials-cringe-trump-spills-sensitive-details-al-baghdadi-raid-n1073001?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
Katie Hill had to resign from congress because of a consensual relationship with her staffer, meanwhile US president has been accused of rape and assault by 40 women

California is once again on fire, and entire cities are being evacuated

After Betraying the Kurds, the U.S. Isn’t Leaving Syria After All https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/10/kurds-betrayal-troops-return-syria-oil.html
Pentagon sources pretty openly admitting they exploited Trump's obsession with "the oil" to get him to agree to leave forces in Syria, which the military wants to do for other reasons https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/us-defense-secretary-mark-esper-says-us-will-leave-forces-in-syria-to-defend-oil-fields-from-islamic-state/2019/10/25/fd131f1a-f723-11e9-829d-87b12c2f85dd_story.html

Google executives misled their own employees this week when they said a former top Department of Homeland Security official who had recently joined the company was “not involved in the family separation policy,” government emails obtained under the Freedom of Information Act reveal. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/miles-taylor-family-separation-dhs-despite-google-denial

10.25.2019
Facebook News debuts today, and Breitbart is included on its list of trusted news sources. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-25/facebook-creates-news-section-to-compensate-restive-publishers
Nearly 1 million protesters are in the streets of Santagio, Chile, now.  https://twitter.com/DavidBegnaud/status/1187849290254880768
US federal budget deficit soars to $984 billion, highest level in 7 years.

Pentagon “likely” to send tanks and armored units to eastern Syria to protect the oil fields. The tanks will come from unit already in Mideast. This would require hundreds of additional US troops to Syria, US officials. “We are abandoning our allies, abetting ethnic cleansing, allowing ISIS prisoners to be released, then we are going to protect oil fields hundreds of miles away”  https://twitter.com/brianschatz/status/1187514936018247680

The Trump campaign has over $1 million in outstanding bills from American cities https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1187680960143417350

Facebook took down pro-vaccine ads -- while allowing anti-vaxxer crap to stay up. https://www.thedailybeast.com/facebook-axed-pro-vaccine-ads-from-hospitals-and-health-orgs-let-anti-vaxxer-ads-slip-through

Trump’s “asking China for a favor” as he is levying tariffs. https://twitter.com/maxbergmann/status/1197854456181907456
CNN asks Peter Navarro if political investigations about the Bidens have come up during China trade talks, and Navarro refuses to answer. https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1187384677520117760

10.24.2019
Justice Dept. Is Said to Shift to Criminal Inquiry of Russia Investigation’s Origins
With a “wink,” Trump asks that supporters not hurt protesters criticizing his rhetoric; at an event in Pittsburgh, Trump noted his supporters' physical power to a group of Jewish protestors. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/10/24/with-wink-trump-asks-that-supporters-not-hurt-protesters-criticizing-his-rhetoric/
washingtonpost.com
Secretary of State Pompeo says he won't answer impeachment inquiry questions in interview with Kansas papers because he "came here today to talk about workforce development ... in Kansas" --- which... is not part of the State Department's mandate https://twitter.com/JoshNBCNews/status/1187397120158031877
https://www.kansas.com/news/politics-government/article236599053.html
TulsiGabbard meets Wall Street financiers at event sponsored by Robert Wolf as she is said to weigh third-party run more now https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/tulsi-gabbard-hillary-clinton-wall-street
Wall Street Journal literally runs an op-ed proposing that “Any president who is impeached and acquitted should be permitted to serve a third term” https://twitter.com/WSJopinion/status/1187356909302628353
Wall Street Journal also proposes that well, even if Trump wanted a quid pro quo policy for Ukraine, “he was too inept to execute it.” https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1187340087987712000
https://www.wsj.com/articles/schiffs-secret-bombshells-11571872974
Today Senate Republicans confirmed another lifetime federal judge who earned a rare and embarrassing "not qualified" rating by the American Bar Association. https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1187507249322909697
“The president yesterday called never-Trumpers scum. Does he regret that?" Press Secretary Grisham: “No, he shouldn't. The people who are against him and who have been against him and working against him since the day they took office are just that” https://twitter.com/jbveen/status/1187462405619515392

Trump wants ALL federal agencies not to renew their subscriptions to The New York Times and The Washington Post. 

Tiffany & Co. is releasing a $112,000 advent calendar stuffed with diamonds https://twitter.com/Peter_Atwater/status/1187389934023446530

Ukrainian oligarch Dmitry Firtash is represented by the team of Toensing and diGenova
“After taking on Firtash’s case, Toensing and diGenova secured a rare face-to-face meeting with Attorney General William P. Barr and other Justice Department officials to argue against the charges, three people familiar with the meeting said.” https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1186807964268716032
“I asked Toensing last week if her work for Firtash included lobbying DOJ to drop the case. She denied it, claimed to find the question insulting and hung up on me. She was lying, it seems.” https://twitter.com/dfriedman33/status/1186851268549136384
They also represent John Solomon, the columnist who pushed a lot of the Biden claims https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1187416824272605184
Solomon’s employer and direct supervisor Jimmy Finkelstein created the conditions which permitted Solomon to publish his conspiratorial stories without the traditional oversight implemented at news outlets. And he has kept a watchful eye on the newspaper's coverage to ensure it is not too critical of the President. https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/18/media/jimmy-finkelstein-the-hill-ukraine/index.html

“Matt Gaetz storming a SCIF to shut down an investigation, Matt Whitaker stating abuse of power is not a crime, and Trump’s lawyer arguing he can’t even be investigated for shooting someone really is the perfect encapsulation of the GOP’s current attitude towards the rule of law.” https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1187043091485745154
Russia's state TV is laughing at the circus caused by the Republicans storming the most restricted area of the Capitol: "Those are the people who try to tell us how to conduct ourselves!" 
The host: "Poor things, they're so upset! Still—without us, they can’t elect a President." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1187391400356253708

Paul Manafort fellow-traveler Tad Devine is going to be a strategist and adviser to AndrewYang https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1187070044062277632

10.23.2019
“Laura Cooper’s scheduled deposition has been upended by a group of House Republicans storming the hearing room, members say. Republicans took cellphones into the secure area, which is a huge violation. We’re told the room will need a security sweep before the deposition can continue.” https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1187035305880236033
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/10/23/gop-republicans-stage-brooks-brother-riot-2-0-to-emasculate-their-own-power-of-the-purse/
Republicans interrupted a hearing, entered into a committee hearing they weren't authorized to be in, & brought electronic devices into a SCIF (where they are prohibited). https://twitter.com/Avi_Bueno/status/1187019843188465664
two-dozen Republicans “stormed” into the SCIF, delaying the start of the Cooper deposition. … a few, including Rep. Gohmert, were “screaming,” and all brought phones into the Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) room. https://twitter.com/benyc/status/1187018011229728769
some Republicans “refused to completely remove” their phones from the facility “after being advised by the Sergeant at Arms and security personnel that there were members still in possession of electronic devices.” https://twitter.com/AndrewDesiderio/status/1187071454199894016
Many of these GOP lawmakers subsequently sent out tweets informing followers that they were offering updates from within the SCIF, which means that they very likely broke security protocols by bringing unsecured phones with cameras into what is supposed to be a secure location. https://www.rawstory.com/2019/10/gop-lawmakers-scramble-to-backtrack-after-realizing-their-scif-stunt-broke-security-protocols/
One lawmaker shares audio of phone call he made from highly-classified SCIF room http://hill.cm/tknSt6U
“in ‘storming the SCIF’ without observing the security protocols, Rep. Gaetz et al,  endangered our national security & demonstrated they care more about a political stunt than protecting intelligence information. I cannot emphasize enough how serious this is.” https://twitter.com/MiekeEoyang/status/1187032810479149058
They chose the day on which House Speaker Pelosi is at her brother's funeral
After apparently realizing that they’ve opened themselves up to potentially being denied future security clearances, many of these lawmakers posted followup tweets letting people know that it was their staffers outside of the SCIF who were tweeting. https://www.rawstory.com/2019/10/gop-lawmakers-scramble-to-backtrack-after-realizing-their-scif-stunt-broke-security-protocols/
This stunt isn't the work of some radical rump faction of the House Republican caucus. It's being led by their second-ranking member, Minority Whip Steve Scalise. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/23/impeachment-republicans-trump-055688
Lindsey Graham had said "that's nuts" about this happening but then reversed his opinion hill.cm/MSTlLfe
Trump had advance knowledge and supported this disruption https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-23/poll-finds-highest-support-for-inquiry-yet-impeachment-update
Republicans on three separate committees have legitimate access to all materials in the impeachment inquiry and can brief colleagues as needed. 
Rep. McCarthy, who passes for a leader among House Republicans: “These are individuals who have never been in Intel Committee before or anywhere else. So it’s nothing serious from that matter.” https://twitter.com/AndrewDesiderio/status/1187063967673438210
A press release listed 41 members of congress, some of whom are on committees conducting the inquiry, so they’re basically complaining about a process they’re a part of.  https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/10/23/gop-republicans-stage-brooks-brother-riot-2-0-to-emasculate-their-own-power-of-the-purse/
Trump's attorney Consovoy just agreed that Trump could NOT be criminally investigated while in office if he shot someone in the middle of Fifth Avenue, when pressed by Judge Chin. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1187018257980710917
The president objects that the lawyer for his own appointed chief of mission in Ukraine is insufficiently loyal to him personally, and this is somehow Democrats' fault. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1187103370630324224
New York City Bar Calls for US AG William Barr's Recusal in Ukraine Matter https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/2019/10/23/new-york-city-bar-calls-for-us-ag-william-barrs-recusal-in-ukraine-matter/?cmp=share_twitter&slreturn=20190923165504
If Barr does not recuse himself, the bar association's statement said, "he should resign or, failing that, be subject to sanctions, including possible removal, by Congress." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1187054176578265089
In Congressional testimony, Zuckerberg is now saying that it's FB's responsibility to allow voters to see advertisements from politicians containing lies. https://twitter.com/onekade/status/1187087783279632384
Zuckerberg told Rep. Ocasio-Cortez that the Daily Caller was selected as a Facebook fact-checker by an independent group. "We actually don't appoint the independent fact-checkers." But per WSJ, Zuckerberg was involved in deciding, and favored, making Daily Caller a fact-checker last year https://twitter.com/pemalevy/status/1187100175824818177
Sen. Mark Warner again tries to quickly pass his election security bill known as the FIRE Act, which would require presidential campaigns to report offers of foreign assistance.  Sen. Blackburn objected. https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1187035768088387584
White House says it opposes passage of bill that would require campaigns to self-report foreign contact to FBI and FEC within a week.  https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1187129273959800833
“On Senate floor Sen. Blackburn objected to passage of my election security bills saying they have to go through Rules committee. Here’s the weird (sad) part: A committee mark-up was scheduled on the bipartisan bill & the White House made calls to stop it.” https://twitter.com/amyklobuchar/status/1187073750434537474
Republican Senator Cornyn: not a bad idea to get US troops out of the way if Turkey planned to ‘ethnically cleanse the Kurds' https://www.dallasnews.com/news/politics/2019/10/23/cornyn-not-a-bad-idea-to-get-us-troops-out-of-the-way-if-turkey-planned-to-ethnically-cleanse-the-kurds/
Trump: "We're building a wall in Colorado. We're building a beautiful wall. A big one that really works." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1187104954504433666
Trump administration and Chinese officials were talking optimistically, as did the U.S. financial markets before backing down when they realized that nothing tricky had been solved. https://www.dcreport.org/2019/10/23/that-new-trade-deal-with-china-looks-awfully-familiar/
Trump’s net approval hits its lowest level ever in Quinnipiac poll: -20, with only 38% approving & 58% disapproving (53% strongly disapprove) https://twitter.com/MarcACaputo/status/1186959272250396673
“Indys approve of the [House impeachment] inquiry by a 21-point margin. Last week, they were only +5. Indys now back removal by 8 points. Last week, they opposed it by 6, a 14-point swing.” https://twitter.com/JoshDorner/status/1187000181436358661
Major league umpire Rob Drake tweeted “I will be buying an AR-15 tomorrow, because if you impeach MY PRESIDENT this way, YOU WILL HAVE ANOTHER CIVAL WAR!!! #MAGA2020”, according to a copy of the tweet obtained by ESPN. https://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/27913518/mlb-looking-long-umpire-rob-drake-tweet

An internal memo on cybersecurity, obtained by Axios, warns that "the White House is posturing itself to be electronically compromised once again."
The state of play: That's after at least a dozen top- or high-level officials have resigned or been pushed out of a cybersecurity mission that was established under Barack Obama to protect the White House from Russian hacking and other threats https://www.axios.com/exclusive-white-house-cyber-memo-warns-of-new-network-risks-9aa19c6c-77a3-485b-919b-1dd9bd691514.html

10.22.2019
Taylor testimony could not be more explicit. The WH held up aid to Ukraine to extort Zelenskyy to publicly implicate Biden on the basis of nothing more than Trump desire to criminalize a political rival. https://games-cdn.washingtonpost.com/notes/prod/default/documents/542ee36f-eafc-4f2b-a075-b3b492d981a5/note/75965f57-6561-42f8-af40-a9e984a85660.pdf
“The Republican defense is now simply that Trump said ‘no quid pro quo’ while demanding one, as if one loudly screaming ‘this is not an armed robbery’ while holding a clerk at gunpoint and telling him to empty the register means no crime is being committed.” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1186733189051625472
Senate Republicans on Tuesday blocked legislation that would provide funding for states to shore up election security and create more transparency around online advertisements. https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/466985-senate-republicans-block-two-election-security-bills
Rep Jerry Nadler just asked each witness in the House Judiciary committee hearing on Election Security whether it was appropriate for a president to ask a foreign country to investigate a political opponent.  3/4 witnesses said no. The witness who refused to answer was from Trump’s DOJ. https://twitter.com/RepMGS/status/1186655966244298752
Russia and Turkey agreed to joint control over formerly Kurdish territory in Syria, cementing Russia's sway in the region as the U.S. pulls back https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1186706654055809026
22nd time the Trump administration asks supreme court for emergency relief in less than three years. The previous two administrations asked for such relief a total of eight times in 16 years. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1185313293533155328
Trump seeks to create a distraction by calling impeachment proceedings “a lynching.” Sen. Graham backs him up on it. https://www.mediaite.com/trump/lindsey-graham-says-black-people-shouldnt-be-offended-by-trumps-lynching-tweet-hes-being-lynched-in-every-sense/

Climate change has turned permafrost into a carbon emitter. Tundra plants can't absorb enough carbon in summer to make up for carbon released in winter https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/permafrost-climate-change-1.5330144
climate change is melting the siberian tundra, giving rise to a multimillion dollar industry of mammoth ivory prospecting. 

Roughly one in five voters set to be purged by the Ohio Secretary of State's office was an eligible voter, volunteers found, and many lived in areas with a large number of Democratic voters. https://www.citybeat.com/news/blog/21093372/report-ohio-was-poised-to-mistakenly-purge-40000-voters-including-head-of-voter-rights-group

U.S. media this week produces a series of articles handwringing about the fact that a corporate centrist may not be the Democratic nominee for president https://twitter.com/DanteAtkins/status/1186654378616340480
https://www.thenation.com/article/money-politics-democrats/

NY Times sucks
NY Times eliminates director of information security; “there is no need for a dedicated focus on newsroom and journalistic security.” https://twitter.com/runasand/status/1186775481615605760
The NYT opinion piece likens “unorthodox” views like meeting with Assad to a debate about health care & financial policy. https://twitter.com/NickMerrill/status/1186712401506385926
On Friday, the NYT did a piece about a podcast Secretary Clinton did with David Plouffe. They incorrectly quoted her saying that the “Russians” were “grooming” a candidate running in the Democratic primary. In yesterday’s paper, Tim Wu wrote an opinion piece accusing Secretary Clinton of trading in conspiracy theories, based off of comments that she didn’t make. https://twitter.com/NickMerrill/status/1186712395084976128
This on the same day that the NYT buries the end of the email saga on A16 after years of breathless coverage https://twitter.com/NickMerrill/status/1186712405126107137

10.21.2019
U.S. President Trump bemoans “phony Emoluments Clause” https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1186380726842863617
Also Trump says Democrats are interviewing ambassadors “who I’ve never heard of.” They interviewed the current ambassador to the EU, whom he appointed, and the former ambassador to Ukraine, whom Trump recalled earlier this year. And tomorrow they will interview Trump’s top diplomat in Ukraine (who donated $1 million). https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1186334567994740736
Weeks before Rudy Giuliani publicly became a figure to avoid in Washington, he managed to get a meeting with the top official in the Justice Department's criminal division on behalf of a client.
The Justice Department now says that official, Brian Benczkowski, and other fraud prosecutors at Justice headquarters wouldn't have taken that meeting with Giuliani earlier this summer had they known about a Manhattan US attorney probe of two Giuliani associates who were indicted this month. It is striking that the Justice Department is having to distance itself from the President's own personal attorney. https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/20/politics/justie-department-distances-rudy-giuliani-brian-benczkowski-meeting/index.html
the top 10 news stories across all of Facebook today. They're from: 1. Ben Shapiro 2. Donald J. Trump 3. Dallas Cowboys 4. Breitbart 5. Daily Caller 6. Ben Shapiro 7. "Intelligence is Sexy" 8. Occupy Democrats 9. Bible Time 10. Delish https://twitter.com/kevinroose/status/1186378064835428352

Even if it's not a G7 site Doral has gotten a free ad campaign from the president for weeks. https://twitter.com/katierogers/status/1186332094189977600
Also, rewarding yourself with a govt contract - a clear violation of the Constitution’s emoluments clause - doesn’t become any less wrong b/c you change your mind a few days later. https://twitter.com/RepJayapal/status/1185942345184956416

Eric Trump: the Trump family ‘got out of all international business’ when Donald Trump became president
The Trump Organization: “Impressive shot of #TrumpTowersPune, our first project in India!” https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/1186292443123204101

10.20.2019
Bolivian election: after the vote, the OAS has helped direct a false narrative that the incumbent president, Evo Morales, and his party, “rigged” or “stole” the election. This narrative contributed to political polarization and violence in Bolivia, a military coup https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/foreign-policy/515085-congress-should-investigate-oas-actions-in-bolivia?emci=5660dae9-e1ee-ea11-99c3-00155d039e74&emdi=198583c0-e4ee-ea11-99c3-00155d039e74&ceid=4607788
Mulvaney tries to defend Trump's original G7 Doral decision: "At the end of the day, [Trump] still considers himself to be in the hospitality business." (Trump is president of the United States.) https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1185920235221729280
Trump calls Defense Secretary Mark Esper “Mark Esperanto” https://twitter.com/KellyO/status/1185909687813849088
Trump promotes word-salad fiction about imaginary “cease fire” amid the genocide he opened the door for in Syria https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1186022325520609281
Pompeo interview astonishingly political for a Secretary of State, who is supposed to represent the USA. Jabs at Obama, digs at the fact that Sondland worked for a Democratic president, defensive in the extreme. https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1185945261245390854
Pompeo claims he “never heard” a single thing about McKinley’s concerns (Former State official McKinley in sworn testimony says he spoke with Pompeo three times about a public statement for Yovanovitch, including on Sept. 26 when Pompeo offered no response) https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1191450743053541376

A review launched by AG William Barr into the origins of the Russia investigation has expanded significantly amid concerns about whether the probe has any legal or factual basis. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/ag-barr-expands-controversial-review-origin-russia-investigation-n1068971
“What’s the credible allegation of wrongdoing here? Is this a criminal investigation? DoJ has declined to say” https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1186243670468632577
Comments from Mulvaney and AG Barr suggest that John Durham is conducting a criminal investigation, which isn’t supposed to happen without a lawful predicate.  https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/ag-barr-expands-controversial-review-origin-russia-investigation-n1068971

10.19.2019
“US officials tell me ALARM BELL RINGING among diplomats in DC that U.S. could one day be held responsible for Crimes Against Humanity for ethnic cleansing of Syrian Kurds by opening the door to it, watching it, encouraging it (Trump's tweets and statements) and not stopping it.” https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1185501990555738113
Top Kurdish commander: “It will be the biggest ethnic cleansing operation in the 21st century and it’s happening in front of the American army’s eyes," General Mazlum Kobane says. https://nbcnews.to/2MYII4G
At a few minutes to 10p on a Saturday night, Trump abandons the plan to host the G-7 at Doral https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1185736565693255680
(A couple days ago, Mulvaney said the WH knew there would be controversy over selecting the president's private business to host a major international summit, didn't mind the appearance of enormous impropriety, and cast the president as a heroic figure for withstanding it all.) https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1185738679110832130
only 40% of Republicans believe Trump talked to the Ukrainian president about investigating Joe Biden. (This is something the president himself has already admitted) https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1179180647627124736
Trump praises “respected environmentalist and Green Party candidate Jill Stein.” https://twitter.com/Coreyobr/status/1185649079294087170
An uprising is happening in Santiago, Chile because people are fed up with the inequality. 
They set fire to the Enel Chile power company building. https://twitter.com/benjancewicz/status/1185663349696225282

Mass public protest has recently taken place in a growing list of countries https://twitter.com/StefSimanowitz/status/1186562920400015360

Supposed Democratic Senator Kyrsten Sinema is a blithering twit who, in October, 2019, said it’s “premature” to commit to supporting her own party’s nominee at this point https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/29/kyrsten-sinema-arizona-democrats-060187

10.18.2019
US supreme court (Republican majority) wants to know whether, if it destroys the CFPB for being too independent of the president, it ought to strike down the Dodd-Frank Act too. “The question they actually asked spikes well above modern baseline crazy” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1185369645190131714
Energy Department won't comply with impeachment subpoena https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/18/politics/energy-department-subpoena-decline/index.html
The US President--who has sworn to an oath to preserve, protect, and defend the constitution, including its first amendment--and his campaign threaten CNN with a lawsuit over news reporting, demands "substantial payment of damages" to resolve the matter. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1185237896661483520
Former Turkish ambassador Namik Tan openly mocks President Trump’s nutsoid letter of Oct. 9 https://twitter.com/NamikTan/status/1185060253458714625
Republican Congressman Francis Rooney announces support for impeachment inquiry, citing Mulvaney’s disastrous press conference: “I want to get the facts and do the right thing. Because I’ll be looking at my children a lot longer than I’m looking at anybody in this building.” (Then he denies it.) https://twitter.com/RepRooney/status/1185320606331539463
On Oct. 18, the right-wing publication RedState released what appears to be an explicit photograph of California Rep. Katie Hill, along with allegations of romantic relationships between Hill and two of her staffers. “as far as I am aware, the Katie Hill photograph is the first instance in which a politically aligned publication—or, indeed, any publication—has released nonconsensual pornography depicting a politician of the opposing party affiliation.” https://www.lawfareblog.com/nonconsensual-pornography-political-scandals-and-warning-2020
After years of manufactured controversy and fake scandal, US State Department probe of Clinton emails finds no deliberate mishandling of classified information https://twitter.com/AdamParkhomenko/status/1185318778961383424

Trump's associates are advising him not to fire Mulvaney, warning him that the acting chief knows too much https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/10/mick-mulvaney-impeachment/600313/
 
10.17.2019
Experts are already saying the US just granted Erdogan everything he wanted, all along, including exclusive rights to patrol the safe zone by air.  They are calling this a total capitulation. https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1184906295817789442
The President of the United States has endorsed ethnic cleansing. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1184897777941307392
Mick Mulvaney admits to the quid pro quo: As noted by Mulvaney today, a law passed in the wake of Richard Nixon playing games with appropriations requires that if you withhold duly appropriated funds, you explain to Congress why you’re doing so, a decision that Congress then gets to veto simply by refusing to approve of the decision. The law makes it clear that the President can’t simply ignore the will of Congress on appropriations.
And yet, that’s what Trump did for the entirety of the summer.
Worse, in his press conference today, Mulvaney admitted that Trump didn’t have a “really really good reason not to” release the funds. Rather, he had a really bad reason: he was trying to extort a quid pro quo. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/10/17/mick-mulvaney-confesses-omb-and-dod-are-withholding-evidence-of-a-crime-from-congress/
Mulvaney later tries to deny what he said live on television https://twitter.com/PeterAlexander/status/1184950724045758464
The president has given himself an eight-figure government contract (to host the G7 at his struggling Doral resort). 
“This is way beyond optics and conflicts. This is literally the dictionary definition of corruption. Public officials who do this in cities GO TO PRISON.” https://twitter.com/svdate/status/1185030630121324549
the mayor of Doral wasn't notified is more proof (do we need it?) that there was no real search for a locale. If the mayor wasn't contacted, neither was the police chief.  No serious security review was done. https://twitter.com/juliettekayyem/status/1185152886264811520
In October 2016, a former State Dept employee was sentenced to 50 months in prison for his role in steering the sole-sourcing of $2M in USG contracts to a company in which his son had a 50% interest. https://twitter.com/Delavegalaw/status/1185268390384078848
Federal judge rules Justice Dept improperly redacted court filing related to Mueller probe http://hill.cm/ib4NXJy
According to the FSB in Russia, the US government has now agreed to carrying out joint cyber operations with Russian intelligence. https://twitter.com/MaddowBlog/status/1185012769302728704
Mark Zuckerberg just publicly retrofit the reason for founding Facebook from a tool that could rate the attractiveness of female college students to an attempt to right the wrongs of the leadup to the Iraq War. https://twitter.com/Bernstein/status/1184880011288993792

10.16.2019
America bombing its own base: US military carried out airstrikes to destroy the headquarters for its counter-ISIS campaign after Turkish backed forces closed in on the base. US military says it is carrying out "deliberate withdrawal." https://twitter.com/DionNissenbaum/status/1184546878991585280
Today, the President of the United States had a “very serious meltdown” during an official meeting on the crisis in Syria, according to the Speaker of the House of Representatives https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1184580047790850048
Donald Trump Jr. slips and says “I’m still hearing about that from Russia,” Then looks down after realizing what he just said. https://twitter.com/AdamParkhomenko/status/1184651785895661574
That night, Giuliani “butt dialed” a reporter and then went on for some minutes discussing overseas dealings and lamenting the need for cash https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/rudy-giuliani-butt-dials-nbc-reporter-heard-discussing-need-cash-n1071901

After reporting essentially no payments to Facebook for about three years, the Republican National Committee paid the social media company $5.5 million for "list acquisition" between September and November 2019 https://www.salon.com/2020/08/08/republicans-paid-huge-strange-sums-to-facebook-and-a-mystery-company-for-list-acquisition/

the FBI reportedly has a counterintelligence investigation on Giuliani. First and foremost, this means that the FBI believes he may pose a national security threat to the United States. https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1184540825155489793

10.15.2019
Kurds say they are facing ethnic cleansing by a NATO country, Turkey, as US forces nearby have no orders to help, only orders to defend themselves and leave Northern Syria. https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1184204788755521537
A watchdog in charge of protecting investors by inspecting the audits of public companies hasn't had a permanent general counsel or enforcement director for 16 months https://twitter.com/WSJ/status/1184128821391515648
Mikhail Rostovsky in his article for the Russian newspaper Moskovsky Komsomolets. “Those who were convinced of Trump’s uselessness for Russia ought to think again...What Washington got out of this strange move is completely unclear. To the contrary, what Moscow gained from this is self-evident...Trump’s mistake in Syria is the unexpected ‘lottery win’ that further strengthened Moscow’s position in the Middle East and undermined America’s prestige as a rational political player and a reliable partner.”  https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-media-cheers-trump-moves-in-syria-putin-won-the-lottery

…the success of TurboTax rests on a shaky foundation, one that could collapse overnight if the U.S. government did what most wealthy countries did long ago and made tax filing simple and free for most citizens.
For more than 20 years, Intuit has waged a sophisticated, sometimes covert war to prevent the government from doing just that, according to internal company and IRS documents and interviews with insiders. The company unleashed a battalion of lobbyists and hired top officials from the agency that regulates it. From the beginning, Intuit recognized that its success depended on two parallel missions: stoking innovation in Silicon Valley while stifling it in Washington. https://www.propublica.org/article/inside-turbotax-20-year-fight-to-stop-americans-from-filing-their-taxes-for-free

After Fiona Hill said she would cooperate with Congressional inquiries, "I received, I just have to tell you, death threats, calls at my home. My neighbors reported somebody coming and hammering on my door.” https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/trump-impeachment-inquiry/former-trump-adviser-who-testified-ukraine-pressure-campaign-said-she-n1078726?cid=eml_nbn_20191108

10.14.2019
U.S. Department of State web site features “Being a Christian Leader” home page promoting Secretary of State Pompeo’s attack on “secularist forces”  https://twitter.com/RobbieGramer/status/1183786140287094786
Trump administration attempts to censor Fiona Hill (who testifies anyway) https://www.lawfareblog.com/white-house-sought-restrict-fiona-hill-deposition
Quinnipiac poll: Acceptable for POTUS to ask a foreign leader to investigate a political rival?
Acceptable 24, Not acceptable 66. Among Republicans: 53 acceptable, 34 not acceptable. https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=3644
Trump: I’ve reached an incredible agreement with China! They’re going to buy all their crops from us, build Trump Towers in every major city they have, & rename the Great Wall after me.
China: Not one word of that is true. https://twitter.com/drdave1999/status/1183768477192114176
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-14/china-wants-more-talks-before-signing-trump-s-phase-one-deal

Conservatives are still talking about how Ocasio-Cortez spent $300 at a hair salon, but we never found out who paid $200,000 of Brett Kavanaugh’s mysterious credit card debt. https://twitter.com/MrFilmkritik/status/1183872367581388801

“I teach on the history of the Iraq War, and for the past few years, not a single student has heard of Abu Ghraib before we discuss it in class” https://twitter.com/pashulman/status/1183384949598183425

10.13.2019
Syrian Democratic Forces officially confirm they are letting Assad's troops into their territory in a bid to stop the Turkish onslaught. https://twitter.com/rafsanchez/status/1183458445112086535
basically, the Kurds are surrendering their autonomy in the hopes that Assad's forces will prevent a Turkish invasion. https://twitter.com/_EthanGrey/status/1183463360790171648
“US official tells me the situation in NE Syria is deteriorating rapidly. US Forces are at risk of being isolated and the risk of confrontation between Turkish proxies and US Forces is high. Extremist Turkish proxies are wearing SDF uniforms and killing civilians.” https://twitter.com/BenjaminHallFNC/status/1183401965247778816
roughly 1,000 U.S. troops will be evacuating from northern Syria after latest Trump policy announcement in a "deliberate withdrawal." https://twitter.com/FaceTheNation/status/1183355409362554880
US official tells CNN that the campaign to defeat ISIS in Syria is “over for now” and that ISIS “has a second lease on life with nearly 100,000 [people] who will re-join their jihad.” In this official’s opinion, “US policy has failed.” https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1183428032587018240
Twitter is covered with footage and photos of extremist Turkish proxies committing acts of genocide this morning. The president of the United States: “Let them.” https://twitter.com/matthew_j_kahn/status/1183398866084925447
Meanwhile another completely insane, unhinged Trump “speech.” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1183177100142006273
"Joking" about shredding the Constitution and becoming president for life has now become a standard part of Trump's speeches
Trump making fun of Adam Schiff's "pencil neck," then saying, "you would not be impressed with him physically." This is a speech to the Values Voters Summit.

The president is in court (a) trying to stop the State of New York from giving his state tax returns to Congress, (b) fighting a subpoena from the *County* of New York, which wants his federal tax returns for a law enforcement matter, and (c) fighting a Ways & Means subpoena.

Nearly one year ago, the Trump administration fired a panel of more than two dozen scientific experts who assisted the Environmental Protection Agency in its review of air quality standards for particulate matter. Now, as the EPA prepares its report on those standards later this month, 20 of those scientists met independently to prepare the release of their own assessment of current air pollution levels, with a focus on the particles from fossil fuels that can make people sick. These scientists and researchers, former members of the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) on particulate matter, said the EPA has stripped the panel down to its core seven members, who are ill-equipped to set air quality standards and don’t have the time to do it. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fired-epa-scientists-release-air-pollution-report-they-say-agency-n1064456
"In the history of the agency this has never happened.”

10.12.2019
SDF Commander to US: "I need to know if you are capable of protecting my people, of stopping these bombs falling on us or not. I need to know, because if you're not, I need to make a deal with Russia and the regime now. https://twitter.com/joshrogin/status/1183043973323067394
Secretary of State Pompeo wouldn’t tell a Nashville reporter whether he met with Giuliani in Warsaw earlier this year. Instead the Secretary of State berated the reporter. https://www.wsmv.com/news/news-talks-one-on-one-with-secretary-of-state-mike/article_bba02bde-ec8a-11e9-9632-23457ce242a4.html
The Department of Homeland Security is in the throes of yet another bout of leadership turnover less than a year after officials in the top ranks of the agency were ousted. On Friday, Kevin McAleenan, who assumed the post of acting Homeland Security Secretary in April, announced his resignation. He was the fourth secretary to serve under the Trump administration.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/12/politics/kevin-mcaleenan-homeland-security-departures/index.html
Democrat Francis Thompson “flips” Louisiana House district that Trump won by 43 points https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1183386753031389184

CNN fact-checker Daniel Dale recently stressed how out of whack Trump-rally coverage is, in that most of it just completely glosses over the lies that fuel the events. "I can't tell you the number of times I've fact-checked a Trump rally where he's made 15, 20, 25, sometimes even 30 false claims and then I'll go read the coverage of the rally," said Dale. “And not only is that not the focus, it's not even mentioned."  https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/9/11/1884825/-Media-coverage-of-Trump-rallies-is-completely-broken

The number of states that require doctors to tell patients their abortions can be reversed with an experimental treatment doubled this year. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/abortion-reversal-bills_n_5d164c6ee4b07f6ca57cc6fc

In Eastern Kentucky's Red River Gorge area, an 18-foot replica of President Donald Trump's border wall is being scaled not only by experienced mountain climbers, but by novices and young children.
One climber even scaled it while juggling. https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/local/contests/2019/10/11/trump-border-wall-replica-kentucky-scaled-mere-seconds/3922494002/

At a conference of pro-Trump conservatives held at Trump’s property in Miami this week, a gruesome internet meme of Trump murdering members of the media was shown as part of an exhibit https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1183542660549808129
Additionally, the Trump character strikes the late Arizona senator John McCain in the back of the neck. He hits the television personality Rosie O’Donnell in the face and then stabs her in the head. He strikes Rep Maxine Waters.  He lights the head of Senator Bernie Sanders on fire https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1183546100269158401
“The Trump video is really just an expression of how common it is on the right to publicly express fantasies about mass murdering their countrymen, in between complaining about civility and the lack of respect liberals show them.” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1183732971364335616

10.11.2019
Turkey bombs U.S. Special Forces in Syria attack, apparently “by mistake” https://www.newsweek.com/us-troops-syria-turkey-1464727
Though actually, Turkey’s artillery fire was apparently more directed toward the US than originally reported. The rounds landed on either side of US troops. Officials are more certain the volley was intentional. https://twitter.com/DemWrite/status/1183175796912865282
“Turkey knows all of our locations down to the precise grid coordinate as confirmed by SECDEF and CJCS only two hours ago. This was not a mistake.” https://twitter.com/brett_mcgurk/status/1182756792675139584
Two US officials with knowledge of the incident confirm to me that the Turkish attack on American forces near Kobani was not a mistake - they knew US troops were there.  https://twitter.com/laraseligman/status/1183177466334064640
“A senior Pentagon official said shelling was so heavy that the U.S. personnel considered firing back in self-defense.” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1182754304236670979
"We'll take a look at it" -- President Trump doesn't exactly seem concerned about reports that Turkish troops accidentally bombed US special forces in Syria https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1182773748941893632
Not the secretary of Defense, or the secretary of National Security, but the Treasury Secretary gives a press briefing on Turkey. https://twitter.com/Bill_Maxwell_/status/1182718280114393088
Rep. Mark Green from TN, discussing Trump and Syria NPR, offered a near-perfect distillation of the House GOP and Trump: "Yeah, I disagree with what he’s doing now, I wish it wasn’t happening, but I still fully support it." https://thedispatch.com/p/the-morning-dispatch-friday-october
deploy 1,800 more troops to Saudi Arabia https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/11/politics/us-additional-troops-middle-east-iran/index.html
Donald Trump is just outright saying United States military power can be bought. https://twitter.com/_EthanGrey/status/1182773288449314816
The top prosecutor of the United States — a secular nation with no state religion, and whose legislators are forbidden to establish one under the First Amendment of its Constitution — slams “secularists and their allies.” https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1183034720860422144
Yovanovitch testimony
House Dems say they learned last night that the “State Department, at the direction of the White House, directed Ambassador Marie Yovanovitch not to appear for her voluntary interview today.” So Dems issued a subpoena. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1182720669508919296
Trump won't say if Rudy Giuliani is still his attorney. 'I dont know. I haven't spoken to Rudy... he has been my attorney' https://twitter.com/stevennelson10/status/1182760003423424512
Yovanovitch testified anyway https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1182720663016083457
Yovanovitch said her departure came as a direct result of pressure President Trump placed on the State Department to remove her, according to her prepared remarks  https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1182688843536969729
Literally minutes after Yovanovitch testified that Deputy Secretary of State Sullivan told her she did nothing to warrant her ouster from Ukraine, Trump announced nomination of Sullivan as the next ambassador to Russia. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1182696917425373184
Recap: “Trump demanded Comey comment publicly abt ongoing investigation; he refused and was fired; Trump demanded Sessions violate DOJ ethical rules on recusal; he refused and was fired; Trump demanded Yovanovitch pursue back channel investigation; she refused and was fired” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1182651435655282690
Total breakdown of coordination between Trump and Giuliani https://twitter.com/Olivianuzzi/status/1182769256662011905
The White House just emailed their defense-spin-talking-points on Trump's impeachment, tailored to Yovanovitch's testimony before the House Intel Committee today out to House Democrats. A second such “accident.”  https://twitter.com/girlsreallyrule/status/1182744728225361922
Shep Smith, one of the network’s only on-air sources of facts, resigns from Fox News. (One day after Barr met Rupert Murdoch privately) https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1182755239088349184

10.10.2019
Trump was raving lunatic at rally tonight. NY Times waters it all down, reports he was "proudly on offense all night." https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1182643084707979264
at his father’s rally in Minnasotta, the president’s simple son led a round of “lock him up” chants aimed squarely at Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden. https://thebulwark.com/rudy-giuliani-is-in-a-lot-of-trouble/
The president told reporters Thursday that “we have no soldiers in Syria.” This is probably news to the 1,000 soldiers in Syria. https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/10/politics/trump-fact-check-no-soldiers-in-syria/index.html
Fruman and Parnas' lawyer (former Trump lawyer John Dowd) just laid out all of their connections to Trump world (in his famous Comic Sans letter). It's not just Giuliani but DiGenova, Toensing -- and they even helped with Trump-related legal work. f prosecutors are correct, this means two people who worked on legal matters for Trump were simultaneously running a straw donor scheme on behalf of foreign interests. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1182308329286184960
David Correia, another associate of Giuliani who was indicted today alongside Lev Panas and Igor Fruman, is still at large.  https://twitter.com/dcpoll/status/1182356831886368768
Trump adviser Michael Pillsbury claims Beijing officials gave him background info on Hunter Biden https://www.thedailybeast.com/michael-pillsbury-trump-adviser-claims-china-handed-him-intelligence-on-hunter-biden?via=twitter_page
A simple yes-or-no question keeps tripping up Senate Republicans: Should the president ask foreign countries to investigate political rivals? A month ago the question was a legal and constitutional no-brainer. It’s illegal to accept foreign help in a political campaign, an action that also raises questions about U.S. sovereignty. … On Thursday, two Republican senators — Joni Ernst of Iowa and Cory Gardner of Colorado — repeatedly refused to answer reporters’ questions on whether a president should make such a request of a rival power. https://apnews.com/7fa5bb2e686d47068d3986aeb15d9408
Deutsche Bank now claims that it does not have Trump’s tax returns. At some point in “recent” years, they got rid of them.  A former senior bank executive, who saw the returns, said normal practice was for Deutsche to keep such materials on file. https://twitter.com/dcpoll/status/1182406194088087562
“modestly compromising calls with Sen. Lindsey Graham were recorded by persons with suspected ties to Russian intelligence in early August. It's now early October. Graham has recently made noises opposing Turkey's incursion in Syria... is that why we're hearing about it now?” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1182380631113777152
12 minutes after PG&E cut power in California, a man who depended on oxygen to stay alive died. The lack of preparation and assistance for disabled people in this mess is unconscionable.  https://mtdemocrat.com/news/man-dies-shortly-after-power-cut/
ranking Republican on the House Administration Committee requested an (baseless) ethics investigation into the chair of the FEC today https://twitter.com/lachlan/status/1182385646985498624
News broke yesterday that *forty-three* new women came forward to describe assault and harassment by Trump. According to a Nexis search, not a single newspaper in the U.S. published a story about it.  https://www.mediamatters.org/sexual-harassment-sexual-assault/forty-three-new-women-came-forward-describe-assault-and-harassment

Igor Fruman and Lev Parnas, two foreign-born men who have worked with Rudy Giuliani, have been arrested on charges that they laundered Russian money into Republican political campaigns..  https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/florida-businessmen-who-helped-giuliani-ukraine-arrested-campaign-finance-charges-n1064606
Both men have represented to Congress that they are members of the President’s legal team https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1182363312987746304
on Thursday, they had lunch with the president's lawyer, Giuliani, then bought one way tickets out of the country and were arrested at the airport https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1182363769336401930
Also on Thursday, The Daily Beast reported that former Rep. Pete Sessions got $3 million from a pro-Trump super PAC after he wrote a letter calling for the sacking of the Ukraine Ambassador that Parnas, Fruman and Rudy wanted out.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/america-first-action-backed-by-giuliani-henchmen-spent-big-for-pete-sessions-after-he-targeted-ukraine-diplo?ref=author
Trump's super PAC America First Action appears to have willfully violated the ban on straw donors https://twitter.com/RobertMaguire_/status/1182658976619601923
Giuliani’s indicted Ukraine henchman gave thousands to Republican House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy https://www.rawstory.com/2019/10/revealed-rudy-giulianis-indicted-ukraine-henchman-gave-thousands-to-kevin-mccarthy/
Kellyanne Conway pocketed nearly a half million from the super PAC allegedly used by Rudy‘s henchmen to funnel money from Russia. https://twitter.com/kim/status/1182421415061909505 https://thebulwark.com/rudy-giuliani-is-in-a-lot-of-trouble/
Giuliani tells Wall Street Journal that Parnas and  Fruman were heading to Vienna for business reasons. (With one-way tickets.) https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1182368096197197824
the flight to Vienna was to meet with Shokin--for an interview with Sean Hannity https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1187155490188484608

The world’s 50 biggest oil companies are poised to flood markets with an additional 7 million barrels per day over the next decade, despite warnings from scientists that this will push global heating towards catastrophic levels. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/oct/10/oil-firms-barrels-markets

Group opposing referendum on Ohio nuclear bailout "has texted hundreds of referendum petition circulators with an offer of $2,500 and a plane ticket to anywhere in the continental United States if they walk off their jobs," referendum supporters say https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1182332448836870146

White House officials close to President Donald Trump are pulling off a disappearing act, remaining largely absent from public view — in the middle of the storm over impeachment. https://apnews.com/63a2cabb2a54492591165fe0fcc20214

Trump is calling Mitch McConnell as often as three times a day. Trump has been lashing out at GOP senators he sees as disloyal, telling McConnell he will amplify attacks on those Republicans who criticize him. https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/09/politics/donald-trump-impeachment-mitch-mcconnell/index.html
an NPR analysis shows that Trump's broadsides against Democrats in Congress have intensified since July. And his language about nonwhite lawmakers has also grown more heated. https://www.npr.org/2019/10/10/768646968/as-summer-heated-up-trumps-tweets-about-non-white-democrats-intensified

In All the President's Women: Donald Trump and the Making of a Predator, journalists Barry Levine and Monique El-Faizy draw on over 100 interviews, many of them exclusive, to craft a detailed history of Trump's relationships with women, stretching back to his childhood and education as well as his rise through real estate, entertainment, and politics. What emerges from the authors' reporting is a portrait of a serial predator who hides behind wealth and institutional power to frequently harass and abuse women.  https://www.esquire.com/news-politics/a29391247/donald-trump-assault-allegations-karen-johnson-all-the-presidents-women-book/

10.9.2019
Trump knew in advance precisely what the scope of Turkey's operation against the Kurds in Syria would be, a top Erdogan adviser told CNN https://twitter.com/NicoleCNN/status/1182002373629222915
Trump sends nutso letter to Turkish President Erdogan: “History... will look upon you forever as the devil if good things don’t happen. Don’t be a tough guy. Don’t be a fool! I will call you later.” https://twitter.com/PeterAlexander/status/1184570682757337089
“I am a historian of US foreign policy. I have read many, many letters from US Presidents to foreign leaders, and I have never read a letter from the US President so unhinged, so threatening, so bizarre, so completely lacking in basic etiquette. Trump is deeply, deeply unwell” https://twitter.com/bradleyrsimpson/status/1184574988533321734
“I've read a lot of official and personal letters from heads of state and government. I've read a lot of weird marginalia scribbled by bored officials. I've never read anything so bizarre and embarrassing as this ‘let's work out a good deal!’ letter from Trump to Erdogan.” https://twitter.com/HNHughson/status/1184577898654687234
From a member of European Parliament: ‘The Turkish offensive is an absolute scandal. Solidarity with our Kurdish allies must go beyond mere words. The EU must sanction Erdogan's regime and NATO must suspend Turkey. Or we'll all be as complicit as Trump.’ https://twitter.com/MollyMcKew/status/1181953173424152576
Trump on the Kurds: "They didn't help us in the Second World War, they didn't help us with Normandy." He says they're only interested in fighting for "their land." https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1182033600889462785
Facebook has refused Joe Biden's request to remove a Trump campaign ad that falsely accuses the former vice president of withholding $1 billion in aid to Ukraine to benefit his son. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/facebook-trump-campaign-biden-ad_n_5d9d7f76e4b02c9da040f73b
“Our democracy is crumbling because a Harvard sophomore made a ‘Hot or Not’ rip-off website comparing his female classmates’ faces because he couldn’t get laid.” https://twitter.com/bessbell/status/1181986238632349702
The timeline from 10/9 looks something like this: https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1187167865700532231
Lunch: Rudy and Ukrainian grifters lunch across from DOJ
6:22:  Grifters arrested as they prepare to flee to Vienna
That evening: Bill Barr meets with SDNY
US Attorney General Barr met privately with Rupert Murdoch Wednesday night during his trip to NYC https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1182395840712925184
Pence repeatedly dodging question about whether he was aware his administration was holding up aide to Ukraine as leverage to get the Ukrainian government to investigate the Bidens https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1182079718427889665
“GOP players in Benghazi probe drop strong defense of congressional oversight” https://twitter.com/postpolitics/status/1182081153026723840
A group of students at a predominantly white public university in Georgia burned the book of a Latina author who had delivered a lecture on campus https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/briannasacks/georgia-southern-burned-latina-authors-book
Trump has appointed an author of self-styled “Illuminati” self-help and financial advice books to a position on a federal education board. The appointment of George Mentz ― who also writes under the pen name “Magus Incognito” ― to the Commission on Presidential Scholars was announced Wednesday in a White House press release. https://news.yahoo.com/magus-incognito-george-mentz-trump-education-board.html?ncid=twitter_yahoonewst_sjwumo1bpf4
Trump illegally promotes a political rally at a White House event https://twitter.com/danpfeiffer/status/1182029094789120000

“A couple of companies built radicalization engines at never-before-seen scale, opportunistic people abused them for power and influence, and the companies refuse to acknowledge what they built.” https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1183739289840033798

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has been hosting secretive talks & off-the-record dinners with conservative influencers in recent months to discuss free speech and partnerships. Among the participants: Tucker Carlson & Lindsey Graham.  https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/14/facebook-zuckerberg-conservatives-private-meetings-046663

Facebook quietly tweaked the language of its misinformation policy, effectively giving political advertisers a public green light to spread blatant lies; since then Trump’s team, which has since been pumping big money into a barrage of Facebook ads urging people to donate to his “Official Impeachment Defense Task Force,” is doing just that: A number of its latest ads have featured calculated falsehoods — the kind that are designed to provoke people to click “Share” and pull out their wallets.  Over the past couple of weeks, the Trump campaign has welcomed a flood of new donors helping to bring in millions of dollars, and Trump’s approval rating recently reached its highest level this year. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-impeachment-facebook-ad-lies_n_5d9cffade4b06ddfc50ff5d9

California’s largest utility will cut power to about 800,000 of its customers for up to five days, starting just after midnight in the west, in a drastic bid to prevent wildfires. https://www.sfchronicle.com/california-wildfires/article/PG-E-power-shut-off-257-000-Bay-Area-residents-14500945.php

The slaughter of the Kurds, when it happens, will not be due to a policy of general withdrawal but because Trump specifically green lit Erdogan's plans. Trump didn't pull out of Syria (that would be one thing); he just removed 150 soldiers (not 50, but who's counting) out of a corridor in N Syria, so Turkey could invade - as he indeed invited them to do in the WH statement of withdrawal last Sunday. https://twitter.com/HeerJeet/status/1182002910399385600

Cities across the country say Trump has failed to pay them for security assistance provided at his campaign rallies. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/08/trump-rallies-unpaid-bills-039631

10.8.2019
Alaska's average annual temperature has now risen above the melting point. https://twitter.com/IARC_Alaska/status/1181596228175351809
Kurdish SDF: 3 ISIS suicide bombings on our military positions in Raqqa, Syria, with clashes still ongoing. https://twitter.com/brett_mcgurk/status/1181736182465478657
Trump secretly coordinated with a dictator to arrange an attack on our allies, hiding the plan from Congress—which overwhelmingly opposes withdrawal—and the U.S. military, all to ensure the dictator had the element of surprise. https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1182032294242062338
Turkish attack appears coordinated with the Russians. Russian-backed forces are mobilizing to invade the Kurdish area from the south — towards Tabqa and other spots. Meanwhile, ISIS is mobilizing sleeper cells in Raqqa and attacks have taken place tonight. https://twitter.com/IgnatiusPost/status/1181724205567631367
Today The Washington Post published a propaganda piece by the Communication Director Of Turkey. https://twitter.com/Avi_Bueno/status/1181719433468887040
Ambassador Sondland flew from Brussels to DC to be interviewed today by Congress, and hours before the hearing, Trump issued orders through the state department not to testify https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1181551833959018496
https://twitter.com/RobbieGramer/status/1181550702008717312
Trump’s White House is behind the obstruction wrt Sondland https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1181569978354606080
Schiff: "We're also aware the ambassador has text messages or emails on a personal device...and the State Department is withholding those messages as well." (State Department is currently pursuing career civil servants for emails they sent in 2012, which were first investigated because State didn't have Hillary's emails to comply with a House request.) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1181566420615880714
Senior Trump administration official, in call orchestrated by White House, declined to specify what would need to change for White House to cooperate with impeachment inquiry. A "full halt," official says on the call, of interviews or document requests. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1181686330071367680
Trump Justice Dept. asks U.S. judge to reject House Judiciary Committee request for Mueller grand jury materials, argues courts in 1974 wrongly gave Congress the Watergate grand jury 'roadmap' that led to President Nixon's impeachment. "Wow, O.K.," responded U.S. Chief District Judge Beryl A. Howell of Washington, D.C. https://twitter.com/hsu_spencer/status/1181602530826035200
Giuliani says he won't testify or give documents to impeachment hearings being led by Schiff & would welcome legal fight over contempt. Others won't cooperate either, he says. "The position I'm stating now is the position of the administration." https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1181627742233726977
Washington Post-Schar poll on an impeachment inquiry into Trump: A 42 point turnaround in three months. https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1181551602165002240
“A bedrock principle of American jurisprudence is stare decis-following prior cases. Remarkable for DOJ to argue the Watergate case is wrong & should be ignored as its rationale to keep Congress from Mueller grand jury materials.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1181628123093315585
“This letter [from Trump administration to Congress] is bananas. A barely-lawyered temper tantrum. A middle finger to Congress and its oversight responsibilities.” https://twitter.com/greggnunziata/status/1181685021926662144 
https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-white-house-trump-comply-invalid-impeachment-pelosi-20191008-v3srhrkzcjgvdpndbqirjae33m-story.html
Top historian on impeachment: “The White House letter of October 8 refusing all executive branch cooperation with the ongoing House impeachment inquiry is, simply put, a public relations exercise. The legal arguments it intersperses between insults to members of the House Democratic leadership and appeals to the President’s base voters are without foundation.” https://www.justsecurity.org/66534/white-house-letter-distorts-both-law-and-history-on-impeachment/

10.7.2019
Trump announces U.S. pullout from defense commitments to Syrian Kurds https://apnews.com/1517087f2d3b4f6685fc9802bce370e6
US forces received an urgent, unexpected alert: “We're departing the field.” Then at 3 a.m., the head of the Syrian Democratic Forces received a call that Trump had ordered U.S. troops to withdraw. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/chaos-syria-washington-after-trump-call-erdogan-unleashed-turkish-military-n1063516
Basically the US persuaded the SDF Kurds to dismantle defensive positions that deterred Turkey, promising security guarantees in exchange. Then once the SDF Kurds became defenseless, Trump gave Erdogan the green light to invade. https://twitter.com/yarotrof/status/1181105062476689408
“In Syria (and in Ukraine), Trump basically switched which side we were on in a war. He switched us to the Russian side.” https://twitter.com/JasonKander/status/1181061470894907392
The fact that Trump made his decision to pull U.S. troops out of Syria shortly after the phone call with Erdogan has raised alarm bells from policymakers who have long seen Trump's extensive biz interests as a potential area for conflicts of interest. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/trump-impeachment-inquiry/donald-trump-s-longtime-business-connections-turkey-back-spotlight-n1064011
Syria Kurdish official told us, reacting to Trump’s overnight decision. “The Americans are traitors. They have abandoned us to a Turkish massacre. We can no longer fight against isis and have to defend ourselves. This could allow isis to return to the region.” https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1181149669017231360
Turks were also surprised by the White House readout, because Trump didn’t tell Erdogan in the call that he was going to withdraw https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/exclusive-syria-turkey-kurds-erdogan-trump
US counter-terror initiatives were derailed by the chain of events set in motion by Trump's decision https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1183505886343548929
Republicans who ignore Trump’s complete indifference to Congressional authority propose responding with sanctions https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1181245696575508480
Hours later: “Turkey has started air and artillery strikes on #Kurds near the border gate connecting Syria with Iraq. The air space was supposed to remain closed to Turkish jets.” https://twitter.com/_sHx_/status/1181292678475964416
Without naming Trump, his former UN ambassador Haley criticizes the decision the White House announced last night about military in northern Syria 
Also The Trump administration is pulling out of the Open Skies Treaty, which allows the United States and our allies and partners in Europe to monitor Russian military deployments.  https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1181322726843265026
False claim of a Sept. 9 call between Trump and Sondland first appears in an October 7 WSJ article purporting to preview Sondland’s testimony. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/11/29/the-origin-of-the-sharpie-denial-an-effort-to-craft-a-cover-story-on-the-pages-of-the-wsj/
Trump: "I, in my great and unmatched wisdom." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1181245848547680256
Trump: "When I took over our military, we did not have ammunition. I was told by a top general, maybe the top of them all, 'Sir, I'm sorry sir, we don't have ammunition.' I said, I will never let that happen to another president." https://twitter.com/KevinMKruse/status/1181314479788834816
“As Trump feels more cornered and isolated, he will grow even more paranoid and erratic in his behavior. He will come to trust no one. He might be there or close to there already. No one will be safe from his annihilatory rage.” https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1181242520921149446
USA Today Editorial Board has never taken sides in the presidential race. We're doing it now. https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2016/09/29/dont-vote-for-donald-trump-editorial-board-editorials-debates/91295020/
BREAKING: Officials in Jonesboro County, Georgia are seeking to move the city's sole polling site from a museum to the Jonesboro Police Dept. (This is the kind of classic voter suppression move that would have been denied preclearance before the Shelby decision.) https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1181316585828573184
Two South Florida businessman who peddled supposedly explosive information from Ukraine about corruption involving Joe Biden and Hillary Clinton will not comply with a request for documents and depositions from three House committees https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article235876792.html

The owners of the “non-partisan” RealClearPolitics site has a secret Facebook page packed with ugly, far-right memes — killer Clintons, Muslim Obama, puppet-master Soros, the works. https://www.thedailybeast.com/realclear-media-has-a-secret-facebook-page-filled-with-far-right-memes

Wall Street floats the notion that Elizabeth Warren will be responsible for an economic downturn https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-elizabeth-warren-stock-market-correction-will-happen-sooner-than-you-think-rbc-2019-10-07
Anonymous rich people, allegedly Democrats, continue asserting that Elizabeth Warren is unacceptable to them  https://twitter.com/myhlee/status/1181210016294064128

writers at the Sanders-supporting outlet Jacobin invented a sexist attack on Elizabeth Warren that then got picked up by the far-right Free Beacon. Now it’s a national story. https://twitter.com/MoiraDonegan/status/1181604170811527179

10.6.2019
Trump got "rolled" by Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, a National Security Council source with direct knowledge of the discussions told Newsweek. In a scheduled phone call on Sunday afternoon between President Trump and President Erdogan, Trump said he would withdraw U.S. forces from northern Syria. The phone call was scheduled after Turkey announced it was planning to invade Syria, and hours after Erdogan reinforced his army units at the Syrian-Turkish border and issued his strongest threat to launch a military incursion, according to the National Security Council official to whom Newsweek spoke on condition of anonymity.
told by well-placed source that POTUS "went off script" from national security team's talking points in his phone conversation with the Turkish President. US military source: "a lot of people will die, a complete withdrawal of US forces from Syria is now all but assured." https://twitter.com/JenGriffinFNC/status/1182005829156909057
Rudy Giuliani holds up what he claims are three affidavits but is actually a printout of a right-wing blog site... Later in the interview, he reads portions from the blog site printout as if they are from the affidavits https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1180935475046973441

The U.S. withdrawal plays into the hands of the Islamic State group, Damascus and Moscow, and the announcement left Trump's own Defense Department "completely stunned," said Pentagon officials.
Judge orders WH to preserve records of Trump dealings w/foreign leaders. Notable because she could've just accepted DOJ pledge that WH would. Also because an injunction applied to the president is exceptionally rare https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/05/judge-trump-records-foreign-leaders-031255
the president of the United States is retweeting the author of a book called ‘Muslim Mafia’ https://twitter.com/mehdirhasan/status/1180960763286114304
Chuck Todd: “You dont trust the FBI or CIA?” Senator Ron Johnson (R-WI): “No, I don’t! I didn’t then and I never have.” https://twitter.com/EricTWalters/status/1180834042423459841
Todd: Do you think Paul Manafort was framed? Johnson: No. He followed that up with another on the Russian election hacks. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1180834847973154816
Saudi Arabia's campaign of denial and cover-up in the killing of Jamal Khashoggi would never have gotten off the ground had it not been for the Trump administration's support over the past year, write two former State Department officials. https://www.npr.org/2019/10/02/765780013/opinion-trump-and-pompeo-have-enabled-a-saudi-cover-up-of-the-khashoggi-killing

homelessness is up and the % of ppl with health insurance is down in the longest run of economic growth in US history https://twitter.com/JStein_WaPo/status/1180886246329110528

the Supreme Court Chief Justice refuses to allow same-day release of the audio from arguments — something the Supreme Court can do and has done in the past. https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1181341558370639872

10.5.2019
Trump tries to blame Rick Perry for pushing him to make the call to Ukraine president Zelensky https://www.axios.com/trump-blamed-rick-perry-call-ukraine-zelensky-8178447a-0374-4ac6-b321-a9454b0565d4.html
Trump: "Together, we will express the corruption, we will defeat the socialists, we will defraud...we will stop defrauding all of the people in our country, because they've defrauded the people in our country," https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1180354427967832064
Facebook official Katie Harbath “I really like this piece - Why Trump Voters Stick With Him” https://twitter.com/BFriedmanDC/status/1181924778006978561

Construction crews are bulldozing iconic Saguaro cactuses inside an Arizona national monument to build Trump’s border wall https://kvoa.com/news/2019/10/05/border-wall-construction-crew-bulldoze-cactus-at-national-monument/

10.4.2019
Majority of Americans Want Republican Senate to Convict Trump and Remove Him From Office https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1180211064648142851
Americans are more eager to impeach Trump now than they were at similar points in the impeachment sagas of Bill Clinton and Richard Nixon.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/04/politics/trump-impeachment-polling/index.html
Trump’s calls with foreign leaders have long worried aides, leaving some "genuinely horrified" https://twitter.com/AngrierWHStaff/status/1180273742104203264
China's Foreign Minister took Trump's request for an investigation of Biden seriously and commented on the record. Republican Senator Marco Rubio refuses to do so. https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1180244592639258624
Immediately after we all see the texts from American envoys outlining the Trump administration’s criminal plan to extort them, Ukraine declares that—intentionally or not—it will still play along. It will do as it was told to do, and investigate the Bidens.
Republican Senator Cornyn appears to confirm that the Justice Department has an open investigation into Biden. https://twitter.com/OKnox/status/1180106757743484929
“The 2016 FBI investigation was purposefully kept quiet to avoid interfering with the election. But Republicans are now advertising a DOJ investigation into Biden, one year out from the 2020 election.” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1180125970705068032
Trump trade adviser won't say if he's raised Biden investigation during China trade talks http://hill.cm/Gnho2Wt 
Volker tries to claim "at no time was I aware of or took part in an effort to urge Ukraine to investigate" and this is just bullshit; among other things NY Times had a blockbuster story May 9, 2019 with Giuliani on the record saying this was the point of the effort. https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1180165525525151744
CNN's team "contacted the offices of 85 Republican lawmakers in the House and Senate to see if any had concerns" with Trump's call for China to investigate Biden. Only a few responded, and "just three expressed misgivings:" Hurd, Romney and Sasse. https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1180237864476565505
“Republicans are not speaking out publicly against Trump — that has not changed. But in the last 24 hours or so, many senior Republicans who are very friendly with Trump have completely shut down and stopped defending Trump off the record.” https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1180120887858782209
Tucker Carlson and Neil Patel in op-ed: "Trump should not have been on the phone with a foreign head of state encouraging another country to investigate his political opponent, Joe Biden. Some Republicans are trying, but there’s no way to spin this..." (This is literally the exact opposite of what Tuckers been saying on his Fox News show every single night since this story broke) https://twitter.com/ndrew_lawrence/status/1180252795544440832
Meanwhile Biden doesn't say if he'd vote to convict and remove Trump from office if he were in the Senate. "I am not going to speculate what I would do in the Senate," https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1180235978050433024
Republican Senate Majority Leader vows in advance to acquit Trump if the House impeaches him—and does so in a fundraising e-mail. https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/464379-mcconnell-vows-to-block-trump-impeachment-in-fundraising-pitch
“The senators are the judges in an impeachment trial.  They vote after they hear the evidence. @senatemajldr  is pledging his vote and votes of other senators for an acquittal in advance — in exchange for money. A JUDGE WHO DID THIS WOULD GO TO JAIL.” https://twitter.com/RWPUSA/status/1180259281469366280
Trump keeps trying to use “corruption” as code for the foreign investigations into a political rival, which he solicits—Invoking the fight against corruption to corruptly persecute political rivals under the cover of authority is what the Chinese Communist Party does every day. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1180448173728374789
Trump has ordered a substantial reduction in the staff of the National Security Council in response to the whistle blower complaint that started the impeachment inquiry. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-05/trump-orders-cut-to-national-security-staff-after-whistle-blower
Trump has issued a proclamation suspending entry for migrants unable to show that they have health coverage, saying that they would "financially burden the United States healthcare system" https://newsbreakinglive.com/2019/10/04/breaking-trump-orders-immigrant-visa-applicants-to-prove-they-have-or-will-get-health-care/
US Supreme Court announces case on same issue as 2016 Whole Woman’s Health decision, signaling intent of Republican majority to overturn precedent and allow states to regulate abortion clinics out of existence https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1180116172769021955
https://twitter.com/JillFilipovic/status/1180116487643815937
US president again ignoring  a 1985 federal directive that executive branch employees do not comment on Labor Department job data until an hour after it is made public https://twitter.com/KellyO/status/1180114769950527488
Trump praises, at length, Terrence Williams, the comedian-commentator who spread lies that the Clintons had Jeffrey Epstein killed and that Rep. Ilhan Omar danced this year on 9/11. https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1180250407500689408
NY Times runs an identically worded "correction" twice within two months https://twitter.com/mmasnick/status/1180252861608779776
The 78-year old presidential candidate who raised more money than any other Democrat (Bernie Sanders) had a heart attack. And his campaign didn’t tell supporters or anyone else for nearly three days. https://twitter.com/edokeefe/status/1180249925503856641

“Trump is running the U.S. government like a hackneyed mafia operation. Republicans are OK with this because their governing con has ultimately failed. They’ve needed his cultish politics to maintain wealth and power as America faces a future with a climate-driven refugee crisis.” https://twitter.com/JamilSmith/status/1179932429575868417
“Every day, something that was previously unthinkable becomes routine. And that’s how democracies eventually die.” https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1179982989645750273

10.3.2019
Late night release of text messages between Volker and Sondland, revealing detailed conscious discussion of Trump quid pro quo solicitation of Ukraine election interference https://www.scribd.com/document/428684500/Ukraine-Texts#download&from_embed
Fox Legal Analyst: Trump’s Behavior ‘Criminal And Impeachable’, Judge Andrew Napolitano also warned Trump’s “Civil War” tweet is “a dog whistle to the deranged.” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-napolitano-trump-impeach-criminal_n_5d962e32e4b0f5bf79712dcb
Rudy Giuliani was placed in charge of Ukraine policy, and diplomats desperate to get Trump to meet with Ukraine President had to go through him. https://twitter.com/sbg1/status/1179959627099906049
counsel for Parnas and Fruman sent a letter to Congress requesting additional time...and confirming that “Messrs. Parnas and Fruman assisted Mr. Giuliani in connection with his representation of President Trump.” https://twitter.com/mikercarpenter/status/1182376413472706561
from Pompeo on down, State Department officials were in on Trump’s plan to leverage U.S. national security and foreign policy to generate an investigation of his political opponent. https://twitter.com/jeffreyprescott/status/1179962434037129221
News since noon:
-Rudy got ambass. fired
-Trump envoys pushed Ukraine to announce Biden probe 
-Trump pushed China on Biden
-U.S. diplos texted in summer that Trump was holding aid to push Ukraine and it was “crazy”
-IRS whistleblower says appointee shivved audit of prez or VP.
https://twitter.com/ericuman/status/1179910094760398848
Trump, on the South Lawn, says Ukraine "should investigate the Bidens." "I would say President Zelenskiy, if it was me, I would recommend they start an investigation into the Bidens.” "Likewise," he added, "China should investigate the Bidens." In plain sight, Trump has now asked two countries to investigate his political opponent. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1179767855245602817
“He's operating on the logic that people won't think it's a scandal as long as he does it in public.”  https://twitter.com/etwhitehill/status/1179913325611753472
Trump at 10:37:24 a.m., talking about trade negotiations: "I have a lot of options on China, but if they don't do what we want, we have tremendous power." Trump at 10:37:54 a.m., asked about Ukraine probe: "Likewise, China should start an investigation into the Bidens." https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1179775190827503617
“It'd be nice if journalists would stop saying Trump is being investigated JUST for soliciting campaign help. His demand for a Chinese Biden investigation was separated from a threat on Trade Wars by seconds.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1179793496573710337
Vice President Mike Pence gave his full-throated support to Donald Trump on Thursday after the president openly encouraged foreign leaders to dig up dirt on his potential 2020 opponent Joe Biden. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mike-pence-defend-trump-ukraine_n_5d963739e4b0da7f66236fbe
Sen. Ron Johnson said Thursday there's nothing improper about President Donald Trump's call on Chinese officials to investigate his top political rival in his 2020 re-election bid.” This is a drastic volte-face for Johnson https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1179981916897992704
Pence: "I think the American people have a right to know if the vice president of the United States or his family profited from his position.” Pence's PAC has spent over $113,000 at Trump properties. Pence's brother, a Congressman, also likes to spend money at Trump properties.  https://twitter.com/asmith83/status/1179820523209052160
https://projects.propublica.org/itemizer/committee/C00640664/2020
https://projects.propublica.org/itemizer/committee/C00658401/2020
Until last week, Facebook's ad policies prohibited "false or misleading content.” Facebook quietly changed its policies last week and eliminated that language. Facebook tells me its policy is that Trump (and other political figures) CAN LIE IN PAID ADS https://popular.info/p/facebook-says-trump-can-lie-in-his
Meanwhile CNN has declined to run a new ad from President Trump's re-election campaign, saying that the 30-second spot about Joe Biden contains "assertions that have been proven demonstrably false" and unfairly attacks the network's employees https://nyti.ms/30FsUZz
Rep. House Minority Leader McCarthy's statement is full of falsehoods and unfounded speculation, including his suggestion that the whistleblower complaint was ghostwritten.  The whistleblower's attorney confirmed that it was written by the whistleblower without assistance from others. https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1179895510343327744
A U.S. passport screening official at Dulles Airport held a Defense One journalist’s passport until he received an affirmative answer to this repeated question: “You write propaganda, right?”  https://www.defenseone.com/threats/2019/10/us-customs-officer-harasses-defense-one-journalist-dulles/160380/
John Dowd’s October 3 letter to the House Intelligence Committee: when Dowd wrote Congress, explaining that Rudy worked for both Trump and the Ukrainian grifters, and the Ukrainian grifters worked for DiGenova and Toensing, he was asserting that the President is a participant in an ethical thicket of legal representation with a mob-linked Ukrainian oligarch fighting extradition (for bribery) to the United States. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/10/12/the-presidents-joint-defense-agreement-with-the-russian-mob/
This was also the day when Jacob Wohl, a lesser Kardashian of rightwing trolls, held a public spectacle about a fictional scandal complete with a banner reading “Elizabeth Warren: COUGAR?” and basically lobbed a ball which Warren’s campaign hit out of the park and ffs you’ve got to have a laugh at some point

A Los Angeles financier who donated $900,000 to President  Trump’s inaugural committee has been charged with falsifying records to hide his work as a foreign agent while he lobbied prominent U.S. government officials https://www.thedailybeast.com/imaad-zuberi-who-donated-dollar900000-to-trumps-inaugural-committee-indicted-by-feds

“Just how important was Ukraine (and getting dirt on Biden) to Trump? So far, he has ensnared: the Vice President, AG, Secretary of State, and Energy Secretary, plus his personal attorney.” https://twitter.com/David_Gergen/status/1179577159448440832

Trump has told friends that Manafort is the only man who could take him down, and that remains true even post-conviction because Manafort never told the full truth to the feds. And now we learn Trump and Manafort's attorneys are talking https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1179604978748534784
“This is unbelievably damning given that Rudy and Manafort were likely paid via the same means.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1179565510654078976

10.2.2019
Republicans launch disinformation blitz 
Fox News' homepage: "Trump claims Schiff helped whistleblower pen complaint after new revelations emerge.” This conveniently leaves out that 1) the new revelations suggest nothing of the sort 2) Trump is just making shit up https://twitter.com/LisPower1/status/1179490344012075008
NY Times coverage  is framed so as to sound sinister and conspiratorial, the better to win traffic from Trumpists looking to prove the president is the target of the deep state, but it’s actually a story about how everyone involve followed proper procedure. https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1179525315267350528
Trump re-election committee launches new ad "exposing Democrats’ plans to stage a coup regardless of the facts, using hearsay and fabricated committee testimony to set up the president" https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1179432082130575360
Steve Scalise, the House Republican Whip, promoting the "deep state" conspiracy theory. https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1179479045655990272
Reality: spokespeople for both Senator Burr and Sen Warner confirm that it would be standard practice for intel committee to tell a potential whistleblower to hire counsel and file a complaint with an agency IG or the IC IG.  https://twitter.com/Olivia_Gazis/status/1179490609171701760
Trump has extended meltdown
“It wasn't like the usual back-and-forth intermittent rant, just one straight rant.” https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1179437134157090817
Trump has moved from swearing on twitter to spiraling on tv, repeating that Chairman Schiff couldn’t carry Secretary of State Pompeo’s jock strap (replacing the word jock with “blank”); portraying California cities as hellholes; chastising the press; doing Obama impressions; etc. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1179437074132426752
Reuters reporter tries, many times, to ask Trump what he wanted Zelensky to do about Biden in July call. Trump repeatedly refuses to answer. "Don't be rude." https://twitter.com/mikiebarb/status/1179472240586481669
A nice touch was the stock market ticker dropping from -550 to -580 over the course of his rant. https://twitter.com/pcrritesgood/status/1179441140719857664
Putin says Russia will "definitely" interfere in 2020 election: "Just don't tell anyone" [Media decide that he was “joking”] http://hill.cm/WUXOckA
the State Department's Inspector General handed over folders with "White House" and "Trump Tower" labels full of debunked conspiracy theories and disinformation aimed at Biden and former Ambassador to Ukraine Yovanovitch  https://twitter.com/ColinKahl/status/1179537344027750402
Hottest October day ever: Record breaking temperatures soar from Midwest to the South https://abcnews.go.com/US/flooding-threatens-millions-mexico-michigan-record-heat-continues/story
Washington hits 97, passing previous hottest October temperature of 96. This is DC's hottest 
October day in recorded history. https://twitter.com/capitalweather/status/1179448554450046978
Rudy admits to CNN he passed the packet of Ukraine conspiracy theories and attacks on a U.S. ambassador to Pompeo. "They (the State Department) told me they would investigate it." (Rudy is admitting to manufacturing White House logos and sticking them on non-White House documents and pushing the real government to act on them.) https://twitter.com/joshrogin/status/1179553887058939905
In Justice Dept. memo, Trump "has asked Ukraine to fully cooperate with any Justice Department investigation into the actions of former Vice President Joe Biden and his family in Ukraine," according to a little-noticed White House messaging memo. The memo, posted online and sent out via email yesterday, initially said "the Justice Dept's investigation," suggesting one was already underway. After we inquired with DOJ and the WH, it was changed from "the" investigation to "any" investigation https://www.thedailybeast.com/white-house-floats-potential-doj-investigation-into-joe-biden-and-his-family?ref=wrap
Sen. Graham wrote to Australia outlining the conspiracy theory the Trump admin has been pursuing, including that the Australian diplomat “was... directed” (Sen. Graham doesn’t say by whom) to contact George Papadopoulos and pass his info to the US’s FBI. https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/LOG%20to%20Australia%20Italy%20UK.pdf
(Does Graham know how crazy it is to write to a close US ally on Senate letterhead and off-handedly tell them that their former foreign minister *was directed by parties unknown* to sabotage a US presidential campaign?) https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1179714324857856000

Trump administration is planning to enable immigration officers to begin collecting DNA samples from undocumented immigrants who are being detained, officials said Wednesday. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hamedaleaziz/trump-administration-dna-samples-immigrants

Len Blavatnik pouring hundreds of thousands of dollars into the National Republican Congressional Committee; Blavatnik is actually now the largest single donor for Kevin McCarthy’s "McCarthy Victory Fund" for this election cycle https://twitter.com/cjcmichel/status/1186083385577488386

The website of the consulting firm that forged business contacts for Rudy Giuliani in Ukraine and Russia for more than a decade has suddenly vanished https://bloom.bg/2oyE7O5

Giuliani said in an interview that the Democrats were ‘coming after [Trump’s] two lawyers,’ him and Attorney General William P. Barr... https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1179741697657442306

10.1.2019
The president describes the constitutionally outlined process of impeachment as a “coup” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1179182508602212353
CEO of Facebook, which is the primary news source for about 40% of US adults, declares readiness to “go to the mat” to oppose Elizabeth Warren’s platform of enforcing antitrust policy—when Facebook takes criticism from conservative politicians, Zuckerberg tries to change things up to appease critics whereas when it takes criticism from progressive politicians he vows to “go to the mat” to fight them. https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1179032365651419141
Sec. Pompeo responds to subpoena, saying requested deposition dates "are not feasible;" asserts Democrats' request “can be understood only as an attempt to intimidate, bully, and treat improperly" State Dept. officials.
The Trump administration is now actively obstructing the impeachment inquiry https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1179054026073235456
Pompeo's State Dept is reportedly sending letters to civil servants who served in the Dept. under Sec. Clinton, retroactively classifying their emails from years ago, accusing them of wrongdoing, and jeopardizing their ability to get a job in government again. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1179173727625449472
Pompeo’s office in recent days asked State Department HR/IG if they could “discipline” officers for “failure to follow direction” if they cooperate with Congress. https://twitter.com/ScottMStedman/status/1179156540835500032
In court today, a judge questioned why the administration can't give an assurance they won't destroy records about Trump's calls with foreign leaders while a lawsuit goes forward. DOJ is hesitating. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/trump-lawsuit-call-records-foreign-leaders-impeachment
The U.S. Department of Justice will participate in a lawsuit filed by President Trump that seeks to block a subpoena for eight years of his tax returns, the U.S. attorney’s office in Manhattan said.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-to-join-trump-lawsuit-seeking-to-block-disclosure-of-tax-returns-11569893537
Mike Flynn's new lawyer asked Attorney General Barr and his deputy to "dismiss the prosecution" and remove the attorneys who had been handling it. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1179076813735256065
Columbus Ohio schools are closed today, and tomorrow, due to excessive heat https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1178866030548000769
https://twitter.com/wsyx6/status/1179120107181744128

the president and his AG are openly working with our enemies to provide manufactured evidence that will provide aid and comfort to our enemies and allow our enemies to steal another presidential election. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1179159562022248448

Meanwhile another Trump hatchetman, Giuliani, is “working for free” i.e. being paid by Ukrainian oligarchs to run interference for Trump https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1179371760782848001

Trump has demanded to be able to interview and "learn everything about " an anonymous whistleblower whose report of his telephone call with the president of Ukraine has triggered an impeachment inquiry. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/donald-trump-impeachment-call-volodymyr-zelensky-whistleblower-president-a9128076.html

Only 4 in 10 Republicans think Trump mentioned Biden on Ukraine call even though he acknowledged doing so https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/10/01/poll-gop-doesnt-believe-trump-talked-biden-ukrainians/3829338002/
Republican voters inhabit an alternate reality created by a cable network that apes news but reports far-right lies and white supremacist propaganda as if they were fact. Tens of millions of people think that untrue things are true, and that true things are untrue, and there’s literally no evidence that will shake them out of that— and there’s a booming market for keeping them in that state. Our overarching crisis is a Reality Crisis. https://twitter.com/JuliusGoat/status/1179351198085894146

9.30.2019
Trump tells reporters “we’re trying to find out” when asked if he knows the identity of the whistleblower https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1178741187995488265
US Sen. Lindsey Graham says on Hannity that he plans to write a letter to the U.K., Italy and Australia “asking them to cooperate with Barr." https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1178846132312694784
The Kremlin said on Monday that Washington would need Russian consent to publish transcripts of phone calls between U.S. President Donald Trump and his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin. https://twitter.com/carlquintanilla/status/1178657775439757312

Sebastian Gorka, an unhinged Nazi troll, is traveling with US Secretary of State Pompeo to Europe https://twitter.com/JoshNBCNews/status/1178815911349964801

9.29.2019
Trump appears to be threatening civil war if Congress follows the U.S. Constitution's provision on removing a President from office. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1178477539653771264
Trump promotes threat by Pastor Robert Jeffress that removing Trump from office would ignite “a Civil War like fracture in this Nation” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1178495724046163970
Sitting US president, not even two years into his term, holds yet another “rally”
(The AP simply ignores Trump’s civil war threat and his call for Schiff to be tried for treason.) https://twitter.com/froomkin/status/1178643473387462657
one of the talking points pushed by Russia’s troll farm was that there would be a civil war if Democrats tried to impeach Trump.  https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1178651264718168066
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/5009827/Khusyaynova-Complaint.pdf
The president’s former Homeland security advisor confirms the president and his lawyer are pursuing a baseless conspiracy theory: Tom Bossert said the Crowdstrike/DNC/Ukraine story is “completely false” and  has “no validity.” Says he and others told Trump that, but that Rudy continues to push it.  https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1178321654495301635

Republicans including the RNC have been sending deceptive mailers appearing to be part of the Census, one actually an RNC solicitation for money

This weekend Trump and the GOP relentlessly pushed a fake news story accusing Michael Atkinson of secretly changing an official government form to help the whistleblower. https://www.thedailybeast.com/gop-shows-russian-trolls-how-its-done-with-trump-inspector-general-whistleblower-smear

Trump campaign spent more online last week than during any other one week period since Oct 2018). Most outlets have just reported the Facebook spending, but google spending is thru the roof. https://twitter.com/DemWrite/status/1180857160621670401

9.28.2019
Trump administration tries to distract from Trump’s crimes by… reheating the Hillary e-mail server story yet again https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1178082635479965697
On Saturday, opponents of the referendum went door to door at a Columbus hotel where petition circulators were staying and offered to buy petitions that had already been signed, according to Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts. https://www.daytondailynews.com/news/local/ohio-investigates-new-allegations-fight-over-energy-bill-referendum/CpAY57u8nKZFUW9mokiWDI/

US AG went to Rome this week in attempt to dig up countermessaging against special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation https://www.thedailybeast.com/barr-went-to-rome-to-hear-a-secret-tape-from-joseph-mifsud-the-professor-who-helped-ignite-the-russia-probe'
“The theory AG Barr is flying around in private jets at your expense pursuing is that CIA officials concocted the Russia investigation via an elaborate ruse in London for the purpose of hurting Trump’s campaign, and then forgot to leak any word of it to voters before the election.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1180878709621952518
Barr’s international road show is angering US allies; Opposition lawmakers, intelligence officials question why the attorney general is working outside usual channels in [so called] review of Russia-probe origins https://www.wsj.com/articles/barrs-requests-for-foreign-help-prompt-backlash-in-australia-italy-u-k-11570369938

Barr has ties to Opus Dei, the highly secretive, ultra-conservative Catholic organization https://buzzflash.com/articles/william-barr-and-opus-dei-the-secretive-ultra-conservative-catholic-organization-that-poses-an-existential-threat-to-democracy-and-pluralism

Ed Luce: Today the US is importing "corruption from abroad. America’s largest law firms, real estate companies and lobbying outfits thrive on dirty money. In the process they are leaving stains on US democracy that will not easily come out in the wash." https://twitter.com/anders_aslund/status/1200063511629615104

Glasgow Prestwick Airport has been quietly editing a section of its website aimed at foreign military customers to remove mention of Trump Turnberry. The airport has refused to explain why only Trump's resort (out of 13 hotels it uses for inbound US aircrews) is named in literature distributed to USAF. …if the arrangement's above board, why's it editing its site to remove similar mentions? https://twitter.com/MartynMcL/status/1178042441334759424

Violent assaults by paid “blockers” continue against petition circulators against Ohio HB 6
https://twitter.com/andy_chow/status/1178039316024573952
https://twitter.com/vodkapolitics16/status/1177712426365702144

The White House has "hijacked" transcripts from the House Intelligence Committee's Republican-led Russia investigation, delaying their release for months, Chairman Adam Schiff (D-Calif.) told colleagues… He said ODNI has returned 43 of the 53 transcripts to the committee with classified information redacted. Two others, which the White House has sought to review, can be released because they've been determined to include no classified information, so the committee can release its own copy, Schiff said. But the remaining eight, he said, have been held "hostage." https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/26/schiff-white-house-hijack-russia-transcript-1514834

9.27.2019
Trump met in the White House on Friday with Wayne LaPierre, the chief executive of the National Rifle Association — The President of the United States is trading away legislation which the American public is demanding to stop the weekly slaughter of gun violence, in exchange for money for his personal legal defense. https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1177699042048053249
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/27/us/politics/trump-lapierre-nra-impeachment.html
Kurt Volker, a career diplomat and former U.S. ambassador to NATO, resigned on Friday, a day after he was referenced in the whistleblower complaint alleging that Trump improperly pressured Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky to investigate the business dealings of former Vice President Joe Biden's son. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/28/trump-ukraine-kurt-volker-1517874
Ukraine doesn’t know who to trust in Washington—and the administration won’t answer basic questions about where Ukraine policy stands and who is in charge of it. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/27/trump-impeachment-ukraine-policy-058529
Upon stepping down, Volker recommended a career officer w/no previous involvement w/Ukraine to replace him. He didn’t think it’d be possible to convince someone outside gov to take the job now.
The vacuum in U.S. Eurasia policy extends all the way to Moscow, where departing ambassador Jon Huntsman has yet to be replaced by Trump’s nominee John Sullivan. A confirmation hearing for Sullivan has not yet been scheduled by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Giuliani told CNN on Friday that he would not testify for the House of Representatives' impeachment inquiry without consulting his client, President Donald Trump.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/27/politics/giuliani-testimony-protected-interview/index.html
US AG Barr makes a secret trip to Italy, likely to attempt to discredit Trump’s political enemies  https://twitter.com/EricColumbus/status/1178778159359115269
NY Times edits away language which had clearly described a quid pro quo proposed by Trump https://twitter.com/mattdpearce/status/1177712798916214784

Wall Street donors are privately warning: We'll sit out, or back Trump, if you nominate Elizabeth Warren. “You’re a Democrat and you’re thinking, ‘I want to help the party, but she’s going to hurt me, so I’m going to help Trump,’” an executive said. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/26/wall-street-democratic-donors-may-back-trump-if-warren-is-nominated.html

FEC Commissioner Hunter has blocked the Commission from publishing the FEC's Weekly Digest https://twitter.com/EllenLWeintraub/status/1177719828632739842

“Leaving aside the obvious shameful human rights abuses and many, many crimes, it is pretty hilarious that the president of the country is a soggy golf mummy whose response to a crisis is watch TV harder than he ever has before and just heatedly repeat whatever it says about him.” https://twitter.com/david_j_roth/status/1178693921167364097

9.26.2019
Trump holds closed-door meeting with US diplomats, says "We’re at war,” he said, referring to the whistle-blower. Implies that whistleblower should be executed. https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1177395521188761600
https://twitter.com/ezraklein/status/1177273062581886976
Meeting behind closed doors with U.S. diplomats and invited guests  in New York on Thursday, Trump mocked Democratic rival Joe Biden, accused a whistle-blower of treason and falsely claimed that Australia had eradicated black lung disease. https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-trump-speech-transcript-annotated/
Trump told US diplomats at the UN that CNN built a beautiful studio, costing maybe $2 million, for the NC 9th election, and it was going to "stay up for weeks" if the Democrat had won, but instead CNN hastily took it down that night. CNN did not build any set there at all. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1179120327101685760
Here’s an example of how MAGA-types put fake facts into circulation as though they are true & repeat them until they’re unquestioningly accepted: Twitter post with photo suggesting Angela Merkel was embraced by Hitler as a child. (Merkel was born 9 years after Hitler died.) https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1180973336878309376
NY Times claims to ask six “swing voters” about impeachment. The article quotes a handful of devout GOP voters who the NYT has repeatedly interviewed multiple times. https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/1177175443335766016
https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/1177178802629292033

immigration court: a rapid expansion in the use of video conferencing — including in numerous new tent courtrooms along the border — is exacerbating difficult conditions in a system plagued by a backlog of more than 1 million cases. Distant, garbled voices and dropped video signals are just some of the aggravations for those in immigration courts. Attorneys for immigrants say they are inefficient. Judges cope with crushing caseloads. There’s little electronic filing. Many judges are former government attorneys and the judges are not independent of their Justice Department bosses, unlike in U.S. civil and criminal courts. https://www.dallasnews.com/news/immigration/2019/09/28/judges-lawyers-say-video-justice-is-just-adding-to-the-mess-within-u-s-immigration-courts/

9.25.2019
“Perfect call” summary released
“US DOJ is saying that the solicitation of opposition research by a candidate from foreign governments is totally legal and totally cool.” https://twitter.com/rickhasen/status/1176880047250014208
Barr was not recused from handling the Ukraine call issue. Despite the fact that Barr’s name comes up in the call, there was no consideration of a recusal
Senate Judiciary Committee Chair Graham tells reporters that judiciary committee will NOT call Barr to testify about Ukraine/Trump. Not ever? Not ever, he says repeatedly. https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1176927053905616898
Sen. Rob Portman maintains that the first he heard about all this when the call summary was released. This would ask us to believe that: 1. Portman is the most out of touch Chair of the Ukraine Caucus imaginable, and 2. Even in that role, Portman was not getting information about Ukraine other Senators were getting, and 3. Portman’s own Senate colleague did not tell the Ukraine Caucus chair about this major development that explained the hold-up they were both frustrated by, and 4. that Portman and his Senate office team don’t read the newspaper, even when the topic involves the country whose Caucus he chairs. https://twitter.com/DavidPepper/status/1180466504036425728
Republican Sen. On a conference call, John Cornyn says flatly that, as the Democrats know, "The senate will never convict President Trump." No caveats about judging on the facts or whatever. https://twitter.com/cd_hooks/status/1176924601378586629
'One Republican senator told me if it was a secret vote, 30 Republican senators would vote to impeach Trump' https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/-one-republican-senator-told-me-if-it-was-a-secret-vote-30-republican-senators-would-vote-to-impeach-trump-69890117795
Giuliani is saying on Fox News that he has had the Ukraine transcript read to him. Unless Trump ordered that, it would be illegal to have done that for someone without a clearance https://twitter.com/BradMossEsq/status/1176833816918462467
Trump called Republican members of Congress to the White House this morning to give them a look at the Ukraine call memo and get them assembled on talking points… then his administration e-mailed the talking points memo to Democrats… then tried to “recall” the e-mail

Trump filed a law suit using his own lawyers to keep Manhattan DA from getting his taxes for use in a criminal investigation. Now DOJ/SDNY says it's thinking about intervening in the case to argue in Trump's favor. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1176661584929873921

9.24.2019
Trump at UN: “that was a profoundly bizarre performance but I can already see that cable news is covering it as though it was a normal speech”  https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1176511189934911488

Bloomberg News: The world's wealthiest families are stockpiling cash as many expect a global recession by 2020 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-23/world-s-wealthiest-families-stockpiling-cash-on-recession-fears

The attorney general is making undisclosed trips overseas asking foreign intel services to help investigate U.S. intel services. https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1178791686245367809
Trump pushed the Australian prime minister during a recent call to help Attorney General Barr gather information for a Justice Dept. inquiry that Trump hopes will discredit the Mueller investigation, according to two American officials. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1178766673538625537
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/30/us/politics/trump-australia-barr-mueller.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/attorney-general-barr-personally-asked-foreign-officials-to-aid-inquiry-into-cia-fbi-activities-in-2016/2019/09/30/d50cd5c4-e3a5-11e9-b403-f738899982d2_story.html

9.22.2019
ABC: What do you know about those conversations about Trump’s call with Ukrainian pres Zelensky?
Pompeo: So, you just gave me a report about a I.C. whistle-blower complaint, none of which I've seen. 
(Pompeo had been on the call) https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1178830233077727237

Conway and Pence told Trump not to release the Ukraine call transcript. “They knew. They’ve known everything. They’re just as guilty.” https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1177550529309892613

Repo market bailed out:
The Fed is basically supporting the most essential market that supports day-to-day banking. It's fair to call it a bailout. But we still don't know the real causes https://twitter.com/moorehn/status/1175077519839678470
“When you have a Federal Reserve that's essentially moved by wanting to please a president like Donald Trump, combined with a bizarre sudden freeze in interbank lending, these are the times to dig into reporting. And you're seeing these reporters faffing around on Twitter instead. What this means is that for the next financial crisis -- and there will be one, there always is one -- not only will the crisis likely be more extreme, but we'll have even less rigorous reporting because reporters have been told by their bosses to be nice to bankers.” https://twitter.com/moorehn/status/1175344310633582596

9.19.2019
Mark Zuckerberg had a private meeting with Trump on 9/19 and two weeks later Facebook formally approves Trump to use known lies in his FB campaign ads https://twitter.com/maria48308/status/1182197265332486144

9.18.2019
Ukraine whistleblower information begins going public https://twitter.com/Walldo/status/1174491127371579392

Senior Democrats shut down Kavanaugh impeachment push. Schumer says he’s not talking about Kavanaugh and Pelosi is mum. But senior Dems say it’s unrealistic and bad politics. 
“capitulation on the sweaty and quite possibly corrupt mediocrity who lied and lied and lied to their faces before getting a lifetime appointment to the highest court in the nation.” https://twitter.com/david_j_roth/status/1173799500353331200

9.17.2019
A new rule, finalized today, would reduce the number of government food safety inspectors in pork plants by 40 percent and remove most of the remaining inspectors from production lines. In their place, a smaller number of company employees — who are not required to receive any training — would conduct the “sorting” tasks that the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) previously referred to as “inspection.” The rule would also allow companies to design their own microbiological testing programs to measure food safety rather than requiring companies to meet the same standard.  
Equally alarming, the new rule would remove all line speed limits in the plants, allowing companies to speed up their lines with abandon.
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/461774-risking-food-safety-usda-plans-to-let-slaughterhouses-self-police

“it is so fucking hard to motivate yourself through anything that takes years to accomplish when you know that the planet has like maybe 6 years left before the only job skill of value will be surviving the Thunderdome.” https://twitter.com/girlziplocked/status/1173788475826606082

9.16.2019
US Secret Service says its agents have had to rent watercraft with their own personal funds to keep up with Trump family members doing watersports. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1173611583425134592
US President: “I am far beyond somebody paying for a hotel room for the evening, or filling up a gas tank at an airport I do not own. These Radical Left Democrats are CRAZY! Obama Netflix?” https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1173604228440502273
“The White House has directed Mr. Lewandowski not to provide information about such communications beyond the information provided in the portions of the [Mueller] Report that have already been disclosed to the Committee.” https://twitter.com/KFaulders/status/1173738335787003905
“The especially crazy part of this is that Lewandowski is arguably a witness to Trump campaign finance violations as well.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1173792673376985094

Trump's plan to pay for his proposed border wall by taking funds from more than four dozen Air Force military construction projects poses various national security risks for the U.S. armed forces, according to a report compiled by the U.S. Air Force. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/military/trump-s-plan-pay-border-wall-air-force-funds-risks-n1054091

the era when public officials stay their hands simply because longstanding norms advise them to do so appears to have passed. Not too long ago, there was a norm providing that Supreme Court nominees receive confirmation hearings, or that Congress should not use the debt ceiling to extract policy concessions from the president, or that filibusters should be used only rarely. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/9/16/20867558/remove-supreme-court-brett-kavanaugh-no-impeachment

9.15.2019
Trump administration also said the strikes came from the north or northwest — suggesting the attack originated not in Yemen, which is south of Saudi Arabia, but from Iran or Iraq, which both lie to the north. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/9/16/20868314/saudi-arabia-oil-attack-houthis-yemen-iran-trump
Trump administration denied US intel assessment that Iran was complying with the nuclear deal.  Now, it is promoting a US intel assessment that Iran is behind Saudi oil attacks. Allies & adversaries can reasonably respond: what’s the truth? https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1173715649115414528
Trump announces he will do whatever the Saudis want, including potentially going to war on their behalf. https://twitter.com/brhodes/status/1173379490753449985
he also runs an opaque network of LLCs and does no financial disclosure, so we have no way of knowing how many cash payments he receives from the Saudi government. https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1173380476788043776
Republican US Rep. Liz Cheney on Meet the Press says the world hasn’t been so dangerous since World War II … while claiming that American leadership is back under Trump, stabilizing the world.  https://twitter.com/BH_Friedman/status/1173274315036536838

Schiff said on CBS today that the Director of National Intelligence has told the Intel Committee that he was instructed not to turn over the whistleblower's complaint by a "higher authority" https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1173293536978120706
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence chair Adam Schiff’s letter is among the most furious documents ever seen, and disturbing.” https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1172719160478130177
https://intelligence.house.gov/uploadedfiles/20190913_-_chm_schiff_letter_to_acting_dni_re_whistleblower_-_subpoena.pdf

Two months before the novel coronavirus is thought to have begun its deadly advance in Wuhan, China, the Trump administration ended a $200-million pandemic early-warning program aimed at training scientists in China and other countries to detect and respond to such a threat.
The project, launched by the U.S. Agency for International Development in 2009, identified 1,200 different viruses that had the potential to erupt into pandemics, including more than 160 novel coronaviruses. The initiative, called PREDICT, also trained and supported staff in 60 foreign laboratories — including the Wuhan lab that identified SARS-CoV-2, the new coronavirus that causes COVID-19.  https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2020-04-02/coronavirus-trump-pandemic-program-viruses-detection

9.14.2019
Trump: “The Fake News is saying that I am willing to meet with Iran, ‘No Conditions.’ That is an incorrect statement (as usual!).” Four days ago, his Secretary of State said that “The President has made very clear he is prepared to meet with no preconditions.”  https://twitter.com/OKnox/status/1173381193645142016
In fact Trump himself has said as much on camera twice https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1173567038192832513
NY Times publishes a fresh allegation of sexual assault by a sitting Supreme Court Justice in the 9th paragraph of a story on another topic https://twitter.com/danpfeiffer/status/1173025196942348289
Pence falsely says Triple Crown winner American Pharoah bit him during visit to Kentucky farm https://twitter.com/z3dster/status/1173240119484178439

Today there are 7.7 billion people on the planet — twice as many as 50 years ago https://www.latimes.com/opinion/editorials/la-ed-climate-change-crisis-global-warming-part-1-story.html

Since Bolsonaro’s inauguration in January, the rate of Amazon deforestation has soared by as much as 92%, according to satellite imaging. https://time.com/amazon-rainforest-disappearing/?xid=time_socialflow_twitter&utm_campaign=socialflow&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social

ThinkProgress now joins other progressive and mainstream digital media outlets, like Buzzfeed, CNN, Huffington Post, McClatchy, Vice Media, First Look, Rewire, Out, and Gannett that have either laid off staff or shutdown completely. So far this year, over 3,200 jobs have been shed from the media industry. Another 5,000 were lost from 2014-2017. 

9.13.2019
Just weeks after El Paso, the deadliest attack targeting Latinos in modern US history, a Republican ad shows Latina Rep. Ocasio-Cortez in flames, then a black-and-white image of skulls lined up on the ground. Latinos fear for their safety.  https://twitter.com/jennymedina/status/1172496512883941378
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/13/us/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-debate-ad.html
And while Republicans e.g. compare Ocasio-Cortez to the Khmer Rouge in an obscene attack ad, the Trump administration is deporting Cambodians who *fled the Khmer Rouge* when they were children. https://twitter.com/trekonomics/status/1172603205420818432 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/08/14/deported-to-their-parents-homeland-cambodian-americans-start-anew/
Beginning speech to Concerned Women of America, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo says "this is such a beautiful hotel. The guy who owns it must gonna be successful along the way," he says, without mentioning Trump by name. "That was for the Washington Post," he says of his remark. https://twitter.com/jbouie/status/1172560655158841344
Trump Justice Department argues House lawmakers should not gain access to Mueller grand jury materials https://cnn.it/2UUEXky
Josh Geltzer was senior director for counterterrorism at the Nat’l Security Council: Trump is unlikely to surrender the presidency even if defeated in 2020 https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/09/joshua-geltzer-election-peaceful-transition-of-power-donald-trump.html

Two NY Times reporters spent months independently reporting out Deborah Ramirez’s allegation against Brett Kavanaugh and found it credible—and documented another serious claim of misconduct with an eyewitness https://twitter.com/RonanFarrow/status/1173024704556347397 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/14/sunday-review/brett-kavanaugh-deborah-ramirez-yale.html
Reporters find 7 people who heard about the Ramirez incident years before.  But per White House instructions, and Senate Republican insistence, the FBI interviewed none of them or 18 other witnesses. https://twitter.com/harrylitman/status/1172947670643593216
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/opinion-kavanaugh-fbi-investigation_n_5bb58157e4b0876eda9afeff
“Ramirez’s legal team gave the F.B.I. a list of at least 25 individuals who may have had corroborating evidence. But the FBI interviewed none of them, though we learned many of these potential witnesses tried in vain to reach the F.B.I. on their own.” https://twitter.com/KatiePhang/status/1173008144550772736
Former FBI agents warned at the time that limits imposed on Kavanaugh's background check made it a sham. https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1173270703535284224
(The NY Times did everything possible, however, to bury this reporting and reinforce rape culture.)
The Justice Department will be presenting a prestigious award to the team of lawyers who did “work in support of the nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to the United States Supreme Court,” according to an internal email that went to DOJ staff on Friday. https://twitter.com/ShimonPro/status/1172706329108111361

Joe Biden is a racist, condescending, rambling disaster in a debate; Washington Post and other traditional media simply ignore it and tell audiences that Biden performed well https://theintercept.com/2019/09/13/joe-biden-democratic-debate-slavery/
https://twitter.com/VanityFair/status/1172350913454804992
https://twitter.com/youngsinick/status/1172508954250883072
https://twitter.com/jaybeware/status/1172500065337913344

Russia is asking Interpol for help in locating an alleged CIA spy in the Kremlin, who is now reported to be living in the U.S. https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/russia-accused-of-backing-berlin-assassination-seeks-outed-spy-68838469619?cid=sm_npd_ms_tw_ma

9.13.2019
Fox's Jesse Watters: A gun buyback will result in gun owners shooting police and “cost more lives than mass shootings” https://www.mediamatters.org/jesse-watters/foxs-jesse-watters-gun-buyback-will-result-gun-owners-shooting-police-and-cost-more
Republican Senator Ted Cruz said if Republicans strike a deal with Democrats to require background checks on all gun sales, they will demoralize the base ahead of next year’s presidential election. https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/461170-conservatives-offer-stark-warning-to-trump-gop-on-background-checks
Vice President Pence was the headline speaker at the black tie gala for evangelical group Concerned Women of America, which lobbies against LGBT+ inclusion. https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2019/09/13/mike-pence-fundraiser-anti-lgbt-hate-group-concerned-women-for-america/
– a week after the White House denied he is homophobic https://twitter.com/Foxmental_X/status/1172578269243281408

9.12.2019
Trump, once again, tweets out a Fox News chyron almost word for word minutes after it appears on his television https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/1172135769567367169
“Did a federal grand jury refuse to hand up an indictment of former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe? No media organization has reported that this is what happened Thursday, but something clearly happened when the grand jury met—and that something wasn’t the McCabe indictment that everyone was expecting.” https://www.lawfareblog.com/mystery-mccabe-grand-jury
Trump on Thursday evening claimed that energy efficient light bulbs make him look orange https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/13/politics/trump-orange-light-bulbs/index.html

Senator Rob Portman was deep in the illegal misuse of military aid owed to Ukraine and the invention of false justifications for it https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/trump-impeachment-inquiry/portman-s-role-disputed-ukraine-narrative-sets-him-apart-other-n1126211

9.11.2019
Supreme Court order that effectively locked nearly all Central American migrants out of the asylum process. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/9/11/20861644/supreme-court-trump-border-migrants
“That’s the very definition of ‘irreparable harm.’ The issue isn’t that the Trump administration’s policies won’t harm thousands of people if allowed to go into effect; it’s that Republican judges don’t care if they do”  https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1172879829852516352
A majority of the Supreme Court, in other words, appears to be sacrificing caution and care in favor of a process that makes it easier for the Trump administration to implement its policies.  https://www.vox.com/2019/9/12/20862320/sotomayor-supreme-court-favors-trump
Notice to Congress that $141 million in aid to Ukraine was being released was sent early on Sept. 11, hours before Trump claims that he personally made the decision to lift the freeze. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-09/state-department-freed-ukraine-money-before-trump-says-he-did?srnd=premium
North Carolina House Republicans call surprise vote on morning of 9/11, to override Democratic governor’s budget veto with barely half of all House members present https://twitter.com/KaplanABC11/status/1171770804117397504

Trump had already been briefed on a whistle-blower’s complaint about his dealings with Ukraine when he unfroze military aid for the country in September https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/26/us/politics/trump-whistle-blower-complaint-ukraine.html

“It's almost as if [Trump’s] trade war is actually one big show designed around the whims of a president who wants to juice the markets when he's feeling politically vulnerable and look tough on China when he's feel the heat it other ways.” https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1171930985732157441

Also, though, one longtime CME trader who has been watching with disgust says he’s never seen anything quite like [coordinated just before Trump announcements, and highly profitable] trades, not at least since al-Qaida cashed in before initiating the September 11 attacks. “There is definite hanky-panky going on, to the world’s financial markets’ detriment,” he says. “This is abysmal.” https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/10/the-mystery-of-the-trump-chaos-trades

9.10.2019
Senate Majority Leader Mike Shirkey says—one month before 13 domestic terrorists were charged for plotting to kidnap and execute Michigan Gov Gretchen Whitmer—he attended a meeting with “militia leaders” to help “improve their message.” https://www.michiganadvance.com/2021/01/17/new-michigan-gop-senate-leader-advised-militias-on-messaging-says-theyve-gotten-a-bad-rap/
"President Trump has repeatedly cast Puerto Rico’s leaders as incompetent and corrupt. Tuesday’s arrests, however, did not involve any Puerto Ricans, but rather a longtime federal employee working on the island under the Trump administration." https://twitter.com/MaddowBlog/status/1171594288670658560
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/us/puerto-rico-fema-arrests-corruption.html
Washington Post fact checker gives Valerie Plame’s assertion that “Scooter” Libby blew her cover—a fact—three “Pinocchios” which is one less Pinocchio than Trump’s lies about Obama’s birth certificate https://twitter.com/danpfeiffer/status/1171587452772839425

For the first time since 2014, America's uninsured rate is up. https://twitter.com/sarahkliff/status/1171433456363925504

We’ve almost become numb to scandals involving President Donald Trump’s administration. But in the past week, news has broken about a truly astonishing number of them, even by Trump standards. They include:
The president inviting the Taliban to attend secret peace talks at Camp David days before the 9/11 anniversary and then canceling the trip in a tweet — throwing the Afghanistan peace process into (even worse) chaos.
Trump and his staff allegedly attempting to force Ukraine to investigate Joe Biden and his family by threatening to cut off US military aid to Kiev.
Air Force planes repeatedly landing at a non-military airport in Scotland suspiciously close to a floundering Trump golf resort.
The president drawing on a map of Hurricane Dorian predictions to make it look like the storm threatened Alabama, as he incorrectly said. The situation deepened on Friday when the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration issued a statement backing Trump against the opinions of its own experts, a discrepancy its chief scientist has vowed to investigate.
Trump reportedly costing the US one of its top spies in the Russian government, pulled in 2017 out of fear that the president’s mishandling of classified information would compromise the spy’s identity.
Each of these incidents is individually troubling; together, they’re a pretty damning indictment of the Trump presidency. They reveal a kind of meta-scandal: that the president’s character and his approach to his job is itself scandalous. Time and again, the president has proven to be exactly the kind of anti-democratic, institutional menace many observers feared. https://www.vox.com/2019/9/9/20857076/trump-news-corruption-sharpie-scotland
9.9.2019
Bill Taylor, the top U.S. diplomat to Ukraine, in encrypted text messages he exchanged with two other American diplomats in September regarding aid money President Donald Trump ordered to be held back from Ukraine: "I think it's crazy to withhold security assistance for help with a political campaign.” https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/top-diplomat-ukraine-crazy-withhold-security-sasistance-political/story?id=66039011
Sondland replied to Taylor: “I suggest we stop the back and forth by text.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1180228878352166913
Sondland taking 5 hours to respond, talking to Trump, and then replying “no quid pro quo” shows 1) they knew what they were doing 2) knew it was wrong 3) settled on the “no quid pro quo” defense before it ever became public. https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1179963591564435456
Texts make clear Trump aides knew and communicated aid was conditional upon Ukraine implicating Biden AND that they needed to hide that...when one of them calls it out the other lapses into “oh shit this gonna get leaked” talk denying what was happening 
they’re texting normally until Taylor makes it plain in text, and Sundland realizes he has to say something to cover his ass and gives a statement that could come out of a press release. They knew exactly what they were doing: using taxpayer money for an act of extortion.
Those texts between Trump diplomats seeking dirt from Ukraine? They were sent not on State Dept email but on WhatsApp. https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1180317724632899584
last text is “when you know you’re gonna get subpoenaed”
https://foreignaffairs.house.gov/_cache/files/5/0/50759349-fe81-4444-a990-65c92528de82/50EE8A2F1CFC493A98876200762152FC.chairmen-letter-on-state-departmnent-texts-10-03-19.pdf
Trump’s answer the question Sondland asked him on Sept. 9th—what do you want from Ukraine?—is unnatural without more context. Why would he go straight to “I want no quid pro quo” if no one had shared, e.g., Bill Taylor’s concerns with him? https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1197250078941089792
Trump had a conversation with Sondland, the day after the public learned about the whistleblower complaint, in which he suddenly changes his story. “Seems like the kind of thing somebody who had just gotten caught might do.” https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1197210507217981441
Trump asked by Press about why he suddenly blocks Bahamian refugees. "They have a big gang problem we don't want here,” "There were parts of the Bahamas that were not affected by the hurricane, so they can go there." Both are lies. https://twitter.com/psychdr100/status/1171143212783661056
Claimed Sept 9 call between Sondland and Trump did not happen https://www.justsecurity.org/67536/heres-the-proof-that-trumps-no-quid-pro-quo-call-never-happened/
Sondland wasn't telling the truth about why he called Trump. The "no quid pro quo" call was on Sept 7, and he told Tim Morrison about it, not Bill Taylor. It was Morrison who told Taylor about the call. And Sondland wasn't telling the truth about what Trump said on the call.
The call Sondland testified about at his hearing didn't happen. Bill Taylor had nothing whatsoever to do with the call. Sondland's testimony that it was Taylor's text that prompted him to make the call was not truthful.
But the Republicans and the WH loved his story – Trump even wrote out Sondland's testimony about what Trump had said on the call and gave a dramatic reenactment of it on the WH lawn. "I want nothing, I want no quid pro quo." But that's not what Trump told Sondland in that call. What Trump actually said, according to Morrison and Taylor, was that Trump wanted Zelensky to personally announce on camera that he was opening investigations into Burisma and 2016.
what Sondland testified on Nov. 20 is that the White House and State Department told him they "cannot locate" records of his Sept. 9th "no quid pro quo" call with Trump. But of course they couldn't. That call doesn't exist! https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1197657401031307271
Trump just tweeted that he has "nothing to do with" Prestwick Airport. The Trump Organization and Prestwick also announced a partnership in 2014 https://twitter.com/dave_brown24/status/1171062352118255621

The Trump administration’s Education Department has rejected 53,339 of the 54,000 applications for its loan forgiveness program. https://www.salon.com/2019/09/05/betsy-devos-education-department-rejects-99-of-applications-for-loan-forgiveness-program/

9.8.2019
"Imagine if Barack Obama had invited the Taliban to Camp David just a few days before the 9/11 anniversary...Republicans in Congress would be drawing up articles of impeachment." https://twitter.com/mehdirhasan/status/1170798726035759105

Four states cancel their 2020 GOP presidential primaries and caucuses, a move that would cut off oxygen to Donald Trump’s long-shot primary challengers. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/06/republicans-cancel-primaries-trump-challengers-1483126

People around Trump are worried about his mental state this week. One former WH official says "no one knows what to expect from him anymore," and "the next thing you know his entire schedule gets tossed out the window because he's losing his s---." https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-aides-worried-about-mental-state-alabama-hurricane-dorian-2019-9

9.7.2019
“Child migrant detention facility propaganda film script got leaked to me and it's wild. ‘We see exteriors of Homestead. It is a former military base but we shoot it to capture as much beauty as possible.’” https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1170410512271781888
https://tyt.com/stories/4vZLCHuQrYE4uKagy0oyMA/6tcosRq7ObVqebKo2ZQR11
on Sept 7th, Sondland called Trump, and Trump claimed he "was not asking for a quid pro quo," but then immediately insisted that Zelensky "go to a microphone" and announce he was opening investigations into "Biden and 2016." Sondland calls Morrison and says, "Hey, I just talked to Trump, and there's been a change. Trump says there is no quid pro quo, but in order to get the aid money released, he now wants Pres. Zelensky personally to make the Burisma investigation announcement." https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1197670447632044032
Morrison was so disturbed by what Sondland had told him about his call with Trump that he immediately ran to the NSC lawyers to report it.  https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1197653288428212224
Russian state media: Draft peace agreement between the Taliban and the Trump admin said that U.S. forces will leave five bases in Afghanistan within 135 days of signing the document, the U.S. & the Taliban insist that Russia be present at the possible signing of the agreements. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1170513749100437504
President Trump says he canceled a secret meeting at Camp David tomorrow with Taliban leaders and Afghanistan's President https://cnn.it/2HSV4JU

9.6.2019
NOAA has sided with President Trump, rather than its own scientists https://twitter.com/capitalweather/status/1170110878659809280 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/09/06/noaa-backs-president-trump-alabama-hurricane-forecast-rebukes-weather-service-office-that-accurately-contradicted-him/?noredirect=on
The US secretary of commerce, Wilbur Ross, threatened to fire senior staff at a federal agency unless they sided publicly with Trump https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/sep/09/wilbur-ross-sharpiegate-alabama-resignation
ICE Agent Opens Fire on Immigrants Outside a South Nashville Grocery Store https://www.latinorebels.com/2019/09/06/iceagentopensfire/
In a letter to Congress, the head of the IRS says that rich people and their high-power lawyers make auditing prohibitively expensive, so the IRS will target only poor people who can't appeal until directed otherwise by changes to the law https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6430680-Document-2019-9-6-Treasury-Letter-to-Wyden-RE.html
Sarah Sanders debuts of Fox & Friends. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1164552332878721024

9.5.2019
Today we learn that election systems in four Florida counties may have been hacked https://www.orlandosentinel.com/politics/os-ne-stephanie-murphy-russian-hacking-20190905-55ziwh2iqzdntejefvuava3bhe-story.html

Mulvaney/OMB aides have repeatedly denied there was concern about legality of withholding Ukraine aid… but the State Department released aid sooner than Trump claimed it was released because a memo found the admin had no legal standing to block it. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-09/state-department-freed-ukraine-money-before-trump-says-he-did

The Commerce secretary threatened to fire NOAA officials in a fight over President Trump's incorrect warnings about Alabama and Hurricane Dorian. https://twitter.com/nytclimate/status/1171142655423725569

Joe Balash, a top Interior official who pushed to expand drilling in Alaska to join oil company there https://twitter.com/chriscmooney/status/1169224063929212928

9.4.2019
Trump lashed out against one of his frequent foils, London Mayor Sadiq Khan, again on Tuesday, this time pillorying Khan for a recent spate of knife attacks in London — even as the US reckons with three major mass shootings in a single month that have left 38 people dead. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/9/3/20847634/donald-trump-mass-shooting-west-texas-odessa-knife-crime-london-sadiq-khan
The President of the United States altered a National Hurricane Center map with a sharpie to falsely extend the official forecast toward Alabama so he didn't have to admit he was wrong in a tweet.  https://twitter.com/wxdam/status/1169308075662151680
https://twitter.com/Tom_Winter/status/1169330181472956416

In Michigan, a new school is being built with curved walls and hiding places – specifically designed to deter active shooters. https://twitter.com/NBCNightlyNews/status/1168983662370721799

This weekend, a right wing bot network spread the completely false rumor that the Odessa shooter had a Beto O’Rourke sticker on his car. This was even echoed by Trump advisors. https://twitter.com/jomalleydillon/status/1169038838045532160

Trump has been stealing public funds out in the open from the beginning of his presidency which has tended to somewhat diminish the impact of the story relative to potentially secret scandals. There’s nothing secret about his push to host the next G7 summit at his own luxury resort in Florida, for example, but it’s extraordinarily scandalous.… Yet public officials are not stepping up. Any other official at any other level of government would be fired if not prosecuted. https://www.vox.com/2019/9/3/20845320/mike-pence-ireland-doonbeg-trump-golf
https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/04/politics/mike-pence-doonbeg-trump-ireland-boris-johnson/index.html

9.2.2019
The Trump administration is carrying out plans to raid $3.6 billion in military construction projects to build the border wall https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/03/trump-administration-prepares-to-raid-military-projects-for-border-wall-1479981
AP’s Jill Colvin asked Pence a very pointed question on Sept 2, 2019 in Poland: "Can you assure Ukraine that the hold-up of that money [U.S. security assistance] has absolutely nothing to do with efforts, including by Rudy Giuliani, to try to dig up dirt on the Biden family?" Pence's reply was emphatically not a denial. https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1174841389215113219
Rather than spend the night in Dublin, Pence will stay at a Trump owned resort on the other side of Ireland and commute for the day on Air Force Two https://twitter.com/Bencjacobs/status/1168647001652772865
Puerto Rico — a U.S. territory that's been repeatedly criticized by the president — was targeted for the biggest diversion of funds domestically https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/democrats-blast-trump-plan-use-puerto-rico-funds-his-border-n1050346

Georgia Republicans continue to use the power of the state to investigate political rivals… Brad Raffensperger, the secretary of state, and David Emadi, executive secretary of the Georgia Government Transparency and Campaign Finance Commission, are investigating and issuing subpoenas to political opponents, without publicly showing evidence there was wrongdoing by those parties. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/sep/02/georgia-republians-political-opponents-voter-intimidation

Migrant girls being held in detention centers near the U.S.-Mexico border are “visibly” bleeding through their underwear and pants while menstruating due to a lack of access to sanitary products https://www.huffpost.com/entry/migrant-girls-border-detention-menstruating-bleeding-pads_n_5d694102e4b02bc6bb38d026

9.1.2019
In Warsaw, Sondland tells Yermak that to get aid released, the Prosecutor General must announce the Burisma investigation. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1197669577624375297
Today laws go into effect in Texas: allowing guns in foster homes, making it illegal for landlords to disallow guns in rental units, making it easier to bring guns in churches https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1168238116647448577

Ivanka Trump Company Exempt From Trump Tariffs https://www-metro-us.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.metro.us/president-trump/ivanka-trump-company-exempt-trump-tariffs

In the last 169 years, only 35 Atlantic hurricanes have attained Category 5 status. Five of them in the last 4 years. https://twitter.com/JohnMoralesNBC6/status/1168140284166856705
No hurricane in Atlantic history has ever rapidly intensified from a high-end Category 4 to a high-end Category 5. Dorian was the first. (Rapid intensification is an impressive enough feat, but becomes extremely rare from high initial intensities. From 130kt, it is unprecedented in the Atlantic.) https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1168255509679333377

In August Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell last month blocked a measure that would have used Treasury Department funds marked for Appalachian development to help pay for coal miners’ health care and pensions in his home state of Kentucky.  But just a few months earlier, McConnell successfully steered near-identical Treasury funds for Appalachia to bankroll a Kentucky aluminum plant connected to an ally of Russian President Vladimir Putin.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/mitch-mcconnell-blocked-millions-for-coal-miners-steered-funds-to-russian-backed-plant

the Kremlin’s broadcasters deride Trump not only for his crude style and obvious ignorance but also for his pathetic sycophancy toward their boss, President Vladimir Putin. In August, the top Moscow news program, called 60 Minutes, featured a video mashup with clips of Trump’s speeches to depict him warbling a pop song as Putin played the piano. The meaning was clear, especially to the snickering studio audience: The American president sings and dances to the Russian president’s tune. https://www.nationalmemo.com/russia-laughs-is-he-their-president-or-ours/?cn-reloaded=1

8.31.2019
“Last night, [NY Times columnist Bret] Stephens used his column to pursue a personal grudge. He implied I'm a nazi. The NYT has said nothing.” https://twitter.com/davekarpf/status/1167861687841476609
“A lot of people seem surprised that the NYT would allow this column in print. But as disgusting as its message is, as small and petty as it shows Stephens to be, it’s written in the style—and with the power—of a white, highly educated, upperclass man’s civility. That’s more insidious than any lame Twitter insult. And it’s the NYT brand.” https://twitter.com/RebekahKTromble/status/1167901448148934656
Bret Stephens “first used the term ‘Disease of the Arab Mind’ in a WSJ column and apparently branded it for this weird Prager U. For most of us in media, any of this would be disqualifying. Instead, he was beyond reproach at WSJ and later hired by the NYT.” https://twitter.com/TamerELG/status/1168121360419344386
Boris Johnson's top ally Michael Gove refuses to rule out ignoring the law to ram through no-deal Brexit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/michael-gove-refuses-rule-out-19118730

US Citizenship and Immigration Services officers can now create fake social media accounts to monitor social media information on people seeking visas, green cards & citizenship. This used to be banned (rightly so) but the ban was recently overturned. https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/u-s-to-use-fake-social-media-to-check-people-entering-country

This week military officials at Guantanamo Bay have asked reporters - as a precondition of attending military commission trials - to sign new rules allowing NSGB press officers to vet and supervise their interviews – violation of first amendment https://theintercept.com/2019/08/30/guantanamo-bay-press-restrictions/

8.30.2019
Mississippi officials confirm multiple cases of voting machines changing votes in GOP governor runoff https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/459067-mississippi-officials-confirm-multiple-cases-of-voting-machines-changing
what the inspector general’s report would have you believe: that Trump asking James Comey to do things that break the FBI’s rules is part of the FBI director’s job. https://newrepublic.com/article/154910/trumps-justice-department-screwed-james-comey
Trump met with Defense Secretary Mark Esper and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to discuss the president’s hold on $391 million in military assistance for Ukraine. Inside the Trump administration, panic was reaching fever pitch about the president’s funding hold, which had stretched on for two months. “Clear direction from POTUS to continue to hold.” This is what Michael Duffey, associate director of national security programs at the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), told Elaine McCusker, the acting Pentagon comptroller, in an Aug. 30 email https://www.justsecurity.org/67863/exclusive-unredacted-ukraine-documents-reveal-extent-of-pentagons-legal-concerns/

the idea that the stock market will provide a check on Trump is starting to fade among some investors. He noted that analysts at Macquarie said that since August, it hasn’t been a “valid investment thesis.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/29/20835087/trump-tweets-stock-market-china-trade-war

anti-Muslim bigotry has been normalized in liberal and Democratic Party circles. Meanwhile, anti-Semitism has been weaponized by Republicans eager to smear their Democratic opponents (while simultaneously turning a blind eye to the anti-Semites and white nationalists in their own ranks). The net result? Democratic Rep. Ilhan Omar is hung out to dry while Republican Mo Brooks gets a pass. Omar is now a household name, and the subject of multiple death threats, while Brooks gets to carry on making offensive and conspiratorial claims about Islam, Muslims, and the Democratic Party without any sanction or censure. https://theintercept.com/2019/08/28/when-ilhan-omar-is-accused-of-anti-semitism-its-news-when-a-republican-smears-muslims-theres-silence/

The life of an Indian asylum seeker on hunger strike in US detention is at risk because of the “abysmal” treatment he is receiving from US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (Ice), which began force-feeding him two weeks ago, a doctor warned in court documents filed this week. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/30/ajay-kumar-hunger-strike-asylum-seeker-us-detention
CDC reports more than 900 mumps cases in immigrant detention centers  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/cdc-reports-more-than-900-mumps-cases-in-immigrant-detention-centers/ar-AAGw6KX?ocid=st2
The Department of Homeland Security is blocking House Oversight Committee staff from visiting migrant detention centers after previous committee inspections revealed serious problems at the border facilities, according to the committee. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/dhs-blocks-house-oversight-visiting-migrant-border-facility_n_5d685800e4b02bc6bb36eb76

8.29.2019
On Thursday, 53 United States senators—every member of the Republican caucus—wrote a “letter” to the clerk of the Supreme Court assuring the justices that the Republican Party has their back. The Democrats, the senators told the Court, pose “a direct, immediate threat to the independence of the judiciary.” https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/09/requiem-supreme-court/597238/
The Trump administration is rolling back requirements that oil and gas drillers correct leaks of methane – a potent heat-trapping pollutant contributing to the climate crisis. The Environmental Protection Agency announced the proposal on Thursday https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/aug/29/trump-administration-roll-back-methane-regulations
"Under [Obama] Va hospitals were removing Bibles & even banning Christmas carols...but let me be clear.  Under this administration VA hospitals will not be religious free zones...THE BIBLE STAYS."
VA:  FALSE, Snopes:  FALSE https://twitter.com/Bill_Maxwell_/status/1167166345802240000

Trump wants to clear cut the largest temperate rain forest in the world, the Tongass Nat'l Forest in Alaska https://twitter.com/BitterWaterBlue/status/1166781888079351809

More Republicans think “anti-white” racism is a bigger problem than racism against black people https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1167137740556840960

A company owned by the wife of Brad Parscale, President Donald Trump's campaign manager, has received hundreds of thousands of dollars from the President's flagship political action committee, which is barred from coordinating with the campaign. Federal Election Commission records indicate that Red State Data and Digital, which was founded by Candice Parscale, has received $910,000 from America First Action, the super PAC formed in 2017 to support the Trump-Pence agenda and fellow Republican candidates. Super PACs can raise and spend unlimited amounts of money on behalf of federal candidates, but they are barred from coordinating spending decisions with those campaigns, among other limitations. … experts in federal election law consulted by CNN say the appearance of a connection between the President's main super PAC and a firm set up by his campaign manager's spouse that handles political ads walks right up to the line.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/30/politics/pro-trump-super-pac-paid-thousands-to-firm-owned-by-brad-parscales-wife/index.html

Aggressive Amazon corp tactic pushes you to consider its own brand before you click "buy" https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1166805539206107138

Also, White House delayed Ukraine trade decision in August, (a signal that U.S. suspension of cooperation extended beyond security funds?)https://twitter.com/shaneharris/status/1187466143587536896
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/white-house-delayed-ukraine-trade-decision-in-august-a-signal-that-us-suspension-of-cooperation-extended-beyond-security-funds/2019/10/24/a42b8992-f67d-11e9-8cf0-4cc99f74d127_story.html

8.28.2019
Trump is withholding vital military aid to Ukraine, while his personal lawyer seeks help from the Ukraine government to investigate his political opponent. https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchiff/status/1166867471862829056
The White House gave a politically appointed official the authority to keep aid to Ukraine on hold after career budget staff members at OMB questioned the legality of delaying the funds, according to people familiar with the matter https://www.wsj.com/articles/white-house-shifted-authority-over-ukraine-aid-amid-legal-concerns-11570717571
Trump administration: as of October 29, children born to U.S. service members outside of the U.S. will no longer be automatically considered citizens. Their parents will have to apply for citizenship on their behalf. https://taskandpurpose.com/military-children-born-abroad-citizenship
The Washington Post reports that President Trump has continued to instruct subordinates to break any laws they have to in order to complete his wall by Election Day. “When aides have suggested that some orders are illegal or unworkable, Trump has suggested he would pardon the officials if they would just go ahead,” the Post reports.  https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/08/trump-pardon-wall-border-crimes-impeachment.html
Trump’s pardon offer may have violated federal bribery laws https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1168148206997397504
“I did a rough transcript search of closed captions. Here are mentions of "pardon" by channel today.
CNN: 58, MSNBC: 33, Fox News: 2; The Fox News mentions were a call on Hannity's show (which re-aired early this am) for Trump to pardon Michael Flynn." 
Trump promoted a new campaign video via his Twitter feed on Wednesday … the logo used in the end screen title card features a lion illustration that appears to have been taken from a Dutch Twitter account suspended for promoting White Supremacy https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-pence-2020-logo-taken-from-suspended-white-supremacist-twitter-account/
Also the videos includes a brief animation of a bull’s testicles swinging wildly https://www.vox.com/2019/8/29/20838289/trump-fascist-lion-head-bull-testicles-video-twitter
New WH press secretary issued a bald faced lie that had to be walked back in a legal proceeding when people with actual professionalism and integrity get involved in representing the government. https://twitter.com/BradMossEsq/status/1166723836538175489
Trump is urging his 64 million Twitter followers to permanently abandon Fox News https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1166736477084114945
Pro-HB6 group tells people that canvassers getting signatures to overturn HB6 represent an attempt by China to take over Ohio, and that they should be reported if encountered. https://twitter.com/Heathertayl/status/1166742924354301953

Report finds evidence of election fraud in Georgia: Coalition for Good Governance, discovered that approximately 127,000 Georgia voters simply did not have a recorded vote for lieutenant governor. … The drop-off rate in Georgia was higher than almost any statewide office drop-off rate they had ever seen. So they gathered the best minds in the election data field from across country to try to figure out the mystery of Georgia’s disappearing votes. … They found the anomaly was incredibly high in precincts where there were high percentages of black registered voters.… According to the report from Coalition for Good Governance (CGG) and the experts who spoke with The Root, the undervote wasn’t concentrated in Democratic areas. It seemed to specifically happen in black neighborhoods. Even stranger, the black voters’ absentee mail ballots didn’t reflect the drop-off, only the people who voted on election day and people who voted on machines in early voting. https://coaltionforgoodgovernance.sharefile.com/share/view/sa100c250cf8408e8
https://www.theroot.com/exclusive-thousands-of-black-votes-in-georgia-disappea-1832472558
suspicious results in Winterville are evidence in the ongoing mystery of whether errors with voting machines contributed to a stark drop-off in votes recorded in the race for Georgia lieutenant governor between Republican Geoff Duncan, who ended up winning, and Democrat Sarah Riggs Amico. 
"The odds of an anomaly that large are less than 1 in 1 million, according to a statistician’s analysis in court documents. The strange results would disappear if votes for Democratic and Republican candidates were flipped on machine No. 3." https://twitter.com/MaddowBlog/status/1166890227312603138
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/mystery-missing-votes-deepens-congress-investigates-georgia/x4OTY0ylxfA0Z0Rg6wjkyN/#

Tens of thousands of farmers waited months for a payout from President Donald Trump's multibillion-dollar agricultural bailout program — a delay that has cost the government more than a million dollars so far this year. https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/u-s-has-paid-more-1m-interest-late-bailout-payments-n1046401?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma

The Trump Administration Is Now Deporting Kids With Cancer. The new policy is a major departure from longstanding legal practice, which allowed the federal government to exercise discretion where a little humanity is warranted. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/08/medical-deferred-action-deportations
Maria Isabel Bueso’s family has lived in the US for years under “deferred action” in order to get the lifesaving care she needs. But now, the Trump Admin is going to deport her in September. Her mother and lawyer see this as what it is: “a death sentence.” https://twitter.com/HispanicCaucus/status/1167576481041702913

8.27.2019
DHS plans to  transfer $116 million from other agency components to fund the increase in ICE detention beds this year, including $3.4 million from FEMA. https://twitter.com/Haleaziz/status/1166418032068968448
There have been at least three reports confirmed by officials of voting machines in two Mississippi counties changing voters' selections in the state's GOP gubernatorial primary runoff.  In one case, the glitch was caught on video. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/08/28/video-shows-machine-changing-vote-mississippi-governor-runoff/2139558001/
Video shows a touchscreen machine repeatedly changing a voter’s selection to the Republican candidate for governor of Mississippi https://twitter.com/STaylorRayburn/status/1166347828152680449

Barr has booked Trump's D.C. hotel for a December holiday party that's likely to deliver Trump's business more than $30,000 in revenue, WaPo reports. Barr is paying himself. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1166449069042151429
Jordan Libowitz, communications director for Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW), noted how implausible the DOJ’s position is that Barr is essentially being forced to have his holiday party at Trump International because no other space is available in the city. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/28/20836544/william-barr-trump-hotel-party-emoluments-corruption
“At SDNY I wasn’t even allowed to collect $25 from prosecutors I supervised for holiday gifts for staff because it might look like those prosecutors were trying to curry favor with me.”  https://twitter.com/Mimirocah1/status/1166480165611982848

G7 leaders offered a paltry $20 million to Brazil as aid/incentive for stopping the arson of the Amazon. Brazil’s government said it might accept but only if France’s Macron “withdraws insults” to Bolsonaro  https://twitter.com/schemaly/status/1166371272521109504

An incoming Harvard freshman, a 17 year old Palestinian boy, had his visa cancelled & was deported because US officials searched his phone/laptop & said his friends had social media posts that were critical of the US. https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2019/8/27/incoming-freshman-deported/#.XWTG5epzJI0.twitter

Migrant Children Are Being Given To An Adoption Agency Linked To Betsy DeVos https://mavenroundtable.io/theintellectualist/news/migrant-children-are-being-given-to-an-adoption-agency-linked-to-betsy-devos-9j_wI0EkdEuS55b6qnzwsA/

“Analysts have lamented the loss of senior State Department officials.....But no one seems to be paying much attention to the growing exodus of entry-level and midlevel officers, who take with us ground-level expertise that is difficult to replace.” https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/26/opinion/trump-state-department.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share

If a party’s leadership expects activists to accept such prescriptions, it must preempt the suspicion that its appeals to pragmatism are just fig leaves for ideological disagreement, personal spinelessness, or moral indifference. Which is to say: The party leadership must demonstrate a commitment to maximizing its share of power, and using that power to advance its self-professed ideological goals to the greatest extent possible.
	Alas, Senate Democrats have been demonstrating the very opposite. In fact, some members of Chuck Schumer’s caucus recently suggested that they are more invested in remaining friends with Susan Collins than in securing the opportunity to govern. As Politico reported Monday: “Yes,” said Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), when asked if she’s conflicted. “I’m very fond of her. I consider her a friend. I trust her. I believe she’s a good senator.” https://nymag.com/intelligencer/amp/2019/08/dianne-feinstein-isnt-sure-she-wants-susan-collins-to-lose.html?__twitter_impression=true

8.26.2019
Trump wants to host 2020’s G7 meeting of international leaders at Trump Doral in Florida, a private club he still owns and profits from — a move that would serve as perhaps the starkest illustration yet of how Trump is normalizing corruption. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/26/20833650/trump-g7-trump-doral-explained
The search for a G-7 site started with 10 options. Secret service narrowed it down to 4. Then they were told to axe 2 and add a new finalist: Doral.  https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1195497234365845504
Federal Election Commission Vice Chairman Matthew Petersen announced his resignation today.  
This means the agency that enforces and regulates the nation’s campaign finance laws will effectively shut down — something that hasn’t happened since 2008 — because it won’t have the legal minimum of four commissioners to make high-level decisions. https://publicintegrity.org/federal-politics/federal-election-commission-fec-to-effectively-shut-down/
After Trump floats nonsensical idea that USA should “buy Greenland,” Republican Senator Tom Cotton writes an op-ed trying to rationalize the idea, and NY Times publishes it https://twitter.com/bjgregory1/status/1166071134003060737

YouTube is helping burn down civilization and says yes, we will not change our policies https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/8/27/20834974/youtube-ceo-letter-open-susan-wojcicki-creator

8.24.2019
Democratic National Committee members on Saturday voted 222 to 137 to reject a resolution that would have effectively allowed the party's presidential candidates to hold a debate dedicated solely to climate change. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zahrahirji/dnc-vote-presidential-climate-debate-resolution
Elections Canada has warned environmental groups that running ads about the dangers of climate change during the upcoming federal campaign could be deemed partisan activity. https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/environment-groups-warned-climate-change-real-partisan-1.5251763

According to a report by the National Abortion Federation, for example, providers reported 21,252 incidents of online harassment in 2018, compared with 15,773 in 2017. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/21/20813894/abortion-clinic-farhan-sheikh-threats-title-x

The Epoch Times is the largest pro-Trump spender on Facebook, and wields one of the biggest social media followings of any news outlet.. It's run by a religious sect that believes judgment day, which sends those they label “communists” to Hell, is 30 years late—and that Trump is making it happen https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/trump-qanon-impending-judgment-day-behind-facebook-fueled-rise-epoch-n1044121

8.23.2019
This really happened today https://twitter.com/CNBCnow/status/1164900176638689280
Fed chair Powell in Jackson Hole speech: No 'rulebook' on trade, pledges the Fed will 'act as appropriate' to sustain the economy
Stocks jump to session highs & Dow turns positive after Powell's Jackson Hole speech
After Fed chair's Jackson Hole speech, Trump tweets: "Who is our bigger enemy, Jay [Powell] or Chairman Xi?"
Stocks plunge after Trump tweets that he will respond to new China tariffs today and says "American companies are hereby ordered to immediately start looking for an alternative to China"
UPS, Amazon, FedEx shares drop after Trump tweets: "I am ordering all carriers, including Fed Ex, Amazon, UPS and the Post Office, to SEARCH FOR & REFUSE...all deliveries of Fentanyl from China (or anywhere else!)."
Stock sell-off picks up as Dow plunges more than 740 points 
https://www.vox.com/2019/8/23/20830346/trump-china-tariffs-trade-war

More than two dozen people have been arrested over threats to commit mass shootings in the weeks since 31 people were killed in one August weekend in shootings in El Paso, Texas, and Dayton, Ohio,  https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/21/us/mass-shooting-threats-tuesday/index.html

The technical director of Google Cloud has been an associate of Matt Drudge (head of Drudge Report) for 20 years. He’s also listed as the technical contact for Breitbart. And now, his wife’s company is going to be in charge of Drudge Report’s advertising. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1163860283238100992
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/drudge-report-ad-revenue

8.22.2019
South Korea cancels intelligence-sharing pact with Japan. Since 2017, ROK-Japan relations have decayed. Proximate causes: a re-ignition of wartime tensions, trade disputes, a fundamental mis-match between a left-leaning ROK government and right-leaning Japanese one. Also, obvious American disengagement. https://twitter.com/MiraRappHooper/status/1164548317474414599
Giuliani just confirmed that the State Department helped facilitate his efforts to pressure Ukrainian government to probe Biden and DNC, NBC reports. No comment from State yet. Giuliani won't say whether he and Trump have discussed this. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/giuliani-says-state-dept-aided-his-effort-press-ukraine-trump-n1045171
USDA pulls employees from a major crop tour after a threat, in a sign of rising tension between farmers and the Trump administration https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-21/usda-pulls-staff-out-of-crop-tour-after-threat-to-employee

White House Reporters “are pleased with the near-daily access to the president but… the chaotic format doesn’t allow for substantive questions or follow-ups.” https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/22/trump-marine-one-press-briefings-1471629

The NRCC is fundraising with a t-shirt of a US map that includes Greenland: "Support President Trump and his efforts to help America grow!" Meanwhile, the Nevada GOP is running FB ads urging Republicans to "show your support for making Greenland the 51st state" with another t-shirt https://twitter.com/caseytolan/status/1164352917056323584

8.21.2019
U.S. deficit will soar to $1 trillion by next year, two years sooner than estimated, CBO says. https://twitter.com/latimes/status/1164207604618412034
US president quotes a conservative radio host and known conspiracy theorist (about Obama’s birth, Charlottesville and Mandalay Bay massacre, among others) as saying Trump is like “the second coming of God” https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1164142603664863232
Trump begins a speech to veterans by repeating, for more than the 85th time as president, his false claim that he got the Veterans Choice program passed after more than 44 years of failure. (Obama signed it into law in 2014.)  https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1164245199620628480
Trump on Wednesday tweeted a defense of his administration’s weakening of fuel economy standards for cars and light trucks, citing safety benefits. It’s a change that automakers have already said they don’t want. And according to internal emails from the Environmental Protection Agency released in 2018, the rule change would increase highway fatalities. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/21/20826601/trump-auto-company-fuel-economy-california
Trump says his solution to the epidemic of veteran suicides is some new "stimulant" produced by Johnson & Johnson that he's instructed the government to buy in large quantities https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1164215395839987712
Asked what happened to his appetite for background check legislation, Trump abruptly changes the topic to the border, then says "we're dealing with the NRA" -- as if the gun lobby is a co-equal branch of government. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1164214732523540482
“what do you stand for?” Trump doesn’t answer. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1164256299296743424
US secretary of energy posting the equivalent of a chain email about Instagram https://twitter.com/Hadas_Gold/status/1164055178787643392
At Jeffrey Epstein's "Zorro Ranch," he allegedly said he wanted to seed the human race with his DNA by impregnating women; the New Mexico compound, which could still be an active crime scene, is the only Epstein property in the U.S. that has not yet been raided by federal agents. https://twitter.com/CBSEveningNews/status/1164371737351471105

The Bureau of Labor Statistics produces monthly numbers on employment in the United States, but once a year they also check back and revise the benchmark numbers that those monthly estimates are based on. And this year’s preliminary data has some bad news — there are about 500,000 fewer jobs than we’d previously thought. …  this year’s is a somewhat unusually large adjustment — the biggest downward shift since 2010. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/21/20826626/bls-benchmark-500000-jobs

the Trump administration is suspending virtually all asylum claims processing for the regions served by the Newark and Boston offices. There are over 40,000 cases pending in those offices. https://twitter.com/SenJeffMerkley/status/1164335969300037635

“Researchers have begun to identify correlations between Trump’s election and worsening cardiovascular health, sleep problems, anxiety and stress, especially among Latinos in the United States.” In other words, it’s not just that Trump is wasting our time and mental space; he’s also making us physically ill.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/demoralizing-reality-of-life-under-trump.html

Trump, whose presidency has emboldened neo-Nazis and who repeatedly plays into anti-Semitic tropes, claimed Jewish people are “disloyal” if they vote for Democrats and tweeted that Israeli Jews view him as the “second coming of God” and the “king of Israel.” https://www.vox.com/2019/8/21/20825695/trump-american-jewish-democrats-disloyal-king-of-israel
“Prominent, non-Jewish Republicans now feel free to censure American Jews for being insufficiently supportive of another country. They’ve divided us into camps of good Jews and bad Jews. So … what happens to the bad ones?” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/what-republicans-really-mean-when-they-call-jews-disloyal.html
All in the same week the President once again engaged in deeply antisemitic speech, three Jews were gunned down in a kosher grocery store, and another synagogue was attacked & defaced. https://twitter.com/HannahLebovits/status/1206535828996055041

The picture that emerges is one of a president whose thinking isn’t grounded in reality and is instead fixated on unimportant things like crowd sizes at his rallies and perceived slights. … All of it is evidence that more than two and a half years in the role haven’t helped Trump settle into his job. In fact, if the past 72 hours are any indication, things in the White House are less settled than ever. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/22/20827949/trump-chosen-one-greenland-bizarreness-explained

Trump in one day 
Trump has:
- flip flopped on background checks;
- pushed to get Russia in the G-7;
- Said the economy is strong and argued for measures to fix the economy 
- called 7 in 10 Jews either disloyal or dumb 
- fought on Twitter with a temporary employee
- Tried to buy Greenland and failed https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1163974528134987776
https://twitter.com/danpfeiffer/status/1163937274599358465
“The front page of the NYT right now looks like one of those pre-election parodies about what a Trump administration would be like” https://twitter.com/michelleinbklyn/status/1164186758646575105

A Maryland man arrested on federal interstate threats charges after saying he wanted to exterminate Hispanics wrote: "I thank God everyday President Donald John Trump is President and that he will launch a Racial War and Crusade" against people who aren't white. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1163846167274409990

8.20.2019
Trump administration won't give flu vaccines to migrants in border detention centers https://cbsn.ws/30gx7Ud
Children who had the flu have already died in custody. https://twitter.com/Jennifer_deG/status/1163989195783716869
Meanwhile, migrants families need to be released from detention after 20 days. A new Trump rule seeks to change that and keep them there indefinitely.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/21/20826785/trump-migrant-families-detention-flores
ICE has just renewed its contract with Palantir through 2022. Feds say there are "no other products within the commercial marketplace able to provide these same capabilities." https://twitter.com/cfarivar/status/1163917561223757824
Just yesterday it was "no recession", now it will be "moderate and short" https://twitter.com/Politidope/status/1163970050379997189
Trump directly contradicted his staff Tuesday by saying payroll tax cuts are on the table https://www.rollcall.com/news/whitehouse/payroll-tax-cuts-off-table-not-fast-says-trump-another-whiplash-reversal
the day before, White House aides had denied a Washington Post report that the White House was kicking around the idea of a payroll tax cut. But this isn’t the first time Trump has contradicted his own White House. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/21/20826685/trump-payroll-tax-cuts-capital-gains-recession-economy

The Amazon rainforest is being burned https://www.vox.com/world/2019/8/20/20813786/wildfire-amazon-rainforest-brazil-siberia
"The Amazon is often referred to as the planet's lungs, producing 20% of the oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere." Brazil's Amazon rainforest is burning at a record rate https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/21/americas/amazon-rainforest-fire-intl-hnk-trnd/index.html
São Paulo is 2000 miles away from the Amazon fires. The sun "set" on Monday afternoon as the city was covered in smoke. It hasn't been back yet. https://twitter.com/motorresx/status/1164204634472419328
Scientists warn that losing another fifth of Brazil’s Amazon will trigger the feedback loop known as dieback, in which the forest begins to dry out and burn in a cascading system collapse, beyond the reach of any subsequent human intervention or regret. https://theintercept.com/2019/07/06/brazil-amazon-rainforest-indigenous-conservation-agribusiness-ranching/
The capitalist economy does not account for this, just the revenue from consuming the rainforest https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/8/30/20835091/amazon-rainforest-fire-wildfire-bolsonaro
“the carbon released would be equivalent to all human carbon output since 1880. There would be no point in even pretending we could avert a climate apocalypse if that happened.” https://twitter.com/scottbix/status/1164289415977623552
The Bolsonaro government has as one of its priorities to strategically occupy the Amazon region to prevent the implementation of multilateral conservation projects for the rainforest https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/democraciaabierta/leaked-documents-show-brazil-bolsonaro-has-grave-plans-for-amazon-rainforest/
The wave of right-wing populism sweeping the world is not only dangerous for the countries who succumb to it, or even to immigrants wishing to move to those nations. It’s a fundamental threat to progress against climate change — and thus the entirety of the human race. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/22/20828297/amazon-rainforest-fire-bolsonaro-brazil-populism
Greenland is melting, everything is fucked https://apnews.com/cf4dbebfb82c40e3a650bdcf26f68a68

US interior secretary, David Bernhardt, is promoting a fossil fuel project for which his former employer, a lobbying firm, is a paid advocate https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/aug/20/david-bernhardt-interior-secretary-ethics-jordan-cove

The former interior secretary Ryan Zinke resigned last December amid ethics investigations. But a few PACs linked to him are have raised more that $2.6 million this year, most of that from small donors. That money is being spent in very questionable ways https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2019/08/ryan-zinke-linked-pacs-still-raising-money/

About a week after July 25 call, Giuliani traveled to Madrid. On the trip he and Parnas met with Yermak, the Zelensky aide. Giuliani told Yermak that the Ukrainian government needed to investigate Burisma and the allegations about 2016. https://www.thedailybeast.com/lev-parnas-attended-rudy-giulianis-madrid-meeting-with-zelensky-aide-andriy-yermak

8.19.2019
Barr has pushed out the acting head of Bureau of Prisons; “Short staffing & forced overtime at BOP are the responsibility of the Atty Gen’l as well as the head of BOP. Barr acknowledged his awareness there were problems 4 months ago in an appropriations hearing but apparently didn’t take steps to protect inmates.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1163501701074210818
“At some point, you've got to hold the guy who leaves "Acting" heads in place everywhere (meaning people have less authority to fix problems) and the guy who admitted the problem 4 months ago and did nothing. Barr needs to replace himself and his boss, not the ‘Acting’ guy.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1163536767900889089
NY Times opinion editor Bari Weiss now openly calls the West Bank, Israel. https://twitter.com/rafaelshimunov/status/1163467554196791296

Tennessee Republicans’ new law seeks to discourage groups from registering people to vote. Groups could face penalties of up to 10K per county and up to 1 yr in prison for failing to comply w/ the law’s vague and onerous requirements. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tennessee-voter-registration-drive_n_5ccca61fe4b0548b7359fa09

Four Russian nuclear-monitoring stations have gone silent, official says, fueling concerns Moscow is trying to conceal data after a recent explosion. “Two more stations are now offline — and not just any two.  This time it is a pair of radionuclide stations in the path of the drifting plume. I’d say we are out of coincidence territory.”  https://twitter.com/ArmsControlWonk/status/1163503395807748097

The Trump administration earlier this year finalized a rule banning organizations that get money through Title X — the nation’s only federal funding program dedicated to family planning — from providing or referring patients for abortions. Now Planned Parenthood, which serves 40 percent of the country’s 4 million Title X patients, says it is leaving the program due to the regulation, known by some as the “domestic gag rule.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/14/20805628/planned-parenthood-title-x-trump-birth-control

8.18.2019
Iceland has marked its first-ever loss of a glacier to climate change as scientists warn that hundreds of other ice sheets on the subarctic island risk the same fate. As the world recently marked the warmest July ever on record, a bronze plaque was mounted on a bare rock in a ceremony on the barren terrain once covered by the Okjokull glacier in western Iceland. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/aug/19/iceland-holds-funeral-for-first-glacier-lost-to-climate-change
White House economic advisers are emphatically saying the economy is fantastic. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/18/20811174/trump-economic-advisers-recession-yield-curve-larry-kudlow-peter-navarro

Dayton Mayor Nan Whaley says a round-the-clock security detail was assigned to her because of hate-filled messages she received following verbal sparring with incitement of hatred by President Donald Trump after his visit to a Dayton hospital earlier this month. https://www.nbc4i.com/news/state-news/ohio-mayor-receives-threats-after-comments-by-trump/

"Members of [Brazil’s] nation’s newly empowered far right — from grass-roots organizers to federal lawmakers — say their movement would not have risen so far, so fast, without YouTube’s recommendation engine." https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/11/world/americas/youtube-brazil.html

8.17.2019
Trump visits Shell facility in Pennsylvania that was built with dumped steel from China and elsewhere, despite local mills that could supply.  Then, workers were told that they had a choice:  show up for the president or lose a day of pay. https://twitter.com/MWesselDC/status/1162803793865728000
rump issued a stark warning to antifa, the collective of militant anti-fascist leftist groups, ahead of a rally on Saturday in Portland, Oregon, where antifa activists were widely expected to confront far-right activists. Notably, the president did not warn or criticize the controversial right-wing group organizing the rally that antifa was planning to protest against. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/17/20810221/portland-rally-donald-trump-alt-right-proud-boys-antifa-terror-organization
Trump suggested he might impose a 100% tariff on French wine (Trump owns a winery. ) https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-17/trump-mused-about-100-french-wine-tariff-at-hamptons-fundraiser

Humans have been around for about 200,000 years; that’s a blink of an eye in terms of the age of the planet. Nevertheless, in that time, we have caused damage that may well last longer than our species.  https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2019/8/12/20802132/endangered-species-act-trump-weakening

"Maus" author Art Spiegelman is removed from a Marvel collection for calling Trump "Orange Skull.” Marvel Entertainment Chairman Isaac Perlmutter is a longtime friend of Trump and frequently advises the president. https://www.newsweek.com/maus-marvel-comics-donald-trump-orange-skull-fascism-art-spiegelman-1454832

At ALEC conference in Austin, Texas, a Census Bureau official told Republican legislators at a conservative confab last week that they’ll get the citizenship data they need to do a redistricting overhaul that will further entrench the GOP’s electoral advantages. Right-wing attorney Cleta Mitchell told attendees: “Your notes from this conference and this workshop will probably be part of a discovery [in a future lawsuit], So my advice is if you don’t want it turned over as part of discovery, you probably ought to get rid of it before you go home.” https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/census-bureau-alec-citizenship-data-redistricting
At the American Legislative Exchange Council’s 2019 annual meeting, five of the GOP’s most seasoned redistricting minds and über-lawyers prepared Republican legislators for tilting maps and drawing districts that would allow them to retain such spoils for another decade. Hans von Spakovsky of the Heritage Foundation, North Carolina election lawyer Thomas Farr, former Georgia Rep. Lynn Westmoreland, and Texas state Rep. Phil King—are among the architects and defenders of some of the most notorious gerrymanders and voter suppression plans of this decade. 

8.16.2019
Trump administration on Friday took one of its most aggressive steps yet to legalize anti-transgender discrimination by telling the Supreme Court that federal law allows firing workers solely for being transgender https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/dominicholden/trump-trans-scotus
“In my 22 years as a reporter, I don't recall the National Mall park service  ever including the name of the person in the White House in a news release.” https://twitter.com/AugensteinWTOP/status/1162435520628166656

Arctic permafrost is now melting at levels not expected until 2090. https://twitter.com/ClimateBen/status/1153103208295927808

Three Lake Michigan beaches remain closed after a northwest Indiana steel mill dumped toxic chemicals into a tributary earlier this week, an incident that was not reported to the public until hundreds of dead fish began floating past boaters. https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/environment/ct-indiana-chemical-spill-beaches-closed-20190816-znazwueorrcvfipo4hfy5ze7vi-story.html

In early August, Sen. Lindsey Graham received a call from a man he thought was Turkey’s minister of defense earlier in August, it didn’t strike him as unusual. “Thank you so much for calling me, Mr. Minister,” Graham said. “I want to make this a win-win, if we can.” But it wasn’t the Turkish defense minister at all. Instead, it was Alexey Stolyarov and Vladimir Kuznetsov, Russian pranksters with suspected ties to the country’s intelligence services who go by “Lexus and Vovan.” https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/10/lindsey-graham-trump-hoax-call-043991

8.15.2019
Israel has decided to deny entry to Democratic Reps. Rashida Tlaib and Ilhan Omar ahead of a planned trip to Jerusalem and the West Bank. Shortly before the decision was made public, US President Donald Trump put pressure on Israel into barring Tlaib and Omar, saying that allowing them to visit would "show great weakness" on Israel's behalf.  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/meghara/rashida-tlaib-ilhan-omar-israel
Trump lashed out at the publication for demoting deputy Washington editor Jonathan Weisman, tweeting that he “Should have been Fired!” It’s unclear whether Trump even understands why Weisman was demoted. Because if he did, he’d likely disagree with the paper’s punishment of Weisman. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/15/20807294/trump-new-york-times-jonathan-weisman-demoted
a group of researchers from UC-Merced published a paper in Nature Communications …The study catalogued 100,000 stories from 1990 to 2016 (ending in October to avoid stories about the Trump administration skewing the counts) and found that over 26,072 included content from [climate change] deniers, whereas only 17,530 articles reported on real climate scientists. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-09959-4

Trump’s latest nominee for a lifetime position in the federal judiciary is Steven Menashi who has argued that democratic countries work better when everyone in the same ethnicity, i.e. advocates “ethnonationalism” https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-nominates-advocate-of-ethnonationalism-for-judgeship-66238021914

a mysterious recent spike in global methane levels that’s putting climate targets at risk may be coming from US oil and gas fracking. If that’s true, it’s bad news, because there’s lots more shale gas development in the pipeline and the Trump administration is busy rolling back regulations on the industry. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/8/15/20805136/climate-change-fracking-methane-emissions
Oil giants Shell and BP are planning for global temperatures to rise as much as 5°C by the middle of the century. The level is more than double the upper limit committed to by most countries in the world under the Paris Climate Agreement, which both companies publicly support. The discrepancy demonstrates that the companies are keeping shareholders in the dark about the risks posed to their businesses by climate change, according to two new reports published by investment campaign group Share Action. Many climate scientists say that a temperature rise of 5°C would be catastrophic for the planet. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/bp-shell-oil-global-warming-5-degree-paris-climate-agreement-fossil-fuels-temperature-rise-a8022511.html

Wednesday night, a pickup truck pulled up to a densely packed group of Jewish protesters outside an Immigration and Customs Enforcement detention center in Rhode Island. The driver stopped for a second and then accelerated into the protesters, sending several to the hospital … The president of the United States, who claims to care for America’s Jews, has had nothing to say about this. Instead, he spent Thursday morning talking about why Democratic Reps. Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib are the real anti-Semites, championing Israel’s shock decision to ban the two Muslim Congress members from visiting this weekend — a position that President Trump reportedly pushed its government to take behind the scenes https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/15/20807031/trump-ilhan-omar-rashida-tlaib-israel-ban
It was Thomas Woodworth, of Pawcatuck, Connecticut.  He resigned the next day. https://twitter.com/AntiFashGordon/status/1162441455102758912

He drove his personal vehicle, a 2012 Chevy Silverado, through a crowd of protesters.

Trump has asked advisers whether the U.S. can acquire Greenland https://twitter.com/MichaelCBender/status/1162113489189646350

8.14.2019
Someone drove a pickup truck aggressively and apparently intentionally into protesters, causing serious injuries, and [a guard at the facility, a local govt chartered entity which operates under the authority of the US Marshals and ICE, rather than an ICE official] was placed on administrative leave. ICE won’t confirm the official was driving the pickup https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1162079876112891911
https://www.providencejournal.com/news/20190815/wyatt-detention-facility-correctional-officer-put-on-leave-after-driving-truck-into-protesters-64-year-old-warren-man-seriously-injured
The Department of Labor just proposed a rule that aims to let government contractors fire workers who are LGBTQ, or who are pregnant and unmarried, based on the employers’ religious views. https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1161655208256184320
Trump is on Twitter raging that his Fed chair appointee is “clueless.” (Trump hand picked this guy to be the single most powerful economic leader in the world.) https://twitter.com/edwinwhysun/status/1161777946421428224

Two of President Trump’s top envoys to Ukraine (Sondland and Volker)  worked on a statement for the country’s new president in August that would have committed Ukraine to pursuing investigations sought by Mr. Trump into his political rivals https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/03/us/politics/trump-ukraine.html

Over the past seven decades, the number of extreme heat days in Europe has steadily increased, while the number of extreme cold days has decreased, according to new research. Alarmingly, this trend is happening at rates faster than those proposed by climate models. https://earther.gizmodo.com/europe-is-warming-even-faster-than-climate-models-predi-1837669154
Russia is now on track to have a record year for wildfires as hundreds of blazes torch huge swaths of Siberia for the third month in a row after an unusually hot and dry summer left forests primed to burn. The fires, likely ignited by lightning and strengthened by strong winds, have already burned more than 21,000 square miles, an area larger than the state of Maryland. The smoke from the blazes now shrouds an area larger than the European Union and is moving into the Arctic, according to the World Meteorological Organization. Parts of the Arctic including Greenland have suffered wildfires of their own this summer. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/1/20750200/siberia-wildfire-russia-fire-smoke-trump-putin

In early August, Bolsonaro fired the head of the space agency after it released data showing rising deforestation. https://www.propublica.org/article/if-carbon-offsets-require-forests-to-stay-standing-what-happens-when-the-amazon-is-on-fire

Rainwater samples collected across Colorado and analyzed under a microscope contained a rainbow of plastic fibers, as well as beads and shards. “I think the most important result that we can share with the American public is that there’s more plastic out there than meets the eye. It’s in the rain, it’s in the snow. It’s a part of our environment now.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/12/raining-plastic-colorado-usgs-microplastics

In recent weeks, the Census Bureau's director, Steven Dillingham, has not been able to provide a clear answer as to whether citizenship will be factored into apportionment after the 2020 census. https://www.npr.org/2019/08/14/749930756/do-trump-officials-plan-to-break-centuries-of-precedent-in-divvying-up-congress

8.13.2019
Acting Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Director Ken Cuccinelli did an interview on National Public Radio and was asked by host Rachel Martin whether the values in Lazarus’s “The New Colossus” sonnet still represented American values… Cuccinelli acknowledged they are — but then suggested a major revision. “Give me your tired and your poor who can stand on their own two feet and who will not become a public charge,” he said. Yes really. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/13/20803621/ken-cuccinelli-statue-of-liberty-public-charge-trump
Cuccinelli: That statue of liberty poem was about "people coming from Europe." https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1161423652962918400
During a rally-style speech to energy workers in Pennsylvania on Tuesday, President Donald Trump used a slur to demean Sen. Elizabeth Warren, insulted former Vice President Joe Biden as “sleepy Joe,” bragged about poll numbers that he inflated, took credit for legislation signed into law by his predecessor, urged union leaders to vote for him (“and if they don’t, vote them the hell out of office”), and mused about canceling the 2020 election and serving as many as four terms. All of that would be abnormal stuff to say coming from any other American president. None of it is particularly unusual for Trump. But there was just one problem: Trump’s speech wasn’t even supposed to be a campaign event. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/14/20805724/trump-campaign-events-white-house-line-obliterated-taxpayer-dollars
Back in April, Barr called staffing shortages in prisons “a SNAFU.” Now, having been warned and having acknowledged the problem, he’s claiming some of the same problems were not regular, but instead severely irregular, and he’s blaming the people on the front lines rather than those in charge of the “SNAFU.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/08/13/four-months-ago-attorney-general-barr-called-bop-staff-shortages-that-led-to-whitey-bulger-murder-a-snafu/
Trump’s defense of spreading a misinformed conspiracy theory about Jeffrey Epstein’s death is that the guy he retweeted has a lot of Twitter followers.  https://www.vox.com/2019/8/13/20804322/trump-defends-epstein-clinton-conspiracy-retweet-terrence-k-williams

The right to vote of tens of thousands of Kentuckians (and whether they can vote in the 2020 Senate race) on the line in 3 months, based on who wins governor's race. Gov. Bevin took away voting rights of 140,000 people who'd completed a sentence. Beshear says he'd re-expand voting rights.
“It's hard to fathom the implications of democracy being so directly on the line in an election (that's itself being fought in this context of mass exclusion). One of the most appalling statistics in U.S. politics is that 26% of African Americans in Kentucky are disenfranchised, and too many people are unbothered.” https://twitter.com/Taniel/status/1161079194140467200

a nationwide review conducted by ABC News has identified at least 36 criminal cases where Trump was invoked in direct connection with violent acts, threats of violence or allegations of assault. In nine cases, perpetrators hailed Trump in the midst or immediate aftermath of physically attacking innocent victims. In another 10 cases, perpetrators cheered or defended Trump while taunting or threatening others. And in another 10 cases, Trump and his rhetoric were cited in court to explain a defendant's violent or threatening behavior. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/blame-abc-news-finds-17-cases-invoking-trump/story?id=58912889

When Gavin McInnes—founder of the violent, far-right group The Proud Boys—spoke to a Manhattan Republican club last October, the neighborhood response was less than welcoming. Protesters took to the normally sedate Upper East Side block with chants and spray paint. The Proud Boys responded with fists and kicks. Nearly a year later, as the assault and riot charges against four Proud Boys go to trial, prosecutors revealed that they had turned to an alarming new surveillance tool in this case: a reverse search warrant. https://www.thedailybeast.com/manhattan-da-cy-vance-made-google-give-up-info-on-everyone-in-area-in-hunt-for-antifa-after-proud-boys-fight/?via=twitter_page

8.12.2019
The Trump administration is implementing a new rule (effective 10/15) changing green card criteria to more closely examine immigrants’ financial resources. It would make it more difficult for immigrants who came to the country legally to stay as permanent residents if they’ve used or are seen as likely to use public benefits like food stamps, Section 8 housing vouchers, or Medicaid. …acting Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Director Ken Cuccinelli … once he finished reading his prepared statement, he couldn’t explain the disconnect between the Statue of Liberty’s “give me your tired, your poor” slogan and a new policy set to keep those very same immigrants out of the country. Nor did he have a satisfactory answer when pressed by a reporter about why critics aren’t justified in concluding that the policy is meant to target Latinos. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/12/20802613/trump-public-charge-immigration-rule-change-explained-marielena-hincapie
Even though public charge has been around for a long time, for decades it has only been applied in limited and rare cases, under both Democratic and Republican administrations. The purpose of this new rule is to allow Trump to deny immigrants from entering the U.S., from obtaining green cards, and by extension citizenship, if they don't pass this new wealth test.  https://twitter.com/AngelRafPadilla/status/1160975258674958337
the rule is so sloppily written that it ended up treating immigrants who are married to U.S. citizens more harshly than immigrants married to noncitizens. https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-administration-rushed-on-a-sweeping-immigration-policy-we-found-substantive-sloppy-mistakes
“The message that Attorney General Barr delivered to the Fraternal Order of Police in his speech this morning is basically: We are at war, and you must destroy the village in order to save it.” https://twitter.com/carltakei/status/1160999581250969608
https://twitter.com/elizabeth_joh/status/1160964755084812295
“shortsighted and inaccurate and not at all reflective of the actual criminal legal system Barr oversees” https://theappeal.org/22-notes-for-attorney-general-william-barr/
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-william-p-barr-delivers-remarks-grand-lodge-fraternal-order-polices-64th
Barr doesn’t believe any average American should ask questions before complying with those empowered to force them to abide by the law. But his view is entirely different when it comes to his boss complying with the only body — given the OLC memos Barr has reinforced — with the authority to police Executive branch abuses. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/08/15/hold-bill-barr-to-his-comply-first-complain-later-stance-on-congressional-oversight/
the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration announced they were pushing through changes to the Endangered Species Act that will, in effect, weaken protections for species, and possibly give industry more leeway to develop areas where threatened animals live.  https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2019/8/12/20802132/endangered-species-act-trump-weakening
AP refers to scientists who object as “critics” https://twitter.com/erinbiba/status/1160973581670658048
“Sitting [Republican] Congressman leans WAAAAAY in on Q Anon” https://twitter.com/EggerDC/status/1160989929092112384

US budget deficit is up 27% and getting closer to $1 trillion https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/12/the-us-budget-deficit-is-up-27percent-and-getting-closer-to-1-trillion.html?__source=twitter%7Cmain

Lowe's execs have $5B laying around to buy back shares of their own stock, but “can't afford” severance pay for thousands of laid-off workers https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1160976257821003776 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/lowes-layoffs-2019-retailer-spent-billions-on-share-buybacks-zero-on-severance-for-laid-off-workers

in April Barr testified that understaffing was very much regular. At least some of the  “serious irregularities” [on which he is blaming Epstein’s death] stem from that. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1160937468167970816

8.11.2019
WaPo (and no doubt other media) help promote groundless idea of a link between Clintons and Epstein’s death. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1160608604573110279
Acting Customs and Border Protection Commissioner Mark Morgan dodged questions about reports of undocumented workers at Trump Organization properties Sunday morning. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/11/20801066/border-chief-mark-morgan-ice-raids-trump-businesses
Two of Jeffrey Epstein’s longtime attorney’s have hired criminal defense attorneys. https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1160642500220133377

Trump admin proposed executive order would transform the FCC and FTC from consumer protection agencies into regulators of online speech https://techfreedom.org/draft-social-media-bias-executive-order-would-create-real-internet-speech-police/

The Cleveland Immigration Court has a caseload numbering in the thousands. Ohio jails and private prisons are collecting millions of dollars to house immigrants. And immigrant families who have lived in Ohio for years are planning their departures. Ohio is playing a big role in the national immigration debate.  https://radio.wosu.org/post/deportation-journeys-wind-through-ohio-detention-facilities#stream/0

8.10.2019
Jeffrey Epstein found dead of alleged suicide in his jail cell
There should be hearings as to how this was allowed to happen to a key witness in an investigation involving a global sex-trafficking conspiracy. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1160187667172274177
NYT’s initial reporting that Epstein was found at roughly 7:30a doesn’t match BOP’s account and other news outlets’ reports, which put it an hour earlier—with the call for an ambulance going out around 6:38a https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1160210894112067584
Conflicting reports say that he had been on suicide watch (as he should have been), that he hadn’t, that he had but was removed from it recently  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1160221035049996288
Various reports state that Epstein had been removed from suicide watch. If so, BOP guidelines require written justification for such a decision. https://www.bop.gov/policy/progstat/5324_008.pdf
Procedure was ignored in multiple ways https://abcnews.go.com/US/jail-protocols-checking-jeffrey-epstein-hours-died-suicide/story?id=64909860&cid=social_twitter_abcn
“Why didn't prison officials ensure that Epstein did not have the opportunity to commit suicide, given that this was not his first attempt?”  https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1160178709967593472
“Epstein killed himself in a way that literally should not have been possible. Someone on suicide watch should not have access to sheets, shoelaces, or anything else.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1160183282933346304
“If you run a jail with an appropriate degree of suicide prevention, you get almost zero.” https://highline.huffingtonpost.com/articles/en/sandra-bland-jail-deaths/
“Experts will tell you that it’s essentially always true that jail inmate suicides are preventable, so when one happens it represents a major failure on the part of the jail.” https://twitter.com/sbagen/status/1160194222127046656
The Bureau of Prisons is part of DOJ.  This should prompt an immediate and comprehensive DOJ Inspector General investigation to determine who is responsible. https://twitter.com/mrbromwich/status/1160188012908691457
“People close to Epstein fear he was murdered...as Epstein told authorities someone tried to kill him in a previous incident weeks earlier. He was described as being in good spirits in recent days” https://twitter.com/CarolLeonnig/status/1160205614783635458
There should be — and almost certainly is — video of Epstein’s suicide at MCC. One hopes it is complete, conclusive, and secured. https://twitter.com/PreetBharara/status/1160229624191827969
The charges against Epstein will be dismissed following his death, but that is no reason to end the investigation into potential co-conspirators. https://twitter.com/BarbMcQuade/status/1160220314044948480
AG Barr claims to be “determined to get to the bottom of it,” yet his credibility to do so is nil, for reasons including his family’s questionable connections with Epstein.  https://twitter.com/SerranoRose1/status/1160233431235792896
“The FBI should make the results of its investigation of this matter public. Regardless of whether this death was due to indifference, incompetence, or corruption, the public deserves to know what happened and why.” https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1160209578665099264
“this is why good prosecutors know that your credibility is your most valuable asset. Public needs to have faith in what prosecutors do. Barr has blown that completely which is why he’s unfit to serve in this role.” https://twitter.com/Mimirocah1/status/1160241592734769152
At least 8 Bureau of Prisons staffers knew Epstein was not to be left alone in a cell - and it happened anyway https://twitter.com/DevlinBarrett/status/1164290453149224960
Footage from at least one camera outside Epstein's jail cell is unusable, as feds probe the night he died. https://twitter.com/CarolLeonnig/status/1166143227919028226
Trump contributes to the rampant promotion of conspiracy theories after Jeffrey Epstein's death. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-retweets-epstein-conspiracy-theory-claiming-clinton-connection-n1041146?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
Trump disregarded North Korea’s fifth projectile launch in the past three weeks and seemed to sympathize with Pyongyang’s disdain for joint US-South Korea military exercises in a tweet Saturday morning. He called the exercises “ridiculous and expensive,” echoing complaints North Korea has made about the exercises the allies had long conducted to ensure they are both prepared to counter threats — particularly North Korean provocations — in the region. In his tweets, the president also referred to a letter he received from Kim on Friday https://www.vox.com/2019/8/10/20799714/north-korea-missile-test-donald-trump-letter-kim-jong-un-south-korea-military-exercises
The president mocking asian people by mimicking their accents at a fundraiser in front of 500 people isn’t even the headline or lead of this story because apparently that is totally fine now https://twitter.com/banikarim/status/1160210661076602880
https://nypost.com/2019/08/09/trump-cracks-jokes-about-rent-control-kamikaze-pilots-at-hamptons-fundraiser/

Leslie Wexner claims that Epstein defrauded him of more than $40 million—yet Wexner never went to the authorities https://twitter.com/DavidCayJ/status/1159278598324457475
 An apartment building on the Upper East Side of Manhattan has been home for years to young models, girlfriends, pilots, and lawyers associated with multimillionaire sex offender Jeffrey Epstein.
Almost all the apartments in the building are owned by Epstein's brother, the real-estate developer Mark Epstein. He purchased them from the billionaire Leslie Wexner, Jeffrey Epstein's only known client. Residents have repeatedly spotted former Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak visiting the building.  https://www.businessinsider.com/the-nyc-building-at-the-center-of-jeffrey-epsteins-web-2019-8

Director of the ACLU’s Border Rights Center: “I was illegally stopped by Border Patrol in California. The stop was made by a roving patrol. The agent’s claimed “reasonable suspicion” for the stop: our rental car.” https://twitter.com/astridalheli/status/1160055128746950656

Trump has told advisers he thinks Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu should use Israel's anti-boycott law to bar Reps. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.) and Rashida Tlaib (D-Mich.) from entering Israel https://www.axios.com/trump-tells-advisers-israel-should-bar-entry-omar-tlaib-a5a1977b-9862-420c-bf01-fa1936b0eec4.html
On Friday, yet another lawyer for a man charged with a violent crime blamed President Donald Trump's rhetoric for inspiring his client. Attorney Lance Jasper says his client Curt Brockway, who assaulted a 13-year-old boy for refusing to remove his hat during the national anthem, believed he was acting on Trump's orders. https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/pipe-bomber-cesar-sayoc-s-lawyers-named-trump-their-defense-ncna1040201

a series of viral videos that activists and journalists seized upon as an example of the everyday racism faced by minorities in America  … Clemson University researchers have found those videos received instrumental early social media promotion from inauthentic accounts, some of which have since been removed by Twitter and linked by U.S. intelligence to Russia’s efforts to stoke racial tensions in America. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/russia-linked-twitter-accounts-promoted-doxxing-over-racial-tension-videos-n1040596
Six of Sweden’s alt-right sites got advertising revenue from a network of online auto-parts stores based in Germany and owned by 4 businessmen from Russia and Ukraine, 3 of whom adopted German-sounding surnames. https://twitter.com/julianborger/status/1160538344411078657

8.9.2019
State Department watchdog issues scathing report on the lasting impact of the 2017-mid-2018 hiring freeze that undercut diplomatic security, counter-terrorism initiatives, AIDS programs, and more https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/08/09/us-diplomats-under-threat-worldwide-thanks-to-hiring-freeze-report-says-doj-state-department-watchdog/

Leaked FBI documents indicate "black identity extremists" and animal rights activists are among the agency's top counterterrorism priorities under President Donald Trump. Under the Trump administration, they're considered a bigger threat than terror groups such as Al Qaeda. An internal FBI report from August 2017 was widely criticized for using the BIE label, which many called racist. But the Consolidated Strategy Guide documents leaked this week show the FBI kept the term and made BIEs one of its top counterterrorism priorities. https://www.newsweek.com/fbi-leak-black-identity-extremist-threat-1453362
The FBI designated white supremacists a "medium threat" while identifying "black identity extremists" a top counterterrorism priority. https://tyt.com/stories/4vZLCHuQrYE4uKagy0oyMA/mnzAKMpdtiZ7AcYLd5cRR
Trump administration has known since at least April that alleged white supremacists were responsible for every single act of race-based domestic terrorism in the U.S. in 2018, yet not only took no action to combat the growing right wing violent extremism, but actually substantially reduced or even eliminated funding and programs that combat white supremacist extremism, violence, and terrorism – and then blocked the data from reaching the hands of Congress. https://www.rawstory.com/2019/08/revealed-doj-blocked-report-showing-white-supremacists-responsible-for-all-race-based-domestic-terrorism-incidents-in-2018/

The “naming and shaming wealthy trump donors is violence” news cycle is happening because the objective press abhors the disequilibrium of a president who incites racist violence and needs to somehow draw an equivalence. https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1159818890484080641

The NRA is overrun with criminal interstate fraud and federal tax evasion. “Wayne LaPierre is now a publicly exposed criminal leading a criminal enterprise.” https://twitter.com/Lawrence/status/1159590651434086400

8.8.2019
Another UN report concludes that in all likelihood life on Earth is doomed. (Climate change is threatening the world's food supply, the United Nations warned, and the window to address that threat is closing rapidly.) https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/climate/climate-change-food-supply.html
With Sue Gordon forced out, ODNI has no director, no acting director. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1159594813282574343
Gorden’s letter to Trump makes it clear that she resigned in response to pressure https://twitter.com/dnvolz/status/1159626690332639239
At least five nuclear experts were killed in Russia's mysterious rocket explosion https://twitter.com/MoscowTimes/status/1160909802693775360
Bill Barr approvingly cites the vigilante justice of Death Wish and Dirty Harry as the kind of justice that's "satisfying" to see done.  https://talkingpointsmemo.com/muckraker/bill-barr-interview-dirty-harry-death-wish-vigilante-justice
State Department career employee Chuck Park resigns: “almost three years since [Trump’s] election, what I have not seen is organized resistance from within. To the contrary, two senior Foreign Service officers admonished me for risking my career when I signed an internal dissent cable against the ban on travelers from several majority-Muslim countries in January 2017.”  https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/i-can-no-longer-justify-being-a-part-of-trumps-complacent-state-so-im-resigning/2019/08/08/fed849e4-af14-11e9-8e77-03b30bc29f64_story.html
State Department official served as the leader of a white-nationalist organization in Washington, DC, the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) disclosed on Wednesday. The official, identified as Matthew Gebert, "hosted white nationalists at his home and published white nationalist propaganda online," the report said. https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2019/08/07/us-state-department-official-involved-white-nationalist-movement-hatewatch-determines
https://news.yahoo.com/state-department-confirms-alleged-white-150736854.html

Only a third of Republicans think colleges and universities have a positive effect on the country. https://twitter.com/johngramlich/status/1159430776552923138

For yrs ES&S, top voting machine maker in US, has been saying its vote tabulators and election-management systems are not connected to the internet. That appears not to be true. Researchers say they found what appear to be 35 online. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/3kxzk9/exclusive-critical-us-election-systems-have-been-left-exposed-online-despite-official-denials

Recent reports have shown that the Amazon rainforest is losing a soccer field-size area every minute. Once deforestation reaches around 25 percent, the forest may not be able to move enough water to sustain itself and may degrade into a savanna, releasing gobs of carbon into the air. Right now, the Amazon has seen roughly 15 to 17 percent deforestation. “The Amazon may be closer to a tipping point than ever before,” https://www.vox.com/2019/8/8/20758461/climate-change-report-2019-un-ipcc-land-food

Two signs promoting the QAnon conspiracy theory are visible in a video from Donald Trump’s presidential campaign, marking the latest link between the president and followers of the fringe movement that the FBI recently described as a potential source of domestic terror.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-campaign-ad-features-qanon-signs

The new Air Force One aircraft—which Trump boasted would be cheaper—now painted with the inverted Trump livery are going to cost more, not less. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1159427063591374848 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-boasted-about-making-air-force-one-cheaper-he-didnt/2019/08/07/75316ad6-b946-11e9-a091-6a96e67d9cce_story.html

8.7.2019
FBI director is briefing senators in a single-party meeting https://twitter.com/mmcauliff/status/1159193224604475392
In Forrest, Mississippi where one of the ICE raids happened nearby Children of those who were arrested are left alone in the streets crying for help. Strangers and neighbors are taking them to a local gym to be put up for the night. https://twitter.com/AlexLoveWJTV/status/1159264049105973248
The ICE raid separates 4-month-old baby from breastfeeding mom https://www.clarionledger.com/story/news/2019/08/15/ms-ice-raids-breastfeeding-mom-taken-4-month-old-baby-koch-foods-morton-deportation-detainees/2002278001/
The workers at Koch Foods plants in Mississippi had just won a $3.75M settlement against Koch for sexual harassment and race discrimination. https://twitter.com/AdrienneLaw/status/1163850192258383874
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/8/20791508/mississippi-ice-immigration-raids
US president visits mass murder sites, and comment “Watching Sleepy Joe Biden making a speech. Sooo Boring! The LameStream Media will die in the ratings and clicks with this guy. It will be over for them, not to mention the fact that our Country will do poorly with him. It will be one big crash, but at least China will be happy!”  https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1159180714820218880
Trump is using a false equivalency to dismiss concerns over his rhetoric after the El Paso, Texas, mass shooting that left 22 dead last Saturday — one that was motivated by the anti-immigrant hysteria he regularly foments. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/7/20758473/trump-invasion-el-paso-shooting-sanders-warren-dayton
A 2-month old baby orphaned in the El Paso shooting was discharged from the hospital and then brought back only for Trump's photo op https://twitter.com/ndrew_lawrence/status/1159594908128337921
https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1159920699651309570
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/08/trumps-el-paso-photo-is-obscene/595888/
Based on nothing, the president and aides accused a mayor and senator of misrepresenting how he was treated...on a hospital visit...to shooting victims. In fact, they’d said he was received warmly.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/07/politics/fact-check-trump-brown-hospital-visit-dayton/index.html
WH press pool was not allowed to witness anything. https://twitter.com/AshleyRParker/status/1159205574619422723
Travel pool was told Trump’s hospital visit was closed to pool because this is “about victims...not a photo op.” But it took the WH just a couple hours to release its own video highlights and photos. https://twitter.com/EliStokols/status/1159200856119492609
Trump was upset with aides on Air Force One that news cameras were not with him in hospital and TV was dominated by his critics while he was not getting credit for hospital visits. He wanted footage released ASAP. Aides had blocked cameras due to privacy. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1159535208154193921
‘He screamed at his aides to begin producing proof in El Paso that people were happy to see him.’  https://twitter.com/tripgabriel/status/1160156677053833216
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/09/us/politics/trump-dayton-el-paso-shootings.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
Trump's first public comments after meeting with victims of the El Paso mass shooting is to call Sherrod Brown a failed presidential candidate https://twitter.com/justinbaragona/status/1159239013024391168
Wall Street Journal brazenly lies to promote myth that big tech is unfairly biased against conservatism https://twitter.com/normative/status/1159061217987715077
leader of an Ohio gun-rights group threatened politicians seeking to restrict access to firearms that "there will be political bodies laying all over the ground ... we gun owners will pull the trigger, and leave the corpse for the buzzards." As he said the latter in a video, Ohio Gun Owners leader Chris Dorr pointed and made several shooting motions. https://www.dispatch.com/news/20190809/patrol-reviewing-video-by-gun-rights-advocate-threatening-bodies-laying-all-over-ground
After a year of litigation, FBI tells BuzzFeed News that it is withholding its report on its fake investigation into Kavanaugh; “The FBI cites an exemption that is laughable to justify the withholding of its report on Brett Kavanaugh investigation: the presidential communication privilege. This leads me to believe there was interference related to the release of this report.” https://twitter.com/JasonLeopold/status/1159177013892022272
Actual prominent right-wing publication statement: “Stick close to your families. Live good and honest lives... if things are to get better ... our material wealth might have to get worse first." https://twitter.com/UrbanAchievr/status/1159069739718778881

Trump described an imaginary “invasion” at the border 2 dozen times in the past year. The president’s racist language was also used by the El Paso shooter. https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/8/7/20756775/el-paso-shooting-trump-hispanic-invasion
Fox News amplifies this, constantly https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1160869095815995393
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/11/business/media/el-paso-killer-conservative-media.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

The WH deliberately pressed DHS to make white nationalist terrorism a lower priority https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/07/politics/white-house-domestic-terrorism/index.html

The White House extended temporary security clearances beyond the typical 6 month period, allowing some staffers to bypass the full background investigation.  https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/1158573454536433666
Trump administration's intelligence watchdog has declined a request from four top Senate Democrats to investigate how the White House has handled security clearances for Jared Kushner, Ivanka Trump and other employees https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/watchdog-tells-democrats-he-can-t-probe-white-house-security-n1037486

8.6.2019
Planned NY Times headline: "TRUMP URGES UNITY VS. RACISM" https://twitter.com/WajahatAli/status/1158552240719912962
Two days of deeply misleading banner headlines from the paper of record. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1158548944844197888
After internet blowback, NYT changes headline to “Assailing hate but not guns” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1158562210798538753
Same day, NY Times runs humongous full page headline blaming Section 230 for protecting hate speech online (then has to revise that too). https://twitter.com/marklemley/status/1158742593527640067
On a day that saw the names of the El Paso dead released and how many Latinos were killed - these are the nation’s headlines: “Trump condemns bigotry, hate”, “Trump condemns racism”, “Trump condemns bigotry”, “Trump condemns ‘two evil attacks’”, “Trump calls for background checks, condemns racism’”, “Trump blames bigotry” — “This is how many in the media chose to depict targeted violence against Latinos.” https://twitter.com/lourdesgnavarro/status/1158780025782579200 
A 41-year-old Detroit man deported to Iraq in June died Tuesday… Jimmy Aldaoud, spent most of his life in the U.S., but was swept up in President Donald Trump’s intensified immigration enforcement efforts. [His] death appeared to be linked to the man’s inability to obtain insulin in Baghdad to treat his diabetes. Aldaoud was an Iraqi national, but he was born in Greece and came to the U.S. as a young child, his family friend said. He had never lived in Iraq and did not speak Arabic, according to Bajoka. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/07/iraqi-man-dies-deportation-trump-administration-1643512
Same ICE office deported a 60-year-old man who desperately needed hip surgery. He was detained by the agency for months and never got that surgery. Now, he is in a region he fled in 1999 due to targeted attacks against people with skin dark like his. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/ice-deports-man-awaiting-hip-replacement-surgery-mauritania-n1039816
ICE said they were taking Goura for treatment for his rotted hip. Instead they took him to Columbus airport + then AZ for charter to Africa. Most likely shackled for hours. Didn’t even have decency to tell him he was being deported. https://twitter.com/tramontela/status/1160572276473028609
Aafter a few months of handwringing over Trump, followed by complete silence, Sen. Ben Sasse is now launching his 2020 campaign to echo Trump's exact re-election messaging. https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1158775875615297538
Dayton murderer was a violent misogynist who killed his sister, kept lists of women he wanted to rape, kill, and skin, and sung in a band whose aesthetic is based on violence against violence—so Republicans are now promoting “left-wing mass shooter” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1158721014139895808
“Do you know why Trump keeps repeating his nonsensical lie that his tariffs ‘are being paid by China’? Because the media continues to act as the WH's faithful scribe in transmitting this claim, while making no effort to inform readers that it is 100% false.” https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1158809920277495809
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/06/kudlow-trump-is-flexible-on-china-tariffs-depending-on-how-trade-talks-go.html
John Lambert, the founder of Students for Trump pleaded guilty Tuesday to running a $46,000 scam in which he posed as a lawyer and gave legal advice.https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-students-for-trump-founder-guilty-20190806-uvtska53qrb33fq4u7jm6jkfmm-story.html
The Trump campaign and Republican Party sued California on Tuesday over a new law requiring presidential candidates to release their tax returns to run in the state's primary https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/trump-republican-party-sue-california-tax-return-law-64807609?cid=social_twitter_abcn

Random “30-50 feral hogs” meme appears out of nowhere on Twitter

in this latest phase, Trump’s rhetoric has become particularly sweeping. Brown people in general have become his targets. And there is no reason to hope that he will reform. His followers reward his radicalism, and his handlers are among the most cynical figures in American political history. His aide Kellyanne Conway tweeted on Sunday, “Working as one to understand depraved evil & to eradicate hate is everyone’s duty. Unity. Let’s do this.” And his daughter Ivanka wrote, in a way that hints at a permanent separation from reality, “White supremacy, like all other forms of terrorism, is an evil that must be destroyed.” And, of course, there is no one of any influence in his party who is willing to confront him.   https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/08/trump-getting-worse/595453

8.5.2019
“This is absolutely the right thing to say. The problem is Trump has no credibility when he says it. He’s called Nazis fine people, Mexicans criminals & spent all of the last month attacking black elected officials. So forgive me, but this rings as obligatory & hollow.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1158457110721695745
…said nothing about his pivotal role in stoking fear and racism among certain segments of the population, said nothing about the fact that five of the 10 deadliest shootings in American history have happened since 2016, the fact that he has become a figurehead in the dark underground of the global white nationalist movement. Instead, Trump blamed the internet, blamed video games, blamed Congress and blamed “mental health issues”.  https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/aug/05/trumps-response-weekend-massacres-ethical-blackhole
Monday after multiple mass shootings inspired by his encouragement of racism, the president’s tweet today and the racist creed the shooter posted overlap to the point that they’re hard to distinguish with the names removed https://twitter.com/BenjySarlin/status/1158352080509296646
Trump blamed the internet and social media for the “racist hate” displayed by the suspect in the El Paso massacre, but his own re-election campaign has characterized immigration as an “invasion” in more than 2,000 Facebook ads this year. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/05/trump-internet-facebook-ads-racism-immigrant-invasion
Trump unable to read scripted statement about shootings without confusing Dayton with Toledo
Uruguay today issued a travel warning to its citizens visting the United States of America, citing “growing violence” fueled by “racism and discrimination” that American “authorities are unable to prevent” due to “indiscriminate” gun ownership. https://twitter.com/RepDeanPhillips/status/1158511937103323148
Uraguay was not alone https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/06/americas/venezuela-uruguay-travel-warnings-us/index.html
Nebraska Republican representative John McCollister criticizes Trump for “enabling white supremacy.” State GOP responds by telling him to leave the party. https://twitter.com/_cingraham/status/1158556091048845312
https://twitter.com/NEGOP/status/1158511017351155713
Presidential adviser Sean Hannity: "I'd like to see the perimeter of every school in America surrounded, secured by retired police ... have one armed guard on every floor of every school, all over every mall, the perimeter and inside every hall of every mall." https://twitter.com/bad_takes/status/1158548808323780608
Hill staff are set to go to a shooting event tomorrow that gun lobbyists regularly attend https://www.thedailybeast.com/ultimate-bragging-rights-at-stake-as-gun-lobbyists-and-capitol-hill-aides-go-skeet-shooting-tuesday
Financial markets around the world have fallen sharply amid growing fears that the US-China trade dispute could escalate into a full-scale currency war https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/aug/05/markets-fall-sharply-amid-fears-of-full-scale-us-china-yuan-currency-war
“This is a big policy mistake. We get recession because of policy mistakes like this,” said one analyst. “China did not actively drive its currency down. It was a market-driven move. Secretary Mnuchin’s comments are totally political.” https://twitter.com/annafifield/status/1158551905313816576
even though China really did do a ton of currency manipulation between 2003 and 2014, as Fred Bergsten of the Peterson Institute of International Economics points out, it stopped doing this in Obama’s final two years in office. In fact, by the end of the Obama administration, the situation had reversed itself. … It’s possible that Trump understands this perfectly well and is basically just trolling the Chinese government. But it’s also possible that the move reflects him having no idea what he's talking about.  https://www.vox.com/2019/8/6/20756215/trump-china-currency-manipulator-trade-war
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/china-lets-currency-plunge-below-7-a-decade-low-after-trump-adds-new-tariffs/2019/08/05/c7415db6-b754-11e9-8e83-4e6687e99814_story.html
“Trump has lost our biggest global food market ... and gave it to Russia and Brazil.” https://twitter.com/MalcolmNance/status/1158542611185094657
China confirms it is suspending agricultural product purchases from the U.S. in response to Trump’s new tariffs, could hit ag imports with tariffs https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/05/china-confirms-it-is-suspending-agricultural-product-purchases-in-response-to-trumps-new-tariffs.html
An undocumented Chinese restaurant worker Xue Hui Zhang was wrongly detained by Immigration and Customs Enforcement while giving a deposition in a lawsuit. https://www.wnyc.org/story/undocumented-restaurant-worker-arrested-ice-during-deposition-against-his-employer/

Reality check: Towns that hosted a Trump rally saw hate crimes spike 226%. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/03/22/trumps-rhetoric-does-inspire-more-hate-crimes/

A top scientist studying climate change at USDA has quit, following others who say the Trump administration has politicized science https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/05/ziska-usda-climate-agriculture-trump-1445271

The United Nations has warned that more than two million people may face famine by the end of the summer in Somalia, as a result of devastating drought following a disappointing spring rainy season. Disturbing as that is, there’s a bigger long-term concern: this is the third severe drought the country has faced in less than a decade https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/somalia-drought-the-world-is-struggling-to-keep-up-with-climate-change-in-the-horn-of-africa.html

8.4.2019
people rally in support of billboard encouraging violence against “the squad” in Murphy, NC, just hours following the mass shootings in #ElPaso & #Dayton where the death toll has risen to 31. 
They are now offering bumper stickers of this billboard.  https://twitter.com/HuffmanForNC/status/1158442922494369792

Former FBI agent: “There’s some reluctance among agents to bring forth an investigation that targets what the president perceives as his base. It’s a no-win situation for the FBI agent or supervisor.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/fbi-faces-skepticism-over-its-anti-domestic-terror-efforts/2019/08/04/c9c928bc-b6e0-11e9-b3b4-2bb69e8c4e39_story.html

Facebook still isn't doing enough to combat the spread of misinformation and disinformation on its platform, according to a new transparency report released by the U.K.-based fact-checking charity organization Full Fact. … Facebook did not provide sufficient information to allow Full Fact to evaluate the impact of its fact-checking on the spread or visibility of false claims on Facebook. https://www.nationalobserver.com/2019/08/02/news/facebook-really-fact-checking-itself-we-dont-know

In early August, a whistleblower in the Trump administration stepped forward to warn House Democrats that the Treasury Department is mishandling the president’s long-shrouded tax returns.  https://www.courthousenews.com/house-tax-fight-with-trump-has-its-own-whistleblower/

8.3.2019
at least 19 people killed and 40 people injured as a result of the shooting at the shopping center in El Paso, TX https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/active-shooter-near-el-paso-mall-police-responding-n1039001
One week after the last mass shooting in California, we are witnessing yet another, possibly deadlier one in Texas. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1157735987277172738
CNN: we don’t know the official injured toll because many potential victims could be avoiding hospitals because of their immigration status https://twitter.com/dylan_hf/status/1157769887235936263
CBP and Border Patrol were on site https://twitter.com/Pradajames/status/1157784393034846209
this is the third time this year that an attacker has posted on 8chan’s /pol channel before their attack https://www.bellingcat.com/news/americas/2019/08/04/the-el-paso-shooting-and-the-gamification-of-terror/
The largest slaughter of Latinos killed in American history. https://twitter.com/MariaTeresa1/status/1157964426605207552 (Or maybe it was Pulse in Orlando)
suspect’s alleged manifesto: “this attack is in response to the Hispanic invasion of Texas.” https://twitter.com/samswey/status/1157750935105527810
According to Facebook's ad archive, Trump has run around 2,200 FB ads since May 2018 mentioning the word "invasion." Scrolling through, all of them seem to be about immigration. https://twitter.com/natijomartinez/status/1158049182877458433
Shooter manifesto refers multiple times to Latinx being about to take over Texas; Texas Senator John Cornyn has promoted the idea of a demographic threat to white Texans  https://twitter.com/DavidAstinWalsh/status/1157823977676578816
The alleged El Paso shooter "told investigators he wanted to shoot as many Mexicans as possible, two law enforcement officials told ABC News." https://abcnews.go.com/US/police-el-paso-issue-report-active-shooter/story?id=64753896
Drudge is hosting the full text of the El Paso attacker’s vile manifesto tonight, promoting it in the banner and giving the killer a massive platform to spread dangerous propaganda. Even 8chan moderators took this down. https://twitter.com/passantino/status/1157860301988978688
More terrorists have cited Donald Trump as an inspiration for attacks on the US homeland over the past three years than any other person or organization on Earth. https://twitter.com/samswey/status/1157757180814254080
https://twitter.com/samswey/status/1151707817612648448
Within hours, Fox News anchor tries to link video games to mass shootings. https://twitter.com/existentialfish/status/1157784170128654336
The Justice Department is treating the El Paso shooting as “domestic terrorism” – but the suspected shooter may not be charged as a terrorist.  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/domestic-terrorism-hate-crimes-el-paso-shooting
Far-right extremists pushed a hoax about antifa planning a “siege” in El Paso — a hoax that actually could inspire violence — and Texas governor is telling antifa to stay out https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1157765808367591424
more than 90% of Americans favor universal background checks and people are being slaughtered at shopping malls Republicans are not subjected to the same media scrutiny about their “unpopular” positions on guns. https://twitter.com/AshleySchapitl/status/1157752531176628224
Hours later, Dayton Ohio: 9 were shot and killed. 16 people have been hospitalized. This just one day after “in the Dayton, OH area Trump supporters in the suburbs told me they are excited about the president’s words. Meanwhile, immigrants in the city are living in fear & are on edge.” https://twitter.com/Yamiche/status/1157446641156337664
Three dozen people killed or wounded in less than a minute https://twitter.com/DaytonPolice/status/1157973500709265408
The Dayton killer had a "rape list," but he was allowed to buy a gun. https://twitter.com/BetoORourke/status/1158516266329620480
“I checked in with a law enforcement official for updates on the latest mass shooting. The reply: ‘You’ll have to be more specific regarding which massacre you’re referring to.’” https://twitter.com/joshscampbell/status/1158015434777481217
McConnell campaign did indeed tweet a photo celebrating the metaphorical future death of his Democratic opponent on the same day a white supremacist Trump supporter went to El Paso to murder people. https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1158502323137732611
McConnell’s campaign tweets out an image of a tombstone with his opponent’s name https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/05/mcconnell-mcgrath-tombstone-tweet-1448627
Trump has repeatedly referred to immigrants from central America as an “invasion,” though his  campaign has attempted to scrub these statements from Twitter  https://twitter.com/samuelrobinsonJ/status/1158106449622556673
https://factba.se/topic/deleted-tweets
Within the past 24 hours, Trump has retweeted two Muslim-bashing posts by a Brit who called for a “final solution” after the Manchester attacks and blamed the Tree of Life synagogue massacre on a rabbi’s support for refugees. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1157698547632021506
“This is the most frustrating thing about politics, and human affairs generally: it's super, super difficult to nurture & build social trust, and it's super, super easy for a small number of assholes to destroy it. With every shooting, it diminishes a little more.”  https://twitter.com/drvox/status/1157777131558100993
A young black man was put on a leash while handcuffed between two mounted horses, by police in Galveston, Texas.  https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/8/6/20757026/galveston-police-donald-neely-arrest-horses-texas-investigation
A 39-year-old man has been charged with felony assault of a minor in Montana after he allegedly slammed a 13-year-old boy to the ground for not taking his hat off during the national anthem. The incident took place Saturday at the Mineral County Fair and Rodeo in western Montana.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/montana-man-slams-13-year-old-breaks-skull-hat-national-anthem.html
DOJ missed a midnight Friday deadline to file its opposition to a motion for sanctions in the census question case, but apparently got it in by 4:30 a.m. They ask the judge for an extension outside of his rules, saying they could not have anticipated being late. DOJ also says the need to respond to all the allegations in the plaintiffs’ motion constitutes “extraordinary circumstances,” even though nothing could be more ordinary.  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1157586754448183296

Towns that hosted a Trump rally saw hate crimes spike 226%. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/03/22/trumps-rhetoric-does-inspire-more-hate-crimes/?noredirect=on

Reality check: leading Republicans — including stalwart members of the Trump administration like Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney — were fiercely critical of Trump throughout 2015 and 2016 when they thought his antics were a burden to their policy agenda. Even when Trump unexpectedly won the election, trepidation remained. He had, after all, promised to deliver universal health care and oppose tax cuts for the rich. But instead, he adopted a conventional regressive economic agenda and in doing so won the hearts of the GOP donor class and the conservative establishment. That’s the reason he’s able to “get away with” a scale of abuses in terms of personal corruption, broad incompetence, and alarming racial demagoguery.  https://www.vox.com/2019/8/8/20782269/stephen-ross-soulcycle-equinox-trump-donor

8.2.2019
Journalist Brian J. Karem: “Received an email today shortly before 5 p.m. from the WH: as of Monday afternoon my press pass is suspended for 30 days.” https://twitter.com/BrianKarem/status/1157430193788784645
senior national security official: “Everyone at this point ignores what the president says and just does their job. https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1157397870724702208
 A former Navy sailor who pleaded guilty to a felony count of unauthorized possession and retention of national defense information for snapping photos on a nuclear attack submarine has received a pardon from President Donald Trump — and his attorney says Fox News deserves the credit. The legal team for Kristian Saucier compared his case to the handling of the investigation into former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s use of a private email server. That grabbed Trump’s interest, and it’s now paid off in the form of a presidential pardon, announced Friday. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pardon-kristian-saucier_n_5aa2e103e4b07047bec662d1

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s position is that the U.K. will leave the EU on Oct. 31 no matter what… The British government announced an additional £2.1 billion to no-deal Brexit preparations this week, which is not encouraging.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/boris-johnson-chickens-eu-by-election.html

stocks plunged Wednesday as Fed Chair Jerome Powell described the Federal Reserve’s rate cut as a “mid-cycle adjustment,” which traders interpreted as signaling fewer reductions. After bouncing back, equities tumbled anew when Trump said he would impose a 10% tariff on $300 billion in Chinese imports that aren’t yet subject to levies. Dutifully, traders of fed funds futures boosted the amount of easing they expect from the Fed this year after the tweet hit. Some equity players doubt it’s coincidental. By their logic, after the Fed chairman said his rate cut was justified by trade tensions, it makes sense the president would be tempted to create more of them. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-01/stock-traders-have-theories-about-timing-of-trump-s-tariff-tweet

8.1.2019
Senator Lindsey Graham blatantly steamrolls over Judiciary Committee rules in order to speed through a message bill to require asylum seekers from Central America to apply for asylum outside the US in their home countries and Mexico. Graham’s bill would also extend the amount of time that families are kept in detention from 20 days to 100 days. https://twitter.com/KDbyProxy/status/1156994486247002112
https://www.vox.com/2019/8/1/20750473/lindsey-graham-judiciary-committee-democrats
Trump is celebrating the robbery of U.S. Congressman Elijah Cummings’ home. https://twitter.com/ProudResister/status/1157292538736156673
Republicans used to profess to be extremely worried about the budget deficit. Many of us suspected at the time that they were full of it. And one big thing we’ve learned this week is that they were, indeed, full of it. The budget deal the Senate is passing today will raise spending by $320 billion, split between defense and non-defense measures, in the context of deficits that have already soared to more than $1 trillion per year. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/1/20746327/budget-deal-deficit-republican-hypocrisy
Another execrable “rally” to promote hatred
Trump escalated his attacks on elected officials representing one of America’s blackest cities by turning victims of gun violence in Baltimore into a political cudgel to wield against Democrats. https://www.vox.com/2019/8/2/20751505/trump-cincinnati-rally-baltimore-afghanistan
Before Trump took the stage, a large, white man lingered by the designated press area, leaning over the gate and looking menacingly at reporters. He then pointed at certain reporters and made a slicing motion across his neck. The man also made the shape of his gun with his thumb and two fingers, pretending to take a weapon out of his pocket.https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-supporters-cheer-rally-immigrants-protesters_n_5d437d43e4b0aca3411b0fae?pe8
At least two speakers before Trump ― Donald Trump Jr. and Brandon Straka, the founder of Walk Away, a campaign urging liberals to “walk away” from the left ― pointed at the press pit, prompting attendees to boo journalists https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-supporters-cheer-rally-immigrants-protesters_n_5d437d43e4b0aca3411b0fae?pe8
A protester was booed out of the building and nearly beaten up for hoisting an "Immigrants Built America" banner. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1157096885938786304
Trump seems to give China free reign to do what it wants with Hong Kong: "Somebody said that at some point they are going to want to stop [the riots]. But that's between Hong Kong and that's between China, because Hong Kong is a part of China ... they don't need advice." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1157025123511283712
Local officials working to find a company for the idled General Motors Lordstown complex don’t know what Vice President Mike Pence is talking about when he said Workhorse Group Inc. and an affiliated entity have the money in place to buy the plant. https://www.vindy.com/news/2019/aug/01/local-officials-know-nothing-pence-claim-about-lor/
Popular Texas Rep. Will Hurd, a rare African American Republican in Congress, takes a knee https://twitter.com/TexasTribAbby/status/1157083899350134785
Trump today signed EO imposing a second round of sanctions on Russia for the Skripal attack in the U.K. …  had been dragging his feet on this second round. The sanctions were technically required last year, three months after the imposition of the first round which came in 8/2018. (Per 1991 law.) https://twitter.com/elianayjohnson/status/1157098229701513216

In St. Cloud. Minnesota, a group of white residents, driven by open xenophobia, are pressuring their city to stop accepting Somali refugees. It may work https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/20/us/politics/minnesota-refugees-trump.html

More voters think Donald Trump is a racist than thought George Wallace was in 1968 https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/31/politics/poll-trump-racist/index.html

Top Ukrainian officials knew about the U.S. aid freeze before it became public, according to interviews and documents obtained by NY Times https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1187027306214150145
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/23/us/politics/ukraine-aid-freeze-impeachment.html

The current melt rate in Greenland is what's projected for around the year 2070 as global warming worsens — using the most pessimistic model https://insideclimatenews.org/news/01082019/greenland-climate-change-ice-sheet-melt-heat-wave-sea-level-rise-fish-global-warming
the Greenland ice sheet is in the middle of its biggest melt season in recorded history. It’s the latest worrying signal climate change is accelerating far beyond the worst fears of even climate scientists.
	The record-setting heat wave that sweltered northern Europe last week has moved north over the critically vulnerable Greenland ice sheet, triggering temperatures this week that are as much as 25 to 30 degrees Fahrenheit warmer than normal.
	Weather models indicate Tuesday’s temperature may have surpassed 75 degrees Fahrenheit in some regions of Greenland, and a weather balloon launched near the capital Nuuk measured all-time record warmth just above the surface. That heat wave is still intensifying, and is expected to peak on Thursday with the biggest single-day melt ever recorded in Greenland. On August 1 alone, more than 12 billion tons of water will permanently melt away from the ice sheet and find its way down to the ocean, irreversibly raising sea levels globally. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/greenland-ice-sheet-melt-865803/

After the second evening of debates on Wednesday, a conspicuous hashtag referring to candidate Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA), #KamalaHarrisDestroyed, picked up steam on Twitter, and Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI) was the most-searched candidate on Google. https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/8/2/20751789/kamala-harris-destroyed-tulsi-gabbard-bots-google
For example, on Tuesday, a user named Susannah Faulkner first shared the hashtag #DemDebateSoWhite, and then Ali Alexander, a Republican operative who sparked a racist birther-like campaign about Harris during the first round of debates, retweeted it. And on Wednesday, conservative commentator Terrence K. Williams started the #KamalaHarrisDestroyed hashtag after Harris’s onstage exchange with Gabbard. In both instances, the Journal, citing data from analytics company Storyful, found that a high number of the accounts that interacted with and spread the tweets and hashtags had “bot-like characteristics.”  https://www.wsj.com/articles/bots-pushed-divisive-content-misinformation-on-race-during-debates-11564678048

The Trump administration determined that more than 500,000 children would no longer be automatically eligible for free school meals under a proposed overhaul to the food stamp program, but left that figure out of its formal proposal https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-plan-failed-note-it-could-jeopardize-free-school-lunches-n1035281

Much of the world suffered through soaring temperatures last month, as heat waves set new records in several countries. Now the United Nations has said July 2019 may well be the hottest month on record. https://www.dw.com/en/july-equaled-if-not-surpassed-hottest-month-ever-un/a-49857050

Associates of Ukrainian oligarch Dmitry Firtash were working to produce dirt on former Vice President Joe Biden in an effort to get Rudy Giuliani’s help in the oligarch’s legal case, according to three people familiar with the exchanges. Firtash, charged with conspiracy by the U.S. and living in Vienna, shuffled lawyers in July to add Joe diGenova and Victoria Toensing, vocal supporters of President Donald Trump who had worked with Giuliani.  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-18/to-win-giuliani-s-help-oligarch-s-allies-pursued-biden-dirt

7.31.2019
The Commander in Chief publicly retaliates against Navy prosecutors who brought war crimes charges against a senior Navy SEAL. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1156659265446113280
U.S. Navy Secretary Richard Spencer on Wednesday revoked awards given to several military prosecutors in the court-martial of a Navy SEAL who was acquitted of murdering an Iraqi prisoner but convicted of unlawfully posing for photos with his dead body.  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-navyseal-warcrimes-trump-idUSKCN1UQ2SC
At a July 31 meeting that included staff from the White House, Laura Cooper explained that the only legal means for withholding military aid voted by Congress to Ukraine was through a rescission notice or reprogramming action, both of which would require congressional notification. The White House never took either action. https://www.justsecurity.org/67489/trumps-hold-on-ukrainian-military-aid-was-illegal/
Federal Reserve cuts interest rates. Rate cuts normally come in times of recession and high unemployment. Today’s unemployment rate is below 4 percent, and the economy has been expanding for the longest period on record. With such a low unemployment rate, there’s no precedent for interest rates being as low as they were before the rate cut, to say nothing of afterward. Nevertheless, we are getting a rate cut — a modest move from 2.5 percent to 2.25 percent — that represents the first downward revision in the key policy rate since the 2008 crisis. … the supposedly independent Fed has changed direction under pressure from Trump.  https://www.vox.com/2019/7/31/20748979/federal-reserve-interest-rate-cut-powell
The Trump administration announced today that it is placing sanctions on Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif…  the US action “exposes a tension in the US administration argument, in the sense that you can’t say you are primarily interested in diplomacy with Iran, and at the same time, sanction Iran’s diplomat in chief,” Vaez said. “The other tension in the administration argument about Zarif: At the same time they say he does not matter in Iran as a decision-maker, they sanction him for being part of the supreme leader’s office.” “It really puts the incoherence on full display,” Vaez said. https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2019/07/us-sanctions-iran-foreign-minister-zarif.html
Senate Republicans rubber stamp Kelly Craft as UN ambassador. Her diplomatic experience is still pretty thin, and she revealed at her hearing that she doesn’t have a great grasp on some of the workings of the United Nations. Craft, who hails from Kentucky, is married to wealthy coal magnate Joe Craft. Her Kentucky connections garnered her a huge endorsement: McConnell vouched for her and introduced her at her confirmation hearing in June. The Crafts also happen to be major GOP donors https://www.vox.com/2019/7/31/20728177/kelly-craft-un-ambassador-senate-confirmed

William Perry Pendley was appointed by Interior Secretary David Bernhardt as the acting director of the Department of Interior's Bureau of Land Management in July 2019. This man, responsible for managing one in every 10 acres of land in the United States has repeatedly denied the existence of climate change and falsely claimed in a 1990s speech there was no credible evidence of a hole in the ozone layer.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/08/politics/william-perry-pendley-blm-kfile/index.html

Trump phoned Putin this week after seeing a map of widespread wildfires in Siberia, according to senior administration officials. But their conversation also drifted to a discussion of the need for a new US ambassador in Russia https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/02/politics/trump-putin-huntsman/index.html
“Why wasn't that in the readout? New topics of that conversation keep surfacing days later and I'm sure there's more.” https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1157456959488045056

As the temperature in the city on this last day of the month climbs once again into the 90s and has prompted yet another heat advisory, meteorologists are predicting this will be Boston’s hottest July on record. https://www.bostonmagazine.com/news/2019/07/31/hottest-july-boston/
Siberian wildfires have spread across three million hectares. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-49182554?ocid=socialflow_twitter
Meanwhile, president Trump, who engaged in nonsensical blame games during massive fires in California, has extended assistance to Russia https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1156673933883654146
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/white-house-acknowledges-trump-putin-phone-call-says-it-was-about-wildfires.html
https://www.vox.com/2019/8/1/20750200/siberia-wildfire-russia-fire-smoke-trump-putin

Two former top staffers to Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell have lobbied Congress and the Treasury Department on the development of a new Kentucky aluminum mill backed by the Russian aluminum giant Rusal, according to a new lobbying disclosure. The Russian firm was only able to make the investment after it won sanctions relief from penalties the Treasury Department initially imposed in April 2018 https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/31/mcconnell-staffers-lobbied-russian-backed-kentucky-project-1442550

Trump sent America’s top hostage negotiator to Sweden for A$AP Rocky’s trial. A$AP Rocky isn’t Sweden’s hostage. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/31/20748443/asap-rocky-trial-sweden-hostage-envoy-trump

7.30.2019
After California passed a law requiring published tax returns for presidential candidates to get ballot access, Trump intends to sue https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1156287115833073664
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/30/20747552/california-trump-tax-return-primary-ballot
Trump fighting several legal challenges to conceal his tax records
Trump is actively reading and promoting a QAnon Twitter feed. “QAnon is chemtrail-level nonsense, but it's hard to argue with their belief that the president is intentionally signaling them and encouraging them to continue following Q.”  https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1156257637056614402
A growing push by Trump and his advisors to require rank-and-file Republicans to use the WinRed fundraising website prompted detractors to blast an email Tuesday to the leadership of the Republican National Committee. The email is anonymous, signed by “concerned current and former RNC members,” and says it is asking “questions that deserve an answer.” It raises an array of concerns about the WinRed site, including the risk that those who run the site could control the flow of dollars -- and use the site as a weapon against Republican detractors. https://abcnews.go.com/US/republicans-clash-control-trump-rnc-fundraising-efforts/story?id=64663737
Washington National Cathedral: “After two years of President Trump’s words and actions, when will Americans have enough?” https://cathedral.org/have-we-no-decency-a-response-to-president-trump.html
The Trump administration’s family separation policy was officially ended by court order in June 2018. But the judge allowed a loophole through which the administration has jammed more than 900 children, the ACLU charged in a court motion on Tuesday.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/family-separation-still-happening-aclu-filing-trump.html

President Donald Trump has access to some of the finest intelligence professionals in the world. He could seek policy guidance and input from the foremost experts. And yet time and time again, the Fox News and Fox Business channels end up setting his administration’s agenda. A string of tweets he posted Monday night and Tuesday morning confirms it. Across a 14-hour span, Trump tweeted about topics as varied as his one-sided feud with the city of Baltimore and the Chinese economy — a confusing conglomeration, except that the tweetstorm clearly came in response to content he was watching on his favorite television stations. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/30/20747141/trump-fox-news-presidency-elijah-cummings

The "remain in Mexico" policy is now in effect in Brownsville, TX. Asylum-seekers are being sent back to Matamoros, Mexico without resources and almost no access to legal counsel. https://www.texastribune.org/2019/07/18/migrants-could-soon-be-returned-mexico-busiest-patch-border-officials-/

the Trump administration is resurrecting an old idea: attempting to use authority that has been repeatedly rejected on legal grounds to bypass Congress and give another tax cut that’s even more skewed to the wealthy, estimated to be worth at least $10 billion annually. … Even worse, the Trump administration is openly considering the move in violation of the law.  https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/news/2018/08/08/454553/indexing-capital-gains-inflation-will-rig-economy-workers/

Hiring discrimination is as rampant now as it was in 1989. Whites get 36% more callbacks than equally qualified Blacks and 24% more than Latinos—even with identical resumes where only the name is changed. No evidence of discrimination against Whites. (Despite which many Americans feel that discrimination against whites is on the rise.) https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-truth-about-anti-white-discrimination/

7.29.2019
Trump began a White House signing ceremony for legislation extending the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund by exaggerating (to put it charitably) his role in the 9/11 response efforts. He ended it by joking about the possibility of structures collapsing under the feet of first responders and their families. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/29/8934904/trump-9-11-first-responders-event
research, published Monday by Oxford University’s Computational Propaganda Project, found that targeted social-media content succeeded in achieving “significant and persistent interactions” between Russian-linked accounts and U.S. military personnel on Twitter, indicating that the messages are being noticed and reaching their targets — and that they may be having an impact. Importantly, the analysis also revealed that pro-Trump users (both human and automated “bot” accounts) often functioned as a sort of middleman in the interactions on Twitter https://arcdigital.media/study-russian-propaganda-targeted-u-s-military-veterans-and-troops-on-social-media-3ef50e7486a5

“If you have over 10K [Twitter] followers, you cannot fairly use your power to rebut trolls or liars, bc your reach amplifies those lies.” https://twitter.com/moorehn/status/1156039472221265920

This week, 40 billion tons of ice will melt in Greenland as the European heat wave moves north -- enough to measurably raise global sea levels. https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1155864528183279616
In theory, the rainy season here should last from late April to October [in central America’s “dry corridor”], with a drier period in July and August known as the canícula – a regional peculiarity that requires two short harvests. But the past decade has seen frequent, intense droughts and late rains due to unusually hot and dry canículas and prolonged years of El Niño – the warm phase of a complex weather cycle caused by increased Pacific surface temperatures. https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2019/jul/29/guatemala-climate-crisis-migration-drought-famine

7.28.2019
Trump wished Director of National Intelligence Daniel Coats well after serving two years in his position and said that Coats will resign officially on August 15. Trump added that he will nominate Rep. John Ratcliffe (R-TX), a staunch Congressional ally who fiercely sided with the president during the Mueller probe, as the nation’s next top spy. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/28/1499627/coats-trump-fired-intelligence-north-korea-iran
“Coats is getting ousted for taking steps to prevent foreign attacks on American elections” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1155547922295136256
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/28/us/politics/dan-coats-intelligence-chief-out.html
“Trump is consolidating his personal  control over the intelligence community. Between loyalists Barr and Radcliffe, and pliant CIA and FBI directors, Trump is close to neutralizing intelligence and law enforcement as spoilers in his bid to amass unprecedented executive power.” https://twitter.com/AmericanMystic/status/1155595469344694272
his actual national security resume appears awfully thin. … Ratcliffe never prosecuted a terrorism case, despite claiming he sent terrorists to jail and even lied about his role in the Holy Land Foundation case. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/intel-officials-worry-trump-s-pick-top-spy-will-politicize-n1035821
Ratcliffe, the guy who wants to oversee the entire intelligence community, didn’t think that one of DOJ’s foremost experts in Russian organized crime, Ohr, should learn what he could from another recognized expert in Russian organized crime, Steele, and pass on what he learned to another government expert in Russian organized crime, McCabe. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/07/29/aspiring-director-of-national-intelligence-john-ratcliffe-does-not-want-dojs-mob-experts-exchanging-information-with-mob-experts/

Trump turns another weekend into a big flutter about his racism, this time directed at Rep. Elijah Cummings… who just received this week the authority to subpoena Ivanka and Jared’s email / communications https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1155078914273873920
https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1156278755431727104
he keeps using the word “infested” when referring to the districts of prominent black Democratic members of the House. https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1155094208048521216
Twitter says Trump's tweets about Baltimore do not break their rules -- that includes their rules on "dehumanizing language." "No human being would want to live there," Trump tweeted about Baltimore. https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/28/tech/twitter-dehumanizing-language-trump-rules/index.html
“Questions nobody seems to have asked: What are the addresses of the context-free images of urban decay—sourced to a Twitter pundit—that Fox News fed to a U.S. president to denigrate a city, its predominantly black residents and a civil rights leader?  Who owns those buildings?”  https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1155813430093340672

Active-duty U.S. troops are now just feet away from migrants in Texas. The troops "monitor" migrants at a Texas facility. One congressman said they shouldn't be prison guards, and are close to breaking the Posse Comitatus law https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/active-duty-u-s-troops-are-now-just-feet-away-n1034416

7.27.2019
The president reminded us that we are governed in part by a cable channel. He tweeted what Media Matters researcher Matthew Gertz called a “straight recitation” of a Fox segment comparing the supposed lack of cleanliness of Cummings’ 7th Congressional District — which covers West Baltimore, has a mix of mostly urban and suburban areas, and is 53 percent black — to the inhumane conditions ongoing at Border Patrol detention facilities, conditions about which the House Oversight chairman berated acting Homeland Security head Kevin McAleenan at a July 18 hearing. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/trump-baltimore-cummings-impeach-864796/
Trump went on Hannity and claimed that the Ukrainians had evidence of Hillary working with Ukraine to interfere in 2016, and that the Ukrainians would be handing that evidence over to AG Barr for him to hopefully prosecute. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1176981240420937729

We're Now At A Million Plastic Bottles Per Minute - 91% Of Which Are Not Recycled https://www.forbes.com/sites/trevornace/2017/07/26/million-plastic-bottles-minute-91-not-recycled/

A 9-year-old American citizen on her way to school was apprehended by U.S. immigration officials and detained for some 32 hours before she was released back to her family. “I was scared. I didn’t have my mom or my brother. I was completely by myself,” Julia Isabel Amparo Medina told NBC-7 TV in San Diego. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/julia-isabel-amparo-medina-immigration-border_n_5c96aa60e4b0a6329e177fbb
“Did you know that you, a US citizen, do not have the right to an attorney provided for you when detained by immigration? So they can hold you indefinitely and ignore your presentation of citizenship proof as long as it takes, and run out the statute of limitations on any lawsuit.” https://twitter.com/LibyaLiberty/status/1155530419166748673

7.26.2019
At 6:30 p.m. on a Friday the Supreme Court decided that the separation of powers doesn't much matter any more, pending lower court adjudication on the merits.
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/supreme-court-trump-border-wall-military-funds
In Friday news dump, illegitimate Republican majority of Supreme Court okays construction of border wall with defense funds illegally redirected by the Trump administration in flagrant violation of the US constitution https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/27/8932874/border-wall-donald-trump-supreme-court-2-5-billion-us-mexico
Trump call to Sondland asking about “the investigations.” https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/13/trump-ive-never-heard-of-call-with-ambassador-sondland-cited-by-taylor.html
Call on a cell phone call from almost certainly intercepted by Russians https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1195528328163274752
David Holmes, an embassy staffer in Kiev, testified that he, too, overheard Trump demanding via loud cell-phone voice to know from Gordon Sondland whether Zelensky would pursue the sham “investigation” (i.e., smear) of Biden that he wanted. https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1195663242414215168
According to Holmes, Sondland says Trump cares more about whether Ukraine is investigating Biden -- the “big stuff” -- than he does about Ukraine itself.  This undercuts the nonsense that Trump only cared about getting Ukraine to investigate generic “corruption.”
Trump’s ringleader is also revealing that Trump is incapable of thinking about anything except through the prism of what helps him politically. This goes to corrupt intent -- to the subversion and manipulation of foreign policy to serve Trump’s own corrupt ends.
Holmes’ testimony reveals two other things as well. First, Trump has a direct and open line to Sondland, to get briefed on every step of the unfolding plot -- and to provide direction to Sondland throughout. Second, Trump is obsessing over how the plot is playing out.
FirstEnergy Solutions says it is canceling plans to close the super-polluter Sammis coal-fired power plant, just days after Ohio gov. signed nuke and coal bailout. https://twitter.com/Heathertayl/status/1154837252641644544
In just the past week, North Korea has unveiled a brand new submarine that could potentially launch nuclear weapons and tested two short-range missiles that gravely threaten US allies South Korea and Japan. The casual observer might understandably expect President Donald “fire and fury” Trump and his hawkish administration to respond forcefully to these new provocations. But the opposite has happened: They’re taking the barrage with a degree of calm virtually unseen before from this administration. In fact, they’re actively downplaying — and in some cases even defending — North Korea’s actions. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/26/8931670/trump-north-korea-misisle-submarine-pompeo
China has approved wheat imports from the Russian region of Kurgan, the Chinese customs office said on Friday, bringing Russia a step closer to its goal of dramatically increasing grain exports. It also approved soybean imports from all parts of Russia, the General Administration of Customs said in a separate statement on its website, having all but halted U.S. soy imports as the trade dispute between Beijing and Washington deepened. China was the top buyer of U.S. soybeans until Beijing slapped a 25% tariff on shipments last year in response to U.S. tariffs on a range of Chinese products.  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china-agriculture/china-approves-wheat-soy-imports-from-russia-idUSKCN1UL275
Ambassador Sondland spoke to a Ukrainian TV station. He said he'd spoken with Trump right before the Zelensky call -- at about the time his colleague Volker was telling a Zelensky aid that a state visit depended on an investigation. https://twitter.com/pbump/status/1181661108177752064
Sprint and T-Mobile, the No. 3 and No. 4 mobile phone companies in the United States, got the green light from the Trump administration on Friday to merge, a baffling decision that’s bad for ordinary Americans but … One has to suspect that Trump’s close ties to Sprint’s Japanese owner and T-Mobile’s sudden interest in patronizing Trump’s hotels may have played a role. What’s more, the decision to approve the merger casts a suspect light on the Trump DOJ’s earlier effort to stop AT&T from buying Time Warner, making that look more like political retaliation against CNN than sober antitrust analysis. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/29/8932025/trump-sprint-tmobile-hotel
US DOJ is asking Judge Jackson to play a 4+ minute scene from the Godfather Part II in court to back up its case that Stone was allegedly involved in witness tampering. https://twitter.com/dsamuelsohn/status/1154855578117824512
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=0000016c-2ffb-d88f-a9ec-2fff23630001
Trump tells press pool that he dislikes the HVAC system installed in the White House during the Obama era.  https://twitter.com/OKnox/status/1154861134878519301
(the HVAC was done in mid-2017. https://wtop.com/media-galleries/2017/08/photos-new-look-white-houses-west-wing-renovations/)

“it’s not exactly “bad news” that Obama-era growth has essentially just continued apace. But if you think there are significant downsides to Trump’s policies — like supercharging inequality or reversing decades of progress on air pollution or a rising uninsurance rate — none of this has brought us the faster growth we were promised. It’s just the same old same old. What’s more, the means by which we are achieving the growth is simply the kind of Keynesian economic stimulus that Republicans opposed back when Obama was president.” https://www.vox.com/2019/7/26/8931569/gdp-q2-trump-tax-failed

There’s now about $13 trillion in negative-yielding bonds. https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-negative-yield-debt/

When a whistleblower reported Trump’s Ukraine quid pro quo gambit, the acting director of national intelligence McGuire went to the White House to ask what to do https://twitter.com/mikiebarb/status/1177219456990363648
Attorney General Barr declined to recuse even though he was personally named in the whistleblower report https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1177205900446224384
Evidence indicates that the Justice Department buried the whistleblower complaint about President Donald Trump’s call with the Ukrainian president by failing to refer the matter to the Federal Election Commission (FEC). Klobuchar suggested the Justice Department violated a longstanding agreement between the agencies to share information about possible campaign finance violations for potential enforcement action. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/10/fec-justice-department/
When the whistleblower filed the complaint, the Office of the Inspector General quickly concluded that it was both credible and “a matter of urgent concern.” Consequently, the OIG had a legal duty to report it to Congress. But when the OIG filed what should have been a pro-forma notification of the complaint with the Director of National Intelligence, something happened. Instead of facilitating the passing of the complaint to the congressional intelligence committees as the law requires, the administration began a frantic effort to bottle it up, permanently https://thebulwark.com/there-was-also-a-cover-up/
If the DoJ is to believed, officials never even considered bribery or extortion when they declined to open an investigation into the whistleblower’s complaint. https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1185648392330010624
CIA's top lawyer made criminal referral on whistleblower's complaint https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/trump-impeachment-inquiry/cia-s-top-lawyer-made-criminal-referral-whistleblower-s-complaint-n1062481
The move by the CIA's general counsel, a Trump appointee, meant she and other senior officials had concluded a potential crime had been committed, raising more questions about why the Justice Department later closed the case without conducting an investigation. https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1180220031717785601

“White House … were ‘directed’ by White House lawyers to remove the electronic transcript [of Trump’s call to Ukraine president Zelenskyy] from the computer system in which such transcripts are typically stored...” https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1177238571218026496

7.25.2019
The day after Mueller testified before Congress, Trump called the Ukrainian president Zelenskyy to discuss investigating one of his political rivals and had his personal attorneys, Barr and Rudy, to follow-up with the Ukrainians. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/ukraine-russia-trump-tower-meeting-888003/
https://twitter.com/SteveEngelberg/status/1176966914666631169
1) After the call, White House lawyers allegedly discussed its legal implications
2) There is a word-for-word transcript of the call
3) Senior White House officials allegedly moved to lock down all records of the call
4) The White House allegedly moved records of the call to highly classified system, although the call did not addressed such matters
5) After the call, the US envoy for Ukraine and EU ambo allegedly advised Ukraine leaders on how to "navigate" Trump demands
6) Giuliani allegedly met with senior advisers to Ukraine's president after the call to address next moves
https://twitter.com/adesnik/status/1177205802425290752
In text message, Volker informs Zelensky’s aid that a Zelensky visit to Washington is predicated on convincing Trump that he’ll “get to the bottom of what happened” in 2016. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1179950770847911936
A top administration official, one that we requested, is saying ‘stop the aid,’ 91 minutes after Trump called Zelensky, and said ‘keep it hush hush,’  https://twitter.com/resistbot/status/1209123778292269056
The Trump-Zelensky phone call is at 9:03am on July 25. Cooper's staff gets an email from the Ukrainian embassy asking what's up with the aid at 2:31pm on July 25—five hours after the call https://twitter.com/qjurecic/status/1197292237387907079
the Trump admin moved to stop military aid to Ukraine less than two hours after his July 25 call with Ukraine’s President  https://publicintegrity.org/national-security/digging-ukrainedocs-omb-foia/
The Trump admin followed with a second memo two hours after the first one, demanding the Pentagon shut off aid to Ukraine https://twitter.com/dabeard/status/1208377623698661376
the Acting US Ambassador to the Ukraine, Taylor, does not receive a full read out of the July 25 Trump-Zelensky call, only a "cryptic summary." … The US Amb to Ukraine has to wait two months to find out contents of a call between Trump and the Ukrainian President. This is extraordinary and without precedent. https://twitter.com/bradleyrsimpson/status/1186740423810793472
before Trump asked Volodymyr Zelensky for help framing Joe Biden, he first asked Zelensky for help attacking Crowdstrike https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/09/25/how-roger-stones-trial-relates-to-the-ukraine-scandal/
Col. Alexander Vindman reported his objections again after the 25 July call. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-50223635
the “transcript” of President Donald Trump’s phone call with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky also indicates that just a day after special counsel Robert Mueller’s testimony before Congress, Trump was seeking help in trying to undermine the foundations of the Russia investigation. https://www.vox.com/2019/9/25/20883373/trump-crowdstrike-ukraine-call-explained
The Senate Intelligence Committee has just released the first section of its report on 2016 Russian interference, which found that hackers likely tried to access election systems in all 50 states, confirming widespread fears that America’s election system may not be secure from attack. https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Report_Volume1.pdf 
https://www.vox.com/2019/7/25/8930616/senate-intelligence-report-russia-50-states
Ron Wyden raised concerns that all these state level assessments rely on the states’ own data collection, meaning reports that no vote tallies were changed are probably not as reliable as people claim https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/07/25/sergey-kislyak-guccifer-2-0-and-maria-butina-walk-into-an-fbi-investigation/
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/07/26/the-other-servers-fbi-never-investigated-vr-systems/
US Attorney General William Barr ordered the Federal Bureau of Prisons on Thursday to resume capital punishment for federal prisoners for the first time in nearly two decades https://www.vox.com/2019/7/25/8930191/federal-execution-death-penalty-bill-barr-trump-administration
Trump says he has granted Attorney General William Barr the ability to share classified intelligence documents pertaining to the Russia investigation with Devin Nunes https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1154567847500242944
“Ahead of his interview with Trump, Hannity is out here trying to convince people that the Kremlin tried to help Clinton & hurt Trump during the 2016 election -- as though we all didn't live through WikiLeaks destroying Clinton with stolen emails while Trump cheered it on.” https://www.vox.com/2019/7/26/8931552/trump-hannity-interview-mueller-russia-collusion
“When #ClintonBodyCount is trending the day after it was validated that the President of the United States committed multiple crimes of Obstruction, you know Russian disinformation bots are out in force.” https://twitter.com/MichelleZink/status/1154380272479145986
Advocates for a massive Russian natural gas pipeline project have a powerful, quiet ally in Congress: Sen. Rand Paul, a Kentucky Republican and close friend of President Donald Trump. He has quietly worked against sanctions on the Nord Stream 2 project, which would dramatically expand Russia’s shipments of natural gas to Germany. Critics say it would also dramatically expand Russia’s influence in Western Europe while harming Ukraine. The Trump administration has weighed sanctioning the project, but has yet to do so. And Trump himself has criticized it. On Thursday, the senator postponed the Senate Foreign Relations Committee’s mark-up of legislation that would have put sanctions on the project https://www.thedailybeast.com/nord-stream-2-sen-rand-paul-fights-sanctions-on-russian-pipeline?via=twitter_page
One of the country’s top border officers cannot say whether a 3-year-old child might pose a “criminal or national security threat.” This was one of a number of astonishing takeaways from Thursday’s latest hearing into family separation.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/cbp-chief-brian-hastings-family-separation-judiciary-hearing-not-mueller.html
Trump has vetoed another approved measure to block the sale of weapons to Saudi Arabia. His statement said that limiting the arms sales would "likely prolong the conflict in Yemen and deepen the suffering it causes."  https://www.npr.org/2019/07/25/745200244/trump-vetoes-bills-intended-to-block-arms-sales-to-saudi-arabia
(With an extremely obsequious Republican Senate that generally refuses to even take up bills he won’t sign, Trump rarely has occasion to use his veto power. Nearly every use has been protecting the House of Saud from any action by Congress.

Instead of going to the FBI to investigate Biden, Trump went to a foreign nation, because there appears to be nothing to the allegations. https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1180177213301432320
There were three words President Donald Trump wanted to hear from the Ukraine president: Investigations, Biden, Clinton. That’s according to the 2019 testimony of career State Department official George Kent. “Potus wanted nothing less than President Zelenskiy to go to the microphone and say investigations, Biden and Clinton,” Kent testified. “Basically there needed to be three words in the message, and that was the shorthand.” https://apnews.com/fb44886cc98248f2a4e623e049fc38de
“Trump demanding a Zelensky announce an investigation of Biden, ‘in front of a microphone’ gives the game away. If the real goal was to investigate corruption, a CNN announcement would be the wrong approach. Genuine investigations are kept secret.” https://twitter.com/jentaub/status/1194973900897243136
“The call record and the broader facts the inquiry has uncovered are replete with coercion—moreover ANY presidential request to a country as dependent on US favor as Ukraine is inherently coercive.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1194451951712448512
Giuliani wasn't a representative or employee of the United States; his duty of loyalty was 100% to his (personal capacity) client. And yet Trump told Ukraine it had to dance to Rudy's tune—a tune designed to advance Trump's personal interests—in order to remain in the U.S.'s good graces (e.g., to secure access, aid, etc.).  https://twitter.com/marty_lederman/status/1187170574562484226

a historic moment for Puerto Rico — it’s the first time that a governor has been pushed out of office without an election. Hundreds of thousands of Puerto Ricans had blocked the main avenues in San Juan for more than a week, calling for Rosselló to step down after a series of corruption and social media scandals rocked the administration. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/24/20703901/puerto-rico-protests-governor-resigns
There were no official organizers, no one was in charge, and the crowd build was via social media. https://twitter.com/JossieValentin/status/1154257190833799169
Context: The Great Recession in the US lasted 18 months. Puerto Rico has been in a recession for 13 years; PR has lost ~15% of its population to outmigration since 2008, more than any country not at war https://twitter.com/JStein_WaPo/status/1157460902620336129

“some in the caucus fear Democrats may have missed a very important, limited window to get real momentum going on impeachment — one that may not come up again.” https://www.vox.com/2019/7/25/8929374/democrats-no-closer-to-impeaching-trump

Europe is now baking under its second heat wave this month, but this latest is one for the record books.  The searing weather has also degraded infrastructure across Europe. Two nuclear reactors at a power plant in France shut down because the water they used for cooling became too hot. The heat forced trains to slow down in the UK due to risks of heat causing rails to expand. The weather may also have contributed to the breakdown of a Eurostar train in Belgium on Wednesday that stranded more than 600 passengers in a sweltering tunnel for two hours.  https://www.vox.com/2019/7/25/8930325/europe-heat-wave-france-uk-paris-germany-record
Global warming skeptics sometimes say rising temperatures are just another naturally occurring shift in Earth’s climate, like the Medieval Warm Period of the years 800 to 1200 or the Little Ice Age, a period of cooling that spanned from roughly 1300 to 1850. But a pair of studies published Wednesday provides stark evidence that the rise in global temperatures over the past 150 years has been far more rapid and widespread than any warming period in the past 2,000 years
Vast swathes of the Arctic are suffering from "unprecedented" wildfires, new satellite images have revealed. North of the Arctic circle, the high temperatures are facilitating enormous wildfires which are wreaking ecological destruction on a colossal scale. https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/arctic-circle-wildfires-climate-change-greenland-alaska-siberia-photographs-a9015851.html
At least 17 troops have died of heat exposure during training exercises at US military bases since 2008, per the Pentagon. They include an 18-year-old cadet, a 21-year-old on his first day of training, and a fit Marine who died after a 6-mile hike. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/military-s-climate-change-problem-blistering-heat-killing-soldiers-during-n1032546

Forever committed to shining a constant, glowing spotlight on members of Donald Trump's political base with a series of endless updates that closely examine their unwavering support, The New York Times has carved out a completely new political beat during the past two years. The Times' white voter obsession (see here, here, here, here,  here, here, and here) remains baffling and absurd as a form of political journalism. https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/7/25/1874222/-How-The-New-York-Times-obsession-with-white-voters-helps-amplify-Trump-s-racism

“I worry that we — the media, voters, Congress — are dangerously unserious when it comes to preservation of our democracy. To spend hours of airtime and write hundreds of print and online reports pontificating about the ‘optics’ of Mueller’s performance — when he confirmed that President Trump accepted help from a hostile foreign power and lied about it, that he lied when he claimed exoneration, that he was not completely truthful in written answers, that he could be prosecuted after leaving office and that he misled Americans by calling the investigation a hoax — tells me that we have become untrustworthy guardians of democracy. The ‘failure’ is not of a prosecutor who found the facts but might be ill equipped to make the political case, but instead, of a country that won’t read his report and a media obsessed with scoring contests rather than focusing on the damning facts at issue.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/07/25/mueller-didnt-fail-country-did

7.24.2019
Summary of Mueller testimony:
Trump asked officials to lie; Mueller: “That’s accurate”
Trump encouraged witnesses not to cooperate “That’s correct”
A failed attempt to obstruct justice is still a crime “That’s correct”
Trump can be charged after he leaves office “Yes” https://www.vox.com/2019/7/24/20708535/robert-mueller-testimony-trump-indict-office
SCHIFF: Trump and his campaign welcomed & encouraged Russian interference? MUELLER: Yes. SCHIFF: And then Trump and his campaign lied about it to cover it up? MUELLER: Yes. https://twitter.com/Mikel_Jollett/status/1154081822952706048
Mueller confirmed that President Trump asked staff to falsify records relevant to the ongoing investigation. (This is obstruction of justice) https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/robert-mueller-congress-testimony/h_c88ca15fcba1bb6db73cbd8f1d1f01c7
“Over the course of my career, I’ve seen a number of challenges to our democracy,” Mueller said in his opening statement. “The Russian government’s effort to interfere in our election is among the most serious.” “They are doing it as we sit here,” Mueller said on Wednesday afternoon. “And they expect to do it again during the next campaign.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/24/20726405/mueller-testimony-russian-interference-adam-schiff
of forthcoming campaigns signaling help from foreign adversaries, "I hope this is not the new normal, but I fear it is." https://twitter.com/johnson_carrie/status/1154104735487725568
on several different occasions, Mueller made it clear that nothing in his report rules out Trump or Flynn or several other people having been blackmailed by Russia https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/08/01/the-ongoing-question-of-trumps-and-his-flunkies-susceptibility-to-compromise-by-russia/
Mueller acknowledged that Trump did respond to written questions the special counsel eventually ended up sending him, but conceded that the president’s responses were “certainly not as useful as the interview would be.” https://www.vox.com/2019/7/24/20726376/mueller-testimony-trump-interview-maloney
no fewer than 10 House Republicans asked Mueller questions on Wednesday that were steeped in conspiracy theories that have flourished on Fox News https://www.vox.com/2019/7/24/20726353/mueller-hearing-devin-nunes-collusion-democrats
It took the Trump campaign 2 minutes to lie about Mueller’s testimony https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/24/20726422/mueller-testimony-trump-campaign-lies-two-minutes-later
“I asked President Trump what do you make of Robert Mueller saying your written answers were generally untruthful. Trump said the question was untruthful and claimed that Mueller never said that. This video is clear evidence that Trump was wrong.”  https://twitter.com/Yamiche/status/1154176777272647680
Republicans left the room feeling giddy, or, as one White House aide described it to Politico, “euphoric.” https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/24/robert-mueller-testimony-gop-white-house-1430049
On the same day Mueller warned Russia is interfering in the 2020 election “as we sit here” & that accepting foreign assistance has become the “new normal”, Senate GOP blocked two election security bills, including one requiring campaigns inform FBI of offers of foreign help. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1154329311446540288
https://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/senate/454635-gop-blocks-election-security-bills-after-mueller-testimony?amp&__twitter_impression=true
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/21/18629428/election-security-mitch-mcconnell-donald-trump-russia
Republican Sen. Majority Leader claims this legislation is a Democratic play for “political advantage” https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1154573557919289345
McConnell has used Democratic criticism of his stonewalling of election security legislation to fundraise. https://twitter.com/Team_Mitch/status/1154915718753923074?s=20
Several of the lobbyists working for ES&S and Dominion Voting Systems have recently made contributions to McConnell’s campaign and joint fundraising committee.  https://readsludge.com/2019/06/10/as-he-blocks-election-security-bills-mcconnell-takes-checks-from-voting-machine-lobbyists/
It’s no accident that Trump so often does these phony press avails in front of his helicopter, so you can’t even hear the questions as he chooses what to ignore and deflect, and real follow-up questions are impossible. https://twitter.com/JesseCharlesLee/status/1154136156382138368
A judge has ruled that President Trump, his company and three of his children must face a class-action lawsuit over an alleged multilevel marketing scam https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-24/trump-must-face-suit-over-alleged-multilevel-marketing-fraud
After 23 days, ICE finally released Francisco Erwin Galicia—a Dallas-born U.S. CITIZEN: He lost 26 pounds b/c they starved him; They denied him showers; They crammed him in a tiny space w/60 men https://www.dallasnews.com/news/immigration/2019/07/24/no-shower-23-days-us-citizen-held-deportation-shares-like-immigrant
Brian Kemp administration, defendants in a lawsuit, when required to send docs to the court by 5pm decided to hide: they sealed them from public view to prevent transparency on how they're planning to spend our $150M taxpayer dollars on new voting machines-- the biggest voting machine purchase in US history https://twitter.com/gwlauren/status/1154165514215796738

Georgia’s most populous county is moving to reduce early vote options by 44% despite record turnout in 2018.  https://twitter.com/fairfightaction/status/1153390551909228545

A Russian Oligarch Bought Maryland’s Election Vendor.  Vladimir Potanin, the largest single investor in AltPoint, is among the richest men in Russia. He has appeared on a Treasury Department list of Russian oligarchs. Maryland officials were reportedly informed of the transaction in July, by the FBI.  https://www.rollcall.com/news/politics/maryland-senators-want-senate-action-election-database-operator-bought-russian

7.23.2019
Trump's now suing NY attorney general, US House Ways and Means to block disclosure of his tax returns. https://twitter.com/MikeScarcella/status/1153730886216617986
MAGAbomber Cesar Sayoc lawyers declare in court that Trump’s rhetoric is what made this man pursue murderous violence https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1153665548418523137
https://www.usatoday.com/documents/6209737-Sentencing-Submission/
As President Donald Trump spoke in front of a crowd of young conservatives at Turning Point USA’s student summit on Tuesday, nobody took a second glance at the presidential seal projected behind him. They probably should have, considering that it was altered to poke fun at the president.  https://www.vox.com/2019/7/25/8930035/trump-altered-presidential-seal
In a 24-hour span last summer, two state legislatures passed two separate bailouts that will divert millions of taxpayer dollars annually into FirstEnergy coffers. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2020/07/27/how-two-state-legislatures-passed-two-firstenergy-bailouts-on-the-same-day/
The nation's oldest and largest civil rights organization has called for the impeachment of the president of the United States https://twitter.com/NAACP/status/1153704141048418305
Former chief of DOJ criminal division: “I know it is against all his normally laudable rule-following instincts,  but Bob Mueller can and should speak the truth tomorrow.”
https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1153657612380135425

An unprecedented number of unaccompanied migrant children are at risk of spending the rest of their childhoods in federal custody, CBS News learned in an exclusive interview with the head of the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), the agency that cares for these children.  The federal government is required to pursue "prompt and continuous efforts toward family reunification" of unaccompanied migrant children, according to a landmark court settlement, but for thousands of kids in ORR care, that reunion may never happen. The number of children in this group has risen sharply in recent years, an "alarming" and "deeply concerning" trend, according to three former agency officials who spoke with CBS News. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/thousands-of-unaccompanied-migrant-children-could-be-detained-indefinitely/

FBI director Wray says that in first three quarters of this fiscal year, FBI has made about 100 domestic terrorism arrests. That, he says, is more than last year. Majority of the suspects are motivated by some version of white supremacy https://twitter.com/mattzap/status/1153678983969398784

An 18-year-old Dallas-born U.S. citizen has been in the custody of U.S. Customs and Border Protection and Immigration and Customs Enforcement for more than three weeks, his attorney says https://www.dallasnews.com/news/immigration/2019/07/22/dallas-born-citizen-picked-border-patrol-detained-three-weeks

Trump softened stance on Hong Kong protests to revive trade talks https://www.ft.com/content/3ef12a1e-a2b8-11e9-a282-2df48f366f7d?segmentid=acee4131-99c2-09d3-a635-873e61754ec6

A Chinese fugitive who belongs to President Trump’s Mar-a-Lago club is accused of being a spy, according to documents filed in a federal court case. https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article232973237.html

If you want decent placement for your brand on its site, you must agree to allow Amazon to buy your brand for $10k any time it wants. https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-offers-sellers-a-leg-up-with-a-catch-11563452450

7.22.2019
In 2011 Republicans used the debt ceiling to cripple Obama and impose trillions in cuts. Today, Dem leaders agreed to lift the debt ceiling for the remainder of Trump’s presidency but reimpose it in 2021, when Republicans could again use it to cripple a Democratic president. “I’ve been asking around for defenses of this deal and the main rationale being offered is that top Democrats don’t think McConnell will weaponize the debt ceiling against a Democratic president in 2021.” https://twitter.com/AJentleson/status/1153440168050868228
Vox claims “That’s a good deal for Democrats” https://www.vox.com/2019/7/22/20703645/democrats-white-house-budget-debt-ceiling-deal
Expedited removal to be expanded to apply everywhere within the U.S. (not just 100-mile border zone) and to anyone not in the U.S. more than two years. Federal Reg Notice will be published tomorrow.  https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2019-15710.pdf
“Reminder, now that Trump is turning the entire country into a Papers Please state: His Ambassador to the Netherlands had no proof of naturalization when he was first considered for the position (and hadn't had any through 3 years as HPSCI Chair). I assume he did. But he did not have proof of naturalization in his possession for his clearance application. He told Trump, ‘I assume State has it. Ask them.’” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1153436694487752704
in the span of just over one minute of talking, Trump told at least six demonstrable lies about Mueller and his investigation https://www.vox.com/2019/7/22/20704273/trump-mueller-testimony-watch-a-little-bit-lies
US president says he could “kill 10M people if he wanted to—but won’t,” and it isn’t even really a news story https://twitter.com/QasimRashid/status/1153365556550152195
DOJ warns Mueller that his testimony “must remain within the boundaries” of his public report and anything beyond that would be covered by executive privilege. It states view that DOJ believes Mueller’s testimony is “unnecessary” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1153440185331441669
Leadership in the Ohio House requested use of a state-owned airplane to bring lawmakers back from a conference in Chicago in time to vote on a controversial energy bill corrupt quid-pro-quo subsidy to fossil fuels Tuesday morning. https://www.daytondailynews.com/news/local/plans-canceled-send-state-plane-pick-lawmakers-for-key-vote/aLORebSLdfyas6emVDXRxM/
This evening a local TV station’s news program actually labeled this legislation, in a chyron, a “Clean Air Bill”

Migrants hoping for U.S. protection have been waiting in Mexico for months, as the U.S. allowed fewer than ever to enter. Then the Trump administration changed the rules entirely. https://www.propublica.org/article/asylum-seekers-that-followed-trump-rule-now-dont-qualify-because-of-new-trump-rule

CBP Perceptics data breach wtf https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/d3nnvq/leaked-emails-show-frantic-response-to-border-patrol-data-breach

In a recent survey of nearly 300 business economists, three-quarters expect a recession by the end of 2021 -- with more than half thinking it’ll come by the end of 2020. https://fortune.com/2019/06/04/next-recession-2020-predictions

The Pentagon has revealed a few details about a secret Army mission that has Black Hawk helicopters flying missions over the Washington, D.C., area backed by active-duty and reserve soldiers. The mysterious classified operation was disclosed when the Army asked Congress for approval to shift funds to provide an extra $1.55 million for aircraft maintenance, air crews and travel in support of an “emerging classified flight mission.” It’s part of a $2.5 billion request this month to “reprogram” funds in the current fiscal year’s budget to programs considered high priorities. “Without additional funding, the Army will not be able to perform this classified mission,” the Defense Department said. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-22/army-lets-slip-that-it-s-conducting-secret-operation-around-d-c

the pattern of reality TV tropes popping up in politics has been consistent ever since Trump launched his political career. Trump is so good at being on reality TV that the more cable news trends toward covering politics as if it’s a reality show — toward stringing together a long series of incidents that sort of add up to a story but mostly just capture the trappings of something real, rather than a real thing itself — the more he can’t help but seem like the only candidate who’s not a fish flopping about on the shore and gasping for air.
	What The Draw shows is that CNN is fundamentally unaware of this shift, or at least unconcerned about it. If it’s entertaining and if it might draw viewership, then it’s fine, no matter how empty or vacuous it is as programming, as news, or as policy coverage.
	The Draw was bad television, sure, but worse than that, it seemed to hint at about how CNN views its audience — as easily distractible, unlikely to have their lives materially affected by the 2020 election, and uninterested in anything other than raw competition and conflict. The more it inflates the stakes for everything, the more anything ceases to have stakes for its viewers. The network wields influence and directs the national conversation, and with that power, it stages a game of bingo. Politics and policy and matters of life and death — at the end of the day, on CNN, it’s all part of the game. https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/7/21/20701415/cnn-debate-draft-the-draw-democratic-debates-july

7.21.2019
op-ed from Bill Priestap, who until recently led FBI Counterintelligence, is basically an alarm siren about foreign interference in 2020 election. https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1152942186306199552
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/20/opinion/sunday/the-spy-business-is-booming-and-we-should-be-worried.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage
6:25 AM  Fox and Friends runs false claim that Mary Ann Mendoza is suspended from Twitter; 6:40 AM Trump calls for intervention on her behalf https://twitter.com/BadFoxGraphics/status/1152904616415236097

Immigrants are skipping reproductive health care because they’re afraid of being deported https://www.vox.com/2019/7/22/20698285/immigration-ice-raids-cities-pregnancy-abortion-health

“Every national conversation about Trump's tweets would benefit from the understanding that the White House admitted in court that social media director Dan Scavino sometimes ghostwrites them. … This sort of practice would help get to the bottom of the question of which Trump tweets are allegedly fired off impulsively and chaotically, and which have the imprimatur of a coordinated White House campaign.” https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1153332344734044160

Kristian Rouz, one of the on-air reporters at Trump's new favorite channel One America News Network, is a Russian national on the payroll of the Kremlin’s official propaganda outlet, Sputnik https://www.thedailybeast.com/oan-trumps-new-favorite-channel-employs-kremlin-paid-journalist?via=twitter_page

7.20.2019
Pakistani Prime Minister appears to have landed in DC without any US officials to greet him. https://twitter.com/RobbieGramer/status/1152715014941368327
Trump Says He Will “Personally Vouch” for A$AP Rocky’s Bail. (Sweden Doesn’t Have a Bail System.) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/trump-personally-vouch-asap-rocky-bail-sweden-no-bail.html
Sen Brian Schatz: “Spoke to around a dozen women [at border concentration camps]. They are not allowed to make phone calls, contrary to official policy.” https://twitter.com/brianschatz/status/1152611505122058240
Rep Adam Schiff says he learned about spearfishing attempts on 2-3 Senate campaigns last year during a panel at Aspen Security with a Microsoft rep. He went back to DC and NSA and CIA also weren't aware. https://twitter.com/AspenInstitute/status/1152740862540914690
Schiff: “I’m not particularly confident” that we can stop another foreign interference campaign in 2020.  https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1152728421723705344
Schiff: We’re 8 months away from the first votes being cast in 2020. When it comes to election security, I’ll be honest: I don’t think we’re ready. https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/7/22/20702196/adam-schiff-deepfakes-nancy-pelosi-google-twitter-facebook-2020-youtube-kara-swisher-decode-podcast

Four recent events show an administration completely oblivious to the consequences of its statements and actions. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/trump-afghanistan-imran-khan-iran-nadia-murad.html

Raj Shah, who was Trump's principal deputy press secretary until January, has taken a new job at Fox Corp based in DC. https://t.co/zXaofW97ui

Trump has spent more than 1/5 of his presidency at one of his golf clubs, and nearly 1/3 of his presidency at some or other of his properties https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1152646815344447488

“it's worth reiterating: Republicans hauled James Comey up to the Hill within 48 hours of his announcement that he'd closed the Clinton email investigation, and the FBI turned over its investigative files to Congress. … why not demand testimony from Chris Wray? Why not insist the FBI be held to a nonpartisan standard and turn over its 302s? (The answer, again, is that Democrats feel they can't do any real oversight of this at all, lest they stumble into Donald Trump's cunning plot to make himself more popular by getting himself impeached for commiting and covering up felonies to win the election.)”  https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1152032816718155776

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement detention center in Basile, La., owned by the Geo Group, a for-profit private contractor, advertised this week for a doctor “philosophically committed to the objectives of the facility.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/07/23/an-ice-detention-center-wants-doctor-who-will-follow-orders-thats-unethical/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.223ec147a166

7.19.2019
Volker and Giuliani had breakfast at the Trump Hotel in DC, after which Volker texted Sondland: “Most impt is for Zelensky to say that he will help investigation—and address any specific personnel issues—if there are any.” https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1196208086664589314
Sworn FBI affidavits show a detailed series of events, with precise dates and times, that indicate Hope Hicks’ involvement with Stormy Daniels hush money payments (contrary to her false testimony in Congress). Hicks’ attorney’s spare (and obv unsworn) denial doesn’t attempt to meet the FBI evidence point by point, but it’s given nearly equal weight in news coverage. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1152279377364836354
In a remarkable letter sent to Hicks on Thursday, Nadler notes that the closed-door testimony Hicks offered to his committee last month “appears to be inconsistent with evidence unsealed this morning by a federal judge in New York.” … while Hicks’s testimony to Congress may look dubious, in all likelihood she’ll face no consequences. From Trump’s standpoint, this is one of the reasons installing a loyalist as attorney general was such a major victory. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/19/20700604/jerry-nadler-hope-hicks-testimony-hush-payments-trump
The Trump campaign & the RNC have paid $500k+ over the last 15 months to TROUT CACHERIS, the DC, law firm representing Hicks. https://twitter.com/kenvogel/status/1152250054666838016
 After spending much of the week defending his racist assertion that four Democratic congresswomen of color should “go back” to the countries “from which they came,” President Donald Trump on Friday falsely stated that they had used the anti-Semitic slur “evil Jews” and have “call[ed] the people of our country and our country ‘garbage.’ ” None of the congresswomen in question—Reps. Ilhan Omar, Ayanna Pressley, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, and Rashida Tlaib—have ever been reported to say either of those things.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/trump-falsely-claims-aoc-omar-tlaib-pressley-said-evil-jews.html
During an Oval Office event on Friday that was ostensibly to honor Apollo 11 astronauts, Trump cut off a reporter who tried to ask him about his effort to distance himself from the chants, and instead offered a full-throated defense of not only his supporters who made them but also racist tweets he posted last Sunday that incited them. "Those people in North Carolina -- that stadium was packed. It was a record crowd ... Those are incredible people. Those are incredible patriots." https://www.vox.com/2019/7/19/20700941/trump-racist-chants-incredible-patriots-ilhan-omar-apollo-11
Same day, Lara Trump tries to distance the president from the racist chants at his rally: "He wasn't the one that was chanting it ... the crowd themselves started chanting this. And it wasn't the whole crowd, it was a couple of people right there in the front. But he didn't say it." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1152207138439254016

We are deep in the Trump cycle of racist invective, in which the president says something offensive, waits for political allies to either quietly condemn the comments or embrace them with explanations of how they aren’t offensive, and then says something else egregious mere days later. … this entire news cycle has happened before, and will happen again, and will create the same result. Trump will say something racist, and many on the right will object, decrying a lack of civility on all sides. Trump’s biggest defenders will then try to explain how his comments weren’t racist but actually incredibly sensible.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/19/20699261/trump-conservatism-omar-racism-rally-send-her-back

The baseless smear that Ilhan Omar married her brother was started 3 years ago by one anonymous troll. Now Trump and his allies are running with it. https://t.co/YGabsKxL82

“The lives of hundreds of millions to billions of people lie in the balance of our decisions right now. Poverty, disease, drought, violent weather. The bodies of children, the hands of parents. This isn’t ideology - this is what our best science tells us is at stake.” https://twitter.com/SarahEMyhre/status/1072976318038450177

7.18.2019
many Republican senators made an almost unbelievable claim: They told Vox they hadn’t seen coverage of a campaign rally in North Carolina during which the crowd, responding to Trump’s extended rant about US citizen and Somali refugee Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN), began to chant “send her back” — a moment that went viral instantly. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/18/20699483/republican-senators-trump-rally-send-her-back-chant
The few Republicans who explicitly condemn “send her back” chants led by Trump make sure to warp their comment into a “both sides”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/republicans-trump-ilhan-omar-send-her-back.html
the Republican Party line is clear: They’re pretending that Trump’s tweets were about socialism, and that their defense of his racism is actually a defense of … Jewish people. The socialism-plus-anti-Semite defense is what both Rep. Liz Cheney and Rep. Kevin McCarthy have put forth. The fact that telling Americans to “go back to their countries” has nothing to do with socialism or Jewish people is merely inconvenient.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/trump-racist-tweets-pelosi-aoc-omar.html
Trump made a desperate attempt to distance himself from one of the ugliest moments of his presidency — one his words directly incited, despite what he’d now have people believe. ABC’s Jonathan Karl asked why he didn’t do something to try to stop the “send her back!” chants that were directed toward Somali refugee-turned-Rep. Ilhan Omar during his rally the night before in North Carolina. Trump defended himself by simply lying. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/18/20699598/trump-send-her-back-chants-ilhan-omar-gaslighting
He went silent for more than 13 seconds to let the chants proceed, then kept attacking Omar without rejecting the chants in any way. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1151899857675804672
Ambassador Taylor learns OMB has suspended security assistance at direction of President Trump. Taylor notes that at multiple meetings all cabinet level secretaries support releasing military aid. It is being held up solely bc of Trump. There are records of all these meetings.  https://twitter.com/bradleyrsimpson/status/1186740418245025792
Unsealed SDNY records reveal that hush-money payment to Stormy Daniels “was a cover-up, and Trump was likely in the loop. It was also a criminal cover-up — Cohen admitted knowingly violating campaign finance laws with the hush money payment. He said last year he did so at Trump’s direction, and these documents appear to substantiate that claim.”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/18/20699418/michael-cohen-documents-hush-money-sdny
Michael Cohen Files Implicate Trump, Hope Hicks and David Pecker http://ow.ly/Ggid30p9OpE 
DOJ had tied Trump pretty closely to the illegal hush-payments. It alleged that they were made at his direction. And earlier today, it revealed that the FBI knew he participated in phone calls with aides when the scheme was hatched.  https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1151980818572726272
Adam Schiff says Cohen documents show Trump was “intimately involved” in payoff scheme and “would be criminally charged as Cohen’s co-conspirator” if he weren’t president. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/michael-cohen-documents-trump-hush-money_n_5d30810be4b004b6adac33d1
As for Trump, he has potential criminal liability and could be charged when he leaves office. Given that the statute of limitations for this crime and obstruction of justice would run in late 2021, the 2020 election has added significance for him. https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1151904872356356096
“So why, without apparently taking any of the steps necessary to investigate the available evidence and the claims of a man in prison for his own admitted role in a conspiracy, has the DOJ now ‘effectively concluded’ its investigation?” https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1151895514519990272
CNN’s Jake Tapper joins in the “Squad” faux controversy by lying https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/jake-tapper-twitter-democrats-ilhan-omar-aoc.html

Everything in this article really https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/07/send-her-back-battle-will-define-us-forever/594307/

An undocumented Guatemalan woman living in California has filed a complaint against U.S. Customs and Border Protection alleging that one of its agents sexually harassed her, taking advantage of her vulnerable position as she waited for news about her 12-year-old son being held in custody at a Border Patrol station https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/border-patrol-agent-sexual-harassment-migrant-child-mother.html

“Pay attention to George Will’s argument for a much more activist judiciary. It’ll be conservative conventional wisdom in a few years.” https://twitter.com/ezraklein/status/1151855252645265411
https://www.vox.com/ezra-klein-show-podcast/2019/7/18/20698397/george-will-conservative-sensibility-republicans-donald-trump

7.17.2019
US House condemned a United States president for the first time in more than 100 years. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/16/us/politics/house-republicans-resolution-vote.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
Peter Phipps just became Trump’s 43rd circuit court judge. None are African American. None are Latino. https://twitter.com/vanitaguptaCR/status/1151218143559389185
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/jimmy-carter-diversity-judges-donald-trump-court-nominees.html
at the end of a long day we have a procedural vote on a weak impeachment article that doesn’t address high crimes requested by House Republican leaders to feed their floundering campaign arm.  https://twitter.com/Fritschner/status/1151641415807635456
https://www.vox.com/2019/7/17/20696874/trump-impeachment-house-privileged-motion-al-green
Question to Trump: “Have you ever been to a social function with Jeff Epstein and underage girls.” He pointed at the sky, said it was going to rain and walked off. https://twitter.com/BrianKarem/status/1151598712533204993
Trump leads yet another insane “rally.” Encourages crowd to chant “send her home” about member of US Congress https://twitter.com/AsteadWesley/status/1151639067001597953
During Trump’s rally on Wednesday evening in Greenville, North Carolina — following two days in which Trump repeated the racist attacks he made against Omar and other Democratic congresswomen of color — Trump fans expressed their full-throated agreement with the president https://www.vox.com/2019/7/17/20698684/trump-send-them-back-ilhan-omar-greenville-north-carolina-rally
Trump also went on to speak negatively about four other women. In fact, he didn’t have a single positive thing to say about any of the eight women he brought up on Wednesday.  https://www.vox.com/2019/7/18/20699285/trump-north-carolina-rally-ilhan-omar-squad-women-disparaging
“There's a young girl who looks to be 12, chanting zombie-like with the rest of the crowd, taught to hate by the president of the United States” https://twitter.com/Will_Bunch/status/1151646031412695040
Ruth Ben-Ghiat, a history professor at New York University who is an expert on fascism and propaganda, saw historical parallels in the Greenville rally. “Trump has created a corps of supporters fanatically loyal to him who turn his latest racist messages into group rituals (chants, slogans) and who hate the people he tells them to,” Ben-Ghiat told HuffPost. “All of this is consistent with the leader-follower relationship of fascist regimes.” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fascist-trump-rally-greenville-ilhan-omar-send-her-back_n_5d30529fe4b0419fd328b270
“Anyone who wants to wait for the election, to hide from the potential risks of impeachment, is endorsing the absolute certainty of 475 more days of this” https://twitter.com/tomscocca/status/1151692618654527494
“For the umpteenth time, CNN presents a group of picked GOP activists like they’re a focus group.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1151535478690197505
https://twitter.com/passantino/status/1151573594012450816
MSNBC's Ruhle: "The immediate offenses of the president's tweets aside, did the president have a successful week in achieving his goal of making the far left the face of the democratic party?" https://twitter.com/LisPower1/status/1151496630983700480
Extraordinary memo from Wachtell tonight conceding that white collar enforcement in Trump era is way down https://twitter.com/sindap/status/1151652178542698497
The Democratic National Committee sent a security alert to 2020 presidential campaigns Wednesday afternoon warning them not to use the popular smartphone application FaceApp, CNN has learned. "This app allows users to perform different transformations on photos of people, such as aging the person in the picture. Unfortunately, this novelty is not without risk: FaceApp was developed by Russians," the alert from Bob Lord, the DNC's chief security officer, read.
FaceApp, which was released in 2017, went viral this week https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/17/politics/dnc-warning-faceapp/index.html

The inaugural National Conservatism conference… Speakers took great pains to draw distinctions between the conference’s ideals and those of the alt-right… Yet the speakers also overwhelmingly agreed that a central part of “national conservatism” involved opposing allegedly divisive cultural change wrought by mass immigration… In a panel on immigration, University of Pennsylvania law professor Amy Wax claimed that immigrants are too loud and responsible for an increase in “litter.” She explicitly advocated an immigration policy that would favor immigrants from Western countries over non-Western ones; “the position,” as she put it, “that our country will be better off with more whites and fewer nonwhites.” (She claims this is not racist because her problem with nonwhite immigrants is cultural rather than biological.) https://www.vox.com/2019/7/17/20696543/national-conservatism-conference-2019-trump

Mid-July: Trump halts aid to Ukraine https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1180006852567846912
Trump then held out *3* things of value to the Ukrainians in July 2019: 1. A phone call with him, 2. A visit to the White House, 3. Release of military aid. And he had *3* tiered demands: 1. Announce a Biden probe, 2. Begin a Biden probe, 3. Find dirt on Biden. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1180113192858591233
Trump happily released aid in 2017 and 2018, "Why in 2019 after DOD cleared Ukraine on charges of corruption, why then did he decide he was so concerned?” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1205147096896196609

7.16.2019
Central American migrants will be barred from applying for asylum at the U.S. southern border, according to an illegal new rule implemented by the Trump administration https://n.pr/2k1cmMr
Raytheon lobbyist says he will feel free as Defense Secretary to steer public money to Raytheon, and then he will feel free afterward to take more Raytheon money. https://twitter.com/MotherJones/status/1151285609454960641
Missouri Republican Senator Josh Hawley: "It's time we ended this cosmopolitan experiment and recovered the promise of our republic https://twitter.com/BennettJonah/status/1151278921649987584
Justice Department will not criminally prosecute NYPD cop Daniel Pantaleo who killed Eric Garner 5 years ago. Garner was killed with an unlawful chokehold that was taped and viewed by the entire nation.
Barr made final call on decision not to move forward in prosecuting Officer Pantaleo in Garner's death, siding with EDNY recommendation over DOJ's own Civil Rights division, which recommended prosecution. https://twitter.com/alex_mallin/status/1151140338511335424
three judges held that Trump engaged in “unlawful command influence” in Bergdahl’s case https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1151504014355423237

7.15.2019
The Justice Department says Kellyanne Conway "is absolutely immune from compelled congressional testimony in her capacity as a senior adviser to the President."  https://twitter.com/gregorykorte/status/1150893513300697089
Trump again incites stochastic terrorism against political enemies https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1150815391050096642

Is it plausible that Trump, who wrote out ‘alcaida’, would write grammatically correct ‘from which they came’ instead of common phrase ‘where they came from’? https://twitter.com/KenGude/status/1152934993737461763
(He has used "from which" before, but not prior to March 2016)

7.14.2019
Trump tests new “go back to Africa” racism directed at WOC Congressional Dems
“His most racist tweets ever came after Pelosi and House Democratic leadership launched a coordinated attack on the same women of color.” https://twitter.com/mpsmissouri/status/1150432881807937537
Fox & Friends laughs while reading Trump's bigoted "go back to Africa" tweets: Trump is "very comedic" and he is "making an important point" https://twitter.com/existentialfish/status/1150406411609890817
Most media response fails (although CNN gets it right) https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1150421400890617858
Republicans are just flat denying it happened https://twitter.com/MattWolking/status/1150416769225494528
In an effort to "prove" President Trump isn't a racist, his defenders (including Chuck Todd) keep pointing to the fact that, in 1986, he received the Ellis Island Medal of Honor along with Rosa Parks. … there were in fact EIGHTY different recipients that year… the award had nothing to do with celebrating individuals who had done anything positive in the realm of civil rights or race relations. https://twitter.com/KevinMKruse/status/952579432253919232
GOP Rep. Nunes says no Republican will trust the overwhelmingly Republican FBI bc Trump got caught in an "obstruction of justice trap," which is what you call a President abusing power to keep secret things he lied about. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1150483797621821440

7.13.2019

Russia's Secret Intelligence Agency Hacked this week: 'Largest Data Breach In Its History' https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/07/20/russian-intelligence-has-been-hacked-with-social-media-and-tor-projects-exposed/

The US will soon have an Acting Labor Sec, an Acting DHS Sec and no Dep Sec, an Acting Defense Sec and no Dep Sec, an Acting White House Chief of Staff, an Acting CBP Commiss., an Acting ICE Dir, an Acting USCIS Dir, an Acting UN Ambassador, an Acting FDA Commiss. n Acting OMB Director, an Acting Secretary of the Army, an Acting Secretary of the Air Force, an Acting DHS Under Secretary for Management, no DHS Under Secretary for Science & Tech, no DHS Under Secretary for Strategy, and an Acting FEMA Director. https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1149678565883072512
Trump has lost more of his Cabinet secretaries to corruption and other ethics concerns in his first term than any other president in U.S. history. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-cabinet-ethics-cloud_n_5d28d5f9e4b02a5a5d5a793f

The State Dept can’t get enough of President Trump’s money-losing Scottish resort, keeps booking rooms costing tens of thousands https://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/donald-trump-s-turnberry-firm-paid-11-000-by-us-state-department-for-rooms-over-summer-1-4962105

In 2.5 years, the Trump administration has asked #SCOTUS for 19 stays; filed 9 petitions for cert. before judgment; and asked for mandamus 3 times. During the previous 16 years, the SG filed 7 stay applications with the Court—three under Obama; four under Bush. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1149773351784726528

Putin again undermines the U.S., by selling Russian air-defense missiles to a top U.S. ally. https://twitter.com/BrianToddCNN/status/1149787780219883525

7.12.2019
Trump’s July 12 order stopping the flow of $391 million in weapons and security assistance to Ukraine: Some senior administration officials worried that by defying a law ordering that the funds be spent within a defined period, Trump was asking the officials involved to take an action that was not merely unwise but flatly illegal https://publicintegrity.org/national-security/trump-administration-officials-worried-ukraine-aid-halt-violated-spending-law/
Trump spokesman Hogan Gridley on Fox News: "The president said, 'listen, I'm not going to be beholden to the courts anymore.'" (Instead of asking any sort of follow-up question Bill Hemmer immediately changed topic) https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1149743560243208192
Five months after Trump asked his acting AG to put a loyalist in charge of the SDNY investigation into Trump's hush money payments: CNN reports that SDNY stopped its investigation into the hush money payments five months ago. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1149813881029742593
https://twitter.com/Mimirocah1/status/1149812010928021505
Review: https://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/what-happened-in-new-york
April 2018 – Deputy US Attorney Robert Khuzami, supervising case after recusal of US Attorney Geoffrey Berman, signs off on raids of Michael Cohen’s home and workplaces.
December 2018 – Cohen sentenced to three years in prison.
January 2019 – US Attorney’s office requests interviews with Trump Organization officials. Office never follows up and interviews never take place.
February 2019 – Bill Barr sworn in as Attorney General.
Jan-Feb 2019 – Communications between US Attorney’s Office and Trump Organization executives ends.
March 2019 – Khuzami leaves government.
July 2019 – CNN reports investigation likely to end with no criminal charges. 
Prosecutors’ decision not to press charges rested heavily on largely arbitrary OLC memos insisting that a sitting president can’t be indicted because of very loose Constitutional interpretation https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/07/18/justice-department-weighed-rule-not-charging-president-ending-trump-hush-money-case/1769339001/
https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1152262363049054209
DOJ has not only placed the President beyond the reach of its own authority—conferred by the people—to enforce federal criminal law. It has also made it harder and harder for Congress to find out whether the President should be impeached. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1153451495104401410
34 House Democrats voted against prohibiting Defense Dept facilities from being used to house or detain unaccompanied migrant children https://twitter.com/CraigCaplan/status/1149783812743815169
Meanwhile even though the House Democrats went along with the McConnell funding bill in the Senate, Pence is still running around blaming “Democrats in Congress” for not adequately funding their detention camps. https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1149909324757684229
One day after Gorka stomps around the Rose Garden threatening journalists, he is granted an exclusive interview with the Secretary of State. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1149827295353430018
Gravel reached threshold for presidential debate: “A campaign managed by teenagers for an 89-year old, backed by no money, no political machine, with little media attention, got 65,000 donors before Senators, Representatives, and Governors.” https://twitter.com/MikeGravel/status/1149846023973400576

“A solid 80% of companies IPOing ARE LOSS MAKING. Zero earnings. Zip. That matches the dot com boom.” https://twitter.com/daniburgr/status/1149599526128193536

Incoming acting Labor Secretary Patrick Pizzella helped disgraced Republican lobbyist Jack Abramoff in the late 1990s and early 2000s to hamper worker protections in the Northern Mariana Islands. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/12/acosta-replacement-pizzella-faces-scrutiny-for-work-with-jack-abramoff.html

President Trump has told confidants he's eager to remove Dan Coats as director of national intelligence, according to five sources who have discussed the matter directly with the president. https://www.axios.com/donald-trump-remove-dan-coats-director-of-national-intelligence-2ba4275d-7624-4f4b-9026-ee0d0606ce32.html

Activist leaders during Ferguson riots are being systematically murdered https://twitter.com/justcallmeBABA/status/1150322344927387648

7.11.2019
Trump is ordering all government agencies to hand over all data in their possession that identifies the citizenship of everyone in the United States, so that they can gerrymander congressional districts based on that data. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1149434494686027776
In the rose garden of the White House, Trump administration member Sebastian Gorka just screamed at journalist Brian Karem calling him a "punk." Then someone else remarked that Gorka could "kick your punk ass." https://twitter.com/nick_ramsey/status/1149438819248365571
Trump officials invited Trump's social media allies to sit in the Rose Garden. But after the event was over, West Wing aides did nothing when those social media figures began to verbally abuse reporters who were trying to do their jobs. https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1149450457414340613
Trump: “I don’t think that the mainstream media is free speech,” “free speech is not when you see something good and then you purposely write bad, to me that’s very dangerous speech…” https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-says-its-not-free-speech-to-write-bad-about-something-good-thats-dangerous-speech/
This morning on Twitter, Trump body-shamed Sen. Elizabeth Warren while using a slur to demean her, mistakenly tagged a random retired teacher who is not of fan of his while insulting her fellow 2020 contender Pete Buttigieg, expressed confusion about when his presidential campaign began, joked about illegally staying in power beyond a second term, brazenly gaslighted about his indebtedness to banks, and said he thinks he’ll win in Minnesota in 2020 simply because a city council there decided to stop saying the Pledge of Allegiance before meetings. All of this happened before 8 am. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/11/20690150/trump-tweets-off-the-rails-july-11-2019
Also told string of lies related to Iran https://twitter.com/SecDef19/status/1149445835261960193
Attorney General Barr said Trump never considered adding citizenship question through executive order. [Within the past week, Trump literally said he was considering this, twice.] https://twitter.com/srl/status/1149445116169469952
https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1149808686308745216
A senior Border Patrol official, who directs a key intelligence-gathering center, on Thursday circulated an inflammatory opinion article that blasted ProPublica’s reporting on a secret Facebook group for current and former agents and described the news organization as a threat to the agency and its members. https://www.propublica.org/article/border-patrol-official-article-reporting-secret-facebook-group
Border Patrol chief Carla Provost was a member. At least 9 of the heads of the Border Patrol's 20 regional "sector" offices were in the Facebook group. https://interc.pt/32oRSP2
Germany's ambassador to the U.S. sends a not-so-subtle message here, inviting Trump's enemy of the week, UK ambassador Kim Darroch, to breakfast alongside the French and European Union's top diplomats and tweeting out the photo: "My colleagues and friends" https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1149334709073272832

The US budget deficit jumped 23.1% in the first nine months of the fiscal year compared with the same period a year ago, according to the US Treasury

“Yesterday: Democrats hold a closed-door meeting telling AOC et al to stop tweeting. Today: Democrats hold a press conference advising immigrant families about which particular piece of paper to request during the upcoming ICE raids. This is not governing.” https://twitter.com/zachdcarter/status/1149376078848417792

When members of Congress reached a bipartisan deal to end the government shutdown in February, they gave Immigration and Customs Enforcement a simple instruction: Stop detaining so many people. Instead, ICE pushed its detention population to an all-time high of 54,000 people, up from about 34,000 on an average day in 2016 and well above the 40,520 target Congress set for ICE. Now, just after Congress rejected another request for more detention money, ICE is continuing to spend money it hasn’t been given.  https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/07/ice-just-quietly-opened-three-new-detention-centers-flouting-congress-limits/

An unofficial commemorative coin has been circulating among Border Patrol agents at the U.S./Mexico border, mocking the task of caring for migrant children and other duties that have fallen to agents as families cross into the U.S. https://www.propublica.org/article/border-patrol-agents-are-passing-around-a-commemorative-coin-mocking-care-for-migrant-kids

Retaliation against Lt. Col. Vindman started shortly after he reported his concerns with Trump's call to Zelenskyy to the senior White House lawyer, John Eisenberg. Vindman was subsequently excluded from trips to all countries in his portfolio (Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus). https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1193642351970963457

7.10.2019
Labor Secretary Acosta: "Mr. Mulvaney called me this morning and told me to say, if asked, that our relationship is excellent." https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1149026927442825217
Acosta’s appearance on Wednesday left many questions unanswered, including the biggest one: why someone who let Epstein get away with a light sentence should remain in charge of an office that deals with human trafficking cases. https://www.vox.com/2019/7/10/20689416/jeffrey-epstein-alexander-acosta-labor-secretary-deal
Former Palm Beach State Attorney Barry Krischer says in a statement that Alex Acosta is "completely wrong." He says a 53 page federal indictment "was abandoned after secret negotiations between Mr. Epstein’s lawyers and Mr. Acosta.” https://twitter.com/Tom_Winter/status/1149078131317379073
“what we're seeing in the US has never happened before to a British diplomat.” https://twitter.com/TomTugendhat/status/1148997192524451841
Texas Lt. Gov Dan Patrick on Fox News. Laura Ingraham: "Your state has been completely overrun by this illegal invasion. I think calling it anything but an invasion at this point is not being honest with people." Patrick nods along https://twitter.com/GoAngelo/status/1158155305001332736
Fed Chairman Jerome Powell on Wednesday indicated a rate cut was likely. (Rates are very low, and unemployment is low and declining. This is bonkers.)  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/11/byron-wien-markets-are-terrified-of-far-left-sanders-and-warren.html
Trump DOJ on the census case: "[N]ew attorneys that have been assigned are entering appearances & already have begun working on the case." https://twitter.com/jgeltzer/status/1148965326874271745
meeting with Sondland and Ukranian officials at WH in which Sondland pressed for Ukrainian investigations, which so outraged Bolton he called it a "drug deal" and told NSC official Fiona Hill to contact WH lawyers. Ukrainian officials confused by the July 10 meeting. They are essentially being told about two contradictory US policies. Ukrainian officials later say Zelensky "Does not want to be used as a pawn in a US re-election campaign." https://twitter.com/bradleyrsimpson/status/1186740420375654401
At a debriefing afterwards, Col Vindman said the ambassador again "emphasised the importance that Ukraine deliver the investigations into the 2016 election, the Bidens and Burisma". "I stated to Amb Sondland that his statements were inappropriate, that the request to investigate Biden and his son had nothing to do with national security." Following this incident, Col Vindman reported his concerns to the National Security Council's lead counsel. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-50223635
State Department analyst Rod Schoonover has resigned in protest after the White House blocked some of his testimony on the threat climate change poses to national security https://twitter.com/phildstewart/status/1149018525253738497
McConnell nonsensically “accused Democrats of making election security a political issue”  https://twitter.com/ruthbenghiat/status/1149007650476220416

A storm is brewing in the Gulf of Mexico, and the National Hurricane Center expects it to become a hurricane by Saturday, with potential impacts along the coast of Texas, Louisiana, and, potentially, in the city of New Orleans. The storm could bring 18 inches of rain to the region, which isn’t good, considering that the region is already inundated with rain. The city of New Orleans flooded this week https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/7/10/20689130/tropical-storm-hurricane-barry-louisiana-new-orleans-gulf-forecast
"This is the first time we've had a tropical system with water levels on the river this high," he said. https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/11/weather/new-orleans-flooding-trnd/index.html

the Secretary of Labor who's currently under fire for cutting a deal with an alleged pedophile and serial rapist is only the Secretary of Labor because Trump's *original* nominee for Secretary of Labor had to withdraw over allegations that he had abused his ex-wife.
Also, remember that the 2016 RNC Finance Chairman who's been accused of multiple counts of rape is different from the 2016 RNC Deputy Finance Chairman who paid for a Playmate's abortion and different from the other 2016 RNC Deputy Finance Chairman who is now in prison.
Also, the state chairman of Trump's 2016 campaign in Kentucky who later pleaded guilty to child sex trafficking is different from the state chairman of Trump's 2016 campaign in Oklahoma who also later pleaded guilty to child sex trafficking.
https://twitter.com/KevinMKruse/status/1148992332680896520

Convicted pedophile Jeffrey Epstein never once checked in with city cops in the eight-plus years since a Manhattan judge ordered him to do so every 90 days — and the NYPD says it’s fine with that. https://nypost.com/2019/07/10/nypd-let-convicted-pedophile-jeffrey-epstein-skip-judge-ordered-check-ins/

Instead of pushing for an investigation for impeachment, House Democrats’ leader is telling activated, grassroots donating/door-knocking Democrats that they are pointless https://twitter.com/tallgayginger/status/1148603555437252609

The Justice Department is seeking to discourage Robert S. Mueller III’s deputies from testifying before Congress, potentially jeopardizing an agreement for two of the former prosecutors to answer lawmakers’ questions in private https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/us/politics/mueller-testimony-justice-department.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

7.9.2019
Republican federal judges again poised to overturn ACA on the basis of completely invalid arguments; “both Elrod and Englehardt repeatedly characterized the zeroed out mandate as a “command” to purchase insurance. That’s simply not true under NFIB.”  https://thinkprogress.org/republican-judges-seem-determined-to-strike-down-obamacare-ad1f584ee8cb/
AG Barr lied yesterday, and actually won't recuse himself from the Jeffrey Epstein case in New York https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-09/barr-won-t-recuse-himself-from-new-case-against-jeffrey-epstein
But he will remain recused from any review of the earlier case in Florida, even though this combination makes no sense  https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1148608924704268288
Tuesday was an especially ugly day for Fox News.
	It began with revelations that host Sean Hannity helped spread Russian propaganda about Seth Rich’s murder. It ended with an astoundingly racist attack on Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN) by host Tucker Carlson. In between, hosts slut-shamed sexual assault accusers and spread misinformation about former President Barack Obama. Put everything together and it encapsulated all the channel’s worst impulses.
	Take Carlson’s increasingly aggressive attacks against Trump administration adversaries, which culminated with his xenophobic indictment of Omar, a Somali refugee and one of the first Muslim women to serve in Congress: He attacked her as “living proof that the way we practice immigration has become dangerous to this country.”
	And yet through it all, President Donald Trump continued to amplify the network’s content on Twitter https://www.vox.com/2019/7/10/20688767/fox-news-hannity-seth-rich-russia-tucker-carlson-ilhan-omar
California Assemblyman David Chiu on Tuesday said he is holding back his bill to stop hospitals around California from sticking patients who receive emergency care with outrageous bills, after intense lobbying from hospital CEOs around the state urging his colleagues to kill it. https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Legislation-to-stop-patients-getting-massive-ER-14085647.php?psid=c3YfP

Amazon and Microsoft are battling for a $10B prize to build the U.S. military its first "war cloud." http://apne.ws/XFKt2ZJ

Six types of dangerous air pollutants qualify as “criteria” pollutants under the Clean Air Act, and all are toxic in some form to human health. At least three of them—ozone, nitrous oxide, and particulate matter—are more prevalent now than they were in 2016, before Trump took office, according to EPA data released this week. https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/07/trumps-us-doesnt-have-cleanest-air-record/593500/

Just about no one has read the special counsel’s report, including most members of Congress https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/09/congress-read-mueller-report-1402232

The poor treatment of migrant children at the hands of U.S. border agents in recent months extends beyond Texas to include allegations of sexual assault and retaliation for protests, according to dozens of accounts by children held in Arizona collected by government case managers and obtained by NBC News https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/migrant-kids-overcrowded-arizona-border-station-allege-sex-assault-retaliation-n1027886

7.8.2019
The UN high commissioner for human rights condemned the US for the poor conditions in migrant detention centers on Monday, saying she was “appalled” and “deeply shocked” by reports from detention facilities.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/9/20687495/us-migrant-detention-michelle-bachelet-un-high-commissioner-human-rights
deluge in Washington, D.C. was the heaviest one-hour rainfall ever recorded there. https://twitter.com/Maxar_Weather/status/1148564328641179649
“Trump’s rant during his big environmental speech about how ‘cleaning’ forests is the solution to wildfires and about how nobody had heard of ‘forest management’ before he started talking about it is like an Idiocracy outtake” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1148357429991825408
Barr told reporters he's found a "pathway" for getting the citizenship question back onto the Census. This comes a day after the DOJ reassigned the lawyers who have handled the case for more than a year. https://twitter.com/mikemacagnone/status/1148322502902505472
Trump administration: “The media has largely ignored the fact that the United States under President Trump’s leadership and policies has made the air, water, and environment cleaner and he’s going to share that with the American people” https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/powerup/2019/07/08/powerup-trump-says-he-has-the-best-environmental-record-that-s-not-true/5d228f671ad2e552a21d52ca/?utm_term=.258aa92d536a
Sierra Club official response: “HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA” https://twitter.com/SierraClub/status/1148227755982688257
US president employs the man who stated this as an attorney: “some babies are born despite an attempted abortion” https://twitter.com/JaySekulow/status/1148407461038174208
Attorney General Bill Barr says there's no reason to have Robert Mueller appear before Congress other than to create a “public spectacle” & the Justice Department would support Mueller if he decides he doesn’t want to testify https://apnews.com/413061794ba14c6eb15173251388fcbc
Barr repeatedly said he had no problem with Mueller testifying and DOJ would not object. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1148316599448940545
Jim Jordan and Matt Gaetz at least claim they're looking forward to turning this into a spectacle. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1148309114419851265
Barr also says he is recusing from case against Epstein. [He lied.] Whereas he didn’t recuse from special counsel investigation despite massively greater reasons. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1148341199176118273
Trump's lawyers ask U.S. appeals court to halt all subpoeanas and other discovery in Senate Democrats' emoluments lawsuit, claiming lower court ignored "unique separation-of-powers concerns" in a case against the President. Months of delays, if not more, expected https://twitter.com/hsu_spencer/status/1148301045585629185
Sen. Lisa Murkowski claims she asked Acosta personally about the Epstein plea deal during his confirmation process, and was satisfied then by his answer. https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1148721027972771846
During Acosta's confirmation hearing, Murkowski asked him about fisheries. She has never shared any private discussion they had about the Epstein nonprosecution agreement. https://www.govinfo.gov/content/content/pkg/CHRG-115shrg24848/pdf/CHRG-115shrg24848.pdf
A denial of a motion to dismiss usually isn't something that gets appealed — that's reserved for decisions that resolve a case (such as dismissing it outright, or a ruling on the merits). Trump had asked the district judge to approve an interlocutory appeal, and the judge said no https://twitter.com/ZoeTillman/status/1148299347538395136
Guests at Treasury Secretary Mnuchin’s dinner at Treasury for emir of Qatar: execs from Qualcomm, Boeing, General Electric, AT&T, Chevron, Raytheon, Phillips 66, Goldman Sachs, Blackstone Group, Qatar Airways, Bank of America, LA Times. https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1148383237196173314
DOJ: “OPR will thoroughly investigate the allegations of misconduct that have been raise...and, consistent with its practice, will share the results with you at the conclusion of its investigation as appropriate.” Reality: OPR's practice is almost NEVER to share its results. https://twitter.com/mrbromwich/status/1148406070215421952
Kris Kobach, who claimed misspelled names indicated voter fraud, misspells own name in Senate race registration https://theweek.com/speedreads/851500/kris-kobach-who-claimed-misspelled-names-indicated-voter-fraud-misspells-name-senate-race-registration
His former campaign spokeswoman says she can't confirm at this time whether the form is for Kobach or the event today is a campaign kickoff.  https://twitter.com/BryanLowry3/status/1148223477276717056
In a batch of leaked cables, the UK ambassador to the US Kim Darroch described President Donald Trump’s administration as “inept” and said that, despite being president, Trump “radiates insecurity.” On Monday, Trump inadvertently confirmed Darroch’s assessment when he tweeted, “I do not know the Ambassador, but he is not liked or well ... thought of within the U.S. We will no longer deal with him.” https://www.vox.com/2019/7/8/20686576/trump-darroch-uk-ambassador-leaked-cables-tweet

In Somalia…  the population is currently experiencing a drought that could threatenthe lives or livelihoods of more than two million people by the end of the summer, according to the UN.
The climate has been wreaking havoc on Somalia’s seasons. … This has led to widespread crop failure, and a decline in livestock production, rapidly pushing communities in the worst-affected areas into food insecurity. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jul/08/somalia-climate-emergency-world-drought-somalis

within a week of suffering his first major loss at the high court, Trump has turned two centuries of elevated legal thought and studied institutional understatement into a constitutional reality show. … In an interview last week, Trump said, “I think it’s very important to find out if somebody is a citizen as opposed to an illegal”—a seeming indication that the real rationale for the citizenship question was to take further action against undocumented immigrants. He has since confirmed that this is his real goal—a goal explicitly disavowed in the census arguments. That boast led attorneys to ask the judge to prohibit Trump from terrorizing immigrant communities. Denise Hulett of the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund put it this way in Wednesday’s teleconference… https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/trump-roberts-supreme-court-citizenship-question-census.html

7.7.2019
New team of DOJ lawyers is taking over census case. No explanation provided https://twitter.com/DelWilber/status/1148019705329967104
“the team exiting the case includes a top POLITICAL APPOINTEE, Deputy Assistant Attorney General James Burnham. It's one thing -- terrible and rare! -- for a career lawyer to refuse to participate; it's far worse when even someone on POTUS's team won't play along.” https://twitter.com/EricColumbus/status/1148029752122531841
“Looks like maybe the leadership of DOJ Federal Programs (which usually would have representation here) declined to go along with this farce, but Consumer Protection Branch (!) volunteered to take over.” https://twitter.com/ssamcham/status/1148028208710901760
“Per a DOJ official (declined to be ID'd), the new team in the census litigation will include a mix of political appointees and career lawyers, drawing more from the Consumer Protection Branch, as opposed to Federal Programs. Official declined to get into the *why*” https://twitter.com/ZoeTillman/status/1148026606352572419
“the census citizenship question literally has zero connection to the work of the Consumer Protection Branch.” https://twitter.com/mcpli/status/1148029286068232194
“For those who haven't spent time at DOJ, this is just incredibly unusual to reassign a high-profile defense away from Federal Programs (the elite trial lawyers who specialize in such defense) in this manner.”  https://twitter.com/ssamcham/status/1148050227921899520
“The department announced the move in a statement, which was issued after The Washington Post inquired about whether the career lawyers on the team planned to withdraw.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/justice-department-changing-lawyers-on-census-case/2019/07/07/18ba6650-a112-11e9-b732-41a79c2551bf_story.html
“James Burnham was in the White House Counsel’s Office from January 2017 to April 2019. If *he* won’t advance Trump’s new arguments, something is rotten.” https://twitter.com/EricColumbus/status/1148031391646593025 https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2019/04/12/us-justice-department-names-james-burnham-to-key-civil-division-post/
“Never seen anything like this.” https://twitter.com/neal_katyal/status/1148410113394429954
WeWork, which has chronically lost money, is planning to borrow billions of additional dollars ahead of its IPO, and may end up with more debt than equity when it goes public. https://twitter.com/lisaabramowicz1/status/1147956760679989249
US women’s soccer team wins championship. Great. They and spectators are moved by unfairness in this successful team’s much lower compensation in compared with less successful men’s team. Reasonably so. Socialist Rep. Ocasio-Cortez joins in, advocating that the solution is for objectively well-paid women’s team to be paid twice as much as obscenely well-paid men’s team. #FML
Also, Nike Corporation quickly releases an ad trying to capitalize on this moment and progressives trip over themselves to praise and share.
#FML

Trump's approval rating has risen to the highest point of his presidency," 47% https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/aided-by-a-strong-economy-trump-approval-rises-but-a-majority-also-see-him-as-unpresidential/2019/07/04/c9c42c54-9d9f-11e9-b27f-ed2942f73d70_story.html
Meanwhile 45% of American adults want Trump impeached and removed from office, according to Gallup. To compare, no more than 35% of adults ever wanted to impeach Clinton. Support for impeaching Nixon hit 46% only in April 1974 — just months before he resigned. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1146765607922065408

ICE Used Facial Recognition to Mine State Driver’s License Databases https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/07/us/politics/ice-drivers-licenses-facial-recognition.html
https://www.democracynow.org/2019/7/8/headlines/ice_and_fbi_have_used_facial_recognition_technology_to_mine_dmv_databases

To sum up the week for House Democrats: no oversight of the rape allegation against the president, no protections for abused immigrant children, a hearing on tax cuts for millionaires and a request that Trump officials deregulate big banks. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nancy-pelosi-house-democrats_n_5d155cece4b07f6ca57ac4cb

7.6.2019
Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi gives terrible, horrible, no-good very bad interview https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/06/opinion/sunday/nancy-pelosi-pride-parade.html
Pelosi makes insane references to “self-impeachment” by Trump, a thing which does not exist  https://twitter.com/JamilSmith/status/1147861046788591616
https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1147848013806743552
The makers of the solid steel “patriot cane” are explicitly endorsing using their product as a weapon against antifa, as recently as 45 minutes ago, ahead of today’s far-right #DemandFreeSpeech rally in DC. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1147527114054352897
Story breaks about British ambassador’s cables trashing Trump and his links to “dodgy Russians.” Written by Isabel Oakeshott; “she is literally paid by Lord Ashcroft who is literally now in Russian waters… They both sat on information about Arron Banks & his covert dealings with Russian government ahead of Brexit vote.” https://twitter.com/carolecadwalla/status/1147759251407941632
https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-a-journalist-kept-russias-secret-links-to-brexit-under-wraps

Two Republican members of Congress have called for Trump to flout a US Supreme Court decision https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1147329241064734720

7.5.2019
In a new filing, the Department of Justice has told the federal district court in Maryland considering whether the addition of the citizenship question on the census was done for reasons of racial animus that the government may still come forward with a reason for including the question. Further, the government argues that any new reason would have to be judged by its own terms, as the courts did in the travel ban case. It wants to stop all discovery of bad motives for the original decision as no longer relevant.  https://electionlawblog.org/?p=106089
Justice Department lawyers have told a federal judge that they would press ahead in their efforts to add a citizenship question to the 2020 census, but indicated they did not know yet what kind of rationale they would put forward https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1147214817176014848
DOJ cites two cases—travel ban and trans troops ban—to show that it may resolve the census citizenship question's legal infirmities on the second try. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1147206786245713920
“This is par for the course with this administration: Sorry if we were acting with discriminatory intent before. Give us a do over and we'll do a better job hiding our real intent. (Worked in travel ban case, Texas redistricting case, and others at Supreme Court).” https://twitter.com/rickhasen/status/1147208108801810432
In the real world, the fact that the executive branch plans to offer "a new rationale" is proof it has been lying. In the legal world, however, this maneuver might yet succeed http://on.theatln.tc/rb45OOr
Then Trump says citizenship has to be asked on the census to determine congressional districts. https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-marine-one-departure-51/
When the Hofeller files came out, the justice deparment insisted it was a “conspiracy theory” to say that the administration was doing what Trump has now admitted they were doing, which impose a nationwide racial gerrymander https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1147192925778063361
Justice Clarence Thomas viciously rebuked a lower court judge as a conspiracy theorist for....being correct about what was happening, and not swallowing the lie Thomas gleefully embraced https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1147193341458755585
Trump's statement that they want the citizenship question for use in redistricting is awkward given that the Solicitor General told the Supreme Court the exact opposite a few weeks ago -- the SG specifically said that was not their motive. https://twitter.com/Dan_F_Jacobson/status/1147181956435709952
Trump Lied to the Supreme Court, and Four Justices Don’t Care. The White House insisted allegations that it wanted to add a citizenship question to the survey for political reasons were conspiracy theories, right up until the moment the president confirmed them. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/07/trumps-census-case-confession/593488/
Trump said he is "very seriously" considering an executive order that would place a citizenship question on the 2020 census. https://www.npr.org/2019/07/05/739033701/judge-to-review-claims-of-census-citizenship-questions-discriminatory-origins
the Eighth Circuit held 2-1, that a women in Indian County can be prosecuted under the federal manslaughter statute for prenatal drug use.  https://ecf.ca8.uscourts.gov/opndir/19/07/173727P.pdf
Artist who drew a cartoon the ADL calls “blatantly anti-Semitic” says he was invited to the White House for a social media summit https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1147584776737624064  
https://twitter.com/grrrgraphics/status/1147249641756344320

Merrill Field has hit 90°F. This is the warmest temperature ever measured in the Anchorage Bowl.

The Republican Party for eight years spread a vicious lie that President Obama could not speak intelligently without a teleprompter. It is now completely in thrall to a man about whom that is actually, by his own admission, true. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1147191622683320322

7.4.2019
Trump makes July 4 in Washington into a celebration of himself https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/3/20678855/trump-july-4-event-salute-to-america-how-to-watch-explained
“the thing about the DC military parade is that he tried it his first year and it was leaked by advisors and laughed off as a joke by everyone but he didn't stop trying and now it's happening” https://twitter.com/Dorothy410berry/status/1146081048654036993
“Trump says generals are ‘thrilled’ with his Fourth of July salute. Their silence suggests otherwise”  https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1146497977541910528
Lincoln Memorial fenced-off from the public  https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1146854907489718272
The White House is freaking out about empty seats at the parade, so they're recruiting troops, and lobbyists like the American Bankers Association. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-the-effort-to-build-suspense--and-crowds--for-trumps-fourth-of-july/2019/07/03/10c2b00a-9da8-11e9-9ed4-c9089972ad5a_story.html
National Park Service officials “remain concerned” that the tanks could damage the Lincoln Memorial grounds. (The Trump inauguration damaged the Lincoln Memorial grounds but never paid its bill to repair it.)  https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-the-effort-to-build-suspense--and-crowds--for-trumps-fourth-of-july/2019/07/03/10c2b00a-9da8-11e9-9ed4-c9089972ad5a_story.html
Trump, while struggling to read in this clip, claims that the American military "took over the airports" during Revolutionary War https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1146923773209325569
Trump's Fourth of July celebration will feature $750,000 of donated fireworks from an Ohio retailer who has lobbied the White House against expanded tariffs on Chinese imports … the same day the donation was announced, the company -- Phantom Fireworks of Youngstown, Ohio -- got what it wanted: Trump decided to hold off on his threatened $300 billion in tariffs on Chinese goods, which include fireworks.  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/july-4th-fireworks-donor-lobbied-president-trump-tariffs/story?id=64108794
DCA airport to suspend operations during July 4th events. https://amp-cnn-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.cnn.com/cnn/2019/07/02/politics/dca-july-4-runway-closure/index.html
The government spends millions on the 4th of July celebration. The President has inserted himself into it. It cannot legally be political. [But] the RNC is giving out VIP tickets. https://twitter.com/NoahBookbinder/status/1146021975745335297
Trump used our taxpayer dollars to create a backdrop, complete with military flyovers, so he could cut a campaign ad. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1147180817283727362
Probably violates the Hatch Act, again https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/trump-july-fourth-rally-hatch-act-violation.html
https://twitter.com/stuartpstevens/status/1147207221819912192
Trump is literally lying about the weather https://twitter.com/Mikel_Jollett/status/1146901615930048512
As the fascist Proud Boys disrupted a peaceful demonstration, one officer with DC Police Dept held up a first to "Pound it" with a cigar in his mouth. https://twitter.com/FordFischer/status/1146923009111990272
“a Boeing executive casually parachuting into the census debate to bolster the President at a time when Boeing faces major regulatory problems” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1146904583744163848
The Nazis now think the FBI is on their side: On Stormfront itself, people were gleeful. “Maybe a pro-Stormfront FBI agent ‘lost’ the files on purpose,” one user wrote. https://forward.com/fast-forward/426980/fbi-neo-nazi-website-stormfront-white-nationalist/

a State Department whistleblower has raised multiple issues over a period of months, about special agents being asked to carry out some questionable tasks for the Pompeo family.
In April, for example, an agent was asked to pick up Chinese food—without Pompeo in the car. The whistleblower said this led agents to complain that they are now serving as "UberEats with guns," which has created a buzz within the department https://edition.cnn.com/2019/07/01/politics/pompeo-democrats-whistleblower-claims/index.html

Kushner Calls Palestinians “Hysterical and Stupid” (As a reminder, Kusher supposedly is trying to broker peace in the Middle East.) https://t.co/Ysm4vbwqhY

The Trump administration is set to replace in-court interpreters at immigrants’ initial court hearings with a video advising them of their rights.  https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Trump-administration-ending-in-person-14070403.php

7.3.2019
Bonkers reversal of DOJ just one day after announcement that census printing would proceed without citizenship question. 
over the past 48 hours: 
DOJ emails plaintiffs lawyers to say no citizenship Q 
Commerce Sec. Ross says no citizenship Q 
Trump tweets
DOJ says they were "instructed" to explore ways to add a citizenship Q
https://twitter.com/ZoeTillman/status/1146544452120567813
“After SCOTUS census ruling, DoJ sources told me they figured it was over, b/c of print deadline. When Trump tweeted about delay, they were mystified b/c that would be illegal. On Tues, DoJ spox said “Can confirm no citizenship question on 2020 census.” Trump tweeted more & then…” https://twitter.com/mattzap/status/1146532156610613249
conversations between the gov't & Thomas Hofeller (a GOP strategist focusing on redistricting) proved the rationale for the citizenship question was to depress census responses that would hurt the GOP, yet the gov't is literally saying they need time to fabricate a new lie. https://twitter.com/Avi_Bueno/status/1146540165273391105
government attorney: "Your Honor, I am on vacation right now, I was being honest yesterday, and I have absolutely no fucking idea what is going on." https://twitter.com/Avi_Bueno/status/1146536958853881866
The judge notes that what prompted him to request this emergency call was because he has a Twitter account and saw Trump's tweet. https://twitter.com/Avi_Bueno/status/1146536309919539200
Top DOJ officials, including Attorney General Bill Barr, became aware of the pivot before Trump tweeted about it, but lower level attorneys at the Justice Department, including the lawyers who were due in front of a federal judge in Maryland on Wednesday, were not aware of the shift. https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/04/politics/census-path-forward-white-house/index.html
Justice Department lawyer: Trump's census tweet this morning "was the first I had heard of the President's position on this issue." https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M3Y6vj3QlQpSdlYcCdq3BkbnnWIrEPlf/view
Also bery, very rare for AAG of Civil Division to be on a conference call with a judge, as happened today in census citizenship-question case out of Maryland. https://twitter.com/joshgerstein/status/1146575670027399169
motion “to request instruction on remand to govern further proceedings in order to simplify and expedite the remaining litigation and provide clarity to the process going forward” https://twitter.com/RMFifthCircuit/status/1146530874021875712
over and over the lawyer for the government found different ways to say "the President changes his mind constantly and we have no fucking clue what is going to happen next." https://twitter.com/Avi_Bueno/status/1146538167920746497
US Solicitor General Noel Francisco told the Supreme Court that census forms needed to be finalized by yesterday (June 30) so printing can start today (July 1). Many, many times.  https://twitter.com/hansilowang/status/1145721806302732288
“DOJ just wrote in a filing in our SDNY census case that they are trying to find ‘a new rationale for including the citizenship question on the 2020 Decennial Census.’ They literally just said they are trying to come up with a ‘new rationale’” https://twitter.com/Dan_F_Jacobson/status/1146540261889191941

Plaintiff’s attorneys in the census case are saying the president’s game plan is to continue making public statements designed to scare the immigrant community into believing there WILL be a citizenship question, no matter what https://twitter.com/KagroX/status/1146798625940545536
Reminder: Trump has fired key people--up to the Secretary of the State--via tweet and made statements that carried the full weight of the Presidency, from a legal standpoint. But the White House says no one has any fucking idea what goes into those tweets. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1146511541098991617
NY Times completely rewrites a headline and story abstract to go from acknowleding that Trump’s July 4 military parade is a controversial political stunt into mush https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1146674868798316545
“Trump said the question will be asked because it's ‘too important’ (to him) not to. Then executive-branch officials, instead of telling him ‘no’ came up with a plan to save their jobs—instead of the country—by concocting an illegal plan to try to get the census into the field before or as they're being sued to stop their actions” https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1146571658850971648
The President of the United States has just publicly claimed that he influenced the outcome of a military trial for war crimes, specifically the murder of civilians.  https://twitter.com/MykeCole/status/1146436487489183746

Just when carbon emissions must be rapidly slashed to combat the climate crisis, in coming years some of the biggest U.S electric utilities will move more slowly to cut carbon pollution, according to a new analysis of the utilities’ plans. https://www.ewg.org/energy/22746/climate-crisis-accelerates-big-utilities-go-slower-cutting-carbon-emissions

JBS, a Brazilian-owned meat packer, has won a quarter of the $300 million the USDA will spend to offset American farmer losses caused by the trade war. https://www.dailyyonder.com/brazilian-corp-wins-big-contracts-farmer-bailouts/2019/07/03/32669/

Net federal transfers to Kentucky are about one-fifth the size of its entire economy  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/01/opinion/2020-democrats-taxes.html

Trump has for two consecutive years overseen the lowest refugee admission rates since the modern resettlement system was created in 1980. Since October, the US has admitted just 14,808 refugees and is projected to have allowed in just 22,000 before the end of the fiscal year in September. In fiscal year 2018, it admitted 22,491 people. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/26/trump-refugees-us-resettlement-program

most Republicans (62%) say they approve of the way migrants are being treated by the government after crossing the US-Mexico border. https://cnn.it/2Nrl4l3

In its explainer on "What is Antifa," CNN: 1) Cites a white nationalist from Charlottesville as an expert 2) Quotes him calling antifa "dangerous...you don't see right-wing protests get like this" 3) Does not mention Charlottesville death toll  https://t.co/wh92UcKcpJ?amp=1

7.2.2019
This morning, blue-checkmark Twitter seemed to suddenly lose all ability to make excuses for House Democratic dithering
"Next time that House Democrats promise to be vigorous in using legislative power, voters will have good reason to be skeptical" https://twitter.com/julianzelizer/status/1145987298150027266
"Let’s face it. trump’s getting away with everything."  https://twitter.com/PhilippeReines/status/1145905185052659712
"It’s not too late. But the Democrats in leadership are failing this moment." https://twitter.com/Lollardfish/status/1146043167009071105
“thanks to impeachmentphobia they’ve convinced themselves not to call attention to Trump’s criminality.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1146026364757303296
Meanwhile my own Rep. Marcy Kaptur restricts most of her public statements to generic, anodyne messages which could come from any rep at any point in the past 20 years, and her staff basically all say “she doesn’t like to comment on matters outside of her committees.”
Office of the Inspector General releases new pictures of overcrowding at Border Patrol Facilities in TX. One senior manager calling this a “ticking time bomb.” https://twitter.com/GadiNBC/status/1146111881565933569
Vice President’s plane is “called back to Washington for unspecified emergency” https://twitter.com/foxnewsalert/status/1146080009930661893
Trump: “There was a very interesting problem that they had in New Hampshire.” Among the problems was a federal law enforcement probe involving individuals Pence would likely encounter, according to a law enforcement official briefed on the incident. If Pence stepped off the vice presidential aircraft, one of the people he would have seen on the ground was under investigation by the Drug Enforcement Administration for moving more than $100,000 of fentanyl from Massachusetts to New Hampshire. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/22/pence-air-force-two-heroin-bust-1425823
Trump announced his intention to nominate Judy Shelton to the Federal Reserve Board. In the weeks leading up to the announcement, Shelton repeatedly visited the Trump International Hotel in Washington, DC, even booking an expensive suite there. Trump still owns and profits from the hotel, which in 2018 alone made more than $40 million. https://www.citizensforethics.org/trumps-nominee-to-the-federal-reserve-board-is-another-trump-customer/
Former Rep. Chaffetz on Fox News says "Lots of us from Day One were concerned" about Mueller conflicts of interest. Two years ago he called Mueller “a great selection.” https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1145892150598668288

The longest US economic expansion ever, and yet interest rates remain at historical lows. 

Republican Rep. Louie Gohmert said the Mueller report “reinforced the anal opening that I believe Mueller to be.” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1145673920227479552
https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/04/politics/census-path-forward-white-house/index.html

the Georgia Dept of Driver's Services is violating the Constitution in its treatment of Puerto Ricans. They require Puerto Ricans to undergo extra driver testing & force PR-born applicants to answer trick q's about PR.  https://twitter.com/hannahcrileyy/status/1146077264813146112

7.1.2019
Rep. Ocasio-Cortez: “the women I met with today told me in no uncertain terms that they would experience retribution for telling us what they shared. They all began sobbing - out of fear of being punished, out of sickness, out of desperation, lack of sleep, trauma, despair.”  https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1145801283191955464
“one refrain we‘ve heard is that people are overcrowded in CBP concentration camps because the shelters (which are humane places where families can stay together) are full. So we went to a shelter. They said that wasn’t true at all. Only 150/500 spots were filled.” https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1145838650468511744
“pro-[concentration] camp counterprotesters were doing their best to drown out all the legislators” https://twitter.com/KatzOnEarth/status/1145816804712996866
On May 17, Treasury refused to comply with a subpoena to hand over Trump's tax returns. It's now July 1 and House Democrats have taken no further action. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-returns-democrats_n_5d1a3620e4b082e5536d8fe9?uy8
US president claims he will seek to delay 2020 census (violating the Constitution) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1145809267812909059
Trump tells pool in Oval Office there will be tanks at July 4 celebration, "And we're gonna have some tanks stationed outside... So we have to put them in certain areas but we have the brand new Sherman tanks (The last three Sherman tanks in use in the world were retired last year by … Paraguay.) https://twitter.com/amyfiscus/status/1145808254192291841
provision added to the elections package by two Republican lawmakers “as a never-before-seen, eleventh-hour amendment” in the waning days of the session… The parking requirement mirrors the justification former Secretary of State Ken Detzner gave in a 2014 directive, “in what can only be logically explained as an attempt to avoid this court’s preliminary injunction order and reverse the access to early voting for tens of thousands of young voters that followed as a direct result,” the plaintiffs’ lawyers wrote. “The permitted parking prohibition provides a new means of suppressing the vote of young voters,” https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/fl-ne-nsf-election-voting-law-20190709-xkfb7kdpezbcbl6wro3n3prpqe-story.html

The RNC is giving out tickets to Trump's July 4 celebration, HuffPost reports. What had been a nonpolitical, nonpartisan celebration on the National Mall will now likely be a multimillion-dollar, taxpayer-financed political rally https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1145823157057728512

Members of a secret Facebook group for current and former Border Patrol agents joked about the deaths of migrants, discussed throwing burritos at Latino members of Congress visiting a detention facility in Texas on Monday and posted a vulgar illustration depicting Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez engaged in oral sex with a detained migrant https://www.propublica.org/article/secret-border-patrol-facebook-group-agents-joke-about-migrant-deaths-post-sexist-memes
Customs and Border Protection officials have been aware for up to three years https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/03/border-agency-secret-facebook-group-1569572
A CBP agent posted  a rape joke about AOC. https://twitter.com/wagatwe/status/1145723846529470465
There are 20,000 total agents and 9,500 members of this Facebook group. https://twitter.com/SarahLerner/status/1145735733589577728
Border Patrol agents subsequently attempted to delete racist and obscene Facebook posts and exit the group. (But posts were archived) https://interc.pt/2JsH8Gx
CBP "leadership knew for months that some children had no beds to sleep on, no way to clean themselves and sometimes went hungry" https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/07/06/us/migrants-border-patrol-clint.html
A border patrol agent who hit a migrant (twice) with his car is being prosecuted. His attorney wants to exclude the agent's racist text messages about migrants from the trial. He argues that that term "tonks" is a commonplace part of the culture of CBP https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/05/20/mindless-murdering-savages-border-agent-used-slurs-before-allegedly-hitting-migrant-with-his-truck/?utm_term=.6c7b7b76f483

While queer people across the world celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots that sparked the modern-day LGBTQ rights movement in June, festivities were also marked by a staggering uptick in violence against the community http://www.newnownext.com/ncavp-report-crime-spikes-during-pride-season/08/2019/

6.30.2019
Republicans laud Trump sucking up to murderous North Korean dictator 
LA Times runs opinion article promoting Russian economy, by author with significant business interests in Russia  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1145430383439294465
The Ohio House of Representatives has voted to suspend elements of the Ohio Constitution to allow for the short-term funding measure to be approved tonight.
In order to secure commitments from China regarding a potential trade deal, Trump announced over the weekend that US companies would once again be allowed to sell certain materials, like computer chips, to Huawei. That decision not only marks a major shift in US policy toward the telecom behemoth, it’s also another instance in which lawmakers see the president conflating trade with other important US priorities https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/2/20677625/republicans-donald-trump-huawei-china-trade

Billionaire Bernie Marcus has already given more than $2 billion to upwards of 300 organizations with the goal of re-electing Trump. https://www.foxbusiness.com/business-leaders/bernie-marcus-plans-to-donate-majority-of-his-fortune-trump-re-election

Fake web sites created by Bill Mauldin a Trump campaign worker likely violate numerous campaign finance laws https://twitter.com/DanaHoule/status/1145045192174657536
Media reporting on this ends up driving traffic to the fake sites through the roof https://twitter.com/alexstamos/status/1145075353687212032

“[Ivanka Trump] matters because the president says she matters,” the former official said. “Who in their right mind would cross her knowing that?” A current official noted that Ivanka is often in the room during important policy discussions and read-into those matters specifically, and at times exclusively, because her father demanded it. https://www.thedailybeast.com/ivanka-trumps-north-korea-photobombs-perplex-white-house-officials

6.29.2019
Trump said nobody had pointed the finger at Saudi Crown Prince MBS. But a UN report said that there was “credible evidence” that MBS and others in the Kingdom were responsible. https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1144870665834487808
It was highly inappropriate for Ivanka (and Kushner) to attend Trump's G-20 meeting with Putin instead of actual Russia experts. But Ivanka attending the China meeting--w/her Chinese trademarks--is significantly worse. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1144993836999073792
https://twitter.com/TiffanyBond/status/1145144892806635520
https://twitter.com/BadFoxGraphics/status/1144941247548874752
Trump was asked what he got [from China]. He said China agreed to purchase ‘tens of billions’ in US farm products, but he has said this before & farmers have complained that no orders ever materialized. Chinese officials confirmed nothing. https://twitter.com/adegrandpre/status/1144953696163454976
Cartoonist Michael DeAdder was just fired for a political cartoon criticizing Trump’s comfort with immigrant deaths https://twitter.com/Jason_Chatfield/status/1145091713226170368
Rep. Josh Gottheimer led the fight pass Trump and McConnell's border bill. 2) At a town hall today, his constituents blasted him for it. 3) He told them he had nothing to do with it! 4) The patron of the caucus he leads bragged that they totally did it. https://twitter.com/ezralevin/status/1145155881946009600
Trump Jr., the president’s eldest son, shared another person’s tweet during the Democratic debate this week that falsely claimed Senator Kamala Harris was not black enough to be discussing the plight of black Americans. He later deleted it. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1144976349259603968

“All the biggest Trump scandals are concentrated into this week. His administration is torturing children. He's credibly accused of rape. He's joking with Putin about murdering journalists. And our political system has lost the capacity to respond.” https://twitter.com/michelleinbklyn/status/1144626164687888384

6.28.2019
The temperature topped 45C in France today, the hottest ever recorded, as deaths were reported across Europe in one of the worst heatwaves to hit the continent https://twitter.com/thetimesscot/status/1144653015711924224
The last five years appear to be the five warmest years on record - U.N.'s World Meteorological Organization https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1144542904205139969
Whoever bought the 420,000 e-minis on June 28 had made a handsome profit of nearly $1.8 billion. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/10/the-mystery-of-the-trump-chaos-trades
Florida GOP Gov. Ron DeSantis has signed a poll tax on people who've finished their felony sentences. It could ban from voting up to 1.1 million of the up to 1.4 million who should've regained their rights, & it also bans early voting at colleges https://www.dailykos.com/story/2019/6/28/1855828/-Embracing-Jim-Crow-era-rules-Florida-GOP-enacts-poll-tax-that-could-ban-up-to-1-million-from-voting
The failure of this amendment has major consequences: Without additional pushback from Congress, the White House could keep making the case that it’s more than capable of authorizing a potential military strike on Iran entirely on its own. Republicans, it seems, aren’t too concerned. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/28/18761331/senate-republicans-trump-war-powers
Secretary of State Pompeo is not going to the G20 foreign ministers dinner tonight as scheduled…”He is staying in his hotel to do work.” No explanation on what the work is https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1144544149544341504
Trump has sardonically asked Vladimir Putin not to meddle in the 2020 US election, smirking and pointing his finger as he did so and making clear that the whole thing is a joke to him https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/28/smirking-trump-jokes-to-putin-dont-meddle-in-us-election-g20
Ambassador Taylor notes with alarm that Sondland "Did not want to include most of the regular interagency participants" in a 6/28 call planned with Zelensky. Sondland says wants to make sure "no one is transcribing or monitoring" the June 28 call with Zelensnky. Volker says he will meet Zelensky next day and "planned to be explicit" about Trump's conditions for a WH visit. Taylor says the irregular policy channel is now in charge, with Giuliani - who has no policymaking authority and no clearance - running things. For an Ambassador, this must have been setting off multiple alarms. By mid-July, Taylor himself was being excluded from meetings. https://twitter.com/bradleyrsimpson/status/1186740417225809921
Trump and Jamaal Khashoggi’s murderer are meeting on a high floor of the Imperial Hotel in Osaka right now. Trump calls the Saudi crown prince “a friend of mine” and says it’s an “honor” to be with him. https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1144753184604225536
Trump’s legal team allegedly wants to label every document produced in litigation over his former hotel in Panama as “confidential” or “highly confidential.” https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1144718876778913797
Ohio’s Mahoning County these days has a population of roughly 230,000 and will soon be without a daily newspaper, as the Vindicator announces upcoming closure https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2019/07/01/youngstown-vindicator-to-close-due-to-financial-hardship-hundreds-to-lose-jobs
Today 8channers are kicking off a social media "operation" to pose as black people and seed antisemitic propaganda. https://twitter.com/gwensnyderPHL/status/1144656956306657282

Oregon Democrats have conceded to Republican walkouts before, yielding on major gun control and vaccine legislation. This latest surrender on climate change likely means that state Republicans, despite being in the minority, will continue to hold a veto over Democrats’ agenda.  https://www.vox.com/2019/6/25/18758554/oregon-republican-walkout-climate-change-cap-and-trade

The Trump administration has not sent $600 million in emergency food stamp aid to Puerto Rico two weeks after President Donald Trump approved the funds, and the US territory does not expect to receive the funding until September https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/24/politics/emergency-food-stamp-aid-puerto-rico/index.html

State Dept IG reviewed three years of "countering violent extremism" programs ($500M total) and "could not affirm whether grants and cooperative agreements...were achieving desired results." http://bit.ly/2LqhUv7

“the long-term threat of democratic backsliding, of a major party undermining the small-d democratic system from within over the course of time, is very real.”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/6/27/18761166/supreme-court-gerrymandering-republicans-democracy

6.27.2019
Illegitimate Republican Supreme Court majority declares partisan gerrymandering exempt from all oversight by the federal judiciary  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/politics/wp/2019/06/27/supreme-court-says-federal-courts-dont-have-a-role-in-deciding-partisan-gerrymandering-claims/
(In 2000, the Supreme Court decided that stopping the Florida recount process was *not* beyond its reach.)
After ruling that the Trump administration can include a citizenship question in the 2020 census, John Roberts ruled that they cannot do so with lies for their reasons—but Roberts gave the Commerce Department an extremely clear road map to explain what it should say. https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-06-27/supreme-court-census-citizenship-case-roberts-won-t-accept-a-lie
Department of Commerce v. New York was Brett’s chance to show that he could be “even-keeled, open-minded, independent and dedicated to the Constitution and the public good,” even when it meant going against the interests of his party. It was his chance to show that he’s not in his current job for partisan revenge, and that his outburst at his confirmation hearing really was just a self-contained flare of rage. But Brett did not choose open-mindedness and independence in New York. He chose what goes around comes around.  https://thinkprogress.org/brett-kavanaugh-is-exactly-who-we-thought-he-was/
Trump: “I have asked the lawyers if they can delay the Census.” The law: They can’t. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/27/18761472/trump-tweet-supreme-court-census-citizenship-response
Sondland tells Taylor that Zelensky needs to make clear to Trump that he is not impeding "investigations," as Taylor will later testify. https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/politics/trump-impeachment-timeline/
The SAFE Act passed US House on a party-line vote.…At a time when foreign adversaries are boldly attempting to hack American elections, 100% of Democrats voted to secure our elections. 99% of Republicans voted not to.  https://twitter.com/DemWrite/status/1144588352093478912
House Democrats fold like a cheap tent, voting on a Senate bill to fund Trump administration abuses at the border rather than their own House bill—despite the refusal of Senate Republicans to allow a vote on any House legislation https://bit.ly/2Nxs3ZV
“As usual, Dem leadership tried to create a pre-watered down border bill because of a mistaken idea that it's more ‘viable.’ And they lost to McConnell anyway. This is the entire theory of change that never works.” https://twitter.com/saikatc/status/1144349718195187731
A lot of suspect accounts are pushing the “Kamala Harris is not Black” narrative tonight. It’s everywhere and it has all the signs of being a coordinated/artificial operation… a group of accounts, starting with Ali, decided to tweet the exact same thing (verbatim) about Kamala Harris within minutes of each other tonight. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1144451342238408704
“Proud Boys” show up to carry out terrorist intimidation at library board meeting in King County http://www.issaquahreporter.com/news/opposition-and-supporters-of-drag-queen-story-hour-make-showing-in-issaquah/

Census Bureau research finds adding a citizenship question will likely reduce responses at a rate higher than previously estimated for U.S. households with noncitizens. "Best estimate" by researchers is now at least 8% -- up from 5.8% https://apps.npr.org/documents/document.html
the conservative majority on the court is on the verge of embracing some of the same legal rationalizations that produced Jim Crow segregation in the census case.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/23/us/supreme-court-census-citizenship-blake/index.html

To people in 21 of the 54 countries, the U.S. has a negative impact on democracy throughout the world. While these countries include Russia, China and Turkey, where people might be expected to resent America’s global role, most of the 21 are established democracies, and 14 of them have higher scores than the U.S. from Freedom House – the think tank whose data are commonly used as an indicator of how free societies are. https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-06-26/the-threat-to-democracy-isn-t-donald-trump-look-at-facebook

6.26.2019
A woman from Alabama who was shot in the stomach while pregnant – with the bullets killing the fetus – has been charged with manslaughter. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/27/alabama-pregnant-woman-shot-manslaughter-charge-marshae-jones
Trump’s reelection campaign has bought YouTube’s “masthead” — basically, the advertisement at the top of YouTube’s homepage — for Wednesday, the first night of the Democratic debates. That means anyone who goes to YouTube’s website is going to be hit with pro-Trump messaging. … it cost the campaign between $500,000 and $1 million and will reach more than twice as many Americans as the debate will, if not more.
US Senator Rob Portman gives Senate floor speech declaring that “fighting corruption” is “a condition of our future defense assistance” for Ukraine. Portman (chair of the Senate Ukraine Caucus) had just been on a visit to Ukraine, in which another US Senator heard from Zelensky about Trump’s attempt to extort politically motivated opposition research—“fighting corruption”—in return for the release of funding which Trump was withholding https://twitter.com/jeannine_bartel/status/1178331249544486912
https://twitter.com/DavidPepper/status/1178337493499990017
At the time of this Portman floor speech, the Pentagon had already certified that Ukraine had done what it needed to do to receive the approved aid. https://www.npr.org/2019/09/25/764453663/pentagon-letter-undercuts-trump-assertion-on-delaying-aid-to-ukraine-over-corrup
Trump reportedly called Boris Johnson the day after Zelensky, asking for help discrediting the Mueller Report—another hidden transcript. Also, Barr visited London and is said to have shared suspicions about UK intelligence. https://twitter.com/justinjm1/status/1179356647979913217
hours after news broke that special counsel Robert Mueller will testify before Congress in a public setting on July 17, President Donald Trump called in to Maria Bartiromo’s Fox Business show for a lengthy phone interview that was especially unhinged, even by his standards. It was a surreal affair from start to finish. But even during its wildest moments, Bartiromo pretended to understand what Trump was talking about and acted as though he was making profound points.  https://www.vox.com/2019/6/26/18759561/trump-fox-business-interview-mueller
Climate got more time in the Democrats’ first 2020 debate than in all 2016 debates combined. But it was still only 7 minutes. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/27/18760605/2020-democratic-debate-climate-change

A new survey finds that a third of Americans embrace a nuclear strike that would kill a million people https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/6/26/18750566/nuclear-war-polling-americans-support-civilian-deaths

EPA's new FOIA regulations — reportedly to be introduced without public comment this week — would allow political appointees to make determinations on FOIA requests claiming "no records" exist, even when they do. …the D.C. Circuit has ruled this to be unlawful https://twitter.com/BySteveReilly/status/1143550099827691521 
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/450169-new-epa-rule-would-expand-trump-officials-power-to-reject-foia-requests

After Trump’s call to Zelensky, two frequent guests on Fox News Joe diGenova and Victoria Toensing were “working off the books” to help Giuliani dig up dirt on the Bidens—and the only person who knew about their involvement was the president himself. https://www.thedailybeast.com/joe-digenova-and-victoria-toensing-worked-with-rudy-giuliani-to-dig-up-ukraine-dirt-on-joe-biden-report

6.25.2019
Giuliani is tasked by Trump to coordinate with Attorney General William Barr and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky in trying to produce dirt on Joe Biden, his son Hunter, and a Ukrainian energy company. “I will have Mr. Giuliani give you a call, and I am also going to have Attorney General Barr call and we will get to the bottom of it,” Trump told Zelensky on a July 25 phone call
Highlights for Children, a 72-year-old, apolitical children's magazine is speaking out against family separation and horrific treatment of kids. https://twitter.com/Highlights/status/1143572539358240774

A staggering $7 million has been spent by groups in favor of Ohio HB6, legislation that would shift the state’s economy away from renewable energy and toward fossil fuels. President of Midwest Communication & Media said he has never seen more money spent to influence a piece of legislation. https://www.dispatch.com/business/20190625/nuclear-bailout-bill-still-in-senate-committee-as-utilitys-deadline-looms

Oppressively hot weather has descended on Europe this week, with temperatures reaching 104 degrees Fahrenheit in cities like Madrid and records poised to be broken throughout the continent. 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jun/24/hell-is-coming-week-long-heatwave-begins-across-europe
https://www.vox.com/world/2019/6/26/18744518/heat-wave-2019-europe-france-germany-spain

6.24.2019
US Holocaust Museum objects to use of the term “concentration camps” to describe the Trump administration’s concentration camps https://twitter.com/jedshug/status/1143278528831676419
https://trib.al/M5rpL2J
Trump said he placed sanctions on Ayatollah Khomeini, who died in 1989. https://twitter.com/liamstack/status/1143250186954784774
US media promote Trump “she’s not attractive enough” denial of rape accusation as headlines https://twitter.com/jackiehluo/status/1143311319229034496
https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1143307637955710978

Separating migrant kids from their parents with “tent cities” will cost the US government more than placing them in permanent structures or keeping them with their parents. https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/immigration-border-crisis/trump-admin-s-tent-cities-cost-more-keeping-migrant-kids-n884871

“Trump has figured out that the modern-day media format gives a huge advantage to someone who can lie with impunity, overwhelming the host & forcing them to either destroy the rest the interview, or let him get away with it” https://www.mediaite.com/opinion/here-is-why-trump-wins-when-facing-non-friendly-interviews-and-what-should-be-done-about-it/

Trump defended himself from a credible rape accusation by saying, in so many words, his victim isn’t attractive enough to rape, and Democratic senators shrugged it off. “I wouldn’t dismiss [the accusation],” said Sen. Dick Durbin (D-IL), “but let’s be honest, he’s going to deny it and little is going to come of it.” “It’s not particular[ly] new news, so I don’t know,” added Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA). “I don’t think we need to take action.” https://www.vox.com/2019/6/27/18761358/pelosi-trump-congress-trump-accuser-e-jean-carroll
	In lieu of using their powers, Democrats have staked everything on the hope that Trump’s repugnance will filter into public consciousness on its own, and manifest in what Rep. Anna Eshoo (D-CA) described as “impeachment at the ballot box.”
	Two observations: 1. Democrats ran a whole campaign in 2016 on faith that the public would roundly reject someone as repugnant as Trump, and he won. 2. “Impeachment at the ballot box” is not a thing. https://crooked.com/articles/another-impeachment-rant/

6.23.2019
During a single 20-second stretch, Pence pushed two big lies about how the US is doing environmentally https://www.vox.com/2019/6/24/18716038/mike-pence-jake-tapper-clear-air-water-carbon-emissions
“I’ve lived in several authoritarian regimes for my research. This is the kind of propaganda you expect to see when you turn on the TV there, not in the United States.” 
ABC, CBS, CNN, Fox and NBC all neglected to give E. Jean Carroll's rape allegation against Trump significant air time on their respective morning talk shows today. https://twitter.com/hayleymiller01/status/1142961814516490241

Reality check
Children, including infants, are being held in a filthy border station. Their clothes are soiled with mucus, feces and breast milk. No soap. No toothbrushes. Not enough food. Even the guards are wearing masks. https://twitter.com/itscaitlinhd/status/1142179738976509953
If these children were prisoners of war, our treatment towards them would violate several standards of International Humanitarian Law. https://twitter.com/MEPFuller/status/1142772188182962178
Migrant children at least two U.S. Customs and Border Protection facilities face conditions one doctor described as comparable to "torture facilities." https://abcn.ws/2N8K3cF
The last surviving member of the Nuremberg trials prosecuting team has said Donald Trump committed ‘a crime against humanity’ with the recent family separation policy. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/trump-border-crisis-nazis-nuremberg-trial-ben-ferencz-family-separation-migrants-un-a8485606.html
“In my 22 years of doing visits with children in detention I have never heard of this level of inhumanity.” https://apnews.com/46da2dbe04f54adbb875cfbc06bbc615
All of this is intentional. “I once asked a top Trump advisor what might cause the administration to relent on undocumented immigrants. His answer was trading leniency on that issue for a long-term reduction in legal immigration.” https://twitter.com/AnandWrites/status/1146403467822583810

The press and the public are becoming desensitized to allegations against Trump… One possible reason for the relative quiet: This has all happened before. Carroll was the latest of more than a dozen women to accuse the president of some form of sexual misconduct. https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/6/24/18715459/e-jean-carroll-trump-new-york-magazine

To avoid flying a gay pride flag on federal property, the Trump administration gifted the flag and flagpole outside the Stonewall National Monument to the New York Parks department, internal emails show. https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060650425

6.22.2019
Saturday, only roughly 12 hours before predawn raids were set to begin, the president tweeted the operation will not begin for at least two weeks — if it is carried out at all — and demanded that Congress deliver a comprehensive immigration “solution” in two weeks https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/6/21/18701408/ice-deportation-raids-10-cities
The NY Times published E. Jean Carroll's accusation of rape against the president in its book section https://twitter.com/jessicaesquire/status/1142410296075661313
With this, another periodical has repeated Trump's claim that he never met her without mentioning that there's a picture of them together. https://twitter.com/JessicaValenti/status/1142206325042143234
Within 48 hours of a critical national security debate, more than 25 officials breached confidentiality by leaking to the Washington Post. https://twitter.com/marty_lederman/status/1142370709617991680
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/i-stopped-it-inside-trumps-last-minute-reversal-on-striking-iran/2019/06/21/e016effe-9431-11e9-b570-6416efdc0803_story.html
Interpol is currently holding a cyber security conference in Moscow and it’s being sponsored by Sberbank (a state-owned Russian banking and financial services company headquartered in Moscow). https://twitter.com/Billbrowder/status/1142480609044041739
Trump continues promoting the concept of remaining in office even beyond Constitutional term limits https://twitter.com/MsPackyetti/status/1142437766279512074

Instead of broadening his base, he has savaged the 54 percent of voters who cast their ballots for other candidates. He has attacked these voters’ motives and celebrated their pain. At rallies, Trump revels in chants for the imprisonment of Hillary Clinton. At every opportunity, he smears former President Barack Obama. On Friday, in an NBC interview, Trump denounced Obama 18 times. 
	Last week, at a rally kicking off his reelection campaign, Trump said Democrats were “depraved.” “Our radical Democrat opponents are driven by hatred, prejudice, and rage. They want to destroy you, and they want to destroy our country as we know it,” said Trump. “Our political opponents look down with hatred on our values and with utter disdain for the people whose lives they want to run.” He concluded: “The Democrat Party has become more radical, more dangerous, and more unhinged than at any point in the modern history of our country.”
	A president who talks that way about half of America makes it awfully hard for those Americans to rally behind him in a war of choice. And in Pompeo, Trump has found a secretary of state who shares his partisan animus. Pompeo treats every media appearance as an opportunity not to represent the United States but to represent the Trump administration in a relentless campaign against Obama and former Secretary of State John Kerry. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/trump-pompeo-cant-fight-iran-while-dividing-america.html

"There was just a pervasive health crisis," said attorney Toby Gialluca, describing what she said were conditions at the Ursula Processing Center in McAllen, Texas. "Virtually everyone we saw was ill." https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/20/politics/border-detention-facilities-health/index.html

6.21.2019
The president was accused of rape and it's barely a blip in the news cycle. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/06/president-donald-trump-faces-new-rape-accusation.html
Trump, in a statement on E. Jean Carroll's rape allegations: "I’ve never met this person in my life."  There's literally a picture of that happening IN THE STORY to which he is responding.  https://twitter.com/mimms/status/1142184163900047361
Trump says Iran is lucky that our drone was unmanned. (Does he not know what a drone is?)
Wisconsin’s Supreme Court upheld a move last year by the state’s Republican-controlled legislature to strip power from the incoming Democratic governor… ignoring entirely plain text of the state constitution  https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/06/wisconsin-supreme-court-upholds-gop-lame-duck-coup-against-democratic-governor/
Felix SATER has blown off the House Intel Committee's planned interview this morning and the committee has issued a subpoena. (Later claiming he was unable to attend due to illness) https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1142070329214427141

In two new interviews this week, President Donald Trump made brazen attempts to rewrite history about his administration’s ill-fated child separation policy, trying to shunt the blame to his predecessor Barack Obama. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/21/18700575/trump-family-separation-policy-obama-time-telemundo

Alabama passed a new law this week that grants a church the right to set up its own law enforcement agency to cover its sanctuary, seminary and school campuses. https://n.pr/2Y0a5Qg

“…today’s GOP, being pulled toward revanchist radicalism by its older white base and toward modernity by its moderates and youth. The tension is most evident around climate change, and there is no obvious way to resolve it. A party that maintains its intransigence and denialism will bleed away the next generation’s voters. But any Republican legislator who sticks their head up for decent climate policy will get it chopped off by Norquist et al.” https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/6/21/18700218/republicans-climate-change-carbon-tax-grover-norquist-frank-luntz

This week, Solicitor General Noel Francisco requested this week that Supreme Court decide new claims against Census citizenship question, even though they have not been presented to the court; “ The issue has not been fully briefed. It was not the subject of oral argument. It involves evidence for which there has been no fact-finding. For the Supreme Court to decide the issue on this basis is the definition of lawlessness.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/census-case-john-roberts-bush-v-gore-tragedy.html

Conservative local news giant Sinclair Broadcast Group is now pushing its local news stations to air what amounts to an unofficial ad for the Trump 2020 campaign. https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2019/06/20/sinclair-forcing-its-stations-run-commentary-segment-s-essentially-trump-campaign-ad/223986

6.20.2019
Trump called off a planned strike on Iran meant as a response to the downing of a US military drone, US officials and others familiar with the situation say. That means that the US and Iran could have come extremely close to war — the most worrying moment in the weeks-long standoff between both countries. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/21/18700570/trump-iran-attack-drone-twitter
(Consider this in context of Trump’s ongoing pattern of creating a crisis, then backing down, producing a sense of relief)
NBC's Today show obediently regurgitates the US military's narrative, with no skepticism. Iran says the US drone was in its airspace; US military says otherwise. Whose claims make the headline? US of course. https://twitter.com/BenjaminNorton/status/1141746482271248384
Twelve Oregon Republican lawmakers are on the run from the law, having fled the state Senate in Salem on Thursday to deny quorum for a vote on a major climate change bill. [One] state senator in hiding, Brian Boquist, went further, threatening the police who are trying to round up the wayward lawmakers. “Send bachelors and come heavily armed,” he said. “I’m not going to be a political prisoner.” https://www.vox.com/2019/6/21/18700741/oregon-republican-walkout-climate-change-bill
Militia groups in the Pacific Northwest—a hotbed of far-right extremist activism—claim they’ve mobilized to protect those state senators. https://www.thedailybeast.com/armed-militias-pledge-to-fight-for-fugitive-oregon-gop-lawmakers-at-any-cost
Though the Supreme Court voted 5-3 to maintain the power of Congress to delegate the details of policymaking to executive branch agencies, Justice Samuel Alito’s vote with the majority rests on the thinnest of reeds — and he is quite explicit that he is eager to join the revolution in a future case. … The “revolution” is coming, and it is likely to take with it much of the regulatory structure that protects workers, patients, victims of discrimination, and the environment. https://thinkprogress.org/justice-alito-just-wrote-the-most-terrifying-sentence-to-appear-in-a-supreme-court-opinion-in-years-83a535d3ce58/
Kavanaugh apparently lost the battle internally on an agency deference case; the Chief Justice sided with the liberals on a remand rather than a merits decision. Cheekily, Kavanaugh suggests his concurrence is available for lower courts to follow anyway. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1141719157937004556
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/18pdf/17-1705_8n59.pdf
The Supreme Court ruled Thursday that a 40-foot-high, government-maintained Christian cross in the Maryland suburbs does not violate the Constitution because it was erected nearly a century ago as a memorial to soldiers lost in World War I. The court voted, 7-2, to reject the challenge to the Peace Cross in Bladensburg https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/20/supreme-court-peace-cross-1373201
Rep. Kevin McCarthy is one of the Gang of Eight who are supposed to provide active oversight to the Intel Community… answers a question about military action against Iran with “I leave that to the Intel Community” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1141759612884045824
Trump made a side trip to his Irish golf club this summer, dozens of Irish cops were sent to protect him. Then Trump’s company charged the cops more than $100K for food and coffee. https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1187037207015628801

How is a major war dependent upon this kind of total absurdity https://twitter.com/varsha_venkat_/status/1141745696279859200
https://www.vox.com/2019/6/20/18693371/trump-iran-war-mistake-drone-tweet

The last surviving member of the Nuremberg trials prosecuting team has said Donald Trump committed ‘a crime against humanity’ with the recent family separation policy. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/trump-border-crisis-nazis-nuremberg-trial-ben-ferencz-family-separation-migrants-un-a8485606.html

“on Wednesday, we received reports from children of a lice outbreak in one of the cells where there were about twenty-five children, and what they told us is that six of the children were found to have lice. And so they were given a lice shampoo, and the other children were given two combs and told to share those two combs, two lice combs, and brush their hair with the same combs, which is something you never do with a lice outbreak. And then what happened was one of the combs was lost, and Border Patrol agents got so mad that they took away the children’s blankets and mats. They weren’t allowed to sleep on the beds, and they had to sleep on the floor on Wednesday night as punishment for losing the comb.” https://www.newyorker.com/news/q-and-a/inside-a-texas-building-where-the-government-is-holding-immigrant-children

it's becoming increasingly certain that the Trump tax cut actually made America poorer. https://twitter.com/paulkrugman/status/1141364211005763584

Michael Dreeben, part of the Mueller investigation, resigns for unexplained reasons https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1147318615378726912

6.19.2019
The Environmental Protection Agency on Wednesday killed President Obama’s signature climate change policy, the Clean Power Plan (CPP). … Speaking at the announcement, White House acting Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney said Wednesday that US emissions are “flat or down.” That is wrong. In fact, US greenhouse gas emissions are on the rise after years of decline.  https://www.vox.com/2019/6/19/18684054/climate-change-clean-power-plan-repeal-affordable-emissions
the acting defense secretary authorized 1,000 more troops to the middle east to counter iran, and then resigned literally the next day https://twitter.com/AdrienneMahsa/status/1141433383383371776
at a closed hearing of the House Judiciary Committee, former White House communications director Hope Hicks refused to answer questions about President Donald Trump’s attempts to sabotage the Russia investigation. Hicks brought a letter from White House Counsel Pat Cipollone, which declared her “absolutely immune from being compelled to testify before Congress” about anything that happened during her tenure.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/don-mcgahn-must-testify.html 
Hicks--and more aggressively, her lawyer, Robert Trout (whose being paid a half million dollars by the RNC) won't answer abt Joint Defense Agreements. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1142259361248686080
Trump’s White House attorneys objected 130+ times as House members tried to question Hope Hicks on the Mueller report. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hope-hicks-trump-mueller-objections_n_5d0bfcbae4b07ae90d9a6a58?dab
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/hope-hicks-testimony-nancy-pelosi-impeachment-futility.html
Hicks apparently gave false testimony related to what she knew, and when, about the Stormy Daniels hush money payments https://judiciary.house.gov/sites/democrats.judiciary.house.gov/files/documents/7.18.2019%20Letter%20from%20Chairman%20Nadler%20to%20Hope%20Hicks%20%28002%29.pdf
The Republican National Committee has paid nearly half a million dollars to a law firm representing former White House communications director Hope Hicks https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/rnc-paid-half-million-law-firm-representing-hope/story?id=55328181
Tonight: Political fundraiser at a hotel the president still owns and profits from, headlined by his son, who promised to stay out of politics to avoid conflicts of interest between his dad’s administration and the business he refused to divest from. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1141466434150776834
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi defended former vice president Joe Biden’s remarks about working with segregationist senators Thursday, calling the presidential candidate “authentic.” https://www.buzzfeednews.com/amphtml/addybaird/nancy-pelosi-defends-joe-bidens-segregationists-authentic
Meanwhile she continues telling Rep. Ocasio-Cortez to be quiet and sit down  https://twitter.com/andrewperezdc/status/1141737406489604102

Trump nominee for UN ambassador Kelly Craft was—as ambassador to Canada—absent for more than 300 days between October 23, 2017, and June 19, 2019. [She] likely got her posting as US ambassador because she was a major donor to GOP causes as well as Trump’s campaign. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/6/19/18691820/kelly-craft-united-nations-ambassador-senate-confirmation-hearing

Congress set a record this month: It’s now been more than 10 years since lawmakers have raised the federal minimum wage, the longest period in history that it’s stayed stagnant. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/19/18683868/congress-federal-minimum-wage

“Senate Republicans have privately told WH that they don't have time on calendar/political capital for a difficult SecDef confirmation fight this summer/fall. So, for now, Army Sec. Mark Esper will take over as acting” https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1141030354251329536
“This position only oversees a $700B budget--a bigger budget than most countries” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1141183822903558144

The crown prince of Saudi Arabia should be investigated over the murder of the dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi because there is “credible evidence” that he and other senior officials are liable for the killing, according to a damning and forensic UN report. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jun/19/jamal-khashoggi-killing-saudi-crown-prince-mohammed-bin-salman-evidence-un-report

Trump ordered former staffer Hope Hicks not to answer questions in Congressional testimony. (Asked to comment on this, House Speaker Pelosi said “obstruction of justice” then walked into an elevator.)

6.18.2019
Today’s Twitter theme: Arguing over the details of what precisely constitutes a concentration camp
Trump arrives in Orlando and, immediately, neo-Nazis feel comfortable marching the streets. https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1141082721692856323
During a phone call with Xi Jinping on June 18, Trump promised he would stay quiet on the protests in Hong Kong in exchange for progress in his trade war with China. https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/03/politics/trump-biden-call-xi-secure-server/index.html
Also on the call Trump brought up the political prospects of both Warren and Biden https://theweek.com/speedreads/869649/trump-reportedly-brought-biden-warren-china-june-gave-xi-pass-hong-kong
the Pentagon publicly announced it would release its portion of the military aid to Ukraine. The Trump administration promptly began working to stop it. https://www.justsecurity.org/67493/trump-ordered-a-hold-on-ukraine-military-assistance-in-june-not-july/
Trump illegally withheld military aid to Ukraine. No one from the Trump administration has been able to point to any legal authority that allowed Trump to withhold the funding for the length of time and in the manner that he did. https://www.justsecurity.org/67489/trumps-hold-on-ukrainian-military-aid-was-illegal/
Sondland told Fiona Hill that Trump put him in charge of Ukraine https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1199432241014886403
The Trump administration argued in front of a Ninth Circuit panel Tuesday that the government is not required to give soap or toothbrushes to children apprehended at the U.S.-Mexico border and can have them sleep on concrete floors in frigid, overcrowded cells, despite a settlement agreement that requires detainees be kept in “safe and sanitary” facilities.  https://www.courthousenews.com/feds-tell-9th-circuit-detained-kids-safe-and-sanitary-without-soap/
Patrick Shanahan, President Donald Trump’s pick for defense secretary, has withdrawn his nomination, extending what was already the longest stretch that the Pentagon has gone without a Senate-confirmed leader. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/18/18683858/patrick-shanahan-secretary-defense-trump-pentagon-esper
On Monday, Canada declared a ‘climate emergency.’ On Tuesday, it approved a pipeline expansion. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/on-monday-canada-declared-a-climate-emergency-on-tuesday-it-approved-a-pipeline-expansion/2019/06/18/242faca6-9137-11e9-956a-88c291ab5c38_story.html?utm_term=.1493503ec159
years after DNA evidence exonerated them, Trump suggests the Central Park 5 are guilty and refuses to apologize for saying they should be executed. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1141079501633413120

increasingly strong winds caused by the hole in the ozone layer above Antartica are creating turbulence deep within the Southern Ocean. The tumult causes colder water from the abyss to mix with warmer water in middle levels, which in turn causes sea temperature to rise. Higher sea temperatures are a significant contributor to rising sea levels, one of the deadlier consequences of climate change that has already displaced coastal and island communities and can make hurricanes and typhoons more dangerous. https://slate.com/technology/2019/06/boaty-mcboatface-british-research-vessel-science-news.html

The Trump administration and its domestic political allies are laying the groundwork for a possible confrontation with Iran without the explicit consent of Congress https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/18/trump-congress-iran-1366756

“I believe Roger Stone knows he’s getting a pardon is because, in spite of the fact that he’s got six named attorneys on his team, his filings are unbelievably sloppy, as if the lawyers are letting their children submit them.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/06/18/roger-stone-describes-67-of-the-content-of-sealed-warrant-affidavits-for-his-co-conspirators/

The Trump administration, already suffering from a serious credibility deficit with allies, is now in the awkward position of demanding that Tehran comply with an agreement the American president has not only derided but pulled out of!  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/trump-iran-deal-pulled-out-troops-middle-east-uranium-tehran.html

Trump’s Department of Justice has decided to run interference for Paul Manafort, protecting him from harsh imprisonment and even questioning the validity of charges brought against him by state prosecutors. This effort to aid the president’s loyal associate behind bars is a startling escalation of Attorney General William Barr’s campaign to help Trump and his confederates evade consequences for their misdeeds.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/paul-manafort-william-barr-new-york-prison.html

6.17.2019
The night before a rally in Orlando at which he plans to launch his reelection campaign, President Donald Trump sought to signal strength by announcing a mass deportation campaign targeting millions of people. Trump apparently didn’t even bother looping in ICE ahead of his vague announcement. CNN’s Nick Valencia reports that ICE is directing all media inquiries back to the White House. And although there is a plan for increased enforcement in the works (the new acting ICE director, Mark Morgan, told reporters earlier this month that “we will be going after individuals who have gone through due process and who have received final orders of deportation”), it doesn’t seem like ICE was anywhere near ready to carry out coordinated raids in densely populated cities. Following Trump’s tweet, the Washington Post reported that “US officials with knowledge of the preparations have said in recent days that the operation was not imminent, and ICE officials said late Monday night that they were not aware that the president planned to divulge their enforcement plans on Twitter.” ICE has good reason to want to maintain secrecy about enforcement plans. A former senior ICE official told BuzzFeed’s Hamed Aleaziz that Trump’s announcement is “putting officer safety at risk. This is not presidential. This is not leadership. But should we at all be surprised anymore?” https://www.vox.com/2019/6/18/18683600/trump-mass-deportation-tweet-ice
Republican Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas scorned stare decisis as “elevat[ing] demonstrably erroneous decisions” over “the text of the Constitution.” The justice found little, if any, room for adherence to precedent in the American system when a majority thinks that precedent is wrong. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/rbg-ruth-bader-ginsburg-neil-gorsuch-double-jeopardy-supreme-court-gamble.html
GOP Senator says on television that KellyAnne Conway “is being removed” https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1140654514522992640

“With Trump, we’ve had a corporate takeover of government with no parallel in American history,” says Robert Weissman, president of Public Citizen.
The Trump Leadership Council was the brainchild of Harold Hamm.
With Hamm seated to Trump’s right and McNabb to his left at that first meeting, Trump’s starting point, several attendees told me, was simple: What laws do you want to see repealed, what regulations unwound?
Whatever happens in 2020, Trump’s all-out assault on regulations will long outlive his presidency, whether it’s four or eight years. At a time when the climate crisis threatens the future of humanity, Trump and his corporate backers have taken the country in the opposite direction.
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/trump-leadership-council-members-full-list-848274/

More than 25 percent of Hong Kong's population of 7.4 million people protested this weekend. By proportion, these are the largest protests in modern history.  https://twitter.com/isaacstonefish/status/1140617694804402176

“Legal analysts warned that the president and his advisers emerged from the battle over the Mueller report with a conviction they [need] not feel constrained by safeguards” and there’s no accountability https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/theres-no-accountability-trump-white-house-aides-signal-a-willingness-to-act-with-impunity-in-drive-for-reelection/2019/06/16/ea5fb7fe-8eda-11e9-b08e-cfd89bd36d4e_story.html?utm_term=.09ec3d2a81c0

in return for policing the boundaries of free expression on one of the internet’s largest platforms, individual contractors in North America make as little as $28,800 a year. They receive two 15-minute breaks and a 30-minute lunch each day, along with nine minutes per day of “wellness” time that they can use when they feel overwhelmed by the emotional toll of the job. After regular exposure to graphic violence and child exploitation, many workers are subsequently diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder and related conditions.  https://www.theverge.com/2019/6/19/18681845/facebook-moderator-interviews-video-trauma-ptsd-cognizant-tampa

6.16.2019
Trump says supporters might "demand" that he serve more than two terms as president https://wapo.st/2Xlmnpe
Trump admits that a leak about the FBI’s investigation into him before the election would have been fatal. “Had that gone out before the election, I don’t think I would have had enough time to defend myself.” https://twitter.com/joshscampbell/status/1140273540756721664
Meanwhile, then-current or former FBI agents close to Rudy Giuliani are believed to have leaked false information about Hillary being indicted days before the election. But the attorney general is not investigating that. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1140334808821882885
Trump's cutting ties w/3 pollsters, keeping 2. Curiously Tony Fabrizio, the pollster whose data got shared w/ Russians last time, remains on the payroll. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/16/us/politics/trump-campaign-pollsters-fired.html
On Fox News Sunday, Mike Pompeo nearly blows a gasket when Chris Wallace asks him very straightforward questions regarding Trump's comments about how he wouldn't contact the FBI if he's offered dirt on a 2020 opponent by a foreign government. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1140296627011371008
Earlier today, Netanyahu and the US ambassador to Israel held a ceremony for the inauguration of 'Trump Heights' — a town in the occupied Golan Heights named in honor of the US President. 
(Thus far it is only a sign.) https://twitter.com/SRuhle/status/1140433257592434688

The U.S. Treasury saw a 31% drop in corporate tax revenues last year, almost twice the decline official budget forecasters had predicted. Receipts were projected to rebound sharply this year, but so far they’ve only continued to fall. https://politi.co/2IEenGB

“Pentagon and intelligence officials described broad hesitation to go into detail with Trump about operations against Russia for concern over his reaction—and the possibility that he might countermand it or discuss it with foreign officials” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1140085986774401025

Barr’s controversial decision to launch a new inquiry into the origins of the FBI’s 2016 Russia investigation has fueled concerns about the politicization of the justice department and could hamper attempts to combat Kremlin meddling in the 2020 election, say ex-top DoJ and CIA officials https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/16/william-barr-meller-report-investigation-2020-election

6.15.2019
The President of the United States publicly accused the New York Times of a virtual act of treason and we are all just taking it in stride. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1140090657505198086
“it is properly threaded and spelled properly. That suggests these tweets may be policy, not just the Tweep-in-Chief going off the handle.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1140214873030369280
India hikes US tariffs after losing preferential trade access https://on.ft.com/2XfI6im
According to OLC, all of the following are *illegitimate* reasons for the House to obtain the tax returns: to “help protect against violations of the Emoluments Clause of the Constitution and conflicts of interest, including with foreign adversaries such as Russia”; to "make sure the president and his family are not hiding financial ties that could cause conflicts in [his] decision-making" and “to gain a more complete understanding of how tax reform will benefit President Trump and his vast business empire”;  to "help those investigating Russian influence in the 2016 election”; assess whether "the Russians have on Donald Trump politically, personally, financially and "help the American people better understand the extent of Trump’s financial ties to Putin’s Russia”;  to assess "concerns about recent actions by the Chinese government in relation to the Trump Organization.”  https://twitter.com/marty_lederman/status/1139853761298554880

Dictators love social media. Flat-Earth belief thrives on it. https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/6/14/18678698/mehdi-hasan-intercept-impeachment-donald-trump-pelosi-kara-swisher-recode-decode-podcast-interview

This week saw Orlando pastor, and Knox County detective, both call for LGBT executions; the previous week an Alabama mayor called for the same thing https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1139688798118219776

The obscure One America News Network (OAN) makes up for its lack of clout or viewers by covering every Trump utterance, recycling conspiracy theories, downplaying Russian threats, bashing the mainstream media and championing the “Make America Great Again” agenda. Most Americans have not noticed, but the most powerful one has. The president rewards OAN with shout-outs and access wildly out of sync with its reach https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1139866900127551488
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2019/jun/15/oan-oann-fox-news-donald-trump

6.14.2019
Trump just publicly said he won’t fire his “loyal” advisor KellyAnne Conway despite her violation of the Hatch Act and an unprecedented OSC recommendation she be fired. https://abovethelaw.com/2019/06/kellyanne-conway-hatch-act-rule-of-law/
Texas has passed a new law that lets lawmakers conceal their emails and other communications from public scrutiny, as they prepare to redraw the state’s voting maps. https://www.dallasnews.com/news/texas-legislature/2019/06/28/hide-evidence-new-texas-law-may-help-gop-keep-secrets-redistricting-strategy
On Friday, the Pentagon released fuzzy video footage of sailors on a small boat removing an object from the side of a ship. Officials said that the small boat belonged to the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps, the object was an unexploded mine, and the ship was one of the two tankers that were attacked. Maybe. We all await footage showing sailors from a similar boat placing a mine on the side of a tanker. The picture is further muddied by the fact that the Japanese owner of one of the tankers has since claimed that the hole in his ship was well above the water—beyond the reach of someone in a small boat. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/trump-iran-gulf-oman.html
On Friday morning, ABC’s digital news operation posted a number of stories that effectively assisted the Trump re-election campaign in building its email list. https://www.thedailybeast.com/abc-news-local-stations-help-trump-build-a-campaign-email-list-on-his-birthday/
CNN: “White House officials are privately saying President Trump is handling questions about foreign interference in elections poorly” https://cnn.it/2RhWIZg 

Days after a bid to recall Democratic state Rep. Tom Sullivan ended, another Colorado statehouse Democrat is being targeted. Republican Nancy Pallozzi says she will mount a recall attempt against state Sen. Brittany Petterson of Lakewood in Senate District 22. Petterson defeated Pallozzi in a 2016 race for a state House seat by 19 percentage points. https://www.coloradopolitics.com/hot-sheet/state-lawmaker-pettersen-said-to-be-targeted-in-recall-try/article_8152567a-8ebe-11e9-8aaa-9f1e67fe3ed1.html

The Greenland ice sheet is currently going through a major melting this week, covering almost half its surface — unprecedented in its extent for this early in the year. This has not happened before. https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1139234563400634368
Alaska is heating up twice as quickly as the rest of the US as a result of human-driven climate breakdown, increasingly causing this permafrost to thaw and destabilize buildings and cause roads to buckle. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/13/climate-crisis-alaska-is-melting-and-its-likely-to-accelerate-global-heating

In the past few days, President Donald Trump has revealed that he does not know the definition of “collusion,” doesn’t understand what intelligence agencies do, and draws no distinction between the interests of national security and the protection of his own power.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/trump-intelligence-north-korea-barr-oppo-russia.html

 It’s worth recognizing that currently, the United States of America is not just in thrall to the billionaires. It’s in thrall to the children, and the wives, and also the pool boys of the billionaires.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/trump-nepotism-too-obvious-to-ignore-elitism.html

6.13.2019
Response to Trump embrace of potential foreign election interference:
Graham and Cornyn both went on to muddy the waters by arguing that Hillary Clinton’s campaign’s funding of the Steele dossier was similarly problematic. And while Democrats were naturally outraged by Trump’s comments, they didn’t change the minds of many in the caucus who remain opposed to starting an impeachment inquiry, according to Politico. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/13/18677566/trump-oppo-research-foreign-steele-dossier-norway
To a person, Democratic lawmakers said on Thursday that President Donald Trump's stated comfort receiving election assistance from a foreign government was shocking, disqualifying, and even criminal. And then, they did what they’ve come to do best: shrug.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/house-dems-do-what-they-do-best-after-trump-invites-foreign-election-interference-shrug
the next morning, Trump downplayed his remarks, tweeting that he talks to all kinds of foreign officials, like the Queen of England and “the Prince of Whales” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/6/12/18663543/trump-abc-interview-prince-of-whales-2020-george-stephanopoulos
Democrats on Thursday sought to force a vote on a bill from Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA), which would legally require all campaigns to report any contact they received from foreign actors to the FBI. Republicans, however, shot it down. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/13/18677672/senate-republicans-fbi-campaigns-russia-donald-trump
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell on Thursday night shrugged off President Donald Trump's willingness to receive foreign dirt on political opponents https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/14/politics/mitch-mcconnell-donald-trump-foreign-influence/index.html
Democratic Rep. Jan Schakowsky says that Trump’s comments about foreign dirt show that he may be “begging” the House to impeach him because he seems to believe it will help his chances politically. https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1139161468778295296
Fox's Judge Napolitano says it seems like Trump is "prepared to commit a felony to get re-elected" https://trib.al/T8OyVW0
Time for Trump's impeachment has come, former GOP Congressman David Jolly says https://twitter.com/i/events/1139134742563966976
Former acting FBI Director Andrew McCabe said Thursday that the time has come to begin an impeachment inquiry into President Donald Trump.  https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/13/politics/andrew-mccabe-impeachment-cnntv/index.html
The truth was that [Sarah] Sanders had, in effect, been fired some time ago – long before her departure was announced on Thursday. The position of White House press secretary had all been made redundant. Trump prefers to do the job himself and be his own spokesman. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/13/sarah-sanders-press-secretary-exit-analysis
White House asks Office of Special Counsel to withdraw report recommending dismissal of White House adviser Conway  https://reut.rs/2IcN0V2 
Trump claims farmers wept behind him when he signed an executive order. Video shows otherwise. https://wapo.st/2Rd55W2

Trump’s company sold a California mansion to an Indonesian billionaire. The county assessed the property last year at $8.3 million, but it was sold for $13.5 million https://twitter.com/roland__do/status/1139341828900212736
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-company-sells-california-mansion-to-firm-linked-to-indonesian-billionaire-a-business-partner/2019/06/13/5d73206a-8de5-11e9-adf3-f70f78c156e8_story.html?utm_term=.fbd26955a3cc

Customs and Border Patrol is imprisoning asylum seekers in what CBP calls “The Dog Pound,” 
consisting of outdoor cages.
These conditions are unsanitary, and unsafe; asylum seekers for which Americans are responsible are sick and receiving neither treatment nor adequate food.
Asylum seekers are also moved to a 55 degree facility called “The Freezer,” and kept there for weeks.
ICE is meanwhile shutting down facilities with beds, food and bathrooms, to move asylum seekers ultimately to military controled concentration camps with absolutely zero outside access or oversight.
https://twitter.com/ECMcLaughlin/status/1139192167501484033
https://nbcnews.to/2JUhLA9
“the longer camps stay open, the worse they get, esp. if they survive their existential crisis & pass a 3- or 4-year mark.” https://twitter.com/andreapitzer/status/1136086405573218304

A “listless” prematurely born 1-month-old girl and her 17-year-old Guatemalan mother detained in federal custody were discovered this week by attorneys who visited a US Border Patrol processing center in McAllen, Texas. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hamedaleaziz/baby-girl-premature-mother-border-patrol-detention-texas?bftwnews&utm_term=4ldqpgc#4ldqpgc

Trump's unpaid security invoices …  Total: $839K https://twitter.com/sianoresist/status/1139242817077858306
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2019/06/14/trump-campaign-hasnt-paid-security-invoices-for-ohio-rally-last-year-other-major-campaign-events

ABC News’ George Stephanopoulos asked Trump about McGahn’s testimony in an interview this week. Trump called his former counsel a liar. “The story on that very simply, No. 1, I was never going to fire Mueller. I never suggested firing Mueller,” he said. When asked why McGahn would lie, Trump said, “Because he wanted to make himself look like a good lawyer.” Pressed again, Trump denied ever having told McGahn to fire Mueller. So the White House maintains the following:
 The Mueller report exonerates Trump, and any attempt to follow up on its findings is a “do-over,” and thus unfair.
One of the most damning charges in the Mueller report, detailing Trump’s efforts to obstruct justice, is a lie.
The witness who testified under oath to that charge cannot be allowed to testify to Congress.
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/06/trump-mcgahn-cant-testify-but-trust-me-hes-lying.html

6.12.2019
The President of the United States just sat in the Oval Office and signaled his willingness to conspire with a foreign government to commit a crime in order to win re-election. https://twitter.com/RepDonBeyer/status/1138962474739351552
abcn.ws/2R8UZp2 
the thing Trump just said is totally and obviously acceptable is the thing his son was once outraged anyone would ever accuse them of https://twitter.com/danielradosh/status/1138948677521874944
We’ve gone from “it was about adoptions,” to “no collusion,” to “collusion is just fine.” Republicans have sanctioned this by their silence. https://twitter.com/Mimirocah1/status/1138952461773934593

The Eastern District of Virginia courts have sealed 48 cases...in the last 12 DAYS. https://twitter.com/ericgarland/status/1138900286263713795

McConnell has reportedly told his colleagues that he will not allow the Senate to vote on election security legislation this session. Lobbyists for the two biggest voting machine makers have started writing him four figure checks. https://readsludge.com/2019/06/10/as-he-blocks-election-security-bills-mcconnell-takes-checks-from-voting-machine-lobbyists/

Trump claims California officials admitted he was “right” about wildfires. That didn’t happen. 
Trump took a victory lap for a claim that was easily debunked and widely mocked. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/6/12/18662634/trump-california-wildfires-iowa
Michael Flynn’s new lawyer is a complete crank; “It's very hard to see how this isn't an insane move unless Flynn has good reason to believe he's receiving a pardon.” https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1138850213769203712

6.11.2019
outside the White House on Tuesday afternoon, Trump pulled a sheet of paper from his pocket and brandished it but refused to show it to reporters. [He claimed it is a secret agreement with Mexico which amounts to something more than the climbdown from threatened tariffs which is all he has achieved] … Mexico’s foreign minister, Marcelo Ebrard, has categorically said that there was “no agreement of any kind” beyond the commitments contained in statements released by the American and Mexican governments. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/11/18661648/trump-mexico-deal-sheet-of-paper
‘This is technically an official White House event, not a campaign one, but here's Trump insulting "the fake news" and misleading people about unemployment rates.’ … Fox Business cuts away from Trump's speech right after he laments, bizarrely, that tractors can't hook up to the internet https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1138563456985128964
President quotes Sen. Graham as saying “we’re not doing anything in the Senate regarding the Mueller Report.” In fact the Senate intelligence committee is still investigating. The president’s son is due to testify this month. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1138413865753034753
Trump, on reports that the CIA had a source in the North Korean government: “I wouldn’t let that happen under my watch.” https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1138505832692424704

Representatives of at least 22 foreign governments appear to have spent money at Trump Organization properties, an NBC News review has found, hinting at a significant foreign cash flow to the American president that … violates the U.S. Constitution. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/reps-22-foreign-governments-have-spent-money-trump-properties-n1015806

Trump administration to issue permits for bringing elephant parts to the U.S., on a “case by case basis.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/animalia/wp/2018/03/06/trump-called-elephant-hunts-a-horror-show-his-administration-just-lifted-a-trophy-hunting-ban/

Trump has not made filling Inspector General (IG) vacancies a priority–which became especially obvious with his quiet appointment of Gail Ennis, a political supporter of his, to act simultaneously as Social Security Administration (SSA) IG and Interior IG. https://www.citizensforethics.org/interior-inspector-general-ennis-trump-donor/

The Trump campaign, in a Facebook ad, says nearly 1 million have signed Trump's birthday card In another Facebook ad, the campaign says that Trump will PERSONALLY READ every name At an average speed, reading 1 million names would take 256 hours, or more than 10 days https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1138250541660872705

6.10.2019
Today was the hottest day in the recorded history of New Delhi, India — 118.4°F (48.0°C). https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1138160125217255426
https://t.co/gFEVBfFRlc
In a complete mockery of the Vacancies Reform Act, Trump installs Ken Cuccinelli as “acting director” of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services https://www.thedailybeast.com/ken-cuccinelli-wanted-to-end-birthright-citizenship-and-militarize-bordernow-hes-trumps-immigration-chief?via=twitter_page
“…muttering, but no more than that, from Republican senators whose job description includes confirming top administration aides.” https://apnews.com/002bb07f6b8245d8abcfbac3322f4ede
House Democrats hold hearing with John Dean, a star witness during Watergate who helped bring down the Nixon presidency … helicopter crashes into New York City building and derails the day’s planned news cycle. [Meanwhile Trump’s] justice department announced it was stepping up its counter-investigation [allegedly about] the origins of the Russia investigations, a priority for Trump and his Republican allies on Capitol Hill. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/10/watergate-nixon-mueller-trump-russia
House Republicans have demanded that a lengthy list of words be excluded from the hearing, including “unethical behavior,” “obstruction of justice,” “sexual predator,” and “abuse of power.” https://twitter.com/RepMGS/status/1138112702931509248
When House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler (D-N.Y.) announced on Monday that he had reached an agreement with the Justice Department to view some of the underlying evidence behind Special Counsel’s Robert Mueller’s report. The announcement was hailed as a major breakthrough for the Democratic Party’s oversight efforts. But … the Trump White House will work with the Justice Department to decide what exactly the committee gets to see, two senior administration officials told The Daily Beast. And, so far, the White House has not waived executive privilege regarding any of Mueller’s materials https://www.thedailybeast.com/white-house-will-preview-mueller-evidence-before-nadler-review-admin-officials
Trump's lawyers argue in a new D.C. Cir. brief that Congress does not have the power to investigate whether the president broke the law. They say only the executive branch - the people who work for the president - is allowed to determine whether the president broke the law. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1138194820252483584
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6146001-Document.html
Trump/Barr DOJ claims the period leading up to the election hasn't been examined. Actually: 1) Investigation into 3 hacks (incl of GOP targets) by FBI 2) Mueller 3) HPSCI 4) SSCI 5) OGR/HJC 6) DOJ IG 7) UT US Attorney https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1138195214001168384
Cleveland.com  is running "Pizzagate is real"-type "sponsor content" among and hardly distinguishable from its own reports. https://twitter.com/peterpattakos/status/1138127300325781504

In 2018, Amy Chua endorsed Brett Kavanaugh's nomination to the Supreme Court. It was revealed during his confirmation hearings, after Kavanaugh had been credibly accused of sexual assault, that Chua had instructed her students to look "like models" to work for him. Now her daughter is clerking for Justice Brett Kavanaugh. https://twitter.com/DavidAstinWalsh/status/1138117789481414656
https://twitter.com/SCOTUSambitions/status/1138097742503469056

A real estate company part-owned by Jared Kushner has received $90m in foreign funding from an opaque offshore vehicle since he entered the White House as a senior adviser to his father-in-law Donald Trump. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/10/jared-kushner-real-estate-cadre-goldman-sachs

6.9.2019
Sinclair’s “must-run” continues with Peter Schweizer talking about Hunter Biden. 19 Democratic candidates in Cedar Rapids today and it got roughly 1/7 as much local TV time as this “must-run” content https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1137932964782886912
“Since [Alberta Premier Jason Kenney] announced his $30 million warroom to attack environmental advocates & this poster of me was held up at his press conference I have had death threats, misogynist & sexual attacks on social media.” https://twitter.com/Tzeporah/status/1137779493811023872

Natural News, a far-right conspiracy outlet had nearly 3 million followers on Facebook … more Facebook followers than Infowars at its peak. Natural News used the page to push its trademark combination of natural remedies and far-right conspiracy theories, including disinformation about vaccines. https://www.thedailybeast.com/facebook-removes-conspiracy-site-natural-news
Number of measles cases exceeds 1,000 in U.S. for the first time since the disease's eradication. The disease is now present in more than half of all states, with Idaho, New Mexico, Virginia and Maine confirming their first cases in the past several weeks. http://abcn.ws/2I6ClLG

America’s airport facial recognition system has already been breached. News here: https://wapo.st/2ItjHfW 

Trump is trying to blag a climbdown from his tariffs on trade with Mexico into a “win,” but he accomplished nothing https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-08/mexico-never-agreed-to-farm-deal-with-u-s-contradicting-trump
“It’s a pretty simple pattern,” the Democratic leader, Chuck Schumer, told the Senate … “The president stakes out a maximalist position but never clearly defines his objectives. That way, after he backs himself into a corner, he can use a deal of any kind, even if it’s merely a fig leaf, to justify retreating from whatever misguided policy he’s threatened. Then he declares victory, having done little to nothing to solve the underlying problem.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/11/donald-trump-reality-tv-deals-tariffs

NRA finances: “In 25 years of working in this field, I have never seen a pattern like this... The volume of transactions with insiders and affiliates of insiders is really astonishing.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/nra-money-flowed-to-board-members-amid-allegedly-lavish-spending-by-top-officials-and-vendors/2019/06/09/3eafe160-8186-11e9-9a67-a687ca99fb3d_story.html?utm_term=.12a03ac3e4a0

“… in recent days I’ve been hearing chatter that Rep. Richard Neal is slow rolling the tax returns push in the hopes of getting Republican buy-in and Trump’s signature for a retirement bill (the Secure Act) he’s pushing that would allow people to partially convert 401ks into annuities.” https://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/whats-up-with-chairman-richard-neal-and-trumps-taxes

6.8.2019
Trump, once again, has worked up a near-crisis (in this case with his threatened Mexico tariffs) and simply wandered away, claiming that the status quo ante represents a big win https://twitter.com/scottlincicome/status/1137461637374455808
At least two known hate groups made their way into a gathering of yellow vest protesters in Hamilton, Ont., on Saturday … The yellow vest movement, which began in France with protests over economic policy, taxation and rising fuel prices, has in Canada become a vehicle for xenophobic ideology and, all too often, bigotry and hate speech https://www.nationalobserver.com/2019/06/11/news/hate-groups-mix-yellow-vests-front-line-extremism-canada
False alarm of an active shooter sends DC Pride event into chaos

The biggest and most influential publishers—Facebook, Twitter, YouTube—are all amoral trash fires, intentionally profiting from encouraging hate and radicalization, and determined to pretend that they are not even publishers.

The Trump administration blocked a state department intelligence official’s written testimony saying human-caused climate change could be "possibly catastrophic" https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1137427969931190272
https://wapo.st/2QWsXwQ
https://www.axios.com/white-house-blocks-testimony-climate-change-not-following-administrations-views-e1d26240-955e-4cf0-a087-9c1d61440a8b.html

A weather alert system designed by a TV company to scare viewers more often—and pump up advertising and ratings — was criticized by a veteran meteorologist. He was taken off the air by the [Sinclair-owned] network https://twitter.com/dabeard/status/1137311833545728001
https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/06/07/tv-meteorologist-objected-managements-code-red-orders-on-air-apology-he-might-be-out-job/

The Trump administration is rejecting requests from U.S. embassies to fly the rainbow pride flag on embassy flagpoles during June, LGBTQ Pride Month https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/trump-admin-tells-u-s-embassies-they-can-t-fly-n1015236

For 10 years not a single child died in DHS custody. Since December, 6 children have died. Now, 3 more ppl have died in 3 days. https://twitter.com/SenKamalaHarris/status/1137024275091742725
https://cnn.it/2HVedf0

6.7.2019
87°F just south of the Arctic Circle in Finland today https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1137128824880152577
Once again, Trump “justice department” brazenly defies any responsibility other than to Trump; refuses House Oversight Committee’s demand for documents related to the Trump administration’s illegal attempt to rig the Census with a citizenship question https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1137402761404985345
United States president: “Mars (of which the Moon is a part)”  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137051097955102720
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jun/07/trump-moon-is-part-of-mars-tweet-nasa
Attorney General Barr likens his experience as a wannabe-autocrat’s right-hand man to the experience of WWII veterans who risked their lives fighting Nazis. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1137402761404985345
June wasn’t a great month for the labor market. Economists blame President Donald Trump’s trade war — and warn that if he follows through with his protectionist agenda, he could lead America into a recession. Friday’s announcement from the Bureau of Labor Statistics that the economy added just 75,000 jobs, well below expectations, came two days after payroll processor ADP’s report on private sector employment reported that a mere 27,000 jobs were added in May. https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/game-over-big-misses-jobs-forecasts-bring-costs-trade-war-n1015071

https://lithub.com/rebecca-solnit-how-internet-insinuation-becomes-campaign-fact/

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/barr-lying-mueller-report.html

Heshmat Alavi, whose contributor biography on the Forbes website identifies him as “an Iranian activist with a passion for equal rights,” has published scores of articles on Iran over the past few years at Forbes, The Hill, the Daily Caller, The Federalist, Saudi-owned al-Arabiya English, and other outlets. There’s a problem, though: Heshmat Alavi appears not to exist. https://theintercept.com/2019/06/09/heshmat-alavi-fake-iran-mek/

6.6.2019
the person representing America at the 75th anniversary of a key battle to defeat fascism is himself a proto-fascist white supremacist. https://twitter.com/justinhendrix/status/1136581020248158213
Trump is in Normandy talking about his belittling nickname for Nancy Pelosi on Fox News against a literal backdrop of American service members’ graves.  https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1136638600366428160
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/donald-trump-july-4-the-mall.html
US Department of Agriculture has suspended data collection for its annual Honey Bee Colonies report, citing cost cuts -- a move that robs researchers and the honeybee industry of a critical tool for understanding honeybee population declines, and comes as the USDA is curtailing other research programs https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/06/politics/honeybees-study-usda-donald-trump-budget-cuts/index.html

Pelvic exams, where a clinician inserts a giant device between your labia and into your vagina, cranks it open, looks at your cervix, and sometimes sticks their fingers inside you to feel your organs, are now being forced on everyone who wants an abortion in Missouri. https://twitter.com/MK_McMaster/status/1136809977555947520
https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-abortion-clinic-doctors-missouri-illinois-20190606-story.html

Trump's lossmaking Scottish resort is paying a UK Govt public body just £100 a month to lease buildings at Turnberry's world-famous lighthouse, while charging guests £1,400 a night to stay in the landmark.  https://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/uk-government-accused-of-sweetheart-deal-with-donald-trump-over-turnberry-lighthouse-1-4938289

When Trump made a side trip to visit his Irish resort this summer, the Irish government paid Trump over $100K to feed the police officers guarding him https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1178070067944263680

6.5.2019
Trump is scheduled to meet with Ireland’s prime minister, Leo Varadkar, on Wednesday. It won’t be a fancy affair, though, because they’re meeting at the airport. Well, the VIP lounge, at least. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/5/29/18644731/trump-ireland-visit-leo-varadkar-shannon-airport
UN human rights experts* have expressed grave concerns about criminal charges brought against Scott Warren, a U.S. citizen who works for an aid organisation providing water and medical aid to migrants in the Arizona desert.  https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx
Trump admin cancels: English classes, legal aid, recreational programs, for unaccompanied child migrants in U.S. shelters https://twitter.com/LouisatheLast/status/1136321299645698048

The Trump administration is looking to take another stab at filling the two outstanding vacancies on the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, this time by vetting Judy Shelton, a low-profile Fed economist who championed a return to the gold standard a few years ago but now supports President Trump’s favored policies of the moment. … in 2019, Shelton mysteriously tells the New York Times that she thinks interest rates are too high and would support cutting them back to the near-zero levels that she denounced as too stimulative back when the unemployment rate was much higher. Perhaps most tellingly, when the Financial Times interviewed her for a May 31 article about her monetary policy views, she chose to conduct the interview at the Trump Hotel in Washington, DC. She also suggested that Mar-a-Lago might be an ideal place to host her proposed international conference on the gold standard. She’s saying, in other words, that she’s a Trump loyalist beyond all else.  https://www.vox.com/2019/6/5/18652025/judy-shelton-federal-reserve

Released: released the most comprehensive guide to President Donald Trump's foreign business interests in 30+ countries across the globe currently available
Trump still has over $130 million foreign assets in a revocable trust, rakes in income from nearly two dozen countries & has intl business entanglements with positions, assets, trademarks & other interests in 30+ countries. 
Despite pledging to pursue “no new deals” while Trump is president, his businesses have opened multiple new properties since 2017, several providing direct income to POTUS, and deals on developments long out of public eye conveniently became active again around Trump’s election.
Trump's first 2 years as President are full of developments around his foreign business entanglements, like Russia's govt approving Trump for renewal of 4 trademarks on November 8, 2016, the day after he won.
Trump org pledged to donate foreign govt profits to U.S. Treasury—giving $191,538 for 2018 & in $151,470 for 2017—but how that's calculated is secret. For context, Saudi Arabia alone paid more to Trump Hotel DC in 4 months after election 2016 than the business donated either year
https://twitter.com/annalecta/status/1136254535725457408

6.4.2019
The White House has instructed former communications director Hope Hicks and former deputy counsel Annie Donaldson not to turn over documents related to their time in the administration, despite subpoenas from the House Judiciary Committee https://www.axios.com/white-house-hope-hicks-annie-donaldson-subpoenas-39e14860-c188-419a-aad9-a124776bb15f.html
(“Why does Hope Hicks have privileged White House documents in her possession to begin with?”) https://twitter.com/PhilippeReines/status/1136023685679263746
National Security Adviser John Bolton and White House adviser (and first daughter) Ivanka Trump were met with loud boos when they emerged from 10 Downing Street and made their way across a London street to the news conference. But Fox & Friends host Brian Kilmeade immediately tried to spin the boos, saying, “it’s not for Ivanka — it’s for John Bolton, and he loves it.” https://www.vox.com/2019/6/4/18652096/ivanka-trump-john-bolton-booed-london-news-conference-may
press conference in Moscow to support jailed Russian agent Maria Butina brings together some of the most notable voices in Russian interference efforts over the past few years, from the leading figure organizing American secessionists to a sanctioned Russian social media operator. https://thinkprogress.org/russian-malefactors-rally-for-maria-butina-bcd97b91749d/

Four people attending an official state dinner on behalf of the United States have no official government position. They run private businesses, are campaign advisers. https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/1135892136270934016
The White House hasn't really offered an explanation for why the president's adult children who don't work in the administration are on this state visit. https://twitter.com/kathrynw5/status/1135890748010835968

6.3.2019
Trump encourages AT&T customers to cancel, explicitly for the purpose of punishing CNN https://twitter.com/DavidCornDC/status/1135529907767971841
Trump just called London Mayor Sadiq Khan a “stone cold loser” https://www.vox.com/2019/6/3/18650187/trump-sadiq-khan-london-uk
“The deadliest mass shooting of 2019 happened three days ago. It was barely a one day story. We’ve reached the point in America where mass shootings are simply routine news events” https://twitter.com/speechboy71/status/1135625225167462401
Last month, [lawyers for] Roger Stone argued in his criminal case that the government knows that Russia did not hack the DNC, an argument the government debunked last week. That’s pretty interesting, given that the very same lawyers just argued in the DNC lawsuit that Russia definitely did hack the DNC. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/06/03/breaking-roger-stone-insists-russia-hacked-the-dnc/
Trump’s Environmental Protection Agency administrator, Andrew Wheeler, admonished the media for focusing too much on climate change. https://www.newsweek.com/trump-administration-press-stop-talking-about-climate-change-1442163
A community in West Virginia woke up with purpole water running out of their faucets & in their toilets. An official at Coal Grove's water treatment plant says it was 'perfectly safe' to drink, once it's diluted. [Of course, Flint Michigan still does not have safe drinking water after years.] https://twitter.com/KMPHFOX26/status/1135748107642187776

A family in Conway, Arkansas used more than 10,000 sandbags to keep several feet of water from taking over their home. Their house has become and island. https://twitter.com/MarcWBIR/status/1135617207977873410

President Donald Trump reportedly told confidants he "finally" has "my attorney general," referring to Attorney General William Barr. The news marks a sharp contrast between now and two years ago, when the president was reportedly complaining about why "my guys" at the "Trump Justice Department" weren't shielding him from the special counsel Robert Mueller's Russia investigation. https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-william-barr-finally-my-attorney-general-2019-5

President Donald Trump’s son-in-law and senior White House adviser… is a complete tool. https://www.vox.com/2019/6/3/18650330/jared-kushner-axios-interview-birtherism-russia-email

Weeks of flooding is drowning large parts of the midwest, wrecking communities and turning farms into inland seas. On top of that, a near record number of tornadoes has whipped through the region, smashing homes and claiming nearly 40 lives so far. All of this comes after the wettest 12 months in the US since records began. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/03/so-much-land-under-so-much-water-extreme-flooding-is-drowning-parts-of-the-midwest

The NY Times has continuously mentioned Trump on its front page about three times as frequently as either of the two previous presidents https://twitter.com/ngusletter/status/1134446058111676418

6.2.2019
Roger Stone has posted an Instagram Story saying John Brennan "must be" charged and convicted and "hung for treason." https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1135241467184799746
This blurring of tech and war takes physical form in some of the participants at Bilderberg. Longtime conference insider and former Google CEO Eric Schmidt chairs the Pentagon's Defense Innovation Board and also heads up the new National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence. Two other members of the Defense Innovation Board are here in Montreux: Reid Hoffman, and the psychologist Adam M. Grant.
Alongside Schmidt on the Bilderberg steering committee are yet another two tech billionaires, Alex Karp and Peter Thiel. Karp is the CEO of Palantir, a shady data-analytics company which has just won a massive $800 million Pentagon battlefield intelligence contract. Palantir was set up in 2004 by Peter Thiel with backing from the CIA. Thiel, who was a co-founder of PayPal, is a director of Facebook and is high tech's most vocal supporter of Donald Trump. https://www.newsweek.com/silicon-valley-switzerland-bilderberg-2019-and-high-tech-future-transatlantic-1441259
acting Homeland Security Secretary Kevin McAleenan hinted at what could become the most contentious request coming from the United States: “They’re safe in Mexico,” McAleenan said. “Mexico has reached out and offered refugee status to thousands of people since President López Obrador has been in office. That should be the place, if they’re safe in Mexico, to request that.” This was likely a reference to a long-sought request from DHS: that Mexico formally declare itself a “safe third country”—but Mexico is not a safe country for refugees https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/mexico-tariffs-trump-lopez-obrador.html
An order to have a ship named for the late Senator John McCain hidden from view during Donald Trump’s recent visit to Japan was “not an unreasonable thing to ask”, the president’s chief of staff said https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/02/order-hide-uss-john-mccain-trump-mick-mulvaney
Trump continues falsely claiming the opening of a new LNG terminal in Louisiana as an accomplishment, even though the Obama administration approved it in 2014 https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1135366589673615360

6.1.2019
After initially denying it, the US Navy now admits that “a request was made to minimize the visibility of USS John S. McCain” during Trump's recent state visit to Japan. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/navy-acknowledges-request-was-made-hide-uss-john-s-mccain-n1012731

The Amazon region recorded the highest level ever of illegal deforestation for a single month in May 2019: 285 square miles, an area nearly as large as New York City https://news.mongabay.com/2019/06/brazil-guts-environmental-agencies-clears-way-for-unchecked-deforestation/

Ambassador Taylor, upon arriving in Kiev, found two policy making channels, "one regular," ie the normal embassy chain of command, and one highly irregular" consisting of Volker, Sondland, Perry and Giuliani, a "shadow" policy group making its own decisions. Taylor realizes by June (p. 5) that this second, irregular channel is undermining existing US policy around the conditions of a Zelensky visit.  https://twitter.com/bradleyrsimpson/status/1186740413950021637

5.31.2019
Justice Department fails to comply with court order to release transcripts of Michael Flynn’s conversations with Russian ambassador https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/justice-department-fails-to-comply-with-court-order-to-release-transcripts-of-michael-flynns-conversations-with-russian-ambassador/2019/05/31/9b4a6754-83b8-11e9-95a9-e2c830afe24f_story.html
“I have never before seen the government tell the judge his order for materials is not relevant.” https://twitter.com/CarolLeonnig/status/1134558170729332738
“If the executive begins ignoring the judicial branch too, there will be no check on the executive. This, by the way, is an actual "existential question." This is the red line.” https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1135242989813620736
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi continues spreading nonsense about impeachment, such as “Trump wants us to do this,” and has now argued on Jimmy Kimmel that "there's a school of thought" that acquittal in the Senate after impeachment means you can't be tried criminally after leaving office https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/donald-trump-us-impeach-nancy-pelosi-tells-jimmy/story
The Trump administration will implement a new policy Friday asking most applicants for U.S. visas to provide information on their use of social media https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/446336-trump-admin-to-ask-most-us-visa-applicants-for-social-media-information?rnd=1559316643
Washington Blade, “America’s Top LGBT news source,” promotes “Trump recognizes Pride month, global initiative to decriminalize homosexuality” gaslighting http://ow.ly/x6T050uu9IQ
White House advisor Peter Navarro on Trump's tariffs… He continues to argue that the US consumer doesn’t pay. https://www.cnbc.com/video/2019/05/31/white-house-advisor-navarro-on-trumps-tariff-threats-against-mexico.html
Attorney General does a CBS interview. He still doesn't understand Mueller's choice. Also claims that "as a matter of law the obstruction statutes do not reach facially valid exercise of core presidential authority”—“This same fellow answered THREE TIMES in his confirmation hearing that floating pardons for false testimony would be a crime”—and that with respect to firing Comey, there was not corrupt intent
Barr, May 1 to Congress: “We accepted the Special Counsel’s legal framework for purposes of our analysis...in reaching our conclusion” — compare to Barr, May 31 to CBS: “We didn’t agree with …a lot of the legal analysis in the Report…So we applied what we thought was the right law.” https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1134420732543459329
Barr: “I think one of the ironies today is that people are saying that it's President Trump that's shredding our institutions. I really see no evidence of that, it is hard, and I really haven't seen bill of particulars as to how that's being done. From my perspective the idea of resisting a democratically elected president and basically throwing everything at him and you know, really changing the norms on the grounds that we have to stop this president, that is where the shredding of our norms and our institutions is occurring.”  https://www.lawfareblog.com/good-bad-and-ugly-attorney-generals-cbs-interview
“Barr’s rhetoric about Praetorian Guards and other disparagement of law enforcement and intelligence agents who conducted the original investigation are counterproductive, and corrosive to the morale of investigators working to keep America safe”  https://twitter.com/carriecordero/status/1135203872195170304
“It’s one thing for Barr to say, I’m the AG now, and I’m going to change the rules, but what it appears he is doing is saying, I’m the AG now, I don’t like the rules that were in place, so I’m going to disparage former officials and past activities for using existing rules & processes [which have been largely consistent across various administrations of both parties]” https://twitter.com/carriecordero/status/1135204611743211521
Department of Defense refuses to reveal how many are deployed in Syria https://twitter.com/DanLamothe/status/1134456179537698816
Trump lawyer John Dowd’s November 2017 voice mail is released; in response he issues a statement (in Comic Sans) calling a word for word transcript “a baseless, political document designed to smear and damage the reputation of counsel and innocent people.” https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1134570905621925888 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-down-voicemail-trump-mueller_n_5cf18c62e4b0a1997b6a6938?wxb

The number of US measles patients has reached a record high and may cause the nation to lose its "measles elimination status", US health officials say. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-48468801

“one of the things I really do worry about is this current lack of confidence in experts and expertise. It’s what science is about. We test ideas, we contest ideas, and if we don’t believe that there are things that are more right than others, which is where we place our bets now, we have no way of making it into the future.” https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/5/31/18646556/susan-hockfield-mit-science-politics-climate-change-living-machines-book-kara-swisher-decode-podcast

Trump has about $340 million in variable-rate loans
Every time the Fed raises rates, Trump’s payments on some $340 million in variable-rate loans go up https://bloom.bg/2CuMfUs
“Assuming whoever now holds those loans is still charging interest. Might a debt service ‘holiday’ be part of a Russian quid pro quo” https://twitter.com/RickPetree/status/1076619735138254849

5.30.2019
Vice President Mike Pence and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau met in Ottawa on Thursday to promote the revised NAFTA deal… But as Pence was extolling the trade deal in Canada, the Trump administration followed up by potentially undermining the very trade pact that it renegotiated.
Trump riled House Democrats by notifying Congress on Thursday that he wants to move forward with the USMCA approval process, even though Democrats still object to some of the USMCA’s provisions. And, most critically, Trump announced new tariffs on Mexico on Thursday night in an attempt to force the country to crack down on migration — something that’s gotten bipartisan pushback. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/31/18647195/trump-trade-deal-tariff-mexico-canada-usmca
Trump has announced tariffs on all goods coming from Mexico, demanding the country curb illegal immigration into the US. In a tweet [of course], Mr Trump said that from 10 June a 5% tariff would be imposed and would slowly rise "until the illegal immigration problem is remedied". https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-48469408
imposing tariffs without Congressional approval to serve goals that have nothing to do with trade policy – in this case, an immigration crisis that exists only in his mind – goes well beyond even the brazenness of his previous actions https://twitter.com/paulkrugman/status/1134356872130125824
he's claiming justification under the International Economic Emergency Powers Act, which he claims basically lets him do anything he wants in response to anything he declares to be an emergency. “I don't see any limits under this interpretation” https://twitter.com/paulkrugman/status/1134357869883723776
Plus we are, of course, throwing away any remaining credibility as a negotiating partner.  https://twitter.com/paulkrugman/status/1134360798384611329
Trump: “I had nothing to do with Russia helping me to get elected.” Just an hour later, though, he told reporters that Russia didn’t have anything to do with helping him win https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1134066872578654208
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/30/18645526/trump-russia-elected-help-twitter
Trump calls members of Robert Mueller's team "some of the worst human beings on Earth." Also reveals he has absolutely no clue how impeachment works, says, "I can't imagine the courts allowing it." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1134078020820639750
A harrowing scenario analysis of how human civilization might collapse in coming decades due to climate change has been endorsed by a former Australian defense chief and senior royal navy commander. The analysis, published by the Breakthrough National Centre for Climate Restoration, a think-tank in Melbourne, Australia, describes climate change as “a near- to mid-term existential threat to human civilization” and sets out a plausible scenario of where business-as-usual could lead over the next 30 years. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/597kpd/new-report-suggests-high-likelihood-of-human-civilization-coming-to-an-end-in-2050?utm_source=vicetwitterus
http://www.climatecodered.org/2019/05/can-we-think-in-new-ways-about.html
Fox News Laura Ingraham defends Paul Nehlen, an open white supremacist who uses racial and anti-Semitic slurs. (Steve Bannon and Breitbart disowned him years ago. ) https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1134298403792412672
Asked about report that Navy was asked to move a ship named after John McCain during his recent trip to Japan, Trump denies involvement, but goes on to trash John McCain https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1134080642436796416

Last year, Ohio had 19 tornadoes for the entire year. The National Weather Service confirmed 19 tornadoes hit Ohio in one night early this week. https://twitter.com/AshleeBaracy/status/1134121221740736514

The president of the United States frequently makes up claims about (among many other things) people “begging” him for something https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1029002623364620290

The Femm app, a popular women’s health and fertility app, sows doubt about birth control, features claims from medical advisers who are not licensed to practice in the US, and is funded and led by anti-abortion, anti-gay Catholic campaigners, a Guardian investigation has found. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/30/revealed-womens-fertility-app-is-funded-by-anti-abortion-campaigners

“The fact that Mueller's press conference is being treated as communicating new information, when in fact he only reiterated what the report has said for weeks, is indicative of a vast failure on the part of American institutions.” https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/05/mueller-indicts-medias-coverage/590551/

Rep. Ted Lieu: “The fundamental failure of the Mueller team is that they abdicated their mission as prosecutors when it came to Trump. Instead, they wrote a book report. And they weren’t even courageous enough in the report to call the behavior by Trump for what it was: crimes.” https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1297662436841906176

5.29.2019
During a surprise news conference on Wednesday, Robert Mueller publicly announced he is resigning as special counsel.  https://www.vox.com/2019/5/29/18644319/mueller-resignation
Mueller, in his first public statement on the conclusions of his two-year investigation into Russian election interference, said that when it came to the question of whether President Donald Trump committed of obstruction of justice, “If we had confidence that the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said that.” https://www.vox.com/2019/5/29/18644280/mueller-statement-trump-tweet
“Multiple, systematic efforts” to affect the election included outreach to the Trump campaign. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1134189777442562048
At the very close of his statement, Mueller summed up all this again “by reiterating the central allegation of our indictments — that there were multiple, systematic efforts to interfere in our election.” “That allegation deserves the attention of every American,” he added. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/29/18644192/robert-mueller-statement-trump-russia-impeachment
“Today’s statement by Mueller shows the extent to which Barr deceived the public. If Barr accurately summarized Mueller’s work and didn’t have an agenda, his statement would have sounded like Mueller’s statement today.” https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1133778517148229633
Trump of course immediately resumed blasting out “case is closed” and “No Collusion, Total Exoneration” 
Full remarks https://www.vox.com/2019/5/29/18644237/robert-mueller-remarks-transcript
Ohio House of Representatives votes—with crucial support from 10 Democrats—to scrap renewable and energy efficiency standards and provide subsidies to coal burning power plants, as well as two nuclear power plants owned by a major campaign donor to Republicans 
For the second time in a week, a senior Trump official (Conway) said that they don’t care if they’re breaking the law. https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/445914-kellyanne-conway-dismisses-hatch-act-violation-let-me-know-when-the
Netanyahu reveals in his defeat speech: "I proposed to Trump & Putin to form a U.S.-Russia-Israel trilateral committee that will meet in Jerusalem to discuss the security situation in the Middle East & both of them agreed. https://twitter.com/BarakRavid/status/1133847307261304833
one year since the Pentagon had an on-camera briefing. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/29/pentagon-press-briefing-iran-1346093
under Chairman Ajit Pai, the FCC has routinely insisted that there’s few real problems that need fixing. The Pai FCC’s latest broadband deployment report is no exception. For the second year in a row it's declared that American broadband deployment is healthier than ever. [But the “report”] fails to discuss how broadband pricing continues to skyrocket as consumers increasingly only have access to faster speeds from just one ISP, usually their regional cable provider. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/bj9ypw/american-isps-are-better-than-ever-fcc-proclaims-in-study-based-on-flawed-data?f?utm_source=vicetwitterus
The United States believes Russia may be conducting low-level nuclear testing in violation of a moratorium on such tests, the head of the Defense Intelligence Agency said on Wednesday.  https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/u-s-warns-russia-conducting-low-level-nuclear-tests-says-official-1.7304150

The Trump administration will seek to undermine the very science on which climate change policy rests — eliminating worst-case scenarios and shortening some timelines to 2040 instead of 2100. One scientist says, “It reminds me of the Soviet Union.” https://nyti.ms/2I4iXxF

5.28.2019
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said Tuesday if a Supreme Court vacancy occurs during next year's presidential election, he would work to confirm a nominee appointed by President Donald Trump. That's a move that is in sharp contrast to his decision to block President Barack Obama's nominee to the high court following the death of Justice Antonin Scalia in February 2016.
At the time, he cited the right of the voters in the presidential election to decide whether a Democrat or a Republican would fill that opening … David Popp, a spokesman for McConnell, said the difference between now and three years ago, when McConnell famously blocked Judge Merrick Garland's ascension to the Supreme Court, is that at that time the White House was controlled by Democrat and the Senate by a Republican. This time, both are controlled by the GOP. https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/28/politics/mitch-mcconnell-supreme-court-2020/index.html
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/29/18644061/mitch-mcconnell-supreme-court-hearings-2020-merrick-garland
Cathy Garnaat, a Republican … said that [Justin Amash’s town hall] was the first time she had heard that the Mueller report didn’t completely exonerate the president. “I was surprised to hear there was anything negative in the Mueller report at all about President Trump. I hadn’t heard that before," she said. "I’ve mainly listened to conservative news and I hadn’t heard anything negative about that report and President Trump has been exonerated." https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/republican-justin-amash-stands-position-start-impeachment-proceedings-despite-criticism-n1011176
Amb. Taylor says he met with Pompeo on May 28 when he was asked to become acting Ambassador after Yovanovich was sacked, and made clear that he understood why she was sacked, and that he wasn't going to come in unless Pompeo could assure Giuliani would have no role. https://twitter.com/bradleyrsimpson/status/1186740412842676224
Outlets like Fox News have played a central role in the Trump presidency. Trump has repeatedly endorsed the network’s coverage, congratulating Fox’s high ratings while calling other outlets “Fake News.” Meanwhile, Trump and Fox News, which has always had a strong read of the conservative base, have had a symbiotic relationship, sharing talking points and a political agenda, so much so that the president has a direct line to the outlets’ pundits and several of the outlet’s contributors now work for his administration. Bill Shine, a veteran Fox News executive, was Trump’s deputy chief of staff until March, when he stepped down to join the Trump campaign. This dynamic has created two worlds… https://www.vox.com/2019/5/30/18646048/republican-protect-trump-mueller-report-amash
In a press release published on Tuesday, two Department of Energy officials used the terms "freedom gas" and "molecules of US freedom" to replace your average, everyday term "natural gas." https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2019/05/us-department-of-energy-is-now-referring-to-fossil-fuels-as-freedom-gas/
by elevating right-wing conspiracy theories about Margaret Sanger, Thomas has given the blessing of a Supreme Court justice to the escalating war on birth control. https://www.salon.com/2019/05/29/clarence-thomas-makes-it-clear-the-right-is-coming-for-birth-control-next/

Airmen onboard the USS WASP wear patches on their jumpsuits that read “Make Aircrew Great Again.” The patches include an image in the center in the likeness of President Trump. https://twitter.com/vmsalama/status/1133203283227529217

The White House wanted the USS John McCain “out of sight” for Trump’s visit to Japan. A tarp was hung over the ship’s name ahead of the trip, and sailors—who wear caps bearing the ship’s name—were given the day off for Trump’s visit.  https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1133882529335980032
https://www.wsj.com/articles/white-house-wanted-uss-john-mccain-out-of-sight-during-trump-japan-visit-11559173470

Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao still owns Vulcan Materials shares she had vowed to divest https://twitter.com/jljacobson/status/1133325690143739908
https://www.wsj.com/articles/transportation-secretary-still-owns-stock-she-pledged-to-divest-11559035921?shareToken=st93ced8233f6e42ad8255781874af07f6
Under Elaine Chao, the Transportation Dept. designated a special liaison to help with grant applications and other priorities from her husband Mitch McConnell's state of Kentucky, paving the way for grants totaling at least $78 mil for favored projects. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/10/mcconnell-elaine-chao-1358068
Mitch McConnell's salary is less than $200,000. Yet his net worth has been increasing by $2 million a year for a decade. 
Walter Shaub: “This is the sort of thing that should lead to the impeachment of a corrupt official -- that is, if her corrupt husband weren't in a position to block that impeachment. We are now a full-fledged banana republic.” https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1138058715343609856

Kushner Cos., the real estate firm owned by the family of President Donald Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner, has received about $800 million in federally backed debt to buy apartments in Maryland and Virginia -- the company’s biggest purchase in a decade. The loan was issued by Berkadia, a lender co-owned by Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc. and Jefferies Financial Group Inc., in a deal that’s backed by government-owned Freddie Mac, according to a person familiar with the matter who asked not to be named discussing the private transaction. The arrangement increases the government’s exposure to Kushner Cos. at the same time that its former chief executive officer is one of the most powerful people in the White House. https://bloom.bg/2EzKXIG
https://www.propublica.org/article/the-kushners-freddie-mac-loan-wasnt-just-massive-it-came-with-unusually-good-terms-too

5.27.2019
Trump today he said all he wants is no Iranian nuclear weapons (we had an Iran nuclear deal that meant no nuclear weapons at least thru 2030. He broke it.)  https://twitter.com/sam_vinograd/status/1132988605918408704
Top GOP lawmaker suggests intel officials committed treason, attempted coup http://hill.cm/KeZZKuC 
Pattern: Trump is recurrently out of the United States whenever we have national holidays to honor veterans and memorialize our fallen https://twitter.com/travisakers/status/1133062905300172806
In an unprecedented move, President Trump publicly intervened in the domestic political crisis in Israel and backed Prime Minister Netanyahu's efforts to form a coalition 48 hours before the deadline for putting together a new government https://twitter.com/BarakRavid/status/1133065945113612288
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/elections/israel-lurches-toward-unprecedented-political-crisis-netanyahu-faces-possible-2nd-n1010536?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma

it was two teenagers who convinced Mike Gravel to enter the 2020 race and the same teens are effectively managing his campaign by running his Twitter account. The most bizarre part of all of this is that Gravel could actually secure enough donors to technically qualify for the Democratic Party’s primary debates that begin next month. For a campaign that sounds a little like performance art, that would be quite an accomplishment. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/27/18638687/mike-gravel-2020-democratic-presidential-candidates

Hundreds of rivers around the world from the Thames to the Tigris are awash with dangerously high levels of antibiotics, the largest global study on the subject has found. Antibiotic pollution is one of the key routes by which bacteria are able develop resistance to the life-saving medicines, rendering them ineffective for human use. https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/may/27/worlds-rivers-awash-with-dangerous-levels-of-antibiotics

5.26.2019
NY Times runs and promotes and article literally beginning “Joseph R. Biden Jr. is ‘sleepy,’ Bernie Sanders is ‘crazy’ and Elizabeth Warren is ‘angry.’”  https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1132655143550365696
https://nyti.ms/2I0nBwD
White House Press Secretary: president “expects” FBI to be held accountable for “unprecedented obstruction and corruption,” then says “we’re going to let [AG Barr] make that determination.” https://twitter.com/farhip/status/1132649202163564545
Press Secretary Sarah Sanders also violates the Hatch Act https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1132747553542479873

Just stop for a second and think about that: The president of the United States endorsed a foreign government’s nasty insults of America’s former vice president — and did so while standing next to the leader of a top American ally. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/28/18642441/japan-trump-abe-biden-kim-missile

5.25.2019
US Secretary of State lies to justify White House end-run around Congress to sell more weapons to Saudi Arabia https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1132314912489844736
Today the House Democrats reached a deal with Donald Trump’s lawyers, agreeing not to actively pursue Trump’s financial records from Deutsche Bank and Capital One while the matter is being settled in appeals court. Some major news outlets are misreporting this as the Democrats having caved, or having given up on the subpoena – “but that’s not at all what happened here.”  https://www.palmerreport.com/analysis/no-the-house-democrats-didnt-just-cave-on-donald-trumps-deutsche-bank-records/18224/

Deutsche Bank had an extensive relationship with Jeffrey Epstein, lending him money and providing trading services — up until May 2019, when the bank cut him off. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/10/business/jeffrey-epstein-net-worth.html

More than a quarter of key lawmakers won’t say whether or not they read the special counsel report  https://twitter.com/EarlBRussell/status/1132393378883047424

German Jews have been advised not to wear kipot in public because of levels of antisemitism. https://twitter.com/BenMFreeman/status/1132489269182836736

The fact that Texas could be trending away from Republicans and toward purple state status clearly has the state GOP terrified. And rather than appealing to the new crop of voters, they are simply trying to keep those who don't back their policies from the polls. https://shareblue.com/texas-republicans-pass-bill-making-veterans-vote-harder/

as hurricanes move northwestward out of the tropical Atlantic, a strong vertical wind shear along the East Coast prevents the storm from gaining strength, thus providing a protective barrier to strong landfalling hurricanes … A new study suggests that climate change could soon eliminate that barrier  https://phys.org/news/2019-05-climate-barrier-east-coast-hurricanes.html

Georgia Republican Harrison Floyd runs campaign video suggesting that he will murder Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Sen. Bernie Sanders https://nypost.com/2019/05/25/georgia-gop-candidate-appears-to-threaten-ocasio-cortez-sanders-in-video/

The U.S. Department of Agriculture is paying a total of $62.4 million to buy pork from JBS USA — whose parent company is Brazil-based JBS S.A. — using taxpayer funds [supposedly] intended to help U.S. farmers weather Trump’s trade war. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tammy-baldwin-brazilian-jbs-metapacking-brazil-dairy-farm-62-million_n_5ce863e0e4b00e03656e3343

Lynne Patton, a regional administrator for the Department of Housing and Urban Development, wrote this week that she may have broken a federal law meant to prevent officials from politicizing their government positions (The Hatch Act), but said that even if that were the case, she “honestly” didn’t care. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lynne-patton-hud-hatch-act_n_5ceb7136e4b0512156f46dae

5.24.2019
Trump administration claims obscure provision of Arms Export Control Act to evade congressional authority and Saudi Arabia missiles to use in its ongoing campaign of atrocities in Yemen, and failed to explain its legal or practical basis for doing so.  https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1131965193372733445
Trump admin emergency authorization bypassing Congress allows Raytheon to team w/the Saudis to build high-tech bomb parts in Saudi Arabia. https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1136998415102074882
Trump’s inclination to grant pardons to several military and contractor personnel accused or convicted of war crimes may itself be a violation of the laws of war, if not a war crime. In an extraordinary public statement issued Friday, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) … explains the distinction between pardons and amnesties. https://www.justsecurity.org/64288/can-a-pardon-be-a-war-crime-when-pardons-themselves-violate-the-laws-of-war/
The Trump administration today proposed to scrap an Obama-era policy that prohibited health care providers from discriminating against transgender patients, in its latest rollback of federal protections for transgender people. The health department's proposed rule, a rewrite of an Obamacare regulation that bars health care discrimination based on sex, would also strike down protections for LGBTQ patients. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/24/transgender-patients-protections-health-care-1343005
Combined with an announcement earlier this week ending gender identity protections in homeless shelters, the administration has now taken steps to exclude transgender people from almost every aspect of public life, including employment, housing, health care, education, prisons, and the military. … Each of the last few years, the number of reported murders of transgender people has increased, and Trump is apparently not interested in doing anything to give transgender people a fair chance at a basic life.  https://thinkprogress.org/trump-administration-targets-last-major-transgender-protection-section-1557-80d1ce664424/
(Candidate Donald Trump promised he would be an LGBTQ ally.)
On Thursday, the Senate — with buy-in from House Democrats and President Donald Trump — approved a $19.1 billion package to provide disaster relief for Americans hit by wildfires, flooding, and hurricanes. On Friday, however, House Republican Chip Roy (R-TX) said he disagreed with how the House votes were going down, single-handedly blocking the package from going through.
… The process Roy was protesting is a common one. Roy’s political posturing just means millions of people in Puerto Rico, Florida, California, and Iowa will have to keep on waiting for much-needed aid. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/24/18638684/house-disaster-aid-chip-roy
Facebook says it will continue to host a video of Nancy Pelosi that has been edited to give the impression that the Democratic House speaker is drunk or unwell https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/24/facebook-leaves-fake-nancy-pelosi-video-on-site
(Also Facebook: The City of Houston can't run fair housing ads because they're "related to politics.")
“It’s going to get worse, too, because deepfake videos, in which leaders can be made to convincingly appear to say anything you want, are likely to be entering the political fray next year,” Brian Klaas, a professor of global politics at University College London, told Vice News. https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/kzmgxw/trump-and-his-supporters-are-hyping-a-doctored-video-of-nancy-pelosi-appearing-drunk
1,500 troops to the Middle East, the Trump administration’s latest move in the ongoing standoff with Iran. “…we’ll see how, we’ll see what happens.” https://www.vox.com/2019/5/24/18638909/trump-troops-middle-east-iran-standoff
Trump spent his long flight to Asia periodically retweeting hyperbolic nonsense from his House allies, while attacking a respected Democratic Senator for no good reason. By the time Trump arrived in Japan, he … tweeted: “North Korea fired off some small weapons, which disturbed some of my people, and others, but not me. I have confidence that Chairman Kim will keep his promise to me, & also smiled when he called Swampman Joe Bidan a low IQ individual, & worse. Perhaps that’s sending me a signal?” https://www.palmerreport.com/analysis/donald-trump-has-illiterate-psychotic-meltdown-about-kim-jong-un-and-someone-named-swampman-joe-bidan/18227/
(It’s typical that Trump calls someone else “low IQ” right before he misspells that someone’s name.)
NY Times runs/promotes insulting suggestion that whether or not Hope Hicks complies with a Congressional subpoena is “an existential suggestion.” https://twitter.com/nytpolitics/status/1131928102601465857
Maggie Haberman wrote this story but never comes out and says Hope Hicks has long been a valuable off-the-record source for her https://twitter.com/RachelLarris/status/1132649591550205954

Reports are that special counsel Robert Mueller is willing to testify before Congress on the public record—but only in private, with a transcript released afterward. Many people point out, accurately, that no one read his report and the main significance of having him testify would be to produce television-formatted statements. America is going to collapse because of a kind of practical illiteracy: while most adults can read they don’t really bother to do so. https://crooked.com/articles/trump-barr-pelosi/

on the same day the DOJ indicted Julian Assange for publishing classified info & putting confidential sources in danger by revealing their identities, Trump gave Barr the power to unilaterally decide to de-classify material & identify the names of confidential sources.

Dangerous Trump administration case to prosecute Julian Assange https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/23/the-charges-against-julian-assange/
Barr’s Department of Justice indicted Wikileaks leader Julian Assange on 17 counts under the Espionage Act, essentially criminalizing acts that investigative journalists practice every day
Department of Justice had a prosecutorial heavyweight - Jim Trump, who won convictions against Jeff Sterling & wanted to force a reporter to reveal his source - review the case. Even he objected to Espionage Act charges.  https://wapo.st/2wfbExF?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.2c52bacad634
In the case of election interference, then, Bill Barr does not consider the publication of documents identified on a wish list that hackers subsequently steal to amount to joining a conspiracy. But in the case of Chelsea Manning’s leak, his DOJ does. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/24/the-logic-of-assanges-edva-indictment-is-inconsistent-with-muellers-apparent-logic-on-assanges-declination/

The Attorney General is carrying out an unprecedented investigation into a counterintelligence investigation targeting the suspected infiltration of a campaign by men working on behalf of Russia. In real time, the campaign acted to distance itself from all three men for precisely that reason. In other words, Bill Barr is targeting the intelligence agencies for agreeing with the Trump campaign about the suspect ties of three of the initially predicated subjects of the investigation.
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/24/for-three-of-the-four-early-fbi-targets-tied-to-the-trump-campaign-the-campaign-agreed-with-the-mueller-report-conclusions/
This wouldn’t be such a troubling risk were other institutional counterweights holding up well. But the national media has thus far proven to be an easy mark for Barr, and has shown little indication that it will treat his pronouncements with the extreme skepticism they deserve. https://crooked.com/articles/trump-barr-pelosi/
Barr “strategized with Senator Lindsey Graham... about one of his next moves: investigating the investigators.” https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/09/us/politics/who-is-william-barr.html

Trump directed Secretary of Energy Rick Perry and two top State Department officials to deal with his private attorney Rudy Giuliani when the Ukrainian President sought to meet Trump, in a clear circumvention of official channels, according to two sources familiar with the conversation. https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/08/politics/trump-perry-giuliani-state-department/index.html

5.23.2019
Three things happened in quick succession today: 1) DOJ criminalized core journalistic activities as espionage 2) Trump made his [partisan hack] AG the fact-finder where independent ones had found nothing 3) Trump started tweeting obvious fakes about his adversaries https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1131728912835383300
Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani also shared the video then deleted it https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1131734771518910465
Earlier in the day, Trump questioned House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s mental fitness, just a few hours after Pelosi said she wished the president’s family or staff would “have an intervention, for the good of the country.” Trump, who has largely held off insulting Pelosi until now, went off on the House speaker during a Thursday press conference ostensibly about aid to farmers, calling her “crazy Nancy,” and a “mess.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/23/18637729/donald-trump-nancy-pelosi-stable-genius
Sondland and other officials went to brief Trump on Zelensky’s election and their excitement about having a reformist Ukrainian president with whom to work. They asked Trump to have a call with Zelensky and a White House meeting. “Unfortunately, President Trump was skeptical,” Sondland testified. “He expressed concerns that the Ukrainian government was not serious about reform. He even mentioned that Ukraine tried to take him down in the last election.” Sondland reported that “In response to our persistent efforts to change his views, President Trump directed us to ‘talk with Rudy’” Giuliani. “Mr. Giuliani emphasized that the President wanted a public statement from President Zelensky committing Ukraine to look into corruption issues. Mr. Giuliani specifically mentioned the 2016 election (including the DNC server) and Burisma as two topics of importance to the President.” https://www.lawfareblog.com/gordon-sondland-accuses-president-bribery
Trump seeks assurances from his staff that he's not a lunatic. Larry Kudlow, Kellyanne Conway, and Sarah Sanders assure Trump that he was very calm yesterday. "Mercedes is right. Kellyanne is right. You were calm," Kudlow says. "Very calm. This was definitely not angry or ranting," Sanders adds. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1131663389904777224
Trump released a tweet tirade on Thursday morning admonishing Democrats for not making enough progress on infrastructure, health care, and veterans issues. The tweet came after an explosive meeting on infrastructure between Trump and Democrats the day before, which the president walked out of. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/24/18637163/trump-pelosi-democrats-bills-congress
there’s little policymaking in the Senate, where McConnell has mostly been focused on confirming nominations to the judiciary and Trump’s Cabinet. It’s so rare the Senate votes on a bill that Roll Call reporter Niels Lesniewski tweeted an alert when members took up the TRACED Act on Thursday https://twitter.com/nielslesniewski/status/1131602713475768320
Trump orders the declassification of US intelligence to assist in William Barr's review of intelligence activities relating to the 2016 presidential campaigns https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1131715883175436288
Apparently,  Barr  now has the sole authority to declassify info related to the Trump investigation over the objections of the original classifying authority - CIA, NSA, etc. A huge accumulation of power and discretion to the AG that … is unprecedented. https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1131718037521018880
1) Selectively declassifying things can be very misleading 2) Barr likes to deliberately mislead the public to help Trump 3) Reporters are aware of (2) 4) When (1) happens then despite (3) Barr’s deceptions will generate credulous headlines. https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1131722415904632832
“on top of everything else this EO is, it is a decision that an independent finder of fact won't find what Trump and Meadows and Jordan want.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1131725069531648000
Barr wants to know more about "what foreign assets the CIA had in Russia in 2016 & what those informants were telling" the CIA about Russia's plans to interfere in the election. This is none of Barr's business, & it will absolutely have a chilling effect on confidential sources. If confidential sources know their identities can be revealed for political purposes based on the unilateral decision of a partisan hack like Barr, they will simply stop talking. Our national security is being compromised in furtherance of a conspiracy theory invented by Trump. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1131871980150562816
“This is a danger sign. Barr, who is willing to use criminal investigations as political tools, can now decide to selectively release classified information to further the WH’s false narrative. But he won’t file a motion asking a judge to turnover grand jury material to Congress,” Joyce Vance, a former U.S. attorney, wrote https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-william-barr-declassification-intelligence-information-1435676
It doesn’t even map to their conspiracy theories about improper FBI surveillance of the Trump campaign. As reported, it’s a hostile inquiry into CIA surveillance of PUTIN. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1131821877423411200
David Laufman, former chief of the Counterintelligence and Export Control Section at the DOJ calls Trump's new directive "a grotesque abuse of the intelligence community. https://twitter.com/MaddowBlog/status/1131736624809824263
Distorted videos of House Speaker Pelosi, subtly altered to make her sound slurring and warped, are spreading on social media. One video, on a conservative Facebook page where people call her a "drunk," "babbling mess," has been viewed millions of times… Facebook says the video "has been enqueued to third-party fact-checkers for review but as of 4pm PT, no fact-checker has rated" it. If deemed misleading, "we would significantly reduce the video's distribution in News Feed." Meanwhile, its views have surpassed 2 million https://twitter.com/drewharwell/status/1131632150401429505
Coordinated Republican use of false video increases. Fox’s Laura Ingraham deliberately butchered a video of Rep. Ilhan Omar talking about how the GOP is hypocritical with "religious freedom." Ingraham made it look like Omar said she hates all religion.https://twitter.com/JordanUhl/status/1131758872178380800
Meanwhile “One of the nation's largest and most important media companies doesn't care if the content it publishes is true.” 
On Thursday, Trump gave the names of four people — James Comey, Andrew McCabe, Peter Stzrok and Lisa Page — when he was asked about his past formulation that former federal officials who were involved in investigations dealing with his campaign and that of rival Hillary Clinton were guilty of treason, and reminded that the crime is punishable by death. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-turns-full-force-government-perceived-political-enemies-n1010096
White House spokesperson flat lies about conclusion of special counsel report https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1131601513967706113
The 2019 "Internet Freedom Award" was given to Ivanka Trump by the tech industry lobbying group founded by Google, Amazon, eBay and Facebook. Members include Microsoft, Etsy, Lyft, LinkedIn, AirBnb, Drobbox, Reddit, Spotify, Stripe, Snap, Twitter & more. https://twitter.com/zeynep/status/1131596787087794180
A federal judge in Washington expressed skepticism Thursday about whether the federal courts should jump into the middle of an “ugly dispute between the political branches” over the Trump administration plan to move around federal funds to build a border wall. http://www.rollcall.com/news/congress/judge-questions-whether-house-can-sue-border-wall-funding
Washington Post runs headlines implying something scandalous in article about Elizabeth Warren doing attorney work, at or below market rates, while serving simultaneously as a law professor https://twitter.com/JamilSmith/status/1131645219840045056
https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1131536310496317440

Former GOP Rep. Tom Coleman: “Trump, Pence are illegitimate. Impeach them” https://www.kansascity.com/opinion/readers-opinion/guest-commentary/article230713224.html

The world’s largest democratic elections have concluded — and India’s pro-Hindu nationalist prime minister and his party are on pace to win by a landslide. India’s prime minister and the BJP swept into power in the 2014 elections with a majority win, the likes of which hadn’t been seen in 30 years, promising to clean up the pervasive corruption plaguing the country and improve the economy. 
But once he came into office, Modi began pushing a strident form of Hindu nationalism that inflamed tensions with many of the country’s minorities, including India’s sizable Muslim population. 
Media reports have noted a dramatic rise in hate crimes during the five years Modi has been in power. Meanwhile, Modi’s grand economic promises have not been met — unemployment in the country is now the highest it’s been in 45 years, and there are growing concerns of an economic slowdown. So when the 2019 election rolled around, Modi decided to lean into his nationalist platform, which served to divert attention from the country’s more pressing problems. And now that the results are in, it’s clear his gamble paid off.  https://www.vox.com/world/2019/5/23/18636967/india-elections-narendra-modi-bjp-wins-big

Trump has personally and repeatedly urged the head of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to award a border wall contract to a North Dakota construction firm whose top executive is a GOP donor and frequent guest on Fox News https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1131701593605324800
https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/he-always-brings-them-up-trump-tries-to-steer-border-wall-deal-to-north-dakota-firm/2019/05/23/92d3858c-7b30-11e9-8bb7-0fc796cf2ec0_story.html

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is ending funding for a network of research centers focused on environmental threats to kids, imperiling several long-running studies of pollutants’ effects on child development. https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/05/epa-plan-end-funding-children-s-health-research-leaves-scientists-scrambling

5.22.2019
Trump and Democrats barely talked about infrastructure before the president said he would refuse to work with Democrats until they stopped investigating him. Trump walked out soon after… https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/22/18635824/trump-infrastructure-week-pelosi-schumer
https://twitter.com/BresPolitico/status/1131230736923680768
A short time later, Trump reemerged to give a news conference that doubled as a public temper tantrum of sorts. Trump — who steadfastly refuses to release his tax returns or even comply with congressional subpoenas — began by claiming, with a straight face, that he’s “the most transparent president probably in the history of this country.” https://www.vox.com/2019/5/22/18635828/trump-rose-garden-news-conference-impeachment-explained
Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee hailing the confirmation of judges as an ideological victory https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1131149432651563008
Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin doesn’t think an internal IRS memo that says the agency has a legal obligation to turn over Trump’s tax records to Congress contradicts his position that he has no legal obligation to do so — or so he told the House Financial Services Committee on Wednesday. Asked by Rep. Jennifer Wexton (D-VA) about [a draft memo that] says disclosure of the president’s tax returns “is mandatory, requiring the Secretary to disclose returns, and return information, requested by the tax-writing Chairs,” Mnuchin flatly insisted it doesn’t contradict his position that turning the returns over isn’t mandatory. While Mnuchin didn’t specify the “issue” he and the DOJ “looked at” in that exchange, he seemed to be referring to his position that the IRS isn’t obligated to comply with a subpoena issued by House Ways and Means Chair Richard Neal (D-MA) for Trump’s tax returns because the request lacks a “legitimate legislative purpose.” But the IRS memo clearly states that the legislative branch doesn’t need such a purpose.  https://www.vox.com/2019/5/22/18635589/mnuchin-irs-memo-trump-tax-returns-house-hearing
the norm of DOJ independence is being obliterated by the Trump administration. … That the Lynch-Clinton meeting was a huge scandal and Barr’s trip to the Trump International isn’t reflects the extent to which the Trump administration has normalized corruption. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/23/18637013/william-barr-trump-international-hotel-patronage
Bill Barr is the third Justice Department head under Trump to patronize his D.C. hotel. Barr posed for a photo in the hotel’s steakhouse with Brigitte Gabriel. She’s the founder and chair of ACT! for America, which calls itself, “the nation’s largest grassroots national security organization with over 1 million members.” The Southern Poverty Law Center calls it a hate group. Trump was there at the same time, meeting with donors https://zacheverson.substack.com/p/william-barr-dined
Meanwhile, House Speaker Pelosi wants to tie House Democrats to a junk drug-pricing bill that will ultimately have little to no effect https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nancy-pelosi-drug-prices-big-pharma_n_5ce6f78de4b05c15dea94d31
Official White House twitter account sends message “The crime was committed on the OTHER SIDE.” https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1131401373440978950
More than six months before the Dec. 6 shooting at a naval base in Pensacola, Fla., where a Saudi gunman used a weapon obtained using a hunting license exemption, the FBI issued a report warning about precisely this loophole. https://news.yahoo.com/fbi-warned-six-months-ago-about-loophole-pensacola-shooter-used-to-obtain-a-gun-205604918.html
Ben Carson guts homeless shelter gender protections 24 hours after telling Congress he wouldn’t http://thinkprogress.org/ben-carson-guts-transgender-homeless-shelter-protections-f67c648df75d/
The first $20 bills featuring Harriet Tubman were supposed to be unveiled in 2020, but on Wednesday, Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin said the bill won’t be released next year after all — and most likely won’t be in circulation until 2026 at the earliest.… according to the Times, senior Treasury officials think Mnuchin is pushing back the redesign to help President Trump, who has criticized the plan in the past, save face. Mnuchin decided to delay the redesign until Trump was out of office, sources told the paper. https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2019/5/23/18637348/steve-mnuchin-harriet-tubman-20-bill-andrew-jackson
The redesign was far along https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1139505781290807296

The deadlines are building; unless Congress acts, the United States is on a path to economic crisis, and President Donald Trump is only escalating tensions with Democrats. Come October 1, the government will not only run out of funding, but the current government budget caps will expire, automatically triggering roughly $120 billion in across-the-board cuts to domestic and military programs. Meanwhile, after breaching the debt limit in March, the Treasury Department is already taking extraordinary measures to ensure the United States doesn’t default on its loans. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/22/18635564/congress-budget-caps-debt-limit-trump

Taxpayers have so far spent $102 million on Trump playing golf http://bit.ly/2EtqvZU

A “software glitch” at Deutsche Bank has for almost a decade prevented some potentially suspicious transactions from being flagged to law enforcement authorities, Germany’s biggest bank has discovered. https://twitter.com/GFI_Tweets/status/1131235838677987328

The Attorney General of the State in Spain has just decided to classify Nazis (yes, Nazis) as a protected group so inciting hatred towards them will be illegal and considered a hate crime https://twitter.com/hansalexrazo/status/1131307341163352064

Trump EPA plans to reduce figures for pollution deaths by moving the goalposts  https://twitter.com/crampell/status/1130901542654095361
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/20/climate/epa-air-pollution-deaths.html

5.21.2019
House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer: “we are confronting what might well be the largest, broadest cover up of any Administration in history.” Also, “House & Senate Dems will meet Trump tomorrow to discuss infrastructure. We want to see the President lead and identify new, real revenue to build 21st century infrastructure.” https://twitter.com/LeaderHoyer/status/1130874032436457473
The Justice Department is trying to stave off an "enforcement action" against Attorney General William Barr this week, making a rare offer to have the House Intelligence Committee review materials from special counsel Robert Mueller's report if House Intelligence Chairman Adam Schiff agrees to back down. https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/21/politics/justice-department-doj-counterintelligence-adam-schiff/index.html
In a letter the White House sent on Tuesday night, Trump said that he wasn’t particularly interested in considering an infrastructure deal, unless Congress ratified a trade agreement with Mexico and Canada first. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/22/18635474/infrastructure-deal-trump-chuck-schumer-nancy-pelosi
Former secretary of state Rex Tillerson spoke with the leaders of the House Foreign Affairs committee on Tuesday … Tillerson’s arrival at the Capitol was handled with extreme secrecy. No media advisories or press releases were sent out announcing his appearance. And he took a little-noticed route into the building in order to avoid being seen by members of the media. Tillerson reached out to the committee and expressed a willingness to meet, a committee aide said. In a more than six-hour meeting, he told members and staffers that the Trump administration actively avoided confronting Russia about allegations of interference in the election in an effort to develop a solid relationship with the Kremlin https://www.thedailybeast.com/rex-tillerson-secretly-meets-with-house-foreign-affairs-committee-to-talk-trump
During testimony before the House Financial Services Committee on Tuesday, Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben Carson appeared to be stumped by basic real-estate and housing market terms, at one point seemingly believing that a congresswoman was referring to cookies. https://www.thedailybeast.com/rep-kathy-porter-shows-ben-carson-housing-secretary-does-not-know-basic-housing-term?via=twitter_page
“House Freedom Caucus” votes to condemn Justin Amash over Trump impeachment call http://hill.cm/0d078nR 
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/23/18634023/justin-amash-impeachment-republican-freedom-caucus
The DeVos family are also cutting him off, though one DeVos spokesman says Justin Amash’s Trump comments had nothing to do with the DeVoses cutting him off. Another says the opposite. https://twitter.com/JPughMI/status/1131265532781584384

Although several Republican-controlled Senate committees are still trying to address potential meddling by foreign adversaries — the Judiciary Committee approved two election security bills last week — the Senate majority leader now says he won’t even bring election security bills up for a vote.
Sen. Roy Blunt (R-MO), chair of the Senate Rules Committee tried to shift the blame to House Democrats, explaining that the “extreme” nature of HR 1 — a sweeping anti-corruption bill championed by Democrats that contains tenets on election security — made it even less likely that McConnell would consider such measures.
the US Senate — which allocated $380 million in election security funds last year — is now effectively promoting a do-nothing approach to a subject that special counsel Robert Mueller and countless national security officials have raised as a serious threat that requires additional action.
it’s a cue that’s been coming directly from the White House. “It was Don McGahn… He called Republicans about the bill, didn’t want them to do it.
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/21/18629428/election-security-mitch-mcconnell-donald-trump-russia

thousands of immigrants have been forced into solitary confinement by ICE – not for breaking any rules, but for being physically disabled or gay. https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/thousands-of-immigrants-forced-into-solitary-confinement-by-ice-60040261961

U.S. corporations are contributing the smallest share of federal tax revenue in a generation. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-20/u-s-business-contributes-smallest-share-of-taxes-in-generation

A coordinated network of evangelical Christian Facebook pages publishing overtly Islamophobic, conspiratorial content paints extreme, divisive right-wing rhetoric as having broad American support but is actually tied to one individual… evangelical activist Kelly Monroe Kullberg. “So far, Facebook has not responded to our questions or multiple follow-ups about the Kullberg network’s practices, and the network remains online.”  https://www.snopes.com/news/2019/05/15/radical-evangelical-facebook/

5.20.2019
The Trump administration instructs McGahn to defy House committee subpoena to testify; McGahn declares himself “obligated” to fall in line despite not being a White House employee https://twitter.com/damonbethea1/status/1130567083920642048
Trump: “We disagree with that ruling ... it's totally the wrong decision by obviously an Obama-appointed judge. He was a recent Obama-appointed judge." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1130604200465973249
“There's a reason that Rick Perry was sent to Zelensky's inauguration. There's a reason his only significant act there was to hand Zelensky a list of new advisory board members for Naftogaz—a list aimed at replacing the anti-corruption CEO of the Ukraine-owned gas giant.” https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1197703843892662272
Trump blames Democrats for the latest death of a child along the border
Meanwhile, despite this and the declaration for impeachment by a Republican member of Congress, House Speaker Pelosi responds with a goalpost move, saying “the bipartisanship must be in the Senate” which she had not made a condition previously https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1130609878823841794
The U.S. government says a 16-year-old Guatemalan died Monday at a Border Patrol station in South Texas, the fifth death of a migrant child since December. http://time.com/5592162/fifth-child-dies-ice-border-custody/
US F-22 stealth jets intercepted four Russian bombers and two Russian Su-35 fighter jets off the coast of Alaska on Monday https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/21/politics/russian-bombers-alaska-intercept/index.html
Trump holds yet another insufferable “rally” 
using Air Force One as a campaign prop
touts outdated stats about African American unemployment. (It's no longer at a historic low)
fans are booing Hillary Clinton and chanting "lock her up!"
jokes about serving as many as 5 terms as president
Trump goads his fans into booing Fox News. "What is going on with Fox? What is going on there? They're putting more Democrats on than you have Republicans. Something strange is going on -- something very strange."
Trump accuses the FBI and Democrats of treason. He then has to pause as his fans chant, "lock them up!"
https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1130631604475486208
Trump basked in the chants for a moment before threatening to sic Barr on law enforcement officials who investigated him. “Well, we have a great new attorney general who is going to give it a very fair look,” Trump said. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/21/18633879/trump-montoursville-pennsylvania-rally-lock-them-up-bill-barr
Newsweek reports Trump’s suggestion of five terms as president as “Trump jokingly suggests”  https://trib.al/xhpcW3z

Amazon is bringing back company scrip, updated with “gamification” which the company is determined to prevent any photographic or video records of from becoming public wapo.st/2VHIzVG  

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/20/michael-cohen-told-lawmakers-that-trumps-attorney-asked-him-to-give-false-testimony-1336076

Arsonists have targeted the home of a Boston-area rabbi twice in the past two weeks https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/05/17/arlington-rabbi-vows-not-intimidated-after-home-targeted-arsonist/udaJWTtshhtordTui5LY5N/story.html

Members of the Trump admin. who have used personal email to conduct official business: 1) Ivanka Trump 2) Jared Kushner 3) Steve Bannon 4) Stephen Miller 5) Reince Priebus 6) Gary Cohn 7) Betsy DeVos https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1130614504335667201

Fake Russian collusion in Austria led to the demise of the nation’s government over the weekend, and could result in criminal charges for a top far-right leader. … on Saturday, Heinz-Christian Strache resigned, throwing his party and Austria’s political future into chaos. “The Freedom Party has damaged the country’s image,” Chancellor Sebastian Kurz of Austria’s center-right People’s Party, the main governing party, said after the resignation. The news led thousands to protest in Vienna, a main factor behind Kurz’s decision to withdraw from the coalition and call for new elections in September. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/20/18632455/austria-strache-video-vice-chancellor

And on Sunday, Kurz told Germany’s Bild newspaper in an interview that “there could be criminal liability” for Strache, adding, “the investigations will determine what happens next.”

5.19.2019
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is honored with the 2019 John F. Kennedy Profile in Courage Award even as she directs the House majority to avoid responding to—what she herself acknowledges as—clear evidence of obstruction of justice and other impeachable offenses by the president 
During an interview on Steve Hilton’s Fox News show on Sunday, Trump bragged about how rapidly his administration is getting stuff done. But he revealed a profound misunderstanding of how federal lawmaking is supposed to work in the process. “We’re changing laws as rapidly as we can get them through the courts,” Trump said. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1130278569593245696
https://www.vox.com/2019/5/20/18632346/trump-steve-hilton-interview-fox-news
Trump gave away sensitive information about US intelligence work https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/05/20/trump-potentially-gave-away-us-intelligence-brian-todd-dnt-tsr-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/this-week-in-politics/

Australian intelligence determined China was responsible for a cyber-attack on its national parliament and three largest political parties before the general election in May https://mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN1W00VF?__twitter_impression=true

The Australian federal election has delivered a shocking result, with the right-wing Liberal-National government expected to return to power for a third term despite polls and odds having strongly favored the opposition Labor Party. … The Labor Party was widely favored to win this election — so much so that popular gambling website Sportsbet opted to pay out to Labor-backers two days early, to the tune of $1.3 million (there was no such luck then or now for the man who placed a record-breaking $1 million bet on Labor on rival site Ladbrokes). The Liberal-National coalition has trailed in the “two party-preferred” polls for years now https://www.vox.com/2019/5/18/18630483/australia-federal-election-2019-scott-morrison-coalition-bill-shorten-labor

Trump shot a political video on Air Force One https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1130073792808722432

5.18.2019
Republican congressman Justin Amash has called for Donald Trump to be impeached https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/may/19/michigans-justin-amash-becomes-first-republican-to-back-trump-impeachment
Trump has requested the immediate preparation of paperwork needed to pardon several service members accused or convicted of war crimes, indicating that he plans to pardon the men around Memorial Day https://nyti.ms/2VJ0r7H
At the heart of both these moves has been a months-long lobbying campaign by Pete Hegseth, a Fox & Friends co-host and a buddy and informal adviser of the president’s. https://www.thedailybeast.com/fox-and-friends-host-pete-hegseth-privately-lobbied-trump-to-pardon-accused-war-criminals
Fox & Friends Backs SEAL Accused of Shooting Little Girl: 'These Are the Good Guys' http://mediaite.com/a/agnnk
Trump administration identifies *at least* 1,712 additional children it may have separated. That’s on top of the nearly 3,000 kids we already know about. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/1-700-additional-separated-migrant-children-identified-trump-administration-n1007426

New "dark money" group started by Senate aide who helped guide Kavanaugh & Gorsuch's SCOTUS confirmations working in concert with Judicial Crisis Network for Trump's next Supreme Court fight & to defend sitting judges https://nyti.ms/2Hql6EG

Vigilante groups patrolling the border are getting increasingly confrontational. AZ Patriots tried to physically block migrants.  https://twitter.com/SalHernandez/status/1129978214099505152

This week, Li “Cindy” Yang, a Florida massage parlor owner, filed a defamation lawsuit against the parent company of the Miami Herald. The suit focused on a Herald story that had placed Yang in the spotlight by reporting she had posed for a photo with Trump at his West Palm Beach golf club during a Super Bowl party in February and noting that Yang had founded the day spa where Robert Kraft, the owner of the New England Patriots, had been busted for allegedly soliciting prostitution. … the suit also contained a surprising passage that acknowledged that Yang had also run a business that provided Chinese executives “access to American business and political culture”—and this included entry to events at Mar-a-Lago. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/05/in-defamation-lawsuit-a-trump-donor-acknowledges-providing-chinese-execs-access-in-us/

5.17.2019
Meanwhile, on the same day, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi says "I think the president every day gives grounds for impeachment in terms of obstruction of justice,” then she gets together with Senator Sherrod Brown for Ohio trivia. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1129529782109184000
https://twitter.com/SherrodBrown/status/1129551055249956866
Trump on Friday morning accused the Obama-era FBI of “TREASON,” and called for people to serve “long jail sentences” as a result. Trump’s accusation is transparently meritless, but that’s beside the point. Heading into his 2020 reelection campaign, Trump — with help from new Attorney General William Barr — is trying to establish a narrative that the entire investigation into his campaign’s contacts with Russia stemmed from anti-Trump bias in the law enforcement and intelligence communities, not his campaign’s secretive contacts with people in the Kremlin’s orbit.  There are indications that Trump’s strategy is working. A Fox News poll of voters released on Thursday indicates that a majority (58 percent) think it’s at least somewhat likely the FBI broke the law when it started investigating the Trump campaign, compared to just 31 percent who said it’s not at all likely the FBI broke the law. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/17/18629175/trump-treason-fbi-russia
Bill Barr hit the right wing news circuit today to make vague claims designed to feed the hoax about inappropriate spying on the Trump campaign. With both the WSJ and Fox, he obfuscated about what led him to ask John Durham to conduct what amounts to at least the third review of the origins of the Russia investigation. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/17/william-barr-ratchets-up-the-witch-hunt-over-an-investigation-he-judges-to-be-anemic-given-the-threat/
Barr justifies Trump repeatedly dismissing the investigation of Russian election interference as a "witch hunt" and a "hoax": "I think if I had been falsely accused I would be comfortable saying it was a witch hunt." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1129403688261492737
asked what Barr believes Trump was falsely accused of, the Department of Justice does not respond https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1129516739321094145
perhaps because Judge Emmet Sullivan asked for files that may be very damning (especially if they include the contacts Flynn had with Kislyak before the election, which aren’t discussed in the Mueller Report), Donald Trump now claims he didn’t know Flynn was under a counterintelligence investigation and would have replaced him had he known. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/17/in-a-bid-to-jettison-flynn-trump-suggests-hope-hicks-and-steve-bannon-lied-to-the-fbi/
Trump wants you to believe that he had no way of knowing about former national security adviser Michael Flynn’s shady dealings with Russia before he made him his first national security adviser. In reality, the president is trying to rewrite history. On Friday, Trump tweeted his lament that nobody warned him about Flynn https://www.vox.com/2019/5/17/18629545/trump-michael-flynn-tweet-obama-warned-him
The White House just rejected a subpoena House Democrats had issued for President Donald Trump’s tax returns  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/8/18300516/trump-tax-returns-richard-neal-mick-mulvaney
Senate Republicans just voted for a judicial nominee who refused to go on record in support of the Brown decision. He’s one of 27 Trump judicial nominees who have declined to endorse the landmark ruling declaring school segregation unconstitutional https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/05/senate-trump-judges-kenneth-lee-mitch-mcconnell.html
The Department of Homeland Security’s cybersecurity agency—which also works to protect schools and places of worship—is urging staffers tasked with handling cyber threats to set their day jobs aside and go on mini deployments to the U.S.-Mexico border after not enough officials within the agency agreed to step up for headquarters’ earlier request https://www.thedailybeast.com/department-of-homeland-security-urges-cybersecurity-staff-to-deploy-to-border-instead
A meatpacking company owned by a pair of shady Brazilian brothers already under scrutiny for receiving $62 million in federal bailouts was given another turn at the government trough on Friday, receiving $2 million more from the U.S. Department of Agriculture. https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-jbs-usa-usda-trump-bailout-american-farmers-pork-20190520-nmaqqjdxmnbpvlujm2topta5km-story.html
ACLU Massachussetts has received a declaration from CBP outlining its search for evidence of the "115 mile long" border wall contract President Trump tweeted about. The person in charge of border wall contracts knew nothing about it. She asked around. No one knew of any such thing. https://twitter.com/aaron_leib/status/1129424954834018305
Trump’s Secretary of the Interior says he is not worried about climate change https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1129605782377336832
CNN publishes “Trump had the best golf round of his life last month” as a news story https://cnn.it/2W4XVrN

Nieman Lab: “The Twitter feed of The Hill, which has 3.25 million followers, was by far the worst offender we reviewed, producing more than 40 percent of the tweets that pushed Trump’s misinformation without context over the entire study. The Hill also frequently resends the same tweet at regular intervals, not only amplifying his falsehoods, but also making it more likely that the misinformation will stick with its audience through the power of repetition.” https://www.niemanlab.org/2019/05/black-female-gun-owners-moderate-republicans-and-jewish-americans-are-among-the-groups-that-may-be-particular-targets-of-misinformation-in-2020/

Tulsi Gabbard’s campaign is being boosted by top Russophiles and Putin apologists https://www.thedailybeast.com/tulsi-gabbards-campaign-is-being-boosted-by-russophiles

Ice losses are rapidly spreading deep into the interior of the Antarctic, new analysis of satellite data shows. The warming of the Southern Ocean is resulting in glaciers sliding into the sea increasingly rapidly, with ice now being lost five times faster than in the 1990s. The West Antarctic ice sheet was stable in 1992 but up to a quarter of its expanse is now thinning. More than 100 metres of ice thickness has been lost in the worst-hit places. A complete loss of the West Antarctic ice sheet would drive global sea levels up by about five metres, drowning coastal cities around the world. The current losses are doubling every decade, the scientists said, and sea level rise are now running at the extreme end of projections made just a few years ago. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/16/thinning-of-antarctic-ice-sheets-spreading-inland-rapidly-study

Ontario Premier Doug Ford deploys state-sponsored propaganda targeting the Canadian government’s price on carbon to mitigate climate change… mandatory stickers on gas pumps, and Ontario News Now, a government broadcasting outlet designed to mask its affiliation with Ford and the Progressive Conservative caucus services. … The misinformation campaign is broadcast daily on Twitter and retweeted over and over by Conservative MPPs https://www.nationalobserver.com/2019/05/17/opinion/doug-fords-propaganda-against-price-carbon

Five of the 10 largest law enforcement agencies currently have no permanent leadership under Trump. Three of them — DEA, ICE, and ATF — haven’t had Senate confirmed leadership since the Obama years, even though Republicans control the Senate. https://twitter.com/ByronTau/status/1128992607760211968
https://www.wsj.com/articles/half-of-10-biggest-federal-law-agencies-lack-permanent-chiefs-11558006200

5.16.2019
Senate Republicans confirm Wendy Vitter to be a lifetime federal judge. She's said Planned Parenthood "kills over 150,000 females a year" + has urged people to tell their doctors to put materials in waiting rooms saying that abortion causes breast cancer. (Not true.) https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1129060017586561024
“Within five weeks of Mitch McConnell getting that call from David Vitter saying, ‘Hey I've got an aluminum plant we're going to put in your home state! Thanks from Oleg!’ —Wendy Vitter's nomination got pulled off the trash heap by McConnell and now she is a federal judge.” https://twitter.com/MaddowBlog/status/1131018883949912066
John Weaver, the top strategist for John Kasich’s presidential campaign in 2016, registered as a foreign agent to lobby against potential sanctions on Russia. (Then after defending the contract online, reversed himself and dropped it.)  https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/15/lobbying-against-russia-sanctions-weaver-kasich-1327880
Facebook said Thursday it banned an Israeli company that ran an influence campaign aimed at disrupting elections in various countries and has canceled dozens of accounts engaged in spreading disinformation. … Many were linked to the Archimedes Group, a Tel Aviv-based political consulting and lobbying firm that boasts of its social media skills and ability to “change reality.” https://apnews.com/7d334cb8793f49889be1bbf89f47ae5c

70 percent of Georgian voters and 68 percent of American voters don’t believe Roe v. Wade should be overturned. It doesn’t matter. That isn’t stopping Georgia’s government. We’re long past democracy working, even if many have yet to realize it, because so much of its dismantling has been invisible to the public thanks to dark money, gerrymandering, voter suppression, and [“wonky” rule changes], all of which we’ve been encouraged to consider merely improper. A long campaign to hobble and constrain our representative government at every turn is now paying off dramatically.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/05/alabama-georgia-abortion-ban-supreme-court.html

Every day, American media promotes nonsensical concepts from Trump by running his exact words in headlines and chyrons. For example, CNN: “Trump: we’re going to win because we always win.”  https://twitter.com/CNNnewsroom/status/1128687501458038784

According to a new UVA/Ipsos poll, 31% of Republicans want the 2020 election to be delayed so Trump can have an extra 2 years in office, and 11% say that, should he lose next year, Trump should ignore the results and remain in the White House. https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/ct/news/documents/2019-05/ipsos-uva_democracy_poll_topline_051419_0.pdf

Social media sites are, according to Politico, one of Trump’s most important pools of info on American voters.  https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/16/trump-scavino-1327921

“Common diseases are becoming untreatable.” That’s the blunt warning issued on page one of a major new United Nations report on drug resistance. https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/5/7/18535480/drug-resistance-antibiotics-un-report

Attorney General William Barr has authorized yet another investigation into the FBI’s conduct probing links between Russian election interference and the Trump campaign. Even though two other entities are already investigating the same matter, reports indicate that Barr has appointed Connecticut U.S. Attorney John Durham to investigate the origins of the Russia probe. In doing so, Barr is playing into the hands of President Donald Trump, who has already characterized Durham’s assignment as an investigation into “how that whole hoax got started.” The most charitable interpretation of Barr’s behavior in defense of Trump is that he believes strongly in a “unitary executive,” where the president can order any investigation he wants. But in his quest to protect the presidency, Barr is damaging our national security. His complicity in Trump’s efforts to disparage the FBI will make it more difficult for agents to do their jobs and could discourage investigations of those in power.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/william-barr-assignment-of-john-durham-to-look-at-russia-probe-sends-chilling-message-to-fbi-for-trump

Now Trump's defense lawyers are hiring lawyers because they helped the personal lawyer break the law. https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1128402671327752192

Trump's shell game with Storage 106 has continued on in his 2019 disclosures. Storage 106 LLC is a shell entity Trump set up in January of 2017, and for the past two years he's been using it to shuffle around millions of dollars, for no explained purpose. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1129094738655744000

From the Charleston church massacre through the killing of a protester in Charlottesville and the shootings at synagogues in Pittsburgh and Poway, far-right extremists are responsible for -- or suspected of - most of the ideological killings in America in the last 10 years, according to data from the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), which tracks extremist activity. https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/14/us/white-supremacy-terrorism-soh/index.html

More than a dozen countries, including France, Germany, and the UK — plus tech giants such as Amazon, Facebook, and Google — have signed on to an international call to fight online extremism. But the United States, under the directive of President Donald Trump, is holding out. https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/5/15/18625059/christchurch-call-white-house-jacinda-ardern-shooting

The White House hasn’t held press briefing in so long that the lectern in the briefing room is quite literally gathering dust. https://twitter.com/maeganvaz/status/1128789925791502338

5.15.2019
The State Department has ordered all non-emergency employees to leave Iraq “as soon as possible”, and has also suspended visa services in Iraq.
“evidence suggests the UAE secretly paid an Israeli business intelligence group to do work for Trump during the election—and Trump Jr. (at a minimum) knew about it. Now the UAE wants us at war with Iran.”
The White House made the extraordinary demand that the [House Judiciary] Committee discontinue its inquiry into obstruction of justice, public corruption, and abuses of power, including as set forth in the Mueller Report. https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/15/politics/white-house-letter-jerry-nadler-obstruction-probe/index.html
In a holding tent at a US Capitol event Wednesday morning, Barr greeted House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and asked jokingly if she brought her handcuffs, according to two sources familiar with the exchange, making light of the inherent contempt threats. https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/15/politics/white-house-letter-jerry-nadler-obstruction-probe/index.html
Trump, who is refusing to cooperate with more than 20 congressional investigations, instructed current and former aides Wednesday to ignore a House committee’s request for documents in the latest act of defiance that has prompted Democrats to declare that the nation is facing a constitutional crisis. But House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) told Democrats in a closed-door caucus meeting Wednesday morning to stick to their policy agenda ahead of the 2020 election rather than initiate impeachment proceedings. And not a single lawmaker challenged her
On Air Force Two today: Vice President, Senate Majority Leader, and Chief Justice all on the plane. (Rare to have that trio together, particularly on a flight.) https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1128702163495137281
“Two of these men have done nothing as legislators to reform FISA, ever. They usually make it far worse. On a plane with the guy they want to claim something went wrong with FISA.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1128708276709941249
Another child has died in American custody today. This is the 5th child to die after being taken into US custody— 4 since December & 2nd this month. https://twitter.com/TrinityResists/status/1128887594106798080
Trump just pardoned 2 allies -- 1 who wrote a hagiography of him and 1 'friend' of Kushner's who criticized the Mueller probe as an investigation in search of a crime. 8 of Trump's 10 pardons have carried some apparent political benefit for him. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/16/very-political-pattern-trumps-pardons/?utm_term=.3970cfdb302a
Conrad Black is … a white supremacist who said the "very fine" neo-Nazis who chanted "Jews will not replace us" in Charlottesville were a Democratic Party false flag. [He was also found guilty in a unanimous SCOTUS ruling, including one count of Obstruction of Justice] …Trump pardoned him. https://twitter.com/bungdan/status/1128819634503733248
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/may/15/conrad-black-trump-pardons-ex-media-mogul
The nation's birth rates last year reached record lows for women in their teens and 20s, a government report shows, leading to the fewest babies in 32 years. The provisional report, released Wednesday and based on more than 99% of U.S. birth records, found 3.788 million births last year. It was the fourth year the number of births has fallen, the lowest since 1986 and a surprise to some experts given the improving economy. https://www.10tv.com/article/us-birth-rate-continues-fall-2019-may
The White House just launched a tool for people to report if they feel they were censored by social platforms.  https://twitter.com/sarafischer/status/1128766504810549249
https://whitehouse.typeform.com/to/Jti9QH
As Trump and his allies shred the rule of law, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi told Democrats in a closed-door caucus meeting Wednesday morning to stick to their policy agenda ahead of the 2020 election rather than initiate impeachment proceedings. And not a single lawmaker challenged her

Now Howard Schultz is saying if Joe Biden wins the Democratic Party nomination he might not run but if Bernie Sanders or Elizabeth Warren wins he will run. https://twitter.com/cenkuygur/status/1128820933538402304

this week, the Supreme Court’s conservative majority ruled, in Franchise Tax Board of California v. Hyatt, to throw stare decisis out the window and overrule a 1979 decision on whether a state could be sued in another state’s courts — not because the decision had proven unworkable or any relevant facts had changed but because a bare majority of the Court would have ruled differently had they heard the case in the first instance.  https://www.vox.com/2019/5/15/18623073/roe-wade-abortion-georgia-alabama-supreme-court

HHS offices have censored a wide array of content aimed at a variety of audiences, including the general public, beneficiaries, and those who serve beneficiaries. They’ve surgically removed the term “Affordable Care Act” from many webpages; taken down information on rights guaranteed under the ACA; eliminated statistics and data on the ACA’s impact; and removed links to the federal government’s main platform for enrolling in ACA coverage, HealthCare.gov. If repeated on a wide scale, these forms of censorship of ACA information on federal websites have the potential to affect public support and awareness of the law.  https://sunlightfoundation.com/2019/05/15/new-report-shows-undermining-of-the-ACA-through-web-censorship/

Trump admin policy effectively de-recognizes some marriages, granting no automatic rights to American birthright citizenship even if both parents are U.S. citizens. That policy… poses a unique threat to LGBT families, and could change the decades-old legal understanding of what the word “family” even means. https://www.thedailybeast.com/state-department-to-lgbt-married-couples-your-out-of-wedlock-kids-arent-citizens?via=twitter_page

Immigrants serving in the U.S. military are being denied citizenship at a higher rate than foreign-born civilians, according to new government data that has revealed the impact of stricter Trump administration immigration policies on service members. https://www.mcclatchydc.com/latest-news/article230269884.html#storylink=cpy 

5.14.2019
Trump's lawyers told a judge today that Congress didn't have the power to investigate him for corruption, and suggested that both the Whitewater and Watergate investigations were invalid attempts at "law enforcement." https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/05/14/president-trump-fight-congressional-subpoena-financial-records-mazars-court-hearing/1187746001/
CBS News: A pregnant 11-year-old rape victim in Ohio would no longer be allowed to have an abortion under new state law. What's your reaction? Yost: "Sometimes, the evolution of the law requires bold steps." https://twitter.com/DavidPepper/status/1128264580994609152
Senate Majority Leader: “I gave the responsibility of this investigation [into Russian interference in the 2016 election] to Chairman Burr two years ago,” McConnell said on Tuesday. “He’s indicated publicly that they will find no collusion…” https://www.vox.com/2019/5/15/18623693/subpoena-richard-burr-don-jr-senate-intelligence-committee
a senior British military official told reporters at the Pentagon on Tuesday that he saw no increased risk from Iran or allied militias in Iraq or Syria. A few hours later, the United States Central Command issued an unusual rebuke: The remarks from the British official — Maj. Gen. Chris Ghika, who is also the deputy commander of the American-led coalition fighting the Islamic State — run “counter to the identified credible threats available to intelligence from U.S. and allies regarding Iranian-backed forces in the region.”
One American official, speaking on the condition of anonymity to discuss confidential internal planning, said the new intelligence of an increased Iranian threat was “small stuff” and did not merit the military planning being driven by Mr. Bolton. The official also said the ultimate goal of the yearlong economic sanctions campaign by the Trump administration was to draw Iran into an armed conflict with the United States. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/14/world/middleeast/trump-iran-threats.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

The US federal government asked the governor of Florida to sign a contract not to disclose which counties had been attacked by Russia (in incidents which former Senator Bill Nelson cited in 2018 to a public pillorying).  https://www.tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2019/05/14/which-florida-counties-had-election-hacks-russians-fbi-and-now-gov-ron-desantis-all-know-but-we-dont/
the FBI said there was “no evidence” that voter rolls were changed, “they couldn’t say with certainty [the hackers] did not manipulate data,” https://www.orlandosentinel.com/politics/os-ne-florida-delegation-fbi-briefing-hacking-20190516-sobt43b5jrb2bj2das3zu4z4hy-story.html
for the last two years, Florida’s secretaries of state have asked for that help — only to be turned down twice by state lawmakers. https://www.tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2019/05/22/florida-officials-wanted-an-elections-cybersecurity-team-lawmakers-said-no/

Donald Trump Jr. is balking at answering more questions about the June 2016 Trump Tower meeting and the pursuit of a Trump Tower Moscow project, two sources familiar with the matter told CNN… 
Senate Judiciary Chairman Lindsey Graham, who is up for reelection in 2020, told Fox News it was time to "call it a day," specifically questioning any reliance on former Trump personal lawyer Michael Cohen's testimony.
"If I were Donald Trump Jr.'s lawyer, I would tell him, you don't need to go back into this environment anymore," Graham said. "You have been there for hours and hours and hours, and nothing being alleged here changes the outcome of the Mueller investigation."
On Monday, Graham suggested that Trump Jr. should invoke his Fifth Amendment rights to avoid answering questions.
"If I were his lawyer, I would just take the Fifth and be done with it," Graham said.
Trump, of course, railed against invoking the Fifth Amendment during his 2016 campaign, saying: "If you're innocent, why are you taking the Fifth Amendment?"  https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/13/politics/donald-trump-jr-richard-burr/index.html

Democratic leaders in the Oregon Senate have agreed to give up high-profile bills on gun control and vaccines in exchange for the end of a Republican walkout.  https://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-senate-democrats-give-up-gun-control-vaccine-bills-gop-walkout-return/

5.13.2019
The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Franchise Tax Board of California v. Hyatt has received significant attention for its overruling of Nevada v. Hall, a 40-year-old precedent that held that states lack sovereign immunity in each other’s courts. Observers have been quick to quote the penultimate sentence of Justice Stephen Breyer’s dissent (“Today’s decision can only cause one to wonder which cases the Court will overrule next”) and point to Hyatt as a harbinger that Roe v. Wade and other similar high-stakes constitutional precedents may be next in line for abrogation. https://www.scotusblog.com/2019/05/academic-highlight-hyatt-is-latest-example-of-textualist-originalist-justices-willingness-to-overturn-precedent/
Trump will welcome Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán to the White House on Monday, in what sounds like a routine reception for a foreign head of state. In reality, it’s something else: a meeting between two like-minded illiberal leaders, men at the forefront of the campaign to undermine Western democracy from within. … In normal times, he would be condemned by the occupant of the White House, not treated as an honored guest. The fact that he isn’t shows just how serious the threat to democracy in the West is — and how worried Americans should be about the health of their own institutions. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/13/18564378/donald-trump-viktor-orban-white-house-visit-2019
A senior arms control official (Yleem) resigns from State Department. The move comes as nuclear challenges loom large with Iran, Russia and China. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/senior-arms-control-official-resigns-from-state-department/2019/05/13/2eeb4b81-1a63-4570-976e-2cb18d8baf3a_story.html
Trump just sent the Senate 6 more judicial nominations (5 for district courts, 1 for a circuit court). The Senate can fly through their confirmations now that Mitch McConnell blew up the rules. Debate time for a district judge, a lifetime post, is now 2 hours vs 30. https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1128037969070149632
Rockland County, New York, has been hit hard by the measles outbreak. That didn’t stop anti-vaccination groups holding a rally in the area Monday evening that attracted hundreds of attendees https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2019/5/15/18624715/antivax-vaccines-measles-new-york-orthodox-jews-rallies
Rod Rosenstein, even out of office, continues trying to spin the concessions he made to Trump’s cover-up and obstruction campaign https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1128093496215265281

Trump is seeking an additional $15 billion in U.S. subsidies in an effort to protect farmers from the devastating impact of his trade war with China. That’s on top of $12 billion already earmarked for the farmers to help them weather the fallout. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-war-15-billion-farm-subsidy_n_5cd89043e4b054da4e8b5593

Per the CDC, 75 new cases of measles were reported last week in the nationwide outbreak, bringing the total number of cases in 2019 to 839 across 23 states. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1127963899477856256

On subjects from birds to pollution, state scientists are barred from speaking to the Boston Globe
https://twitter.com/ellenclegg/status/1127923962275610624
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/05/13/from-birds-pollution-state-scientists-are-barred-from-speaking-globe/SN3YSh3FdpOfkG8iD1K1YI/story.html

Nearly every country in the world has agreed upon a legally binding framework to reduce the pollution from plastic waste except for the United States, U.N. environmental officials say. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/landmark-plastic-waste-pact-approved-us-62976388

Over the past week, ABC News spent more time on the royal baby in one week than it did on the climate crisis in all of 2018 mm4a.org/4zR 

5.12.2019
an Attorney General who swore to protect and defend the Constitution calls All That "Beltway Silliness." https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1127736838763032576
White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow … acknowledged that Trump’s understanding of how tariffs work is flawed [i.e. firmly incorrect]. But Axois’s Jonathan Swan, citing a former White House aide, reported on Tuesday that Trump’s false belief about tariffs is “like theology.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/14/18622956/trump-trade-war-china-bailout-farmers-socialism
A contractor for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement posted bail in March to free a member of the right-wing men's fraternity the Proud Boys from the Multnomah County Jail. https://twitter.com/AaronMesh/status/1128777741824716800 https://www.wweek.com/news/2019/05/15/ice-contractor-posted-bail-for-proud-boy-jailed-in-portland-for-assault/

Trump’s newly nominated Secretary of Defense is shifting $1.5 billion to fund Trump’s campaign-prop “border wall” in explicit subversion of the budget passed by Congress  https://twitter.com/CarolLeonnig/status/1127899003654410240
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2019/05/12/pentagon-will-pull-money-ballistic-missile-surveillance-plane-programs-fund-border-wall/?utm_term=.22db666fdf2b#click=https://t.co/5eS8xMuZFq

Sites like 8chan where racists can get radicalized online are key to counterterrorism efforts, but in a hearing on domestic terrorism this week, officials from the FBI, DOJ & DHS seemed unfamiliar with those platforms — or what to do about them. https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/gy4yvy/8chan-is-a-mysterious-place-to-us-anti-terrorism-officials

Amazon, the most valuable company in the world, helps fund 8chan, a wellspring of racism, violence, and criminal activity online and in the physical world. https://popular.info/p/exclusive-how-money-flows-from-amazon

Lev Parnas says he delivered an ultimatum in May, at Giuliani’s behest, to the incoming president of Ukraine that no senior U.S. officials would attend his inauguration and vital American security aid would be withheld if an investigation into Biden wasn’t announced. He said Trump was aware of Giuliani’s efforts to secure an investigation and the president was briefed regularly.  https://apnews.com/708b81d4c77038eb0b751c30f72ff315

In May, Trump’s personal lawyer Giuliani said info from Ukraine "will be very, very helpful to my client, and may turn out to be helpful to my government.” https://twitter.com/philipaklein/status/1180114282022920192

5.10.2019
Trump says it would be 'appropriate to talk to attorney general about Biden”
After Rudy Giuliani said he was going Ukraine to push that country's new president to move forward with investigations that could be useful to Trump, Giuliani now says he won't go. https://on.msnbc.com/2vSHEr8 
A spokesman for the Trump campaign on Friday tried to distance the President’s reelection effort from Rudy Giuliani’s plan to urge the Ukrainian government to conduct investigations that could help Trump politically. Yet throughout an interview on MSNBC, the spokesman, Marc Lotter, would not condemn Giuliani’s effort or commit to not using any information uncovered by a Ukrainian probe. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/marc-lotter-giuliani-ukraine
“You have Rudy Giuliani admitting to the world that he’s actively trying to conspire with pro-Putin Ukrainian officials to get dirt against his client’s opponents and Republicans still don’t give a shit.” https://twitter.com/TheRickyDavila/status/1126985029706502145
Trump falsely claimed — again — that “massive” tariff payments are being paid by China “directly” to the U.S. Treasury, which would presumably be used to cover the cost of the subsidy. There is “absolutely no need to rush” to negotiate a deal with China, he tweeted. In fact, the tariffs are paid by U.S. importers https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-trade-war-15-billion-farm-subsidy_n_5cd89043e4b054da4e8b5593?guccounter=1

Victoria Toensing orchestrated
1. Uranium One https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-uraniumone/informant-had-no-evidence-clinton-benefited-from-uranium-sale-democrats-idUSKCN1GK2MU
2. “Spygate” https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/top-trump-campaign-aide-clovis-spoke-mueller-team-grand-jury-n816106
3. And now Giuliani’s Ukraine footsie: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/09/us/politics/giuliani-ukraine-trump.html

“The President is very obviously laying the groundwork to abuse his office in order to sic the power of the state on his political opponents. It's as corrupt as it gets.”  https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1127010136692789249

Even John Yoo, architect of the infamous Bush-era torture memos, seemed to agree that the constitutional impasse we’ve reached is without precedent. As former federal prosecutor Mimi Rocah explains, the White House’s sweeping refusal to cooperate with Congress on any investigation has the makings of a constitutional crisis, because “the head of the Justice Department” is now helping block congressional investigations into the president “regardless of law or merit.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/05/trump-barr-constitutional-crisis-yes-no-or-wrong-question.html

5.9.2019
The Red Sox's Tom Werner spoke to reporters briefly and said this happened: Trump "is a pretty good raconteur of history and he did say that, uh—he was talking about Abraham Lincoln losing the war https://twitter.com/elainaplott/status/1126603320020361217
Nearly three years after foiling an audacious coup attempt, authorities in Montenegro on Thursday convicted 14 people—including two alleged Russian military intelligence agents in absentia—of participating in a plot to overthrow the government. News of their jail sentences was widely lauded by Western governments, including a statement released Thursday from the U.S. State Department extolling the move as a “clear victory for the rule of law, laying bare Russia’s brazen attempt to undermine” Montenegro’s sovereignty. The statement was accidentally released on Thursday afternoon. Pompeo’s office directed the department to quash it, but the bureaucratic machinations were already set in motion. Shortly after it was released, it was quickly recalled and quietly taken down from the State Department website https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/05/10/on-eve-of-russia-trip-pompeo-squelches-criticism-of-moscow-over-montenegro-coup-conviction/
Trump said we are being “invaded” by immigrants. Trump asked his rally crowd: "How do you stop these people" from crossing the border? "Shoot them!" Someone screamed. He laughed. https://twitter.com/RepMcGovern/status/1158023041164689408
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9AXGPo1vvM

Various requests to protect Republican gerrymanders from federal court orders for fair districts in 2020 went first to Justice Sonia Sotomayor, who handles emergency appeals from the geographic region that includes Ohio and Michigan. Sotomayor referred them to the full court—discarding her full authority to support fairness in favor of another nonreciprocal gesture toward custom and courtesy. https://www.scotusblog.com/2019/05/court-puts-partisan-gerrymandering-rulings-on-hold/

Facebook is making use of propaganda by militant groups to auto-generate videos and pages that could be used for networking by extremists. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1126574245994278912
https://apnews.com/f97c24dab4f34bd0b48b36f2988952a4

5.8.2019
Nearly all White House Press corps members had their passes revoked by Sarah Sanders today under new "standards" - only to have most of them back under "exceptions" https://t.co/rtmT4s9JqZ
Donald Trump asserted executive privilege over the entirety of the Mueller report https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/05/president-donald-trump-asserted-executive-privilege-mueller-report.html
Georgia's "pro-life" Republicans have passed a law that would subject a woman who self-terminates after six weeks to life imprisonment or capital punishment. Under the new Georgia law, a woman who miscarries could be liable for second-degree murder. If prosecutors can prove that she is somehow responsible, she can be imprisoned for 30 years. A woman who travels out of Georgia to obtain a legal abortion elsewhere could still be prosecuted under the new law, and imprisoned for up to ten years.
Trump randomly tweeted his opposition this AM to an obscure bill recognizing a Massachusetts Indian tribe. Except it wasn't random. One of his top advisers is a lobbyist who represents a gaming company that would compete with the tribe's planned casino. https://t.co/bEDcQKvDgt
“Beltway reporters know Jacob Wohl is a grifter and conman. Yet every time Wohl calls on them, reporters assemble.” https://twitter.com/themaxburns/status/1126121203788320769

The Trump administration has stalled a critical pathway to protect vulnerable workers, thanks to a new Labor Department moratorium on processing visa applications for victims of human trafficking and other egregious workplace crimes. Cheryl Stanton, who assumed office April 29 as head of the Labor Department’s Wage and Hour Division, in early May suspended her agency’s role in certifying visas that grant temporary status to immigrants who were illegally trafficked to the U.S. or face other forms of severe mental and physical abuse. https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/human-trafficking-victims-blocked-from-visas-by-trump-wage-boss

Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General made surprise visits to a CBP Border Patrol facility in El Paso. Here's what they found: 750-900 migrants being held in a space meant for maximum 125. go.usa.gov/xmHtj 

5.7.2019
“3 votes today, 5 announced for tomorrow, all on nominations. McConnell has transformed the Senate; it is barely a legislative body at all. One legislative vote (veto override) in the last six weeks.” https://twitter.com/jbview/status/1125823353355481089
State Department in May on why Yovanovitch was being removed from her post, a State spokesperson told me on May 7: "Ambassador Yovanovitch is concluding her 3-year diplomatic assignment in Kyiv in 2019 as planned." (Not really)  https://twitter.com/RobbieGramer/status/1182698206091776002
On May 7, hackers digitally seized about 10,000 Baltimore government computers and demanded around $100,000 worth in bitcoins to free them back up. … As a result, for two weeks, city employees have been locked out of their email accounts and citizens have been unable to access essential services, including websites where they pay their water bills, property taxes, and parking tickets. This is Baltimore’s second ransomware attack in about 15 months https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/5/21/18634505/baltimore-ransom-robbinhood-mayor-jack-young-hackers

John W Henry, owner of the Boston Globe, is going to the White House to celebrate the Red Sox title with a president whose "enemy of the people" rhetoric inspired a man with a basement full of guns to call in threats to the Globe for weeks https://twitter.com/talkwordy/status/1125759290290188288
https://t.co/Qtymb7RMDy

“Humanity is probably going out in a globe-spanning murder-suicide.” http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/05/un-report-humans-are-driving-1-million-species-extinct.html
The day a million species are announced to be on brink of extinction, the Trump government says the melting ice creates "new opportunities for trade" https://t.co/A8NcICp6eD
This year  climate change was named the No. 1 risk to North American insurers, edging out cyber risk for the first time in five years, as ranked by professional actuaries. https://twitter.com/brianschatz/status/1125775934139916289

5.6.2019
Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin says he won't turn over Trump's tax returns to Congress, citing legal advice from the Justice Department. But neither Treasury nor the Justice Department would furnish the legal opinion, and it appears at this time a formal opinion doesn't exist. https://t.co/8lpxPGkKVD
Trump sent the stock market tumbling early Monday with a weekend tweet threatening to levy more extensive tariffs on imported goods from China https://www.vox.com/2019/5/6/18531101/trump-china-tariff-tweet-schumer-stock
Tiger Woods is Trump's business partner. The President is using the Presidential Medal of Freedom, one of the country's highest honors, to reward his business partner and advertise his brand. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/trump-tiger-woods-lovefest-business-engtanglements

Gallup poll finds Trump approval rating at all-time high of 46%  https://twitter.com/AJentleson/status/1125500305800609793
https://t.co/EmrQooQCie

Trump’s Department of Energy kept secret numerous authorizations allowing U.S. nuclear energy companies to share sensitive technological information with Saudi Arabia from both the public and congressional committees that have jurisdiction over nuclear proliferation and safety. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-administration-authorized-nuclear-energy-companies-to-share-technological-information-with-saudi-arabia/2019/03/28/1b5f0816-5180-11e9-8d28-f5149e5a2fda_story.html?utm_term=.2f8d9650992b

Trump has repeatedly asked aides as to the status of the House request [for his tax returns] … He has linked the effort to the myriad House probes into his administration and has urged his team to stonewall all requests. He also has inquired about the “loyalty” of the top officials at the IRS, according to one of his advisers. Trump has long [falsely] told confidants that he was under audit and therefore could not release his taxes. But in recent weeks, he has added to the argument, telling advisers that the American people elected him once without seeing his taxes and would do so again, according to the three White House officials and Republicans, who were not authorized to speak publicly about private conversations. https://apnews.com/ce215295783e419d8896d50bc7907107

More than 400 [subsequently more than 900] former federal prosecutors have signed a new letter claiming that President Donald Trump’s interference in the Russia investigation, as described by special counsel Robert Mueller’s report, should have led to “multiple felony charges for obstruction of justice.”  https://medium.com/@dojalumni/statement-by-former-federal-prosecutors-8ab7691c2aa1

Trump and Jared Kushner appear to have violated multiple laws by intentionally failing to create and preserve records related to meetings with Vladimir Putin, Kim Jong-Un and other foreign government officials https://www.citizensforethics.org/press-release/trump-putin-meetings-presidential-records-act/

5.5.2019
The mad fuehrer this weekend:
praised Vladimir Putin after his phone call with Russia's leader (who interfered in the 2016 presidential election): "Tremendous potential for a good/great relationship with Russia."
praised Kim Jong-Un (despite North Korea’s new missile test): "He also knows that I am with him & does not want to break his promise to me."
said Robert Mueller shouldn't testify before Congress (contradicting his earlier statement that the decision should be up to AG William Barr).
accused Democrats of stealing two years of his presidency.
took issue with the disqualification at the Kentucky Derby.
howled at Twitter/Facebook banning James Woods and 9/11 conspiracy theorist Paul Watson from their platforms
questioned why Twitter/Facebook hasn't banned the New York Times, the Washington Post, CNN and MSNBC.
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/meet-the-press/democrats-lose-their-enthusiasm-advantage-latest-nbc-news-wsj-poll-n1002276
On Friday, Pyongyang tested a ballistic missile for the first time in well over a year… Trump Secretary of State Pompeo says Kim’s test is fine with the Trump administration since it wasn’t an ICBM. And that’s potentially an issue: Experts now worry that he basically gave Kim the go-ahead to test any missile short of an ICBM from here on out. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/5/6/18531121/north-korea-missile-test-trump-pompeo
Trump dismissed Mark Morgan as head of Border Patrol early in his presidency. Now he picked him to lead ICE. Because of Fox News, of course.  http://bit.ly/2WLLJcn
Also, Morgain has claimed that he looked in the eyes of “so-called minors” in immigrant detention facilities and immediately recognized “a soon-to-be MS-13 gang member” http://bit.ly/2WLLJcn

The pro-Trump network OANN ran a segment this week calling the White Helmets a "terrorist-linked" group and falsely claiming that they had admitted to staging chemical attacks in Syria. This is straight-up Russian propaganda coming from a US network. https://t.co/GdFt5yqAJW

5.4.2019
The FBI authorized the surveillance of suspect foreign agents infiltrating Trump's campaign, and only after they left the campaign. That the GOP opposes this suggests they want the foreign agents in their midst left alone.  https://twitter.com/GOPChairwoman/status/1124331889286897666
(That's actually not at all controversial. When Obama told Trump Mike Flynn was a suspect agent of a foreign power (of Turkey), Trump nevertheless gave him the top NatSec job in government.)  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1124688585259716610
the President is gleefully retweeting a conspiracy theorist whose network terrorized grieving families after their children were killed in a mass shooting, and a crypto-fascist friend of Richard Spencer’s. https://twitter.com/AmesCG/status/1124654647254368258

Trump is spending 500K per week on Facebook and Google and he doesn't even have an opponent yet.
Trump's strategy on social media, particularly Facebook, involves him breaking all of the platform rules. 
A big part of the problem is the social media company themselves. Twitter, Facebook and Google won't enforce their rules. They are scared [of] regulation and Trump is a very good customer. They have every incentive not to act.
There is almost no coverage of how Trump is spending money online
https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1124661987546468352
Less than three years after Mark Zuckerberg dismissed as “crazy” the idea that fake news on his platform could have influenced the 2016 US election, Facebook now admits it is under siege from billions of fake accounts trying to game its systems. https://t.co/jApmBUg3U7

“There is an uptick in activity around measures to restrict voting access,” the Brennan Center for Justice states in a new report, with 19 bills restricting voting access moving through state legislatures in 10 states. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/05/after-the-2018-blue-wave-republicans-are-making-it-harder-to-vote/
https://www.brennancenter.org/analysis/voting-laws-roundup-2019

In a highly unusual move, National Security Adviser Bolton convened a meeting at CIA headquarters this week with the Trump admin.'s top intel, diplomatic and military advisers, according to 6 current US officials. https://on.msnbc.com/2H74MHq

5.3.2019
Tennessee’s governor signed a voter suppression bill into law, one that would penalize voter registration groups for too many incomplete forms. https://twitter.com/AdamEichen/status/1125775844318883840
https://t.co/KT786JT33l
Trump has pardoned a former army first-lieutenant convicted of murdering an Iraqi citizen  https://t.co/zzVT5nEc4s
“Murdering a prisoner is inexcusable, and pardoning someone for doing so makes it more likely that other us servicemembers will be similarly treated when captured. The point of his though, like the Arpaio pardon, is to send the message that certain groups of people simply have no rights that the US government is bound to respect.” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1125737436796063746
House Democrats’  indecision is evident in Nadler’s letter on Friday responding to Boyd. He delicately dances around the question, referring to Congress’ “constitutional, oversight, and legislative interest in investigating misconduct by the President and his associates,” but he will not even pronounce the deadly word “impeachment.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/05/william-barr-jerry-nadler-subpoena-mueller-report-congress-impeachment.html
Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin spoke Friday and both agreed "there was no collusion" between Moscow and Trump's 2016 presidential campaign, White House press secretary Sarah Sanders said. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-putin-discussed-mueller-report-agreed-no-collusion-white-house-n1001706
the two leaders discussed what he referred to as the “Russian hoax,” including their reactions to the Mueller report. Trump didn’t, however, confront Putin directly about Russian meddling in upcoming US elections, a threat that was raised as one of the biggest takeaways in the incredibly comprehensive 400-page report. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/3/18528548/donald-trump-vladimir-putin-mueller-report-russian-interference
“The White House still hasn't released a readout of Trump and Putin's phone call (at least, not on the website). Once again, Trump let the Kremlin get out in front of this.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1124380852417384449
Louisiana’s attorneys filed a writ of mandamus with the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, urging the appeals court to force a judge to dismiss the entire case against its unconstitutional restrictions on abortion. Mandamus is a rare device that the Supreme Court has allowed only in “drastic and extraordinary” circumstances. It is appropriate when a district court has “clearly and indisputably erred” and that error is “irremediable on ordinary appeal.” Unless defendants can meet this incredibly high bar, they must wait for a normal appeal like everyone else… There is nothing drastic, extraordinary, or unusual about this case https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/08/louisiana-abortion-lawsuit-roe-v-wade-trump-judges.html
John Kelly joins board of company operating largest shelter for unaccompanied migrant children https://cbsn.ws/2J0jQdE 

US sanctions on Venezuela are responsible for tens of thousands of deaths, a new report by economists Mark Weisbrot and Jeffrey Sachs shows. http://org.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=6N67AQthtt9hzJus5Uojj5aiuWeZ%2BqSF

5.2.2019
Trump White House launches a distraction effort to obscure Barr’s duplicitous performance in Senate hearing. The complaint alleges that prosecutors make binary decisions in ordinary cases & Mueller didn’t. This is silly. Trump’s White House has been the ones saying Trump as sitting president can’t be indicted. https://twitter.com/neal_katyal/status/1124001181041295360
Trump’s lawyer calls for DOJ to investigate the president’s putative opponent https://twitter.com/blakehounshell/status/1123954053124431877

W. Barr’s record as Trump’s AG 3 months in
Not showing for hearings. 
Not respecting valid subpoenas. 
Misleading Congress. 
Trying to gut ACA and protections for preexisting conditions. 
Unlawfully preventing a DOJ witness from testifying about the Census citizenship question.
https://twitter.com/SenatorLeahy/status/1124102333007314946

For decades, officers made judgment calls on whether a person could stay in the US to await an asylum hearing. Under the new rules, officers say they effectively have no power to do so. As the Trump administration’s Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP) program has expanded since it was introduced in January and the lawsuit over its legality has progressed slowly, many asylum officers have gotten increasingly uncomfortable with their role in the process. They worry that they’re being used to whitewash the program, and claim they don’t actually have as much power to allow migrants to stay in the US if they’re in danger as the Trump administration has publicly stated. One asylum officer described the interviews as “pro forma” — just for show. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/2/18522386/asylum-trump-mpp-remain-mexico-lawsuit

5.1.2019
Secretary of State Pompeo asserts that Trump is committed to deposing Venezuelan president Maduro using military force https://www.vox.com/world/2019/5/1/18525806/venezuela-pompeo-military-guaido-maduro-trump
A child has died in Office of Refugee Resettlement custody. Reportedly a teenage boy at Southwest Key facility yesterday. This is at least the third death of a child after crossing the border in five months. The other two, however, were in the custody of Customs and Border Patrol. This happened under Office of Refugee Custody. https://twitter.com/aurabogado/status/1123659193863393280
(That appears to be the facility that, in 2018, hired a child pornographer as child case manager who dealt directly with the children.) https://www.texasmonthly.com/news/southwest-key-hired-child-case-manager-previously-arrested-child-pornography/
Cruise ship quarantined over confirmed measles case; ship is not allowed to leave port; nearly 300 passengers and crew can't disembark. https://nbcnews.to/2GRJehT
William Barr previously said he believed it was his responsibility to make a determination in whether President Trump obstructed justice following the Mueller report — yet he repeatedly blamed the special counsel during congressional testimony on Wednesday for not doing so.  https://www.vox.com/2019/5/1/18522458/bill-barr-mueller-report-trump-obstruction-of-justice
Attorney General William Barr is refusing to testify in front of the House Judiciary Committee on Thursday, according to multiple reports. Barr had been scheduled to appear in front of the House for weeks, and testified in front of the Republican-controlled Senate Judiciary Committee on Wednesday about his handling of special counsel Robert Mueller’s Russia investigation. But he abruptly canceled his appearance in the Democrat-controlled House after the committee voted along party lines to let staff lawyers question Barr for an extra hour after members of Congress did.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/1/18525537/william-barr-house-judiciary-committee
When asked whether a 2020 presidential campaign should contact the FBI if a foreign government offered dirt on an adversary, Barr seemed at a loss for words. Instead of responding quickly in the affirmative, he paused. What should have been an extremely straightforward question to answer, especially for the country’s top law enforcement official, wound up being yet another inquiry that seemingly left Barr perplexed. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/1/18525716/william-barr-mueller-report-trump-tower-meeting
His comments “were meant to mislead,” Renato Mariotti, a federal prosecutor from 2007 to 2016, told me. “He is disagreeing with the factual conclusions of the Mueller report.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/1/18525496/william-barr-mueller-report-senate-trump
While the attorney general said others, including Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, were present for a conversation with Robert Mueller on speaker phone, he told Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) that he would not make public his notes on that chat. This is pretty remarkable, considering Barr had previously testified to Congress on April 10 that he didn’t know whether Mueller supported his publicly stated conclusions about the report. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/1/18525506/william-barr-mueller-report-testimony-takeaways
“The most amazing thing is that, when Cory Booker asked Barr if he thought it was right to share polling data with Russians — noting that had Trump done so with a Super PAC, rather than a hostile foreign country, it would be illegal — Barr appeared to have no clue that Paul Manafort had done so. He even asked whom Manafort shared the data with, apparently not knowing he shared it with a guy that Rick Gates said he believes is a Russian spy. That’s remarkable, because he basically agreed with Ben Sasse that Deripaska — with whom Manafort was sharing this campaign data — was a ‘bottom-feeding scum-sucker.’ So the Attorney General absolved the President of obstruction without having the faintest clue what actions the investigation of which Trump successfully obstructed by floating a pardon to Manafort.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/01/bill-barr-absolved-trump-of-obstruction-without-having-the-faintest-clue-what-he-obstructed/
Barr appeared to be suggesting that he believes the FBI’s surveillance went beyond Page. However, when Lee asked Barr if there was any evidence that other Trump officials were under surveillance, Barr said he didn't know.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/1/18525506/william-barr-mueller-report-testimony-takeaways
Senators wanted to know what would happen if a foreign government interfered in the 2020 election, and Barr’s answers suggested that conditions still exist that would allow this scenario to repeat in 2020 — with unclear repercussions for those involved. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/1/18525506/william-barr-mueller-report-testimony-takeaways
House Democrats tell The Daily Beast they’ve been told Special Counsel Robert Mueller is willing to testify before them about his report on Russian interference in the 2016 election, but the Department of Justice has been unwilling to set a date for it to happen. https://www.thedailybeast.com/robert-muellers-willing-to-testify-but-trump-department-of-justice-is-holding-it-up-dems?source=twitter&via=desktop
The Justice Department has filed its brief in Texas v. United States. It's generally as expected: a plea to affirm Judge O'Connor's decision, in all its lunacy. On a quick read, however, three things stand out:
there's the signature block. On a brief of this importance, you'd normally expect to see a substantial number of attorneys sign on. Instead, there are two: Jody Hunt, the political head of the Civil Division, and Auggie Flentje, who's serving as "special counsel." To my eyes, that speaks to the difficulty of finding line attorneys at the Justice Department willing to put their names on this brief -- one that breaches the Department's deeply felt duty to defend federal statutes.
The Justice Department argues that the plaintiffs here -- two consultants from Texas -- have standing to sue, not because the plaintiffs have been injured by the mandate, but because the mandate is inseverable from community rating and guaranteed issue. That's an odd position for Justice, which is a stickler on standing. It's also wrong: you can't get standing by pressing a broad severability theory. You've got to link your challenge to a specific provision that does you harm.
But by far the strangest thing in the brief is the argument that (1) Judge O'Connor was right to declare the whole ACA invalid but (2) that plaintiffs lack standing to get relief except with respect to provisions that directly cause them harm. This makes no sense
https://twitter.com/nicholas_bagley/status/1123708116267339785

Between March 1 and May 1, Giuliani extended his Spygate theories well beyond Twitter. He appeared on Fox News close to a dozen times in the two-month stretch, slamming the Clintons, attacking Mueller’s report, and demanding a Spygate-inspired counter-investigation into the Russian collusion investigation. His remarks quickly trickled down to the internet, inspiring a social media free-for-all. Giuliani was quite effective at stoking the appetite for Spygate content. There were 4chan watch parties for his TV appearances, massive Spygate Reddit threads, and an explosion of discussion on Facebook. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/the-great-giuliani-goose-chase

Sen. Klobuchar says White House made calls to stop bipartisan legislation to secure elections from foreign interference, incl. paper ballots https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1123635586944897025

month 5 with no nominee for Secretary of Defense. https://twitter.com/brhodes/status/1124041667495985154

the Trump DOJ seems to have had enough of the tradition [of newsy resignation letters] and has now determined that U.S. Attorney resignation letters are private in their entirety and cannot be released under the Freedom of Information Act. Past administrations have released resignation letters that are critical of executive branch leaders. The change in policy raises the question: What are departing U.S. Attorneys now saying that the government wants to hide? https://www.clevescene.com/cleveland/the-foilies-2019-recognizing-the-years-worst-in-government-transparency/Content?oid=30412900

In April, one beneficiary of delayed tariffs on Japanese cars -- Honda -- held a brunch for auto dealers at Trump’s Mar-a-Lago Club https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1129383500308729856

Justice Department prosecutors were on the verge of charging biotech giant Monsanto with a felony for illegally spraying a banned, highly toxic pesticide and nerve agent in Hawaii, not far from beachside resorts on Maui. But then, according to an internal April 2019 government document viewed by the Project on Government Oversight (POGO), that decision was overruled. https://www.pogo.org/investigation/2019/08/overruled-top-justice-department-appointees-quash-felony-charge-against-monsanto/

A neo-Nazi website took credit for Rep. Tulsi Gabbard’s (D-HI) qualification for the first two Democratic primary debates. The Daily Stormer, a notorious white supremacist and antisemitic website, proclaimed in April “we did it” — after the Hawaii congresswoman reached the 65,000 donor threshold needed to participate in the first two debates. Andrew Anglin, the website’s founder, wrote in April, “We got Tulsi in the debates.” https://jewishinsider.com/2019/08/neo-nazis-boast-we-got-tulsi-in-the-debates/

4.30.2019
The Justice Dept. has not uploaded an accessible version of the “Mueller Report” (nor added to newsfeed & tweeted it) & has removed the acknowledgment that the scanned document in a PDF isn't in an accessible format & offer to help. https://twitter.com/digiphile/status/1123252443620564999
The U.S. military has stopped tracking the amount of territory controlled or influenced by the Afghan government and militants, a U.S. watchdog said on Tuesday, one of the last remaining public metrics that tracked the worsening security situation in the war-torn country.  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-afghanistan-military/us-military-stops-tracking-key-metric-on-afghan-war-as-situation-deteriorates-idUSKCN1S734C

Miles Taylor, who served in the Department of Homeland Security, resigns in April 2019 after witnessing madness, evil, and lawlessness from Trump. “Literally out of goddamn nowhere, he'd be like, ‘You know, who’s just my favorite guy? The MyPillow guy. Do any of you have those pillows?’”
When it came to the border wall, Trump would dream up “sickening” medieval plots “to pierce the flesh” of migrants, rip all the families apart, “maim,” and gas them https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-administration-insider-president-wanted-to-maim-immigrants

Attorney General Barr (he of the "frustrated" excuse) is hiding the results of the Stone investigation from Congress, whose constitutional job it is to impeach for such abuses of office. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1123197555976953856
Barr said three times in his confirmation hearing that floating pardons would be a crime (yet he now ignores that). https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1123198644721737729 

Trump's washing machine tariffs are costing Americans almost $100 more per appliance
American manufacturers have also jacked up the cost of their appliances, in order to match the higher price of their competitors. https://www.nbcnews.com/business/consumer/trump-s-washing-machine-tariffs-are-costing-americans-almost-100-n999461?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
Personal income for farmers fell by the most in three years in the first quarter, as losses to U.S. agriculture mount from President Donald Trump’s trade wars. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-29/farmer-income-drops-most-since-2016-amid-trump-trade-war-pain

Trump is expected to take a pass on handing out this year's National Teacher of the Year award honors — forgoing a tradition that dates to President Harry Truman https://politi.co/2XQrGKa

4.29.2019
Trump has now surpassed 10,000 false claims during his presidency. https://wapo.st/2ZRGM3U
Despite what Trump told Hannity last week there is in fact no effort underway to further declassify any of the Carter Page FISA applications. DOJ confirms it has not received any declassification orders from the White House. https://twitter.com/BradMossEsq/status/1122996620214382593
Trump, three of his children and seven of his companies have filed a US federal lawsuit against Deutsche Bank and Capital One in an attempt to stop them complying with subpoenas investigating his financial dealings. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/30/trump-deutsche-bank-capital-one-committee-investigations 
On Monday afternoon, a Medium post titled “Pete Buttigieg Sexually Assaulted Me” began making the rounds online. In the post, which has since been deleted, a man named Hunter Kelly claimed he had been assaulted by the South Bend, Indiana, mayor in February and that more details would be coming soon … the allegations against Buttigieg were fake, the purely invented product of Wohl and Jack Burkman, a Republican lobbyist with a shady past.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/2/18245176/jacob-wohl-trump-cpac-conservatism-ilhan-omar-grift

In addition to deflecting further investigations of Trump — or perhaps in yet another attempt to do so — Senate Republicans are trying to shift the attention to other investigations of the 2016 campaign and ... Hillary Clinton. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/29/18511350/senate-republican-mueller-report-donald-trump-lindsey-graham

4.28.2019
Attorney General Barr has warned Dems on House Judiciary he won’t show up to this week's highly anticipated hearing if they stick to the format Nadler has proposed for the questioning, according to a committee source. https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1122456181199507456
Barr is refusing to be questioned in a format used for every single witness questioned in the GOP investigation of the investigation. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1122486232481710080
A new internet disruption in Benin has disabled the last remaining connections; network data shows 99.5% of country now offline as election day comes to a close https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-blocked-in-benin-on-election-day-aAwqknyM
On Meet the Press, US Sen. Ron Johnson defends Trump calling FBI and DOJ leaders "scum." Also flagrantly lies about SC report. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1122564972008148997

Measles cases in the US have surged to a 25-year high https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/68/wr/mm6817e1.htm?s_cid=mm6817e1_e

This week, “Uber told investors that it hopes to raise $9.5 to $10bn in its upcoming IPO...A solicitation for so much money with so little information is an outrage, a sign that something of central importance has gone wrong in US public markets" https://twitter.com/MikeIsaac/status/1123253940466868224
https://www.ft.com/content/60ab80e2-6a8b-11e9-9ff9-8c855179f1c4

Also this week, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell promised that in 2021, he will be the “grim reaper” for all progressive legislation. Literal quote.

Facebook’s fact-checking effort announced this week that it was teaming up with CheckYourFact.com — an arm of the conservative, anti-science media site The Daily Caller. The Daily Caller, which has published misinformation about climate science for years, was co-founded by the science-denying Fox News host Tucker Carlson and is backed by major conservative donors, including Charles and David Koch https://thinkprogress.org/facebook-fact-checker-koch-climate-deniers-f5288be4c3f9/

The makers of TurboTax as well as H&R Block promised the IRS to offer free filing for many Americans. But they have kept Google from seeing it. https://www.propublica.org/article/turbotax-deliberately-hides-its-free-file-page-from-search-engines

4.27.2019
Trump holds another insufferable “rally”
Words of US president: “The baby is born; the mother meets with the doctor. They take care of the baby. They wrap the baby beautifully. Then the doctor & mother determine whether or not they will execute the baby." https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1122315246205640704
NY Times covers this as “revived an inaccurate refrain” https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1122572448921202693
“Watching local cable news, and their take on Trump’s rally was he hit “familiar themes” and said he might work with Democrats on prescription drug prices. No mention of the massive lies he told about killing babies or his sanctuary city plan.” https://twitter.com/MEPFuller/status/1122356672373170176
…the headlines major outlets used to describe Trump’s rally completely ignored his lies and incendiary smears. And it goes beyond headlines — in their articles about the rally, CBS, USA Today, the Associated Press, and the Hill failed to so much as mention that Trump pushed a number of false claims. … Saturday night, as always, the media was one of Trump’s foremost targets of abuse — yet the very outlets Trump demeans continue to bend over backward to cover him in the most favorable possible light. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/29/18522340/trump-green-bay-rally-media-coverage-revived-an-inaccurate-refrain

White supremacists get a completely different, much more welcome, environment online than that which met Islamic State et al. 
https://twitter.com/alexstamos/status/1122324462953619457

In the last week of April, HHS’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) overhauled the mission and vision statements on its website to emphasize OCR’s role in protecting “conscience and free exercise of religion.” https://sunlightfoundation.com/2019/05/01/hhs-office-for-civil-rights-overhauled-its-mission-and-vision-statements-on-its-website/
The changes happened around the same time as news that HHS is expected to release a new rule granting protections for healthcare workers who refuse to provide services based on religious or moral objections https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/24/hhs-transgender-1379336

4.26.2019
The Republican secretary of state in Texas on Friday was forced to completely retract his lie about finding 95,000 non-citizens on the Texas voter rolls — a statistic he used to try to purge tens of thousands of eligible voters from the books. https://shareblue.com/texas-republicans-forced-admit-voter-fraud-panic-lie/

A beluga whale found off Norway's coast wearing a special Russian harness was probably trained by the Russian navy, a Norwegian expert says. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48090616

Pentagon prepares to expand military's role at border by loosening rules prohibiting troops from interacting with migrants https://wapo.st/2vp5876

It’s the same on virtually every issue: Fox News viewers are 10 to 20 points to the right of their non-Fox-watching counterparts, in both parties. Conservative media is a tool built to drag opinion, among conservatives and the polity generally, to the right. It ensures that no matter the current political battle, whether it’s NFL players kneeling, Brett Kavanaugh getting on the bench, or cap and trade, the right-wing base is unified and furious. The left has no such machine (and even if it did, it is too demographically and economically heterogeneous to maintain a simple common narrative). https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/4/26/18512213/climate-change-republicans-conservatives

“We've spent 2+ years having Trump headlines nonconsensually crammed into our eyeballs by a media ecosystem dominated by "engagement" metrics—meaning that the longer you hang in there, the bigger the bonuses of the execs, engineers and designers behind the product. That's why Google added "trending searches" to the search bar in Android. No one EVER went to a search bar to find out what other people are searching for. People search to find out the answers to specific questions! But if a Google engineer can hijack your attempt to find out what's in an unfamiliar sauce on a restaurant menu by showing you a list reading "imminent nuclear armageddon/more kids in cages/trump supports torture" then you might actually do SEVERAL searches instead of the one you set out to do.” https://www.lapl.org/collections-resources/blogs/lapl/interview-author-cory-doctorow

4.25.2019
President Trump, during a lengthy call-in interview with his favorite Fox News host on Thursday evening, repeatedly called special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation of Russian interference in the 2016 election to a “coup” … Authoritarian leaders raising suspicions about coups taking place against them is a hallmark of countries like Turkey and the Philippines https://www.vox.com/2019/4/26/18517763/trump-hannity-coup-mueller
Online, Trump denies that he ordered McGahn to fire Mueller, even though he did it. “This is why Trump could never testify in-person to Mueller. Trump can lie on Twitter without consequences, but it would’ve been a crime to lie to investigators.” https://twitter.com/MarshallCohen/status/1121397610839855104
Federal judge agrees to release Coast Guard Lt. Christopher Hasson, who was accused of plotting terror attack by federal prosecutors. Judge says govt. has not charged him with terrorism and murder and doesn’t plan to, so no grounds to hold. https://twitter.com/jjouvenal/status/1121492961089544193

Evidence of abandoned Twitter accounts being used for political interference https://twitter.com/propornot/status/1121569813686571009

President Trump’s hand-picked IRS Commissioner, Charles Rettig, earns as much as $1 million in rental income from the Trump-branded properties he co-owns while facing demands from Congress to release Trump’s tax returns. The IRS has already missed more than one deadline set by the House Ways and Means Committee to turn over Trump’s tax returns. (Rettig has stated that he will decide whether or not to release the tax returns, under the supervision of Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin.) When Trump nominated Rettig to lead the IRS in February 2018, Rettig initially failed to disclose that the Hawaii real estate he owned was at a Trump-branded property. https://www.citizensforethics.org/irs-commissioner-charged-with-releasing-trump-tax-returns-profits-from-trump-branded-property/

https://politicalstate.org/evidence-shows-lindsey-graham-received-illegal-campaign-contributions-from-russia/

“It's taken time for the full extent of Bill Barr's dishonesty to settle in. But anyone who has read the actual report should understand that the man has entirely demolished his personal credibility.” https://twitter.com/Susan_Hennessey/status/1121415946663546881
https://nyti.ms/2vdNp2l

4.24.2019
Over the course of three days in which Trump had very little on his public schedule, he’s posted a string of increasingly bizarre tweets, culminating with one on Wednesday in which he denied placing a call to Washington Post reporter Bob Costa ... while confirming that he did in fact call Costa. “I didn’t call Bob Costa of the Washington Post, he called me (Returned his call)!” Trump wrote, even though this is precisely what Costa said happened. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/24/18514090/trump-tweets-mueller-report-unhinged
“It's jarring to watch a bizarro-world speech like that where Trump is struggling to read, finish his thoughts, or even remotely stay on topic -- and then flip it back to cable channels and hear pundits acting like he's a normal president.”  https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1121122860997795841
“Florida just passed a racist poll tax. The 24th Amendment explicitly forbids poll taxes but it’s no match for five justices who don’t care what it says.” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1121188819112480768
Mueller told William Barr on March 24, the day he released his memo, that they could release the intro and exec summaries. Barr must have known if he did that the obstruction case would be obvious. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1123723350893891584
Yovanovitch got the call to come home while she was giving an award to the father of deceased anti-corruption crusader Kateryna Handziuk who was killed by acid due to her work. She was told to "get on the next plane" that night. https://twitter.com/rachaelmbade/status/1195356296289169408
https://www.politico.com/news/2019/11/15/yovanovitch-impeachment-hearings-live-highlights-and-updates-071053
They replaced corruption fighter Ambassador Yovanovitch & replaced her with the EU Ambassador, Sondland, to get this done, using an "irregular channel." https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1195482736502484994

In a new letter, pipe bomb suspect Cesar Sayoc describes how he was radicalized by attending Trump rallies, saying the experience was like a "new found drug" https://cnn.it/2W1UmiM

"To date, the White House has refused to produce a single piece of paper or a single witness in any of the Committee’s investigations this entire year." https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1120730328266620928
In the past 2 weeks, Trump: 
-Told CBP head to violate federal law by blocking asylum seekers; promised to pardon him after.  https://twitter.com/rvat2020/status/1298315862563323907
-Filed a lawsuit to block Congress from accessing his financial records. 
-Told ex-WH security director Carl Kline to defy a congressional subpoena.
-Moved to prevent Congress from accessing his tax returns. 
-Moved to block White House officials from testifying before Congress.

4.23.2019
“To uphold the citizenship question, the court’s conservatives will have to feign respect for the Voting Rights Act, international law, and agency deference—three of their greatest enemies in any other context. In the process, they’ll have to pretend that Ross’ absurd pretexts, his many lies and obfuscations, are believable, even reasonable. And they appear willing to do exactly that to let Ross and Trump have their way. Such a decision would be an embarrassment to the judiciary, evidence that a majority of the justices place the goals of the Republican Party above the truth.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/supreme-court-census-case-citizenship-question.html
The boss of Twitter, Jack Dorsey, gives Trump a closed-door meeting to talk about "the health of the public conversation on Twitter," and Trump moans about declining follower numbers https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/evynxw/twitter-ceo-jack-dorsey-meeting-president-trump
US president: ”they will have to get down on their knees & beg for forgiveness," https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1120635984767528960

Trump has tweeted or retweeted more than 50 times in the last 24 hours. https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1120651844714487808
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/22/trumps-monday-night-retweeting-blitz-1287204

Six years after gutting the Voting Rights Act, the conservative justices on the Supreme Court seem likely to uphold the Trump administration’s addition of a citizenship question to the 2020 census by claiming it’s needed for better enforcement of the Voting Rights Act. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/04/in-census-case-supreme-court-suddenly-cares-a-lot-about-voting-rights-act/

US detention centers that hold migrant parents and children have been nearly empty for months, despite Donald Trump’s administration repeatedly warning that the US-Mexico border is at a “breaking point” because of the surge in Central American families fleeing poverty and violence. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/23/immigration-detention-centers-nearly-empty-as-trump-claims-border-crisis

To hear White House adviser Jared Kushner tell it, Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election didn’t amount to more than a couple of ads on Facebook, and anyway, as another Trump administration official said, President Donald Trump repeatedly denounced it. But neither of those claims is true. …  He went as far as to claim that the investigations into Russian interference have been more harmful to the country than Russia’s attack on American democracy.

“What's genuinely incredible is that Trump has moved into full "f#ck the law" autocracy, and the press is still reporting it like an intramural scrabble. Trump isn't ‘defying Democrats,’ he's dismantling the Constitution.”

4.22.2019
Trump is going to court to try to block a… congressional committee from obtaining his financial records through a subpoena. https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/22/politics/donald-trump-organization-financial-records/index.html
“the lawsuit Trump has just filed against House Oversight and Reform Committee chair Elijah Cummings in hopes of repelling Cummings’s demand for Trump’s financial records is both frivolous and (to the extent the courts pay it any mind) dangerous to our constitutional system of checks and balances.” https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/04/donald-trump-will-need-to-hand-over-his-tax-returns/
White House instructs Carl Kline, who approved Jared Kushner’s [unfounded] security clearance, not to comply with Congress’ subpoena. https://twitter.com/LEBassett/status/1120512536091271168
The Trump administration claimed to have prepared a “rebuttal” to the SC report. It has not materialized. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1121861645804941317
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-22/trump-giuliani-mueller-report

The US is threatening to veto a United Nations resolution on combatting the use of rape as a weapon of war because of its language on reproductive and sexual health, according to a senior UN official and European diplomats. … In recent months, the Trump administration has taken a hard line, refusing to agree to any UN documents that refer to sexual or reproductive health, on grounds that such language implies support for abortions. It has also opposed the use of the word “gender”, seeing it as a cover for liberal promotion of transgender rights. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/22/us-un-resolution-rape-weapon-of-war-veto

Missouri Republicans continue aggressive tampering with anticorruption and redistricting reform measures approved by voter initiative last fall https://twitter.com/mcpli/status/1120778400032014338

4.21.2019
Trump’s personal lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, went on a number of Sunday morning news shows and made a case that “there’s nothing wrong with taking information from Russians,” completely ignoring that the information in question was acquired through crimes committed against American citizens. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/21/18509789/rudy-giuliani-nothing-wrong-with-taking-info-from-russians
When Ukraine president Poroshenko lost in a landslide to Volodymyr Zelensky on April 21, it set off a mad scramble in Trumpworld to make inroads with the new government. It’s no coincidence that the flurry of activity in early May which has been the focus of investigators comes in the weeks after Zelensky’s win and before his May 20 inauguration. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/muckraker/the-most-pivotal-moment-in-the-trump-ukraine-scandal-timeline
The WH sent out a readout of Trump's first Zelensky call saying Trump addressed corruption, democratic reform, and territorial integrity. https://www.opb.org/news/article/npr-trump-ukraine-and-the-path-to-the-impeachment-inquiry-a-timeline/
A transcript released months later shows that this was simply made up. https://www.thedailybeast.com/transcript-shows-wh-made-up-details-of-trumps-zelensky-call

a majority of Americans has characterized Trump as dishonest at EVERY point in his presidency https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1118499740134584320

Elaine Chao reportedly helped secure millions of dollars in federal money requested by her husband, Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell, for his home state of Kentucky by using her official capacity as secretary of the Department of Transportation, a move that ethics officials have lambasted and even consider impeachable. https://www.newsweek.com/mitch-mcconnell-elaine-chao-conflict-interest-1443148

Since 2015, thousands of complaints have streamed in that dark money groups are abusing the rules. But the IRS hasn’t stripped a single group of its tax exempt status for breaking the rules. https://www.propublica.org/article/irs-political-dark-money-groups-501c4-tax-regulation

This week the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette was awarded a Pulitzer Prize for breaking news reporting in response to the Tree of Life shooting last fall. But in this same week, a board member for the company that owns the P-G, Block Communications Inc., was sharing her own anti-Muslim conspiracy theories related to the fire that burnt much of the Notre Dame cathedral in Paris.  https://www.pghcitypaper.com/pittsburgh/block-communications-board-member-susan-block-shares-anti-muslim-conspiracy-theories-on-social-media/Content?oid=14782860

The website for the NRA’s annual meeting features an ad with a top NRA spokesperson preparing to light a newspaper on fire.

4.16.2019
After promising a release of (redacted) special counsel report on Thursday, Dept. of Justice instead schedules this itinerary:
9:30 Barr and Rosenstein brief an ignorant press corps
10:30 Trump releases his rebuttal
11:30 DOJ provides hard copy or compact discs with redacted report
2:00 Public gets redacted report
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/congress-receive-redacted-mueller-report-11-m-thursday-n995686
Attorney General William Barr has unilaterally revoked the right of asylum seekers who enter the US illegally to ask an immigration judge for release on bond. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/17/18411929/william-barr-attorney-general-immigration-detention-asylum-bond
Attorney General William Barr has received a waiver to participate in the investigation of 1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB), a Malaysian development company that has come under investigation by the FBI and DOJ for alleged money laundering. The waiver could also give Barr a window into an investigation in the Eastern District of New York that involves the Trump Victory committee, a political action committee dedicated to re-electing Trump in 2020.  https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/23/barr-trump-inauguration-fund-1287657
On the day Elizabeth Warren announced her plan to protect national parks AND Kamala Harris outlined her plan for broad increase in teacher pay, the New York Times published a gossip piece about Neera Tanden’s 80 year-old mother https://twitter.com/Mikel_Jollett/status/1118172728534528000

Attorney General Barr stonewalled the House Judiciary Chairman, but he has privately shared Mueller report findings with the White House, which “aided the president’s legal team as it prepares a rebuttal to the report.” https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/17/us/politics/william-barr-press-conference.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share

as Puerto Rico is committing to renewables, the Trump administration has been pressuring it to invest in more fossil fuels. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/17/18306417/puerto-rico-renewable-energy-natural-gas

Hacked emails seem to show that the campaign of the comedian who has upended Ukraine's presidential race is financed by the Kremlin. https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1118531966754795520

4.15.2019
Notre Dame Cathedral burns.
Conspiracy theories and scapegoating rapidly spread online.
“How a baseless, unsourced claim from a blue checkmark helps fuel QAnon disinformation on Twitter in a single step.” https://twitter.com/travis_view/status/1117883560512249856

As Trump continues his incitement of hatred against Rep. Ilhan Omar, Twitter is filled with calls for violence against her https://twitter.com/i/moments/1117202995962212352

Immigration officials have deported the spouse of a U.S. soldier killed in Afghanistan, leaving the couple’s 12-year-old daughter, Evelyn Gonzalez Vieyra a U.S. citizen, in Phoenix without parents https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/politics/immigration/2019/04/15/ice-deports-gonzalez-spouse-u-s-soldier-killed-afghanistan/3477332002/

Trump raised $30.3 million in the first quarter of this year — a number roughly equal to the amount raised by the top two fundraising Democrats, Bernie Sanders ($18.2 million) and Kamala Harris ($12 million), combined. Trump’s strong fundraising is also reflected in the numbers for the Republican National Committee, which raised $45.8 million in the first quarter. The Democratic National Committee lags well behind that pace and was $4.6 million in debt at the end of January. When Trump’s fundraising is combined with the RNC’s pro-Trump efforts, he has a total of $82 million. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/15/18311186/trump-campaign-fundraising-first-quarter-2019

Trump attorneys William S. Consovoy and Stefan Passantino are urging Mazars USA not to comply with a subpoena by Oversight Chairman Elijah Cummings (D-Md.) for Trump’s financial documents https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/15/trump-financial-records-1275965

Rusal — Oleg Deripaska's company that was recently granted sanctions relief by Treasury — plans to invest $200 million in a Kentucky rolling mill that would be the largest new aluminum plant built in the U.S. in nearly four decades. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/russias-rusal-to-invest-200-million-in-kentucky-aluminum-plant-2019-04-14

Russians are hacking the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) on a mass scale in order to jam signals & send bad location data, according to a new study. https://www.businessinsider.com/gnss-hacking-spoofing-jamming-russians-screwing-with-gps-2019-4

4.14.2019
White House press secretary Sarah Sanders said Sunday that she doesn't think congressional Democrats are "smart enough" to review President Donald Trump's tax returns https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/14/politics/sarah-sanders-trump-tax-returns-democrats/index.html
Reporter John Hudson asks Peru’s foreign minister what he might do if sanctions against Maduro start negatively impacting the humanitarian situation in Venezuela. US Secretary of State Pompeo steps in & says the reporter “shouldn’t ask questions like that” https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1117448785293189120
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/as-venezuela-crisis-drags-on-pompeo-defends-us-actions/2019/04/14/99042be6-5ef7-11e9-9412-daf3d2e67c6d_story.html

The White House has been briefed on the Mueller report https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/1117425411116265473

Stephen Moore (senior economic adviser to the Trump campaign and Fed nominee): "Capitalism is a lot more important than democracy."

4.13.2019
Dayton TV station owned by Sinclair promotes six-week abortion ban story using images of a several-months-advanced pregnancy https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1117064272868196352

The Trump administration is proposing to monitor the social media accounts of veterans, and if the veterans are “too happy” their disability pensions for PTSD will be reduced. https://twitter.com/dyllyp/status/1117283468126212096
https://www.forbes.com/sites/imanibarbarin/2019/04/11/how-a-trump-proposal-could-reduce-happy-disabled-people/amp/?__twitter_impression=true

4.12.2019
Trump incites violence against Rep Ilhan Omar https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/12/ilhan-omar-democrats-trump-attacks-sanders-warren
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/donald-trump-ilhan-omar-tweet-its-bad-folks.html
This most recent round of attacks on Ilhan Omar was sparked by Republican Rep. Dan Crenshaw, who suggested that Omar made light of 9/11 in a recent speech… Crenshaw at one point was an administrator for a Facebook group that called Islam a “cancer.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/ilhan-omar-9-11-donald-trump-anti-muslim-attacks.html
the Trumps are no longer even pretending that there’s a meaningful separation between business and politics, two years after they came into office making all sorts of claims about the importance of avoiding conflicts of interest by keeping his children out of politics, and vice versa. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/12/18307612/trump-organization-trump-presidency-merging-atlantic
White House spokesman Hogan Gidley, who said Thursday that plan of moving immigrants to sanctuary cities had been rejected and shouldn't be taken seriously, now issues new statement saying Democrats should work with Trump to move immigrants to sanctuary cities. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1116842987500331008
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/12/trump-migrants-sanctuary-cities-release

An oil lobbyist runs the DOI 
A coal lobbyist runs the EPA 
A pharma exec runs HHS 
A Boeing exec runs DOD 
A billionaire Amway heiress runs DoED 
A private equity kingpin runs Commerce 
A Goldman Sachs exec runs Treasury
https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/1116438608007843842

In search results for Katie Bouman, the woman who helped create the first image of a black hole, Instagram and YouTube push disinformation from misogynist communities and imposter accounts above facts. When users tried to find Katie Bouman, the researcher whose algorithm discovered the first ever image of a black hole, they got this “official” account first. That account spreads a misogynist lie that Bouman didn’t do the work, plus incel verbiage. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/first-picture-black-hole-made-katie-bouman-overnight-celebrity-then-n994081

White House officials have tried to pressure U.S. immigration authorities to release detainees onto the streets of “sanctuary cities” to retaliate against President Trump’s political adversaries, according to DHS officials and emails  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1116513715535347712
https://wapo.st/2Ga7ziB?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.f107968bcad8

4.11.2019
Trump, today via pool: "I know nothing about Wikileaks. It’s not my thing." 
NBC News counted Trump mentioning WikiLeaks 145 times during the last month of the 2016 race) https://twitter.com/CarrieNBCNews/status/1116383986597625857
Trump literally had a poster of Julian Assange up on the wall in his 2016 presidential campaign debate war room. It featured Assange saying: “Dear Hillary, I miss reading your classified emails.” https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1116383069295058945
VP Mike Pence for his part claimed that “I love WikiLeads” was “not an endorsement.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/12/18307829/mike-pence-trump-wikileaks-rewrite-history
At least 60 companies reported that their 2018 federal tax rates amounted to effectively zero, or even less than zero, on income earned on U.S. operations, according to an analysis released today by the Washington, D.C.-based think tank, the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy.  https://www.nbcnews.com/business/taxes/twice-many-companies-paying-zero-taxes-under-trump-tax-plan-n993046?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_mtp
despite a laundry list of conflicts of interests, oil lobbyist David Bernhardt has been confirmed as Secretary of the Interior, now responsible for the management and conservation of most federal land and natural resources. https://bit.ly/2VEuF7y
Over the last month, Rep. Ilhan Omar has received death threats, faced calls to resign from the president, and been censured by her own party over various controversial statements she’s made about Israel. Now, she’s being criticized on the cover of the New York Post and by Republicans who are questioning her loyalty to the United States https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/8/18272072/ilhan-omar-rashida-tlaib-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-racism-sexism
NY Times runs story about Trump’s sister quitting the federal judiciary to escape tax fraud risk introduced NYT investigating… NYT runs its story on page A23  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1116699097052975104

Only 1 percent of recent campaign contributions to Collins came from her home state https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1115728110895366150

Amazon.com Inc. employs thousands of people around the world to help improve the Alexa digital assistant powering its line of Echo speakers. …The teams use internal chat rooms to share files when they need help parsing a muddled word—or come across an amusing recording. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-10/is-anyone-listening-to-you-on-alexa-a-global-team-reviews-audio

Over the past eight years, state lawmakers have introduced at least 10,000 bills that were written, almost entirely, by corporations, industry groups, or think tanks.  https://twitter.com/TheTakeaway/status/1116770483666604036

4.10.2019
Both Trump and Clinton were warned directly by the FBI in Summer 2016 that Russia could try to infiltrate or spy on their campaigns. Trump has lied repeatedly that he wasn't warned by the FBI. Now, Graham and Barr are spreading the same lie https://twitter.com/CyrusToulabi/status/1116097802407378944
joint intelligence bulletin (JIB) issued by the Department of Homeland Security and Federal Bureau of Investigation: DHS, FBI say election systems in all 50 states were targeted in 2016 https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2019/04/dhs-fbi-say-election-systems-in-50-states-were-targeted-in-2016/
Trump Treasury blows off deadline on congressional demand for Trump tax returns https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/13/18309391/trump-tax-returns-april-23-house-ways-means-neal-mnuchin
“I would love to give [my tax returns to Congress], but I’m not going to do it while I’m under audit. It’s very simple,” Trump lied on Wednesday. (His IRS commissioner later clarified that actually, taxpayers under audit can still release their tax returns.)  https://www.vox.com/2019/4/11/18302261/democrats-trump-tax-returns-pelosi
Unintentionally, Barr acknowledged that there is precedent for releasing the entire unredacted Mueller report to Congress. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/william-barr-testimony-mueller-report-baloney-watergate.html
US Treasury predicts $1.1 trillion deficit for FY 2019—a higher amount than what Treasury predicted in the last monthly statement—according to latest monthly treasury statement released today. The deficit was $665.4 billion in FY 2017. https://twitter.com/byHeatherLong/status/1116047101073526790
Ohio General Assembly rushes through a total abortion ban—which media insist on writing about as “the heartbeat bill”—with a finale of ignorance, lies and misogyny.
An Ohio Public Radio account literally calls it “the #HeartbeatBill aka #humanrightsprotectionact bill”  https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1116401738691567616
In a fundraising email today, the Ohio College Republicans describe Rep. Ocasio-Cortez as a “domestic terrorist” https://twitter.com/davelevinthal/status/1116095433380704257
Meanwhile, NY Times runs 1A above-fold headlines including “Liberals on Twitter don’t speak for quiet majority” and “At White House, gatekeeper lets Trump be Trump” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1115951294559268864

Barr says he thinks government “spying did occur" on President Trump's campaign—his Fox News nuttery inspired comments directly contradict what DOJ previously told Congress https://twitter.com/RepJerryNadler/status/1116014211266744320 
NY Times once again promotes the lie in a headline https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1116045895852802049
Barr declares that he will use the Department of Justice to support debunked Fox conspiracy theories, by launching investigations into the investigations for which Trump has clamored repeatedly. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1115785362142519297
The Office of Inspector General has already been doing this, but Barr is going to go ignore that. https://twitter.com/CyrusToulabi/status/1115784483398139904
Barr effectively invents a referral that doesn't exist. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1115930018952220673

White House officials have repeatedly said privately they expect Cissna to be pushed out of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/10/us-citizenship-immigration-services-cissna-replacement-1264801

In several African countries, Mr Prigozhin is said to be financing teams in forthcoming elections.  https://twitter.com/BBCAfrica/status/1115940518721200129

“You can’t have a functioning democracy without a plurality of knowledge-producing institutions. You need universities and scientists and government agencies, and so on. And to the extent that those institutions are discredited in the public’s mind, to the extent that people think they can make policy without relying on the knowledge those institutions produce, the government will become dysfunctional. And the more dysfunctional it becomes, the more illegitimate it will seem to more and more people.
	“At the same time, all this conspiracism erodes trust not just in public institutions but in our fellow citizens. We’re obliterating trust in each other and in the political competition, and that’s a direct attack on the foundations of democracy. Liberal democracy requires a minimum amount of mutual trust among citizens, and conspiracism destroys it.” https://www.vox.com/2019/4/11/18291061/conspiracy-theories-trump-qanon-pizzagate-nancy-rosenblum

4.9.2019
The law required DHS Secretary Nielsen to be replaced by the (Acting) Deputy Secretary. In order for CBP Commissioner McAleenan to become Acting Secretary, as POTUS wants, Grady had to quit or be fired. Just like that, she has “resigned.” https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1115764230844768263
A House Judiciary Committee hearing Tuesday about the rise of white nationalism unleashed a wave of online hate speech, prompting YouTube to turn off chats on livestreams of the hearing. https://on.msnbc.com/2Unw0Dc
Attorney General Barr says he hasn't seen any data indicating a rise in hate crimes. Plenty exists. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1115632654899142659
https://shareblue.com/fbi-hate-crimes-skyrocket-trump-anti-semitism/
Republicans called Candace Owens to testify. This is what she has said: "If Hitler just wanted to make Germany great and have things run well, okay fine." https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1115602810668601344
Barr to Congress: won't say if anyone at the White House has been briefed on the Mueller report, but did say that he doesn't believe the public or even Congress should see the unredacted report. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1115625672989466630
Treasury Secretary Mnuchin begins to float the proposition that Trump administration staff can just blow off summons from the House https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/mnuchin-waters-fight-video-congress-treasury-committee-testimony-gavel.html
When Rep. Ed Case of Hawaii pointed out that Barr could go to a district court judge tomorrow and request that the full Mueller report be given to Congress for this very purpose, the attorney general stated unequivocally that he would not be doing that without legal action from Nadler.  
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/william-barr-dares-jerry-nadler-court-subpoena-mueller-report.html

DHS Purge: After firing Secretary of Homeland Security Kirstjen Nielsen on Sunday, President Donald Trump purged the agency’s senior management on Monday. According to CBS News, Trump secured the resignation of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Director Lee Cissna, DHS Undersecretary for Management Claire Grady, and DHS General Counsel John Mitnick. He also fired U.S. Secret Service Director Randolph “Tex” Alles. Trump adviser Stephen Miller, an immigration hard-liner, reportedly masterminded the DHS purge as part of an effort to crack down on immigration at the southern border.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/04/dhs-nielsen-cissna-trump-family-separations.html

US national security leadership: 
Defense Secretary: Vacant. 
DHS Secretary: Vacant. 
UN Ambassador: Vacant. 
FEMA Director: Vacant. 
Secret Service Director: Vacant. 
ICE Director: Vacant. 
DHS Deputy: Vacant.
https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchiff/status/1115637300912906241

As of April, only half the members of the Election Assistance Commission, a four-person federal committee advising states on election threats, had security clearances—the result of a massive backlog. In both 2016 and 2018, no members of the commission had clearances. The lack of appropriate clearances calls into question the ability of the commission to do its job effectively. https://psmag.com/social-justice/what-a-data-breach-in-florida-reveals-about-election-security

4.8.2019
The president of the United States told armed federal agents to break U.S. law and defy judicial orders, "If judges give you trouble, say, 'Sorry, judge, I can't do it.'" https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/trump-family-separation-el-paso-kirstjen-nielsen/index.html
This got all but ignored.
Subsequent reports tell that Trump told CBP head McAleenan if he were sent to jail as a result, the president would pardon him
ACLU: “We and partners have issued a travel advisory urging immigrants and people of color to use extreme caution when traveling in Florida. The state is on the verge of passing a draconian anti-immigrant bill which will endanger our communities.” https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1115267311961812993
Jim Jordan and Mark Meadows have written to drug companies to warn them against cooperating with a congressional investigation https://www.buzzfeed.com/paulmcleod/republicans-warn-drug-companies-oversight-investigation

Scientists and officials around the US have told the Guardian that the Trump administration has withdrawn funding for a large, successful conservation program – in direct contradiction of instructions from Congress. …the program comprises 22 research centers that tackle big-picture issues affecting huge swaths of the US, such as climate change, flooding and species extinction. They are known as Landscape Conservation Cooperatives – or were, because 16 of them are now on indefinite hiatus or have dissolved. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/apr/08/trump-administration-sabotages-major-conservation-effort-defying-congress

An agent of the US Secret Service put a flash drive seized from a spy into one of the agency’s computers https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article228963409.html

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is refusing to make public any records it has amassed on whistleblower Chelsea Manning, even though the former U.S. Army intelligence analyst waived her rights under the Privacy Act and requested in a letter that her more-than-8,000 page file be released. https://gizmodo.com/chelsea-mannings-fbi-files-are-central-to-ongoing-crimi-1833897041

4.7.2019
Trump illegally appoints acting DHS secretary after forced-resignation of Nielsen https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1115027792368943105

In the months before Kirstjen Nielsen was forced to resign, she tried to focus the White House on one of her highest priorities as homeland security secretary: preparing for new and different Russian forms of interference in the 2020 election. President Trump’s chief of staff told her not to bring it up in front of the president. … Even though the Department of Homeland Security has primary responsibility for civilian cyberdefense, Ms. Nielsen eventually gave up on her effort to organize a White House meeting of cabinet secretaries to coordinate a strategy to protect next year’s elections. As a result, the issue did not gain the urgency or widespread attention that a president can command. And it meant that many Americans remain unaware of the latest versions of Russian interference. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/24/us/politics/russia-2020-election-trump.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share

People across America recount how they have lost family members and other loved ones to a 24/7 brainwashing network which has poisoned and rotted their brains, i.e. Fox News https://luke.substack.com/p/i-hate-what-theyve-done-to-almost-39f

Trump false claims last week: 34 to Republican fundraising dinner - 19 to Republican Jewish Coalition - 14 with NATO chief Stoltenberg - 9 in Fox News interview at the border - 9 at other border events
Among other lies and false claims last week, Trump invented a nonexistent judge, said wind turbines cause cancer, denied the existence of his own tariff deal with Mexico, propagated a conspiracy about caravans, and used inaccurate NATO numbers while sitting with the head of NATO.
Trump's speech to a Republican campaign dinner was the third-most-dishonest event of his presidency: 34 false claims.
Trump is now up to 4,857 false claims as president. His average has increased to 6.0 per day. It was 2.9 per day through 2017.
https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1116395553322143744

Barr/DOJ spin is a mess:
there’s a strange mismatch between the pace of the super-fast “no obstruction” decision, versus not-so-fast Mueller report vetting. Obviously, Barr wanted to get the no obstruction finding out in his summary letter. Reviewing thousands of pages of evidence to make a complex, fact-intensive legal conclusion on obstruction ought to be as time intensive as vetting a 400 page report for material that shouldn’t be released. 
if this exercise was all about controlling the roll-out spin, and they’re holding the Mueller Report back to let the Trump roll-out spin set, becoming an agent of White House spin control is not a great way to discharge your first major task as Attorney General.
https://twitter.com/SenWhitehouse/status/1114277695649611776

4.5.2019
Trump: "You have to get rid of judges. You can't have a court case every time someone steps foot on our soil." https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1114169547731492866
Trump made two remarkably authoritarian comments on Friday, first urging Congress to “get rid of judges” — specifically, immigration judges — and later demeaning the entire media as the “ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE!” But in a sign of how normalized the behavior of this president has become, neither remark amounted to much more than a blip on the news radar. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/5/18297113/trump-authoritarian-comments-immigration-judges-media

The FAA gave Boeing control over safety tests for jets involved in two fatal crashes—now the Trump administration plans to shift must of the responsibility for food safety inspections in hog plants to the pork industry. https://twitter.com/Reinlwapo/status/1113413793248350208

Senate Republicans say they want “transparency” around the Mueller report — but they keep rejecting a measure that would actually offer it. Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) on Thursday, once again, blocked a resolution pushing for the public release of special counsel Robert Mueller’s report. It’s the fifth time Republicans have rejected Democratic efforts to consider the resolution https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/5/18295598/senate-republicans-resolution-mueller-report

4.4.2019
Trump suddenly withdrew the nomination of his acting head of Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Ron Vitiello, to formally lead the agency late Thursday night… The move was so unexpected that one DHS official initially told the Associated Press that the notification sent to Congress Thursday night, signed by Trump and informing them that he was withdrawing Vitiello’s nomination, must have been a “paperwork error.”  https://www.vox.com/2019/4/5/18296851/trump-ice-nomination-immigration-vitiello

Glenn Greenwald who wrote two books on abuse of presidential power is choosing to trust a memo from Bill Barr that was obviously playing legalistic games over what the public record says. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/04/04/the-irony-of-glenn-greenwald-cuddling-up-with-bill-barr-the-grand-father-of-ed-snowdens-phone-dragnet/
Greenwald has described the media’s Russiagate coverage as “unhinged conspiratorial trash, distracting from real issues,” as if creeping international kleptocracy, elite self-dealing, and two-tiered justice weren’t real issues. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/04/russiagate-glenn-greenwald-matt-taibbi-denial/

Trump’s 2020 presidential campaign is now hawking T-shirts that mock House Intelligence Committee chair, Rep. Adam Schiff. The T-shirt, on sale for $28, features an illustration of Schiff with a pencil as a neck and wearing a clown’s nose.  https://www.vox.com/2019/3/30/18288148/trump-pencil-neck-adam-schiff-t-shirts

Georgia legislature attempting to take over journalism within the state—including CNN https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1113480734340153345

Brian Hagedorn called Planned Parenthood "wicked organization" NAACP "disgrace to America," founded Christian school banning LGBT ppl & now he's narrowly leading Wisconsin Supreme Court race. https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1113290274514571264

4.2.2019
Republicans have amended Senate rules in order to further limit the amount of time lower-level nominees could be debated on the floor. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/2/18286991/senate-republicans-nuclear-option-rules
For the third time the president has falsely claimed his father was born in Germany. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1113160535330185218
“the president casually suggest[s] that the noise from wind farms could cause cancer and NO ONE WILL BE TALKING ABOUT THIS IN 24 HOURS” https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1113260016130195456

In a series of furious tweets that began Monday evening and continued well into Tuesday, President Donald Trump lashed out at Puerto Rico’s leaders—twice labeling them as “corrupt” and “incompetent”—and falsely claimed the island has already received $91 billion in federal aid after Hurricane Maria.  https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/04/trump-puerto-rico-91-billion-aid/

4.1.2019
Legal filings detailing how Stephen Moore, Donald Trump’s pick for a Federal Reserve board seat, was found in contempt of court have been hidden from the public following a report by the Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/apr/01/stephen-moore-trump-fed-pick-legal-file-sealed

the US Secret Service arrested a Chinese woman, Yujing Zhang, who they say was carrying four cellphones and a malware-infected thumb drive at the resort over the weekend. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/4/4/18295810/mar-a-lago-china-secret-service-zhang
In the wake of this latest gaffe, the Secret Service has essentially thrown up its hands and said it’s up to Mar-a-Lago, not them, to figure out who gets in and who doesn’t. https://www.secretservice.gov/data/press/releases/2019/19-APR/CMR_14_19_U.S._Secret_Service_Statement_on_Mar_a_Lago_Security.pdf
The woman who allegedly breached security at Mar-a-Lago while carrying Chinese passports and a flash drive containing malware ALSO had a signal detector, 9 USB drives, 5 SIM cards, and thousands in cash in her hotel room, federal prosecutors say  https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/mar-a-lago-yujing-zhang/index.html?r=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2Fsearch%2F%3Fq%3DChinese%2Bmar-a-lago

between October 2018 and March 2019, Facebook removed more than three billion fake accounts - more than ever before. More than seven million "hate speech" posts were removed, also a record high. https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-48380504

In March The New Yorker reported that Fox had killed Diana Falzone’s 2016 story about a secret payoff by Trump to Stormy Daniels; former Fox News VP Ken LaCorte then declared that he spiked the story because it didn’t meet journalistic standards. In November 2019 the NY Times exposed LaCorte as a misinformation peddler. https://twitter.com/dianafalzone/status/1197910491701661696

3.31.2019
A series of prominent Republicans and Trump administration officials went on the Sunday morning news shows to talk about the new Republican health care plan. There’s just one problem: There is no new Republican health care plan. https://www.vox.com/2019/4/1/18290301/trump-republicans-new-health-care-plan

Trump is now averaging 22 false claims a day, according to WaPo, a steep climb from the average of nearly 5.9 false or misleading claims a day in Trump's first year in office. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1112689819317080064

William Happer, a physicist appointed by the White House to counter the federal government’s own climate science, reached out to the Heartland Institute, one of the most prominent groups to dispute that burning fossil fuels is causing dangerous global heating, in March. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/14/white-house-physicist-sought-aid-of-rightwing-thinktank-to-challenge-climate-science

At a meeting in March, Trump ordered White House staff to shut down the entire 2,000-mile border with Mexico — by noon the next day.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/01/us/politics/trump-border-wars.html
Around this time he also told staff to look into shooting immigrants in the legs or feeding them to aligators

3.30.2019
After months of threats, President Donald Trump has officially taken steps to cut off aid to Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador … On Saturday, the State Department acknowledged in a statement that it had notified Congress it was cutting off aid from past years (fiscal years 2017 and 2018) to the three countries. An estimated $700 million in aid will be affected by the cutoff. It’s still not clear exactly how the aid cutoff is going to work.  https://www.vox.com/2019/4/1/18290443/aid-central-america-mexico-guatemala-immigration-border
The Guardian leads its homepage with a photo of Trump in front of a giant American flag, and
‘This is Trump’s party’ Republican National Committee is said to be taking extra steps to discourage “#NeverTrump” movement ahead of primary election
Things are swinging his way' Trump takes Mueller victory lap
President rails against 'greatest hoax' after Mueller

the month of March — for Alaska as a whole — will be the 29th month since January 2013 to be ranked in the warmest ten percent since 1925. And it's likely to get even warmer as we round out the month. On Saturday, villages along the northern coast of Alaska, right on the Arctic Ocean, are expected to spike to 40 degrees Fahrenheit above normal. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/alaska-temperatures-expected-to-soar-40-degrees-above-normal-this-weekend/

Trump’s health care agenda keeps running aground, again and again, in the courts.

Unable to pass a health care bill in Congress, the Trump administration decided to use regulations to roll back the Affordable Care Act and reshape Medicaid. But those plans have been blocked repeatedly by the judiciary. This week alone, federal judges ruled against Medicaid work requirements and association health plans, two signature Trump proposals. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/29/18286779/trump-health-care-federal-judge-obamacare-medicaid

3.29.2019
Barr continues to be dishonest. On Sunday he said his letter "summarize[d] the principal conclusions reached by the Special Counsel and the results of his investigation." Today he says it was only a summary of "the principal conclusions" and complains of “some media reports and other public statements mischaracterizing [his initial statement] as a ‘summary’”
https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1111710723976118274
https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1111721220356165632
“Barr indicated in his letter that no one, incl Congress, will get to see the unredacted Mueller report. If that stands, there's no way for anyone to verify whether his redactions were reasonable & necessary for nat sec reasons or whether they were only necessary to protect Trump.”
https://bylinetimes.com/2019/03/31/attorney-general-barrs-new-letter-lays-out-his-latest-coverup-scheme/
“It's pretty fucking cheeky of Barr to TELL Congress that he'd show to SJC before HJC, when the latter is the one with the Constitutional prerogatives here.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1111733929801846784
During a brief news conference he held at Mar-a-Lago on Friday afternoon, President Donald Trump claimed that closing the border with Mexico would be a “profit-making operation” because of the United States’ trade deficit with its southern neighbor. …  that is not at all how trade works.  https://www.vox.com/2019/3/29/18287491/trump-closing-border-mexico-trade-not-how-it-works
Maria Butina getting sent home https://twitter.com/big_cases/status/1111726749883207680
Trump administration officials “past and present have told us that Trump savors news coverage that shows him acting unilaterally. ... Even — one source said especially — when it involved like overriding members of his own administration.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/29/18286781/trump-michigan-rally-great-lakes

the full Mueller report is nearly 400 pages long, excluding tables and appendices. https://cdn.vox-cdn.com/uploads/chorus_asset/file/15995648/AGLetter32919.0.pdf

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s national poll numbers are pretty bad — and conservative media attacks appear to be a key reason why. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/28/18285533/aoc-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-poll-favorables-media

There's a truly incredible Qanon account on Instagram with +11k followers that's been pumping out totally fake quotes attributed to Beto, AOC, Bernie Sanders, John McCain, Kamala Harris. https://twitter.com/CraigSilverman/status/1109506603420532736

at the end of March — weeks before the Special Counsel Report was released on April 18 — The Justice Dept’s “Special Counsel’s Office” webpage was altered: an email specifically for media inquiries was removed. http://sunlightfoundation.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/MR-4-Removal-of-Media-Email-from-Special-Counsel-page-190419.pdf

3.28.2019
Since his obviously limited summary released Sunday night, DOJ has been refusing to provide basic transparency about the Mueller Report or its plans for release. That refusal is best exemplified by DOJ’s unwillingness to reveal how long the Mueller Report is. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/03/29/pressure-works-after-four-days-william-barr-capitulates-and-gives-an-estimated-page-count/
On the same day Giuliani said he handed his Ukraine packet to Pompeo, two phone calls are added to Pompeo’s calendar: a 20-minute call with Giuliani on Friday, March 29; a 20-minute call with Nunes on Monday, April 1 https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1199338855033458688
Trump holds yet another demagoguing “rally” and tells shit tons of lies https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/29/18286781/trump-michigan-rally-great-lakes
Trump also says, of House Intelligence Committee chair: “Little pencil-neck Adam Schiff. He has the smallest, thinnest neck I have ever seen. He is not a long-ball hitter.” https://www.vox.com/2019/3/29/18287003/trump-schiff-grand-rapids-michigan-speech

Trump told Senate Republicans this week, during a private luncheon, that he thought Puerto Rico was getting too much relief aid compared to other states. This comes after the president privately told aides he didn’t want “another single dollar going to the island,” the Washington Post reported. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/puerto-rico-faces-food-stamps-crisis-as-trump-privately-vents-about-federal-aid-to-hurricane-maria-battered-island/2019/03/25/ade500fe-4cb3-11e9-b79a-961983b7e0cd_story.html?utm_term=.069d2cd6e520

Instead of cooperating with congressional investigations in an effort to prove he has nothing to hide, Trump’s strategy seems to be to try and portray Democrats as being out to get him — even if that means resorting to insults of unprecedented crudeness for a president to make about members of Congress in a public setting. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/29/18287003/trump-schiff-grand-rapids-michigan-speech

3.27.2019
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) “Special Counsel’s Office” page (Webpage 1) was altered at the end of March 2019 to remove the “FOR MEDIA INQUIRIES” header and the media inquiries email address in the page’s sidebar. http://sunlightfoundation.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/MR-4-Removal-of-Media-Email-from-Special-Counsel-page-190419.pdf
Three days after Attorney General William Barr sent Congress his four-page letter on the “principal conclusions” of the Russia investigation, special counsel Robert Mueller sent a letter to the attorney general objecting to how he’d framed the probe’s findings. He then goes on to inform Barr that he has included with his letter introductions and executive summaries for each volume of the 448-page report. Mueller adds that the documents already include required redactions. “Accordingly,” he writes, “the enclosed documents are in a form that can be released to the public consistent with the legal requirements and Department policies. I am requesting you provide these materials to Congress and authorize their public release at this time.” But Barr didn’t release those introductions and executive summaries as Mueller asked. Instead, he let the “public confusion” fester for nearly four more weeks before finally releasing the full report (with redactions) on April 18. https://www.vox.com/2019/5/1/18525296/mueller-report-letter-william-barr-testimony

Hollow cutout Beto O’Rourke is “very good at using social media to get people talking about him. ‘When you stick your iPhone in your mouth at the dentist, it garners attention’” FML 
https://www.vox.com/2019/3/29/18285563/elizabeth-warren-beto-orourke-sanders-2020-gender

3.26.2019
Rockland county in New York declares a state of emergency after more than 100 people were diagnosed with measles. https://abcn.ws/2JFhZvH
US will dramatically expand its efforts to deny funding to overseas aid groups and health organizations that provide abortion services, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said Tuesday. The move will undermine a broad array of health programs focused on HIV, malaria, maternal and child health, and likely result in more unsafe abortions https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/26/politics/global-gag-rule-expansion-pompeo/index.html
Trump’s AG Barr floats plan  to suppress even a redacted version of the full Mueller report. He proposes to write a summary of the Mueller report, and send that instead.  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/26/us/politics/mueller-investigation-watergate.html
George Papadopolous confirms he’s seeking a pardon from Trump telling CNN “my understanding is that they have formally applied for one. If offered one, it would be an honor to accept.” https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1110636154955722753
Trump nominates D.C. attorney Christopher Landau as the next ambassador to Mexico. While an accomplished lawyer, Landau’s credentials for the Mexico assignment are virtually nonexistent https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/03/christopher-landau-ambassador-to-mexico-donald-trump.html

Giuliani briefed Pompeo in late March on claims about Biden, Yovanovitch, etc. Pompeo called back & asked "Do you have any backup?" So Giuliani had notes of his Ukrainian interviews hand-delivered to Pompeo in a Trump DC envelope. https://twitter.com/kenvogel/status/1198410926581571586

the Trump administration is pushing the EPA to overturn a long-established scientific consensus that fine particulate pollution (colloquially “soot”) kills people.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/29/18286853/trump-epa-air-pollution-soot

In California, everyone’s after whatever water they can get. Because of the low supply, the Palo Verde Irrigation District is currently three years into a 30-year fallowing contract – when farmers are paid not to plant a portion of their fields so the water can instead be sent to cities – with the Metropolitan Water District, which supplies water to big cities like San Diego and Los Angeles. Fondomonte inherited a fallowing contract, so they are restricted from planting a portion of their land each year. This drives the company mad… https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/mar/25/california-water-drought-scarce-saudi-arabia

The NRA will oppose the Violence Against Women Act over “red flag” gun provisions Democrats added. This comes after a Monday conference call during which GOP urged NRA to key vote to give their members political cover. https://twitter.com/dnewhauser/status/1110671592730824704

3.25.2019
Republican Senate leader McConnell says "it is deeply disturbing" that the Obama administration wasn't prepared for Russian threats in election meddling. (McConnell of course actively opposed any such preparation throughout the autumn of 2016.) https://twitter.com/Journo_Christal/status/1110280897453010946
White House press secretary uses official account to broadcast “Mueller Madness” trolling graphic, promoting false narrative of “collusion” accusations (a concept primarily introduced by the Trump White House) being disproved by a report which remains private https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1110350183685128198
Republican Rep. Mo Brooks quoted Hitler's Mein Kampf yesterday on the House floor—from a section which was literally about how evil Jewish people are https://twitter.com/4everNeverTrump/status/1110576816773750784
March 25, the day after Barr released a summary of the Mueller report, Parnas posted photos from what he called a celebratory dinner with the Trump legal team at  Trump's hotel in DC. “The grifters really appear to have been part of Trump entire legal team.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1186256038212845568
3rd person affected by mass school shootings ends their own life in one week

“Even though it is a legal fallacy to claim that obstructing justice is no big deal unless the person interfering with a legitimate inquiry is guilty of an underlying crime – just ask Richard Nixon – it has become a political reality in our time. This is a reality that the Barr letter exploited” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/apr/01/congress-must-investigate-trump-but-it-must-also-be-strategic-about-it

Barr’s choice, to decide in Trump’s favor the question of presidential guilt that Mueller had left open, did more than merely get out front of the news cycle. Critically, both Barr’s original letter claiming to summarize Mueller’s principal conclusions before the report’s release and his Senate testimony dovetail with the Boyd letter denying the House access to the Mueller evidence. By narrowly framing Mueller’s investigation and the resulting report as merely another criminal case over which Barr as AG has the final say, Barr effectively rescinds or nullifies Mueller’s implied invitation to Congress to take over where he left off.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/05/william-barr-jerry-nadler-subpoena-mueller-report-congress-impeachment.html

Attorney General Barr has admitted that he did not look at the underlying evidence in the Mueller investigation before single-handedly closing the matter. https://twitter.com/SenKamalaHarris/status/1126590540961783810

Following the release of the Mueller report last month, the president wanted McGahn to publicly state that he did not consider the request to remove Mueller from the Russia investigation obstruction of justice, the New York Times and Wall Street Journal report. McGahn refused to do so. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/11/18581249/donald-trump-don-mcgahn-obstruction-justice-statement
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/10/us/politics/mcgahn-trump-obstruction.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/don-mcgahn-rebuffed-white-house-request-to-say-trump-didnt-obstruct-justice-11557525630

3.24.2019
Burial of the report begins. After 48 hours sitting on the Mueller report in private, Trump’s attorney general releases a political statement announcing that he will pursue no action
The summary is 4 pages. There's not a single full sentence in it that's quoted the Mueller report. Every quote from the Mueller report itself is a partial sentence.
Apparently Mueller left the decision on obstruction to an attorney general who criticized his investigation and a deputy attorney general whose memo was used to fire Comey.
Barr and Rosenstein then took it upon themselves to make and disclose a prosecution decision re the President's potential obstruction of justice (despite the OLC memo saying Trump can't be prosecuted in office). Problems: Before he took office, Barr wrote a memo preemptively attacking the obstruction component of Mueller's investigation. Rosenstein was part of the conduct (firing Comey) that the investigation would have examined. Both the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General, in other words, had highly compelling reasons to recuse themselves from making any decision about whether Trump obstructed justice. They made the decision anyway, and in a manner that appears to serve their own interests. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1109907409479319552
the precedent for investigations that raise potential *obstruction* by a President is that Congress decides, or chooses whether to decide the issue (Clinton, Nixon) — not that an A.G. steps in to short-circuit the process. https://twitter.com/AriMelber/status/1109915542654197760
Barr prejudged the obstruction issue and put it in writing over a year ago https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1109953697721827328
Barr gave Trump a pass on obstruction despite the fact that the president -- whose intent was central question of the investigation -- never had to answer one question under oath about why he took the actions he had related to the investigation. https://twitter.com/nytmike/status/1109930130191855617
during his confirmation hearing, Barr point blank said that a person could not lawfully issue a pardon in exchange of someone’s promise not to incriminate him. We know Trump has repeatedly floated pardons to witnesses who have, in hopes of obtaining a pardon, not incriminated him. That’s true of Paul Manafort most of all. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/03/24/how-william-barr-did-old-man-back-flips-to-avoid-arresting-donald-trump/
Some things Trump has done that the Attorney General says amount to a crime: 1) Floated pardons to at least 3 people 2) Had his lawyer edit false testimony 3) Draft a statement that became false testimony https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1109563837819351041
The letter usually accounts for what's already become public (all indictments, most obstruction evidence) but it doesn't for the "multiple offers from Russian-affiliated individuals to assist the Trump campaign." https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1109926685552660480
In giving Trump the all-clear on obstruction charges, Barr appears not to have considered whether Trump obstructed the actual crime in question. He instead considered whether the president obstructed a different crime. This is the legal sleight of hand that has allowed Barr to proclaim that Trump will not be charged. https://newrepublic.com/article/153384/yes-trump-obstructed-justice-william-barr-helping-cover-up
Deputy AG Rosenstein claims that the full results of the Mueller investigation can’t be shared with Congress https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/03/24/rod-rosensteins-unfortunate-vocabulary-defining-a-criminal-investigation-by-links-and-collusion/
In statements Rosenstein also used the word “collusion,” which started to be politicized by March 2017
collusion is not a legal term, and that the special counsel’s mission was to investigate “links and/or coordination” with the Russians. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/03/barr-mueller/585628/
Meanwhile the Trump White House is promoting “total and complete exoneration” though even the summary report literally includes the lines “While this report does not conclude that the President committed a crime, it also does not exonerate him.”
The NY Times basically falls in line with the Trump narrative with a misleading banner headline

Reality check
Trump pursued a ridiculously lucrative $300 million real estate deal even though the deal would use sanctioned banks, involve a former GRU officer as a broker, and require Putin’s personal involvement at least through July 2016.
The Russians chose to alert the campaign that they planned to dump Hillary emails, again packaging it with the promise of a meeting with Putin.
After the Russians had offered those emails and at a time when the family was pursuing that $300 million real estate deal, Don Jr took a meeting offering dirt on Hillary Clinton as “part of Russia and its government’s support for Mr. Trump.” At the end (per the sworn testimony of four people at the meeting) he said his father would revisit Magnitsky sanctions relief if he won. Contrary to the claim made in a statement authored by Trump, there was some effort to follow up on Jr’s assurances after the election.
The campaign asked rat-fucker Roger Stone to optimize the WikiLeaks releases and according to Jerome Corsi he had some success doing so.
In what Andrew Weissmann called a win-win (presumably meaning it could help Trump’s campaign or lead to a future business gig for him), Manafort provided Konstantin Kilimnik with polling data that got shared with Ukrainian and Russian oligarchs. At the same meeting, he discussed a “peace” plan for Ukraine that would amount to sanctions relief.
Trump undercut Obama’s response to the Russian hacks in December 2016, in part because he believed retaliation for the hacks devalued his victory. Either for that reason, to pay off Russia, and/or to pursue his preferred policy, Trump tried to mitigate any sanctions, an attempt that has (with the notable exception of those targeting Oleg Deripaska) been thwarted by Congress.

3.23.2019
CNN literally publishes this: “President Trump was on the tiled patio of Mar-a-Lago, bathed in golden light, with his wife and son Barron, who had reached teenagerhood two days earlier”  https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1109585387259875329
Trump administration begins stalling on release to Congress of “principal conclusions” of SC investigation report; “Earlier today we heard it might come in the late afternoon. … the longer Barr holds back the conclusions the more apparent it becomes that a Trump appointee is curating them.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1109509426032111616
“The WH is giving away the game by waiting to decide on asserting executive privilege until they know whether the report is damning or not. Either you care about the principle of exec priv or you don’t - it’s not a shield to protect disclosure of inappropriate behavior.” https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1109464300287074304

Oregon had a wildfire this week. (In March) https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1110615650550988805

Among Special Counsel Mueller report findings
Trump personally knew WikiLeaks was going to release illegally stolen, hacked information ahead of time—yet instead of expressing alarm, his campaign planned its press strategy around the release.
Trump personally directed members of his campaign to find the 30,000 missing (i.e. stolen & hacked by Russians) Clinton emails—they tried to do so, but were unsuccessful.
Trump’s campaign manager, Paul Manafort, secretly shared polling data on “battleground states” with a known Russian operative at a time that Russians were engaging in a social media disinformation campaign targeting American voters.
Trump ordered his former campaign manager, Corey Lewandowski, to tell AG Sessions to constrain the scope of the Mueller investigation to just future election interference.
https://twitter.com/SenBlumenthal/status/1138261522709397505

3.22.2019
Special Counsel announces completion of his investigation
At present a ton of key questions remain unanswered, publicly https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/03/questions-mueller-probe-raised-about-trump/585526/
Based on early appearances, Mueller has left us essentially where the FBI investigation started--a bunch of troubling contacts between Trump associates (some w/ colorful pasts) and Russia, but no clear view of whether they were independent efforts or coordinated within the campaign.
The center of the entire investigation—Trump—has never been deposed
Don Jr. escaped charges in the Mueller probe despite the meeting he took with a Kremlin-linked lawyer at Trump Tower during the 2016 campaign 
Mueller has been litigating a subpoena since August 2018, won at the District Court and Circuit Court, is waiting on a likely denial of certiorari from SCOTUS, and decided "nah, I don't need those documents to finish up”?  https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1109249766649675780 
"Several days ago the Special Counsel notified [Miller’s attorneys] that they are still interested in having Andrew Miller testify before the grand jury…” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1109253782318317568
apparently a candidate for the US Congress, who requested and received stolen materials directly from the (disguised) Russian conspirators, won't be named or charged https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1109222800038989825
Jerome Corsi, who was presented a plea deal by SCO, will not be charged. "They lost," he tells me. "They tried to give me a plea deal that was a lie and I exposed it....I'm vindicated. I'm done." https://twitter.com/PostRoz/status/1109220395645915136
This comes one month, one week and one day after Trumpworld flack Matt Schlapp gloated that the confirmation of William Barr as Trump’s attorney general meant “Mueller will be gone soon”
Mueller deputy Andrew Weissman later said they proved Trump committed obstruction of justice but Mueller team was too timid to say it explicitly. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/09/andrew-weissmann-mueller-book-where-law-ends/616395/
Investigation was considerably limited
Encryption or evidence destruction prevented Mueller from clarifying details of the handoff to WikiLeaks, Gates’ sharing (on Manafort’s orders) of polling data with Russia, Manafort’s communications with various people, and Erik Prince and Steve Bannon’s communications about the Seychelles meeting with Kirill Dmitriev
Mueller did not pursue the role of Trump and other associates’ lawyers’ substantial, known role in obstruction
Mueller likely did not pursue an interview with Julian Assange (and other media figures), because that would violate US Attorney Handbook warnings against compelling the sharing of journalism work product to investigate a crime related to that work product
Some foreigners avoided cooperating with the investigation by staying out of the country; Emin Agalarov canceled an entire US tour to avoid testifying about what kind of dirt he offered Don Jr
Both Donald Trumps refused to be interviewed
President Trump refused to answer all questions pertaining to his actions after inauguration, all but one question about the Transition, and all questions about sanctions; his other answers were largely contemptuous and in a number of cases conflict with his own public statements or the testimony of his associates
Did someone in the White House simply decline to turn over the May 10 memorandum as described to the Washington Post, in which case someone obstructed justice? Or did someone send the May 10 memorandum to the same place the reports of the Trump-Zelensky phone call of July 2019 went? Locked down on a separate electronics system that Mueller didn’t know about? https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/09/white-house-hide-memo-trump-meeting-russia-sergei-lavrov-robert-mueller.html
The details of Roger Stone’s subsequent trial added to a long-standing mystery around the wider Mueller probe. Why did it close shop back in April? “If he had waited until these facts became public,” Barbara McQuade said, “the reaction to the report would have been very different.” https://twitter.com/dsamuelsohn/status/1194416767952662528
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/16/the-scope-and-results-of-the-mueller-report/
Essentially, Mueller has laid out a model that federal prosecutors can investigate the sitting president for crimes, but that they should not make any conclusion about whether he committed a crime. In a sense, this does seem to place the president above the law. To be clear — this was Mueller’s own choice. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/31/18645173/mueller-report-barr-trump-obstruction
Trump lied to Robert Mueller in his sworn answers https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/21/michael-cohens-hpsci-testimony-proves-trump-lied-in-his-answers-to-mueller/
Trump in a tweet reversed his Treasury Department’s decision on sanctions against North Korea, with his press secretary saying he was doing it because he “likes Chairman Kim.” https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/22/donald-trump-lifts-latest-sanctions-north-korea
Trump did not cancel previously imposed sanctions, he cancelled a classified round of large-scale North Korea sanctions that would've been a total secret had he not tweeted it out https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-cancels-some-sanctions-aimed-at-north-korea-contradicting-treasury-dept/2019/03/22/6ecb2732-4cd0-11e9-93d0-64dbcf38ba41_story.html?utm_term=.8dce3ec6df48
Trump announced on Friday that he intends to nominate one of his former campaign advisers, Stephen Moore, to fill one of the two open seats on the Federal Reserve Board. Moore is a staunch Trump loyalist who co-authored the book “Trumponomics” … Like Trump, Moore in recent months has strongly spoken out against current Fed Chairman Jerome Powell … he is a climate change denier who once said on CNN that scientists lie about climate science to get “really, really, really rich.” … etc., etc., etc. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/22/18277635/stephen-moore-nominated-to-federal-reserve-board
DOJ’s legal opinion appears to establish a general loophole in FARA that allows corporations that are wholly owned by a foreign state-owned company to obscure the full extent of their influence efforts in the United States … it seems to have been put in place in response to a request from a company owned by the Saudi Arabian government https://www.citizensforethics.org/loophole-saudi-aramco-lobbyists-fara/
At Mar-a-Lago, guests partied with former Rep. Mark Foley and ate images of Abraham Lincoln wearing a Trump hat.  https://www.politico.com/amp/story/2019/03/23/mueller-report-lindsey-graham-trump-1233186?__twitter_impression=true
At a Twitter all-hands meeting on March 22, an employee asked a blunt question: Twitter has largely eradicated Islamic State propaganda off its platform. “Why can’t it do the same for white supremacist content?” … In separate discussions verified by Motherboard, that employee said Twitter hasn’t taken the same aggressive approach to white supremacist content because the collateral accounts that are impacted can, in some instances, be Republican politicians.  https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/a3xgq5/why-wont-twitter-treat-white-supremacy-like-isis-because-it-would-mean-banning-some-republican-politicians-too 

Counties that had hosted a 2016 Trump campaign rally saw a 226 percent increase in reported hate crimes over comparable counties that did not host such a rally. And he never stopped staging these rallies. https://wapo.st/2OhR3kg

“If our politics is becoming less rational, crueller and more divisive, this rule of public life is partly to blame: the more disgracefully you behave, the bigger the platform the media will give you. If you are caught lying, cheating, boasting or behaving like an idiot, you’ll be flooded with invitations to appear on current affairs programmes. If you play straight, don’t expect the phone to ring.” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/mar/22/political-monsters-media-jacob-rees-mogg-platforms
https://www.vox.com/2019/3/22/18275835/fox-news-trump-propaganda-tom-rosenstiel

A recent survey of commercial beekeepers showed that 50 billion bees – more than seven times the world’s human population – were wiped out in a few months during winter 2018-19. This is more than one-third of commercial US bee colonies, the highest number since the annual survey started in the mid-2000s. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/07/honeybees-deaths-almonds-hives-aoe

3.21.2019
“Today we learned that Jared Kushner converses with MbS on WhatsApp that is only preserved according to PRA by his personal lawyer. And we heard that the White House was effectively protecting Trump's convos with Putin using same language they used to protect top advisor convos.”
letter telling House Oversight that POTUS doesn't have to share foreign policy discussions significantly conflates discussion of foreign leaders and national security advisors, as if Putin is both. https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000169-a165-d9c1-a7ef-f5effbf10001
Jared Kushner’s attorney told the House Oversight Committee that Kushner uses private apps and personal email to communicate about official White House matters with foreign leaders — a violation of a law governing White House records and official policy. https://n.pr/2TtwaUw
“Kushner's lawyer told lawmakers he screenshots messages to preserve them.”
Ivanka Trump doesn't forward email she receives to her official White House account unless she replies. Cummings says this "would appear to violate the Presidential Records Act." https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1108775626973028352
Trump, Pence, Kushner, and Ivanka have all used unsecure, illegal, methods of communication. Yet, coverage of all those infractions COMBINED doesn’t come close to the coverage of Hillary’s emails.  https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1108782740193841153
KT McFarland used an AOL email to participate in Flynn’s shady nuclear deal to transfer US nuclear technology to Saudi Arabia for private profit https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1108789693431324674
Fox’s Laura Ingraham display’s Talia Lavin face to 2.5 million viewers and calls her a "little journo-terrorist." https://twitter.com/chick_in_kiev/status/1108932376028078080
Trump Org now selling merch with the White House on it. https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1108730622661611520
bit.ly/2OpoXE5 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection officials are defending the decision to detain a 9-year-old girl who officers said provided inconsistent information during her inspection. http://on.nbc7.com/XzGk0AP
Trump gleefully pressed on another culture war hot button Thursday afternoon, issuing an executive order that’s supposed to address allegedly serious threats to free speech on America’s college campuses. The order itself does very little in practical terms… It reflects, instead, the degree to which the conservative movement, joined by a few prominent “anti–political correctness crusaders,” has created a panic about the limitation of free speech on college campuses https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/21/18275839/trump-free-speech-executive-order-turning-point-usa
Meanwhile Laura Ingraham’s Thursday night Fox News show aired two segments about college campuses: One was about the importance of free speech. The other was bashing New York University for hiring controversial left-leaning journalist Talia Lavin to teach a course about reporting on the far-right. The segments, per Media Matters’ Andrew Lawrence, ran within 20 minutes of each other. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/22/18277198/trump-free-speech-fox-laura-ingraham-talia-lavin
After invoking the Fifth Amendment, Roger Stone brags on Instagram about telling House Judiciary Committee to "pound sand." Stone's lawyer: "This reply in response to the request by you, is written with the utmost respect for the Committee and its staff." https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1108810717128507392

Meanwhile, State governments have passed laws and issued regulations on the issue, efforts that the New York Times reports are “funded in part by big-money Republican donors” in a “growing and well-organized campaign that has put academia squarely in the crosshairs of the American right.” In Wisconsin, the strictest of these states, rules drafted by the state university’s board of regents allow students to be expelled if they are found to have disrupted the speech of other students three times — a targeting of activists that represents a clear threat to student free speech and political activity. This is not what a value-neutral, principled defense of free speech looks like.

A catastrophe is unfolding in the wake of Cyclone Idai, which hit the southern African countries of Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Malawi last week. The storm brought intense, flooding rain and an estimated 13 feet of deadly storm surge to some coastal areas in Mozambique. The result of all that water: An “inland ocean” has formed near the Mozambique coastal city of Beira. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/3/22/18277238/cyclone-idai-mozambique-flood-how-to-help-zimbabwe-malawi

Fox News has gotten in the habit of pushing a false talking point about the origins of special counsel investigation — that it began after Sen. John McCain (R-AZ) in 2016 alerted the FBI to the Steele dossier, an unverified intelligence document that contains a number of claims, some of them far-fetched, about the Trump campaign’s dealings with Russia. This is false. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/22/18277089/fox-news-steele-dossier-lie-trump-witch-hunt

3.20.2019
Utter shitshow of a day. Trump makes crazy statements about GM, John McCain; these dominate the day’s media narrative along with a fake-feud with George Conway, and shallow Democratic primary content. (And Devin Nunes’s cow.) Heaven forbid anything of real substance break through.
Wednesday’s speech was far from the first time Trump has falsely taken credit for Veterans Choice, but it’s the first time he’s used that false claim to demean the man who actually created the program. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/21/18275624/trump-mccain-veterans-choice-ohio
Trump made remarks at an Ohio tank factory the Army wanted to close. The factory, which Trump wants to stay open, is funded to produce additional tanks that go into storage. U.S. fought its last tank battle 28 years ago. https://twitter.com/weinbergersa/status/1108383246948204544
Meanwhile, “China has granted preliminary approval for 38 new Trump trademarks, paving the way for President Donald Trump and his family to develop a host of branded businesses from hotels to insurance to bodyguard and escort services, public documents show”  https://www.businessinsider.com/ap-china-grants-preliminary-approval-to-38-new-trump-trademarks-2017-3
The American Bar Association is proposing a major overhaul of the US immigration system, calling the courts that decide whether to deport immigrants "irredeemably dysfunctional."
"The immigration courts are facing an existential crisis," the association says in a report released Wednesday. "The current system is irredeemably dysfunctional and on the brink of collapse." https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/american-bar-association-immigration-court/index.html
Disney’s $71.3 billion purchase of the film and TV assets held by 21st Century Fox — the company behind everything from the Alien movies to The Simpsons — is one of the biggest media mergers ever. It also marks the first time a major movie studio has simply ceased to exist as an independent entity since the decay of MGM in the 1980s, taking the number of big movie studios in Hollywood from six down to five (Disney, Warner Bros., Sony, Universal, and Paramount). And as of 12:02 am Eastern time on Wednesday, March 20, 2019, the merger is officially complete.  https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/3/20/18273477/disney-fox-merger-deal-details-marvel-x-men

A police officer wearing a t-shirt with a white supremacist symbol & the grim reaper holding a rifle & police badge seen in DC Superior Court is just part of a larger phenomenon of white supremacists who have infiltrated police departments across the US. https://theappeal.org/the-epidemic-of-white-supremacist-police-4992cb7ad97a/#.XJJeqvgi_Kw.twitter

a group of hardcore climate change deniers and contrarians linked to the administration is organising a petition in support of a new panel being set up by the National Security Council to promote an alternative official explanation for climate change. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/mar/20/donald-trump-stalinist-techniques-climate-science

3.19.2019
Trump welcomes fascist Jair Bolsonaro to White House, tells Bolsonaro that Brazil and US "have never been closer" and announces intent to designate Brazil as "major non-NATO ally" https://twitter.com/AFP/status/1108066159897833475
https://twitter.com/Yamiche/status/1108069983752458241
Trump, sitting next to the Brazilian president at the White House, attacks McCain again, says he’s “very unhappy” with a person who has been dead since last year https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1108044768943267841
Trump announced his decision to recognize Israeli sovereignty over the Golan Heights on Twitter https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/03/22/trumps-golan-fiasco-226102
Florida legislature moves toward imposing poll tax on reenfranchised felons https://twitter.com/Taniel/status/1108030465699729408
https://twitter.com/ajplus/status/1108079748809252864
Illegitimate Supreme Court majority rules 5–4 that ICE may arrest and detain an unauthorized immigrant *indefinitely* once he has been taken into criminal custody. Doesn't matter if he was released from custody months or even years ago. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1108008386002604033
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/19/18272874/preap-nielsen-indefinite-detention-dissent
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/18pdf/16-1363_a86c.pdf
“we are at a point as a nation that Reince Priebus joined the Navy and most of us didn’t even notice because of all the other crazy shit that’s going on” https://twitter.com/erinscafe/status/1108124747806572544

a report commissioned by the Senate Intelligence Committee just last yr declared that “Instagram was perhaps the most effective platform for the Internet Research Agency” to spread misinformation. https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2019/03/instagram-is-the-internets-new-home-for-hate/585382/
As of Tues, 3 of the top 12 Instagram posts for the hashtag #vaccines were promoting anti-vaxx messages.
“5 videos of the Christchurch shooting were in my feed on Monday, another on Tuesday. ALL were claiming the attack was a false flag”
Recent posts on The Typical Liberal, a meme acct w/ nearly 1 million followers which claims to be “saving GenZ one meme at a time" include a joke about running over protesters in the street and an Infowars video posted to IGTV
“Far-right influencers are adopting Instagram-influencer strategies to normalize themselves,"
Last year, Instagram restricted API access following several FB data privacy scandals, which has stunted research efforts by academics focused on the spread of misinformation and extremism on the platform
Insta is the default social platform for young ppl, has far more cultural relevance than FB, it's an engagement machine, yet it's incredibly hard for researchers to pull data from. 

Right-wing comedian Owen Benjamin produces near-daily live content for an audience that calls itself the “Unbearables.” Lately, Benjamin has been spouting bizarre conspiracy theories and anti-Semitic remarks. Recently, his tone became violent when he said he has not yet started considering “Who needs to die?”—but that he could soon reach that point. http://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/owen-benjamins-rhetoric-is-growing-more-extreme/

Numerous Trump media figures and pols are mounting ruinous libel and defamation suits that are ridiculous on their face as to the law but meant to impose a shattering price in legal fees for any kind of aggressive coverage or satire. https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1107821112732381185

The federal government is relying on secret shelters to hold unaccompanied minors, in possible violation of the long-standing rules for the care of immigrant children https://www.revealnews.org/article/us-government-uses-several-clandestine-shelters-to-detain-immigrant-children/

The AP looked at 424 weather stations throughout the US lower 48 states that had consistent temperature records since 1920 and counted how many times daily hot temperature records were tied or broken and how many daily cold records were set. In a stable climate, the numbers should be roughly equal. Since 1999, the ratio has been two warm records set or broken for every cold one. In 16 of the last 20 years, there have been more daily high temperature records than low. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/mar/19/climate-change-temperatures-weather-us-news

3.18.2019
U.S. State Dept is holding a special informational call today. But the State Dep’t press corps wasn’t invited. Being told it’s for “faith-based media only” https://twitter.com/MichLKosinski/status/1107706265147531265
The State Department won't release any transcript of Pompeo's briefing with "faith-based media only," nor a list of who was invited, who attended, and whether a range of faiths was included. https://twitter.com/MichLKosinski/status/1107822734803910656
that decision — along with similar moves made by the Pentagon, the end of regular White House press briefings, and the president’s regular attacks on the media — signifies the extent to which the Trump administration is willing to ostracize outlets that cover it critically https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/19/18272529/mike-pompeo-briefing-faith-based-media
White House counselor Kellyanne Conway wants people to study the Christchurch shooter’s manifesto — even if that means exposing themselves to white supremacist ideology. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/18/18270881/kellyanne-conway-new-zealand-mosque-shooter-manifesto-fox-news
https://themikerothschild.com/2019/03/18/trump-qanon-conway-manifesto/
Inciting hatred towards Muslims is part of a multimillion-dollar propaganda business funded by some of the most prominent right-wing donors and organizations in the United States, including many that have direct ties to the Trump administration.  https://bylinetimes.com/2019/03/18/robert-mercer-is-fueling-a-multimillion-dollar-anti-muslim-propaganda-industry/

After decimating journalism, particularly local media, Facebook claims that it wants to promote local news more but can’t find much https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1107668005629186048
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-wants-to-feed-users-more-local-news-there-just-isnt-enough-of-it-11552903201

The US president has retweeted at least four white nationalist accounts that were later suspended https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/03/trump-white-nationalist-accounts-suspended-retweets.html

3.17.2019
Trump saw enemies everywhere, and his tweets reflected that, stoking new tensions and nursing past grievances. He took on “Saturday Night Live,” which on March 16 aired a rerun from Christmas, and suggested that the Federal Communications Commission “look into” late-night shows and examine them for anti-Trump bias. He accused Senator John McCain, who died of brain cancer last year, of collaborating with Democrats and claimed that Mr. McCain, a former prisoner of war, was “last in his class” at the Naval Academy. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/18/us/politics/trump-weekend-tweets.html
By 3pET Sunday, Trump this weekend has attacked - Fox News weekend anchors - McCain twice - Mueller report - GM - Local UAW leader - Google - HRC - SNL - Christopher Steele - Dems - Paris climate deal - And retweeted attacks on Mueller, McCabe, HRC https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1107357556392034310
Today, Trump retweeted: 1. A Pizzagate conspiracy theorist 2. A Qanon conspiracy theorist 3. A conspiracy theorist who believes the New Zealand massacre was a plot to limit gun rights https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1107442147278639105
the president of the United States once again has threatened to use the power of the federal government to punish a satire show because he doesn't like that they make fun of him. https://twitter.com/peterbakernyt/status/1107271263880278018

30 percent of Offutt Air base, Nebraska, home of US Strategic Command, is underwater after massive flooding. Comes months after Tyndall Air base in Fla. was wiped out in a hurricane. https://www.omaha.com/news/military/one-third-of-offutt-underwater-at-least-buildings-damaged-in/article_631f9b34-5271-50e8-b5eb-19f488daaf32.html
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/3/18/18271101/nebraska-flooding-photos

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo dismissed the threat posed by climate change even as the threat it poses to military installations became tangible https://wapo.st/2W8f7ZK

The United States and Saudi Arabia have hamstrung global efforts to scrutinise climate geoengineering in order to benefit their fossil fuel industries, according to multiple sources at the United Nations environment assembly, taking place this week in Nairobi. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/mar/18/us-and-saudi-arabia-blocking-regulation-of-geoengineering-sources-say

social media, often in combination with other factors, has proven itself an efficient radicalizer, in part because it allows for the easy formation of communities and in part because of its algorithms, used to convince people to stay just a little longer, watch one more video, click one more thing, generate a little more advertising revenue. https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/17/tech/youtube-facebook-twitter-radicalization-new-zealand/index.html
Twitter knows who the white supremacist accounts are and censors them in countries like Germany where hate speech laws are enforced, and they just don’t do that here or in the US because they want the engagements. https://twitter.com/meakoopa/status/1107379600622084101

7 U.S. Military Members Identified As Part Of White Nationalist Group https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-nationalists-military-identity-evropa_n_5c8ab70ae4b0d7f6b0f1094b

The mail bomber mentioned Trump. The Synagogue shooter mentioned Trump. The Coast guard white supremacist mentioned Trump. The New Zealand terrorist mentioned Trump. 

Republican Rep. Steve King shared a graphic that imagined “another civil war,” this time between red and blue states. “One side has about 8 trillion bullets… Wonder who would win...” The meme has since been removed from his Facebook page. King’s office did not immediately respond to HuffPost’s request for comment. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/steve-king-civil-war-graphic_n_5c8ef5b9e4b03e83bdc25c86

Trump administration meticulously tracking the menstrual cycles of teenage girls in ICE detention and holding those pregnant longer to prevent them from getting abortions. https://twitter.com/67jewelCDH/status/1106789809354244096

“From the American right’s fascination with supposed ‘no-go zones’ in Europe to the Australian right’s hysterics about the plight white South African farmers, white ‘nationalists’ are increasingly motivated by fantasies about white suffering in other countries.” https://twitter.com/dtsmith_sydney/status/1107745016493928448

In mid-March, the payday lending industry held its annual convention at the Trump National Doral hotel outside Miami. … inside the hotel, in a wood-paneled bar under golden chandeliers, the mood was celebratory. Payday lenders, many dressed in golf shirts and khakis, enjoyed an open bar and mingled over bites of steak and coconut shrimp. … The CFSA and its members have poured a total of about $1 million into the Trump Organization’s coffers through the two annual conferences [and his administration has responded with dramatically favorable policy reversals] https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-inc-podcast-payday-lenders-spent-1-million-at-a-trump-resort-and-cashed-in

3.15.2019
White nationalist murders nearly 50 Muslims in Christchurch, New Zealand mosque
massacre was livestreamed on Facebook, announced on 8chan, reposted on YouTube, commentated about on Reddit, and mirrored around the world before the tech companies could even react. https://twitter.com/drewharwell/status/1106403560969904128
As a shooting unfolds apparently inspired by white supremacists the president of the United States sends out a link to Breitbart “news” a website with white supremacist ties https://twitter.com/ndrew_lawrence/status/1106405565910134784
“every part of the Christchurch shooting was designed to exploit the internet and mainstream media's worst tendencies” https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2019/03/the-shooters-manifesto-was-designed-to-troll/585058/
The attacker issued manifesto citing U.S. right-wing extremism as inspiration https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/03/15/shootings-reported-mosques-christchurch-new-zealand/
Specifically he described President Donald Trump as “a symbol of renewed white identity and common purpose.” https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/3/16/18268856/new-zealand-shooter-white-nationalism-united-states
Trump’s rhetoric around both Muslims and immigrants echos some of the same exact tropes that white nationalist extremists frequently traffic in — and it has for a long time https://www.vox.com/2019/3/15/18267745/new-zealand-mosque-attack-invade-trump
By contrast Trump insists repeatedly that white nationalism is not a widespread threat https://twitter.com/AndrewBeatty/status/1106646940442255360
The 10th Circuit Judicial Council today denied petitions to review the earlier decision to dismiss the 83 ethics complaints filed against Kavanaugh; it shouldn't have handled the petitions for review because it was the council that did the first round of review, as opposed to the chief judge, which is the normal process https://twitter.com/ZoeTillman/status/1106633555969372160
Cyclone Idai smashed into the port city of Beria on the Indian Ocean on Friday… early reports from relief workers on the ground are grim. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/3/19/18272950/cyclone-idai-mozambique-zimbabwe-malawi

President Trump helped kick off the week with a tweet alleging that “Jewish people are leaving the Democratic Party” and citing a television appearance by a woman named Elizabeth Pipko from a group called Jexodus. He followed it up Friday morning with another “Jexodus” tweet that, again, seems to have been inspired by something he saw while watching cable news … the Jexodus “trend,” in addition to having a silly name, gives every appearance of being fake https://www.vox.com/2019/3/15/18267129/jexodus-trump-jews-democrats-israel

After 12 Republican senators join Democrats in voting to terminate Trump’s fake declaration of “national emergency,” Sen. Roy Blunt is disinvited from a local GOP gathering in Christian County, Missouri; many Missouri Republicans are outraged that Blunt dared disobey their precious fuehrer https://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/article228088259.html#storylink=cpy

3.14.2019
Trump: "I have the support of the police, the support of the military, the support of the Bikers for Trump — I have the tough people, but they don’t play it tough — until they [his opponents] go to a certain point and then it would be very bad, very bad." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1106195813309530113

A historic “bomb cyclone” storm is bringing strong winds, heavy snow, and rain Wednesday and Thursday to the central United States — from Minnesota all the way to Texas. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/13/18263630/bomb-cyclone-2019

If current trends continue, 2019 will be the worst year for measles in the United States in decades. https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/mar/15/measles-outbreak-vaccines-us-2019
As measles outbreaks sweep some states, legislators in Ohio House support rules making schools tell parents how easy it is to opt out of immunizations. https://www.daytondailynews.com/news/local/ohio-may-require-schools-tell-parents-how-easy-skip-vaccinations/O3Ivtrh59TWcBsFlQKj1AP/

3.13.2019
“In more than half a century in law, I have never before seen a lawyer rebuked in court for a false statement then go outside before cameras and repeat the same lie.” [Manafort’s lawyer just did this] https://twitter.com/walterdellinger/status/1105951421726375936

If Manafort had not gotten caught up in special counsel Robert Mueller’s Russia investigation, his lawyers argued to two different judges, he’d never have been arrested or charged for his myriad white-collar crimes. This is entirely true. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/13/18264082/paul-manafort-sentence-white-collar-crime

More than 1,200 species globally face threats to their survival in more than 90% of their habitat and “will almost certainly face extinction” without conservation intervention, according to new research. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/mar/13/almost-certain-extinction-1200-species-under-severe-threat-across-world

3.12.2019
the president of the United States gets his news on climate change from Fox & Friends appearances by an fossil fuel industry flack who falsely portrays himself as a Greenpeace co-founder https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/1105448725118402561
https://www.mediamatters.org/research/2014/02/27/who-is-patrick-moore-a-look-at-the-former-green/198266
The 6th Circuit, in an en banc decision with six judges dissenting, upheld an Ohio law that prohibits the health dept. from funding organizations like Planned Parenthood that provide abortions
US president actually writes this: “Airplanes are becoming far too complex to fly. Pilots are no longer needed, but rather computer scientists from MIT. I see it all the time in many products. Always seeking to go one unnecessary step further, when often old and simpler is far better. Split second decisions are….”  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1105468569800839169

The Navy and its contractors are "under cyber siege" by China and others, hemorrhaging national security secrets at a rate that threatens U.S. standing as the world's top military power, internal review finds https://twitter.com/dnvolz/status/1105537420852948992
https://www.wsj.com/articles/navy-industry-partners-are-under-cyber-siege-review-asserts-11552415553

3.11.2019
embedded in Trump’s proposal are some very good projections for economic growth — a little too good, probably, when compared to more realistic government and private estimates. The White House is estimating that the US economy will grow at a 3.2 percent rate in 2019 and then average about 3 percent growth annually for the next decade. By comparison, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that GDP growth will be 2.3 percent this year and then average 1.7 percent from 2020 through 2023 and 1.8 percent from 2024 to 2029. Goldman Sachs estimates GDP growth will slow to 2.5 percent this year; Morgan Stanley estimates 2.3 percent. “It’s a fake forecast,” says Mark Zandi, the chief economist at Moody’s Analytics https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/11/18260385/trump-budget-economic-growth-cbo
White House's proposed budget includes funding for a small children's health program sought by one of President Donald Trump's golfing buddies: Jack Nicklaus. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/11/trump-jack-nicklaus-1259949
Senate just advanced another one of Trump's nominees to a lifetime seat on a U.S. circuit court, Paul Matey. 50-44. Neither of his 2 home-state senators returned their blue slips, meaning they did not want Matey to move forward. GOP moved anyway. https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1105229820299042818
Sen. Bob Menendez is one of Matey's home-state senators. He reiterates GOP is moving fwd on Matey without his or Booker's support, and says the GOP falsely claimed the White House "meaningfully consulted" with them before nominating Matey. "That's simply not the case." https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1105229820299042818
In letters sent to around 30 constituents on Monday, Rep. Denver Riggleman (R-VA) falsely claimed he voted last month to block President Donald Trump’s declaration of emergency. His office chalked it up to a simple “mistake.” https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/a-mistake-gop-rep-falsely-claimed-he-opposed-trumps-emergency-declaration
Toward the end of the briefing, CNN’s Jim Acosta asked Sanders if she would at least agree that Trump’s superheated rhetoric is “sort of beneath everybody.” Sanders replied with a drastic escalation by resorting to a false talking point about Democrats and abortion. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/11/18260504/sarah-sanders-trump-jews-democrats-omar
West Virginia lawmakers just sided with Dow chemical - which argued it’s okay to poison West Virginia residents because they are “heavier” and “drink less water” https://www.register-herald.com/news/state_region/house-of-delegates-passes-bill-without-updated-human-health-water/article_793de696-6c5a-5189-bac1-e937c92822cc.html

“Remember when Republicans lost their fucking minds over a fabricated conspiracy theory about a sex ring run by Democrats? Now there is an ACTUAL sex ring run by Republicans selling access to the President and they are SILENT.” https://twitter.com/Mikel_Jollett/status/1104792976079773698

While Democrats' campaign launches have sucked up national attention, President Trump's re-election campaign has quietly spent nearly twice as much as the entire Democratic field combined on Facebook and Google ads, according to data from Facebook and Google's political ad transparency reports, aggregated by Bully Pulpit Interactive. Political advertising strategists say that this level of ad spend on digital platforms this early in the campaign season is unprecedented.  https://www.axios.com/another-trump-facebook-election-2020-5bb5ae11-23e4-42d9-8bc3-6cfa3289f970.html

“In this democracy, large, even overwhelming majorities cannot get the economic policies they want. Wealth tax: 74% support. Net Neutrality 83% support. Medicare negotiation of drug prices. 82% support.” https://twitter.com/superwuster/status/1093344967643353088

3.8.2019
A top Trump administration official has all but admitted that the US stance toward North Korea talks is now a hardline one. What this means, some analysts say, is that the American position will sink any chance for progress in US-North Korea negotiations over ending its nuclear program. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/8/18256179/north-korea-nuclear-trump-kim-step
Trump falsely claimed Friday morning that a federal judge concluded there was “NO COLLUSION” with Russia — when in fact, the judge said nothing of the kind. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/8/18255990/trump-manafort-sentencing-collusion-russia
Friday morning, President Donald Trump told reporters that Democrats “have become an anti-Jewish party.” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1104037047298416641
During a speech to Republican donors at his private Mar-a-Lago club that night, Trump reportedly went even further and said “the Democrats hate Jewish people.” https://www.axios.com/trump-rnc-donors-democrats-jewish-people-anti-semitism-94b86cee-d741-4ca8-be3d-4244326b2cb5.html

US Dept. of Defense wants to use poorly understood “AI” tech to increase “lethality.” They’ve already used it to assist with targeting for air strikes in Iraq & Syria.
complex AI tech is often immune to oversight. Even engineers can’t understand the decision-making process of a complex machine learning system, making it difficult (if not impossible) to understand system failures.
also vulnerable to hacking
we don’t know if that tech is being used outside Iraq & Syria, & we don’t know if it’s used by CIA, which has a lethal drone program & a big cloud computing contract w Amazon.
https://www.openthegovernment.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CDW-Report_FINAL-_Government-Inc.-Amazon-Government-Security-Secrecy-1.pdf

White House communications director and deputy chief of staff Bill Shine: Receives money from Fox; Strips Fox competitor of press credential; Ends regular press conferences, thereby giving Fox an advantage; Can't get financial disclosure approved; Quits abruptly
https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1104136761461145600

In an interview for the Al Jazeera English show “Head to Head,” Erik Prince (founder and former CEO of the notorious private security firm Blackwater, and younger brother of Trump’s Education Secretary Betsy DeVos) confirmed a 2016 meeting at Trump Tower for the first time. He said it was about “Iran policy.” However, he then proceeded to misrepresent his 2017 testimony to Congress — and contradicted himself in the process. https://theintercept.com/2019/03/08/erik-prince-trump-mehdi-hasan/

3.7.2019
Trump is now apparently defending the hush money payments to silence women during the campaign. Last April, Trump claimed he didn't know about the payments. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1103667918913576961
The Senate voted Thursday to confirm Eric Murphy to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 6th Circuit, meaning a 39-year-old lawyer who repeatedly led efforts to make it harder for people to vote will now be a lifetime federal judge. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-judge-voting-rights-eric-murphy_n_5c816e77e4b0e62f69eb055a
Trump campaign chair Paul Manafort was sentenced to 47 months in prison by a federal judge Thursday — in a far lighter sentence than was expected. Manafort had been convicted of eight counts of filing false tax returns, bank fraud, and failure to report foreign assets last August, in the only case brought by special counsel Robert Mueller that has gone to trial so far. But Judge T.S. Ellis III opined that Manafort had lived “an otherwise blameless life,” and that the probation office’s guideline sentence of 19 to 24 years would be “excessive,” https://www.vox.com/2019/3/7/18253686/paul-manafort-sentenced-mueller-trump-russia
“Judge Ellis repeatedly put a heavy thumb on the scale to undermine the government in front of the jury during the trial, and saw eight convictions come back anyway.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1103873120308355072
US House passes broad anti-hate resolution, crafted by Democrats after Rep. Ilhan Omar made comments that members of both parties interpreted as an allusion to “dual loyalty” stereotypes of American Jews. Twenty-three Republicans voted against the resolution, while Omar herself supported it. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/paulmcleod/ilhan-omar-house-resolution-vote

Former Hillary Clinton aides are, basically, actively pursuing what cannot be described as anything besides an organized revenge campaign against Senator Bernie Sanders https://www.vox.com/2019/3/8/18253459/hillary-clinton-bernie-sanders-2020-relitigate-primary

“we’re at a point where journalists are struggling to communicate the full scale of Trump’s corruption, even just that corruption tied exclusively to the Russian investigation. That’s partly been a result of his media approach, treating each day as a new opportunity to replace yesterday’s spectacle with a new one. It’s partly because of the boiling frog effect: we’ve had piecemeal disclosures over two years, and few journalists have taken stock along the way to see what the actual court evidentiary record amounts to. And even there, we often forget to add in the truly breathtaking corruption of Administration aides like Scott Pruitt or Ryan Zinke, or of current Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/03/07/the-ineffable-boiling-frog-of-trump-scandal/

3.6.2019
documents obtained by NBC 7 Investigates show the U.S. Government has a secret database of journalists and immigration advocates where agents collected information on them and in some cases, placed alerts on their passports. Those alerts kept at least three photojournalists and an attorney from entering Mexico to work.  https://www.nbcsandiego.com/multimedia/PHOTOS-Leaked-Documents-to-NBC-7-Investigates-506782041.html
Trump revoked a requirement that U.S. intelligence officials publicly report the number of civilians killed in drone strikes and other attacks on terrorist targets outside of war zones. http://fortune.com/2019/03/06/trump-drones-report-civilian-deaths/
Apple CEO Tim Cook wants you to know he’s in on the joke after President Donald Trump mistakenly called him “Tim Apple” during an event at the White House this week. …The whole thing might seem silly (and it is), but it also highlights the awkward relationship between Apple and the White House — one where they seem to clash at some moments, but where they also play along in order to help advance each other’s interests. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/8/18256467/tim-apple-cook-donald-trump-ivanka
The White House in its official transcript tried to play it off as though Trump paused in his speech by adding in a dash so it reads “Tim – Apple.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/8/18256467/tim-apple-cook-donald-trump-ivanka

The U.S. federal deficit grew by 77% in one year. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/the-federal-deficit-ballooned-at-start-of-new-fiscal-year-up-77-percent-from-a-year-before/2019/03/05/ff8d31f6-3f75-11e9-9361-301ffb5bd5e6_story.html

1. Climate change is an extremely urgent and fast-moving catastrophe; the time left to adequately deal with it is rapidly diminishing. The status quo — a world with tepid-to-no US leadership — leads to disaster.
2. The US political system is a dumpster fire; the right is past reasoning, and there’s no prospect for any cooperation on any climate response of any remotely appropriate scale; “moderate” Democrats have found the balance of incentives, and they lean toward slow, incremental action. The Venn diagram of adequate climate solutions and politically possible climate solutions is currently empty. The status quo leads to disaster.
3. The only way to change the status quo is through power, and the only power available to progressives on this issue is people power — bodies in the streets, in congressional offices, and in voting booths. Any plan to address climate change must involve not just policy but the question of how to build people power around it and thus change the status quo.
 The status quo leads to disaster. Normal politics leads to disaster. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/3/6/18248437/green-new-deal-mitch-mcconnell-schumer-democrats

3.5.2019
The illegitimate Republican Senate has just confirmed Allison Rushing, a nominee who once interned with the Alliance Defending Freedom, as a judge for the Fourth Circuit. Totally inappropriate in multiple ways. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/5/18251573/allison-rushing-confirmation-senate-republicans-judges
Bill Barr and Rod Rosenstein started talking about how to deny that Trump obstructed justice on March 5, long before even getting the Mueller Report https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/03/did-rod-rosenstein-pressure-mueller-to-enter-the-plea-deal-with-paul-manafort/
Fox network: "FDR's New Deal created the Great Depression" https://www.mediamatters.org/video/2019/03/04/fox-news-guest-co-host-claims-fdrs-new-deal-created-great-depression/223039
Food and Drug Administration head Scott Gottlieb resigned on Tuesday — leaving a hole not just in the country’s top agency for food and drug regulation, but also in the Trump administration’s response to the opioid epidemic. When asked last spring about Gottlieb’s performance, Stanford drug policy expert Keith Humphreys — not a fan of the Trump administration in general — told me that “Gottlieb has been shockingly good so far. I hope he doesn’t get fired.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/5/18252139/scott-gottlieb-resigns-fda-opioid-epidemic

The Supreme Court is rewriting the First Amendment by creating a constitutional right to taxpayer-subsidized religion. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/03/kavanaugh-separation-church-state-morris-county.html

T-Mobile acknowledges that executives have spent $195,000 at the Trump International Hotel in Washington, DC, since the company’s proposed merger with Sprint was announced in April 2018 https://www.vox.com/2019/3/5/18251675/t-mobile-trump-international-hotel-merger-spending

3.4.2019
The Trump administration on Monday, March 4, released a final rule barring clinics that provide or refer patients for abortions from getting federal family planning funds. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/22/18236227/abortion-planned-parenthood-gag-rule-trump
Hours after the House Judiciary Committee requested documents from 81 people or entities associated with President Trump and his associates, the White House responded with a statement on Monday evening about, of all things, abortion https://www.vox.com/2019/3/5/18251374/house-oversight-committee-trump-white-house-statement
The President, the WH Press Secretary (in this statement), and many of the WH's allies have now accused the opposition party of making part of its agenda "killing babies after they're born." This is a vicious lie of the kind that has incited acts of terrible violence in the past. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1102767282193747969
Senate receives “classified” briefing about murder of Jamaal Khashoggi that included no information not already on the record. Trump Administration briefers DID confirm that they have no plans to comply with the Magnitsky Act and verify whether of not they believe MBS was involved, as required by the law. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1102951219750989824
RNC spokesperson goes on national propaganda network to declare Democrats have "zero chance at winning legitimately" in 2020 (against an incumbent president who has struggled to surpass 40% approval in a period of very low unemployment). https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1102821165293166596
The conspiracy theory QAnon — which started on 4chan in the fall of 2017, then bubbled up across Reddit, YouTube, Twitter, and the celebrity sphere — is now topping some of Amazon’s best-sellers lists https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/amazon-qanon-conspiracy-book-climbs-charts-algorithmic-push-n979181

Fox appears to be a decisive influence in making the Republican Party as currently constituted an electorally viable entity. https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/03/11/the-making-of-the-fox-news-white-house
https://www.vox.com/2019/3/4/18249847/fox-news-effect-swing-elections
Trump appears to routinely set policy and priorities based on whatever Fox is airing https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/03/11/the-making-of-the-fox-news-white-house

Right-wing noisemakers are filing reports of campaign finance law violations by Rep. Ocasio-Cortez’s campaign, mostly for the purpose of feeding a made-up narrative that something funny was going on https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/fact-check-did-ocasio-cortez-her-team-break-campaign-finance-n980121

3.3.2019

White House Counsel Don McGahn is joining a private law firm, while remaining involved in choosing the judicial appointees who will rule on his clients’ cases https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/mcgahn-joins-global-law-firm--and-remains-involved-in-trumps-judicial-choices/2019/03/03/2220545e-3dec-11e9-85ad-779ef05fd9d8_story.html

“Biomass energy” — bad idea. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2019/3/4/18216045/renewable-energy-wood-pellets-biomass

Trump is up to 9,014 false or misleading statements as president. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/03/04/president-trump-has-made-false-or-misleading-claims-over-days/

3.2.2019
Trump delivers long, rambling, entirely nonsensical speech https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1101912431733940228
https://www.vox.com/2019/3/2/18247712/trump-cpac-bizarre-rant
(Naturally, major media lead coverage with quotes from the speech as headlines, and photos of Trump literally hugging a US flag)
The president is using an official statement as an ad for his business and making sure everyone knows he ties his business to US relationships with foreign countries. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/mar/02/trump-tweet-aberdeen-golf-course-corrupt-repugnant
This was also two days after Scotland's highest civil court ruled Trump must pay the governmentt of Scotland's legal fees in a years-long, failed lawsuit to halt wind turbine installation near his precious golf course. Trump’s barely-implicit message was: "If the UK takes a position that is adverse to my golf course, US foreign policy will take a position that is adverse to the UK." https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1101965957843615744

As many as four in ten Americans approve of a hatemongering, corrupt, kleptocratic president https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/3/18248882/donald-trump-reelection-2020-poll-41-percent

3.1.2019
The federal debt ceiling — a legal cap to how much money the government can borrow — was technically breached on March 1, but the Treasury Department has been able to implement extraordinary measures to buy Congress more time.
Poster displayed in US capitol, on a booth sponsored by WV Republican Party, visually promotes association of Rep. Ilhan Omar with September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks https://twitter.com/pushkinforhouse/status/1101532563020148737

Photos taken just 2 days after the Trump-Kim Hanoi “summit” show rebuilding at the Sohae Satellite Launching Station, North Korea's operational space launch facility.  https://nbcnews.to/2EzjFBe

In chats, covering a time period between February and March of 2019,”Proud Boys” members claimed they needed a conclusive “win” this time around, which they defined as a bloody battle against “antifa” in Providence. https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/proud-boys-chat-logs-premeditate-rally-violence-in-leaked-chats_n_5ce1e231e4b00e035b928683

In years past, CPAC was a place where conservatives, even those outside the Republican Party, made their priorities known to the world. And perhaps it still is — if Trump and a very particular brand of Trumpism are those priorities. https://www.vox.com/2019/2/28/18240472/cpac-trump-2019-conservatism-gop
CPAC speakers keep saying Democrats want to ban cows and legalize infanticide. (We don’t.)  https://www.vox.com/2019/3/2/18246812/cpac-2019-themes-cows-infanticide-don-jr-pence-meadows

Facebook has targeted politicians around the world – including the former UK chancellor, George Osborne – promising investments and incentives while seeking to pressure them into lobbying on Facebook’s behalf against data privacy legislation https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/mar/02/facebook-global-lobbying-campaign-against-data-privacy-laws-investment

One essentially anonymous CEO who runs Blue Cross of Michigan (a “nonprofit”) makes more money than the entire U.S. Senate put together. https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1102238525884432384

Images of a demonic chicken-lady are stoking widespread panic across the globe with warnings of a dangerous “suicide game” that targets children on social media. But behind the hysteria linked to the so-called “Momo Challenge” is an issue far more revealing: This urban legend is likely little more than a hoax fueled by media reports and parents’ fears about their kids’ online activity. https://www.vox.com/2019/3/3/18248783/momo-challenge-hoax-explained

Officials and staffers in the U.S. embassy in Riyadh said they were not read in on the details of Jared Kushner’s trip to Saudi Arabia or the meetings he held with members of the country’s royal court this week, according to three sources with knowledge of the trip.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/embassy-staffers-say-jared-kushner-shut-them-out-of-saudi-meetings
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/03/jared-kushner-saudi-arabia-mbs-meeting

U.S. posts largest monthly budget deficit on record in February https://bloom.bg/2FsstKF

“In February 2019, I lost my job because I was a climate scientist in a climate-denying administration.” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jul/25/trump-administration-climate-crisis-denying-scientist

Trump's military border deployment is allowed to use lethal force on "civil disturbance[s]" at ports of entry, according to Pentagon documents issued in February https://tyt.com/stories/4vZLCHuQrYE4uKagy0oyMA/AcMLHVPIrOSwg9dYv6Ycp

2.28.2019
Trump has just declared that ISIS’s so-called caliphate in Syria and Iraq is “100 percent” defeated, touting it as one of his administration’s biggest foreign policy successes and one his predecessor wasn’t able to achieve. The problem is that top US officials say there are still thousands of ISIS fighters active in those countries despite their loss of territory. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/2/28/18212261/trump-isis-caliphate-defeated-100-percent
The Republican Senate just confirmed a former coal lobbyist to lead the EPA https://www.vox.com/2018/7/5/17538160/andrew-wheeler-epa-scott-pruitt
On Thursday, The New York Times delivered a big story saying that President Donald Trump overruled concerns from intelligence officials and ordered that his senior adviser Jared Kushner, who also happens to be his son-in-law, be granted security clearance. Mr. Trump’s decision in May so troubled senior administration officials that at least one, the White House chief of staff at the time, John F. Kelly, wrote a contemporaneous internal memo about how he had been “ordered” to give Mr. Kushner the top-secret clearance. The White House counsel at the time, Donald F. McGahn II, also wrote an internal memo outlining the concerns that had been raised about Mr. Kushner—including by the C.I.A.—and how Mr. McGahn had recommended that he not be given a top-secret clearance. Democrats on the House Oversight Committee asked the administration whether the memos existed, and that White House staffers refused to say three times. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/03/trump-aides-keep-documenting-their-actions-safety-net/583966/
After someone finds an obscure remark by UC Davis professor Joshua Clover suggesting that police deserve to be killed, GOP state assemblyman James Gallagher launches a petition to “TERMINATE Professor Clover”  https://twitter.com/JeffreyASachs/status/1107642851989565442

The president’s lieutenants keep being asked to do things and witnessing things that they feel are wrong, unwise, or even illegal, and they are making sure there’s a contemporary record to protect them from political blowblack, legal exposure, or the president trying to throw them under the bus.  https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/03/trump-aides-keep-documenting-their-actions-safety-net/583966/

“with the exception of Amash, no GOP member is even remotely interested in direct evidence of criminality by a sitting president. Just couldn’t care less.” https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1100831838996709376

In February, Joe Balash, the assistant secretary for land and minerals managemen, told a group of fossil fuel industry leaders that the Trump administration will soon issue a proposal making large portions of the Atlantic available for oil and gas development, and said that it is easier to work on such priorities because Donald Trump is skilled at sowing “absolutely thrilling” distractions https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/mar/14/offshore-drilling-trump-official-reveals-plan-and-distractions-delight

“One of the few rules the Supreme Court has left in our threadbare campaign finance system is you can’t just take campaign contributions and use them for personal expenses. Trump routinely raises funds at properties he owns, totally vitiating the purpose of this rule.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1101193348608593922
https://twitter.com/ShaneGoldmacher/status/1101191160264122368

Meanwhile, US Secretary of State continues the Trump administration’s flattery of the Philippines’ murderous president Duterte https://twitter.com/USEmbassyPH/status/1101121453078933505

2.27.2019
Michael Cohen open testimony before House committee
Cohen summary: Trump is a grifter and racketeer
Cohen, Trump’s lawyer, friend, and employee, told Congress under oath that "Given my experience working for Mr. Trump, I fear that if he loses the election in 2020, that there will never be a peaceful transition of power."
Mark Meadows attempts to hijack the entire day with complaints about racism accusations, in the process demonstrating the entirely wrong but popular view that “racist” is an insult rather than a description https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/27/18243173/cohen-hearing-trump-racist-comments
In Vietnam to attempt more clue-free “diplomacy” with North Korea’s oppressive Kim regime
The “summit” was another fiasco https://www.vox.com/world/2019/2/28/18244874/trump-north-korea-summit-kim-jong-un-sanctions
Trump dubbed Kim, head of one of the most murderous regimes of modern times, a “great leader” whose future would have a “tremendous future” with US help. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/feb/27/trump-kim-jong-un-summit-vietnam
Trump said Kim promised he'd still refrain from testing "of rockets and nuclear," regardless of the non-deal, "so, you know, I trust him, and I take him at his word. " https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1101107688950374402
Trump defended Kim Jong-un on the case of Otto Warmbier, an American student who died last year after being imprisoned in North Korea. “He tells me that he didn’t know about it, and I will take him at his word.” https://nyti.ms/2TrVf6l
Reporters asked Trump about Michael Cohen during the Kim summit — so he banned them https://www.vox.com/2019/2/27/18242842/trump-north-korea-michael-cohen-kim-reporters
“There was a time when US presidents told foreign dictators they had to get used to Western-style press coverage” https://twitter.com/SpyTalker/status/1100738659593175040
In Havana in 2016, Obama aides goaded Raul Castro into a press conference, where Obama made point of forcing him to answer reporters’ questions. In Hanoi today, Trump followed Kim’s lead in not having reporters ask questions at all, punishes those who tried anyway. https://twitter.com/IsaacDovere/status/1100746304936906753
A North Korean official contradicts Sarah Sanders’ statement after the “summit.”  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1101175746779848706
Jared and Ivanka chose a day that they knew they could fly under the radar to meet with the man who ordered the murder of American journalist, Jamal Khashoggi https://twitter.com/ItsMeCathi/status/1100900392844562433
Rep. Matt Gaetz, after threatening Michael Cohen ahead of House testimony, told someone the next night "I was happy to do it for you. You just keep killing it," https://twitter.com/IsaacDovere/status/1101131327137636353
Gaetz avoids directly denying that his conversation was with Trump https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1101240891434508288

VP Mike Pence’s incoming Chief of Staff, Marc Short, attacked AIDS victims for ‘repugnant’ gay sex in college column https://www.thedailybeast.com/pences-incoming-chief-of-staff-marc-short-disparaged-aids-victims-for-repugnant-gay-sex-in-college-column?ref=home

2.26.2019
Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-FL), a prominent supporter of President Trump, appeared to threaten former Trump attorney Michael Cohen on Twitter late Tuesday afternoon — one day before Cohen testifies before the House Oversight Committee … According to Ken White, a former federal prosecutor, Gaetz’s tweet was “colorably witness intimidation” — which is illegal.  https://www.vox.com/2019/2/26/18241996/matt-gaetz-michael-cohen-trump-twitter-threat
“This is a serving member of Congress who is politically aligned with the President openly intimidating and taunting a witness the day before he's set to testify.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1100507291550470144
Sen. John Cornyn, who was loudly warning Trump not to issue this emergency declaration right up until the announcement, says he will vote to uphold it https://twitter.com/BenjySarlin/status/1100439225017778180
The Justice Department just retweeted the phrase “Defendant who raped a child because of Philadelphia’s sanctuary city policies” https://twitter.com/USAO_EDPA/status/1100463138070319105
Wyoming’s Republican-majority House votes for a bill that would raise electricity rates basically taking the form of a tax in order to keep coal moving

A proposed agreement for President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un to sign during their Vietnam summit this week “is a bad deal for the United States.” That’s not the view of a cynical expert, or a Democrat. It’s the view of a top national security adviser to South Korean President Moon Jae-in. https://www.vox.com/2019/2/26/18241737/trump-north-korea-kim-moon-nuclear-deal

Makan Delrahim, in charge of the Department of Justice antitrust division, is promoted as guest at a partisan event (CPAC), on a panel with someone (James O'Keefe) convicted of a federal crime, to brag about how DOJ is going after social media companies they claim stifle conservative voices.  https://twitter.com/EricColumbus/status/1100216740812869632
“Last year, the FBI was public enemy #1 at CPAC… This year, an assistant attorney general at DOJ is showing up to give the gathering his stamp of approval.” https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1100213950308855808

The National Rifle Association published a magazine spread in which House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and former Rep. Gabby Giffords, a victim of gun violence, appear next to a large headline that reads "Target Practice.” https://www.newsweek.com/nra-magazine-target-practice-nancy-pelosi-gabby-giffords-1341692
“It's weird to be a historian in this moment. You see the pattern: the ratcheting up of incendiary speech, the incitement to hatred, the disconnect with reality amongst a small wealthy cabal egging on angry dispossessed supporters. But so many observers seem blind to it.” https://twitter.com/HC_Richardson/status/1100501061641691137

2.25.2019
More than 50 former top national security officials released an open letter on Monday arguing that there is “no factual basis” to support President Trump’s use of a national emergency to reappropriate government funds to build a wall on the US-Mexico border.  https://www.vox.com/2019/2/25/18239736/former-officials-protest-national-emergency
Sen. Lindsey Graham used to say, "if there is collusion between the Trump campaign and the Russians, that will be it for me.” … Now tells Mark Leibovich “if your campaign sat down and worked with foreign intelligence operatives to manipulate the results of the election”…  https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1100198312290992128
Trump’s corrupt campaign manager files a sentencing memo repeating over and over that there was no “collusion,” just as Trump likes to repeat over and over https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/25/manaforts-bid-for-a-pardon-no-collusion-no-collusion-no-collusion-no-collusion-no-collusion-no-collusion-no-collusion-no-collusion/
Christy McCormick, who rejected the intelligence community's findings about Russian election interference, will chair the US Election Assistance Commission for the next year, the agency announced today. https://twitter.com/ericgeller/status/1100040467968856064
Trump makes nonsensical charge that Spike Lee comments at Academy Awards were “racist” and every major news outlet just runs the word in headlines https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1100035736496160768
A woman went into premature labor while being detained, her baby died, and this is ICE’s response: “a stillbirth is not considered an in-custody death” https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/joint-statement-ice-and-cbp-stillbirth-custody
Several hundred kids show up at Senate Majority Leader McConnell's office to talk to him about climate change. After warning them to roll up their signs, he has them arrested by Capitol police. https://twitter.com/VABVOX/status/1100113153738883074
Trump lies at meeting with US governors: "...you have car companies opening up in Michigan and Ohio and Pennsylvania and so many other places...” https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1100068103021608961
After Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein’s speech comparing legal systems, an audience member asked, given all the principles he’s championed, why the US ranked 19th in the World Justice Project’s annual rule of law survey. RR said he thought we were doing great and he’s not familiar with the study. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1100120002106146817
Rosenstein: “we have no business making allegations we aren’t prepared to prove beyond a reasonable doubt in court,” yet DOJ policy is that a president can’t be indicted https://twitter.com/Mimirocah1/status/1100107910514966528
Trump Org claims it has donated profits from foreign governments using its properties… but they’re not providing any accounting that either discloses their actual receipts or who’s getting paid out of those funds before they’re denominated as profits. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1100081042927570944
In a decision approving the bump stock prohibition, Judge Dabney Friedrich also holds Matthew Whitaker’s appointment as acting Attorney General constitutionally valid. Judge Friedrich rests her constitutional analysis of Whitaker’s appointment pretty much entirely on the practices of the early republic and later Congressional activity. It’s a reasonable opinion, but one that treats the Constitution as a living, breathing document. You might not expect that from a judicial appointee who the Heritage Foundation touted as an “originalist, textualist” when she was nominated. It’s another example of how textualism tends to be jettisoned when it doesn’t produce the judge’s desired outcome. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1100256562906583040

As another woman accuses Trump of sexual misconduct, a reminder of 22 (!!) other accusations of sexual misconduct none of which he’s ever had to really address while president https://amp.businessinsider.com/women-accused-trump-sexual-misconduct-list-2017-12

A woman went into premature labor while being detained, her baby died, and this is ICE’s response: “a stillbirth is not considered an in-custody death” https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/joint-statement-ice-and-cbp-stillbirth-custody

Facebook’s content moderators are poorly paid and managed, and have PTSD from the extreme content. …some employees are embracing the conspiracies they’re meant to moderate, turning into 9/11 truthers, and Holocaust deniers. https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/25/18229714/cognizant-facebook-content-moderator-interviews-trauma-working-conditions-arizona

2.24.2019
Trump: “Any negative polls are fake news.” https://twitter.com/pierre/status/1099846393651314688
a Bloomberg editorial is advocating all out diplomatic war against America's three most important allies, for having the impertinence to try to maintain an international agreement that the US itself negotiated and Iran has not violated. https://twitter.com/henryfarrell/status/1099676369569624065
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-02-22/europe-coddles-iran-with-special-purpose-vehicle

“Nothing says ‘learning lessons of history’ like a conservative elite who's allied with the figurehead of a right-wing reactionary movement quoting Mussolini to warn against socialism.” https://twitter.com/JohnCornyn/status/1099808300642824193

The White House plans to create an ad hoc group of select federal scientists to reassess the government’s analysis of climate science and counter conclusions that the continued burning of fossil fuels is harming the planet, according to three administration officials. The National Security Council initiative would include [proved denialists and] would not be subject to the same level of public disclosure as a formal advisory committee. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/white-house-to-select-federal-scientists-to-reassess-government-climate-findings-sources-say/2019/02/24/49cd0a84-37dd-11e9-af5b-b51b7ff322e9_story.html?utm_term=.d6ccfdfd99a0

Roger Stone's Proud Boys "Volunteers" Have Been Defending Him Online After The Judge Entered A Gag Order. Stone said he couldn't remember who exactly gave him the photo of a judge that he Instagrammed and got in trouble for, but he identified Proud Boys leaders as some of his volunteers. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/roger-stone-proud-boys-volunteers-mueller-instagram

2.22.2019
ABC News broadcasts a blatantly false claim that Trump hasn't "at any point" done anything "but condemn violence, against journalists or anyone else." https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1098948176856309760
In the Oval Office, unprompted, Trump denied a "phone call" with Russia—a collusion charge no one has ever made. The third time in six weeks and the eighth time at least since the 2016 election. https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099342547653136385
Web sites and celebrity Twitter accounts promote a lie that Kamala Harris is Jussie Smollett’s aunt https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1099165108033458177
The twitter accounts of major publications keep tweeting out false claims from Trump and members of his administration who lie all the time. There's no reason or excuse to do this.
Trump told a wild lie on Friday about voter fraud, baselessly saying there was "just a case where they found a million fraudulent votes" in California. When the reporter interjected to say he was wrong, he talked over her by saying, "Excuse me. Excuse me." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1100053378997145601
An exasperated Robert Lighthizer, the U.S. trade representative, tried to gently educate his boss, Donald Trump, on the meaning of a “memorandum of understanding” in the Oval Office on Friday, leading to a presidential lecture in front of television cameras and a top Chinese official. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-22/trump-s-trade-chief-lectures-his-boss-and-gets-earful-in-return
President Trump looked around a Republican Govs Association fundraiser tonight and asked if CA Gov. Gavin Newsom was there. Per 2 sources in the room. https://twitter.com/PoliticsReid/status/1099145308288811009

This week, news broke of a violent extremist plot in the United States that court documents chillingly noted would have led to the “murder of innocent civilians on a scale rarely seen in this country.”  https://theintercept.com/2019/02/21/white-nationalist-coast-guard-terrorism-justice-department-christopher-hasson/
Outside of the court filings, however, the Justice Department did not say a word.
CNN’s “five things for Friday” also made no mention https://cnn.it/2SUxbcI 

“In the case of apps, the [Wall Street] Journal’s testing showed that Facebook software collects data from many apps even if no Facebook account is used to log in and if the end user isn’t a Facebook member.” https://www.wsj.com/articles/you-give-apps-sensitive-personal-information-then-they-tell-facebook-11550851636

The Department of Agriculture has paid out $7,700,000,000 to farmers so far in aid designed to offset the negative impact from Trump's trade war https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-farmaid/u-s-farmers-receive-7-7-billion-in-trade-aid-to-date-usda-idUSKCN1QB1KM

2.21.2019
In a likely first in US history, there will be a do-over House election after the state elections board ruled Thursday that a bizarre ballot tampering scheme had tainted the basic fairness of the November vote in North Carolina’s Ninth Congressional District. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/21/18231981/north-carolina-election-fraud-new-nc-9-election
No one is really even talking about this nationally. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/02/21/federal-election-will-be-rerun-because-fraud-republicans-arent-talking-about-it-much/
Trump, asked to comment, tells a lie about voting in California https://twitter.com/jackiekcalmes/status/1099068110169128961
President Donald Trump just reversed one of the biggest decisions of his presidency. As recently as December, he had vowed to bring all 2,000 American troops home from Syria — he even tweeted a video of himself announcing the move. But months of backlash from lawmakers in both parties, military leadership, and European allies — plus the potential endangerment of a US-backed force in Syria — apparently led Trump to change his mind. On Thursday, White House press secretary Sarah Sanders announced that the US would keep 200 troops in the country.  https://www.vox.com/2019/2/22/18236122/syria-troops-trump-400-sanders
A Trump administration official just said, “I don’t know if North Korea has made the choice to denuclearize.” That’s a major statement, as the administration has consistently claimed that Kim agreed to dismantle his nuclear program when he met with President Donald Trump last year in Singapore. https://www.vox.com/2019/2/21/18234707/north-korea-trump-kim-jong-un-vietnam-nuclear

At least 20 county sheriffs in Washington state – more than half of the state’s total – are now publicly refusing to police new gun laws. Several county governments have also passed local resolutions officially opposing enforcement of the laws. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/feb/22/washington-state-county-sheriffs-refuse-to-enforce-gun-laws

Reminder: Trump judicial nominees have been moved through the process despite having provided misleading or false information on their questionnaires (which they complete under penalty of perjury), omitting key information, or even being found "unqualified" by the non-partisan American Bar Association. https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1098960800096702464

Since  a recent ban by China on the import of items intended for reuse… that plastics, paper and glass set aside for recycling by Americans is being stuffed into domestic landfills or is simply burned in vast volumes. This new reality risks an increase of plumes of toxic pollution that threaten the largely black and Latino communities who live near heavy industry and dumping sites in the US. https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2019/feb/21/philadelphia-covanta-incinerator-recyclables-china-ban-imports

2.20.2019
court filing says a white nationalist sought to murder "on a scale rarely seen in this country,” and yet there was no DOJ press release or publicity (DOJ today issued a statement on a Medicare fraud case) https://twitter.com/nedprice/status/1098393029348655105
The Trump administration’s decision not to allow Hoda Muthana back into the United States after she went to Syria to join the Islamic State is an abrogation of U.S. leadership and discourages other countries from taking the hard steps needed to handle the threat from thousands of returning Islamic State fighters.  https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/02/21/the-wrong-decision-on-hoda-muthana/

The U.S. ambassadors appointed by President Trump have given more financial support to his election than any cohort of ambassadors in recent history, even as they demonstrated fewer qualifications for the job, according to a new study https://www.axios.com/trump-ambassadors-less-qualified-campaign-contributions-b01cda50-2bf8-4868-9b4d-37d125eda347.html

Trump’s pick to chair new climate panel once said CO2 has been maligned like “Jews under Hitler”
William Happer has bizarre, backward views about climate science. https://www.vox.com/2019/2/20/18233378/william-happer-trump-climate-change-panel

Republicans are—with motivated reasoning and pretzel logic—largely consenting to a blatantly bad-faith usurpation of Congressional power. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/trump-national-emergency-power-grab.html

Before and since joining CNN a month ago as a paid on-air contributor, John Kasich has made no secret that he could run for president again. In fact, ever since the 2016 election, a consistent feature of political coverage has been headlines about the Republican ex-governor of Ohio “mulling” or “considering” a primary or third-party challenge against President Trump. And when he appears on CNN, he sounds like he’s on the stump. https://www.thedailybeast.com/why-is-cnn-paying-john-kasich-to-seemingly-trial-balloon-a-2020-run?source=twitter&via=desktop

2.19.2019
CNN has hired longtime Republican operative Sarah Isgur as political editor, charged with shaping its 2020 campaign coverage.… Isgur’s LinkedIn page indicates she has no journalism experience. She has, however, worked for a variety of right-wing organizations and campaigns, including the Carly Fiorina and Mitt Romney presidential bids, the Republican National Committee, and a Ted Cruz US Senate campaign. https://www.vox.com/2019/2/19/18231993/cnn-gop-operative-2020-election-coverage
Top editors at CNN say they are “thrilled” that Sarah Isgur — who once referred to CNN as the “Clinton News Network” on Twitter — will join their staff ahead of the 2020 presidential campaign season as a political editor. … In her tweets, she repeated conservative talking points and false claims (including that Donald Trump didn’t question Barack Obama’s place of birth) and conspiracy theories (about Planned Parenthood and the Clintons, in particular). https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/20/18233154/sarah-isgur-cnn-backlash-2020-coverage
The Office of Government Ethics has declined to certify Wilbur Ross's financial disclosure. https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/1097971156836143105
After two weeks of efforts, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu succeeded in forming a united ultra right-wing party that will run in the April 9 elections, paving the way for Jewish supremacists from the "Jewish Power" party to make it into the next Knesset.   This is an unprecedented development in Israel's history and is equivalent to a U.S. president cutting a political deal with David Duke, the former KKK leader. The prime minister and the ruling Likud Party are legitimizing a racist, xenophobic and homophobic fringe party in hopes of bolstering a right-wing bloc after the elections. https://www.axios.com/netanyahu-deal-jewish-power-israel-election-be6b4501-fa62-472a-ad93-f73bb68a5cbc.html
In a widely read article on President Trump and the Justice Department, the New York Times characterized the Deputy US Attorney for the Southern District of New York (SDNY), Robert Khuzami, in an entirely inaccurate manner. Not only was the characterization factually wrong, meriting a correction on its own, but it also gives readers unwarranted confidence in Khuzami's independence. http://cepr.net/blogs/cepr-blog/nyt-s-whitewash-of-revolving-door-figure-robert-khuzami
NYT reports that Trump asked his acting AG to put a loyalist in charge of the SDNY investigation into Trump's hush money payments. (Five months later, on July 12, 2019: CNN reports that SDNY stopped its investigation into the hush money payments five months ago.) https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1149813881029742593

A US-led conference in Warsaw this week that was intended to isolate Iran has ended up isolating America instead https://www.vox.com/world/2019/2/15/18225218/warsaw-summit-2019-iran-meeting-conference

Over the past week or so, the image of a blockaded bridge between Colombia and Venezuela has been all over news sites around the world. It's been featured in stories describing how the president of Venezuela, Nicolas Maduro, is keeping international food aid from his desperate citizens. … but the bridge has never been open to traffic.  https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/venezuela-bridge-aid-pompeo-1.5018432

https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1098059448189440006

2.17.2019
US President: “RIGGED AND CORRUPT MEDIA IS THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE!” https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1097117499336855553
Since Trump declared a national emergency at the border, he has: —Golfed twice. —Attacked the press. —Pushed conspiracies about Robert Mueller. —Tweeted about his approval ratings. —Complained about SNL. —Promoted a video mocking Democrats in Congress.  https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1097147251355312128
Australia’s prime minister announces: Australia's major political parties have been hacked by a "sophisticated state actor." https://twitter.com/stephendziedzic/status/1097301641961689088

In much of the Midwest, farmers are filing for chapter 12 bankruptcy protection at levels not seen for at least a decade. The result of recent trade disputes and low commodity prices. https://twitter.com/KFILE/status/1097003925906042880
https://www.wsj.com/articles/this-one-here-is-gonna-kick-my-buttfarm-belt-bankruptcies-are-soaring-11549468759

This week’s mass shootings 
3 dead in MN 
5 dead in IL 
5 dead in TX 
4 dead in MS 
EACH shooter had a history of abusing women
https://twitter.com/MuslimIQ/status/1097141852808101888

The US State Department planned to honor a prominent Finnish journalist this month — and then rescinded her award, reportedly because of her public criticism of President Donald Trump. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/3/7/18254829/state-department-jessikka-aro-trump-international-women-courage-awards

2.16.2019
Rep. Tulsi Gabbard’s praises Wikileaks—and is celebrated for it by “Defend Assange Campaign” The “Defend Assange Campaign” celebrates https://twitter.com/DefendAssange/status/1096929158800855041
Gabbard verges on asking that her opponents be hacked  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1096982177236086785

The FBI is dismantling a special unit that investigates international war crimes and hunts down war criminals – including suspected torturers and perpetrators of genocide https://www.revealnews.org/blog/fbi-is-dismantling-its-war-crimes-unit/

Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Andrew Wheeler, who is inching closer toward taking over the agency in a permanent capacity promotes falsehoods about renewable energy and “grid stability” https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/2/15/18224844/green-new-deal-epa-andrew-wheeler

Eight different statehouses across the nation are considering bills criminalizing protests on property owned by the oil and gas industry https://therealnews.com/columns/bills-criminalizing-pipeline-protest-arise-in-statehouses-nationwide

There are now two justices who believe 14th Amendment's privileges & immunities clause (not its due process clause) is mechanism for binding states to Bill of Rights. That would have two huge implications. https://twitter.com/MDAppeal/status/1098244852721115136

2.15.2019
Trump declares false national emergency to circumvent US Congress
According to Elizabeth Goitein, an expert on national security law… Trump’s attempt to do so constitutes a “constitutional crisis.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/15/18226315/trump-emergency-national-wall-border-illegal
The alleged “emergency” is entirely fake. According to Customs and Border Patrol, illegal border crossings have trended down for two decades https://twitter.com/morningmoneyben/status/1096401882405392385
Trump: “I want to do it faster. I could do the wall over a longer period of time. I didn’t need to do this, but I’d rather do it much faster,” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1096466857064845312
According to Trump’s schedule, six hours after declaring “a national emergency” he got on a plane to Florida for a weekend of golf https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1096255340574920709
Bruce Ackerman, a law professor at Yale University, wrote in an op-ed for the New York Times that Trump cannot declare an emergency at the border, arguing that Trump’s actions would be illegal, and they would force the armed forces tasked with carrying out his orders to choose between abiding by the commander-in-chief’s wishes and committing a federal crime.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/8/18172749/trump-national-emergency-government-shutdown-wall
Trump proposes taking $3.5 billion out of the $10 billion that’s in the military construction account, meant for military housing and facilities https://twitter.com/RepTimRyan/status/1096461148789063680R
Trump stubbornly rejects nearly every fact related to the southern border, and suggests that he has “secret” statistics which support his nonsensical arguments https://www.vox.com/2019/2/15/18226375/trump-national-emergency-event-secret-statistics-immigrant-crime
Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-Fla.) last month cautioned Trump against a national emergency, saying he didn't want a Democratic prez to "build transgender bathrooms in every elementary school in America." Today, he's fully on-board. https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1096498984204546048
As Charles Pierce, Dana Milbank Tina Nguyen, Jack Holmes, Bill Maher, and Caitlin MacNeal all expressed, we reach a point when collusion with the fiction that this was a real commander-in-chief giving a serious political speech about a genuine emergency itself becomes improper. This was, even as the standard Trumpian shitshow goes, an extraordinary jaunt into rambling, fact-free, fact-adjacent, fact-inventing mayhem. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/trump-rose-garden-speech-analysis-moral-rankings.html
The “House Freedom Caucus” supposedly set out from the premise that Congress’s power of the purse was being diminished due to executive orders and an opaque continuing resolution process. If anyone should have been foursquare against Trump’s national emergency—regardless of what they thought of the border wall itself—it was them. Yet instead, members of its leadership have trumpeted the president’s talking points. https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/the-sad-decline-of-the-house-freedom-caucus/
US president published on Twitter a video of Democrats looking sad set to REM’s “Everybody Hurts.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/15/18226631/trump-democrats-romney-tweet-everybody-hurts-rem
Trump administration sends military aircraft to Venezuela, to pressure Nicolas Madura into surrendering power (media report it as “sending humanitarian aid”) https://twitter.com/adamjohnsonNYC/status/1096454661035487233
Reporters attempt to fact-check Trump in-person; he nearly loses all composure. Washington Post’s Philip Bump declares the effort “unsuccessful.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/02/15/reporters-tried-correct-trumps-incorrect-data-immigration-it-was-not-effective/
Japan’s prime minister apparently nominated Trump for a Nobel Peace Prize—anonymously—so of course dotard Trump had to blurt it out https://www.vox.com/2019/2/18/18229314/trump-japan-nobel-peace-prize-north-korea

The Trump White House inserted an applause break into the official transcript of a speech Mike Pence gave in Germany — when there was definitely no applause. https://shareblue.com/white-house-insists-pence-got-applause-video-silence/

US Director of National Intelligence office has refused for months to provide evidence of the claim, cited by Republican Richard Burr, that they successfully deterred Russian meddling in the 2018 election. Sen. Martin Heinrich has written a letter, signed by every member of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, calling for answers. https://twitter.com/MartinHeinrich/status/1096527771138998272
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/15/dan-coats-still-refusing-to-provide-the-evidence-that-russia-didnt-affect-the-election/
Burr also regularly promotes a myth that no evidence exists of collusion between Trump and Russia

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo: “North Korea behaves very differently [from e.g. Iran so we don’t take so hard a line on North Korea].” https://www.state.gov/secretary/remarks/2019/02/289467.htm
https://twitter.com/juliamacfarlane/status/1096431264289222663

Trump arranges Oval Office encounters so advisers sit before him in “little schoolboy chairs” across the Resolute Desk. Prior presidents met with aides on couches in the center of the room https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/andrew-mccabes-disturbing-account-of-working-for-sessions-and-trump/2019/02/14/91eba5a4-3081-11e9-813a-0ab2f17e305b_story.html

2.14.2019
Congress, Democrats included, vote for a spending bill without any included statement to deny funds’ use for a fake “national emergency” which Trump has threatened for months to declare https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/nancy-pelosi-trump-emergency-wall-fail.html
Oligarch Howard Schultz announces an intention to run an independent bid for the presidency, unless Democrats nominate someone with his policy agenda https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/howard-schultz-challenge-to-democrats-nominate-a-centrist-for-president-and-ill-abandon-my-independent-campaign/2019/02/14/208c25de-309d-11e9-813a-0ab2f17e305b_story.html
“There are police here on the hill circling politicians when they come in for the vote, keeping reporters away from them. An officer smashed right into NBC's Lee-Anne Caldwell who was walking with a senator. Another reporter, who is pregnant, says she was also shoved. Lots of yelling between reporters and cops here, who are clearly blocking reporters from getting near senators. This is fucked. The police say they're just ‘escorting’ the senators to the vote. In effect, they're shielding them from taking questions.” https://twitter.com/pdmcleod/status/1096148574755319814
https://www.rollcall.com/news/congress/capitol-police-crackdown-press-escalates-physical-altercation/
Clement Vandenborre, the head of Belgium's counterintelligence service, has been placed under house arrest over suspicions that he spied for Russia https://www.european-views.com/2019/02/belgian-counterintelligence-chief-suspected-of-spying-for-russia/
Trump’s physician says he is 6’ 3”. This is obviously a lie. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1096161106819731457
Scott Dworkin (admittedly a suspect source) claims to have connected Sen. Lindsey Graham to a Russian oil billionaire https://twitter.com/funder/status/1096097238474985473
http://bit.ly/GrahamREP

The U.S. budget deficit totaled $318.9 billion in the first quarter of the 2019 fiscal year, a 41.8% increase from the same period last year, according to Treasury Department data https://www.axios.com/us-budget-deficit-spikes-fiscal-year-1e946342-c3bd-4ae0-892b-fb9747580277.html

Two teams of federal officials assembled to fight foreign election interference are being dramatically downsized https://www.thedailybeast.com/trumps-dhs-guts-task-forces-protecting-elections-from-foreign-meddling

Lines of communication between the White House and congressional Democrats are almost nonexistent https://www.vox.com/2019/2/14/18221817/house-democrats-pelosi-trump-white-house-infrastructure

Amazon will pay $0 in federal income taxes on $11.2 billion in profit. http://bit.ly/2Eb5QKe

2.13.2019
Senate approves appointment of Bill Barr despite wholly inadequate pledges of independence from Trump’s personal priorities. Federal judges quickly begin dismissing challenges to illegitimate acting attorney general Whitaker as “moot” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1096182292580630529
Matt Schlapp, chair of the “American Conservative Union,” promptly tweets “Mueller will be gone soon” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1096181866443485184
Senate Republicans want to change the rules so they can push through more of Trump’s judicial and administrative nominees — and the Senate Rules Committee on Wednesday advanced a resolution that would further limit the amount of time different nominees could be debated on the Senate floor. Currently, if lawmakers vote to limit debate on a nominee, that back-and-forth is still able to continue for 30 hours. A resolution from Sens. Roy Blunt (R-MO) and James Lankford (R-OK) want to curb debate time to two hours per nominee https://www.vox.com/2019/2/13/18220542/senate-rules-committee-trump-nominees
Evidence suggests that Paul Manafort deliberately lied to special counsel Robert Mueller’s team after he had agreed to cooperate, a federal judge ruled Wednesday. … it’s been widely speculated that he’s hoping for a pardon from President Trump, and Mueller’s team even said in court that this could be a potential motivation for his false statements. Trump has conspicuously declined to rule out such a move. https://www.vox.com/2019/2/13/18222477/mueller-manafort-trump-russia-cooperation
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/13/amy-berman-jackson-rules-that-manafort-lied-about-possible-criminal-activity-related-to-donald-trumps-campaign/

“Trump's wall is like an image from a Jorge Luis Borges story. Sometimes it must be built; sometimes it already exists. Sometimes it is called a wall; sometimes it must not be so called. Sometime it is free; sometimes it costs billions. It is always changing; yet always the same.” https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/1095669170547671041

No one has been in charge of the US Department of Defense since James Mattis at the end of last year. There’s an acting secretary of defense and an acting deputy secretary; the latter is also the department’s full-time chief financial officer. Decision-making power has devolved to the military services—Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines—but they’re teetering too, now that Trump has also announced a successor to the nation’s top military officer nearly a year before the current one’s term is up, thus diminishing his authority too.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/trump-james-mattis-defense-secretary-replacement.html

Facebook is on a hiring spree in the nation's capital as lawmakers mull regulatory action. One Hill staffer says it’s looking to create a "revolving door" between Facebook and D.C. w/ the aim of silencing its most powerful critics https://gizmodo.com/facebooks-most-intriguing-new-hires-arent-in-silicon-va-1832532627

2.12.2019
The day before Bill Barr became the Attorney General he his daughter "accepted" a huge job at Treasury and his son-in-law "accepted" a huge job in the White House as one of Trump's lawyers. https://twitter.com/donwinslow/status/1290064589871149056
Court transcript: Trump's campaign manager handed campaign polling data to a GRU asset at a meeting where they discussed sanctions relief. SSCI: No collusion there! https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1095354070414573573
Justice Clarence Thomas made a stunning announcement: The justice wants to overturn perhaps the most important free expression ruling in the Supreme Court’s history, New York Times v. Sullivan. That precedent, against which Thomas casually proclaimed war while voting to deny cert in the defamation case McKee v. Cosby, sharply limits the ability of public figures, including government officials, to sue their critics for libel. It remains the crucial safeguard of America’s free press https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/clarence-thomas-trump-libel-new-york-times-sullivan.html
Mesa Airelines assured a flight attendant grandfathered into DACA that she’d be safe to fly to Mexico. When she returned, ICE detained her. https://thepointsguy.com/news/ice-detains-flight-attendant-daca/

A record 7 million Americans are 3 months behind on their car payments, a red flag for the economy https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/02/12/record-million-americans-are-months-behind-their-car-payments-red-flag-economy/?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.7e7a2cc2b765

Fascist exploitation of social media for radicalization and recruitment, ongoing http://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/the-making-of-an-alt-right-internet-troll/

The national debt has passed a new milestone, topping $22 trillion for the first time. https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/1095431337392128000
Avg annual debt increase under Obama: $1.1 trillion 
Avg annual debt increase under Trump: $1.2 trillion
https://twitter.com/DonnyFerguson/status/1095659119514664960
“A decade ago, the national debt was lower, around $15 trillion. Many in the GOP said then that this amount was so bad that the US must default on its obligations and risk imploding the world economy rather than borrow another dime.”  https://twitter.com/NPRinskeep/status/1095465125304242176

Bill Browder: “Tulsi Gabbard, the only Democratic presidential candidate who has full Kremlin support and who praised Syria's Assad, has hired Chris Cooper of Potomoc Square Group, the same DC fixer who the Russians hired to smear me and Sergei Magnitsky in 2016.” https://twitter.com/Billbrowder/status/1095618244558360576

“There is significant evidence to believe that a foreign country — Russia — bribed Trump to give them sanctions relief by floating a $300 million business deal. There is also evidence that, after a series of back channel meetings we know Zainab Ahmed was investigating, such funds may have come through a Middle Eastern proxy, like Qatar. There is not just evidence that Qatar did provide funds no one in their right mind would have provided to the President’s family, in the form of a bailout to Jared Kushner’s albatross investment in 666 Fifth Avenue. Now they’re already laying the groundwork to claim they accidentally bailed him out, without realizing what they were doing.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/22/yesterday-noel-francisco-raised-the-stakes-on-the-mystery-appellant/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-qatar-fund-kushner-insight/qatar-revamps-investment-strategy-after-kushner-building-bailout-idUSKCN1Q00W3

2.11.2019
Maryanne Trump Barry, President Trump’s older sister, faced a judicial misconduct inquiry over her role in the fraudulent tax schemes reported by The Times. Ten days after it was filed she retired, making her immune from misconduct proceedings. https://nyti.ms/2YVyzuS
https://www.vox.com/2019/4/11/18306167/maryanne-trump-barry-tax-returns-trump
Trump starts promoting (and media start repeating) lie that one of Democrats’ asks in negotiations to fund the government is a last-minute surprise https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1095030706454085633
Don Jr is the co-trustee of the President’s trust, which is supposed to somehow guard against conflicts between his public career and his private business. He is appearing with the president at a political rally tonight. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1095143864845910016
Trump says people were trying to brief him on [proposed deal over budget/immigration] but he told them "I got to go, I don't even want to hear about it" because he wanted to get to the rally instead https://twitter.com/ericawerner/status/1095156095633575936
The “lock her up” chant is repeated at Trump’s rally yet again
A BBC cameraman was violently shoved and abused https://www.theguardian.com/media/2019/feb/12/bbc-cameraman-shoved-and-abused-at-trump-rally-in-el-paso
The crowd had been whipped up into a frenzy against the media by Trump and other speakers all night https://twitter.com/EleanorMontague/status/1095194973602045952
In a 1-minute stretch, Trump says 69,000 people RSVP’d to be at his rally in El Paso tonight. Then he says the arena holds 8k, but the fire department got 10k in. Then he says "tens of thousands of people" are watching screens outside. Then he says says he's got 30,000 ppl here. https://twitter.com/jameshohmann/status/1095148754225807360
Trump lied to the crowd at his rally in El Paso, Texas, on Monday that he got special permission from the El Paso Fire Department to let 10,000 people inside the El Paso County Coliseum. El Paso Fire Department spokesman Enrique D. Aguilar told The El Paso Times that not only did the fire department not give Trump special permission, but the Coliseum had about 6,500 people in it https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-lied-getting-special-permission-171816187.html
Putin adviser Surkov: "Foreign politicians ascribe to Russia interference in elections and referendums across the globe. In fact, it's even more serious—Russia interferes in their brains, they don't know what to do with their altered consciousness" https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1095027488424628225
A big Trump donor wants to sell coal to a dirty obsolete plant so the president releases a formal statement supporting. https://twitter.com/MikeGrunwald/status/1095095334496333835
Michael Cohen’s Senate testimony delayed, again, for yet another new reason https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1095059224336523264
The president has spent his morning tweeting rebuttals to people on television saying he spends too much time tweeting and watching TV. https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1094961004633575424
Laura Ingraham scores a POTUS interview on border negotiations. He tells her he was given a choice between learning about about the deal and talking to her. He chose her, so here's the exclusive border negotiations update: "They're talking and we'll see what happens." https://twitter.com/katierogers/status/1095166081893830656
U.S. Sen. Rick Scott will no longer keep his vast wealth in a blind trust, like he did during his eight years as Florida’s governor. http://www.tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2019/02/11/rick-scott-wont-put-his-wealth-in-a-blind-trust-anymore/
Fox News host says he hasn't washed hands in 10 years: Pete Hegseth denies existence of germs, saying: ‘I can’t see them, therefore they’re not real’ https://www.theguardian.com/media/2019/feb/11/germs-are-not-real-fox-news-host-pete-hegseth

Trump just presided over the longest government shutdown in US history, centered on his insistence on funding for a border wall that was in large part a campaign trail rhetorical tool. His public comments and interviews often show a president who is in over his head and without an understanding of many policy issues. He’s facing pressure from multiple legal threats, and many people in his inner circle are under investigation or have been indicted. Even for rich people and corporations, his tax cuts and deregulatory push have been good, but the trade war isn’t. Yet many on Wall Street would prefer Trump to Warren. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/12/18220482/elizabeth-warren-wall-street-trump-big-banks

2.10.2019
Trump is threatening to hold important legislation hostage until the criminal investigations of him and his family are complete in order to create pressure to end those investigations. https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1094684194167537664

“Why, you may wonder, were IP3 and Flynn and the rest so eager to see nuclear reactors in the Middle East, when IP3 itself obviously has no nuclear power capabilities? Because if those reactors get built, IP3 wants to get rich selling ‘security packages’ for them. ‘No surprise’ that Mattis is a strong endorser of the Theranos of the nuclear industry. Since, after all, he was also a strong endorser of the Theranos of the blood testing industry.” https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1155975273046630402

Utah’s Republican legislature has passed legislation that would, in effect, replace the voter-approved Medicaid expansion with a more limited version that would actually cover fewer people while spending more money https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/11/18220721/utah-medicaid-expansion-prop-3-sb96

The world’s insects are hurtling down the path to extinction, threatening a “catastrophic collapse of nature’s ecosystems”, according to the first global scientific review. More than 40% of insect species are declining and a third are endangered, the analysis found. The rate of extinction is eight times faster than that of mammals, birds and reptiles. The total mass of insects is falling by a precipitous 2.5% a year, according to the best data available, suggesting they could vanish within a century. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/feb/10/plummeting-insect-numbers-threaten-collapse-of-nature

2.9.2019
1) President makes joke about a time the US government killed thousands of Native Americans 2) People point out he did that 3) President’s son applauds president for doing that 4) Fox guy mocks people for suggesting president is knowledgeable enough to do that https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1094458761497010177
https://twitter.com/bendreyfuss/status/1094372944925655045
https://twitter.com/ashleyfeinberg/status/1094383224128708608

Russia’s bonds are now rated investment grade by all three major rating agencies, after Moody’s Investors upgraded the country’s credit rating from junk status as its vulnerability to external shocks, including US sanctions, had “materially diminished” https://www.ft.com/content/ffa87cec-2beb-11e9-88a4-c32129756dd8

Two weeks after the shutdown, thousands of employees have experienced delays or anomalies with paychecks. Many say they initially received half of what they were owed. Others found what appeared to be excessive tax withholding. Some had received no pay. https://wapo.st/2RL83zC

2.8.2019
President Trump praises oppressive North Korean dictator https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1094035813820784640
During his sworn testimony before the House Judiciary Committee on Friday, acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker lent credence to a flimsy conspiracy theory about CNN’s coverage of Roger Stone’s arrest https://www.vox.com/2019/2/8/18217045/whitaker-cnn-roger-stone-conspiracy-theory-house-judiciary-committee-testimony
Whitaker’s comment about discussing pardons is very “off;” Pardons are typically handled by the DAG, and don’t go to the AG or his office at all. Really no reason he should be aware of pardon documents in the normal course. https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1094328345968414727
DOJ apparently implemented Remain in Mexico, the most radical change to asylum processes in history, with no better answer to Congressional questions on asylum seekers' access to counsel than "we have no control over what happens in a foreign country." https://twitter.com/immlawACHall/status/1094001754486771713
There’s something — apparently about both the 2018 and the 2016 elections — that Sen. Dan Coats is hiding, information that surely would embarrass Trump. And Coats isn’t giving it to us. Given that just Democratic Senators are on the request (unlike the earlier request), this one seems to amount to Coats running partisan interference to prevent Trump from being embarrassed. Which, if true, would mean that the head of the Intelligence Community is using classification to hide the fact that the President is making bullshit claims about our elections. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/03/07/trump-administration-still-gaming-intelligence-on-election-interference/
In first real congressional oversight hearing under Democratic majority, Trump’s illegitimate acting AG Whitaker treats the entire thing as a joke, with support from Republicans on the committee https://www.vox.com/2019/2/8/18217275/matthew-whitaker-acting-attorney-general-hearing-takeaways
Whitaker subsequently goes over to the DC Trump Hotel https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1094079719010693120
There are nine items on the president’s public schedule for Friday — but they all relate to him getting to and from his physical at Walter Reed. That’s it.  https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1093733005980385281
A statement attributed to the president’s physician forecasts Trump’s future health, and seems likely to have been written by the Trump administration for him https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1094038498292703232

Trump's longtime bodyguard, Keith Schiller, has received $225,000 so far from the RNC, through his one-man consulting firm. Trump's longtime bodyguard, Keith Schiller, has received $225,000 so far from the RNC, through his one-man consulting firm. Schiller's payment is the last remaining contract left from 3 unusual expenses the RNC started paying in fall of 2017. One was rent at Trump Tower, one was Mike Pence's nephew's salary, and the 3rd was $15,000 a month to Trump's former bodyguard. When CNBC reported on the RNC paying Trump Tower rent and Pence's nephew's salary last year, the RNC quietly stopped paying them. But the money to Schiller never stopped.  https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1093937915506372608

Bigoted Supreme Court 5-4 decision: “a court that cannot bear the thought of a religious baker forced to frost a cake in violation of his spiritual convictions [is yet] wholly unaffected at the prospect of a man given last rites by a member of another faith” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/domineque-ray-alabama-execution-imam-first-amendment-scotus.html

2.7.2019
Illegitimate Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh writes dissent signaling that he is eager to reduce Roe vs. Wade to meaninglessness while claiming to uphold it https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1093704155447939072
In deciding to go along with the 5th Circuit’s sham opinion that pretended away facts determined at trial, Kavanaugh made the choice to align himself with a host of false narratives and claims raised in the appeals court about lazy doctors and benign state motives. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/trump-abortion-rhetoric-kavanaugh-roe-v-wade.html
House Judiciary Chair Jerrold Nadler (D-NY) said he won’t subpoena acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker — but only if Whitaker’s prepared to respond to Democrats’ questions at a scheduled hearing on Friday. https://www.vox.com/2019/2/7/18214201/matthew-whitaker-house-democrats-nadler-subpoena
In a Feb. 7 meeting, covered with great fanfare by both RT and state-run news wire Sputnik, Mexican lawmakers welcomed a Russian delegation to discuss investment opportunities in Mexico’s energy sector. The delegation that visited Mexico was led by Sen. Alexander Babakov, deputy chair of the Russian Federation’s Council Committee on Foreign Affairs. Babakov has become a poster boy for the brazen kleptocracy that has made Russia one of the most corrupt countries in the world. Though in recent years his reported annual income has only been $128,000, he is reportedly building a fortune. Property records, for example, indicate that the humble Babakov and his family own a chateau in France and an apartment in Paris. Babakov’s name also appears in the Panama Papers as the likely beneficiary of dishonest enrichment schemes in Ukraine through a company called VS Energy. Babakov has been sanctioned by the United States and the EU for his role in the annexation of Crimea and is also believed to have been a crucial player in the financing arrangements between Russia and Marine Le Pen’s National Front in France. …  the Russian group also included a woman by the name of Anastasia Samarkina [who] is mostly a ghost as well. There is no information available that would justify the presence of the company or its CEO as viable international partners in an interparliamentary forum in a country like Mexico https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/russia-mexico-delegation-energy-sector.html
Jeff Bezos announces that the National Enquirer attempted to blackmail him; the National Enquirer reportedly has a safe full of information about the president of the United States. https://twitter.com/BoutrousTed/status/1093713063126003712

Saudi regime, angry over persistent reporting of its assassination of a Washington Post journalist, obtained Jeff Bezos’ cellphone data to blackmail him, says a Bezos aide https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeff-bezos-investigation-finds-the-saudis-obtained-his-private-information

“The Bezos-AMI debacle is part of a larger pattern of silencing witnesses and burying evidence, which in turn is part of a movement to undermine rule of law. … Lawbreaking is almost a badge of honor. They can’t seem to stop breaking laws, even after they’re caught.” https://twitter.com/Teri_Kanefield/status/1094288367263506432

Since he took office, Trump has appointed at least eight people who identified themselves as current or former members of his club to senior posts in his administration https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/investigations/2019/02/08/donald-trump-picks-ambassadors-golf-club-mar-lago-members/2748260002/

Media adoption of absurdly bad-faith narrative about Sen. Warren’s “DNA” gathers momentum 
https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1093511405477732352

Amazon’s “fulfillment-center ambassadors,” a group of about 20 employees whom the company has tasked with testifying about its working conditions on Twitter, have been coming out in full force against unions. Over the past two weeks, the “FC Ambassadors” have sent out dozens of tweets decrying unions as inefficient and unnecessary. These often reuse the same language, and may be illegally directed by Amazon. https://slate.com/technology/2019/02/nyc-hq2-amazon-fulfillment-center-union-tweets.html

Trump’s trade policies have sent U.S. agricultural exports plunging, exacerbating already difficult economic conditions facing farmers. Average farm income has fallen to near 15-year lows under Trump, and in some areas of the country, farm bankruptcies are soaring. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/02/06/farm-crisis-trump-trade-policies-1147987

2.6.2019
NASA and NOAA released their analysis of the global climate in 2018 on Wednesday, revealing that 2018 was the fourth-hottest year on record. The other four in the top five all happened in the past five years, a reminder that we’ve seen a lot of rapid warming lately. And the planet will warm further, especially since greenhouse gas emissions are continuing to rise. Some of that heat came in the form of heat waves that took hundreds of lives. The heat also helped fuel record-breaking disasters, like the Camp Fire in California, that wiped out cities and left thousands homeless. https://climate.nasa.gov/news/2841/2018-fourth-warmest-year-in-continued-warming-trend-according-to-nasa-noaa/
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/blogs/beyond-data/2018s-billion-dollar-disasters-context
https://www.vox.com/2019/2/6/18214188/2018-hottest-year-record-temperature-nasa-noaa
Philadelphia is trying to open a supervised drug consumption site to help stem the tide of overdose deaths in the opioid epidemic — but now President Donald Trump’s Department of Justice is suing a nonprofit in the city to stop the site https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/6/18214021/philadelphia-safe-injection-site-trump-justice-department

Secretary of State (and former CIA director) Mike Pompeo is openly undercutting the IC’s [intelligence community?] assessment on North Korea’s denuclearization dodgeball  - he’s quoting Kim Vs the US intel community. https://twitter.com/sam_vinograd/status/1093163437356654593

2.5.2019
Ridiculous Trump State of the Union speech.
the speech was laced with authoritarianism. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/sotu-trump-authoritarian.html
No mention of climate change https://www.vox.com/2019/2/5/18207337/state-of-the-union-2019-climate-change
inaccurate and deliberately misleading claims about safe, legal abortion https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/5/18212521/state-of-the-union-trump-abortion-northam
Trump calls it a priority to “protect patients with pre-existing conditions” as his administration supports litigation that would undercut pre-existing conditions https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1092980135547031554
Trump focused his speech on issues of concern to his Republican base—only. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/6/18213647/trump-climate-change-gun-violence-state-of-the-union
Republicans clapped for the withdrawal from the INF treaty and a renewed nuclear arms race https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1092983010662776834
Trump seemed to warn House Democrats not to investigate him, claiming it could hurt the economy.
“An economic miracle is taking place in the United States — and the only thing that can stop it are foolish wars, politics, or ridiculous partisan investigations,” Trump said. He continued: “If there is going to be peace and legislation, there cannot be war and investigation. It just doesn’t work that way!” https://www.vox.com/2019/2/5/18213079/trump-state-of-the-union-investigation-legislation
Trump attacks Democratic Senator minority leader Chuck Schumer on Twitter just hours before he delivers what his aides keep claiming will be a message of unity. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1092810105031147521
At a private lunch for TV anchors, Trump dismissed Joe Biden as "dumb," called Chuck Schumer a "nasty son of a bitch" and mocked Ralph Northam for "choking like a dog" https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/05/us/politics/trump-lunch-news-anchors.html
David Bernhardt, a former oil and gas and water lobbyist, will be nominated to run the interior department, Donald Trump tweeted https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/feb/04/david-bernhardt-trump-oil-lobbyist-interior-department
Trump Chief of Staff Mulvaney on the deficit: “nobody cares,” https://twitter.com/tarapalmeri/status/1092865402034634754
(As a 2011 Congressman, Mulvaney pretended to abhor deficit spending when Obama was president)
Asked if President Trump consulted him on US withdrawal from Syria, Central Command chief Gen Votel, who commands all forces in the region, answered: “We were not”  https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1092823962906710017
Sen. Charles Grassley has been promoting the notion that the SC investigation is “winding down,” and admits he had no basis for this, just wants it to wind down https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1092863553277755392
Wall Street Journal publishes nonsensical op-ed claiming “tax reform is covering its costs.”  https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1092844136556838912
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tax-reform-is-covering-its-costs-11549324972
President Donald Trump chooses David Malpass, currently the undersecretary of treasury for international affairs, as the US nominee to lead the World Bank… he has already earned the opposition of some development experts for his vociferous criticism of the World Bank and other international institutions. https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/2/5/18212138/world-bank-nomination-david-malpass

A just-released GAO report says taxpayers paid $13.6 million for President Trump to take four trips to his resort at Mar-a-Lago. That's $10.6 million for Air Force One and $3 million for on-the-ground protection. https://twitter.com/gregorykorte/status/1092858547879186434

Trump’s nominee for the post of Under Secretary for International Finance: 34-year-old Acting Assistant Secretary Geoffrey Okamoto, who during the Iraq war advocated for the use of torture in wartime and argued that the military should bomb Al Jazeera TV antennas https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/bjqmp5/blog-that-ran-under-trump-treasury-nominees-name-advocated-torture-and-suggested-bombing-al-jazeera?utm_source=vicetwitterus

2.4.2019
U.S.-based NGO Freedom House’s annual Freedom in the World report, released Monday, found that for the 13th straight year, global freedom has declined. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/freedom-house-democracy.html
The White House was legally supposed to turn in their 2020 budget request today, but that's not happening. https://twitter.com/MariannaNBCNews/status/1092539108466012162
http://bit.ly/2HPjYwM\
We know former Sen. Claire McCaskill was targeted by Russia in 2018, and today is a deadline for the Trump administration to respond; nothing’s happening  https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/04/45-days-plus-45-days-is-trump-violating-his-own-election-tampering-executive-order/

The Navy is considering erecting a 14-foot flood wall around the Washington Navy Yard to protect the historic complex along the Anacostia River from rising sea levels [i.e. climate change], internal Department of Defense documents show. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-01/pentagon-weighs-14-foot-flood-wall-at-historic-navy-yard-in-d-c

CNN report: Saudi Arabia and its coalition partners have transferred American-made weapons to al Qaeda-linked fighters, hardline Salafi militias, and other factions waging war in Yemen, in violation of their agreements with the United States https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2019/02/middleeast/yemen-lost-us-arms/

It’s the year 2019 — almost two decades after measles was officially eliminated in the U.S. — and yet the Surgeon General has to do an explainer video because there are outbreaks in at least four states https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1092169098564431873

the world’s billionaires are storing expensive art on giant, expensive boats that are terrible for the environment while millions of people struggle to get by https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2019/2/4/18210829/superyacht-art-storage-billionaires-tax-avoidance

2.3.2019
The Pentagon announced Sunday that it's sending 3,750 additional troops to the U.S.-Mexico border to support efforts to improve security at ports of entry and deploy mobile surveillance units, AP reports. This puts the total number of active-duty troops already stationed on the border to 4,350. https://www.axios.com/pentagon-deploying-more-than-3000-troops-mexico-border-8a77f494-9e47-404c-9187-56c1d59a27e8.html
On Sunday morning, while most of America was thinking about the Super Bowl, CBS aired an interview with President Donald Trump in which he gave an answer to a question about Syria that was absurd even by his standards. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/4/18210412/trump-news-interview-syria-nonsense

CSPAN is normalizing the daily caller https://twitter.com/MollyMcKew/status/1092111678089633797

The NY Times describes Trump’s obvious artificial tan as "sun-kissed"  and the White House officially says "he has good genes" https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1092099015729205254

At least a third of the huge ice fields in Asia’s towering mountain chain are doomed to melt due to climate change, according to a landmark new report, with serious consequences for almost 2 billion people. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/feb/04/a-third-of-himalayan-ice-cap-doomed-finds-shocking-report

Seriously questionable big things go on with Trump and Deutsche Bank https://www.vox.com/2019/2/2/18208425/deutsche-bank-reject-trump-loan-request-2016

Trump has spent around 60% of his scheduled time over the past 3 months in unstructured "Executive Time." https://www.axios.com/donald-trump-private-schedules-leak-executive-time-34e67fbb-3af6-48df-aefb-52e02c334255.html

2.2.2019
CBS interviewer Brennan mentions McConnell talking to Pompeo about running for Senate in Kansas. Trump said, "That was fake news." When interviewer said again that it happened, Trump said, "Well, he may have spoken to him, but I think he loves being secretary of state." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1092054301827104769
Trump reiterated his preference for having "acting" Cabinet officials rather than Senate-confirmed permanent officials, saying, "It's easier to make moves when they're acting." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1092054902854037504
Trump again tried to rewrite the history of the Mattis resignation, saying, contrary to everything that has been reported, that he actually fired Mattis and just did him the courtesy of letting him send that resignation letter: "He 'resigned' because I was very nice to him." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1092055649813434368
Indicted supercreep Roger Stone is received, with “thunderous applause,” at a Trump campaign event https://twitter.com/lukerohlfing/status/1091812502973939712
Eight previous times, Trump inflated the US presence in South Korea from the high 20,000s to "32,000." This was the first time he made it "40,000." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1092059925952516099
Various other lies spewed from a firehose https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1092062084676882433

Televangelist Franklin Graham declares “The American people have elected Donald Trump to be president. And he’s the president. We need to work with him and support him while he’s president” and MSNBC rebroadcasts his lie [the American people did not elect Trump] without correction https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1091909649404710912

2.1.2019
The Trump administration just announced it will officially withdraw from INF nuclear missile treaty with Russia, a move that could kick-start an arms race and threaten the European continent https://www.vox.com/2019/2/1/18206619/inf-treaty-usa-russia-pompeo-trump
Tonight the Trump administration filed documents that don’t dispute the recent report that there may have been thousands more separated kids. They’re arguing it would take too long to figure out where those kids are because they have no tracking system. https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1091533510505086976

Vice Media is planning a reorganization that will include laying off about 10 percent of its workforce https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/vice-media-reorganize-lay-10-percent-staff-1181785
Journalism layoffs in just the past month: HuffPost: 20 BuzzFeed: 250 Vice: 250 Gannett: 400 McClatchy: 450 https://twitter.com/AlexCKaufman/status/1091410831919796225

1.31.2019
“President Donald Trump is renewing his calls for a wall on the southern border on Twitter, the White House is planning for a national emergency declaration to start building a wall and Trump interviewed Ted Cruz’s wife Heidi for an administration job less than three years after personally attacking her on Twitter.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/live/2019/jan/31/trump-news-live-latest-updates-wall-mexico-national-emergency-us-politics-today
President Donald Trump wants you to believe his administration is already building a wall along the southern border, even if Congress refuses to give him any money for it. But he’s also demanding Congress give him money so he can build the wall. Trump pushed these incoherent talking points repeatedly throughout the day on Thursday. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/31/18205751/trump-border-wall-incoherent-talking-points
Fearing deportation if they didn't show up, immigrants across the country traveled to ICE-issued court dates on Thursday only to find out those hearing dates were fake. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/immigration-court-fake-court-dates-ice-agents-immigrants-2019-01-31-live-updates/
A Fox & Friends report on 3 Trump nominees for the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals doesn't name the nominees, instead focusing on "conservative outrage" at reports Trump was considering working with Democrats to make his selections. https://twitter.com/revrrlewis/status/1090938275387400192
A White House security specialist has been suspended without pay for defying her supervisor Carl Kline, less than a week after NBC News reported Kline approved Jared Kushner for top secret clearance over the objections of career staff. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/whistleblower-white-house-security-clearance-office-gets-suspended-n964826
Based on Trump campaign release tonight, his reelection operation (including joint fundraising committees w/ RNC) is nearing the $130m mark. That's nearly 32 times what Obama had raised at the halfway mark of his first term. https://twitter.com/fschouten/status/1091128064304693248

The US health secretary sat for an interview with a man experts say is the leader of a hate group known for “defaming gays and lesbians”, just two days after Karen Pence, the US second lady, was criticized for teaching at a Christian school that bans homosexuality. Alex Azar, secretary of health and human services, was interviewed by the Family Research Council President, Tony Perkins, at an anti-abortion event called ProLifeCon in mid-January. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jan/30/donald-trump-administration-religious-right-access
White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders claimed Wednesday “I think that [God] wanted Donald Trump to become president,” https://www.politico.com/story/2019/01/30/sarah-huckabee-sanders-trump-god-1137547

Federal prosecutors said on Wednesday that special counsel Robert Mueller’s office was subject to a Russian disinformation campaign that intended to discredit his investigation into the Kremlin’s meddling in the 2016 election. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/it-s-some-galaxy-brain-stuff-they-wanted-us-believe-n964961

McConnell has repeatedly attacked election reform proposals including multiple ideas he once promoted; in 1973 he called money’s influence on politics a “cancer” https://www.vox.com/2019/2/15/18224850/mitch-mcconnell-campaign-finance-reform-hr1

In January, Indiana elementary school teachers had been shot “execution style” with pellet guns as part of an active shooter training conducted by the local sheriff’s office.  According to an account from the State Teachers Association, “four teachers at a time were taken into a room, told to crouch down and were shot execution style with some sort of projectiles” during the January training at Meadowlawn Elementary School in Monticello, Indiana.

1.30.3019
On Senate floor Mitch McConnell attacks the idea of a federal holiday for Election Day as part of a “power grab” by Democrats to win elections. https://twitter.com/StevenTDennis/status/1090660773284757504
In a decision of startling breadth, the Department of Health and Human Services declared that, under “Religious Freedom Restoration Act,” a federally funded foster care agency in South Carolina has a right to discriminate against non-Christians, closing its doors to would-be parents of different faiths.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-adoption-same-sex-couples-jews-miracle-mill.html
Trump contradicts his intel chiefs, and himself, saying ISIS "will soon be destroyed" https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1090660601867788289
The White House abruptly canceled President Donald Trump’s daily intelligence briefing on Wednesday, the morning after top intelligence officials testified before Congress, The Daily Beast has learned. Reached for comment, White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders simply said, “It was moved.” She did not go into further detail as to why and did not respond to follow-up inquiries.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/white-house-abruptly-cancelled-trumps-meeting-with-intel-chiefs?source=twitter&via=desktop
Trump then spent the morning blasting his intelligence chiefs on Twitter, instead. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1091151973662031873
Trump again denied a "phone call" with Russia—a collusion charge no one has ever made—to the Daily Caller  https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099345532827389952
In a new filing in the Internet Research Agency case, Mueller's team says they've found evidence discovery documents were forged as part of a "disinformation campaign aimed (apparently) at discrediting ongoing investigations into Russian interference in the US political system." https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1090701941880115202
Trump celebrated the exact same Dow milestone (breaking 25,000) after doing so at almost the same point in 2018. https://twitter.com/morningmoneyben/status/1090819573539049473

“Schultz for president” story continues to receive media play https://www.vox.com/2019/1/29/18202125/trump-wants-howard-schultz-president-run-explained
“national media who have elevated Schultz’s candidacy with a elephant sized dose of free media, literally leading with it in every broadcast with no substantive justification” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1090372430462361601
“I'm sure nothing bad can happen if the national media gives a totally unqualified rich guy a bunch of free air time as he pursues a vanity campaign for the presidency.” https://twitter.com/ariel__gordon/status/1090372889772204039
“Is Howard Schultz just getting on TV because he’s a billionaire and we’re supposed to respect that? There doesn’t seem to be any other explanation for why a third party candidate who hasn’t even committed to running has been on 60 Minutes, The View, and Morning Joe in one week.” https://twitter.com/jbillinson/status/1090607764790042625
“On CNN right now, a poll showing Howard Schultz already underwater: 22% oppose, 13% support. Chyron: STARBUCKS FOUNDER SCHULTZ GAINING EARLY 2020 SUPPORT” https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1093566509190909953
“Schultz is getting airtime bc he’s paying former Obama deputy press sec Bill Burton to get it for him.” https://twitter.com/SamAdlerBell/status/1093590245378064384
Meanwhile, Washington Post reporting finds that “It is now empirically, provably the case that Schultz is fully cognizant of the enormity of the risk [of reelecting Trump that] his candidacy poses.”
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/01/31/howard-schultzs-own-advisers-just-unmasked-his-cynical-game-trump-will-cheer/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/budding-independent-howard-schultz-aims-most-of-his-ire-at-democrats/2019/01/30/28210ab4-24a7-11e9-ad53-824486280311_story.html

1.29.2019
Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats and other top intelligence officials presented their annual “Worldwide Threat Assessment” report to the Senate Intelligence Committee on Tuesday. The picture this latest report paints makes one thing stunningly clear: Trump’s major foreign policy positions are not based in reality. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/29/18202179/trump-intelligence-north-korea-iran-russia-china
But despite the fact that intelligence officlals’ statements were made on live television before Congress, and were also written down and entered into the congressional record, Trump is claiming that none of that happened and that the media is lying. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/31/18205909/trump-intelligence-isis-north-korea-russia-twitter
Sen. Lindsey Graham publicly proposes that Trump threaten not just a government shutdown but a default on the national debt to get his way. Apparently the idea is gaining some momentum in GOP circles. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/29/18202557/lindsey-graham-debt-ceiling-wall
A White House staffer whose salary was paid by US taxpayers signed a NDA with the Trump campaign and now the campaign is about to sue him over it, says the COO of the Trump campaign. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1090252371878465536

While public polling shows President Trump to be in a bleak political situation after a thumping midterm defeat and an unpopular shutdown, Alex Isenstadt of Politico reports that “Trump’s political team has concluded that shutting down the government hasn’t damaged his 2020 prospects — if anything, they’re convinced it’s bolstered his standing in key electoral battlegrounds.” https://www.vox.com/2019/1/29/18201939/rnc-poll-parscale-trump-districts

the current national security advisor, John Bolton, is sitting on a $2+ million campaign warchest and slowly paying out 10s of thousands to a law firm. someone was raising big dollars into this account as recently as late march 2018 https://twitter.com/patdennis/status/1090351689390088192

1.28.2019
5 police officers shot. https://twitter.com/KHOU/status/1090030768104062979
The Treasury Department is projected to borrow $1 trillion for the second year in a row to finance the deficit, according to Bloomberg News. https://thehill.com/policy/finance/budget/427295-treasury-projected-to-borrow-1-trillion-to-finance-deficit-for-the
The CBO said that some $3 billion in economic activity has been permanently lost. https://www.cbo.gov/publication/54937
"Certainly no permanent damage to the economy," says Trump economic adviser Larry Kudlow https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1089991049550983169
Stupid squirrel-chasing: today’s news cycle fixates on 1) a possible independent presidential bid by Starbucks’ founder, and 2) parsing an offhand comment at the end of a long interview with a visibly anxious illegitimate acting attorney general Whitaker.

Texas officials have launched a purge of 95,000 people from the voter rolls, claiming on dubious grounds that they do not appear to be U.S. citizens — just the beginning of a wider, more frequent purging that will happen monthly from now on. https://www.chron.com/news/politics/texas/article/Texas-is-purging-95-000-voters-suspected-to-be-13562186.php
This methodology has a massive flaw: More than 50,000 Texas residents are naturalized each year, and when they become citizens, they are not obligated to inform the Department of Public Safety. It is therefore extremely likely that many if not all of the individuals whom Whitley flagged have become U.S. citizens and are perfectly lawful Texas voters. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/texas-republicans-racist-illegal-voters-purge.html
A day later, Texas “quietly” informs counties that some of the 95,000 voters flagged for citizenship review don't belong on the list https://www.texastribune.org/2019/01/29/texas-voter-citizenship-list-problems-state-tells-counties/
https://www.wacotrib.com/news/elections/state-all-on-local-list-of-potential-noncitizen-voters-are/article_20771942-538d-506d-bcad-7e7ca79e261d.html
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton and his allies are taking a page from Kris Kobach’s playbook of shock and awe: Toss out a wildly inflated claim of non-citizen voting, then use the ensuing panic to justify mass disenfranchisement. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/texas-republicans-racist-illegal-voters-purge.html

An ongoing outbreak of measles — one of the most infectious diseases known to man — in Washington state has prompted the governor to declare a public health emergency. https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/19-01%20State%20of%20Emergency.pdf
https://www.vox.com/2019/1/27/18199514/measles-outbreak-2018-clark-county-washington

1.27.2019
Trump lifted sanctions on close Putin ally Oleg Deripaska today — and one of Deripaska’s companies promptly responded to the news by hiring a member of Trump’s transition team. https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1089855049998745600
Meanwhile the Trump administration is sanctioning Venezuela’s state-owned oil company https://www.vox.com/world/2019/1/28/18201115/venezuela-ofac-sanctions-pdvsa-oil
Chuck Todd: “he (Trump) shut down the government.” Rep. Kevin McCarthy: “He didn’t shut it down.” https://twitter.com/saletan/status/1089554353999020033
The former chairman of the congressional committee Roger Stone allegedly lied to and whose witnesses he allegedly threatened criticizes federal prosecutors “because you know we already found in our report that Roger Stone wasn’t colluding” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1089605728875237376

The Environmental Protection Agency isn’t going after polluters like it used to. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/16/18183998/epa-andrew-wheeler-environmental-policy-enforcement
A January report from Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER), an advocacy group for public sector workers who deal with environmental issues, shows that the number of criminal cases the EPA referred to the Justice Department under President Trump is at the lowest level in 30 years https://www.vox.com/2019/1/16/18183998/epa-andrew-wheeler-environmental-policy-enforcement

1.26.2019
Trump blurts online “Roger Stone didn’t even work for me anywhere near the Election!" https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1089364405870125057

the Trump administration, which is trying to hire 15,000 new border officers, has given $60.7 million to to a consulting firm in exchange for only 33 agents since November 2017. That’s almost $2 million per officer.  https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-border-patrol-hiring-20190126-story.html

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau penalized a man $1 this week, for illegally exchanging veterans’ pensions for high-interest “cash advances.” Mark Corbett claimed in sworn statements to the bureau that he had an inability to pay any fine of greater value, and the bureau accepted $1 as payment for making illegal, high-cost loans to former members of the armed forces. This is not the first time… Under the previous acting director, current acting White House chief of staff Mick Mulvaney, this type of reduction was so widespread that it came to be known as the “Mulvaney discount.” https://theintercept.com/2019/01/26/cfpb-mulvaney-discount/

There’s more to Trump and Ross’ bizarre Norman Rockwell parable of friendly greengrocers and your brother-in-law the jolly bank manager than just the cluelessness of old white billionaires ….  It’s the story wherein even if you slash government entitlement programs and food programs and health care, what arises—beatifically and from the rubble—to replace it all is good old-fashioned local and religious charities.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-grocery-stores-paul-ryan-narrative.html

“5 women were executed in a bank by a total (male) stranger and it didn't even register I'm the news because both gun violence and misogynistic violence have become so commonplace.” https://twitter.com/ilyseh/status/1088985711615926277

The former superintendent of Joshua Tree national park has said it could take hundreds of years to recover from damage caused by visitors during the longest-ever government shutdown. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jan/28/joshua-tree-national-park-damage-government-shutdown

Democrats warn that the longest government shutdown in U.S. history may have opened the U.S. up to new national security risks because of undetected cyberattacks https://www.politico.com/story/2019/01/29/democrats-worry-hackers-exploited-the-shutdown-1127646

1.25.2019
Roger Stone arrested.
just hours before his arrest, Stone posted a photo on Instagram meant to highlight his closeness with Trump
Stone walked out out of his house in a "Roger Stone did nothing wrong" t-shirt.  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1095738416048861184
President of the United States responds by bragging that Stone pledged not to testify against him  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1069619316319035392
Goalpost-move: White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders asserted, “The question and the big thing that the Mueller investigation is supposed to center on is whether or not the president in some outrageous way colluded with Russia.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/roger-stone-indictment-trump-campaign-collusion.html
still left unexplained, however, is why Stone and other former Trump officials like Michael Flynn decided to make false statements about their campaign contacts with Russia and organizations allegedly working to further the Kremlin’s ends. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/25/18197232/stone-indictment-sarah-sanders-cnn-trump
Result https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1088761222059708416
GUILTY: -Trump’s lawyer/fixer -Trump’s campaign chair -Trump’s NatSec adviser -Trump’s deputy campaign manager -Trump’s foreign policy adviser 
INDICTED: -Trump's longest-serving political adviser -Trump transition Congress liaison 
CHARGED/DROPPED: -Trump’s 1st campaign manager
Government shutdown ends after Trump and all leading Republicans insist, until just hours ago, that reopening the government without money for a wall was completely unacceptable. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/25/18197731/trump-we-will-not-cave-shutdown
The Senate—again—approves the bill to fund government by voice vote. Republicans have completely ceded decision-making to Trump.
The non-partisan CRFB just released a report showing the #GovernmentShutdown cost the economy about $26B, about the price of the average hurricane. It also negated the stimulus from the Republican tax cuts. http://www.crfb.org/blogs/shutdowns-economic-toll-equals-average-hurricane
The partial government shutdown may have disrupted air travel and triggered financial hardship, but it didn’t stop the White House from continuing to dismantle regulations meant to protect US workers.
On Friday, the Trump administration gutted a 2016 rule that required most employers to electronically submit detailed reports of all workplace injuries to the Department of Labor each year https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/29/18197346/trump-labor-electronic-injury-reporting-rule
The shutdown has already caused many dedicated public servants to question their career choice, and the prospect of a reoccurrence could lead not only to a loss of talent, but discourage high-quality candidates from considering government service. Job sites such as LinkedIn and Glassdoor, for example, reported a sizable uptick in skilled federal employees looking for private-sector jobs during the shutdown. https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/02/07/congress-prevent-shutdown-224821
During the shutdown, federal workers went to great lengths to deal with their cash flow shortfall. Almost a quarter reduced or eliminated spending on health or medical expenses for themselves or their family. One in four visited a food bank. Forty-two percent took on new debt to pay for day-to-day expenses and bills. Two in five turned to family or friends, while one in five borrowed from a bank or credit union. https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/12/government-shutdown-looms-federal-workers-still-hurting-financially/2840443002/
Public comment on 143 proposed federal rules ended during the shutdown. https://www.wsj.com/articles/public-comments-were-also-sidelined-during-government-shutdown-11548800440
Starting on Friday, Central Americans who attempt to enter the US without papers at the port of entry at San Ysidro — the most popular official border crossing for migrants seeking asylum in the United States — are going to be turned back to Mexico while their cases are pending. … The policy change means that people who are trying to exercise their legal right to seek asylum will be barred from the US for as much as a year https://www.vox.com/2019/1/24/18196537/asylum-trump-mexico-remain-return-deport
Trump’s Labor Board Just Gave Its Blessing to One of the Most Deplorable Worker Abuses in the Country, reached by a 3–1 vote along partisan lines https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/supershuttle-drivers-national-labor-relations-board-trump.html
at BuzzFeed News: Its national and health desks were cut. Its national security desk was disbanded. Its LGBT desk was left with only one staffer. And other cuts… In total, 43 people have been left without a job. https://cnn.it/2HxZqZq
Flights into LaGuardia Airport in New York, one of the busiest airports in the US, are being halted because there aren’t enough air traffic controllers to land them safely. The Federal Aviation Administration made the call to halt incoming flights on Friday https://cnb.cx/2FKGl4o

At least 14,000 unpaid workers in the Internal Revenue Service division that includes tax processing and call centers did not show up for work this week despite orders to do so https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/01/25/least-unpaid-irs-workers-did-not-show-up-work-broad-shutdown-disruption-hits-tax-agency-according-house-aides/

1.24.2019
AP headlines blame Democrats for an incompletely described Republican bill's failure, and spare Republicans the same accountability for the failure of the Democrats' clean CR https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1088546086149599235

The adventures of alleged Russian espionage agents Anatoliy Chepiga and Alexander Mishkin, whom the U.K. has accused of poisoning a double agent last year, are now the subject of a lighthearted board game called Our Guys in Salisbury. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jan/24/salisbury-novichok-attack-board-game-on-sale-russia

Despite the FCC voting to kill net neutrality—an act which FCC Chairman Pai alleged would spur investment and job growth—Comcast’s latest earnings report indicates that the cable giant’s capital expenditures (CAPEX) for 2018 actually decreased 3 percent. The revelation comes on the heels by similar statements by Verizon and Charter Spectrum that they’d also be seeing lower network investment numbers in 2018. It’s not expected to get any better in 2019. https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/gyab5m/its-now-clear-none-of-the-supposed-benefits-of-killing-net-neutrality-are-real

1.23.2019
It’s day 33 of the longest government shutdown in American history, and federal workers are facing a second missed paycheck. Lara Trump, President Donald Trump’s daughter-in-law and reelection campaign adviser, had a message for the furloughed workers and those working without pay: It will be worth it. “Listen, it’s not fair to you, and we all get this, but this is so much bigger than any one person,” she said in an interview with Bold TV. “It’s a little bit of pain, but it’s going to be for the future of our country.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/23/18194348/lara-trump-shutdown-workers
Trump formally proposes completely violating constitutional structure and holding his State of the Union speech in the House without congressional approval https://twitter.com/cfarivar/status/1088124849677991936
Gannett, Huffington Post and BuzzFeed News announcing layoffs on same day, in a buoyant economy 
Michael Cohen announced that he was withdrawing his commitment to appear — because, his lawyer said, of “threats against his family” from President Trump and his lawyer Rudy Giuliani. [This would constitute witness tampering] https://www.vox.com/2019/1/23/18194719/trump-michael-cohen-father-in-law-threat
Trump has said that he no longer recognizes Venezuelan leader Nicolás Maduro’s government — and Maduro responded by saying he no longer recognizes relations with the United States. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/1/23/18194881/venezuela-maduro-diplomats-trump-guaido
the National Air Traffic Controllers Association, the union representing air traffic controllers, issued a statement that warned a continued shutdown could jeopardize air safety because of the understaffing caused by absences. “In our risk averse industry, we cannot even calculate the level of risk currently at play, nor predict the point at which the entire system will break,” the statement said. “It is unprecedented.” https://www.natca.org/Images/NATCA_PDFs/Publications/20190123-AFA-ALPA-NATCA-Joint-Statement-FINAL.pdf
The number of Americans without health insurance has increased by 7 million since President Donald Trump took office, new Gallup data released Wednesday shows. https://news.gallup.com/poll/246134/uninsured-rate-rises-four-year-high.aspx
Hours after Trump tweeted “BUILD A WALL,” Conway says, “I’m asking why you and the polling questions, respectfully, are still saying ‘wall.’”  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/23/18194810/conway-wall-trump-cnn-border-wall

FBI Agents Association releases 72-page report detailing how shutdown is dangerously slowing counter-terrorism, child abuse, & gang investigations. "We have lost several sources who have worked for months, and years, to penetrate groups & target subjects."  https://www.fbiaa.org/sites/default/files/downloadable/FBIAA%20Voices%20from%20the%20Field.pdf
FBI agents started bringing canned food to field offices to help colleagues in need. Employees are walking into supervisors’ offices in tears & asking for help. https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/for-a-besieged-fbi-the-shutdown-is-the-latest-trump-era-assault

Since even before Trump was sworn in to office, variants of the same headlines have appeared in the press with metronomic regularity. They are less headlines than tropes… https://arcdigital.media/narratives-of-the-trump-administration-part-i-cf65e1277871

1.22.2019
Global elite gather in Brazil to party with fascist Jair Bolsonaro. Shinzo Abe, Tony Blair, the CEOs of Bank of America, ABB, and Apple; Tim Cook grins while holding signs saying “Brazil, country of opportunities" https://twitter.com/felixsalmon/status/1087863591288651776
Bolsonaro also finds welcome at the Davos confab and the World Economic Forum https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/feb/05/davos-set-far-right
The Intercept: “Donald Trump probably represents the best hope that we’ve had since 9/11 to actually end some of these forever wars.” https://interc.pt/2TN82g2 (Just over 11 months later Trump plunged America into war with Iran) 
The State Department has just had to cancel a big international conference on border security and preventing WMD proliferation across borders (due to the shutdown supposedly driven by border security) https://twitter.com/MichLKosinski/status/1087839706182795267
Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar declined a request to testify on the Trump administration's policy of separating migrant families at the border https://www.politico.com/story/2019/01/22/health-secretary-testify-seperated-children-1119744
President Trump asked three times for deputy press secretary “Tidley.” His name is Gidley. https://twitter.com/JonLemire/status/1087811352658395137
The US president regularly copies-and-pastes chyron headlines from Fox minutes after they run https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/1087695085179977728
on day 732 of his presidency, msnbc's Andrea Mitchell refers to Trump as a "new president" who is still involved "in a learning process." https://twitter.com/owillis/status/1087773560893042689

As Denver teachers prepare to strike, school district recruits furloughed federal workers to take their place https://www.9news.com/article/news/as-strike-looms-dps-turns-to-furloughed-federal-workers-for-subs/73-be76571b-ada7-4dba-b173-98f279aed49d

Trump's official Facebook account has been posting photoshopped images that make his fingers look longer. http://gizmo.do/9U1PNBY

1.21.2019
A majority of the Supreme Court has indicated that it is willing to defer to Trump’s snap decision and allow the Pentagon to once again prohibit open transgender service. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/supreme-court-trump-transgender-troops-ban.html
Trump lawyer Giuliani said “the [Moscow Trump Tower] proposal was in the earliest stage,” and he went on to tell the New Yorker that “no plans were ever made. There were no drafts. Nothing in the file.” [In fact] Trump Tower Moscow was a richly imagined vision of upscale splendor on the banks of the Moscow River. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/azeenghorayshi/here-are-the-trump-moscow-plans

1.20.2019
According to the president’s personal lawyer, the Trump Organization continued conversations with Russian officials about building a 100-story tower in Moscow well into 2016 — months later than what was previously made public.  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/20/18190524/giuliani-trump-tower-moscow-2016
“Today felt like softening the market for info destined to come out by 2/7: Trump & Cohen talked, Moscow Tower continued thru November. Feels like a sanctioned goal post move.” https://twitter.com/kleavitt/status/1087087025386340353
Also, prompted "You just acknowledged that President Trump might have talked to [Cohen] about his testimony,” Giuliani responded: "And so what if he talked to him about it?" https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1087044924124680192
Vice President Pence says Trump is acting “exactly like” Martin Luther King in demanding a border wall https://twitter.com/_waleedshahid/status/1087115690069446656

Whether it’s the daily press briefing or a formal press conference with the president, news networks have become fixated on the image of the Trump White House publicly brawling with journalists who challenge them in front of TV cameras. … The White House press conference is supposed to represent a fundamental democratic ideal: that the government should be willing to answer to the public in good faith. Watching Trump attack and demonize reporters challenges that ideal. It represents a breakdown in a basic democratic norm, and that itself feels newsworthy. … For Trump, staging big, dramatic confrontations is the point. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/23/18194586/trump-press-conference-briefing-fight-cable-news

1.19.2019
Trump announces an absurd “compromise deal” without actually offering anything or even discussing first with anyone not one of his allies.  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/19/18189549/trump-shutdown-announcement-deal-daca-democrats
"WH officials conceded privately they had tacked on controversial proposals anathema to Dems that would block many migrants from seeking asylum" https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/22/us/politics/government-shutdown-senate.html
Yet the New York Times describes an offer worked out among Trump, Pence, Kushner, and Miller as a “compromise.” https://twitter.com/TopherSpiro/status/1086965768904953863
Trump claims a few hundred miles of additional border barriers along border with Mexico could cut America’s crime and drug problems in half (this is absurdly false)  https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1086734775124144128
Trump also cites San Antonio as an example of a city where a border wall has worked. It’s located 150 miles north of Mexico and there is no wall. https://twitter.com/adamcbest/status/1086670677900431360
Meanwhile Trump is already catching heat from his own base, with complaints that his new concessions on immigration amount to a four-letter word in conservative circles: amnesty.  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/20/18190721/immigration-hardliners-outraged-trump-shutdown-dea
Trump told reporters this morning that the media has “truly lost its credibility,” then, two sentences later, lied for the 13th time that the New York Times issued a post-election apology for its coverage. The Times never apologized. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1086672439491227648

Glaciers in western North America, excluding Alaska, are melting four times faster than in the previous decade, with changes in the jet stream exacerbating the longer-term effects of climate change, according to a new study. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jan/18/north-america-glacier-melt-study-climate-change
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2018GL080942

IceBridge, a decadelong NASA campaign meant to secure a seamless record of ice loss, has had to sacrifice at least half of what was supposed to be its final spring deployment because of Republicans’ shutdown. http://bit.ly/2RAGHB1

…in the middle of the day it takes seconds to blister a dog’s paw or child’s foot. In Mildura, in northern Victoria, last week gardeners burned their hands when they picked up their tools, which had been left in the sun at 46C. Fish were dying in the rivers. Almost every day last week a new heat record was broken in Australia. https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/jan/19/australia-swelters-as-relentless-hot-weather-smashes-records

Republican legislators are trying to "repeal and replace" the ballot initiative that expanded Medicaid to more than 150,000 Utahns. They are claiming the voter-approved sales tax is insufficient. That demonstrably untrue. There already was a solid fiscal analysis that proved otherwise.  https://twitter.com/Jonathanchad/status/1086706670976331776
https://www.deseretnews.com/article/900050749/changes-may-be-coming-to-voter-approved-medicaid-expansion-utah-legislative-leaders-say.html
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/7/18214306/utah-medicaid-expansion-prop-3-sb96

A lobbyist for Republican megadonor and casino magnate Sheldon Adelson sent a memo to top DOJ officials, arguing that a 2011 opinion that benefited gambling was wrong. Then the DOJ announced its Office of Legal Counsel had, in an unusual move, reversed its position. https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1086406245286928384
https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-departments-reversal-on-online-gambling-tracked-memo-from-adelson-lobbyists-11547854137

Viral footage of white Catholic students clashing with a Native American man after the March for Life anti-abortion rally on Friday swept across the internet over the long weekend. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/22/18192908/covington-catholic-video-nick-sandmann-maga
Subsequently, both the right-wing hate community and an expensive PR firm have tried to gaslight the episode of bullying and abuse into a controversy, with ample take-up by media. The spoiled, hateful smirking teen at the center of it has received invitations to “tell his story” on television which are of course never afforded to e.g. African Americans
CNN’s Jake Tapper pushed a “statement” supposedly written by the teenager, but turns out to be actually from a PR firm run by...a fellow CNN commentator who used his own media connections to spin this story. https://twitter.com/auntbeckyrose/status/1087589454364078080

1.18.2019
BuzzFeed has an important story that fleshes out what was made clear in Michael Cohen’s allocution, sentencing memo, and the public record (including earlier BuzzFeed reports). Trump and his kids knew a lot about Cohen’s negotiations for a Trump Tower, and also knew and helped sustain his lies to Congress. BuzzFeed even suggests that all the lying came from Trump https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/18/about-the-buzzfeed-scoop-its-important-but-it-oversells-the-lying-part/
Fox News responds with “Honduran Migrants Entering Mexico” news alert https://twitter.com/revrrlewis/status/1086221279777177600
CNN quickly takes up a “reporter has checkered past” counter narrative https://twitter.com/DavidKlion/status/1086314897246470146
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/18/media/buzzfeed-reporter-jason-leopold/index.html
Special Counsel spokesperson Peter Carr issued a statement vaguely denying Thursday’s Buzzfeed story claiming that Trump ordered Michael Cohen to lie. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/19/peter-carr-speaks/
The Washington Post, in a story presenting DOJ’s side of events, revealed that someone from Rod Rosenstein’s office (probably Ed O’Callaghan, who has managed most interactions with Mueller’s office) called to ask them if they were going to issue such a statement… this potentially violated Special Counsel regulations protecting the Special Counsel from day-to-day interference in the office https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/inside-the-mueller-teams-decision-to-dispute-buzzfeeds-explosive-story-on-trump-and-cohen/2019/01/19/d89dba5b-fa0f-445b-9fd3-72f0e911e28d_story.html
CNN describes Rosenstein’s office getting just a “heads up,” not calling to check in if Mueller was releasing a statement. https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/21/politics/rudy-giuliani-robert-mueller-buzzfeed/index.html
As context for all this: other outlets that have presented rock solid proof Trump had suborned perjury didn’t say what BuzzFeed said, straight out, i.e. that Trump told people to lie. He did. There's abundant public evidence he did. But the news outlets didn't say that. … Significantly, NYT got those stories thru access journalism. Access journalism that has LONG misled the public about the investigation. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1086468633998622720
Trump’s team “‘raised concerns’ in a letter to Mueller’s office.” The thing is — Trump shouldn’t know one way or another whether Buzzfeed’s was a phony story. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/21/trump-raised-concerns-about-testimony-they-shouldnt-know-is-phony-or-not-with-muellers-office/
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/22/rudy-is-relying-on-tapes-to-claim-buzzfeed-is-phony-but-there-arent-tapes-of-everything/
A Honduran man who lost two of his limbs on the journey to seek asylum in the United States was deported Friday morning, after spending more than a year in U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement detention without one of his prosthetic limbs. https://www.thedailybeast.com/ice-deports-double-amputee-who-spent-more-than-a-year-in-detention-without-prosthetic-arm
White House issues a directive to executive branch agencies that bars congressional delegation travel on any government aircraft, as well as use of travel expenses, during the shutdown without White House approval. (Isn't Congress supposed to tell the Executive how it can spend its money and not vice versa?) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1086305703336337411
There's a food line for furloughed federal workers in DC that currently stretches around the side of this building. https://twitter.com/jaredlholt/status/1086312460913524736
“Pelosi, a Constitutional Officer and member of the Gang of Eight, can't travel overseas. Susan Pompeo, a cabinet member's wife, can.”  https://t.co/8WIInH29V9
A federal judge has found four women guilty of entering a national wildlife refuge without a permit as they sought to place food and water in the Arizona desert for migrants. US magistrate Judge Bernardo Velasco’s ruling on Friday marked the first conviction against humanitarian aid volunteers in a decade.  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jan/19/arizona-four-women-convicted-after-leaving-food-and-water-in-desert-for-migrants

A model from Belarus, Natalia Rybka, who claimed to have evidence of Russian interference in U.S. President Donald Trump's election was detained in an airport in Moscow on Thursday after being deported from Thailand, Interfax cited the police as saying. https://themoscowtimes.com/news/model-who-claimed-trump-secrets-detained-moscow-airport-64186

The security certificates authenticating more than 130 US government websites, including a subdomain at whitehouse.gov, have expired during the federal shutdown because the workers tasked with renewing them have been furloughed. https://qz.com/1527038/white-house-web-security-has-lapsed-because-of-the-shutdown/

“The govt-reliant business community continues to receive a growing list of accommodations during the shutdown. Tenants in federally subsidized housing programs, not so much.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1086381227739934722

John Dowd, who floated money and pardons for Manafort and Gates, still talks to Trump https://www.thedailybeast.com/john-dowd-president-trumps-old-lawyer-is-still-whispering-in-his-ear

1.17.2019
House Republicans are mad that they didn’t get a chance to let the official record show they were opposed to a bill reopening the government.  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/17/18187091/house-republicans-cr-bill-to-reopen-government
Trump, after presumably stewing for 24 hours over how to hit back because House Speaker Pelosi does not want to host his State of the Union speech in the House while he is keeping the government shut down, cancels a scheduled trip abroad of hers https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/pelosi-jabs-trump-maybe-he-thinks-it-s-ok-not-n959841
What legal authority did he have to do so? DoD is fully funded. https://twitter.com/NatlSecCnslrs/status/1086024099674144769
The Speaker, and lawmakers on the congressional trip with Pelosi, were reportedly not informed that their trip had been cancelled until roughly 30 minutes before they expected to leave.  https://twitter.com/ChadPergram/status/1085986200870178817
the commander in chief dismisses the House Speaker's planned trip to Afghanistan, a country where American troops are deployed, as "a public relations event." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1085981079532642304
letter reveals the secret travel plans into a war zone for one of the most high ranking officials in the US. https://twitter.com/MicahGrimes/status/1085984806175948800
Also addresses Pelosi incorrectly as “Madame Speaker.” https://twitter.com/RepBobbyRush/status/1085981750302593026
Trump’s own state dept said his leaking Speaker Pelosi’s secret travel to Afghanistan “significantly increased the danger to the delegation & to the troops, security & other officials supporting the trip.” https://twitter.com/sfpelosi/status/1086282934959595520
After the Trump statement said “Obviously, if you would like to make your journey by flying commercial, that would certainly be your prerogative,” Pelosi made plans to this and the Trump administration leaked them, making that option unsafe as well. https://twitter.com/Drew_Hammill/status/1086271189805395968
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/pelosi-commercial-travel-afghanistan-trump-shutdown.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/security-concerns-created-by-trumps-disclosure-will-delay-afghanistan-trip-pelosi-says/2019/01/18/b2d61536-1b2f-11e9-8813-cb9dec761e73_story.html
Count now at 10 times Trump team has watered down its collusion denials -- after initially saying there was no contact with any foreign entities https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/01/17/rudy-giuliani-just-contradicted-nearly-all-trump-teams-past-collusion-denials/
President Trump met with a delegation of hard-right activists led by Ginni Thomas, the wife of Justice Clarence Thomas, listening quietly as members of the group denounced transgender people and women serving in the military https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/26/us/politics/trump-ginni-thomas-meeting.html
the US State Department has been alarmingly lax in addressing how rising temperatures are fueling human movements around the world, the Government Accountability Office wrote in a report released Thursday. By overlooking climate change, the agency may be unprepared to handle events that impact US security.  https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/1/18/18188177/gao-climate-migration-report-state-department

GOP lawmaker today yelled at California Democrat Tony Cardenas, "Go back to Puerto Rico!" https://twitter.com/jamiedupree/status/1085975236137402369
new report from the Office of the Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human Services finds that an unknown number of children — possibly “thousands” — were separated from parents at the US-Mexico border before June 2018 but hadn’t been included in official government tallies of separated families. https://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/oei-BL-18-00511.pdf
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/17/18186773/families-children-separated-trump-thousands

“We scientists sound like a broken record. Every year we present the science and plead for action. Not nearly enough is being done.” https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2019/jan/16/our-oceans-broke-heat-records-in-2018-and-the-consequences-are-catastrophic

The Pentagon released a short report this week detailing how a changing climate is a national security threat and makes the military’s job around the world harder. The problem, though, is that the pithy document will likely fall on deaf ears anyway.… Perhaps knowing the report’s recipients, the Pentagon chose to compile a 17-page document, which Congress’s major 2018 defense bill compelled the Pentagon to write, that features very few specifics. In fact, it only mentions the phrase “climate change” five times https://www.vox.com/2019/1/18/18188153/pentagon-climate-change-military-trump-inhofe
https://climateandsecurity.files.wordpress.com/2019/01/sec_335_ndaa-report_effects_of_a_changing_climate_to_dod.pdf

“The normalizing of the Barr hearing is a shameful failure of the media. POTUS fired the AG for refusing to end an investigation of him, and his replacement nominee won’t recuse from it.” https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1085510248541114368

The partial government shutdown, the longest in U.S. history, is affecting the Federal Election Commission’s ability to enforce campaign finance laws and investigate possible infractions… Ninety percent of the agency’s 300 employees have been furloughed, forcing it to skip its first scheduled meeting of the year https://www.politico.com/story/2019/01/16/senators-concerned-shutdown-campaign-finance-fec-1106869

On January 11, the TSA announced that it would provide a day’s worth of pay to those who were on duty December 22, the day the shutdown was announced, plus a $500 bonus for working over the holiday season. But as the afternoon of January 16, no employees have received the bonus and some haven’t gotten their full day’s worth of pay. https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2019/1/17/18186822/government-shutdown-tsa-agents-bonus-payment

The Trump administration claimed it forced painful concessions from Deripaska to lift sanctions on his companies. But a confidential document shows he & his allies will retain majority ownership, & he will settle huge debts likely at favorable rates https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/21/us/politics/oleg-deripaska-russian-sanctions.html

1.16.2019
Senate GOP defeats Dem measure to enforce sanctions against companies controlled by Russian oligarch OLEG DERIPASKA. Dems needed 60 votes, only got 57, even after GOP defections. Sanctions now all but certain to be lifted this week pursuant to TRUMP administration deal. https://twitter.com/kenvogel/status/1085601056137138176
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/some-in-gop-split-with-white-house-on-russia-sanctions/2019/01/15/46b565c2-1928-11e9-b8e6-567190c2fd08_story.html
Vice President Mike Pence on Wednesday proudly proclaimed to an audience of America’s most senior diplomats that “ISIS has been defeated” and “the caliphate has crumbled.” Yet he failed to mention that just hours before, ISIS had claimed responsibility for a suicide bombing in Syria that killed at least 15 people, including several US military service members.  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/16/18185339/mike-pence-syria-bombing-isis-manbij-attack
Two Republican House members welcomed a Holocaust denier to Capitol Hill this week https://www.thedailybeast.com/gop-congressmen-meet-with-holocaust-denying-troll-chuck-johnson
The White House is just figuring out that the economic impact of the shutdown is going to be far worse than expected. The White House has doubled its estimate of the shutdown's impact on the GDP. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1085495788971667456
Trump administration officially opposes $600m in post-hurricane Nutritional Assistance Program funds for Puerto Rico in house-passed disaster supplemental bill. https://twitter.com/fdejesusfebles/status/1085903742678036480
The  Inspector General for GSA, the agency that leases Trump his DC hotel, has issued a report saying the GSA ignored the Constitution in allowing Trump to keep the deal. https://www.gsaig.gov/sites/default/files/ipa-reports/JE19-002%20OIG%20EVALUATION%20REPORT-GSA%27s%20Management%20%26%20Administration%20of%20OPO%20Building%20Lease_January%2016%202019_Redacted.pdf
Washington Post: “There are fake print editions of The Washington Post being distributed around downtown DC, and we are aware of a website attempting to mimic The Post’s.” https://twitter.com/WashPostPR/status/1085564733418283009
https://slate.com/technology/2019/01/fake-washington-post-not-fake-news-yes-men-parody.html
Overnight, Facebook removed hundreds of pages posing as independent news sites in eastern Europe and elsewhere. The pages were actually run by employees at Russian state-owned propaganda arm Sputnik. https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2019/01/removing-cib-from-russia/
Trump’s lawyer Giuliani just straight up lying about how we came to know Manafort shared polling data with Konstantin Kilimnik. It wasn't "leaked to a newspaper." …lawyers failed to redact it properly. https://twitter.com/WilliamTurton/status/1085749222211604480
https://www.vox.com/2019/1/17/18186577/giuliani-cuomo-trump-interview
Giuliani insists that, even if Manafort “colluded,” the President did not. And yet, the President was in — remains in, as far as we know — a Joint Defense Agreement with this guy that Rudy now concedes may have “colluded” during the election. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/17/why-is-trump-in-a-joint-defense-agreement-with-manafort-if-rudy-concedes-manafort-may-have-colluded/
A TSA Press Release contradicts the Department of Homeland Security's strident denial of a CNN report.  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1085605714012311553
https://www.tsa.gov/news/releases/2019/01/16/tsa-statement-checkpoint-operations-january-16

newly obtained documents reveal that the United States has also been training coalition military personnel from the United Arab Emirates for the air war in Yemen. https://news.yahoo.com/despite-denials-documents-reveal-u-s-training-uae-forces-combat-yemen-171513437.html?soc_src=hl-viewer&soc_trk=tw

pro-Trump propagandists are taking to the airwaves and penning articles calling for the FBI to be shut down for doing its job. https://shareblue.com/trumps-supporters-get-rid-of-fbi/

Michael Cohen reports having reservations about his public testimony before Congress next month, fearing that Trump’s heated rhetoric on television and Twitter could endanger him by inciting an unstable person to target him or his family. https://abcn.ws/2FzEDmD
(Witness tampering is punishable by up to 20 years in prison)

Trump told Fox News host Jeanine Pirro that federal agents “broke into” the office of his former lawyer, Michael Cohen—a lie that Trump continues to repeat even though it has been debunked.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-russia-interactions-four-questions.html

1.15.2019
The man in charge of the US Senate is falsely claiming, on the Senate floor, that the president’s approval is necessary to enact laws https://twitter.com/Phil_Mattingly/status/1085208800590741504
Admiral Karl Schultz: “To the best of my knowledge, this marks the first time in our Nation’s history that servicemembers in a U.S. Armed Force have not been paid during a lapse in appropriations.”  https://go.usa.gov/xEDjW
William Barr, President Donald Trump’s nominee for attorney general, is on board with the president’s position on the border wall and the government shutdown — and his mischaracterization of Democrats’ position on border security too. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/15/18184004/william-barr-amy-klobuchar-wall-shutdown
Barr declined to offer a definitive response about whether or not he would jail journalists https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/15/18183952/amy-klobuchar-william-barrsystems
at his confirmation hearing Barr pretended to be unaware of what the “emoluments clause” even is. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1085197359963762690
Barr would not commit to following the advice of the Justice Department’s ethics office on whether to recuse himself from overseeing Mueller, saying instead that the decision would be his own. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/15/18183734/mueller-barr-confirmation-hearing-trump-russia
Barre feigned lack of knowledge of the Destruction of Public Records Act, the emoluments clauses and the 14th Amendment contained in our Constitution. https://twitter.com/TheyWereStolen/status/1085553133730783234
Judiciary Committee Chair Sen. Graham used one of the most important moments of the hearing — the chair’s initial questions — to hear the attorney general’s views on right-wing talking points. What’s more, when it comes to Strzok, Page, and the Ohrs, it seems Barr shares some of Graham’s worries. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/15/18183663/lindsey-graham-william-barr-attorney-general-hearing
the Graham era on the Judiciary Committee begins with the chairman attacking by name a DOJ official and his wife who are not present https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1085193640908021765
Fox host Tucker Carlson goes to work promoting Trump’s (and Russia’s) wish for America to abandon NATO https://twitter.com/OpWolverines/status/1085907357933031426
https://insider.foxnews.com/amp/article/64844?__twitter_impression=true
White House releases message about shutdown dialogue which is diametrically opposed to the President’s dramatic walkout from the negotiations last week (“I said bye bye”) https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1085220041602334720 

1.14.2019
AG nominee Barr: “not only placating Democrats with public statement (and opposing any possibility that the President can be charged for criminal acts). He’s also backing off the clear implication of his memo, that if Trump engaged in witness tampering, it would be improper.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/14/william-barr-falsely-denies-his-mueller-memo-makes-the-case-for-impeachment/
Almost every time Trump talks about the estate tax, he lies that he's already eliminated it. "We got rid of it, folks," he told the American Farm Bureau convention today https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1090054813738520576
at one point tonight, President Trump said he bought 300 hamburgers. Later, he claimed he bought 1,000 hamburgers. https://twitter.com/hunterw/status/1084983989549654022

Sen. Mitch McConnell is effectively blockading a bill that could pass and even override a presidential veto, and reopen government, and the nation’s media is simply conceding his desire that there be no discussion of that https://twitter.com/CAAttorney1/status/1085008429188403201

a Grand Rapids-born U.S Marine combat veteran was held for possible deportation. https://www.mlive.com/news/grand-rapids/2019/01/born-in-grand-rapids-us-marine-targeted-for-deportation-aclu-says.html

Fox continues pushing a blatantly misrepresentation of the tax policy proposed by Democratic Rep. Ocasio-Cortez  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/14/18182006/fox-friends-ocasio-cortez-marginal-tax-rates 

1.13.2019
A new analysis reveals that members of Trump’s campaign and transition teams had more than 100 contacts with officials linked to the Russian government, despite two years of constant denials from Trump’s team that these conversations and meetings ever happened. At least 28 high-level campaign officials and Trump advisers knew of these contacts — and not one was ever reported to the authorities. Instead, the new analysis notes, “the Trump team tried to cover up every single one of them.” https://shareblue.com/no-collusion-trump-team-100-contacts-russia/
On Sunday night, President Donald Trump tweeted out an excerpt from a CNS News column written by Pat Buchanan, a former senior adviser to Presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, and Ronald Reagan, that makes a white nationalist case for Trump’s border wall. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/14/18181897/trump-pat-buchanan-column-tweet

Gen. Jack Keane has won influence in the White House by going on Fox News and vigorously defending Trump. Keane then uses that influence to take private meetings with the president in which he urges the WH to let private companies develop US non-proliferation strategy.  https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1155975273046630402

Neomi Rao, Trump’s nominee to replace Kavanaugh on the DC Circuit and in the discussion for a future Supreme Court appointment, wrote against feminism repeatedly in college. e.g. if a woman “drinks to the point where she can no longer choose, well, getting to that point was part of her choice.” https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/neomi-rao-nomination-college-writings-court-appeals

Trump has been painting a wildly inaccurate picture of human trafficking in his effort to sell a border wall that would not make a meaningful difference in fighting the problem, experts on trafficking say. https://www.thestar.com/news/world/us/2019/01/14/trumps-tales-about-gagged-women-are-misleading-americans-about-human-trafficking-experts-say.html

1.12.2019
Government shutdown enters 22nd day, becoming the longest federal closure in U.S. history.
“Majority leader Mitch McConnell has maintained a studious if increasingly controversial silence.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jan/12/donald-trump-government-shutdown-border-wall-democrats
Testifying before the House Judiciary Committee just last month, Nielsen repeatedly rejected the premise of Democratic questions about the “family separation policy,” stating over and over again that there was no such policy. She has maintained this line for months, yet it may be entirely false testimony intended to fool the judiciary https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/kirstjen-nielsen-perjury-congress-family-separation-memo.html
"I haven't actually left the White House in months," Trump says. Delusionally false. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1084272323623088128
Trump again denied a "phone call" with Russia—a collusion charge no one has ever made—on Jeannine Pirro's show https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099345532827389952
Trump called special counsel Robert Mueller and his team of prosecutors, who have run one of the most opaque investigations in history, “leaking machines.” https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1084070845826371586

Trump now urging prosecutors to investigate [private citizen who is about to testify before Congress] Michael Cohen’s father again.  https://twitter.com/eorden/status/1084275594802679808

Support for the wall among Republicans has soared 16 percentage points to 87 percent.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/americans-blame-trump-gop-for-shutdown-as-support-for-wall-increases.html

“It’s sort of lost shock value but the interagency deliberation process at all levels has really deteriorated. Policy decisions become event driven, or disconnected, or accidental crises because they were unsocialized or deliberately hidden.” https://twitter.com/LorenRaeDeJ/status/1084449139369394178

1.11.2019
Over the course of a number of heated exchanges with CNN host John Berman, Rep. Mo Brooks (R-AL) flatly denied data and research undercutting claims that are central to the case he and the president are making on behalf of the wall. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/11/18178797/mo-brooks-cnn-border-wall-trump
Following report that the FBI is investigating whether President Trump was working on behalf of Russia against US interests, more bluster from the White House. https://twitter.com/SalHernandez/status/1083907423008522240
Trump falsely claims ‘drug prices declined in 2018’ https://www.statnews.com/2019/01/12/trump-falsely-claims-drug-prices-declined-in-2018/

“The influence of [batshit crazy and apocalypse-eager] evangelical Christianity is likely to become an important question as Trump finds himself dependent on them for political survival” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jan/11/trump-administration-evangelical-influence-support

As the partial government shutdown wheezes into its third week, there’s a growing consensus in Washington that Trump’s way out of the bind will be to assert some kind of emergency wall-building power that turns this into a fight with the courts, and lets Trump reopen the government without seeming to back down.  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/10/18177890/trump-hannity-interview-border-emergency

“Congressional Democrats don’t believe they’ve got a partner for a deal. Any deal they make with congressional Republicans — like the spending deal that was supposed to avert this whole shutdown mess in the first place — can be abrogated by a presidential tweet. And any deal they make with President Trump can be abrogated by, well, President Trump.” 
…Over and over again, Democrats have shaken hands on an immigration deal with Trump, only to see him abandon it as soon as they leave the room. Nor is this ancient history. Trump went back on his word during the negotiations that led to the current shutdown. That was less than a month ago. 
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/11/18176363/trump-border-wall-immigration-shutdown-deal

there are no detailed records of the commander in chief’s five personal meetings with President Vladimir Putin. Trump has gone to “extraordinary lengths” to keep the details of his conversations with Putin hidden. And it’s to a degree that some experts have characterized as unprecedented. [In response the Trump administration has simply blustered.] https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-reportedly-went-to-extraordinary-lengths-to-hide-details-of-putin-talks-from-his-own-officials.html
To keep his conversations with Putin a secret, Trump took the notes from his own interpreter and then instructed them not to discuss what transpired with members of his own administration. He's hiding his discussions with Putin ... from his own administration.
something top officials weren’t even aware of until they sought out the interpreter’s notes, only to find the records weren’t there
After Trump's meeting with Putin in Helsinki, where no other US officials were allowed in the room, Russia’s ambassador to the US, Anatoly Antonov, said Trump & Putin had reached “important verbal agreements" ... but US officials had no idea what those agreements were.
Democrats tried to get translator Marina Gross to testify about what was discussed during Trump's meeting with Putin in Helsinki. But once again, Republicans like Lindsey Graham shielded Trump & put national security at risk in the process.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-has-concealed-details-of-his-face-to-face-encounters-with-putin-from-senior-officials-in-administration/2019/01/12/65f6686c-1434-11e9-b6ad-9cfd62dbb0a8_story.html

1.10.2019
The Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee is encouraging the executive branch to declare a fictive emergency to add to its unilateral power at Congress’s and the constitution’s expense https://twitter.com/elianayjohnson/status/1083486546379063296
On Thursday’s episode of the Russian state TV program “60 minutes,” the hosts gleefully highlighted the disarray Trump has caused and cheered on the possibility that he would plunge the U.S. into further chaos by declaring a state of emergency over a non-existent border crisis. “Then we will finally defeat America,” declared co-host Olga Skabeeva. https://shareblue.com/russia-trumps-chaos-means-we-will-finally-defeat-america/
60 minutes hosts, Olga Skabeeva and Evgeny Popov also “laugh[ed] out loud about the Democrats not getting enough votes to [sustain sanctions watered down by the Treasury].” The pair then “expresse[d] hope that this is just the beginning” of sanctions relief now that the midterms are over and Republicans have maintained their majority in the Senate. https://shareblue.com/russian-state-tv-literally-laughs-about-gops-vote-to-lift-sanctions/
Trump insisted Thursday that he has the “absolute right” to declare a national emergency if Democrats aren’t willing to give him $5.7 billion to build 250 or so miles of physical border barriers. But it’s not clear that even his own advisers — the ones who are pushing him to declare an emergency — agree. In fact, it sure looks like some in the Trump administration see the emergency declaration as appealing even though they assume it’s going to get held up in court. … The WSJ’s Peter Nicholas even suggested on Twitter that the plan would be to issue the emergency declaration, get the court injunction, and then reopen the government  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/10/18175957/national-emergency-declare-legal-constitution
Host on TV network which has displayed tremendous influence on president’s decision: Trump should "declare a national emergency, and simply sweep aside the recalcitrant left in this country" https://twitter.com/bad_takes/status/1083531011395342337
Senate Democrats, led by Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and Maryland Sens. Chris Van Hollen and Ben Cardin, asked for a request for unanimous consent — agreement from all 100 senators — to vote on bills to reopen the government on Thursday, only for Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell to deny it. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/10/18176932/senate-democrats-mitch-mcconnell-government-shutdown
As the partial government shutdown enters its 20th day, President Donald Trump is traveling on Thursday to the southern border for a trip that amounts to a photo op even he admits is pointless. Before taking off, he held a question-and-answer session with reporters that was remarkably vitriolic, even by his standards. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/10/18176939/trump-border-press-gaggle
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo delivered an address in Cairo, Egypt, on Thursday that was billed as a major policy speech laying out the Trump administration’s vision of “America’s Reinvigorated Role in the Middle East.” What we got instead was a disconcerting realization that the administration’s Middle East policy is a hot mess. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/1/10/18176811/pompeo-cairo-speech-trump-iran-middle-east-syria-trump
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/pompeo-cairo-speech-obama-trump.html
Trump, to Border Patrol: "They have done a fantastic job. Never so many apprehensions, ever, in our history." Reality: border apprehensions are at their lowest level since the early 1970s. https://twitter.com/bubbaprog/status/1083468751880835072
Trump said earlier today that he never said Mexico would pay for the wall with a check (actually he did) https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/01/10/trump-claims-he-never-said-mexico-would-cut-check-wall-lets-go-tape/
Fox News is lifting content, including pictures, directly from Russian state TV https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1083456721346088961
“White nationalist, white supremacist, Western civilization—how did that language become offensive?” Republican Rep. Steve King asked the Times in an interview.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/steve-king-white-supremacy-trump-border-wall.html
“Identity Evropa” and other white nationalists have actively worked to keep King and his racist ideology in office — by donating to his campaign, calling members of Congress to show their support when King stumbles or by attempting to reach the congressman directly. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/identity-evropa-steve-king-chats_n_5c802d39e4b06ff26ba54911?t
NBC News standards sent guidance to staffers telling them not to call Steve King's comments racist but instead that reporters should say, "‘what many are calling racist’ or something like that." http://bit.ly/2Hf33U1 
Cable news (CNN, Fox News, MSNBC) covered Rep. Rashida Tlaib's 'impeach the motherfucker' comments 5 times more than they covered Rep. Steve King's embrace of white supremacy. http://mm4a.org/4d6

An episode of the 1950s western TV series 'Trackdown' featured a snake oil salesman named 'Trump' who promised to build a wall in order to prevent the end of the world. https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/trackdown-trump-character-wall/

New GOP Thing Is to Pretend No One Is Talking About a Wall Except Democrats, as if We Are All Idiots With No Memory https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/republicans-democrats-obsessed-with-wall.html

not a single one of the nine Congress members who represent districts on the US-Mexico border think there should be a wall, as CBS reported. But all these realities are irrelevant to the president. Trump drummed up an immigration crisis to get elected in 2016, and again ahead of the 2018 midterms, he stoked fear about a migrant caravan that conservative pundit and Town Hall editor Guy Benson told me was “far less urgent and far less frightening that it is being portrayed as.” His 2020 presidential campaign fundraised off his Oval Office remarks about the crisis. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/10/18174230/trump-border-crisis-republican-base

1.9.2019
Trump said he had ordered the Federal Emergency Management Agency to withhold funding from [California] “[u]nless they get their act together.” https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/1/9/18175384/trump-california-wildfire-fema-tweet
Trump AG nominee has been refusing to meet with Democratic senators “supposedly because of the shutdown” but finds time to meet with Republicans https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1083176307196944390

National Enquirer has, it claims, tracked Jeff Bezos and his mistress across five states and four months… “Big investment of money, time, and energy to dig up dirt on someone a) who’s seldom mentioned in celebrity mags, b) whose face is unknown to millions, BUT c) who just happens to own the Washington Post and is often attacked by POTUS because of its coverage.” https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1083173063343198208

School lunches are about to be more dairy-laden — and, as a result, much less healthy. … new school lunch rules, which roll back Obama-era nutrition standards for federally subsidized school lunches, were first announced in May 2017 by Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue (who has no relation to Perdue chicken, but does have other ties to agribusiness). … the changes are a big handout to the dairy industry, which makes a substantial amount of money from its contracts with public schools https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2019/1/10/18177099/school-lunch-sonny-perdue-healthy-hunger-free-kids

the idea of Trump appropriating money to projects Congress has blocked is fundamentally contrary to the Constitution. But if Trump went that route, he’d find a lot of Republicans who’d go along. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/republicans-national-emergency-trump_us_5c366b4de4b045f676889517?f5f

1.8.2019
Trump gets blanket TV coverage of propaganda for his wall/shutdown stunt
Trump delivered an Oval Office speech on Tuesday night in which he grounded his case for a wall in two false premises. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/8/18174669/trump-speech-immigration-fact-check-border
the most striking part of the whole presentation was a lie, a recitation of anecdotes designed to mislead Americans about immigration and gin up anti-immigrant sentiment to score political points. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/8/18174773/trump-speech-fact-check-immigration
At one point, Trump implied that cracking down on undocumented immigration would end the opioid crisis. This is absurd for any number of reasons https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/8/18174768/trump-wall-opioid-epidemic-heroin
Trump’s claim that either Mexico is paying for the wall through the USMCA or that the USMCA deal will “indirectly” finance the wall doesn’t add up https://www.vox.com/world/2019/1/9/18174008/trump-border-wall-usmca-trade-deal
This is the presidency as reality television, not as governance. The problem is that Trump isn’t simply spinning up some conflict for sweeps week: 800,000 federal workers, and millions more who depend on their work, are pawns in Trump’s display of presidential ego.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/8/18174776/trump-speech-border-wall-immigration-democrats-reaction
There was no reason this should have been nationally televised. The president was not announcing news of grave national import, like an attack on American soil or a declaration of war. There’s no rule that networks have to air a presidential primetime address. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/8/18174773/trump-speech-fact-check-immigration
TV networks grant coverage despite overwhelming documentation that Trump lies all the time, and that the entire “border crisis” is a bad-faith fiction by which media have already played just in the past few months
In 2019: “When the president of the United States asks for airtime, you’ve got to do it,” veteran anchor Ted Koppel told The New York Times, adding that he believes the networks should give Trump the benefit of the doubt.  https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2019/01/trump-immigration-speech-border-wall-state-of-emergency
Networks give Trump time to lie less than five years after denying airtime to Obama, when he wanted to address immigration in 2014. Their excuse then was his speech would be “overtly partisan.” Called on the absurdity of pretending that Trump’s remarks won’t be, some are now claiming that “Obama didn’t make a formal request” is their excuse. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/7/18172419/trump-immigration-speech-networks-obama
Further, Fact-checkers wandered into false equivalency territory Tuesday night after President Trump’s Oval Office address on immigration and Democrats’ response to it. … inherent in the mainstream media’s fact-checking is a sense that they need to even the score. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/9/18175186/trump-oval-office-speech-fact-check-failures
Secretary of State Pompeo tells King Abdullah of Jordan he saw an early draft of the president's address to the nation tonight: "He'll make a lot of news," and then laughed https://twitter.com/BoKnowsNews/status/1082644876880240641
Public report that Trump campaign manager Manafort “shared polling data” from the campaign with Russians; “the natural response of someone who just found out any campaign worker—much less the campaign manager—was sharing data outside the campaign is to get angry at that person.” This was not Team Trump’s response. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1085743510416957446

“There is no wave of terrorist operatives waiting to cross overland into the United States. It simply isn’t true,” he wrote. “Anyone in authority using this argument to bolster support for building the wall or any other physical barrier along the southern border is most likely guilty of fear mongering and willfully misleading the American people.” - Nicholas Rasmussen, former top counterterrorism official under Presidents Barack Obama and Donald Trump https://www.justsecurity.org/62156/terrorists-southern-border-myth-reality/

Shutdown shambles continues
Trump’s re-election campaign paying for anti-Dem/pro-border wall tv commercials two YEARS out from the election https://twitter.com/CharlesMBlow/status/1082241203813433346
Trump is also fundraising off the made-up crisis https://www.vox.com/2019/1/8/18174142/trump-border-crisis-fundraising-speech
most FDA food inspections have been halted https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/experts-warn-of-safety-and-security-risks-from-government-shutdown/2019/01/08/855472e4-1362-11e9-90a8-136fa44b80ba_story.html?utm_term=.9b39f85dc8d8
Park experts say it could take years to reverse the damage caused to national parks during the government shutdown. https://on.natgeo.com/2F6OGiL
Joshua Tree National Park in Southern California was forced to shut down its campgrounds due to “health and safety concerns over near-capacity pit toilets,” according to CNN. But despite the partial closure, things continued to get worse. According to National Parks Traveler, visitors are creating illegal roads and driving into some of the park’s most fragile areas. They are also chopping down trees, setting illegal fires, and graffitiing rocks. https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2019/1/10/18177478/joshua-tree-national-park-government-shutdown
The National Park Service's site at the Old Post Office—where the President has his hotel—was open this weekend despite the ongoing government shutdown. https://apnews.com/a92b044703354064a34217492c5a0923
EPA activities such as checks on regulated businesses, clean-ups of toxic superfund sites and the pursuit of criminal polluters have been paused since 28 December https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jan/09/epa-government-shutdown-environmental-protection-agency-nightmare
USDA tech: We're not allowed in our gov't greenhouses to water our plants. 3 months of growth lost; we don't have enough time to replant and get them to seed by planting time in March. It will lose us a year in the long run. https://twitter.com/aggiebell90/status/1079589107507085312
Dozens of U.S. government websites have been rendered either insecure or inaccessible during the ongoing U.S. federal shutdown. These sites include sensitive government payment portals and remote access services, affecting the likes of NASA, the U.S. Department of Justice, and the Court of Appeals. https://news.netcraft.com/archives/2019/01/10/gov-security-falters-during-u-s-shutdown.html
many of the Department of Homeland Security employees responsible for civilian cybersecurity efforts, including threat analysis and sharing information with private industry, have been furloughed. But even if the shutdown ends soon, it may scare talented people away from taking government cybersecurity jobs https://slate.com/technology/2019/01/government-shutdown-cybersecurity-dhs-nist.html
While nearly 800,000 federal workers have been sent home during the government shutdown, Bureau of Land Management employees continue to process oil drilling applications. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/8/18172632/shutdown-interior-arctic-drilling-national-park
After the Senate already voted once for a funding bill, unanimously, McConnell lies that holding a vote again (which would now be approved by the Democratic majority House as well) is a waste of time because it couldn’t become law without the president’s support https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/government-shutdown-border-wall-republicans-congress-trump.html
McConnell also avoids questions about Trump’s proposal to declare a national emergency https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1082733588842467333
Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen pushed a string of debunked and misleading claims about the “threat” migrants and asylum seekers purportedly pose https://twitter.com/juliettekayyem/status/1082479243903361024
https://www.vox.com/2019/1/8/18173556/dhs-secretary-nielsen-twitter-thread-border-misleading-claims
Vice president tries clumsy softening of Trump’s lies about conversations with past presidents https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1082618611984932864

1.7.2019
the United States Court of Appeals for the 3rd Circuit decided on Monday what may be one of the most consequential cases poised to affect the 2020 elections. The circuit upheld a district court decision ending a court order in effect since 1982 barring the Republican National Committee from engaging in “ballot security” measures designed to intimidate minority voters from voting at the polls. With Trump having taken over the RNC for the 2020 elections and with this consent decree no longer standing in his way, we should be concerned about a new wave of voter suppression coming from the Republican Party during the upcoming election.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/donald-trump-voter-suppression-plan-2020.html

“I voted for him, and he’s the one who’s doing this [shutting down the federal government],” Crystal Minton said of Trump. “I thought he was going to do good things. He’s not hurting the people he needs to be hurting.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/8/18173678/trump-shutdown-voter-florida

In the weeks since Trump announced on Twitter that he would pull all US forces out of Syria, Pompeo, Bolton, and even Trump have tried to backtrack the comments, offering differing timelines ranging from 30 days to four months for the withdrawal. https://www.vox.com/world/2019/1/7/18171992/pompeo-bolton-middle-east-syria-withdrawal-troops-trump
In the Trump administration, it’s anyone’s guess whom to believe. And if different players make different guesses, it could potentially result in serious unintended consequences.  https://www.vox.com/2019/1/8/18172564/trump-syria-troop-withdraw-foreign-policy

1.4.2019
Trump press conference of rambling, lies and madness https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/4/18168860/trump-news-conference-shutdown
at 1:41PM White House sent an advisory to press: At 1:00PM, Trump will make remarks in the Rose Garden. https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1081260309153763330
Trump says he is considering calling a “national emergency” to construct the border wall without congressional approval. https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1081277036465963008
Trump said McConnell didn’t appear at the rose garden press conference because he’s running the Senate. The Senate adjourned this morning—before the press conference started (without taking up the government funding measures passed by the House yesterday). https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1081280812308488192
Trump boasted that “some” former presidents privately told him they wish they would’ve built a border wall during their terms in office. This is confirmed to be complete bullshit. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/7/18172559/trump-ex-presidents-border-wall
Trump audibly said “Thank you Steve” to Kevin McCarthy https://twitter.com/hunterw/status/1081269415361036288
Meanwhile, much of nation’s press eagerly creates a national storyline out of Republicans’ feigned shock that a freshman House Democrat used a curse word in addressing a MoveOn rally.
Federal court ruling demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of transgender existence. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-trans-troops-ban-appeals-court-ruling.html
Trump threatened to keep the government shut down for “a very long time — months or even years.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/4/18168860/trump-news-conference-shutdown
"I did say that, absolutely I said that. I don’t think it will but I am prepared and I think that I can speak for Republicans in the House and Republicans in the Senate they feel very strongly about having a safe country" https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1081271813412450304
WH Press Secretary advances ridiculous claim that the US detained 4,000 known or suspected terrorists last year on the Southern Border. https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1081196889050148864
Trump administration announces unconstitutional intent to keep acting defense secretary in place without senate confirmation indefinitely https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1081207865753419776
Sitting Republican congressman while co-hosting a Fox News show: “I know the President likes to call [Sen. Warren] Pocahontas, but now that she's making her way from the eastern seaboard into the center of the country, maybe Sacajawea would be more appropriate.” https://twitter.com/Evan_Rosenfeld/status/1081248698841980928
lawyers for North Carolina’s General Assembly—which is dominated by Republicans thanks to the gerrymander in question—attempted to remove the case to federal court, which has no authority to hear it. This patently frivolous endeavor is not actual lawyering; it is a bald faced effort to run down the clock and prevent the North Carolina Supreme Court from ruling in time for the 2020 election. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/north-carolina-republican-gerrymandering-plan-insanity.html

Three people have died in the unsupervised-but-open National Parks during the shutdown https://www.washingtonpost.com/energy-environment/2019/01/04/three-dead-national-parks-shutdown-wears/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.f7c152d6145d

Vice President Pence has lobbied House Republicans to stick with Trump, vote against bills to reopen government https://wapo.st/2F92hFe

E-Verify is down due to the shutdown. It lets employers check if a job candidate is in the US illegally. One lawyer says the US had an “electronic wall” against illegal immigration and took it down. https://twitter.com/NPRinskeep/status/1080959125692002305

GPO officials violated contracting rules and procedures in awarding the 2020 census printing contract to a company that, less than four months later, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. In July, the Justice Department ended that $61 million contract. The GPO was expected to announce a replacement contractor by November, but that hasn't happened even as a crucial deadline nears.  https://www.npr.org/2018/12/31/676559496/cronyism-wasteful-spending-accusations-roil-government-publishing-office

There has never been a House Democratic majority without a powerful bloc of southern conservatives. And now there is. https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1080863948877037568

1.3.2019
The president’s top economic adviser saying that the White House’s economic agenda is hurting American companies and causing the stock market to decline is a bit of an unusual tactic. But far from being worried by the prospect of more negative earnings shocks, Hassett sees it as evidence that Trump’s policies are working. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/3/18166832/kevin-hassett-apple-china
Trump’s hastily called “press conference” on Thursday afternoon — in which neither he nor press secretary Sarah Sanders took questions — was less a press conference, in the traditional sense, than a way for Trump to signal-boost a politically helpful message. And that message, delivered by Brandon Judd, Art Del Cueto, and Hector Garza of the National Border Patrol Council (the union representing Border Patrol agents) was this: Border Patrol agents are willing to keep the government shut down for as long as it takes to get the money Trump wants for his border wall — even if that means they have to continue working without pay. Generally, a public sector union would hardly be expected to make a public appearance urging Congress not to pass a bill that would start paying their salaries again. But Judd and the other leaders of the National Border Patrol Council aren’t your typical public sector union — and have now become, by all appearances, closer allies to Trump than some of his appointed officials. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/3/18167401/shutdown-border-wall-trump-patrol-agents
The Economist: “Jair Bolsonaro is a dangerous populist, with some good ideas” https://twitter.com/TheEconomist/status/1080893334581923841

The Justice Department has acknowledged errors and deficiencies in a controversial report issued a year ago that implied a link between terrorism in the United States and immigration, but — for the second and final time — officials have declined to retract or correct the document. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/justice-dept-admits-error-but-wont-correct-report-linking-terrorism-to-immigration/2019/01/03/cd29997a-0f69-11e9-831f-3aa2c2be4cbd_story.html

National media are treating the shutdown as a “both sides” issue and even implying that Democrats need to do more to compromise, rather than the president who is demanding rewards in return for the “concession” of signing a bill to fund the government https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1080833585731563522

At network of dark-money groups has moved around tens of millions of dollars to support the takeover of the federal judiciary
https://www.thedailybeast.com/top-trump-backer-financed-supreme-court-confirmation-fights-through-shadowy-network

Multiple adults, just in my own small social circle, are essentially looking to string dolls of Ruth Ginsburg for their salvation, making toy Ginsburgs a focus of hero worship and prayer.

1.2.2019
After Trump-endorsed new Utah Senator Mitt Romney publishes an empty op-ed criticizing Trump, prominent Republicans line up to fawn over him:
Senator Rand Paul, who formerly called Trump “a delusional narcissist and an orange-faced windbag." https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1080521228996231169
RNC chair, and Romney’s neice, who stopped using her full name after Trump reportedly joked about the matter with her https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/2/18165198/mitt-romney-op-ed-ronna-mcdaniel-rnc
Illegitimate acting AG Whitaker praised the president for 'giving up' the Christmas and New Years holiday https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1080524384052408320
Trump's hand-picked, unconfirmed SDNY US Attorney names as head of criminal division Laura Birger, who has been defending white collar fraud for a decade. Her firm Cooley has already memory holed what she wrote about standards for money laundering & intent to commit fraud. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1080548312812523521
President Trump on the issue of any US interest in Syria: “We're not talking about vast wealth.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1080543633504460800
UN Ambassador Nikki Haley congratulates, praises incoming fascist president of Brazil. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1080584879602106368
Shutdown affects national parks, which had irresponsibly been kept open for political reasons even with staff missing; unsupervised parks being dirtied and damaged.  https://www.apnews.com/e28b313197bb46bebef0faca24b333ed
https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2019/1/3/18167030/national-parks-government-shutdown-2018
Indiana CBS station ran a quote from the American Family Association without a disclaimer that it’s literally a hate group.  https://twitter.com/josh_emerson/status/1080678582224109568

After years of voting on “message bills” which President Obama was certain to veto, Republican Senate leadership openly commits to avoiding even a vote on any legislation without approval from Trump. https://twitter.com/burgessev/status/1080580087442034689

Right-wing dark money group Judicial Watch is very concerned aboutt the costs of special counsel Mueller's security detail.  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1080509223589605381

Trump wants America to believe that a wall along the southern border is already mostly built, but that he also definitely needs at least $5 billion for it, and Mexico is still going to pay for it, but also a government shutdown is necessary to fund it. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/2/18165019/trump-border-wall-messaging-incoherent

Starting in January, only one state legislature—Minnesota's—will be under split party control. In that state, Democrats took over the state house but fell one seat short of flipping the state senate. The last time just one state legislature was under split party control was 1914. https://psmag.com/news/only-one-state-legislature-is-now-under-split-party-control

FBI has formed a new counterintelligence unit for rooting out leaks to news media https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1080541377975500800

Rep. Jim Jordan is credibly accused of covering up sexual abuse. Republicans responded to those accusations by making him House Oversight Committee Ranking Member.

1.1.2019
US president starts 2019 by telling “Haters” they should “Calm Down and Enjoy the Ride” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-rings-in-2019-by-telling-haters-they-should-calm-down-and-enjoy-the-ride.html
Trump's team gives the Washington Examiner an "exclusive" list of 205 supposed "historic" accomplishments he will campaign on; the Examiner just publishes it in full; Trump tweets about it as if it came from the Examiner. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1080244578949758977
In interview,  reporter Joe Heim asked evangelical leader Jerry Fallwell Jr. whether there is anything Trump could do that would endanger his support from Falwell and other evangelical leaders. He answered, simply, “No.” His explanation was a textbook piece of circular reasoning: Trump wants what’s best for the country, therefore anything he does is good for the country.  https://slate.com/human-interest/2019/01/jerry-falwell-jr-trump-interview.html
FBI claims to have lost the file on the neo-nazi group Stormfront. https://twitter.com/NatSecGeek/status/1145647438059003904

On the second episode of Hasan Minhaj’s new show, he highlights the role Saudi money plays in propping up Silicon Valley companies. Now Netflix has removed the episode at the request of the Saudi government. https://www.ft.com/content/5121f014-0db8-11e9-a3aa-118c761d2745

In 2018, 
Trump’s anti-science agenda fuels mass exodus from the EPA
The EPA buried a major study showing hazardous levels of toxic chemicals in U.S. drinking water
The EPA schemed with climate change deniers to discredit climate science
The EPA told employees to lie about climate change
Trump didn’t believe the climate change report released by his own administration
Trump team blamed President Obama for inconvenient climate science 
The Trump administration covered up the child health risks associated with climate change
The EPA gutted restrictions on the use of asbestos
The EPA cited a retracted study to justify lowering pollution standards
Trump’s top science adviser didn’t study science
The Trump administration blamed wildfires on environmental laws and “radical environmentalists”
https://shareblue.com/2018-trump-administration-anti-science-moments/

The number of U.S. workers involved in work stoppages, which includes strikes and lockouts, was the highest of any year since 1986, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data. http://amp.timeinc.net/time/5525512/american-workers-strikes-bureau-labor-statistics

For two decades, there have been more available workers than available jobs. That changed in 2018. (The Trump administration adamantly opposes inward immigration, particularly of low-skill workers in greatest need) https://www.vox.com/2019/3/18/18270916/labor-shortage-workers-us

SPLC reports the number of US hate groups increased for a fourth year in a row in 2018, to 1,028--up 7% from 2017 & 30% since 2014. https://nyti.ms/2En9tgc

A 3.4% jump in GHG emissions is the largest since 2010 recession and second largest gain in more than two decades https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jan/08/carbon-emissions-trump-agenda-climate-change
Demand for air travel is surging just when our window to limit catastrophic global warming is closing https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2019/1/11/18177118/airlines-climate-change-emissions-travel

CEO pay rose almost twice as fast as ordinary wages in 2018. “Elon Musk’s compensation was so huge, we had to redraw our annual chart.” - NY Times https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1131986357096779776
The number of billionaires in the US has more than doubled in the last decade, from 267 in 2008 to 607 https://nbcnews.to/2NCibOa
During the first year of the Trump administration's new tax law, 91 Fortune 500 companies didn't pay a dime in federal income tax, according to a new study by the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2020/01/02/corporations-avoided-paying-74-billion-in-2018-federal-income-tax
for the first time on record, the 400 wealthiest Americans paid a lower total tax rate than any other income group. https://twitter.com/DLeonhardt/status/1180990667700477952
$73.9 billion: how much Congress lost in corporate revenue in 2018 after cutting the corporate tax rate and failing to close loopholes. https://twitter.com/iteptweets/status/1217172750986620928

White supremacists were responsible for every single incident of domestic terrorism in 2018, according to a government document that The Justice Dept  was “unable or unwilling” to give to Congress. They knew—and they just didn’t tell anyone. https://twitter.com/JamilSmith/status/1159959577497985024
https://news.yahoo.com/heres-the-data-the-trump-administration-wouldnt-give-congress-on-white-supremacist-terrorism-235254627.html

US abortion providers reported an “alarming escalation” in incidents of disruption and intimidation in 2018 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/24/abortion-providers-disruption-intimidation-report

between 2016 and 2018, counties with a history of voter discrimination have continued purging people from the rolls at much higher rates than other counties. This phenomenon began after the Supreme Court’s 2013 ruling in Shelby County v. Holder, a decision that severely weakened the protections of the Voting Rights Act https://www.brennancenter.org/blog/voter-purge-rates-remain-high-analysis-finds

Paradise, CA lost 82% of its population.  California has climate refugees now https://twitter.com/hunter_owens/status/1124171573982662657

The unannounced move by the US State Department, which has not previously been reported, downgraded the EU delegation's diplomatic status in Washington from member state to international organization. "We don't exactly know when they did it, because they conveniently forgot to notify us," an EU official who is familiar with the matter told DW in an interview. https://www.dw.com/en/trump-administration-downgrades-eu-mission-to-us/a-46990608

Banks made a record $236.7 billion in profits in 2019, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation said. Had the tax law not been enacted, banks still would have done well — the FDIC estimates they would have made $207.9 billion in 2018. But the law tacked an additional $28.8 billion onto their profits. In the fourth quarter alone, more than half of the increase in net income for banks came from the tax bill.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/22/18236097/tax-cuts-bank-profits-financial-crisis

Intel cut its income taxes by $863M in 2018 due to FDII deduction https://twitter.com/gardmaf/status/1212787770927845377

Trump’s personal financial disclosure (released May 2019) shows that Trump, who already owed more money than any other president in history, borrowed millions more in 2018 from a bank whose CEO won a federal appointment months later. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/05/trump-2018-financial-disclosure/

Wall Street lobbying, campaign contributions surged by 36% to $2 billion in 17-18 — most-ever in non-presidential year https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/04/30/bank-profits-soar-wall-streets-political-spending-hits-new-high/?utm_term=.c09173430550

U.S. fuel consumption reaches new high. Nearly 147 billion gallons of gasoline were consumed in 2018, making it the seventh straight year of [increased] fuel consumption. https://twitter.com/USDOTFHWA/status/1220013487759544321

Fines for environmental penalties collected by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency dropped by nearly half in 2018 compared with the four-year average from 2014 to 2017, according to a Dispatch analysis. That’s even as the number of penalties increased each of the past five years.  https://www.dispatch.com/news/20190410/fines-for-environmental-penalites-for-polluters-in-ohio-dropped-by-more-than-half-in-2018-records-show

In 2018, Michigan cut off bottled water service to the city of Flint during the same week that it gave permission for the Nestle corporation to nearly double the amount of groundwater it takes from the state. https://www.clevescene.com/cleveland/the-future-of-the-great-lakes/Content?oid=28845129

A Daily Beast investigation found that in 2018 alone, for-profit immigration detention was a nearly $1 billion industry underwritten by taxpayers and beset by problems that include suicide, minimal oversight, and what immigration advocates say uncomfortably resembles slave labor. https://www.thedailybeast.com/dollar800-million-in-taxpayer-money-went-to-private-prisons-where-migrants-work-for-pennies?source=twitter&via=desktop

Trump’s VA failed to spend millions of dollars that were allocated for suicide prevention. Of the $6.2 million set aside for suicide prevention media outreach, only $57k—less than 1%—was actually used. https://www.thedailybeast.com/va-failed-to-spend-millions-allocated-for-suicide-prevention-report?source=twitter&via=desktop

The same congressional Republicans who managed to hold dozens of hearings on Benghazi never made any effort to find out what actually went wrong with the Hurricane Maria response or why.  https://www.vox.com/2018/9/7/17824598/republicans-block-hurricane-maria-investigation

In two years, the Trump team has gone from denying that the campaign had any foreign contacts, to the president’s lawyer claiming it's "not a crime" if the campaign received hacked emails from WikiLeaks https://twitter.com/ScottMStedman/status/1079287550907363328

US stocks suffer worst year since 2008 financial crisis; S&P 500 sees 6.2 percent annual drop, Dow falls 5.6 percent. http://apne.ws/kigGyLP

Despite an economic recovery that lifted people out of poverty in most areas of the country, poverty increased in at least one county in every state between 2016 an
d 2018 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/poverty-rate-us-counties_n_5dfbc63ee4b0eb2264d672f1

The US trade deficit hit a 10-year high in December, dealing a blow to Donald Trump’s efforts to restrict imports, especially from China, with protectionist trade tariffs. https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/mar/06/us-trade-deficit-hits-10-year-high-as-trump-trade-wars-backfire

12.31.2018
The resignation of Ryan Zinke as head of the Interior Department is opening to way for a man who has long advocated for the industry he now regulates to take over the department, at least temporarily. And that means that the top two agencies that deal with the environment in the United States government will be run by men who were once paid by the industry they must now regulate, notes the Guardian. Zinke’s number two, David Bernhardt, will take over as secretary of the interior when he steps down at the end of the year. Although it’s a temporary appointment for now it could very well become permanent. After all, that’s what happened with Andrew Wheeler, a former coal lobbyist, who will be nominated to maintain the post he has been holding as acting administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/ryan-zinke-resignation-opens-way-for-industry-insiders-to-lead-countrys-top-two-environmental-agencies.html
John Kyl leaves the US Senate after an interim term of mere months https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/politics/arizona/2018/12/14/jon-kyl-resign-senate-seat-arizona-john-mccain/2309788002/
Kyl goes right back to his no more than briefly suspended lobbying career; leaving before he has to show his financial disclosure form, which would have to list companies he's received money from for lobbying.  https://twitter.com/ddayen/status/1064675156981772290
there’s no precedent in the past 45 years for an appointed senator not waiting until the next scheduled election before leaving https://theintercept.com/2018/12/10/jon-kyl-senator-arizona/
President claimed he was in the Oval Office. No marine there so that’s another lie.  https://twitter.com/BrianKarem/status/1079763199858262017
Actual Washington Post headline: “Trump claims there’s a 10-foot wall around the Obamas' D.C. home. Neighbors say there’s not.”  https://wapo.st/2CImdgz

foreign leaders have learned that one way to establish a good relationship with Trump is to patronize the business he refused to divest from https://apnews.com/d7239932bb0a42ee91c71bead38c6baa

During the final years of the Obama administration, Sen. Mitch McConnell’s mission was to slow-walk or straight-up block the president’s judicial nominees, including, notably, Supreme Court pick Merrick Garland. In the era of Trump, McConnell is committed to doing the exact opposite…This past year, a Republican-dominated upper chamber approved 66 judicial nominees, including Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh. As a point of comparison, during the second year of Obama’s term, the Democrat-controlled Senate confirmed 49. What’s more, Trump has selected nominees who are overwhelmingly white men, many in their late 30s or early 40s — marking a significant departure from Obama’s picks who included a higher proportion of women and people of color. It’s a group that’s notable for a couple of other reasons as well. A small handful have been deemed “not qualified” by the American Bar Association, and a number greater than zero has engaged with an organization rated as a hate group by the Southern Poverty Law Center. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/27/18136294/trump-mitch-mconnell-republican-judges

Unpaid TSA employees are calling in sick, in growing numbers https://twitter.com/Rene_MarshCNN/status/1081343635914932229

A 2018 poll found that 31% of Americans (and 41% of millennials!) either deny the Holocaust or think the death toll was greatly exaggerated. 

12.30.2018
Federal Judge Reed O’Connor put on hold his earlier ruling stating that Congress rendered the ACA unconstitutional by zeroing out the individual mandate in 2017. The stay would normally have been a formality, but O’Connor devoted 30 pages (and 78 footnotes) to a gratuitous reiteration of his first decision. His order is both pointed and defensive, a response to critics across the political spectrum who condemned his assault on Obamacare as lawless nonsense. Yet it manages to be even more incoherent than its predecessor, an unintentional demonstration of the flaws in his motivated reasoning.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/texas-judge-obamacare-struck-down-crazy.html
AP editor says “it's difficult to be able to assess what in this investigation is truly very serious and what is not as serious” after year in which investigation produced guilty pleas or indictments of several top Trump associates and asserted that Trump himself directly participated in their crimes https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1079410210769383424

Senate Republicans, including Lindsey Graham, voted for and passed a continuing resolution (budget) without wall funding less than 2 weeks ago. Graham is now regularly proclaiming “no ‘deal’ without wall” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1079534069325672449

Outgoing WH chief of staff "frequently told people that Mr. Trump was not up to the role of president, according to two former administration officials." https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/30/us/politics/john-kelly-exit-interview-wall.html
Also, Kelly now admits the chaos of travel ban implementation, thanks to Stephen Miller & Co, when he previously lied to the public and press https://twitter.com/evanperez/status/1079394829132537856

12.29.2018
a malware attack, which appears to have originated from outside the United States, hobbled computer systems and delayed weekend deliveries of the Los Angeles Times and other newspapers across the country. https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-times-delivery-disruption-20181229-story.html
Trump and his lawyer continue promoting the lie about text messages deleted by the FBI; meanwhile, the government contractor whose “bug” was responsible for the text messages that weren’t originally archived (but which were later recovered) still can’t ensure more than 90% of FBI’s texts are recovered… and Trump has no interest in this. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/12/30/if-trump-is-so-bugged-that-a-doj-contractor-failed-to-archive-texts-why-not-hold-the-contractor-accountable/

Trump’s administration has repeatedly, and successfully, urged federal judges to find that his comments are not reason enough to force the government to give up documents that would confirm whether what he is saying is true. … legal experts said it was rare for a president to publicly discuss secret records. "It's extremely unusual for a president to do things like this – actually, it's unheard-of," said Ian Samuel, a former Justice Department lawyer https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/12/30/trump-tweets-judges-doj-lawyers-foia-lawsuits/2197524002/

Wife of Republican Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas has in recent months shared posts on Facebook alleging Democrats committed voter fraud, claiming survivors of a mass shooting at a Parkland, Fla., high school are a threat to the country, and that Rep. Jim Jordan (R-Ohio) was the subject of "false accusations" because he "threatens the elite." https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/423254-justice-thomass-wife-under-scrutiny-for-partisan-posts

In 2018, Alexander Ionov, the founder of the NGO, called the Anti-Globalization Movement, began raising money for Maria Butina. Ionov is a 30-year-old Russian lobbyist with ties to the Kremlin; The Anti-Globalization Movement is a pro-Kremlin nationalist organization that has ties to Russia’s far-right Rodina (Motherland) party and enjoys funding from the Russian government https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/03/alexander-ionov-helps-fund-maria-butinas-legal-bills/585112/

12.28.2018
Andrew Wheeler’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced it wants to gut the Mercury and Air Toxic Standards, or MATS, which protects families from mercury and other toxic pollution from power plants and other sources. For years, EPA defended MATS as necessary to protect life, and industry complied, but now the agency under Wheeler is manipulating its analysis to rid itself of the protections. https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2018/wheeler-s-epa-secretly-moves-to-let-more-mercury-in-the-air?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
Trump administration officials took steps on Friday to crack down on transparency at one of the largest US federal agencies, proposing a slew of changes that could make it harder for the public and media to obtain records of agency dealings. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/dec/29/trump-administration-interior-department-foia-changes
Russia has detained US citizen Paul Whelan "on suspicion of spying." If found guilty, Whelan faces 10-20 years imprisonment. The timing of the arrest is notable, coming just after Maria Butina pleaded guilty & agreed to cooperate with the FBI. https://cnn.it/2An2jWM
Russian lawmakers have been openly brainstorming on state TV about arresting Americans in retaliation for Butina.  https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1080133926964940800
Trump now is threatening to shut down the entire U.S-Mexico border if Democrats don’t give in to his demands to fund the wall. The president also went on to threaten to slash aid to Central American countries.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/trump-threatens-to-close-southern-border-entirely-if-he-doesnt-get-wall-funding.html
The Trump administration has decided that California’s method of validating residency is inadequate all the licenses issued will need to be revalidated in 5 years https://www.sfgate.com/local/article/real-id-requirements-how-to-deadline-dmv-mistake-13491667.php
In one of his last acts as Maine’s governor, LePage adds an annotation beside his signature on Jared Golden’s election certificate: “stolen election.” https://twitter.com/Governor_LePage/status/1078726890746191872
Vice-chair of North Carolina Republican Party is insisting that Mark Harris, “winner” of a fraudulent congressional election still not certified amid ongoing investigation, be seated in the US House https://twitter.com/MicheleNixNCGOP/status/1078692431359590400
Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder signs bill making ballot drives harder https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/1078793814284926976

Republican congressional leaders are openly indifferent to the government shutdown and not even trying to negotiate reopening https://www.vox.com/2018/12/28/18158918/congress-government-shutdown-no-deal

12.27.2018
The "mainstream" anti-abortion movement strategy folk just announced that they already think that a "heartbeat ban" is now officially a viable abortion restriction that will be upheld by the Supreme Court and are prepared to tell all of their state affiliates to go ahead https://twitter.com/robinmarty/status/1078355596523360258
federal judges in Denver decided that Supreme Court justices are, ruling that 83 Brett Kavanaugh misconduct complaints may not be reviewed http://www.uscourts.gov/courts/ca10/10-18-90038-et-al.O.pdf
Trump has suggested that the furloughed and unpaid workers are mostly just Democrats. “Do the Dems realize that most of the people not getting paid are Democrats?” he tweeted on Dec. 27, just days after the shutdown began. Trump repeated the claim a little more than a week later …  Taking Democratic federal workers hostage because they are Democrats would violate their constitutional rights and their rights under the civil service laws. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-shutdown-targets-democratic-workers-illegal.html
in the lawsuit over foreign payments to his Washington, DC, hotel and other businesses the Justice Department lawyers representing Trump have secured a delay in the ongoing appeals. They cited — wait for it — the current government shutdown, now in its sixth day. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/27/18157552/government-shutdown-2018-trump-emoluments-clause-lawsuit
Giuliani is now making the very specific claim that it's "not a crime" if the campaign received hacked emails from WikiLeaks.  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1078437753115824129
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo: "We will continue to fight these battles, it is a never ending struggle… until the Rapture." https://twitter.com/NTarnopolsky/status/1078413787106082818
“The president is trying to assign collective guilt to an entire group of people for the crimes of one.” https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1078441243250700288
A Washington Post editorial Friday morning argues that “the way out of the shutdown has been obvious for weeks,” touts the DREAMer-wall swap, scolds the White House for having scuttled it, and then for the sake of balance scolds Nancy Pelosi for having adopted the obvious negotiating tactic of saying she’s no longer interested in the deal.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-way-out-of-the-shutdown-has-been-obvious-for-weeks/2018/12/27/4381fda2-09f6-11e9-a3f0-71c95106d96a_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.f4e57bd09e30
the Trump administration can’t even admit publicly that Mexico isn’t going to pay for the wall, much less admit that the whole wall concept is essentially irrelevant to their immigration policy goals. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/28/18158873/wall-shutdown-trump-dreamers-deal

What makes CRISPR so revolutionary is that it’s so precise: The Cas9 enzyme mostly goes wherever you tell it to. And it’s incredibly cheap and easy: In the past, it might have cost thousands of dollars and weeks or months of fiddling to alter a gene. Now it might cost just $75 and only take a few hours. And this technique has worked on every organism it’s been tried on. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/23/17594864/crispr-cas9-gene-editing

12.25.2018
Trump becomes first president since 2002 not to visit military personnel at Christmastime. https://t.co/6GS2MTeaLZ
But actually president “own the libs” made a secret visit to Iraq and only announced it the next day; his Twitter fan base is giddily playing right along, on cue.
Meanwhile, Trump managed on one short trip to:
lie about the troops’ pay increase, https://twitter.com/AliABCNews/status/1078047910137393152
https://apnews.com/63e0f56e92374f238fdf24f29da74a39
lead them to violate the rule against political activity by signing his campaign gear https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1078079052630708235
expose the identity of Navy SEALs, perhaps endangering their lives https://twitter.com/BradMossEsq/status/1078070677876428800
Why were those posed with Trump wearing chest rigs, helmets, and night vision goggles inside the very well-lit chow hall at the place most service members refer to as “Camp Cupcake.” https://taskandpurpose.com/troops-kit-iraq-trump/

Trump's government shutdown is severely hampering America’s cybersecurity workforce, many of whom are not considered "essential" employees. In some government agencies, 85% of cybersecurity staff have been furloughed due to the shutdown. https://t.co/o7iBInJkAm

12.24.2018
Trump telling more lies https://apnews.com/63e0f56e92374f238fdf24f29da74a39

HUD secretary Ben Carson has departed from the practices of recent Democratic and Republican predecessors of using their secretarial power to root out systemic racial discrimination. https://t.co/UQ60dldtwT

Russia has recently engaged in a disinformation campaign claiming—falsely—that the U.S. is developing biological weapons in neighboring countries, and it has also used state-funded news outlets to cast doubt in the U.S. about the safety of GMOs.  https://slate.com/technology/2018/12/russia-science-disinformation-genetic-editing-crispr-social-media.html

12.23.2018
Trump orders “retiring” James Mattis to leave his Pentagon post immediately rather than work through the February 28 date he cited in his resignation letter. https://twitter.com/margbrennan/status/1076878746223812608
(On Friday morning,  Sarah Sanders said: "Let's not forget, he is not just walking out the door. This will be orderly process and continue to be a good relationship over the next couple of months." https://twitter.com/JRBoh/status/1076887271259934723)
The chief justice of the United States himself issued an order on a Sunday, in this  mysterious grand jury subpoena case. If you think that’s highly unusual, you’re right. And the action he took was equally unusual. At least for the moment calling into question the unanimous decisions of the courts below, the chief justice blocked the District Court’s order requiring the foreign corporation to comply with the grand jury subpoena, until the government’s lawyers could respond to the Corporation’s briefings. https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/12/30/supreme-court-john-roberts-robert-mueller-investigation-223569
Mnuchin, under enormous pressure from Trump to stem market drops, startles Wall Street with holiday calls to top bank CEOs. https://t.co/TPTyOgQ1xb
the President of the United States retweeting a sworn federal law enforcement agent attacking congress for something the president did https://twitter.com/Stonekettle/status/1077003247473311747

Missouri’s Republican governor openly rejects the “Clean Missouri” initiative (including redistricting reform) approved by voters last month and talks of rolling it back, and making initiative more difficult https://apnews.com/7702bd1c62244505a0653a99167480e3

The US state department continues to disintegrate. About 60 percent of top-ranking career diplomats have fled the State Department since Trump took office. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1076664282509701120

12.22.2018
After taking the federal government hostage in order to demand funds for a border wall which the president repeatedly has promised would be paid for by Mexico, Trump administration officials insist that Mexico will still pay for the wall “but would not entertain questions about how that might be.” https://t.co/vSmNQAc6O7
Brett McGurk resigns from state department; president claims to have no idea who he was https://twitter.com/brikeilarcnn/status/1076657652850221056

The Supreme Court has never in its history conducted plenary review, including oral argument, in a case that remained entirely under seal, until now. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1076594202170085376

A series of drone sightings above its runway forced Britain’s second-largest airport to shut three times in three days last week, leaving about 140,000 passengers stranded. It was the airport’s biggest disruption since the Icelandic volcanic ash cloud of 2010. https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/dec/23/gatwick-drone-chaos-arrested-couple-released-without-charge

12.21.2018
Government shutdown because Trump won’t sign funding bill
This for a wall… that is a useless gimmick… which Trump has insisted repeatedly will for some reason by paid for by Mexico… and which he has already turned down offers to fund in return for policy compromises… and after was ready to sign a funding bill anyway then went back on it
Meanwhile after declaring on television that he would be proud to force a shutdown and would own it and not blame Democrats, he inevitably blames Democrats
We’re now on our third shutdown of the year and fourth of the decade. … This is just the way Washington works. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/21/18151693/when-does-the-government-shutdown-start-2018-trump-blame
Longest Senate vote in modern history https://www.rollcall.com/news/longest-vote-ever-atf-vote-just-misses-the-mark
Trump deputy press secretary: “I don’t know that Sen McConnell is concerned about the country.” https://twitter.com/debrajsaunders/status/1076155078355181570
“Things are so chaotic at the White House that some Republican senators can’t get in because Secret Service didn’t even have time to clear them (or the staff who is driving them there!),” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1076139722156765184
Michigan legislature: now up to 382 bills sent to the governor for the lame-duck period. (That’s a record by a big margin.)  https://twitter.com/ZachGorchow/status/1076087748933701633

Since Trump took office, support for a border wall has risen from about 30% to almost 45%. #FML https://twitter.com/sfcpoll/status/1076146163676528642
The man behind this is a serial rightwing fabricator/scammer, who says “We have someone who is tied in with the White House that’s in their inner-circle,” https://t.co/TYmiGOczuh

European national security professionals are apparently freaking out because… they conclude from Mattis’s resignation that the Trump administration is not a dependable ally. Where have they been for 2+ years? https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1076158143577706497

12.20.2018
CNN chyron: “Defense Secretary quits in protest over Trump Middle East policy as government shutdown looms and financial markets tank” https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1075896750362251264
With the clock ticking before a select group of federal agencies run out of funding by Friday, President Donald Trump shifted his stance on signing a short-term government spending bill on Thursday morning. Just a day after signaling he would sign the bill, Trump is going back on his commitment.  https://www.vox.com/2018/12/20/18150263/house-republicans-trump-border-wall-government-shutdown
(Many take this to mean that Ann Coulter and Rush Limbaugh are effectively running the executive branch at this point.)
Former Secretary of Defense William Cohen, asked on CNN if Trump is fit to be commander in chief, said, “No. https://twitter.com/johnmdonnelly/status/1075923860732764162
James Mattis announces resignation as Secretary of Defense. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/dec/20/jim-mattis-defense-secretary-retires-trump
(Trump administration, and NYT, announce it as a retirement.) https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1075890658567573505
Multiple reports say a call Trump had with Erdogan on Friday was the precipitating factor. https://www.thenational.ae/world/the-americas/trump-decided-to-leave-syria-after-call-with-erdogan-says-us-defence-official-1.804906
The US is going to start forcing asylum-seekers who try to enter the US without papers to wait in Mexico for their asylum claims to be processed, instead of allowing them to enter the United States first. The policy change means that people who are trying to exercise their legal right to seek asylum will be barred from the US for months or even years while they wait for their asylum claim to come before a judge. [Meanwhile, vox.com introduces this as “a huge win” in its subhead.]  https://www.vox.com/2018/12/20/18150103/asylum-mexico-trump-border
News breaks that ethics officials concluded illegitimate AG Whitaker should recuse himself from the special counsel investigation https://twitter.com/DelWilber/status/1075806100732198914
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/matthew-whitaker-recusal-explanation-mueller.html
But Whitaker pointedly did not specifically ask for guidance on this question https://twitter.com/PaulaReidCBS/status/1075818153337348096
Somehow this story was first turned into “ethics officials say Whitaker does not need to recuse” for hours before the facts got out https://wapo.st/2QI8QWw
This after the Department of Justice ignored formal requests from Rep. Jerry Nadler about this issue https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1075847153598255105
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-whitaker-russia-20181220-story.html
Meanwhile news also breaks that AG-nominee Barr drafted a memo objecting to the investigation https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/20/18150165/mueller-barr-memo-rosenstein-obstruction-trump
Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen faced a heated House Judiciary Committee hearing on Thursday — and she couldn’t answer a number of basic questions lawmakers asked her about immigration and border security. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/20/18150586/nielsen-house-hearing-dhs

A gofundme to build a border wall has raised more than $10 million https://www.gofundme.com/TheTrumpWall
Meanwhile the URL for the GoFundMe page for Trump's wall is trending so high among accounts linked to Russian influence operations https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1076207127545430016
The man behind the #GoFundTheWall fundraiser has a long history of "petitions" for causes tied to several GoFundMes and fake news sites hidden behind shell companies and false identities. Growing the email list is the endgame, leaked texts reveal. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/behind-viral-gofundthewall-fundraiser-rising-conservative-star-shadowy-email-harvesting-n957896

Reprisal killings of journalists because of their work nearly doubled in 2018, compared with a year ago, according to a press advocacy group https://nyti.ms/2ExLcEV

The South Carolina Republican Party plans to cancel its presidential primary in 2020 to protect Trump from any GOP challengers that might emerge. https://washex.am/2USHmvE

12.19.2018
Trump on Wednesday ordered the complete withdrawal of America’s 2,000 troops in Syria — a decision that seemed to surprise everyone, including his own administration. And neither the Pentagon nor the State Department seems to have any idea what is supposed to happen next. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/12/19/18149087/trump-syria-troops-iran-war-withdraw-decision
Senior admin official just refused to say anything about what "deliberative process" was used for Syria decision. SAO also said to disregard all previous statements on Syria/Iran policy. https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1075495819338571776
WH press secretary “indicated that Trump was never really behind the longer-term strategy announced in his name in September.” https://twitter.com/TVietor08/status/1075599379682058241
Months of reports indicate that Trump has been indicating this as his policy, and yet Mattis and others likely just ignored him hoping he would forget about it https://twitter.com/becingber/status/1075579596937052160
State TV host Olga Skabeeva surmised that Americans are “losers, since Putin has defeated them in every way.” With a theatrical sigh, her co-host, Evgeny Popov, added: “Trump is ours again—what are you going to do?” https://www.thedailybeast.com/russia-gloats-over-departure-trump-is-ours-again?ref=home
Treasury Secretary announces that the US is terminating sanctions imposed on Oleg Deripaska's En+ Group and Rusal in 30 days. The move follows a massive influence campaign by the oligarch's lobbyists in DC https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/1075460543161475077
Treasury's move to lift sanctions from Oleg Deripaska's companies amounts to Trump "sliding another big gift under Vladimir Putin’s Christmas tree," says Rep Lloyd Doggett, who calls the agreement "a shell game brokered by a sanctioned Russian bank." https://twitter.com/kenvogel/status/1075575773149442048
Deripaska is a Russian oligarch close to Putin who also happens to be one of Manafort’s former business partners https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-hettena-trump-russia-lies-20181221-story.html
The US Department of Justice is preparing to reverse the 2011 opinion that the Wire Act only applies to sports betting. [Follow the money of Sheldon Adelson.] https://www.onlinepokerreport.com/33932/doj-preparing-wire-act-opinion-reversal/
Another Kansas Republican crosses the line. Overland Park state Rep. Stephanie Clayton says she will today become a Democrat. That makes 3 in last two weeks. https://twitter.com/samzeff/status/1075392597831622656

While the Trump campaign stopped reporting payments to ad buyers alleged to have facilitated illegal coordination between the campaign and the NRA after the 2016 election cycle, Trump’s 2020 campaign has continued to deploy the same individuals working for the firms at the center of the controversy through payments to Harris Sikes Media LLC — a low-profile limited-liability company operating with no website or public-facing facade whatsoever. https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2018/12/trump-2020-campaign-coordination/

The Trump administration, staring down a $54 billion pension crisis, is placing its faith in a man who is a stranger to most of Washington but for one big connection: His brother-in-law is Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell https://www.politico.com/story/2018/12/17/mitch-mcconnell-know-run-agency-103311918

Facebook has more users than either Islam or Christianity, and each user spends the better part of an hour on the service every day. https://twitter.com/antoniogm/status/1075183337210228736

12.18.2018
“The State of New York has determined that the Trump family cannot be trusted to fulfill their basic fiduciary duties as stewards of charitable funds. We’ve entrusted the entire well-being of the United States to these same people.” https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1075062137268133889
https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/ag-underwood-announces-stipulation-dissolving-trump-foundation-under-judicial
For the first time ever, the United States has been added to Reporters Without Borders' list of the most dangerous countries for journalists. The US is listed as the 5th most dangerous country, coming in right behind Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, & Mexico. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/united-states-added-list-most-dangerous-countries-journalists-first-time-n949676
International Federation of Journalists concurs https://apnews.com/ccd0dfb6882d4ea1bc5f99f83dd37294
Press secretary said today the White House is not looking for the taxpayers to pay for the wall while at the same time said the White House is looking to other agencies to find wall funding. https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1075117954549907464
Asked about the fictitious “10% middle-class tax cut” which Trump made into a news story late in the 2018 campaign, the Treasury Secretary replies “I’m not going to comment on whether it is a real thing or not a real thing,” https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-18/mnuchin-backs-off-trump-s-promise-of-10-middle-class-tax-cut
The White House on Tuesday struggled to explain President Trump’s continued support of former national security adviser Michael Flynn, who pleaded guilty last year to lying to the FBI, and his castigations of longtime attorney Michael Cohen, who was recently sentenced to three years in jail and whom Trump referred to in a recent tweet as a “rat.” https://thinkprogress.org/white-house-trump-michael-flynn-michael-cohen-92419e842585/
A national security hardliner excuses the National Security Advisor for serving as an agent of a foreign power while supposedly guarding US national security https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-12-18/michael-flynn-sentencing-washington-owes-him-an-apology
Japan will get its first aircraft carriers since World War II and buy dozens of fighter jets under a new defence plan approved Tuesday that is intended to counter China's growing military power. https://news.yahoo.com/japan-approves-defence-plan-including-two-aircraft-carriers-041214506.html

Research finds that The people who identified as most strongly conservative were the likeliest to move in response to Trump. And the effect was about the same size whether Trump was taking the conservative or liberal position. It was the direction of Trump, not the direction of the policy, that mattered. Interestingly, there wasn’t an equal and opposite reaction among strong liberals: They didn’t change position much to oppose Trump. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/7/12/20690910/donald-trump-justin-amash-republicans-primaries-conservatives
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/does-party-trump-ideology-disentangling-party-and-ideology-in-america/B5BAD0AE947BD3CF18D51D399263C8D3

Shut down due to illegal activity: 1. Trump University 2. Trump Foundation 
Under criminal investigation: 1. Trump campaign 2. Trump transition 3. Trump inauguration 4. Trump administration 5. Trump Organization (6. Trump offspring) https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1075068980371578880

Five months after the National Guideline Clearinghouse’s disappearance, professionals who relied on it have to work harder to find the guidelines they need. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/12/18/researchers-try-to-cope-without-hhs-public-medical-guideline-database-five-months-after-its-takedown/

12.17.2018
Another federal government shutdown looms at the end of the week, but Trump and allies are voicing eagerness for it and the House GOP Is making time to interview Jim Comey & Loretta Lynch about Hillary Clinton’s emails. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1074674298676224000
https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/17/politics/james-comey-congress-fbi/index.html
Republican Rep. Trey Gowdy suggested that because the president’s power to pardon is fairly unlimited, he can stop any investigation. https://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Comey-Interview-Part-Two.pdf 
In a Fox News interview, retired Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz claimed that "lying to the FBI is not a crime." https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-defender-alan-dershowitz-argues-that-lying-to-fbi-isnt-a-crime_us_5c17d292e4b0b1ea387f2bbc
The Department of Justice’s position is that foreign governments can shovel huge sums of money to the president through his overpriced hotel, with the specific purpose of influencing him... and the president can take the money from the foreign governments... and it’s fine. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1074867847615127552
Meanwhile a lot of Russians happen to have spent millions buying Trump properties. Trump happens to have acted pretty sympathetically towards Russia. https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/1074892043061727232
St. Louis prosecutors respond to the election of a reformer district attorney with an unprecedented, secret, vote to join the local police union https://theintercept.com/2018/12/20/wesley-bell-st-louis-prosecutor-police-union/

“We are rapidly arriving at the place where Trump’s sole remaining defense will be that he isn’t guilty because he just doesn’t understand the law. As Elie Mystal pointed out more than a year ago, this appeared to be Trump’s chief defense to charges of obstruction of justice, too:  Trump is now bending a version of this same defense around the big word collusion and the hush money claims. He’s essentially trying to argue that this is all not relevant to him, because the only way he could have known that these “private transactions,” as he calls them, were actually crimes is if his lawyers told him. This is nonsense.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/trump-law-collusion-court-public-opinion-mueller.html

A Texas elementary school speech pathologist refused to sign a pro-Israel oath, now mandatory in many states — so she lost her job https://interc.pt/2EoOutW

Senate report finds that Russian agents who favored Donald Trump’s presidential candidacy harnessed the major players of America’s tech industry in a sophisticated propaganda effort that was far more extensive that originally understood https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/russia-favored-trump-targeted-african-americans-election-meddling-reports-say-n948731
The Russians also set up hotlines that encourage people to discuss sexual or other personal problems the researchers found, raising the possibility they could use the information later to blackmail people. 
posted 571 videos related to police violence against African-Americans
Through deceit, the Internet Research Agency recruited many Americans to take various political actions
The researchers at New Knowledge also found that Instagram was actually a far more fruitful platform for engagement than Facebook was, despite the smaller number of users reached. https://slate.com/technology/2018/12/russian-trolls-election-black-americans-senate-reports.html

“With more information in its hands about how these companies built tools that allowed malicious state actors to walk through the front door and meddle with American political life, Congress has what it needs to start reining in these companies so that even after the public’s attention moves elsewhere, a repeat of 2016 isn’t possible. And yet: Google and Facebook spent record sums on lobbying this year, and as of yet there’s no single piece of legislation on the table to regulate these companies that Congress seems likely to rally behind—even as the reasons to take the threat of manipulative social media campaigns seriously keep piling up.” https://slate.com/technology/2018/12/russian-trolls-election-black-americans-senate-reports.html

Departing from established practice, Republican Sen. Mike Lee is blocking a nominee to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, potentially threatening its enter function https://www.vox.com/2018/12/17/18140798/lgbt-eeoc-mike-lee-chai-feldblum-discrimination

Thousands of Mauritanians sought refuge in the United States after a 1989 conflict in which black Mauritanians were stripped of their citizenship and expelled. Longstanding U.S. policy held that even those denied refugee status could remain. Now they are being deported as part of an immigration crackdown under President Donald Trump. Because Mauritania does not recognize their citizenship, interviews suggest dozens have been interrogated, detained and forced to hide.  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mauritania-immigration-usa/mauritanians-who-sought-refuge-in-us-face-deportation-then-jail-idUSKBN1OG1DA

There is roughly a 1.4 billion pound stockpile of U.S.-made cheese in cold-storage warehouses — the largest stockpile on record, the Wall Street Journal reports. https://www.axios.com/cheese-dairy-stockpile-farmer-america-trade-4d418d05-ab74-48fe-a3ad-94cb5fd82810.html

Niskanen Center examines the prospect of a rehabilitated Republican Party, concludes that it probably lies years, even decades, away. And that it can only happen after today’s Republican Party is destroyed, rendered incapable of wielding power at the national level, and its governing philosophy discredited completely. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2018/12/niskanen-center-future-republican-party-sane-libertarian.html

12.16.2018
The President is openly referring to a person who cooperated with a federal criminal investigation as a “Rat.” “I worked mafia cases for years in SDNY, mainly Gambino and Genovese. I usually hesitate to make this comparison but here it is completely warranted. This - calling somebody who provides information to law enforcement a “rat” - is straight up mob boss language.”  https://twitter.com/eliehonig/status/1074324949404450816
US president Trump: “A REAL scandal is the one sided coverage, hour by hour, of networks like NBC & Democrat spin machines like Saturday Night Live. It is all nothing less than unfair news coverage and Dem commercials. Should be tested in courts, can’t be legal?”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/trump-says-snl-sketches-are-real-scandal-that-should-be-tested-in-courts.html
Trump’s lawyer admitted collusion and said it ended before the election. https://twitter.com/PaulNiland/status/1074382529371750401
Giuliani: "I know collusion's not a crime, right? It was over with by the time of the election." https://twitter.com/PaulaChertok/status/1074318427039326208
Giuliani: ”President did talk to Cohen or to people in between and they arranged to reimburse Cohen. This was after the payment was made…after the campaign was over.“ This likely constituted tax crimes. https://www.just-security.org/61831/trump-organization-executives-cook-books/
Trump's lawyer Rudy Giuliani suggested on Sunday that Trump had spoken with his former attorney Michael Cohen past January 2016 [even all the way up to the 2016 election] about a Trump Tower in Moscow. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1074419097100787713
https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/16/politics/rudy-giuliani-trump-tower/index.html
Multiple people point out that Trump savages Cohen while acting sympathetic to Flynn, even though both are reported as cooperating with investigations. https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1074333115949244416 
https://twitter.com/blankslate2017/status/1074340045161562112
https://twitter.com/danielsgoldman/status/1074420512049258504

Harvard is using its $39 billion endowment to snap up massive amounts of rights to aquifers all over California, making a dark bet on water scarcity to profit off forthcoming mega-droughts https://twitter.com/aprilaser/status/1072735279658688512
https://www.wsj.com/articles/harvard-quietly-amasses-california-vineyardsand-the-water-underneath-1544456396

12.15.2018
The president and his attorney are conflating the routine wiping and resetting of the DOJ iPhones (which apparently were little used) with the 19k texts on the FBI Samsung devices that weren’t automatically captured by FBI HQ (but which were not lost; they’ve got them now). https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1073990361465397250
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/trump-tweets-misleading-claim-about-fbi-agents-missing-texts-to-discredit-russia-probe.html
NPR publishes ridiculous “The Russia Investigations: A Case Still Unproven” headline https://www.npr.org/2018/12/15/676765398/the-russia-investigations-a-case-still-unproven

President Trump keeps saying he wants the Federal Reserve to ease up on interest rate increases, but he keeps using his actual powers of office to install people who don’t agree with his dovish views on monetary policy. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/12/18136647/mark-calabria-fhfa-trump-interest-rates

Democracies can as easily die in the spotlight as in darkness. Media that simply “report the news”, rather than analyze it, miss trends, and only see the real threat when it is too late. That is why the media critic Jay Rosen has been arguing for a new media logic for several months now, as authoritarian leaders have mastered the old one, and play it to their strength.  https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/dec/15/democracy-authoritarianism-media-spotlight-viktor-orban

Trump’s CBP shoved a woman and her sick infant into an “icebox” cell, took away the child’s medication, refused her requests for a doctor—“The agents told me I wasn’t in a position to be asking for anything”—her baby then got pneumonia and nearly died. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2018/12/migrant-baby-got-pneumonia-after-days-in-freezing-cell.html

12.14.2018
Republican federal judge Reed O’Connor strikes down the Affordable Care Act. The ruling was delayed months after arguments ended, and issued in a Friday news dump after the conclusion of all congressional elections in which it might have harmed Republicans. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/14/18065838/obamacare-unconstitutional-texas-ruling
The ruling’s content is also nonsensical garbage: https://twitter.com/nicholas_bagley/status/1073747231101075456
The court was specifically requested to wait until after Saturday to rule in order to avoid disrupting open enrollment. O’Connor then issued his decision Friday night nevertheless https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1073758146567512064
O’Connor constructs the ruling in a way that essentially prevents it from having an effect even now https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1073756598617718785
The decision reads, instead, as a gotcha, a way to “troll the libs,” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/texas-judge-obamacare-troll-libs.html
Meanwhile, general reaction is “this will get struck down on appeal”—the consequence of years of Republicans packing the judiciary with often inept hacks is declining credibility of the legal system
President surprise-appoints Director of the Office of Management and Budget to be White House Chief of Staff—but “Mick Mulvaney will not resign from the Office Of Management and Budget, but will spend all of his time devoted to his role as the acting Chief Of Staff for the President. Russ Vought will handle day to day operations and run OMB.” https://twitter.com/learyreports/status/1073753105983041536
DHS statement on the death of a 7-year-old girl in Border Patrol custody blames parents for declining to wait days or longer at ports of entry. https://twitter.com/jeneps/status/1073449141672529921
In fact the conditions for everyone detained, even those who go to a “port of entry,” are horrific https://twitter.com/aurabogado/status/1073566177027186689
This while multiple prominent Republicans are proposing that even if the president committed crimes to get elected he should not be held accountable https://twitter.com/danielradosh/status/1073729261041790976
this Friday, court officials went to extreme measures to ensure it was as difficult as possible to figure out what Mueller's team was doing as the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit held a secret and mysterious argument about a grand jury subpoena challenge. An entire floor of the courthouse was closed to the public and press for more than an hour. During that time, attorneys secretly entered the courthouse to argue before three federal appellate judges over a grand jury subpoena.  https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/14/politics/mueller-grand-jury-mysterious-friday/index.html?no-st=1544815002

Even before the ACA ruling, this week was insane—yet felt ho-hum by the standards which the Trump administration has created https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/meet-the-press/it-may-seem-just-another-week-washington-it-s-not-n947411

House Speaker Paul Ryan pushes for thousands of Irish visas “as a nod to his ancestral heritage” before leaving office https://politi.co/2EvZw1c
This amounts to approving white immigrants while having blocked immigration reform affecting non-whites for years https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1073740031356006400

The most popular YouTube account is an antisocial troll who repeatedly toys with “alt right” white supremacy https://www.vox.com/2018/12/13/18136253/pewdiepie-vs-tseries-links-to-white-supremacist-alt-right-redpill
https://www.vox.com/culture/2018/12/14/18138916/pewdiepie-vs-t-series-youtube-rewind-2018

12.13.2018
Maria Butina has officially pleaded guilty. She is the first Russian national convicted of seeking to influence U.S. policy around time of 2016 election https://wapo.st/2LfhCVX
President Donald Trump defended his role in the illegal hush money payments made by his former attorney Michael Cohen in a series of tweets on Thursday morning. This is the latest attempt by Trump to explain away the hush-money payments made during the 2016 campaign. Trump initially claimed he knew nothing about the payments, specifically the $130,000 paid to porn actress Stormy Daniels. Then, in May, Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani admitted on Fox News that Trump had repaid Cohen for the payments to Daniels that the president had previously claimed he knew nothing about — which Trump later confirmed on Twitter. The president’s story has changed multiple times throughout this saga; his tweets on Thursday are merely the latest iteration.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/13/18139154/trump-tweet-michael-cohen-hush-money
Michael Flynn pleaded guilty, under oath, to lying. Trump minutes ago: "The FBI said Michael Flynn, a general and a great person, they said he didn’t lie. And Mueller said, well, maybe he did. But now they are all having a big dispute." https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1073300635116810242
Wall Street Journal editorial tries to spin Michael Flynn’s crimes into “entrapment” https://twitter.com/Popehat/status/1073329298361090048
Washington Post urges that Democrats should “compromise” to fund a useless campaign-prop “wall” which the president demanding it insisted another country would pay for https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-and-democrats-can-reach-a-deal-on-the-wall--if-they-have-the-spine-to-take-it/2018/12/12/95288640-fe42-11e8-ad40-cdfd0e0dd65a_story.html
Trump administration asks Supreme Court to allow ban on transgender troops to go into effect now. It already had asked justices to take up the issue before appeals courts ruled. New pattern of moving quickly to Supreme Court. https://twitter.com/scotusreporter/status/1073324302446092294
Dozens of bomb threats being reported at news outlets, government buildings, banks, libraries, schools and other businesses across the US, various local media and police depts. report. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/wave-bomb-threats-causes-evacuations-anxiety-nationwide-n947671

A conservative science adviser to the Trump administration is casting doubt on longstanding research linking fossil fuel pollution to early deaths and health problems https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/14/epa-adviser-casts-doubt-on-science-linking-pollution-to-health-problems

“Club for Growth, Heritage Action used to wield amazing clout on right. They're no longer feared by House Republicans, as Trump’s endorsement is all they care about to win in primaries.”  https://twitter.com/pkcapitol/status/1073306532392120320

California Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye has quietly given up her Republican registration and re-registered as a no-party-preference voter https://calmatters.org/articles/chief-justice-of-the-california-supreme-court-leaves-the-republican-party-citing-kavanaugh/

12.12.2018
House Republicans (and six Democrats) insert into the “farm bill” a rule that will strip the privileged status of any resolution related to Yemen. Essentially, House Republicans are making sure there is no vote on Yemen, even one that’s the equivalent of a press release.
US Attorney for Southern District of NY says American Media, Inc. (National Enquirer publisher) “admitted its principal purpose in making the payment (to Playboy Playmate Karen McDougal) was to suppress (her) story so as to prevent it from influencing the election.” https://twitter.com/AliVelshi/status/1072925504926306306
So now it's not just Michael Cohen saying the payments were made to influence the election. It's now also American Media, Inc, which is owned by longtime Trump ally David Pecker. This is an explicit admission of campaign finance violations. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1072924420111560705
If Trump were convicted of the campaign finance violations that Cohen pled guilty to and were, according to prosecutors and Cohen, coordinated and directed by Trump, he would receive a prison sentence of 33-51 months. https://twitter.com/alexgwhiting/status/1073673937161256962
Fox News host and President Donald Trump superfan, Sean Hannity, was caught deleting past tweets that tied him to the president's former attorney, Michael Cohen, just hours before Cohen was sentenced to three years in prison Wednesday. https://www.newsweek.com/sean-hannity-michael-cohen-delete-tweets-friends-trump-lawyer-jail-1256322
US DHS publishes “Walls Work” news release https://www.dhs.gov/news/2018/12/12/walls-work
West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice named his longtime friend Raleigh County Circuit Judge John Hutchison to a vacant seat on the state Supreme Court Wednesday, filling the vacancy created after WV Republicans worked to purge Democrats from the court. http://wvmetronews.com/2018/12/12/hutchison-to-take-seat-on-state-supreme-court/#.XBFgaEMY3RQ.twitter
Florida Gov.-elect Ron DeSantis said that Amendment 4, which was approved by 64.6 percent (or 5.2 million) of Florida voters, shouldn't go into effect as intended by the people who wrote the ballot measure—but should instead be delayed by months https://www.tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2018/12/13/ron-desantis-says-amendment-4-should-be-delayed-until-he-signs-bill-from-lawmakers
Trump asserts that “the people would revolt” if he were impeached https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/trump-impeachment-cohen-memos-reuters-interview.html?via=recirc_recent
The Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety Commission voted to recommend allowing teachers to carry guns on campus to stop future shootings—an insane dangerous idea largely made into a “policy option” by Trump. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/florida-school-massacre-panel-recommends-arming-teachers_us_5c11a81ce4b0835fe3267586

An AP investigation finds Jared Kushner stands to benefit from a program he and his wife pushed that offers massive tax breaks to developers who invest in downtrodden areas. Kushner owns a major stake in a firm that plans to take advantage of the program. https://apnews.com/41847c1548e34d0ba8c339836b86ed93
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/12/18137834/jared-kushner-ivanka-trump-opportunity-zone
under 18 USC 208: if “an employee of the executive branch participates personally and substantially in a particular matter in which, to his knowledge, he has a financial interest,” the penalty is up to 5 years in jail. https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1072880195265277955

The Trump administration is resuming its efforts to deport certain protected Vietnamese immigrants who have lived in the United States for decades—many of them having fled the country during the Vietnam War. …  In essence, the administration has now decided that Vietnamese immigrants who arrived in the country before the establishment of diplomatic ties between the United States and Vietnam are subject to standard immigration law—meaning they are all eligible for deportation. https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/12/donald-trump-deport-vietnam-war-refugees/577993/

YouTube, which Google purchased for $1.65 billion 12 years ago, has a conspiracy theory problem. It’s baked into the way the service works. https://www.vox.com/technology/2018/12/12/18136132/google-youtube-congress-conspiracy-theories

12.11.2018
US Senate vote for confirmation of Jonathan Kobes for a lifetime appointment to the judiciary, with unprecedented 50 votes only (vice president breaking tie); The American Bar Association said of Kobes: “None of the writing that we reviewed is reflective of complex legal analysis, knowledge of the law, or ability to write about complex matters in a clear and cogent manner — qualities that are essential for a circuit court judge.” https://twitter.com/SenFeinstein/status/1071157822258327552
President Trump declares himself, on television, proud to shut down the government over “wall” funding
This hours after he claimed that “the Southern Border is now Secure and will remain that way”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/11/18135978/trump-border-wall-incoherent
on Fox - a chyron is displayed that correctly reflects Trump's statement in the Oval Office that he will shut down the government "if we don't get what we want" before cutting back to host Melissa Francis who lies that Trump never said that https://twitter.com/stevemorris__/status/1072551762685509633
Meanwhile, Trump’s own businesses, and his presidency, have made it clear that low-skilled immigrants are a crucial part of the US economy and even the federal government. Plus in the past few days, four women from Central America have come forward to say that they’ve been working illegally at the Trump National Golf Club in Bedminster, New Jersey.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/11/18134360/trump-immigrants-border-wall
Following news of Butina seeking a plea deal, Putin claims “nobody knew anything about her.” In fact the Russian government has conducted 6 consular visits to Butina, passed 4 diplomatic notes to the State Dept. about her case, and had an emissary personally speak to Pompeo twice about her prosecution. (The official Kremlin Twitter account changed its avatar to a picture of her, too.) https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1072514596567687169
The Trump admin. put out a call, asking legal immigrants to sponsor some of the 1,000s of kids in cages. 170 people came forward—and were arrested because it was “a sting operation.” https://www.wonkette.com/totally-non-evil-ice-arrests-170-immigrants-trying-to-free-kids-from-baby-jails
Just days after signaling his support for unprecedented levels of U.S. defense spending, Sen. James Inhofe (R-OK), the chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, reported purchasing tens of thousands of dollars of stock in one of the nation’s top defense contractors. https://www.thedailybeast.com/sen-james-inhofe-bought-defense-stock-days-after-pushing-for-record-pentagon-spendingthen-dumped-it-when-asked-about-it

2,000 U.S. households control a staggering $4.2 trillion in wealth, a sum that is twice as great as eight years ago. https://www.insidephilanthropy.com/home/2018/12/4/the-richest-americans-are-sitting-on-4-trillion-how-can-they-be-spurred-to-give-more-of-it-away#.XAbhl0aGjMM.twitter

Giuliani is negotiating a security contract with the Democratic Republic Of Congo through an Israeli firm that was paid $8M to block additional sanctions by the Trump administration against the DRC for corruption & human rights abuses. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/10/us/politics/sanctions-lobbyists-usa.html

12.10.2018
It’s official: Trump’s asylum crisis is driven by people coming legally. Customs and Border Protection officials acknowledged Monday that even more people would be seeking asylum at ports of entry if officials weren’t engaging in “queue management” — also known as “metering” — a policy by which asylum seekers are often turned away at ports of entry because officials say there’s no room to process them. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/10/18134707/border-crisis-asylum-caravan-illegal
Justice Thomas, with whom Justices Alito and Gorsuch join, decides to throw the allegations of a debunked conspiracy theory from an old doctored James O’Keefe video into his denial of cert dissent without anywhere identifying them as false or even disputed. https://www.supremecourt.gov/orders/courtorders/121018zor_f2ah.pdf
DOD reports finds no data encryption, no antivirus programs, no multifactor authentication mechanisms, and 28-year-old unpatched vulnerabilities in the US' ballistic missile system https://www.zdnet.com/article/us-ballistic-missile-systems-have-very-poor-cyber-security/ 
https://media.defense.gov/2018/Dec/14/2002072642/-1/-1/1/DODIG-2019-034.PDF
President Donald Trump began his week by trying to downplay illegal hush payments to women made late in the 2016 presidential campaign — ones that federal prosecutors now say he directed and coordinated — as a mere “simple private transaction.” https://www.vox.com/2018/12/10/18134169/trump-payments-daniels-mcdougal-simple-private-transaction
Republican US Senator Hatch dismisses allegations of Trump crimes over hush money. Asked if he had any concerns, Hatch said: “The Democrats will do anything to hurt this president.” Told it was alleged by SDNY, Hatch told me: “Okay but I don’t care; all I can say is he’s doing a good job as President” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1072244175544963073
While Hatch is saying that it doesn't matter if Trump broke laws, Trump's campaign is taking people to court to enforce private NDAs. https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1072259407654854657
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/trump-campaign-nda-lawsuit-jessica-denson-discrimination 
Trump has managed to make the job of White House chief of staff unappealing even to ambitious party hacks https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/10/18134300/trump-chief-of-staff-nick-ayers-kelly
Trump is now on his second secretary of state (Rex Tillerson and Mike Pompeo); his third national security adviser (Mike Flynn, H.R. McMaster, and John Bolton); his second secretary of health and human services (Tom Price and Alex Azar); and his second EPA administrator (Scott Pruitt and Andrew Wheeler). He’s just nominated his second UN representative (Nikki Haley and Heather Nauert), though Nauert won’t serve as a Cabinet-level official. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/8/18132087/trump-tweet-john-kelly-resign-fire-replace
NYT story repeatedly discusses the role of Trump's kids in selecting his chief of staff as though it's completely normal. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/10/us/politics/white-house-hiring-trump.html
A Trump administration presentation extolling the virtues of fossil fuels at the UN climate talks in Poland has been met with guffaws of laughter and chants of “Shame on you”. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/10/protesters-disrupt-us-panels-fossil-fuels-pitch-at-climate-talks?CMP=share_btn_tw

Zach Fuentes, deputy WH chief of staff, plans to secretly “hide out” on payroll past Kelly’s ouster and get Coast Guard retirement rules changed for his personal benefit https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/20/us/politics/zachary-fuentes-coast-guard-retirement.html

12.8.2018
The Treasury Department has delayed imposing sanctions on Russia's largest aluminum producer, Rusal, for the fifth time.  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-07/u-s-delays-rusal-sanctions-as-talks-with-deripaska-continue
Rusal is still controlled at the moment by Russian billionaire Oleg Deripaska. This notice went out 2 hours before Mueller released a memo that will eventually be unsealed to show that his campaign manager continues to cover up that Deripaska had an active role in this campaign, thru Konstantin Kilimnik. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1071504134107525121
Re: the latest Mueller filings, Trump told reporters that he's "very happy with what we've been reading" ... then in the next breath, he admitted he has not actually read any of them https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1071472267643797505
GOP strategist Brian Robinson asserts that it's totally cool for Trump to violate campaign finance laws because hey, he had business and personal interests to protect, too https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1071457393513500673
Trump on South Lawn says John Kelly will be leaving “at the end of the year” and he will announce his replacement in the next day or two https://twitter.com/kathrynw5/status/1071468709338902529
President lies, tweeting that Paris protesters were chanting "We Want Trump" https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1072192477304639488

scientists are reporting this week that [Greenland’s] sheet of ice is thawing, and doing so at an accelerating rate not seen for more than 350 years. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0752-4
Doom https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/4/11/17219020/greenland-ice-melt-climate-change

White House officials trying to move the First Step Act in the Senate, where it is currently blocked by Republican leadership, “urged senior executives at the parent company of Fox News to issue an endorsement” https://nyti.ms/2E2vtgy

Ravi Singh, an Illinois-based political consultant and self-proclaimed “campaign guru,” is challenging a decades-old federal law barring foreign involvement in U.S. elections. —  a threat to a law seen as the backbone of special counsel Robert Mueller’s probe of 2016 Russian election interference. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/12/08/the-legal-battle-that-could-undermine-law-at-center-of-mueller-probe-1052217

12.7.2018
New York federal prosecutors concluded that the President of the United States committed a felony. https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/20181207-27-sentencing-memo-usa.pdf
The Department of Justice -- not some special prosecutor -- is pointing the finger at the President and saying he has directed a felony. https://twitter.com/neal_katyal/status/1071210898323357696
NBC, Reuters (at minimum) both propagate Trump’s false claims of exoneration https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1071425494346842117
https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1071178887143571457
Naturally Fox News joins in https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1071413935004401664
Illegitimate pretend AG Whitaker has inappropriate meeting with Jared Kushner https://on.msnbc.com/2RMVggY
Trump harangued his (illegitimate) acting attorney general because prosecutors Matt Whitaker oversees filed charges that made Trump look bad. …discussions between Trump and Whitaker described by multiple sources familiar with the matter underscore the extent to which the President firmly believes the attorney general of the United States should serve as his personal protector. The episodes also offer a glimpse into the unsettling dynamic of a sitting president talking to his attorney general about investigations he's potentially implicated in. “Trump pressed Whitaker on why more wasn't being done to control prosecutors in New York...” https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/21/politics/trump-lashed-out-at-whitaker-after-explosive-cohen-revelations/index.html
Trump nominated William Barr to be the next US attorney general https://www.vox.com/2018/12/7/18130659/william-barr-attorney-general-mueller-probe
In 2017, he suggested that Hillary Clinton should be investigated https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/14/us/politics/trump-pressure-clinton-investigation.html
sent an unsolicited 20-page memo to the Justice Department this year excoriating Mueller’s obstruction of justice investigation. He apparently told Trump about the memo and said it could come up during his confirmation hearings. https://www.wsj.com/articles/trumps-attorney-general-pick-criticized-an-aspect-of-mueller-probe-in-memo-to-justice-department-11545275973?mod=mhp
Before appointing William Barr as his pick for attorney general to replace Jeff Sessions, Trump first wanted to hire him as his defense lawyer. ... the guy who would be overseeing the Russia probe was going to defend Trump in the Russia probe. https://news.yahoo.com/trump-first-wanted-g-pick-bill-barr-another-job-defense-lawyer-231509009.html?soc_src=hl-viewer&soc_trk=tw
Barr has cited the “Uranium One” deal, a false theory that Clinton sold 20 percent of US uranium to Russia https://www.cnn.com/2017/11/04/opinions/trumps-bogus-clinton-allegations-eisen-wertheimer-opinion/index.html
https://twitter.com/peterbakernyt/status/1085301461565825024
he has defended the firing of FBI Director James Comey.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/former-attorney-general-trump-made-the-right-call-on-comey/2017/05/12/0e858436-372d-11e7-b4ee-434b6d506b37_story.html?utm_term=.2ca0667854ac
While occupying the same office in the 1990s, Barr recommended to GHW Bush that he pardon six individuals involved in the Iran-Contra scandal, four of whom had already been convicted of lying to federal and congressional investigators https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/trump-william-barr-attorney-general-iran-contra-mueller.html
In making the choice, Trump screened out candidates who might recuse themselves from the special counsel investigation https://nyti.ms/2E3d57r

Kirkland & Ellis LLP Law Firm: 
- Acosta worked there. 
- Brett Kavanaugh worked there. 
- William Barr worked there. 
- John Bolton worked there. 
- They defended Epstein and got him off.
https://twitter.com/pacelattin/status/1149696973206745088

The Trump administration will reverse an Obama-era coal emissions rule as part of its effort to loosen restrictions on the coal industry, just days after a US government report warned that aggressive action is needed to curb greenhouse gases and ease the impact of global warming.  https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/06/politics/epa-coal-announcement/index.html

President Donald Trump has settled on State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert to replace departing United Nations Ambassador Nikki Haley (Nauert is a former co- host of Fox and Friends, Trump's favorite show.) https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-07/trump-is-said-to-pick-nauert-to-replace-haley-as-un-ambassador
Heather Nauert will NOT be in the cabinet… UN ambassador post being downgraded to non-cabinet-level. https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1071094296458264576
Federal law requires the vacancy and any acting appointment to be reported "immediately" to the Government Accountability Office. A month after the shakeup at the Department of Justice, the GAO hasn't been informed. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/chrisgeidner/justice-department-sessions-whitaker-gao

The Koch brothers have spend at least 1/3 of a million dollars secretly funding an antileft trolling magazine in Britain https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/dec/07/us-billionaires-hard-right-britain-spiked-magazine-charles-david-koch-foundation

Report that Chief of Staff John Kelly has spoken with Special Counsel Mueller; is no longer on speaking terms with Trump, and is likely to be fired soon. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1071096595549171714
Also, while White House officials have repeatedly and consistently claimed that they've cooperated fully with Mueller's probe. But per CNN: "The White House counsel's office initially fought [Mueller's] request." Emmett Flood reportedly wanted to make sure "ground rules" were negotiated. https://cnn.it/2QGImnp

…there simply is no really fantastic map for Democrats coming down the line, because the Senate’s longstanding small-state skew has become a sharp partisan skew. Right now the median state is 6 points more Republican-leaning than the nation as a whole, meaning Democrats are facing an endless series of bad maps.  https://www.vox.com/2018/12/6/18127187/beto-2020-president-senate-map

Trump 2020 to again be based in Trump Tower “Which means donations to Trump Campaign can (again) be turned into rent payments to Trump Org.”  https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1070829600459161600

Analysis of Russian-linked Twitter activity and “southfront.org” https://twitter.com/conspirator0/status/1070528470285922304

12.6.2018
At WH Hanukkah party, Lev Parnas & Igor Fruman had a private meeting w Trump & Giuliani during which Trump tasked the two men with “a secret mission” to pressure the Ukrainian gov't to investigate Joe & Hunter Biden, sources say. https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/15/politics/parnas-trump-special-mission-ukraine/index.html
US President inveighs once more against “fake news” and “the enemy of the people” https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1070877666654519297
Within an hour, CNN’s Columbus Circle studio is evacuated due to a bomb threat. Again. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/7/18130370/cnn-bomb-threat-trump-tweets-fake-news
Executives from Microsoft, Google, Oracle, IBM and other tech corporations join the Trumps for a White House roundtable https://www.cnet.com/news/trump-white-house-officials-meet-with-ceos-from-google-microsoft-ibm-qualcomm/
The gap in ACA enrollment between this year and last year has increased once again. The bigger concern is that new enrollment continues to lag behind last year. Overall, enrollment at HealthCare.gov is on track to fall by 800,000. (The Trump administration slashed outreach budgets by 9/10) https://medium.com/get-america-covered/week-5-enrollment-at-healthcare-gov-is-on-track-to-be-down-by-800-000-for-2019-5a69e2821706
Legendary anti-Soviet trades-union joins forces with the Koch's climate denial organ https://www.heartland.org/_template-assets/documents/Solidarity%20Heartland%20Communique%202018%20COP24.pdf
The US Senate voted to confirm Kathy Kraninger as the next head of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), the federal government’s top consumer watchdog.… She doesn’t appear to have much discernible knowledge of or interest in consumer protection and financial services, and she wasn’t on anyone’s radar before her nomination.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/6/18127487/kathy-kraninger-cfpb-mick-mulvaney
As Mulvaney leaves: CFPB: State Farm Bank gave credit reporting agencies wrong info on customers, never corrected it, ruined credit scores, & Mulvaney sentenced them to... promise to not do it again. $0.00 fine, $0.00 restitution. https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/bcfp_state-farm-bank_consent-order.pdf
During an interview with CBC, the new US ambassador to Canada, Kelly Craft, claimed she believes “both sides” of climate science. https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/us-ambassador-knight-craft-1.4366936 (Craft’s husband, Joseph Craft, is a billionaire coal magnate.)
During an interview on Fox Business on Thursday, Rep. Louie Gohmert (R-TX) went on a bizarre rant about George Soros that ended with him echoing a baseless conspiracy theory about the billionaire progressive donor that has been spread by people like Alex Jones. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/6/18128993/louie-gohmert-soros-conspiracy-theory
Fox News is now on day 8 (yes, 8) of yelling about a video created as a joke, as proof that “the left” is trying to ban Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer. https://twitter.com/ParkerMolloy/status/1070882926353629185

Recently, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) removed a PDF titled “Marketplace Outreach: Best Practices for Outreach to Latino Communities” from its Health Insurance Marketplace website. The PDF was removed in late September 2018, about a month before the November 1st start of Open Enrollment https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/12/06/cms-removes-pdf-used-to-train-assisters-in-providing-healthcare-outreach-to-latino-communities/

Financial experts noted several ominous economic indicators, including skyrocketing student loans and U.S. household debts, that could predict a crash "worse than the Great Depression," according to a report in the New York Post.  Goldman Sachs predicted that this year's U.S. fiscal outlook would be "not good," and that U.S. household debt had been increasing since the 2008 housing crisis led to American taxpayers bailing out the big banks.  https://www.newsweek.com/stock-market-1134867

Two Suffolk County election workers and local Independence and Republican party leaders were charged with forging signatures on nominating petitions in an attempt to boost the chances of GOP candidates https://www.newsday.com/long-island/forged-petitions-arraignment-sini-1.24248237

12.5.2018
Global emissions of carbon dioxide are reaching the highest levels on record, scientists projected Wednesday … “We are in trouble. We are in deep trouble with climate change,” United Nations Secretary General António Guterres https://www.washingtonpost.com/energy-environment/2018/12/05/we-are-trouble-global-carbon-emissions-reached-new-record-high/?utm_term=.2026caffe335
New evidence surfaced Wednesday showing that no matter what President Donald Trump says, talks with North Korea aren’t going well. CNN reported that Pyongyang has expanded one of its long-range missile bases. That contradicts the Trump administration, which maintains that North Korean leader Kim Jong Un vowed to dismantle his nuclear program https://www.vox.com/world/2018/12/6/18129093/trump-north-korea-cnn-missile-kim

Republican rejection of democracy continues:
Bloomberg News: “The Election Fraud Is Coming From Inside the GOP” https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-12-04/election-fraud-is-coming-from-inside-the-gop?fbclid=IwAR3LqljIeffFO8PN16c0_Ky9KJbiWDuZsC9i1DgZZA0NDeGbP2c7Rvjhy1c
Wisconsin’s illegitimate GOP-run state legislature used an extraordinary session to strip powers from the newly elected Democratic governor and attorney general and roll back voting rights. https://truthout.org/articles/the-gop-is-scared-of-democracy-just-look-at-wisconsin/
Wisconsin House speaker: “we are going to have a very liberal governor who is going to enact policies that are in direct contrast to what many of us believe in.” https://twitter.com/lkwhite/status/1070178492459954177
“We don’t trust Tony Evers,” Republican Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald told reporters on Monday. https://truthout.org/articles/the-gop-is-scared-of-democracy-just-look-at-wisconsin/
Republican leadership of the Pennsylvania senate are questioning the eligibility of a newly elected Democrat, even though they already sued to disqualify her from the ballot and lost https://www.post-gazette.com/news/politics-state/2018/11/30/Pennsylvania-senator-elect-Lindsey-Williams-residency-requirement-joe-scarnati-democrats-republicans/stories/201811300488
Wisconsin Republicans, in a lame-duck session, ram through 82 nominees from a defeated Republican governor in one day https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/scott-walker-82-appointees_us_5c084080e4b0844cda4f9959
Dozens of these appointees were also just submitted yesterday. So they haven’t had public hearings or anything. https://twitter.com/aterkel/status/1070450348517670914
https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1070328267482243074
North Carolina Republicans attempt to seize control of all presidential and midterm elections in the state https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/north-carolina-republicans-election-boards_us_5c070ebfe4b0a6e4ebd96ee4
Republican legislators in Michigan are moving swiftly to weaken public-sector unions https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/michigan-republicans-rush-to-weaken-unions_us_5c09758de4b0b6cdaf5d29be?knh
North Carolina GOP passes voter ID law in lame duck session before they lose supermajority & Dem gov can veto Law targets voter impersonation, which is practically non-existent, while doing little to stop massive election fraud committed by Republicans https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1070703759871873025
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/05/us/politics/north-carolina-vote-fraud-absentee.html
Florida Republicans are trying to thwart a successful citizen initiative to restore ex-felons’ voting rights https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/12/florida-voted-to-give-ex-felons-the-franchise-now-republicans-are-throwing-a-wrench-in-that-process/
Michigan GOP cuts paid sick leave, repeals minimum wage increase in lame-duck session http://bit.ly/2RFlPoc — citizens obtained signature for an initiative on these measures, but the legislature approved them and headed off a citizens’ vote—only to betray petitioners by this means https://twitter.com/robtoml_statman/status/1070684187877957632
In Maine, a defeated Republican is challenging the state’s ranked-choice voting system in court because he “won” the election in some hypothetical universe in which it did not exist. (His “expert witness” pounded the table during his court statements.) https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/maine/articles/2018-12-05/more-legal-arguments-over-ranked-choice-voting-in-maine
American democracy is in serious trouble. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/6/18127332/wisconsin-state-republican-power-grab-democracy

12.4.2018
More than 400 former Justice Department officials and attorneys have signed a statement saying they’re “disturbed” by President Donald Trump’s appointment of Matthew Whitaker as acting attorney general. https://medium.com/@protectdemocrac/doj-alumni-statement-regarding-matthew-whitaker-the-appointment-process-and-the-rule-of-law-446fff3c0f54
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/justice-department-matthew-whitaker-attorney-general
Two Republican senator state publicly that Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman was clearly responsible for Jamal Khashoggi’s murder—but the Senate won’t do anything about it https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/4/18125821/jamal-khashoggi-saudi-arabia-mbs-corker-graham-trump
Rudy Giuliani—whom Trump appointed as his adviser on cybersecurity—does not understand basics of how Twitter or the internet work  https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1070118915139923968
Per Sen. Dianne Feinstein, Roger Stone is refusing to cooperate with the Senate Judiciary Committee and says he will plead the fifth rather than provide testimony to Senate investigators. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1070074267830837255
Wall Street is sending a clear signal that, upon closer inspection, Trump’s trade war détente with China isn’t looking so hot — especially after a string of tweets from the president this morning indicated he has no problem going back to a trade war if a broader agreement isn’t reached in the next three months. In one tweet, Trump referred to himself as a “Tariff Man.” The Wall Street Journal reports that after those tweets, the Dow fell by 200 points.  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1069970500535902208
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/4/18125988/stock-market-plunge-trump-china-tariffs
Trump says the US loses $250 billion on illegal immigration every year. It doesn’t. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/4/18125661/trump-immigration-data-fact-check
Trump completely misrepresents protests in France https://www.vox.com/world/2018/12/4/18125666/paris-riots-we-want-trump-tweet-france-protests
Trump’s heading — by motorcade— 250 yards to Blair House, the presidential guesthouse across Pennsylvania Avenue from the White House, to visit with the family of the late President George H.W. Bush. https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1070081402581016577
Ohio's Republican supermajority won't allow a hearing to be broadcast, & they're threatening to kick people out for taking pictures. Here's why: Dozens of Ohioans came to testify against the “StandYourGround” bill & the Republican legislators aren't even here.

Republicans in North Carolina are pressuring the state elections board there to certify the 9th District results, even as officials continue to investigate irregularities in absentee voting. https://www.rollcall.com/news/politics/gop-tells-n-c-elections-board-certify-9th-district-results-even-probes-election-fraud

Asylum seekers don’t think they can survive for months in Mexico. Trump wants to force them to.
Faced with waiting in Tijuana until March, families from the caravan are getting desperate enough to scale the border fence. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/4/18125553/border-caravan-asylum-illegally

Judiciary Committee Chair Sen. Grassley refuses request to have committee re-interview Don Trump Jr., says "there is nothing inconsistent" about his statement to the committee https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1069775092668874753
In fact, Jr. has lied to congress repeatedly https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1069775092668874753
https://shareblue.com/senate-judiciary-committee-russia-investigation-donald-trump-jr-perjury-chuck-grassley-refuses-investigation/

12.3.2018
Trump commits witness tampering https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1069619316319035392
https://www.vox.com/2018/12/3/18124097/trump-roger-stone-robert-mueller-manafort-plea-deal
https://www.brookings.edu/research/presidential-obstruction-of-justice-the-case-of-donald-j-trump-2nd-edition/
The next day, NBC tweets “the most unconventional of commanders-in-chief is suddenly hitting some standard presidential notes” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1070086909072982019
unlike Trump’s 37 other potential co-conspirators, Roger Stone — Trump’s longtime political advisor — claims that he’s not in a JDA, but won’t testify against Trump out of the goodness of his own heart. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/12/03/why-have-roger-stone-and-trump-hidden-their-ongoing-joint-defense-collusion/
In most of Trump’s rally speeches, he boasts that he personally raised the military budget to $716 billion, and it’s necessary. Today “the U.S.” did it, and it’s “crazy!” https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1069587525629550592
The House GOP campaign arm suffered a major hack during the 2018 election, exposing thousands of sensitive emails to an outside intruder, according to three senior party officials. Republican leaders were not informed until POLITICO contacted committee officials about the incident.  https://www.politico.com/story/2018/12/04/exclusive-emails-of-top-nrcc-officials-stolen-in-major-2018-hack-1043309
From The American Conservative(!!) “The death of the newspaper industry is being hastened by those who want to profit off of it.” https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/it-still-bleeds-but-it-no-longer-leads/

“Manafort, who has been in jail since June and (per his former business partner) broke since mid-2016, still has money for a spokesperson. Who is paying for that?” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1069798618729734145

Manafort’s contacts with the White House continued even after his claimed cooperation with Mueller. Without telling prosecutors, Manafort’s defense attorneys were secretly providing details of their client’s cooperation with the special counsel to the president’s legal team, in an apparent effort by Manafort to undermine the investigation or perhaps win a pardon from Trump. In the process, Manafort may have thus helped Trump tailor his answers to questions recently provided to the special counsel’s office. https://www.vox.com/2018/12/14/18140744/paul-manafort-trump-russia-mueller-investigation

12.2.2018
Trump Friday: The new trade agreement has been so well-reviewed, it won’t be a problem to get congressional approval; Trump Saturday: I’m terminating NAFTA to get Congress to approve the new trade agreement https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2018/12/02/trump-to-kill-old-nafta-to-push-congress-to-approve-usmca.html
Trump says he will withdraw the United States from NAFTA “in the not-too-distant future” in a hardball attempt to pressure Congress into voting to approve his new agreement with Canada and Mexico.  https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2018/12/02/trump-to-kill-old-nafta-to-push-congress-to-approve-usmca.html

It’s not clear, however, how much Trump’s declarations line up with reality. White House aides and China have told different stories than the one Trump is offering on what exactly was agreed to, and what’s going to happen and when. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/4/18125472/trump-china-trade-war-xi-auto-tariffs

France torn by violent rioting in response to climate-motivated fuel-tax increase https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/yellow-vest-protests-france-considers-state-of-emergency-following-worst-riots-since-1968.html
The protests are also tightly bound up with a web of conspiracy nuttery and  “anger groups” that have spread online, particularly since a change to Facebook’s algorithm in January. Even the now-iconic safety vest that the protesters are all wearing comes from a viral Facebook video. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/france-paris-yellow-jackets-facebook
Hundreds of social media accounts linked to Russia have sought to amplify the street protests that have rocked France, according to analysis seen by The Times. https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russian-accounts-fuel-protesters-outrage-online-xx2f2g8th

Republicans in four key swing states—Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, and North Carolina—are undertaking unprecedented efforts in lame-duck legislative sessions to strip newly elected Democratic officials of their power to oversee state voting laws and rushing to pass new laws that will make it harder to vote. … Republicans in all four of these states owe their majorities partly to extreme partisan gerrymandering. Ohio Republicans barely got 50 percent of the vote in last month’s elections [and in fact got fewer total votes for Ohio House elections], but hold a supermajority in the Legislature, while Republicans in Wisconsin, Michigan, and North Carolina got a minority of votes but control a majority of seats. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/12/republicans-brazenly-gut-voting-rights-in-lame-duck-before-they-lose-power/
the NYT, WaPo, Politico, CNN, and MSNBC all failed to post a single original story about the Wisconsin GOP power grab, which could be voted into law in less than 48 hours—they've also ignored the one underway in Michigan. https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1069464361700376576

“Kerch was not a major subject of discussion at G-20. That's a big victory for Putin.” https://twitter.com/McFaul/status/1069307605347004417

12.1.2018
US president is on his own island with respect to the rest of the world on the matter of global warming, with the United States being the only country to refuse to sign on to a joint statement on climate change at the G20 summit in Buenos Aires, Argentina. In a nonbinding communiqué released at the end of the summit, the signatories of the Paris climate agreement reaffirmed that the international accord “is irreversible” and that they are committed to its “full implementation,” promising to “continue to tackle climate change, while promoting sustainable development and economic growth.” Except for the US, which got its own clause restating President Trump’s decision over the summer to remove the US from the agreement.  https://g20.org/sites/default/files/buenos_aires_leaders_declaration.pdf
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/3/18123684/trump-g20-climate-change-paris-agreement
The US got Canada to arrest a top Chinese tech executive https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/6/18128900/huawei-sabrina-meng-arrest-canada-china-us
South Korean president Moon Jae-in said that, when meeting the US president at the G20 summit in Argentina, Trump had asked him to pass on a message to North Korean dictator Kim Jong-Un. “The message is that President Trump has very favourable views toward Chairman Kim and he likes him,” Moon told reporters. “As such, he asked me to tell Chairman Kim that he wants to implement the rest of their agreement together and he will fulfil Chairman Kim’s wishes.” https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/02/trump-likes-north-korea-fulfil-chairman-kims-wishes
President Trump and members of his administration are quite excited about Saturday’s handshake deal between the US and China. They claim Beijing agreed to lower tariffs on American cars entering the Chinese market from 40 percent to zero. The problem is that this so-called concession is not the big deal the administration is making it out to be, and …if China did agree to lower tariffs on American cars, other countries with competitive automotive sectors would likely benefit more than the US. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/12/3/18124426/trump-china-car-deal-tariff-trade-war

Trump spoke to Russian President Vladimir Putin during November’s G20 summit in Argentina without a US official present to take notes. First lady Melania Trump was by the president’s side during the chat, but no staff joined them. The White House initially acknowledged that both leaders met for an “informal” talk but didn’t disclose that Trump had no official member of his team present. This isn’t the first time Trump has done this. https://www.vox.com/2019/1/29/18202515/trump-putin-russia-g20-ft-note

25 days of an acting Attorney General and thus far the Trump government has shown zero paperwork, outside of a tweet, that this Acting Attorney General really has been appointed. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1068707602132082689

A woman in Washington, DC, put up a Little Free Library in honor of Michelle Obama. Now Trump supporters are vandalizing it: https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/a-little-free-library-honored-michelle-obama-vandals-tagged-it-trumps/2018/11/23/8dbfdc70-edbf-11e8-8679-934a2b33be52_story.html?utm_term=.6d2c2f544eb2

Press Secretary Sanders gave 11 briefings in January, seven in February, eight in March, eight in April, eight in May, five in June, three in July, five in August, one in September, two in October and one in November, making a total of 59, according to a count by Martha Joynt Kumar, director of the White House Transition Project. Each of the last three was alongside other officials, not on her own. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/dec/31/white-house-press-briefings-demise

11.30.2018
Senator Graham joins in the Republican effort to delegitimize any vote counting which takes place after election night https://twitter.com/jslovegrove/status/1068543027097014272
six Trump officials found guilty of violating Hatch Act https://s3.amazonaws.com/storage.citizensforethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/30151422/CREW-ltr-re-10-complaints.pdf
Vice President posted a photo on Twitter with a Florida law enforcement officer wearing a QAnon patch for sale on Amazon https://twitter.com/jaredlholt/status/1068628419871735808
Ryan Zinke, the Interior Secretary, called the top Democrat on an environmental committee a drunk on Twitter Friday, after the lawmaker wrote an op-ed saying Zinke should resign amid several corruption allegations. https://twitter.com/SecretaryZinke/status/1068550873981362176
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/30/18120004/ryan-zinke-raul-grijalva-ethics-drunk
DOJ response to litigation discovery schedule: "The Solicitor General of the United States has authorized the filing in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit of a petition for writ of mandamus" (Mandamus petition not yet filed) https://twitter.com/JoshMBlackman/status/1068617264692379648
On Nov. 30, government lawyers argued in another case before Mehta that Trump’s tweets complaining about surveillance of a campaign aide were nothing more than “generalized, vague allegations of misconduct based on no personal knowledge." https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/12/30/trump-tweets-judges-doj-lawyers-foia-lawsuits/2197524002/
George HW Bush dies; the main thread of appreciation for Bush, in this moment, is not tethered to the whole of the historical record. Instead, it’s largely rooted in appreciating who he was not: he was not his son, and most importantly, he was not Donald Trump. https://annehelen.substack.com/p/the-cumulative-effect-is-lying

A critical part of the Affordable Care Act’s design is that people can use the law’s financial assistance only to purchase insurance plans that comply with the law’s requirements for preexisting conditions and benefits. The Trump administration, under new guidance released this week, would allow states to dissolve that link. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/3/18124353/obamacare-insurance-premiums-waivers-trump

“DOJ's argument that the president shouldn't be presumed to know what he's talking about is a pretty remarkable one, and it's not one I'd seen the government make before 2017. Now there's a fair amount of caselaw on it.” https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1068637546660470784
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/5348154-Reply-to-opposition-to-motion.html

migrants seeking asylum are given a number — written on their arms — and sent away to wait.  https://yhoo.it/2E6sxk6
“children were separated from families under the excuse of being taken to showers.”  https://twitter.com/stevesdoughnuts/status/1068633351844581376
“Turning human beings into numbers — literally, plastering their number on their body and forcing them to answer to a number, not a name — is part of the process of dehumanizing them.”  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1068669669589086208

Ohio Republicans are racing to pass a slew of oppressive measures in a lame-duck session, including a measure which would effectively prevent citizen initiatives to amend the state constitution—reserving that power to the gerrymandered legislative majority and to groups with lots of money https://www.facebook.com/OhFairDistricts/photos/a.180087652471985/506653106482103/?type=3&theater

Paul Ryan is heading out of Congress the way he served: with a blizzard of false statements about substantive matters of public policy.  https://www.vox.com/2018/11/30/18119791/paul-ryan-legacy-budget-roadmap

House Republicans want James Comey to testify before congress again about Hillary Clinton’s e-mail—but only in private—yet Republican Goodlatte said in a tweet that the facts should “come to light,” https://www.vox.com/2018/11/30/18120306/comey-lawsuit-house-gop-subpoena

In North Carolina’s 9th congressional district, the Republican “won” with a razor thin margin, but election officials refuse to certify the results. …in sworn affidavits sent by Democratic attorneys to the state board: Multiple voters described an unidentified woman coming to voters’ houses and taking their absentee ballots. Some ballots were uncompleted; the woman promised to finish filling them out. In other affidavits, voters alleged that a local political operative was working for the Harris campaign on absentee ballots and that he would be paid a bonus if Harris beat McCready. 
Furthermore, political scientists in the state have noted that the Ninth District had an unusually high number of mail-in absentee ballots requested but then not returned to be counted. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/30/18119546/north-carolina-9th-district-election-board-bladen-county
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/nc-election-officials-plan-hearing-over-fraud-concerns-in-us-house-race-raising-possibility-of-new-election/2018/11/30/d1fc0450-f4b7-11e8-aeea-b85fd44449f5_story.html

11.29.2018
Since early 2017, President Donald Trump has dramatically moved the goalposts about his dealings with Russia, shifting from “I HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH RUSSIA — NO DEALS” all the way to acknowledging Thursday that his company was in fact trying to build a project in Moscow during the campaign but claiming “everybody knew about it.” https://www.vox.com/2018/11/30/18119421/trump-russia-contacts-cohen-deals-statements
Michael Cohen’s guilty plea on Thursday is the strongest evidence yet that House Republicans’ probe into possible Trump-Russia collusion was nothing more than a partisan sham. https://www.vox.com/2018/11/30/18119606/michael-cohen-trump-russia-investigation-house-republicans
Cohen says he aimed to secure a lucrative business deal with Russians closely linked with Putin on Trump’s behalf during the 2016 presidential election — all while Trump was repeatedly championing better Washington-Moscow ties in campaign speeches. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/11/30/18119670/michael-cohen-trump-tower-moscow-explained
Trump told reporters that Michael Cohen is a liar and was lying when he admitted to lying to Congress about the Trump Tower Moscow deal. Rudy Giuliani just released a statement saying Cohen is a liar and it's no surprise he lied to Congress. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1068191810265202688
Trump harangued his (illegitimate) acting attorney general because prosecutors Matt Whitaker oversees filed charges that made Trump look bad https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/21/politics/trump-lashed-out-at-whitaker-after-explosive-cohen-revelations/index.html
Donald Trump Jr.'s testimony to Congress about his family's real estate negotiations with powerful Russians does not comport with the new version laid out by Donald Trump's ex-attorney Michael Cohen, official transcripts show.  https://www.npr.org/2018/11/30/672188201/trump-jr-s-2017-testimony-conflicts-with-cohen-s-account-of-russian-talks
Georgetown data shows the first ever uninsured rate increase among kids https://bit.ly/2ztPzgQ
New Trump guidance tells states they can take federal ACA subsidies & use them for junk insurance. Undercutting & undermining the law & millions of Americans. https://apple.news/A_1fHkUnfQgea5XC3V6tFHA
The president fired off an early-morning tweet on Thursday declaring that billions of dollars are “pouring into the coffers of the United States” because of the tariffs his administration has put on some $250 billion in Chinese imports. … But that’s not really how tariffs work https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/29/18117792/trump-china-tariffs-xi-g20-trade-war
What’s worse, it’s entirely possible Trump knew a close confidant willingly lied to Congress.
Journalist: “I filed an extremely simple FOIA request with DOJ about Trump’s new Acting AG, keeping the language as narrow as possible to avoid delays. DOJ today relegated my request to ‘complex’ track, meaning they can take months or even years to process it.” https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1068243445083443200
Michigan’s Republican state legislature introduces lame-duck legislation to strip powers from the state’s executive offices before a Democratic governor-elect and others can take office https://www.freep.com/story/news/politics/2018/11/29/michigan-bill-limit-democratic-power/2156549002/
Wisconsin Republicans attempting same https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/11/30/lawmakers-consider-changes-early-voting-transportation-funding-2020-presidential-primary/2162684002/
Republican House Speaker insinuates that post-election ballot counting which overturned some Republicans’ election-night leads in California is “bizarre” and illegitimate https://thehill.com/homenews/house/418880-ryan-casts-doubt-on-bizarre-california-election-results

Right-wing conspiracy theorist and Donald Trump ally Jerome Corsi literally asserts that God, not Julian Assange or any other human source, provided him with foreknowledge about WikiLeaks’ plans to publish emails hacked from the Clinton campaign in the weeks leading up to the 2016 presidential election. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/29/18117777/jerome-corsi-wikileaks-mueller-divine-intervention-msnbc

Bullshit deployment of armed forces for political propaganda now proposed to extend "at least 45 days beyond its scheduled end date of Dec. 15," https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-administration-expected-to-extend-military-mission-along-border-through-the-holidays/2018/11/28/392c3734-f338-11e8-bc79-68604ed88993_story.html

11.28.2018
Crazed US president claims that he has classified evidence of the FBI, the Justice Department and the Clinton campaign conspiring to set him up—which he will keep classified or not based on whether congressional Democrats abrogate their oversight role  https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/trump-threatens-to-declassify-devastating-docs-about-democrats/
https://shareblue.com/trump-threatens-national-security-to-protect-himself/
“Why is Rudy Giuliani commenting on how Trump should use his pardon power? He's Trump's personal lawyer. Issuing pardons is a presidential power. So Giuliani is effectively admitting that Trump is issuing pardons based on his own self-interest... which is an abuse of power.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1067953367790559232
Senate moves toward confirming far-right hack Thomas Farr for a district court judgeship in North Carolina—kept vacant since 2005 by Republicans. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-28/trump-judicial-nominee-clears-hurdle-after-pence-breaks-tie
More than two weeks since the DOJ said illegitimate AG Whitaker would consult ethics advice, about recusing from the SC investigation, spokesperson says "Decline to comment, thanks" https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1067824813916344320
US president promotes:
A complete fabrication https://twitter.com/RedTRaccoon/status/1067815629196066816
Call for a number of prominent Democrats and law enforcement and intelligence officials to be imprisoned https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/28/18115986/trump-retweets-meme-imprisonment-rosenstein-obama-mueller
The EPA issues an official news release, for the purpose of downplaying the federal report on climate change, which bashes the Obama administration and cites propaganda site The Daily Caller https://twitter.com/rebleber/status/1067914715542753281
Former Chair of California Republican Party (and current RNC member) sends e-mail complaining that measures which promote voting have “undermined” CA elections https://myemail.constantcontact.com/You-Don-t-Need--Voter-Fraud----When-a-14-point-lead-Disappears---Shawn-Steel---Washington-Times.html
vote on a bipartisan Senate bill to protect Special Counsel investigation blocked by Republican Senator Mike Lee (among others) https://twitter.com/joshscampbell/status/1067836102151614465
…just hours after Trump suggested Rosenstein should be tried for treason for appointing Mueller, & only weeks after Trump fired Sessions & replaced him w/ loyalist Matt Whitaker
During an interview with Good Morning America that aired on Wednesday, Deborah Roberts asked Ivanka Trump if she’s concerned that her father gave troops that authorization, which critics argue isn’t necessary because migrants and asylum seekers don’t present a serious threat. She responded by denying her dad did any such thing. But during a question-and-answer session with reporters on Thanksgiving, President Trump unequivocally said he gave approval for troops he deployed to the border the authorization to use deadly force. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/28/18116126/ivanka-trump-abc-lethal-force-authorization
This summer, Paul Manafort was found guilty of a broad range of financial crimes, including $30 million in illegally unpaid taxes plus a couple of bank fraud charges and a crime related to failure to engage in proper financial reporting. Manafort later pleaded to separate crimes touching on obstruction of justice and illegal lobbying related to Ukraine. Today President Donald Trump confirmed that he is open to pardoning Manafort for these crimes. https://www.today.com/video/paul-manafort-pardon-not-off-the-table-trump-says-1383614019902
Vladimir Putin said on Wednesday that Russia would supply soy beans and poultry meat to China and that the United States had effectively given up on that market. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-meat-china-putin-idUSKCN1NX1C4
The two million people who work for the US federal government got a stern warning this week: Do not talk about impeaching President Donald Trump or about the anti-Trump “#resistance” while at work. The Office of Special Counsel, an independent federal agency that handles personnel issues (no relation to special counsel Robert Mueller’s Russia investigation), sent a memo on Wednesday to federal government employees informing them that it considers such behavior to likely be illegal political activity https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/30/18119637/federal-employees-trump-impeachment
(Meanwhile in reality, Trump administration officials are violating the Hatch Act in large numbers)
Sen. Sherrod Brown said on CNN that he spoke to Trump about the GM plants closing in Ohio, and that Trump didn't even know that the GOP tax bill he signed (& touts frequently) offers an incentive for US manufacturers to move their plants overseas. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1068119098486415366

Democrats haven’t exactly been doing much on the climate front nationally. Barack Obama, the last Democratic president, oversaw the fracking boom and said we should thank him for it. https://apnews.com/5dfbc1aa17701ae219239caad0bfefb2

It’s not unheard of for presidents to try to sway the Federal Reserve one way or the other — Lyndon Johnson and Henry Truman clashed with the central bank — but most of the cajoling has taken place behind closed doors, especially since Bill Clinton. “Most presidents only do that when the economy is in rough shape, when they want looser rates and the Fed sees the need to tighten rates. Trump is complaining when the economy is, at least on the surface, doing quite well.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/28/18116652/trump-fed-jay-powell

“We are tending more and more to default to technology as a mediating force, as a way to put ourselves at arm’s length from reality – and one which allows us to create another, more comfortably simplistic one. In this case it’s become a middle ground in which to wage ideological wars that otherwise might not exist, simply because they would be impossible to conduct face-to-face.” https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/nov/27/gritty-flyers-mascot-antifa-pepe-the-frog

National media repeatedly waste the time of an actual scientist, even interviewing her about climate change… then they don’t air the interview. Instead, they give more airtime to Rick Santorum, so he can to continue to spread disinformation. https://twitter.com/KHayhoe/status/1067606970557849600

Some analyses of the rise of Trump and the populist right claim that they draw their popularity from those who feel “left behind” and see their own flaws gloriously reflected in them. This is only true to an extent. …what these people offer their supporters is a guarantee: we will make sure that however much your life degenerates, our power as degenerate white men should reassure you that there is still hope. Yes, you are better than we are, but you don’t have to be. In a bewildering, chaotic world, this is immensely reassuring. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/nov/28/white-supremacy-degeneracy-far-right-populists

11.27.2018
UN report revealed attempts to ensure fossil fuel emissions peak by 2020 will fail. Indeed the target will not even be reached by 2030. Another, by the World Meteorological Organization, said the past four years had been the warmest on record and warned that global temperatures could easily rise by 3-5C by 2100, well above that sought-after goal of 1.5C. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/02/world-verge-climate-catastophe
White House going to greater lengths to cover up information about the murder of Jamaal Khashoggi
The White House is sending no intelligence officer to testify before the Senate, effectively muzzling the CIA which has reported Saudi complicity in the murder https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/nov/27/jamal-khashoggi-murder-senate-briefing-saudi-arabia-gina-haspel-white-house
That defies the National Security Act. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1067494896620224513
Asked by a reporter why he hasn't listened to the tape of Jamal Khashoggi's murder, national security adviser John Bolton tells reporters there's nothing for him to learn from listening to it.  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1067501191712641026
Asked why Trump doesn't believe the CIA's high confidence assessment that Saudi crown prince MbS ordered Jamal Khashoggi's murder, Sarah Sanders says the WH "has not seen evidence" that MbS was involved. So either the CIA isn't briefing the WH, or she's lying.  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1067501922192637953
Sinclair stations are now airing a Boris Epshteyn "must-run" segment defending tear-gassing children at the border. https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/11/27/sinclair-s-latest-must-run-defends-tear-gassing-migrant-children-warns-attempted-invasion/222163
Russian Presidential Spokesman Dmitry Peskov is downright condescending to US Secretary of State calling for talks between Putin and Ukraine's Poroshenko—says there is no need for talks, as Russia did all the appeasing it's going to do when it seized the Ukrainian vessels & their crew.  https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1067422313036042240

Jerome Corsi claims that he has a Joint Defense Agreement with Trump. If true, the most powerful man in the world considers his criminal defense interests to be mutually aligned with an epic hoaxster. FWIW, The Daily Caller reports this the same day Trump parrots a Corsi claim for the second time in two weeks.  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1067429193397395456
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/27/18114355/manafort-assange-mueller-corsi-trump-russia
This is confirmed: https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-and-jerome-corsi-have-a-defense-agreement-giuliani-confirms

Alex Stamos, who was the chief security officer for Facebook from 2015 until this August: “As long as we have a free press, and no official secrets act, and that we’re not requiring people to have IDs to create social media accounts, as a society, we will always be vulnerable, to a certain extent, for foreign interference. I think that’s just going to have to become a reality we become used to.
	I don’t think things are going to get better. I think, if you’re the Russians and you look at 2016, it seems like a success, you have not been punished, and so they might be back into it, and you might have other U.S. adversaries seeing this as a low-cost way to influence the United States and to neutralize some of the asymmetries in traditional military and cyber power. I think 2020 might be pretty crazy because we, quite possibly, will have multiple different countries involved, all of whom will have different geo-strategic interests and might be using totally different types of disinformation.” 

Reportedly Pres. Trump talks regularly to Nigel Farage, the former UKIP leader and Brexit campaigner turned radio host https://www.buzzfeed.com/albertonardelli/donald-trump-nigel-farage-brexit

A new government watchdog memo says the Trump administration waived rigorous background checks for all staff working at the nation’s largest detention camp for migrant children. The memo, obtained exclusively by The Associated Press, says the former director of the federal Office of Refugee Resettlement personally signed off on sidestepping requirements for child abuse and neglect checks at the tent city in Tornillo, Texas. … The Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Inspector General memo confirms AP’s reporting that teens held at Tornillo are receiving inadequate mental health care. https://apnews.com/dc435c2047fe4b10a91f33003fa1cd27?utm_campaign=SocialFlow&utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=AP

At one point during his latest interview with the Wall Street Journal, President Trump mixes up tariffs (a kind of sales tax imposed on imported goods) with interest rates, which are the extra money you owe when you take out a loan. Bob Davis, the journalist conducting the interview, corrects the president. It’s the kind of verbal slip that could happen to anyone. Except that Trump, after acknowledging the error, flips back around and makes it again later in the interview. https://www.vox.com/2018/11/27/18114141/trump-wall-street-journal-interview

11.26.2018
GM, recipient of a massive windfall under Republican tax changes, announces elimination of 14,700 jobs and up to five factories
General Motors announcing a plan to close multiple U.S. factories and lay off nearly 15,000 workers rightly led most newspapers this morning, but if you’re an avid Fox News prime-time viewer, you’d never know about it. The cable-news leader managed to go its entire evening slate—from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.—without once mentioning the devastating corporate overhaul. https://www.thedailybeast.com/fox-news-goes-4-12-hours-in-primetime-without-once-mentioning-gm-layoffs
Trump has been lying this month that car plants are opening in "Michigan and Ohio and Pennsylvania and South Carolina and North Carolina and Florida." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1067084935050063872
“Trump: 1) won't criticize Saudi royalty for assassinating a US person because Saudi Arabia is pumping lots of oil 2) which, combined with Trump’s reversal of CAFE, leads US consumers to buy trucks, not cars 3) which, combined with Trump's trade wars, leads to shutdown of factories in states that elected Trump” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1067073215770562560
In sharp contrast to Canada and Europe, which moved quickly to denounce Russia’s seizure of three Ukrainian ships over the weekend, the White House was silent on the issue. President Donald Trump's late-night and early-morning tweets touched on 60 Minutes, migrants in Mexico, and special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation, but not on the growing tensions in Ukraine. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/emilytamkin/trump-silent-russia-seizure-urkaine-ships
Special counsel Mueller just released a new court filing saying that Paul Manafort has lied repeatedly to investigators since pleading guilty, breaking the terms of his plea agreement. According to Giuliani, Trump & Manafort still have a joint defense agreement, which means they can share information to get their defenses in line. So if Manafort lied, did Trump'lawyers know (and/or conspire to lie)? https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1067241437782102016
At a time when his longtime political advisor Roger Stone is under investigation for lying about how he learned abt the John Podesta emails, Trump renews that same advisor's attacks on John Podesta. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1067069381153366017
Trump falsely told the crowd at a Mississippi rally that Brett Kavanaugh's accusers have recanted their sexual assault allegations. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1067190115662000128
Trump falsely tells the Mississippi rally crowd that Republicans will protect preexisting conditions even though Trump's own admin is fighting a legal battle to destroy protections for preexisting conditions.
Trump tells Mississippi rally that the Second Amendment is "under siege" (by the GOP-controlled House, Senate, & White House?)
Trump is currently lying to his supporters at his rally in Sunrise, Florida, claiming the media reported that he had "a massive, unbelievable heart attack." That did not happen. https://twitter.com/JDiamond1/status/1199494561753698306
DHS Secretary Nielsen spits out a blend of lies and unverifiable (likely unknowable) claims, and gaslighting https://bit.ly/2KDzgm4
https://twitter.com/davidgura/status/1067250633500213248
a Gallup Poll released Monday found that a record-tying 60 percent of Americans disapprove of Trump’s performance https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/418301-gallup-60-percent-of-americans-disapprove-of-trump
the White House informed the Idaho Statesman it could send one reporter and one photographer to observe Apple CEO Tim Cook and adviser to the president Ivanka Trump tour a Wilder elementary school. And there were conditions: The Statesman could not ask questions of or talk to Trump and Cook.  https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article222263425.html

Read more here: https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article222263425.html#storylink=cpy

Donald Trump’s drone strikes during his own first two years on [Yemen, Somalia, and especially Pakistan] eclipse Obama’s—but without a corresponding reputation for robot-delivered bloodshed, or even anyone taking much notice. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-ramped-up-drone-strikes-in-americas-shadow-wars?source=twitter&via=desktop

The Trump Administration has removed the phrase "a nation of immigrants" from official terminology. https://twitter.com/NPR/status/1066912178723270656

Two months ago, Facebook showed off a “War Room” that brought employees from different teams together to quickly spot and fix issues like misinformation during the U.S. midterm elections. At the time, the company said the War Room might be deployed for future elections. But it’s been disbanded. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-26/facebook-s-sheryl-sandberg-is-tainted-by-crisis-after-crisis

11.25.2018
US Border Patrol has just launched tear gas into Mexico. Breeze carrying it hundreds of yards. Parents running away with choking toddlers. https://twitter.com/chrisshermanAP/status/1066788517228019715
That's arguably a violation of the Chemical Weapons Convention of 1993. The U.S. fought hard to preserve an exception to use toxic chemicals for "law enforcement including domestic riot control purposes," but this isn't domestic and it wasn't done to control a riot. https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1066808666689548294
US Senators, including pretend Democrat Joe Manchin, falsely blame asylum-seekers for “trying to get in illegally” and brush off the brutality https://www.vox.com/2018/11/27/18113537/senators-border-patrol-tear-gas-children
CNN's Rick Santorum praises Trump administration trying to bury report on climate change: "A lot of these scientists are driven by the money" https://twitter.com/mmfa/status/1066736183382876162
Another “Sunday Show” twit introduces Ben Sasse, a party-line Republican hack, as “a frequent critic” of Trump

Outstanding student loan debt in America approaches $1,500,000,000,000 https://bloom.bg/2R5RK0K

for the last several months, the Trump administration has made a practice of limiting the number of asylum seekers allowed to enter the US each day — a policy it calls “metering.” They don’t say how long the wait will be. And there’s no line for asylum seekers to wait in — no official way for them to hold their spot or secure an appointment, no guarantee that they’ll ever be allowed to cross. https://www.vox.com/2018/11/28/18089048/border-asylum-trump-metering-legally-ports

Authorized McConnell biographer, from prominent Kentucky GOP family, says Republicans are “beyond redemption” and he’s registering as a Democrat (then deletes tweet) https://twitter.com/jddyche/status/1066000131856707584?s=21
https://twitter.com/ericawerner/status/1066089536239874049

In one industry after another, the biggest companies have increased their market share over the last 15 years.  https://nyti.ms/2DKivnv

11.23.2018
The Trump administration on Friday asked the Supreme Court to take up three cases challenging the administration’s repeated efforts to bar transgender people from serving in the military. The move is the latest unusual filing at the high court by an administration that appears eager to leapfrog over appeals courts that have previously sided with challengers to the administration’s policies. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/chrisgeidner/trump-transgender-military-ban-supreme-court
“The Trump administration wants to reverse-integrate the military as to transgender people. Transgender people are serving currently, and the Trump administration wants to end that. It's a remarkable position, and courts have called it out for what it is.” https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1066043425219325952
the S&P 500 just posted the third-worst Thanksgiving week since 1939 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-23/s-p-500-headed-for-third-worst-thanksgiving-week-since-fdr

Ryan Zinke has racked up 17 federal investigations in under two years, yet still, somehow, has one of the highest jobs in American government https://www.citizensforethics.org/a-guide-to-the-14-federal-investigations-into-ryan-zinke/

A major federal report says climate change effects are “intensifying” https://www.washingtonpost.com/energy-environment/2018/11/23/major-trump-administration-climate-report-says-damages-are-intensifying-across-country/
It was released the day after Thanksgiving rather than as originally scheduled https://twitter.com/loriamontgomery/status/1066053783405367296

(A thought amid the multiple Black Friday newsdumps: why do news media accept that this somehow prevents them from covering something again later when the national distraction is over?)

Fox will pay $7M over this year and next to Trump’s White House Comms director and deputy chief of staff  Bill Shine. (Who left employment with Fox 1.5 years ago.) 
https://twitter.com/davidfolkenflik/status/1066045708011282432
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/bill-shines-fox-news-severance-package-revealed-1163664 
The White House released Shine's financial disclosure form the day after Thanksgiving. It was supposed to be filed within 30 days of his start date (July 5), though he was allowed two 45-day extensions by law. https://twitter.com/jeremymbarr/status/1066029722889531392

Trump and others, including Rand Paul, the Kochs and Trump’s kids, have been pushing McConnell to allow a vote on the bipartisan criminal justice reform bill. McConnell is still a no as of now. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1065961134132482048

Scammers are once more active trying to sell people on junk health insurance (I have received many of these robocalls personally) https://twitter.com/fawfulfan/status/1066084619332796416

After nearly two years of Trump as president, Washington Post journalist still presents him as a mischievous boy who just likes to clown around https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1065738712326262784

11.22.2018
Trump once again going after the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals; five independent factual inaccuracies, analytical problems, and/or outright lies at the heart of his temper tantrum  https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1065614144576073738
Chair of the goddman US Senate Judiciary Committee repeats right-wing myth, that President Obama rebuked a Supreme Court Justice during a State of the Union speech—nearly the complete opposite of what actually happened https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/1065596720099188739
during his televised Thanksgiving call [rather than the in-person visit which he refuses to make] to the troops, Trump tried to get the commander of a Coast Guard cutter in the Arabian Gulf to weigh in on the unfairness of U.S. trade with Gulf countries. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1065967328238682113

Federalist Society judges are suggesting “that all cases worth less than $500,000 will be tried without any discovery.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/federalist-society-meeting-cap-discovery-claims.html

…several Americans still being held in Turkey, some for dubious reasons. Several U.S. Consulate workers are also detained. So human rights activists were struck when … the Treasury Department lifted sanctions on senior Turkish officials. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/12/29/trump-lifts-turkey-sanctions-americans-detained-1076618

A delegation of US evangelicals met with the Saudi Crown Prince. Michele Bachmann and her delegation are soliciting prayers for the Crown Prince who most of the world suspects ordered a journalist tortured, murdered and dissolved in acid. https://twitter.com/CheriJacobus/status/1065722136030007296

11.21.2018
the Trump White House authorized military personnel to join U.S. law enforcement in policing U.S. soil … in violation of long-standing U.S. law… The Posse Comitatus Act, enacted in 1878, restrains the military from performing law enforcement functions on U.S. soil. This statute expresses a principle that runs throughout our Constitution: the “traditional and strong resistance of Americans to any military intrusion into civilian affairs,” as the Supreme Court has noted. https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2018/11/27/ordering-troops-police-border-is-unnecessary-illegal/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.8ff5314cba18
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/27/18112610/trump-lethal-force-caravan-migrant-border-military
The Ninth Circuit handed down a ruling that Trump doesn't like, and his response is to claim that the judiciary is working to undermine US national security. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1065358370994077696
Trump: "Thank you to Saudi Arabia" https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1065225779825598465
Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts took the unusual step on Wednesday of criticizing remarks made by President Donald Trump. Roberts condemned Trump’s assertion that an “Obama judge” had ruled against his new migrant asylum policy https://www.rawstory.com/2018/11/chief-justice-john-roberts-lashes-trump-thanksgiving-eve-obama-judge-remark/#.W_WfkNKIXfM.twitter
while Chief Justice John Roberts is defending an "independent judiciary" to Trump, the district judge overseeing the kids' climate change case is defending "the independence of the district judge" to Roberts https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1065369604220948480
Former Republican National Committee Chairman has stronger words “just shut the hell up and get on the helicopter.” https://twitter.com/MichaelSteele/status/1065360689223614465
The Justice Department says that the speech read today by Acting Attorney General Matt Whitaker mistakenly said that convicted Chelsea bomber, Ahmad Rahimi, had co-conspirators and one of them would be extradited. https://twitter.com/Tom_Winter/status/1065380759022813185
https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/2018/11/21/new-justice-department-head-erroneously-says-bomber-had-help/nprnjP1bqunJjMhjJlVCOP/story.html
authors of NYT op-ed floating the idea that it's just peachy keen to hack journalists to death as long as they don't have green cards. https://twitter.com/Ali_Gharib/status/1065992386642411520

Trump is now up to an even 3,800 false claims for his presidency. His per-day average, 5.7 false claims per day, is now nearly double what it was at the end of 2017, 2.9 per day. http://projects.thestar.com/donald-trump-fact-check/index.html

Fake “Caravan” storyline updates
The White House late Tuesday signed a memo allowing troops stationed at the border to engage in some law enforcement roles and use lethal force, if necessary — a move that legal experts have cautioned may run afoul of the Posse Comitatus Act. https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/11/21/white-house-approves-use-of-force-some-law-enforcement-roles-for-border-troops/
In addition to Posse Comitatus concerns, hard to see how John Kelly has the authority to issue any such "order," even if it purports to give decision-making authority to Secretary of Defense Mattis. https://twitter.com/HinaShamsi/status/1065276694699872258
Trump spent $200,000,000 on the election stunt of sending 6,000 troops to the border, then withdrew them before the caravan arrived https://boingboing.net/2018/11/20/200-mil-for-nothing.html
The Department of Homeland Security is gathering intelligence from paid undercover informants inside the migrant caravan that is now reaching the California-Mexico border as well as monitoring the text messages of migrants, according to two DHS officials. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/feds-have-paid-undercover-informants-migrant-caravan-n938416
this, at the same time that Trump is slashing funds for programs targeting actual national security risks like neo-Nazi violence. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1065327862637621248

records show that student loan servicer Navient may have steered thousands of borrowers into higher cost repayment plans, and that the Department of Education may have kept these documents from authorities. https://apnews.com/eeebf667026a420c9893220215e542cb

Whitaker is still working for 14 different companies, per Iowa records. This may violate DOJ ethics rules https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1065316791801602049

11.20.2018
Trump makes atrocious statement essentially pardoning the murder of Jamal Khashoggi
Trump repeated Saudi representations that a journalist residing in Virginia whom they murdered was an enemy of the Saudi state https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1064943408307933184
On a purely factual level, Trump’s statement is egregiously misinformed.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/20/18105023/trumps-khashoggi-statement-saudi-arabia-mohammed-bin-salman
Trump again undermines US intelligence agencies, telling reporters that the CIA "has nothing definitive," despite multiple independent reports citing a high confidence assessment from the CIA concluding that Saudi crown prince MbS ordered the murder of Jamal Khashoggi. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1064988889994223616
“This message, sent by President Trump, will be heard around the world and authoritarians will have further confirmation they can do whatever they like to anyone or any country as long as profits rise and President Trump doesn’t like the target of violence.” https://twitter.com/selectedwisdom/status/1064948446644314117
Trump today: Denies having any financial ties to Saudi Arabia. Trump at a 2015 rally in Mobile, Alabama. "I get along great with all of them [Saudis]. They buy apartments from me. They spend $40 million, $50 million. Am I supposed to dislike them? I like them very much!" https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1064987856165380099
the president has had ample financial ties to the Saudis  https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-10-17/trump-and-kushner-put-saudi-arabia-s-money-ahead-of-khashoggi
Pompeo, just now: "There has been an enormous fact-finding effort" with regards to Jamal Khashoggi's murder. Mike Pompeo, after his Oct. meeting with the Saudi crown prince who ordered Khashoggi's murder: "I don't want to talk about any of the facts." https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1064959223849779205
Whitaker financial disclosure released showing five revisions in the past two weeks. https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/1064994559539728384
“these two forms were submitted in November 2017 & May 2018--but all the DOJ revisions were made in past two weeks starting the DAY we at CREW requested the documents” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1065012376116842497
The White House Won't Say When Trump Formally Named Matthew Whitaker As Acting Attorney General https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/chrisgeidner/trump-whitaker-appointment-attorney-general
During a question-and-answer session with reporters outside the White House on Tuesday, President Donald Trump was asked if he thinks WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange should “be able to go free.” The president first attempted to deflect the question with a bizarre rant about how Chuck Schumer’s daughter works for Facebook, then  claimed that “I don’t know anything about him.” Trump may not know Assange personally, but it’s impossible to believe he’s not familiar with his work. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/21/18106460/trump-julian-assange-wikileaks-go-free
a huge, aggressive new warning was issued on all Romaine lettuce in the US. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/11/20/18105364/cdc-romaine-lettuce-e-coli-outbreak 
Last year, hundreds of people were sickened by an E. coli outbreak after eating lettuce grown in Arizona. 27 suffered kidney failure. Five died. Six months before that, Trump’s FDA had shelved rules designed to prevent this very sort of incident. https://www.revealnews.org/article/5-people-died-from-eating-lettuce-but-trumps-fda-still-wont-make-farms-test-water-for-bacteria/
https://twitter.com/studentactivism/status/1064998275525300224
Trump has nothing on his public schedule for tomorrow. He's at his Mar-a-Lago club in Florida. "We're going now to the southern White House. We have a lot of work we're going to be doing," he told reporters today. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1065043710944120832

The Camp Fire is the deadliest and most destructive fire in California history, and it’s still burning.
The Trump administration’s response to this and other recent massive, deadly fires across California has become almost routine: blame environmentalists. During a call with reporters on Tuesday, Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke said the forest fires stemmed in part from “lawsuit after lawsuit, by yes, the radical environmental groups, that would rather burn down the entire forest than cut a single tree or thin the forest.” Over the weekend, he criticized “environmental radicals” for California’s fires.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/21/18105065/california-wildfire-2018-zinke
The fire destroyed Paradise, CA (population 30,000), killing 85 and two years later the town’s population was 10% of before the fire

In 2007, a law took effect: if you worked in public services & made student loan payments on time for 10 years, you'd get loan forgiveness. In 2017, the first wave of people became eligible. Out of 30,000 public service applicants, the Trump/Devos team forgave the student loans of only 96 people. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/21/the-education-department-data-shows-how-rare-loan-forgiveness-is.html
“Can you imagine deciding 10y ago to take lower salary & work in public service, counting on loan forgiveness—only to get this rejection now?” https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1064355885751943170

11.19.2018
out of their Acosta nonsense, the White House has made it a punishable violation for anyone to say “could you please address the specific question I asked,” “could you please provide an example,” or “that’s actually not true” without their permission? https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1064619685935763458
https://www.vox.com/2018/11/20/18104493/white-house-press-rules-acosta-ban-reporters-follow-up-questions
Meanwhile, the Trump administration continues working to banish Acosta from the White House even after a court ruling insisted he be readmitted https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1064509972258664450
President Donald Trump just basically admitted that the US was very close to going to war with North Korea last year, and that he doesn’t believe clear intelligence showing Pyongyang is improving its missile program. (This got the least media notice out of all his statements on Sunday). https://www.vox.com/2018/11/19/18102607/trump-fox-news-sunday-interview-wallace-north-korea
A day after President Donald Trump was widely condemned for attacking Navy SEAL Adm. Bill McRaven during a Fox News interview simply because McRaven criticized him publicly, the Republican National Committee indicated it wholeheartedly sides with Trump. https://twitter.com/votevets/status/1064586124360732672
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/19/18103173/trump-mcraven-navy-seal-veterans-republicans
The first annual tax return filed by pro-Trump “dark money” group America First Policies and reviewed by the Center for Responsive Politics reveals that the 501(c)(4) nonprofit spent even more on political activities than previously reported in campaign finance disclosures. This would be grounds for FEC action if not for partisan deadlock https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2018/11/pro-trump-dark-money-group-tax-return
DOJ just filed a motion to stay our Census 2020 case w/ the 2nd Circuit -- before the district court could even rule on the motion they filed yesterday. https://twitter.com/amyspitalnick/status/1064246167725318145
Today's top stories on Facebook* are from: 1. Ben Shapiro 2. Ben Shapiro 3. Daily Caller 4. 9Gag 5. TMZ 6. UNILAD 7. Franklin Graham 8. Fox News 9. The Other 98% 10. Fox News https://twitter.com/kevinroose/status/1064633264416219136

DOJ has gone completely wild in its attempts to defend the Trump admin’s census citizenship-question  https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1064605713702551552

U.S. soybean sales to China down 94% thanks to Trump trade war  https://www.axios.com/us-soybean-china-94-percent-trump-trade-war-7771075e-bfb5-4ef2-aae1-c51c5d64331c.html
Conservative trade economist: Trump’s trade tactics with China are complete improvisation, destructive & not heading anywhere. He confirmed that NAFTA 2.0 is nothing more than what 44 negotiated in TPP. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1064404127470493696

11.18.2018
Trump—after a year of claiming eagerness for a direct interview with Mueller and having the claim make headline after headline—admits that he probably won’t now that he has a bent AG to squelch any potential subpoena  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1064241539390627840
Example: https://www.politico.com/amp/story/2018/08/08/trump-mueller-new-york-766212
“I wasn’t on the ballot,” President Trump absurdly told Fox News in an interview, after saying regularly during the campaign that he was on the ballot
Trump insulted retired Navy SEAL Adm. Bill McRaven, who commanded the 2011 raid that took down Osama bin Laden, calling him “a Hillary Clinton backer and an Obama backer” and asking “wouldn’t it have been nice if we got Osama bin Laden a lot sooner than that?” https://www.vox.com/2018/11/18/18101352/trump-insults-bill-mcraven-pattern-disrespecting-veterans

Camp Fire in California
A wildfire raging in Northern California has left 63 dead and upward of 600 missing. And now, because of the smoke, many more people in the region are breathing in some of the worst-quality air in the world. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/11/16/18098461/aqi-san-francisco-worst-air-quality-world-epa
“California fighting fires with a combination of [practically] unpaid prison labor and private contractors is a small, small taste of the dystopia that awaits us if we don’t embrace a comprehensive green jobs programs.” https://twitter.com/SeanMcElwee/status/1063999958561501184
“The shelters are full. A few shelters have had a norovirus outbreak. Other survivors are sleeping in makeshift tent cities, or in parking lots. Tens of thousands of people are newly homeless.” https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1063271228180504576

11.17.2018
Trump tells reporters this morning he's close to picking a new UN ambassador but not a new Attorney General because he's happy with Matt Whitaker (this is evidence that Whitaker is not an “interim” attorney general and that his appointment is therefore illegal)
President Trump on Saturday lauded Saudi Arabia as a “spectacular ally” and downplayed the probability that Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman was directly involved in the killing and grotesque dismemberment  of Jamal Khashoggi https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-praises-saudis-as-spectacular-ally-despite-khashoggi-killing
Granville Ohio residents launch a grassroots campaign to challenge the votes of local college students https://www.newarkadvocate.com/story/news/local/2018/11/23/election-officials-seek-legal-opinion-after-granville-residents-complain/2069365002/

The Dept of Justice is refusing to release pretend-AG Whitaker’s financial disclosure form. “DOJ is legally required to release these reports no later than 30 days after their filing — whether or not DOJ has finished reviewing them. This means either Whitaker failed to file (illegal) or DOJ is determined to hide them from you (illegal).” https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1063775061293838336

https://www.vox.com/2018/11/19/17841946/trump-conservatism-california-gop-shapiro-midterms-2018

Changes to healthcare.gov amount to a de-emphasis by CMS of the very website it manages. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/12/11/in-overhaul-of-healthcare-gov-webpage-information-about-ways-to-apply-is-gone/

11.16.2018
Trump gives Medal of Freedom to wife of megadonor and constant promoter of favorable propaganda Sheldon Adelson https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-award-medal-freedom-wife-one-his-biggest-donors-1210585
During today’s Medal of Freedom ceremony, President Trump couldn’t help but be his puerile self and made a very inappropriate joke to the widow of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. https://washingtonpress.com/2018/11/16/trump-just-made-a-rude-sex-joke-about-antonin-scalias-widow-at-medal-of-freedom-ceremony/
Trump made a series of false claims about Babe Ruth while awarding Ruth the Presidential Medal of Freedom. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1064569070966722562
Stacey Abrams admits defeat in Georgia governor’s race—Rejected absentee ballots in Georgia's gubernatorial race were disproportionately located in counties that Democrat Stacey Abrams won, particularly in the metro Atlanta area https://twitter.com/PoliticsWolf/status/1063465336459149314
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/11/16/signature-mismatches-missing-birthdays-errant-spouses-why-thousands-absentee-ballots-were-tossed-out-georgia/
Susan Collins open to supporting Trump for reelection. (In 2016 Susan Collins opposed Trump, saying he lacked "Republican values", showed a "disregard for common decency" and an "inability to admit error" that made him "unsuit[able] for office" and "unworthy of being our president." ) https://twitter.com/CollinsWatch/status/1063484918364286977
Sr admin official re troops sent to border: “It’s a paper tiger. A total joke. Of limited operational utility and a waste of our troops’ time. Mattis knows it. Nielsen knows it. Kelly knows it. But that battle was lost with the President. He was hellbent on troops.” https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1063537025062760448
Announcement in WSJ: Pfizer will raise prices on 41 drugs they delayed over the summer to please Trump. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1063523592367980545

The CIA has concluded Saudi crown prince ordered Jamal Khashoggi’s assassination. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/cia-concludes-saudi-crown-prince-ordered-jamal-khashoggis-assassination/2018/11/16/98c89fe6-e9b2-11e8-a939-9469f1166f9d_story.html

Hackers linked to the Russian government are impersonating U.S. State Department employees in an operation aimed at infecting computers of U.S. government agencies, think tanks and businesses, two cybersecurity firms told Reuters. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-cyber-russia-idUSKCN1NL2BG

Senate Republicans are tying themselves into absurd knots trying to reconcile their stated commitment to an independent special counsel investigation, and their unwillingness to confront a president who is actively seeking to prevent such. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/11/16/matthew-whitaker-mueller-senate-republicans-995056

California schools are closing because of “smoke days”
A wildfire raging in Northern California has left 63 dead and upward of 600 missing. And now, because of the smoke, many more people in the region are breathing in some of the worst-quality air in the world. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/11/16/18098461/aqi-san-francisco-worst-air-quality-world-epa

11.15.2018
Republican Senator Mike Lee warns that unless Democrats concede a “move to a system granting de facto sovereignty to the states and eliminate massive federal programs like public education and interstate highways there will be a civil war.” Lee warned that the only way Democrats can avert violence is if they end their support for a long list of federal programs, agencies, and departments that also happen to be on the Koch brothers hit list going back three decades.  https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/12/2/1815431/-Senate-Republican-warns-of-civil-war-if-Democrats-continue-supporting-the-Federal-government?detail=emaildkre
President Donald Trump posted a string of rage-tweets on Thursday morning. He began by attacking the “FAKE NEWS MEDIA,” then pivoted to blasting special counsel Robert Mueller. He eventually got around to trying to deflect from Mueller’s investigation of his campaign for possible collusion with Russia by making unfounded allegations against Democrats, including accusing them of being the real colluders, and capped off his morning with a remarkably dishonest tweet in which each sentence contains a distinct falsehood. https://www.vox.com/2018/11/15/18096781/trump-tweet-democrats-collusion-russia-lie
Trump has claimed knowledge of the "inner workings" of the Mueller investigation, one week after he put a lackey in charge of it. https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1063067122019065856
Sen. Lindsey Graham: “[Whitaker and I] discussed sort of what he wants to do next year in terms of his legislative agenda." https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1063208821076738048
The US placed sanctions on 17 Saudis on Thursday as punishment for their alleged involvement in the murder of Saudi journalist and US resident Jamal Khashoggi. It’s the strongest response yet by the Trump administration, which for weeks has resisted further weakening Washington-Riyadh ties. But according to experts, the move doesn’t go far enough to reprimand the kingdom. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/11/15/18096902/trump-saudi-arabia-sanctions-khashoggi-magnitsky
Trump, Daily Caller repeat Tucker Carlson’s unproven claim that protesters broke his door https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1063162441419362309

Pro-Trump 501c4 America First Policies has (at last!) filed its first disclosure, revealing it raised $22 million in 2017 from 33 anonymous donors who gave up to $5 million each to back Trump's agenda. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/11/15/trump-america-first-policies-fundraising-donors-994292

Two Orange County Republicans facing the prospect of defeat in the Nov. 6 congressional election as final ballots are counted have adopted President Trump’s tactic of making baseless allegations of vote fraud. http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-me-pol-walters-kim-fraud-claims-20181115-story.html

The White House is looking for ways to remove an enemy of Turkish President Recep Erdogan from the U.S. in order to placate Turkey over the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/white-house-weighs-booting-erdogan-foe-u-s-appease-turkey-n933996?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma

Since the election Trump has been unhinged 
“This is a level of insanity I’ve never seen before,” one former West Wing staffer said
According to one Republican, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross has told people he’s afraid to visit the White House because he doesn’t want to be fired. 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/11/trumps-post-midterms-blues-roil-the-white-house
Trump’s paranoia may be turning on his vice president https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/417135-trump-privately-asking-aides-if-pence-is-loyal-report

11.14.2018
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis just offered his strongest support yet for the military deployment to the US-Mexico border, calling it “necessary” to help stop a caravan of immigrants that remains about 1,000 miles away. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/14/18095433/trump-military-border-caravan-mexico-mattis
Justice Dept releases memo attempting to defend illegal appointment of Whitaker as attorney general. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/justice-dept-releases-legal-memo-defending-whitakers-appointment-as-acting-attorney-general/2018/11/14/9c51e834-e813-11e8-b8dc-66cca409c180_story.html
Assist AG Engel, a Federalist Society member, contradicts the FS’s chief dogma -- textualism -- to rely on claimed legislative intent, distinguishable historical examples, and policy arguments that are irrelevant here since Rosenstein is available. https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1062736392449675265
Memo claims on p. 5 that 28 USC 508, which was last modified in 1953, cross-references a law enacted in 1998. In fact, it refers to the predecessor statute, the 1868 Vacancies Act, which didn’t allow POTUS to unilaterally replace the attorney general. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1062747489550266368
DC Neo-Nazi Jeffrey Clark Called Pittsburgh synagogue Murders A ‘Dry Run’ Arrested; Has Deep Ties To ‘Alt Right’ https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/jeffrey-clark-dc-neo-nazi-arrested_us_5beb99ffe4b0caeec2bf24e5
Jim Acosta is at the CNN lawsuit hearing. Just walked into the courtroom. A guy in a blue jacket said to him, “Acosta, you should be lawfully hung.” https://twitter.com/JasonSchwartz/status/1062797665656860672
Trump’s  interview with the Daily Caller shows a president who’s fundamentally out to sea. The sycophantic interviewers can’t get Trump to answer a policy question of any kind, no matter how much of a softball they lob at him. The only subjects he is actually interested in talking about are his deranged belief in his incredible popularity and how that popularity is not reflected in actual vote totals because he’s the victim of a vast voter fraud conspiracy.  https://www.vox.com/2018/11/15/18096700/donald-trump-daily-caller-interview
two Daily Caller propagandists lobbed Trump a softball about potential Whitaker replacements, and Trump, unprompted, confessed that Whitaker's appointment was all about Mueller. https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1063067122019065856
Trump made 21 false claims in his interview with the Daily Caller, not one of them challenged https://www.thestar.com/news/world/analysis/2018/11/21/donald-trump-made-21-false-claims-in-his-first-post-midterms-interview-including-ridiculous-lies-about-voter-fraud.html
Trump’s latest comments could add further evidence to a potential accusation that he obstructed justice — a question Mueller has also been tasked with investigating — according to three legal experts https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/vbadq4/trump-pretty-much-just-admitted-that-he-picked-whitaker-to-kill-muellers-probe
One day before the Federalist Society's annual convention, longtime member George Conway has announced the formation of Checks and Balances—a new group of conservative lawyers who believe Trump is undermining the rule of law. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/14/us/politics/conservative-lawyers-trump.html
The New York Times published a blockbuster report that, among other unseemly details, revealed that Facebook had hired an opposition research firm to push back against anti-Facebook groups. The campaign exploited the anti-Semitism on the right, encouraging reporters “to explore the financial connections between [George] Soros’s family or philanthropies and groups that were members of Freedom from Facebook.” The Republican operative behind the campaign was none other than Tim Miller … featured member of the “progressive Democrat” Pod Save America podcast https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/crooked-media-tim-miller-facebook-soros_us_5bed98c0e4b09f467007d6b0?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004

Attacks on judicial independence are becoming more frequent and more partisan. The current effort to impeach the entire West Virginia Supreme Court, while not unprecedented, is taking place against a backdrop of political attacks against judges elsewhere. "There's a kind of a war going on between the legislatures and the courts," says Chris Bonneau, a political scientist at the University of Pittsburgh.  http://www.governing.com/topics/politics/gov-west-virginia-impeach-senate-trial-supreme-court-justices.html

Report reveals that Facebook decided to defend themselves by spreading anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, and then accusing its critics of being anti-Semitic. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/14/technology/facebook-data-russia-election-racism.html

“leaders of American Capitalism stated unequivocally that US Businesses would fail without billion dollar handouts from the government.”  https://twitter.com/rerutled/status/1062715113088733184

The sad reality of the Trump/Acosta “fight” is that CNN is largely a willing participant in Trump’s spectacle feud with media. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/14/18091838/jim-acosta-cnn-sues-trump

Palm Beach County’s voting machines overheat and force recount of more than 170,000 votes https://www.miamiherald.com/latest-news/article221631215.html

Almost immediately after Democrat Tony Evers narrowly defeated Republican Gov. Scott Walker to become Wisconsin's next governor, GOP leaders began plotting to use their gerrymandered legislative majorities to call a lame-duck session to strip Evers of key powers before he even takes office. … Wisconsin Republicans are taking a page from the North Carolina GOP's unparalleled assault on democratic institutions—and escalating it. https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/11/20/1814220/-In-repudiation-of-democracy-Wisconsin-GOP-plots-to-strip-powers-from-incoming-Democratic-governor

An astonishing number of Republicans attacked the legitimacy of the November election in the days and weeks afterward. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/17/18092210/republican-gop-trump-2020-democracy-threat

11.13.2018
Georgia Police arrested state Senator Nikema Williams during rally at the Capitol demanding every vote be counted. https://twitter.com/MurphyCBS46/status/1062425579465654273
"I'm being arrested because I refused to leave the floor of a body I serve in. I'm a state senator. I was not yelling. I was not chanting. I stood peacefully next to my constituents because they wanted their voices to be heard, and now I'm being arrested," Williams said. https://twitter.com/RespectWomen16/status/1062431159177695232
The FBI just released its annual report on hate crimes in America and it contains glaring omissions. The murders of Srinivas Kuchibhotla, Heather Heyer, and the Portland MAX train stabbings, are not included in the report. https://twitter.com/arjunsethi81/status/1062369435661549569
House Republicans are trying to block a vote on the Yemen War, It’s a surprise effort that has caught Democrats totally off-guard. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/13/18093236/yemen-war-republicans-khanna-vote-rules
https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/fbi-releases-2017-hate-crime-statistics
CNN sues Trump administration over ban of Jim Acosta
White House press secretary changes her story https://twitter.com/davidjoachim/status/1062375737146130432
https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1062379934000275456
Ted Olson, solicitor under Bush and CNN attorney in case to restore Jim Acosta’s press credentials, says: “The Supreme Court has held in no uncertain terms that the First Amendment protects ‘robust political debate,’ including ‘speech that is critical of those who hold public office” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1062352820232445952
Dept. of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel delays its justification of appointing Whittaker as acting AG; “So when they told people it was coming this morning and what the result would be, they were at most 84% done with figuring out the answer?” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1062481076113862657
FOX News hasn't tweeted since November 8 - Wikileaks hasn't tweeted since November 8 - Matt Drudge deleted his entire Twitter history - Corsi may soon be indicted https://twitter.com/serfdood/status/1062169373945798656
Leavenworth County commissioner Louis Klemp, a white man, to a woman presenting for an architecture firm: “I don't want you to feel like I'm picking on you. Because we are part of the master race,” https://www.newsweek.com/kansas-official-tells-black-woman-hes-member-master-race-dont-ever-forget-1216506

The Camp Fire in northern California is now the state’s deadliest and most destructive wildfire on record, causing at least 42 deaths and destroying more than 7,600 buildings. Since igniting last Thursday, the blaze has scorched more than 125,000 acres, an area more than four times the size of San Francisco. Almost the entire town of Paradise, California, home to 26,000, burned down, leaving many homeless.  https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/11/13/18092580/california-wildfire-2018-camp

more than 100,000 users are actively testing their Internet speeds to apps, and what they've found is a Net Neutrality nightmare. Verizon, T-Mobile, AT&T, Sprint—they're all throttling speeds to apps like Skype, YouTube, Netflix, and Amazon to push users to their own services instead. https://www.commondreams.org/news/2018/09/05/confirming-dangers-fccs-net-neutrality-repeal-new-study-shows-telecoms-throttling

“If Democrats are passing bills over here and pursuing impeachment over there, the bills will be ignored. And every single day, they will be competing for control of the media’s agenda with Trump, and Trump’s Twitter feed.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/12/18065602/trump-pelosi-house-democrats-investigations-impeachment

Three years into the Trump era, mainstream media outlets continue to blast out his lies to millions of people without pointing out they're not true. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1061998044063940608
https://twitter.com/smotus/status/1062006868841684992
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/12/18087676/trump-florida-recount-election-fraud-allegations-coverage

11.11.2018
“It is now the official White House position that constitutionally-mandated recounts are illegitimate. In a month of harrowing news, this development is still almost incalculably bad for American democracy.” https://tompepinsky.com/2018/11/12/what-happens-if-elections-are-no-longer-legitimate/
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/12/18088048/trump-florida-recount-senate-rick-scott-democracy
Scott and his ally President Donald Trump have resorted to the most extreme rhetoric imaginable about voter fraud and electoral theft to attack Democrats while Florida tries to sort through yet another closely watched recount.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/12/18087770/florida-arizona-midterm-elections-results-senate-recount-voter-fraud
Sheldon Adelson’s “newspaper,” without evidence, accused the Democrats of stealing the NV election. https://twitter.com/RalstonReports/status/1061827659376713729
The Florida Governor is seeking to throw out lawful votes and seize the voting equipment in order to win an election. https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1061727379129860097
On Veteran’s Day, Trump demands Florida elections be called before the state is done counting overseas military ballots https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1061993378773168128
The election overseer for a critical county in Florida confirmed to CNN on Sunday what observers in both parties had begun to predict: There is no way Palm Beach County's machine recount will be finished by the Thursday deadline. https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/11/politics/florida-recount-palm-beach-county/index.html
A sitting United States Senator, IN MISSISSIPPI just said “If he invited me to a public hanging I’d be on the front row.” (She’s up against a black man in a runoff election.) https://twitter.com/shaunking/status/1061670703261466624
Trump in Europe for armistice centenary ceremonies acts like a petulant bratty child
smirks at Russian President Putin; cancels visit to U.S. military cemetery outside Paris http://wapo.st/2QxeeYj
After canceling, Trump visited the ambassador’s residence in Paris and decided that he liked the art, so had several pieces just loaded up to take home. He didn’t ask for permission - or realize that the pieces he liked were fakes. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-06/trump-ended-2018-france-trip-having-art-loaded-on-air-force-one
Republican Senator Tom Cotton promotes completely inaccurate concept of how claiming asylum works https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1061707813691580416
Republican Rick Scott’s senate campaign filed motions in Broward & Palm Beach Counties, FL, to impound ballots & tallying machines when not in use until recount/lawsuits are done — putting them under police oversight.  https://twitter.com/dominicholden/status/1061722616388554752
https://www.yahoo.com/news/subject-mueller-probe-boasts-ties-acting-attorney-general-matt-whitaker-211850339.html
In the early hours of November 11, 2018, 26-year-old Jemel Roberson was working security at a bar in the Chicago suburbs when a shooting broke out. Shortly after Roberson subdued the suspect at gunpoint, police arrived — and fatally shot the black, armed security guard as he pinned the suspect to the ground. (This kind of thing keeps happening) https://www.vox.com/identities/2018/11/12/18088874/jemel-roberson-police-shooting-illinois-ian-covey-video
Trump didn’t manage to make it across the river to Arlington National Cemetery for a Veterans Day commemoration; Trump pretended to be busy when his public schedule for the day was empty. And thanks to his Twitter feed, we know perfectly well that he spent the day repeating weird misunderstandings of what a trade deficit is, flinging around absurd conspiracy theories about election fraud, feuding with the president of France, etc.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/19/18101383/trump-chris-wallace-fox-news-sunday-interview

President Donald Trump keeps insisting he doesn’t know the man he seemingly hand-picked to take over the Justice Department. https://www.vox.com/2018/11/10/18081960/trump-matthew-whitaker-denial-tweet

Trump makes unverifiable claims, over and over, that a big, tough but unnamed man approached him in tears backstage and told him "thank you for saving our country." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1061252281423851521
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/analysis/2018/09/08/according-to-donald-trump-a-lot-of-people-are-crying-around-donald-trump.html

President Trump doesn't want to give Puerto Rico any more federal money for Hurricane Maria recovery because he claims, without evidence, that the island’s government is using federal disaster relief money to pay off debt. https://www.axios.com/donald-trump-federal-funding-puerto-rico-hurricane-maria-c9e4edc8-2365-40be-af36-8d91463578d6.html

“Migrant caravan” hundreds of miles from the border and headed to Tijuana, some 1,500 miles to the west of where soldiers were sent as part of a campaign stunt by the US president. The mission is expected through Dec. 15, keeping soldiers away from families through Thanksgiving and close to Christmas. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/amid-a-political-minefield-the-army-prepares-at-the-border-for-a-migrant-caravan/2018/11/10/1299da5a-e536-11e8-ab2c-b31dcd53ca6b_story.html

11.10.2018
Republican meltdown over election defeats continues. 
NRSC: “If you thought the Arizona Democrats’ voter suppression tactics weren’t shady enough, now look at the questionable Maricopa County election official who has been using his position to cook the books for Kyrsten Sinema.” https://twitter.com/yvonnewingett/status/1061351244097146880
Per Politico, the White House and RNC are upset that Martha McSally isn't pushing a conspiracy there's something "amiss" with the votes coming in in Arizona as she falls behind.  https://www.politico.com/story/2018/11/09/sinema-mcsally-arizona-senate-race-982562
Ginni Thomas, wife of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, alleges voter fraud in "four races across the country. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1061387441309925378
Yvette Herrell  goes on Fox News, says she’s not conceding US House race, doesn’t correct pronounciation of Xochitil’s name, alleges vote fraud, says everyone previously declared her winner. (The AP did not) https://twitter.com/RussContreras/status/1061469884775727104
Meanwhile, “For the first time since launching http://BotSentinel.com , the MAGA hashtag is no longer #1. Trollbots are spreading disinformation about the Florida election on a massive scale and the activity is increasing.”  https://twitter.com/cbouzy/status/1061359514161766401

When Trump received the leaders of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, he began by blaming them for the war in Yugoslavia. It took them a few moments to realise he’d mixed up the Balkans and the Baltics. https://twitter.com/marklowen/status/1061199406979076096

Massive wildfire rages in California; Trump flails offensively
blaming California’s “gross mismanagement of the forests” for the extent of the damages, and threatening to withhold federal funding if California does not “remedy” the situation. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/11/10/18082282/trump-blames-california-wildfires-forest-management-climate-change
It’s actually a brush fire not a forest fire https://twitter.com/oppo_researcher/status/1061174603379302401

According to two sources familiar with the matter, Trump in private meetings raised the prospect of shooting migrant families seeking asylum below the waist at the border as early as November 2018. https://twitter.com/KFaulders/status/1179433453131046913

11.9.2018
Republican meltdown over Florida vote-counting continues
Gov. Rick Scott, in his role as Senate candidate, last night asked the Florida Department of Law Enforcement to investigate local election offices. FDLE said it would. On Friday, though, it found no allegations of voter fraud. There is no investigation https://politi.co/2qCedqD
Scott decided to call in armed law enforcement and seize control of the ballots. https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1060873359452524545
Senator Marco Rubio falls in behind Trump, supporting absurd vote-fraud conspiracies https://twitter.com/KFILE/status/1060755681563828224
Meanwhile a former United States congressman just had his vote thrown in Florida because some random person decided his current signature was not a good enough match for his old signature.  https://twitter.com/shaunking/status/1060936004700381184
2000 “Brooks Brothers” style protests at the Broward elections office where the canvassing board is preparing to meet. Also chants of, “Lock her up! https://twitter.com/PatriciaMazzei/status/1060940164615360512
"Miami-Dade County announced today that it has finished counting votes for the 2018 election. But photos obtained by New Times show scores of mail-in ballots sitting inside an Opa-locka mail distribution center." http://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/miami-ballots-are-still-inside-opa-locka-post-office-10899192
https://www.rawstory.com/2018/11/postal-facility-locked-pro-trump-mail-bomber-may-thousands-ballots-democrat-heavy-district/
Meanwhile The Arizona GOP is suing to prevent the counting of mail ballots. https://twitter.com/andrewdamitio/status/1060734561678589952
After Houston voters elect 19 Black women to judgeships, GOP then introduces bill to replace judicial elections w/governor-appointed judges. Kicker: Bill would end elections only in counties w/500,000+ people, targeting urban areas like Houston. https://twitter.com/LeslieProll/status/1192930382963867648
Speaking to reporters Friday, Trump said: “I don’t know Matt Whitaker. That contradicted remarks Trump made on Fox News last month, when he called Whitaker “a great guy” and said “I mean, I know Matt Whitaker.” https://twitter.com/etuckerAP/status/1060966945309245441
the president doesn’t understand his own positions on NATO https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1061009768955998208
Caught faking a video to make journalist Jim Acosta look bad, the White House digs in https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/08/cnn-jim-acosta-white-house-defends-decision-revoke-press-pass
In his final move as attorney general, Jeff Sessions on Wednesday issued a new policy that all but eliminates federal oversight [consent decrees] of state and local law enforcement agencies that engage in unconstitutional and unlawful policing.  https://www.aclu.org/blog/criminal-law-reform/reforming-police-practices/resigning-jeff-sessions-handcuffed-justice
Acting (illegal) AG Whitaker locks down his entire Twitter history https://nbcnews.to/2Dwy43c
Including tweets about dismantling the Mueller investigation and stealing WiFi from Taco John’s https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1060883401820045313
But it’s still archived https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-k41kbn0agdzJ-O575Vofl0Xf6trLQIpwWRw4c4tqVY/edit#gid=1708771140
A little more than 24 hours after the shooting in Thousand Oaks, Calif,. much of the city is under an evacuation order as a huge, wind-fueled fire is burning uncontrolled. “It’s too much,” a woman said of the last few days. https://twitter.com/katiezez/status/1060881806713532416
Trump tweets lie about being “in Arizona” while mid-flight to Arizona https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/1060995862468411394

AG Sessions was reportedly obsessed with where terrorism suspects were born — inquiring about the birthplace of every suspect. If the answer was America, he'd ask where their parents were born. https://twitter.com/ByronTau/status/1096213608734822401
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ex-fbi-deputy-mccabe-says-he-approved-trump-probe-after-james-comey-was-fired-11550162396?mod=hp_lista_pos2

…according to a new Wall Street Journal report, Trump was deeply involved in those hush payments to Stormy Daniels and Karen McDougal, who had alleged sexual encounters with him. … That matters because, as a candidate for office, Trump may have violated campaign finance law by not disclosing these payments https://www.vox.com/2018/11/9/18079754/trump-cohen-hush-money-mcdougal-stormy-daniels

The US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) have hidden an undisclosed number of covert surveillance cameras inside streetlights around the country, federal contracting documents reveal. https://qz.com/1458475/the-dea-and-ice-are-hiding-surveillance-cameras-in-streetlights/

Last 48 hrs: a potentially unconstitutional political ally made AG to head a probe he’s called illegitimate; Press Secretary sends out a doctored video to justify kicking out a reporter; and the president threatens to use law enforcement to effectively keep a senate seat https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1060873359452524545

The White House is letting a sanctioned Russian ultra-nationalist into the U.S. — Placed under sanctions in 2014 for his role in the Kremlin’s aggression against Ukraine, Rogozin has long been the most recognizable face of Russia's far-right nationalism. https://wapo.st/2AUgvY5
11.8.2018
Citing an “overwhelmed” asylum system, the Trump administration on Thursday announced new restrictions on asylum-seekers at the border with Mexico, in a move that experts said violated immigration laws. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/nov/08/trump-administration-blocks-asylum-claims-by-those-crossing-border-illegally
“The same number of people were killed in a mass shooting today as in Aurora. Almost as many as Columbine. Is it even the day's second most discussed story?” https://twitter.com/OsitaNwanevu/status/1060687785940697088
Sen Marsha Blackburn on Thousand Oaks: “What we do is say how do we make certain that we protect the Second Amendment." 
“Miller originally said he would testify if he lost in DCC. But after Kavanaugh was confirmed his lawyer suggested they'd take it to SCOTUS.”  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1060539815907725312
Florida election goes haywire
“if you voted absentee in Florida, maybe you should check to see if your ballot was actually tabulated. Because according to my county supervisor of elections, mine wasn’t. Nor was my sister’s or grandmother’s. And potentially others too.” https://twitter.com/Critical_EE/status/1060290869801164801
“There's a 3-min hold for Florida voters checking on provisional ballots on election protection hotline before the caller is abruptly prompted to leave a message. The deadline is in an hour.” https://twitter.com/darrensands/status/1060637259681140736
There are several unresolved issues in Florida, where Bill Nelson currently trails by 21,888 votes (0.26%). One involves the large drop-off between total ballots cast in Broward County from the Gov to Senate race. It's out of whack with every other county in the state https://twitter.com/SteveKornacki/status/1060611294183804928
https://twitter.com/mcimaps/status/1060642052646625281
U.S. Election Assistance Commission's guidelines urge election officials *never* to place races underneath vertical instruction columns. the Broward ballot, which did so anyway, and where there are now 25k+ undervotes. https://twitter.com/SteveKornacki/status/1062008139283873792
FL Gov (and Senate candidate) Rick Scott accuses “liberals in Broward” of “trying to steal this election” from him, and orders FDLE to launch an investigation of Brenda Snipes https://twitter.com/stevebousquet/status/1060706130924654593
More than a month after testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Christine Blasey Ford is still getting death threats. https://www.vox.com/2018/11/8/18076154/christine-blasey-ford-threats-kavanaugh-gofundme
the EU is trolling the UK with emojis https://twitter.com/EU_Commission/status/1060485610178334725

Thirteen U.S. states closed a staggering 1,688 polling locations in just six years, according to a new report from The Leadership Conference Education Fund. The report, “Democracy Diverted: Polling Place Closures and the Right to Vote,” notes that 1,173 of the closures occurred between the 2014 and 2018 midterm elections https://civilrights.org/2019/09/10/report-1688-poll-closures-divert-u-s-democracy/

“No one actually believes Jim Acosta did anything wrong. This is one of those situations where conservatives collectively pretend to believe something they don’t believe.” https://twitter.com/AmandaMarcotte/status/1060511898347692032

Much like President Donald Trump’s grave concerns about the migrant caravan have dissipated in the wake of the 2018 midterm elections, so has the nebulous middle-class tax cut he made up a couple of weeks before Election Day. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/15/18097418/trump-middle-class-tax-cuts-larry-kudlow

“Attorney General Jeff Sessions’s firing wasn’t shocking. And that, on some level, should shock us. The New York Times reported, for example, that ‘it came as little surprise when Mr. Sessions resigned the day after the midterms were over.’ This is an entirely accurate assessment, but also a troubling one.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/8/18073006/jeff-sessions-firing-democracy-erosion

“…whatever the outcome of Mueller’s investigation, America is establishing new precedents. One precedent is that President Trump fired the FBI director—and Congress did nothing. Another is that Trump admitted the FBI’s investigation of his campaign motivated the firing—and Congress did nothing. A third precedent is that Trump fired the attorney general after having railed against him publicly for refusing to intervene in the investigation—and Congress has done nothing. A fourth precedent is that Trump circumvented the Justice Department’s order of succession so he could replace the attorney general with an individual who has directed partisan attacks at the special counsel, has described publicly how a new attorney general could undermine the investigation, has had a personal and political relationship with an individual involved in the investigation, and has been associated with a company that is the focus of a separate FBI investigation.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/11/jeff-sessions-firing-saturday-night-massacre-matthew-whitaker.html

Whitaker was appointed the day before Corsi’s attempts to work the media; when firing Jeff Sessions, John Kelly made it clear Whitaker needed to be in place that day. And the same day that Corsi started this blitz, November 8, Michael Dreeben suggested both that Mueller could do all the things that prosecutors do without pre-approval — seeking immunity, making plea agreements, and bringing indictments — but also noted that subpoenaing a journalist is one of the things that requires Attorney General approval. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/11/23/is-jerome-corsi-trying-to-get-trump-to-intervene/

11.7.2018
Trump gets rid of Sessions, intends to go around Senate and replace him with a political apparatchik who has called the SC investigation illegitimate
on Twitter of course. (As usual he had someone else communicate directly to the person being fired.) 
potentially, since Kelly actually fired Sessions, the guy whose testimony Mueller may be most actively pursuing (indeed, one who might even be in a legal dispute with), effectuated a plan to undercut Mueller’s plans going forward. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/11/09/john-kellys-legally-fraught-role-in-the-sessions-ouster/
Sessions resignation letter undated, written who knows when https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1060260799036432385
any Attorney General nominated by a President currently under investigation by the DOJ has, by definition, a conflict of interest and should recuse themselves
Whitaker, is a GOP partisan who wrote a CNN op-ed last year saying the Mueller investigation was going too far and that Rosenstein should order Mueller to limit it… he was was hired by Sessions a month after he published this CNN op-ed criticizing Mueller and saying the probe should be curtailed. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1060325196354195457
If this wasn't about the Mueller probe, why install an Acting AG other than the DEPUTY Attorney General? That's why Cabinet Secretaries have Deputies. 
Trump told advisers Whitaker is loyal & wont recuse https://twitter.com/mattzap/status/1060343264337948672
in August 2017 Whitaker  identified  himself  with the  position  that the Mueller  investigation is a  “ lynch mob. ” Whitaker  retweeted  a Philadelphia Inquirer article titled “Note to  Trump’s lawyer: Do not cooperate with Mueller lynch mob.” http://democracy21.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Groups-Letter-to-Congress-Calling-for-Whitaker-Recusal-and-Mueller-Protection-11-14-18.pdf
Mr. Whitaker also  denied there was any evidence that  Russia intervened in the  2016  election five  months after the intelligence community issued a  report concluding  that Russia president  Vladimir Putin had ordered  a campaign http://democracy21.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Groups-Letter-to-Congress-Calling-for-Whitaker-Recusal-and-Mueller-Protection-11-14-18.pdf
Senior Justice Department officials have viewed Mr. Whitaker with intense suspicion. His is seen by department officials as a partisan and a White House spy. https://nyti.ms/2yZCpIa  https://www.businessinsider.com/matthew-whitaker-appointment-fbi-doj-reactions-2018-11
We knew Whitaker was a critic of Russia inquiry but turns out to be more: in July 2017 he interviewed with WH Counsel McGahn to be admin's chief defender against it. Trump gave job to Ty Cobb instead, but has now installed Whitaker as Mueller's supervisor. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/09/us/politics/matthew-whitaker-acting-attorney-general.html
Whitaker has two failed political campaigns under his belt, and also served on the board of a ‘patent assistance company’ that got shuttered by the FTC for fraud. https://twitter.com/sesmith/status/1060259377842577408
Whitaker falsely claimed on his résumé and government documents that he was named an Academic All-American while playing football at the University of Iowa. https://t.co/Kf9hCF60Rw
In Des Moines: a city-subsidized housing project that he failed to deliver and abandoned in 2016. Whitaker was pursued by unpaid contractors and a bank that he owed nearly $700,000 https://www.apnews.com/885a44ac27944976ab1b6738e0c5ba38
The now-defunct Florida company where Matthew Whitaker served as a paid advisory-board member once posted a promotional video featuring...Donald Trump. The company shut down last year after the FTC accused it of scamming $26M from consumers. https://www.wsj.com/articles/defunct-patent-firm-that-matthew-whitaker-advised-posted-video-featuring-trump-1542139220
After Whitaker’s installation, a Justice Department spokesperson said “Acting Attorney General Matt Whitaker has said he was not aware of any fraudulent activity. Any stories suggesting otherwise are false.” Records later reveal this to be completely false; Whitaker did not respond to a request for comment. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/acting-attorney-general-whitaker-fielded-early-fraud-complaints-from-customers-at-patent-company-yet-promoted-it-for-years-records-show/2018/11/30/919b76bc-f4a2-11e8-80d0-f7e1948d55f4_story.html?utm_term=.c092abf3fe5a
Whitaker was a paid talking head for DC based Foundation for Accountability and Civic Trust. He went from working 30 hrs/wk at $63k a year in 2014 to working 40 hrs/wk for $402k a year in 2016. He was the only full time employee as per IRS filings. https://twitter.com/strickdc/status/1060308375811039232
At an evangelical forum in Iowa in 2014, Matt Whitaker said he would only support judges who have a ‘Biblical’ view of justice, specifically New Testament, which would bar Jewish, Hindu, Muslims or atheists from the bench. https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/opinion/columnists/rekha-basu/2018/11/07/matt-whitakers-troubling-opinion-judges-need-biblical-view/1923393002/
Said in June 2017 that he was flying out from Iowa to NYC to be on CNN regularly because he was hoping to be noticed as a Trump defender, and through that to get a Trump judicial appointment back in Iowa. https://twitter.com/JohnQBarrett/status/1060333390153560064
The Whitaker-Clovis journey: both lost Iowa GOP primary; Whitaker chaired Clovis's Treasurer race; Clovis lost again; Clovis became co-chair of Trump's campaign, unqualified USDA pick, Mueller witness; Whitaker criticized Mueller, got hired at DOJ, became attorney general. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1060350367488266240
Sam Clovis, on Acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker: "We're currently friends. I texted him congratulations today." (Clovis is a witness in the Russia investigation which Whitaker now oversees) https://twitter.com/MikeDelMoro/status/1060560347302715392
Whitaker invoked his former position as U.S. Attorney for Iowa to threaten a customer https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1060299800615231489
Whitaker was once ranked as one of the worst US Attorneys in the country for abusing a power to send minor drug offenders to prison for decades https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/as-us-attorney-whitaker-imposed-longer-than-usual-drug-sentences/2018/11/21/a66dfaf2-e9de-11e8-bbdb-72fdbf9d4fed_story.html
Whitaker was advising Trump, from within the Justice Department, on how to investigate Hillary Clinton — even as his bosses were trying to stop it from happening. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/9/18080656/matthew-whitaker-trump-hillary-clinton-sessions-attorney-general
Whitaker's Wikipedia page has been feverishly revised since the Sessions' firing became public, and the section on his ties to World Patent Marketing appear much shorter than earlier. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1060286775258726402
Whitaker continued to sit on the advisory board of a now-shuttered patent company after learning of multiple claims of fraud made against it by disgruntled customers https://edition.cnn.com/2018/11/30/politics/matthew-whitaker-records-federal-trade-commission/index.html
Whitaker was serving as Sessions’s chief of staff, which is not a Senate-confirmed post. Before that, he’d been out of government for eight years. That makes his appointment as the acting head of a Cabinet agency highly unusual, at the very least — and unconstitutional according to Katyal and Conway.  https://www.vox.com/2018/11/8/18076074/sessions-whitaker-george-conway-illegal-mueller
Whitaker’s appointment is simply illegal https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/11/matthew-whitaker-jeff-sessions-replacement-illegal.html
a presidential memorandum, dated Nov. 8, does not make clear when Sessions' resignation took effect or when Whitaker actually began serving as acting attorney general. Sessions ceremoniously left DOJ early on the evening of Nov. 7, and the Justice Department released a statement from "Acting Attorney General Matt Whitaker" shortly thereafter. The memorandum signed by Trump appointing Whitaker to the role, however, was not dated until the next day, Nov. 8, and the DOJ's Executive Secretariat — the office with the "responsibility for controlling and managing correspondence emanating to and from" top DOJ officials — did not mark its receipt of the memorandum until 11:59 p.m. Nov. 13. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/chrisgeidner/trump-matthew-whitaker-appointment-memo
Trump had John Kelly call Sessions to ask for the resignation before the press conference today, then ducked a question about his imminent departure during it. Why not just announce it then? https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1060291890296303617
in March, Senator Lindsey Graham made an unequivocal public commitment, stating, “I pledge to the American people, as a Republican, to make sure that Mr. Mueller can continue to do his job without any interference.” https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/07/opinion/sessions-resignation-mueller.html?nytapp=true&smid=nytcore-ios-share
McConnell calls the legislature's Constitutionally mandated legal oversight of executive branch "harassment."
White House says it is suspending Jim Acosta press credentials (called a “hard pass”) after today’s press conference. https://twitter.com/jeffmason1/status/1060331883878379520
Acosta reported that he had been banned about 15 minutes after “social media stars” said on Fox News that he should be banned
(In June 2016, Trump BS’d that he would NOT try to revoke any press credentials if elected president. "When I'm representing the United States, I wouldn't do that," he said.)
WH Press Secretary then tweets an obviously doctored video – from InfoWars no less – to substantiate a false accusation of assault against a journalist https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1060499948045852673
https://twitter.com/rafaelshimunov/status/1060450557817708544
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/11/white-house-jim-acosta-video-manipulated-doctored-analysis.html
Jim Acosta is not welcome in the White House but white nationalists are. https://www.thedailybeast.com/a-white-nationalist-leader-just-posted-pics-from-his-white-house-visit?ref=home
Yesterday Trump called Pelosi and said Dems should work with him. This morning, Trump threatens to investigate Dems https://twitter.com/scottwongDC/status/1060157168257851392
Everyone basically acknowledges that the “caravan” story was bullshit, with no real consequences or apologies. https://twitter.com/LisPower1/status/1060292377699672064
…Pentagon will no longer refer to the US military mission at the Mexico border as “Operation Faithful Patriot.” https://twitter.com/JoshNBCNews/status/1060211654036725762
The same day Trump denounces a black reporter as "racist" for asking a question about white supremacists, an infamous white supremacist posts pics from the White House.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/a-white-nationalist-leader-just-posted-pics-from-his-white-house-visit

Defeated Rep. Karen Handel was one of just seven Republicans in the current House whose adult constituents were majority college-educated; there may be just one such member in the next Congress. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/11/13/republicans-trump-redistricting-house-2018-984947

National reports match my own experience of Democratic women being fenced-off by Republican husbands https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/nov/19/voter-intimidation-republicans-democrats-midterm-elections

GOP campaigns spent $4.2M at Trump properties during the midterm elections. “He's converted $743K of supporters' donations to his 2020 campaign into revenue for his business. And that's before the 2020 campaign really even began.” https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1064900700524691456

Republican Rick Scott gave his own campaign $64 million to narrowly win a Senate election https://twitter.com/DavidWright_CNN/status/1070722118147563522

Significance of 2018 election results
“There's not any precedent for an opposition party coming this close to matching the president's vote total from 2 years earlier. The closest to an exception was when Democratic House candidates in 1970 got 92% of Nixon's vote total from 1968.” - Silver https://twitter.com/NateSilver538/status/1064202106922520577
“About 60 million people turned out to vote for Democrats for the House this year. That is a crazy number. (Republicans got 45m votes in the 2010 wave.) And this was sort of missed. Why so many stories about Trump voters in truck stops and not so many about ‘the resistance’?” - Nate Silver https://www.rawstory.com/2018/11/nate-silver-says-media-missed-massive-blue-wave-covering-stories-trump-voters-truck-stops/

The #2 issue for 2018 House voters was immigration, and Republicans won those who cited it by a 52-point margin, per exit polls. This is essentially a non-real “issue,” a bugaboo created by Fox News and other propaganda networks https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1062050993704181765
at least among Republicans, a threat response can be artificially generated at a mass scale and at a time when a party’s voters should be placated. Despite controlling the White House and both chambers of Congress in 2018, turnout surged nearly as much among Republicans, leading to the highest overall midterm turnout rates we have seen since 1914 http://cnu.edu/wasoncenter/2019/07/01-2020-election-forecast/

Ahead of his party’s shellacking in the 2018 midterm elections, Republican President Donald Trump spent weeks warning his supporters that a caravan of Central American migrants headed for the U.S border constituted an “invasion.”  Trump’s favorite television channel was his most important ally in that effort. Prime-time Fox News programs used the words “invasion” or “invaders” to describe migrants and asylum-seekers more times in the 30 days leading up to the Nov. 6 election than they did during all of 2015, 2016 and 2017 combined.  https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/fox-news-migrant-invasion_us_5c0abb34e4b035a7bf5af1b5

Georgians cast nearly 4 million ballots on Election Day, but about 160,000 of them showed no vote cast in the lieutenant governor race, about 4.3 percent of ballots. …It’s normal for 1 to 2 percent of voters to skip a race or races on a ballot, election experts say. But besides being more than double that normal rate, the number of uncast votes in the lieutenant governor race also exceeded Duncan’s margin of victory over Amico, which was just 123,172 votes. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/02/12/georgia-voting-states-elections-1162134

Private companies had near-complete control over Georgia’s elections for the 2018 midterms and posed a serious security risk, according to testimony and documents revealed during a federal court case challenging the constitutionality of Georgia’s elections. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/01/the-selling-of-an-election-dangerous-level-of-private-control-revealed-in-2018-georgia-midterms

11.6.2018
Democrats won the Congressional vote by 9.5%. Would have won far more than 33 seats if not for Republican gerrymandering. (GOP picked up 63 seats in 2010 with 7.5% popular vote win)
Democrats won the House with the largest margin of victory in history for either party http://www.nbcnews.com/politics/elections/democrats-smash-watergate-record-house-popular-vote-midterms-n940116
Fossil fuel companies spent record amounts to oppose pro-climate ballot initiatives, and it paid off.  … Democratic Senator Bill Nelson, a climate champion, was unseated by Governor Rick Scott, a Republican accused of banning the word climate from state government websites. And Democratic gubernatorial candidate Andrew Gillum, who pledged to act swiftly on climate, lost to a Republican who has dismissed the problem. https://newrepublic.com/article/152062/america-voted-climate-lost
Brian Kemp's office kept hundreds of voting machines locked up in warehouses across metropolitan Atlanta as thousands upon thousands of black voters waited hours in line at dozens of precincts with as few as three functioning voting machines. https://twitter.com/colinkalmbacher/status/1060569299402809344
Also, an Associated Press report published during the 2018 election found that Mr. Kemp — who at the time was the Georgia secretary of state and was in charge of running the election — had stalled more than 50,000 registrations of voters who were mostly black, claiming issues with their applications. https://apnews.com/fb011f39af3b40518b572c8cce6e906c
In Broward County, Florida, voters who skipped the Senate race likely did so by accident, rather than purposely avoiding the race https://electionlawblog.org/?p=106210
“in mostly Republican Bay County, Florida, an untold number of survivors of Hurricane Michael emailed their ballots.” https://politi.co/2PrvaD6
Florida ballot order law (struck down in 2019) requires that candidates of the governor's party appear first on every ballot for every office. Research finds that it gave GOP candidates a 5% advantage. Gillum lost in 2018 by .4% https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1195380155935531008
Bob Hugin blamed his loss to Bob Menendez on "huge turnout" in NJ's big urban counties (not wrong), then the crowd chanted "lock him up." https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1062054508950380545
U.S. Cyber Command operation disrupted Internet access of Russian troll factory on day of 2018 midterms https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/us-cyber-command-operation-disrupted-internet-access-of-russian-troll-factory-on-day-of-2018-midterms/2019/02/26/1827fc9e-36d6-11e9-af5b-b51b7ff322e9_story.html

In the final weeks before the election, the Washington Post and the New York Times ran more than 115 stories about a slow-moving caravan of Honduran asylum seekers that was more than 1,000 miles from the US border. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/12/18065602/trump-pelosi-house-democrats-investigations-impeachment

Thousands of Ohio voters were held up or stymied in their efforts to get absentee ballots for last year’s general election because of missing or mismatched signatures on their ballot applications https://apnews.com/ddfed70e98d79cf0bee49eb1d9fd85b9

The Cincinnati Enquirer basically said they don’t cover State Rep and State Senate races because “they don’t matter after the primaries.” https://twitter.com/Claydog_15/status/1065945728906903552

Russian state media reported before the November election that recent economic sanctions proposed by Trump were likely just for show — a ploy to make him look “tough on Russia” — and that he would likely soften his position after the election.
	Russian officials even devised a plan to indirectly influence U.S. sanctions policy by fostering a closer alliance between the two countries, focusing on joint economic and business ventures. The Kremlin reportedly believed that a stronger American economy, or at least the image of one, would allow Trump to go easy on sanctions without political consequences.
	Part of that plan, according to multiple Russia analysts, involved touting Trump’s supposed economic achievements and cultivating relationships with elected Republicans — many of whom traveled to Moscow last summer and fall. https://shareblue.com/russian-state-tv-literally-laughs-about-gops-vote-to-lift-sanctions/

11.5.2018
CNN, NBC, Fox News and Facebook have all rejected an ad by the *President of the United States* because they consider it racist. https://twitter.com/farhip/status/1059512583814856706

“This country is failing, in action and in imagination, over and over again already. Our public conversation misses the fundamental point.” https://hmmdaily.com/2018/10/30/these-are-the-bad-times/

11.4.2018
 In perhaps the most outrageous example of election administration partisanship in the modern era, Georgia Secretary of State Brian Kemp, who is running for governor while simultaneously in charge of the state’s elections, has accused the Democratic Party without evidence of hacking into the state’s voter database. He plastered a headline about it on the Secretary of State’s website, which thousands of voters use to get information about voting on election day.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/11/georgia-governor-candidate-brian-kemp-attempts-last-minute-banana-republic-style-voter-manipulation.html

11.3.2018
72 hours to Election Day. Virtually tied in the polls with Democrat Stacey Abrams, Georgia Secretary of State Brian Kemp was in danger of becoming the first Georgia Republican to lose a statewide election since 2006. And, now, a new threat. The secretary of state’s office had left its voter-registration system exposed online, opening Kemp to criticism that he couldn’t secure an election that featured him in the dual roles of candidate and overseer.
	But by the next day, Kemp and his aides had devised one solution for both problems, an investigation by The Atlanta Journal-Constitution shows. They publicly accused the Democratic Party of Georgia of trying to hack into the voter database in a failed attempt to steal the election. The announcement added last-minute drama to an already contentious campaign. More important, it also pre-empted scrutiny of the secretary of state’s own missteps while initiating a highly unusual criminal investigation into his political rivals.
	But no evidence supported the allegations against the Democrats at the time, and none has emerged in the six weeks since https://www.myajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/ajc-investigation-how-brian-kemp-turned-warning-election-system-vulnerability-against-democrats/iLOkpHK3ea39t8Eh4PCGxM/
Republican Senate candidate: Cindy Hyde-Smith on voter suppression: "And then they remind me, that there's a lot of liberal folks in those other schools who that maybe we don't want to vote. Maybe we want to make it just a little more difficult. And I think that's a great idea." Nov 2nd in Columbus, MS. https://twitter.com/LamarWhiteJr/status/1063192983254822912

A site started to mock the most extremist ideas on the far right became a favorite among Trump supporters over 55 who didn't realize it was satire. https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/national/nothing-on-this-page-is-real-how-lies-become-truth-in-online-america/2018/11/17/edd44cc8-e85a-11e8-bbdb-72fdbf9d4fed_story.html

11.2.2018
“You are creating violence by your questions,” Trump tells a reporter asking him a question at the White House https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1058433875813261313
President Donald Trump is reimposing US sanctions on Iran waived under the nuclear deal on November 5. He decided to publicize this in the traditional way: tweeting a Game of Thrones meme. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/2/18056210/trumps-game-of-thrones-tweet-iran-sanctions
Senator Ted Cruz immediately embraced a conspiracy theory based on edited footage from a convicted criminal who has a long history of scamming reporters https://twitter.com/fawfulfan/status/1058420263807803392
Racist Steve King airs ad: “…I think it’s worth fighting for no matter whose toes have to be stepped on to make it right.”

This is asinine: Border Patrol agents now have to ask everyone they catch if they’re part of the caravan https://www.vox.com/2018/11/2/18056076/caravan-border-where-mexico-border-patrol

…three super PACs that have formed since Oct. 18 have reported spending a combined $1.4 million across three hotly contested U.S. Senate races and one U.S. House race. They will not have to disclose the source of their money until after the election.  https://www.publicintegrity.org/2018/11/02/22437/pop-pacs-are-spending-big-election-2018-s-final-days-theyre-hiding-their

“…even though the economy is doing well, Republicans have rationally calculated that trying to whip white America up into a frenzy of race panic (accepting the occasional synagogue massacre as an unfortunate side effect) is the optimal strategy.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1058343090317127680

Starting in early 2018, senior officials in President Trump’s Treasury Department were swarmed by lobbyists seeking to insulate companies. Through a series of obscure regulations, the Treasury carved out exceptions to the law that mean many leading American and foreign companies will owe little or nothing in new taxes on offshore profit https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/30/business/trump-tax-cuts-beat-gilti.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

Trump has ramped up his reliance on false or misleading claims to an average of 30 per day over the past 7 weeks. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/11/02/president-trump-has-made-false-or-misleading-claims-over-days/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.daf6824716c2

Roger Stone’s story on Russia connections keeps changing https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1058308490169479168
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/11/01/roger-stones-story-just-changed-russia-again/

11.1.2018
Trump claims that he told soldiers being dispatched to southern Texas that if anyone throws a rock at them, they should shoot. This is some combination of nonsense, a lie, and/or ordering a war crime.  https://twitter.com/jkass99/status/1058113026526572544
President Donald Trump got cable news to carry him live and uninterrupted for nearly half an hour from the West Wing Thursday, where he gave what amounted to a fear-mongering stump speech in the final days before the midterm elections. …Trump made many factually incorrect claims about immigrants, immigration policy and crime — including claims that asylum seekers never show up in court (two-thirds do), that Barack Obama had a harsher family separation policy than him (Trump’s was much harsher) and that he’s getting billions for his wall (he’s gotten none). https://www.vox.com/2018/11/1/18053638/cnn-carried-donald-trump-immigration-white-house
Iowa Rep. Steve King took questions from members of the public at the Greater Des Moines Partnership forum. This sleepy-sounding event was interrupted when King became so enraged by a question about his views on immigration that he demanded security throw the questioner out of the event. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/1/18053580/steve-king-white-supremacist-pittsburgh
King, a strong backer of Orban, said he believed biased national reporters calling him on his racism and cyberbullying, of all things, were a threat to the First Amendment. https://twitter.com/garonsen/status/1058335159991312384
Mike DeWine perpetuates the demonization of George Soros https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1058154504657494017
Bolton praises Brazil's Bolsonaro as a 'like-minded' partner https://politi.co/2QazXVF
Today, Trump's chief economic adviser called for abolishing the national minimum wage. During the 2016 campaign, Trump promised to RAISE it. https://twitter.com/RonaldKlain/status/1058023438785372167

lawyers for three members of a Kansas militia group who were convicted of an anti-Muslim hate crime argued in court that the men should be granted leniency in their sentencing because their violence was incited by Trump's anti-Muslim rhetoric. https://shareblue.com/hate-crime-trump-rhetoric/

The President says that he's too busy to visit U.S. Troops Overseas. The President has had 71 campaign rallies since inauguration The President has visited his golf courses 68 times since inauguration The President has tweeted 5,174 times since Inauguration https://twitter.com/krassenstein/status/1058022100332658688

“American Progress Now” is promoting Green Party candidates in very close races, and nothing is known about what this group is or whence come its funds http://plunderbund.com/2018/11/01/dirty-tricks-at-play-in-ohio-congressional-race/

Republicans are attacking a Florida Democratic candidate for taking “dirty coal money.” https://www.vox.com/2018/11/1/18052178/florida-midterm-election-mucarsel-powell-dirty-coal-ad

10.31.2018
A day after CNN reported that the Justice Department is investigating whether Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke has broken the law by using his office to personally enrich himself, national security adviser John Bolton told the Hamilton Society in Washington that ethics rules make it hard for people outside of the government to serve. https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/31/politics/john-bolton-ethics-checks-onerous-government-workers/index.html
Staff dressed up as “Mexicans” and others as a “wall” on which it said “Make America Great Again” at an ELEMENTARY SCHOOL in Idaho. https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/local/education/article221015995.html
Melissa McKinnies, is a Ferguson Activist. Her son Danye was found hanging from a tree in his mom’s backyard on 10/17. The police didn’t investigate, but called it a suicide. But Danye has just bought property to sell & his mother knows this isn’t true. https://twitter.com/MsPackyetti/status/1057614308048289792
See also: https://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/crime_police/article_3de435ac-3d7a-11e8-a87c-a727d61a602b.html
U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross twice submitted sworn statements to ethics officials saying he had divested stock that he in fact still owned https://publicintegrity.org/federal-politics/wilbur-ross-stock-holdings-divestment/

This week, the American Psychological Association released its annual Stress in America survey, asking thousands of people variations on one simple question: What stresses you out? The poll, like its recent iterations, found that Americans are stressed the heck out. Forty-five percent of the survey respondents said they “lay awake at night due to stress.” Sixty-two percent said the current political climate is a significant stressor in their lives. And 56 percent agreed “this is the lowest point in the nation’s history they could remember.” …Teens are especially concerned about guns. And they are most likely of any of us to describe their mental health as poor. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/10/31/18043622/teen-mental-health-apa-stress-in-america-gen-z-mass-shootings

Explicit censorship policy for Washington Post employees https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1057652259759251457

The United States government is accelerating efforts to monitor social media to preempt major anti-government protests in the US, according to scientific research, official government documents, and patent filings reviewed by Motherboard. The social media posts of American citizens who don’t like President Donald Trump are the focus of the latest US military-funded research https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/7x3g4x/pentagon-wants-to-predict-anti-trump-protests-using-social-media-surveillance

Shay Assad was known as the Defense Department’s toughest contract negotiator and was praised for saving the government billions. At the end of October, Assad was given an ultimatum: He could be demoted to a position within the Defense Contract Management Agency in Boston starting January 2019, or he would be terminated. https://news.yahoo.com/trump-promised-to-save-billions-of-dollars-on-military-contracts-then-the-pentagon-pushed-out-the-official-responsible-for-doing-that-090005221.html

10.30.2018
President makes nonsensical, illegal assertion that he will end birthright citizenship https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1057215526886404098
House Speaker points out that this is not how it works, and that’s treated as capital-letter “BIG” news ffs https://twitter.com/elwasson/status/1057322588303773696 (He is also castigated by Trump)
Tons of media outlets simply tweeted Trump saying something untrue. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/31/18048424/journalists-stop-repeating-trump-lies
…just days after a white supremacist gunned down 11 people at a synagogue and just a week after a terrorist mailed more than a dozen bombs to critics of the president, the Department of Homeland Security—created after 9/11 to protect the United States from terrorism—had a conference call. The topic: a group of Central American migrants slowly wending their way through Mexico in hopes of seeking asylum in the United States. Some participants were flummoxed: In the face of the most lethal anti-semitic terror attack in American history, was DHS really focused, exclusively, on migrants? https://www.thedailybeast.com/homeland-security-ignores-white-terror-dhs-veterans-say
Just three days after the Pittsburgh synagogue massacre, Facebook was allowing advertisers to target users interested in white genocide — the same myth the alleged shooter believed in https://twitter.com/samfbiddle/status/1058423208800591872
The office of special counsel Robert Mueller has asked the FBI to investigate a suspected attempt to smear the man examining Russia’s interference in the 2016 election. Several journalists received an email on 17 October, purporting to be from a woman who claimed she was offered money to make sexual misconduct accusations against Mueller. The woman said the man behind the scheme was called Jack Burkman – the name of a rightwing radio host with links to Donald Trump’s former deputy campaign chairman, Rick Gates. Jacob Wohl, 20, a conservative hedge funder and prominent Trump fan, has also been accused of involvement in the bungled smear plot. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/31/wednesday-us-briefing-fbi-investigates-suspected-hoax-against-mueller
https://www.vox.com/2018/10/30/18044110/robert-mueller-jacob-wohl-jack-burkman-surefire
Jair Bolsonaro will merge Brazil’s environment and agriculture ministries, a senior aide has confirmed https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/nov/01/bolsonaro-environment-agriculture-ministries-amazon

GOP presses ahead in casting Soros as threat amid criticism that attacks are anti-Semitic https://wapo.st/2Q6eBsA

Scientist Brad Lister returned to Puerto Rican rainforest after 35 years to find 98% of ground insects had vanished… scientists say a crash in insect numbers risks “ecological Armageddon”. When Lister’s study was published in October, one expert called the findings “hyper-alarming”. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jan/15/insect-collapse-we-are-destroying-our-life-support-

VICE News applied to buy fake ads on behalf of all 100 sitting U.S. senators, including ads “Paid for by” by Mitch McConnell and Chuck Schumer. Facebook’s approvals were bipartisan: All 100 sailed through the system, indicating that just about anyone can buy an ad identified as “Paid for by” by a major U.S. politician.  https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/xw9n3q/we-posed-as-100-senators-to-run-ads-on-facebook-facebook-approved-all-of-them

Humanity has wiped out 60% of mammals, birds, fish and reptiles since 1970, leading the world’s foremost experts to warn that the annihilation of wildlife is now an emergency that threatens civilisation. The new estimate of the massacre of wildlife is made in a major report produced by WWF and involving 59 scientists from across the globe. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/30/humanity-wiped-out-animals-since-1970-major-report-finds

Scientists in Canada have warned that massive glaciers in the Yukon territory are shrinking even faster than would be expected from a warming climate – and bringing dramatic changes to the region. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/30/canada-glaciers-yukon-shrinking

10.29.2018
As bombs are being sent to CNN, Trump starts the week with an open threat to U.S. news organizations and reporters. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/29/18037894/donald-trump-twitter-media-enemy-pittsburgh
White House press secretary lies about CNN reporting https://twitter.com/CNNPR/status/1056990531358736384
Media continue promoting Republican narratives: Guardian publishes headline about “Republicans make fixing Obamacare a priority,” and Washington Post runs story about a Republican House candidate “spurning Trump” when he votes with Trump 85% of the time.
Also “the caravan” is right back in the news, as Trump dispatches thousands of soldiers to the Mexican border, allegedly in response to a dwindling group of unarmed poor people nowhere near said border. 
Up to 14,000 troops will be ready to deploy to the southern border. Troops will be armed with lethal ammunition. There’s an additional 7,000 troops on 24-hour stand-by https://www.newsweek.com/migrant-caravan-us-military-troops-mexico-border-armed-1192578
the military won’t actually be able to participate in detaining or deporting any of the migrants the way the president likely wants. That’s because US law forbids them from physically detaining individuals at the border.  https://www.vox.com/2018/10/29/18026646/military-border-caravan-immigrants-trump-caravan
This whole thing is absurd https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/1/18041710/migrant-caravan-america-trump-epistemic-crisis-democracy
former CBP Commissioner Gil Kerlikowske, who handled 68,000 unaccompanied children in the summer of '14… says Trump's actions today, just before midterms, is "a misuse of active duty military...To say this isn't a political stunt is misleading the public." https://twitter.com/JaxAlemany/status/1057015620259196928
Shep Smith on FOX: "The migrants are 2 months away if they make it here at all. Tomorrow is one week before the midterm election, which is what all of this is about. There is no invasion. No one is coming to get you. There is nothing to worry about." (Meanwhile, FOX runs a chyron beneath him the entire time saying “thousands of migrants head to U.S.) https://twitter.com/AynRandPaulRyan/status/1057038593640718338
On Laura Ingraham's show, David Horowitz attacks the former Tree of Life president Lynette Lederman: "The hate is coming from people like this rabbi who insist on demonizing the president"  https://twitter.com/mmfa/status/1056941718162075648
Republican congressman: time to 'body-slam' Democrats' midterm hopes https://amp.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/29/democrats-body-slam-jody-hice-gianforte-guardian
Lou Dobbs' guest blames "the continued invasion of this country" by immigrants for "diseases spreading across the country that are causing polio-like paralysis of our children" https://twitter.com/bad_takes/status/1057061701865144320
Sarah Sanders just said Trump was elected by an “overwhelming majority.”  https://twitter.com/ProudResister/status/1056996602945036288

GOP openly refuses to stop demonizing George Soros https://wapo.st/2Q6eBsA

Free, fair, and secure elections are preconditions of democracy. Yet despite the electoral disruption of 2016, these crucial pillars of US governance continue to exhibit dangerous weaknesses. Congress and the executive branch have failed to take sufficient steps to secure US elections. Risks to the vote continue to include vulnerabilities in voting equipment, weaknesses in campaign and party infrastructure, voter susceptibility to manipulation, and partisan voter suppression.  https://www.businessinsider.com/potential-threats-2018-midterm-elections-2018-10

NYT publishes “definitive list” of Trump, family and administration’s self-dealing https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/28/opinion/trump-administration-corruption-conflicts.html

7 Republicans "peddling a falsehood" about a WaPo fact-check on pre-existing conditions. They declined to retract their statements when confronted by The Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/10/29/these-republicans-are-misleading-voters-about-our-obamacare-fact-checks/

In 2016, Republicans including Rubio, Cruz, Perry and Romney explicitly warned that Trump raises the risk of violent extremism. Now that it’s happening they are nearly all sticking to the party line of deflecting blame away from Trump to anyone/everyone else. https://twitter.com/BenjySarlin/status/1056964438794924034

President Donald Trump had about three times as much free time planned for last Tuesday as work time, according to his private schedule. The president was slated for more than nine hours of “Executive Time,” a euphemism for the unstructured time Trump spends tweeting, phoning friends and watching television. Official meetings, policy briefings and public appearances — traditionally the daily work of being president — consumed just over three hours of his day. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/10/29/trump-daily-schedule-executive-time-944996

10.28.2017
A far-right, pro-gun, pro-torture candidate has been elected as Brazil’s next president https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/28/jair-bolsonaro-wins-brazil-presidential-election
The man who said “I wouldn’t rape you because you don’t deserve it” to a congresswoman, who said “I would prefer that my son die in an accident” rather than be gay, who said that “the dictatorship's mistake was to torture but not kill” – is now Brazil’s president-elect.
Responses include nomalization https://twitter.com/helensclegel/status/1056880313006243840
And CBC writing “new president elect is a right-winger who leans towards more open markets. This could mean fresh opportunities for Canadian companies looking to invest in the resource-rich country.”  https://twitter.com/CBCAlerts/status/1056692366470471682
The BBC one-ups with “a refreshing break from political correctness” https://twitter.com/UmaarKazmi/status/1056998259724599297
“I can’t even really imagine what this election would look like without WhatsApp. And secondarily, Facebook. Facebook is also hugely important, but my intuitive sense is that WhatsApp is where the real frictions and kind of circulation of content is happening. And possibly where opinion formation, the actual congealing of voter sensibility, is concentrated.” https://www.vox.com/world/2018/10/29/18025066/bolsonaro-brazil-elections-voters-q-a
False and damaging information about Bolsonaro’s left-wing opponent, including fake news mocked up to look like neutral fact-checks, spread like wildfire in the runup to the October 8 vote. This deluge, according to one Brazilian expert, played a role in Bolsonaro’s victory. https://theconversation.com/whatsapp-skewed-brazilian-election-proving-social-medias-danger-to-democracy-106476
Days after a fan of President Trump sends a pipe bomb to Tom Steyer, Trump steps up--not to reach out to Steyer but to pour on more hate. Instead of expressing shared humanity, he derides Steyer as a "stumbling lunatic." https://twitter.com/NickKristof/status/1056621056763551746
person tweets *false* meme claiming george soros was nazi (not him) 6.5k RTs. Auschwitz Memorial acct attempts to debunk (1k+ RTs). People report the account but no option for removing false news. So account/tweet stays up. https://twitter.com/cwarzel/status/1056660145936072704

The way the world is using their phones is almost completely dominated by a few Silicon Valley companies. The abuse that is happening is due to their inability to manage that responsibility. All of this has become so normalized in the three years since it first began to manifest that we just assume now that platforms like Facebook, YouTube, WhatsApp, and Twitter will exacerbate political and social instability. We expect they will be abused by ultranationalist trolls. We know they will be exploited by data firms. We wait for them to help launch the careers of populist leaders. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/brazil-jair-bolsonaro-facebook-elections

Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Amazon all pay in to Chuck Grassley's "Hawkeye PAC", one of white supremacist Steve King's major donors.  http://www.iowawatch.org/2012/08/05/steve-king-campaign-draws-356850-in-pac-funding/

VP Pence appears with a fake rabbi; Jacobs did not name the 11 victims of the Pittsburgh shooting in his prayer, but he did in his prayer for Republican politicians, including Pence, the presidential cabinet, and four Republican candidates for office. “I pray for them and for the Republican Party and its candidates so that they would honor you and your ways, that you might grant them victory in this election,” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/30/18042224/mike-pence-christian-rabbi-loren-jacobs-messianic-jews

Just 11 donors have given $1 billion to super PACs over the past 8 years. That's more than 20% of the $4.5 billion hauled in by super PACs since they came into existence. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/eleven-donors-plowed-1-billion-into-super-pacs-since-2010/2018/10/26/31a07510-d70a-11e8-aeb7-ddcad4a0a54e_story.html

Poisonous air is having a devastating impact on billions of children around the world, damaging their intelligence and leading to hundreds of thousands of deaths, according to a report from the World Health Organization.

The study found that more than 90% of the world’s young people – 1.8 billion children – are breathing toxic air, storing up a public health time bomb for the next generation. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/29/air-pollution-worlds-children-breathing-toxic-air-who-study-finds?CMP=twt_a-environment_b-gdneco

Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel spent $10,000 in Wisconsin state taxpayer money on coins bearing his new WI Department of Justice motto: K.A.E.D. — which actually stands for “Kicking Ass Every Day.” https://twitter.com/annalecta/status/1056930822400475143

10.27.2017
Today, yet another Trump fan entered a synagogue, shouting anti-Semitic epithets, and murdered 8 Jewish people, injuring 6 others. https://twitter.com/rgay/status/1056246921042378752
The apparent spark for the worst anti-Semitic massacre in American history was a racist hoax inflamed by a U.S. president seeking to help his party win a midterm election. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/10/caravan-lie-sparked-massacre-american-jews/574213/
As Pittsburgh massacre was still unfolding, Trump called mayor Bill Peduto — and started complaining about death penalty laws. Stunned into silence, Peduto ended the call. https://twitter.com/Gabriel_Pogrund/status/1059241612574896130
Hours after a mass-murder inspired by his own rhetoric, US president jokes he thought about canceling his speech—not because of the Pittsburgh Tree of Life mass shooting, but because of his "bad hair day" https://twitter.com/thedailybeast/status/1056287097085022208
Trump also flat out lied Saturday evening to justify moving forward with a campaign rally mere hours after 11 people were shot to death in a Pittsburgh synagogue. Trump said that the New York Stock Exchange reopened the day after the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, when in reality it took several days for the markets to reopen.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/10/trump-falsely-says-nyse-opened-day-after-sept-11-to-justify-holding-campaign-rally-after-synagogue-shooting.html
The US president had to be “persuaded” to denounce anti-Semitism after synagogue shooting http://bit.ly/2D9ZThk
Fox News continues to promote message that terrorists’ attempted victim, George Soros, is a villainous puppet master https://twitter.com/BillKristol/status/1056374076749606913
Republicans continue running ads promoting same message https://twitter.com/oppo_researcher/status/1056263682857021440
Republicans are generally either standing behind the demonization or refusing to comment—but they aren’t stopping. “I tend to believe it,” Chuck Grassley said when asked if he believed Soros was paying the Kavanaugh protesters. “I believe it fits into his attack mode that he has and how he uses his billions and billions of resources.” https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/lissandravilla/george-soros-republican-attacks-pittsburgh-pipe-bombs
Republican Senator John Cornyn uses out-of-context statement by Democrat in attempt to put blame on others for the hatred and violence which his party has incited https://twitter.com/DavidJollyFL/status/1056529699810099202
https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1056527715602522118

Synagogue killer Bowers wrote he was specifically compelled to act based on the lie perpetuated by Trump and the right that a caravan was being paid by Soros (Jews) to invade America https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/pittsburgh-synagogue-shooting-suspect-threatened-jewish-groups-pushed-migrant-caravan-n925256

This week basically was overload. Khashoggi murder/coverup displaced by made-up “caravan” story (and made-up tax cut) displaced by MAGAbomber, all while Republicans lie and cheat like one had still not imagined was even possible. Plus, while all this was going on, Republicans were getting traction with a “left/mobs” narrative, which only seems to have been at last punctured temporarily by a mass terror bombing campaign.
- the Proud Boys’ mob assault 
- the Rise Above Movement arrests 
- the Kroger killer 
- the MAGA bomber
- the Synagogue shooting

10.26.2018
the FBI found two more explosive devices on Friday, bringing the total number of bombs uncovered so far to 12. One of the devices was in a package addressed to Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ), and another was intended for former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, though it was addressed to CNN’s offices in New York.  https://www.vox.com/2018/10/25/18022894/clinton-obama-cnn-pipe-bombs-investigation-trump
FBI arrests bombing suspect: Sayoc apparently had tweeted threats to at least two bomb recipients, as well as pro-Trump memes and conspiracy theories. He’d also tweeted attacks at Republicans who opposed Trump. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/26/18027244/cesar-sayoc-arrest-pipe-bomb-mail-suspect
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/26/18028880/cesar-sayoc-pipe-bomber-twitter-facebook-social-media
Sayoc’s voter registration in Florida lists him as a Republican, according to state records.
Sayoc was “obsessed w/all things Trump. He went to multiple rallies, the inauguration, he visited Trump-branded properties.” https://twitter.com/KFILE/status/1056201264168648706
"we had a man driving around with politicians in cross-hairs plastered all over his van-no one called and said 'I’m worried about this guy..’” https://twitter.com/DeadlineWH/status/1055931325293694981
President of the United States, after attempted terrorist multiple-murder by one of his supporters: “Republicans are doing so well in early voting, and at the polls, and now this ‘Bomb’ stuff happens and the momentum greatly slows – news not talking politics. Very unfortunate, what is going on.” https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1055826295337172993 
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-complains-bomb-stuff-interfering-gop-momentum
Trump has blamed the media itself for the current poisonous tone even as he deliberately uses that media to establish that very tone. His defenders have taken to the airwaves to blame the recipients of these bombs, claiming it is all a “false flag” operation to generate sympathy for the Democrats on the eve of the midterm elections. https://truthout.org/articles/broad-daylight-fascism-and-the-bombs-of-october/
Trump hits "globalists" at WH event after call for unity in wake of bomb-scare suspects arrested. Several audience members shout out "George Soros" and others shout "lock 'em up." Trump chuckles, points and repeats "lock 'em up." https://twitter.com/Jordanfabian/status/1055865508397019137
“I just asked Trump if he would pledge to tone down his rhetoric over the next few days ahead of the midterms. His answer: no.” https://twitter.com/CeciliaVega/status/1055924517648900099
Trump has had multiple chances to unite the country on the day authorities detained a suspected pipe bomb maker who targeted prominent Democrats and CNN. Trump has passed on all of them — choosing instead to continue criticizing Democrats and the media. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/26/18029958/trump-pipe-bomb-cesar-soyac-obama-clinton-cnn
Various Republicans attempt to erase awkward comments https://twitter.com/BAKKOOONN/status/1055944447559647233
Trumpist web site retweets two-year-old story about firebombing of North Carolina GOP office https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1055866593371193347
The President of the United States successfully incited violence against several Democratic leaders, so the NY Times took it upon itself to look into....the ways *they've* criticized *him.* https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/26/nyregion/who-received-pipe-bombs-explosives.html
Vice President of US: “I was with Martha McSally every step of the way when she fought to protect pre-existing conditions for every American. She was there. I saw it.” This is absolutely false in every way. https://twitter.com/VaughnHillyard/status/1055977974795661312

“really hateful stuff is coming in waves not from foreigners or fringe groups, but from WH-sponsored rallies, from widely-cited internet sites that have zillions of followers, and from a four-hour window of hot crazy known as “’Fox in prime time.’” https://twitter.com/RadioFreeTom/status/1055860394101784577

Republican campaign of complete lies https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/25/politics/republicans-health-care-midterms-falsehoods/index.html

Silicon Valley tech-vendors are insisting that their own children are not even allowed near any kind of screen. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/26/style/silicon-valley-nannies.html

In Texas, voting machines are flipping Democratic votes to Republican Ted Cruz http://hill.cm/irKWDAx
https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/1055631800083640320

in Washington and Colorado… citizens who are tired of waiting for their elected officials to act are resorting to direct democracy: with ballot initiatives, up for votes on November 6, that would directly take on fossil fuels. (Washington’s would put a price on carbon emissions; Colorado’s would radically reduce oil and gas drilling.) According to their public records, in just those two states, just this year, oil and gas — both directly and through PACs — has dumped $47 million into efforts to crush the initiatives. That number could easily top $50 million by the time of the election. On two underdog state initiatives! https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/10/26/18026074/elections-2018-koch-industries-bp-colorado-washington-fracking-carbon-initiatives
In Colorado, Noble Energy is funneling millions of dollars into TV ads in the state, in a way that it says bypasses disclosure laws. David Sirota and Chase Woodruff report: “The maneuver — which pioneers a novel way for corporations to circumvent disclosure statutes and inject money directly into elections — has been blessed by the office of Colorado Secretary of State Wayne Williams, who has led a Republican political group bankrolled by [Noble].” https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/10/26/18026074/elections-2018-koch-industries-bp-colorado-washington-fracking-carbon-initiatives

10.25.2018
If Dems take control of the House and subpoena Trump's tax returns, Gingrich said the legal fight would go to the Supreme Court "and we will see whether or not the Kavanaugh fight was worth it." https://wapo.st/2ArDn11
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/26/18026690/newt-gingrich-kavanaugh-trump-tax-returns

DeKalb County, GA, has “lost” more than 4,500 vote-by-mail applications delivered by the GA Democratic Party. “on a phone call with state Dems, county elections chair acknowledged ‘possible error’” https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/25/us/politics/senate-house-elections.html

Since 2016, the country’s election infrastructure has improved, but not by much, and things are going to get worse before they get better. More importantly, the people who safeguard our elections want Americans to reconcile with a harder truth: The way we experience electoral politics is undergoing a sea change, from the ballots we cast to the outcomes we read about to the way we process our most personal decisions. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/25/18001684/2018-midterms-hacked-russia-election-security-voting

From now on, these officials say, each aspect of elections is a national security target — and they will be for the next few decades, so we’d better get used to it now. 

10.24.2018
the most extensive plot to kill senior US government officials and prominent Americans in history. It targeted two former presidents, their families, a former Secretary of State, a former head of the CIA, senior members of Congress, a leading media organization & one of America's most distinguished philanthropists. … Within hours Donald Trump was back on the campaign trail churning up the atmosphere of hatred and combativeness that surely contributed to these attempted murders. He wants it behind him.   https://twitter.com/djrothkopf/status/1055266048079990784
Bombs are sent to ex-president Obama, various former staff, and political allies—all persons frequently vilified by Trump https://twitter.com/ReignOfApril/status/1055139850121347073
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/24/18018256/explosive-device-bomb-clinton-obama-cnn-soros
https://www.axios.com/bomb-found-mail-sent-bill-hillary-clinton-318f81c7-331d-4486-9d4d-31d486e37294.html
Fox host blames Democrats for bombs sent to Democrats https://www.mediamatters.org/video/2018/10/24/fox-host-blames-democrats-bombs-sent-democrats-speculates-bomber-may-have-wanted-garner-sympathy/221831
Republican DeSantis supporters carrying signs that say “fake news, fake bombs” outside tonight’s debate. https://twitter.com/kevinsidonohoe/status/1055210613847347205
More than a dozen prominent Trumpists have suggested the bombs are a liberal hoax https://twitter.com/jonswaine/status/1055175217641865216
rally tonight where the President's supporters, after today, are chanting 'Lock Her Up' and a politician stands in front of them and doesn't have the common decency to say stop to that group of people."  https://twitter.com/hardball/status/1055240078929334272
Florida GOP’s featured 2018 summit guest (Dinesh D’Souza) replies: “fake mail bombs” https://twitter.com/PeterSchorschFL/status/1055923863865966592
as bombs were sent to top democrats across the country on thursday, fox news coverage of the migrants in southern mexico actually increased https://twitter.com/existentialfish/status/1055932728045133825
President Trump has no intention of calling those targeted by the pipe bombs, a senior official tells me. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1055884769391792128
Someone is putting pipe bombs in the mail and instead of working on it DHS is doing media hits about unarmed Hondurans a thousand miles from the border. https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1055598537868804097
Federal immigration and health officials were blindsided by President Donald Trump's "zero tolerance" policy on migrants crossing the southwest border, triggering a cascade of problems as agencies struggled with the fallout from family separations, congressional investigators said in a critical report issued Wednesday. https://www.sfgate.com/news/texas/article/Report-Agencies-blindsided-by-Trump-s-13332132.php

…though much of the campaign discourse this week is about “the caravan,” a space force, and a fake middle-class tax cut, none of those are issues where the policy outcomes are going to shift dramatically based on what happens in November. On taxes and health care, by contrast, there are very real tangible consequences at stake. House Republicans have some big policy ideas — primarily a large regressive tax cut paid for by cuts to Medicaid — that they have been unable to get the Senate to go along with. If Republicans pick up a Senate seat or three, that may change a lot of people’s lives dramatically. Donald Trump doesn’t want people to understand those tangible consequences — he thinks that if people do understand it, they won’t vote for his allies.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/24/18017202/donald-trump-middle-class-tax-cut-tax-reform-2-0

Race has moved to the forefront of this year’s midterm elections to an extent unprecedented in recent decades https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/412853-racial-animus-moves-to-the-forefront-in-midterm-battle?userid=43578
https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1055561024533864448

Ohio GOP throwing everything they've got at an effort to prevent any public information campaigns about the election in Ohio's largest urban area.  https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1055248885340344320

The Trump administration rejected four nominees to serve the Board of Veterans' Appeals as administrative judges after asking about their political leanings. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/ive-never-seen-these-positions-politicized-white-house-rejection-of-veterans-judges-raises-concerns-of-partisanship/2018/10/23/f488046a-ce51-11e8-920f-dd52e1ae4570_story.html

A traditional, nonpartisan function of the president is serving as “Comforter-in-Chief” — responding to national tragedies with stern words for those responsible (if any) and warm words for the victims. It’s one of the many parts of the presidency in which Donald Trump often seems either uninterested or comically inept.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/24/18018890/bombings-trump-response-tweet-clinton-obama-cnn

The Chinese listen to President Trump's cellphone calls, noting the people he talks to regularly in hopes of using them to influence the president. Trump’s aides have repeatedly warned him that Russian spies also eavesdrop. https://nyti.ms/2EIoPhs
(We just spent an entire fucking election pearl clutching about Hillary’s emails and an actual major security risk will barely get covered.)  https://twitter.com/TVietor08/status/1055244960537235456
https://twitter.com/SkinnerPm/status/1055227142341050369

10.23.2018
Turkish president Erdogan’s account fully contradicts the Saudi government narrative that Khashoggi was killed in a “rogue operation” gone awry. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/10/23/18013554/khashoggi-turkey-erdogan-speech-saudi-arabia
The Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) is normally one of the most cautious, academically oriented parts of the White House. Staffed and headed by professional economists, the CEA tends to issue serious academic explorations of problems in the economy…Under the Trump administration and chair Kevin Hassett, it has embraced a new goal: owning the socialists. “The Opportunity Costs of Socialism,” a report released by the CEA on Tuesday, is a truly bizarre document. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/23/18013872/white-house-socialism-report-cea-mao-lenin-bernie-sanders
CNBC: makes headline out of Trump lackey’s claim that “stocks are falling due to fear that Democrats will win” which is completely false https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1054913512307388416
The Georgia NAACP filed complaints Tuesday with state election officials alleging that some voting machines mistakenly showed votes cast for Democrat Stacey Abrams registering for her opponent Republican Brian Kemp. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2018/10/23/georgia-naacp-filed-complaint-voting-errors-some-counties/1741406002/

NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine reportedly convinced the White House to temporarily remove the head of the Russian national space agency Roscosmos Dmitry Rogozin from the U.S. sanctions list. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1054893278880038913

“Donald Trump is waging one of the most inflammatory closing arguments of any modern campaign, lacing his midterm rhetoric with easily disprovable claims that are building on the fact-challenged foundation of his presidency.” https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/23/politics/donald-trump-mid-term-election-immigration-ted-cruz/index.html

US national media eat up and regurgitate Trump’s just about openly acknowledged attempt to make “migrant caravan” into a big story for his own political ends—continuing a trend of Republican election-close fake stories that have influenced elections for years
https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/1054489252782923776
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/10/22/trump-halt-migrant-caravan-many-troops-necessary/1731717002/
https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1054916282234089473
https://twitter.com/ndrew_lawrence/status/1054541339931693056
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the-caravan-is-coming-and-its-high-time-to-calm-the-rising-media-frenzy/2018/10/22/d86a0292-d612-11e8-a10f-b51546b10756_story.html
https://politi.co/2q6Jzpf
https://twitter.com/Mikel_Jollett/status/1054786061556056065
Ex-Trump campaign adviser Barry Bennett tells WaPo that the migrant caravan is a "political gift." "I wish they were carrying heroin," Bennett said. "I wish we had thought of it." https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-and-republicans-settle-on-fear--and-falsehoods--as-a-midterm-strategy/2018/10/22/1ebbf222-d614-11e8-a10f-b51546b10756_story.html
“It doesn’t matter if it’s 100 percent accurate,” a senior Trump administration official told The Daily Beast. “This is the play.” https://www.thedailybeast.com/trumps-own-teams-know-his-caravan-claims-arent-true-dont-particularly-care?source=twitter&via=desktop
“Even going through the motions of pretending like there's some sort of inquiry or knowledge production happening has just fallen away. They just are like, ‘What do we need to believe in this situation? It's good for us to believe that the caravan is a threat, so we believe it.’” https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/assessing-america-s-information-crisis-david-roberts-podcast-transcript-ncna943701?cid=sm_npd_ms_tw_ma

For the past several months, President Donald Trump has been waging a costly trade war with China, which has had no shortage of ill effects on US farmers. The president decided to use millions of American taxpayer dollars to bail them out — but that money may also end up helping Chinese-owned and foreign-owned agriculture companies operating in the US. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/23/18013734/trump-china-trade-war-steel-tariffs

“The last generation of Americans that will be remotely secure in their retirement, who enjoyed prosperity their grandkids won't, have decided they'd rather spend their last years seething and terrified about cable news bullshit.” https://twitter.com/david_j_roth/status/1054557991322746880

The courts forced Hillary Clinton to release every single email she wrote as Secretary of States, but won't make Wilbur Ross undergo a single deposition about the 2020 census. https://twitter.com/kdrum/status/1054581557426601986

In an automated message, the DOJ announces they've shut down their main press email and are now forcing reporters to fill out their online form. https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1060643686609022976

10.22.2018
Speaking with reporters in Nevada on Saturday, Trump said he was working on a “very major tax cut for middle-income people.” He said the White House and congressional leaders are “studying very deeply, round the clock” to create another tax cut “not for business at all” that will be announced on November 1 or sooner. Axios was first to flag the remarks. Trump continued the line on Monday, telling reporters he would lower middle-class taxes by 10 percent before the election. Many observers noted that what he’s promising is basically impossible: Congress isn’t in session and won’t be until after voters head to the polls on November 6. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/21/18005468/trump-tax-cut-middle-class-2-0
Despite this being a nonsensical fiction, American media produce headlines propagating the concept https://twitter.com/leemwilliams/status/1054505138621038592
Maggie Haberman of the New York Times is one of the most high-profile and influential reporters covering the Trump White House. Yet her reaction to the president of the United States telling an inflammatory lie about the caravan of Central American asylum-seekers passing through Mexico was to make an observation about Donald Trump’s tactical savvy in deploying anti-Muslim racism. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/22/18008542/trump-journalism-truth
More information has also trickled out since Friday that calls into question the Saudi version of events. CNN aired a Turkish surveillance video that purports to show a body double wearing Khashoggi’s clothes and a fake beard leaving the Saudi consulate through the back door less than two hours after the journalist first entered the building. And a Turkish newspaper also reported Monday that a member of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s entourage called MBS’s office from the consulate four times on the day of Khashoggi’s murder, suggesting that perhaps MBS may have had more information than he’s claiming.  https://www.vox.com/2018/10/22/18008734/saudi-journalist-jamal-khashoggi-body-double-latest-updates
“…makes it clear that the Trump Administration has zero compunction about even pretending to comply with the spirit or the letter of the Affordable Care Act. This change would allow public tax dollars to be used to pay for junk plans...one of the very things which the ACA was specifically designed NOT to allow.” http://acasignups.net/18/10/22/red-alert-seema-verma-gets-tired-waiting-legislative-or-judicial-action-gut-aca-decides-do
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/22/18010752/obamacare-preexisting-conditions-short-term-insurance-2018-midterms-1332-waivers
Protester cuffed and dragged out by police at Trump rally—no evident justification  https://twitter.com/DomenicoNPR/status/1054531209412427776
Trump makes it official that he is a [white] nationalist. https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1054559616854622214
A month ago, Ed Whelan took a leave of absence from his job at the Ethics and Public Policy Center after spinning a Twitter theory about Christine Blasey Ford, who had accused then-Supreme Court nominee (now Justice) Brett Kavanaugh of sexual assault. Whelan’s theory used Zillow maps to attempt to prove that Ford’s assaulter was not Kavanaugh, but one of his classmates. Now Whelan is back at work. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/23/18014580/ed-whelan-kavanaugh-zillow-eppc-absence

The Texas judge who's primed to eliminate the ACA's protections for preexisting conditions has been sitting on his opinion for six weeks now. “My money? The judge is waiting until after the midterms because he knows that bad ACA headlines would hurt Republicans at the polls.” https://twitter.com/nicholas_bagley/status/1054353855784329216
“Note that he specifically stated that his decision would be released “soon” immediately after the oral arguments.” https://twitter.com/charles_gaba/status/1054358908473618433

Since Ted Nugent posted an anti Semitic meme in 2016 he has visited the president in the Oval Office and done a campaign event in Michigan with the president’s son. https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1054402610705453056

Supreme court justice Brett Kavanaugh once lobbied in support of a controversial judge who is now tasked with reviewing more than a dozen ethics complaints filed against him during his own confirmation process. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/22/brett-kavanaugh-supreme-court-tim-tymkovich-ethics-complaints

Several of President Donald Trump’s judicial nominees have private, locked Twitter accounts that they didn’t share with the Senate Judiciary Committee, underscoring the lack of clear rules about what nominees are required to disclose about their online lives.

“…for about 30 percent of the electorate, Trump is the major source of news about Trump. Which means that for that portion of the American public, an authoritarian news system is already up and running.”  https://www.vox.com/ezra-klein-show-podcast/2018/10/22/17991170/press-media-trump-polarization-jay-rosen-avenatti

Study: When influential liberal interest groups file amicus briefs, it signals to conservative justices to not vote for that side of the issue. When conservative groups file amicus briefs, liberal justices side with liberal litigants less. https://twitter.com/m0rganb1rck/status/1054395279380791296

An increasing number of voters in Georgia, especially minorities, are becoming convinced that the election could be rigged. https://www.thedailybeast.com/black-voters-in-georgia-fear-brian-kemp-is-rigging-the-election

10.21.2018
I see MSNBC report that Trump job-approval rating is fully forty-seven fucking percent #FML
Journalist Carl Bernstein said Sunday that President Trump has discussed ways to challenge the results of the midterm elections if the GOP's grasp on power slips. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/carl-bernstein-trump-preparing-to-call-midterm-elections-illegitimate-if-democrats-take-power
Donald Trump was being “playful” when he praised a Montana congressman who assaulted a Guardian reporter, said a Republican senator https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/21/trump-playful-assault-guardian-reporter-ben-sasse
In one speech… the president invented nonexistent riots in California and a nonexistent Democratic policy of giving luxury cars to unauthorized immigrants. Afterward, he touted a nonexistent plan to pass a major tax cut in the next 10 days. (The rapid evolution of a Trump lie: At his Arizona rally on Friday, he said that "next thing you know" Democrats will want to give unauthorized immigrants free cars. At his Nevada rally on Saturday, he said they already do "want to give them cars.”) https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1054037548429963267
Erie, Pennsylvania police estimate that 3,000 people gathered outside Trump's 9,000-seat rally venue to watch on a screen. Trump: "...Erie, Pennsylvania the other night with 25,000 people outside of a 12,000-seat arena. It's been amazing." https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1054079132034830336
Trump administration floats “defining transgender out of existence.” (The hell of which is, this could be a smoke-bomb because Trump doesn’t realistically care, but he would also do this without hesitation because he doesn’t realistically care; it’s risky to pay attention to him and unsafe to ignore him.) https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/21/us/politics/transgender-trump-administration-sex-definition.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
“The government is going to do genetic tests to see what kind of citizen you are, and this is going on while the GOP is provably snuggling up with white nationalists.”  https://twitter.com/ftrain/status/1054112888233881600
When Bruce Michael Alexander was arrested on suspicion of groping a woman on an airplane, he reportedly told FBI agents that President Donald Trump “says it’s OK to grab women by their private parts.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/23/18013854/trump-airplane-access-hollywood-tape
A photo of bloodied law enforcement officers from 2012 was used to make false claims about a “migrant caravan” (itself a substantially fabricated concept). Ginni Thomas, wife of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, helps spread it https://medium.com/@trevorhughdavis/clarence-thomass-wife-is-sharing-fake-news-about-the-caravan-3e62bee95b81

Sheldon Adelson and his wife, Miriam, delivered another $25 million to help Republicans try to hold control of the US Senate in the Nov. 6 election, adding to the more than $87 million they previously gave to bolster GOP’s midterm campaign. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-20/adelsons-add-25-million-to-their-midterm-campaign-spending

“A variety of official Republican Party institutions are working hand-in-glove with Gavin McInnes’ violent militia while the president praises assaults on journalists but somehow the civility debate is focused on progressive protestors.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1054056646832463874

Trump lost the popular vote by two percentage points and for citizens unhappy with his rule to get a meaningful check on his power they need to win the House vote by five or six points.  https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1053768721884463104

A New York Times investigation finds that in a rush to compete against Amazon, other retailers like Verizon have exploited warehouse workers, too many of whom have fainted or even experienced miscarriages while on the job due to grueling conditions. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/21/business/pregnancy-discrimination-miscarriages.html?smid=tw-share

Georgia Sec. of State Brian Kemp's office improperly purged 340,134 people from voter rolls by claiming that they moved, even though they still live at their registered addresses, says a Palast Investigative Fund analysis. https://twitter.com/ajplus/status/1053421185470361601

Trump  tells audiences the opioid bill passed "very little Democrat support." The vote was 98 to 1, with only Utah Sen. Mike Lee (R) opposing it. The House passed it 393 to 8.  https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1054060328928055296

10.20.2018
Donald Trump has said the Saudi explanation of Khashoggi’s death in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul is credible and insisted sanctions will not be countenanced. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/20/us-ready-to-move-on-from-khashoggi-case-but-will-turkey-play-along
A US permanent resident, the Father of American children and a Washington Post columnist was murdered in a Saudi Consulate and dismembered. https://twitter.com/SteveSchmidtSES/status/1053460553362944000
Trump claims Saudi arms deal creates 1 million new jobs. Fact-check: the ENTIRE US defense contracting industry employs 335,000 people in the US. Lockheed said the Saudi arms deal would create several hundred new jobs - in Saudi Arabia. https://twitter.com/Indira_L/status/1053702646094274561
Trump is reportedly poised to nominate couture handbag designer and Mar-a-Lago member Lana Marks to become ambassador to South Africa, making her the fourth Mar-a-Lago member that the Trump has tapped for an ambassadorship. http://palmbeachdailynews.com/news/20181019/exclusive-mar-a-lago-member-lana-marks-headed-to-south-africa-post
http://www.businessinsider.fr/us/trump-nominates-lana-marks-mar-a-lago-member-south-africa-ambassador-2018-11

With Mueller reportedly scrutinizing Roger Stone's communication w/ WikiLeaks, now is a good time to remember that the GOP-led House Intel Committee refused to subpoena Roger Stone's DMs & texts, which include comms w/ Guccifer, WikiLeaks, a Russian promising dirt on HRC, & more. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1054184233877598208

The Trump administration is planning to tell Russian leaders next week that it is preparing to exit the landmark Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, according to American officials and foreign diplomats. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/19/us/politics/russia-nuclear-arms-treaty-trump-administration.html

FCC Chairman Pai is urging wireless carriers to waive the October bills for people affected by Hurricane Michael and to restore service as soon as possible. … Pai failed to issue a similar call after Hurricane Maria ravaged Puerto Rico. To make matters worse, the FCC has neglected to fully analyze why the hurricane was able to obliterate the island’s communications infrastructure.

10.19.2018
New indictment against Russian-based disruption tactics https://twitter.com/eliseviebeck/status/1053385572503486465
Ted Cruz says something that according to Politifact’s analysis is not true so of course they proclaim it “half true.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1053353911921315840
The Missouri Republican Party sent mailers to 10,000 voters across the state with false information about when their absentee ballots are due, the party’s executive director acknowledged Friday. Ray Bozarth said the incorrect information was printed on postcards as the result of “a miscommunication” between the party and its vendor, which he declined to name. Bozarth also did not say how the miscommunication occurred. https://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/election/article220334185.html#storylink=cpy
The British government has joined press freedom advocates and journalists in expressing dismay and disgust with Donald Trump’s remarks at a rally, where he praised the unprovoked assault on a Guardian US journalist by the state’s congressman, Greg Gianforte. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/19/trump-greg-gianforte-guardian-reporter-assault
Brian Kemp, Georgia Secretary of State and the Republican nominee for Georgia governor, expressed at a ticketed campaign event that his Democratic opponent Stacey Abrams’ voter turnout operation “continues to concern us, especially if everybody uses and exercises their right to vote,”  https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/brian-kemp-leaked-audio-georgia-voting-745711/
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/23/18014968/brian-kemp-stacey-abrams-georgia-voting-audio-rolling-stone

This week, the Treasury Department reported that the federal deficit grew to $779 billion this year under Republican leadership — a 17 percent increase from 2017, and the largest deficit since 2012, when the country was still seeing the effects of the recession.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/19/17989664/deficit-tax-cuts-donald-trump-disaster-relief

“If every Democrat decided to just pretend to favor a Republican position they’d repeatedly voted against, they’d end up in a lot of hot water with normally friendly media outlets. No analog to Fox propaganda programming that follows the party wherever it goes.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1053037623550332928

A new bill from the office of Israel’s culture minister, Miri Regev, has proposed to cut funding from culture organizations that criticize the State of Israel or highlight the Palestinian national narrative. https://hyperallergic.com/464763/israels-culture-minister-pushes-bill-to-freeze-funds-for-arts-organizations-highlighting-palestinian-narratives/

ongoing effort of wealthy Republicans to shut down critical media coverage with abusive lawsuits https://www.thedailybeast.com/ex-trump-adviser-jason-miller-sues-will-menaker-of-chapo-trap-house-over-tweet

Republicans extend attempts at tearing down the entire notion of objective authority, stealing the Washington Post’s “four pinocchio” graphic to attack opponents over ads which the Post did not fact-check. (Naturally, TV stations just run the ads.) https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/1053286284813393921
Meanwhile, Ohio Republican Dave Joyce misrepresents his opponent’s response to a voter-information organization, resulting in their denouncing his campaign’s falsehood, publicly https://www.cleveland.com/open/2018/10/voter-research-org-says-dave-joyce-lied-when-citing-them-in-ad-attacking-betsy-rader.html

10.18.2018
Trump has praised Greg Gianforte, the Congress member from Montana, for violently attacking a Guardian reporter, saying that someone who performs a body slam is “my guy”. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/18/trump-greg-gianforte-assault-guardian-ben-jacobs
After questions from The Times, the passages below were deleted from the Heritage Foundation “training academy” for law clerks application materials. https://twitter.com/adamliptak/status/1052941740720709633
Republicans launch smear campaign to make murdered journalist Jamal Khashoggi seem like “he had it coming.”  https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/conservatives-mount-a-whisper-campaign-smearing-khashoggi-in-defense-of-trump/2018/10/18/feb92bd0-d306-11e8-b2d2-f397227b43f0_story.html
NBC helps legitimize Republican lies about preexisting conditions  https://twitter.com/jleibenluft/status/1053254365212037120
Europe’s most powerful far-right leader — Italian Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini — and the other five men can be heard negotiating the terms of a deal to covertly channel tens of millions of dollars of Russian oil money to Salvini’s Lega party. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/albertonardelli/salvini-russia-oil-deal-secret-recording
The links between Komov, Salvini, and those eventually caught on tape plotting secret Russian financing for Italy’s far right are clear. So, too, are the ties both of them — as well as Komov’s sanctioned employer, and the other sanctioned Russian individuals — have with the World Congress of Families, and America’s broad network of far-right fundamentalists https://thinkprogress.org/world-congress-of-families-anti-lgbtq-russian-far-right-financing-f9a3d4de4a90

Climate change is the least debated issue of the midterm political season. The weather is the top topic of conversation at any cooperative elevator’s coffee table, along with the markets. Everyone knows that things have been changing in sweeping ways out here on the richest corn ground in the world. It’s drought in the spring and floods in the fall – what were considered 500-year floods in Cedar Rapids and Des Moines 30 years ago are now considered 100-year floods. Iowa has been getting soggier in spring and fall, with scary dry spells interspersed, and more humid at night by as much as a third since 1980.
	Everyone knows it has been getting wetter and weirder, especially Dr Gene Takle, a Nobel prize-winning climate scientist at Iowa State University. Takle predicted 20 years ago the floods we see today, already linking it to climate change back then. Farmers just saw ponding and called the tiling company to install more. We’re on our way to doubling the size of the northern Iowa drainage system in the past 30 years as the upper midwest has grown more humid and extreme.
	This drainage system is delivering runoff rich in farm fertilizer to the Mississippi river complex and the Gulf of Mexico, where the nitrate from Iowa and Illinois corn fields is growing a dead zone the size of New Jersey. The shrimping industry is being deprived of oxygen so Iowa farmers can chase 200 bushels of corn per acre – and hope against hope that corn will somehow increase in price as we plow up every last acre. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/19/politicians-say-nothing-but-us-farmers-are-increasingly-terrified-by-it-climate-change

As an alarming new study in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences outlines, between 1976 and 2013, the number of invertebrates (like insects, spiders, and centipedes) in the Luquillo rainforest caught in survey nets plummeted by a factor of four or eight. When measured by the number caught in sticky traps, invertebrates declined by a factor of 60. These dramatic drops occurred despite the fact that the forest is a protected wildlife area.
	The researchers note that this loss of invertebrates — which serve as food for many other forms of life in the ecosystem — has also coincided with losses of birds, lizards, and frogs. “The food web appears to have been obliterated from the bottom,” the Washington Post’s Ben Guarino reported on the study. Guarino’s story quotes one invertebrate expert who called the research “hyper alarming.”
	The report is just one example of a larger, troubling trend: Insects — including yes, bees — and other critters are rapidly disappearing around the world. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/10/17/17985282/insects-puerto-rico-biodiversity-mass-extinction-pnas

10.17.2018
Judiciary Chair Chuck Grassley insisted on holding a confirmation hearing for six federal judges on Wednesday, even though he himself — and the majority of the committee — weren’t able to attend. It’s an unprecedented arrangement, all 10 Judiciary Democrats say. While confirmation hearings have been held during recesses before, they’ve only been done so with the consent of the minority https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/17/17985512/senate-judiciary-chuck-grassley-dianne-feinstein
The Trump Administration wants to pull out of the Universal Postal Union(!) This is one of the oldest international institutions, been around since 1874. It's why we can reliably send mail around the world. https://twitter.com/MarkLGoldberg/status/1052593016228143104
China now gets to be seen as the good global actor, stepping in as the US retreats from the international order it helped create.  https://www.vox.com/2018/10/19/17996378/trump-china-universal-postal-union-treaty
Republicans are trying en masse to fool voters about their well established intent… and Washington Post writes it up as “Republicans sounding a lot like Democrats.”  https://twitter.com/PeterWStevenson/status/1052592218970746881
One of the biggest legal battles over climate change is now in limbo pending a decision from the Supreme Court’s chief justice, who last week took the odd step of halting the lawsuit to consider a stay.  https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/10/23/18010582/childrens-climate-lawsuit-supreme-court

Over the past 24 hours, we learned precise details about what Turkish officials say happened to Saudi journalist and dissident Jamal Khashoggi when he disappeared two weeks ago — and how the Trump administration wants to sweep the issue under the rug. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/10/17/17989638/jamal-khashoggi-murder-wsj-nyt-dismember
Saudi Arabia transfers $100 million to U.S. amid crisis over Khashoggi https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/saudi-arabia-transfers-100-million-to-us-amid-crisis-over-khashoggi/2018/10/17/22b23ae1-c6a4-43a4-9b7d-ce04603fa6ab_story.html
Kushner: This is no worse than the time the Saudis killed a bus full of children.  https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/18/world/middleeast/jamal-khashoggi-killing-saudi-arabia.html
the Saudis' bullshit fall guy strategy is being worked out in public.  https://nyti.ms/2AhXz5h

Twitter accounts originating in Iran masqueraded as foreign journalists and concerned U.S. citizens in their attempt to push political messages on the social media site until they were suspended earlier this year, according to research published Wednesday. https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/10/17/new-data-show-how-iran-tried-manipulate-public-opinion-twitter/

GOP is going wild with racism, misogyny, xenophobia, and the old standby of antisemitism https://www.thedailybeast.com/gop-ad-taps-anti-semitism-to-portray-george-soros-as-puppet-master

an eight-month investigation by ProPublica and WNYC reveals that the post-millennium Trump business model is different from what has been previously reported. The Trumps were typically way more than mere licensors or bystanders in their often-troubled deals. They were deeply involved in these projects. They helped mislead investors and buyers — and they profited handsomely from it. https://features.propublica.org/trump-inc-podcast/trump-family-business-panama-city-khafif/

10.16.2018
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman knew of a plan to lure a prominent journalist and US resident to Saudi Arabia and detain him, according to US intelligence. But the Saudi royal told President Donald Trump on Tuesday that he had no knowledge of what happened to Jamal Khashoggi, the journalist who has been missing for two weeks — and Trump believed him. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/16/17984978/trump-saudi-arabia-jamal-khashoggi-tweet
Meanwhile, a senior Saudi source claims Mike Pompeo personally delivered to Saudi Arabia's king and crown prince a roadmap, drawn up by the US secretary of state, shielding themselves from the Jamal Khashoggi murder scandal https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudis-using-pompeos-plan-shield-leadership-khashoggi-fallout-says-source-1684431379
Additionally, Jared “Kushner… offered the crown prince advice about how to weather the storm, urging him to resolve his conflicts around the region and avoid further embarrassments." https://nyti.ms/2zLH8xu
Georgia polling places suddenly not accepting documents for IDs that they have always accepted and are listed in the rules as acceptable because they have to "double check". https://twitter.com/KatCalvinLA/status/1052296786163822592
Zinke just fired the Department of the Interior’s acting inspector general. The news doesn’t stop there. Not only did Mary Kendall, the acting inspector general, not learn she was being replaced until The Hill broke the news this morning, but her replacement will likely be able to fill the role without needing to go through Senate confirmation.  https://www.outsideonline.com/2355936/zinke-fires-inspector-general?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=onsiteshare
“Kushner did not answer my question and the secret service informs me, while obscuring my phone, that despite identifying as WH press, there is a ‘time and a place’ for questions.” https://twitter.com/errolbarnett/status/1052327063200387073
“When did the Secret Service start obstructing journalists’ reporting? I covered & traveled with three presidents & not once did the secret service interfere.” https://twitter.com/jackiekcalmes/status/1052535550589247488
today it was confirmed that Facebook massively & knowingly inflated its video-view statistics, which had the DIRECT consequence of 90% of media orgs firing writers in favor of expensive video producers, who also got fired when it turned out video was worthless https://twitter.com/dyfl/status/1052403439613829120

Rep. Duncan Hunter is under federal indictment. He’s using race-baiting attacks to distract from that. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/16/17979304/midterms-2018-duncan-hunter-ammar-campa-najjar

Ivanka and her dad have been lying around the world to pump up their real estate deal sales. A former fed prosecutor told us: "We have seen those sorts of claims form the basis for criminal cases in a number of different settings." https://twitter.com/ericuman/status/1052518608558051329

10.15.2018
Seniors in rural Georgia were dancing in the street, preparing to board Black Voters Matter‘s bus to cast their ballots on the first day of Georgia’s early voting period. But the 40 or so elderly African Americans were told by their senior center to get off the bus — an act organizers described as “live voter suppression.” https://thinkprogress.org/georgia-black-voters-matter-bus-blocked-from-taking-seniors-to-vote-a3c3e6580c5b/
Trump administration’s choice to run the Medicaid program nationwide is Mary Mayhew, a strident Medicaid critic who has urged states not to join the Affordable Care Act’s Medicaid expansion. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/15/17980028/medicaid-trump-mary-mayhew
Arkansas, the first state to have its Medicaid work requirement go into effect, announced today that 8,426 low-income people there have lost coverage as a result of the policy change https://twitter.com/JoanAlker1/status/1051876346396401664
Meanwhile, more evidence that expanded Medicaid works really well https://twitter.com/RonWyden/status/1051940211544985602
Trump on offering $1 million for Elizabeth Warren's DNA test: "I didn't say that." He literally did say that.  https://twitter.com/tommyxtopher/status/1051836357197385728
“For the record, I have no financial interests in Saudi Arabia (or Russia, for that matter),” Trump said. “Any suggestion that I have is just more FAKE NEWS (of which there is plenty)!” This is not true — as a Fox News-affiliated Twitter account quickly pointed out.  https://www.vox.com/2018/10/16/17984212/trump-tweet-saudi-arabia-fox-news-jamal-khashoggi-mbs
The Russian Orthodox Church severed ties with the Constantinople Patriarchate on Monday, in what many consider to be the biggest split in Orthodox Christianity since the Great Schism of 1054 between Eastern and Western churches. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/15/world/europe/russia-orthodox-church.html
Dark-money political groups are continuing to shield their anonymous donors from public view, despite a recent court order that called for an unprecedented look at their funders. A major disclosure deadline passed Monday with few political nonprofits unveiling any donors, and even some of those that did offer a peek at their backers still left the original source of the donations murky. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/10/16/donors-to-dark-money-groups-still-mostly-hidden-despite-court-ruling-905894

Trump wants to disrupt world affairs while Mattis wants to maintain the status quo. So even though they began their time together speaking several times a day on the phone, their fundamental disagreements seem to have pushed them further and further apart as time went on — and now they rarely talk. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/18/17869778/trump-60-minutes-mattis-democrat

10.14.2018
Trump interview: “It's all holy fucking batshit” https://www.wonkette.com/donald-trump-is-insane-and-dumb-and-unhinged-and-dumb-again-and-disgusting-and-did-we-mention-dumb
Trump on mimicking Christine Blasey Ford: "It doesn't matter. We won."

“As Saudi Arabia threatens massive economic reprisals against the US if held to account for the disappearance of a WashPo columnist, a friendly reminder that the Trump administration formally labeled America's top source of imported oil, Canada, a threat to national security” https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/1051471914353463296

10.13.2018
Tonight in NYC the “Proud Boys” called people they considered to be “antifa” faggots as they beat them up. Gavin McInnes brandished a sword. The police provided them with protection. Then Fox News broadcast a bullshit story promoting the lies. https://twitter.com/andrewkimmel/status/1051010382628880384
https://twitter.com/chick_in_kiev/status/1051005011730341888
https://www.buzzfeed.com/juliareinstein/proud-boys-gavin-mcinnes-protest

the United States’ trade deficit with China has only widened since the implementation of tariffs and hit a record-high $34.1 billion, according to Chinese statistics released this week https://www.rawstory.com/2018/10/trumps-china-tariffs-massively-backfire-trade-deficit-smashes-record-high/

10.12.2018
Despite Khashoggi’s disappearance, Treasury Sec. Mnuchin tells CNBC he will still attend Saudi conference: "I am planning on going at this point. If more information comes out and changes we can look at that...Saudi has been a very good partner." https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1050749224676192256
Trump said he wants to move forward with a major arms deals with Saudi Arabia, but senators from both parties are warning that Congress may block these accords from going forward in light of the disappearance of journalist Jamal Khashoggi. https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/11/politics/senators-congress-could-block-saudi-arms-deals/index.html
Trump holds Ohio campaign “rally” with more unhinged lying, insanity, authoritarianism. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1050890347830632448
The President of the United States just performed a creepy little onstage skit in Minnesota that included simulating an orgasm by two FBI agents https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1183134491495276544
A political appointee from the Department of Housing and Urban Development is replacing the Interior Department’s top internal watchdog… Government ethics watchdogs called the move disturbing, saying that putting a political appointee into the IG’s role raises concerns about how thoroughly the office will investigate the secretary. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/10/16/ryan-zinke-investigation-852764
Official Australian government video about the threat of bush fires is basically an apocalyptic film trailer https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=C09WmkwxuRw
Gavin McInnes… uses slurs like “nigger” and “faggot,” once described transgender people as “gender niggers” and “stupid lunatics” and maligned Muslims as “stupid” and inbred. He has been pictured wearing a neo-Nazi band’s T-shirt, has a tattoo associated with that band, is chummy with white supremacists, writes for white supremacist websites and likes to throw up Nazi salutes. He also regularly incites his Proud Boy followers to commit violence. “Fighting solves everything,” he has said. In 2018, under President Donald Trump, a person like McInnes is invited to speak at a popular Republican institution not despite his extremism but because of it. His invitation to the Metropolitan Republican Club, scholars of fascism said, shows Republicans’ increasing ease with what is essentially the militant, fascist wing of their party https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/proud-boys-republican-party-fascist-creep_us_5bc7b37de4b055bc947d2a8c

Voter suppression gone wild https://www.thedailybeast.com/republicans-have-a-secret-weapon-in-the-midterms-voter-suppression?source=TDB&via=FB_Page
https://twitter.com/AlexMohajer/status/1049858473217929216
https://whowhatwhy.org/2018/09/05/shuttered-polling-sites-cast-shadow-over-midterm-elections/
https://www.democracynow.org/2018/10/16/headlines/georgia_county_rejects_nearly_1_in_10_mail_in_ballots
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/25/18010928/2018-midterm-elections-voting-rights-purges

10.11.2018
after NY Times reports EPA's disbanding of its Particulate Matter Review Panel, the webpage linked in the article's 2nd sentence, listing the panel's employee contact and membership, was taken down. https://twitter.com/andmbergman/status/1050762249625833472
the body was slated to meet in Dec, meaning the removal cuts off the public's knowledge of an advisory panel that, at least until two days ago, was still active. https://twitter.com/andmbergman/status/1050762402952867840

Republican congressional campaigns against nonwhite opponents turn to xenophobia https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/11/negative-political-ads-republican-racism

Trump campaign is marketing its database of 20 million supporters' personal data for rent to campaigns, PACs & even private businesses. It appears to be the 1st time a sitting president facing reelection has partnered with a list broker to do this. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/13/us/politics/trump-political-data.html

10.10.2018
USA Today published an op-ed bylined by President Donald Trump Wednesday morning that’s so dishonest it could almost have been Trump speaking extemporaneously at a rally. In fact, it’s so dishonest that some clever editor appears to have subversively snuck links into the text that debunk some of its key claims https://www.vox.com/2018/10/10/17959968/trump-usa-today-op-ed-medicare-health-care
the Supreme Court refused to intervene in a challenge to a North Dakota voter ID law [voter suppression and disenfranchisement]. The law requires that North Dakota residents provide identification that includes a residential street address in order to vote. But the state is home to thousands of Native Americans and others who do not have standard addresses, which the challengers argued would effectively disenfranchise them. http://fortune.com/2018/10/10/supreme-court-north-dakota-voter-id-laws/
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/10/supreme-court-makes-it-harder-for-tribal-north-dakotans-to-vote/
Pelosi said obtaining Trump’s  tax returns would be "one of the first things we'd do" https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/11/politics/pelosi-trump-tax-returns/index.html

Trump is giving the Saudis an easy out. Khashoggi's fiancée, along with the rest of the world, might never get the answers Pence says should be forthcoming in part, at least, because the Saudis know they are unlikely to be held to account. It's not the first opportunity Trump has missed to get tough with his Saudi partners.… https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/10/opinions/trump-saudi-arabia-robertson-opinion-intl/index.html

massive voter suppression in Georgia by Republican Secretary of State (and candidate for governor) Kemp: with about one month left before a November election that will decide a governor’s race and some competitive U.S. House races, over 53,000 voter registration applications are “on hold” with Kemp’s office. (Kemp’s office has already cancelled over 1.4 million voter registrations since 2012) https://www.wabe.org/voting-rights-become-a-flashpoint-in-georgia-governors-race/
The number of voter registration applications that Brian Kemp's office has frozen equals roughly 2% of the total number of votes cast in the 2014 gubernatorial election. Polls show a *very* tight election this year. https://twitter.com/Taniel/status/1050082024806121472

GOP candidates are just avoiding debates and candidate forums in a number that is arguably a worrying portent of how they are moving toward conscious and open government without any accountability to the public at large
The Hamilton County GOP among others openly mocks the concept https://twitter.com/HamCoGOP/status/1050190222259101698

With nightly protests outside the White House now months old with no sign of going away, the Trump administration proposes to dramatically limit the right to demonstrate near the White House and on the National Mall, including in ways that would violate court orders that have stood for decades. https://www.aclu.org/blog/free-speech/rights-protesters/trump-administration-seeks-stifle-protests-near-white-house-and

a growing list of Salvadorans have died at the hands of security forces and gangs after being deported from the United States. … At least 20 of these murders have occurred in El Salvador since 2016 alone. https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/26302/kicked-out-of-the-u-s-salvadoran-deportees-are-struggling-simply-to-stay-alive

10.9.2018
Trump, speaking at a triumphalist White House ceremony, has made the baseless claim that the new supreme court justice Brett Kavanaugh was “proven innocent” of allegations of sexual assault. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/08/brett-kavanaugh-swearing-in-donald-trump
“Trump’s apology to Brett Kavanaugh and description of the allegations against him as a ‘hoax’ are a brazen display of power. Lying on this scale is what dictators do, distorting reality and showing what they can get away with.”  https://twitter.com/polblonde/status/1049565417461743617
Insane Trump rally. Firehose of brazen lies. “Lock her up” cheers. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1049800473572569088
Despite the state’s Oct. 9 deadline to register to vote arriving amidst a looming Category 4 hurricane, Florida has refused to grant an adequate extension for Floridians to register to vote.  https://www.aclu.org/blog/voting-rights/promoting-access-ballot/hurricane-michael-barreling-down-gulf-coast-florida
Holes in immigration laws are allowing state court judges to grant custody of migrant children to American families without notifying their deported parents, the Associated Press reported  https://thehill.com/policy/international/americas/410653-ap-migrant-children-may-be-adopted-after-parents-are-deported?__twitter_impression=true&__twitter_impression=true
UN ambassador Nikki Haley resigns a day after CREW caught her taking huge, dubious gifts of private plane trips from donors https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1049991630365708290

amid a dramatic five-year spike in aviation accidents, the Navy has put aviation safety data that used to be public behind a wall.  https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/10/the-navys-accident-data-is-now-hidden-from-public-view/572461/?utm_source=feed

“The Trump Internet had largely convinced itself that Taylor Swift was on its side, despite a total lack of evidence.” Melts down upon being confronted with inarguable falseness of belief.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/10/08/betrayal-beyond-words-far-right-melts-down-over-taylor-swifts-endorsement-democrats/?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.13fe287b260a

Over 2.2 million spots have aired in congressional and gubernatorial races, totaling nearly $1 billion at this point in the 2018 election cycle—a 70 percent increase from the same period in 2014 midterm elections, according to a new report by the Wesleyan Media Project in partnership with the Center for Responsive Politics. For outside groups, the jump was even more precipitous with congressional and gubernatorial TV ad airings up 85 percent from the comparable period in the 2014 midterm cycle. https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2018/09/ads-war-escalates

Interest groups trying to catch President Trump's attention are just advertising on Fox News https://www.wsj.com/articles/interest-groups-compete-for-trumps-tv-attention-1539015374

Republicans have already packed the Supreme Court - they've appointed 15 of the last 19 justices.  https://twitter.com/ezralevin/status/1139563538073227266

10.8.2018
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on Monday that he and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un made “significant progress” over the weekend toward dismantling Pyongyang’s nuclear program. …Pompeo told reporters that North Korea has agreed to let international inspectors visit Punggye-ri, the site of all six of North Korea’s nuclear tests. … Letting inspectors visit the facility may sound well and good, except for one thing: It’s already been destroyed. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/8/17952178/pompeo-north-korea-trip-nuclear-site
Moody’s says rising inequality will weigh on US’s credit profile https://twitter.com/crampell/status/1049300479203835904
The global economy is expected to take a small hit for the rest of this year and next year — and it’s partly President Donald Trump’s fault. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) released a major report on Tuesday that projected the world’s economy will grow by 3.7 percent, which is 0.2 points lower than they had estimated in April. That’s the same rate of growth as 2017, signaling a slight slowdown — and Trump’s trade policies are a major reason why. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/9/17955106/imf-economy-trump-trade-war-growth
AG Rosenstein has been asked to accompany President Trump on Air Force One to a police chiefs' convention in Orlando (compare to bad-faith furor when Loretta Lynch spoke with Bill Clinton on a runway shortly before election two years ago)  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1049332106810314752
Kavanaugh jokes about his baseball-ticket debt paid off by mysterious backers https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1049443659001815040
At Kavanaugh swearing-in, Trump makes comment to retired Justice Anthony Kennedy who is visibly shocked by it. What was it? https://twitter.com/Eleven_Films/status/1049449309790322688
Kathy Griffin: “This morning, [Trump son and surrogate Donald Jr.] retweeted this tweet which contains a video of a Pizzagate/QaNON guy screaming at me at my show in Philadelphia over the weekend. … the guy who interrupted my show is delighted by Don Jr's retweet. So by retweeting, Don Jr. has told people like this guy that what he's doing is OK and encouraged them to continue engaging in this behavior.”  https://twitter.com/kathygriffin/status/1049458659430883328
Past Ohio Secretary of State and candidate for governor, Republican Ken Blackwell, posts enthusiasm for death of Supreme Court Justice Ginsburg https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1049321212281868288

…at a time when civilization is accelerating toward disaster, climate silence continues to reign across the bulk of the US news media. Especially on television, where most Americans still get their news, the brutal demands of ratings and money work against adequate coverage of the biggest story of our time. Many newspapers, too, are failing the climate test. [After] the scientists of the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a landmark report, warning that humanity had a mere 12 years to radically slash greenhouse-gas emissions or face a calamitous future in which hundreds of millions of people worldwide would go hungry or homeless or worse. Only 22 of the 50 biggest newspapers in the United States covered that report. https://www.cjr.org/special_report/climate-change-media.php

IPCC report: only a handful of countries are on track to meet their targets set under the Paris agreement … Global greenhouse gas emissions are still increasing, and even climate change-fighting champions like Germany are on track to miss their goalposts. Yet if every country were to meet its goals under Paris, that would still put the planet on a trajectory to warm by 3°C. Hitting the far more ambitious 1.5°C target is therefore a much heavier lift … Countries won’t just have to give up fossil fuels and stop emitting greenhouse gases; they’ll have to pull carbon dioxide straight out of the air.  https://www.vox.com/2018/10/5/17934174/climate-change-global-warming-un-ipcc-report-1-5-degrees
The world’s leading climate scientists have warned there is only a dozen years for global warming to be kept to a maximum of 1.5C, beyond which even half a degree will significantly worsen the risks of drought, floods, extreme heat and poverty for hundreds of millions of people. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report
The report subsequently caused precious little alarm and precipitated none of the large-scale actions that are needed to alter the course of events.  https://bigthink.com/strange-maps/fake-map-fukushima-disaster-radiation?rebelltitem=1#rebelltitem1

Infowars' Paul Joseph Watson shared an edited video of a Brazilian voting machine automatically voting for leftist candidate Haddad and it currently has over 3,000 retweets.  https://extra.globo.com/fato-ou-fake/e-fake-video-em-que-eleitor-seleciona-tecla-1-aparece-automaticamente-candidato-fernando-haddad-na-urna-23136596.html

10.7.2018
McConnell waited less than 1 day before celebrating the partisanship which Republicans were—falsely as ever—pretending to find so terrible. "Nothing unifies Republicans like the courts,” McConnell told the Washington Post.
NYT found the president "participated in dubious tax schemes," including "outright fraud," in its year-long investigation. Meet the Press, This Week, Face the Nation, and Fox News Sunday ignored it https://twitter.com/mlcalderone/status/1049351533874307072

In less than one year, we have gone from underage-dating Roy Moore modestly dividing senior GOP figures, to the entire party circling wagons in support of serial-assaulter and attempted-rapist Brett Kavanaugh. They have used a phony investigation, brazenly bad-faith arguments, unbounded hypocrisy, and then bragged of how this proceeding united their party.

Self-described conservative: “we have forgotten that there are hundreds of other survivors out there who are now the teenage survivor I once was. Who have heard, ‘It doesn’t matter what someone did years ago.’ Who have seen a woman vilified, attacked, and even subjected to death threats after making an allegation of abuse. The impact of sending that message across our country is greater and more devastating than we will ever know, because we have silenced the voices that would otherwise tell us.” https://www.vox.com/first-person/2018/10/15/17968534/kavanaugh-vote-supreme-court-sexual-assault-christine-blasey-ford

One unnamed donor gave $17 million to the Leo-affiliated Judicial Crisis Network to block the nomination of Judge Merrick Garland and to support Gorsuch; then a donor — perhaps the same one — gave another $17 million to prop up Kavanaugh. https://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2019/sep/11/sheldon-whitehouse/its-true-millions-dark-money-has-been-spent-tilt-c/

10.6.2018
Bare Senate majority commits to confirming Brett Kavanaugh for Supreme Court
Poll after poll has shown Kavanaugh as the most unpopular Supreme Court nominee to get picked in decades. A September Quinnipiac poll found that 42 percent of people were opposed to his confirmation. That number spiked to nearly 50 percent following the hearings last week with him and Christine Blasey Ford https://www.vox.com/2018/10/6/17942468/brett-kavanaugh-confirmation-partisan
“Brett Kavanaugh was nominated to the Supreme Court by an unpopular president who won 3 million fewer votes than the runner-up. He was confirmed by a Senate majority that represents a minority of the country. He was confirmed despite most Americans telling pollster after pollster they did not want him seated on the Supreme Court.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/16/17951596/kavanaugh-trump-senate-impeachment-avenatti-democrats-2020-supreme-court
Appointed Arizona Senator John Kyl was Senate “sherpa” for Kavanaugh, and a past paid lobbyist for “Judicial Crisis Network” which has spent millions promoting Kavanaugh. His vote was part of the 50-48 majority. https://www.rollcall.com/news/politics/outside-money-fuels-court-fight-amid-calls-kyl-not-vote
Wall Street Journal headlines its coverage with a rape joke https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/6/17945228/wsj-editorial-board-members-susan-collins
Trump’s now rallying supporters by warning them that if Democrats take back the Senate, they’ll pass a bill written by Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) called the “Open Borders Bill.” No such bill actually exists. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/8/17951426/open-borders-bill-trump-feinstein-democrat

Just days before the migrant “caravan” set out from Honduras, an imposter stole the identity of a prominent early supporter on Facebook, using a fake account to try to boost the caravan’s numbers. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/kenbensinger/a-mysterious-imposter-account-was-used-on-facebook-to-drum

10.5.2018
Senator Elizabeth Warren: “the available documents contradict statements Mr. Kavanaugh made under oath.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/10/05/elizabeth-warrens-new-tantalizing-claim-about-kavanaugh-shows-what-utter-madness-this-is/
Trump is accusing sexual assault victims of being Soros-funded operatives.  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1048199032168837121
Russian state TV was there first https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1048213190595792896
(Soros-conspiracy is a stable of antisemitic politics in Europe.)  https://twitter.com/EJDionne/status/1048220290810089472
The National Review went all-in on the Soros conspiracy days before Trump picked it up https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/09/who-was-behind-the-flake-set-up/
Promptly, Grassley joined Trump in accusing sexual assault victims who speak out of being "politically motivated" operatives funded by "left-wing dark money groups." https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1048206940034060288
Arizona Republicans tried to make a donation to a Democratic congressman as members of the Communist party in an apparent attempt to tie him to the far left. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/12/arizona-republicans-communists-democrats-donation-attempt

Chief Justice Roberts has received many misconduct complaints against Kavanaugh from a fellow judge based on Senate comments. In tense confirmation, he did not referr them to a judicial panel for further investigation https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/dc-circuit-sent-complaints-about-kavanaughs-testimony-to-chief-justice-roberts/2018/10/06/c7e7b526-c8d0-11e8-b1ed-1d2d65b86d0c_story.html

Russian state media is supporting Trump’s Kavanaugh nomination both in its domestic publications, as well as those aimed at the English-speaking audiences. https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-kremlins-for-kavanaugh-russian-state-media-backs-trumps-supreme-court-nominee
(lawyers for the company accused of funding the Internet Research Agency cited a decision of Kavanaugh in their argument to get the charges dropped). https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1048219279819038721

“If the US has someone whom historians will look back on as the gravedigger of American democracy, it is Mitch McConnell.” – Christopher Browning, one of America’s most eminent and well-respected historians of the Holocaust https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/5/17940610/trump-hitler-history-historian

At some point, the US considered a ban on student visas for Chinese nationals—sources told the Financial Times that Stephen Miller said the proposed policy had a bonus: It would hurt elite universities where staff and faculty had been critical of Trump https://twitter.com/CitizenCohn/status/1047102849308643328

Christine Blasey Ford unambiguously meets the test of credibility. She first mentioned the incident and identified Kavanaugh years ago; she named another eye-witness unlikely to support her story; she passed a polygraph test; she notified Congress before Kavanaugh was nominated; she sought an FBI investigation; her testimony under oath was forthright; and she was not discredited when tested by an experienced sex crimes prosecutor. Even her account is corroborated by Kavanaugh's own calendar showing that his close social circle included people she named as present.

10.4.2018
After not authorizing the FBI to interview Dr. Christine Blasey Ford or any potential corroborating witnesses, the White House says it has found no corroboration of the sexual assault allegations against Kavanaugh in the FBI report.
Subordination of the FBI: the FBI handed a document to Congress that didn’t seek to clarify seriously the veracity of the accusations against Kavanaugh, but its existence gave Republicans the cover they wanted to back him anyway. The upshot is that the independent FBI established after Watergate and whose existence everyone reaffirmed during Wray’s confirmation process is now dead. Other senior FBI leaders have already been purged, and Trump’s shameful treatment of Peter Strzok, Bruce Ohr, and others has made it clear that he has no compunction about ordering further purges.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/8/17947614/kavanaugh-fbi-investigation
WH Deputy Press Secretary Raj Shah just CNN that Kavanaugh doesn't known Deborah Ramirez and has never spoken to her. ... but Kavanaugh sought out and released a picture of him with Ramirez from 10 years post-graduation when they were both in the same wedding party. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1047821013042548737
Kevin Brady is chair of the House Ways & Means Committee. Single-handed, he could refute or confirm the NYT powerful accusations of tax fraud by Donald Trump. https://www.cnn.com/2018/09/05/politics/trump-tax-returns/index.html … He explicitly disparages the very idea. https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/1047837122353410048
Barricades have been erected around the Capitol ahead of the Kavanaugh vote. https://twitter.com/MattLaslo/status/1047900065032036354
“We've reached the ‘Lock Her Up’ portion of the rally taking place during due-process-matters week.” https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1048006257586659329
at the White House Gift Shop, you can already preorder a commemorative coin with Kavanaugh’s name on it.  https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/10/4/17910736/white-house-gift-shop-brett-kavanaugh-coin
Having already gone on Fox news to plead his case, Kavanaugh (who was preparing for his hearing a week ahead of time) writes WSJ op-ed claiming 1) that he is impartial and 2) that his partisan remarks during hearing were a product of emotions for which he was not prepared. In point of fact his claim to be victim of a partisan conspiracy was in his prepared remarks. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/10/the-guardrails-fall/572242/
Kavanaugh doesn’t acknowledge, let alone withdraw, his implicit threat to get back at the liberal groups he blamed for supposedly conspiring to bring him down. https://twitter.com/tribelaw/status/1048011654833852416
Saak Karapetyan, Deputy General Prosecutor of Russia, just died in a helicopter crash in Kostroma, Russia. He was official who signed documents prepared by Natalia Veselnitskaya sent to US DOJ to try exonerate Prevezon in US money laundering case https://twitter.com/Billbrowder/status/1047789404243337216

FBI investigation into Kavanaugh was restricted into a complete sham https://wapo.st/2Rmx84V
Never once spoke with Dr. Ford, or Kavanaugh https://twitter.com/Yamiche/status/1047690149142966272
Washington Post: As FBI background check of Kavanaugh nears its end, probe appears to have been highly curtailed https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/1047653060770713601
Never spoke with more than at most one-third of key sources https://www.justsecurity.org/60945/30-people-fbi-interview-kavanaugh-investigation/
The White House restricted the FBI from delving deeply into Kavanaugh’s youthful drinking and exploring whether he had lied to Congress about his alcohol use, according to officials. https://twitter.com/mateagold/status/1047642586889015299
Ramirez’s team provided agents with more than 20 people who might have information relevant to her claims. But as of Wednesday, Ramirez’s team had no indication that the bureau had interviewed any of them.
A president who is under investigation for conspiring in the subversion of his own election and obstruction of justice apparently rigged the investigation of his Supreme Court nominee, who thinks presidents shouldn’t be investigated. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1047714843996946432

Republicans under President Trump have adopted a distinct political methodology evocative of autocratic regimes: Eschew rationality and facts, whip up hate, play to the mob. They cannot make winning, rational arguments on immigration, so they resort to fear-mongering about a nonexistent crime epidemic caused by illegal immigrants. They cannot come up with an effective health-care plan to replace the Affordable Care Act, so they sabotage that law and disguise their quest to strip out protections for preexisting conditions. [These things actually predated Trump, realistically] 
In the case of the Supreme Court, it was not enough for Republicans to praise Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh and to let the facts come out about their nominee; they had to turn the FBI investigation into a Swiss-cheese production, laughably omitting key issues (Did he lie under oath about drinking, suggesting he might not have a solid memory of high school debauchery?) and not interviewing all the key witnesses.
What’s more, in order to rally their base, Republicans needed to smear, insult and dismiss Christine Blasey Ford – and by extension thousands of female sex-crimes victims. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/opinions/wp/2018/10/04/republicans-misogyny-will-come-back-to-haunt-them/?utm_term=.4b5c17a79d03

Indiana Republican Mike Braun is running his U.S. Senate campaign on borrowed funds. More than three of every four dollars in his war chest was loaned to the campaign, and the bulk of it has come from banks with executives who are Braun’s friends, professional acquaintances, or campaign donors. At the same time, Braun has used a legal but controversial accounting maneuver to circumvent donation limits https://elink.thedailybeast.com/view/5ae0f27391d15c56ba37a1d88pyd2.5f8/81c74506

10.3.2018
Late evening: McConnell files cloture (which starts the clock on the confirmation vote) and senators haven’t even seen the FBI report yet https://twitter.com/amyklobuchar/status/1047666979778285571
New DHS report confirms horrifying details about family separations we reported this summer: 
- Kids in cages for days 
- Bad record keeping 
- Asylum seekers turned away 
Second report found *nooses* in cells of migrants.
https://twitter.com/jacobsoboroff/status/1047461927952121861
FEMA “test” of direct message from Trump to nearly all US cell phones — postponed from original date because so many people hate it https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/mobile/fema-s-presidential-alert-test-postponed-some-americans-want-disconnect-n910406?icid=related
the New York Times published a lengthy article accusing the President of the United States of committing tax fraud, the President has *not* personally denied it, and it isn't even the top news story right now https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1047519307519774721
Former Kavanaugh roommate: “Brett Kavanaugh stood up under oath and lied about his drinking and about the meaning of words in his yearbook.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/10/brett-kavanaugh-college-roommate-jamie-roche.html
Utah Senator Hatch approves public attack on sexual assault survivor Julie Swetnick https://www.sltrib.com/opinion/editorial/2018/10/04/tribune-editorial-hatch/
the US has had a friendship treaty with Iran since 1955. But now the Trump administration has announced that it is officially ending that treaty.  https://www.vox.com/2018/10/3/17932804/iran-amity-treaty-1955-pompeo
Republican members of Franklin County, Ohio, elections board members kill election-awareness promotion program https://www.dispatch.com/news/20181004/commissioners-dispute-elections-boards-denial-of-funding-for-advertising

FBI investigation of Kavanaugh looks illegitimate: 
The FBI hasn't interviewed Brett Kavanaugh or Dr. Christine Blasey Ford because it doesn’t have clear authority from the White House to do so.  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-03/fbi-said-to-lack-white-house-approval-to-talk-to-kavanaugh-ford
More than 40 people with potential information about the sexual assault allegations against Brett Kavanaugh have not been contacted by the FBI, multiple sources told NBC News.  https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/dozens-potential-sources-information-have-not-been-contacted-fbi-kavanaugh-n916146
"The objective here is not seeking the truth," said a former senior FBI official https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1047526192256040960
Sen. Chris Coons personally alerted FBI Dir. Chris Wray of an additional eyewitness alleging Kavanaugh exposed himself to a 2nd woman at Yale- but the FBI never interviewed the witness, Max Stier, or investigated it. https://twitter.com/JaneMayerNYer/status/1173573627528306688

Objection to Kavanaugh builds:
More Than 500 Law Professors Condemn Kavanaugh For ‘Lack Of Judicial Temperament’; Eight of the signatures in the letter to the Senate were from professors at Yale, where the Supreme Court nominee obtained his law degree. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/kavanaugh-judicial-temperament-law-professors_us_5bb40200e4b028e1fe38cf9d?section=politics&ncid=tweetlnkushpmg00000016
1,500+ (and growing) law professors. https://twitter.com/WajahatAli/status/1047943567191289856
National Council of Churches...wrote in a statement on their website that they believe Kavanaugh has "disqualified himself from this lifetime appointment and must step aside immediately." hill.cm/UeqATHt 
Church of Latter-Day Saints women have called on the Mormon Senate judiciary members for a FULL investigation https://www.worldreligionnews.com/religion-news/mormon-womens-group-calls-lds-senators-investigate-claims-kavanaugh
Benedictine nuns https://twitter.com/sarahposner/status/1047637100902985731
Two former Yale classmates of Kavanaugh's who previously vouched for him just wrote to the Senate Judiciary Committee to note they are withdrawing their support because of "the nature of Judge Kavanaugh’s testimony." https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1047236372162125824
Three years ago Kavanaugh himself said a Judge Must Keep “Emotions in Check” and Not Be a “Political Partisan”
Opposition among American voters to the nomination of Brett Kavanaugh has increased since his testimony before the Senate on sexual assault allegations. …The share opposing him grew by four percentage points compared to the situation before the hearing. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/03/kavanaugh-opposition-bloomberg-orourke-politics-minute
Retired (Republican) Justice John Paul Stevens https://twitter.com/luluramadan/status/1047916196568453123
For the first time since 1987 (with Robert Bork), the Washington Post editorial board call on the Senate to reject a Supreme Court nominee.

“Nothing can reverse the damage that’s been done by comments like Trump’s, or the way Republicans lined up to defend Kavanaugh absolutely during the Ford hearing. The National Sexual Assault Hotline reported a 147 percent increase in calls over the average during the Ford and Kavanaugh hearings; since Ford first came forward, the average per-day increase has been around 46 percent. The vicious debate is re-traumatizing victims, sending a message to women that they will still struggle and face harsh resistance to coming forward. If this is what happens to a woman like Ford, a white college professor with means, what’s the lesson for less privileged women?” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/3/17915872/brett-kavanaugh-news-trump-defense-philosophy

10.2.2018
Yet another Trump “rally.” Trump openly mocks Dr. Ford’s account of her alleged sexual assault https://twitter.com/PeterAlexander/status/1047281764245360640
Several moments after Trump describes Kavanaugh’s treatment as “abuse” and decries guilty until proven innocent, the crowd goes into “Lock her up!”
During the 8-year Obama presidency, his mildest ribbing or disapproving remark about any person or group was basically a scandal; now, the US president regularly engages in hateful and intentionally cruel mockery of a sexual assault survivor and no one really reacts.
Dr. Ford’s legal team has repeatedly reached out to the FBI, the FBI does not currently have plans to interview her. https://twitter.com/PeterAlexander/status/1047200810294239232
Republicans on the Senate Judiciary Committee just released a letter from a weatherman named Dennis Ketterer who claims Kavanaugh accuser Julie Swetnick likes to have sex w/ multiple men and therefore he doesn't believe her allegations are true. (An employee of right-wing PJ Media reached out to Dennis Ketterer -- the weatherman whose letter trying to discredit Kavanaugh accuser Julie Swetnick was just released by Senate GOP -- a week ago, telling him to check his Facebook messenger b/c she sent him something important.) https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1047247550854643713
Grassley’s office ratchets up attacks on Ford’s attorneys https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1047289864201355264
three former Kavanaugh clerks who previously said he was great just wrote to the Judiciary Committee to clarify that they are "deeply troubled" by the allegations against him https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1047237793745973248
Senate Judiciary Committee GOP majority spreads false claims about Kavanaugh https://www.durbin.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Letter%20to%20Chairman%20Grassley%20-%20October%203,%202018.pdf
Goalpost-moving in action. Same people who claimed last week that the White House was absolutely right to oppose any reopened FBI background check, painting the idea as a grave injustice, now hail WH's belated support for probe as proof of WH's commitment to truth https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1047072801973329921
McConnell: “One thing for sure: The Senate will vote on Judge Kavanaugh here on the floor this week.” https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1047135470814212097
DHS Sec. Kirstjen Nielsen in June: "We do not have a policy of separating families at the border." DHS IG report today: Yes, you did. https://twitter.com/AaronBlake/status/1047168082656055297
The Ninth Circuit just released an unsigned opinion in Keith Gartenlaub’s case; in a non-precedental opinion, they upheld his conviction. … This is, in other words, a punt — a punt that admits such unrestricted searches are a problem, but manages to avoid ruling for this case, a case that itself served as precedent at the FISA court for a whole slew of even more problematic national security searches. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/10/02/in-the-most-cowardly-possible-decision-ninth-circuit-upholds-gartenlaub-conviction/
Rolando Pablos, the Texas Secretary of State, announced plan to reject 2400 lawfully submitted voter registration forms -- only one week before the state’s October 9th voter registration deadline
A fake NBC News site has been publishing multiple fake stories about pedophiles and has forced police departments in Indiana, Michigan, and Utah to rebut them within the past day. … The fake stories have more than 94,000 Facebook engagements combined. https://twitter.com/AlKapDC/status/1047179069878624256
Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi is disappeared—what did the Trump admin know and do nothing about?  https://twitter.com/evanchill/status/1049822601550417920
The body of slain Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi was likely burned in a large oven at the Saudi consulate general's residence in Istanbul https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/03/jamal-khashoggi-body-burned-large-oven-saudi-home-190304011823218.html

Only 40% of white voters believe Ford more than Kavanaugh. https://twitter.com/magi_jay/status/1046802694617419776

Trump has had a approval rating near 90 percent among Republicans for basically his entire presidency. Nothing — not the travel ban, not Charlottesville, not the family separation controversy, nothing — really put a dent in that. 
… Trump’s argument has always been that I will “make America great again” by rolling back social change, and I’ll stick it to the Democrats in the process. This is the argument that seems to be exciting the Republican base — and, crucially, bringing Republicans who claim to be repulsed by Trump into his camp. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/4/17936664/brett-kavanaugh-republicans-never-trump-sham

Sen. Murkowski  says the volume of calls from Alaskans on Kavanaugh is unprecedented. Deluge is larger than before the health care vote. "All the voicemail boxes are are literally filled within the first hour," she says. https://twitter.com/lruskin/status/1047221545599471617

The astroturfed "WalkAway Movement" (a social media campaign driven by Trump supporters claiming they're ex-Democrats) has re-emerged as a top hashtag among accounts linked to Russian influence operations, per Secure Democracy's Hamilton 68 dashboard. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1047134337957863424

Trump reportedly picks handbag designer as ambassador to South Africa https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/02/lana-marks-trump-us-ambassador-south-africa
She's a former Trump Org. customer, held her daughter's wedding -- with 300 guests -- at 
Trump's Mar-a-Lago Club in Florida. https://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/lifestyles/society/tiffany-marks-and-simon-isaacs-valentine-day-wedding-mar-lago/5GhabUDEhv3KKDqhZr7GEL/

The Trump administration is quietly moving to weaken U.S. radiation regulations, turning to scientific outliers who argue that a bit of radiation damage is actually good for you https://apnews.com/6a573b6b020e453c90ecd5e84aa23f57

Everything about this confirmation process makes no sense; it undermines faith in the Senate Judiciary Committee and may taint the Supreme Court. We must know: Why Kavanaugh? https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/10/01/one-question-why-kavanaugh/

10.1.2018
White House continues to evade responsibility for placing any limits on FBI investigation into Kavanaugh, potentially (but who knows) lifting the restrictions in the process…  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/1/17916254/kavanaugh-fbi-investigation-ford-trump
https://www.vox.com/2018/10/1/17915690/brett-kavanaugh-christine-blasey-ford-fbi-investigation
“A complete background check investigation will not be possible without the ability to interview classmates and associates and anybody with knowledge of the circumstances in the time frame in question,” Dennis Franks, a former FBI agent https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/10/01/another-trump-cover-up-former-fbi-agents-question-limits-on-probe-of-kavanaugh/
Meanwhile, the White House Counsel is at all events somehow in charge of the investigation https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1046825841395683329
A Yale classmate of Brett Kavanaugh’s issued a statement today saying that Kavanaugh was not truthful about his drinking in his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee last week. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/30/us/politics/chad-ludington-statement-brett-kavanaugh.html
In the days leading up to a public allegation that Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh exposed himself to a college classmate, the judge and his team were communicating behind the scenes with friends to refute Deborah Ramirez’s claim, according to text messages obtained by NBC News. (Kavanaugh said under oath the 1st time he heard of Deb Ramirez's allegations was in a 9/23 New Yorker article. )https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/mutual-friend-ramirez-kavanaugh-anxious-come-forward-evidence-n915566
GOP congress has let the Violence Against Women Act expire https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/violence-against-women-act-expiring-september_us_5b6b0a4ae4b0de86f4a789db
Trump tells a female reporter that she’s “not thinking” and “never does.” Makes other insane comments. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/1/17924624/donald-trump-drinking-alcohol-usmca-brett-kavanaugh
Official White House transcripts misquotes Trump  https://twitter.com/W7VOA/status/1046952004088737792
The National Review reports that ACORN was behind the "Flake set-up" … “basically the exact sort of stuff that got Glenn Beck kicked off Fox, from a multi-decade Wall Street Journal veteran writing for the foremost intellectual journal of the American Conservative Movement” https://twitter.com/pareene/status/1046807426979311617
Rachel Mitchell’s memo on the Ford-Kavanaugh case obscures how prosecutors — in Maricopa County, Arizona, and elsewhere — actually decide when and how to pursue criminal cases https://theintercept.com/2018/10/03/brett-kavanaugh-rachel-mitchell-report/
“I know this is fun for y’all” Senator Bob Corker tells two survivors of Sexual assault  https://twitter.com/CPDAction/status/1046836476292546571
Starting today, the Trump administration will deny visas to same-sex domestic partners of diplomats and U.N. officials https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/10/01/trump-administration-to-deny-visas-to-same-sex-partners-of-diplomats-un-officials-gay-lgbt/

Nothing better illustrates the funhouse-mirror health care politics we are currently living under than GOP senate candidate Josh Hawley’s contortions to support a lawsuit opposing Obamacare (always a safe Republican bet) while still claiming he supports preexisting conditions (because to say otherwise would be a big political problem — these protections are super popular). https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/1/17924512/voxcare-josh-hawley-preexisting-conditions

In shelters from Kansas to New York, hundreds of migrant children have been roused in the middle of the night in recent weeks and loaded onto buses with backpacks and snacks for a cross-country journey to their new home: a barren tent city on a sprawling patch of desert in West Texas. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/30/us/migrant-children-tent-city-texas.html

The Trump administration is moving to restrict the release of information about its decisions on endangered species https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/18/trump-administration-us-endangered-species-discussions-secret

Since Trump’s election, Congressman Devin Nunes has veered from his previous position into bonkers territory—notably his new president is rabidly anti-immigrant while Nunes’s family runs an Iowa dairy farm which like all of them depends on undocumented immigrant labor. https://www.esquire.com/news-politics/a23471864/devin-nunes-family-farm-iowa-california/

The Republican National Committee (RNC) has ramped up its spending at properties owned by President Donald Trump this year, shelling out more than $1.1 million through September. During the 2018 election cycle, the RNC has spent nearly $1.5 million at Trump-owned properties, including Trump’s hotels in New York and Washington, D.C. and his golf resorts in Florida. …The RNC wasn’t always a big supporter of Trump hotels and resorts. Prior to 2016, it’s only payment to a Trump-owned property was $39,123 to the Doral in 2011. The committee spent just $146,521 at Trump properties during the entire 2016 election cycle. https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2018/10/rnc-spent-million-at-trump-properties/

9.30.2018
A member of Christine Blasey Ford’s legal team tells NBC News neither Ford nor her lawyers have been contacted by the FBI since President Trump ordered a supplemental FBI background investigation Friday. https://twitter.com/NBCPolitics/status/1046468839318401024
Sarah Sanders insists that the WH is “not micromanaging the process” on FBI probe of Kavanaugh. And she says “not that I’m aware of” when asked on Fox if the WH counsel’s office gave a list to the FBI of people to interview. https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1046387288471728128
Literal 11th-hour deal with Canada for minor modifications to NAFTA, which Trump intends to claim as an entirely new deal. (Thanks, Canada.) https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/1/17924532/nafta-usmca-trade-trump
https://www.vox.com/2018/10/1/17921966/usmca-nafta-agreement-trump-canada

White House is micromanaging/throttling FBI investigation into sexual assault allegations against Kavanaugh—and blaming the Senate while the Senate says the White House is in charge
https://twitter.com/PGourevitch/status/1046147534241116162

In September, America’s trade deficit with China reached a new high: $34.1 billion. That’s a 13 percent increase compared to last year. Ford, America’s second-largest car company, said in August that Trump’s tariffs cost the company $1 billion, and the company now expects massive layoffs https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/27/18114566/trump-trade-war-china-farm-bankruptcy

New data shows that the US's image is plummeting around the world.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/10/02/trump-has-deeply-damaged-americas-global-image-how-much-does-it-matter/

Kavanaugh supporters know he’s lying but they collude in the lie for a higher purpose. https://twitter.com/ewzucker/status/1046219706632474627

Amid last week’s overwhelming news, Sinclair subjected its local news viewers to a total of six separate “must-run” segments consisting of excerpts from a Trump interview. The overwhelming themes of the segments boiled down to: The Trump administration is doing great things, and the left and the liberal media aren’t being fair to Trump. https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/10/01/sinclairs-recent-must-runs-were-series-trump-interview-excerpts-about-how-great-his-administration/221525

9.29.2018
deafening "Lock Her Up" chants at the Trump rally https://twitter.com/Bencjacobs/status/1046184648802488320
Trump says he and North Korean Leader Kim Jong Un “fell in love” over letters he and the brutal dictator have exchanged in recent months https://www.vox.com/2018/9/30/17920096/trump-kim-jong-un-west-virginia
A huge number of right wing sites — from Gateway Pundit to Drudge — fell for this hoax claiming that a Maxine Waters staffer was responsible for the Wikipedia edits doxxing senators. https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1046136638982828035

Taken together, the Koch brothers’ “Americans for Prosperity’s” grassroots volunteers and staffing rival those of the Republican party itself. However, AFP is not a free-standing political party – but instead is an extra-party organization that parallels and leverages Republican candidates and office-holders https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/26/koch-brothers-americans-for-prosperity-rightwing-political-group

9.28.2018
Vague “deal” made for a cursory FBI investigation of Kavanaugh assaults, conducted in less than seven days without cooperation from key witnesses https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1045745022530985984   https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1045780192994742275   https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1045765448833409024
Grassley’s lead investigator on the Judiciary Committee was Mike Davis who tweeted that he was “unfazed” and “determined” to “confirm Judge Kavanaugh” - in the midst of the investigation, when he was interviewing witnesses. https://twitter.com/AJentleson/status/1173245859036827649
Republicans defeat motion to subpoena Mark Judge, the individual Dr. Blasey Ford places in the room during her assault. https://twitter.com/SenFeinstein/status/1045671956668977152
House GOP continues to suppress documents from its abandoned Russia investigation https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1045681197605695493
Fake WSJ story circulates widely on Twitter https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1045703282235248641   https://twitter.com/zeynep/status/1045753860290170885
United States Senator says  "Somebody's got to explain this to Trump. I guess that will be my job." https://twitter.com/ByBrianBennett/status/1045737275223674881
The politicization of ethics and a near-constant stream of scandals is making it harder to pressure politicians to comply with government ethics standards, a panel of ethics experts said Friday. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2018/09/29/22272/public-pressure-isnt-enough-ensure-government-ethics-experts-say

Trump administration sees a 7 degree Fahrenheit global temperature rise by 2100 (analysis assumes that no countries in the world, including the US, will take significant steps to curb their emissions in the coming decades), and argues in an analysis this is why loosening mileage standards for cars and SUVs won't have a major climate impact https://wapo.st/2xL27PZ

The choice Republicans constructed on Kavanaugh never made rational sense. But the choice made emotional sense. And it would’ve worked, if at the last minute, two women hadn’t confronted Flake in an elevator and forced him to see Ford’s testimony again, to see sexual assault survivors in all this, to see more than Republican versus Democrat, to break out of the framework Kavanaugh and his defenders constructed. But moments like that are the exception, not the rule. Trump’s strategy works, and his whole party is learning how to run it.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/1/17914710/brett-kavanaugh-christine-blasey-ford-fox-news-trump-democrats

9.27.2018
Kavanaugh sexual-assault hearing, dumpster-fire squared
https://www.vox.com/explainers/2018/9/27/17909782/brett-kavanaugh-christine-ford-supreme-court-senate-sexual-assault-testimony
Without a key witness (Mark Judge, who is just hanging out in Delaware), without calling accuser Ramirez to testify https://twitter.com/JRubinBlogger/status/1044690828504039425
Instead of questioning the key witness to figure out what happened, the GOP hired a prosecutor from Phoenix to put Ford on trial https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1045327353260527616
Then GOP ditched the prosecutor rather than have her question Kavanaugh https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1045417834938068992
Judiciary committee chair Grassley claims that majority staff submitted numerous requests to other women with allegations; Ramirez attorneys claim majority staff refused to even speak on the phone to discuss timing and terms. https://twitter.com/RonanFarrow/status/1045319821171326977
with: no FBI investigation first; one round of Qs, five minutes per senator; no outside witnesses; outside counsel asking Qs; a committee vote already scheduled https://twitter.com/vanitaguptaCR/status/1044769913443897344
scheduled for Dirksen 226, which is a very small hearing room for Judiciary Committee that accommodates roughly six journalists. https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/1044223772478377984
each GOP Senator starts his time by apologizing to Kavanaugh for what he is going through, while none took their time to apologize to Dr Ford what she has been through.
"Kavanaugh’s apoplectic, ultra-partisan opening statement should alone disqualify him. If he’s innocent his anger is understandable—But there’s no way a man who rails against Dems for seeking “revenge on behalf of the Clintons” can even feign impartiality"
Possibly Kavanaugh’s most obvious lie, yet https://twitter.com/LydiaBurrell/status/1045439639421685762
Watching a nominee for the Supreme Court go full-tilt at a political party, accusing its members of orchestrating a political hit, is unprecedented. Brett Kavanaugh accused Democrats of executing a “calculated and orchestrated political hit." https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-27/kavanaugh-sharp-criticism-of-democrats-is-rare-in-supreme-court
Kavanaugh: "What goes around comes around"
By seeing Ford's claim as a coordinated Democratic smear and not a serious allegation that, even if he believes it wrong, others needed to take seriously, Kavanaugh has built a fury at Democrats that makes it hard to believe he could do the job of Supreme Court Justice fairly. https://twitter.com/ezraklein/status/1045395138279886848
https://twitter.com/willwilkinson/status/1045394592273756160
The WSJ reports Kavanaugh watched Ford’s testimony, contradicting his later testimony that he did not. https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/kavanaugh/card/1538060501
“And so, b/c the standards of every institution of our govt must be reshaped to accommodate the standards and temperament of Trump, we watched the abandonment today, of the entire concept of "judicial temperament" - long understood to be an essential quality for any fed judge.” https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1045482763204395008
Senator Durbin challenges Kavanaugh to turn to White House counsel Don McGahn -- during the hearing -- and ask him to get the FBI to reopen the background check. Grassley angrily jumps in to protect Kavanaugh from having to answer the question. https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1045413246793109504
Kavanaugh says they wouldn't have partied during the week when he and Judge worked. (Judge's memoir: "Invariably I would be hungover — or still drunk — when I got to work at seven in the morning, and I spent most of the first hour just trying to hold myself together.”) https://twitter.com/justinjm1/status/1045396873631158274
After hours of testimony, during which Dr. Christine Blasey Ford answered questions about her alleged sexual assault, the financing behind her lie-detector test, and whether she was really afraid of flying, viewers were treated to more hours of testimony from Kavanaugh, a federal judge who struggled to give a single straight answer. https://theintercept.com/2018/09/29/the-unbearable-dishonesty-of-brett-kavanaugh/
The hearing was supposed to be an opportunity for the senators to learn more on the accusations against Kavanaugh. But analysis shows that Republican senators weren’t particularly interested in asking Kavanaugh about the accusations or potentially related matters https://www.vox.com/2018/10/1/17924060/kavanaugh-senate-ford-questions-chart
No prior SCOTUS nominee has EVER lashed out under oath against an identifiable set of litigants, blamed them for ruining his life, and ominously warned them “what goes around comes around.” Kavanaugh did this https://twitter.com/tribelaw/status/1047152614587154432
Throughout Thursday’s Senate hearing on Christine Blasey Ford’s sexual-misconduct allegation against Brett Kavanaugh, Republicans on the Judiciary Committee claimed that they had tried in vain to secure more information about other accusations made about the judge. “We were moving heaven and earth and even moving the schedule to get to the truth,” Senator Thom Tillis, of North Carolina, said. “Every opportunity you have to go and question a witness, every opportunity that we’ve had to find more truth and to find more facts, we have done it.” Senator Chuck Grassley, of Iowa, the chairman of the committee, said, about an allegation of sexual misconduct raised last week by a former college classmate of Kavanaugh’s, Deborah Ramirez, “My staff made eight requests—yes, eight requests—for evidence from attorneys for Ms. . . . Ms. Ramirez.” He added, “The committee can’t do an investigation if attorneys are stonewalling.”
… the e-mail correspondence between Ramirez’s legal team and Republican and Democratic Senate staffers shows that a Republican aide declined to proceed with telephone calls and instead repeatedly demanded that Ramirez produce additional evidence in written form. Only then could any conversation about her testimony proceed. https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/e-mails-show-republican-senate-staff-stymied-a-kavanaugh-accusers-effort-to-give-testimony
NYT’s Peter Baker, naturally, runs with literal “She Said. Then He Said.” headlined article
Sen. Jeff Flake says he needs to review a lot before tomorrow morning, including sworn affidavits. Flake wishes GOP didn’t rush through the process so senators could have more time to analyze. (Yet he only protests [mostly] emptily.)  https://twitter.com/MariannaNBCNews/status/1045474120643817472
Mark Judge says (under penalty of felony) that he avoids public speaking engagements due to anxiety, meanwhile his publisher literally lists him as a *public speaker*. https://twitter.com/ryangrim/status/1045705031301902337
CMS administrator calls for block-granting Medicaid  https://twitter.com/SeemaCMS/status/1045293084068728832
Louisville DSA members attacked by white nationalists while meeting in a restaurant. https://twitter.com/dsa_louisville/status/1045522948503859200
Facebook’s top lobbyist was on the Hill “in a personal capacity” to lobby for Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation. (Very next day, Facebook announced a data breach impacting 50 million accounts) https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1045732975705563137

Lindsey Graham just falsely told a bunch of reporters that Democrats are never subjected to accusations of sexual misconduct, and warned them that if Kavanaugh fails, Republicans will gin up false accusations against future Democratic nominees to even the score.  https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1045360677408395264
Ed Rollins brags about securing $1 million from a donor "to help Kavanaugh get through this thing." Rollins: "He said to me, 'If you need more, I'll put 20 big businessmen together, we'll raise the money to make this guy ... make him on this court.'" https://twitter.com/bad_takes/status/1045457944924626947

9.26.2018
Dumpster-fire press conference really defies any summary. Example, Trump: "There was no collusion, there was no obstruction—unless you call obstruction the fact that I fight back. I do fight back. I really fight back. I mean, if you call that obstruction, that's fine." https://twitter.com/evanmcmurry/status/1045063025156227072
Marcello Foa has spread the claim that Hillary Clinton attended a satanic dinner. He broke the news on his blog of a full-scale American military mobilization that never happened. A fan of the Russian leader Vladimir V. Putin and a guest on Russia Today, he doubts the evidence that Moscow’s operatives poisoned a former Soviet spy because it is “too obvious.” Mr. Foa is also now the Italian government’s most influential media figure … as a parliamentary committee approved Mr. Foa as chairman of Italy’s state broadcaster RAI https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/28/world/europe/italy-journalist-rai.html

“We’ve seen a general reduction in the prominence of LGBT content across Health, Labor, Education, Housing—even the White House itself,” Rachel Bergman, co-director of the Sunlight Foundation’s Web Integrity Project, told The Daily Beast. “At best, this is definitely a signal that LGBT concerns have been significantly de-prioritized and, in the worst cases, they’re actively being undermined.” https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-strange-disappearance-of-lgbt-content-from-federal-websites

9.25.2018
Trump UN address. Audience bursts out laughing. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1044612483204476928
NYT runs deep dive hit piece on Dem running for Senate in AZ — devotes **10 paragraphs** to the question of whether her stepfather paid her electric bill when she was a girl growing up in the ‘80s — NYT hasn’t devoted **one paragraph** investigating who paid for Kavanaugh’s $92K country club membership while he was drowning in credit card debt https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1044553335762759680
President Donald Trump’s lawyer posed for pictures with a right-wing media personality turned mayoral candidate accused of promoting white nationalism and anti-Semitic literature.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/rudy-giuliani-photographed-with-white-nationalist-mayoral-candidate
Kavanaugh told Senate Judiciary Committee he was “probably” at a wedding with his sexual assault accuser Debby Ramirez. when he said that, his confirmation team had a photo of him at the wedding https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1047077670318747650

Attorneys for Kavanaugh accuser Deborah Ramirez says that she offered to present her story to Judiciary Committee and they have “refused to meet all scheduled appointments.” Also says Ramirez agreed to FBI investigation. (As with Ford, it appears that request will be denied.) https://twitter.com/RonanFarrow/status/1044713790120579073

In Ford’s case, her allegations were documented by her therapist in notes from sessions in 2012 and 2013, in which Ford talked about a “rape attempt” and being attacked by students “from an elitist boys’ school.” She also took and passed a polygraph test, which of course isn’t a fully reliable method of fact-seeking. Republicans however, insist there is no evidence to her claims. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/25/17897718/brett-kavanaugh-sexual-assault-witness-credibility

Last year, as investigators examined claims by longtime Donald Trump adviser Roger Stone that he was in contact during the 2016 election with WikiLeaks, Stone asserted that he had only learned about the group’s plans through an intermediary: Randy Credico, a comedian and political activist. Credico has denied being Stone’s go-between. And now he tells Mother Jones that Stone offered to help him pay his legal fees in what Credico believed was an effort to stop him from contradicting Stone’s account of their interactions during the 2016 campaign.  https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/09/roger-stone-offered-to-assist-his-alleged-wikileaks-source-randy-credico-with-legal-expenses/

Google bosses have forced employees to delete a confidential memo circulating inside the company that revealed explosive details about a plan to launch a censored search engine in China https://theintercept.com/2018/09/21/google-suppresses-memo-revealing-plans-to-closely-track-search-users-in-china/

In Sept., w/ his job on the line, Rod Rosenstein told Trump he was on his team https://twitter.com/mattzap/status/1121858438609416192
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/i-can-land-the-plane-how-rosenstein-tried-to-mollify-trump-protect-mueller-and-save-his-job/2019/04/26/f2fd3bf2-65e0-11e9-82ba-fcfeff232e8f_story.html?utm_term=.d059d5b82a00

9.24.2018
“Smoke bomb” day: “Rosenstein to resign” story planted, run by Axios & NY Times… According to a source briefed on Trump’s thinking, Trump decided that firing Rosenstein would knock Kavanaugh out of the news, potentially saving his nomination and Republicans’ chances for keeping the Senate. “The strategy was to try and do something really big,” the source said. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/09/trump-wanted-to-nuke-rosenstein-to-save-kavanaughs-bacon
https://twitter.com/burkhartlaw97/status/1044256449281458176
Now Trump will meet with Rosenstein on Thursday regarding his position, coinciding with testimony about allegations of attempted rape against Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh. “Trump knows attention and outrage are limited resources. When there's too much and not enough to go around, we have a tendency to be overwhelmed and numb. Might be important to mention this is the basis of Russian political control.”  https://twitter.com/JYSexton/status/1044268746171453440
We are at a moment in history where women have to repeat their trauma to the masses to literally beg Senators to vote with moral clarity. https://twitter.com/HelenBrosnan/status/1044245200015691776
Two Kavanaugh classmates withdrew from a statement his lawyers issued disputing Deborah Ramirez’s claims. It is now signed by the 2 men whom Ramirez alleged had egged on Kavanaugh, the wife of the man she said told her to "kiss it,” and one other classmate https://twitter.com/RonanFarrow/status/1044333161142935553
60 days after judge's reunification order, 182 kidnapped migrant children still in U.S. custody https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/9/24/1798240/-60-days-after-judge-s-reunification-order-182-kidnapped-migrant-children-still-in-U-S-custody
President Donald Trump on Monday declared himself an “absolute no” on statehood for Puerto Rico as long as critics such as San Juan’s mayor remain in office http://www.dispatch.com/zz/news/20180924/trump-no-statehood-for-puerto-rico-with-critics-in-office
Supreme Court nominee goes on Fox to make statement—before talking to the Senate https://twitter.com/JRubinBlogger/status/1044351430994382849
in his interview, Kavanaugh stressed he was drinking legally—verifiably false. https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/9/25/1798530/-In-Fox-interview-to-clear-his-name-Kavanaugh-lied-again

Sounds like Russia is now claiming the Eastern Mediterranean as its "sphere of influence" to create an A2/AD (Anti-access and area denial) bubble around Syria. https://twitter.com/mikercarpenter/status/1044246103674294273

While Democrats are appalled, Republicans are listening to a different drummer: the conservative grassroots. Those voters want their Supreme Court justice confirmed, or else they are threatening to stay home on Election Day — and that really could put the Republican majority at risk. Evangelicals are maybe the single cohort most loyal to Trump and therefore crucial in midterm elections, which will be a referendum on the president. They were already warning Republicans not to withdraw Kavanaugh or else risk electoral disaster before Ramirez came forward. They don’t sound likely to change course now. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/24/17895724/brett-kavanaugh-vote-senate-2018-midterm-elections

“The thing that keeps hitting me about the Rosenstein crisis is how much we've memory-holed the insane week Comey was fired.” (Trump told Russians that firing ’nut job’ Comey eased pressure from investigation… Trump “accidentally” disclosed classified secrets to the Russian foreign minister… etc.) https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1044291775836442624

9.23.2018
whistleblower Reality Winner was kept in isolation for a week … for reasons that remain unclear. https://theintercept.com/2018/09/26/reality-winner-jail-isolation/

public faith in the courts is in modest decline https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/24/17871892/brett-kavanaugh-trump-supreme-court-legitimacy

spend much time talking to college students about where they get their political information and you’ll find YouTube is dominant; what’s happening on the platform is important to our political future, and badly undercovered. … Many of these YouTubers are less defined by any single ideology than they are by a “reactionary” position: a general opposition to feminism, social justice, or left-wing politics. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/24/17883330/dave-rubin-ben-shapiro-youtube-reactionary-right-peterson

Cyberwar: How Russian Hackers and Trolls Helped Elect a President—What We Don’t, Can’t, and Do Know, by Kathleen Hall Jamieson, a professor of communications at the University of Pennsylvania, dares to ask—and even attempts to answer—whether Russian meddling had a decisive impact in 2016. Jamieson offers a forensic analysis of the available evidence and concludes that Russia very likely delivered Trump’s victory. https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-russia-helped-to-swing-the-election-for-trump?mbid=social_twitter

North Carolina’s 2018 midterm election will have nearly 20 percent fewer early voting locations than there were in 2014 as a result of law passed by GOP legislators https://www.propublica.org/article/bipartisan-furor-as-north-carolina-election-law-shrinks-early-voting-locations-by-almost-20-percent

9.22.2018
Trump has so thoroughly made the New York Times into Republicans’ enemy that even after the Times runs a story offering pretext for going after Deputy AG Rosenstein—multiple voices on the right quickly insist that the story cannot be trusted.  https://www.vox.com/2018/9/22/17888036/conservatives-right-rosenstein-nyt-new-york-times-trump 
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/22/17889998/hannity-rosenstein-25th-amendment-trump-wire-nyt
Many progressives who oppose Trump are donating to a man (Michael Cohen) who said as recently as last year he would take a bullet for the president.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/27/17783590/michael-cohen-go-fund-me-lanny-davis

Kavanaugh declines to answer questions about his drinking habits and other personal life issues, even in private pre-hearing questioning
“So a candidate for Supreme Court isn’t asked the same questions as someone applying for a federal job? These are basic background questions” https://twitter.com/nadabakos/status/1043641899112747008
Also this is the same guy who wanted Bill Clinton questioned about precise details of ejaculation

Kavanaugh plans to produce handwritten calendars from high school, but not 100,000 pages of records from his time at the White House https://twitter.com/jentaub/status/1043959511734788098
https://twitter.com/phillipanderson/status/1043985671373946880

Kavanaugh’s finances remain highly suspect https://twitter.com/BySteveReilly/status/1042899930174709760

Kavanaugh has lost the support of independents, who now oppose him by close to 2-1, 43 percent to 24 percent. https://usat.ly/2NuRmLm

Court filing: former Donald Trump aide Jason Miller has been accused of secretly administering an "abortion pill" to a woman he got pregnant during an affair https://www.newsweek.com/former-trump-aide-administered-abortion-pill-1134501

“We now apparently think it's normal for POTUS to fire the FBI director, invite Russians into the Oval Office with no American press, and then brag about how he quashed an investigation into their attack, but [as recently as May 2017] EVERYONE thought it was super cray.” https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1043598185053278208

9.21.2018
The Senate Majority Leader on an allegation of sexual assault against a Supreme Court nominee: “We’re going to plow right through it” https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1043154728870400000
Multiple other Republican senators take the same position (about a man who has among other things repeatedly given deceptive testimony to congress) https://twitter.com/shannonrwatts/status/1043920640326144001
For two years, a task force of national sexual assault and domestic violence groups has been working behind the scenes with the Senate Judiciary Committee to reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act, which expires this year. Now the National Task Force to End Sexual and Domestic Violence is suspending negotiations with the committee over its treatment of Christine Blasey Ford, the psychology professor who says Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her when they were teens. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/sexual-assault-groups-christine-blasey-ford_us_5ba571d3e4b0375f8f9cf455?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004
Ford says she's available to testify starting next Thursday. Republicans announce they will have a hearing Wednesday. https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1043225373792759810
At 9:13 a.m. on Friday, Kellyanne Conway told reporters that President Trump didn’t need to be advised not to attack Dr. Christine Blasey Ford — the woman who has accused Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her — because he knew it was the wrong thing to do. One minute later, Trump made Conway look like a fool. At 9:14 a.m., the president posted a tweet attacking Ford by suggesting she’s lying about her account of being assaulted at a party in the early 1980s. He suggested that her assault must not have been so bad if she didn’t report it to the police immediately. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-attacks-christine-blasey-ford-minute-after-conway-praises-him-fc3fe8f1e55a/
North Dakota GOP Senate nominee Kevin Cramer said on Friday that the accusation against Supreme Court pick Brett Kavanaugh was "even more absurd" than Anita Hill's accusation against Clarence Thomas because Kavanaugh and his accuser were drunk teenagers when the alleged incident occurred. Cramer added that Ford's allegations were less legitimate than Hill's in part because the assault she describes "never went anywhere."  https://www.cnn.com/2018/09/21/politics/kfile-cramer/index.html
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Dr. Ben Carson said that a long-running plot by Socialists to take over America was fueling recent allegations of sexual assault against President Donald Trump's nominee to the Supreme Court. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/21/hud-secretary-ben-carson-kavanaugh-allegation-is-part-of-a-socialist-plot.html?__source=sharebar|twitter&par=sharebar
Four days after issuing a controversial, wide-ranging instruction to the Justice Department to declassify and publicly release a great deal of material related to the Russia investigation without redactions, President Donald Trump said, essentially, never mind.
“It's not normal or remotely ok for the president to make declassification decisions based on advice from cable tv hosts that he then has to reverse when our allies and own national security professionals lose their minds.” https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1043156181542428678

Maria Butina is trying to subpoena students at American U https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.198600/gov.uscourts.dcd.198600.32.0.pdf

The federal government has a record 12,800 immigrant kids in custody — but ICE has started arresting parents who step up to take them. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/21/17884538/ice-arrest-kids-parents-detention-jails

Senior GOP staffers knew about Deborah Ramirez’s allegation that Brett Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her, and instead of taking a pause to investigate, they appeared to try to speed up the confirmation process. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/24/17895622/brett-kavanaugh-deborah-ramirez-grassley-new-yorker

“… the idea of holding a member of the inner circle of the American elite accountable for his actions strikes many as fundamentally unfair — a violation of the settled rules of society in which people (or at least men) who go to the right schools and meet with a degree of professional success get to stay in the club, regardless of what happens.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/21/17876832/kavanaugh-trump-crisis-elite-accountability

The central idea of the conservative legal movement is that an ambiguously worded 250 year-old document clearly prescribes exactly the contemporary Republican Party’s prescription on every policy issue. https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1043294312375746560

As long as con artists can use these platforms to prey on people’s most base desires, social media sites will continue to reflect the worst of human nature back at us. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/21/17886400/strikethrough-social-media-dumpster-fire-trolls-tribalism

The Department of Health and Human Services is diverting millions of dollars in funding from a number of programs, including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the National Institutes of Health, to pay for housing for the growing population of detained immigrant children. https://www.yahoo.com/news/exclusive-immigrant-children-detention-hhs-cuts-funds-programs-like-cancer-research-230259583.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=t

“[Yale] fetishizes power and prestige,” Stern said. “It’s actively complicit in the grooming of people like Kavanaugh for positions of power. And it teaches people like Kavanaugh that they are so deserving of power that they can do whatever they want to get it.” https://www.thecut.com/2018/09/yale-students-cover-school-in-posters-protesting-kavanaugh.html

There is an incredible amount of viral disinformation about Christine Blasey Ford floating around.  https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/us/politics/christine-blasey-ford-kavanaughs-fact-check.html
https://www.vox.com/2018/9/20/17882430/brett-kavanaugh-hearing-confirmation-investigation

The refusal to do a proper investigation before the rushed Monday kangaroo court is the latest & worst in a series of GOP process atrocities on this nom, including dropping over 40k docs on the D’s the night before the last hearings &holding back another 100k without proper basis https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1042590400547049475

It appears that right-wing news websites funded by Russia’s Internet Research Agency have been aggressively targeting Reddit’s largest pro-Trump subreddit, /r/The_Donald, for over a year. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/reddits-largest-pro-trump-subreddit-appears-to-have-been

9.20.2018
FEC Vice Chair: “The Federal Election Commission is not currently taking any steps to respond to the ongoing foreign attack on our national elections. … I am sorry to report –as we near the end of an entireelection cycle since then –that an ideologically driven controlling group of commissioners continues to obstruct the Federal Election Commission in its duty to protect America’s elections from foreign attack. ” https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms-content/documents/2018-09-20_ELW_Reply_to_Klobuchar_Letter.pdf
conservative legal operative Ed Whelan sent a series of tweets suggesting that the sexual assault allegations against Brett Kavanaugh were likely a case of mistaken identity. … Whelan posted the classmate’s name and photograph and strongly implied, without evidence, that he committed sexual assault  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/21/17886430/brett-kavanaugh-news-ed-whelan-trump
The preceding Sunday, before her name was public, Christine Blasey Ford alerted an associate via email that GOP and Federalist Society operative Ed Whelan had looked at her LinkedIn page. (If Kavanaugh didn't assault ANYONE, how did he and associates know Ford's name?) https://twitter.com/TedGenoways/status/1043285995461005312
Whelan, who went to high school in Orange County, CA, has a fake mysterious amount of knowledge about Kavanaugh’s high school circle, including his doppelgänger, and the homes of people who were at a party that Kavanaugh insists he didn’t attend. https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1043161237113241601
Subsequently, Whelan denied any communication with Kavanaugh or the White House about the theory — but, notably, did not mention anyone in Congress. There’s at least some circumstantial evidence that Sen. Orrin Hatch, a Republican from Utah who has supported Kavanaugh throughout the Ford saga, was looped in. Also, the denial of coordination with Kavanaugh and the administration is couched: All Whelan says is that he personally didn’t speak with them about it.
Whelan "was in communication with at least one Republican member of the [judiciary] committee this week, and that member told associates he was aware Whelan’s theory involved the home of a Kavanaugh classmate near the Chevy Chase Country Club.”
Steve Schmidt: “[Whelan] is a brilliant, meticulous and serious lawyer. He is not a conspiracy nut. It is inconceivable to me that Whelan published that email without discussions, debate and assistance from the WH and GOP Senators and staff. It is not the isolated musings of one man but rather part Of a broader discreditation strategy.”  https://twitter.com/SteveSchmidtSES/status/1042995743768731648
Kavanaugh had met privately with Hatch, who serves on the Judiciary Committee, and told him the accusations could be a case of mistaken identity.
Hatch’s spokesperson, Matt Whitlock, retweeted another Whelan tweet promoting a mistaken identity theory, telling people to “keep an eye on Ed’s tweets the next few days.” (After Whelan’s thread came out, Whitlock deleted the tweet and denied having any foreknowledge of what Whelan was planning.)
CRC Public Relations (best known for its work with the Swift Boat Veterans in 2004) guided Whelan through his roller-coaster week of Twitter pronouncements that ended in embarrassment and a potential setback for Kavanaugh’s hopes of landing on the high court, according to three sources familiar with their dealings. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/09/21/ed-whelan-kavanaugh-tweets-pr-firm-836405
the comms adviser for Senate Judiciary GOP that denied any involvement in the conspiracy most recently worked at the same PR firm.  https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/1043258756501577730
CRC employee also works for Grassley, and on 9/22 resigns for sexual harassment https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/1043506484041199616
CRC's current clients include the Federalist Society & the Judicial Crisis Network -- the chief outside groups working to help confirm Kavanaugh. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1043257917909151744
on Thursday evening, the Washington Post reported that the “mistaken identity” argument was a central plank of the planned Kavanaugh defense against the Ford allegations.
On Friday morning, Fox & Friends, the president’s favorite news show, aired a segment suggesting that Whelan’s theory is plausible
On Friday, hours after Whelan called his decision to name & post photographs of Kavanaugh’s high school classmate 'an appalling & inexcusable mistake of judgment,' CRC [PR firm] helped organize a news conference featuring an array of women who dismissed Ford’s allegations. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1043263506911580160
Terrible NYT story based on likely-malicious unreliable sources creates narrative that Deputy AG discussed secretly recording Trump and “invoking the 25th amendment.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/21/17887672/rod-rosenstein-trump-recording-25th-amendment-times
https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1043213650654244864
https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/09/21/more-responsible-versions-of-the-nyt-scoop-strongly-suggests-rosenstein-and-mccabe-were-discussing-opening-an-investigation-into-trump/
https://twitter.com/marty_lederman/status/1043256080971776001
“Hearing Bill Shine rolling out media plan to build public support for Trump to fire Rosenstein” https://twitter.com/gabrielsherman/status/1043212861739294722
“Trump is gonna go on a jihad. The NYT op-ed gave an opportunity to really drive home the deep state stuff. With this new story, it gives additional credibility,” said one former senior White House official https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-is-ready-for-justice-department-jihad-after-rod-rosenstein-report/?via=twitter_page
For weeks, the frothy right has been trying to unredact the name of the person that Strzok and Page wanted to open an investigation into after Comey got fired. … all of a sudden we get third-hand reports about what happened at a meeting the day of that text, a meeting that Lisa Page attended. And one of two key issues is the connotation of a statement about wiring the President. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1043230838354325511
If Republicans do well in the midterms, holding a House majority and gaining a Senate seat or two, they are going to try to govern the country. They will make another stab at repealing the Affordable Care Act, enact a new round of tax cuts, and move to cut safety-net programs like SNAP. There’s a problem with this program of cutting taxes for the rich in order to cut useful programs for the rest is: It’s unpopular. So when Hannity asks Trump to explain why people should vote Republican, Trump can’t bother to cite any of their actual policy agenda https://www.vox.com/2018/9/21/17885486/trump-hannity-interview
VA is now NOT allowing visitors to wear a tampon or menstrual cup during visits https://twitter.com/PrisonReformMvt/status/1043693087741095936

Multiple mass shootings have occurred in just the past two days — at a courthouse in Masontown, Pennsylvania; a business in Middleton, Wisconsin; and a Rite Aid distribution center in Aberdeen, Maryland. According to the Gun Violence Archive, there have been nearly as many mass shootings so far this year as there have been days. “There have been 262 American mass shootings (4+ shot or killed in the same incident, not including the shooter) in the 263 days of 2018,” the Gun Violence Archive tweeted. …   In all of 2015, there were 335 mass shootings. In 2016, there were 382. In 2017, there were 346. In total, there have been more than 1,800 mass shootings in the US since 2013. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/20/17882888/mass-shootings-us-aberdeen-maryland

“a remarkable confluence between the disingenuous nonsense Sen. Susan Collins been peddling & the preferred framing of GOP leadership the last 2-3 days”  https://twitter.com/CollinsWatch/status/1042590270745919489

9.19.2018
Trump on AG Jeff Sessions: “I have no attorney general.” https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/407358-hilltv-interview-exclusive-trump-eviscerates-sessions-i-have-no-attorney
https://www.vox.com/2018/9/20/17878696/jeff-sessions-trump-protection-russia-mueller-lawyer
Congress votes 93-7 to approve $607B military budget, a $17B increase… This appears to be the biggest military budget outside height of the Iraq War https://twitter.com/JStein_WaPo/status/1042394554996011013
A pro-Trump troll started a viral hoax about Christine Blasey Ford and Neil Gorsuch, and Rush Limbaugh ran with it https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/09/19/A-pro-Trump-troll-started-a-viral-hoax-about-Christine-Blasey-Ford-and-Neil-Gorsuch-and-Ru/221374

buybacks are garnering the largest share of cash spending by S&P 500 firms,” writes chief U.S. equity strategist David Kostin. “Capital spending has typically represented the largest single use of cash by corporations, a position it has held for 19 of the past 20 years.” https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-17/buyback-binge-that-s-besting-capex-pays-off-big-in-u-s-stocks

“It’s potentially creating a generation of Chinese decision-makers whose view of the United States is a hostile one,” says Russel. “The Trump administration is sowing the seeds of a host of problems that will only become evident over time.” https://www.vox.com/world/2018/9/18/17790600/us-china-trade-war-trump-tariffs-taiwan

9.18.2018
Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke Zinke gave the keynote address at the Louisiana Oil and Gas Association’s fall meeting in Lafayette, Louisiana. He told the conference over lunch “our government should work for you,” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/21/17886538/ryan-zinke-interior-oil-gas-industry-environment
Trump starts to discuss apparently sensitive technology deployed at the border. Asks the General in charge to describe the technology. The General's response: "Sir, there could be some merit in not discussing that." https://twitter.com/ScottMStedman/status/1174450157925982208
In a prep session for next week, Kavanaugh was grilled today in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building about his past, dating, the accuser's account and more for about two hours. Inquisitors included Donald McGahn, Bill Shine, Sarah Sanders, Raj Shah & more. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1042196237099909120

Republicans have decided that Trump can’t be held accountable for anything — ranging from the alleged groping of Jill Hart, to creepy peeping at teenage beauty pageant contestants, to the numerous acts of grand and petty financial corruption that he continues to be involved with as president of the United States. And now the party is no longer in much of a position to hold anyone accountable for anything.  
Once upon a time, Republicans’ thought rumors of an ethically dubious affair made Rep. Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) unsuitable for leadership. These days, the charges against McCarthy seem almost comically mild and the controversy is entirely forgotten.
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/17/17869978/kavanaugh-trump-sexual-assault

The Trump administration has slammed the brakes on bringing refugees to the US. At the end of its first full fiscal year, new government data shows, the administration is falling way short of the expectations it set for resettling refugees — which were, themselves, way lower than the levels set by President Barack Obama and his predecessors. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/17/17832912/trump-refugee-news-statistics

9.17.2018
the president is demanding the release of an enormous amount of internal material, without redaction, about an ongoing investigation into his campaign and his associates. Those text messages could discuss all manner of things, including, potentially, investigators’ suspicions, secret evidence, investigative methods, and information on confidential sources whose lives could be put at risk (if his instruction to release them “without redaction” truly is carried out). Essentially, Trump wants to release texts from five people he’s cast as villains in a “deep state” plot against him https://www.vox.com/2018/9/17/17871876/trump-russia-mueller-declassification
Horrible thread revealing how extensively a mythic version of Al Franken’s exit from the Senate has taken hold. https://twitter.com/rmayemsinger/status/1041383334687862784
Republican Senator Orrin Hatch — a member of Judiciary Committee, which decides if Kavanaugh is a proper choice to serve on the Supreme Court — said explicitly that even if [rape] allegations were found to be true, he’d vote to confirm despite the fact that if they were true it would confirm that Kavanaugh had lied blatantly about rape within the past week  https://arcdigital.media/are-you-still-guilty-of-your-teenage-misdeeds-80a76728b2f?sk=3a89baffc87a8773a2a2807b7a4525f8

9.16.2018
Somewhere btwn her CNN interview late Sunday afternoon (when she said she'd be "talking to her colleagues") & the update of NYTs Kavanaugh/Ford story about 11pm Susan Collins totally changed her tune re: the allegation… At 7:16am Senate GOP Majority Whip tweeted out the talking point Susan Collins fed to the NYT late Sunday night.  https://twitter.com/CollinsWatch/status/1041694806802669573

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/16/brett-kavanaugh-accuser-speaks-washington-post-alleged-sexual-assault-supreme-court

Trump admin. campaign to evade the 3,000 lives lost to its inept hurricane response continues, and is joined by FEMA administrator Brock Long, who claims “You might see more deaths indirectly as time goes on ... Spousal abuse goes through the roof. You can’t blame spousal abuse after a disaster on anyone” https://twitter.com/kenvogel/status/1041358841710080001
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/15/17863494/trump-puerto-rico-tweet-hurricane-maria

Within days, right-wing punditry has apparently accepted that Judge Kavanaugh’s denial of sexual assault is fake, and taken to minimizing the contested incident as no big deal anyway https://twitter.com/AndrewKirell/status/1041422551161888773
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/17/17869978/kavanaugh-trump-sexual-assault
Accused Kavanaugh accomplice Mark Judge, who has presented himself as a character witness, writes horrible Facebook post about “an expression of authentic male passion, of sweaty sexiness, in a world of pajama boys, government-mandated health food…” https://twitter.com/curaffairs/status/1041470334719930368

Because Trump has taken to wielding wild “deep state” conspiracy theories to excuse his own misconduct, and because Republican politicians and conservative media largely back him up on this, now other Republicans in legal or ethical hot water make the same claims of persecution. https://www.axios.com/republicans-legal-trouble-deep-state-dd050eb4-9596-4c35-b156-48c413c6dfd4.html

the proportion of men who were working last month was more than 4 percentage points lower than it was a decade ago. https://www.vox.com/first-person/2018/9/15/17859134/recession-financial-crisis-2018-men

9.15.2018
Report: “Greyhound bus pulled over in Ohio. Border patrol (CBP) is asking each person on our bus if they're citizens. They are checking passports in their computer system - not any of the White peoples.” https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10161111715010106&set=a.10151784557065106&type=3&theater
ten years since the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the largest bankruptcy in US history and the trumpet that sounded the start of a global economic crisis. Clever financial "products" broke, setting off a cataclysm of joblessness and homelessness across the country and abroad in the aftermath of which we still dwell. The few relevant responses effected are now substantially undone. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/xwp85z/rich-people-broke-america-and-never-paid-the-price
Real errors of policy substance made at the elite level by Hank Paulson, Ben Bernanke, Tim Geithner, and others cost millions of people their homes, their savings, and their dignity. And instead of apologizing for their shortcomings and spending their golden years doing penance, they mostly cashed in with Wall Street jobs and now have the New York Times explaining that the public doesn’t appreciate them enough.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/21/17876832/kavanaugh-trump-crisis-elite-accountability

John Dowd, a top lawyer for President Trump this year sought to help pay legal fees for Paul Manafort and Richard Gates, initially trying to divert money from the White House legal defense fund and later soliciting donors and pledging $25,000 of his own. https://www.wsj.com/articles/ex-trump-lawyer-tried-to-help-pay-legal-fees-for-manafort-gates-1537546304

Special Counsel Mueller knew Manafort was lying, and yet still gave him a plea deal, which had the effect of averting a trial that would have been a key focus of press attention during the midterm elections. … Manafort’s failed plea ended up providing cover during the election season… Rudy Giuliani, remember, repeatedly said that Mueller would have to wrap up the entire investigation before DOJ’s 90 day election season. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/03/did-rod-rosenstein-pressure-mueller-to-enter-the-plea-deal-with-paul-manafort/

9.14.2018
The New Yorker discloses that a former high school classmate has told authorities that Judge Brett Kavanaugh attempted to rape her in high school. Her letter to Sen. Diane Feinstein had officially been provided only to the FBI… yet Senate Republicans responded almost instantly with statements from SIXTY-FIVE former high school classmates of Kavanaugh.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/14/17860364/brett-kavanaugh-sexual-assault-dianne-feinstein-new-yorker
The letter defending Kavanaugh was supposedly a spontaneous effort, beginning after 5 p.m. on Thursday. Somehow, in less than 18 hours, the signatures of 65 former students from five separate high schools were gathered and delivered in time for Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA) to release the following morning. (But more than 20 hours since the accuser Ford came forward, only two of those 65 women have so far been willing to publicly stand by their support of Kavanaugh. Politico reached out to “more than two dozen” of the women who signed the letter. Just two of them reiterated that they stand by Kavanaugh. Two declined to comment, and the others did not respond.) https://shareblue.com/brett-kavanaugh-accuser-comes-forward-only-2-women-stand-by-him/
Trump’s former campaign manager Paul Manafort just pleaded guilty to conspiracy against the United States. Trump’s legal team immediately scrambled to respond to the stunning development. Rudy Giuliani, Trump’s lawyer, issued a statement saying, “Once again an investigation has concluded with a plea having nothing to do with President Trump or the Trump campaign. The reason: the President did nothing wrong and Paul Manafort will tell the truth.” But just minutes later, Giuliani issued a revised statement that conspicuously omitted the “and Paul Manafort will tell the truth” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/14/17860956/manafort-plea-deal-mueller-trump-giuliani-statement

Trump instructed aides on Thursday to proceed with tariffs on about $200 billion more in Chinese products despite his Treasury secretary’s attempt to restart talks with Beijing to resolve the trade war https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-14/trump-said-to-want-200-billion-in-china-tariffs-despite-talks

a right leaning think tank is going a step further and mailing literature to make sure public employees in Ohio know they don’t have to pay into the union.  http://www.statenews.org/post/flyers-being-circulated-public-employees-ohio-help-them-exit-labor-unions

The Trump administration slashed the budget for navigators from $100 million during the final open enrollment of former President Barack Obama's term to $36 million, and slashed it even further to $10 million this year. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/healthcare/number-of-obamacare-navigators-receiving-funding-drops-by-more-than-half-under-trump

Insulin prices nearly tripled between 2002 and 2013, and have nearly doubled again since then. http://radio.wosu.org/post/insulin-prices-soaring-some-diabetics-turn-dangerous-workaround#stream/0

In 2015, PiS, a nationalist, right-wing party, won an absolute majority in both houses of the Polish parliament and the presidency. Since then, PiS has been systematically taking over the country’s judicial branch by packing the courts with loyalist judges and threatening judicial independence. This has brought PiS into a confrontation with the European Union, of which Poland is a member; the EU has rules that require member countries have an independent court system. But PiS has simply ignored the EU.  https://www.vox.com/videos/2018/9/14/17856552/poland-eu-europe-crisis-union-illiberal-democracy

No other recent Supreme Court nominee has come before the Senate with so many unanswered questions regarding finances. … Kavanaugh’s finances are far more mysterious. During his confirmation hearing, he escaped a public discussion of his spending habits because no senator asked about it. But on Tuesday, Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI), a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, sent Kavanaugh 14 pages of post-hearing follow-up questions, many of which involved his finances. On Thursday, Kavanaugh supplied answers, but he dodged some of the questions and left much of his financial situation unexplained. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/09/the-many-mysteries-of-brett-kavanaughs-finances/

9.13.2018
In a pair of tweets, the president said that 3,000 Americans did not actually die from Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico last year, and that the research showing they did was part of a Democratic conspiracy to make him “look as bad as possible.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/13/17854408/trump-hurricane-maria-death-toll-tweets
“Spoke to more than a dozen House Rs here at the Capitol. Very few had any criticism of the president's handling of the coming storm or his tweets on P.R. Most offered hearty praise.” https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1040300776906805248
"Casualties don’t make a person look bad, so I have no reason to dispute these numbers," House Speaker Paul Ryan told reporters when asked about Trump's tweet blaming Dems for PR death toll. "It’s an isolated island that lost its infrastructure and power for a long time." https://twitter.com/KilloughCNN/status/1040250015283855360
NY Times, other American news media, respond to brazen lying about Hurricane Maria deaths with both-sides stenography https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1040241823502020609
Trump reaches a new milestone — surpassing the 5,000 mark for false or misleading claims as president, according to Washington Post’s Fact Checker https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/09/13/president-trump-has-made-more-than-false-or-misleading-claims/
Sen. Dianne Feinstein, the top Democrat on the Judiciary Committee, has told the FBI something about Brett Kavanaugh. But she isn’t saying what. Feinstein put out a cryptic statement Thursday. “I have received information from an individual concerning the nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court,” [GOP plans to ramrod the nomination through one week from now anyway] https://www.vox.com/2018/9/13/17855900/dianne-feinstein-brett-kavanaugh-fbi-letter

Most of Florida’s public universities have announced that they will host early-voting sites in time for the November elections: the University of Florida, Florida State University, the University of Central Florida, the University of South Florida and Florida Atlantic University. What’s strikingly missing from that top-colleges list? The campuses from the state’s most populous and diverse county: Florida International University, Miami Dade College and the University of Miami. https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/news-columns-blogs/fabiola-santiago/article218295225.html#storylink=cpy

A donor to the President at a $100,000 a head fundraising event used the opportunity to push the President to reverse approval of a new bridge between Detroit and Canada that would undercut the profits to a private bridge the donor owns. https://twitter.com/NoahBookbinder/status/1040312241797705729

One of the largest Ebola outbreaks in history shows no signs of slowing — and the Trump administration barred US health experts who want to help at the outbreak’s epicenter in the Democratic Republic of Congo from traveling there. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/25/18015780/ebola-outbreak-2018-drc-congo-security-trump-cdc

9.12.2018
Sen. Heidi Heitkamp, a key Dem swing vote, says this just now when I asked if she has seen any red flags on Brett Kavanaugh: “Not that I’ve seen so far …” [AYFKM] https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1039958195169570821
octogenarian in the MAGA hat sitting courtside during a Cavs playoff earlier game this year [Edward Crawford] named the U.S. Ambassador to Ireland today https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2018/09/12/old-guy-in-maga-hat-who-lebron-owned-during-playoff-game-will-be-appointed-us-ambassador-to-ireland
Iowa Republican Rep. Steve King promoted a prominent self-identified white supremacist on his Twitter account.

on the one hand, we have a president who lost the popular vote, the second time that has happened in the past five elections; a House districted in such a way that even a large, 5-point victory by Democrats in the popular vote in November wouldn’t give them a majority of seats; a Senate elected by a skewed, unusually white cross-section of America, where the median Senate seat is substantially more conservative than the median American voter; and a Supreme Court that is dismantling one party’s political economic base and helping preserve, even strengthen, the other party’s anti-majoritarian hold on power. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/12/17850980/democracy-tyranny-minority-mob-rule-james-madison

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo backed continuing the U.S. role in the war in Yemen—overruling much of his own staff—over fears of jeopardizing arms sales https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/wsj-pompeo-backed-continuing-us-role-in-war-in-yemen-1325592131531?v=raila&

Two weeks ago: Trump claims a "national emergency" to cancel 2.1% pay raises for public employees, citing "fiscal responsibility." This week: GOP intros ANOTHER tax cut costing $675 billion (and then another $2 trillion after that), with most of the benefit going to the rich. https://twitter.com/MichaelSLinden/status/1039544349460189184

Voter suppression campaign in Texas attempts to entrap Democratic voters into felony double-registration https://twitter.com/jerryochoa/status/1039650385210826753

9.11.2018
Sen. Jeff Merkley (D-OR) released a set of documents proving that President Donald Trump has slashed funding to FEMA so that he can do more deportations under the US Customs and Border Protection. https://www.rawstory.com/2018/09/trump-defunded-10-million-fema-response-recovery-spend-ice-detentions-just-hurricane-season/
the Trump administration is taking $200 million from other parts of the Department of Homeland Security instead of staying within its budget on immigrant detention https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/12/17850594/hurricane-fema-ice-trump-immigration
Trump supporters show up at 9/11 memorial site wearing “fuck your feelings” shirts https://twitter.com/DadoftheDecade/status/1039594308419166210
Trump calls government's response to Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria "tremendous." (3,000 people died.) https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1039600444568350720
https://www.vox.com/2018/9/12/17851122/trump-comments-puerto-rico-response-hurricane-florence
Last week, the liberal publication ThinkProgress published a piece on Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearing with the headline “Brett Kavanaugh said he would kill Roe v. Wade and almost no one noticed.” The fact-checker for the Weekly Standard ruled it was false. Facebook’s punishment mechanism kicked in, and the ThinkProgress article was cut off from being seen by about 80 percent of its potential Facebook audience. On Tuesday, the author of the ThinkProgress piece — editor Ian Millhiser — publicly defended the thesis of his piece and accused Facebook of “pandering to the right” by allowing a conservative magazine to block liberal articles. The stakes here are high: Facebook provides about 10 to 15 percent of ThinkProgress’s traffic, which means that getting choked off from readers there is a nontrivial hit to its readership. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/12/17848026/facebook-thinkprogress-weekly-standard
Brett Kavanaugh has lowest net approval for a SCOTUS nominee since Harriet Miers (who was also -1); even Robert Bork was +3. http://cdn.cnn.com/cnn/2018/images/09/11/rel8b.-.kavanaugh.pdf
The Georgia State Election Board voted unanimously Tuesday to deny a request to require hand-marked paper ballots in November’s election. https://politics.myajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/petition-for-paper-ballots-georgia-denied-state-board/klvkew4Zh7vudR2nQp1LpI/

Because of the narrow Republican majority in the Senate, and a few crucial Republican senators, Kavanaugh would likely not be confirmed if he explicitly said he would vote to overturn Roe. He therefore has an incentive to dance around the topic, using dog whistles that social conservatives will pick up but centrist senators can ignore. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/12/17848026/facebook-thinkprogress-weekly-standard

letter, signed by seven Democratic members of the committee, indicated that Lighthizer’s recent notification of a trade deal with Mexico—“and with Canada if it is willing,”—may not be compliant with Trade Promotion Authority, the law that gives the White House flexibility in trade negotiations.  https://www.weeklystandard.com/haley-byrd/democrats-fire-back-at-trumps-dubious-nafta-plan

Traditionally, the Senate hits the road in October of an election year. But the Senate is throwing tradition out the window this year. Majority Leader Mitch McConnell is planning to keep the chamber in session for a significant portion of October if not four entire weeks, costing Democrats key campaign trail days and allowing the Senate to continue jamming partisan ideologues onto the federal courts. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/09/11/senate-democrats-mcconnell-midterms-2018-815705

"The [Trump ‘Affordable Clean Energy’] proposal gives the states, really, ultimate discretion to require nothing at all," https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2018/09/11/critics-say-trump-coal-rules-step-backward-for-ohio

Republicans are having a hard time selling their tax bill to voters — but that hasn’t stopped them from introducing another one. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/11/17845780/kevin-brady-republican-permanent-tax-cuts

Republicans fund campaign mailer for an incumbent in a Democratic primary, and use the “#WalkAway” meme promoted by foreign trolls https://twitter.com/SamuelWBell/status/1039211895591497730

nearly every major wireless provider in the States specifically throttles video (aka “differentiation”), even when the network is perfectly capable of handling the load. …A full breakdown of the instances of throttling found that Verizon was by far the worst culprit, with 11,100 instances where a video service was slowed on a test device occurring between January and May of this year. AT&T was second worst with 8,398 instances of slowdowns. … They’re intentionally slowing video in a bid to make even more money off of consumers that already pay some of the highest prices for mobile data in the developed world https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/bjanw5/wireless-carriers-throttle-video-for-no-good-reason-researchers-find

9.10.2018
The state of Georgia has said it will continue to distribute inaccurate voter registration forms, which falsely say registrants are required to enclose documentary proof of residence, until next year at earliest https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/georgia-voter-registration-forms-still-falsely-require-mailed-proof-of-residence
On Monday morning, Trump wrote on Twitter: “The GDP Rate (4.2%) is higher than the Unemployment Rate (3.9%) for the first time in over 100 years!” Asked about the veracity of the statement later that day at a White House press briefing, Hassett said: “So I can tell you what is true. … What is true is that it’s the highest in 10 years. And at some point somebody probably conveyed it to him adding a zero to that and they shouldn’t have done that.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/10/trump-tweet-facts-wrong-white-house-adviser-kevin-hassett-trump
Three days after a set-up tweet by Trump, RNC chair woman hits up ambassador nominee Doug Manchester for a half million dollar bribe https://www.cbsnews.com/news/doug-manchester-possible-pay-to-play-scheme-for-ambassador-role-in-trump-administration-uncovered/

Republicans, even the ones who are willing to open their eyes to the danger of Trump, think that tax cuts and judges are more important than reining in a president who they fully admit could do serious damage to the country. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/7/17829146/trump-brett-kavanaugh-nyt-op-ed

9.9.2019
Sondland called Trump before sending his “no quid pro quo” text back to Bill Taylor https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1181569881533292544
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/ambassador-eu-called-trump-texting-no-quid-pro-quo-top-n1063841

During the first 18 months of the Trump administration, records show, nearly 1,600 workers left the EPA, while fewer than 400 were hired. The exodus has shrunk the agency’s workforce by 8 percent, to levels not seen since the Reagan administration. The trend has continued even after a major round of buyouts last year and despite the fact that the EPA’s budget has remained stable. Those who have resigned or retired include some of the agency’s most experienced veterans, as well as young environmental experts who traditionally would have replaced them https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/with-a-shrinking-epa-trump-delivers-on-his-promise-to-cut-government/2018/09/08/6b058f9e-b143-11e8-a20b-5f4f84429666_story.html?utm_term=.fb3d673ed09a

“I always told [Justice Scalia], ‘I’ll set the edge, and you can run to the inside of me.’” - Justice Clarence Thomas https://twitter.com/FedSoc/status/1038502980897656832

9.8.2018
Russian business daily Kommersant reported that the Kremlin proposed to cooperate with the United States to prevent "cyberattacks on critical infrastructure," and wanted to include language to that effect in a communiqué issued at the end of the Helsinki Summit.
Although the communiqué was never issued, it is at least the third time in two years that Russia has requested some form of cooperation with the United States on cyber issues, and been refused.  https://www.cfr.org/blog/russia-wants-deal-united-states-cyber-issues-why-does-washington-keep-saying-no?utm_medium=social_share&utm_source=tw

Political scientist Dan Drezner has been tweeting quotes from Trump staffers talking about the president as if he is a toddler for years now. There are now 475 tweets in the thread.  https://twitter.com/dandrezner/status/1037498559225061383

Trump to Cut Millions From E. Jerusalem Hospitals; Expert Warns of 'Collapse' https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/trump-to-cut-budge-of-e-jerusalem-hospitals-experts-warn-collapse-1.6463851

“Kavanaugh has given the Senate nothing” to reassure them that he would enforce a subpoena against Trump as the Supreme Court did against Richard Nixon, find a self-pardon ineffective, foreclose the argument that a president cannot obstruct justice, or defend the courts against egregious attacks from the president as even Gorsuch was willing to do. If this area of executive power was Flake and other senators’ deepest concern, they are refusing to see what is in front of their noses: the most deferential judge Trump could have gotten through the Senate. (The solution here would be for Flake and one other Republicans to join Democrats such as Sen. Richard Blumenthal of Connecticut in insisting that Kavanaugh recuse himself from cases stemming from the investigation already underway.)
…we will see a group of right-wing donors and activists involved in the Federalist Society who can rightly claim they got him on the court. After all, it was the Federalist Society’s Leonard Leo who prepared the short list of judges for the president and essentially chose who would be nominated. Kavanaugh owes his dream job to the group and by extension its donors; he knows it and they know it. So when card-carrying Federalist Society lawyers come before the Supreme Court or the donors who support the Federalist Society (and who gave $1 million to Trump’s inauguration committee) come before the court (or when the group’s and/or its donors’ direct interests come before the court) Kavanaugh will … do what? I have no doubt he will sit on these cases and likely rule in favor of the people who all but picked him themselves for the court. The stench of corruption and the power of unidentified donors and activists has wafted into the Supreme Court. It will hover for as long as Kavanaugh and Gorsuch (who also got the blessing of Leo and the Federalist Society) are on the court https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/opinions/wp/2018/09/07/five-big-takeaways-from-the-kavanaugh-hearings/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.99de6e5a49a3

9.7.2018
Republican political operative Ali Alexander (who previously went by the name Ali Akbar) declares plan to revamp a November 2018 effort called “Stop the Steal” and create a digital text-messaging database that would dispatch supporters of President Donald Trump to places where ballots are being counted as well as the offices of state election officials around the country if their “physical presence is needed.” https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/gop-operative-says-hes-building-system-to-dispatch-protesters-where-ballots-are-counted/
Day after Trump’s latest “rally” where he rants, insanely, the BIllings newspaper follows the usual pattern and devotes its entire front page to coverage showing Trump acting “tough” and commanding a legion of fans (despite ample evidence that many are paid to attend), and buries the insanity beneath a flattering “NO PUNCHES PULLED” headline https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1038063243745320960
This is almost always what happens: no matter how rambling, angry, dishonest or plain strange Trump is in a rally speech, the thrust of the local coverage will almost always be: 1) Trump criticizes local Democrat; 2) There was a big, enthusiastic crowd. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1038064492570177538
Trump has threatened to impose steep tariffs on Canadian autos and on Friday suggested that such tariffs would basically destroy Canada, the US’s neighbor and close ally. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/7/17832522/nafta-us-canada-nafta-trump-trudeau
One thing Democrats haven’t asked Kavanaugh about—and don’t appear to plan to, given that their time to ask direct questions has run out—is the weird story of his personal debt.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/09/brett-kavanaugh-baseball-debt-democrats-hearing-missing.html
Who paid off Brett Kavanaugh’s $92,000 country club fees plus his $200,000 credit card debt plus his $1.2 million mortgage https://twitter.com/Strandjunker/status/1130202524689018881
Trump is reportedly interested in using the Department of Justice to find the identity of the anonymous person who wrote a NY Times op-ed https://www.vox.com/2018/9/7/17832080/jeff-sessions-nyt-op-ed-trump-investigate
Trump is threatening to shut down the government — again — this time “I would do it because I think it’s a great political issue,” Trump told reporters Friday, saying the people he watches on TV — Sean Hannity, Mark Levin, and Rush Limbaugh — all think shutting down the government is the “greatest thing you can do.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/7/17832224/trump-government-shutdown-midterms
A president who began his national political career by declaring that “there’s not a liberal America and a conservative America” but rather “a United States of America” is now blaming one party for breaking the government and dividing the country, for essentially selfish reasons.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/7/17832266/obama-speech-illinois-transcript-trump-republicans
Trump denied a collusion "phone call" with Putin or Russia—something no one has even charged—on Sept. 7, 2018 in a gaggle aboard Air Force One https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099346010386714624
a Dallas police officer shot and killed an African American man upon returning home from her shift and entering an apartment she apparently thought was her own https://abcnews.go.com/US/officer-shot-man-wrong-apartment-involved-previous-shooting/story?id=57703371

“emails show that while he was working to move through President George W. Bush’s judicial nominees in the early 2000s, Kavanaugh received confidential memos, letters, and talking points of Democratic staffers stolen by GOP Senate aide Manuel Miranda. That includes research and talking points Miranda stole from the Senate server after I had written them for the Senate Judiciary Committee as the chief counsel for nominations for the minority. Receiving those memos and letters alone is not an impeachable offense. No, Kavanaugh should be removed because he was repeatedly asked under oath as part of his 2004 and 2006 confirmation hearings for his position on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit about whether he had received such information from Miranda, and each time he falsely denied it.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/09/judge-brett-kavanaugh-should-be-impeached-for-lying-during-his-confirmation-hearings.html

Meanwhile, these are some of the questions which Republican senators decided to spend the hearing lobbing to the nominee https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/09/the-seven-softest-softball-questions-republicans-asked-brett-kavanaugh/

Democrats wanted the chair of the House Committee on Government Oversight and Reform to use his subpoena powers to force the administration to turn over everything they asked for, just as the committee did after Katrina. Chair Gowdy, a Republican, refused. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/7/17824598/republicans-block-hurricane-maria-investigation

There are now more than 6 PR pros for every journalist https://muckrack.com/blog/2018/09/06/there-are-now-more-than-6-pr-pros-for-every-journalist

“QAnon’s” journey from the cobwebby corners of 4chan into the mainstream likely wasn’t entirely organic. Rather, it appears to have been amplified along the way by automated Twitter accounts—that is, bots. And they seem to have gotten their start very early in the life of the conspiracy theory.  https://slate.com/technology/2018/09/bots-have-been-boosting-qanon-since-almost-the-moment-it-started.html

Taxpayers footed bills totaling $300,675 for golf cart rentals alone, so the Secret Service could follow Trump on the links ... this according to federal documents obtained by TMZ. Many of the expenses emanate from Trump's Mar-a-Lago excursions. And, get this ... since taking office Trump has reportedly spent 153 days at golf properties, which explains why the golf cart rental is sky high.
Since Trump took office, the total expense of his golf outings cost taxpayers an estimated $77 MILLION.  https://www.tmz.com/2018/09/06/president-trump-golf-cart-rental-secret-service/

China’s main stock market is down about 15% over the period that US president claims it has dropped 25%, 27% and 28%, depending on his mood. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1038212679016443904

9.6.2018
Kavanaugh sham hearing, day 3
Kavanaugh has made declarations under oath during his current and past confirmation hearings that are contradicted by documents from his time as a counsel to the president and staff secretary in the George W. Bush White House. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/09/five-times-brett-kavanaugh-appears-to-have-lied-to-congress-while-under-oath/
LYING UNDER OATH https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/9/6/1793819/-The-things-we-know-Kavanaugh-has-lied-under-oath-about-Abortion-warrantless-wiretapping-torture
Now into his second day of testimony, Kavanaugh was flummoxed and floundering… yet the whole hearing is intended to be nothing more than a sham. https://www.esquire.com/news-politics/politics/a23008325/brett-kavanaugh-kamala-harris-corey-booker/?src=socialflowTW
Kavanaugh refused to respond to questions about preparing to nullify the SC investigation https://twitter.com/SenKamalaHarris/status/1037520011861090305
In one of the emails released Thursday, Kavanaugh says… “I am not sure that all legal scholars refer to Roe as the settled law of the land at the Supreme Court level since Court can always overrule its precedent.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/6/17827188/brett-kavanaugh-supreme-court-abortion-documents-emails
He also said “it’s just bad law” https://twitter.com/evale72/status/1037840123977707520
Kavanaugh has referred to birth control as “abortion-inducing drugs” https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/brett-kavanaugh-birth-control_us_5b917b79e4b0162f472b3cb8
Kavanaugh referred to “blowing still another game of dice (don’t recall)” https://twitter.com/loril/status/1037776404941873154
We learn that Kavanaugh perjured himself at least once (probably more), in statements about Bill Pryor https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1037737330189185024
Despite which, Sen. Grassley tries to “coach the witness” into a definition-of-is dance around his perjury https://www.vox.com/2018/9/6/17828378/brett-kavanaugh-confirmation-perjury-pryor
even Mitch McConnell didn’t want this particular nominee. He thought there were conservatives who would be easier to confirm. Kavanaugh was pushed by Jeff Sessions and Don McGahn, two people President Trump now hates. It would be simple for Republicans to take a stand here, and thereby generate a smidgen of credibility that they place integrity above ideology. (Yet here they go.) https://abovethelaw.com/2018/09/brett-kavanaugh-perjured-himself-impeachment/
The New York Times publishes an “op-ed” by someone they confirm to be a “senior White House official,” who states explicitly that White House staff are actively working to route the business of the executive branch around the actual president. The US Congress is dubiously legitimate, and working to delegitimize the federal judiciary; meanwhile this op-ed and congressional indifference to it shows that there is no legitimacy to the executive branch. https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/09/06/donald-trump-white-house-crisis-new-york-times-anonymous-op-ed-column/1212294002/
“Impeachment is a constitutional mechanism. The Twenty-Fifth Amendment is a constitutional mechanism. Mass resignations followed by voluntary testimony to congressional committees are a constitutional mechanism. Overt defiance of presidential authority by the president’s own appointees — now that’s a constitutional crisis.” https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/09/this-is-a-constitutional-crisis/569443/
Trump accused the New York Times of committing “treason”…. During a campaign appearance in Billings, Montana, Trump also praised Greg Gianforte, the Republican congressman who physically attacked the Guardian reporter Ben Jacobs last year, as “a fighter and a winner”. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/06/donald-trump-montana-rally-new-york-times-treason-claim
An expert panel of the National Academy of Sciences report — "Securing the Vote: Protecting American Democracy" — bemoans a rickety system compromised by insecure voting equipment and software whose vulnerabilities were exposed more than a decade ago and which are too often managed by officials with little training in cybersecurity. https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/expert-panel-calls-sweeping-election-security-measures-57647257
Over the past couple weeks, Trump has begun telling supporters he's already spent $3.2 billion on the wall--twice the amount Congress has authorized. He said it twice last night at a rally in Montana. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/under-pressure-from-base-trump-falsely-inflates-administrations-progress-on-his-border-wall/2018/09/07/e086db64-b2b6-11e8-a20b-5f4f84429666_story.html?utm_term=.0d9d69640fa8
House Republicans withdrew on Thursday from negotiations with Democrats over a pact that would have effectively barred both parties from using hacked or stolen material on the campaign trail this fall. http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/republicans-balk-proposed-deal-hacked-campaign-materials
At the “rally,” alleged Trump supporters are moved out of the way in favor of substitutes in real time on camera right behind Trump. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1037915598418784257
Sarah Sanders uses press secretary twitter account to incite harassing phone calls to New York Times; “A government official inciting the public to flood the phones of a private corporation & media outlet with harassing calls--openly interfering with its work--is a violation of the prohibition on "Misuse of Position" in 5 CFR 2635.702.” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1037738202545696769

In a healthy country, the things Republicans keep saying they are trying to do to serve majoritarian economic interests — whether that’s Bush’s ownership society, Paul Ryan’s war on crony capitalism, or Trump’s economic nationalism — would be actual things that they actually try to do. Then if one of them failed, they could switch and try something different. But what they’re actually doing is thinly rebranding the exact same policies https://www.vox.com/2018/9/6/17826566/conservatives-disavow-trump

The way in which the news media are being corrupted—even an outlet like the Times, which continues to publish remarkable investigative work throughout this era—is one of the most insidious, pronounced, and likely long-lasting effects of the Trump Administration. https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/the-anonymous-new-york-times-op-ed-and-the-trumpian-corruption-of-language-and-the-media

Facebook’s choices will reinforce them as a default set, making them more universal through a feedback loop. The more we classify our reactions by that set of six, the more we’ll be conditioned to gauge our emotions in those terms. https://medium.com/s/story/how-facebook-has-flattened-human-communication-c1525a15e9aa

9.5.2018
Kavanaugh sham hearing, day 2
In a Texas courtroom, red states tried to do away with ACA’s protections; in DC, Kavanaugh dodging questions on how he’d rule in the case https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1037438804636917761
Kavanaugh refused to provide a direct answer to questions from senators about how he would handle subpoenas, and whether the president could pardon himself. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/5/17822784/supreme-court-nominee-brett-kavanaugh-hearing-executive-power
On Wednesday, Kavanaugh stood firm that his [false] testimony in both 2006 and 2018 were accurate reflections of his work in the Bush White House. But Republicans are actively suppressing the records of this very “work.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/5/17819660/supreme-court-brett-kavanaugh-hearing
Texas Judge Reed O’Connor hears arguments in pretzel-logic lawsuit to destroy the Affordable Care Act; shows zero interest in absurdity of lawsuit, potential consequences, etc. https://balkin.blogspot.com/2018/09/a-federal-district-judge-seems.html
The Department of Justice had surprised everyone in June by agreeing with Texas that the mandate was unconstitutional and asserting that the ACA’s provisions that guaranteed access to affordable coverage for people with preexisting conditions had to be invalidated.  But in the courtroom the DOJ seemed to be having second thoughts, begging the court not to eliminate preexisting condition protections immediately and not to rule on the case until after the 2019 open enrollment period ends (incidentally, after the midterm elections). 
Anti-immigrant hate group Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) held their annual media event, “Hold Their Feet to the Fire,” in Washington, D.C., September 5 and 6. Among the attendees was Ronald Vitiello, the acting director of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/09/12/acting-ice-director-attends-annual-media-event-anti-immigrant-hate-group-fair#.W5qkVHDsjRo.facebook
US president calling on Congress to make it easier to sue the publishers of unflattering books https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1037331631386832896
“I could give you 100 pictures of him and Comey hugging and kissing each other,” Trump said in the interview https://www.vox.com/2018/9/5/17823824/trump-claims-he-has-100-photos-of-comey-and-mueller-kissing-we-tried-to-find-some

Georgia voters complain they watched their vote switch on the electronic ballot https://www.wsav.com/news/your-local-election-hq/georgia-voters-watch-their-ballots-mysteriously-switch/1417544222

9.4.2018
Republican Senate begins confirmation hearings (pre-promised by Senator Majority Leader to end in confirmation) with a 35-month absolute black hole in the nominee’s record https://twitter.com/SenatorDurbin/status/1035606228259487744
These hearings are a complete travesty:
During Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearing on Tuesday, Republican Sens. Jeff Flake (AZ) and Ben Sasse (NE) had plenty of criticism for President Trump and his recent Twitter attack on Attorney General Jeff Sessions — but they had nothing but glowing praise for Kavanaugh. … Flake: “Judge Kavanaugh’s dedication and commitment as a basketball coach, I think, demonstrates and says a good deal about that character.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/4/17820196/supreme-court-hearing-brett-kavanaugh-jeff-flake-ben-sasse
Senator Orrin Hatch publicly tells Kavanaugh "we're going to confirm you."
The sham hearing, of course, barrels along even as the president who nominated Kavanaugh is an unindicted co-conspirator https://www.brookings.edu/research/unresolved-recusal-issues-require-a-pause-in-the-kavanaugh-hearings/
Kavanaugh is the most divisive, contentious Supreme Court nominee in a generation https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/4/17799842/brett-kavanaugh-supreme-court-senate-confirmation-hearing-polls
Norm Eisin: “we produced every single kagan doc when i was working in the WH. there is no legal basis for this sweeping, unsubstantiated use of privileges. what are they hiding?” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1036065079932989442
The Bush White House library released 42,000 pages of documents from Kavanaugh’s time in the White House Monday night, just hours before the start of Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearing Tuesday morning. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/4/17819022/brett-kavanaugh-hearing-supreme-court-process
Sen. Mazie Hirono (D-HI) said it was “out of order” that the Republican-controlled committee required lawmakers to “pre-clear” questions, documents, and videos they’d like to use during the hearing. In his 44 years in the Senate, voting on 19 nominations to the Supreme Court, Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT) said he had never seen a process like Kavanaugh’s confirmation. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/4/17819022/brett-kavanaugh-hearing-supreme-court-process
A super-connected rightwing heiress sat behind Kavanaugh, smirking frequently, and apparently at one point making a white-power gesture. This is contested, yet of course, “We don’t need to interpret hand signals to know where this administration stands on racism and white supremacy. We know very well where it stands.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/5/17821946/white-power-hand-signal-brett-kavanaugh-confirmation-hearing-zina-bash-4chan
The father of a victim of the Parkland, Florida, school shooting attempted to shake hands with Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh during Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearing on Tuesday, but Kavanaugh appeared to rebuff him.  https://www.vox.com/2018/9/4/17820086/parkland-supreme-court-gun-control-kavanaugh-fred-guttenberg
A Twitter spokesperson said on Tuesday that the company does not consider the known white nationalist Richard Spencer, whose presence on the platform has long been a source of controversy, to have any known affiliations with hate groups. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/4/17816936/why-wont-twitter-ban-richard-spencer-hate-groups

50 years ago, a Clevelander born in 1968 could expect to experience one day of above 90 degree weather. The New York Times anticipates a 300 percent increase with four above 90 degree days. It's important to note that this estimation of four is an average based on history and climate trends.
The reality is that Cleveland has already experienced nine days above 90 degrees since June. Compared to 1968, that's an increase of 800 percent.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2018/09/04/90-degree-days-in-cleveland-have-increased-300-percent-in-the-last-50-years

Killing the Deep State: The Fight to Save President Trump, described as “Jerome Corsi uncovers the secret conspiracy to destroy the Trump presidency and what Trump must do now to prevail” has 4.5 stars on Amazon.com from 1654 reviews.

A State Department unit created two years ago to lead the U.S. fight against anti-democratic propaganda abroad, including Russian disinformation campaigns, still has not received millions of dollars in funding allocated to it by Congress.
	And even if some money comes through for the Global Engagement Center before the end of the fiscal year, it will now be just one-sixth of the amount originally directed to the center to counteract terrorist messaging and foreign efforts to influence elections. https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/state-department-russia-election-interference_us_5b8872f8e4b0162f4721329e

9.3.2018
Donald Trump has mounted another extraordinary attack on his attorney general, Jeff Sessions, blaming him for charges against two congressmen that he said jeopardised Republican chances in the forthcoming midterm elections. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/03/jeff-sessions-donald-trump-charges-republican-congressmen
Harvard Law professor Laurence Tribe suggested after reading the president’s tweet that “this would belong high in the obstruction of justice article of any bill of impeachment.” https://www.thenation.com/article/donald-trump-just-committed-a-fully-impeachable-offense/
Republicans released 42,000 pages of emails the night before Kavanaugh’s hearings began. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/6/17825596/cory-booker-brett-kavanaugh-hearing-emails
Twitter staff report that “@Jack” Dorsey personally intervened to prevent extremist hate-merchant Alex Jones’s removal from the platform, the terms of service for which he routinely violates. https://twitter.com/JordanUhl/status/1036663618966904833
YouTube issues a news release claiming that it is succeeding in fixing hate speech; media uncritically rebroadcast the claim https://twitter.com/gaywonk/status/1169066612626010112

The New Yorker brought in Steve Bannon for an “ideas festival” (subsequently canceled the decision.) The Economist is giving him a platform. https://twitter.com/justinhendrix/status/1036622223199625217
YouTube is a sewer of hate and intolerance https://twitter.com/chick_in_kiev/status/1036365248209580032

White evangelicals remain the only religious group in America to view Trump favorably https://www.vox.com/identities/2018/10/3/17929696/white-evangelicals-prri-poll-trump-presidency-support

9.2.2018
Multiple people report that Trump tweets have become “liked” by their Twitter account without their participation https://twitter.com/LuluLemew/status/1036090611651301376
Trump confidante (and TV-judge) Jeanine Pirro declares that Trump is being “framed.” https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1036460392304844800

Sens. McConnell and Grassley are successfully gaslighting America over their complete in-real-time rewriting of standards for disclosure for a Supreme Court nomination https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1035711190972997638

9.1.2018
Text message from ambassador Bill Taylor: “Are we now saying that security assistance and WH meeting [sought by Ukraine] are conditioned on investigations?” Sondland replies: “Call me” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1179952504240521216
(Sondland donated $1 million to the inauguration of Trump, records show, but didn't use his own name. The donations to Trump's inauguration were made through four Oregon and Washington companies connected to Sondland.)
President Donald Trump is planning to cut all US funding to the United Nations program that administers aid to millions of Palestinian refugees, multiple outlets reported on Friday, alarming the international community and potentially putting the program itself at risk. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/31/17804262/palestinian-refugees-unrwa-funding-cut
Laura Ingraham suggests it may be time for the government to take over Facebook and Twitter and run them as public utilities to eliminate bias against conservatives. https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1035946893237542913

Sondland: “We did not want to work with Mr. Giuliani. Simply put, we played the hand we were dealt. We all understood that if we refused to work with Mr. Giuliani, we would lose an important opportunity to cement relations between the United States and Ukraine. So we followed the President’s orders. Second, although we disagreed with the need to involve Mr. Giuliani, we did not believe that his role was improper at the time. As I previously testified, if I had known of all of Mr. Giuliani’s dealings or of his associations with individuals now under criminal indictment, I would not have acquiesced to his participation.” https://lawandcrime.com/impeachment/he-should-resign-or-be-impeached-ag-barr-slammed-on-several-fronts-after-explosive-sondland-testimony/

In the months leading up to Gen. John W. Nicholson’s departure from Afghanistan in September, his top advisers and staffers set out on an unusual mission: Find a way to convince President Donald Trump and members of Congress to support troops staying on the ground in the 17-year-long war… One of the strategy sessions focused on getting the president’s attention by asking Fox News correspondents to embed with troops https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-failed-mission-to-get-trump-to-care-about-afghanistan

California has a problem to the tune of 129 million dead trees, spread across 8.9 million acres. That’s 6,450 times the number of trees in Central Park, truly “astronomical,” in the words of Heather Williams, a spokesperson for the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. …The die-off, meanwhile, that’s created so much fuel is a symptom of the years-long drought that has parched the Western United States. With limited water, trees have shriveled up or succumbed to bark beetle infestations, with some of the most severe declines in central California. And as the climate warms and more people move into high-risk areas, the damages from wildfires are projected to increase.  https://www.vox.com/2018/9/1/17800358/california-mendocino-wildfire-dead-trees

8.31.3018
the U.S. ambassador to the EU told Sen. Ron Johnson that the status of aid to Ukraine was tied to Trump’s interest in having Kiev investigate certain matters [i.e. one of his political opponents]. Johnson confronted Trump, who denied it. https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1180174953532002304
(Johnson’s account of Gordon Sondland telling him there was a link between the Ukraine money and investigations is the opposite of what Sondland tells Bill Taylor, a top U.S. diplomat in Kiev, 9 days later.)
(To believe Trump here, you have to believe his ambassador decided on his own to tell Ukraine aid was contingent on investigating 2016 stuff, at the same time that -- coincidentally and for entirely unrelated reasons -- Trump was withholding aid to Ukraine.)
Trump has spent the past week trying to bullshit a tweaked NAFTA (which he openly intends to pass off as a new, non-NAFTA deal) into existence with his usual bully in a China shop “diplomacy.” https://www.vox.com/2018/8/31/17804290/nafta-canada-us-mexico-deal-trump-friday
So far it hasn’t worked, but Trump is trying to brass through it by formally announcing to congress that “a deal” is on its way
Meanwhile, the reality is: rule of law in the United States is hanging by a thread, and the governments of Canada and Mexico seem ready to help that last thread snap in exchange for making some trade treaty tweaks which neither nation ever actively sought https://apnews.com/0ff8e648e53e4fdcb46d7308295f87e3
Not only the US but, perhaps, also Canada seem quite openly committed to “getting this done” while Mexico’s lame-duck government can sign it, before the country’s recently elected new president can take office. Despite everything Trump has done in office, corporatists still ultimately seem to prefer Trump to a leftist. #FML
"Trump's reputation as a dealmaker is on the line, ahead of crucial mid-term [elections in the U.S.]," he said. “He will want to be able to brag about the auto concessions he won from Mexico to the Republican base, and he needs Canada for that deal to work.” Given Canada's reliance on U.S. trade, the idea of no deal being better than a bad deal for Canada is a "pick your poison" situation, he said. "You're going to die anyway." - Adam Taylor, a former advisor to Conservative trade minister Ed Fast who is now a consultant in Ottawa https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/nafta-breakoff-what-now-1.4806991
Democratic US Senator says, probably sincerely, “My number one priority is to stop Ohio jobs from moving overseas” https://twitter.com/SenSherrodBrown/status/1035634678613635072
“NAFTA will be modestly tweaked and updated, Trump will claim a hyuuuuge win and spin all sorts of tales to his base about how he completely altered the deal from the worst deal in human history to the absolute best, while globalists in Washington and New York and in Fortune 500 C-suites around the country will give a sigh of relief. We’re living, after all, in a time that accommodates parallel narratives.” http://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-martinez-new-nafta-20180831-story.html?outputType=amp
Nearly 500 children are still separated from their migrant parents nearly two months after a federal judge ordered the youngest to be returned to their family members and more than a month after the reunification deadline for older children. https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/immigration-border-crisis/nearly-500-children-are-still-separated-their-migrant-parents-n905461?cid=sm_npd_ms_tw_ma
Latest example of Trump using an official WH event as a free campaign stop and a promo for his golf club. Flanked by GOP candidates, Trump admitted it was "a political event" adding, luckily "you didn't have to pay for it."  https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1035613755131002885
Trump is in North Carolina to sign an executive order on retirement plans and to fundraise for Rev. Mark Harris, a congressional candidate who has declared that wives must ‘submit to their husbands’ https://www.facebook.com/NowThisNews/videos/676747102702365/
Iowa authorities confirmed Friday that recorded phone calls citing the slaying of an Iowa college student are being used to promote white supremacist views. The recordings say the calls are being paid for by The Road to Power, an Idaho-based group with a website and neo-Nazi podcast. https://apnews.com/11c2a175631f4b34916a0d70c24e92f0
At the same time, a robocall to Florida voters features a speaker who pretends to be the black candidate, using an exaggerated dialect, as drums and jungle sounds play in the background https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/neo-nazi-robocalls-target-andrew-gillum-in-florida-governors-race_us_5b89bc9fe4b0162f47236bd0
The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of North Carolina subpoenaed records Friday from the state board of elections and 44 county elections boards in the eastern part of the state. A meeting notice from the board says the subpoena came at the request of Immigration and Customs Enforcement. Among the state records from Jan. 1, 2010 through Aug. 30, 2018 that were requested: all voter registration applications, federal write-in absentee ballots, federal post card applications, early-voting application forms, provisional voting forms, absentee ballot request forms, all “admission or denial of non-citizen return forms,” and all voter registration cancellation or revocation forms.
https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/article217846725.html#storylink=cpy
Des Moines Register, for some reason, publishes an op-ed by Donald Trump Jr.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/2/17811558/rob-tibbetts-donald-trump-jr-des-moines

Rep. Steve King’s August trip to Vienna, where he met with far-right party and gave an interview to in which he talked about a "Great Replacement" of white Europeans by immigrants, was unwittingly funded by Holocaust memorial group https://wapo.st/2CHvWEx

The Trump administration is rolling back some U.S. regulations on climate-changing methane pollution, calling them expensive and burdensome, but Colorado says its rules are working — and they have industry support. https://www.apnews.com/2b1beda57ebf4334a69aae6853c346d1

a Nazi was working at DHS and attending White House immigration policy meetings. He expressed his enthusiasm for a "Judenfrei" (cleansed for Jews) dinner party. https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1035630757635608576

In recent months, Bank of America has been accused of freezing or threatening to freeze customers’ accounts after asking about their legal status in the U.S. https://www.sacbee.com/news/business/article217567300.html#storylink=cpy

The National Enquirer has long explained its support for Donald Trump as a business decision based on the president’s popularity among its readers. But private financial documents and circulation figures obtained by The Associated Press show that the tabloid’s business was declining https://www.apnews.com/7d75f13c35724c2bba7ec050c32d12f7

8.30.2018
 In another attack on his administration’s law enforcement agencies, President Trump told a rally of supporters in Indiana on Thursday night that he would “get involved” if the Justice Department and FBI do not “start doing their job and doing it right.” That threat came hours after he told Bloomberg News that he would not fire Attorney General Jeff Sessions before the midterm elections—but didn’t say he would not do so after the elections. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/trump-criticizes-doj-fbi-at-rally-after-attacking-sessions.html
In an Oval Office interview with Bloomberg News on Thursday, Trump said, “off the record,” that he is not making any compromises at all with Canada — and that he could not say this publicly because “it’s going to be so insulting they’re not going to be able to make a deal.” “Here’s the problem. If I say no — the answer’s no. If I say no, then you’re going to put that and it’s going to be so insulting they’re not going to be able to make a deal ... I can’t kill these people,” Trump said of the Canadian government. In another remark he did not want published, Trump said that any deal with Canada would be “totally on our terms.” He suggested he was scaring the Canadians into submission by repeatedly threatening to impose tariffs on imports of Canadian-made cars. https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2018/08/31/bombshell-leak-to-toronto-star-upends-nafta-talks-in-secret-so-insulting-remarks-trump-says-he-isnt-compromising-at-all-with-canada.html
Prices rose at their highest clip since 2012 over the past year, the Labor Department reported Thursday. The 2.9 percent inflation for the 12-month period ending in June is … a painful development for workers, whose tepid wage gains have failed to keep pace with the rising prices. http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-inflation-rates-20180713-story.html

Over roughly the past day, President Trump has decried the “totally dishonest” media, with its “fake news” and “fake books.” He has argued that Google is biased against conservatives. And he has accused NBC News of “fudging” the tape of an interview with him that has been available online for more than a year. The president has even declared there is no chaos in his White House, which he claimed is a “ ‘smooth running machine’ with changing parts,” despite he tumult that emanates almost daily from within its walls. Trump’s assertions — all on Twitter, some false, some without clear evidence — come just over nine weeks before the midterm elections that could help determine his fate, and they are bound by one unifying theme: All of his perceived opponents are peddling false facts and only Trump can be trusted. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-pushes-a-reality-where-opponents-are-peddling-false-facts-and-only-he-can-be-trusted/2018/08/30/

Experts are worried that the 2020 Census will severely undercount vulnerable people. There are many reasons, but the biggest worries are:
Republicans have underfunded the effort.
The Census Bureau is using new technology to try to cut costs — but that new technology isn’t being properly tested because of the lack of funds.
The Trump administration also added a question about citizenship that could scare immigrants away from responding.
Oh, and the Census Bureau has been without a leader since Thompson resigned last year.
https://www.vox.com/2018/5/7/17286692/census-republicans-funding-undercount-data-chart

8.29.2018
Trump told reporters the government did a “fantastic job” in its response to Hurricane Maria. On Thursday, the Puerto Rican government raised its death toll from the storm to 2,975 from its original estimate of 64. But during a drug prevention event at the White House on Wednesday, Trump lauded his government’s response to the 2017 disaster and said the island’s governor, Ricard Rosselló, is “very happy with the job we’ve done.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/29/17797582/puerto-rico-hurricane-maria-death-toll-trump
On Wednesday, the president tweeted: “How the hell is Bruce Ohr still employed at the Justice Department? Disgraceful! Witch Hunt!” He also earlier threatened to revoke Ohr’s security clearance, which would make it impossible for him (a lawyer in the criminal division at the Department of Justice) to do his job.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/does-president-trump-want-bruce-ohr-fired-because-hes-so-good-at-uncovering-russian-crime.html
The White House’s chief attorney, Don McGahn, will leave sometime this fall, President Trump tweeted Wednesday. … Grassley and McConnell weren’t the only ones caught off guard by Trump’s tweet: McGahn himself did not know the tweet was coming, the Washington Post reported, and “he had not discussed his plans directly with Trump.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/white-house-counsel-don-mcgahn-leaving.html

Reported the past week or so: 
-Nearly 3,000 died during & after Maria
-The admin's coal rollback would kill 1,400 people a year by 2030
-Two people affiliated with white nationalists and neo-Nazis were employed by the WH & DHS
-Trump is an unindicted co-conspirator in a felony
https://twitter.com/OsitaNwanevu/status/1034908241732554756

rather than grapple with why it consistently fails to attract nonwhite interns, the White House apparently decided to keep a 2018 Summer Interns picture to itself. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/29/17793104/white-house-intern-picture-summer-2018

The Trump administration is accusing Hispanics along the border of using fraudulent birth certificates since they were babies, and it is undertaking a widespread crackdown on their citizenship. https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1034901370355306506

a number of Amazon warehouse workers have been scouring Twitter for criticism of the company and replying to it with suspiciously cheerful counterpoints. … because they are being paid to proselytise about how fulfilled they are by their fulfilment centre jobs. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/aug/28/amazon-ambassadors-twitter-hard-work-passion-for-employer

8.28.2018
Puerto Rico's government raised its official Hurricane Maria death toll to 2,975 on Tuesday in the wake of a new estimate from researchers. The new figure is 46 times larger than the previous toll the Puerto Rican government released in December 2017, when officials said 64 people had died as a result of the storm. https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/28/health/puerto-rico-gw-report-excess-deaths/index.html
Inexplicable “deal” in Senate permits 11 nominees to be cleared immediately and another eight to be voted on next week https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/28/politics/mcconnell-democrats-judges-deal/index.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-trump-federal-judges_us_5b86c0eee4b0cf7b00313783
EPA asks Supreme Court not to hear case on Earth-warming chemicals for air conditioners http://hill.cm/xbrMGzq
Trump repeats that Mexico will pay for a border wall https://nypost.com/2018/08/28/trump-still-says-mexico-will-pay-for-the-wall/
Sen Grassley now admitting the Senate will only receive half the documents that he requested (which are only a small fraction of Kavanaugh’s record), before the hearing starts. That means Senators will have seen only 6% of Kavanaugh’s records, & the public will have seen 3%. Further, these documents aren't the official National Archives’ curation of White House docs, but the ones that have been pre-screened by Kavanaugh’s former deputy and George Bush’s private lawyer. The Senate will likely have ZERO records from the Archives by next week’s hearing. https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1034223735228837888
Paul Ryan’s PAC is trying to link a Democratic Congressional candidate to terrorism because she briefly taught English at an Islamic school in suburban Washington while waiting for the security clearance she received to become a counter-terrorism agent for the CIA. Info about the teaching job came from candidate’s application for a security clearance, which she received. Security clearance applications are highly-confidential. https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1034653191336599552
Hours after President Trump calls negative Google search results about himself possibly "illegal," Trump economic advisor Larry Kudlow says he's taking a look at whether Google searches should be regulated.

a “senior House Republicans office” has compiled a spreadsheet of all the things they believe House Democrats will investigate if they win a majority in November — i.e. of things that they the House Republicans refuse to examine.  https://www.axios.com/2018-midterm-elections-republicans-preparation-investigations-180abf7b-0de8-4670-ae8a-2e6da123c584.html

Slimeball harassers and abusers are pulling off “comebacks” less than a year after being exposed by #MeToo stories

8.27.2018
Trump’s claimed new NAFTA deal doesn’t actually exist https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/trumps-splashy-new-nafta-deal
The White House press conference announcing the breakthrough was a fairly humiliating affair for all present not named Donald, and for the glaringly absent party from the proceedings, a large U.S. neighbor that is not Mexico. Trump rambled on to his pal “Enrique” (on speaker phone) about their close friendship, about how he’s often misunderstood, about how they don’t really need Canada anymore, and about how bad the old NAFTA was for the United States. “In dealing with Trump, as his staff well knows and foreign leaders are coming to appreciate, you endure tactical humiliations to preserve or secure larger strategic imperatives… This ongoing NAFTA saga is the latest episode to shed light on what’s become Trump’s modus operandi. He likes to break things, blame others for the fact that they are broken and then take credit for “fixing” them. North Korea, family separations at the border, NATO, NAFTA … the pattern is clear. What’s also evident is that Trump relishes the tactical drama far more than he cares about any strategic outcome. He is quick to cave on substance if it makes everyone happy at the end of his TV show — so long, of course, as he gets the credit for making them happy.” http://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-martinez-new-nafta-20180831-story.html?outputType=amp
The United States is currently at a weaker position with North Korea than before U.S. President Donald Trump met with the leader of the rogue nation, an expert told CNBC on Monday. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/27/north-korea-us-now-worse-off-than-before-trump-kim-summit---expert.html?__source=sharebar|twitter&par=sharebar
US president:
doesn’t acknowledge latest murder rampage
does have flags raised fully despite death of US senator and veteran (Traditionally, sitting senators who die in office have flags lowered in their honor)
does make up a fake job-approval rating
Also apparently he doesn’t know how to color in a US flag even remotely correctly
https://twitter.com/ashleyfeinberg/status/1034063451444920320
Of these things, the one with the WWE-feud receives more media attention than all others and the shooting
https://www.vox.com/2018/8/27/17786018/john-mccain-trump-funeral-flag-tweet
Trump Privately Suggests Evangelical Leaders Break Law on Electioneering Because Democrats Will “Violently” Overturn Policies https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/trump-privately-suggests-evangelical-leaders-break-law-on-electioneering-because-democrats-will-violently-overturn-policies.html
https://shareblue.com/trump-violence-republican-losses-midterm-elections/
The federal government’s top official charged with protecting student loan borrowers announced his resignation on Monday, saying the Trump administration is making it impossible for him and other career staffers to do their job. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/27/17787912/seth-frotman-resigns-cfpb-navient-student-loans
Federal officials have seemingly decided to stop policing the student loan servicing industry https://slate.com/business/2018/08/cfpb-ombudsman-resigns-heres-what-seth-frotmans-letter-was-really-about.html

The Obama Justice Department thought Ville Platte, Louisiana — where officers jail witnesses to crimes — could become a model of how to erase policing abuses that plague small towns across the nation. Jeff Sessions decided not to bother. https://www.propublica.org/article/ville-platte-louisiana-police-consent-decree-trump-justice-department

Trump’s approval ratings have been unusually stable during his first 18 months in office and haven’t fluctuated like they have under other presidents. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/27/17786052/wsj-poll-trump-cohen-manafort-crimes

8.26.2018
American politics has become so debased that people fall all over themselves praising the integrity, civility and honor of someone who: 1) attempted to bring an aggressively know-nothing, say-anything internet troll into the White House before deciding to occasionally criticize another one who actually made it there; 2) made much fuss about the senate and “regular order” before voting to approve a massive betrayal of serious policymaking; 3) chuckled at his own “joke” of singing “bomb bomb, bomb bomb Iran” in response to a serious question about policy.
Gun rampage shoots many, kills a few, over a video game(?) https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/27/florida-shooting-survivors-recall-chaos-no-one-deserves-to-die-over-a-videogame
Trump administration is fully one month past court-ordered deadline to reunite separated families https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1034085122792816640

measles-vaccination rates in some European countries have often fallen below those in parts of Africa. https://www.economist.com/europe/2018/08/25/anti-vax-fears-drive-a-measles-outbreak-in-europe

A neoconservative foreign policy group appeared to try and get audio recorded claiming erroneously that Rep. Beto O’Rourke’s (D-TX) Senate campaign was endorsed by Iranian President Hassan Rouhani https://www.thedailybeast.com/fake-ad-claiming-irans-president-endorsed-beto-orourke-is-pulled-from-production

A little more than halfway through 2018, Trump administration officials are on track to significantly increase their promotion of the president’s businesses compared to the first year of the Trump presidency https://www.citizensforethics.org/trump-administration-increases-its-promotion-of-presidents-business/

8.24.2018
Fox & Friends person says -- very slowly and clearly, as if sending a message to a certain viewer -- "it is very clear the president knows he cannot fire Jeff sessions. He can't. Before the midterms." https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/1032970646542852096
Realistically, “Trump might continue to passive-aggressively grind down his Attorney General by tweet, just like the Founders intended.” https://twitter.com/EricColumbus/status/1035196938147319808
The Randolph County, GA elections board considers proposal that would eliminate seven of nine polling locations in the county, according to the American Civil Liberties Union of Georgia. Included in the proposed closures is Cuthbert Middle School where nearly 97 percent of voters are black. 
Officials say they need to close the polling places because they don't comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act. But they also say "there is no document, report or analysis studying the handicap accessibility of polling places in the county in the last year.” (Voted down.)

8.23.2018
Two key Republican senators signaled to President Donald Trump that he could replace Attorney General Jeff Sessions after the midterm elections in November https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/did-donald-trump-just-get-the-green-light-to-fire-jeff-sessions.html
The U.S. Senate Banking Committee just approved the nomination of Kathleen Kraninger to be director of the CFPB. She has no experience defending consumers, no literacy in financial or consumer law and no demonstrated moral compass on basic issues of human dignity. https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/1032640706362466304
the President of the United States echoed a longstanding and false white supremacist claim that South Africa’s white farmers are targets of large-scale, racially-motivated killings by South Africa’s black majority. https://www.adl.org/news/press-releases/adl-extremely-troubled-by-presidents-tweet-on-south-africa
One day after WH press secretary said a pardon for Manafort has not “been up for discussion,” Trump’s lawyer Giuliani says that DJT discussed a pardon with his legal team weeks ago  https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1032718018890149889
The President, via his attorney, is essentially telegraphing that he'll likely pardon Manafort after the Mueller investigation has wrapped. https://twitter.com/JDiamond1/status/1032722369977221121
Compensation for America’s top executives grew 17 percent in 2017 as real wages for workers declined, according to a study released Thursday. https://www.newsweek.com/trump-ceo-pay-wages-tax-cuts-1076795
One day after Secretary of State Pompeo had announced that he was planning to visit the country for a fourth round of talks, Trump canceled the trip without real explanation. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/28/17790546/north-korea-trump-pompeo-letter-trip
Trump posed for an Oval Office photo with one of the leading promoters of the QAnon conspiracy theory, which claims that top Democrats are part of a global pedophile cult. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-in-oval-office-meets-promoter-of-qanon-conspiracy-theory-that-says-democrats-run-pedophile-cult
A former government contractor who pleaded guilty to mailing a classified U.S. report to a news organization was sentenced to more than five years Thursday as part of a deal with prosecutors, who called it the longest sentence ever imposed for a federal crime involving leaks to the media.  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/reality-winner-sentenced-pleaded-guilty-to-leaking-secret-u-s-report-today-2018-08-23/?ftag=CNM-00-10aab7e&linkId=55922192

The oldest and thickest sea ice in the Arctic has started to break up, opening waters north of Greenland that are normally frozen, even in summer. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/aug/21/arctics-strongest-sea-ice-breaks-up-for-first-time-on-record

Trump keeps admitting to criminal wrongdoing:
“In running away from Cohen's claims today, Trump bumbled right into admitting that he lied on his financial disclosures & violated 18 USC 1001” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1032370037049372672
https://www.vox.com/2018/8/22/17770074/fox-and-friends-trump-cohen-campaign-finance-payment

8.22.2018
The Democratic National Committee contacted the FBI on Tuesday after it detected what it believes was the beginning of a sophisticated attempt to hack into its voter database, a Democratic source tells CNN.  https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/22/politics/democratic-national-committee-voter-database/index.html?adkey=bn https://www.vox.com/2018/8/22/17769938/dnc-hack-test-voter-fbi-again
A Republican-led, Democrat-supported bill to safeguard US elections from foreign interference is stuck in the bowels of Congress… Sen. Roy Blunt (R-MO), the panel’s chair, abruptly canceled one of the committee sessions that would’ve led to a full Senate vote on the bill in October — seemingly under White House pressure. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/23/17774296/2018-election-security-cyberattacks-white-house-russia-iran
Facebook announced that it had removed 652 fake pages and accounts that were using Facebook and Instagram to stir unrest and stoke divides on contentious political and social issues. Some of the accounts were associated with Iranian state media or otherwise originated in Iran—showing that other countries, not just Russia, have been active on Facebook for years in attempts to steer and manipulate political conversations in the United States and elsewhere. https://slate.com/technology/2018/08/facebook-just-uncovered-four-new-propaganda-efforts-on-its-platform-one-associated-with-russia-and-three-with-iran.html
Former House Speaker Gingrich leads off GOP response to an undocumented immigrant being charged with an Iowa murder by stating “we need to politicize this in order to kneecap Democrats in November” https://twitter.com/markberman/status/1032265471297564673
https://www.vox.com/identities/2018/8/22/17768194/mollie-tibbetts-illegal-immigration-crime
The accused murderer may not even be “illegal” https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/investigations/2018/08/22/mollie-tibbetts-alleged-killer-iowa-legally-lawyer-missing-student-body-found-brooklyn-trump/1064567002/

Five years after its cover story “Big Data Will Save Politics,” MIT Technology Review writes “…with Cambridge Analytica, fake news, election hacking, and the shrill cacophony that dominates social media, technology feels as likely to destroy politics as to save it.” https://www.technologyreview.com/s/611803/why-the-pessimists-are-winning-for-now/

8.21.2018
President Donald Trump’s former lawyer, Michael Cohen, has surrendered to federal authorities in New York. Cohen has pleaded guilty to eight criminal charges, two of which are related to his payment of hush money to women with whom Trump had affairs, including porn actress Stormy Daniels. And he has reportedly admitted that the payment was made “at the discretion of the candidate,” which in this case almost certainly means Trump.  https://www.vox.com/2018/8/21/17765566/michael-cohen-plea-deal-trump-mueller
Michael Cohen also served as Deputy Finance Chairman for the RNC. And, he's about to plead guilty to campaign finance crimes. https://twitter.com/amandacarpenter/status/1031990176569073664
A Virginia jury concluded after four days of deliberation that Manafort was guilty of five counts of tax fraud, one count of failing to report his foreign accounts, and two counts of bank fraud. … Despite the crimes, Trump told reporters he still believes Manafort is a “good man.”  https://www.vox.com/2018/8/21/17766148/trump-manafort-cohen-guilty-west-virginia
The first two members of Congress to endorse Donald Trump, Chris Collins and Duncan Hunter Jr., have been indicted for financial crimes and campaign finance violations in the past two weeks. https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchiff/status/1032071746587971585
Supporters of President Donald Trump attending his political rally in West Virginia on Tuesday chanted “lock her up” at the first mention of Hillary Clinton. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/21/17766468/trump-rally-manafort-cohen-clinton-lock-her-up-west-virginia
And Republicans in Congress aren’t batting an eye. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/21/17766166/michael-cohen-guilty-plea-trump-republican-reaction
in Tuesday’s reporting on [Social Security and Medicare] the trustees made crystal clear that policies of congressional Republicans and the Trump White House have damaged the financial prospects of both programs. http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-social-security-20180605-story.html
Today, Trump announced he was coming to Ohio State University children’s hospital, a hospital that does not exist. OSU responded that perhaps he meant Nationwide Children’s, which does exist, but that hospital was unaware of Trump’s visit. https://twitter.com/kenjeanis/status/1031671896889352192

“We have known that Russian actors have gone after think tanks before,” says Council on Foreign Relations cyber expert Adam Segal. What’s surprising though, is that conservatives — particularly those critical of Russia — are targets of Russian hacking, not simply those on the political left.
“The efforts of the Russian security services reflect a broader goal to skew the American political discourse in ways that are sympathetic to Moscow,” says Michael Sulmeyer, a former top cyber official at the Pentagon who’s now at Harvard University. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/21/17763772/microsoft-russia-hacking-gru-think-tank

The Environmental Protection Agency has released the details of its plan to replace President Obama’s signature climate change policy, the Clean Power Plan, and it’s pretty much what we expected: a tepid pledge to fight climate change that’s actually a coal bailout. … the EPA’s own calculations show the new proposal would lead to upward of 1,400 additional premature deaths each year due to higher levels of air pollution. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/21/17763916/epa-clean-power-plan-affordable-clean-energy
The plan could boost output from coal-fired power plants rather than push them towards closure and result in as many as 1,400 premature deaths each year. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/20/trump-coal-emissions-power-plants-rules-obama

8.20.2018
Sen John Kennedy just said on CNN John Brennan would have been arrested if he was heard criticizing trump in an airport. https://twitter.com/bridget_joy_/status/1031686932559003649
Pentagon contradicts Trump, says he canceled military parade before knowing potential cost http://hill.cm/dMuTkr7 
The US president is a completely casual bigot, part 9,674: https://www.vox.com/2018/8/20/17761426/trump-speaks-perfect-english-cbc-cbp

President Donald Trump’s budget director, Mick Mulvaney, is trying to use his influence to help a South Carolina business that could be badly wounded by the White House’s trade policies. https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/article217018380.html#storylink=cpy

Arizona Senate candidate Kelli Ward, a Republican who’s been focused on her ties to President Trump, has now enlisted a well-known conspiracy theorist and alt-right troll to participate in her campaign.  https://www.vox.com/2018/8/20/17759718/kelli-ward-mike-cernovich-arizona-republican-primary

Republicans are struggling to make the $1.5 trillion Trump tax cuts a winning issue with voters in the midterm congressional elections, but the cuts are helping the party in another crucial way: unlocking tens of millions of dollars in campaign donations from the wealthy conservatives and corporate interests that benefited handsomely from it.
	Billionaires and corporations that reaped millions of dollars in tax cuts are pumping some of that windfall into the Congressional Leadership Fund, a “super PAC” closely aligned with Speaker Paul D. Ryan that is flooding the airwaves and front porches of swing congressional districts with increasingly sharp attacks on the Democratic candidates vying to wrest control of the House. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/18/us/politics/tax-cuts-republicans-donors.html

8.19.2018
Rand Paul was spotted boarding Air Force One this afternoon. He had planned on asking Trump to let all Russian lawmakers into the US, in exchange for Kremlin allowing US lawmakers into Russia. He is trying to bring Russian lawmakers to DC — including two who are banned from US
“The Senator from Kentucky is now working for Vladimir Putin.” - John McCain https://twitter.com/renato_mariotti/status/1031384653356310529
Rudy Giuliani, President Donald Trump's attorney, said Sunday that "truth isn't truth" https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/19/politics/rudy-giuliani-truth-isnt-truth/index.html

Social media giants continue to concede Republican claims of bias against them and try to “fix” what doesn’t exist https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1030884208032579584

Unprecedented flooding in the southern Indian state of Kerala has killed at least 180 people in just the past few days, according to local officials.  https://www.vox.com/world/2018/8/17/17720144/india-kerala-floods-monsoon-photos

Parents describe being interviewed after going weeks without seeing their children, and in some cases knowing nothing about where their children were. Many had trouble concentrating in a fog of insomnia, depression, and grief; others couldn’t understand the purpose of the interview and thought if they got through it more quickly they would see their children again. Some had barely any recollection of the interview after the fact. Lawyers representing the parents argue that it’s illegal for the government to reject an asylum claim based on an interview conducted while the claimant was so debilitatingly traumatized https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/17/17718530/separated-families-asylum-stay-us-deported-lawsuit

8.17.2018
More than a dozen 70 former senior intelligence officials have signed a letter objecting to the Trump administration’s revoking Brennan’s security clearance https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/17/mccarthy-era-tactics-ex-spy-chiefs-round-on-trump-in-brennan-row
https://www.axios.com/over-70-former-intel-officers-denounce-trumps-threat-to-revoke-clearances-108511c3-a0ed-4992-bfb5-84fc5f932d62.html
https://twitter.com/MichaelJMorell/status/1030364633629118464
“All of them were trained to keep quiet on politics. So the fact that they're not silent, that all of them—all of them—are screaming from the rooftops about Trump's threats to our country, our rule of law, our democratic institutions, should chill us.” https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1031563633317343235
The man who led the raid that killed Osama bin Laden in 2011 has a message for President Donald Trump: Revoke my security clearance, too. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/17/17715014/john-brennan-security-clearance-mcraven-bin-laden-trump
Trump tells reporters that he's headed to New Jersey this weekend for "all work." He's expected to spend weekend at his golf club

documents that are currently “committee confidential” contain information indicating that Kavanaugh misled the Senate during his 2006 nomination hearing. https://www.leahy.senate.gov/press/081618kavanaughmisledrls
Republican superlawyer Bill Burck, who simultaneously represents Steve Bannon, Reince Priebus, and Don McGahn in their dealings with the Russia probe, is also brokering access to Kavanaugh documents for the Senate. Grassley & Burck made deal where, of the few Kavanaugh papers that the Senate does receive, tons are labeled "committee confidential"—meaning the 79 senators *not* on the Judiciary committee don't get to see them. (Collins & Murkowski aren't on committee.) https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1030268588144377856

With 26 circuit judges confirmed under Trump (with major assist from McConnell Grassley et al), one out of every *seven* appeals court judges was picked by Trump.

Smoke from devastating wildfires burning from California to British Columbia has traveled all the way across the Atlantic Ocean, having hitched a ride with west-to-east moving storm systems.  https://www.axios.com/wildfire-smoke-united-states-canada-europe-dfd9140d-939d-4e29-a37e-e6833bad240d.html

“White House officials were surprised when, shortly after the vice president gave a sober speech announcing Trump administration plans to develop a Space Force, the campaign blasted out an email fundraising off the idea.” https://www.axios.com/space-force-logo-rollout-trump-campaign-9be235b4-9bd3-4025-9131-0b2b2754ca77.html

Trump administration forces some scientific funding to be reviewed by adviser who was high-school football teammate of Ryan Zinke https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/17/interior-secretarys-school-friend-crippling-climate-research-scientists-say

“Trump Tower continues to take millions of gallons of water from the Chicago River every day without a permit and without any regard to how it may be impacting the river’s ecosystem.” —Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of Illinois https://twitter.com/CheriJacobus/status/1030150612888023040

Hush-money recording released https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/16/omarosa-lara-trump-campaign-hush-money-tape

Over the past eight months, Trump has repeatedly touted his administration’s success in defeating the terrorist organization and destroying its so-called caliphate in Iraq and Syria. Yet Trump’s own military now says ISIS is still worryingly strong. Everyone from senior Defense Department officials to the United Nations has been sounding the alarm lately that ISIS is a whole lot stronger than we’d previously thought.  https://www.vox.com/world/2018/8/17/17715374/isis-still-threat-defeated-terror-attacks-pentagon-iraq-syria-trump

8.16.2018
John Brennan says, unequivocally: 1) Trump’s decision to revoke his security clearance was “politically motivated” and an attempt to “scare others who might challenge him.” 2) “Mr. Trump’s claims of no collusion are, in a word, hogwash.” https://www.vox.com/2018/8/16/17698228/john-brennan-security-clearance-op-ed-trump
Senate passes resolution condemning “the attacks on the institution of the free press and… efforts to systematically undermine the credibility of the press as an attack on the democratic institutions of the United States,” and affirming the duty of all sworn public servants to “uphold, cherish and protect” the freedom of the press… but does not name Trump and seems to ignore the fact that he actively flouts this responsibility almost daily. https://twitter.com/NBCPolitics/status/1030129141427970048
Rand Paul, after meeting with Russian leaders in Moscow this month, wants Trump to remove some of them off sanctions list so they can travel to the U.S. Paul told Fox that he’s going to ask Trump this weekend: “Why don’t we take people off the list who are in the legislature?” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1030289811700150272

in recent weeks, several reporters said that they increasingly feel as though individual journalists are being retaliated against for stories they’ve written, losing yet more access. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/16/pentagon-press-reporters-tough-coverage-779276

Trump admits to Wall Street Journal that he revoked Brennan’s clearance because of Brennan’s role in the Russia probe. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/16/trump-brennan-security-clearance-russia-779550

House Republicans seem ready to let a heretofore broadly supported protection for domestic violence victims expire, rather than renew it https://shareblue.com/vawa-violence-against-women-act-republicans-renew-reauthorize-deadline/

8.15.2018
Press Secretary’s defense of the president calling African American woman a dog is, basically, that the president insults everybody: Sanders said that Trump “has said similar things about a number of individuals certainly that are not African-American or any other minority” [Not only revolting in itself, but also factually incorrect] https://www.vox.com/2018/8/14/17690218/sarah-sanders-trump-insults-omarosa-black-people-twitter
GOP Sen. Graham completely reverses 2015 remarks stating explicitly that Trump is racist  https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1028432872913424384
White House makes press statement about a weeks-old decision to revoke John Brennan’s security clearance https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1029815133235830790
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/15/trump-pulls-security-clearance-of-ex-cia-director-brennan-778791
More than 100 cases of measles have been diagnosed this year in 21 states and the District of Columbia, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported Wednesday.  https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/15/health/us-measles-cases-cdc/index.html

In its investigation of Russia’s interference in the 2016 election, the Senate Intelligence Committee has spent more than a year trying to follow the money. But its efforts, unparalleled on Capitol Hill, have been hampered by a surprising force: the US Treasury Department, which has delayed turning over crucial financial records and refused to provide an expert to help make sense of the complex money trail. Even some of the department’s own personnel have questioned whether Treasury is intentionally hamstringing the investigation. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/emmaloop/senate-intel-wants-to-follow-the-money-in-the-russia-probe

One of Defense Secretary James Mattis' most senior civilian advisers is being investigated by the Defense Department Office of Inspector General for allegedly retaliating against staff members after she used some of them to conduct her personal errands and business matters https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/14/politics/pentagon-white-spox-probe/index.html

It is the first time in 50 years there has been no Black senior staff person at the White House  https://twitter.com/AprilDRyan/status/1029582744651747341
Residents are finding Ku Klux Klan literature and recruitment fliers with candy in plastic bags in their driveways and along neighborhood streets, according to multiple public Facebook posts in popular Sioux Falls groups. https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/crime/2018/08/14/kkk-white-nationalist-fliers-found-sioux-falls/976953002/

If you were to distill the prevailing Republican campaign message for the 2018 midterm elections to one image, it would be this: a hooded figure in the shadows, machete (or knife or bladed fingers) in hand, waiting to pounce if the wrong candidate wins. Life is a horror movie and it’s Democrats behind the hockey mask. Vote Republican. these ads are airing in what is in fact the safest time in recent history to live in America. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/15/17686108/2018-midterm-elections-wisconsin-immigration-crime

The federal government’s top consumer watchdog has decided it no longer needs to proactively supervise banks, credit card companies, and other lenders that deal with members of the military and their families to make sure they’re not committing fraud or abuse. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/14/17684810/military-lending-act-mick-mulvaney-cfpb-loans

8.14.2018
Trump calls former staffer a dog, extending his pattern of vulgar denigration, particular of African American women https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/14/17688350/omarosa-donald-trump-black-women-twitter-harassment
https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/5/17/17364562/trump-dog-omarosa-dehumanization-psychology
WH press secretary says that the "American people" (i.e. the voters) overwhelmingly voted Trump president. [False by every measure]  https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1029453615826710533
Missouri Republican who said ‘Hitler was right’ wins state House primary dlvr.it/QfbT9r 
Trump adviser Roger Stone “ironically” posts a graphic featuring the heads of himself, Trump, and five other members of “team Trump” airbrushed onto a “Space Force” outfitted with swastika logos. https://twitter.com/NomikiKonst/status/1029366982821511169
West Virginia legislature moves to impeach Democratic state supreme court justices—after the GOP-held chamber dragged its feet on impeachment so that Republican Gov. Jim Justice, who switched parties in August 2017, can appoint handpicked justices that would serve until the next election in 2020. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/west-virginia-house-votes-to-impeach-three-state-supreme-court-judges-for-spending-millions-on-office-renovations.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/impeachment-entire-west-virginia-supreme-court-draws-cry-partisan-witch-n900746
Federal judge Amti Mehta dismisses lawsuit over the Trump administration’s clear violation of the “seven-member statute.” http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/401850-federal-judge-dismisses-house-democrats-lawsuit-over-trump-hotel-in

“in early August, an unknown official handed Helen a legal document, a “Request for a Flores Bond Hearing,” which described a set of legal proceedings and rights that would have been difficult for Helen to comprehend. (“In a Flores bond hearing, an immigration judge reviews your case to determine whether you pose a danger to the community,” the document began.) On Helen’s form, which was filled out with assistance from officials, there is a checked box next to a line that says, “I withdraw my previous request for a Flores bond hearing.” Beneath that line, the five-year-old signed her name in wobbly letters.”  https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-five-year-old-who-was-detained-at-the-border-and-convinced-to-sign-away-her-rights

8.13.2018
In a press release on Monday, the Department of Housing and Urban Development made its firmest commitment yet to tear down the Obama-era framework for enforcing the Fair Housing Act.  (One of HUD’s new goals is to “provide for greater local control,” a phrase understood to conjure the strict, racially-motivated land use laws that were developed by American suburbs to keep out minority populations.) https://slate.com/business/2018/08/ben-carson-ends-obama-era-efforts-to-reduce-housing-segregation.html
Tweet from fake Peter Strzok account gets 28,000 retweets within hours. https://twitter.com/MicahGrimes/status/1029190217213915136
The Trump White House has never publicly acknowledged it had staffers sign NDAs—but Trump basically did so today on Twitter. In fact, it appears that the White House Counsel drew these up—entirely inappropriate.  https://twitter.com/adamjwhitedc/status/1029066684747919360
(See also 1.29.2019)
There’s finally a question that stumps Kellyanne Conway: Name a high-level black person serving on President Donald Trump’s staff, now that Omarosa is out. Conway, senior counselor to the president, struggled to name anyone who met those criteria in an appearance on ABC’s This Week with Jonathan Karl. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/12/17681156/kellyanne-conway-omarosa-trump-black-adviser

A disastrous “red tide” of toxic algae, called Karenia brevis, began in November and has affected beaches along about 150 miles of Florida’s Gulf Coast from Anna Maria Island to Naples. Local algae blooms are usually constrained to a few months in late summer or early fall, and are mainly noticeable for the dark, greenish-red color they give the water. But this bloom has lasted from one season into the next without reprieve, and achieved the unusually high densities believed to be responsible for killing so much wildlife. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/13/florida-gulf-coast-red-tide-toxic-algae-bloom-killing-florida-wildlife

8.12.2018
a Super PAC funded by the CEO of 21st Century Fox, the corporate owner of Fox News is spending a small fortune to try to dictate who will win a Congressional Democratic Primary in Central Florida. (E-mail from Alan Grayson)

DC Metro was willing to work with Jason Kessler to provide special treatment for ‘Unite the Right’ rallygoers https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/metro-was-willing-to-work-with-jason-kessler-to-provide-special-treatment-for-unite-the-right-rallygoers-emails-show/2018/11/29/6ceec172-f405-11e8-bc79-68604ed88993_story.html?utm_term=.01a730625b1e

“Nine states with a history of racial discrimination are aggressively removing voters from the rolls…” -- NBC News

The CDC says rising temperatures are partly to blame for the tripling of mosquito-, tick- and flea-borne illnesses from 2004 to 2016, but Maine's governor, a climate-change denier, is tying health officials' hands https://www.publicintegrity.org/2018/08/06/21999/disease-bearing-ticks-head-north-weak-government-response-threatens-public-health

8.11.2018
“United the Right 2” https://www.vox.com/2018/8/6/17644776/unite-the-right-2-explained
Trump spends the day at a “Bikers for Trump” rally. Trump called Jeff Sessions "scared stiff and Missing in Action." He also slammed Deputy Attorney General Bruce Ohr, who served as the initial Department of Justice contact for Chris Steele, the former British intelligence officer commissioned by an American political research firm to explore Trump's alleged ties with the Russian government.
One week earlier, someone with a Nazi SS tattoo attended an Oregon rally wearing “Bikers for Trump” gear https://www.inquisitr.com/5026993/donald-trump-biker-whose-love-guns-ts-duck-face/

Florida Senator Bill Nelson said that Russians had penetrated some Florida voter registration systems. Florida Republicans including his opponent, Governor Rick Scott, denied that any evidence of such existed; The Washington Post gave Nelson’s assertion “four pinocchios.” In May 2019, Gov. Rick DeSantis admitted that Russian hackers accessed voter databases in two Florida counties. https://twitter.com/Phil_Mattingly/status/1128326608195133440
https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1128329518777806853

8.10.2018
FBI fires Peter Strzok, even though the director of the FBI office that usually handles employee discipline had decided that Strzok, 48, should face only a demotion and a 60-day suspension. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/fbi-agent-peter-strzok-fired-over-anti-trump-texts/2018/08/13/be98f84c-8e8b-11e8-b769-e3fff17f0689_story.html
The Boston Globe is proposing a coordinated editorial response from publications across the U.S. to President Donald Trump's frequent attacks on the news media. http://www.wbur.org/news/2018/08/10/the-boston-globe-president-trump-news-editorials
An 11-year-old boy changed fake voting results by hacking into a replica of Florida’s state election website in just 10 minutes, according to the organizers of DEF CON 26 https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/13/17683666/florida-voting-system-hack-children
Maybe not an “exact” replica https://www.propublica.org/article/defcon-teen-did-not-hack-a-state-election?utm_campaign=weekly-newsletter&utm_source=pardot&utm_medium=email
The cost of living in the U.S. is rising at its fastest rate in 10 years, according to new data from the Labor Department.  http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/401321-cost-of-living-rises-at-quickest-rate-in-10-years

We discovered today from a late release of records that Gina Haspel lied in her Senate confirmation hearings about whether the torture program she oversaw produced useful intelligence. She said it did; it did not. 

Several reporters who cover Trump rallies told POLITICO that although they have not felt fearful at recent events, there is a sense that violence could easily break out — an atmosphere not dissimilar to Trump’s events during his campaign. Reporters described an increasing number of informal discussions about how they would handle a dangerous situation. One reporter said there’s more awareness now of details like where the exits are located and whether choosing a certain seat in the press area might put you in a better or worse position if the crowd gets unruly.
	The journalist pens at Trump rallies are often in the middle of crowded arenas, leaving reporters more or less surrounded if something goes wrong. During his speeches, Trump sometimes points to the area as he decries “the fake news media.” https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/09/media-boosts-security-as-trump-ramps-up-enemy-rhetoric-768666

8.9.2018
President Donald Trump is really, really excited about a Space Force — his plan to create an entirely new branch of the US military dedicated to defending American satellites and more in space. And though it seemed for a while that the Pentagon might try to keep it from happening, it looks like Trump may actually get his wish… On Thursday, Vice President Mike Pence delivered a big speech unveiling the Defense Department’s official plan to effectively create a Space Force in all but name.  https://www.vox.com/2018/8/9/17671034/trump-space-force-pence-pentagon-congress
James Mattis has reversed his earlier opposition to this absurdist joke http://www.staradvertiser.com/2018/08/12/breaking-news/pentagon-chief-jim-mattis-defends-space-force-reversal/
A NASA program that cost $10 million per year to track carbon and methane, key greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming, has been cancelled, a US space agency spokesman said Thursday. … NASA "declined to provide a reason for the cancellation beyond 'budget constraints and higher priorities within the science budget.'" https://www.yahoo.com/news/white-house-cancels-nasa-program-greenhouse-gas-report-221244337.html
Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach leads a Republican primary for governor by 191 votes. Kobach refuses to recuse himself from the recount, even though legal and political experts said that he should do so to maintain trust in the election https://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/election/article216299955.html
(Subsequently Kobach partially reversed himself after his office mysteriously subtracted 100 votes from Colyer and allegedly gave inaccurate guidance to county officials. But he handed over duties to his hand-picked deputy, Eric Rucker, a move that Colyer asserts does not resolve Kobach’s conflict of interest. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/kris-kobach-ruined-the-2018-kansas-gop-primary-just-like-he-ruins-everything-else.html )
A federal judge in Washington, DC, threatened to hold Attorney General Jeff Sessions in contempt of court after learning that the Trump administration was in the process of deporting a woman and her daughter in the midst of their asylum case being heard in court https://www.vox.com/2018/8/9/17671918/jeff-sessions-immigration-deportation-contempt
Praising North Korean leader Kim Jong Un for spending time “out with the people.” Describing him as “quite the romantic.” Even lauding Kim’s uncharacteristically casual summer outfit. That may sound like typical North Korean propaganda, but in this case, the fawning comments came from Fox News. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/10/17675494/fox-news-friends-kim-jong-un-fish
Meet the Press: “The party of Trump has a corruption problem. Will voters care at all?” https://twitter.com/MeetThePress/status/1027544507196301313

The use of manipulative “persuasive design” to hook children on social media “can [get worse], and I definitely don’t think it’s going to get better.” https://www.vox.com/2018/8/8/17664580/persuasive-technology-psychology

At some point, Devin Nunes said to Republican donors: “If Sessions won’t un-recuse and Mueller won’t clear the president, we’re the only ones, which is really the danger. That’s why I keep -- and thank you for saying it by the way -- I mean, we have to keep all these seats. We have to keep the majority.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/08/09/worst-most-intriguing-parts-secret-devin-nunes-tape/
In brazen fashion, Nunes can also be heard talking about the crass political calculations taking place -- especially with regard to the Supreme Court nomination of Brett Kavanaugh and whether to attempt impeaching Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, who appointed and oversees special counsel Robert Mueller. The recording was aired by MSNBC.
	Impeaching Rosenstein, an idea most politicians have agreed is purely a way to shut down Mueller, turns out to be an active project. It is just on hold because of timing, since Nunes recognizes that getting rid of Rosenstein could interfere with the Senate's ability to confirm Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court. If Republicans keep control of Congress, the move against Rosenstein -- and Mueller's investigation of Trump -- might be coming next. https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2018/08/09/opinions/finally-nunes-admits-what-charade-is-all-about-zelizer/index.html?__twitter_impression=true

8.8.2018
Republicans have refused to permit access to Kavanaugh’s complete record within the hearing process, so Democrats have resorted to FOIA requests. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/8/17664522/brett-kavanaugh-supreme-court-democrats
Why is “Green Party” trending in Moscow? At 5am local time? https://twitter.com/HiMaui/status/1027021001345953795
President Trump’s White House director of media affairs for Latino and African-American news outlets quietly left her role in the administration recently. Helen Aguirre Ferré did not publicly acknowledge her departure, but Mercedes Schlapp, White House director of strategic communications, confirmed the exit to Univision on Wednesday (Last week, CREW filed complaints against her and 9 other White House officials for violating the Hatch Act) http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/401035-white-house-head-of-communications-for-hispanic-media-quietly-exits
Puerto Rico’s government submitted a report to Congress in which it acknowledges that there were 1,427 more deaths than normal in the aftermath of the disaster, a substantially higher figure than the official death toll of 64 it gave for months after the storm. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/9/17670762/puerto-rico-hurricane-maria-death-toll-congress
Meanwhile parts of Puerto Rico have been without electricity for 10 months https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/aug/08/puerto-rico-hurricane-maria-electricity-ten-months
Interior Secretary claims that massive fires have “nothing to do” with climate change; blames environmentalism instead https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/aug/13/us-interior-secretary-ryan-zinke-climate-change-environmentalists
Rep. Chris Collins (R) arrested for insider trading. As Vox’s Tara Golshan reported, “It’s been a joke among reporters, staffers, and lawmakers in Washington that Collins would one day end up in jail.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/9/17664598/chris-collins-insider-trading-arrest-trump

in central Illinois ― the number one soybean-producing state ― grain farmers have lost a whopping 20 to 25 percent of the value of their crops since March, when President Donald Trump unexpectedly announced $60 billion in tariffs on Chinese imports. (Bamboozled farmers refuse to confront the reality that they were conned by voting for Trump.) https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-tariffs-farmers-soybeans_us_5b646da2e4b0de86f4a0c5f4

Over several months, in speaking with 21 people who know Ross, Forbes uncovered a pattern: Many of those who worked directly with him claim that Ross wrongly siphoned or outright stole a few million here and a few million there, huge amounts for most but not necessarily for the commerce secretary. At least if you consider them individually. But all told, these allegations—which sparked lawsuits, reimbursements and an SEC fine—come to more than $120 million. If even half of the accusations are legitimate, the current United States secretary of commerce could rank among the biggest grifters in American history. https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2018/08/06/new-details-about-wilbur-rosss-businesses-point-to-pattern-of-grifting/

an informal council is exerting sweeping influence on the VA from Mar-a-Lago, President Donald Trump’s private club in Palm Beach, Florida. The troika is led by Ike Perlmutter, the reclusive chairman of Marvel Entertainment, who is a longtime acquaintance of President Trump’s. Bruce Moskowitz is a Palm Beach doctor who helps wealthy people obtain high-service “concierge” medical care. The third member is a lawyer named Marc Sherman. None of them has ever served in the U.S. military or government. Yet from a thousand miles away, they have leaned on VA officials and steered policies affecting millions of Americans. They have remained hidden except to a few VA insiders, who have come to call them “the Mar-a-Lago Crowd.” https://www.propublica.org/article/ike-perlmutter-bruce-moskowitz-marc-sherman-shadow-rulers-of-the-va
https://www.propublica.org/article/va-shadow-rulers-had-sway-over-contracting-and-budgeting

43% of Republicans Want to Give Trump the Power to Shut Down Media https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-poll-43-of-republicans-want-to-give-trump-the-power-to-shut-down-media

8.7.2018
In one Ohio congressional district, for a special election, more than 3,300 people show up expecting to vote and are given provisional ballots, most of which will be thrown away. (How many people showed up expecting to vote and went home rather than vote provisionally?) 
Cory Stewart’s win over Freitas means a Republican candidate with a birther past and connections to white nationalists and a virulent anti-Semite is the face of the Republican Party in Virginia this year https://www.vox.com/2018/6/13/17458452/alt-right-corey-stewart-virginia-gop
The Federal Communications Commission lied to members of Congress multiple times in a letter that answered questions about a "DDoS attack" that never happened, an Inspector General’s report found. Yet the Attorney General declines to do anything. https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2018/08/fcc-lied-to-congress-about-made-up-ddos-attack-investigation-found/

Mendocino Complex fire becomes California's biggest ever  https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/aug/06/california-wildfire-mendocino-complex
California isn’t alone. As of Aug. 7, 1.57 million acres across the U.S. are currently on fire, according to the National Interagency Fire Center. Already this year, 8,234 square miles have burned. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/08/08/california-fires-battling-wildfires-year-round-new-normal/930394002/

Justice Department officials haven’t provided basic information about Sessions’ new “religious liberty” task force or what it will actually do. Who will be on it? When will it meet? Is there an agenda for its meeting? Will its proceedings be open to the public? The Justice Department didn’t answer those questions from BuzzFeed News. A DOJ point person for the task force, Jeffrey Hall, referred inquiries to a DOJ spokesperson, who cited a transcript of Sessions' speech and a memo, which also didn’t provide answers. Follow-up questions went unanswered. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/dominicholden/the-justice-department-is-keeping-secrets-about-its-new

Trump manages the government clumsily, but he controls public attention masterfully. He is showing, daily, how the truth can be drowned under a sea of irrelevance, how easily the defense of the indefensible can go down if it is cast as entertainment. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/6/17599010/neil-postman-trump-amusing-ourselves

8.6.2018
Republican Senator Rand Paul is due to lead a "US delegation" to Moscow & will meet Russian members of parliament on Aug. 6, 2018.
Republican columnist: “White House briefings do not deliver news; they serve as a platform for Sanders to lie and to demonize the press. End them.”  https://twitter.com/JRubinBlogger/status/1026478519419908096
Trump endorses Kris Kobach for Kansas governor; noteworthy in light of a recent report by the Topeka Capital-Journal, in which two GOP consultants accused the Kobach campaign of employing three alleged white nationalists. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/6/17656700/kris-kobach-kansas-governor-trump-endorsement-primary
Trump responds to California fire season. With complete nonsense. http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-trump-fires-20180806-story.html
https://www.vox.com/2018/8/6/17655626/trump-wildfire-twitter-mendocino-complex-carr-california

there are questions about whether it’s legally problematic to seek valuable campaign information from a foreign government, and those questions have lingered for a year. The bigger question lingers, too, about why exactly the president and Don Jr. lied about the meeting in the first place — and whether there’s still more to the story of what happened during and after the meeting than we know. https://www.vox.com/2018/8/6/17655686/trump-tweet-don-jr-meeting-trump-tower-collusion'

8.5.2018
Amid a series of batshit tweets, Trump admitted that Don Jr. took a meeting with people described as “part of Russia and its government’s support” for his father to obtain dirt on his opponent. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/08/05/trump-tweets-a-confession-then-sekulow-admits-his-client-has-been-lying-about-his-involvement/

Donald Trump has adopted many contradictory positions since taking office, but he has been unwavering on one point: that Russia played no role in putting him in the Oval Office. Trump dismisses the idea that Russian interference affected the outcome of the 2016 election, calling it a “made-up story,” “ridiculous,” and “a hoax.” He finds the subject so threatening to his legitimacy that—according to “The Perfect Weapon,” a recent book on cyber sabotage by David Sanger, of the Times—aides say he refuses even to discuss it. In public, Trump has characterized all efforts to investigate the foreign attacks on American democracy during the campaign as a “witch hunt”; in March, he insisted that “the Russians had no impact on our votes whatsoever.” https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-russia-helped-to-swing-the-election-for-trump?mbid=social_twitter

Inflation hits 6-year high, wiping out wage gains for the average American http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-inflation-rates-20180713-story.html

Trump continues to lie about the results of his tariffs. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/5/17653632/trump-tariffs-trade-war-steel

8.4.2018
Redhats at Trump rally wear “I’d rather be a Russian than a Democrat” shirts. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/6/17656996/trump-republican-party-russia-rather-democrat-ohio

8.3.2018
The Department of Justice and the Federal Communications Commission today requested that the Supreme Court vacate an appeals court decision upholding net neutrality in 2016. If the DOJ and FCC’s request is approved by the court, the previous rules, spearheaded by Tom Wheeler, would be voided from the judicial record. https://www.theverge.com/2018/8/3/17649662/net-neutrality-justice-doj-fcc-supreme-court
In October 2017, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced they were developing a new federal strategy to reduce childhood lead exposure and subsequently told reporters it would be finalized by June 2018. However, the administration has yet to announce its findings even though families and children across the country remain at risk for lead exposure. https://www.brown.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/brown-duckworth-demand-update-from-cabinet-officials-on-eliminating-childhood-lead-poisoning

President Trump: Obama: Kenyan, LeBron James: dumb, Don Lemon: dumb, Maxine Waters: low IQ, Black countries: sh*tholes, Black athletes: SOBs, Black tenants: unwelcome, Black workers: lazy, Jay Z: filthy, Frederica Wilson: wacky https://twitter.com/TalbertSwan/status/1025914684011147264

“The far right is on the march, and it is being legitimised and enabled by parts of the mainstream media.” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/aug/03/far-right-bbc-lbc-itv-media

The ultrarich DeVos family has spend hundreds of millions on rightwing issues, and now the Trump administration is delivering https://www.npr.org/2018/08/02/630112697/devos-family-money-is-all-over-the-news-right-now?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=politics

8.2.2018
The White House paraded out top law enforcement and intelligence officials at Thursday’s press briefing with a strong message: Russian attempts to interfere in the 2018 elections are real and ongoing.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/2/17644744/russia-interference-midterms-fbi-intelligence-dan-coats-christopher-wray-trump
Between 1,006 and 1,272 people died in Puerto Rico as a result of Hurricane Maria, a number that is 15 to 20 times higher than the official government estimate, according to a new research letter released in the Journal of the American Medical Association on Thursday.  http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/400099-puerto-rico-hurricane-death-toll-15-to-20-times-higher-than
Senate Republicans announced that they will rush forward with confirmation hearings on Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court this September despite an announcement from the National Archives that it will be unable to furnish a limited supply of Judge Kavanaugh’s records until the end of October. https://www.americanprogress.org/press/statement/2018/08/02/454385/statement-kavanaugh-nomination-vetting-process-appear-designed-rig-rules-justice-caps-neera-tanden-says/
WH press secretary  is asked multiple times if she believes the media is the enemy of the people. She refuses each time to respond. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1025083833903931394

8.1.2018
Trump administration has released its final rule on Short-Term Limited Duration Plans, or "skimpy" health plans. This rule will dramatically undermine the existing market & lead to higher premiums by creating plans that don’t meet consumer protection standards. https://twitter.com/AARPadvocates/status/1024679891059527682
People who buy this short-term — key words — insurance will be allowed to renew those plans for up to 36 months. In other words, there is nothing “short term” about them. That is just the legal loophole the Trump administration is using to bring back cheap, skimpy insurance plans after the Affordable Care Act tried to end them.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/2/17639124/trump-obamacare-short-term-insurance-plans-36-months
Trump EPA proposal would revoke California’s waiver to set its own rules under the Clean Air Act, rules that 13 other states and the District of Columbia also follow.  https://www.vox.com/2018/4/2/17181476/epa-fuel-economy-standards-tesla

Deceptive text messages to voters reported in OH-12 special election https://abc6onyourside.com/news/local/voter-receives-bogus-text-message-of-polling-place-change

According to an analysis by the group Verified Voting, 15 states still use paperless ballots for some voters, five of them statewide. In a world where even sophisticated systems are routinely penetrated, 41 states use voter registration databases that are more than a decade old, and 43 states use equipment that is no longer manufactured. Only Colorado mandates the sort of postelection audit backed by most cybersecurity experts. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/07/the-midterm-elections-are-in-serious-danger-of-being-hacked-thanks-to-trump/

Democrats have introduced a number of bills to strengthen election security—and found precious few Republicans willing to sign on. Rep. Mark Meadows (R-N.C.), chairman of the conservative Freedom Caucus, agreed to co-sponsor the PAPER Act alongside Langevin, to encourage the creation of nationwide cybersecurity recommendations while pushing paper ballot trails and postelection audits. But the bill, along with a similar Senate measure backed by Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.), still awaits a hearing, and there’s no reason to expect either will move forward; while Langevin continues to push the measure, Meadows has been mum. In the Senate, a handful of Republicans joined Democrats to back legislation distributing security grants to local jurisdictions and closing a loophole allowing private election software and hardware vendors to keep attacks on their products secret. But the bill remains bottled up. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/07/the-midterm-elections-are-in-serious-danger-of-being-hacked-thanks-to-trump/

Election Assistance Commission chairman, Matthew Masterson has still not been replaced on the commission, leaving the group short of a quorum and unable to issue new security guidelines. One remaining commissioner, Republican Christy McCormick, has suggested Russian meddling was a hoax. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/07/the-midterm-elections-are-in-serious-danger-of-being-hacked-thanks-to-trump/

8.1.2018
Trump calls for AG to overrule deputy AG, and end investigation into Trump (from which AG recused himself) which would be illegal https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1024677272945655808
https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1024727668355420160
In his first year as president, Trump made 2,140 false or misleading claims. Now, just six months later, he has almost doubled that total. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2018/08/01/president-trump-has-made-4229-false-or-misleading-claims-in-558-days/
WH press secretary makes bizarre reference to “bin Laden phone” story https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/1024729265693253632
4 in 10 Republicans say Russians helping GOP would be "appropriate" or "not a big deal" http://hill.cm/JkDV5oN 

7.31.2018
Facebook announced that it had removed more than two dozen pages and accounts from its platform because they were involved in “coordinated inauthentic behavior” in the lead-up to the midterm elections. While it could not explicitly link the suspicious activity to Russia, Facebook said it is “consistent with” what it saw from the Russian troll farm the Internet Research Agency before and after the 2016 presidential election. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/31/17635592/facebook-elections-russia-2018-midterms
QAnon, sometimes referred to as “the Storm” is a conspiracy theory that’s swept social media and is starting to break into the mainstream, with Trump rally attendees in Florida on July 31 holding signs and wearing T-shirts emblazoned with “We are Q” and the conspiracy theory’s main catchphrase, “Where we go one, we go all.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/1/17253444/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory-reddit
July’s three briefings, during which the press secretary took questions for a combined 56 minutes, tied a low for any month during the Trump presidency. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/01/white-house-press-briefings-schedule-trump-sanders-756940
Nearly three months after the Trump administration’s family separation policy began and over one month after a public outcry led to its end, Congress finally held its first hearing on the subject on July 31. None of the key officials responsible for the “zero tolerance” policy and the resulting family separations testified, nor did their deputies. All of the witnesses were career officials who implemented the orders rather than gave them. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/congress-should-subpoena-jeff-sessions-stephen-miller-kirstjen-nielsen-and-thomas-homan-now.html

Michigan Supreme Court Justice Elizabeth Clement said she faced "bullying and intimidation" while deliberating a case that paved the way for a redistricting proposal to go on the November ballot.
 She was one of two GOP-nominated justices who backed a 4-3 ruling that put the redistricting commission plan on the Nov. 6 ballot, a measure Republican officials have opposed.  As she runs for election to the court for the first time, Clement said she encountered  pressure from "outside interests" — which she refused to identify — hoping to block the proposal from the ballot as she deliberated her decision. It's unusual for such pressure to be applied in judicial cases and a breach of legal protocols, said Justice David Viviano, who told The News' editorial board he was aware of the pressure on Clement. "Certainly, people are entitled to their own viewpoints on how a case should be decided,” Viviano said. “But it is inappropriate to direct those views at a member of the court while the case is being decided.” https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2018/09/24/justice-clement-bullying-redistricting-proposal/1412350002/

McConnell’s Senate GOP is refusing to fully disclose documents from Supreme Court nominee’s full career in government https://www.vox.com/2018/7/31/17607220/brett-kavanaugh-paper-trail

Trump is personally involved in planning a new FBI headquarters. Probably for the purpose of maximizing benefit to his hotels https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/07/30/trump-intervenes-fbi-headquarters-project/?utm_term=.052c1f50e567
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/inspector-general-report-trump-involved-in-fbi-headquarters-decision/
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-hotel-fbi-headquarters-pennsylvania-ave_us_5bc8a70de4b0a8f17eea199c?vhj

GEO Group is a private prison company profiting off of Trump’s family separation policy. GEO Group spent $700,000 supporting Donald Trump. https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/1024648569293361152

7.30.2018
Postal Service inappropriately releases the extensive personnel records of a former CIA employee (who is currently running for congress as a Democrat) to Republican operatives tied to Paul Ryan. In August, material from the records is used in a smear campaign against Abigail Spanberger. https://wapo.st/2C3yFt1
Trump threatens a government shut down if Democrats do not fund his border wall https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1023557246628900864

The U.S. refuses to trade with the Islamic Republic of Mauritania and warns citizens against traveling there, but the government is still sending black Mauritanians back to the country even though they could be arrested, tortured and enslaved or killed https://www.dispatch.com/news/20190204/mauritanians-being-deported-despite-us-acknowledging-crime-terror-slavery-in-homeland

7.29.2018
Hackers break into voting machines within 2 hours at Defcon https://www.cbsnews.com/news/hackers-break-into-voting-machines-defcon-las-vegas/
Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced the creation of a “Religious Liberty Task Force” that will enforce a 2017 DOJ memo ordering federal agencies to take the broadest possible interpretation of “religious liberty” when enforcing federal laws. That memo, for example, prohibits the IRS from threatening the tax-exempt status of any religious organization that actively lobbied on behalf of a political candidate, which is not allowed under the Johnson Amendment. Ultimately, Sessions promised listeners, the task force would restore religious liberty to America — a liberty that, he heavily implied, was a primarily Christian prerogative. https://www.vox.com/identities/2018/7/31/17631110/jeff-sessions-religious-liberty-task-force-memo-christian-nationalism

Inside the Health and Human Services policy research shop, staffers say the political pressures to tailor facts to fit Trump’s message have been unprecedented. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/07/28/trump-facts-policy-shop-administration-research-714353

All US citizens who come into the country are automatically screened for potential inclusion in Quiet Skies, and thousands of Americans have reportedly already been subject to surveillance at the airport and on their flights under the program. Travelers stay on the Quiet Skies watch list for up to 90 days or three encounters, and they’re never notified they’re on the list at all. Quiet Skies represents a major departure for TSA.… Some air marshals have complained that they’ve wound up conducting surveillance on travelers who pose no threat, and others have questioned whether it crosses legal and ethical lines.  And there’s also the matter of resources. Quiet Skies, like all government programs, uses government dollars, and some air marshals have questioned whether it’s diverting resources from other potential threats. http://apps.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/graphics/2018/07/tsa-quiet-skies/?s_campaign=breakingnews:newsletter
https://www.vox.com/first-person/2018/8/4/17649222/tsa-quiet-skies-program

7.27.2018
Trump on Friday denied having prior knowledge of his son’s highly scrutinized 2016 meeting with a Kremlin-linked lawyer. Trump’s comments came a day after CNN reported that his longtime personal attorney Michael Cohen had claimed that the president knew in advance that Donald Trump Jr. met with Natalia Veselnitskaya in an effort to get incriminating information about Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton. Though Trump has repeatedly sought to distance him from the problematic meeting, his and his team’s statements on what he knew have morphed considerably over time. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-changing-on-russia-meeting_us_5b5b0c0be4b0de86f4964cf4
The Television Critics Association summer press tour definitively entered the “fake news” era — in which celebrities and other powerful figures can simply dismiss things that are on the public record in order to provide a narrative that is more beneficial to themselves — on Friday, July 27. Bobby Brown appeared at the TCA press tour … when pressed by a reporter on whether he had, indeed, hit Whitney Houston, he said none of it had ever happened and that there was no 911 call. When a second reporter read from an ABC News article that directly detailed the situation, Brown insisted, “The public record is wrong.” From there, a BET exec shut down the session, and a planned five-minute press scrum was quickly canceled as well, as everybody associated with the production hustled offstage. https://www.vox.com/culture/2018/7/27/17622856/bobby-brown-whitney-houston-abuse-tca
White House’s hot-air “booming economy” narrative included a graphic with “UNITED SATES” [sic]. Worse, one can’t help suspecting that it just might have been intentional in order to get more people to spread the message. https://twitter.com/gelles/status/1022917599544393730
At the YMCA, this morning, at least four channels (only one of which was Fox) were all essentially running Trump/GOP campaign commercials at the same exact time. With sound off, the only message was the chiron, which was simply a short phrase which bore no relation to reality except “this is something that the president (who routinely lies) said.”
Meanwhile, Trump is constantly and shamelessly stumping for Republican candidates; all pretense of being responsible to America rather than a full-time partisan is gone.

Paul Ryan is actively enabling efforts by his colleagues in the House to undermine and discredit it, and to, by extension, protect Trump. The investigation isn’t dead, but it’s weaker due to Ryan’s actions. His greatest service to undermining the investigation has been through his empowering of and continued support for Devin Nunes. Nunes, the chair of the House Intelligence Committee, has been the Trump administration’s most effective and indefatigable supporter on this issue.
Ryan has not only done nothing to rein Nunes in, he has actively defended Nunes and insisted that he’s done nothing wrong. Ryan genuinely believes that the cause of slashing corporate taxes and tax rates for rich Americans is worth collaborating with a reckless administration in an elaborate attempt to cover up wrongdoing. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/27/17613404/paul-ryan-trump-mueller-rosenstein-devin-nunes-russia-investigation

Wildfires have almost become a year-round threat in some parts of the western United States. From Colorado to California, it feels like the blazes from last year never went out. Officials don’t refer to “fire seasons anymore but rather to fire years,” (Jennifer Jones, a spokesperson for the National Interagency Fire Center) The NIFC reports that this year, wildfires have burned more than 3.9 million acres, about 11 percent above the average since 2008. At the moment, 14 states are reporting large fires, from Alaska to New Mexico. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/20/17582890/wildfires-2018-california-colorado-oregon-cranston-ferguson

Alabama, Indiana and Maine have illegally instituted the widely ridiculed Crosscheck system… Instead of checking out inequities, Jeff Sessions’ Department of Justice has been urging states to do more purging. https://www.theroot.com/millions-of-black-voters-are-being-purged-from-voter-ro-1827808612?utm_medium=socialflow&utm_source=theroot_twitter

7.26.2018
The Trump administration on Thursday applauded its own efforts to meet a midnight deadline to reunite more than 1,400 families it had separated at the border in previous months.  But while the government insisted it would meet the court-ordered deadline, more than 700 children remained in government-contracted shelters without their families. And hundreds of parents were either deported or remain in legal limbo after immigration authorities pressured them to sign away their right to ask to stay in the United States  https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/immigrant-family-reunification_us_5b59e5cae4b0de86f4948345
Donald Trump's lawyer Rudy Giuliani is on TV saying we can't trust Donald Trump's other lawyer because Donald Trump hires terrible liars to be his lawyers. https://twitter.com/JohnFugelsang/status/1022690906191941638
Trump administration has ignored (Republican) congressman’s request, for information related to Russian involvement in poisoning of Sergei Skripal, for 90 days. http://media1.s-nbcnews.com/i/today/z_creative/RoyceLetter.pdf
Trump was very excited to report that “incredible” numbers of people were signing up for association health plans, a form of coverage his administration is making easier to buy. … zero people have actually enrolled in this insurance because it is literally impossible to do so until Sept. 1 at the earliest. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-celebrates-record-sales-of-nonexistent-health-insurance-policies_us_5b5b29a6e4b0de86f49688d8

7.25.2018
A CNN reporter has been excluded by the White House from a press event after asking Donald Trump about Vladimir Putin’s postponed visit and the Michael Cohen tapes. https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/jul/26/cnn-reporter-banned-trump-white-house-event-kaitlan-collins
last year John Bolton called the Russian election interference "an act of war." Now as national security adviser he puts out an official statement calling investigation of said act of war "witch hunt." https://www.vox.com/2018/7/26/17617096/bolton-russia-trump-mueller-witch-hunt https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-hackers-new-target-a-vulnerable-democratic-senator

Daily Beast reports that a website that Microsoft had determined to be hosted on a Fancy Bear (a subgroup of Russia’s GRU intelligence service, is the same group that went after Clinton campaign staffers in 2016) server was demonstrably trying to trick a Sen. Claire McCaskill staffer into giving up access to their account.

7.24.2018
Trump declared tariffs “the greatest” over Twitter Tuesday morning, even as his administration prepares to shore up the agricultural industry, which is weathering financial turmoil induced by his trade policies.… will use a Depression-era program that allows the government to borrow up to $30 billion from the Treasury without congressional approval  https://www.vox.com/2018/7/24/17607484/trump-tariff-farmers-emergency-aid
Trump was at it again with another counter-reality tweet, this time claiming that Russians are interfering — but that they’re doing it to boost Democrats because Russia is so afraid of him https://www.vox.com/2018/7/24/17608500/trump-news-russia-meddled-twitter-democrats
The most senior justice official in America laughed and repeated the words “lock her up” – an election campaign demand to jail Hillary Clinton – before an audience of high school students on Tuesday. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/24/jeff-sessions-lock-her-up-chant-trump-clinton

Trump has successfully created a situation in which the GOP rank and file loathes the FBI https://www.vox.com/2018/7/24/17608656/ice-fbi-poll

Since Trump declared his candidacy for president in late 2015, at least $16.1 million has poured into Trump Organization-managed and branded hotels, golf courses and restaurants from his campaign, Republican organizations, and government agencies. Because Trump’s business empire is overseen by a trust of which he is the sole beneficiary, he profits from these hotel stays, banquet hall rentals and meals. https://www.propublica.org/article/political-and-taxpayer-spending-at-trump-properties-16-1-million

Koch Industries is unabashedly advertising for IT professionals at Indeed, LinkedIn, and at its own website to staff a massive voter data operation, i360, for the upcoming election. For the last five years i360 has been widely reported to be part of the tax-exempt group called Freedom Partners

7.23.2018
Heat wave in Japan peaks: The large Tokyo suburb of Kumagaya was the epicenter, and around 3 p.m., the Kumagaya Meteorological Observatory measured a temperature of 41.1 degrees Celsius, or 106 F. It was the hottest temperature ever recorded in Japan, but the record was more than a statistic. It was a tragedy: Over the course of those few weeks, more than a thousand people died from heat-related illnesses … the oppressive temperatures were more than unusual. They were unprecedented. In fact, without climate change, they would have been impossible. “We would never have experienced such an event without global warming,” says Yukiko Imada of the Japan Meteorological Agency. https://slate.com/technology/2020/07/climate-change-deaths-japan-2018-heat-wave.html
White House press secretary Sarah Sanders told reporters that in addition to Brennan, the president is considering revoking clearances for former FBI Director James Comey, former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, former CIA Director and NSA Director Michael Hayden, former National Security Adviser Susan Rice, and former Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe https://www.vox.com/world/2018/7/23/17604082/trump-security-clearance-sanders-comey-brennan-hayden
the Chicago-based media company Tronc — eviscerated in this memorable John Oliver piece — laid off half the newsroom at the New York Daily News https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2018/07/24/clevelandcoms-twitter-account-has-used-more-heart-emojis-since-friday-than-the-word-journalism-since-the-inauguration-of-donald-trump

In July, the Commerce Department had approved a tariff exemption for the US subsidiary of a sanctioned Russian metals company with ties to Russian President Vladimir Putin. Despite past objections from US steel producers, United Company Rusal was allowed to purchase 6.6 million pounds of imported aluminum, untaxed. The Commerce Department told the New York Times earlier this month that it approved the waiver because “this product is not available from U.S. manufacturers.” It then reversed course and denied the waiver, due to a “clerical error.”  https://www.vox.com/2018/8/29/17796376/trump-commerce-steel-tariff-waiver-exemptions

7.20.2018
Proposal for Putin White House visit floated; no advance notice to US intelligence chief https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/19/us/politics/dan-coats-trump-russia.html
Trump resorts to posting a misleading—Russian state TV—video of his opponent from two years ago https://nypost.com/2018/07/19/hillary-clinton-pushes-back-at-trumps-russia-twee
The Federal Communications Commission now claims to have no data on a DDoS attack that took down its website in May, just months after stating it had "gigabytes" of documentation on the incident. https://www.engadget.com/2017/07/20/the-fcc-admits-it-didn-t-file-a-report-on-its-own-ddos-attack/

7.19.2018
Trump administration now denying the president’s reversal of his denial of Helsinki statements https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/trump-says-russia-isn-t-still-targeting-u-s-elections-n892476?cid=public-rss_20180719
Meanwhile DHS Sec Nielsen doubles down and says “I haven’t seen any evidence” Russian election interference was intended to help Trump, contradicting IC assessment https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1019963780283871234
Damian Collins, the Conservative MP leading a British parliamentary investigation into online disinformation, told CNN that a British investigation found evidence that the data, collected by Professor Aleksandr Kogan on behalf of Cambridge Analytica, had been accessed from Russia and other countries.  https://money.cnn.com/2018/07/17/technology/cambridge-analytica-data-facebook-russia/index.html

Officially, Russia admits nothing about interfering in the 2016 U.S. elections, but Kremlin-controlled state media is not as reserved in its messages designed for internal consumption. Russian state TV hosts brazenly assert, “Trump is ours,” and “joke” that the U.S. lawmakers traveled to Russia “to make deals with our hackers, so they can rig the midterms in favor of Trump’s team.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2018/07/15/on-russian-state-tv-putin-has-already-won-the-summit-with-trump/

“there is no excuse for Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and national security adviser John Bolton to continue service in the administration. They have no idea what the president is offering in private sessions, and no visible ability to direct him away from obsequiousness to Putin. They are plainly enabling a president to betray American interests.”
“it is Republicans’ insistence that it is “all worth it” — to support and stand by Trump — because of the Supreme Court, taxes or deregulation that has brought us to the point where the president is a serial violator of human rights domestically (unable to repair in a timely fashion the wretched decision to separate children from migrant parents), and an international ally of American enemies. It is not an exaggeration to say a party that continues support for Trump is anti-American”

Kavanaugh is least popular Supreme Court nominee in Gallup polling history http://hill.cm/F8zwYSL 

Mark Zuckerberg moves toward legitimizing Holocaust denial https://twitter.com/mrjamesob/status/1019846600141819904
https://twitter.com/BenjySarlin/status/1019619640996171776

7.18.2018
White House admits that Trump had private discussion with Putin about Russian gov’s wish to “interview” former US ambassador Michael McFaul, says that “Pres will meet w/ his team & we’ll let you know when we have an announcement on that front.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/19/trump-putin-interrogate-us-ambassador-michael-mcfaul
https://twitter.com/SangerNYT/status/1019661348257652736
https://twitter.com/juliehdavis/status/1019656248868900865
https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/1019666060780474368
Asked if Russia is still targeting the US, Trump shakes his head and says "no." This literally contradicts exactly what the Director of National Intelligence just said. Point blank.  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia/asked-if-russia-still-targeting-u-s-trump-says-no-idUSKBN1K82AV
Trump denied a collusion "phone call" with Putin or Russia—a charge that no one has made—on July 18, 2018 in a CBS News interview https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099346365732265991
 On the same day that Republicans in Congress rejected funding for election security, Microsoft reports attempts at hacking at least three midterm campaigns https://twitter.com/iVoteFund/status/1020132564353388545
“Yes, almost every elected Republican we talk to privately thinks President Trump’s warm embrace of Vladimir Putin was unexplainable, unacceptable and un-American. Yes, they wish they could say this publicly. No, they won’t — not now, and probably never. The cold, hard reason: They see no upside in speaking out — and fear political suicide if they do, numerous Republican officials tell us.
Why it matters: This is the mind-control power Trump has, thanks to 90 percent of Republicans approving of his tactics and performance.” https://www.axios.com/donald-trump-vladimir-putin-summit-republican-reaction-e08d9a79-82db-4268-8e31-5a4a17dac1b1.html

More than a dozen employees in high-level positions at the Department of Veterans Affairs have recently been reassigned to lower-level positions — and a new report says it’s part of a purge by President Donald Trump’s loyalists. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/18/17587784/trump-purge-veterans-affairs-employees

A @BuzzFeedNews and @OCCRP investigation reveals American wingnuts worked with Trajche Arsov. the founder of the first so-called fake news site in Macedonia. One of these Americans, Paris Wade, is now running for office. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/american-conservatives-fake-news-macedonia-paris-wade-libert

7.17.2018
World reacts to Monday’s disgrace http://fortune.com/2018/07/17/trump-putin-press-conference-reaction-newspaper-front-page/
Trump is trying to gaslight the entire world, to assert that he said something he clearly didn’t by sheer force of confident assertion. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/17/17582842/trump-putin-russia-2016-election-lie
The White House Transcript Is Missing the Most Explosive Part of the Trump–Putin Press Conference https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/07/trump-putin-press-conference-transcript/565385/
Ultimately, congressional Republicans mostly care more about staying in Trump’s good graces — and avoiding a fight that could jeopardize their legislative agenda and anger the pro-Trump base before the upcoming midterm elections — than about the ways that Trump is taking a hammer to decades of US foreign policy on Russia and other issues.  https://www.vox.com/2018/7/17/17581776/trump-putin-meeting-paul-ryan
In the span of an hour, a panel of conservative House members managed to blame Trump’s performance at the press conference with Putin and the actions the Russian government on everyone and everything but Trump himself.  https://www.vox.com/2018/7/17/17582086/trump-putin-press-conference-freedom-caucus
Just a day after President Donald Trump’s much-maligned meeting in Helsinki with Russian President Vladimir Putin, a monthly report from the Treasury Department showed that Russia is no longer considered a “major foreign holder” of U.S. government securities. That’s because in the two months through May 31, the nation’s Treasuries hoard plummeted to just $14.9 billion from $96.1 billion. The threshold to be considered a major holder is $30 billion. There are 33 of them. Such an aggressive reduction is not normal. https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-07-19/russia-s-mysterious-exodus-from-treasury-market
Republican Senator actually issues a press release and video proudly proclaiming his longstanding personal relationship with a judge, on whose nomination to the supreme court he will be voting https://www.portman.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/press-releases?ID=0A70D827-E750-490B-A271-467E81EEBAFB

Top aides at the White House are peddling a remarkable excuse for President Donald Trump’s embarrassing performance at a press conference in Helsinki on Monday, where he sided with Russian President Vladimir Putin over American intelligence officials on the question of whether Russia interfered in the 2016 election. The president, they tell Axios’s Jonathan Swan, is delusional https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17578700/trump-putin-helsinki-meeting-white-house-statements 

Last week, Trump attended a NATO summit, where he met with America’s top allies in Western Europe to discuss (among other things) the threat from Putin’s Russia. Trump spent the meeting bashing American allies for not spending enough on their own defense, labeling the Western alliance “delinquent.” Shortly afterward, he gave interviews slamming the UK prime minister and labeling the European Union a ”foe.” The contrast with the Putin press conference, in which Trump vowed to build an “extraordinary relationship” with Russia, couldn’t be clearer. In fact, the same day as the fawning Putin presser, the Trump administration brought a World Trade Organization suit alleging that the bulk of NATO allies are engaging in unfair trade practices against the United States. … America under Trump is committing what Georgetown University professor Dan Nexon calls “geopolitical suicide.”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/16/17577096/trump-putin-meeting-nato

7.16.2018
President Donald Trump stood up next to Russian President Vladimir Putin on Monday in a press conference and had not a single unkind word for Putin — a leader who has murdered journalists at home and poisoned dissidents abroad. But Trump did have a lot of unkind things to say about his own domestic political opposition, the Democratic Party. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/16/17576480/trump-putin-meeting-electoral-college
As Trump stood hunched over, with a blank expression, Putin was practically glowing—and he wanted the world to know just how great the meeting went for Russia. Putin held up a thick stack of his notes with both hands, showing them off for the world to see, in effect giving himself the thumbs-up. Discernible portions of the first page, purposely written in abnormally large script, included references to the election interference, Putin’s request that Russia be allowed to interrogate the former U.S. ambassador to Russia, Michael McFaul, and also the British businessman Bill Browder, pursuant to the 1999 Treaty with Russia on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters. There was a reference to the Nord Stream 2 pipeline. And at the bottom of the first page, Putin’s notes also mentioned Syria https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-j-trumps-syria-fiasco-is-part-of-vladimir-putins-to-do-list?source=twitter&via=desktop
Washington Post’s Editorial Board: Trump just colluded with Russia. Openly. https://wapo.st/2zJ5lXw
Trump & Putin press conference went fully off the rails near the end, when rather than defend the U.S. election system against Russian meddling, Trump spouted anti-Democratic conspiracy theories, and cut the legs out from under his intelligence chiefs—particularly Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats—by accepting Putin’s election-sabotage denials over their conclusions.
  Coats, et al, “said they think it’s Russia,” Trump noted. “I have President Putin, he just said it’s not Russia. I don’t see any reason why it would be.”
  Because Trump humiliated his own cabinet, he has revived questions about whether his comments will prompt resignations, or whether his aides and allies will remain complicit in Russian cyberattacks on the American political system. But our predicament is actually bleaker than that, and the fact that Republicans in Congress will almost certainly do nothing about what just happened effectively guarantees that Trump and Putin will soon consummate a new corrupt bargain to further subvert American democracy. https://crooked.com/article/trump-and-putin-colluded-in-public/
Putin proposed invoking a 1999 treaty between the U.S. and Russia that governs cooperation between the countries in criminal investigations. Under the terms of the proposal, Russian investigators, under Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s supervision, would interrogate Russian intelligence officials accused in a Friday indictment of sabotaging the U.S. election, and in exchange, the Trump administration would allow Russians to interrogate American FBI agents and spies accused of violating Russian law.
If Trump weren’t president, we’d see this for the trolling it is: Putin wants to be read into the Mueller investigation, and “in exchange” also be read into other U.S. intelligence and counterintelligence operations. A doubly destructive proposition for the U.S, with no upside. Trump called it an “interesting idea,” and an “incredible offer.” https://crooked.com/article/trump-and-putin-colluded-in-public/
"I have asked two senior, retired U.S. intelligence officers who spent most of their careers focused on Russia how they would characterize the Putin-Trump relationship. Independently of each other, they both said, 'Putin has something on Trump.'” https://twitter.com/jonathanchait/status/1018982772319408128
Asked “are they [Russia] our chief adversary?” ... Trump replies: I don't want to even use the word adversary. This is two days after he declared the European Union “a foe.” https://twitter.com/saletan/status/1019591346661871616
Asked directly by an Associated Press reporter whether it’s true that Russian intelligence has compromising material, or “kompromat,” that it can use to blackmail Donald Trump, Russian President Vladmir Putin did not exactly deny it.  https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17576784/trump-putin-pee-tape
Russia Today headlines reflect the message the Kremlin wanted to send. But it’s also true that Trump didn’t push back much on that message either https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17576938/trump-putin-meeting-propaganda
A journalist for The Nation was forcibly removed from the Trump/Putin press conference for holding up a sign saying Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in order to catch people's attention and get to ask a question on this https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMumgIh8GNY&feature=youtu.be
conspiracy theorists in the United States, like Alex Jones of Infowars and members of the Reddit board r/The_Donald, are celebrating Putin’s reference of Soros during the Helsinki press conference https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17576760/george-soros-putin-trump-helsinki
“Unless there is something we don’t know about, this was a very good summit for Putin,” https://www.vox.com/world/2018/7/17/17577476/trump-putin-meeting-intelligence-win
“If the president genuinely cared about improving the US Russian relationship, it is he who just killed the chance of that, by appearing so untrustworthy and so ill-prepared.” https://www.vox.com/conversations/2018/7/19/17588518/trump-putin-helsinki-meeting-history-diplomacy-russia-us-syria-ukraine
Fox News: “Putin eats Trump’s lunch in Helsinki” http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2018/07/16/putin-eats-trumps-lunch-in-helsinki-this-is-no-way-to-win-against-russia.html
Senator John McCain: “No prior president has ever abased himself more abjectly before a tyrant. Not only did President Trump fail to speak the truth about an adversary; but speaking for America to the world, our president failed to defend all that makes us who we are—a republic of free people dedicated to the cause of liberty at home and abroad.” https://www.mccain.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=press-releases&id=A99FDA26-673D-4560-B4EA-5AEDF0685EC5
Belmont County Republican Party Chairman Chris Gagin resigned on Monday, citing President Donald Trump's meeting earlier in the day with Russian President Vladimir Putin. https://www.cleveland.com/open/index.ssf/2018/07/southeast_ohio_republican_part.html
Monday evening Trump follows up with more insane word-salad https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17579188/trump-putin-sean-hannity-interview
for Coats — or any sitting top American intelligence official, for that matter — to push back on the president like this just goes to show how horrified Coats must be. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17577528/trump-putin-meeting-coats-statement
Just hours after President Trump’s press conference with Vladimir Putin, the Justice Department announced the arrest of a Russian national — Maria Butina — for secretly trying to influence US politics at Russia’s behest. An affidavit filed by an FBI agent asserts that Butina tried to cozy up to a gun rights organization so she could influence a major political party, all the while working for a top Russian central bank official and trying to advance the interests of the Russian state — and not registering as a foreign agent. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17577838/maria-butina-indictment-russia-spy-trump
Reps. Mark Meadows (R-NC) and Jim Jordan (R-OH), members of the House Freedom Caucus, wrote to Michael Horowitz, the Justice Department’s inspector general, and requested an investigation into the deputy attorney general. (The context behind the letter: Meadows and Jordan have been attacking Rosenstein for months) https://www.vox.com/2018/7/17/17582240/trump-russia-investigation-rod-rosenstein-house-freedom-caucus
Treasury Department on Monday said it planned to end requirements that certain tax-exempt organizations identify their financial contributors on their tax returns. The decision means groups such as the National Rifle Association will no longer have to tell the IRS who’s giving them money. The decision landed the same day as the Justice Department announced the arrest of Maria Butina, a Russian national with NRA ties who is accused of trying to influence US politics. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/17/17581384/irs-dark-money-nra-maria-butina-donors
Journalist: “We tried to fact-check Putin’s claim that Bill Browder's associates donated $400M in un-taxed Russian money to Hillary Clinton's campaign, but it was so completely without evidence that there were no pants to light on fire, so I hereby deem it ‘WITHOUT PANTS.’” [Which unprecedented development I include herein because at this point you’ve got to have a laugh at least]

The Trump Administration is planning to eliminate a vast trove of medical guidelines that for nearly 20 years has been a critical resource for doctors, researchers and others in the medical community. Maintained by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality [AHRQ], part of the Department of Health and Human Services, the database is known as the National Guideline Clearinghouse [NGC], and it’s scheduled to “go dark,” in the words of an official there, on July 16. https://www.thedailybeast.com/hhs-plans-to-delete-20-years-of-critical-medical-guidelines-next-week

Normal Republicans are trying to disenfranchise Americans who do not agree with them. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/07/yes-normal-republican-elites-are-a-threat-to-democracy.html
https://thinkprogress.org/the-supreme-court-and-the-coming-voting-rights-apocalypse-f0f0b2a069d1/

Novartis previously said they held one meeting with Cohen in March 2017, and that was the extent of his services. According to Senate Democrats, Cohen and the company’s CEO were in contact for at least six more months. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/13/17569798/michael-cohen-novartis-pharma-lobbying-voxcare

7.15.2018
Trump: “I think the European Union is a foe.” https://www.vox.com/2018/7/15/17573836/trump-european-union-americas-foe
37 migrant children boarded vans for what was supposed to be a 30-minute ride. At the end of the road from Harlingen to Los Fresnos lay the promise of hugs, kisses and long overdue reunification with their parents, from whom they were taken when the Trump administration began systematically separating migrant families who crossed the border illegally. But when the children, all between 5 and 12 years old, arrived at Immigration and Customs Enforcement's adults-only Port Isabel Detention Center, rather than seeing their parents, they saw a parking lot full of vans just like theirs, with children from other facilities who, just like them, were waiting to be processed and reunified with their parents. It was 2:30 p.m. on Sunday, July 15, 2018. Not until 39 hours later — after two nights in a van — did the last child step out of a van to be reunited. Most spent at least 23 hours in the vehicles. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/botched-family-reunifications-left-migrant-children-waiting-vans-overnight-n1013336
Senator Rand Paul dismisses Russian election interference as routine foreign intelligence collection, saying “we all do it,” and calling the Mueller investigation a “witch hunt.”: https://www.politico.com/story/2018/07/15/rand-paul-election-meddling-russia-722205
Prominent longtime Republican declares 2016 presidential election an “asterisk election” as result of Russian interference https://twitter.com/JWGOP/status/1018479659753885696

When Justice Anthony Kennedy served on SCOTUS, district and appeals courts recognized that they had little hope of reversing Roe or implementing an extreme view of the Second Amendment. As soon as Kennedy stepped down, however, some lower courts felt free to unleash their jurisprudential preferences, confident that Kennedy’s successor would veer sharply to the right.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/trump-judges-abortion-gun-control.html

the [YouTube] algorithm determined that people spend more time on the site if you show them progressively more radical content. Therefore, YouTube’s algorithm is practically designed to radicalize its users — and hence poison our politics. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/27/18136625/2018-new-year-2019-scholars-experts

7.14.2018
Donald Trump has commented for the first time on the indictment of 12 Russians by special counsel Robert Mueller, choosing to blame Barack Obama https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/14/donald-trump-robert-mueller-indictments-barack-obama-russia

Almost 70 percent of all Americans feel a sense of “news fatigue,” according to the Pew Research Center. The nation’s emotional exhaustion even makes an appearance in a recent Enterprise Rent-A-Car survey: When the company surveyed more than 1,100 Americans about their summer travel plans, the top three reasons given for traveling were stress, the news and the political climate. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-29/freaked-out-americans-desperately-seek-to-escape-the-news

Record high temperatures have been set across much of the world this week as an unusually prolonged and broad heatwave intensifies concerns about climate change. The past month has seen power shortages in California as record heat forced a surge of demand for air conditioners. Algeria has experienced the hottest temperature ever reliably registered in Africa. Britain, meanwhile, has experienced its third longest heatwave, melting the roof of a science building in Glasgow and exposing ancient hill forts in Wales.  https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jul/13/heatwave-sees-record-high-temperatures-set-around-world-this-week

Top Maryland officials say the FBI told them this week that the state's voter registration platform was purchased by a Russian oligarch in 2015, without state officials knowing https://www.cbsnews.com/news/maryland-voter-registration-platform-russian-oligarch/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/14/maryland-elections-company-russian-oligarch-putin

7.13.2018
The nation’s top intelligence officer said on Friday that the persistent danger of Russian cyberattacks today was akin to the warnings the United States had of stepped-up terror threats ahead of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks … “The warning lights are blinking red again,” Mr. Coats said as he cautioned of cyberthreats. “Today, the digital infrastructure that serves this country is literally under attack.” https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/13/us/politics/dan-coats-intelligence-russia-cyber-warning.html
When United Kingdom Prime Minister Theresa May and Donald Trump met Friday, the US president had a “suggestion” on handling Brexit negotiations … He told her to sue the European Union. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/15/17573274/theresa-may-trump-brexit-sue-eu
Trump blasted Prime Minister Theresa May for her handling of Brexit, complicating an already dicey political situation for May who’s dealing with an unfolding political crisis of her a split within her party over negotiations to leave the European Union. Trump sided with the “Brexit” hardliners, saying that those who want to see a “soft Brexit” — basically continued access to the EU’s single market — saying it would “kill” any deal with the US. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/12/17566438/donald-trump-interview-sun-britain-brexit-theresa-may
In Sun interview, Trump parrots white-nationalist rhetoric and phrases https://twitter.com/pbump/status/1017775424875577344
Trump claims Sun write-up of his interview was “fake news” because it did not include his positive comments about May - even though the Sun report did include Trump’s pro-May comments. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/blog/live/2018/jul/13/trump-trashes-mays-brexit-plans-and-hails-boris-johnson-as-future-pm-live?page=with:block-5b48a389e4b017453414ad86#block-5b48a389e4b017453414ad86
Trump refused a question from CNN; “CNN’s fake news, I don’t take questions from CNN. CNN is fake news, I don’t take questions from CNN,” Trump said, before moving on to call on another journalist: “John Roberts of Fox — let’s go to a real network.” Roberts thanked Trump and dove into another question about America’s relationship with Russian President Vladimir Putin without missing a beat. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/13/17568276/trump-cnn-fox-news-theresa-may-press-conference
The White House’s reaction to special counsel Robert Mueller’s indictments of 12 Russian spies on Friday included zero condemnation of Russia for interfering in a US presidential election. Instead, it focused on bolstering President Donald Trump’s longtime arguments that there was “no collusion” between his campaign and Russia and that the interference didn’t change the outcome of the election. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/13/17569144/white-house-mueller-indictment
Trump promotes Twitter account that called Michelle Obama a 'tranny,' demanded Hillary be tortured https://thinkprogress.org/trump-magagoldhat-racist-sexist-bigoted-retweet-283bb403888b/
Another professor at Yale Law School makes the case for Kavanaugh. Once again, the entire argument is contained in a single sentence: "Last year my daughter accepted an appellate clerkship from Judge Kavanaugh, which was set to begin next month." (We're at the stage of elite decline where they literally don't know how they sound to ordinary people, where they have no idea that trading favors among the elite is corruption) https://twitter.com/RichPuchalsky/status/1017616948379684875
NH Governor signs bill to impose poll tax on college students http://www.wmur.com/article/amid-uproar-sununu-signs-voter-residency-requirement-bill-into-law/22142492

Secret donors financed more than four out of every 10 television ads that outside groups broadcast this year to influence November’s high-stakes congressional elections, according to a USA TODAY analysis of Kantar Media data. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/07/12/secret-money-funds-more-than-40-percent-outside-congressional-tv-ads-midterm-elections/777536002/

in May, the Washington Post reported that Kushner had gotten permanent clearance, which seemed to indicate that he was no longer a subject of the probe. But it turns out there was a caveat, at least based on this latest Washington Post report. Kushner can’t see the most sensitive US secrets, which is kind of a big problem for the administration official tasked with solving Middle East conflict. The Washington Post says Kushner still doesn’t have that SCI clearance — which stands for sensitive compartmented information — which is granted by the CIA. It’s not clear what’s the hold-up… https://www.vox.com/2018/7/12/17566896/jared-kushner-security-clearance-problems

7.12.2018
House Republicans hold disgraceful hearing; After a lengthy back-and-forth in which Republicans threatened to hold Peter Strzok in contempt of Congress and outraged Democrats objected and tried to disrupt the proceedings, committee chair Trey Gowdy said he already knew the answer the question anyway (zero). So the whole thing just seemed designed to put Strzok in an impossible position, toward no particular end. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/12/17565834/strzok-hearing-trump-russia-mueller
Speaking to reporters Thursday morning at the Economic Club of Washington, House Speaker Paul Ryan had three clear messages on trade: He thinks the Trump administration’s trade wars are misguided, he doesn’t intend to do anything about it, and he is a deeply dishonest person who is committed to pretending that there’s nothing he can do about it. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/12/17564036/paul-ryans-trump-tariffs
Donald Trump has released a letter he received from North Korean leader Kim Jong-un while touting “great progress” in negotiations between the United States and Pyongyang … just hours after North Korean officials failed to show up at a planned meeting on Thursday with their US counterparts to discuss the repatriation of the remains of American soldiers killed in the Korean war. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jul/12/trump-kim-letter-great-progress-reparation-talks
ICE is reporting that Efrain De La Rosa, a Mexican immigrant from Puebla, has reportedly committed suicide while detained at Stewart Detention Center in Lumpkin, GA. His is the third death at the facility in 15 months. https://twitter.com/TheTinaVasquez/status/1017521148106559489
Facebook is censoring a nonprofit news org and NPR affiliate, from sharing a story about a 5-yr-old girl forced to appear in immigration court alone (apparently balanced journalism is now "political content”?)  https://twitter.com/jeanguerre/status/1017509787037155328

Michigan anti-gerrymandering ballot initiative to face state supreme court judges who have taken money from the group challenging it; one of the lawyers spearheading the legal challenge is married to the woman who serves as treasurer of both justices' election campaigns; Michigan Republicans are openly threatening that allowing the initiative to go forward would end both justices’ careers  https://www.freep.com/story/opinion/columnists/brian-dickerson/2018/07/11/justices-gerrymandering-case/776776002/

the EPA under Pruitt & now Wheeler, refused to ban an insecticide linked to learning disabilities. It was banned in household use 2 DECADES ago. Dow Chemical, largest maker of the chemical, donated $1 million to Trump’s inauguration

Trump’s playbook with NATO, North Korea etc: 1) Create crisis with reckless rhetoric and dangerous escalation; 2) Claim “win” prematurely; 3) Leave; 4) Watch “deal” disintegrate because it was overhyped but 5) Relish the fact that the Trump base doesn’t know that or doesn’t care. https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1017368430381592577

North Carolina Republicans force legislation over governor’s veto requiring  every early voting site in the state to stay open 12 hours a day each weekday (in addition to any weekend hours). By mandating such a large number of hours, the new rule will make it prohibitively expensive for some counties to operate early voting locations. Because the law was passed very late in the legislative session, after many counties set their election budgets, many smaller counties will likely be required to close early voting locations so they don’t overspend. “This bill came out of nowhere. County officials weren’t told about it,” said Tomas Lopez, the executive director of the civil rights group Democracy North Carolina. “It’s making it much more expensive to actually conduct an early voting program that reaches as many voters as possible.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/07/north-carolina-early-voting-midterms-a-diabolical-new-republican-ploy-to-suppress-black-turnout.html

A major U.S. military and CIA contractor has been detaining dozens of migrant children inside a vacant Phoenix office building with dark windows, no kitchen and only a few toilets https://www.democracynow.org/2018/7/9/cia_linked_military_contractor_used_arizona

Trump and his cronies refuse to disclose their precise financial connections (by, for instance, following the established norm of a presidential candidate publishing his tax returns.) They continuously lie about the number and nature of their covert contacts with Russian officials, then keep insisting with each new disclosure that there is no more to disclose and the whole question is a witch hunt. Meanwhile, they continue to deliver a policy outcome payoff to Putin. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/06/the-british-russia-collusion-scandal-is-breaking-wide-open.html

Jim Jordan attacked CNN on Twitter Wednesday, calling the organization “fake news” and “desperate” for contacting his former staffers and interns. Jordan has found support …. House leaders, like House Speaker Paul Ryan who called Jordan a “man of integrity,” and Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy, as well as Jordan’s colleagues in the House Freedom Caucus. Even President Donald Trump chimed in, saying he believes Jordan over the former wrestlers. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/11/17561590/jim-jordan-scandal-cnn-tweet-ohio

Every GOP Senator who was in Moscow on the USA's Independence Day voted against authorizing additional money to secure our elections.

Nearly 2 years into the Trump presidency, Fox News is still obsessed with Hillary Clinton https://www.vox.com/2018/7/11/17526836/hillary-clinton-fox-news-villain

July 11, 2018
Donald Trump has launched an extraordinary tirade against Germany on the opening day of the Nato summit in Brussels, accusing Berlin of being a “a captive of the Russians” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/11/nato-summit-donald-trump-says-germany-is-captive-of-russians
https://twitter.com/JohnKerry/status/1017066924805632002
European officials would love nothing more than for Trump to take a victory lap and claim credit for them boosting their defense spending… The trouble is that Trump won’t even acknowledge what our allies are actually doing in this regard. He keeps claiming that other NATO countries have fallen short of their defense budget commitment, but this is false: In fact, this target is a future one that NATO members agreed upon. https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/07/11/this-remarkable-exchange-at-nato-perfectly-captures-trumps-bad-faith
Republican Senate ramrods through appointment of Brett Benczkowski to run DOJ Criminal Division, giving him power to meddle in SC investigation; Benczkowski has no prosecutorial experience, worked on the Trump transition team and represented Putin-affiliated Alfa Bank.  He has refused to recuse from Russia-related matters, which puts him in a position to interfere with Robert Mueller’s investigation and related matters. https://www.npr.org/2018/07/11/628044184/senate-confirms-new-boss-for-justice-department-criminal-division
the White House has “publicly ceded ground to drug manufacturers” … he’s put the power in the pharmaceutical company’s hands: Make the policy changes we want, or else.  … “Pfizer grabbed the blueprint from the administration’s hands and said, ‘Okay, I’ve got it now, you implement this or we’ll increase prices in January,’” Andrea Harris, an analyst at Height Capital Markets https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/11/17562056/trump-pfizer-tweet-drug-prices
MEDIA: Chief of Staff Kelly was visibly "irritated and displeased" at Trump attacking one of America's closest allies. WHITE HOUSE: "Kelly was displeased because he was expecting a full breakfast and there were only pastries and cheese." https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1017148495982100482
The House Appropriations Committee on Wednesday passed an amendment allowing taxpayer-funded adoption agencies to deny LGBTQ families the ability to adopt a child based on religious objection. https://www.lgbtqnation.com/2018/07/rule-making-legal-ban-gays-lesbians-adopting-passes-house-committee/?utm_source=notification&utm_medium=push&utm_campaign=onesignal
Special Counsel's Office says Manafort has been surreptitiously sending emails from jail https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1017100508211838977
Manafort also allegedly remarked that he enjoyed access to “all my files like I would at home” while claiming to a judge that his access to records was limited. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/11/paul-manafort-says-hes-being-treated-like-a-vip-in-jail
Facebook won't ban Infowars in its fake-news purge — a site that says 9/11 was staged and the moon landing was fake http://www.businessinsider.com/facebook-defends-allowing-infowars-despite-fake-news-purge-2018-7

Nigel Farage may have given Julian Assange a thumb drive of data and was possibly a more frequent visitor than was publicly known to the Ecuadorian embassy where the WikiLeaks founder lives, according to testimony given to US congressional inquiry into the Trump campaign’s alleged ties to the Kremlin. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/jan/19/trump-russia-inquiry-is-told-nigel-farage-may-have-given-julian-assange-data

Trump’s efforts to train the Republican base to reverse its long-standing views on the relative merits of NATO and Russia have borne fruit. According to a recent poll, just 40 percent of Republicans think the U.S. should should stay in NATO, while 56 percent of Republicans consider Trump’s relationship with Vladimir Putin good for the United States. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/07/trump-nato-summit-putin-russia-collusion.html

July 10, 2018
President Donald Trump just issued pardons for two Oregon cattle ranchers whose conviction for setting fire to public lands became a rallying cry for militia groups in 2016, leading to a tense, days-long standoff with federal officials. It’s the latest example of Trump wielding the power to pardon as a cudgel in the culture war, granting pardons to or commuting the sentences of figures who waged partisan warfare or have become right-wing folk heroes.  https://www.vox.com/2018/7/10/17553348/trump-pardon-steven-dwight-hammond
Trump issues Executive Order to end competitive selection process for Administrative Law Judges, making them political appointees who can be fired at will. https://twitter.com/AndrewFeinberg/status/1016762025563836416 https://www.beltwaybreakfast.com/courts/2018/07/11/this-is-all-bogus-and-its-to-take-control-over-the-judiciary-a-veteran-administrative-law-judge-slams-trumps-order-making-aljs-political-appointees/
The federal government is definitely not going to meet a court-imposed July 10 deadline to reunite all of the more than 100 children under the age of 5 separated from their parents at the US-Mexico border under President Donald Trump’s “zero tolerance” prosecution policy. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/9/17549408/children-separate-order-together-violate-judge
DHS parks vans in front of protest outside of Rob Portman office (supposedly DHS were attending a training but that doesn’t explain the choice to park there)
…the real debate in the American judiciary is whether the Constitution allows the people’s elected representatives to meaningfully regulate the national economy. Kavanaugh clearly believes it does not: He has called the existence of independent regulatory agencies — notably including the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau but potentially the entire alphabet soup of FCC, FTC, CFTC, SEC, FEC, etc. — a “threat to individual liberty.” But rather than debate this squarely, we are instead faced with grifters like Kavanaugh’s former boss Ken Starr insisting in the pages of the Washington Post that Kavanaugh stands for nothing more than a simple “pro-democracy, let-the-people-govern-themselves vision.” https://www.vox.com/2018/7/12/17557594/brett-kavanaugh-economics-judicial-activism-supreme-court

Immigrant mothers have been told by the government that they'll have to pay for DNA tests to prove their children are... their children. https://www.thedailybeast.com/government-told-immigrant-parents-to-pay-for-dna-tests-to-be-reunited-with-kids-advocate?ref=author

Vladimir Putin’s former chief of staff has a secret investment in an American energy company hailed by Donald Trump https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jul/10/former-putin-adviser-has-secret-investment-in-us-energy-firm-praised-by-trump

MuckRock filed a FOIA request for “memos relating to executive orders signed by Donald Trump,” including but not limited to memos described in a specific article. Just under 17 months later, DHS responded with a letter saying that they were unable to find any such memos. Despite these claims, two of the memos which DHS said they were unable to find had already been posted to their website. https://www.muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/jul/09/dhs-border-wall-memos/

July 9, 2018
President announces supreme court nominee who has argued repeatedly that sitting presidents should be immune from criminal investigations and any questioning related to them https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1016491305936084992 https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1016491305936084992
While working for Ken Starr in 1998, Kavanagh routinely skirted or violated Rule 6 (e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure by leaking details of Lewinsky probe. https://twitter.com/jonathanalter/status/1016501825535692801
Curiously, during the 2016 election campaign, Brett Kavanaugh was not on a list of Trump’s top 21 candidates for the Supreme Court. He was only added in 2017, and somehow shot to the top in 2018.… Trump goes to the guy who's written in support for presidential immunity from court process. https://www.nationalobserver.com/2018/10/05/opinion/judge-shopped-kavanaugh-or-bust
Nominee Kavanaugh introduces himself with multiple blatant lies:
https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1016518499269783554
https://twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1016491443752439808
There are more than a million Kavanaugh documents that are a matter of public record but are being withheld by DOJ & NARA. https://twitter.com/FixTheCourt/status/1016485180599566337
Source familiar tells NBC that Justice Kennedy had been in negotiations with the Trump team for months over Kennedy’s replacement. Once Kennedy received assurances that it would be Kavanaugh (his former law clerk) Kennedy felt comfortable retiring https://twitter.com/GeoffRBennett/status/1016642192616706050
If this is true, Kennedy had a major conflict of interest as to Trump while sitting in judgment on Trump’s actions including the Muslim ban. A judge cannot secretly negotiate a benefit he badly wants with a litigant who has other business before his court. https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1016669647444291584 https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1017027951811088384
White House spreads false story that Senator Kamala Harris refused to talk with WH counsel Don McGahn https://twitter.com/nathanbarankin/status/1016523839956750336
NY Times response is appalling:
Kavanaugh’s apparent belief that Vince Foster killed himself (i.e., Hillary didn’t kill him) is cited on Page One of the NYT as an example of his sometime moderation. https://twitter.com/TimothyNoah1/status/1016693581875236864
“The nomination of Judge Brett Kavanaugh to be the next Supreme Court justice is President Trump’s finest hour, his classiest move” https://twitter.com/davidsirota/status/1016506514738036741
After holding a Supreme Court seat open for nearly a year, Sen. McConnell slams Senate Dems for their opposition to Trump's SCOTUS nominee – saying we should "treat the process with the respect and dignity it deserves." https://twitter.com/civilrightsorg/status/1016410092122574853
McConnell allowed just TWO circuit court judges to be confirmed during Obama's last 2 years in office. 2 total. This week, senators will vote on a 9th Circuit nominee, bringing Trump's total to 22. https://twitter.com/civilrightsorg/status/1016331147905728513

GOP congressional candidate Seth Grossman posted an approving link to a white-supremacist article arguing "blacks are different by almost any measure to all other people. They cannot reason as well. They cannot communicate as well. They cannot control their impulses as well." https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1016448274851663872

As former wrestler after former wrestler (now 7) comes forward to say Rep. Jim Jordan knew about sexual assaults at Ohio State, the President and the whole GOP caucus sticks to the line that "they're all liars" https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1016154650695950336

Review of the Trump Foundation’s tax records found a pattern — donations, typically $25,000 — to eight charities after they relocated their events to Maralago https://www.mypalmbeachpost.com/news/national-govt--politics/trump-foundation-donated-charities-that-booked-galas-mar-lago/mfh5YFm3bK8iUOVQ8UnXKN/

In 2009, Barack Obama imposed 35% tariffs on tires imported from China. The GOP was furious! Now Trump is aiming to do literally 100 times more damage! The GOP is quiet! https://twitter.com/EdKrassen/status/1015672548615446534

Trump aims severe blow at ACA, says payments for insuring sicker individuals (called risk adjustment) will not be paid for prior years. This is aggressive and needless sabotage of the ACA. Impact likely chaos. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1015427031293710338

7.7.2018
At the end of two days of talks in Pyongyang, Secretary of State Pompeo said the discussion had been “productive.” North Korea offered up a different take: The talks were “regrettable,” as is the United States’ “unilateral” demand that the country abandon its nuclear weapons.  https://www.vox.com/world/2018/7/7/17543960/mike-pompeo-north-korea-denuclearization-talks
Source with familiarity of discussions: Pompeo trip to NKorea went "as badly as it could have gone." North Koreans were just "messing around." https://twitter.com/MichLKosinski/status/1016801307120881665

7.6.2018
Giuliani is setting new terms for the interview: Mueller must show evidence that Donald Trump committed a crime and that an interview is necessary, or forget it. Trump’s legal team is also insisting Mueller prove that he exhausted all other avenues and that he has no choice but to interview the president. Giuliani has shifted the terms (and deadline) of a Trump-Mueller interview more than once since joining Trump’s legal team. Giuliani had said in May that he was working with the special counsel to narrow the scope of the investigation, and that no decisions would be made until after Trump’s summit with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. The summit came and went, and the deadline was pushed to July 4. The delays on the Mueller interview are part of Team Trump’s attempts to sway public opinion  https://www.vox.com/2018/7/6/17543098/giuliani-mueller-trump-interview

A 15-year-old girl who was forcibly separated from her mother after fleeing to the U.S. from El Salvador described to a Washington State investigator how she was crammed into a windowless room with 60 other girls and deprived of proper sleep or food for three days. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-03/teen-taken-at-u-s-border-tells-of-icebox-cages-with-60-girls

7.5.2018
Bill Shine, accused of covering up sexual harassment at Fox News, will be White House communications director.  He was ousted in May 2017 after being named in multiple lawsuits over the network’s handling of sexual harassment and racial discrimination. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/5/17537190/bill-shine-fox-news-trump-white-house-communications-director
Shine’s wife is proudly batcrap-crazy  https://www.vox.com/2018/7/12/17565702/darla-shine-white-house-bill-shine-racist-tweets-n-word-anti-vaxxer
As recently as 2016, the Trump campaign understood that Trump’s history of sexually assaulting women was a mortal threat to his candidacy. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/5/17537956/donald-trump-bill-shine-pruitt-fox
Sitting US president in the middle of his second year holds another “rally.” In the process he mocked a Massachusetts senator’s Native American ancestry, and the #MeToo movement https://www.vox.com/2018/7/5/17538820/trump-elizabeth-warren-metoo-montana-rally
AP reports that the Pentagon appears to be quietly discharging immigrant recruits that enlisted as part of a U.S. government program that fast-tracked them to citizenship in return for their service.  … More than 10,000 recruits have served in the military through the MANVI program, but since the Trump administration came into office the number of enlistees through the program dropped to zero… Immigration attorneys told the AP that many of the recent discharges were classified as “uncharacterized discharge,” neither dishonorable nor honorable, leaving their immigration status potentially in limbo.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/07/the-trump-administration-is-quietly-discharging-immigrant-recruits-promised-citizenship-in-return-for-military-service.html
Pruitt finally driven from office after months of otherwise-career-ending scandals https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/05/scott-pruitt-what-it-took-to-get-him-to-resign-from-his-epa-job
It took 3 hours for the EPA to tell staff they had a new boss. Staff say they found out from Twitter like the rest of us. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/5/17538620/scott-pruitt-resigns-epa-staffers
Pruitt managed to fire a Parthian shot on his final day in office when he cemented a massive loophole for some of the dirtiest, most polluting trucks on the road, allowing manufacturers to build even more them. Pruitt’s last policy decision benefits a small slice of truck manufacturers, including one that hosted a campaign event for Donald Trump. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/8/17544380/scott-pruitt-epa-truck-pollution-glider-kit-loophole (Possibly reversed)
The new leader of the Environmental Protection Agency is a former coal industry lobbyist who helped lead an industry fight against regulations that protect Americans’ health and address climate change.

In interviews Fox & Friends, Pruitt’s team chose the topics for interviews, and knew the questions in advance. In one instance, according to emails revealed in a Freedom of Information Act request submitted by the Sierra Club and reviewed by The Daily Beast, Pruitt’s team even approved part of the show’s script.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/fox-and-friends-fed-interview-script-to-trumps-epa-chief-emails-show?source=twitter&via=desktop

7.4.2018
Several Republican Senators “celebrate Independence Day” in Russia  https://twitter.com/BrunoAmato_1/status/1015804524861186048
They spent the day with multiple individuals under personal sanctions by the US https://twitter.com/olgaNYC1211/status/1014721348030095366
#SecondCivilWarLetters trends on Twitter https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/5/17536556/second-civil-war-conspiracy-theory-july-4-twitter-meme

The Trump administration is sending colleges a stern warning: consider race as little as possible, or not at all, when you’re admitting students — a sharp reversal from the previous administration. https://www.vox.com/explainers/2018/7/3/17531700/trump-affirmative-action-obama

US immigration officials have been instructed to ask parents separated from their children under Donald Trump’s “zero-tolerance” immigration policy to choose whether to return to their countries with – or without – their offspring.
Immigration advocates have objected to the form, citing asylum laws that allow for migrants to pursue their claims even if they have been issued an order for deportation.  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/03/us-immigration-family-separations-parents-children

7.3.2018
A Republican-controlled Senate panel has said that further evidence has been found to support a US intelligence assessment that Russia interfered in the 2016 presidential election to help elect Donald Trump. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/03/trump-russia-more-election-meddling-evidence-found-says-senate-panel

Morgan Stanley, Goldman Got Help From Fed on Stress Tests https://www.wsj.com/articles/wall-street-gets-the-friendlier-fed-its-been-waiting-for-1530558419?mod=hp_lead_pos1

Mini algae blooms are a regular occurrence in the western basin of Lake Erie… they've formed earlier in the season than usual. The boiling-hot temps covering northwest and northeast Ohio have a lot to do with that: lake temperatures recorded near Put-in-Bay on Monday registered at 79.7 degrees, or bathwater temperature. That's an uncommonly high temp for this time of year, and above the 75-degree mark at which algae thrives. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2018/07/03/mini-algae-blooms-arrive-earlier-larger-than-normal-as-lake-erie-temps-touch-80-degrees

A fake Maxine Waters quote about the Supreme Court is spreading on social media and radio https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/07/02/A-fake-Maxine-Waters-quote-about-the-Supreme-Court-is-spreading-on-social-media-and-radio/220584

News outlets paid Melania up to $1 million for photos that could only be used in positive coverage http://hill.cm/t0jChOE

The new “universal use” touchscreen ballot markers (like the ExpressVote and ImageCast) have all the problems of touchscreen voting machines, plus they use twice as much hackable equipment and add an unverifiable barcode that is counted as your vote https://twitter.com/jennycohn1/status/1013833217407762432

A total of 84 farms in the upper Midwest filed for bankruptcy between July 2017 and June 2018, according to the Minneapolis Star Tribune. That’s more than double the number of Chapter 12 filings during the same period in 2013 and 2014 https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/27/18114566/trump-trade-war-china-farm-bankruptcy

6.30.2018
Dinesh D’Souza, who was pardoned by Trump, retweets something with the hashtag #burnthejews in it. https://twitter.com/TalbertSwan/status/1013168631730135041
After Congress failed to pass a pair of immigration bills in recent weeks, President Donald Trump over the weekend tweeted that he had “never pushed” House Republicans to support either of them. Except that he definitely did, in a different tweet, three days prior.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/7/1/17523318/trump-goodlatte-bill-twitter-lie
António Guterres, the UN secretary general, has warned that the organisation is facing an unprecedented shortage of funding for its core budget and will need to make urgent cuts unless member states pay up. He added that, as of 30 June, core funding had a deficit of $139m (£106m), and said the UN had “never faced such a difficult cash flow situation this early in the calendar year”. https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/jul/27/un-running-out-of-cash-and-facing-urgent-cuts-warns-chief-antonio-guterres

U.S. Circuit Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh, a former clerk for Supreme Court Justice Anthony M. Kennedy who is viewed as one of the leading contenders to replace him, has argued that presidents should not be distracted by civil lawsuits, criminal investigations or even questions from a prosecutor or defense attorney while in office. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/top-supreme-court-prospect-has-argued-presidents-should-not-be-distracted-by-investigations-and-lawsuits/2018/06/29/2dd9c1cc-7baa-11e8-80be-6d32e182a3bc_story.html

President Donald Trump reportedly declined a request from the mayor of Annapolis to fly American flags at half-staff in honor of the five people killed in the Capital Gazette shooting last week. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/2/17528900/trump-annapolis-shooting-capital-gazette-flag-half-staff

In June 2018, the Executive Office of the President released the Trump administration’s 132-page master plan, “Delivering Government Solutions in the 21st Century: Reform Plan and Reorganization Recommendations.” Though little noticed outside of the White House […] Page  68 of the plan starts a section dedicated to privatizing the United States Postal Service, noting, “A privatized Postal Service would have a substantially lower cost structure, be able to adapt to changing customer needs and make business decisions free from political interference, and have access to private capital markets to fund operational improvements without burdening taxpayers.” No mention was made in the plan of citizens’ dependence on the mail for payments, medicines, small-business supplies, rural deliveries, Social Security checks, tax rebates, pensions, Medicare reimbursements, food and welfare subsidies, and the like. https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/08/29/the-u-s-postal-service-is-a-medical-catastrophe/

6.29.2018
On Russia's state TV.... Ukrainian panelist: "Stop calling people like Trump "our heroes," then tearing them down when they don't come through." Host: "Trump is not a hero, he's just OURS." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1012758996892246017
the Pentagon is assessing a large-scale withdrawal or transfer of U.S. troops stationed in Germany https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1012798169896439808
John Melendez, a comedian best known for his time on The Howard Stern Show, prank called President Trump on Wednesday. He spoke with a number of people, including Jared Kushner, before managing to get through to President Trump while he was aboard Air Force One. President Trump spoke with the comedian, who President Trump believed to be Democratic US senator Bob Menendez from New Jersey http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5899675/Comedian-John-Melendez-claims-got-President-Donald-Trump-Air-Force-One.html
Today, Axios reported that Trump wants to withdraw the U.S. from the WTO. Russia's state TV reported the same thing, NINE DAYS AGO. (Are White House officials leaking to Russia?) https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1012700667582898184
The U.N.’s migration agency has elected Portuguese Socialist Antonio Vitorino as its new leader after rejecting the Trump administration’s proposed candidate to head the body. Vitorino will become only the second IOM director-general not from the United States since the intergovernmental organization was founded in 1951.  https://apnews.com/4b90b110892448ebacb808f7cc5db77c
As it gets ready to legislate the territory’s budget unilaterally, Puerto Rico's dictatorial Fiscal Control Board seeks to control press conferences. Only 3 journos at a time may enter https://twitter.com/profanostra/status/1012793211159568384
The growing cries for US Immigration and Customs Enforcement, or ICE, to be abolished, reformed, or restructured now includes a group of 19 ICE agents. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/29/17517870/ice-agents-dhs-break-up-ice
The Inspector General of DHS released a report showing ICE fails to meet basic detention standards, with little to no accountability. (This comes on the heels of DHS's plans to jail tens of thousands of immigrants, including children and their parents, on military bases.) https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1012745915516506115
NRA President Oliver North is speaking at the Idaho Republican Party Convention. today. A group of students from Idaho State University came to protest. State Rep. Priscilla Giddings responded by implying that they are asking to be shot. https://twitter.com/Weinsteinlaw/status/1012774379359481858

Tourism to U.S. under Trump is down, costing $4.6B and 40,000 jobs https://twitter.com/B52Malmet/status/1012840193454493696

Calling Trump’s rivals “crazy” and “clueless” - Accusing Hillary Clinton of killing Seth Rich - Using Twitter to mock reporters’ looks   These aren’t faceless trolls — these are Trump appointees in HHS. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/06/29/health-officials-tweet-like-donald-trump-663026

I recently asked a national security professional working in the administration what he fears most—war with North Korea? Iran? “Re-election,” he said. And until 2020, keeping America’s allies and partners believing in the United States as Trump continues his assault on the international order, which the U.S. worked for decades to build and strengthen, he added. “I feel like I’m so slowly watching us turn into Turkey,” another source inside the administration said.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/is-anyone-left-to-curb-trumps-most-authoritarian-instincts.html

Legal experts say that what the Justice Department has already handed over to House Republicans represents an unprecedented infringement by Congress into a pending criminal investigation https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1012709474878910467

6.28.2018
EU chief warns: Prepare for the worst with Trump https://twitter.com/BBCNews/status/1012081544989757442
Shortly before traveling to Moscow with several colleagues, where they will celebrate the 4th of July and hope to meet with Putin, a senior GOP senator all but gave Russia a green light for future interference in U.S. elections https://www.thedailybeast.com/gop-senator-on-russian-election-hack-hey-everyone-does-it
Trump “summit” with Putin announced. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/28/17510032/trump-putin-meeting-nato-europe-finland
(Both Putin and Kim have scored presidential summits within just months of being credibly accused of using nerve agents to assassinate targets on foreign soil. Message: go ahead and use nerve agents on foreign soil. https://twitter.com/NoahCRothman/status/1012302467458060290)
Assault on Annapolis Capitol Gazette; five employees murdered. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/annapolis-newspaper-shooting-breaking.html
Ramos didn't kill any journalists 5 years ago when he lost his defamation case, or 3 years ago when he lost his appeal. He shot them after Trump called them the "enemy of the people" and days after Milo Yiannopoulos called for “vigilante squads” to shoot journalists. https://twitter.com/WilDonnelly/status/1012714672162828288
Over the past week, infamous internet far-right provocateur, onetime friend of Steve Bannon, and former Breitbart editor Milo Yiannopoulos sent threatening messages to multiple reporters, according to Davis Richardson of the New York Observer. “I can’t wait for the vigilante squads to start gunning journalists down on sight,” Yiannopoulos texted https://slate.com/technology/2018/06/before-annapolis-capital-gazette-shooting-milo-yiannopoulos-said-he-wanted-to-see-people-shoot-journalists.html
Pres. Trump does not comment when asked about the deadly Maryland newsroom shooting. https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1012465124517572615
Journalist Jared Sexton: “I’ve been getting an influx of death threats over the past week. I know other journalists who have as well. These things are organized, coordinated, and serious.”  https://twitter.com/JYSexton/status/1012436043365257216
Michelle Jarboe: “In the last month, I've participated in two panel discussions where journalists talked about bullying and harassment they routinely experience. Vitriolic emails. Voicemail-clogging phone messages. Abusive online comments.” https://twitter.com/mjarboe/status/1012657141558071297
One paper’s story on shooting draws flood of “what you deserve for publishing fake news” comments https://twitter.com/CourtMarabella/status/1012435816461864961
Fox News's Trace Gallagher openly says they promptly checked into Capital Gazette's ideological bent https://twitter.com/ErikWemple/status/1012430928222834689
There have been 25 mass shootings in the United States. In the last 11 days. https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1012470088425975808
In his first television interview, former Immigration and Customs Enforcement spokesperson James Schwab has opened up about why he abruptly resigned in March. (He was ordered to lie.) But his interview with CBS News' Jamie Yuccas on Wednesday was unexpectedly interrupted by agents identifying themselves as agents from the Department of Homeland Security Inspector General's Office. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/former-ice-spokesman-james-schwab-opens-up-about-resignation-trump-administration/
FEC Chairwoman Caroline Hunter, R, said she thinks it’s “not likely” that the commission will roll out new online political ad rules in time for the November midterm elections. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2018/06/28/21908/fec-political-ads-online-russia-regulation-google-twitter-facebook
Also today: Republicans called an emergency hearing on Hillary's emails; Republicans called for an end to Mueller's investigation

The biggest private prison operators, which have poured money into Republican coffers, stand to make a windfall from President Donald Trump’s “zero tolerance” policy https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-28/prison-operators-gain-as-u-s-immigration-detentions-surge

Judicial nominees now run a special interest approval gauntlet to be nominated, special interest front groups bombard the court with “friend of the court” briefs signaling their wishes, and special interest–funded “continuing legal education” provides ongoing indoctrination. We can look forward to intense pressure by the big special interests behind the Republican Party to make sure whoever the next Supreme Court justice is will not shut the dark money spigot that has allowed big special interests to bedevil American politics. Indeed, the very day Kennedy announced his retirement, an opaque conservative political group launched a million-dollar TV blitz to compel senators to support Trump’s not-yet-even-named nominee. A Koch network spokesperson said its political arm is “prepared to commit seven figures to support a nominee in the mold of Neil Gorsuch.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/the-dark-money-campaign-to-replace-anthony-kennedy-has-already-begun.html

The right has a coordinated strategy to use the First Amendment (beloved by progressives & the left) as a Trojan horse to dismantle civil rights laws, consumer protections, business regulations, collective bargaining laws, campaign finance rules, etc. https://twitter.com/shannonminter5/status/1012137222043291649

As the White House faces court orders to reunite families separated at the border, immigrant children as young as 3 are being ordered into court for their own deportation proceedings https://www.texastribune.org/2018/06/27/immigrant-toddlers-ordered-appear-court-alone/

Twitter, Facebook executives et al. are holding secret meetings to appease right-wing oligarchy at which Republicans pressure them to examine candidates’ political views in hiring decisions https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/06/27/inside-facebook-twitters-secret-meetings-with-trump-aides-conservative-leaders-who-say-tech-is-biased/

More than 200 foreign governments, interest groups, corporations and other entities have spent money at Trump properties, ostensibly to curry favor with the president. http://corporatepresidency.org/hotel-swamplandia/

6.27.2018
"The Department of Defense has received a request for assistance from the Department of Homeland Security to house and care for an alien family population of up to 12,000 people." https://twitter.com/CalNBC/status/1012130769710432261
100% partisan Janus v. AFSCME decision overturns settled law https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/the-lochner-era-is-set-for-a-comeback-at-the-supreme-court.html
Mitch McConnell’s politics of shamelessness have won https://www.vox.com/2018/6/27/17511048/mitch-mcconnells-shameless
Following a U.S. Supreme Court decision that millions of public sector workers can stop paying union fees, a group tied to Republican billionaires long opposed to organized labor and its support of the Democratic Party has pledged to build on the landmark ruling to further marginalize employee representation. The conservative nonprofit Freedom Foundation said that starting Wednesday, it will deploy 80 people to a trio of West Coast union bastions: California, Oregon and its home state of Washington. The canvassers were hired in March and trained this month, according to internal documents reviewed by Bloomberg News. The goal of the multi-pronged campaign is to shrink union ranks in the three states by 127,000 members—and to offer an example for similar efforts targeting unions around the country.  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-27/koch-brothers-linked-group-declares-new-war-on-unions
June 2018 Supreme Court decisions are just a full slate of attacks on Democratic constituencies https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1011976100149415937
Senate Majority Leader refers to “ICE, the border enforcement agency” [That’s CBP] https://twitter.com/DLind/status/1011960128315289600
Majority Leader also pledges not only a vote on a supreme court appointment just months from a national election, and while the president has an active campaign, but pledges confirmation, before a nomination is even submitted. https://twitter.com/harryallen/status/1012132261938987008
Yet another Trump campaign “rally.” He promotes the My Pillow company at length. https://twitter.com/slpng_giants/status/1012249496930136064
Kennedy resignation announcement follows year-long carrot-and-stick campaign to get him off the court before the midterms. …they had a connection, one Mr. Trump was quick to note in the moments after his first address to Congress in February 2017. As he made his way out of the chamber, Mr. Trump paused to chat with the justice. “Say hello to your boy,” Mr. Trump said. “Special guy.” Mr. Trump was apparently referring to Justice Kennedy’s son, Justin. The younger Mr. Kennedy spent more than a decade at Deutsche Bank, eventually rising to become the bank’s global head of real estate capital markets, and he worked closely with Mr. Trump when he was a real estate developer https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/28/us/politics/trump-anthony-kennedy-retirement.html
Justice Kennedy's son gave a billion dollar loan to Trump when no one would give him a dime, and Justice Kennedy has been ruling in favor of the Trump Administration position for 2 years as the Court decides 5-4 case after 5-4 case. https://twitter.com/neeratanden/status/1012665534297624577
Justin ran Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities for Deutsche Bank. Deutsche Bank is currently under investigation for possible ties to Russian money laundering in the Trump campaign. But it's not just the Deutsche bank connection. Justin Kennedy is also tied to Trump through his company LNR real estate, which oversees the mortgage on Kushner’s very-troubled 666 5th Ave. https://twitter.com/bdgrabinski/status/1012513702048776192
CNN airs Corey Lewandowski, just days after the “womp womp” disgrace https://twitter.com/slpng_giants/status/1012112577894154241
“a serious speaker on North Korea - at the #jejuforum - suggested we may soon see a Trump Tower in Pyongyang & ‘The Apprentice’ on NK state television.” https://twitter.com/Robert_E_Kelly/status/1012169804856229888
Russia's state TV: Panelist: "Putin was sitting on the bank of the river, listening to Trump say he wants to meet with Putin, watching him ruin relations with Canada, Mexico, Germany, France, the EU, NATO, Turkey, all former allies... https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1012034976454529031

Scott Pruitt has tried to personally destroy staff who decline to break the law for him; instructed staff to pitch “oppo hits” to media outlets on other officials who departed on bad terms or were sidelined. https://www.thedailybeast.com/scott-pruitt-personally-involved-in-ratfcking-ex-aides-who-he-feels-betrayed-him?via=twitter_page

Trump’s Republican apologists increasingly resort to the “getting bad advice” explanation which is an ancient excuse of courtiers for their presumed-infallible absolute monarch

a team of Norwegian scientists is suggesting it's watched the climate reach a tipping point: the loss of Arctic sea ice has flipped the Barents Sea from acting as a buffer between the Atlantic and Arctic oceans to something closer to an arm of the Atlantic. https://arstechnica.com/science/2018/06/barents-sea-seems-to-have-crossed-a-climate-tipping-point/

What ICE’s own guidebook makes crystal clear is that ICE undercover operations involve informants who are allowed to engage in criminal activity, including trafficking immigrants, purchasing stolen property, drug dealing, paying bribes, entrapment, and anything else that might be deemed "necessary" to ensure the viability of an investigation.  https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20180623/17171740098/leaked-ice-manual-shows-govt-allowing-informants-to-engage-illegal-behavior-impersonate-lawyers-journalists-doctors.shtml

The Supreme Court can overturn its own precedents. It’s usually hesitant to do so, but just this term it threw out three decades-old rulings: 1977’s Abood v. Detroit Board of Education, 1967’s National Bellas Hess v. Illinois, and 1992’s Quill Corp. v. North Dakota. 

The U.S. has been ranked in the top 10 most dangerous countries for women, making it the only Western nation to be named among the world's worst guarantors of female rights and safety. The Thomson Reuters Foundation surveyed 500 experts to determine where women were most at risk. Countries were ranked in six key areas: health care, sexual violence, nonsexual violence, cultural practices, discrimination and human trafficking. Nine of the top 10 nations were in Asia, the Middle East or Africa. The only Western nation included was the U.S. https://www.newsweek.com/us-top-10-most-dangerous-countries-women-report-995229

6.26.2018
Supreme Court announces entirely partisan, and brazenly bullshit, decision to uphold Trump Muslim Ban (which was originally launched more than a year ago as a six-month stopgap measure) https://www.vox.com/2018/6/26/17505906/sonia-sotomayor-dissent-travel-ban-muslim-trump-ginsburg
https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2018/6/27/17509248/travel-ban-religious-discrimination-christian-muslim-double-standard
Trump justified the #MuslimBan by claiming his admin. had analyzed threats from 200+ countries. Justice Roberts then cited that analysis in his opinion on the ban. One problem: No one has seen it! Another problem: It's just 17 pages https://twitter.com/RepRubenGallego/status/1012406808135307265
Rick Hasen, a law professor at University of California–Irvine, described Kennedy’s opinion as “a general statement of judicial powerlessness to solve social problems and an abdication of responsibility on the part of the courts to enforce key parts of the Constitution, in favor of a plea for self-restraint on the part of elected officials.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/is-anyone-left-to-curb-trumps-most-authoritarian-instincts.html
In the last 24 hours, Trump has used Twitter to go after two sitting members of Congress, a comedian, the FBI and the DOJ, a local business and a corporation.  Meanwhile, Paul Ryan rebukes Rep. Maxine Waters but not Rep. Steve King, who literally retweeted a neo-Nazi https://twitter.com/andreagonram/status/1011631475828166657
https://www.vox.com/2018/6/26/17506290/paul-ryan-maxine-waters-steve-king
GOP congress even formally  moved to censure Maxine Waters and demand her resignation. https://twitter.com/funder/status/1011618680420134914
Meanwhile, NYT reporter scolds anyone who dares say anything lest they "galvanize" Republicans. (This is classic abuser language "If you didn't make me so mad I wouldn't have to hit you) https://twitter.com/wtf_imtooold/status/1011656714645590017
For what it’s worth, Hackers thought to be working for Russian intelligence have carried out a series of cyber breaches targeting reporters at The New York Times and other US news organizations, according to US officials briefed on the matter. https://www.cnn.com/2016/08/23/politics/russia-hack-new-york-times-fbi/index.html
Trump Attacks Harley-Davidson, Mangles Facts https://slate.com/business/2018/06/harley-davidson-is-the-latest-target-of-trumps-inaccurate-trade-war-attacks.html
US Senator (Elizabeth Warren) sends an e-mail literally saying “the world is on fire.” It’s a fundraising e-mail for MoveOn. But. It doesn’t really seem like hyperbole.

Supreme Court’s American Express decision was complete garbage https://twitter.com/ProfFionasm/status/1012049418055450626

The US Departments of Homeland Security and Health and Human Services have said they have reunified about 538 unauthorized immigrant children who have been separated from their families by the Trump administration’s “zero-tolerance” prosecution policy — out of a total of 2,300 children separated from their parents. But legal and advocacy groups on the ground in Texas… For instance, the Texas Civil Rights project, whose attorneys represent close to 400 unauthorized immigrant families, has only been able to confirm four reunifications. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/26/17500996/family-separation-reunification-trump-administration

A player in the various investigations — Russian pop music star Emin Agalarov, who helped arrange an infamous meeting with Donald Trump Jr. at Trump Tower in 2016 — has put out a music video jokingly portraying himself as involved in all sorts of shady activities connected to American politics. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/26/17506586/emin-agalarov-music-video-trump-russia

Facebook is home to a vast pro-Trump media machine, where accounts from nominally journalistic organizations, well-funded advocacy groups, and more homespun video operations defend the policies of the Trump administration almost in lockstep with its message, pumping out content in the hopes of it being shared on the platform as widely as possible. https://slate.com/technology/2018/06/how-conservative-videos-on-facebook-boosted-trumps-message-on-immigration-until-he-backed-down.html

Not long ago, many regarded James Mattis as nearly invincible because, if he resigned or was fired, the allies would panic and even Republicans in Congress might turn against the president, finding the prospect of Trump-without-Mattis as too dangerous to bear. … But now, the allies are panicking already—and congressional Republicans, seeing colleagues lose primaries when they criticize Trump at all, are proving themselves incapable of turning against him, whatever the peril.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/its-not-a-good-sign-that-james-mattis-is-being-pushed-out-of-trumps-inner-circle.html

Along the border there are CBP facilities known as "ice boxes," because they are intentional kept extremely cold. They are where newly apprehended people are first detained often for days. As far as is known, *no* independent entity has been inside them. https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1011348380897955840

Kentucky is taking Medicaid expansion hostage to win its work requirements lawsuit https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/25/17502484/kentucky-medicaid-expansion-work-requirements-lawsuit

6.25.2018
The President just issued a thinly veiled physical threat to a sitting member of Congress. https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1011296856972947457
Meanwhile, led by Washington Post editorial board, US media create and obsess over a fake crisis based on a restaurateur’s unwillingness to serve the White House press secretary https://twitter.com/TopherSpiro/status/1011408722244112384
According to President Donald Trump’s top foreign policy aide on Monday, North Korea doesn’t have a deadline for giving up its nuclear bombs and missiles — contradicting his administration’s stance from just one day earlier. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/26/17505792/pompeo-north-korea-trump-timeline-nuclear
President Donald Trump revoked offshore oil and gas regulations created after the Deepwater Horizon fiasco, replacing them with a new executive order giving more responsibility to states for offshore oil and gas drilling, as well as prioritizing business interests ahead of the environment. Trump said the measure is “rolling back excessive bureaucracy created by the previous administration.” (There was no mention of the Deepwater Horizon spill in his announcement or in the executive order.) https://www.vox.com/2018/6/22/17493414/trump-executive-order-deepwater-horizon-drilling-oceans
On Monday, five years to the day that the Supreme Court decided Shelby County v. Holder, a case in which the court struck down a key provision of the Voting Rights Act with assurances that other parts of the act would still protect minority voters, the court proved those assurances false in Abbott v. Perez. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/the-abbott-v-perez-case-echoes-shelby-county-v-holder-as-a-further-death-blow-for-the-voting-rights-act.html
in Perez, Gorsuch has joined Justice Clarence Thomas’ crusade to hobble the law even further by holding that it does not prohibit racial gerrymandering. Were the court to adopt Gorsuch’s interpretation, the VRA could never again be used to stop racist mapmakers from diluting minority votes.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/abbott-v-perez-neil-gorsuch-says-the-voting-rights-act-does-not-prohibit-racial-gerrymandering.html
Incompetents launch trade war: On Monday, US Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin tweeted that the upcoming restrictions on foreign investment in the US won’t be specific to China, but could also apply to “all countries that are trying to steal our technology.” Just hours later, Navarro appeared to directly contradict him during an appearance on CNBC. “This whole idea that somehow there are going to be investment restrictions to the world, please discount that,” Navarro said. “What the president has done and stated is that we’ve got an issue with China coming in and taking our technology,” he added. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/26/17500848/trump-china-trade-war-invest-export
The President of the United States is using the full weight and power of his position to attack a small private business. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1011215075808546816
DC's Red Hen was egged and is getting death threats. It's totally unaffiliated with the Virginia Red Hen that kicked out Sarah Sanders https://twitter.com/jsidman/status/1011231075459268608
Russia's state TV keeps reiterating that the EU is dying, proudly shows off photos of Matteo Salvini - Italy's new interior minister - wearing Putin T-shirt near the Kremlin. Female host says: "They say, that's our appointee." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1011230355708366848
Charles C. Johnson, a Holocaust denier whom the Boston Globe has deemed “one of the country's most notorious Internet trolls.” …  retained untrammeled access to the highest reaches of the Trump administration. That much is clear from his surprising exchange with Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross on June 25, 2018. The back-and-forth with Johnson, therefore, had to have been conducted at least in part via an email address affiliated with Ross but not issued by the federal government.
Iowa governor Kim Reynolds did not convey her choice for Judicial District 6 to anyone until four days after her authority to make the appointment had lapsed. Nevertheless, staff assured the news media and Iowa Supreme Court Chief Justice Mark Cady that the governor had named Judge Jason Besler on time. Reynolds and Secretary of State Paul Pate later signed an appointment and commission certificate that was backdated https://www.bleedingheartland.com/2018/09/12/exclusive-how-kim-reynolds-got-away-with-violating-iowas-constitution/

Scott Pruitt told EPA aides that he wanted his wife to make $200,000 or more a year -- and suggested she get a job at the Republican Attorney Generals Association, which he led. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1013923047764627456

6.24.2018
Trump advocates suspending due process https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1010963268674957320
The group Virginia Women for Trump held a belated birthday party for the president on Sunday at his Washington hotel, where a model walked the runway in Asian-style costume while the North Korean national anthem played.  https://twitter.com/kenvogel/status/1011289442101886976

The US Dept. of Homeland Security used a private intelligence firm to monitor family separation protests https://theintercept.com/2019/04/29/family-separation-protests-surveillance/

#WalkAway hashtag campaign begins; a self-described “grassroots movement” of former Democrats fleeing the party, actually an astroturfed campaign driven by pro-Trump Twitter users and amplified by automated and Russian-linked accounts. https://arcdigital.media/pro-trump-russian-linked-twitter-accounts-are-posing-as-ex-democrats-in-new-astroturfed-movement-20359c1906d3

6.23.2018
DHS is telling parents they can see their children again if they stop trying to stay in the US https://www.vox.com/2018/6/25/17484042/children-parents-separate-reunite-plan-trump
WH press secretary abuses official twitter account in clear violation of 5 CFR 2635.702(a). https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1010608206429581312

Increasingly, we think that it isn’t a question of if but when. https://slate.com/culture/2018/06/jurassic-world-fallen-kingdom-westworld-and-other-recent-blockbusters-embrace-apocalypse.html

WH press secretary hasn’t called on the only reporter from an LGBT news outlet in the White House press corps, since January. https://twitter.com/chrisjohnson82/status/1010669226309406725

In concentration camps for detained immigrants, "Each morning, the children are required to stand and recite the Pledge of Allegiance, in English, to the country that holds them apart from their parents." https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/separated-immigrant-children-are-all-over-the-us-now-far-from-parents-who-dont-know-where-they-are/2018/06/24/c9bc5ba6-7568-11e8-805c-4b67019fcfe4_story.html

6.22.2018
Ted Lieu plays the ProPublica audio of crying children in detention centers on the House floor. Karen Handel, who was presiding over the floor, repeatedly tries to stop Lieu. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1010215856801009665
Trump rolls out claim that immigrant childrens’ trauma are “phony stories of sadness and grief.” https://twitter.com/jacobsoboroff/status/1010159626707525634
Government agencies argued at the White House last night and again this morning over how to implement Trump’s executive order about family separation. Clashes about the president’s abrupt order have sowed confusion… https://twitter.com/shearm/status/1010260310836613121
In May, we learned that Trump wanted to place a 25 percent tariff on foreign cars, using the same national security powers that he used to impose border taxes on steel and aluminum imports. As the tweet makes clear, however, our president is not even trying to maintain the legal fiction that these tariffs are actually about national security. https://slate.com/business/2018/06/trumps-eu-auto-tariff-threats-and-his-disregard-for-the-law.html
New boss of CNN implies the right to remove CNN’s editorial freedoms if and when he determines that its reporters haven’t done their jobs “the right way.”  https://slate.com/business/2018/06/cnn-should-be-worried-about-new-boss-john-stankey.html

Trump's immigration crackdown 'diverting' resources from drug cases https://usat.ly/2tnHfvQ

Trump’s trade war… In Poplar Bluff, Mo., Mid Continent Nail has laid off 60 workers and expects to cut more if it doesn’t get relief from Trump’s steel tariffs. Midwestern farmers, meanwhile, are reeling from tariffs that China announced last week on $50 billion worth of U.S. products, including soybeans, pork and chicken. July futures prices for soybeans, Missouri’s most important crop, have fallen almost 15 percent in the last two months. https://www.stltoday.com/business/columns/david-nicklaus/from-nails-to-soybeans-missouri-is-feeling-the-effect-of/article_8b2bad00-63fa-5520-8dd8-d1bf7527a4e6.html

Republican leaders in the PA legislature … slipped a “Trojan horse” amendment into a bill meant to make redistricting more fair. Their scheme would drastically change how Pennsylvania elects state appellate judges -- opening the door for Pennsylvania’s courts to be gerrymandered.

U.S. Navy is preparing plans to construct sprawling detention centers for tens of thousands of immigrants on remote bases in California, Alabama and Arizona, escalating the military’s task in implementing President Donald Trump’s “zero tolerance” policy for people caught crossing the Southern border, according to a copy of a draft memo obtained by TIME. time.com/5319334/navy-detainment-centers-zerol-tolerance-immigration-family-separation-policy/

“The fact that ]the notion of “open borders” as something even partly in existence] has become normalized, including in elite circles, is itself a kind of insanity. The implication is that the survival of the country requires the level of immigration law violations to fall to zero, a standard that the United States has never met throughout its history and could only conceivably meet through the institution of a costly and cruel authoritarian regime that would greatly damage the interests of American citizens.” https://www.vox.com/2018/6/22/17488272/open-borders-myth

Trump’s fulfillment of his campaign pledge to let immigration agents “do their jobs” rather than narrowly target resources on violent criminals means he’s making it easier rather than harder to get away with serious crimes.  https://www.vox.com/2018/6/22/17488272/open-borders-myth

US officials who have committed felonies -- provable felonies like lying on clearance forms, which should have led to their dismissal long ago -- are imprisoning parents who committed misdemeanors, and abducting and abusing children who did nothing. Officials who lied on their clearance forms include Stephen Miller, Jeff Sessions, and Jared Kushner.  https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/1010225460012355585

Today it is clear that for all the chaos and churn of the current administration, the psychotic Heritage Foundation has achieved a huge strategic victory. Those who worked on the project estimate that hundreds of the people the think tank put forward landed jobs, in just about every government agency. Heritage’s recommendations included some of the most prominent members of Trump’s cabinet: Scott Pruitt, Betsy DeVos (whose in-laws endowed Heritage’s Richard and Helen DeVos Center for Religion and Civil Society), Mick Mulvaney, Rick Perry, Jeff Sessions and many more. Dozens of Heritage employees and alumni also joined the Trump administration — at last count 66 of them, according to Heritage, with two more still awaiting Senate confirmation. It is a kind of critical mass that Heritage had been working toward for nearly a half-century. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/20/magazine/trump-government-heritage-foundation-think-tank.html

A few weeks ago, House Democrats were close to getting enough moderate Republicans to sign on to a discharge petition that would have forced a vote on a bipartisan DREAM Act-type measure. But in the end, moderates abandoned that process, handed the keys over to House leadership, and leadership then negotiated a deal with the far-right Freedom Caucus.
The “compromise” they came up with would create a path to citizenship for some DREAMers, make cuts to legal immigration, and make it more difficult for people to secure asylum in the United States. It has no Democratic support and stands no chance in the Senate. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/22/17489420/week-explained-immigration-family-separation

6.21.2018
The American oil and gas industry is leaking more methane than the government thinks — much more, a new study says. Since methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, that is bad news for climate change. The new study, published Thursday in the journal Science, puts the rate of methane emissions from domestic oil and gas operations at 2.3 percent of total production per year, which is 60 percent higher than the current estimate from the Environmental Protection Agency.  https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/21/climate/methane-leaks.html
The bonds between Europe and North America are under strain, and there’s no guarantee the trans-Atlantic partnership will survive, the head of NATO warned Thursday. https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/world/2018/06/21/nato-head-guarantee-trans-atlantic-alliance-will-survive/yxlNdIeH0PsHMDE8QTcJ0H/story.html
The president, meanwhile, tweeted Thursday morning that the whole idea of requiring a legal process featuring judges before dismissing people’s asylum claims is a mistake. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/22/17489420/week-explained-immigration-family-separation
Border Patrol agents shut down I-95 southbound in Maine. “If you want to continue down the road, then yes ma’am. We need to know what citizen — what country you’re a citizen of,” an agent said. https://twitter.com/MichaelSocolow/status/1009849361222832128
depending on the facts, may violate the first and fifth amendments to the constitution.  https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1010192959801888770
House Speaker Paul Ryan: the two votes are so members can “express themselves by voting for the policies they like.” The comment is in direct contrast Ryan’s previous statements on the immigration debate, which argued that a Republican-only bill was the surest way to make law. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/21/17488576/compromise-bill-house-republican-trump-tweet
Melania Trump flew to Texas on Thursday to make ostensibly compassionate visits to facilities where undocumented minors are being held. … As you can see above, she departed for her visit in a nice green jacket … the words I REALLY DON’T CARE, DO U? are written on it in big letters.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/melania-trump-jacket-i-really-dont-care-for-border-children-visit.html
In 2014, jacket designer Zara plagiarized another designer — mainly, the Nazis. They designed a shirt with a red star, very similar to the uniforms Jews wore in the concentration camps. Etc.
“Me ne frego” — which translates to “I don’t care” or “I don’t give a fuck” — was adopted by Italian dictator Benito Mussolini has a slogan. It’s reasonable to assume Melania knows the fascist meaning of “me no frego.”
https://hornet.com/stories/melanias-jacket-zara-i-dont-care/

China is already easing up on sanctions enforcement on North Korea http://www.nkeconwatch.com/2018/06/19/shockingly-chinas-sanctions-enforcement-on-north-korea-eases-after-the-summit/

The Sinclair Broadcasting Group is now using its reach to claim that the media and liberals are playing up the heartbreaking consequences of separating immigrant families at the border. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/21/17488540/sinclair-tv-stations-family-separation-propaganda
https://thinkprogress.org/sinclair-must-run-child-separation-2748522511ef/

Immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were beaten while handcuffed and locked up for long periods in solitary confinement, left nude and shivering in concrete cells. https://apnews.com/afc80e51b562462c89907b49ae624e79

The Trump administration changed its story on immigrant family separation no fewer than 14 times in one week. https://wapo.st/2lnL3co

when things have happened, Trump has been unequal to the task of handling them. Last year’s hurricane season created a catastrophe. The return of Central American asylum seekers to their pre-Trump level immediately devolved into a humanitarian crisis. America’s relationships with its traditional allies are in tatters for no real reason. China is relaxing its enforcement of sanctions on North Korea, and Iran is opening a new nuclear facility. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/21/17483494/family-separation-trump-incompetent

6.20.2018
Kirstjen Nielsen drafted executive action to end the policy of family separation that less than a week ago she said did not exist. The Trump administration is gaslighting America. Period. https://twitter.com/laurenduca/status/1009510374276849665
The Trump administration misspelled “separation” in an executive order on family separation  https://www.vox.com/2018/6/20/17485518/trump-family-separation-executive-order-immigration-typo
Trump holds campaign rally, running through his usual hits blasting the fake news media, the Democrats, the Russia witch hunt, and Hillary Clinton… https://www.vox.com/2018/6/20/17486636/trump-rally-minnesota-border-immigration-family-separation
Trump lists North Korea, Iran and trade as issues he has solved or is solving https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1009474952691703808
President Donald Trump either doesn’t know what he agreed to with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un last week or he’s lying about it. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/21/17488552/trump-north-korea-kim-agreement-lie
Trump tweeted a bold-faced lie about a recent visit with congressional Republicans, falsely claiming lawmakers cheered when the president made fun of Sanford during a closed-door meeting. The room actually fell silent when Trump mentioned Sanford https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/26/17505224/trump-rally-mock-mark-sanford-house-freedom-caucus
Senator Lyndsay Graham lied with saying 80% of asylum seekers blend into society and never come back for check ins. ICE’s own statistics say it is less than 1%.
on the nine-month anniversary of the storm, there are still thousands of Americans who don’t have electricity in remote parts of Puerto Rico. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/6/13/17413828/puerto-rico-blackout-power-grid-hurricane-maria
“I’m a Doctor. For 16 years now. Have a degree in emergency/trauma med. So not a pediatrician, but I’m equipped to take care of pediatrics. I called DHS today, to find out how I can volunteer at any of the shelters. I was told by James Groth- I was too qualified. Too qualified?” https://twitter.com/nursegalmom/status/1009602217765163008
Some airlines issued a timid criticism of ICE and now ICE’s spokesman Is melting down https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1009504013740625927
Sen. James Inhofe (R-OK), who chairs the relevant committee, met with the embattled EPA chief and pronounced himself “a little embarrassed” to have ever doubted him. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/22/17489420/week-explained-immigration-family-separation

In cities and counties across the country — including Little Rock, Ark.; Phoenix, Ariz.; southeast Michigan; central Utah; and here in Tennessee — the Koch brothers are fueling a fight against public transit https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/19/climate/koch-brothers-public-transit.html

“I learned from a fellow flight attendant that he was lied to by an ICE agent who said the children on the flight were part of a soccer team. When pressed, the agent finally admitted that they were, indeed children who were being relocated to assigned camps.” https://www.houstonchronicle.com/local/gray-matters/article/Flight-attendant-I-won-t-work-flights-that-13008372.php

6.19.2018
The US has pulled out of the United Nations Human Rights Council. https://www.bbc.com/news/44537372
NYT spoke to Stephen Miller on the record with audio and then spiked it because the White House “were not comfortable using the audio...when they found out his voice was going to be on a podcast they were not happy about it. So they asked us not to use it.” https://twitter.com/joshsternberg/status/1009039273440497664
Roger Stone is now out with a lengthy statement, the point of which is to repeatedly assert without any evidence whatsoever that his “forgotten” meeting was a setup arranged by the FBI, and to claim Robert Mueller is trying to “frame” him. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/19/17479060/roger-stone-russian-meeting-mueller
“An Albanian woman is on tarmac at Newark Airport right now on verge of deportation. She was detained in April after she allegedly interfered with officials as they deported her husband. Her son remains in detention in N.J. Her 10-year-old daughter, a U.S. citizen, now parentless.” https://twitter.com/mattkatz00/status/1009199843292610560
Trump told an audience of small-business owners a series of falsehoods and dramatic, fear-mongering warnings https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/trump-gives-rambling-speech-about-immigration-to-small-business-owners.html
Trump campaign manager Corey Lewandowski, who said "womp womp" on national TV today regarding a 10-year old immigrant girl with Down Syndrome being taken from her mother, works for a PAC that gets donations from a company that owns private immigration detention facilities. https://twitter.com/ASankin/status/1009259214785482752

White gangs are less covered by the media, and less punished – even though 53% of gang members in Mississippi are white https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/apr/05/white-gangs-rise-simon-city-royals-mississippi-chicago

More Republicans view Kim Jong Un favorably than they do Pelosi http://hill.cm/xnydCbe 

For all the talk from the WH about immigrant criminals, the practical effect of the new policy is to radically shift public resources from prosecuting people with criminal records to prosecuting desperate people with no record seeking refuge. Before this policy roughly 90% of prosecutions in McAllen federal court were of detained immigrants with criminal records. Since the new policy it’s flipped! 90% of those being prosecuted have no record and are facing misdemeanor charges for first time entry. https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1009483982843666433

“While Kelly himself once believed he stood between Trump and chaos, he has told at least one person close to him that he may as well let the president do what he wants, even if it leads to impeachment—at least this chapter of American history would come to a close.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/has-white-house-chief-of-staff-john-kelly-given-up.html

Recorded: sobbing of 10 Central American children, separated from their parents by immigration authorities at the border. Many of them sound like they’re crying so hard, they can barely breathe. The baritone voice of a Border Patrol agent booms above the crying. “Well, we have an orchestra here,” he jokes. “What’s missing is a conductor.” https://www.propublica.org/article/children-separated-from-parents-border-patrol-cbp-trump-immigration-policy

6.18.2018
Donald Trump decided this morning to take a very odd step of sounding off about the domestic politics of a major ally, Germany. His core factual assertion that “crime in Germany is way up” is the opposite of true. …in May Interior Minister Horst Seehofer — who is actually the leader of the immigration-skeptical forces inside Merkel’s cabinet — released new data indicating that Germany’s crime rate had fallen to its lowest level since 1992.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/18/17474600/trump-tweet-crime-germany
Asked about Trump's tweet saying Germany crime is way up, Sarah Sanders says, "I'm not aware of the report that you're referencing."  https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1008828011041476608
US border patrol confirms that seized immigrants, including children, are being kept in cages. (“They say it's not inaccurate and added that they may be cages but people are not being treated like animals.”) https://twitter.com/CBSThisMorning/status/1008695502379077637
Jeff Sessions went on Fox News on Monday night to defend the Trump administration’s immigration policy, which has led to family separations at the border. He ended up botching Holocaust history, accidentally making the case that the Trump approach to immigration is similar to the way Nazis treated Jews. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/19/17478218/family-separations-border-nazi
on Monday, Trump announced the creation of an entirely new military service — the space force. The problem is there was no official, Pentagon-approved plan to make one yet, https://www.vox.com/2018/6/25/17488206/trump-mattis-pentagon-nbc-military-north-korea

The Trump administration is creating an office within the agency that grants US citizenship to pursue denaturalization proceedings against citizens https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/13/politics/citizenship-fraud-office/index.html

Joseph Hagin, Trump's deputy chief of staff for operations, once worked in Libya with key backers of an alleged "sex cult," https://www.buzzfeed.com/tariniparti/trump-hagin-libya-igtet

in late May 2016, longtime Trump adviser Roger Stone met with a Russian national calling himself “Henry Greenberg” at a restaurant in Sunny Isles, Florida. Michael Caputo, a longtime business associate of Stone’s who was on the Trump campaign at that point, arranged the meeting. The topic, Stone and Caputo now admit to the Post reporters, was to get damaging information about Hillary Clinton. Stone and Caputo claim that they then both “forgot” about the meeting, per the Post — neither mentioned it during sworn testimony to the House Intelligence Committee, and Stone has previously claimed that he never talked “to anybody who was identifiably Russian” in the relevant period. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/17/17472098/roger-stone-russia-mueller-trump-caputo

Commerce secretary Wilbur Ross didn't divest from his firm. He's in business with companies co-owned by the Chinese government, linked to Vladimir Putin’s inner circle, and a Cyprus bank caught up in the Robert Mueller investigation. https://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/?toURL=https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2018/06/18/lies-china-and-putin-solving-the-mystery-of-wilbur-ross-missing-fortune-trump-commerce-secretary-cabinet-conflicts-of-interest/&refURL=&referrer=#6a4c39047e87

AG Sessions on separating parents from children on the border: we have to enforce the law. AG Sessions on protecting Americans with pre-existing conditions: will no longer enforce the law.

Trump told North Korean leader Kim Jong Un during their Singapore summit in June that he’d sign a declaration to end the Korean War soon after their meeting, according to multiple sources familiar with the negotiations. But since then, the Trump administration has repeatedly asked Pyongyang to dismantle most of its nuclear arsenal first, before signing such a document.  https://www.vox.com/2018/8/29/17795452/trump-north-korea-war-summit-singapore-promise

6.15.2018
Hours after former Trump campaign chair Paul Manafort was sent to jail, Trump lawyer Rudy Giuliani suggested that special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation could get “cleaned up” with “some presidential pardons” when all is said and done. 
Asked about the case on Friday morning, Trump said Manafort “has nothing to do with our campaign” and “worked for me for a very short period of time …. for what, 49 days, or something?” (Manafort officially worked for Trump’s campaign from March, 28 2016 until August 19, 2016, which is 145 days.) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/paul-manafort-jail-over-witness-tampering-for-ex-trump-campaign-chairman.html
President Donald Trump went on Fox & Friends to talk about the inspector general report on the FBI’s handling of the 2016 election on Friday. His comments contained at least four significant and demonstrable lies. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/15/17467706/trump-inspector-general-fox-news
Trump re: Kim Jong Un: “He’s the head of a country, and I mean he’s the strong head, don’t let anyone think anything different,” Trump said during an interview on Fox & Friends. “He speaks and his people sit up at attention. I want my people to do the same.”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/15/17467644/trump-kim-summit-fox-news
Russia's state TV: Oleg Morozov, member of Int'l Affairs Committee: "What Trump says is just as important as what he doesn't say. W/ his failure to deny Crimea comments, Trump is demonstrating that he is willing to abandon the transatlantic unity & Ukraine means nothing to him." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1007664011700330496
'Trump is ours!': Russian state TV celebrates Trump's suggestion that Crimea is part of Russia http://www.businessinsider.com/trumps-says-crimea-is-part-of-russia-earns-praise-from-russian-state-tv-2018-6
Hours after President Trump appeared to tank the emerging House immigration compromise by saying he wouldn’t sign it, the White House sought to clean up the mess, releasing a statement that the president actually did in fact support the plan.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/15/17468786/immigration-bill-trump-white-house-statement-family-separation
the Defense Department submitted a brief to a military commission favorably citing and extensively quoting Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81 (1943). This strikes me as a fateful moment.  The Japanese American cases of WWII have, for a couple of decades at least, been understood as part of the Supreme Court "anti-canon," the Decisions That Shall Not Be Named.  http://www.thefacultylounge.org/2018/06/against-the-rehabilitation-of-hirabayashi-v-united-states.html
a panel of the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals bestowed a upon the Federal Election Commission minorities the power to kill any FEC enforcement matter, wholly immune from judicial review https://twitter.com/ThePaulSRyan/status/1010147248246874112

two of the leading (Republican) negotiators on immigration in Washington now trying to find an all-GOP solution https://twitter.com/alextdaugherty/status/1007249854454812674

6.14.2018
U.S. President Donald Trump saluted a North Korean general in an awkward moment captured on video and broadcast by North Korean state media …The brief interaction was featured in a 42-minute-long program about Tuesday's summit https://abcnews.go.com/International/north-korean-state-tv-airs-1st-video-trump/story?id=55887852
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette cartoonist Rob Rogers fired, by pro-Trump publisher, on Trump’s birthday https://twitter.com/stevebrodner/status/1007470376333512704

Ex-Trump campaign officials—Corey Lewandowski, Jason Osborne—have been popping up in the Balkans. And in some cases, they're doing photo-ops with pro-Moscow separatists who are tight with officials sanctioned by the U.S. https://thinkprogress.org/these-trump-campaign-officials-are-causing-trouble-in-bosnia-2873f3e205c4/

A major construction company owned by the Chinese government was awarded another contract this week to work on the Trump golf club development in Dubai http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article213164779.html

Read more here: http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article213164779.html#storylink=cpy

The Brownsville TX detention center for immigrant children
1. is essentially an overcrowded prison for children
2. features a mural of Trump with the quote “sometimes losing a battle you find a new way to win the war.” (Presidential murals everywhere. But that one is 1st.)
https://twitter.com/jacobsoboroff/status/1007019318293553153

6.13.2018
Trump just endorsed an apologist for white supremacy, Corey Stewart, as the GOP Senate nominee in VA. https://wapo.st/2t0cTj9

The Trump administration is looking to build tent cities at military posts around Texas to shelter the increasing number of unaccompanied migrant children being held in detention.
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article213026379.html#storylink=cpy

Trump Administration jailed an immigrant child for 25 days in a chain-link holding pen without a bed or shower. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trumps-family-separation-policy-was-flawed-from-the-start-watchdog-review-says/2018/10/01/c7134d86-c5ba-11e8-9b1c-a90f1daae309_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.4e3ac64f616f

6.12.2018
Maine’s Republican Gov. Paul LePage has threatened not to certify the results of Tuesday’s primary elections in Maine, because the state is using an entirely new system of voting.
As Maine voters head to the polls to cast ballots in the nation’s first statewide election using ranked-choice voting (also known as instant-runoff voting), LePage sat down for an interview with the local TV station WCSH-TV, during which he called the new voting system “the most horrific thing in the world.” Maine’s Republican Gov. Paul LePage has threatened not to certify the results of Tuesday’s primary elections in Maine https://www.vox.com/2018/6/12/17453676/paul-lepage-maine-governor-threatening-not-to-certify-tuesday-primary-results-2018-midterms
Trump campaign manager declares that journalist should have his press credentials suspended https://twitter.com/parscale/status/1006533756251987968
Corey Stewart won the Republican Senate nomination in Virginia. Corey Stewart, who has had to repeatedly disavowed his prior friendliness with white supremacists. Corey Stewart, who doesn’t think black people really want Confederate monuments taken down. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/12/17454204/primary-elections-2018-results-virginia-maine-nevada-south-carolina
a 6-year-old girl separated from her mother under the Trump administration’s “zero-tolerance” immigration policy was sexually abused while at an Arizona detention facility run by Southwest Key Programs. The child was then made to sign a form acknowledging that she was told to maintain her distance from her alleged abuser, who is another child being held at the same detention facility. https://www.thenation.com/article/six-year-old-girl-sexually-abused-immigrant-detention-center/
The Department of Justice’s loss in its challenge to the merger of AT&T and Time Warner Inc., is probably a historic one, and definitely not just for the government. It is emblematic of both why American antitrust is largely dead as a meaningful policy… The judge who wrote the 172-page opinion in the case, Richard J. Leon, is… a conservative libertarian dissident given to strong stances against government. … he is reversed more often than any other judge in his district, at a rate almost twice as high as his district average.  https://slate.com/technology/2018/06/why-the-at-and-t-time-warner-ruling-might-be-among-the-worst-opinions-in-antitrust-history.html

6.11.2018
US Supreme Court greenlights state voter purges on a (nonconstitutional) use-it-or-lose-it basis, in 5/4 vote made possible by GOP theft of supreme court seat https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/supreme-court-husted-decision-will-disenfranchise-minority-and-low-income-voters.html
Attorney General announces policy of refusing asylum to victims of domestic abuse or gang violence https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/j5ka34/the-trump-administration-will-no-longer-grant-asylum-to-victims-of-domestic-abuse-or-gang-violence
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/jeff-sessions-bars-most-domestic-violence-victims-from-asylum.html
“His opinion in Matter of A-B- isn’t just dangerous; it’s legally indefensible, a statement of policy that is utterly detached from congressional commands.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/jeff-sessions-ruling-in-matter-of-a-b-is-a-violation-of-international-law.html
internet service providers like Comcast, Verizon, and AT&T are now allowed to throttle traffic that travels over their network or even block access to entire websites https://slate.com/technology/2018/06/net-neutrality-is-officially-dead-heres-how-youll-notice-its-gone.html
FCC chair (once again) promotes this change (opposed by more than 80% of Americans) with a salad of lies and absurdity https://slate.com/technology/2018/06/ajit-pais-argument-for-repealing-net-neutrality-is-orwellian-and-wrong.html
Republicans adopting loyalty to Trump as Only Issue. The Club for Growth, which attacked Trump in 2015, is now on the air hitting R candidates who’ve criticized the president. Why? Because it’s the number one motivating issue for GOP voters. https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/for-republican-candidates-the-only-issue-that-matters-is-loyalty-to-trump/2018/06/11/b34a769e-6b60-11e8-bea7-c8eb28bc52b1_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.f746cf541aaf
Canada’s House of Commons on Monday unanimously condemned President Trump and his aides on for attacks targeting the country’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/391780-canadian-parliament-condemns-trump-attacks-on-trudeau

In early June, a 14-page website dedicated to the ACA was removed from Medicaid.gov, the website for the Center for Medicaid and CHIP Services. The changes, detailed in the latest Web Integrity Project report, occurred without advance notice by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the agency that runs Medicaid and CHIP. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/07/12/14-page-affordable-care-act-website-removed-from-medicaid-gov/

Russian press outlets consistently get & release information about meetings with Trump faster than U.S. press outlets One might call that an idiosyncrasy, but it becomes a bit more suspicious when they know details about an agreement they aren't even party to.  https://twitter.com/TheLoyalO/status/1006410367726125057

Siberian kindergartners pledge to march into the "final battle" to retake Alaska if Putin orders them to. https://www.rferl.org/a/tiny-troops-shocked-mom-fired-after-kids-welcome-putin-call-to-final-battle-/29282038.html

Giant African baobab trees die suddenly after thousands of years  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jun/11/giant-african-baobab-trees-die-suddenly-after-thousands-of-years

Trump hands North Korean dictator further diplomatic victories
North Korea brought Trump to the table using nuclear threats - Trump says he wants to remove troops - Trump says he trusts Kim - Kim offers zero in return https://twitter.com/iyad_elbaghdadi/status/1006488289950535680
“The message here: Our Respected Leader is admired and revered around the world. He is a global statesman.” https://twitter.com/annafifield/status/1006323925335371776
US and North Korean flags arrayed side-by-side https://twitter.com/brianefallon/status/1006357141316358144
on South Korean TV broadcasts, analysts say North Korea will be very impressed with its flags side to side by the US flag. "NK media will use this image to tell the people that NK is now on equal status"  https://twitter.com/elisewho/status/1006336721095495680
Kim repeatedly ignored journalists’ questions about whether he would give up nuclear arsenal; Trump subsequently said things were going excellently https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1006390810668134400
Trump, speaking to ABC about Kim Jong-Il: "His country does love him. His people, you see the fervor. They have a great fervor." [The country is a gulag of 25m.] https://twitter.com/JimPethokoukis/status/1006500209269100544
The agreement signed in Singapore on Tuesday by President Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un does not include any specific commitments on denuclearization or mention of sanctions relief. The two leaders did not, as Trump had suggested they might, negotiate a formal end to the 1950–53 Korean War. However, both probably more or less got what they wanted out of the meeting: a dramatic and historic photo-op.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/trump-kim-summit-ends-with-historic-photo-op-but-few-specifics.html
 The joint statement notably did not feature the phrase “complete, verifiable, irreversible, denuclearization” (or “dismantlement”), which Secretary of State Mike Pompeo had previously suggested was non-negotiable.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/trump-kim-summit-ends-with-historic-photo-op-but-few-specifics.html
the document signed between Trump and Kim is remarkably similar to documents signed by US and NK in the 1990s. In the interim, NK developed a new generation of missiles and nukes. https://twitter.com/anneapplebaum/status/1006434885387550720
ex-US Ambassador to North Korea Chris Hill on summit outcome: “Forgettable. joint statement weaker than any previous one since 1992. There is no way forward, no roadmap, no diplomatic strategy.” https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1006484358650322944
Kim did extract one major concession from Trump. “We will stop the war games which will save us a tremendous amount of money,” Trump said, referring to the joint U.S.-South Korean military exercises that North Korea has long objected to. The South Koreans were apparently unaware of this concession beforehand. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/trump-kim-summit-ends-with-historic-photo-op-but-few-specifics.html
Trump’s description of the joint US-South Korean military exercises as “war games” echoed decades of North Korean propaganda. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/13/17458944/trump-kim-summit-china-response-south-korea-military-drills
The announcement surprised officials at the Pentagon, who said they would continue to plan an upcoming joint exercise called Ulchi Freedom Guardian unless the president or others in the chain of command ordered them to postpone or cancel the drill. Lt. Col. Jennifer Lovett, a US military spokesperson in South Korea, told the New York Times that US commanders had received “no updated guidance on execution or cessation of training exercises” and would press ahead until they heard differently. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/13/17458944/trump-kim-summit-china-response-south-korea-military-drills
President Trump says he got North Korea to commit to destroying a major missile testing site but "we didn't put it in the agreement because we didn't have time." https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1006536100821729280
A disgrace from first to last
Trump says he talked up North Korea's real estate, beachside hotel opportunities in Kim Jong Un meeting. https://twitter.com/AP_Politics/status/1006466060135075840
"I think honestly he's going to do these things," Trump says of Kim Jong Un, then expresses doubt, saying he may stand before us in 6 months and admit he was wrong. Then adds: "I don't know that I'll ever admit that I was wrong. I'll find some kind of excuse." https://twitter.com/JenniferJJacobs/status/1006465798460723200
Fox & Friends host refers to Trump and Kim Jong Un as "two dictators" - Anthony Scaramucci doesn't bat an eye and keeps on talking. https://twitter.com/kathygriffin/status/1005882471857061888
All accredited journalists at the summit get a free USB fan. https://slate.com/technology/2018/06/journalists-urged-not-to-use-usb-fans-handed-out-at-the-singapore-summit.html
Journalists are actually taking it as given that “a war with North Korea” [a threat  entirely and voluntarily created by the Trump administration] was “the only alternative” to this summit https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/trump-kim-summit-ends-with-historic-photo-op-but-few-specifics.html
Media promote vacuous concept of “historic” summit https://twitter.com/McFaul/status/1006455798963134464
NY Times publishes: “Mr. Trump has been preparing for this encounter his entire adult life.” https://twitter.com/TopherSpiro/status/1006538413183553536
CNN giving 23 minutes to the ridiculousness of Dennis Rodman https://twitter.com/rolandscahill/status/1006352811410493441
Why was it easier for Trump to sign a statement after a summit with a brutal dictator than it was to sign a statement after a summit with our closest allies?
the Trump administration created a promotional video about the stakes of the meeting, and it’s part propaganda film, part outdated, Hollywood-style trailer. … It seems Kim Jong-un is the protagonist of this imaginary movie https://slate.com/culture/2018/06/the-white-house-made-a-fake-trailer-for-the-trump-kim-jong-un-summit-video.html

6.10.2018
Just hours after leaving the G7 (Group of Seven) summit in Quebec on Saturday, President Trump abruptly retracted US support for a joint statement signed by every nation in the group and blasted Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau as “meek and mild.”… It appears that Trump was behind signing the statement as he left the summit, but then decided to take it back because Trudeau pledged to follow through on earlier promises to retaliate against US tariffs at a press conference after he left.  https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/10/17445976/trump-trudeau-g7-communique
W.H. trade adviser Peter Navarro: "There’s a special place in hell for any foreign leader that engages in bad faith diplomacy with Pres. Donald J. Trump and then tries to stab him in the back on the way out ... that’s what bad faith Justin Trudeau did."
Robert De Niro screams "FUCK TRUMP" twice at the Tony Awards. Receives huge standing ovation https://twitter.com/thedailybeast/status/1006010657530109952

W.H. trade adviser Peter Navarro has also been quoting an imaginary “Ron Vara” in books, for years https://www.npr.org/2019/10/18/771396016/white-house-adviser-peter-navarro-calls-fictional-alter-ego-an-inside-joke?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter

Trump threw Starburst candy at Merkel at G-7 said "don’t say I never gave you anything" http://hill.cm/qHNRhYk 

Almost 12,000 homes and businesses in Puerto Rico are still without power, and as hurricane season begins again, the island’s electric grid is totally unprepared. https://apnews.com/fa210cd1434c4d909e6030c7da884bce/Puerto-Rico-grid-'teetering'-despite-$3.8-billion-repair-job

A public defender in McAllen says some migrants are told their kids are going to be taken away briefly to bathe, and then it dawns on them hours later they aren't coming back [The Nazis literally played this exact same trick on Jews in concentration camps.] https://twitter.com/lizcgoodwin/status/1005792756726452225

In emails obtained through a FOIA lawsuit, White House Chief of Staff John Kelly confirmed that his personal email account had been hacked https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1005874771450585089

White House press briefings have gotten shorter every month in 2018 p://hill.cm/2Svmni7 

In the last week, even as Democrats asked the Justice Department to investigate Pruitt and federal inquiries and audits of his ethical conduct in office keep piling up, Pruitt managed to deliver two “wins” for industries that don’t like EPA regulations: continuing to roll back rules on toxic chemicals and change how the EPA weighs costs and benefits of regulations.  https://www.vox.com/2018/6/9/17441484/scott-pruitt-epa-chemicals-cost-benefit-analysis

6.8.2018
Russia was kicked out of the G7 for invading Ukraine. Trump says to let it back in anyway. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/8/17441338/trump-russia-g7-summit
Former diplomat Nicholas Burns: “I can safely say this is the first time allied leaders have engaged in a Twitter war before a major summit. Trump appears completely isolated in the G-7. And these are our closest allies in the world!” https://twitter.com/RNicholasBurns/status/1004830932279418880
A senior career Justice Department official resigned in the wake of the Trump administration’s move to stop defending a key provision of the Affordable Care Act… Joel McElvain, who has worked at the Justice Department for more than 20 years, submitted his resignation letter Friday, the morning after Attorney General Jeff Sessions notified Congress that the agency will not defend the ACA https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/senior-justice-dept-lawyer-resigns-after-shift-on-obamacare/2018/06/12/b3001d7c-6e55-11e8-afd5-778aca903bbe_story.html
Former attorney General Robert Barr writes a private memo to the Dept. of Justice objecting to the very basis of the Mueller special counsel investigation  https://int.nyt.com/data/documenthelper/549-june-2018-barr-memo-to-doj-mue/b4c05e39318dd2d136b3/optimized/full.pdf#page=1
Why as a lawyer in private practice did he do this? https://twitter.com/SenFeinstein/status/1075807991709032451
Barr also sent it to White House special counsel Emmet Flood, Solicitor General Noel Francisco, and his former Justice Department colleague Pat Cipollone who is now White House counsel. He also discussed the issues raised in the memo with Trump lawyers Marty and Jane Raskin and Jay Sekulow. In addition he sent a copy, or had a conversation about the contents of the memo with Abbe Lowell, an attorney for Jared Kushner. https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/14/politics/barr-mueller-letter/index.html

Wall Street Journal reports Facebook gave select companies access to user records in special deals. https://twitter.com/AP/status/1005197767747293186

Mitt Romney, who once called Donald Trump a 'con man,' now predicts that Trump will "easily" win his party's presidential nomination in 2020 and "solidly" win a second term. https://apnews.com/c642e33fdfa6415d8d55b1d7ec9315f6

6.7.2018
Trump administration DOJ actively sides with plaintiffs in suit against the ACA—existing federal law. https://twitter.com/nicholas_bagley/status/1004865776090845184
Trump administration threatens health care for 130 million people with pre-existing conditions; cable news barely noticed http://mm4a.org/ZKv
The Justice Department is, in essence, urging a federal judge to side with Texas and invalidate marquee portions of the Affordable Care Act that Congress couldn’t bring itself to repeal… Let a court do what congressional Republicans never could. 
	A group of career lawyers working on the case for months notified the judge handling it that they’d be jumping ship — they filed a notice with the court formally withdrawing their representation of the federal government. Georgetown Law’s Marty Lederman, who closely observes these things, called the 11th-hour withdrawal “flabbergasting.”
	In their stead, a new legal team led by Chad Readler, a political appointee leading the Justice Department’s Civil Division, would be taking over. Because life is one big coincidence, on the same day that Readler filed the DOJ brief in the Texas case, he received a nod from Trump to become a federal appeals judge. I kid you not. Republicans may just reward him for his fealty to the cause. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/06/on-obamacare-sessions-is-standing-against-the-rule-of-law.html
http://www.pfaw.org/report/trumps-judges-and-the-gop-plan-to-destroy-the-affordable-care-act/
The Senate Judiciary Committee, on a party-line vote, advanced 9th Circuit nominee Ryan Bounds over the objections of BOTH his home-state senators https://twitter.com/civilrightsorg/status/1004740142962302976
The Justice Department seized a Times reporter’s phone and email records, as part of its investigation into leaks of classified information, its first known use of such an aggressive tactic under President Trump https://nyti.ms/2JiCKg5
It’s unclear what Trump and Kim may agree to in Singapore, but so far Kim has not offered much. Trump, meanwhile, has done so. The press conference is a case in point; with Trump offering:
— declaration on end of Korean War
— move toward normalization
— agreement on moving toward a peace treaty
— invitation for Kim Jong Un to the US
— no sanctions relief until denuclearization (per Abe)
https://www.vox.com/2018/6/7/17439070/trump-north-korea-summit-white-house-normalization
Meanwhile Trump is complaining about Canada PM Justin Trudeau and going to Canada for the G7. He is telling aides the trip won't be useful & that he doesn't want to be lectured. He also has griped extensively about Angela Merkel and Theresa May. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1004692687344283648
Giuliani says people in the porn business are not credible. Trump has appeared in three softcore porn videos. https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/07/politics/rudy-giuliani-trump-credibility-porn-videos/index.html
Less than a week after announcing his intent to retire in March 2019, Yellowstone National Park Superintendent Dan Wenk has been told to either take a transfer to head the National Capital Region of the National Park Service or retire. Although as a member of the Senior Executive Service the superintendent can be transferred at any time, the news still sent shudders through advocates of the National Park System. "This is just the latest in a line of moves by Secretary (Ryan) Zinke’s Interior Department aimed at undermining the most experienced members of the National Park Service, and I fear there will be similar moves to follow," said Phil Francis, chair of the Coalition to Protect America's National Parks and a four-decade veteran of the Park Service.

At Trump's closed-door FEMA "hurricane briefing," Trump just rambled about midterm polls, the economy, Foxconn, coal, the popularity of his cabinet, Air Force One, and aircraft technology, among other things
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/in-private-fema-remarks-trumps-focus-strays-from-hurricanes/2018/06/06/6d3a6004-69e6-11e8-bbc5-dc9f3634fa0a_story.html

"Eagles fans" touted by Trump at phony "patriotism" event were Republican National Committee staffers. http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/mike_sielski/eagles-white-house-trump-national-anthem-fans-20180605.html

6.6.2018
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the US government’s top consumer watchdog and top regulatory nemesis of the Trump administration, is disbanding all of its advisory board and councils https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/6/17435148/cfpb-mick-mulvaney-consumer-advisory-board
Dem Senator Joe Manchin: I’m Open to Supporting’ Trump in 2020 http://mediaite.com/a/cwzts 
Dr. Oz, a White House health adviser, promotes astrology https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/6/6/17435848/dr-oz-astrology-trump-adviser

6.5.2018
Iran informs UN of increase in nuclear enrichment capacity… Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei had ordered the increase in capacity in a speech Monday, in which he vowed that Iran would preserve its nuclear program despite the U.S. withdrawal from the landmark 2015 accord.
The agreement set strict limits on Iran’s uranium enrichment in return for the lifting of U.S. and international sanctions. …the Trump administration withdrew from the accord https://apnews.com/04e6e536f7c340b5a318c61a5692bbd6
Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos has set up a commission to study school safety in the aftermath of mass shootings like the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School massacre in Parkland, Florida, in February. But on Tuesday, DeVos revealed that the commission will not study a key problem: guns. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/5/17431320/betsy-devos-school-safety-guns
Right-wing blogger: “Our president is enthusiastically planning a meeting with a guy who fed his uncle to starving dogs but cancels a photo op because football players hurt his feelings.”  https://www.vox.com/2018/6/5/17429276/trump-nfl-eagles-protest-fox-news
Mitch McConnell cancels August Senate recess: ”It's totally out of fear of what Trump will do," said one Republican senator, speaking anonymously … "The only reason this is being considered, the only reason, is that leadership is fearful that Trump will blast the Senate if they're not in session and therefore hurt Republican chances," the senator said.  https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/05/politics/mitch-mcconnell-cancels-august-recess/index.html

Michael Pack, a populist ally of Steve Bannon, has been nominated to oversee America’s international media platforms - Foreign Policy

6.3.2018
US Senator: “When I visited an immigration detention center housing the children separated from their families, I was barred entry & the police were called on me. The front doors were locked and blacked out.” https://twitter.com/JeffMerkley/status/1003463969267470336

Colleen Kraft, president of the American Academy of Pediatrics, visited a shelter for migrant children in the Rio Grande Valley. There, she saw a young girl in tears. Kraft says, the staff told her that federal regulations prevented them from touching or holding the child to soothe her.  https://www.npr.org/2018/06/15/620254326/doctors-warn-about-dangers-of-child-separations

Trump’s sons doing deals around the world. Kushner real estate empire bailed out by Qatar. US Representatives and Senators silent, and refusing to divest their own conflicts (including one senator with millions in medical device stocks). https://twitter.com/RWPUSA/status/1004324265645178880

Trump, Fox News, and Twitter have created a dangerous conspiracy theory loop https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/6/17433876/trump-spygate-fox-twitter

Scott Pruitt faced at least 10 new scandals in just the past four weeks https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/scott-pruitt-scandals_us_5b16ef35e4b0734a99385b09?jj

Trump’s lawyers are now out there openly saying they believe the president of the United States is above the law http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/will_bunch/trump-is-becoming-a-dictator-pardons-lies-obstruction-of-justice-20180603.html?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar

6.1.2018
The EPA is allowing asbestos, a substance banned in most countries since the '70s, back into the manufacturing process for some building materials. https://archpaper.com/2018/08/epa-asbestos-manufacturing/ The decision represents an about-face from 2016, when the TSCA—the law too weak to justify the asbestos ban and phase out—was strengthened in Congress. (Trump has speculated that “the movement against asbestos was led by the mob”) https://slate.com/business/2018/08/the-trump-administration-is-not-bringing-back-asbestos.html
Donald Trump tweeted about the jobs report Friday morning, 69 minutes before it was public. The president gets an advance copy of the report the night before, so he and his staff know what the country will be looking at the next day. They are supposed to keep it strictly secret until after its public release. In fact, the standard practice is that they don't comment on the report until at least an hour after the release. http://cepr.net/blogs/beat-the-press/no-you-assholes-obama-did-not-do-it-too

It’s easy to overlook that the pace of Trump’s assorted untruths and out-and-out lies is actually increasing. The Washington Post last month reported that the president had made 3,251 false or misleading claims since becoming president. Just last week, Trump allegedly made 35 false statements at one rally in Nashville. Among the week’s more outrageous Trump lies is an Orwellian claim that the administration’s new policy of prosecuting immigrant asylum seekers at the border and taking their kids away is somehow the fault of a law passed by Democrats. http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/will_bunch/trump-is-becoming-a-dictator-pardons-lies-obstruction-of-justice-20180603.html?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar

The United States threatened to hit Ecuador with retaliatory trade measures and to pull military aid over the South American country proposing an international resolution that encouraged breastfeeding. The US eventually agreed to the resolution — when Russia backed it. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/8/17546142/trump-breastfeeding-new-york-times-ecuador
Was there much more to this than visible on the surface? https://twitter.com/HoarseWisperer/status/1018185265414852609

Trump borrowed between $5 million and $25 million in May 2018 from a small Florida bank, then appointed the CEO of that bank to be on the board of directors of the Miami branch of the Atlanta Federal Reserve https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/05/trump-2018-financial-disclosure/

Nearly 600 Russia-linked Twitter accounts tweeted about the Affordable Care Act and U.S. health policy from 2014 through May 2018, new data show https://www.wsj.com/articles/nearly-600-russia-linked-accounts-tweeted-about-the-health-law-1536744638

Five months before George Soros received a pipe bomb in the mail, a US government-funded broadcasting network produced a segment that attacked the liberal donor—a common target of conservative conspiracy theories—as a “multimillionaire Jew” and “the architect of the financial collapse of 2008.” 
	The video segment, which aired in May, was produced by Radio Televisión Martí, a Spanish-language network that broadcasts news and propaganda to Cuba to promote US foreign policy interests. The Miami-based network is overseen by the Office of Cuba Broadcasting, which is part of the United States Agency for Global Media, an independent US government agency https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/10/us-government-funded-news-network-ran-a-hit-piece-on-soros-that-called-him-a-multimillionaire-jew/

5.31.2018
After putting its threats on hold for the past two months, the Trump administration is finally preparing to slap tariffs on steel and aluminum… the president seems to be embracing his more berserk and protectionist impulses on trade policy this month https://slate.com/business/2018/05/trump-tariffs-the-administrations-global-trade-war-is-back-on.html
Dinesh D’Souza in 2014 he pleaded guilty to circumventing campaign finance laws by funneling donations to an (unsuccessful) New York Senate candidate through straw donors. And now he’s getting pardoned by the president  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/trump-pardoning-dinesh-dsouza.html

A mixture of fundamental human nature and incentives in journalism that reward recency, access, and “balance,” pressure reporters into treating President Trump with far more leniency than he deserves. (Even Trump himself seems to grasp that he benefits from the way the political press covers him, because every now and again, in his most boastful moments, he brags about it.) https://crooked.com/article/medias-undeniable-pro-trump-bias/

Republicans are in power in Washington and they working, with a little help from a minority of Democrats, to set the stage for a new banking disaster.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/31/17411924/trump-volcker-rule-republicans-big-banks
A few double negatives buried in legislative text may have inadvertently freed nearly all U.S. banks from a regulation known as the Volcker Rule, which sought to curb risky behavior in response to the 2008 financial crisis. https://finance.yahoo.com/news/congress-may-accidentally-freed-nearly-banks-volcker-rule-174423119.html

Trump claims, contrary to his own previous claims, that he “never fire James Comey because of Russia.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1002173063524384768

National Security Adviser John Bolton’s super PAC pledged in March to suspend political activities after Bolton took his White House job. But records show that the super PAC spent more than $50,000 in May. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2018/06/21/21873/democratic-super-pac-hits-jackpot-chinese-company-stock

5.30.2018
Sixth time Russia has tried to use Interpol to arrest Bill Browder for exposing Kremlin corruption and its involvement in the murder of Sergei Magnitsky https://twitter.com/NickCohen4/status/1001740808272433152
Ivanka Trump exits White House conference call after questions on Chinese trademarks https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ivanka-trump-exits-white-house-media-call-after-questions-on-chinese-trademarks-2018-05-29/#site-header54
In endorsing Dan Donovan, Trump said the congressman voted for tax cuts. He didn’t. He voted against the GOP tax bill 3 times. https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1002168041801703425
President Trump said when signing the “Right to Try Act” on May 30 that there would be “voluntary, massive” price reductions in two weeks. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/06/25/in-may-trump-predicted-the-pharmaceutical-industry-would-start-cutting-prices-in-two-weeks-its-been-three/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.ab17b7f53a91

A study found that 5,000 people may have died from Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico. 
(Cable news largely ignored it in favor of celebutard tittle tattle.) https://twitter.com/mmfa/status/1001852352431841280

From overhauling the tax code to releasing an infrastructure package to making decisions on Nafta and the Paris climate agreement, Trump has a common refrain: A big announcement is coming in just “two weeks.” It rarely does. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-06-06/in-trump-s-white-house-everything-s-coming-in-two-weeks

the National Labor Relations Board’s plan to tackle joint employer liability via regulation appears to be a way to “evade the ethical restrictions” that apply to NLRB case decisions https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/senators-labor-board-is-using-regulation-to-evade-ethics-issue

5.29.2018
President Trump claims Special Counsel Robert Mueller's investigation team "will be MEDDLING with the mid-term elections." 

America’s president has a record of beating and raping his first wife, emotionally abusing his second wife, sexually assaulting multiple women...and then his third wife is abruptly hospitalized and not seen for 17 days and counting https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/1001303676529664000

Trump official running drug policy was the top lobbyist at a drug corporation that infamously charged $84,000 per treatment. He violated ethics rules by not obtaining a waiver and disclosing the massive conflict.  https://www.politico.com/story/2018/05/27/trump-drug-plan-lobbyist-joe-grogan-609170

Republicans continue conforming to Trump:
In 2016, Sen. Lindsey Graham e.g. said Trump was trying to empower “kooks.” Now, members of congress including Graham say Trump has a point when he alleges efforts to take him down from within the govt. https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1001196038206689280
Mitt Romney has gone from lambasting Trump’s malfeasance to handling it with cotton wool https://www.vox.com/2018/5/29/17404856/mitt-romney-never-trump-midterms-senate-utah

British government trying to keep Trump out of London during his upcoming visit for fear of riots

As president, Trump is negotiating with Beijing on issues like security and trade. At the same time, his family and the company that bears his name are trying to make money off their brand in China’s flush and promising market. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/1001571885107200000

5.28.2018
Memorial Day in second year of presidency; Trump has never visited the troops he commands in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria or any war zone. 

5.27.2018
Trump wingman Rudy Giuliani said on Sunday that his repeated imputations of a supposed scandal at the heart of the Robert Mueller investigation amounted to a tactic to sway public opinion and limit the risk of the president being impeached. He also called former CIA director John Brennan and former director of national intelligence James Clapper “two clowns”.
The Arizona senator Jeff Flake told NBC’s Meet the Press the “Spygate” claims were a “diversion tactic, obviously”.
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/may/27/rudy-giuliani-spygate-robert-mueller-donald-trump
not yet halfway through Memorial Day Weekend and President Trump has tweeted: 
-4 attacks on Mueller's Russia probe 
-4 attacks on Democrats 
-2 attacks on The New York Times 
-1 attack on Chicago's mayor
https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/1000741255666720770

5.26.2018
Saturday of lies https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/trumps-saturday-of-lies-president-says-official-who-briefed-reporters-doesnt-exist.html
Don Jr. just got busted for lying to Congress and the House Majority Leader is on it. And by on it, I mean helping Jr. promote a conspiracy theory that Instagram is out to get him. https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/1000475019003166720

At least one vandal spray-painted swastikas on more than 200 headstones at a cemetery in Glen Carbon, Illinois https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/swastikas-spray-painted-on-more-than-200-headstones-in-illinois-cemetery.html

Trump has now effectively lowered the bar for success to “a meeting.” If the “summit”—which he canceled—now actually happens he will be feted for a breakthrough. FFS

5.25.2018
The Trump administration unveiled a set of executive orders late Friday afternoon aimed at weakening unions that represent federal workers and making it easier for agencies across the government to fire their employees.

One in five migrant kids recently placed by HHS into “foster care or whatever” have been lost. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/26/us/politics/migrant-children-missing.html
https://twitter.com/JessLivMo/status/1001139211347660800
PBS has confirmed that some of these children have been released to HUMAN TRAFFICKERS by the US government. https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/hhs-official-says-agency-lost-track-of-nearly-1500-unaccompanied-minors/

The EPA’s increasing hostility toward the press, explained https://www.vox.com/2018/5/25/17386172/epa-ap-scott-pruitt-media-water-pfas

News media put made-up Trump propaganda term “Spygate” into headlines
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44230733 etc.

5.24.2018
Completely inappropriate meeting of DOJ officials with the president whom they are responsible for leading an investigation into—an investigation which he regularly characterizes as a “witch hunt”—plus sycophantic members of congress from the president’s party only
Sarah Sanders on Tuesday on DOJ briefings on confidential FBI source: “No one from the White House staff will attend.” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1000062216496930817
Emmett Flood, Trump’s personal lawyer, left the Department of Justice alongside Nunes, Gowdy, Ryan and Kelly. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/999705682256556032
Rudy Giuliani said afterward that today’s briefing will inform Trump’s legal defense: “We want to see how the briefing went to today and how much we learned from it. If we learned a good deal from it, it will shorten that whole process considerably.”
Trump cancels planned summit with North Korea https://twitter.com/W7VOA/status/999735821048729601
Worth remembering that US media acted as though this zero-plan summit was very possibly a diplomatic breakthrough https://www.vox.com/2018/5/24/17388778/donald-trump-korea-diplomacy
Some senators seem unclear [i.e. are choosing to lie] about what happened today. Senator Gardner (R-CO): "I hope the North Korean people understand what Kim walked away from." Senator Portman (R-OH): "Given the nature of the regime it’s not surprising that they canceled." https://twitter.com/conradchaffee/status/999675184108965888
Analysis: “Kim Jong-un's plan for months has been to get Trump to walk away from the summit: probable easing of sanctions from China and world, damaged US-South Korea alliance, continued nuclear and missile progress. Trump took the bait.” https://twitter.com/ajmount/status/999651020773961728
South Korean confidence in US president to make the right decisions ranged from 75% to 88% through the Obama years. In Trump, confidence was 17% - BEFORE most recent chaos. https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/999683439761743872
Multiple reports last week detailed how Trump feared that North Korea would cancel the summit before he did — so Trump went ahead and did it first. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/inside-summit-collapse-trump-wanted-cancel-n-korean-leader-could-n877291
Facebook began disclosing political advertising on its site on Thursday Meanwhile, commissioners on the FEC, the nation’s actual election disclosure regulator, spent Thursday arguing over whether they should release a report on their 40th anniversary. That 40th anniversary was three years ago.

the FCC has quickly been dismantling rules designed to protect media consumers and smaller competitors.
	From weakening a rule preventing any one broadcaster from reaching more than 39 percent of the nation, to the dismantling of a 77-year-old rule that required broadcasters keep a local studio in the towns they service (in a long-standing bid to encourage community participation), Ajit Pai’s FCC has been unapologetically single-minded in its quest to help Sinclair grow larger.
	Pai’s efforts have been so aggressive, they’ve resulted in the nonpartisan FCC Inspector General launching an investigation into whether Pai may have violated federal corruption rules by coordinating the efforts with Sinclair.
	In an apparent attempt to deflate mounting criticism for perceived cronyism, Pai’s fellow Commissioner Mike O’Rielly recently published a missive to the FCC website attempting to “debunk” what he’s calling the “Sinclair agenda myth.” https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/8xeqxz/trump-fcc-tries-to-claim-its-blatant-sinclair-favoritism-was-entirely-coincidental

James Clapper former Dir of National Intelligence, says his "informed opinion" is given massive effort, number of citizens touched and fact result turned on less than 80 thousand votes in 3 states...the Russians turned the 2016 election" https://twitter.com/JudyWoodruff/status/999414931467522050

After several stories about the Federal Communications Commission abusing FOIA exemptions to avoid releasing embarrassing emails, the agency appears to have switched tactics, demanding a requester provide personal information not required under the law and charging hundreds in search fees. https://www.muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/may/23/ajit-pai-fcc-reeses-mug/

5.23.2018
Trump told an ally this week that he wanted “to brand” the FBI informant as a “spy,” believing the more nefarious term would resonate more in the media & with the public. He went on to debut the term “Spygate” on Wednesday. https://apnews.com/23b9456c12484b6cb31c93da269a6159
White House press secretary Sarah Sanders said no Democrats were invited [to a scheduled meeting] because they had not requested the information. In fact, Democrats have asked to be shown the classified material. https://apnews.com/23b9456c12484b6cb31c93da269a6159
Jared Kushner granted permanent security clearance; The White House claims Kushner was granted a security clearance by "career" personnel at  the FBI. This is false. The White House granted the security clearance all by itself. https://twitter.com/TheLoyalO/status/999415626077802496
Trump ordered his son-in-law be given access to top-secret information over the objections of not only career intelligence officials but also his own top White House appointees. Trump overruled “concerns flagged by intelligence officials,” White House counsel Don McGahn, and White House Chief of Staff John Kelly and ordered that Kushner get a clearance … Both Kelly and McGahn documented their objections in memos, the NY Times reports, with McGahn’s memos outlining concerns raised by the CIA. But the day after McGahn recommended to Trump that Kushner not get a clearance, Trump gave him one anyway. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/28/18245334/jared-kushner-clearance-trump-mueller
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/feb/28/jared-kushner-donald-trump-security-clearance-report
Eight of the tech industry’s most influential companies, in anticipation of a repeat of the Russian meddling that occurred during the 2016 presidential campaign, met with United States intelligence officials last month to discuss preparations for this year’s midterm elections. … One attendee of the meeting said the encounter led the tech companies to believe they would be on their own to counter election interference. … Part of the problem, officials say, is that the White House has expressed little interest in the problem of Russian interference, and that the apathy has had a trickle-down effect. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/25/technology/tech-meeting-midterm-elections.html
NFL team owners decided that players will no longer be allowed to take a knee during the playing of the national anthem. And if they do, they will be subject to punishment and their team will be subject to fines. The policy is also illegal — for a host of reasons. https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2018/5/25/17394422/nfl-knee-kneeling-labor-law-kaepernick-free-speech-protest-owners
VP Mike Pence celebrated this policy
sworn depositions show that Trump’s words had a direct impact on the way the NFL decided to change its rules on what players are allowed to do during the National Anthem. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/trump-pressure-played-key-role-in-changing-nfl-anthem-rules-depositions-reveal.html

Trump say he's sticking w/ a potentially hackable iPhone because it is "too inconvenient" to change https://twitter.com/GlennThrush/status/998714895691599878
We spent a year going nuts about the security of Clinton’s email set up. We will spend roughly 20 hours talking about the lack of security of Trumps cell phone https://twitter.com/samstein/status/998925834848210949

the Internet Archive has been purging its banks of content related to a company which marketed powerful malware for abusive partners to spy on their spouses. https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/nekzzq/wayback-machine-deleting-evidence-flexispy

Las Vegas casino mogul Sheldon Adelson has cut a $30 million check to the House GOP-aligned Congressional Leadership Fund… 
As a federally elected official, Ryan is not permitted to solicit seven-figure political donations. When Ryan (R-Wis.) left the room, Coleman made the ask and secured the $30 million contribution. 
The $30 million contribution is three times as much as Adelson gave to CLF in 2016. And the cash comes much earlier in the cycle
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/05/10/adelson-republicans-midterms-579436

5.22.2018
The Environmental Protection Agency is barring The Associated Press, CNN and the environmental-focused news organization E&E from a national summit on harmful water contaminants. Guards barred an AP reporter from passing through a security checkpoint inside the building. When the reporter asked to speak to an EPA public-affairs person, the security guards grabbed the reporter by the shoulders and shoved her forcibly out of the EPA building. https://apnews.com/d799f4e096cc42cf99ae01b02d1e0688
DHS Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen claims that she is "not aware" of the US intelligence community's conclusion that PUTIN specifically tried to help TRUMP win.  https://twitter.com/MarshallCohen/status/998929098700394496

“The Hard Truth at Newspapers Across America: Hedge Funds Are in Charge” https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-22/the-hard-truth-at-newspapers-across-america-hedge-funds-are-in-charge

A major financial backer of Donald Trump’s presidential campaign, who once owned a housing estate in which low-income tenants were said to endure “inhumane” living standards, has been nominated as the US ambassador to Belgium. (more than a year after the last US ambassador left the country’s embassy in Brussels.) https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/may/22/rod-gidwitz-us-belgium-ambassador-nominee

5.21.2018
CNN does report on “Trump advisors outside the White House campaigning to attack Deputy AG Rosenstein; “This very clip lists a current CNN employee and a former CNN employee as two of the four conspirators.” https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/998671294534168577
Goldman Sachs: The fiscal outlook for the US 'is not good' https://www.cnbc.com/2018/05/21/goldman-sachs-the-fiscal-outlook-for-the-us-is-not-good.html
Neil Gorsuch’s assertion that “employees and employers” “agree” upon arbitration does not comport with reality. Later, he put forward another farcical claim, claiming that an employer and employee may agree to “individualized arbitration procedures of their own design.” And throughout his opinion, he maintained the fiction that both employers and employees are free “to contract for bilateral arbitration” in order to spare them both the expense of litigation. As Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg pointed out in dissent, it’s absurd to argue that employers and their employees are equal partners here.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/neil-gorsuchs-ruling-in-epic-systems-v-lewis-harkens-back-to-the-supreme-courts-lochner-era.html

Sessions’s use of “self-referrals” has raised alarms among immigration lawyers and judges. One of their biggest concerns is that at the same time that Sessions is telling immigration judges to plow through the backlog, he’s forcing them to hear more cases — making it impossible for them to give each case the time they feel it deserves. https://www.vox.com/2018/5/21/17376398/jeff-sessions-immigration-ruling-courts

A veteran of three (3) GOP White Houses is the supposed mole who “infiltrated” the 2016 GOP nominee’s campaign by asking a couple guys questions and then taking no further action. This is what DOJ resources are being used to investigate.

5.20.2018
Trump has spent much of the day on Sunday publicly raging on Twitter about the Mueller investigation and its expansiveness. He has repeatedly decried it as a “witch hunt,” wondering openly about when it will stop. The president’s paranoia, susceptibility to conspiracy, and apparent desire to deter and meddle in the Mueller investigation are becoming increasingly disturbing. https://www.vox.com/2018/5/20/17374098/trump-fbi-campaign-spy-twitter-justice-department
On Sunday evening, the department responded to Trump’s tweet by expanding an inspector general investigation of the DOJ to include the subject of the president’s tweet. According to the Washington Post, the DOJ expanded that IG investigation “to include determining whether there was any impropriety or political motivation in how the FBI conducted its counterintelligence investigation of persons suspected of involvement with the Russian agents who interfered in the 2016 presidential election.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/rod-rosenstein-cedes-to-trump-demand-to-investigate-trumps-investigators.html
Trump, who is being investigated for obstruction of justice by DOJ-appointed special counsel, consulted w his personal lawyer on his order to DOJ to investigate the investigation into himself https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/998744370168856577

Behind closed doors, Trump has reportedly pushed US Postmaster General Megan Brennan to double what the US Postal Service charges Amazon and other companies to ship packages, and he’s met with White House advisers to ask about Amazon’s shipping practices and taxes.
	On Friday, Damian Paletta and Josh Dawsey at the Washington Post reported that Trump has pressed Brennan to up Amazon’s shipping costs, despite her multiple explanations that she can’t just do that — Amazon and the post office have a contractual agreement — and that the post office isn’t being hurt by Amazon, as the president suggests. Trump has gone as far as to sign an executive order mandating a review of the Postal Service.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/19/17371780/donald-trump-amazon-jeff-bezos-postal-service

5.18.2018
Where’s Melania? The White House won’t say. Neither will the Secret Service, nor the hospital that treated her Monday.  https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/997680873691648000

A Border Patrol agent in a small town in Montana asked two Americans for identification at a gas station because they were speaking Spanish.  https://www.vox.com/2019/2/14/18225213/border-patrol-lawsuit-montana-spanish

according to a new report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention… Last year, about 3.8 million babies were born in the U.S., which is 2 percent lower than the number born in 2016, and the lowest recorded number of births in 30 years, according to the report. https://www.livescience.com/62592-birth-rate-declines-2017.html

5.17.2018
US Senate confirms Gina Haspel as CIA director. Haspel oversaw one of the Bush administration’s most notorious “black sites” — secret prisons the CIA set up around the world to hold and torture suspected terrorists away from the prying eyes of lawyers, human rights groups, and the American public — in Thailand. And we knew, based on recently released internal CIA documents, that she was directly involved in the destruction of nearly 100 videotapes… her defenders response: “Haspel was just following orders.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/17/17366134/gina-haspel-cia-director-confirmed-senate-vote-torture
Haspel got SIX Democratic votes https://twitter.com/SenatePress/status/997204630844125184
Brown v. Board of Education was decided 64 years ago today, holding racial segregation of public schools unconstitutional. Trump’s judicial appointees are the first ever who refuse to say they think Brown was rightly decided.

5.16.2018
Russia tried to help Donald Trump win the 2016 election — and Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered his government to do so. That’s according to an official statement from the Republican-led Senate Intelligence Committee released on Wednesday. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/16/17361650/russia-election-trump-putin-intelligence-committee
president of the European Council: “Looking at latest decisions of @realDonaldTrump someone could even think: with friends like that who needs enemies,” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/16/17360380/trump-donald-tusk-twitter
Trump: "We're taking people out of the country — you wouldn't believe how bad these people are. These aren't people. These are animals." https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/996842390660009984

5.15.2018
The Trump administration has eliminated the White House’s top cyber policy role, jettisoning a key position created during the Obama presidency to harmonize the government's overall approach to cybersecurity policy and digital warfare.  https://www.politico.com/story/2018/05/15/white-house-eliminates-cyber-adviser-post-542916

Trump isn’t a master strategist keeping the North Koreans off balance. He’s an erratic guy with poor impulse control and little understanding of issues who does things like blurt out that Americans held captive in North Korea and sentenced to serve in labor camps received “excellent” treatment from the regime that used them as hostages.  …however, the mainstream press — Time, the New York Times, CNN, etc. — seems obsessed with the possibility that maybe Trump will deliver a historic diplomatic breakthrough with Pyongyang and then not receive the level of credit and adulation he deserves.  https://www.vox.com/2018/5/14/17343860/donald-trump-korea-diplomacy

5.14.2018
Israeli security forces killed more than 50 Palestinians and injured another 2,400 on Monday during protests at the Gaza Strip over the US Embassy move to Jerusalem, according to the Gaza Health Ministry. It was the bloodiest day in Gaza since the 2014 war with Israel. The White House, though, doesn’t believe Israel deserves any blame for that. https://www.vox.com/2018/5/14/17353154/israel-palestinians-deaths-embassy-white-house-hamas

Haspel ’s  nomination process has been  muddied by the CIA’s campaign of selective  disclosures. Senators on both sides of the aisle have made requests for more information on Ms.  Haspel’s record to be released to the Senate and the public , including multiple bipartisan requests  for the Durham Report, but their requests have been met with stone walling  as the agency instead  has opted to release only information favorable to Ms. Haspel’s nomination. 
	Senators  Feinstein, Wyden, and Heinrich have  joined Senator Warner in  call ing the level of declassification  on Ms. Haspel’s record “unacceptable.” Exacerbating concerns that the Senate and the public have not been able to fairly consider Ms.  Haspel’s nomination is the fact that  during  her nomination hearing before the Committee last week,  Ms. Haspel  admitted that she herself, as acting  Director, is making decisions about  which  documents to declassify — a clear conflict of interest. At the same time, she refused to recuse herself . 
	Moreover, a news  report published yesterday revealed that the Committee had  restricted Senators’  access to a  memo outlining minority SSCI members’  concerns about Gina Haspel’s nomination and  highlighted the difficulty Senators have had accessing complete information on Ms. Haspel  throughout the process . 3
	he Senate cannot fulfill its constitutional “advice and consent”  responsibilities when the full Senate lacks meaningful access to all the documents relevant to the  nomination, and when the public — whose job it is to hold their elected representatives  accountable — remains largely in the dark.   Finally, the Committee will vote on Ms. Haspel’s nomination in a closed session.  https://www.openthegovernment.org/sites/default/files/Haspel%20memo%20sign-on%20letter%20final.pdf

Under Betsy DeVos, members of an Education Department team that had been investigating abuses by for-profit colleges have been sidelined, reassigned, or told to look into other matters. There are now only three members of the team that used to have about a dozen, and they’ve been instructed to focus on processing student loan forgiveness applications and small compliance cases.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/14/17353234/betsy-devos-devry-for-profit-college-education

5.13.2018
A mere 72 hours after the Chinese government agreed to put a half-billion dollars into an Indonesian project that will personally enrich Donald Trump, the president ordered a bailout for a Chinese-government-owned cellphone maker. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-china-zte_us_5af9f701e4b0200bcab7fa66?ncid=tweetlnkushpmg00000016&section=politics
Pompeo appeared to move the goalposts in two separate appearances on Sunday. On Fox News Sunday, the secretary of state said that “America’s interest here is preventing the risk that North Korea will launch a nuclear weapon into LA or Denver or into the very place we’re sitting here this morning. ... That’s our objective; that’s the end state the president has laid out.”
	Read that again carefully: Pompeo said the administration wants to ensure Kim can’t hit America with a nuclear bomb. That’s much different from saying Trump wants to stop North Korea from having — or even using — nuclear weapons altogether.
	That’s not all. Here’s what Pompeo said on CBS’s Face the Nation: “The president has a commitment. And he will make this commitment to Chairman Kim, I am confident, that says, if you do the things we need to do so that America is no longer held at risk by your nuclear weapons arsenal, and that you get rid of your CBW [chemical and biological weapons] program and missiles that threaten the world, we will ensure that your people have the opportunity for the greatness that I know Chairman Kim wants them to have.”
	That gave a little more insight into the administration’s thinking. The US wants out of North Korea’s nuclear-tipped missile range, and it also wants Pyongyang to remove its chemical and biological weapons from the country. If that happens, per Pompeo, Washington may start to lift sanctions on Pyongyang.
	But again, that’s not the same as “complete, verifiable, and irreversible denuclearization.” It’s a much less significant step, which means either Pompeo knows the limits of what both sides might agree to or he’s tipped his hand that Trump will accept a much less stringent agreement. https://www.vox.com/2018/5/14/17352056/north-korea-news-trump-bolton-pompeo-nuclear

Trump’s administration rolled back yet another LGBTQ-friendly policy — this time, rescinding some protections for transgender people in prison. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/14/17351636/trump-transgender-prison-lgbtq

5.10.2018
Court-packing: 
For the third time in the Trump administration, Senate Judiciary Chairman Charles E. Grassley has moved forward with a confirmation hearing for an appeals court nominee over the objections of (Democratic) home-state senators. https://www.rollcall.com/news/politics/judicial-pick-hearing-concerns
The Senate voted Thursday to confirm Michael Brennan to a lifetime seat on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit ― a vacancy that Republicans prevented President Barack Obama from filling for six years. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/michael-brennan-ron-johnson-trump-judges_us_5af47bcbe4b04d3b2c91818f

Roxsana Hernández arrived in ICE custody on May 9, 2018, and within three weeks, she was dead. Now the agency says they deleted evidence of her medical condition, despite requirements that they retain video footage that could be used in future litigation. https://www.out.com/crime/2019/10/24/ice-destroyed-footage-trans-woman-who-died-its-custody

5.9.2018
The White House is ignoring requests from the government’s chief watchdog, according to a letter from the agency https://www.govexec.com/oversight/2018/05/white-house-not-complying-inquiries-governments-top-watchdog/148602/

5.8.2018
Rear Adm. Tim Ziemer, the head of global health security on the White House’s National Security Council, left the Trump administration on Tuesday. The departure comes amid a reshuffling of the NSC under newly named national security adviser John Bolton, which includes a change in organizational structure that eliminates the office Ziemer led. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tim-ziemer-global-health-security-leaves_n_5af37dfbe4b0859d11d02290

The Trump administration stops cooperating with UN investigators over potential human rights violations occurring inside America… Quietly and unnoticed, the state department has ceased after 7 May 2018 to respond to official complaints from UN special rapporteurs, the network of independent experts who act as global watchdogs on fundamental issues such as poverty, migration, freedom of expression and justice.  https://www.theguardian.com/law/2019/jan/04/trump-administration-un-human-rights-violations

5.7.2018
Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced plans to criminally prosecute “100 percent” of migrants illegally crossing the border with Mexico. That essentially meant it suddenly became official U.S. policy to separate children from their parents whereas before families would usually be kept together in shelters while they underwent asylum or deportation proceedings. … In other words, the government made it clear it was willing to traumatize children for life just to teach a lesson to their parents.  http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-border-crossers-20180507-story.html
More than seven months after Hurricane Maria, organizations serving domestic violence and sexual assault victims in Puerto Rico report an increase in violence against women since the storm.  Yet a breakdown in island infrastructure and unreliable statistics from official sources makes it difficult to quantify the problem and respond to the emergency needs of victims in the US territory. http://periodismoinvestigativo.com/2018/05/official-reports-of-violence-against-women-in-puerto-rico-unreliable-after-hurricane-maria/

5.4.2018
President Donald Trump just announced he’ll appoint Dr. Oz to his Council on Sports, Fitness, and Nutrition. https://www.vox.com/2018/5/4/17318932/dr-oz-trump-council-sports-fitness-nutrition

U.S. immigration officials are attempting to deport Emilio Gutiérrez-Soto—a Mexican journalist and 2017 winner of the National Press Club’s John Aubuchon Press Freedom award—despite death threats against him in his home country

Trump’s White House is so resistant to confirming things reported by media outlets they dislike that they’re more likely to change their own plans than to acknowledge that a report might be true.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/3/17312558/trump-lie-stormy-daniels-cohen-giuliani

5.3.2018
The United States media – one of the best protected in the world – is facing challenges that threaten the freedom of the press. This is the finding of an unprecedented press freedom mission that took place in January 2018, one year after President Donald J. Trump’s inauguration.
	The mission’s report was published on May 3, 2018, World Press Freedom Day. It shows that President’s Trump’s attacks on the media, via his Twitter account and in press conferences, are exacerbating an already hostile environment for journalists in the US. https://www.article19.org/resources/media-freedom-us-threat-report-finds/

5.2.2018
Trump subtweets DOJ: “At some point I will have no choice but to use the powers granted to the Presidency and get involved!” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/2/17311246/trump-justice-department-rosenstein-twitter
Giuliani just referred to federal law enforcement agents from the district where he used to be US attorney as “stormtroopers.” https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/991858481820037120
Trump’s new lawyer Rudy Giuliani took to Sean Hannity’s Fox News program Wednesday night to defend the president from the ongoing Mueller investigation and to calm the waters for the Trump faithful. But it looks like he’s gotten the president into potentially greater legal jeopardy by admitting that Trump repaid his fixer Michael Cohen for the $130,000 payment to adult film performer Stormy Daniels to keep her quiet, seemingly contradicting the president and potentially implicating Trump and his campaign in some serious campaign finance violations.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/rudy-giuliani-may-have-just-implicated-president-trump-in-serious-campaign-finance-violations.html
Apple is returning more cash to shareholders than any company ever, the Financial Times’s Robin Wigglesworth wrote on Tuesday. By the summer, it will have given back more than the market value of all but 20 of the biggest publicly traded companies in the United States — bigger than Verizon, Mastercard, Coca-Cola, and Disney. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/2/17310770/apple-stock-earnings-buyback-dividend-tax-tim-cook-iphone

Puerto Rico’s unelected federal financial oversight board – colloquially named La Junta – approved a policy to offshore around a third of Puerto Rico’s prison population – 3,200 inmates – to private facilities thousands of miles away within the US. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/aug/07/puerto-rico-prisons-inmates

“Alden Global Capital is making so much money wrecking local journalism it might not want to stop anytime soon” http://www.niemanlab.org/2018/05/newsonomics-alden-global-capital-is-making-so-much-money-wrecking-local-journalism-it-might-not-want-to-stop-anytime-soon/

Pruitt is now subject to at least 10 formal investigations. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/991672818923376645

4.30.2018
Afghan journalist publishes “When hope is gone”  https://correspondent.afp.com/when-hope-gone
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has granted a financial hardship waiver to an oil refinery owned by billionaire Carl Icahn, a former adviser to President Donald Trump, exempting the Oklahoma facility from requirements under a federal biofuels law https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-biofuels-epa-icahn/exclusive-u-s-epa-grants-biofuels-waiver-to-billionaire-icahns-oil-refinery-sources-idUSKBN1I10YB
A new report reveals the CFPB has received more than 20,000 complaints about Equifax since the data breach. Mick Mulvaney hasn’t yet acted — and wants to make the complaints system private. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/30/17277172/equifax-data-breach-cfpb-elizabeth-warren-mick-mulvaney
at Trump Hotel: in a back room, Parnas/Fruman lobby Trump to fire his own ambassador, meanwhile at front desk, nine T-mobile executives check in to lobby for their merger https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1194432414900076545

In April 2018, then-Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko ordered Ukraine’s top anti-corruption prosecutor Yuriy Lutsenko—who’d been tasked with investigating corruption that occurred under former Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych—to stop cooperating with special counsel Robert Mueller. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/08/trump-ukraine-missile-sale-040915
(The same prosecutor met with Giuliani in 2019 to discuss investigating the Bidens.) https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1181924233028538368
Also in April, Trump asks how long Ukraine would last in its war with Russia without U.S. aid.; response is "without us, not very long" https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1221203099534139392

Since the fall, the US Department of Justice has been overhauling its manual for federal prosecutors. In: Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ tough-on-crime policies. Out: A section titled “Need for Free Press and Public Trial.” https://www.buzzfeed.com/zoetillman/the-justice-department-deleted-language-about-press-freedom?utm_term=.oram9eZPe#.yuw3Kxjgx

Credentialed candidates have had to prove loyalty to the president, with many still being blocked for previous anti-Trump statements. Hundreds of national security officials, for example, were nixed from consideration because they spoke out against Trump during the campaign. But for longtime Trump loyalists, their fidelity to the president is often sufficient, obscuring what in a more traditional administration would be red flags. http://www.cleveland.com/nation/index.ssf/2018/04/donald_trumps_loyalty_tests_ca.html

Over the weekend, Trump calls for a government shutdown in September https://twitter.com/TopherSpiro/status/990930034478256128

4.29.2018
Now it’s the official position of the White House Correspondents Association that it’s not only wrong but CONTRARY TO THE SPIRIT OF THE ORGANIZATION point out Sarah Sanders’ lies in front of Sarah Sanders.  https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/990778942910058496
Trump falsely claims pre-election rally in Michigan was 8 times bigger than building's capacity http://hill.cm/J2z3WXs 

Without fanfare or even notice, the Department of Justice’s Office on Violence Against Women made significant changes to its definition of domestic violence in April. The Obama-era definition was expansive, vetted by experts including the National Center for Victims of Crime and the National Domestic Violence Hotline. The Trump administration’s definition is substantially more limited and less informed, effectively denying the experiences of victims of abuse by attempting to cast domestic violence as an exclusively criminal concern.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/trump-domestic-violence-definition-change.html

4.28.2018
Trump just accused his own intelligence agencies of colluding with the Russians https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/990376778207236096

4.27.2018
RedState, the influential conservative media outlet, has dismissed many of its writers in a “mass firing” that some site contributors say was a purge of anti-Trump sentiment on the site. https://www.vox.com/2018/4/27/17292068/redstate-mass-firing-trump-conservative-media
The Trump administration is trying to ship an American citizen with alleged links to ISIS to Saudi Arabia without a trial — and without any assurances that he won’t simply be thrown into prison once he arrives on Saudi territory. The proposed move has no recent precedent and highlights President Trump’s willingness to veer outside of established legal practice https://www.vox.com/2018/4/27/17264104/trump-saudi-arabia-isis-extradition

4.26.2018
Trump does “freewheeling” appearance on Fox & Friends
“Our Justice Department, which I try to stay away from, but pretty soon I won’t.” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/989482053128392705
https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/989499645381488644
7 Senate Dems voted for Mike Pompeo, a man who slanders Muslim Americans & has endorsed torture, as Secretary of State. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/4/26/17286138/mike-pompeo-confirmed-secretary-state-trump
Pompeo falsely asserted that the Obama administration intentionally covered up the truth about the Benghazi investigation. 
He seemingly endorsed the notion that homosexuality is a “perversion.” 
In a 2013 floor speech, he accused the American Muslim community of being “silent” about the Boston Marathon bombing (they weren’t), and then claimed that their so-called silence “casts doubt upon the commitment to peace among adherents of the Muslim faith.”
He also sought the support of some extremely radical anti-Muslim voices, most notably Frank Gaffney and Brigitte Gabriel.
Every past nominee for the job since at least the Carter administration has received 85 or more yes votes in the Senate, with the exception of Trump’s first secretary of state, Rex Tillerson, who got 56. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/apr/26/mike-pompeo-trump-secretary-of-state-senate

4.25.2018
Trump claims French president addressing a joint session of Congress “seldom allowed to be done.” Not really. https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/989135520742760448

4.24.2018
Pruitt's new "secret science" would restrict the use of key studies that use confidential, private health info in their data. Opponents say releasing that info would violate health privacy laws. Reporters were not invited into the presser and were rebuffed when asked to attend. This is a US gov't agency refusing to allow the press to attend its events or ask questions at major policy announcements. It doesn't publish schedules about an official whose salary is paid by taxpayers. It lies about/avoids discussing his whereabouts. https://twitter.com/zcolman/status/988842094436511744
Mick Mulvaney, the interim director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, told banking industry executives and lobbyists on Tuesday that they should increase their campaign donations to influence lawmakers, revealing that he would meet only with lobbyists who contributed to his campaign when he served in the House. https://mobile.nytimes.com/2018/04/24/us/mulvaney-consumer-financial-protection-bureau.html
Attorney General Jeff Sessions has decided against recusing himself from the investigation into President Donald Trump’s personal lawyer, Michael Cohen https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-24/sessions-declines-to-recuse-himself-from-probe-into-trump-lawyer
(Part of the investigation is into possible campaign finance violations. Sessions had a role on the Trump campaign, and DOJ rules are crystal clear that he should recuse https://twitter.com/matthewamiller )
As China was bribing him with a $500 million loan, Trump told Emanuel Macron that the EU was worse than China on trade. https://www.politicususa.com/2018/06/10/trump-eu-worse-china.html
President Donald Trump on Tuesday said Kim Jong Un wants a historic, high-stakes meeting as soon as possible and suggested the North Korean dictator has been "very open" and "very honorable," a sharply different assessment of a leader he once denounced as "Little Rocket Man."
Trump tried to get France to leave the EU https://twitter.com/ObsoleteDogma/status/1012509288475000832

“Facebook presents itself as merely a platform, and maybe that was once true, but it’s hard to square that with what we found in Sri Lanka. People were recounting viral memes to us — all fake and hate-filled — like they were the evening news.” https://twitter.com/Max_Fisher/status/988457401555804161

4.23.2018
The Trump Treasury Department has softened its position on sanctions against Russian metals giant Rusal—Oleg Deripaska’s company—giving it a 6-month reprieve while considering the company's appeal. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-23/u-s-says-it-would-drop-rusal-sanctions-if-deripaska-sells

4.22.2018
Trump Mistakenly Claims North Korea Has Agreed to “Denuclearization” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/04/trump-mistakenly-claims-north-korea-has-agreed-to-denuclearization.html

4.20.2018
Rule-breaking: Pro-Trump super PAC America First PAC just tweeted—then deleted—a post that appears to have been intended for their 501(c)(4) nonprofit arm, America First Policies, which shares staff & offices https://twitter.com/annalecta/status/987380591564853249?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
False, near incoherent Trump tweet about oil markets https://twitter.com/SRuhle/status/987291236544516096
Two Republican state lawmakers are trying to shut down a potential teachers strike in Colorado with the threat of jail time. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/23/17270422/colorado-teachers-strike-jail-bill

2018 is turning out to be a good year for payday lenders. Stocks for two of the biggest payday loan companies, EZ Corp and First Cash (the owners of EZ Pawn and Cash America) have skyrocketed since the beginning of the year https://www.vox.com/2018/4/20/17225564/mick-mulvaney-cfpb-payday-loan-cases

4.19.2018
Rudy Giuliani (a person of interest to the investigation itself) joins Trump’s legal defense, and tells Washington Post he saw his new job as lead attorney on the Russia affair as bringing Mueller’s investigation to a swift end https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/apr/19/rudy-giuliani-joins-trumps-legal-team-to-help-end-russia-investigation
next NASA administrator is a Republican congressman with no background in science; confirmed 50-49 by Senate https://www.vox.com/2018/4/18/17253560/nasa-administrator-jim-bridenstine-confirmation
At least $800 million in dark money has been spent on U.S. elections since 2010. Exploiting lax campaign-finance law, and a Federal Election Commission that has all but abandoned its enforcement duties, anonymous donors have poured money into 501(c)(4) organizations that channel the funds not to "social welfare" but to partisan election activities. How much of that money is from foreign sources advancing the agendas of foreign businesses or rival nations? No one knows. … far Republicans, including Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, who used to support disclosure but no longer does, have derailed the measure and similar efforts at transparency. https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-04-17/the-nra-russia-and-campaign-finance-reform
FEC Vice Chair Ellen Weintraub basically concludes that her own agency is so dysfunctional that CREW should bypass it in its longstanding fight against a “dark money” conservative group. https://twitter.com/davelevinthal/status/987119864744734721
Trump tweets: “The crime rate in California is high enough.” California is a safer-than-average state. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/19/17257344/trump-tweet-california-crime-immigration

there’s an official Twitter feed for the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo (@JTFGTMO), the U.S. military installation responsible for managing the detention facility… Whoever runs the account has deleted more than 500 tweets since the summer of 2016.  https://slate.com/technology/2018/04/why-did-the-joint-task-force-of-guantanamo-start-deleting-tweets.html

4.18.2018
Eleven House Republicans have signed a joint letter to Attorney General Jeff Sessions calling for the criminal prosecution of Hillary Clinton and a variety of other Obama administration appointees, career FBI officials, and even Trump appointee Dana Boente, who is currently the FBI’s general counsel. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/18/17252290/desantis-letter-prosecute-clinton-comey

a new study has found that more than half of the sponsors of Facebook ads that featured divisive political messages ahead of the 2016 election were from “suspicious” groups with little or no paper trail to identify them.  And it gets worse: One in six turned out to be linked to the Internet Research Agency, the Kremlin-linked troll farm responsible for much of Russia’s disinformation campaign in the US.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/18/17247010/what-is-going-on-with-facebook-russia-ads

4.17.2018
Former director of the CIA and Sec of State nominee, Mike Pompeo, just got back from meeting with N Korean leader Kim Jong Un. (His nomination is struggling in the Senate & there is a good possibility he won't become Secretary of State) https://twitter.com/ItsMeCathi/status/986410491957399558
President Donald Trump on Tuesday used a photo op with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to promote his club. “Now [Mar-a-Lago] is indeed the Southern White House,” https://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/trump-mar-a-lago-is-now-indeed-the-southern-white-house
(Mar-a-Lago is not the “Southern White House.” It is a private, insecure Trump business where members who pay $200,000 have access to the POTUS, along with their guests, & the Secret Service pays for services. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/986730682142642176)
Kremlin-linked Twitter accounts increased tweeting about Sean Hannity by 31,000% in the last 48 hours. https://twitter.com/funder/status/986152445016502272

4.16.2018
Nikki Haley, the US ambassador to the UN, announced Sunday that the Trump administration was going to hit Russia with new sanctions on Monday… But just a day later, the White House backtracked, with press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders saying that the administration was merely “considering additional sanctions on Russia” and that “a decision will be made in the near future.” …According to the Washington Post, after Haley announced the sanctions on CBS’s Face the Nation Sunday morning, Trump told national security advisers he was “upset the sanctions were being officially rolled out because he was not yet comfortable executing them.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/16/17242484/nikki-haley-trump-russia-sanctions-syria
“As it turns out, she was basically following what she thought was policy,” Kudlow said. “The policy was changed, and she wasn’t told about it.” https://www.vox.com/world/2018/4/18/17251484/nikki-haley-trump-larry-kudlow-russia

4.15.2018
WH Press Secretary publishes “last night inside the situation room” photo with VP Pence, who was out of the country at the time https://twitter.com/AlexCSinger16/status/985367983806595072

8,700 page FEC filing reveals Trump's 2020 re-election campaign paid $280,000 in legal fees to two law firms representing Trump & his personal attorney Michael Cohen against Stormy Daniels. Also, Trump’s campaign paid nearly $127,000 to the president’s private businesses this year. https://twitter.com/annalecta/status/985687615495077888

4.13.2018
Trump’s second illegal strike on Syria—in a year when the US has only admitted 11 refugees from Syria—https://twitter.com/mviser/status/984493450409267205
President Donald Trump just pardoned Lewis “Scooter” Libby, a former Bush administration official who was convicted in 2007 on felony counts of perjury, lying to the FBI, and obstruction of justice in a special prosecutor investigation into the leak of an undercover CIA operative’s identity. https://www.vox.com/2018/4/13/17234276/trump-pardon-scooter-libby-bush-iraq-war-cheney-valerie-plame
The White House is preparing talking points designed to undermine Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein's credibility, according to sources familiar with the plan. https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/12/politics/rod-rosenstein-white-house-effort/index.html
President of the United States of America describes the FBI as “this den of thieves and lowlifes.” 
WH Press Secretary told the public & the press today that "we should be taking [James Comey] off of air." https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/984906485984460800

Trump sought advice on Syria from legal team defending him in Russia probe http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/383163-trump-sought-advice-on-syria-from-legal-team-defending-him-in-russia?amp&__twitter_impression=true

Morale is a hard thing to measure, but plenty of indicators suggest that it’s been falling. Ninety-one percent of US troops called their quality of life good or excellent in a survey done by the Military Times back in 2009, when the downturn in violence in Iraq and a new strategy in Afghanistan still held out a promise of victory; by 2014 that had fallen to only 56 percent https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/05/left-behind/556844/

Across the country, the Trump Organization is suing local governments, claiming its owes much less in property taxes than government assessors say because its properties are worth much less than they’ve been valued at. Real estate owners dispute property taxes frequently, and some even sue. The president has a long track record of doing so himself. But experts are troubled that he’s doing so while in office. No president in modern times has owned a business involved in legal battles with local governments.  https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-inc-podcast-trump-organization-suing-towns-property-tax-breaks

A new report from the Rhodium Group on Puerto Rico’s ongoing blackout has found that Hurricane Maria has spawned the second-largest power outage in the world on record.  https://www.vox.com/2018/4/13/17229172/puerto-rico-blackout-hurricane-maria

Trump admin pressured Israeli govt and opposition to tamp down criticism of Poland's Holocaust law, saying it agreed the law was objectionable, but noting that Poland is an important ally. https://twitter.com/kampeas/status/984497867678101504

As the president weighs military action in Syria and the future of the JCPOA deal with Iran, he’s also accepting cash payments from Gulf states with direct stakes in both issues but interests that differ from America’s.  https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/984930955063386112

…the 50 remaining staffers at The Denver Post fought to save their paper from their hedge fund owner, Alden Global Capital. Facing steep cuts, the paper’s editorial board took a stand in a blistering column. “We call for action,” the board wrote. “Denver deserves a newspaper owner who supports its newsroom. If Alden isn’t willing to do good journalism here, it should sell the Post to owners who will.” A day after the editorial was published, 30 journalists were fired. 
All this despite the fact that both the Post and its parent company under the Alden umbrella, Digital First Media, were profitable. https://newrepublic.com/article/148022/finance-killing-news

4.12.2018
Lyin’ Comey, a new website from the Republican National Committee, complete with a splash page trying to sign you up for email spam from the RNC and the Trump campaign, is live this morning. It constitutes a fairly unprecedented high-profile presidential attack on a private citizen. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/12/17228546/lyin-comey-rnc-fbi
White House says VP Mike Pence will meet tomorrow with Peru President Kuczynski, who resigned 3 weeks ago. https://twitter.com/BenBartenstein/status/984629940934139905

4.11.2018
CBS reporter’s source: Trump called and asked source to go on TV to call for Trump to fire Mueller https://twitter.com/JaxAlemany/status/984475372191444996
CNBC reporter Christin Wilkie: “On April 11, I called Trump’s favorite architect to ask about jobs he did in Eastern Europe that recently drew Mueller’s eye. Within hours, John Fotiadis closed down his 10 yr old architecture firm, deleted his portfolio and left Twitter. [As of June] He’s still MIA.” https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/1004522640118304768

Confidential security assessments in the Environmental Protection Agency show no evidence of specific, credible, physical threats against administrator Scott Pruitt, despite claims that an “unprecedented” number of death threats justify his outsized security spending https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/10/scott-pruitt-epa-death-threats-review

Scott Pruitt, the Environmental Protection Agency administrator, insisted on staying in luxury hotels that were costlier than allowed by government standards, while also pushing to fly on an airline not on the government’s approved list so he could accrue more frequent flier miles, one of his top former deputies at agency has told congressional investigators. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/climate/pruitt-epa-ethics-letter-congress.html?smid=tw-share

4.10.2018
In the 135 days since Mick Mulvaney took over at the CFPB, the nation’s top consumer finance watchdog “has not recorded a single enforcement action against banks, credit card companies, debt collectors or any finance companies whatsoever." https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/983690013899739136

The chairman of Sinclair Broadcast Group met Donald Trump at the White House during a visit to pitch a potentially lucrative new product to administration officials, the Guardian has learned.
	David D Smith, whose company has been criticised for making its anchors read a script echoing Trump’s attacks on the media, said he briefed officials last year on a system that would enable authorities to broadcast direct to any American’s phone.
	“I just wanted them to be aware of the technology,” Smith said in an interview. He also recalled an earlier meeting with Trump during the 2016 election campaign, where he told the future president: “We are here to deliver your message.”  https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/apr/10/donald-trump-sinclair-david-smith-white-house-meeting

Following the raid, Trump Org and Trump himself insisted on paying $1 million to get a special master appointed to conduct the privilege review. Probably, “They were using it to assess how much damage Cohen could do to the President. Once they reviewed that discovery, they recognized they didn’t have to continue to dangle a pardon for Cohen, because there wasn’t documentary or recorded evidence to back up the most damning allegations he might make against the President. It’d just be Cohen’s word against Trump’s.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/22/rudy-is-relying-on-tapes-to-claim-buzzfeed-is-phony-but-there-arent-tapes-of-everything/

4.9.2018
The president described the FBI raid on his lawyer Michael Cohen’s office as “an attack on our country” (it’s not), & called the Office of the Special Counsel as “the most conflicted group of people I have ever seen.”  https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/983471967809474561
It is also extraordinary (though predictable) that neither the Speaker of the House, nor Senate Maj Leader nor any other senior member of governing party has (that I’ve seen) spoken up in this case for law enforcement, rule of law, attys and judges who defend constitutional order

Congressional Republicans are trying to build a case that the Justice Department and FBI are riddled with officials and agents who are biased against President Trump. Anything they can turn up that appears like deliberate mishandling of the Clinton or Trump-Russia investigations could help them accomplish their real goal: discrediting special counsel Robert Mueller’s probe into Trump-Russia collusion.
	Republicans are pursuing two areas of attack: the way the agency handled the investigation into Clinton’s emails and how the agency got permission to spy on Trump campaign adviser Carter Page.
	The Republicans have been trying since December to get the documents, with the FBI assigning 54 agents to review them to protect classified or sensitive information. Republicans say they’ve received only 3,000 documents thus far.
	Sessions picked Lausch to supervise the FBI agents and get documents to Congress more quickly. Lausch is a Trump appointee who has been in his current job as the US attorney from the Northern District of Illinois since November.
	His appointment comes just two days after President Donald Trump sent a weekend tweet suggesting that the Justice Department was deliberately delaying the documents. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/9/17216098/sessions-hillary-emails-gop-doj-page-gowdy

Trumpist GOP doesn’t mind Wall Street’s tariff heartburn: Paul Ryan and Mitch McConnell, powerful advocates for the GOP's pro-business wing, have both warned against potential economic damage from Trump's course.  But other Republicans, facing heavy losses in November's mid-term elections, see the possibility of political benefit despite fallout on Wall Street. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/06/trumpist-gop-doesnt-mind-wall-streets-tariff-heartburn.html?__source=sharebar|twitter&par=sharebar

Report of Manuel Abrego, who was released from the Northwest Detention Center in April after being put in solitary for taking part in a hunger strike: "The food they gave us was not enough to keep the hunger away," he said. Vegetables and fruit were rarely available. "We'd get sandwiches for lunch; the meat would still be frozen. Food that was supposed to be hot wasn't." Because there was never enough to eat, Abrego said, detainees would ask their families for money to buy overpriced food at the commissary.
Those who couldn't get funds from their families had to try to earn money by volunteering for the center's work program.
"They said it's voluntary, ... but you're in a position where you have no choice," he said. "You might clean all night and get a dollar or a bag of chips." 

4.5.2018
Trump continues promoting the lie that “millions and millions” of people vote illegally https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/981966912711249927
The origins of the FCC chairman’s video for rightwing news website The Daily Caller, however, weren’t entirely clear. Whose idea was it? Who wrote the script? Did the other FCC commissioners know about it? So Muckrock, a nonprofit organization that helps request and analyze government documents, filed a Freedom of Information Act request with the FCC four months ago for agency emails about the video, a request that would seem relatively innocuous. The request was denied this week. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/fcc-blocks-reveal-emails-conservative-news-site-about-harlem-shake-n863086

4.4.2018
The White House announced on Wednesday that President Donald Trump would be sending National Guard soldiers to the southern border to help with security The move was reportedly strongly supported by Trump senior adviser Stephen Miller. According to Brannen, it was also backed by conservative commentator Ann Coulter, who promoted it on Jeanine Pirro’s Fox News show last month right before the president started to aggressively support versions of the plan on Twitter.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/04/trump-follows-advice-of-ann-coulter-and-stephen-miller-sending-national-guard-to-the-border.html

Scott Pruitt approved raises for two key aides even as he said otherwise. AND he disregarded White House instructions -- even from John Kelly -- on TV appearances. https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/04/05/top-epa-ethics-official-says-he-lacked-key-facts-about-pruitts-condo-rental/?__twitter_impression=true

Five top EPA officials who raised concerns about Pruitt's spending, travel and security have been placed on leave or reassigned. https://twitter.com/LFFriedman/status/981996635680137217

Central Falls, along with the rest of Providence County, is the site of the Census Bureau’s one and only “dress rehearsal” for the 2020 census — the one chance the bureau has to test its systems and methodology ahead of the nationwide count two years from now. In one sense, Providence County is a good choice for a trial run: The obstacles in cities like Central Falls mirror those of the nation. But as civil rights leaders, census experts, and Democrats warn that the Trump administration is sabotaging the 2020 census, mayors and community leaders in Rhode Island fear the 2018 test has been set up to fail.
	Due to funding shortfalls, the Census Bureau had zeroed its budget for advertising the dress rehearsal; most Providence County residents had no idea the test was coming. Though the Providence test questionnaire — which was finalized months ago — does not include a citizenship question, it has nonetheless thrown the county’s immigrant communities into crisis mode. For the bureau, Providence Country represents an opportunity to test its high-tech methodology and ensure its systems are running smoothly. But for the cities and towns of the county, the rehearsal stands as a preview of the fear and mayhem that will undoubtedly accompany the 2020 enumeration if the Trump administration has its way. https://theintercept.com/2018/03/31/census-2020-citizenship-question-providence-immigrants/

Officials with United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) said there haven’t been any formal changes in policy or practice on interviews. But the lawyers who help their clients through these interviews insisted that the process has gotten significantly longer and harder. On top of that, the lawyer said, officers are losing their clients’ paperwork.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/want-asylum-in-america-get-ready-for-hell

4.3.2018
EPA had attempted to allow television camera access to Fox News without informing the other four networks: CNN, ABC, NBC and CBS https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/politics/pruitt-epa-avoided-tough-questions/index.html
President Donald Trump spent a second day Tuesday attacking CNN and other mainstream media outlets while defending Sinclair Broadcast Group, the local-news giant whose anchors were required to deliver an on-air monologue denouncing “the troubling trend of irresponsible, one-sided news stories plaguing our country.”
Trump also persists in lying about Amazon costing USPS money. https://twitter.com/GlennKesslerWP/status/981172929961619456
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security is looking to compile a database of journalists, bloggers and social media “influencers” here and overseas, Bloomberg reported. A request filed on April 3 sought a contractor to gather information on people posting across all platforms — radio, print, digital, and television — in 100 languages. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-administration-planning-to-monitor-journalists-and-bloggers-ed3849c2d72d/
While he was cooperating with special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation, former Trump national security adviser Michael Flynn contacted at least one member of Congress who was publicly criticizing the special counsel probe https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/17/politics/michael-flynn-mueller-matt-gaetz/index.html?no-st=1558141820
Trump signs bill, no notification given to press https://twitter.com/gregorykorte/status/982073759736713216

4.2.2018
the third time the Trump administration has erased a major women's health concern from a website or government document https://twitter.com/LEBassett/status/980992309666951168

4.1.2018
a sitting Senator claims closeness to the FBI - for a prosecutor, no less - is a bad thing. https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/980439333286174720

Trump “cherishes” Fox Business personality Lou Dobbs so much that he puts him on speakerphone during high-level White House meetings to get his input. No good decision in the history of planet earth has ever been made with Lou Dobbs on speaker. https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trump-cherishes-lou-dobbs-so-much-he-puts-him-on-speakerphone-for-oval-office-meetings

The Department of Justice is now evaluating immigration judges based on how quickly they can close cases. Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ DOJ has set these quotas for the first time in an effort to speed up deportations.  https://www.wsj.com/articles/immigration-judges-face-new-quotas-in-bid-to-speed-deportations-1522696158

U.S. and Western officials are increasingly troubled by their rival's interest in the 400 fiber-optic cables that carry most of world's calls, emails and texts, as well as $10 trillion worth of daily financial transactions. "We've seen activity in the Russian navy, and particularly undersea in their submarine activity, that we haven't seen since the '80s," Gen. Curtis Scaparrotti, commander of the U.S. European Command, told Congress this month. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russian-ships-undersea-cables-concern-vladimir-putin-yantar-ship/

3.31.2018
the pro-Trump dark money group “45 Committee” raised more than $13 million between April 1, 2017 and March 31, 2018. Nearly half came from a single—unknown—donor who gave the group $6 million https://www.citizensforethics.org/45committee-funding/

A newly appointed Trump national security council aide and longtime behavioral change analyst worked until recently for the parent of Cambridge Analytica, the controversial political data company whose role in Donald Trump’s presidential campaign is drawing scrutiny for its alleged improper use of private Facebook data.
	Kirsten Fontenrose joined the Trump White House in March as the NSC senior director for Gulf Affairs. There is no indication that Fontenrose, who also has worked for the State Department and U.S. military, was involved in Cambridge’s election effort or any other activities that have come under scrutiny by investigators.
	But her work for Cambridge’s parent company, SCL Group, underscores the firm’s influence in Trump’s Washington, even as critics say that its government contracts deserve additional scrutiny because of the company’s often-controversial work overseas.
	It also sheds light on how SCL Group has quietly but aggressively exploited the U.S. government’s outsourcing of some intelligence, military and diplomatic efforts to private contractors https://www.politico.com/story/2018/04/02/kirsten-fontenrose-trump-cambridge-analytica-parent-company-493245

Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao gave preference to Kentuckians — who are represented by her husband, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell — during meetings set up in her first 14 months on the job. A quarter of all her scheduled meetings with state officials from January 2017 to March 2018 were set up with Kentuckians, who make up only 1.3 percent of the U.S. population, reported Politico. https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/07/elaine-chao-kentucky-officials-grants-028412
https://www.rawstory.com/2019/10/elaine-chao-strongly-favored-officials-from-her-husband-mitch-mcconnells-home-state-in-grant-meetings/

3.30.2018
Donald Trump's campaign struck a deal with Sinclair Broadcast Group during the campaign to try and secure better media coverage, his son-in-law Jared Kushner told business executives Friday in Manhattan. https://www.politico.com/story/2016/12/trump-campaign-sinclair-broadcasting-jared-kushner-232764

As of spring 2018: 
new applications to join the foreign service fell by half in the 1st yr of Trump's presidency 
8 of 9 senior leadership positions in the State Dept = unfilled 
50 ambassadorships = vacant 
16 of 22 asst secretary positions = vacant
https://shareblue.com/state-department-vacancies-donald-trump-secretary-of-state/

3.29.2018
Trump’s Lawyer’s Lawyer Now Says Trump’s Lawyer Wasn’t Actually Trump’s Lawyer https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/03/michael-cohens-lawyer-suggests-that-michael-cohen-is-not-trumps-lawyer.html
Yet another of what journalists used to call “freewheeling” talks https://www.vox.com/2018/3/29/17177496/trump-infrastructure-speech-rosanne-syria

Removal of Breast Cancer Website and Related Webpages from within HHS's Office on Women's Health Website http://sunlightfoundation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/AAR-4-OWH-Breast-Cancer-180329.pdf

3.28.2018
Trump appears to be testing whether he can make a Vacancies Act designation outside the normal order of succession when the vacancy arose because he fired the secretary. Relevant to Sessions’s future (and Mueller’s) https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/979113970006134784
Officials at the U.S. Government Publishing Office botched the awarding of its single largest contract — the 2020 census printing contract — according to a memo from the federal agency's Office of the Inspector General. https://www.npr.org/2018/07/31/634383446/officials-botched-2020-census-printing-contract-report-finds
House Republicans end their pseudo-investigation of ties between Russian government and Trump’s campaign; Devin Nunes, the outgoing House Intelligence Committee chair, worked hand-in-hand with the White House to politicize intelligence reports, and was even caught on tape admitting that his overriding motivation is to protect Trump. 
During a Fox News interview in March, Nunes attempted to justify abruptly ending his committee’s investigation using a talking point that had been debunked eight months earlier — that the Trump Tower meeting was primarily about Russian adoptions. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/10/18134674/kevin-mccarthy-house-trump-investigations
Michael Cohen blatantly lied to the House Intelligence Committee about Trump's Russian deal-making. But Republicans like Devin Nunes took him at his word and wrapped up the investigation anyway. https://twitter.com/swingleft/status/1072901852809842695
Likewise Roger Stone https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/roger-stones-indictment-proves-the-house-republicans-russia-investigation-was-a-whitewash.html

Press Secretary Sanders says Trump, who has been holed up in his room since last Friday, has been "incredibly active all week long." https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/979060219685765120
Under former President Obama, the Justice Department took an active role in investigating police departments after officer-involved shootings of unarmed black men. White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders told reporters Wednesday that the president believes it is a "local matter and something we feel should be left up to local authorities." 

The administration retaliated for Russia’s annoying habit of assassinating residents of Western countries by expelling some diplomats. But Trump — who is under intense suspicion of unseemly ties to the Russian government — has said absolutely nothing about it personally, even though that would be an easy way to dispel the rumors he’s being blackmailed sexually by Russian intelligence services.
Russia's state TV: Panelist points out that Trump expelled 60 Russian "diplomats" and yet state media is still unwilling to condemn him the way they did Obama for expelling only 35. In response, neither one of the hosts mentions Trump. They're still reluctant to criticize him. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/979361609607991297
it's true. Trump's expulsion this week of 60 Russian diplomats does not require the Russia to reduce its staffing levels in the U.S. and vice versa. https://twitter.com/OrenDorell/status/979764266646622209

White House spokeswoman Sarah Huckabee Sanders was flat-out wrong in claiming the citizenship question had been regularly included in the Census Bureau’s decennial survey to all U.S. households in recent decades. She also didn’t provide context in asserting that a greater level of citizenship data is needed to comply with the Voting Rights Act.
	The decision to include the question in the 2020 census has stirred worry among opponents that it will intimidate immigrants, leading to an undercount and decreased political representation in Democratic-leaning communities where they tend to live.
	Meantime, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, who announced his department’s move to change the 2020 census, appeared to skew the science behind his decision when he asserted that the impact of asking about citizenship had been “well-tested.” https://apnews.com/b565af30098e4649a8f21a0cc11099cf/AP-FACT-CHECK:-Trump-officials-strain-truth-on-census-change

Shulkin battled daily with Trump’s partisans; their relations deteriorated so badly that Shulkin reportedly barred several appointees’ access to the VA’s executive suite, and the White House barred Shulkin’s access to the press. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/03/white-house-doctor-ronny-jackson-to-lead-va-amid-chaos-in-veterans-affairs.html

3.27.2018
Sarah Sanders and the WH just blatantly lied to the American people about the Census, claiming that a citizenship question has been on Census for decades https://twitter.com/krassenstein/status/978726350226849792
Danny Vinik published a devastating exposé in Politico showing that the Trump administration systematically favored Texas over Puerto Rico in the disbursement of hurricane relief. It made basically no impact on the discourse

Trump put the IRS under the control of David Kautter, whose firm was nailed for helping create tax shelters. Now, criminal prosecution referrals from the IRS have hit a historic low. https://twitter.com/davidsirota/status/978376264154099713

Walker and Republican leaders in the legislature are still looking for ways to avoid following the existing law. On Tuesday, they announced a plan to rewrite state statutes so that governors would no longer be required to call special elections to fill legislative vacancies “as promptly as possible.” Under the Republican rewrite of the statutes that was unveiled Tuesday, legislative vacancies occurring after early December of odd-numbered years could be left unfilled until the regular November election of the following year.
	This legally-dubious attempt to overturn a judge’s order by writing a new law would radically alter rules that have been in place for decades—and in some cases more than a century—for holding prompt special elections. Yet, Republican legislative leaders plan to call an extraordinary special session April 4 to pass the legislation, and Walker says he will sign it immediately. Then, if the special elections have been called by the governor in order to a contempt of court ruling, Walker allies suggest, the governor will then cancel them. https://www.thenation.com/article/scott-walker-is-dismantling-democracy-in-wisconsin/

3.25.2018
the Trump administration will try to add a question about citizenship to the 2020 Census. The decision was announced in a memo from the Commerce Department https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/03/27/trump-wants-to-change-the-census-but-this-undercuts-his-case/?utm_term=.74d62d51b224
with zero vetting or testing https://twitter.com/alexwagner/status/978626264964661248
(DOJ docs subsequently prove that Kobach and Bannon are behind Census citizenship Q. Kobach emails say he talked to Sec Ross “at the direction of Steve Bannon.” In email, Kobach proposes specific language for the citizenship Q, says it’s essential” and “needs to be added to census.” https://twitter.com/vanitaguptaCR/status/1005516078339018759)

3.23.2018
Trump leaves the room without signing the bill that was put on a table for him to sign. Again. https://twitter.com/stevenportnoy/status/977240465262211073
CIA runs likely illegal promotions for confirmation of director-nominee Haspell https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/977263086347448327

“the sitting VP is just appearing at an event with a guy who says you should be able to shoot undocumented immigrants and says he hates Muslims.” https://twitter.com/KFILE/status/977349677430530048

https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/3/23/17147330/epa-science-regulations-pruitt

National Labor Relations Board Member William Emanuel (R) violated a White House ethics pledge by participating in a closely watched case involving his former law firm, the NLRB’s inspector general concluded https://bnanews.bna.com/daily-labor-report/trump-labor-board-member-forgot-about-conflict-of-interest-watchdog-says

3.22.2018
Trump Organization lawyers wrote a letter to Panamanian President Juan Carlos Varela requesting his “influence” in a private business dispute in Panama and implied that his government could pay consequences if he didn’t intervene. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/4/9/17216636/trump-hotel-panama-president-organization-conflict-interest
Trump just ousted his national security adviser, H.R. McMaster, and replaced him with former George W. Bush administration official John Bolton. https://www.vox.com/2018/3/22/17153880/trump-john-bolton-tweet-iraq
Trump gave Bolton the job after the two held several conversations (despite White House chief of staff John Kelly’s orders barring Bolton from the building). https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/03/john-bolton-named-national-security-advisor-its-time-to-panic-now.html

When NYT reported recently Trump was going to change his legal team, he denied it on Twitter. When we reported last week he was changing his national security adviser, Sarah Sanders denied. He did both about a week later after the denials. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/976950247808102401

House Intelligence Committee Republicans are blocking investigation of anything related to Trump, Russia or the 2016 election https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/976878148104093701

Kevin Chmielewski, who was fired by the EPA in March, spent a year in the Trump administration but never filed a financial disclosure form.

The Republican National Committee spent more than $424,000 at properties owned by President Donald Trump and his family during the first two months of 2018, according to newly released data.
This amount is more than 100 times what the committee spent at Trump's properties during the same two-month period in 2017. (This is likely a way to funnel money to pay for legal fees.)  https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/21/rnc-spent-424000-at-trump-owned-properties-in-the-first-two-months-of-2018.html

3.21.2018
Major General Eaton (Retd) on Trump; “Unfortunately, we do not have a commander in chief, right now, as much as we have a wannabe banana republic strong man". https://twitter.com/Hell_HasCome/status/976661188128915456
For several weeks, President Donald Trump has insisted that he wants the federal government to execute drug dealers as a way to combat the opioid crisis. He reportedly got the idea from countries like the Philippines, where grisly extrajudicial assassinations of suspected drug criminals have become routine. The United States is not the Philippines (yet), and there is essentially no chance that Trump’s scheme will succeed. But on Wednesday, Attorney General Jeff Sessions played along, issuing a memo in which he “strongly encourage[d] federal prosecutors” to seek capital sentences “for certain drug-related crimes,” including those that do not involve murder. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/03/sessions-attempts-to-legitimize-trumps-dumb-ad-libs-are-getting-increasingly-pathetic.html
the Trump administration on Wednesday appointed Robert Redfield — “a sloppy scientist with a long history of scientific misconduct and an extreme religious agenda” — as the agency’s new leader. Unlike most CDC directors, the HIV researcher has no experience at the helm of a public health agency https://www.vox.com/2018/3/22/17150322/robert-redfield-cdc-director-trump
Local TV news chain Sinclair literally hired someone from the Russian propaganda outlet RT to produce a story on "the Deep State." It ran on Seattle TVs during the KOMO 6 o'clock news. (Sinclair owns KOMO). Again, Sinclair owns local TV stations in 40% of U.S. cities https://twitter.com/ByRosenberg/status/979611965927522304

a group of Russians arrives in Madagascar in March last year, 8 months before the election.  Many were political strategists. Maxim Shugaley entered Madagascar as an election observer. But in Russia, Maxim is a veteran political strategist. … Of the 36 candidates, at least six were offered money by Russians. https://twitter.com/BBCAfrica/status/1115940466892185600

3.20.2018
"DO NOT CONGRATULATE," national security advisers wrote in Trump's written briefing ahead of call with Vladimir Putin. Trump congratulated. The notes said to condemn the attack of an ex-Russian spy in London with a nerve agent. He did not. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/976238126879395840
On his "do not congratulate" congratulations call to Putin in wake of nerve agent attack in UK, when all NATO was imposing sanctions, Trump invited Putin for a White House visit. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/trump-proposed-putin-visit-white-house-in-march-20-phone-call-kremlin-says/2018/04/02/b0727634-367b-11e8-acd5-35eac230e514_story.html?utm_term=.38d2005babf4
…the White House didn't feel the need to tell us, at least not until the Kremlin did. Discussions of a "top-level meeting" were mentioned in the Kremlin's readout of the call, but not in the one released by the White House. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/980796771289980929
 Trump blindsided WH and State officials by supporting a meeting with Putin on arms reductions. "Briefings before the call to Moscow included no mention of a possible meeting" https://twitter.com/John_Hudson/status/976601373247721472
Illinois Republicans nominate an open Nazi for congress https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/03/meet-arthur-jones-the-illinois-republican-nazi-candidate-for-congress.html

Ongoing use of Trump hotels as a means to funnel payments to the president https://twitter.com/Z_Everson/status/976558971178967041

Cambridge Analytica
the State Department's Global Engagement Center has Cambridge Analytica on a contract. The GEC is the government to office charged with fighting disinformation. https://twitter.com/moira/status/975832231011905536
https://slate.com/technology/2018/03/cambridge-analyticas-ceo-was-caught-by-channel-4-offering-to-meddle-in-elections-using-sex-workers-and-bribes.html

3.17.2018
Trump’s March 17 tweet about Mueller—his first to attack Mueller by name—heaps lie upon lie. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/03/trump-mccabe/555869/

Trump made 42 false claims in the past week. They included changing the date on his 2016 Scotland trip to make himself sound better and changing the date McCain learned about the dossier to make McCain sound worse https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1108391232198373376

3.16.2018
Attorney General Jeff Sessions late Friday night fired former FBI deputy director Andrew McCabe, a little more than 24 hours before McCabe was set to retire — a move that McCabe alleged was an attempt to slander him and undermine the ongoing special counsel investigation https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/fbis-andrew-mccabe-is-fired-a-little-more-than-24-hours-before-he-could-retire/2018/03/16/e055a22a-2895-11e8-bc72-077aa4dab9ef_story.html?utm_term=.6a3d81567509
Fox News had advance knowledge of the firing https://twitter.com/traciemac_Bmore/status/974837716255846401
Trump goes on to gloat about it on Twitter like a cartoon villain https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/974859881827258369
Ret’d Gen’l etc. Barry McCaffrey: “Reluctantly I have concluded that President Trump is a serious threat to US national security. He is refusing to protect vital US interests from active Russian attacks. It is apparent that he is for some unknown reason under the sway of Mr Putin.” https://twitter.com/mccaffreyr3/status/974748724176941056

Secretary of Defense James Mattis is implicated in one of the largest business scandals of the past decades, described by the Securities and Exchange Commission as an “elaborate, years-long fraud” through which Theranos, led by CEO Elizabeth Holmes and president Ramesh “Sunny” Balwani, “exaggerated or made false statements about the company’s technology, business, and financial performance.” … But nobody wants to talk about it. Not just Trump and his co-partisans in Congress; the Democratic Party opposition is also inclined to give Mattis a pass. Everyone in Washington is more or less convinced that his presence in the Pentagon is the only thing standing between us and possible nuclear Armageddon.  https://www.vox.com/2018/3/16/17124288/mattis-theranos-board-trump

3.15.2018
Senior US Officials say that the Russian Gov’t has been trying to penetrate the US energy grid. https://twitter.com/funder/status/974301279190159361
FEMA has, and will continue to, respond to climate change-influenced disasters. But the agency’s new strategic plan for 2018-2022, released Thursday, doesn’t mention climate change or global warming at all. That’s despite the fact that the 38-page document projects more frequent and more expensive disasters. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/3/16/17130460/fema-climate-change-strategic-plan

an unidentified whistleblower shared documents with Democrats on the House Oversight and Foreign Affairs committees showing that a group of White House officials pressed political appointees at the State Department to oust career civil service employees they described with terms like “Turncoat,” “leaker and a troublemaker,” and “Obama/Clinton loyalists not at all supportive of President Trump’s foreign policy agenda.” As described in the letter, those actions would likely violate federal laws protecting federal civil servants from undue political influence. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/03/trump-white-house-worked-with-newt-gingrich-on-political-purge-at-state-department-lawmakers-say/

On a policy level, the Trump-era GOP is pushing unpopular policies on all fronts, from the looming deportation of DREAMers to health care executive actions that are driving up premiums to rolling back net neutrality to dismantling consumer financial protection rules. These are enormously harmful to the short-term interests of millions of people and to the long-term interests of nearly the entire country. 
At the same time, Trump continues to act like a maniac — just this week he fired the secretary of state over Twitter, deployed inappropriate political rhetoric at an official speech to active-duty Marines, and denied Russian culpability for assassinations carried out on British soil — and it’s only Wednesday. 
At the same time, he’s enmeshed in an unprecedented level of personal corruption; his business enterprises are set up as perfect vehicles for interest groups seeking favors from the government to line his pockets with cash. And the growing Stormy Daniels scandal suggests a whole new dimension of possible corruption and lawbreaking over and above the basic financial conflicts of interest and the shenanigans with the Russians. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/3/14/17118858/pa-18-results-conor-lamb
The Trump Organization and Jared Kushner’s family company are quietly doing business together — and government ethics experts are alarmed that it’s adding yet another dimension to the Trump administration’s conflict of interest problems. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/3/15/17119520/trump-organization-business-kushner-conflict-interest

3.13.2018
Trump fires Secretary of State via Twitter http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-43391982
State Dept Spokeswoman Heather Nauert named acting undersecretary for public diplomacy (Nauert is a former co- host of Fox and Friends, Trump's favorite show. She has NO diplomatic experience. None.) https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/973657188144222208

“When the president would say, ‘Here's what I want to do, and here's how I want to do it,’ and I'd have to say to him, ‘Well, Mr. President, I understand what you want to do but you can't do it that way. It violates the law, it violates the treaty, you know,’” Tillerson commented later. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/12/07/tillerson-spills-on-trump-1048884

Lethargic oversight by the Senate Judiciary Committee majority and the media have allowed Trump and Sessions to install loyalists in U.S. attorney positions across the country, especially in districts that are the locus of Trump and Kushner family legal exposure. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/03/jeff-sessions-is-evading-senate-confirmation-of-u-s-attorneys-in-jurisdictions-where-trump-might-be-investigated.html

3.11.2018
After Trump goes on racist bender at “campaign rally,” Treasury Secretary goes on TV to say “this is fine.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/3/11/17106462/trump-rally-chuck-todd-pennsylvania

3.10.2018
Trump urges a crowd not to boo the North Korean dictator for the time being, while calling a prominent news anchor a "sleeping son of a bitch" and calls another network "fake as hell" https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/972627946249818117

Donald Trump Jr. has a previously undisclosed business relationship with a longtime hunting buddy who helped raise millions of dollars for his father’s 2016 presidential campaign and has had special access to top government officials since the election https://apnews.com/21fb6a17a0bb4ec0aa142c752c54e164

3.9.2018
The Pentagon has issued a memo outlining how President Trump's sought after Trump parade on Veterans Day will look. Parade will include period uniforms… https://twitter.com/rabrowne75/status/972241023433953284

Times reports: Trump Spoke to Witnesses About Matters They Discussed With Special Counsel https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/07/us/politics/trump-witnesses-special-counsel-priebus-mcgahn.html

James Robison, President Trump’s "spiritual counselor and friend," called the assassination of Harvey Milk an act of god. https://twitter.com/daschloz/status/971773647810678784

3.6.2018
The resignation of President Trump's National Economic Council head, Gary Cohn, on Tuesday sent Wall Street traders rushing to hit the “sell” button as fears of a trade war escalated. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/03/06/wall-street-prepares-for-ugly-sell-off-after-cohns-resignation-its-about-more-than-trade/?utm_term=.040fbd3e702b
The US Office of Special Counsel announced Tuesday that White House aide Kellyanne Conway violated the Hatch Act on two occasions by "advocating for and against candidates" in last year's Alabama Senate special election. https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/06/politics/kellyanne-conway-hatch-act/index.html

Shortly after his inauguration, Trump signed an executive order barring lobbyists and consultants with private clients from working for government, some for five years, some for the rest of their lives.
	But we learned Thursday from the Associated Press that at least 24 senior officials in the White House and executive branch agencies have received exemptions to this rule. And dozens more workers from private industries have gone on to work for the agencies that regulate them.  https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/3/8/17092764/epa-employee-ethics-lobbyist
A key aide to Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt has been granted permission to make extra money moonlighting for private clients whose identities are being kept secret. https://apnews.com/22981b7ed6104cb0a1b55e043f4a9724

US president has not held a solo press conference since February 2017. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/971124104156893184

In the course of its deliberations on the future of Internet openness, the FCC logged about half a million comments sent from Russian email addresses. It received nearly 8 million comments from email domains associated with FakeMailGenerator.com with almost identical wording.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/russians-are-hacking-our-public-commenting-system-too/2018/03/06/fdfe3dae-1d6a-11e8-b2d9-08e748f892c0_story.html?utm_term=.dfb74f4adb30

3.5.2018
In a statement, the president falsely claimed (again) that the USA has a large trade deficit with Canada.  https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/970650579700723712
Trump plans to impose the new tariffs under a law—Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act—that gives him broad powers over trade specifically in order to protect national security. As part of that process, the Commerce Department has produced two elaborate reports arguing that the steel and aluminum industries need to be protected for the sake of American safety and well-being. But by telling Canada that it might be able to get rid of the tariffs by letting U.S. dairy farmers sell more milk in Toronto, Trump is making a mockery of that carefully wrought legal fiction. After all, if the health of the steel and aluminum industries were actually essential to U.S. security interests, the president probably wouldn’t be willing to barter them for butter sales.  https://slate.com/business/2018/03/trump-says-hell-only-drop-his-steel-tariffs-if-canada-and-mexico-renegotiate-nafta-bad-move.html
Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben Carson is changing the mission statement of his agency, removing promises of inclusive and discrimination-free communities. https://www.yahoo.com/news/ben-carson-removes-anti-discrimination-043702405.html?.tsrc=fauxdal

Nunberg is not the first, or the second, or even the third person in Trump’s orbit to perform a spectacular meltdown in the public eye. And while he may have shattered a record in doing 12 media hits in one short evening, he is in good company when it comes to tantrums and spectacle. Last July, Trump’s personal attorney on the Russia probe, Marc Kasowitz, went after an anonymous correspondent in a late-night rant that included profanity-laden threats of violence. Kasowitz apologized and stepped back his representation. And who can forget the shortest-lived White House communications director ever, Anthony Scaramucci, whose tenure concluded after he went nuts on the New Yorker’s Ryan Lizza for refusing to name a source. Then there’s former Trump campaign manager Corey Lewandowski, accused by Michelle Fields—a former Breitbart reporter—of allegedly yanking at her arm during a campaign press conference. Charges were eventually dropped. He’s since been accused of assaulting someone else at a holiday party. And these are just the examples that were directed at the public and the press. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/03/sam-nunbergs-public-meltdown-is-only-the-latest-bit-of-anger-exploding-from-trumps-white-house.html
Almost 70% of Americans report being “worn out by the amount of news”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/21/18151693/when-does-the-government-shutdown-start-2018-trump-blame

As Russia’s virtual war against the United States continues unabated with the midterm elections approaching, the State Department has yet to spend any of the $120 million it has been allocated since late 2016 to counter foreign efforts to meddle in elections or sow distrust in democracy.

3.3.2018
Trump  has been president for 407 days. Today is his hundredth day at a Trump golf course. He spends 1 out of every 4 days golfing. https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/969982637317283840
President Donald Trump on Friday tapped a chemical industry insider to run the Environmental Protection Agency office that oversees emergency response to hazardous spills and cleanups of the nation’s most toxic sites. https://www.apnews.com/cf2a6a09bfe3455cb40bc5ed858345ae

At some point in early 2018, the Office of Refugee Resettlement warned HHS officials Scott Lloyd, Steven Wagner, and Maggie Wynne that “Separating children from their parents poses significant risk of traumatic psychological injury to the child.” (The Trump administration said it was not going to pursue such a policy, then did so.)  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/02/three-trump-officials-were-warned-about-family-separation.html

3.1.2018
Donald Trump haphazardly shuffled the U.S. into the trade battle he’s been yearning for, telling reporters today that he would impose a 25 percent tariff on foreign steel and a 10 percent tariff on aluminum. https://slate.com/business/2018/03/here-comes-trumps-trade-war.html
WH made the announcement without any internal review by government lawyers or his own staff, according to a review of an internal White House document. According to two officials, Trump's decision to launch a potential trade war was born out of anger at other simmering issues and the result of a broken internal process that has failed to deliver him consensus views that represent the best advice of his team. On Wednesday evening, the president became "unglued," in the words of one official familiar with the president's state of mind. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-was-angry-unglued-when-he-started-trade-war-officials-n852641
the Dow dropped 420 points while the Nasdaq and the S&P 500 slumped by 1.3 percent each. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/01/us-stocks-powell-fed-trump.html
The bipartisan leaders of the Senate Intelligence Committee have privately concluded that the HPSCI majority leaked Mark Warner's private text messages to Fox News. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/01/us/politics/senate-intelligence-nunes-leaks.html?smid=pl-share

February set a one-month record for companies buying their own stock. Analysts at JPMorgan Chase expect total 2018 buybacks to reach $800 billion — way up from $530 billion last year and demolishing 2007’s all-time high that came in a bit below $700 billion. 

pro-2nd Amendment church held a ‘vow renewal ceremony,’ in which some worshippers clutched AR-15s and wore bullet crowns https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/969402663929442304

it would be really pretty interesting to hear Joseph Mifsud’s account of how it was that he knew about Russian-obtained Hillary email dirt well before almost anyone else in the world. Problem is, as BuzzFeed News reports today, no one has seen Joseph Mifsud in months, including a woman who says (and provides evidence) that he is the father of her newly born child https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/joseph-mifsud-missing-told-trump-adviser-about-hillary-email-dirt.html

2.27.2018
Trump got a secret restraining order in a private arbitration proceeding against Stormy Daniels https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/trump-lawyer-michael-cohen-tries-silence-stormy-daniels-n854646
NSA Director Mike Rogers tells the Senate Intel Committee that he has not been directed by President Trump or Defense Secretary Mattis to disrupt Russian hacking operations against the United States, and he needs that authorization to act. https://twitter.com/WilDonnelly/status/968523050437226497
Trump hires reelection campaign manager; The president has been campaigning for reelection since he arrived at the White House — Trump filed the paperwork for his reelection campaign the same day he was inaugurated as president on January 20, 2017. He has been fundraising for the past year, ending 2017 with $22 million in cash, and has held multiple campaign rallies across the country. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/3/3/17075516/trump-reelection-2020-brad-parscale

this is the third year in a row where we’ve seen a heat wave during winter—in the Arctic https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/2/27/17053284/arctic-heat-wave-north-pole-climate

During an Oval Office meeting last February, Trump acted as if he was at a rally, making up Hispanic names and noting crimes they might have committed -- saying the crowd would roar for deportations. Jared Kushner and Stephen Miller laughed. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/were-closed-trump-directs-his-anger-over-immigration-at-homeland-security-secretary/2018/05/24/4bd686ec-5abc-11e8-8b92-45fdd7aaef3c_story.html

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau under the guide of interim director Mick Mulvaney has moved to rein in many of the consumer protection and enforcement actions taken by his predecessor, Richard Cordray. The bureau has dropped cases against predatory payday lenders, reportedly rolled back its investigation of the Equifax data breach, and reformulated its mission to scale back its reach. Federal regulators in September released AIG from special government oversight mandated after the financial crisis and set aside a legal fight with MetLife. Enforcement actions at the Securities and Exchange Commission and Commodities Futures Trading Commission, Wall Street’s top regulators, have declined, meaning they appear to be going after fewer bad actors and imposing less fines. Mulvaney over at the CFPB hasn’t taken any enforcement actions since taking over at the CFPB in November.
“The top line is that the Trump administration is probably the most anti-investor and consumer protection administration in decades, if not ever,” said Dennis Kelleher, president and CEO of Better Markets, a watchdog group that advocates for stricter financial regulations. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/26/17008864/trump-cfpb-mulvaney-investor-consumer-protections
2.26.2018
Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy openly indicates that he intends to rule on a case based entirely on its negative impact on unions and the Democratic Party https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/the-supreme-courts-conservatives-prepare-to-hobble-public-sector-unions-as-a-gift-to-the-gop.html
President Trump's re-election campaign uses a photo of a survivor of the Parkland, Florida, shooting in an email that asks its recipients to donate money to the campaign https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/968078714880786433
Delta is one of Georgia's top employers. Georgia Lt. Gov. Casey is now threatening to extort Delta (a private company) unless they reverse their decision to cut ties with the NRA. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/968258765077254145

In early 2018, a YouTube employee assembled videos under an imagined “vertical” (top level category) for the so-called “alt right.” This category easily ranked with the most popular categories on YouTube, including music, sports and gaming. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-04-02/youtube-executives-ignored-warnings-letting-toxic-videos-run-rampant

A senior career official in the US Department of Housing and Urban Development has alleged that she was demoted and replaced with a Donald Trump appointee after refusing to break the law by funding an expensive redecoration of Ben Carson’s office. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/feb/27/hud-ben-carson-office-redecoration-trump-appointee

Trump told his then-lawyer and fixer Michael Cohen in February to try to get a restraining order against Daniels through a confidential arbitration proceeding in order to keep her from speaking out. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/2/17928044/trump-stormy-daniels-michael-cohen-eric-trump

Trump confidant Carl Icahn dumped millions in steel-related stock this week, days before a steel-tariff announcement http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-carl-icahn-trump-tariffs-20180302-story.html

2.23.2018
House Speaker Paul Ryan does not renew the term of a federal agency head who has helped lead the charge on securing elections from hackers. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/22/paul-ryan-election-agency-replacement-matthew-masterson-422725
Trump spoke at CPAC. He lead crowd in chants of “Lock her up!” against Hillary Clinton. He lead crowd in booing John McCain.  https://twitter.com/ananavarro/status/967066570026569733

“Using impeachment — even talking about impeachment in a serious fashion — as a means to express disagreement with one particular substantive decision is a very dangerous approach to both the structure of government and the rule of law, and a serious threat to the independence of the judiciary,” said Justin Levitt of Loyola Law School in Los Angeles. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/02/22/pennsylvania-republicans-lost-the-redistricting-battle-now-theyre-declaring-war-on-the-courts/?utm_term=.d89d2d2c8942

Four unnamed officials told the Associated Press that State Department attorneys were looking into the legality of accepting private donations to help pay for the construction of the new US embassy in Jerusalem. The likeliest donor: Sheldon Adelson, a billionaire known for his stridently pro-Israel views and extensive financial support for the Republican Party.  https://www.vox.com/world/2018/2/23/17044284/adelson-gop-trump-jerusalem-embassy-israel-palestinians

State Department officials have been ordered to pare back passages in a soon-to-be-released annual report on global human rights that traditionally discuss women’s reproductive rights and discrimination… The directive calls for stripping passages that describe societal views on family planning, including how much access women have to contraceptives and abortion. A broader section that chronicles racial, ethnic and sexual discrimination has also been ordered pared down https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/21/department-women-rights-abortion-420361

2.22.2018
US Citizenship and Immigration Services isn’t for immigrants anymore. That’s not an exaggeration. USCIS, the federal agency responsible for issuing visas and green cards and for naturalizing immigrants as US citizens, has unveiled a new mission statement that strips out all references to immigrants themselves — including taking out a line that called the US a “nation of immigrants.” And in an email to agency staff Thursday, as first reported by the Intercept’s Ryan Devereaux, director L. Francis Cissna bragged about the change — saying that USCIS wasn’t supposed to help immigrants and the US citizens seeking to sponsor them, but rather “the American people.” https://www.vox.com/2018/2/22/17041862/uscis-removes-nation-of-immigrants-from-mission-statement

The Republican National Committee has for months been quietly paying expenses previously covered by the Trump campaign in an arrangement that experts say is bizarre, but legal.
    The payments include more than $37,000 a month in rent to President Donald Trump's company, and thousands more in salary to Vice President Mike Pence's nephew, John Pence.
    The payments started abruptly last September, when the RNC came under pressure to stop paying Trump's personal legal bills in the special counsel's Russia investigation.
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/23/rnc-paid-trump-campaign-trump-tower-rent-after-paying-legal-bills.html

2.21.2018
the president is again calling on the justice department to prosecute his political enemies https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/966317016524230656

In the past, the State Dept -- which is responsible for visas -- would not refer inquiries about them to the Kremlin. https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/966311760629153792

Indian newspapers have been running advertisements that promise homebuyers willing to pay a roughly $38,000 booking fee an opportunity to “join Mr. Donald Trump Jr. for a conversation and dinner.” Government ethics experts in the US are appalled by that prospect, and say that the arrangement encourages Indians — especially those with ties to India’s government — to use purchases of Trump-branded property as a way to gain favor with the Trump administration. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/2/21/17031706/donald-trump-jr-india-conflict-of-interest

“The economic forecast underlying the Trump budget is the most absurd I’ve ever seen. The second most absurd, just narrowly behind it, was last year’s Trump budget. The third most absurd is a really distant third. They’re forecasting economic growth about a percentage point higher than anyone else.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/19/17012288/trump-budget-proposal-obama-chief-economist-jason-furman-interview

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has dropped a lawsuit against a lender that was allegedly charging interest rates up to 950%. The case had taken CFPB staffers years to establish—but Mick Mulvaney instructed staffers to drop the suit
	Mulvaney declined requests for an interview. In an email, his press representative first said the decision to drop the Golden Valley lawsuit was made by "professional career staff" and not Mulvaney.
	But several CFPB staffers that NPR spoke to say that's not true. The staffers, who spoke on condition of anonymity for fear of losing their jobs, say Mulvaney decided to drop the lawsuit even though the entire career enforcement staff wanted to press ahead with it.
	After repeated questioning from NPR, Mulvaney's press person acknowledged that Mulvaney was indeed involved in the decision to drop the lawsuit. https://www.npr.org/2018/02/12/584980698/trump-administration-to-defang-consumer-protection-watchdog

2.20.2018
Florida state rep’s aid claims that two students who have spoken out after Parkland shooting “are not students here but actors that travel to various crisis when they happen.” https://twitter.com/learyreports/status/966061854303965191
Parkland survivors are being smeared as ‘crisis actors’ and it’s going viral One post from a random dude on Facebook book got 111,000 SHARES IN SIX HOURS https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/966119921502621696

“Usually(!!) when trolls pounce on mass-shooting survivors, they hide behind their keyboards. But after the massacre in Florida last week, Infowars sent a professional conspiracy theorist to the grieving community.”  https://www.thedailybeast.com/infowars-sends-professional-troll-laura-loomer-to-parkland?via=twitter_page

2.19.2018
A White House Staffer called the Florida shooting “a reprieve” from 7-8 days of getting pummeled by the press. https://twitter.com/ShaunKing/status/965727013637185537
In the past 72 hours, Fox News:
Limited its coverage of what the indictment of 13 people actually reveals: evidence of foreign organizations trying to undermine American democracy
Drastically reduced coverage of the Florida school shooting to push pundits onto TV to say this story actually vindicates President Trump, even though it does nothing of the sort
Used a detail of the school shooting to push the narrative that the FBI, and by extension the Muller investigation, is flawed — and gave cover to President Trump
https://www.vox.com/2018/2/19/17027456/fox-news-mueller-indictment-trump
Meanwhile, Russian state TV is amplifying the White House's message on Russia. https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/965646749590343683

Trump administration’s ethics office has approved the “Patriot Legal Expense Fund Trust” for Trump aides drawn into Russia probes, ignoring concerns that ethics experts raised about its transparency and how it will comply with conflict of interest rules
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-shaub-patriot-fund-20180209-story.html
https://s3.amazonaws.com/storage.citizensforethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/14205054/CREW-Comment-on-OGE-RIN-3209%E2%80%93AA50-May-15-2019.pdf

2.18.2018
US president issues statements on Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election & US politics. He did not share The Justice Dept’s indictment, outline to the public what activities the Special Counsel documented, or what actions the US has taken. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/965212111008862208
Trump then goes to a disco party he threw at his private night club after spending 14 minutes with victims at the hospital in Parkland.  https://twitter.com/usblm/status/965412306690682880

In her status as a “contracted volunteer,” Melania Trump’s friend and special adviser has a government-issued phone and computer, as well as a blue badge that grants her total access to the West Wing https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/16/melania-trumps-volunteer-rankles-white-house-staff-with-her-all-access-pass-415669

Over this weekend, staffers were unable to convince Trump to mute his tweets to Mueller indictments, so they booked spokesmen on Fox News "to try to direct Trump toward a little less fanciful readings of the indictments." https://twitter.com/ChrisLu44/status/965974565003366401

2.17.2018
Punta Santiago remains without power 5 months later. Schools close at 1130am because they cannot feed the students.  https://twitter.com/chefjoseandres/status/964945845274759168

In the case of both Sandy Hook and Parkland, Jones and conspiracy theorists like him rarely shout the conspiracy as gospel — they hint or suggest at the conspiracy under the guise of “we’re just asking questions” — but use very specific language and terminology, like "crisis actor." Then, journalists — often out of a desire to debunk information or perhaps because it's just so preposterous it's entertaining — adopt the terminology of these outlandish lies in order to correct the record, express outrage, or just mock the conspiracy theorists. https://newsletters.buzzfeed.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.aspx

2.16.2018
a fracking-well explosion that occurred just 60 miles from Pittsburgh leaked more than 57,000 metric tons of methane, which is more than annual methane emissions of oil & gas industries of France, Norway and the Netherlands combined. Occurred in 2018 at Exxon-owned well near Powhatan Point, OH in Ohio River Valley. Leaked for 20 days, was largest methane leak in US history, doubling previous record leak in Calif. https://www.alleghenyfront.org/well-pad-explosion-in-eastern-ohio-causes-mandatory-evacuation-of-residents/
https://www.pghcitypaper.com/pittsburgh/fracking-well-blast-60-miles-from-pittsburgh-leaked-more-methane-than-some-countries-emit-in-a-year/Content?oid=16380347
Trump reacts to school shooting(s) by congratulating first responders… doesn’t talk to victims’ families, barely mentions victims https://twitter.com/paulwaldman1/status/964717739578482688

2.15.2018
Trump blames Florida school shooting on “mentally ill”—12 months after signing a bill repealing restrictions on gun sales to the mentally ill https://twitter.com/sbg1/status/964132111505608704
“We’re doing everything in our power” to block the bipartisan immigration bill, said a senior administration official late Wednesday https://twitter.com/edatpost/status/964096673550159873

According to a report from the Environmental Integrity Project, a watchdog group that advocates for enforcement of environmental laws, the amount of fines collected by Trump’s EPA has plummeted compared to the agency under the past three presidents in their first year in office. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/2/22/17036114/pollution-fines-trump-pruitt-epa

Instagram deleted this video of Russian oligarchs allegedly partying with prostitutes on a yacht http://www.businessinsider.com/alexei-navalny-russia-corruption-video-banned-by-instagram-2018-2

A little over a month after his inauguration, on Feb. 28, 2017, President Trump signed HJ Resolution 40, a bill that made it easier for people with mental illness to obtain guns. CBS News then asked the White House to release the photograph of Mr. Trump signing the bill, making the request a total of 12 times. Almost one year later, all refused. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/white-house-refused-to-release-photo-of-trump-signing-bill-to-weaken-gun-law/

…vetting and clearance procedures: Previous administrations, former staffers say, have typically been able to discover more minor and obscure problems and handle them within a few months of the election. https://www.buzzfeed.com/tariniparti/former-white-house-officials-say-trump-aides-story-on?utm_term=.rcKAaE50d#.utzkywGEp

The National Archives and Records Administration formally approved a CIA records retention schedule that allows the agency to destroy information that is more than 30 years old – in spite of the warnings from public interest groups and others arguing that permitting the spy agency to delete the records will likely result in the destruction of a large number of potentially important documents. https://unredacted.com/2018/02/15/is-nara-rubber-stamping-potentially-damaging-records-retention-schedules-frinformsum-2-15-2018/

The Director of the Office on Violence Against Women at the DOJ oversees a budget of more than $450 million and is the Admin's leading voice on domestic & sexual violence, both nationally & internationally. Over a year later, this position remains vacant. https://twitter.com/RepMikeQuigley/status/964194553073995777

2.14.2018
In the wake of Wednesday’s Parkland, Florida school shooting, which resulted in 17 deaths, troll and bot-tracking sites reported an immediate uptick in related tweets from political propaganda bots and Russia-linked Twitter accounts https://www.wired.com/story/pro-gun-russian-bots-flood-twitter-after-parkland-shooting/
VP Pence falsely claims that “it is the universal conclusion of our intelligence communities that none of those efforts had any impact on the outcome of the 2016 election”  https://twitter.com/maddow/status/963854587852664836
For Valentine’s Day, the CIA is tweetstorming about government officials being compromised by foreign governments via illicit affairs. https://twitter.com/CIA/status/963838684113068034

Kushner has huge and growing debt, many suspicious Russian contacts and a close relationship (perhaps second only to Ivanka’s) with Trump. “The more money Kushner owes, especially to lenders or guarantors who do not have America’s best interests at heart, the more he and his father-in-law the President are subject to compromising pressures at best and outright blackmail at worst. The fact that Kushner, without full security clearance, is permitted to peruse the President’s Daily Briefing, containing the most secret information that exists, makes all of Kushner’s financial obligations and debts urgent threats to our national security.”-  constitutional lawyer Larry Tribe https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/right-turn/wp/2018/02/14/this-is-why-kushners-gargantuan-debt-matters/

More than a year into his presidency, Donald Trump still hasn’t appointed a top science adviser. As the top-ranking official in the Office of Science and Technology Policy, Michael Kratsios is now the de facto top science adviser in the White House. Kratsios is a 31-year-old with a Princeton political science degree and a focus on Hellenic (a.k.a. Greek) studies https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/2/14/17012322/trump-ostp-science-adviser-michael-kratsios

Donald Trump’s personal lawyer says he paid $130,000 to a former porn star out of his own pocket so she would keep quiet about an alleged affair she had with Trump… some have questioned whether the payout to Daniels ran afoul of campaign finance laws. Watchdog group Common Cause filed complaints with the Justice Department and Federal Election Commission arguing that the settlement amounted to an unreported in-kind contribution to the Trump campaign.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/14/17011712/michael-cohen-trump-stormy-daniels-affair
Even taken seriously this is likely a violation of the law  https://www.yahoo.com/news/ex-fec-chief-lawyer-trump-attorney-may-made-colossal-screwup-stormy-daniels-statement-135418767.html

2.13.2018
The Senate Intelligence Committee had its annual hearing on worldwide threats on Tuesday, and intelligence officials took it as an opportunity to warn the Committee that they are expecting Russian actors to meddle in the 2018 midterm elections. Daniel Coats, Director of National intelligence, noted, “We expect Russia to continue using propaganda, social media, false flag personas, sympathetic spokesmen, and other means of influence to try to build on its wide range of operations and exacerbate social and political fissures in the United States.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/russia-saw-its-2016-meddling-as-a-success-and-will-try-to-do-it-again-in-2018-intelligence-heads-warn.html https://www.vox.com/2018/2/13/17007962/coats-wray-russia-2018-election-senate-intelligence-hearing
Senator King: We have no doctrine of deterrence against cyber attacks; we are doing nothing; there have been no repercussions for Russia. We need a clear doctrine that establishes consequences. https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/963432223696400387
CIA Director Pompeo tells the Senate the NYT story on Russians peddling compromising info on Trump to the US was false. Pompeo’s words: the reporting was “atrocious” and “ridiculous.” Trump himself has referenced this story as something accurate. https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/963442292433604608
The White House has been lying for the past week about former White House Staff Secretary Rob Porter’s security clearance status, FBI Director Christopher Wray confirmed in Senate testimony on Tuesday.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/christopher-wray-just-confirmed-the-white-house-is-lying-about-rob-porter.html
The White House changed its story on when it knew about allegations of domestic violence made against former White House staff secretary Rob Porter three times in 24 hours last week. On Tuesday, the FBI blew up the timeline again by saying that the White House knew the severity of the allegations in the summer of 2017 https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/13/17007892/rob-porter-white-house-story-what-we-know
CBS News has learned that Scott Pruitt flew business class on emirates returning from Milan in June -- one of the world's most exclusive… Ticket cost at least $7k; trip's flights cost over $43k… https://twitter.com/juliannagoldman/status/963552036271902722
(Pruitt said he flies in first class because of “unpleasant interactions with other travelers.” https://www.vox.com/2018/2/14/17013568/epa-scott-pruitt-first-class-flights)
The amount of civil penalties charged to polluters by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) dropped by nearly half under President Trump, according to a new study http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/373947-report-epa-penalties-against-polluters-cut-in-half-under-trump
Trump brags that GM is moving a plant from South Korea to Detroit. GM has no idea what he's talking about.  https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/963850711216918528

the New York Times’s Peter Baker used data from the Brookings Institution that calculated the staff turnover rate in President Trump’s White House — roughly 34 percent. He then compared this to Brookings data on previous administrations, finding that Trump’s was “higher than any White House in decades.”  https://www.vox.com/world/2018/2/13/17007436/trump-administration-turnover-rate-2017

Representatives for President Donald Trump’s inaugural committee still won’t say what the committee did—or plans to do—with the tens of millions of dollars it pledged to charity last year. And it may be many more months until the public finally knows. https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trumps-inaugural-committee-still-wont-say-what-its-doing-with-its-leftover-money?ref=wrap

2.12.2018
US Attorney General says in a written statement that "the office of Sheriff is a critical part of the Anglo-American heritage of law enforcement." https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/who-jeff-sessions-is-talking-about-when-he-praises-anglo-american-law-enforcement.html

“The last thing Trump wants, as a real estate developer or a politician, is higher interest rates. Trump is the ultimate loose-money president. He will likely push hard for low rates at least through the mid-terms and probably into his re-election.”  https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/feb/10/interest-rate-rise-federal-reserve-growth-crash-richard-sylla

After the success of the viral #ReleaseTheMemo campaign, Russian-influenced Twitter accounts are test-running other hashtags designed to stoke anger, particularly among supporters of President Donald Trump, against “deep state” forces, according to analysts at Hamilton 68, a website that tracks Russian-influenced Twitter accounts. Last weekend, a host of new hashtags trended in the network of accounts monitored by Hamilton 68, including #fisagate, #obamadeepstate, #wethepeopledemandjustice, #thememorevealsthecoup and even #obamaslegacyisobamagate. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/06/russia-twitter-hashtags-deep-state-395928

Officially, Roman works as a special assistant to the president and director of special projects and research, a vague title that reveals almost nothing. Past administrations have also employed people with opposition research and investigative experience. But such dirt-digging operatives have typically not been installed inside the White House counsel’s office among the lawyers Roman, McGahn and a White House spokesman did not respond to requests for comment. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/02/11/trump-oppo-researcher-roman-403138

2.9.2018
Rachel L. Brand, the No. 3 official at the Justice Department, plans to step down after nine months on the job—along with her assistant—as the country’s top law enforcement agency has been under attack by President Trump https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/09/us/politics/rachel-brand-justice-department.html
Brand is reportedly leaving to become the head of global corporate governance at Walmart. The move feels possibly odd for someone who has served in three presidential administrations, cultivated a reputation as a devoted public servant, and who has only been in her current job less than one year. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/rachel-brand-is-leaving-doj-are-we-headed-for-a-massacre.html
Trump blocks “Dem memo” about surveillance after releasing “GOP memo” and John Kelly said they want “everything out.” https://twitter.com/AriMelber/status/962129193055158272
“JP Morgan analysts about Fed: Jay’s a good guy. Boss trusts him. Shame if something happened to his legs.” https://twitter.com/BJMbraun/status/961901238815281153
This Week: -The Dow fell 1,175 points -Trump called Democrats "treasonous" -Trump asked for military parade -Rob Porter resigned for domestic abuse -John Kelly defended Porter -Trump said "I'd love to see a shutdown" -The Dow fell 1,033 points -The government shut down a 2nd time https://twitter.com/keithboykin/status/961827161538621440
Melissa Ackison, after noting she's been a conceal-carry weapons license holder since 2009 and personally owns an AR 15, told ORP central committee about Dem Sen Sherrod Brown: “You absolutely need a verbal assassin to go after him and shut him down.” https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/961986779858513922
Republicans, who spent the critical early years following the Great Recession demonizing Barack Obama’s stimulus as “government waste” and pushing for budget cuts, have decided that now is a good time to splurge. Having already passed a $1.5 trillion tax cut, they agreed early Friday morning to a budget deal that will increase Washington’s spending by about $300 billion over the next couple years. https://slate.com/business/2018/02/the-gops-giant-deficits-could-be-good-for-the-economy-theyll-be-terrible-for-our-politics.html
A second White House aide has resigned amid past domestic abuse allegations, which he denies https://twitter.com/PowerPost/status/962123632653881344

the government is running into what security experts warn is a major problem — a mounting backlog that is hampering critical functions of the government. Some 700,000 people are waiting to have clearances processed, according to a report issued by the U.S. Comptroller's office https://www.npr.org/2018/02/10/584375510/white-house-security-clearance-trouble-shines-light-on-high-risk-backlog-problem

The United States intelligence community has been conducting a top-secret operation to recover stolen classified U.S. government documents from Russian operatives, according to sources familiar with the matter. The operation has also inadvertently yielded a cache of documents purporting to relate to Donald Trump and Russian meddling in the 2016 presidential election https://theintercept.com/2018/02/09/donald-trump-russia-election-nsa/ 
(Looking more and more like this story was placed. NYT with its own version, according to which: As part of a deal to return stolen American cyber-weapons, a Russian national was able to get $100,000 from the American government after a hotel room meeting in Germany. But that’s only part of the story: As the New York Times’ Matthew Rosenberg reported on Friday, the Russian also wanted to pass along compromising information about President Trump to American intelligence operatives, including what the Russian said was a video of the unproven (and yet infamous) hotel room urination incident in Moscow. The Americans resisted receiving the information, fearing both that it was fake, and that it would be used to create rifts within the American government. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/09/us/politics/us-cyberweapons-russia-trump.html)

Trump skips president’s written intelligence report and relies on oral briefing, breaking tradition with his past seven predecessors https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/breaking-with-tradition-trump-skips-presidents-written-intelligence-report-for-oral-briefings/2018/02/09/b7ba569e-0c52-11e8-95a5-c396801049ef_story.html

“This is the logic of alternative facts, which is a strategy of base mobilization rather than persuasion. You don’t need to win the argument. You don’t need to even have the facts. All you need is to offer your side an alternative story in which to believe, a story that makes you sound trustworthy and your enemies untrustworthy. And over the past week, Fox News and Donald Trump have done exactly that.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/9/16991410/trump-fox-nunes-fbi-warner-texts

multiple White House staffers believe chief of staff John Kelly—who reportedly knew in some fashion about the allegations against Porter for months—is asking them to lie about the way that the administration handled the situation https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/trump-hopes-rob-porter-has-a-great-career-wishes-him-well.html

Porter is dating White House communications director Hope Hicks and was a major ally of Kelly’s, so his downfall and the evidence of a multi-layered cover-up threatens the jobs of other senior Trump officials. On the other hand, no congressional Republicans seem interested in investigating any aspect of any of this. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/9/16994644/government-shutdown-budget-deal-daca-rob-porter

questions have arisen about why Porter got and kept such an important job even though top government officials have known of the allegations against him for some time — and even though the FBI reportedly refused to grant him a full security clearance.
On Thursday, the Washington Post’s Josh Dawsey and Beth Reinhard reported that White House Counsel Don McGahn has known of the allegations for over a year — since January. Chief of Staff John Kelly, meanwhile, learned of them in the fall. Neither seems to have taken any action. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/8/16988560/rob-porter-allegations-resigns
Kelly’s shielding of Rob Porter, an eminently qualified Harvard graduate and Rhodes scholar who also abused two of his ex-wives (brutally beating one) before joining Trump’s White House. Kelly knew these facts about Porter’s past, thanks to the government’s thorough background investigation which ultimately led to Porter being denied a security clearance. By the book, Kelly probably should have thanked Porter for his service at that point because it’s near-impossible to be White House staff secretary without the highest clearances to process all the sensitive information passing through the Oval Office. Kelly didn’t do that. Instead, he wrapped Porter in a protective embrace, making him a key ally and praising him for his work bringing order to the White House. And when news of Porter’s past broke this week, Kelly went on the record to defend him as “a man of true integrity and honor and I can’t say enough good things about him.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/the-rob-porter-domestic-abuse-scandal-sullies-john-kellys-reputation.html

The U.S. Census Bureau has announced it will change the way it counts troops deployed overseas, while keeping its policy on counting prisoners for the upcoming national headcount in 2020. https://www.npr.org/2018/02/08/584161728/2020-census-to-count-deployed-troops-at-home-bases-prisoners-at-facilities

California police investigating a violent white nationalist event worked with white supremacists in an effort to identify counter protesters and sought the prosecution of activists with “anti-racist” beliefs, court documents show. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/feb/09/california-police-white-supremacists-counter-protest?CMP=share_btn_tw

2.8.2018
The Economist: “ this newspaper would not advise a fiscal stimulus of the scale that America is undertaking. It is poorly designed and recklessly large. It will add to financial-market volatility.” https://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21736513-fiscal-policy-adding-demand-even-economy-running-hot-americas-extraordinary
The White House press office changed its story on Rob Porter 3 times in one day https://www.vox.com/2018/2/8/16993038/white-house-rob-porter-domestic-abuse-flip-flop
Canadian media refers to “bilateral meeting” between Prime Minister and CEO of Amazon https://twitter.com/LukewSavage/status/961690945832939520

Israel is already reconsidering its information-sharing after Mr Trump blithely revealed classified intelligence to Russian officials https://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21736550-how-make-country-less-great-attacks-fbi-and-justice-department-will-harm

Trump Plans New Project In Dominican Republic (despite promise to avoid foreign deals while in office) https://www.fastcompany.com/40526424/trump-organization-revives-project-in-dominican-republic-roiling-local-politics

Alexei Navalny, a fierce critic of Russian president Vladimir Putin, posted a video on Thursday claiming to prove ties between onetime Donald Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort and the Kremlin https://www.rawstory.com/2018/02/watch-putin-opposition-leader-says-can-show-paul-manaforts-links-kremlin/#.WnzOVXuqqp0.twitter
“The missing link between US elections rigging, Paul Manafort, Oleg Deripaska and Kremlin is found. Deputy Prime Minister of Russia spent some time on Deripaska’s yacht discussing foreign policy. Escort ladies attended this ‘meeting’ as well.” https://fbk.info/english/news/post/400/
https://meduza.io/en/news/2018/02/08/an-escort-girl-may-be-the-latest-russia-gate-link

2.7.2018
Republican lawmakers in 2011 brought the U.S. government to the brink of default, refused to raise the debt ceiling, demanded huge spending cuts, and insisted on a constitutional amendment to balance the budget.
	On Wednesday, they formally broke free from those fiscal principles and announced a plan that would add $500 billion in new spending over two years and suspend the debt ceiling until 2019. This came several months after Republicans passed a tax law that would add more than $1 trillion to the debt over a decade. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/republicans-are-completely-reversing-themselves-on-the-deficit/2018/02/07/1a693872-0c2c-11e8-8890-372e2047c935_story.html?utm_term=.801ceadff354
Hope Hicks helped craft the administration's response to allegations of physical and emotional abuse against Rob Porter, who resigned as the White House staff secretary Wednesday. Multiple outlets have reported that Hicks is dating Porter.  http://www.businessinsider.com/hope-hicks-trump-under-scrutiny-rob-porter-2018-2

John Kelly is also a piece of crap https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/john-kellys-credibility-is-at-risk-after-defending-aide-accused-of-domestic-violence/2018/02/08/e8e1ff06-0ccf-11e8-8890-372e2047c935_story.html
https://www.thenation.com/article/john-kelly-has-got-to-go/

13 months in, dozens at White House lack permanent security clearances, including Jared Kushner. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/dozens-at-white-house-lack-permanent-security-clearances/2018/02/08/50e3cfd6-0d15-11e8-8890-372e2047c935_story.html

2.6.2018
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said Tuesday that Russia is already trying to influence the U.S. midterm election, warning that it will be difficult for the United States to "pre-empt" it. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/amp/tillerson-warns-u-s-not-better-prepared-new-russian-election-n845396?__twitter_impression=true
A DOJ official yet again spoke from the podium of the White House today, and it barely registered. Massive violation of norms, in any typical administration. https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/961035256391454720
Trump: “I’d love to see a shutdown” if we can’t get immigration deal figured out. “Shut it down.” https://www.vox.com/2018/2/6/16977182/daca-congress-activists-immigration-government-shutdown

No president, Democratic or Republican, has done as much damage to the operation and success of the FBI than President Trump. https://twitter.com/JRubinBlogger/status/960879437368700928

Pennsylvania GOP Rep. is threatening to impeach the state supreme court for ordering them to redraw their wildly partisan gerrymandered districts https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/the-pennsylvania-gop-is-going-to-astounding-lengths-to-keep-on-gerrymandering.html

73% of Republicans agree “members of FBI & Dept of Justice are working together to delegitimize Trump through politically motivated investigations. https://twitter.com/ianbremmer/status/960892618031927301

2.5.2018
Rep. Devin Nunes claims on television that George Papadopoulos, the Trump campaign’s foreign policy adviser who pled guilty to lying to the FBI last year, was a completely marginal figure in Trump world. So unimportant, in fact, that Trump never met with him. We know it’s not true because there is an actual photograph of Papadopoulos and Trump together — one that was released by the Trump campaign. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/2/5/16973936/nunes-memo-trump-george-papadopoulos
Trump just said that now, for the first time in many year, wages are rising. that’s not true. they were rising before he was elected https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/960598508381331456
Biggest one-day fall in the history of the Dow-Jones index https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/5/16975786/dow-crash-today-trump-market-correction

Russian state TV, which remains virulently anti-American, keeps taking Trump's side. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/960501736438927360
Russia's state TV says the Kremlin List is of big help to Russia, as it allows everyone who's been named to move their personal and company assets back to the Russian Federation. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/960249811256659968

Labor Department political appointees spiked an internal economic analysis of a new rule governing the handling of tips received by millions of workers in the food service industry. If the suppressed report is correct, the rule the Trump administration is promulgating could cost workers billions of dollars in lost income.  https://bnanews.bna.com/daily-labor-report/labor-dept-ditches-data-on-worker-tips-retained-by-businesses

The Centers for Disease Control reported that flu hospitalizations in the United States are taking place at a record pace http://www.foxnews.com/health/2018/02/02/flu-hospitalizations-are-highest-weve-seen-cdc-says.html

CDC efforts to halt new outbreaks of exotic infectious diseases abroad are headed for an 80 percent cut. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2018/02/01/cdc-to-cut-by-80-percent-efforts-to-prevent-global-disease-outbreak/?utm_term=.d4a30fd60e47

2.3.2018
the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention stopped funding epidemic prevention activities in 39 countries, including China, after the Trump administration refused to reallocate money to a program that started during the government's response to the Ebola outbreak in 2014.
The former chief of the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says the decision to cut 80% of its epidemic prevention activities overseas could pose a grave danger to the United States because it "would significantly increase the chance an epidemic will spread without our knowledge and endanger lives in our country and around the world."
The CDC informed personnel in the past two weeks that it was discontinuing its work in 39 out of 49 countries where its Center for Global Health helps prevent, detect and respond to dangerous infectious disease threats, such as Ebola and the Zika virus. https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/03/health/cdc-slashes-global-epidemic-programs-outrage/index.html
Sean Hannity passing messages from POTUS to Manafort, Manafort responding he "wont give in." https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1142177051866275844

Mick Mulvaney, who is still serving as acting director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau while Trump fails to nominate anyone at all to fill the job on a permanent basis, stripped the CFPB’s fair lending office of enforcement powers. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/5/16966726/trump-show

Ben Carson’s son, who does not work at HUD, is nonetheless intimately involved in HUD business mostly in ways designed to benefit himself personally https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/5/16966726/trump-show

not only has the payday lending industry won a number of regulatory favors from the Trump administration, they’ll be repaying the president personally by holding their annual retreat at the Trump Doral Golf Club. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/5/16966726/trump-show

2.2.2018
Trump administration and House GOP “release the memo.” Problems, even though it proved politically damp: “This whole clown show is an advertisement to anyone who might be working for our government -- or who might be in the process of being recruited, and is thinking about it -- that the FBI can't protect them, even if it wants to. And that Congress, and even the President, could throw them under the bus. The sad part is that any deterioration of that trust -- one that isn't based on any facts -- isn't going to only affect the FBI, it's going to affect the CIA, when it's doing its operations abroad, and also the military, which also needs human sources.” https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/959267355787497472
Right-wing “Tea Party” PAC immediately runs ad attacking Deputy AG  https://www.vox.com/2018/2/2/16966208/nunes-memo-rod-rosenstein-tea-party-patriots-ad
…buried in the White House and House Intelligence Committee’s back-and-forth over the Nunes memo, is a new effort to weaken Congressional oversight and misdirect Congress. McGahn’s cover note released with the Nunes memo essentially asserts, without stating directly, that the House or Senate’s release of classified information to the public may happen only at the sufferance of the executive branch. This is a misreading of the law and a misunderstanding of Congress’ role as a co-equal branch of government with oversight powers over the executive.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/the-white-house-response-to-the-nunes-memo-contained-a-sneaky-ploy-to-undermine-congress.html
The Federal Communications Commission has chosen to block the release of records related to a video produced last year in which FCC Chairman Ajit Pai and a Verizon executive joke about installing a “Verizon puppet” as head of the FCC. …the agency said it was withholding the records from the public in order to prevent harm to the agency—an excuse experts say is a flagrant attempt to skirt federal transparency law. https://gizmodo.com/fcc-says-releasing-jokes-it-wrote-about-ajit-pai-collud-1822763256

2.1.2018
President Donald Trump is to address Republican National Committee members on Feb. 1 at their annual winter meeting —  at his downtown Trump hotel. https://twitter.com/lkmcgann/status/955839037201371137
Facebook executive who had been supporting the Sleeping Giants campaign on Twitter unfollows its account, deletes all tweets in which he had expressed sympathy and support. https://twitter.com/slpng_giants/status/959136453669265409
“Nunes memo” squirrel becomes a bigger fiasco, as everyone from the FBI to John Kasich to a former CIA director denounce its pending use as propaganda http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/08/ben-carson-hud-secretary.html https://www.vox.com/world/2018/2/1/16960270/3-memos-nunes-fbi-trump-russia-explained

The US is heading for some of its biggest peacetime, non-recession deficits on record

Republican primaries, which once demanded that candidates please a constellation of interest groups and answer every conservative questionnaire, have increasingly become about the agenda of one man. … the candidates bidding for Republican votes can’t praise Trump enough. https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/in-an-arizona-primary-republicans-debate-who-is-more-loyal-to-one-man-trump/2018/02/02/52d93e9a-069c-11e8-8777-2a059f168dd2_story.html?utm_term=.c33d9a6937ac

Carson is running HUD into the ground. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/08/ben-carson-hud-secretary.html

It’s a busy time for Congress’s budget committees. So Republicans are holding six CBO “oversight” hearings. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/2/1/16950692/cbo-republican-oversight-fued

The U.S. Treasury Department warned that Russia’s sovereign debt market is too important to sanction without risking global financial turmoil, signaling the Trump administration is wary of targeting it for penalties. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-02/treasury-warns-of-widespread-effects-of-russian-debt-sanctions

Headlines this wk: -Putin Touts 1st Gas Delivery to US Amid Sanctions Strife -State Dept: 'No Need' To Impose Russia Sanctions -Russian Spy Chiefs Meet US Intel Officials Despite Sanctions -Trump's Payback on Russia Sanctions: Empty Kremlin List https://twitter.com/MollyMcKew/status/959081164823842817

veteran and retired U.S. intelligence officers say the presence of all three Russian officials in Washington at the same time, and at a time of intense scrutiny over Russia's alleged interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign, is highly unusual. … The director of Russia’s foreign intelligence, Sergey Naryshkin, was hit with a travel ban by the United States in 2014 in connection with Russia’s annexation of the Crimea https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-spy-chiefs-washington/29010324.html
(Trump retracted his "joint cyber security with Russia" plan only after it was met with outrage. Pompeo's meetings raise the question of whether this is in fact being pursued. https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/960906343103295488)

White House communications director Hope Hicks allegedly told President Donald Trump on a conference call that emails between Donald Trump Jr. and Russians "will never get out," a possible obstruction of justice. https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/31/politics/mark-corallo-hope-hicks-donald-trump-jr-emails/index.html

US life expectancy fell in 2016. It fell in 2015. Experts say it’s likely to have fallen in 2017. The overdose epidemic is now ripping through black and white communities alike, and starting to spike for for Latinos. It dwarfs the death toll from any war since WWII. https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/958682680144510979

Kathleen White. ‘Nuff said. https://www.thedailybeast.com/kathleen-hartnett-white-trumps-environment-pick-fossil-fuels-ended-slavery-co2-is-good-for-you

1.31.2018
PA Senate President pro tempore Joseph Scarnati announced that he will defy state supreme court order to redraw PA's congressional lines. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/pennsylvania-gop-leader-defies-court-order-to-preserve-partisan-gerrymander.html
FEMA is officially ending its humanitarian aid mission in Puerto Rico. Nearly a million Puerto Rican’s remain without power. https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/01/29/581511023/fema-to-end-food-and-water-aid-for-puerto-rico

what’s clear right now is that the brewing battle between Trump and the FBI, regardless of how it plays out in terms of the bureau’s independence, isn’t good news for the American political system. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/1/30/16950782/numes-memo-release

Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin spent state money to stay at Trump's D.C. hotel -- despite the "emoluments clause" prohibiting POTUS from taking payments from individual states. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/11/21/kentucky-governors-stay-trump-hotel-could-carry-legal-implications-president/

1.30.2018
Paul Ryan says releasing the Republican propaganda memo could help "cleanse" the FBI https://twitter.com/ChrisMegerian/status/958368046992756736
In SOTU address, Trump called on Congress to give him unprecedented and unquestionably antidemocratic powers: “Tonight,” he said, “I call on the congress to empower every Cabinet secretary with the authority to reward good workers—and to remove federal employees who undermine the public trust or fail the American people.” In other words, Trump is calling for an end to any semblance of independence for the IRS, the FBI, the Department of Justice, or any other federal agency.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/donald-trump-just-asked-congress-to-end-the-rule-of-law.html?via=recirc_engaged
Just before Trump’s SOTU speech began, the Washington Post reported that Trump’s pick for ambassador to South Korea — Victor Cha, one of America’s most respected North Korea experts — was being withdrawn. The reason cited by the Post was a chilling one: Cha had opposed the administration’s proposal for a limited military strike in a private meeting. Cha all but confirmed this himself a few hours after the news broke when he published an op-ed in the same paper criticizing the idea of attacking North Korea. Cha’s withdrawal seriously worried South Korea’s government, which had formally approved the pick. It also terrified North Korea experts, who saw it as a clear sign that the war talk wasn’t merely chatter. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/1/31/16954880/trump-north-korea-south-korea-ambassador-victor-cha
GOP members of House Oversight and Judiciary expected to get briefed by DOJ inspector general Horowitz, who is conducting his own probe into FBI actions during 2016. Dems say they weren’t invited. https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/958102890912079874 Decision to exclude Dems would've been made by Republicans, not by DOJ OIG, which would opt whenever possible to conduct a bipartisan briefing. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/958115310116237312
Mike Conaway, the Republican running the House Russia probe, says he is not aware of what investigation Devin Nunes is conducting into DOJ/FBI - says he has not been told of the inquiry’s scope https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/958354233207808000
The striking similarity between a Treasury Department report of Russian oligarchs—released at 11:44pm on day of deadline—and a 2017 list of wealthy Russians published in Forbes Magazine is no coincidence. … a Treasury Department spokesperson confirmed to BuzzFeed News that the unclassified annex of the report was derived from Forbes’ ranking of the “200 richest businessmen in Russia 2017.” https://www.buzzfeed.com/johnhudson/trump-administration-admits-it-cribbed-forbes-magazine-to?utm_term=.ib5VoL7NM#.jlQw1yrAj
In the last week, however, somebody high up – as yet unknown – threw out the whole expert work. It could be somebody in the State Department, the Treasury or the White House. Instead of using the vetted, thoroughly researched list, this unknown political superior simply wrote down the top of the Russian presidential administration and government plus the 96 Russian billionaires on the Forbes list. This act has numerous implications. 
by this action, this senior official ridiculed the government experts who had prepared another report. Any serious Russian who reads the published list can only conclude that U.S. intelligence is as dumb as it gets. https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/01/31/steve-mnuchin-russia-sanctions-list-forbes-216556
this was supposed to be a list naming and shaming specific, odious and corrupt figures around the Kremlin. By mentioning more than 200 people, the U.S. government achieved the opposite effect
Paul Ryan claims to have intervened to fix FDA approval for new chemotherapy treatment: an FDA source asked if this process required special intervention by a congressman said no and ripped Paul Ryan for suggesting as much. "Highly unethical" if he got a favor; "terrible message" to send to public if not. https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/958378836294623233
Ike Kaveladze, the “eighth man” in the much-talked-about Trump Tower meeting of June 2016 is suing George Lakoff for accusing him of money-laundering.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/erik-wemple/wp/2018/01/31/eighth-man-in-famed-trump-tower-meeting-sues-msnbc-guest-over-money-laundering-claim/?utm_term=.1181529320bd
Scott Pruitt’s EPA and the White House sought to block publication of a federal health study on a nationwide water-contamination crisis, after one Trump administration aide warned it would cause a "public relations nightmare," [As of May 2018, More than three months later, the draft study remains unpublished, and the HHS unit says it has no scheduled date to release it for public comment.] https://www.politico.com/story/2018/05/14/emails-white-house-interfered-with-science-study-536950
https://newrepublic.com/article/149280/military-drinking-water-crisis-white-house-tried-hide

in keeping with one of President Trump’s first executive orders, which drastically expanded who the federal government considered a priority for deportation, the most striking aspect of ICE under this administration has been its refusal to distinguish between law-abiding immigrants, whose undocumented status obscures their integration into American life, and those with active criminal records https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/ice-is-out-of-control.html

As Fox News opinion hosts have grown increasingly conspiratorial in the past week — going to ever-greater lengths to defend President Donald Trump — other conservative commentators are expressing alarm at what they describe as a rising threat to both their movement and the country. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/26/fox-news-deep-state-conspiracies-372856

FBi director wants to brief the House Intelligence panel on concerns regarding release of the memo, but Republicans rejected the Democrats’ request to hear from him. “They were not willing to meet with the FBI director,” Schiff said. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-29/republicans-push-to-release-memo-alleging-fbi-anti-trump-abuses

1.29.2018
In essence, “Tonight Trump administration has resolved to leave future elections open to more Russian assistance to GOP candidates while firing and insulting FBI officials who have sought to protect elections against Russia” https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/958160740967440384
Trump administration ignores deadline to impose Russia sanctions passed 98-2 in Senate. Even Russians seemed to think Trump would implement the sanctions. All morning long they've been discussing "Fire and Fury," showing Hillary reading the excerpts and discussing possible retaliation. In fact, they've been dragging Trump for days. Seems like he got the message. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/958132551171891200
Politician on #Russia's state TV urges retaliation: —"Let's hit Trump with our Kompromat!" Host: "Do we have it?" — "Of course we have it!" https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/904813776033251328
The FBI and DOJ are being "investigated" by a partisan body that obsequiously praises the president on command. https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/958134667231801344
Rep. Adam Schiff (D-CA) tells Washington Post that acting FBI director Wray “raised concerns” about the Nunes memo after viewing it, told Schiff about them today. Asked House committee to wait for him to brief them before voting on release. Committee instead voted tonight. https://twitter.com/costareports/status/958130944040464384
CIA chief Mike Pompeo tells the BBC he expects Russia to try and interfere in US mid term elections later this year. He tells me he hasn't seen a significant decrease in its subversive activity in Europe or the US. https://twitter.com/gordoncorera/status/958097614901252096
McCabe resignation: Kremlinology singularity; many competing interpretations mostly bad https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/21/16801054/andrew-mccabe-trump-fbi-mueller-republicans
Whatever the proximate origins, “McCabe is latest in Trump's slow-motion Saturday Night Massacre. Firing of Yates, Bharara, Comey; attempted firing of Mueller; and now removal of McCabe.” https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/958041914523168768
The president’s son is suggesting that McCabe's resignation is tied to the release of the Nunes memo. The White House says no one has seen it yet — including Trump himself. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/958048998547513345
Reading between the derp and brushing aside the insults, Donald Trump Jr seems to be suggesting that McCabe's resignation is tied to the release of the Nunes memo. The House Intel Committee might vote on the release today. https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/958046563871358981 In a normal environment, public comments by the president's son on a sensitive national security issue would indicate he had some direct knowledge of what he was commenting on. https://twitter.com/joshrogin/status/958057660884115456
House committee members actually, literally, voted against a motion to provide themselves underlying documents it referenced http://www.pogoarchives.org/m/ga/POGO_Letter_to_Paul_Ryan_Re_Nunes_Memo_2018-02-02.pdf
yielding to a social media campaign they themselves launched—House Republicans are gearing up to #ReleaseTheMemo, perhaps as soon as Monday evening, despite a warning from the Justice Department that doing so would be “extraordinarily reckless.” https://www.justsecurity.org/51385/releasing-memo/
many of the representatives most vocally touting the supposedly explosive contents of the Nunes memo do not appear to believe the systemic abuse of intelligence authorities they’re alleging calls for a rethinking of any of those authorities. As Marcy Wheeler notes, the same Steve King who thought the Nunes memo documented abuses “worse than Watergate” not only voted to extend section 702 for another 6 years, but voted against an amendment that would have imposed a warrant requirement on queries of the 702 database pertaining to American. So did Nunes himself, as well as Reps. Matt Gaetz and Ron DeSantis. https://www.justsecurity.org/51385/releasing-memo/
Nunes and his allies aren’t in any respect behaving as you might expect from members of Congress who have uncovered serious intelligence abuses. They’ve resisted sharing their findings with their own colleagues on the Senate Intelligence Committee, nor did they hasten to send copies to the Trump appointees now heading the Justice Department and the FBI itself. Nor, for that matter, have they been demanding publication of the underlying applications upon which the memo is based—which, if they truly contain little more than invocations of the Steele dossier, could be published with only minor redactions to establish their case beyond reasonable dispute. In short, rather than taking any of the steps you might suppose a majority party would purse, either in terms of revisiting policy or seeking internal review by the executive branch agencies involved, House Republicans have focused on whipping up public demands for the release of their own accusations. https://www.justsecurity.org/51385/releasing-memo/
The republicans voted to make public their partisan memo attacking the FBI & DOJ, but refused to make public the Democratic memo defending the FBI & DOJ.
Chairman of the House intelligence committee Nunes refused to answer when a colleague asked him if he had coordinated his incendiary surveillance memo with the White House https://www.thedailybeast.com/devin-nunes-wont-say-if-he-worked-with-white-house-on-anti-fbi-memo
US president announces that his campaign’s livestream of State of the Union speech will display campaign donors’ names on screen. https://twitter.com/briannelsonnow/status/958089792377335808
sitting U.S. Congressman appearing on a show hosted by a racist homophobic bigot who has harassed parents of kids who were shot and killed at Sandy Hook https://twitter.com/slpng_giants/status/958071564741718016

John Kelly has been calling DOJ officials to "lecture them on the White House’s expectations...He has taken to ending such conversations with a disclaimer that the White House isn’t expecting officials to do anything illegal or unethical." https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/958074534212657152 (These calls would have violated the WH - DOJ contacts policy of the previous six administrations which limited such calls to the WH Counsel. https://twitter.com/RonaldKlain/status/958151655668797446)

the president’s lawyers are reported to be “negotiating” with the special counsel over the terms of an interview. One might wonder, from Mueller’s perspective, what there is to negotiate. He is charged with conducting a thorough investigation, and he has subpoena power. Shouldn’t he be able to ask every pertinent question of any relevant witness? … The public will not know the truth about any “negotiations” that took place over interview conditions because they will hear only the president’s version of those events.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/trump-is-using-an-interview-offer-as-another-way-to-discredit-the-mueller-probe.html

Donald Trump believes the polar ice caps stopped melted and have instead reached “a record level.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/957827672469655553

EPA has put posters up at agency buildings celebrating regulatory rollbacks https://twitter.com/EricLiptonNYT/status/956377891931074561

President Trump is making clear that he wants a controversial memo to be released that Republicans say will at least partly discredit the ongoing investigation into Russian meddling in the election. Trump’s desire put him at odds with the Justice Department, which had said it would be “extraordinarily reckless” to release of the memo without an official review. White House Chief of Staff John Kelly went as far as to tell Attorney General Jeff Sessions about the president’s view on the memo, even though Congress is the one that has to approve the release of the document https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/although-there-are-rational-concerns-to-releasing-the-memo-the-president-sides.html?via=recirc_recent

Over a one-week period, the VP, the RNC, and the NRSC are all helping Trump personally profit off the presidency. https://twitter.com/asmith83/status/957735975068864513

Trump's DC hotel had an average monthly occupancy rate of about 50% through November 2017, according to data provided to CNN covering the first 11 months of 2017. That occupancy rate is about one-third below an industry average for a broad group of luxury hotels in Washington over the same period. Despite the low occupancy, the Trump hotel charged nightly room rates that were 40% higher on average than those same nearly two dozen hotels. https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/27/politics/trump-hotel-occupancy-rates-data/index.html

1.27.2018
Trump doesn't get why he can't simply give orders to "my guys" at what he calls the "Trump Justice Department" https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/957395635338207232
NY Times continues to disgrace itself https://twitter.com/IChotiner/status/957270836334874626 Published favorable editorial on Stephen Miller, on Holocaust Remembrance Day; NYT editor then mocks critics https://twitter.com/AllMattNYT/status/957417072304193538
Julian Assange privately told Sean Hannity Twitter account to use "other channels" so he could tell him "news about (Mark) Warner," the Dem leading the Senate's Russia investigation. (Except it wasn't Sean Hannity. It was a woman in Texas.) https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/958147884553302016

Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker has refused to call special elections to fill the seats of former state senator Frank Lasee, of De Pere, and former state representative Keith Ripp, of Lodi, a pair of Republicans who quit the legislature in December to take posts with the governor’s administration. The governor wants to leave those seats open until January 2019—denying tens of thousands of Wisconsinites representation for a full year.  https://www.thenation.com/article/scott-walker-is-literally-preventing-wisconsinites-from-voting/ (This is part of a trend. https://twitter.com/mattmfm/status/956904124460740608)

The Trump administration is lifting key controls on toxic air pollution https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/1/26/16936104/epa-trump-toxic-air-pollution

Senior Trump campaign officials did not just lie to the media and the public. They also lied to federal authorities or risked doing so. The list of associates who have either been proven to have taken this path—or seem to have—includes, in chronological order:
1. Jeff Sessions, who told Congress he had no contacts with Russians about the election (Jan. 10 and 17, 2017)
2. Jared Kushner, who omitted key meetings with Russians on his security clearance forms (Jan. 18, 2017)
3. Michael Flynn, who lied to FBI investigators about whether he discussed U.S. sanctions for election interference with the Russian ambassador (Jan. 24, 2017)
4. George Papadopoulos, who lied to FBI investigators about his contacts with Russian agents (Jan. 27, 2017)
5. K. T. McFarland, who told Congress she was not aware of Flynn’s contacts with the Russian ambassador (sometime in July)
6. Donald Trump Jr., who told Congress that he did not inform his father of the Trump Tower meeting with Russians and senior campaign officials (Sept. 7)
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/the-trump-teams-lies-about-russia-are-looking-more-and-more-like-an-orchestrated-conspiracy.html

Trump has zeroed in on a group of personal advisors on intelligence matters, and Stephen Feinberg is top on the list to lead it: a GOP megadonor who lacks any intel or even govt experience, & whose large stake in conflict-zone contractor represents a huge conflict of interest. https://twitter.com/nedprice/status/956947970326450176 He’s also one of the largest shareholders in Deutsche Bank https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/956953831304323073

1.26.2018
WSJ editor Gerry Baker spotted at lavish Davos party thrown by Russian oligarch, w/in Putin’s inner circle, whose relationship with Manafort is under scrutiny https://twitter.com/Hadas_Gold/status/957991030401445895

President Trump blew up in anger after learning that a top Department of Justice (DOJ) official had warned against releasing a classified memo by Republican staffers that allegedly proves an anti-Trump bias in the DOJ and FBI. Trump was furious when he learned that Associate Attorney General Stephen Boyd had said it would be “extraordinarily reckless” to release the classified memo. http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/371267-trump-furious-over-doj-guidance-against-releasing-classified-nunes

1.25.2018
Trump is holding the office of president, but he’s not doing the job of president. He seems to have no real idea what’s going on, even with his own signature policy moves. Some of his misstatements have the color of propaganda, but often he seems to be caught up in other people’s propaganda or even to have misunderstood his own talking points. He’s disengaged from the details of big questions like NAFTA — “I may terminate NAFTA, I may not,” he says profoundly. He can’t even describe his own negotiating positions in the immigration standoff accurately.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/26/16936802/trump-not-really-president
2 dads nabbed by ICE as they drop off kids at NJ school; 3rd takes shelter in church http://pix11.com/2018/01/25/2-dads-nabbed-by-ice-as-they-drop-off-kids-at-nj-school-3rd-takes-shelter-in-church/

the CEO class in America has decided that a steady dose of flattery is the best way to keep Trump focused on his current embrace of hard-right economic policy rather than following through on the populist impulses he voiced on the campaign trail. https://www.vox.com/explainers/2018/1/25/16904136/corporate-america-tax-cut-celebrations-explained

The chairman of the House Intelligence Committee has reportedly denied Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman Richard Burr’s (R-N.C.) staff access to a classified memo detailing allegations of government surveillance abuse that is tied to the ongoing Russia election meddling investigation. http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/370595-house-intel-denied-senate-intel-committee-access-to-surveillance

AIVD (Dutch intelligence) director Bertholee stated that he is extra careful when it comes to sharing intelligence with the U.S., now that Donald Trump is President https://nos.nl/nieuwsuur/artikel/2213767-dutch-intelligence-first-to-alert-u-s-about-russian-hack-of-democratic-party.html

1.24.2018
as Republicans were clamoring to make public a secret document they think will undercut the investigation into Russian meddling, President Trump made clear his desire: Release the memo.
Trump’s directive was at odds with his own Justice Department, which had warned that releasing the classified memo written by congressional Republicans would be “extraordinarily reckless” without an official review. Nevertheless, White House Chief of Staff John F. Kelly relayed the president’s view to Attorney General Jeff Sessions — although the decision to release the document ultimately lies with Congress. [“why is Sessions meeting with Kelly about the memo? He is recused from the investigation it relates to.”] https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/957384236020981760
Idaho invites health insurers to discriminate against preexisting conditions, contrary to the Affordable Care Act https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/956553771743633410
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/idaho-ignoring-obamacare-pre-existing-condition-rules.html
With a tie-breaking vote cast by Vice President Mike Pence, the Senate confirmed longtime religious-right figurehead and outgoing (and unpopular) Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback to be the US’s “ambassador-at-large for international religious freedom” https://www.vox.com/identities/2018/1/25/16919362/understanding-the-fake-historian-behind-americas-religious-right
US Senator Ron Johnson tells us his “secret society” comments were based on an informant and the words used in a Strzok-Page text exchange. He acknowledges not knowing what they meant - and says the focus now on his committee is the Clinton email scandal. https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/956204679838433281

1.23.2018
Wisconsin Republicans voted Tuesday to remove the state’s top election and ethics officials, despite looming state and federal elections. Led by Republicans in a vote along party lines, the state Senate voted to oust Ethics Administrator Brian Bell and Elections Administrator Michael Haas from their respective roles by denying to confirm them on a permanent basis. Both men did not get a customary public hearing before the vote. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/wisconsin-election-officials_us_5a68f253e4b002283009199e?uun
CFPB chief Mulvaney sends memo saying “we work for those who make loans as well as those who take them.” Despite the fact that CFPB is the Consumer Protection Financial Bureau. https://slate.com/business/2018/01/mick-mulvaney-says-the-consumer-financial-protection-bureau-works-for-payday-lenders-too.html

Michigan man arrested for making repeated threats against CNN personnel. “Fake news. I’m coming to gun you all down,” he said in one call. “”I am on my way right now to gun the f****** CNN cast down …. I am coming to kill you,” he said in a second call. (Following day, Trump attacks CNN again.) http://www.whdailyjournal.com/trump-attacks-cnn-man-arrested/

Wells Fargo & Co.'s move to raise its minimum pay to $15 an hour was part of a long-term plan and not related to the passage of the Republican tax overhaul as the company implied, said a bank spokesman, who later backtracked and stated the hikes were a result of the bill's approval. http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-wells-fargo-taxes-pay-20171221-story.html

The Trump administration is waiving more than 30 environmental rules to accelerate the construction of President Trump’s proposed border wall in New Mexico - Washington Examiner

Trump pledged to donate the profits from any foreign governments staying in his namesake hotels to the U.S. Treasury. To date, no such payments to the Treasury have been made https://www.apnews.com/23fa1409935948748fe78de3831fd861

“Every day, the president’s favored source of information broadcasts new calls to purge the DOJ and FBI of everyone who isn’t a personal loyalist” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/955791864719925248

What’s atypical about the “release the memo” conspiracy is that it’s being embraced by the much of the conservative movement — up to and including the president of the United States. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/1/23/16923126/missing-fbi-texts-strzok-page
CNN has found that over 1,000 accounts pushing the #ReleaseTheMemo hashtag were created within days of those posts being made. https://twitter.com/krassenstein/status/956320210474090496

Trump admin has supported full transparency for political opponents and immigrants—not for agencies, ethics disclosures & the finances of the president. The Press Secretary has now ignored over a year of questions about open government from Sunlight Foundation. https://twitter.com/digiphile/status/955921398672887808

1.22.2018
GOP Senators and cabinet secretary meet with Supreme Court justice for political conversation https://twitter.com/Pdhenderson1/status/955804153854427137
Trump sharply questioned Attorney General Jeff Sessions and FBI Director Christopher Wray during a White House meeting on January 22 about why two senior FBI officials — Peter Strzok and Lisa Page — were still in their jobs despite allegations made by allies of the president that they had been disloyal to him and had unfairly targeted him and his administration, according to two people with knowledge of the matter. The president also pressed his attorney general and FBI director to work more aggressively to uncover derogatory information within the FBI’s files to turn over to congressional Republicans working to discredit the two FBI officials, according to the same sources. The very next day, Trump met Sessions again, this time without Wray present, and even more aggressively advocated that Strzok and Page be fired https://www.vox.com/2018/4/20/17258230/trump-sessions-fire-fbi-officials-strzok-page-text-messages
CFPB chief Mulvaney stealthily closed an investigation into a South Carolina-based payday lender, World Acceptance Corporation, which had previously donated to his campaigns.  http://www.ibtimes.com/political-capital/cfpb-drops-investigation-payday-lender-contributed-mick-mulvaneys-campaigns

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement has detained or deported several prominent immigrant activists across the country https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/ice-has-detained-or-deported-foreigners-who-are-also-immigration-activists/2018/01/19/377af23a-fc95-11e7-a46b-a3614530bd87_story.html

Attorney General Jeff Sessions — at the public urging of President Donald Trump — has been pressuring FBI Director Christopher Wray to fire Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, but Wray threatened to resign if McCabe was removed https://www.axios.com/scoop-1516661397-877adb3e-5f8d-44a1-8a2f-d4f0894ca6a7.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=twsocialshare&utm_campaign=organic

Trump refused to believe US intel officials that North Korea had test fired ICBMs. North Korea didn't have that capability, he insisted, saying he knew this "because Vladimir Putin had told him so." https://twitter.com/gregpmiller/status/1096197023458619397

Also, FBI lawyer James A. Baker who was recently “reassigned” after pressure from Sessions. https://www.axios.com/scoop-sessions-fbi-trump-christopher-wray-877adb3e-5f8d-44a1-8a2f-d4f0894ca6a7.html

1.21.2018
Since Friday afternoon, communication between the White House and the Senate Democrats seems to have gone into radio silence. As of Sunday morning, neither Trump nor Kelly had spoken with Schumer, MSNBC’s Kasie Hunt reported. And Sen. Jeff Flake (R-AZ), one of the moderate Senate Republicans working with Democrats to come to a bipartisan immigration deal said he knew of no communication from the White House to the Senate. “From the White House, I don’t know of any negotiations that are going on,” Flake said. “The only negotiations I know of are among us, here.” https://www.vox.com/2018/1/21/16916344/john-kelly-trump-white-house-daca-senate-graham-durbin
People calling the White House telephone comment line 202-456-1111 received the following recorded message: “Thank you for calling the White House. Unfortunately, we cannot answer your call today, because congressional Democrats are holding government funding, including funding for our troops and other national security priorities, hostage to an unrelated immigration debate. Due to this obstruction, the government is shut down.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jan/22/us-shutdown-white-house-phone-message-blames-democrats
WH legislative director tries to wash his hands of despicable immigration ads. “That was run by an outside group.” The “outside group” is Donald J. Trump for president: the president claims no control over his own campaign committee. https://twitter.com/davidaxelrod/status/955096781129478144
By the way, how was this ad ready so quickly?
Senator Lindsey Graham: ““Every time we have a proposal, it is yanked back by staff members,” Graham, one of the key Republicans in immigration talks, told reporters Sunday afternoon. “As long as Steven Miller is in charge of negotiating immigration we are going nowhere.” https://www.vox.com/2018/1/21/16916344/john-kelly-trump-white-house-daca-senate-graham-durbin
Vice President Pence uses American soldiers as props while delivering partisan political attack https://twitter.com/RonaldKlain/status/955115318795538432
Stanford professor accused of being a terrorist for being antifascist https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/feb/08/stanford-professor-mccarthyism-antifa

In January this year, “Anger Groups” (Groupes Colère) started to appear across French Facebook. … around the same time, Mark Zuckerberg announced two algorithm changes to Facebook’s News Feed that would “prioritize news that is trustworthy, informative, and local.” … Facebook tweaked its algorithm and local Anger Groups spread across French Facebook at a shocking speed.  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/france-paris-yellow-jackets-facebook

1.20.2018
First ever government shutdown when one party occupies White House, plus House & Senate majorities
#SchumerShutdown is now vying with #ReleaseTheMemo for the most-shared hashtag by the Russian-linked Twitter accounts tracked by Hamilton 68: https://dashboard.securingdemocracy.org 

the Pentagon released the unclassified summary version of America’s new National Defense Strategy. For the first time since 2008, it makes no mention of climate change. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/1/23/16918280/trump-military-climate-change

1.19.2018
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell effectively brags about the fact that he is, completely unnecessarily, trying to hold one vulnerable group hostage against another. https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/954460794091130882
“having talked to several R senators, none of them seem to know or want to say what they are voting on at 10 pm.” https://twitter.com/taragolshan/status/954534806611808256
For the most part, federal employees say they’ve been left totally in the dark about the potential shutdown — very different from 2013  https://twitter.com/aterkel/status/954433956405043201
US Secretary of Defense: “"We're on the verge of a government shutdown or at best yet another debilitating continuing resolution. We need Congress back in the driver's seat of budget decisions, not in the spectator's seat of the Budget Control Act's indiscriminate and automatic cuts."”
Trump’s 39 percent approval rating is the lowest such number the poll has found for any modern president after one year in office, NBC News reported. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/19/poll-trump-approval-rating-2018-349306
US president signs extension of Section 702 warrantless surveillance policy, then immediately and nonsensically tweets that it is “not the same FISA law” which he has alleged was abused during the 2016 election. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/954482373915267077
A year into Donald Trump’s presidency, records show five of his top staffers still have not secured final approval of their financial reports — disclosures that are required by law to ensure Americans that these senior officials aren’t personally benefiting from their White House jobs. http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article195476759.html
US customs & border got on a Greyhound bus yesterday at 4:30pm in Fort Lauderdale and asked every passenger for their papers and to prove citizenship https://twitter.com/FLImmigrant/status/954771543535611904

The National Security Agency deleted data related to surveillance operations despite promises to preserve the data, according to a new report. Politico reported that the NSA was under court orders to preserve data related to the case. The NSA told a U.S. District Court judge this week that it failed to preserve the content of intercepted internet communications. http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/369868-nsa-failed-to-preserve-data-from-surveillance-program-it-pledged-to

the Trump administration has been gradually sidelining diplomats and other civil servants responsible for advocating and negotiating international sanctions, a development that has sapped morale at the State Department and prompted a flight of critical sanctions experts from the U.S. diplomatic corps — a trend that could hamstring the administration’s ability to effectively craft sanctions in the future. http://foreignpolicy.com/2018/01/19/united-nations-sanctions-state-department-treasury-trump-s-government-faces-critical-brain-drain-of-sanctions-experts/

The CDC is dramatically cutting back on its stop-the-next-plague-abroad work. https://twitter.com/drewfhinshaw/status/954476003975467008

Russian-linked bots on Twitter are pushing for the House Intelligence Committee to release a classified report written by committee Chairman Devin Nunes (R-Calif.). (Some Republicans believe that the report shows political bias in the FBI and Department of Justice investigation of possible ties between the Trump campaign and Russia.) #ReleaseTheMemo is the top trending hashtag among Twitter accounts believed to be operated by Kremlin-linked groups, according to Hamilton 68, a website which tracks Russian propaganda online. http://thehill.com/policy/technology/369797-russian-twitter-accounts-are-pushing-house-intelligence-to-release-shocking
http://www.businessinsider.com/release-the-memo-campaign-russia-linked-twitter-accounts-2018-1

The “Democrats are trying to pack the country with foreigners to disenfranchise ‘real’ (i.e. white) Americans” narrative is becoming an open, mainstream Republican position http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/369686-conservative-commentator-white-supremacists-may-be-bad-but-at

U.S. Passport checking guy... “What do you do?” “I’m a writer” “You haven’t come to write bad stuff about our president have you?” Long silence whilst I worked out if he was actually serious Stony official stare from him until I said “No” Then waved in to USA https://twitter.com/herdyshepherd1/status/954203002327437312

1.18.2018
Dept. of Defense official spokesperson: “We have been working under a #ContinuingResolution for three years now. Our current CR expires tomorrow, 19 Jan. This is wasteful and destructive. We need a fully-funded #FY18budget or face ramifications on our military.” https://twitter.com/ChiefPentSpox/status/954034846644531201
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said his department is “ready” if the government shutters Friday at midnight, but his own employees have no clue what will happen, what it might mean for them — and therefore what that means for you. https://www.vox.com/2018/1/18/16906654/government-shutdown-tillerson-state-department
President Donald Trump keeps claiming that the possible government shutdown on Friday will hurt the military worst of all. This is false. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/1/18/16905640/government-shutdown-military-trump
With less than 30 hours until a government shutdown, House GOP takes a recess to accommodate a Republican political rally in Pennsylvania. https://twitter.com/BettyMcCollum04/status/954127913472987137
the CFPB dropped a lawsuit in Kansas against four payday lenders without any explanation, other than a weak assurance that it would continue investigating the case https://slate.com/business/2018/01/mick-mulvaney-says-the-consumer-financial-protection-bureau-works-for-payday-lenders-too.html
Trump tweets (i.e. official presidential statements): 
I’m going to PA to campaign for a Republican (White House: No he’s going to talk taxes) 
I don’t like this CHIP business (Paul Ryan: No he actually does) 
The Wall has always been the same (John Kelly: No) 
Mexico will pay for The Wall (Mexico: No)
https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/954039570722643968

Prospective buyers of luxury apartments in the new Trump Towers project outside India’s capital are being lured with an unusual promise: If you buy a flat, we’ll fly you to the U.S. to meet Don Jr.  https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/954107504409137156

Since declaring a public health emergency Oct. 26, Trump has tweeted about Hillary 30 times. He has tweeted about opioids 5 times. https://twitter.com/JasonMillman/status/951461153120636928

U.S. State Department drops funding for North Korea human rights projects by 43% https://www.nknews.org/2018/01/u-s-state-department-drops-funding-for-north-korea-human-rights-projects-by-43/

The HHS civil rights office is specifically plucking out religious liberty as a separate priority from enforcing civil rights laws. Getting own team. https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/953821839175966727
https://www.vox.com/2018/1/18/16906074/trump-hhs-office-healthcare-workers-religious-objections

According to the report by UCS, a nonprofit group of independent scientists, the administration's skeptical view of science advisers is represented by diminished staffing at the White House and across various government agencies. President Trump is the first president in four decades to not appoint a presidential science adviser, the report said. Less than a third of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy is full, with only 38 of 130 total positions filled.  http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/369520-study-white-house-abandoning-science-advice-at-unprecedented-levels

1.17.2018
More pro-GOP propaganda, in this case including a rewrite of an already published headline, by the NY Times https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/1/17/1733516/-NY-Times-finally-speaks-the-truth-and-then-quickly-changes-the-headline
Apple publishes news release supporting the Trump administration’s “America First” branding efforts. (nothing in today’s announcement reflects an actual change in response to the tax bill.) https://slate.com/business/2018/01/tim-cook-is-now-just-pandering-to-donald-trump.html
It’s been one year since Jared Kushner, senior adviser and son-in-law to the president, assumed office, but he’s yet to receive full security clearance for his role in the White House.
The unprecedented delay in clearance represents a violation of security norms and suggests that Kushner continues to receive special treatment due to his relationship to President Donald Trump http://www.newsweek.com/jared-kushner-without-security-clearance-after-one-year-white-house-783965
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said in a speech at Stanford University on Wednesday that U.S. troops in Syria—thought to currently number around 2,000—would be remaining there indefinitely, even after all of ISIS’s territory has been retaken. What exactly those troops will be doing is unclear  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/the-war-in-syria-is-entering-a-complicated-new-phase-and-u-s-troops-will-be-in-the-middle-of-it.html
John K. Bush handed down his first published opinion in a constitutional case, Peffer v. Stephens. He used the occasion to create a new rule that guts the Fourth Amendment’s protections against unreasonable searches and seizures. In an astonishingly broad decision, Bush held that if a suspect may have used his home computer in commission of a crime, law enforcement officials have probable cause to search his entire house. Most of Trump’s judicial appointees share a similar jurisprudential philosophy. Bush’s ruling provides an early warning that these judges will not be eager to stand up for Americans’ right to privacy. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/john-k-bushs-opinion-in-peffer-v-stephens-is-truly-awful.html
The government of Qatar bought a $6.5m apartment in one of Donald Trump’s New York towers soon after the dismissal of a lawsuit that tried to stop the president benefiting from such deals. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/may/04/trump-qatar-buys-apartment-new-york-tower
Arizona Senator Jeff Flake compares Trump to Joseph Stalin. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/17/16901130/jeff-flake-senate-speech-fake-news-trump-stalin
After postponing from 1/8, Trump gives out “Most Dishonest and Corrupt Media Awards” (unintentionally following the lead of Venezuelan autocrat Nicolas Maduro) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/trumps-fake-news-awards-will-be-following-footsteps-of-venezuelas-maduro.html
The web site created to accompany this crashed

About 60 percent of top-ranking career diplomats have left the State Department, McClatchy reported. The number of people seeking to join the foreign service has also decreased, with applications dropping by half, according to the news outlet, which cited recent data from the American Foreign Service Association. http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/369279-60-percent-of-state-depts-top-ranking-career-employees-have-left

The Trump administration ended a contract for a public database of evidence-based mental health & substance abuse programs. The data remain online, but 90 new programs haven’t been added since this SAMHSA.gov website was frozen in September https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/953711819239182336

The price of the “Ivanka suite” at the Trump International Hotel in Washington D.C. has more than doubled since Donald Trump became president… the suite hasn’t been upgraded and still has a similar description. http://www.newsweek.com/ivanka-suite-trump-international-hotel-goes-2134-night-781136

1.16.2018
The first false nuclear strike alert was in February 1971. The second and third false nuclear strike alerts -- in Hawaii and Japan -- happened three days apart in January 2018. https://amp.fastcompany.com/40524460/could-false-alerts-and-fake-news-start-a-nuclear-war?__twitter_impression=true
US Department of Justice announced (capitalization theirs): “DOJ, DHS REPORT: THREE OUT OF FOUR INDIVIDUALS CONVICTED OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM AND TERRORISM-RELATED OFFENSES WERE FOREIGN-BORN.” (Which is completely and intentionally misleading… the report includes people who committed terrorist acts overseas, were arrested overseas and brought here to face trial.) https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/953279984344489985
Also, the Department of Homeland Security did not perform that analysis. DHS’ analysts did not even contribute to the highly controversial report, journalists subsequently discovered. https://www.thedailybeast.com/team-trump-bypassed-dhs-analysts-to-produce-bogus-terror-report
Errors in report later acknowledged but not retracted or corrected https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/justice-dept-admits-error-but-wont-correct-report-linking-terrorism-to-immigration/2019/01/03/cd29997a-0f69-11e9-831f-3aa2c2be4cbd_story.html
The Department of Justice proposes subjecting state and local officials to criminal charges if they implement or enforce so-called sanctuary policies that bar jurisdictions from cooperating with immigration authorities. ACLU notes “The Constitution doesn’t let the federal government force state and local officials to do the president’s bidding in this way." http://www.newsweek.com/trump-administration-wants-arrest-mayors-sanctuary-cities-783010
To defend the president, the U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security just said under oath that she does not know if Norway is predominantly white. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/953297419193802752
DHS employ falsely says "As I understand it, the [DACA] program ends March 5.” https://twitter.com/elisefoley/status/953317422861340672
Steve Bannon stonewalled congressional inquiries — even after a subpoena with bipartisan support. Lawmakers in both parties attributed Bannon's silence to the White House, which they said told him to refuse to discuss his time in the West Wing or on Trump's transition team. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/16/steve-bannon-congress-testimony-subpoena-341492
(That would be obstruction)
It appears that pro Turkish President hackers have taken over Greta Van Susteren's Twitter account. Looks like they’ve hacked into Eric Bolling’s Twitter account as well. The connection Greta and Eric Bolling have in this case is they're both followed by @realDonaldTrump - the hackers are now sending direct messages to President Trump from Greta's account. https://twitter.com/yashar/status/953405798918520834
CDC director not able to testify at Senate HELP hearing on public health threats due to ethics issues. She has yet to testify before Congress since she was sworn in last July https://twitter.com/Briannaehley/status/953364228265725952
CNN chief White House correspondent Jim Acosta accused White House press aides on Tuesday of trying to "drown out" his questions for President Trump by shouting when he tried to ask them. In a video of a meeting between Trump and President Nursultan Nazarbayev of Kazakhstan, Acosta can be heard asking Trump questions while press aides are heard repeatedly saying, "thank you, Jim," and attempting to wrap up questions from the press.  http://thehill.com/homenews/media/369167-cnns-acosta-says-white-house-staff-sought-to-drown-out-his-questions
Official Trump physical results claim that Trump is taller than innumerable photos indicate he really is

Can anyone think of any countries – other than Russia – that hold the United States in higher regard since the Trump era began? http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/donald-trump-running-out-countries-alienate

1.15.2018
Three-quarters of the members of a federally chartered board advising the National Park Service abruptly quit Monday night out of frustration that Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke had refused to meet with them or convene a single meeting last year. The resignation of nine out of 12 National Park System Advisory Board members leaves the federal government without a functioning body to designate national historic or natural landmarks. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/nearly-all-members-of-national-park-service-advisory-panel-resign-in-frustration/2018/01/16/b322ef5e-fae3-11e7-ad8c-ecbb62019393_story.html
CDC offers presentation on “health response to a nuclear detonation.” https://www.cdc.gov/cdcgrandrounds/archives/2018/January2018.htm
On Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette owner John R. Block ordered the paper to run an editorial defending president on racism charge. https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/18/trump-pittsburgh-post-gazette-editorial-shithole-346845

Senator Perdue ridiculed press reports that cited “multiple sources” familiar with the meeting. He suggested such claims were impossible, because there were only “six of us in the room.” But there weren’t six of anything in the room. The participants were Trump, his chief of staff John Kelly, White House policy adviser Stephen Miller, four senators, three congressmen, Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen, and Nielsen’s acting chief of staff, Chad Wolf. That’s 12 people. Nielsen, in a hearing on Tuesday, confirmed the number. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/the-rationale-behind-republicans-shithole-cover-up.html

1.14.2018
Trump falsely claims (again) that a government shutdown (which he is driving for) will defund armed services https://twitter.com/CyrusToulabi/status/952612207694622720

1.13.2018
As 1.5 million American citizens were told a ballistic missile was headed their way and to seek shelter immediately, Trump was somewhere on the back nine of his Florida golf course. He went ahead and finished out 18. https://twitter.com/JohnDingell/status/952253868896935936

1.12.2018
“The President paid hush money to a porn star and it may not be his biggest scandal of the day” https://twitter.com/Bencjacobs/status/951910296708317184
Trump makes a day-after attempt to deny his “shithole” comments, and two Republican senators who were in the room with multiple other witnesses (who corroborate the report) claim that they “do not recall” the comments. https://www.vox.com/2018/1/12/16885312/trump-shithole-countries-denial
US ambassador to Panama: "I signed an oath to serve faithfully the president .... in an apolitical fashion, even when I might not agree with certain policies. My instructors made clear that if I believed I could not do that, I would be honor bound to resign. That time has come" https://twitter.com/JSavageTweets/status/951858441454276608
The same Russian government-aligned hackers who penetrated the Democratic Party have spent the past few months laying the groundwork for an espionage campaign against the U.S. Senate, a cybersecurity firm said Friday. https://apnews.com/9a6888c2163f43a7913c808e8cf9bc6e
The Washington Post and the Partnership for Public Service, a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization, have been working together to track the status of 626 top jobs in the executive branch. As of this morning, there is no pending nominee for 245 of the 626 jobs we're tracking. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/daily-202/2018/01/12/daily-202-trump-has-no-nominees-for-245-important-jobs-including-an-ambassador-to-south-korea/5a57cce830fb0469e8840085/
New Hampshire’s “vote fraud investigator” refuses to answer any questions about what he is doing in that role https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/meet-bud-fitch-new-hampshires-new-vote-fraud-czar.html
Former Trump transition chief & outgoing New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie issued a letter in his last week in Trenton that declared any requests involving his office’s electronic records would be handled by his private lawyer, rather than by state employees. His lawyer subsequently acted to block requests for copies of his office’s correspondence with the real estate company previously managed by Jared Kushner, President Trump’s son-in-law. https://www.fastcompany.com/40577859/chris-christie-blocks-release-of-his-offices-emails-with-jared-kushners-company

“Climate change” and “global warming” are disappearing from government websites (round-up of examples)  https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/11/9/16619120/trump-administration-removing-climate-change-epa-online-website

1.11.2018
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/11/16880592/trump-wall-street-journal-interview-incoherent-bizarre-nafta-kim-jong-un
US president the president complains about immigrants from “shithole” countries like Haiti and says the US should take more immigrants from Norway instead. https://www.vox.com/2018/1/11/16880804/trump-shithole-countries-racism
Republican leader Paul Ryan no long even attempts to condemn Trump’s racism https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/12/16885412/paul-ryan-trump-racism-condemnation-curiel-shithole
President Donald Trump threw a scheduled congressional vote on a surveillance bill into chaos Thursday morning when he unexpectedly tweeted criticism of it, apparently in response to a Fox News segment. He then walked it back an hour and a half later. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/11/16878286/trump-fisa-tweet
White House officials also feared that Graham and Durbin would try to trick Trump into signing a bill that was damaging to him and would hurt him with his political base. https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/politics/inside-the-tense-profane-white-house-meeting-on-immigration/2018/01/15/13e79fa4-fa1e-11e7-8f66-2df0b94bb98a_story.html
US president cancels planned visit to London, citing laundry list of false reasons (real reason likely the prospect of outraged protests) https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jan/12/debunked-trump-reasons-for-cancelling-london-visit
In an interview with the WSJ, Trump accused 2 FBI agents of treason. (There is no legal or constitutional basis to support the allegation.) https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/951953079896854529
The administration’s conference call with the press concerning Iran nuclear deal sanctions reportedly descended into chaos when officials struggled for 22 minutes to configure the “listening only” feature. https://slate.com/technology/2018/01/a-press-call-descended-into-chaos-when-white-house-couldnt-enable-the-listening-only-feature.html
New estimates from the CBO say that a five-year extension would cost $800 million, and a 10-year extension would save $6 billion. … Since the argument was originally about how to offset the cost of extending CHIP funding but there now is no cost of extending CHIP funding, you’d think that would get Congress to an easy agreement, but Republican leadership still has no plans to bring a CHIP bill to the floor. The program’s funding expired more than 100 days ago, and kids are losing insurance. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/12/16880314/4-most-important-stories-in-politics-daca-chip

Trump administration changing rules to make it easier for banks to redline communities of color. https://twitter.com/samswey/status/951243831953055744

Before Trump entered politics, only 4% of his company's real estate buyers hid their identities with shell companies. Now it's spiked to 70% https://twitter.com/AriMelber/status/951109328278257665

1.10.2018
President Trump reached a major milestone on Wednesday, as the Washington Post noted: he has now told 2,000 lies since becoming president. https://slate.com/arts/2018/01/jimmy-kimmel-celebrates-trumps-2-000th-lie-with-a-stirring-documentary-tribute.html
We are now 14 months removed from the election and Trump is invoking Hillary Clinton, repeatedly, in a news conference with visiting Norwegian prime minister. https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/951189632133328896
NY Times refers to “increasing opportunities for American workers” in response to job growth lower than Obama’s final month which it called “ending the year on a tepid note.” https://twitter.com/Patrickesque/status/950888808471392256

Trump administation plans to nudge federal judge Michael Kanne into retiring with the promise of replacing him with a former clerk, Tom Fisher; “It seemed like the perfect plan — until Vice President Mike Pence’s aides got wind of it and scuttled Fisher’s nomination, according to five people familiar with the events. As solicitor general of Indiana, Fisher had defended Gov. Mike Pence’s policies in court, and aides to the now-vice president feared his nomination would dredge up events and information politically damaging to Pence.” https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/12/mike-pence-kanne-judge-trump-1411915

1.9.2018
U.S. officials are mulling the possibility of launching a military strike against North Korean (yet alleging that this will not lead to war), the Wall Street Journal reports.  https://www.axios.com/the-american-blood-nose-1515451409-55312e2d-1861-48fd-9e92-90f21d16c893.html
The Trump administration plans to loosen constraints on the use of nuclear weapons and develop a new low-yield nuclear warhead for US Trident missiles, according to a former official who has seen the most recent draft of a policy review. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jan/09/us-to-loosen-nuclear-weapons-policy-and-develop-more-usable-warheads
Consent decree which restrained RNC voter suppression efforts, for decades, tossed out https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/01/the-gop-just-received-another-tool-for-suppressing-votes/550052/
DHS “Operation Janus may revoke the citizenship of thousands of people, according to DHS. These are people who will have been U.S. citizens for decades.” https://rewire.news/article/2018/01/09/justice-department-revokes-naturalized-citizenship-citing-fingerprint-issue/
Fusion GPS co-founder Glenn Simpson’s testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee is released, against the efforts of Republicans on the committee to keep it secret; Simpson’s testimony debunks a Republican narrative that the FBI began investigating potential links between Donald Trump’s campaign and the Russian government based on Christopher Steele’s dossier. In fact, Simpson does clearly state that when Steele spoke to the FBI about his findings, the bureau “believed Chris’s information might be credible because they had other intelligence that indicated the same thing, and one of those pieces of intelligence was a human source from inside the Trump organization.” https://www.vox.com/2018/1/9/16870106/simpson-testimony-transcript
Trump staged a pointless, unproductive televised discussion of immigration policy with several members of Congress and successfully earned media plaudits for the feat of not suffering from any obvious symptoms of dementia. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/10/16872068/trump-daca-negotiations
In a bipartisan meeting,  televised and mostly open to the press, Trump appeared to agree to almost everything presented to him — even if it came from Democrats. https://www.vox.com/2018/1/9/16870060/trumps-immigration-meeting-congress-daca-explained
White House tried fudging the transcript https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/950925240519024643
The Trump administration just quietly waived punishment for 5 banks whose affiliates were convicted in an interest rate scheme. One of the banks that got a waiver was Deutche Bank -- which Trump owes at least $130 million to http://www.ibtimes.com/political-capital/trump-administration-waives-punishment-convicted-banks-including-deutsche-which
Following December comments by Scott Pruitt that Toyota would be “partnering” with the EPA, Toyota announces that no such plans have been settled http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/369394-toyota-says-it-wont-partner-with-epa-despite-pruitt-claim

If even a tenth of what Michael Wolff reports is true, we should really be worried. https://www.vox.com/world/2018/1/8/16863064/fire-and-fury-book-trump-michael-wolff

1.8.2018
The Trump administration is ending special protections for Salvadoran immigrants, which have been in place since 2001, forcing nearly 200,000 to leave the country or face deportation, officials said Monday. (El Salvador is the fourth country whose citizens have lost Temporary Protected Status under President Donald Trump, and they have been, by far, the largest beneficiaries of the program) https://apnews.com/65281deff5ef44c9a20c23e682ebc67e/US-to-end-special-protections-for-Salvadoran-immigrants
Puerto Rico's first female police chief resigned Monday amid a spike in killings while thousands of officers continue to call in sick to protest the lack of overtime pay. https://www.voanews.com/a/puerto-rico-police-chief-resigns/4199231.html
The Committee to Protect Journalists released a list of the world’s worst press oppressors Donald Trump took home the top honor https://twitter.com/krassenstein/status/950581647891513345
A former National Park Service official who improperly helped Washington Redskins owner Daniel Snyder cut down more than 130 trees to improve a river view at his Potomac, Md., estate has been chosen by the Trump administration to be one of the agency’s highest-ranking leaders. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/01/06/official-who-improperly-helped-redskins-owner-cut-down-trees-picked-as-national-park-service-deputy-director
Formerly antagonistic Sen. Bob Corker travels with Pres. Trump to Nasvhille aboard Air Force One; the two attend a Farm Bureau event together. https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/949414808524349440
At the event, Trump lies about the scale of GOP tax bill https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/08/us/politics/trump-tax-cuts-farmers-speech.html?smid=tw-nytimes&smtyp=cur
Today marks 100 days since the Children’s Health Insurance Program funding expired.

Capital’s museums promote false claims about climate change, in exhibits funded by the Koch brothers. https://twitter.com/jonahbusch/status/949774167276220416 https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/950096560473460737

President Trump is starting his official day much later than he did in the early days of his presidency, often around 11am, and holding far fewer meetings, according to copies of his private schedule shown to Axios. This is largely to meet Trump’s demands for more “Executive Time,” which almost always means TV and Twitter time alone in the residence, officials tell us. The schedules shown to me are different than the sanitized ones released to the media and public.  https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-sneak-peek-a7c58480-bc9e-4580-93c1-6358a6102b93.html?chunk=0&utm_term=twsocialshare#story0

1.7.2018
WSJ finds Indian Health Services nominee doesn't have background he says he does. "I’ve never heard that name before.” “I don’t recall that name whatsoever,” etc. Agency's response: "This is a pure act of character assassination” https://twitter.com/ericuman/status/949998814286565376
US ambassador to UN actually defends unhinged “mine is bigger” comments by president https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jan/07/nikki-haley-trump-kim-nuclear-button-tweet-toes

A man with unparalleled access to the world’s most powerful information-gathering machine, with an intelligence budget estimated at $73 billion last year, prefers to rely on conservative cable news hosts to understand current events. 
Trump may not be trying to divert the media, but the media definitely gets distracted. Trump’s morning tweets upend the news cycle, with cable news producers and assignment editors redistributing time and resources to cover his latest comments. Statements from the president are inherently newsworthy. But the result is certainly a positive one for Fox: The network’s partisan programming gets validation from the president, and forces the rest of the press to cover Fox’s obsessions whether they are newsworthy or not. https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/01/05/trump-media-feedback-loop-216248

Trump judicial nominations potentially “move the Overton window,” succeed or fail https://www.commondreams.org/views/2018/01/06/overton-window-and-trumps-judges

1.6.2018
Trump’s administration presents an infrastructure plan based on public-private partnerships — one day after Trump tells Republican leaders that infrastructure public-private partnerships are a bad idea. https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/politics/mixed-signals-on-infrastructure-plan-emerge-from-trump-retreat/2018/01/07/56aa5a8c-f3db-11e7-91af-31ac729add94_story.html
Roger Stone working to obtain a presidential pardon for WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange.  https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/10/text-messages-show-roger-stone-was-working-to-get-a-pardon-for-wikileaks-julian-assange/

The FBI has been investigating the Clinton Foundation for months https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/the-fbi-is-investigating-the-clinton-foundation/2018/01/05/1aca0d4a-f1cf-11e7-97bf-bba379b809ab_story.html

1.5.2018
More than a year after Republican leaders promised to investigate Russian interference in the presidential election, two influential Republicans on Friday made the first known congressional criminal referral in connection with the meddling — against one of the people who sought to expose it. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/05/us/politics/christopher-steele-dossier-judiciary-committee.html
One expert said that he had never heard of such a letter being released. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2018/01/05/the-gops-very-strange-letter-calling-for-an-investigation-of-christopher-steele/?tid=pm_politics_pop&utm_term=.419138d9e5ad
“Is Trump still sane?” asked the Friday lead headline on the site of Germany’s most respected conservative paper, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. The piece was published under the topic “mental health.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/01/05/as-fire-and-fury-is-published-europe-openly-debates-is-trump-still-sane/?tid=pm_world_pop&utm_term=.301df5d77b92
“We have seen how they can turn everything political, even a strictly rule-bound criminal investigation by a special counsel! When we met with some of the lawmakers, it was before the tax reform bill, and it was apparent that there were Republican Congress members who were equally concerned about danger. But then we saw the overwhelming support of the president for their own political goals — even Sen. Bob Corker, who had publicly expressed concerns about World War III!” https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/1/5/16770060/trump-mental-health-psychiatrist-25th-amendment
DOJ lawyers dig in against a court order to release documents from “Election Integrity Commission” to a Democratic member whose suit for access to the documents was judged valid on Dec. 22 (Trump said one of the reasons he was ending the voter fraud panel was to spare taxpayers the needless cost of litigation.) https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-voter-fraud-commission_us_5a50e8bde4b01e1a4b156fd4?p3f
Pres Trump said the economy was terrible under Pres Obama but now says slightly worse jobs numbers in his first year are great.  https://twitter.com/repsandylevin/status/949316871727304705
Deterioration of the NY Times continues https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/949706030904201216
https://twitter.com/hodgman/status/949410141962727432
Immigration officials said Friday they will proceed with the deportation of an Ohio man who is the sole provider and trained medical caregiver of a 6-year-old paraplegic boy. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/01/05/ice-move-forward-caregivers-deportation/1009303001/
CDC releases style guidelines which direct that the Affordable Care Act (the formal name of legislation) be called “Obamacare,” which is a nickname introduced by the legislation’s political opponents with pejorative intent https://www.schatz.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/CDC%20Response%201-5-18.pdf

With the new year, Republicans are eager to shut down probes of what President Trump has called “this Russia thing.” They are pressing to rapidly complete congressional inquiries into the Trump campaign’s interactions with Russia while working to undermine special counsel Robert Mueller’s ongoing investigation. http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/01/the-gops-new-years-resolution-make-russia-go-away/

Originally created in 2013 as a joke, the cryptocurrency “Dogecoin” recently surpassed $1 billion market capitalization http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2018/01/05/dogecoin_surpasses_1_billion_market_cap.html

Trump’s nominee to lead Indian Health Service appears to have inflated his résumé. He says he had “management positions” at a Joplin, Mo., hospital. Ex-co-workers say he had an "entry-level job." Former CFO: "I don’t recall that name whatsoever." https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-nominee-to-lead-indian-health-services-faces-claims-of-misrepresentation-1515170335

1.4.2018
In an unprecedented statement, the American president told the public that the voting "system is rigged." https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/948947969298108416
One of many lies that Trump and allies have told to excuse the collapse of their “Election Integrity Commission” https://thinkprogress.org/dunlap-commission-end-c3f744bf8545/
Meanwhile a decisive Virginia House election is decided by a drawing, after a judge placed by the losing Republican candidate rules that a spoiled ballot was a voter for that candidate, thus tying the race and allowing a “tie” breaker. https://twitter.com/FactPowerDotOrg/status/949378656685707264
as the White House struggled to contain the fallout from the book Fire and Fury, a lawyer for Trump sent a letter demanding Wolff and his publisher, Henry Holt & Co, “immediately cease and desist from any further publication, release or dissemination”, or excerpts and summaries of its contents https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jan/04/trump-lawyers-book-steve-bannon-white-house
With the Wolff book dominating airtime, this was one of the most significant policy days of Trump's tenure: - Allowed offshore drilling - Opened door to going after state-legal marijuana - Denied aid to Pakistan - Delayed anti-segregation rule https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/949286929517989888
Two of Congress’s most ardent Trump defenders, Reps. Jim Jordan (R-OH) and Mark Meadows (R-NC) of the House’s ultra-conservative Freedom Caucus, are calling for Attorney General Jeff Sessions to resign. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/4/16849318/freedom-caucus-jeff-sessions-resign-russia

The new tax bill denies defamation plaintiffs… any deductions for their attorney’s fees and costs, even when their claims succeed. The result is likely to be extremely high tax rates on defamation awards. In fact, this new tax burden on defamation plaintiffs would in some cases make it more expensive to sue someone who has defamed you than to just ignore them.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/the-gops-new-law-taxes-people-for-winning-defamation-claims.html

in response to Trump’s tweet about the size and potency of his nuclear button, 100 mental-health professionals signed their names to a statement reading, “We believe that he is now further unraveling in ways that contribute to his belligerent nuclear threats … We urge that those around him, and our elected representatives in general, take urgent steps to restrain his behavior and head off the potential nuclear catastrophe that endangers not only Korea and the United States but all of humankind.” https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2018/01/trump-is-mentally-unwell-and-everyone-around-him-knows-it.html
Vox asked seven Republican senators whether they took Trump’s “mine is bigger” tweet seriously, and whether they believe Congress should have a role in launching a nuclear attack. They seemed unfazed. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/4/16848846/7-republican-senators-trump-nuclear-button-tweet
By all accounts, most GOP Congress members recognize that Donald Trump is a pathological narcissist with early stage dementia and only peripheral contact with reality — and they have, nonetheless, decided to let him retain unilateral command of the largest nuclear arsenal on planet Earth because it would be politically and personally inconvenient to remove his finger from the button.

It’s been more than 100 days since Hurricane Maria ravaged the electrical grids of these two US territories, but 14,815 utility customers in the US Virgin Islands, more than a quarter of the total customers, still don’t have electricity. In Puerto Rico, 675,000 customers, or 43 percent of the total, lack power.  https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/10/30/16560212/puerto-rico-longest-blackout-in-us-history-hurricane-maria-grid-electricity

1.3.2018
In WH Press Sec’s initial statement she said that she had signed an executive order disbanding the vote fraud commission, then in an updated statement she said Trump signed it. No actual signed order has been released https://twitter.com/mattyglesias
Trump isn’t giving up on his quest to remove people from the voter rolls, the effort is just going underground. In his executive order disbanding the commission, Trump said its work would be handed over to the Department of Homeland Security. Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach, the commission’s vice chair, described it as a “tactical shift.” http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/01/donald-trump-shut-down-his-election-fraud-commission-but-he-hasnt-given-up-on-voter-suppression/
(This comes as news to DHS https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-dhs/dhs-election-unit-has-no-plans-for-probing-voter-fraud-sources-idUSKBN1EU1YF)
Trump has now declared he barely knew two of his campaign managers -- Manafort and Bannon -- the former of whom he's known for 30 years, and the latter of whom served as his chief strategist in the White House https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/949000743780044801

Trump has installed “acting” cronies — without senate confirmation — to run the IRS, Treasury’s financial crimes unit, and both US Attorney jobs that cover New York City.

Facebook has been on a censorship rampage against Palestinian activists who protest the decades-long, illegal Israeli occupation, all directed and determined by Israeli officials. Indeed, Israeli officials have been publicly boasting about how obedient Facebook is when it comes to Israeli censorship orders https://theintercept.com/2017/12/30/facebook-says-it-is-deleting-accounts-at-the-direction-of-the-u-s-and-israeli-governments/
 
1.2.2018
US president actually states “North Korean Leader Kim Jong Un just stated that the ‘Nuclear Button is on his desk at all times.’ Will someone from his depleted and food starved regime please inform him that I too have a Nuclear Button, but it is a much bigger & more powerful one than his, and my Button works!”
Left-leaning comedian Ellen DeGeneres must be part of a “deep state” conspiracy, President Donald Trump's son Eric said on Twitter Tuesday night http://www.newsweek.com/ellen-eric-trump-deep-state-donald-trump-shadow-government-769296

In other countries, governments have donated public land, approved permits and eased environmental regulations for Trump-branded developments, creating a slew of potential conflicts as foreign leaders make investments that can be seen as gifts or attempts to gain access to the American president through his sprawling business empire. http://www.miamiherald.com/latest-news/article192131674.html#storylink=cpy

While a seat on the Senate Finance Committee remains to be among the most coveted positions in Congress, typically filled by Congress’s most talented legislators and political tacticians, it’s become clear that the Republican leadership has made the calculation to keep most high-profile negotiating outside committee rooms and hidden away in the Senate leadership’s offices. It just looks like leadership and the committee chairman, who have all been here for a long time, have completely forgot how to do their jobs. They have forgotten how to legislate.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/2/16679690/orrin-hatch-retirement

North Carolina is no longer classified as a democracy - "North Carolina does so poorly on the measures of legal framework and voter registration, that on those indicators we rank it alongside Iran and Venezuela." http://amp.newsobserver.com/opinion/op-ed/article122593759.html

For over a week, a private helicopter bearing the Trump logo and name has sat on the helipad at Mar-a-Lago -- a helipad that is supposed to be used only for presidential business. http://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/who-using-the-trump-corporate-chopper-mar-lago/WmSKAW2ROOE9tG8fPNxw1K/

The Justice Department is pushing for a question on citizenship to be added to the 2020 census https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-justice-department-pushes-for-citizenship-question-on-census-alarming-experts

In 2011, 50.3 percent of Wisconsin public sector workers were in a union. By 2018, only 24.4 percent were — a direct consequence of the myriad anti-union bills that Walker pushed through. https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/6/12/18629803/diane-hendricks-beloit-billionaire-wisconsin-right-scott-walker

In April 2016, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rolled out new labels for mobile and fixed broadband providers, with the goal of helping consumers quickly access clear and concise information about the price and performance of every U.S. broadband company.  In 2018, President Trump’s pick to lead the FCC, Ajit Pai, overturned the net neutrality rules and got rid of the easy-to-read labels, replaced them instead with a Byzantine system of disclosure that impedes the ability of many consumers to locate this information, which, incidentally, ISPs are required to disclose by law. Making matters worse, broadband providers now have multiple options when it comes to publishing information about their network practices, performance, and characteristics—meaning consumers must hunt to find it.  https://gizmodo.com/ajit-pai-is-working-hard-to-make-broadband-users-dumb-a-1835947697

the Forbes 400 — the wealthiest 400 billionaires in the United States — had fully recovered their wealth within three years of the Great Recession. Within a decade, their wealth had increased over 80%. https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/perspectives/inequality-coronavirus-billionaires/index.html

1.1.2018
Up til Dec. 31, 2017, oil companies were taxed 9 cents per barrel to fund spill cleanups. On Jan. 1, 2018, GOP let the tax drop to 0. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/01/05/republicans-allowed-a-tax-on-oil-companies-to-expire-and-almost-nobody-noticed/?utm_term=.9aeeba798616
New Year’s morning tweet in which Trump decreed an end of U.S. aid to the country apparently blindsided U.S. officials who had been in the midst of a policy review on aid to Pakistan that included preparations for how the country would react to suspension:
	“None of the elements of a coherent policy was in place, or even close at hand, when the president, in effect, made a policy announcement,” said one U.S. official, who like others spoke on condition of anonymity. “Despite a mad scramble to backfill a tweet, we still don’t have … an effective policy in place.”
	Pakistan subsequently halted intelligence sharing with the United States.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/01/its-amazing-how-many-countries-trump-has-managed-to-alienate-in-just-one-week.html

David and Donna Keene are Russian assets. In 2017, Donna Keene asked her business partner in a company called BrainTrain to pretend that he - the head of ClearChannel's FCC Compliance in Ohio for 20+ years - had falsified an NAB form (a transgression which the FCC can steeply fine) to pretend that he had confused the American Conservative Union with a SuperPAC called Conservative Alliance. This was to obfuscate the fact that the ACU was in fact actually running the SuperPAC. Which means two things: the ACU was meddling in the Ohio primaries and that SuperPAC has ties to other dark money efforts in Ohio, including especially Rob Portman's 2016 Senate bid and pro-Trump spending in Ohio in 2016, placing 2016's biggest Ohio dark money players at one level of remove from the Kremlin itself. https://twitter.com/DanielleRHarlow/status/1178406910829240320

States rushing to guard their 2018 elections against hackers may be on a waiting list for up to nine months for the Department of Homeland Security’s most exhaustive security screening, according to government officials familiar with the situation. That means some states might not get the service until weeks before the November midterms and may remain unaware of flaws that could allow homegrown cyber vandals or foreign intelligence agencies to target voter registration databases and election offices’ computer networks, the officials said. https://www.politico.com/story/2017/12/29/2018-election-hacking-threat-government-help-231512

Several charitable gift funds, including the largest charity in the United States, are helping dozens of hate groups raise millions of dollars by giving their donors a way to keep their identities secret. … analysis of recent tax filings shows that, from mid-2014 through 2017, Donors Trust, Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund, Schwab Charitable Fund, and Vanguard Charitable combined to give nearly $11 million to 34 groups that the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) considers to be hate groups https://readsludge.com/2019/02/19/americas-biggest-charities-are-funneling-millions-to-hate-groups-from-anonymous-donors/

In 2017 the IRS’s criminal division brought 795 cases in which tax fraud was the primary crime, a decline of almost a quarter since 2010. … The result is huge losses for the government. Business owners don’t pay $125 billion in taxes each year that they owe, according to IRS estimates. That’s enough to finance the departments of State, Energy and Homeland Security, with NASA tossed in for good measure. https://www.propublica.org/article/after-budget-cuts-the-irs-work-against-tax-cheats-is-facing-collapse

In 2017, Brian Kemp, Georgia’s Republican secretary of state canceled the registrations of over half a million Georgians because they left the state or moved to another county. Except they didn’t. The nation’s top experts in address location reviewed Kemp’s list of purged voters — and returned the names and addresses of 340,134 who never moved at all. https://truthout.org/articles/georgias-kemp-purged-340134-voters-falsely-asserting-they-had-moved/

The Los Angeles Police Department ordered a confidential informant to monitor and record meetings held by a political group that staged protests against President Trump in 2017 https://t.co/MwTSaaOUPT

the number of reported anti-Semitic incidents increased by 57% in 2017, the largest in a single year since they were being tracked (dating back to 1979) https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/27/us/anti-semitism-adl-report.html

The foundations of the 83-year-old Koch are increasingly funding conservative media outlets, disclosed tax forms show. Sludge has found that the Charles Koch Foundation (CKF), a nonprofit known for funding conservative think tanks and free-market higher education programs, and a connected nonprofit, the Charles Koch Institute (CKI), donated over $2 million to mostly conservative media operations in 2017. Koch has claimed he dislikes some of President Donald Trump’s trade and immigration policies. But through his foundations, Koch is bankrolling some very pro-Trump outlets. In 2017, the Charles Koch Foundation gave the Daily Caller News Foundation $960,000, while the Charles Koch Institute added $20,000. https://readsludge.com/2018/11/21/charles-koch-is-funding-rightwing-pro-trump-media-new-disclosure-reveals/

The Interior Department says it made a mistake by trying to use wildfire preparedness funds to pay for helicopter rides taken by Ryan Zinke that had nothing to do with wildfires. The admission came after Newsweek inquired about the trip. http://www.newsweek.com/ryan-zinke-interior-department-helicopters-wildfires-757857

About 15,000 people died between 2014-2017 as the result of states deciding to not expand Medicaid eligibility through the ACA (after a Republican Supreme Court ruling given them this opt-out contrary to the law passed by Congress). https://twitter.com/smilleralert/status/1153274124401348608

Drug overdose deaths set another annual record in 2017, topping 70,000, from 63,000 the year before https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/us-life-expectancy-declines-again-a-dismal-trend-not-seen-since-world-war-i/2018/11/28/ae58bc8c-f28c-11e8-bc79-68604ed88993_story.html

In 2017—the year after Republicans screamed a yearlong coverage of Hillary Clinton’s inappropriate email practices into becoming national news for months—Ivanka Trump used a personal email account to send hundreds of emails about government business https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/1064663714958372864

A domestic terrorism briefing the FBI gave to law enforcement agencies in 2017 warned them about the threat of “pro-abortion extremists.” That would be fine, except—as the FBI’s own briefing materials subsequently admit—violent pro-abortion extremists barely exist, and in no universe do they constitute an organized domestic terror movement. https://jezebel.com/exclusive-fbi-warned-law-enforcement-agencies-of-threa-1832134408

But Republicans spent December 2017 assuring themselves that [their tax bill’s rejection from the public] would change in February 2018 when the new withholdings began. “On January 1, Americans are going to wake up with a new tax code,” Paul Ryan said. “On February 1, they are going to see withholdings go down, so they are going to see bigger paychecks.” Trump tweeted something similar. 
	This immediately lead the eagle-eyed David Dayen at the Nation to wonder whether Trump was planning to have his acting IRS commissioner (a political person rather than a tax enforcement professional, in an unusual choice to run the agency) deliberately reduce the withholdings to exaggerate the impact of the tax cut on people’s pocketbooks in advance of the midterms. [No] clear evidence of political manipulation has emerged. But the July GAO report confirmed that this is indeed what happened — both taxes owed and withholdings went down, but withholdings went down too much.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/2/6/18214039/irs-tax-refund-withholding-trump

A BuzzFeed analysis found that between 2012 and 2017, seven of the 10 most popular articles about German Chancellor Angela Merkel on Facebook were false. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/karstenschmehl/top-merkel-news

The U.S. State Department allowed at least seven foreign governments to rent luxury condominiums in New York’s Trump World Tower in 2017 without approval from Congress, according to documents and people familiar with the leases, a potential violation of the U.S. Constitution’s emoluments clause.  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-emoluments-exclusive/exclusive-foreign-government-leases-at-trump-world-tower-stir-more-emoluments-concerns-idUSKCN1S80PP?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=Social

Facebook spent more on federal lobbying in 2017 than in any year in the company’s history—and Google, which also would likely be affected by such a federal online privacy law, spent more money on lobbying than any other company in the U.S. https://slate.com/technology/2018/03/mark-zuckerberg-says-hes-open-to-regulation-what-could-it-look-like.html
At the same time that Facebook was publicly professing their desire to work with the Intel committee, they were paying a political opposition research firm—“Definers”—to privately attempt to undermine the committee’s credibility. https://nyti.ms/2QR6Ib3

Global Witness says that 2017 was the deadliest year for land and environmental defenders since it began keeping track in 2012, with a total of 207 defenders killed worldwide. https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/environmental-activists/at-what-cost/

The number of drug overdose deaths in the US was so high in 2017 that it contributed to a drop in life expectancy — for the third year in a row. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/11/29/18117906/opioid-epidemic-drug-overdose-deaths-2017-life-expectancy
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db329.htm
https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/11/29/18118601/suicide-rate-highest-decades-life-expectancy
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/suicide-50-year-peak-pushes-us-life-expectancy-59486753

Billionaires made more money in 2017 than in any year in recorded history. The richest people on Earth increased their wealth by a fifth to $8.9tn (£6.9tn), according to a report by Swiss bank UBS. https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/oct/26/worlds-billionaires-became-20-richer-in-2017-report-reveals

“Russia’s goals are to further widen existing divisions in the American public and decrease our faith and trust in institutions that help maintain a strong democracy. The IRA generated more social media content in the year following the 2016 election than the year before it. They also moved their office into a bigger building with room to expand.”  https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/russia-troll-2020-election-interference-twitter-916482/

In December 2017, a page titled “The Affordable Care Act & Medicare,” which provided answers to the above questions as well as other information, was removed from the Medicare website without notice. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/05/17/affordable-care-act-page-quietly-removed-from-medicare-site/

President Trump earned $40.4 million from the hotel in the 2017 calendar year, according to the disclosure released Wednesday. Last year's financial disclosure report, which covered January 2016 to mid-April 2017 indicated President Trump earned $19.7 million from the hotel over that period. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/05/16/trumps-dc-hotel-earns-his-company-40-m-during-first-year-office/616833002/

Between 1980 and 2016, the richest 1% captured 27% of total income growth, and in 2017 captured 82% of new wealth https://twitter.com/jasonhickel/status/1280043914578333700

Tax return reveals Trump remained Trump Foundation president his whole first year in office. https://twitter.com/annalecta/status/1067218310603964421
http://crp.org/trumptax17

ICE changed the risk assessment software so that it always recommends detention for apprehended immigrants to conform to Trump’s “zero tolerance” stance on illegal immigration. This change led to an almost immediate increase in the detention of immigrants with little to no criminal history, who would’ve normally been released on bond until their court date.  https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/evk3kw/ice-modified-its-risk-assessment-software-so-it-automatically-recommends-detention
The federal government purchased access to a database that tracks millions of cell phones and is using the data as part of its ongoing crackdown on undocumented immigrants The Department of Homeland Security began purchasing location data in 2017 from Venntel https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/v7479m/ice-is-using-location-data-from-games-and-apps-to-track-and-arrest-immigrants-report-says?utm_campaign=sharebutton

12.31.2017
In all of 2017, under Mitch McConnell’s leadership, there were exactly zero Senate votes allowed on Democratic amendments (outside the sham budget process). ZERO. https://twitter.com/SenWhitehouse/status/954460809383555072

“Everybody [in the White House] was painfully aware of the increasing pace of his repetitions. It used to be inside of 30 minutes he’d repeat, word-for-word and expression-for-expression, the same three stories — now it was within 10 minutes. Indeed, many of his tweets were the product of his repetitions — he just couldn’t stop saying something. … Hoping for the best, with their personal futures as well as the country’s future depending on it, my indelible impression of talking to them and observing them through much of the first year of his presidency, is that they all — 100 percent — came to believe he was incapable of functioning in his job. At Mar-a-Lago, just before the new year, a heavily made-up Trump failed to recognize a succession of old friends.” https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/michael-wolff-my-insane-year-inside-trumps-white-house-1071504

The Trump administration was drafting policy to separate families apprehended at the US-Mexico border as early as December 2017, according to a draft memo released Thursday night, despite later claims that no such policy existed. https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/17/politics/migrants-family-separation-dhs-memo/index.html

At a December meeting, Trump asked Deputy AG Rosenstein where the Russia investigation was heading and whether the deputy attorney general was on his “team.”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/1/31/16956972/rod-rosenstein-trump-team-russia

12.29.2017
The Trump administration is undoing the safety and environmental regulations put in place by President Obama after the 2010 BP Deepwater Horizon disaster https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/trump-is-ending-safety-regulations-enacted-after-catastrophic-deepwater-horizon-oil-spill.html
the Trump government is essentially arguing that it holds a First Amendment right to reveal an imprisoned, undocumented teenager’s abortion status to her abusive family http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2018/01/the_trump_doj_tried_to_reveal_an_undocumented_teen_s_abortion_to_an_uncle.html

Journalists in 2017 (even for NYT) have deteriorated into simply acting as microphone stands for Trump—and justify this on the basis that “he will shut down the interview if we press him on something” https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/946591165759016961

12.28.2017
US President: “‘I have absolute right to do what I want to do with the Justice Department.”  https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/28/us/politics/trump-interview-mueller-russia-china-north-korea.html
President Trump’s Interior Department has implemented a new policy that asks staff awarding federal grants to ensure the awards "promote the priorities" of the administration. The decision appears to be an attempt to exert further control for the Trump administration over federal funding of grants to academics and non-profits.  http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/368065-trump-interior-dept-to-require-grant-approval-based-on-administration
The president of the United States is not well. Consider the interview Trump gave to the New York Times on Thursday. It begins with a string of falsehoods that make it difficult to tell whether the leader of the free world is lying or delusional. “Imagine how we would react to literally any other president speaking like this. Trump has bludgeoned us into becoming accustomed to these kinds of comments but that, too, is worrying.”  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/29/16829806/trump-interview-new-york-times

12.27.2017
A large truck is attempting to block cameras from capturing video of President Donald Trump golfing https://twitter.com/CNNnewsroom/status/946103481726832641
President Donald Trump tweeted out false information about the military campaign against ISIS on Wednesday — and he failed to acknowledge the error when he corrected the mistake hours later. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/28/16825512/trump-isis-tweet
The remaining 16 members of the Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS were told they were being fired Wednesday, via a FedExed letter from the White House. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-fires-all-of-hivaids-panel-without-explanation
President falsely claimed, again, that his administration has “signed more legislation than anybody.”

IvankaTrump has worn Ivanka branded dresses, shoes, bags or jewelry in 2/3 of her public appearances as a White House official: https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-ivanka-trump-is-a-walking-billboard-for-her-namesake-fashion-business-1514389465 (She hasn't divested, which means she benefits from sales) https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/946065572202270720

12.26.2017
US president continues to attack FBI, and (more than a year after election) defeated 2016 opponent http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/366467-trump-slams-fbi-and-clinton-for-dossier-claims
Rep. Francis Rooney (perhaps taking a cue.) on Tuesday called for a "purge" of the FBI http://thehill.com/homenews/house/366476-gop-lawmaker-calls-for-purge-of-fbi
US present  has gone from tagging an actual terrible TV show in his deranged conspiracy theories to tagging an impersonation account followed largely by bots https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/945653065767620609

at least seven Cabinet-level officials routinely decline to release information on their planned schedules or travels https://twitter.com/politico/status/945675613943320577

While the President is in residence at his private Florida beach club [or other similar businesses], wealthy individuals who want favors from the government can pay him cash bribes in the form of membership fees and then lobby him personally.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/11/usda-food-stamps-school-lunch-trump-administration

until this year, the Senate Judiciary Committee did not hold a hearing on a nominee until the American Bar Association had finished its review… But on several occasions this year, including on one nominee who was later withdrawn, the Committee failed to follow this procedure and held hearings and even votes on nominees before the ABA had completed its review http://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/366490-4-steps-to-restore-thorough-bipartisan-senate-vetting-of-judicial-nominees

The Trump administration is scaling back the use of fines against nursing homes that harm residents or place them in grave risk of injury, part of a broader relaxation of regulations under the president. The shift in the Medicare program’s penalty protocols was requested by the nursing home industry https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/24/business/trump-administration-nursing-home-penalties.html

12.23.2017
as most Americans were enjoying winter breaks and preparing for the upcoming holidays, President Trump let loose a tirade on Twitter against McCabe — one in which he seemed to suggest that the Deputy Director was unfit for his job and on the verge of being ousted. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/21/16801054/andrew-mccabe-trump-fbi-mueller-republicans… “the administration seems intent on delegitimizing the entire FBI and the Justice Department.” https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/21/16801054/andrew-mccabe-trump-fbi-mueller-republicans
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/an-angry-trump-reportedly-said-haitian-immigrants-all-have-aids-nigerians-live-in-huts.html
US attorney general rescinds 25 guidance documents in one pre-Christmas news-dump announcement https://twitter.com/nilesmedia/status/944625257440301058

12.22.2017
Companies paying out holiday bonuses — a totally normal thing companies regularly do! — and then spinning them as tribute to the Great Leader for showering them with tax cuts is the most infuriating banana republic nonsense we’ve seen yet. (And yet media are eating it up.)
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s mission statement now lists its first order of business as hunting down “outdated, unnecessary, or unduly burdensome regulations.” https://slate.com/business/2017/12/the-cfpb-under-mick-mulvaney-has-a-new-mission-ending-burdensome-regulations.html
92 documents describing national parks climate action plans have been removed from the Climate Friendly Parks (CFP) Program website. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2017/12/22/national-park-service-removes-climate-action-plans-from-website/
The Interior Department’s number-two official issued a secretarial order just before Christmas rescinding several climate change and conservation policies issued under the Obama administration. … Alex Daue, assistant director of energy and climate at the Wilderness Society, said in an interview that Interior officials will still face the same legal obligations to reduce negative environmental impacts on public land, but “they no longer have the tools to do so efficiently and effectively.” Officials spent years compiling a list of “best practices” in this area, Daue said, and the Trump administration “just ripped them up.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/01/05/interior-rescinds-climate-conservation-policies-because-theyre-inconsistent-with-trumps-energy-goals/?utm_term=.6dded0aee3d9
Trump-appointed ambassador to the Netherlands, being interviewed on camera, denies false comments he had previously made about the country and calls the suggestion “fake news”; then upon being showed video of him making the comments, denies having said “fake news.” https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/22/16809994/trump-netherlands-ambassador-pete-hoekstra-muslim-no-go-zone
Trump administration reverses Obama decision and says it will grant mining leases that will benefit billionaire Chilean (landlord of president’s daughter Ivanka Trump) https://twitter.com/JamesVGrimaldi/status/944368154381254656 Move opposed my Minnesota governor https://twitter.com/RWPUSA/status/944330455373041678
Today when Trump arrives at Mar-a-Lago, he will have officially spent over 20% of his presidency at his golf courses, wasting $91,655,424 in taxpayer dollars on his travels to them. https://twitter.com/funder/status/944221796827529217

Trump has changed the "challenge coin":
—The presidential seal is replaced by an eagle bearing Trump’s signature
—The 13 arrows representing the original states are gone
—The national motto, “E pluribus unum,” is replaced with “Make America Great Again”
https://t.co/MeckemSi5W

Members of the Trump administration have long conflated abortion and birth control. Now it seems the administration is doing the same thing in emails to constituents.
	A woman who sent the White House an email as part of a campaign to counter measures by the administration to curb access to birth control was surprised to receive a reply within hours — but even more surprised that the response had nothing to do with birth control, and instead touted President Trump’s anti-abortion stances. https://www.vox.com/identities/2017/12/21/16790870/trump-birth-control-abortion-contraceptive-mandate

12.21.2017
US ambassador to the UN threatens that US will be “taking names” ahead of symbolic vote that condemned US recognition of Jerusalem as capital of Israel. “The United States will remember this day in which it was singled out for attack. We have an obligation to demand more of our investment. If our investment fails, we have an obligation to spend our resources in more productive ways.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/trump-has-turned-todays-un-vote-on-jerusalem-into-a-much-bigger-thing-than-it-needed-to-be.html
Senator Corker, who spent much of 2017 voicing criticism of Trump, follows flipflop on tax bill by declaring “I had a newfound empathy for him” as a result of media questioning the motivation for his entirely unaccounted-for reversal on adding “even one penny” to deficits. https://www.politico.com/story/2017/12/21/bob-corker-media-trump-312212
Yet again, DHS and DOJ release a report that uses "foreign-born" and "alien" interchangeably, as if there are no naturalized citizens in federal custody. https://twitter.com/DLind/status/943944095315132416

The White House late in 2017 eliminated an archive of its widely read newsletter, 1600 Daily, that had been previously hosted on its website. 1600 Daily content is now only featured on a single page that changes roughly once every weekday, with no way to access previous editions and no apparent public archive on any .gov website. Lindsay Walters, White House Deputy Press Secretary, responded to WIP’s requests for comment on the archive removal, whether or not it was intentional, and if proper process was followed in removing the content by dismissing the inquiry as an “absurd request.” https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/09/13/white-house-takes-down-archive-of-daily-newsletter-from-website-without-notice/

Luminaries of the conservative academic world—including a fellow at the august Hoover Institution—are now repeating Sean Hannity–style character assassination of James Comey and Special Counsel Robert Mueller https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/12/conservatism-is-what-conservatives-think-say-and-do/548738/

12.20.2017
US president claims twice, again, that the tax bill Congress just passed is the largest in U.S. history: That’s still not true. http://www.factcheck.org/2017/11/largest-tax-cut-history/
Sen. Orrin Hatch turns fawning: “you’re living up to everything i thought you would. you’re one heck of a leader. [We are going] to make this the greatest presidency that we’ve seen not only in generations but maybe ever”
The Environmental Protection Agency says an internal task force (to which EPA director Scott Pruitt appointed a political supporter from his home state with no experience in pollution cleanups to lead) appointed to revamp how the nation’s most polluted sites are cleaned up generated no record of its deliberations. A lawyer for EPA has written PEER to say that the task force had no agenda for its meetings, kept no minutes and used no reference materials. https://apnews.com/64759348d0da4c7b8ebff04570d26f71
US companies continue propagandizing for the Trump administration; at&t (which currently has a proposed merger up for review with Trump’s department of justice) repeats a November claim that it will make massive new investments if the Republican tax bill is signed into law https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/20/16803080/att-tax-bill-announcement

12.19.2017
After the Senate’s late night vote on tax cuts for the rich, peaceful protesters in the gallery were telling personal stories about how this bill will hurt them and their families. And Republican Senators were laughing at them. https://twitter.com/AdyBarkan/status/943498989894356992
EPA finds glyphosate not a carcinogen. In response to being chastised by an advisory panel for not following its own cancer guidelines, EPA said that guidelines are "a guidance only" and don't have to be followed https://twitter.com/Nathan_Donley/status/942913943818747904

Billionaires flooded Republican coffers just before the tax cuts passed. From the time the tax bill was introduced until the end of the year, dozens of billionaires and millionaires dramatically boosted contributions, giving $31.1 million in 2 months. http://bit.ly/2GsL2iZ

there are numerous vacancies across the federal government, including for key watchdog offices.  There are currently 15 Inspector General vacancies. https://twitter.com/POGOBlog/status/943217860259844098

Alabama Secretary of State: refuses to certify Doug Jones’s election until the week after Christmas; continues to claim falsely that Moore, who has not yet conceded, can request a recount; does not intend to investigate any of the misinformation from election officials or other potentially illegal voter-suppression documented on election day, but does plan to launch a frivolous, partisan investigation based on one ambiguous quote by one Jones supporter. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/alabama-secretary-of-state-john-merrill-is-investigating-a-doug-jones-supporter-for-voter-fraud.html

The Department of Health and Human Services is refusing to make public more than 10,000 comments on a Trump administration proposal to reduce federal regulations for religious and faith-based groups that could affect access to abortion and care for transgender patients, according to sources with knowledge of the decision. The agency has instead posted 80 comments — less than 1 percent of all submissions — that overwhemingly back the administration’s anti-abortion policies or attack regulations advanced by the Obama administration https://www.politico.com/story/2017/12/18/hhs-faith-based-rule-withholding-comments-236759

The Trump administration has never responded to any of the 17 whitehouse.gov petitions that passed the stated threshold. Nothing prevented a reply. They simply ignored the public. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/942954845178355717

Senate Republicans have stacked nominations in such a way that vetting is all but impossible, scheduling hearings for multiple nominees in a single day, putting packs of them up in panels, and allowing just a few minutes for questioning. They have all but done away with American Bar Association review and the blue slip, both processes that allowed senators to get minimal local feedback from lawyers who actually know something about the nominees http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/12/will_the_rejections_of_trump_s_judicial_picks_mean_anything.html

American politics isn’t supposed to work this way. Voters are supposed to be able to roughly trust that politicians will do what they say they’re going to do, or what they say they’re doing — and for all our cynicism, that’s traditionally been true. But it’s not true now, and the abysmal polling on this tax plan shows that plenty of Americans feel duped and are angry about it. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/18/16782484/gop-tax-bill-cuts-reform-republican
John Feeley, US ambassador to Panama, quits, says of Trump: “He’s like a velociraptor.” https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/05/28/the-diplomat-who-quit-the-trump-administration

As wingnuts ramp up their propaganda campaign against Mueller, Fox News publishes an article alleging to quote from legal cases… which don’t actually contain the language quoted. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/942802885909377024
Also, fwiw, if Mueller’s investigation does produce a case for impeachment: it will be the most pointless “coup” in the history of human political relations https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/trump-impeachment-chances-coup-edition.html

12.18.2017
Alabama becomes first state to shut down enrollment for Children’s Health Insurance Program. (Even as GOP senators claim funding renewal is “a priority,” despite zero action more than two months since they allowed it to lapse.)
90 days without power for Puerto Rico https://twitter.com/Stphn_Lacey/status/943249757820129280
The Trump administration drops climate change from a list of global threats in a new National Security Strategy the president is due to unveil on Monday—a sharp change from the Obama administration’s NSS, which placed climate change as one of the main dangers facing the nation https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/dec/18/trump-drop-climate-change-national-security-strategy
Trump national security remarks: He falsely called the $700 billion defense policy bill for 2018 “a record.” He misleadingly suggested that NATO members are increasing defense contributions at his urging.  He exaggerated when he said foreign countries were not sharing the “cost of defending them.” He exaggerated his national strategy’s emphasis on border security as “the first time ever.”

As the threat of war with North Korea escalates, there is, for example, no ambassador to South Korea in place. Trump nominated respected Georgetown professor Victor Cha to the post in mid-December, but Cha still has to go through the Senate confirmation process before he can start, a process that could take months. Positions of this significance are almost never left vacant this long; with them unfilled, Trump and his top decision-makers aren’t getting vital information that could push them off their dangerous path. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/18/16733560/north-korea-war

The major takeaway that many people gleaned from a recent paper by Morten Bay, a research fellow at the USC Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism’s Center for the Digital Future, was that the seemingly massive backlash against The Last Jedi, the latest chapter in the Star Wars saga, was driven by Russian trolls and bots. https://www.vox.com/culture/2018/10/4/17930308/star-wars-russia-trolls-bots-alt-right-gamergate-fandamentalism
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328006677_Weaponizing_the_haters_The_Last_Jedi_and_the_strategic_politicization_of_pop_culture_through_social_media_manipulation?platform=hootsuite

12.17.2017
“Corker Kickback” fiasco: what did Bob Corker know, and when did he know it? Corker denies knowing about provision; Cornyn implies otherwise; Corker sends a letter to Senate Finance Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch (R-UT) and asked him to “provide an explanation of the evolution of this provision and how it made it into the final conference report.” https://thinkprogress.org/corker-kickback-sends-republicans-scrambling-in-advance-of-tax-vote-f0cf7b889f4e/
“Trump and Putin spoke by phone today, the second time in four days. On Thurs, Trump called to thank Putin for stock market praise. Today, Putin called Trump to thank him for a CIA tip, per Kremlin.” https://twitter.com/PhilipRucker/status/942446260371542017 
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin says that President Trump's promise that the tax plan will not benefit the rich is true because taxes will be going up for high income earners in "high-tax states." (This is completely untrue, although CNN uselessly repeats the lie without correcting the record.) https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/12/17/mnuchin-taxes-will-go-up-for-rich-sotu-sot.cnn
Trump administration official Dan Scavino Jr (whom OSC told to stop violating the Hatch Act):
uses an official account to call a citizen names
thinks OGE & OSC are the same agency
https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/942426827267690500

12.16.2017
President makes mores product endorsements https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/942072004601176064

US ambassadors Callista Gingrich, Nikki Haley and Scott Brown are all running afoul of federal guidelines on social media https://www.buzzfeed.com/johnhudson/trumps-ambassadors-are-going-rogue-on-twitter?utm_term=.iiyXEDGB1#.yykW98rP0
“I seem to recall many people pretending to care passionate about adherence to State Department IT guidelines in 2016 and many journalists pretending to believe them.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/942104411320483842

One of the top executives of a consulting firm that the Environmental Protection Agency has recently hired to help it with media affairs has spent the past year investigating agency employees who have been critical of the Trump administration, federal records show. The firm, Definers Public Affairs, based in Virginia, specializes in conducting opposition research… The contract, which was awarded this month, is part of an unconventional news media operation that Mr. Pruitt has set up at the agency as he tries to get a handle on the coverage of him by newspapers https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/15/us/politics/epa-scott-pruitt-foia.html?smid=tw-nytpolitics&smtyp=cur

the Trump administration – cheered by mining firms – has moved to transfer the cost of cleaning up pollution from  hard rock mining operations back to federal and state agencies. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/dec/17/donald-trump-epa-mining-pollution-rules

12.15.2017
Republicans on the NLRB issued a staggering five decisions overturning union-friendly rules that the agency had either enacted or strengthened under President Barack Obama.  http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/12/donald_trump_s_union_busting_appointees_just_incinerated_obama_s_labor_legacy.html
All of these rulings were issued in one week—the last week of one Republican member’s term—with 3-2 party-line decisions
In one case it did so in a case that did not even involve a dispute over the correct standard. In an unexpected move, the Republican majority simply decided to throw out the 2015 precedent because it (briefly) had the votes to do so
The NLRB was not designed to veer wildly when the presidency changes hands. Trump’s appointees are contracting the law in a manner that’s utterly incongruous with the policy of the board as prescribed by Congress.
An Iowa Supreme Court justice has taken the unusual step of temporarily ordering the state’s largest newspaper not to publish the contents of court records legally obtained by one of its reporters. https://apnews.com/4b3ea9382f604eaeb1b9499d8de26bf1

CDC analysts assigned their own list of forbidden words, including “fetus,” “transgender,” and “diversity,” “entitlement,” “evidence-based,” “science-based,” and “vulnerable.” https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/941837194032857089

EPA, Interior and other departments are setting up top-down programs to obstruct FOIA requests https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2017/12/15/trump-environmental-officials-are-keeping-tight-rein-over-stampede-of-foia-requests/?utm_campaign=buffer&utm_content=buffer539c3&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_term=.597425463e8c

12.14.2017
FCC votes to repeal net neutrality protections: even though Pai is legally required to seriously consider the voice of the public when he makes decisions, he has made it clear that he never truly intended to consider most of the millions of comments submitted in support of net neutrality through the FCC’s website since it began the repeal process in May. https://www.vox.com/2017/12/14/16774148/net-neutrality-repeal-explained
FCC tweets out blatant falsehood: “voted to restore the long-standing, bipartisan approach to protecting Internet freedom”
A consultant working for the US broadband industry sent over 1 million comments to the FCC opposing net neutrality https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/jsvine/net-neutrality-fcc-fake-comments-impersonation?bftwnews&utm_term=4ldqpgc#4ldqpgc
With a day left to sign up for coverage on http://HealthCare.gov:Hold times are over 40 minutes; Shoppers waiting in line at deadline may not get to finish; Democrats and some GOP are asking to extend sign-up period, but HHS has been silent https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/941376688792928256
Matthew Spencer Petersen, who was nominated by President Donald Trump to serve on the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, proved utterly inept in a hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee. In that hearing, Republican Sen. John Kennedy asked Petersen whether he was familiar with basic legal terminology. Petersen, who has spent just three years working on litigation, could not define any of the terms. (Petersen later withdrew from consideration… but he will remain in his current job on the Federal Election Commission.) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/trump-judicial-nominee-matthew-petersen-withdraws-nomination.html
 The US Department of Justice says copies of private text messages exchanged between two former special-counsel investigators were disclosed to some members of the media before they were given to Congress. According to a DOJ statement, those text messages "were not authorized" for release. http://www.businessinsider.com/doj-says-early-release-of-fbi-agents-texts-was-not-authorized-2017-12

12.13.2017
“This tax bill conference committee is already going off the rails. Democrats are accusing Republicans of using ‘Putin rules’ to block votes on their motions to delay. Brady tells Democrats on the conference committee that they will find out what changes they've made to the tax bill when the public does at the end of the week” Democrats named to the conference committee say they have been completely excluded from the tax bill negotiations, have found out about changes from the media. https://twitter.com/AliceOllstein/status/941026367088545793
After months of having his diplomatic efforts and credibility contradicted and undermined time and again by President Donald Trump — the man whose views Tillerson is ostensibly supposed to represent — Tillerson is now being contradicted by his own State Department. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/14/16776814/tillerson-north-korea-trump
In speech, Trump boasts of new jobs created since he took office. (Monthly job growth in 2017 has been lower than in 2016.) https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/941040434004013057
Federal Communications Commission Chairman Ajit Pai appeared in a video by the Daily Caller on Wednesday, alongside Martina Markota, a vocal proponent of the Pizzagate hoax. (In the run-up to the 2016 election, a viral myth had it Hillary Clinton and her campaign chairman were managing a child sex ring in the basement of a pizza shop.) http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/12/14/ajit_pai_s_millenial_oriented_net_neutrality_repeal_video_has_a_pizzagate.html

Third straight night of parties at (DC?) Trump hotel, all funded by the same SuperPAC. Fourth party in a week. https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/941273369999265797

Pruitt EPA's general policy is to disclose Mr. Pruitt's schedule only AFTER the week is over. (This is not appropriate, or customary.) Also, “what role does the EPA's Pruitt have in pushing a foreign nation on the ‘potential benefit of liquefied natural gas imports’ from the United States? Where is that in EPA mission statement?” https://twitter.com/EricLiptonNYT/status/940975034725818368

12.12.2017
Alabama Secretary of State who endorsed Roy Moore live on TV now claims he never did. https://twitter.com/AdamParkhomenko/status/940476620552450048
After election protection advocate John Brakey won an order to compel said Secretary of State, John Merrill, preserve the voting machine ballot images… Merrill got the order overruled by the AL Supreme Court. http://electionlawblog.org/?p=96361
Trump lawyer Jay Sekulow confirms to NBC he is calling for a special counsel to *investigate* special counsel Mueller’s team. https://twitter.com/AriMelber/status/940576702224363520
Basically, Trump accused a female senator and possible presidential candidate of being willing to exchange having sex with him in return for a campaign contribution. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/12/16766466/donald-trump-kirsten-gillibrand
(Three Senate Democratic men suggested Trump should resign, and he said nothing. When a Senate Democratic woman said the same thing, Trump attacked)
(Multiple Republican members of congress plead ignorance when asked about this by press, then decline when press offer to show them the tweet)
CNN's Jim Acosta says White House Press Secretary pulled him aside to warn him against asking Trump about his attack on Gillibrand or he won't be allowed back. https://twitter.com/JoeMyGod/status/940643564068966402
President denies any knowledge women who have accused him of sexual assault, in complete contravention of past statements as well as photographic evidence

Project Veritas hired a woman to pretend she was raped to discredit women who were actually sexually assaulted. This was done in an effort to help elect accused child molester Roy Moore, & coincided w/ Breitbart sending 2 staffers to Alabama to discredit Moore's accusers. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1217146224194785280

in the last week of the AL Senate campaign 10,000 bots were generating 65,000 anti-Jones tweets per hour...including the "fake yearbook story" https://twitter.com/josh_weinberg/status/945480986535407616

After this week, Trump and Senate GOP will have installed 12 judges to circuit courts. Obama got three in his first year. Meanwhile, GOP are increasingly attacking the American Bar Association which has rated many Trump nominees as unqualified. https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/940247475503452160

A thing that happens now every time Mike Pence visits the Capitol is dozens of cops restrict movement, preventing reporters from questioning elected officials https://twitter.com/JoePerticone/status/940652109418156032

12.11.2017
The Treasury Analysis of the Republican Tax Plan Is One Page and Contains No Actual Analysis https://slate.com/business/2017/12/the-treasurys-analysis-of-the-republican-tax-plan-is-one-page-and-contains-no-actual-analysis.html
Roy Moore’s pal got on stage and told people they visited a brothel with some “very pretty” child sex slaves, but Roy didn’t have sex with any of them, so that’s how he knows Roy’s a good guy and definitely not a pedophile. https://twitter.com/dyllyp/status/940620655354974209
an attempted explosion at the Port Authority bus station left at least three people injured and at least one person apprehended as a suspect, according to CNN. But when President Donald Trump took to Twitter minutes after the attack, he… complained about a report that said he liked to watch way too much television. https://www.salon.com/2017/12/11/a-terrorist-tried-to-bomb-the-new-york-subway-and-trump-isnt-talking-about-it/
“The White House has been saying it ‘will’ nominate Victor Cha as ambassador to Seoul since August. Said it again today. Still hasn't done it. Why not?” https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/940299621083107328

http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/12/11/all_the_ways_the_fcc_s_process_for_killing_net_neutrality_has_been_really.html

12.10.2017
Once-critical Sen. Lindsey Graham continues his shift to authoritarian president’s attack dog / enabler, promoting his golf course. https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/939988068823715842
(Graham’s email was hacked in 2016 https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/941032097770295296)

Leaders or state media in at least 15 countries use Trump's "fake news" line to quell dissent, question human rights violations. https://www.politico.com/story/2017/12/08/trump-fake-news-despots-287129

E.P.A. Has Slowed Actions Against Polluters, and Put Limits on Enforcement Officers https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/10/us/politics/pollution-epa-regulations.html

12.9.2017
Secretary of Interior Zinke abuses his official position by promoting a tweet that calls Patagonia a liar, without any due process, in an effort to coerce the company and its employees into ceasing the lawful exercise of a First Amendment right. https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/939654817554882561
“Dave Weigel made a mistake — in a tweet! — about CROWD SIZE. He admitted it. He apologized for it. And now the President of the United States is trying to get him fired.” https://twitter.com/MEPFuller/status/939643006352797696 (This is probably against the law.)

Reminder: The president has sidelined the State Department in favor of secret diplomacy conducted by his son-in-law who lacks any qualification but did make dozens of erroneous statements on his security clearance forms. (And it’s not just a theoretical concern, Trump’s national security advisor and his campaign chair were both accepting secret illicit payments from foreign governments.) https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/939538668754276353

Rep. Devin Nunes claimed he’d been completely cleared by the Ethics Committee. But the panel never actually gained access to the classified intelligence he was accused of divulging after his excursions to the White House last year. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/01/devin-nunes-controversy/551792/

12.7.2017
Michigan's GOP governor sets the special election to replace Rep. Conyers (D-MI) for November 2018. Most of metro Detroit won't have a congressman for 11 months. https://twitter.com/daveweigel/status/939216533343137792

12.6.2017
Trump recognizes Jerusalem as the capital of Israel (reversing decades of US diplomatic policy) while saying he is committed to helping achieve peace. These are completely incompatible
Lawmakers concerned about President Donald Trump’s mental state summoned Yale University psychiatry professor Dr. Bandy X. Lee to Capitol Hill for two days of briefings about his recent behavior. In private meetings with more than a dozen members of Congress held on Dec. 5 and 6, Lee briefed lawmakers — all Democrats except for one Republican senator, whom Lee declined to identify. Her professional warning to Capitol Hill: “He’s going to unravel, and we are seeing the signs.” https://www.politico.com/story/2018/01/03/trump-25th-amendment-mental-health-322625
Top Trump health officials have completely avoided mentioning ACA’s open enrollment. No public mentions or tweets from director of CMS https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-trump-administration-has-done-virtually-nothing-to-advertise-obamacare
(After POLITICO called attention to her lack of promotion and inquired with her press office, CMS administrator just sent first tweet about ACA open enrollment. https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/938480513878253569)
Trump, at cabinet meeting, had Gen. Mattis in the awkward photo op seat next to him today (Flake yesterday, empty chairs last week). Praised him for "knocking the hell out of" ISIS but added: "Of course, I made it possible by what I let you do, right?" Mattis replied, "Yes, sir." https://twitter.com/DavidNakamura/status/938457031392022529
at the Trump hotel in DC, Justice Thomas’s wife presented James O’Keefe an award for “defending liberty. (This was shortly after his organization tried to plant a false statutory rape story in the Washington Post to help Roy Moore.) https://www.apnews.com/13a49f9404dc49da814b6fd467f19d7f
The House Intelligence Committee grilled Donald Trump Jr. for some seven hours Wednesday about his Russia contacts during the 2016 campaign. When asked about these discussions, however, Trump Jr. cited attorney-client privilege and refused to respond. To be clear, neither Trump is a lawyer. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/trump-jr-wont-disclose-russia-talks-with-president-citing-attorney-client-privilege.html
Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska has dropped the libel suit he filed against AP over their report that he had paid Manafort for pro-Russia lobbying https://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/2017/12/06/oleg-deripaska-libel-suit-associated-press-283767

“I didn't have any involvement” in the drafting of a controversial new Department of Energy (DOE) rule subsidizing coal and nuclear plants, energy executive Robert Murray told Greenwire in late November. “This was done by the Trump administration. … I had nothing to do with it.”
In These Times has obtained photographs of a March 29 meeting between Murray and Energy Secretary Rick Perry that call this claim into question. http://inthesetimes.com/features/murray_energy_trump_doe_coal_industry_grid_plan.html

The richest 1% now own an astonishing 40% of the country's wealth, their highest share in over 60 years. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/12/06/the-richest-1-percent-now-owns-more-of-the-countrys-wealth-than-at-any-time-in-the-past-50-years/

As bitcoin grows, the math problems computers must solve to make more bitcoin (a process called “mining”) get more and more difficult — a wrinkle designed to control the currency’s supply.
	Today, each bitcoin transaction requires the same amount of energy used to power nine homes in the U.S. for one day. And miners are constantly installing more and faster computers. Already, the aggregate computing power of the bitcoin network is nearly 100,000 times larger than the world’s 500 fastest supercomputers combined.
	The total energy use of this web of hardware is huge — an estimated 31 terawatt-hours per year. More than 150 individual countries in the world consume less energy annually. And that power-hungry network is currently increasing its energy use every day by about 450 gigawatt-hours, roughly the same amount of electricity the entire country of Haiti uses in a year. https://grist.org/article/bitcoin-could-cost-us-our-clean-energy-future/

12.5.2017
“The State Department is not missing a beat,” Secretary Tillerson says at US Embassy in Brussels, where there’s no US ambassador to EU or Belgium. (At a time when the European Union is going through one of the most severe crises in its history — Brexit, mass refugee inflows, and the rise of far-right populism — the United States has neither an ambassador to the organization nor one for the country of 11 million that houses its headquarters.) https://www.vox.com/world/2017/12/5/16737744/state-department-dysfunction-tillerson-tweet
FCC Commissioner joins members of industry he is supposed to be regulating (also his former employers) to take part in a “skit” making light of his dismantling the fair internet at the behest of telecommunications companies https://gizmodo.com/leaked-video-shows-fcc-chair-ajit-pai-roasting-himself-1821134881

12.4.2017
Muslim Ban v3.0 goes into effect, “For the first time since early February, American families will be unable to bring their parents, children or siblings to the US (to settle or even to visit). Businesses that have agreed to hire Iranians won’t be able to bring them here to work.” https://www.vox.com/2017/12/4/16735466/muslim-ban-trump-who
RNC resumes funneling money to child molester Roy Moore, after pulling out of its fundraising agreement with the Moore campaign just weeks ago. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/rnc-dives-back-into-alabama-senate-race-to-help-roy-moore-despite-sexual-assault-allegations.html
Trump announced Monday that his administration will roll back federal protections on 2 million acres of land in two national monuments in Utah. In the past, presidents have shrunk or altered the size of national monuments. But Trump’s move … represents “the most significant reductions by any president,” as the Washington Post explains.  In attempting to decrease the size of the monuments, Trump is stepping into uncharted legal territory. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/12/4/16733798/utah-national-monument-trump-bears-ears-staircase-escalante
US president attacks FBI, lies about his obstruction of justice http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/12/03/trump_says_fbi_credibility_is_in_tatters_as_he_denies_telling_comey_to_stop.html
Foreign "readouts" are consistently more detailed and transparent than this White House's. Trump's just says he and Macron "discussed the path to peace in the Middle East." Macron's says he expressed concen about Trump's Jerusalem plans, touted a two-state solution. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/937811712606076933

there’s now an amateur in the White House. And through the framework he developed, Trump’s had a disastrous first year. His professional reputation is awful. Major figures from his own party routinely criticize his impulsive rhetoric and chaotic management, belittle his intelligence, mock his political ideas, and bemoan his lack of policy knowledge. The White House issues talking points, and high ranking Republicans simply ignore them. Multiple Republican-led congressional committees are investigating his administration on topics ranging from ethics violations to foreign electoral collusion. 
Similarly, the president’s public prestige, measured by approval ratings, is among the worst in the polling age. He entered office with record-low approval, 45 percent, and it has steadily declined into the 30s. No other president has had an approval lower than 49 percent in December of their first year; the average is 63 percent. https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2017/12/4/16733450/donald-trump-weak-president-neustadt
Trump has pulled the U.S. out of a United Nations compact seeking global cooperation to protect the safety and rights of refugees and migrants. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-withdraws-us-un-migrant-compact_us_5a23d784e4b03350e0b74bb3

Now the GOP is simply acknowledging that it does not want university students to vote and is pursuing this goal by enacting a de facto poll tax. At least some Republicans, it seems, have given up pretending that their anti-voting schemes are about anything more than Democratic disenfranchisement. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/12/new_hampshire_republicans_want_to_impose_a_poll_tax_on_college_students.html

more emphasis on the fallback defenses for Trump. Holman Jenkins in the WSJ says, if there was collusion, so what? https://twitter.com/jonathanchait/status/937687317896146944

12.1.2017
Mere hours ahead of the Senate’s tax vote, Republicans have yet to release an official copy of the tax bill. The only legislative text that has been internally circulated by Senate staff and tax lobbyists, and made public first by Bloomberg reporter Sahil Kapur, includes large swaths of policy changes in handwriting, filled between the lines and in the margins of a previous copy. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/1/16726234/handwritten-republican-tax-bill
Over the past 24 hours, they have cut deals that would redirect half a trillion dollars over the next 10 years, without so much as a single public hearing or one expert testimony. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/1/16726400/senate-tax-vote-process-wut
Senator Claire McCaskill, 2:30 p.m. “We have just gotten list of amendments to be included in bill NOT from our R colleagues, but from lobbyists downtown. None of us have seen this list, but lobbyists have it.” https://twitter.com/clairecmc/status/936678750577623041
WH now says there was never intended to be an Oval Office photo op today - even thought it was on the printed press schedule. WH says the schedule was wrong. https://twitter.com/markknoller/status/936646780648902656

In November, in a staged White House photo, Trump appeared with an intern displaying a “white power” hand sign https://twitter.com/brianbeutler/status/946554974347120640

as of November, 130 political appointees working on President Donald Trump’s staff had not yet been permanently cleared—among them White House counsel Don McGahn. The White House Counsel’s office typically plays a key role in adjudicating security clearances and managing top government secrets. So McGahn would have potentially been charged with determining who gets to see classified information—without having been fully cleared himself.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/the-security-clearance-situation-in-the-white-house-is-bonkers.html

in November 2017, Apollo loaned $184m to Kushner Companies. Apollo’s co-founder was approached about taking the job of US budget director a year before his company agreed to loan Jared Kushner’s private family business tens of millions of dollars https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/apr/08/jared-kushner-joshua-harris-budget-director-loan-trump

The Office of Refugee Resettlement removed its staff directory from its website, likely between October and December. The change came just before the political firestorm over the Trump administration’s family separation policy at the border  https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/08/14/orr-quietly-removes-entire-staff-directory-webpage/
“We need to take away children,” AG Sessions told prosecutors, according to a draft DOJ IG report. That statement contradicts Sessions’ public claim that “we never really intended” to separate children. https://twitter.com/nytmike/status/1313624253443575808

11.30.2017
Now they're literally rewriting a trillion dollar Senate tax bill on the floor in the hours before they vote on it
JCT releases “dynamic score” analysis of Senate tax bill potentially just hours ahead of vote, and shows that even supposing offsetting growth leaves a $1 Trillion debt increase. GOP Senators immediately begin dismissing the analysis, including “moderate” Susan Collins. https://twitter.com/WillDrabold/status/936351772590985216
https://twitter.com/jimtankersley/status/937763190510899200
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/04/us/politics/republicans-joint-committee-on-taxation-estimate.html?smid=tw-share&_r=0
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC): “What concerns me about the American press is this endless, endless attempt to label the guy as some kind of kook not fit to be president.” Just last year, Graham himself called Trump a “kook” and “crazy” in an interview with Fox News. He said his party had gone “batshit crazy” because it was backing Trump. He also tweeted that Trump is “not fit to be President of the United States.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/30/16720814/lindsey-graham-trump-kook

People criticizing Trump on social media are receiving robocalls saying they're being "monitored" and that they must halt all criticism. https://gizmodo.com/people-are-getting-robocalls-about-their-derogatory-t-1820819203

“One of the things we found is the Trump voter likes Trump, but doesn’t love Corporate America. Trump has so much credibility with the Trump voter that he can make the sell.” - John Feehery https://publicintegrity.org/inequality-poverty-opportunity/taxes/trumps-tax-cuts/the-secret-saga-of-trumps-tax-cuts/

11.29.2017
The Senate is about to start debate on the tax bill. So far, we don't have: 
Results of Byrd bath
JCT dynamic score showing econ impact of bill
Details of trigger proposal 
Resolution on pass-throughs 
Collins SALT pay-for
JCT assessment of how many people "win" and "lose" under bill in out years
Treasury analysis of anything (Treasury analysis doesn’t say what the Secretary of the Treasury claims it does, so it’s being held back or, simply, never existed)
nobody really understands this bill fully. Republicans are pushing a bill that is almost certainly going to give us decades of unintended consequences because almost nobody but the lobbyists have been able to read and digest the thing. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/29/daily_gop_tax_bill_chat_senate_advances_tax_reform_legislation.html
President Trump retweeted a series of three anti-Islam videos from Jayda Fransen, the deputy leader of the far-right ultranationalist U.K. political party Britain First. https://www.axios.com/trump-retweets-anti-islam-videos-from-far-right-british-politician-2513478314.html
Trump’s tweeting drew a rebuke from the prime minister of the United Kingdom.
Ajit Pai, the Trump-appointed chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, suggested in a speech Tuesday that the actions of companies like Twitter—not the removal of network neutrality protections—are the real threats to the open internet. This is a neonazi talking point. http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/11/29/ajit_pai_s_latest_talking_point_on_net_neutrality_is_a_hit_with_the_alt.html

Within a month Los Angeles, the country's second largest city by population, has had two major sources of alternative news abruptly wiped out by new owners - the LAist and now the LA Weekly.

11.28.2017
Paul Manafort to Sean Hannity: “Neither one of us will be in jail” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1142174081745346562

The fact that Republicans aren’t even trying to make overtures to conservative Democrats is another way in which Congress works differently than it used to. The tax bill Republicans are considering is wildly unpopular with the public and has been lobbied against by key interest groups — and it has no bipartisan support. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/29/16712184/democrats-tax-reform-republicans-bipartisanship

Republicans held back publicly funded analysis of their tax bill from Democrats this week.

It’s been 60 days since Congress let CHIP funds expire, and some patients are now being told to look for alternatives.

11.27.2017
We actually have two people claiming to be the CFPB acting director https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/27/16704796/cfpb-english-mulvaney-trump-cordray
Trump meeting with Navajos at the WH today tells them they have a representative in Congress. "They call her Pocahontas," https://twitter.com/vicenews/status/935235963852292096
Ultimately, the GOP’s decision to give up on dynamic scoring is emblematic of its long-running rejection of all mainstream economic thinking https://slate.com/business/2017/11/republicans-only-care-about-dynamic-scoring-when-it-helps-their-tax-bill.html

Racism, bigotry, anti-Semitism, xenophobia — none of it is aberrant, none of it is ahistorical, none of it is rare. … What is new is the sense many Nazis and racists have that the wind is at their back. … What is abnormal in this era is not that there are some otherwise normal Americans who hold ugly ideas, but the attention we are giving them. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/27/16701780/nyt-nazis-trump

Trump Is Apparently Telling People the Infamous Access Hollywood Tape Is a Fake http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/26/trump_is_apparently_telling_people_the_infamous_access_hollywood_tape_is.html

In meetings with top DOJ officials about terrorist suspects, Jeff Sessions asks: Where is the person from? When officials tell him a suspect was born and lives in the U.S., he typically has a follow-up: To what country does his family trace its lineage? https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/934547259026558976

11.25.2017
In a Saturday night tweet, Trump attacked CNN, saying the network’s international division “represent our Nation to the WORLD very poorly.” A few minutes later, Trump tweeted an alternative: MagaPill.com.  …the site regularly traffics in unhinged conspiracy theories. MagaPill is also active on Gab, a social network favored by white nationalist and banned from the Google app store violating its hate speech policy. 
Ret’d Gen. Michael Hayden: “If this is who we are or who we are becoming, I have wasted 40 years of my life. Until now it was not possible for me to conceive of an American President capable of such an outrageous assault on truth, a free press or the first amendment.” https://twitter.com/GenMhayden/status/934640869562515457
Trump claimed on Saturday to have taken a “pass” on an interview and “major photo shoot” because the publication told him he was only “probably” going to be named its person of the year. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/nov/25/donald-trump-time-magazine-incorrect

in his first nine months in office, Mr. Tillerson turned down repeated and sometimes urgent requests from the state department’s security staff to brief him. Finally, Ben Miller, the acting assistant secretary for diplomatic security, was forced to cite the law’s requirement that he be allowed to speak to Mr. Tillerson. Mr. Miller got just five minutes with the secretary of state, the former officials said. Afterward, Mr. Miller, a career Foreign Service officer, was pushed out https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/24/us/politics/state-department-tillerson.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share

11.24.2017
Foreign Affairs: “The Trump administration is not prepared to deal with a global pandemic.” https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2017-11-21/ready-global-pandemic?cid=int-lea&pgtype=hpg
AP learns from the Turkish government that President Trump pledged to stop arming Syrian Kurdish fighters. The White House has not yet briefed reporters on the call. https://twitter.com/rebeccagberg/status/934099715611865088

Roma Laster, a Pentagon employee responsible for policing conflicts of interest, is removed from the innovation boardafter blowing the whistle on internal rules violations; Several department employees had arranged for Jeff Bezos, the CEO of Amazon, to be sworn into an influential Pentagon advisory board despite the fact that, in the year since he’d been nominated, Bezos had never completed a required background check to obtain a security clearance. “Roma was removed because she insisted on them following the rules,” said a former DOD official knowledgeable about her situation. https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon

11.23.2017
7:57: White House staffer tells press pool it will be a "low-key" day. 8:06: White House demands correction. Trump has a "full schedule" of meetings and calls. 9:26: Trump arrives at a golf club. http://wapo.st/2B2uisW
Flynn’s attorneys returned the call from John Dowd, and insisted that they were no longer in a position to share information under any sort of privilege. Dowd then “was indignant and vocal in his disagreement.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1134847012128604161

There is now a White House Office of Science & Technology Policy Twitter account, but no OSTP director. There still is no USCTO, USCIO, or science advisor to the president. There will be no White House Science Fair. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/933086844149010432

Trump Election Integrity "voter fraud" commission chair, Kris Kobach—who is simultaneously running for Kansas governor—is holding a $200-a-head campaign fundraiser with Donald Trump Jr, who runs Trump's businesses. http://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/article185683023.html

11.22.2017
Trump lawyer John Dowd leaves voice mail for Michael Flynn’s lawyer, essentially in a panic that “there’s information that… implicates the President” and asking that Flynn be sure to cover it up. https://twitter.com/davidjoachim/status/1134552712618663936

Trump wine appears at National Parks gift shop https://www.eenews.net/eenewspm/2017/11/21/stories/1060067125

we get judges like Brett Talley, the 36-year-old rated “not qualified” by the American Bar Association who forgot to disclose in his Senate questionnaire that his wife is the White House counsel’s chief of staff. The response from the White House and the Republican-controlled Senate has been to discredit the ABA, to do away with the blue slip, and to put forth yet more joke nominees. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/11/the_never_trump_legal_movement_has_morphed_into_a_plan_to_pack_the_courts.html

11.20.2017
White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders asked reporters to say what they were thankful for before asking questions during Monday's press briefing. http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/361255-huckabee-sanders-asks-reporters-to-say-what-theyre-thankful-for
Call recorded in which Indiana officials agreed to absolve Amazon of responsibility for a warehouse worker's death in order to aid state's bid for HQ2. "They deleted every fine levied and accepted the company’s argument—that the worker was to blame." https://www.indystar.com/story/news/investigations/2019/11/25/amazon-indiana-governor-eric-holcomb-warehouse-accident-hq-2/4282653002/

“The military is restraining the civilian leadership rather than the other way around,” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/20/16675718/trump-military-coup-nuclear

At least 20 family members of senior staff have been hired inside the Trump administration https://twitter.com/samstein/status/932608047322628096

Jared Kushner insists he's got nothing to hide when it comes to Russia. Yet he keeps failing to disclose things that raise real questions about whether he tried to collude with Moscow during the campaign — and whether he's been trying to cover it up ever since. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/20/16670484/jared-kushner-russia-scandal-wikileaks

11.19.2017
The President of the United States is saying he should have left 3 American citizens in a communist prison because one of their parents didn’t show enough gratitude. (All 3 players thanked him immediately upon release) https://twitter.com/FrankLuntz/status/932309581040033792
Two months after Maria, electricity generation in Puerto Rico has actually gone down this week. https://twitter.com/FrancesRobles/status/932237208232382464
50 days since CHIP authorization lapsed with no renewal by Congress

At some point in 2017, “friends” helped Judge Brett Kavanaugh suddenly clear as much as $200,000 in debt. (The following year Donald Trump nominates him for the Supreme Court.) https://www.vox.com/2018/7/11/17562736/brett-kavanaugh-supreme-court-nationals-tickets-debt
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/09/brett-kavanaugh-baseball-debt-democrats-hearing-missing.html

According to filings with the Federal Election Commission, the Republican National Committee has paid more than $400,000 in personal legal fees for Donald Trump and Donald Trump Jr. in connection with the investigations into the Trump campaign’s possible collusion with Russia in the 2016 election. At least $12,000 of those funds came from a Ukrainian-born billionaire with ties to Vladimir Putin. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/11/has_russian_money_gone_to_trump_s_legal_defense.html

11.16.2017
Russian ambassador says he won't name all the Trump officials he's met with because 'the list is so long' https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/16/kislyak-wont-name-trump-officials-hes-met-because-list-is-so-long.html
Nearly half of the 540 federal contracts signed for Puerto Rico recovery efforts so far (as of November 16), totaling $252 million, were awarded outside the open bidding process https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/17/16618476/puerto-rico-federal-contracts

Trump’s lying is a big facilitator of all this corruption. This is a guy who will look right into the camera and lie without any hesitation at all. It’s hard to overstate what kind of tone that sets in an administration; it makes everyone more comfortable when they lie, when they deceive, when they cover things up. https://www.vox.com/2017/11/16/16643614/trump-administration-corruption-russia-investigation

In a section of the letter titled “Missing documents,” Grassley and Feinstein said Kushner, President Donald Trump's son-in-law and a White House senior adviser, had handed over some materials but omitted communications that mentioned some of the people connected to the investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 election https://www.politico.com/story/2017/11/16/jared-kushner-wikileaks-emails-245197

To make up for the loss of security guards axed in the Russian-mandated staff cuts, Washington has hired a private Russian company that grew out of a security business co-founded by Mr. Putin’s former K.G.B. boss, an 82-year-old veteran spy who spent 25 years planting agents in Western security services and hunting down their operatives.
	Under a $2.8 million no-bid contract awarded by the Office of Acquisitions in Washington, security guards at the American Embassy in Moscow and at consulates in St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg and Vladivostok will be provided by Elite Security Holdings, a company closely linked to the former top K.G.B. figure, Viktor G. Budanov, a retired general who rose through the ranks to become head of Soviet counterintelligence.
	…any Russian working for an American diplomatic mission, no matter how closely screened, is vulnerable to pressure from Russia’s state security apparatus. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/14/world/europe/embassy-moscow-kgb.html?smid=tw-share

As health care consumers across the country find themselves with half as much time to enroll, and with far fewer resources for information and assistance, many people across the country are also receiving renewal notices from their insurers showing wildly inaccurate estimates of how much they will have to pay in premiums. http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/people-across-the-country-are-getting-misleading-health-care-renewal-info

11.15.2017
The military command overseeing America’s nuclear arsenal just made an embarrassing — and potentially dangerous — mistake. On Wednesday afternoon, it tweeted a link to an article falsely claiming that the US maintains “secret silos” for its nuclear warheads, and has “B-1 bombers that can drop them from the air.” The problem, as experts almost immediately pointed out on Twitter, is that the US doesn’t have “secret” silos — you can find their locations on Google — and the B-1 bomber isn’t capable of dropping nuclear bombs. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/11/15/16657752/north-korea-twitter-trump-silo-b1

President’s tax returns are a locked cabinet in a locked room that nobody’s in. IRS “in the process of turning that cabinet into a safe. We keep all the returns from every president in there.” http://politi.co/2z5wt2k

letters to the Trump inauguration committee were returned on Tuesday—"it appears they closed up shop.”  There's no way the committee spent anywhere near the $107 million it received in donations, according to the consumer rights advocacy group, Public Citizen. So where is the money? http://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-inauguration-donations-funds-missing-steve-kerrigan-congress-714118

11.14.2017
Attorney General admits previous Congressional testimony was wrong, still claims not to remember a meeting that he no longer disputes took place https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/14/16650108/jeff-sessions-testimony-russia
Attorney General also refused to answer basic questions about the rule of law
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/14/jeff_sessions_is_now_refusing_to_answer_questions_about_basic_democratic.html
Today the president of the United States couldn't remember and didn't even bother to check where the country's most recent mass shooting took place. https://twitter.com/shannoncoulter/status/930674801261367296
Sean Hannity and Paul Manafort APPEAR to be comparing notes about what Hannity's "friend" told him was going on in DOJ. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1142173825066577921
Julian Assange: “Dear Don Jr. our offer of being ambassador to the US still stands. I could open a hotel style embassy in DC with luxury immunity suites for whistleblowers. The public will get a turbo-charged flow of intel about the latest CIA plots to undermine democracy. #Vault8” the offer included an implicit threat: by referencing “Vault 8,” the name Wikileaks had given to its sole release, on November 9, 2017 of an actual CIA exploit (as opposed to the documentation that Wikileaks had previously released), Assange was threatening to dump more hacking tools https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/11/16/the-theory-of-prosecution-you-love-for-julian-assange-may-look-different-when-applied-to-jason-leopold/

The number of reported hate crimes in 2016 increased by nearly 5 percent to more than 6,100, according to a new report by the FBI. https://www.vox.com/identities/2017/11/13/16643448/fbi-hate-crimes-2016

11.13.2017
Little-known Treasury Department official David Kautter, an attorney whose accounting firm helped clients avoid paying billions in taxes, becomes interim IRS commissioner. https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-installs-tax-dodging-expert-as-the-head-of-the-irs (The appointment upends the normal practice of choosing a career professional do it. Trump foregoes nominating anyone to fill the job on a permanent basis, skipping the fuss and mess of congressional hearings.) https://www.vox.com/2017/12/22/16812144/gop-tax-bill-loopholes-cost-debt-irs
“You are the spies," Duterte says, referring to press. “Hah, hah, hah," Trump laughs. https://twitter.com/PeterAlexander/status/929951046331392001

There was a similar fear that Treasury officials would leak to lobbyists, so to the extent that Treasury was cut out, it was viewed as a good thing. “You know this is completely different than the ’86 act,” Trier said. “They wanted to keep everything tight, and then expose it only for a short period of time and get it through. And Treasury could hurt that.”

11.12.2017
President Trump took his Twitter account to a whole new level of petty over the weekend, calling another world leader “short and fat.” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/12/trump_mocks_north_korea_s_kim_by_calling_him_short_and_fat.html

As the Wall Street Journal reported last night, Kushner met earlier this year with Gary Ginsberg, a top executive at Time Warner, CNN’s parent company. In the meeting, Kushner told Ginsberg CNN should fire 20 percent of its staff because of its coverage of the 2016 presidential election. https://www.vox.com/2017/11/11/16637186/kushner-cnn-time-warner-att

11.11.2017
US president says he believes authoritarian leader of hostile foreign power’s denial of meddling in US election, over conclusions of US intelligence agencies http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/11/trump_says_he_believes_putin_s_denials_of_meddling_in_u_s_election.html (Then the Kremlin denies that Trump even discussed the issue with Putin  http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/359893-putin-trump-did-not-bring-up-election-meddling )

11.10.2017
some of the foremost psychiatric and psychological professionals write to congress, warning that “Mr. Trump has far exceeded our usual threshold for detaining someone in order to evaluate for signs of danger”
APEC Summit in Da Nang Vietnam.; No coverage by the White House Travel Pool photographers https://twitter.com/dougmillsnyt/status/929189052598902784

11.9.2017
In an op-ed column in the New York Times on Thursday, Ajit Pai, the Trump-appointed chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, pitched a rather troubling proposal: that the FCC repeal its rule preventing a local broadcaster from also owning a daily newspaper, a radio station, in the same area. http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2017/11/ajit_pai_s_new_york_times_op_ed_is_concern_trolling_local_journalism.html

https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/11/9/16619988/scott-pruitt-epa-dysfunction-staff

11.8.2017
Trump formed an advisory board to steer US policy on the issue. But rather than conservation scientists and wildlife advocates, it is composed of advocates for the hunting of elephants, giraffes and other threatened, charismatic species. And observers say that since Trump took office, court rulings and administrative decisions have in fact made it easier for hunters to import the body parts of lions, elephants and other animals killed in Africa. Members of Trump’s advisory board, called the International Wildlife Conservation Council (IWCC), argue that the sport, in which wealthy hunters pay tens of thousands of dollars to shoot endangered megafauna, is a laudable method of conservation abroad. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jul/17/trumps-wildlife-board-claims-trophy-hunting-saves-endangered-animals

An adviser to the president is expected to take part in a pro-coal presentation in Bonn. According to reports, members of the Trump administration, will lend their support to an event to promote fossil fuels and nuclear power as solutions to climate change. A White House spokesman said in a statement that the discussion aims to build on the administration's efforts to promote fossil fuels at the G20 meeting this year. http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-41859283

11.7.2017
HHS Dept. changes criteria for granting Medicaid waivers, which tosses out coverage as a criteria, and promises to fast-track approval …and to scrap some of the requirements that states report back to the federal government whether the changes improve health outcomes for recipients. http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/medicaid-work-verma-cms-hhs
State Dept Employee Elizabeth Schackelford send resignation letter to Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, saying that under his leadership, the agency's influence has withered and morale among staff has plummeted, in part because of the "stinging disrespect" shown by the Trump administration. https://www.cnn.com/2017/12/11/politics/diplomat-resigns-letter-shackelford-tillerson/index.html

the House Rules Committee, which is controlled by speaker Paul Ryan, just set a record for the most closed rules in a session — barring lawmakers for the 49th time from offering amendments on a bill. Ryan has yet to allow a single piece of legislation to be governed by an open rule, which allows members to propose changes on the floor. That makes Ryan the only speaker in modern history to forgo the open process entirely so far https://www.politico.com/story/2017/11/07/paul-ryan-floor-debate-244652

11.6.2017
as the Department of Homeland Security prepared to extend the residency permits of tens of thousands of Honduran immigrants living in the United States, White House Chief of Staff John F. Kelly called Acting Secretary Elaine Duke to pressure her to expel them https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/white-house-chief-of-staff-tried-to-pressure-acting-dhs-secretary-to-expel-thousands-of-hondurans-officials-say/2017/11/09/914d3700-c54a-11e7-a441-3a768c8586f1_story.html?utm_term=.d3a9373e62d4
Had a White House official not had that “discussion” with acting Secretary Duke, it seems, 5,000 people would now have six more months to prepare their return to Nicaragua (a country that’s since descended into serious civil unrest) or try to make plans to flee elsewhere. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/30/17792608/nicaragua-trump-tps-temporary-protected-status
In 2017 the military identified a novel influenza disease as "the most likely and significant threat" which it anticipated would lead to a shortage of ventilators, face masks and hospital beds, per Pentagon document https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/covid-military-shortage-pandemic/

in a public speech at the American Enterprise Institute in fall 2017, Judge Brett Kavanaugh signaled out one Supreme Court opinion by Justice Rehnquist with which he disagreed: the opinion upholding the constitutionality of the independent counsel statute. It was at a time that commentators noted, “Kavanaugh tops the list of judges most often named as Trump’s next pick.” There is an unmistakable appearance that President Trump subsequently selected the judge, in significant part, because of his set of views on this area of law. https://www.justsecurity.org/59402/president-trumps-stain-brett-kavanaugh-remove/

https://www.vox.com/world/2017/11/8/16623278/trump-state-department-data-career

Since the last Saturday Night Live—let’s not speak of the David S. Pumpkins incident—WE Press SecretarySanders has affirmed that the White House maintains that everyone accusing Donald Trump of sexual harassment is lying, called Robert E. Lee one of “our leaders” and referred to “Kennedy” and “JFK” as separate presidents while arguing that the Civil War could have been prevented, and burned five minutes of a press conference reading a Marine-Todd-class email forward aloud to the assembled reporters. 

11.4.2017
Bikers for Trump eject peaceful protester from Jim Renacci campaign event. http://www.thepostnewspapers.com/brunswick/local_news/bikers-for-trump-eject-serial-protester-from-renacci-campaign-event/article_62215e79-68c0-5d0e-9dc7-d3e116b2260f.html

The Los Angeles Times has been "put on pause" by Disney, barring its reporters and critics from seeing its movies. https://twitter.com/GlennWhipp/status/926461663410143232

11.3.2017
President Donald Trump sent out a series of tweets in which he explicitly urged the Justice Department and the FBI to investigate Hillary Clinton and the Democratic Party for a grab bag of supposed offenses. No matter how far Trump has warped our collective sense of what is normal or even minimally acceptable in an American president, it is not acceptable for a president either to employ, or threaten to employ, the agents and ministers of the criminal law of the United States against his enemies for political gain. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/11/president_trump_committed_another_impeachable_offense_on_friday.html
the Department of Justice filed an astonishing appeal with the Supreme Court, urging the justices to intervene in the Jane Doe case that seemed to have ended last week… the DOJ has three goals here. First, it wants the Supreme Court to punish the D.C. Circuit for issuing a decision that it believes to be egregiously wrong by wiping the entire ruling off the books. Second, the DOJ wants to eradicate a decision that sets a legal precedent it despises. Third, and most importantly, Friday’s appeal is a flagrant effort to crucify the individual attorneys who represented Doe, and to terrify likeminded lawyers into acquiescence.  http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/03/justice_department_declares_war_on_aclu_attorneys_who_oppose_trump.html

11.2.2017
Today, the U.S. Department of the Interior withdrew the United States from the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), the international initiative that requires governments to publicly disclose their revenues from oil, gas, and mining assets, and for companies to make parallel disclosure so taxpayers know they are getting every dollar due to them for extraction on public lands. http://www.pogo.org/about/press-room/press-statements/2017/press-statement-pogo-condemns-us-withdrawal-from-international-transparency-initiative-eiti.html
The latest reality mind-melt from the Trump administration came Friday with the release of the U.S. government’s interagency National Climate Assessment that offers a sobering glimpse into the causes and effects of Earth’s changing climate. The short version of the nearly 500-page long report is: humans are screwed and it’s scientifically our own fault! The report comes as Trump and members of his Cabinet are working to promote U.S. fossil-fuel production and repeal several federal rules aimed at curbing the nation’s carbon output, including ones limiting greenhouse-gas emissions from existing power plants, oil and gas operations on federal land and carbon emissions from cars and trucks… http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/03/trump_impeachment_chances_trump_tries_making_climate_change_great_again.html
Also, US Secretary of Energy actually tried to argue that fossil fuels can help fight sexual assault https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/11/2/16599576/rick-perry-fossil-fuels-sexual-assault
Three Republican U.S. lawmakers called on Friday for Robert Mueller to resign as special counsel investigating Russia and the 2016 U.S. election https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia-congress/republicans-seek-special-counsels-removal-from-russia-probe-idUSKBN1D31W8
Seventeen Democrats filed a complaint Thursday in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia over GSA's failure to comply with the so-called “seven-member” statute, which mandates federal agencies produce documents requested by any seven members of the House Oversight Committee. https://www.politico.com/story/2017/11/02/trump-hotel-documents-lawsuit-244455
A week ago, reporters and editors in the combined newsroom of DNAinfo and Gothamist, two of New York City’s leading digital purveyors of local news, celebrated victory in their vote to join a union. On Thursday, they lost their jobs, as Joe Ricketts, the billionaire founder of TD Ameritrade who owned the sites, shut them down. At 5 p.m., a post by Mr. Ricketts went up on the sites announcing the decision. He praised them for reporting “tens of thousands of stories that have informed, impacted and inspired millions of people.” But he added, “DNAinfo is, at the end of the day, a business, and businesses need to be economically successful if they are to endure.” All other articles promptly vanished from the sites; an official at DNAinfo said they would be archived online. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/02/nyregion/dnainfo-gothamist-shutting-down.html

Two former CIA employees say the Trump administration’s nominee to be CIA inspector general misled Congress last month when he testified he was unaware of pending complaints they had filed against him. https://www.propublica.org/article/administrations-nominee-for-cia-watchdog-allegedly-misled-congress

https://twitter.com/nedprice/status/925792112880300035

Arctic temps this week forecast to be as much as 54F/30C above average; Antarctic as much as 36F/20C https://robertscribbler.com/2017/11/01/extreme-warming-at-the-poles-this-week-arctic-and-antarctic-temperatures-to-rise-to-20-30-c-above-average-in-some-locations/

The acting US CIO informed @opengovpart that the publication of the 4th US National Action Plan will be delayed until early 2018 https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/925691107970777089

More than a Million Pro-Repeal Net Neutrality Comments were Likely Faked (FCC refuses NY attorney general’s call for investigation) https://hackernoon.com/more-than-a-million-pro-repeal-net-neutrality-comments-were-likely-faked-e9f0e3ed36a6
Fake FCC Comments were linked to Ex-Trump Campaign Director's Org, Boosted By Roger Stone https://gizmodo.com/fake-fcc-comments-linked-to-ex-trump-campaign-directors-1832233664
“To put it simply, there is evidence in the FCC’s files that fraud has occurred.” https://gizmodo.com/how-an-investigation-of-fake-fcc-comments-snared-a-prom-1832788658

Saudi prince Mohammed bin Salman bragged to the Emirati crown prince and others that Kushner was “in his pocket,” https://theintercept.com/2018/03/21/jared-kushner-saudi-crown-prince-mohammed-bin-salman/

10.31.2017
Pruitt announced that scientists receiving EPA grants for their research would no longer be eligible to serve on committees that provide his agency with expert scientific input, including the Scientific Advisory Board, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee, and the Board of Scientific Counselors. In a memo that echoed a recent speech at the Heritage Foundation, Pruitt outlined the unprecedented rules as a way to guard against conflict of interest (no comparable rules prohibit committee members from having ties to industry) and “promote fresh perspectives” (likely Pruitt’s own personal euphemism for incorporating climate change denialism). http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2017/11/a_list_of_expertise_scott_pruitt_is_removing_from_the_epa.html
Confirmation of Amy Barrett as judge. Barrett has said Roe v. Wade was an “erroneous decision” + called ACA's birth control benefit “an assault on religious liberty.” Barrett was also a member of a tightly knit Christian group called People of Praise, -- where men are referred to as “heads” & women are “handmaids” ― and taught that husbands are the heads of wives and should exercise authority over family. https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/1012505917370363904

At some point in fall 2017, Trump makes embarrassing racist remarks to Korean-American intelligence analyst https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/trump-s-history-breaking-decorum-remarks-race-ethnicity-n837181

10.30.2017
Afghan War Data, Once Public, Is Censored in U.S. Military Report https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/30/world/asia/afghanistan-war-redacted-report.html
Upon indictment of Paul Manafort, who managed Trump’s campaign, WH press secretary says today’s indictments have "nothing to do with the president" or his campaign & "everything to do with the Clinton campaign.” https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/925063522182197254

Here is what we now know: The Trump campaign was filled with operatives connected in shady ways to the Russian government. It included individuals who knew that the Russians had obtained Clinton-related emails and who lied about that knowledge to federal investigators. Top campaign officials (and Trump family members) dropped everything to meet with Russian operatives when they believed there was useful opposition research on offer. Trump publicly asked Russia to hack into Clinton’s computers to find and release her missing emails. 
We also know the Russians really did hack into John Podesta’s and the DNC’s email accounts and found and released emails that damaged Clinton. They really did conduct social media operations designed help Trump. Both their targets and their timing were extremely sophisticated for a foreign government that has traditionally shown itself to have a poor understanding of American politics. After winning the White House, Trump attacked the CIA and fired the director of the FBI in an effort to discredit or end their investigations into Russia’s role in the election. 
At this point, it would be a truly remarkable coincidence if two entities that had so many ties to each other, that had so much information about what the other was doing, and that were working so hard toward the same goal never found a way to coordinate. 

Scofflaw Political Groups Are Ignoring FEC Fines: Wait long enough, many are finding, and the federal government usually gives up. https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/10/30/scofflaw-political-groups-are-ignoring-fec-fines-215760?lo=ap_f1

Global atmospheric CO2 levels hit record high https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/oct/30/global-atmospheric-co2-levels-hit-record-high

Puerto Rican government allowed 911 bodies to be cremated since Hurricane Maria made landfall, and not one of them were physically examined by a government medical examiner to determine if it should be included in the official death toll.
Every one of the 911 died of "natural causes" not related to the devastating storm, said Karixia Ortiz Serrano, a spokesperson for the Department of Public Safety who is also speaking for the Institute of Forensic Sciences — which is in charge of confirming hurricane deaths. The "natural causes" designations were made by reviewing records, not actually examining the bodies, she said. https://www.buzzfeed.com/nidhiprakash/puerto-rico-natural-causes?bftw&utm_term=.ek6v8Vg4y#.icy5GAKoM

10.28.2017
After months of being harassed by Ed Gillespie’s campaign for simply trying to ask the Republican gubernatorial nominee questions, Shareblue Media reporter Mike Stark was violently arrested Saturday while filming the annual Annandale parade https://shareblue.com/shareblue-media-reporter-violently-arrested-while-covering-gop-nominee-for-virginia-governor/#.WfiXwk1K9IY.twitter
A new Washington Post-University of Maryland poll reveals 71 percent of Americans believe problems in U.S. politics “have reached a dangerous low point,” and a majority of those see it as the new normal and not just a temporary glitch in an otherwise fine system. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/10/28/poll_reveals_71_percent_think_politics_under_trump_reached_dangerous_low.html

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/oct/27/subsidize-coal-nuclear-plants-taxpayer-cost-rick-perry

leaked chats show WA Republican legislator Matt Shea and associates discussing surveillance, “psyops” and violence directed at political opponents https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/20/matt-shea-rightwing-messages-chat-records

10.27.2017
President Donald Trump insulted the parents of children dressed in Halloween costumes during an Oval Office event. https://www.rawstory.com/2017/10/trump-cant-even-greet-a-group-of-journalists-kids-without-taking-a-nasty-swipe-at-their-parents/#.WfOhVuOIpN4.twitter

The Federal Emergency Management Agency, citing unspecified “potentially sensitive information,” is declining to release a document it drafted several years ago that details how it would respond to a major hurricane in Puerto Rico. https://www.propublica.org/article/fema-had-a-plan-for-responding-to-a-hurricane-in-puerto-rico

Having apparently decided that defending the Trump campaign against charges of collusion with Russian cyberattacks is an impossible task, the Republican Party has decided to go on offense. The House Intelligence Committee, putatively assigned to investigate collusion, is instead running a counter-investigation into Trump’s nemeses. Their argument, incredibly enough, is that the FBI and Robert Mueller are the real perpetrators of collusion with Russia.
	In some ways the theory of alt-collusion mirrors the propaganda methods used by Putin himself. When William Browder publicizes Russia’s murder of crusading lawyer Sergei Magnitsky, Russia turns around and implies that maybe Browder is the one who murdered Magnitsky. The accusation is preposterous, but that doesn’t matter. The purpose is to create an offsetting accusation against the accuser, so that the average bystander can only puzzle at the spectacle of two sides making the same allegation against each other.
	This method can work if you have enough mouthpieces who are sufficiently devoid of skepticism or intellectual self-respect to be willing to spread your obviously absurd message. A key fact that Trump has discovered, and which has enabled his takeover of the Republican Party, is that this is a resource the American right has in abundant supply. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/10/alt-collusion-the-gop-theory-to-defend-trump-from-mueller.html

Michael Cox, a former EPA climate adviser: “I’ve worked with six administrations—from Reagan’s until this one—and we’ve had differences in opinion, but there was never the feeling anyone was coming in to dismantle the organization and really do damage to it. But we felt like that from the very first time Scott Pruitt had an all-staff meeting. It was very clear that he was talking down to us. We were the EPA. We were the bad guys. We were the problem.” https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/10/27/16552766/epa-science-advisory-board-scientific-counselors

The US Treasury seeks to suppress use of the term “shadow banking” because it sounds negative. https://twitter.com/rortybomb/status/923981097351962626

10.25.2017
President Donald Trump’s administration missed its deadline to implement sanctions on Russia… The law required the administration to identify which Russian entities would be penalized with new sanctions by October 1. They still have not done so. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/25/16548688/trump-administration-delaying-russia-sanctions
Sen. Patrick Leahy asks AG Sessions if he has recused himself from a bribery case in which he had a huge conflict of interest… Sessions subsequently refused to issue any response. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/08/bribery-trial-reveals-jeff-sessions-role-in-blocking-epa-action-targeting-one-of-his-biggest-donors/

10.24.2017
as many Americans were preparing to go to bed, an evenly divided Senate voted to give broad lawsuit immunity to credit card companies, auto lenders, credit reporting companies like Equifax, and many other financial firms. The 50-50 tie in the Senate was broken by Vice President Mike Pence (R), and the House approved the lawsuit immunity measure. https://thinkprogress.org/in-the-dead-of-night-republicans-vote-to-give-lawsuit-immunity-to-banks-d6504eab6b86/
U.S. Customs and Border Protection after agents strip-searched a US citizen at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport and confiscated the 64-year-old's life savings, more than $58,000 in cash, without charging him of any crime. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2018/06/01/us-customs-confiscated-a-cleveland-immigrants-life-savings-without-charging-him-with-a-crime

The Trump administration is currently forcing an undocumented teenager in federal custody to carry her unwanted pregnancy to term. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/10/the_undocumented_minor_abortion_case_is_a_preview_of_our_post_roe_future.html

the American Psychological Association found that almost two-thirds of Americans listed “the state of the nation” as their primary source of stress, above both money and work. More than half believed that America was at its lowest point in history.  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-29/freaked-out-americans-desperately-seek-to-escape-the-news

A tiny, 2-year-old energy company from a small town in Montana won a $300 million contract to fix Puerto Rico’s hurricane-ravaged power grid… Whitefish Energy, which at the time of the Hurricane Maria’s landfall had only two full-time employees, now has by far the largest contract of any company involved in Puerto Rico’s recovery, and, according to reporting from the Daily Beast, is primarily financed by a firm run by a major Trump donor who has connections to several members of his administration. The contract has also raised eyebrows because the company is based in Whitefish, Montana, the hometown of Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke  [contract subsequently canceled] http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/10/24/whitefish_energy_from_ryan_zinke_s_hometown_received_a_300_million_contract.html
The contract prohibits the government from reviewing labor costs or profits related to the company's relief efforts in Puerto Rico http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/357473-whitefish-energy-contract-bars-government-from-auditing-deal

Nevada GOP has filed arbitrary recall petitions against three state legislators (two Dems, one independent). the recall proponents themselves are peddling falsehoods and failing to note that the GOP supported some of the same exact policies that supposedly sparked the campaign in the first place. The actual petitioners behind the recalls haven’t said much about their aims (questions sent through a prominent GOP attorney representing all three efforts were unanswered as of press time). State sen. Cannizzaro and aides say they've received reports of aggressive and troubling tactics from the petition circulators, such as spreading misinformation (Cannizzaro says some voters were told she is a Republican) and refusing to leave a constituent's stoop unless they sign. http://www.refinery29.com/2017/10/177864/nevada-democrats-recall-campaign-meaning

10.22.2017
the EPA abruptly canceled presentations from some of its scientists at an event on climate change without explanation. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/22/climate/epa-scientists.html
“Over the course of the interview, Trump also claims to be working on a major infrastructure bill, a major welfare reform bill, and an unspecified economic development bill of some kind. Under almost any other past president, that kind of thing would be considered a huge news-making get for an interviewer. But even Fox didn’t tout Bartiromo’s big scoops on Trump’s legislative agenda, because 10 months into the Trump presidency, nobody is so foolish as to believe that him saying, ‘We’re doing a big infrastructure bill,’ means that the Trump administration is, in fact, doing a big infrastructure bill. The president just mouths off at turns ignorantly and dishonestly, and nobody pays much attention to it unless he says something unusually inflammatory.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/23/16522456/trump-bartiromo-transcript

Trump admin revokes the visa of Browder, a notable human rights activist whom the Kremlin targets https://twitter.com/sarahkendzior/status/922215335482351616
In contrast, Major GOP donor Steve Wynn convinced Trump to deport a Chinese dissident who was saved by his Mar-a-Lago membership. https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-hunt-for-guo-wengui-a-fugitive-businessman-kicks-off-manhattan-caper-worthy-of-spy-thriller-1508717977

Trump has banned WH tour guides "from talking about or recognizing Obama as the last President." Has fired 3 already. https://twitter.com/RogueSNRadvisor/status/922067950147964929

October 21, 2017
Three weeks have passed with no reauthorization of CHIP funding

October 20, 2017
White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said it would be “highly inappropriate” for reporters to question a false claim Chief of Staff John Kelly made about a member of Congress — because he’s a “four-star Marine general.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/20/16510750/sarah-sanders-john-kelly-general
A California Republican shouted for the hanging of John McCain at the state party gathering. https://twitter.com/JoeNBC/status/921807981863489537

It’s obvious, at this point, that Trump sees his job as 1) serving [in a very limited emotional sense] the people who voted for him, primarily by 2) being mean to those who didn’t. https://www.vox.com/2017/10/20/16507594/john-kelly-beliefs-few-good-men

US president is personally interviewing US attorney nominees (including for Manhattan, where office is likely investigating him). https://twitter.com/PreetBharara/status/920705374939959296

http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/10/19/trump_put_chad_on_the_travel_ban_because_of_passport_paper.html

October 19, 2017
After yesterday savaging the family of a fallen US soldier, President Trump is today suggesting the FBI has forged evidence against him
The fact that Trump is continuing to publicly feud with the FBI — which is still investigating his ties to Russia at the direction of special counsel Robert Mueller — suggests the president believes any attempt by the bureau to hold him accountable for his past actions is corrupt and needs to be stopped. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/10/19/16503050/trump-tweet-fbi-steele-dossier
Meanwhile, 
Al Smith dinner featured the Republican speaker of the House of Representatives saying that President Trump demands sycophancy from his staff, that the populist administration he promised is filled with Goldman Sachs executives, that he continues to conduct himself in ways unbecoming of a public figure, that his White House is in a continuous state of chaos, and that the way that his top political allies manage all this is to pretend they don’t know about it or didn’t hear about it or have no thoughts on it. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/20/16507646/paul-ryan-jokes-trump-al-smith
Meanwhile, Gen. Kelly attempted to discredit Rep. Frederica Wilson (D-FL), who has publicly criticized President Trump for insensitivity on the phone call with the soldier’s widow. …Kelly claimed that in a 2015 speech about the dedication of an FBI building, Wilson bragged about how she “got the money” for the building. Kelly said he was “stunned” by this because Wilson wasn’t even in Congress when its funding was secured. But Kelly was flat wrong on the facts. The Sun Sentinel’s Larry Barszewski reviewed video of Wilson’s speech, and found that she didn’t mention anything about getting funding for the building. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/20/16510750/sarah-sanders-john-kelly-general
CIA Director Mike Pompeo took the stage at a prominent Washington think tank — and promptly told a lie. NBC News’s Vivian Salama asked him: “Can you say, with absolute certainty, that the election results were not skewed as a result of Russian interference?”
	“Yes,” Pompeo responded. “The intelligence community's assessment is that the Russian meddling that took place did not affect the outcome of the election.”
	The problem is the January 6 assessment Pompeo referred to — which represented the collective judgement of the FBI, National Security Agency, and the CIA — actually said something very different: “We did not make an assessment of the impact that Russian activities had on the outcome of the 2016 election.”  https://www.vox.com/world/2017/11/9/16620648/pompeo-cia-trump-russia

Monday’s impromptu press conference in the Rose Garden featured a question about why President Trump hadn’t spoken personally about the four American soldiers who died in Niger 12 days earlier. (Trump did not address the situation in the immediate aftermath of the news, preferring to focus his attention on tweets about the stock market, the NFL, and his various political feuds. ) It was the occasion, it seemed, for a public acknowledgement of their service and some mournful remarks about their deaths. 
Instead, Trump delivered a peevish and defensive response that’s unleashed a multi-pronged political controversy.
Then the floodgates opened: 
Trump’s claim about Barack Obama’s record turned out to be a lie. Obama did in fact console grieving relatives of dead soldiers. 
Stories are swirling about insensitive remarks Trump made in a phone call with a grieving widow. 
Trump accused a member of Congress of lying about what he said in that phone call.
Trump made a promise of $25,000 to a Gold Star father that was never delivered. 
Trump politicized the death of his chief of staff’s son, which his own press secretary said the chief of staff was “disgusted by.” 
And it turns out an official condolence letter that was drafted by National Security Council staff was apparently never sent. 

October 18, 2017
asked whether Trump had ever voiced concerns about a “cloud” over the Russia investigation to Sessions — or what, in particular, Trump’s concerns about Comey were — Sessions claimed the content of his conversations with the president was confidential. His argument (which he also made during his previous Senate testimony, before the Intelligence Committee) is that Trump has the right to invoke executive privilege to keep the contents of his interactions with officials private — and that unless the White House explicitly decides not to invoke executive privilege, Sessions can’t deprive them of the option to do so by talking about any conversations that executive privilege might protect.
Many legal scholars think this is a dubious use of executive privilege. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/18/16496894/sessions-comey-trump-testimony
Sen. Ben Sasse: “We live at a time where info ops and propaganda and misinformation are a far more cost-effective way for people to try to weaken the United States of America than by thinking they can outspend us at a military level.… So as the nation’s chief law enforcement officer and as a supervisor of multiple components of our intelligence community … do you think we’re doing enough to prepare for future interference by Russia and other foreign adversaries in the information space?”
Att’y Gen’l Sessions: “Probably not. We’re not. And the matter is so complex that for most of us, we are not able to fully grasp the technical dangers that are out there.” http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/10/20/jeff-sessions-just-confessed-his-negligence-on-russia/
Klobuchar: Will you commit to not putting reporters in jail for doing their jobs? Sessions: I cant make a blanket commitment to that effect

October 17, 2017
The president made the statement that he had contacted nearly every family that had lost a military servicemember this year. An email exchange shows that senior White House aides were aware on that it was not accurate — but that they should try to make it accurate as soon as possible, given the gathering controversy. https://www.rollcall.com/news/politics/after-trump-claim-white-house-still-lacked-casualty-list

October 16, 2017
It's been 40 days (and two Cat. 5 hurricanes) and St. John, USVI is still 100% without power.
The journalist who led the Panama Papers investigation into corruption in Malta was killed on Monday in a car bomb near her home. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/oct/16/malta-car-bomb-kills-panama-papers-journalist

http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/355866-epa-to-restrict-scientific-advisers-who-get-agency-grants

The president has a legal obligation, under Article II of the US Constitution, to “take Care that the laws be faithfully executed.” That means he must make sure that our laws are implemented in good faith and that he uses his executive discretion reasonably toward that end.
	His agencies likewise have a legal obligation, under the Administrative Procedure Act — the statute that sets the rules for our entire federal regulatory apparatus — not to use their power to engage in arbitrary action.
	The intentional, multi-pronged sabotage of the ACA that we have seen over the past nine months — reaching new heights since attempts by Congress to repeal the law failed — violates both Trump’s constitutional obligations and quite possibly the obligations of his Department of Health and Human Services. https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2017/10/17/16489526/take-care-clause-obamacare-trump-sabotage-aca-illegal

The Vice President organizes a Bible study in the White House led by evangelical pastor Ralph Drollinger, who has written that women should “submit” to their husbands, described homosexuality as a “sin,” and called Catholicism a “false religion.” Administration members who attend include Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, CIA Director Mike Pompeo, and Attorney General Jeff Sessions https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/902245208846413824

In a really ghastly lie, Trump says that Obama, unlike him, didn't call the families of dead soldiers. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/17/16489708/trump-lie-obama-call-dead-troops-military-tweets

$156 million FEMA contract to deliver the tens of millions of meals to Puerto Ricans was granted to Tribute Contracting LLC. The company’s sole employee is also its owner, Tiffany Brown. Brown, an Atlanta-based entrepreneur had “no experience in large-scale disaster relief and at least five canceled government contracts in her past” when she was awarded the largest direct meals contract of the 2017 hurricane season. It gets even worse… (Contract was finally terminated after 20 days) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/02/with-no-employees-or-experience-atlanta-woman-got-usd156-million-fema-contract-to-provide-30-million-relief-meals-to-puerto-rico.html

More than 75 percent of Republicans don’t think Congressional Republicans like Trump. And more than 50 percent think Congressional Republicans need to push back or get tougher on Trump. Yet still it takes a retiring senator to get a frank and honest assessment of the president. Meanwhile, 30 percent of Americans think we’re on the path to another world war. Another 48 percent think we’re “maybe” headed for a third world war. In other words, nearly three-fourths of Americans think it’s at least a possibility. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/15/16478306/congressional-republican-pretend-trump-poll

a report from the Washington Post’s Maria Sacchetti indicates that the Department of Justice wants to start rating immigration judges based on how many cases they resolve — which would put pressure on them to resolve cases more quickly and show less leniency toward immigrants. These moves aren’t about making more people eligible for deportation. They’re about making fewer people eligible for a full legal process before getting deported. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/13/16464360/immigration-court-judges-children-uac

10.14.2017
“Hurricane Ophelia now a Category 3 storm. Likely to hit Ireland Monday morning. Yes, Ireland.” https://twitter.com/nycjim/status/919246088623869953

10.13.2017
WH declares branch of Iranian military forces “terrorists” — "This is reckless beyond the extreme," said Barbara Slavin, an Iran expert at the Atlantic Council. "The reason being is that to designate the armed forces of another country as terrorists is to invite retaliation.” https://www.buzzfeed.com/johnhudson/trumps-boldest-move-today-wasnt-decertifying-the-iran-deal?utm_term=.siJv89aX#.umKGY2Lk
US president tells another blatant lie (and once again undercuts his own Secretary of State; Tillerson: “Iran is complying with nuclear deal.” Trump: “Iran has had multiple violations of nuclear deal.”
Within 24 hours of WH saying it would suspend CSR payments because they are “not lawful,” president announces he would oppose new law specifically authorizing them [they already are specifically authorized fwiw]  https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/918879126861344769
Donald Trump on Friday became the first sitting US president to address the Values Voter Summit, an annual gathering of evangelical conservatives organized by a prominent anti-LGBT group https://www.buzzfeed.com/davidmack/trump-values-voter-lgbt-flyer?utm_term=.ic7GPqZp#.iflq5mxD
President Trump mistakenly referred to the governor of the U.S. Virgin Islands as its "president" during a speech http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/355377-trump-calls-governor-of-virgin-islands-its-president
[In the official transcript, the White House has crossed out the president's comment] https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/918868037230628864
White House chief of staff: “This is really, really hard work running the United States of America.” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/10/john_kelly_accidentally_told_the_truth_about_trump.html
US EPA to journalist: “The only thing inappropriate and biased is your continued fixation on writing elitist click bait trying to attack qualified professionals committed to serving their country.” https://twitter.com/EricLiptonNYT/status/921747723560341504

in October, Trump tweeted — inaccurately — that the Puerto Rican government was planning to use disaster relief money to pay off old debts. But [subsequent reporting] says Trump went beyond bad tweets and tried to base policy on this misapprehension, urging his team to violate the law and redirect the disaster assistance money to Texas and Florida instead https://www.vox.com/2019/1/17/18186818/trump-puerto-rico-hurricane-funds
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/top-hud-officials-departure-follows-disagreements-over-housing-policy-and-puerto-rico-disaster-funds/2019/01/16/e6ba5be4-1839-11e9-9ebf-c5fed1b7a081_story.html

10.12.2017
After apparently seeing something on the TV, President Donald Trump threatened to pull federal support out of Puerto Rico three weeks into the still hurricane-devastated island’s recovery efforts. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/10/12/after_prompt_from_tv_personality_trump_threatens_to_abandon_puerto_rico.html
US president walks out of signing ceremony and has to be reminded to come back and actually sign executive order—not for the first time https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/918503611264585728
Trump pulled US out of UNESCO. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/10/12/16464778/unesco-us-withdrawal-trump
Trump administration announces choice to end CSR subsidies, after months of threats, after 10 pm https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/13/trump-scraps-healthcare-subsidies-obamacare

Trump admin releases draft plan for HHS: “Language about human life starting with conception (the fertilization of an egg) is usually reserved for religious groups and anti-abortion activists, not government documents that’ll guide federal policy, according to several women’s health and policy experts Vox contacted. The notion …” https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2017/10/13/16449724/trump-hhs-abortion-pro-life-conception

At the Interior Department’s headquarters in downtown Washington, Secretary Ryan Zinke has revived an arcane military ritual that no one can remember ever happening in the federal government. A security staffer takes the elevator to the seventh floor, climbs the stairs to the roof and hoists a special secretarial flag whenever Zinke enters the building. When the secretary goes home for the day or travels, the flag — a blue banner emblazoned with the agency’s bison seal flanked by seven white stars representing the Interior bureaus — comes down.  In Zinke’s absence, the ritual is repeated to raise an equally obscure flag for Deputy Secretary David Bernhardt. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/wheres-zinke-the-interior-secretarys-special-flag-offers-clues/2017/10/12/68672476-aeb2-11e7-9e58-e6288544af98_story.html

The president has in recent days affected a kind of sinister swaying to and fro on the question of whether the American government will continue to offer assistance to 3.4 million of its own citizens. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/10/donald_trump_is_reveling_in_his_power_to_save_puerto_rico_or_condemn_it.html

10.11.2017
Did this happen? https://twitter.com/ackrantz11/status/917926381547335680
US president repeatedly voices desire to crack down on free press https://slate.com/business/2017/10/donald-trumps-threats-against-nbc-are-empty-yet-frightening.html
Gabriel Sherman: “several people close to the president have recently told me in private: that Trump is ‘unstable,’ ‘losing a step,’ and ‘unraveling.’” https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/10/donald-trump-is-unraveling-white-house-advisers?mbid=social_twitter
Puerto Ricans are reduced to trying to get drinking water from Superfund hazardous waste sites https://twitter.com/DavidBegnaud/status/918243002333761536

Russia Today is running ads mocking accusations of election interference, and the CIA, in New York and DC https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/918077270396493824

that U.S. federal agencies have not taken any action against Neurocore even after several consumer complaints. This is despite the fact that there are nearly 100 instances in which Neurocore claims its technique can alleviate certain conditions—although there is no evidence to justify the claims. Neurocore is financially backed by billionaire Betsy DeVos, the U.S. secretary of education http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/medical_examiner/2017/10/devos_backed_company_has_escaped_government_scrutiny.html

10.10.2017
The President is challenging his own Secretary of State to an IQ test while his wives debate who is the real First Lady. https://twitter.com/jamisonfoser/status/917740309127106560
It’s been 60 days since Trump said he’d declare an opioids emergency. (He hasn’t.) https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/917477648900730881
It has been 10 days since CHIP funding expired with no reauthorization by GOP controlled congress

10.9.2017
ESPN has suspended Jemele Hill, the ESPN anchor who previously called President Donald Trump a “white supremacist” on Twitter, for two weeks over her social media use. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/9/16449540/jemele-hill-espn-suspended
Trump’s 71st day at a golf course, 91st day at a Trump property as POTUS. https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/917420522597740545

“the national security services are apparently coping with Donald Trump in ways that circumvent the president's constitutional role as commander in chief.” https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/10/corker-trump/542409/?utm_source=twb

10.8.2017
US president attacks Senator Bob Corker on Twitter; Sen. Corker replies “the White House has become an adult day care center” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/8/16443694/trump-bob-corker-twitter-rant-tax-reform-iran-reelection
Vice president flies across the country to attend NFL game with intent of staged walk-out https://twitter.com/PeterAlexander/status/917094805276168192
Vice President Mike Pence's trip to a 2017 Colts game – which he left in a planned protest after players kneeled during the National Anthem – cost at least $325,000 https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/vice-president-mike-pence-colts-nfl-anthem-stunt_us_5bb8cfd5e4b0876eda9e78fe?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004
Federal disaster relief chief says he’s deliberately ignoring the mayor of the largest city afflicted by disastrous hurricane. https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/917077138238595073

This is the first president in the modern period who failed to have gone even through the motions of empowering the secretary of state as the repository of his policy and as his public voice. When you don’t do that, it is virtually impossible for allies or adversaries to understand what the policy is and who is speaking authoritatively about it. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/interrogation/2017/10/the_tension_between_trump_and_tillerson_is_unprecedented.html

10.7.2017
FEMA publishes blatantly propagandistic video misrepresenting disastrous conditions in Puerto Rico https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-puerto-rico-video-tells-positive-story-but-leaves-a-lot-on-cutting-room-floor/2017/10/10/b6b9d8bc-adf9-11e7-9e58-e6288544af98_story.html

This week Trump’s EPA released a four-year strategic plan that omits any mention of climate change http://www.cnn.com/2017/10/11/politics/epa-climate-report/index.html?sr=twCNNp101117epa-climate-report0651AMVODtop&CNNPolitics=Tw

10.6.2017
the Trump administration released long-anticipated rules that relax the Obama-era birth control mandate, which required employers to offer insurance that covered contraception for women. Effective immediately, some companies can now more easily refuse to cover the cost of birth control by seeking religious or moral exemptions. To justify this rollback, the administration wrote pages into the new regulations that challenge well-established research on the health impact of birth control — from whether contraceptives reduce unwanted pregnancies to the harms and benefits of the Pill. Altogether, the case presented against birth control is a stunning distortion of the research on contraception. https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2017/10/10/16447202/trump-case-against-birth-control-distortion-of-science
DHHS issues rollback of birth-control coverage requirement as “interim final rule,” likely skipping required “good cause” for purposes of cultural division https://twitter.com/nicholas_bagley/status/916296682857525249
The Judiciary Committee may be issuing press releases about its ‘Russia Probe.’ But staffers say there’s no full-blown investigation, just routine oversight of the FBI. https://www.thedailybeast.com/senate-russia-probe-is-not-really-investigating-russia-staffers-say

10.5.2017
President calls for congressional crackdown on news media. http://www.politico.com/story/2017/10/05/trump-fake-news-networks-senate-intelligence-committee-243480
Trump with gathering of military leaders: “you guys know what this represents? Maybe it’s the calm before the storm. You’ll find out.” http://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/thats-disturbing
A GOP lawmaker floated a conspiracy theory about August's fatal rally in Charlottesville, Va. in a new interview, proposing without evidence that billionaire Democratic donor George Soros could have been involved in organizing the white supremacist event. http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/354096-gop-rep-suggests-george-soros-was-behind-charlottesville-rally
FEMA removed statistics about drinking water access and electricity in Puerto Rico from their website https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2017/10/05/fema-removes-statistics-about-drinking-water-access-and-electricity-in-puerto-rico-from-website/?utm_term=.be72f0ef09cc

In April, the Trump Administration launched what it called the Victims of Immigration Crime Engagement (VOICE) hotline, with a stated mission to “provide proactive, timely, adequate, and professional services to victims of crimes committed by removable aliens.” But internal logs of calls to VOICE obtained by Splinter show that hundreds of Americans seized on the hotline to lodge secret accusations against acquaintances, neighbors, or even their own family members, often to advance petty personal grievances. https://splinternews.com/this-is-what-it-looks-like-when-the-president-asks-peop-1819077393

10.4.2017
Sen. Bob Corker (R-TN)  told reporters Wednesday that Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, Secretary of Defense James Mattis, and Chief of Staff Gen. John Kelly are “those people that help separate our country from chaos,” whereas others in the administration act without considering national security. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/4/16425696/bob-corker-senator-tillerson-chaos
White House chief of staff Kelly abruptly scrapped plans to travel with President Donald Trump on Wednesday so he could try to contain his boss’s fury and manage the fallout from new revelations about tensions between the president and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, according to six senior administration officials. (Those tensions, of course, involve Tillerson having reportedly referred to Trump as a "fucking moron" during a meeting.) http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/10/05/trump_impeachment_chances_moron_day_two_edition.html
US Supreme Court Chief Justice said political science is ‘sociological gobbledygook.’ https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/10/04/justice-roberts-said-political-science-is-sociological-gobbledygook-heres-why-he-said-it-and-why-hes-mistaken/
There are no visitor logs or other system of tracking those who visited President Donald Trump at his winter retreat known as Mar-a-Lago - a Secret Service official http://www.politico.com/story/2017/10/05/mar-a-lago-visitor-logs-secret-service-trump-243478?cmpid=sf
(But seven Mar-a-Lago members and their guests told ProPublica that uniformed officers, who appear to be Secret Service, stand at the doors of the resort on weekends when the president is there, and hold lists of people approved for access. https://www.propublica.org/article/white-house-says-doesnt-keep-list-mar-a-lago-visitors-experts-visitors-skeptical?utm_campaign=sprout&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_content=1508170669)
Attorney General Jeff Sessions has reversed a previous memo from President Barack Obama’s administration that interpreted the Civil Rights Act to protect transgender workers, potentially opening people up to discrimination in the workplace due to their gender identity. https://www.vox.com/identities/2017/10/5/16429800/trump-sessions-transgender-workers

Recently installed U.S. Attorney Justin Herdman said he has dismantled the office's civil rights unit and has established a new division that will focus on prosecuting violent crime. The civil rights unit served as the crown jewel of the office under former top prosecutors Steve Dettelbach and Carole Rendon and handled some of the most high-profile criminal prosecutions under those administrations. http://www.cleveland.com/court-justice/index.ssf/2017/10/new_northern_ohio_us_attorney.html

The U.S. government is quietly losing its next generation of foreign policy leaders—an exodus that could undermine our institutions and interests for decades to come. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/10/04/rex-tillerson-is-running-the-state-department-into-the-ground-215677

Thousands of lives were lost in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, while unused aid remained in a warehouse under the government's watch. https://twitter.com/ewarren/status/1220571068395663361

10.3.2017
Puerto Rico Hurricane Maria death toll now 6 days without an udpate https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2017/10/2/16392670/puerto-rico-death-toll-trump
the Federal Emergency Management Agency has not authorized every disaster response tool it has at its disposal — including aid for more permanent repairs on the island's roads, bridges, water control facilities, public utilities, and government buildings. (FEMA authorized this level of aid for Texas 10 days after Hurricane Harvey.) https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/3/16400510/fema-puerto-rico-hurricane
The US military is @-ing news media for reporting civilian casualties https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/915300573301346304
US president visited disaster-ravaged Puerto Rico, and
accused Puerto Ricans of throwing the federal budget “out of whack.”
suggested Puerto Rico had not experienced a “real catastrophe” like Hurricane Katrina, since a mere “16 people” had been confirmed dead.
told a family of hurricane victims to “have a good time.”
tossed paper towels to another group of victims, in a church, as if he was shooting basketball free throws.
told a third group of victims that they don’t need flashlights any longer, though 90 per cent of the island was still without power.
refused to speak to the mayor of San Juan.
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2017/10/03/in-bizarre-visit-donald-trump-compares-puerto-rico-to-a-real-catastrophe-like-katrina-and-congratulates-himself-analysis.html
On Tuesday night, President Donald Trump casually told Geraldo Rivera on Fox News that the United States would have to wipe out $75 billion in debt owed by Puerto Rico to bondholders around the world. Wall Street promptly freaked out, sending Puerto Rican bonds into a tailspin and leading the White House to move swiftly to clean up Trump's seemingly offhand remarks. On Wednesday, the Trump administration indicated it has no current plans to take the unprecedented, politically dangerous and probably illegal step of wiping out the owners of Puerto Rico's bonds in the wake of Hurricane Maria's devastation. Trump’s own budget chief quickly walked the president’s comments back. “I wouldn’t take it word for word with that,” OMB Director Mick Mulvaney said on CNN.  http://www.politico.com/story/2017/10/04/trump-puerto-rico-debt-white-house-response-243452
E-FOIA amendments require agencies to provide the public with electronic access to FOIA "Reading Room" records. ICE took down its online FOIA reading room on October 3rd https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/917456184550010880

In an Oval Office meeting earlier this month, in the middle of a pivotal conversation with top officials about whether or not to withdraw from the U.S.-Korean trade deal, President Trump instructed his top trade negotiator:  tell them, 'This guy's so crazy he could pull out any minute.' And by the way, I might.” https://www.axios.com/inside-trumps-crazy-train-2491643924.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic

Ivanka Trump and her husband, Jared Kushner, have reportedly sent hundreds of emails from a third private email account while serving in their White House roles. The address is now the third linked to the couple in recent weeks http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/353556-hundreds-of-white-house-emails-sent-to-third-kushner-family-account

EPA director Pruitt is requiring aides to surrender cell phones before meetings, telling them they can’t take notes, and taking care to keep meetings in-person and verbal rather than over email 
Secretary of the Interior Zinke said, to a federal advisory board stacked with fossil fuel executives, that “I got 30 percent of the crew that’s not loyal to the flag.”
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/10/2/16395370/epa-secret-phone-booth
The EPA broke the law when it built Pruitt’s secret phone booth. In an opinion published 4/16/18, the GAO reported that the agency violated Section 710 of the 2017 Financial Services and General Government Appropriations Act. The rule states that agencies can’t spend more than $5,000 to improve the office of a presidential appointee, whether that’s new furniture, paintings, or hardware. At least, not without approval from Congress. Pruitt’s soundproof privacy booth, which was first reported by the Washington Post in September, cost $43,238.68. And it’s illegal for another reason too, says GAO: It violates the Antideficiency Act, which states that agencies aren’t allowed to rack up bills beyond what Congress has appropriated for them.  https://www.vox.com/2018/4/16/17243048/scott-pruitt-gao-illegal-phone-booth-law

10.2.2017
In a crisis, top news sources for millions are promoting false propaganda stories: Facebook has put The Gateway Pundit at the top of its feed today. Google News promoted a 4chan thread. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/10/02/las-vegas-shooting-fake-news-guns-215670

10.1.2017
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson was in China this week meeting with President Xi Jinping to discuss ways to increase pressure on North Korea to dismantle its nuclear program. But almost as soon as Tillerson’s trip was over, President Donald Trump swiftly undermined his secretary of state’s outreach: “he is wasting his time trying to negotiate” https://www.vox.com/world/2017/10/1/16392576/tillerson-is-trying-to-avoid-war-with-north-korea-trump-says-hes-wasting-his-time 
the State Department’s top spokesperson boldly proclaimed that a Trump administration would never let North Korea get a nuclear weapon. This particular cat got out of the bag more than 10 years ago back when George W. Bush was president https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/5/16425954/trump-flattery-puerto-rico

The Department of Health and Human Services quietly removed lesbian and bisexual content from its women's health website between September and October 2017. https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/lesbian-bisexual-resources-are-dropped-hhs-website-n859041

Shortly after the White House released the outlines of its tax proposal, President Donald Trump railed on Twitter against Democrats who opposed it, noting that his “Tax Cut and Reform Bill” was winning “great reviews.” Except that there wasn’t an actual tax cut and reform bill pending in Congress yet… That was after the president tweeted that the “approval process” for his tax reform package would soon begin, which, again, is not how Congress works. The House of Representatives will introduce its own bill, incorporating some of the president’s priorities, to be sure, but there will be no formal process of approval for what he’s proposed. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/10/08/donald-trump-government-215691

At least four former senior White House advisers failed to file financial reports required by law after they left the White House this summer http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/361654-top-trump-aides-didnt-file-required-financial-reports-after-leaving#.WhdYrlLxeaE.twitter

the first exhaustive report on crime issued during Trump’s presidency is missing a colossal amount of data. Each year for the past eight decades, the FBI releases a comprehensive report that criminologists rely on to analyze and understand crime trends. This year, the report looks very different from past versions. It contains 64 percent fewer data tables than the 2015 version ― 52 tables are just simply gone. An organization representing more than 5,000 criminal justice scholars and researchers issued a letter to Attorney General Jeff Sessions, later raised concerns about the FBI’s 2016 Crime in the United States report https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/fbi-2016-crime-report-missing-data_us_5a1f25c4e4b0392a4ebad4a3

9.29.2017
Energy Secretary Rick Perry has sought to create policy on the basis that power plants with large amounts of fuel on-site — coal and nuclear, basically — are necessary to grid reliability, and second, that those plants are unfairly being driven out of business by subsidies to renewable energy.
	The problem is, neither claim is true, which poses something of a dilemma for Perry, who has been put in charge of an agency filled with genuine technical experts. And sure enough, DOE’s grid study found, as many other studies before it have, that a) the loss of coal and nuclear plants has not diminished reliability, and b) it is cheap natural gas, not renewable energy subsidies, that has driven coal and nuclear out of business.
	Whether through ignorance or cleverness, Perry stumbled on a different communications strategy. He seems to have realized that he didn’t need to mess with the study at all. Why bother? He could simply pretend that it supported the administration’s position. The media would he-said, she-said it for a day or two and then move on. He simply behaved as though the study had confirmed his claims.
	Which brings us to last Friday, when DOE proposed a new rule for the electricity system, premised on the very suppositions its own grid study disproved. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/10/4/16407278/rick-perry-doe-plan-coal-nuclear-energy-markets
San Juan mayor begs for help; 9.30.2017, US President attacks her online
at the Texas Tribune festival, ethics experts agreed that this White House “may be the most unethical administration Americans have ever seen.” https://www.texastribune.org/2017/09/23/former-top-ethics-official-says-he-fought-good-fight-i-could-make-trum/

Alex Howard, deputy director of the Sunlight Foundation, said there’s plenty of evidence that Russian intelligence operatives have been on Twitter for years and have used the platform to amplify messages. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/twitter-finds-hundreds-of-accounts-tied-to-russian-operatives/2017/09/28/6cf26f7e-a484-11e7-ade1-76d061d56efa_story.html

9.28.2017
The Treasury Department has taken down a 2012 economic analysis that contradicts what Secretary Mnuchin has said about the effects of corporate tax cuts, the WSJ reports. What happened: Mnuchin said workers benefit the most from corporate income tax cuts. The 2012 analysis from the Office of Tax Analysis revealed that workers pay 18% corporate taxes, whereas owners of capital pay 82%, so cutting them impacts owners more. https://www.axios.com/treasury-removes-report-contradicting-mnuchins-analysis-of-corporate-tax-cuts-2490760854.html
The US Office of Special Counsel concluded Nikki Haley violated the Hatch Act, but won't pursue disciplinary action. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/915258720401096705
Justice Neil Gorsuch (“I’m not going to get involved in politics”) addresses Islamophobic Fund for American Studies, at a Trump Hotel. https://twitter.com/jjz1600/status/912841541877747712

Donald Trump intends to cap America’s annual refugee admissions at a historic low. The figure of 45,000 is the lowest requested by a president in over three decades and less than half the 110,000 cap issued by Obama in 2016 https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/sep/27/donald-trump-caps-refugee-admissions-2018-historic-low
Since World War II, the United States has been the world’s leader in resettling refugees. Most refugees never got the chance to come to a new country and start a new life, but if they did, there was a substantial chance — even a 50 percent chance — that the country that welcomed them was the United States. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/3/16379016/trump-refugees

9.27.2017
The Department of Health and Human Services has told states that for the first time, it will not be sending its regional directors to help states with planning for the upcoming open enrollment period https://www.buzzfeed.com/katenocera/the-trump-administration-wont-support-state-obamacare?utm_term=.kudA9ZRLg#.lsYmBG9yr

The Environmental Protection Agency is spending nearly $25,000 to construct a secure, soundproof communications booth in the office of Administrator Scott Pruitt https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/09/26/epa-spending-almost-25000-to-install-a-secure-phone-booth-for-scott-pruitt

In private, the president and his top aides freely admit that he is engaged in a culture war on behalf of his white, working-class base—a New York billionaire waging war against “politically correct” coastal elites on behalf of his supporters in the South and in the Midwest. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/25/us/politics/trump-nascar-nfl-protests.html

9.26.2017
“North Korea has approached Republican for help trying to figure out Trump”
US President deletes Twitter posts, probably violating Presidential Records Act of 1978. https://www.axios.com/trump-deletes-tweets-backing-luther-strange-2490003352.html

9.25.2017
There have been 4 drafts of Grassidy repeal since last night. Single, pretend “hearing" only hours away. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/912320935876800512
At a major bill's only hearing, only 4 members of the public are in the room; after dragging the protesters out, Capitol Police didn't let others in to take their places. Hundreds waited in line yet the hearing took place with empty seats https://twitter.com/AliceOllstein/status/912394483379113989
HHS informed MS ACA Marketplace outreach & enrollment stakeholders that HHS "will not be supporting marketplace efforts by being out in the regions this year." As a result, annual state-wide MS ACA Pre-enrollment meetings have been cancelled. https://twitter.com/jill4house/status/912865266966687744

Ethics experts agreed that this White House “may be the most unethical administration Americans have ever seen.” https://sunlightfoundation.com/2017/09/24/turkish-airlines-golf-event-at-trump-golf-course-tees-off-emolumental-problems/

9.24.2017
GOP dumps revised Graham-Cassidy bill onto the Senate, it is in no way realistic to expect the Parliamentarian to rule fairly on this new draft within 72 hours. https://twitter.com/RodneyMLS/status/912146596707651585

“I don't see anything comparable,” Don Ritchie, the Senate’s former official historian, said of the process Senate Republicans are using. http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-obamacare-senate-mystery-20170924-story.html

Inevitably, the administration in the White House because the opposing candidate used private email for public business uses private email for public business. http://www.politico.com/story/2017/09/24/jared-kushner-private-email-white-house-243071

9.23.2017
On September 22, Iran released video footage of a missile test, just a few hours after the country displayed a projectile during a military parade. The next day, Trump responded on Twitter. “Iran just test-fired a Ballistic Missile capable of reaching Israel. They are also working with North Korea. Not much of an agreement we have!” he said, referring to the Iran nuclear deal. The problem is the Iranian video shows images from a failed missile launch in January, and US intelligence officials say they “picked up no indication” of a new test. Israeli security officials also confirm the video shows images from earlier this year.  https://www.vox.com/world/2017/9/26/16366018/trump-iran-missile-test-nuclear-deal-tweet

A top Amazon executive privately advised the Trump administration on the launch of a new internet portal that is expected to generate billions of dollars for the technology company and give it a dominant role in how the US government buys everything from paper clips to office chairs. Emails seen by the Guardian show that the Amazon executive Anne Rung communicated with a top official at the General Services Administration (GSA) about the approach the government would take to create the new portal, even before the legislation that created it – known to its critics as the “Amazon amendment” – was signed into law https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/dec/26/amazon-anne-rung-government-services-authority

9.22.2017
the President of the United States describes an American who has exercised his right to protest racial injustice as “that son-of-a-bitch.”

Trump's nominee for a federal judgeship in Texas described transgender children as evidence of "Satan's plan," lamented that states were banning conversion therapy and argued that sanctioning same-sex marriage would lead to polygamy and bestiality. http://www.cnn.com/2017/09/20/politics/kfile-jeff-mateer-lgbt-remarks/index.html

9.21.2017
US Supreme Court Justice effectively engages in public campaigning (for US Senator who sustained a Supreme Court vacancy for a year, then changed Senate Rules, to allow said Justice’s installation illegitimately) http://www.dailycamera.com/boulder-county-news/ci_31321543/supreme-courts-neil-gorsuch-boulder-county-touts-conservative
Trump praises healthcare in “Nambia,” which does not exist http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-praises-health-care-system-non-existent-african-country

A Ukrainian born billionaire who does business with Russian oligarchs is funding Trump's legal representation via the RNC on.wsj.com/2xuneXc 

HHS plans to shut down Healthcare.gov for 12 hours during all but one Sunday, during the upcoming 6 week open enrollment season https://twitter.com/philgalewitz/status/911305725154140163

9.20.2017
As Senate barrels toward endangering healthcare for millions, Senator Bill Cassidy is selling his bill on the basis of a spreadsheet. http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/graham-cassidy-obamacare-repeal_us_59c16c28e4b0f22c4a8d3c77
Trump blocks woman with stage 4 cancer on Twitter after she criticized his latest health care plan https://thinkprogress.org/trump-blocks-laura-packard-after-she-criticized-trumpcare-graham-cassidy-heller-adb4d69020c5/
After a meeting with Iranian officials on the sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly Wednesday evening, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson informed reporters that President Donald Trump was “still considering” whether to decertify Iran’s compliance with the nuclear deal. But just a few hours earlier, Trump told reporters that he had made up his mind on the matter. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/21/16344674/tillerson-iran-deal-trump

“President Donald Trump is using money donated to his reelection campaign and the Republican National Committee to pay for his lawyers in the probe of alleged Russian interference in the U.S. election, according to two people familiar with the matter. While previous presidential campaigns have used these funds to pay for routine legal matters such as ballot access disputes and compliance requirements, Trump would be the first U.S. president in the modern campaign finance era to use such funds to cover the costs of responding to a criminal probe, said election law experts.” https://www.cnbc.com/2017/09/19/trump-using-campaign-rnc-funds-to-pay-russia-probe-legal-bills-reuters-citing-sources.html

HHS secretary Tom Price took chartered aircraft on 5 flights last week, while his predecessors would fly commercial politi.co/2fzd3af

9.19.2017
McConnell called Toomey and Corker to his office to overcome Corker’s “deficit hawk” concerns about slashing taxes. In the end, Corker said he could go with $1.5 trillion in new debt. And so that was the number. The meeting had taken all of 10 minutes — 10 minutes that proved to be the turning point for the whole tax bill. https://publicintegrity.org/inequality-poverty-opportunity/taxes/trumps-tax-cuts/the-secret-saga-of-trumps-tax-cuts/
For the first time, the American president was just another populist thug. Donald Trump used his 40 minutes not to make a case for universal rights, but to glorify nationalism. He appealed not to justice, but to the volk. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/09/trump_at_the_u_n_was_just_another_populist_thug.html
CNBC tweets “Trump’s new nickname, ‘Rocket Man,’ for Kim Jong Un is brilliant” https://twitter.com/skleefeld/status/910244824493813761
This on the same day that Trump threatened to “totally destroy” North Korea, a country of 25.4 million people. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/9/20/16340392/trump-north-korea-unga-totally-destroy-speech

The Trump administration rejected a study conducted by its own Department of Health and Human Services finding that refugees had a net positive value in the United States over the past decade https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/19/16333778/trump-administration-rejects-study-refugees-help-economy

Access to fed’l climate data has been throttled, e.g. “the USGS "Effects of #Climate Change" webpage had 2,825 items in December. Today, that page has zero items.”

St. Louis, MO cops chanting "whose streets, our streets" and saying they "owned the night".

Sinclair Broadcast Group, a rapidly growing media company that bought Channel 10 in 2014, produces “must-run” segments and distributes them to its local stations nationwide. They must air during daily news programming. These include “The Terrorism Alert Desk,” advertised as a daily news update about terrorist activity. http://www.providencejournal.com/news/20170916/wjar-forced-to-run-pro-trump-programs

9.17.2017
Trump retweets GIF of him hitting Clinton with golf ball http://www.cnn.com/2017/09/17/politics/trump-tweet-clinton/index.html
Trump attorney Ty Cobb remains a screwloose https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/18/16327078/ty-cobb-lawyer-restaurant
Sean Spicer – the guy who trashed the press, the guy who insisted that Hitler hadn’t used chemical weapons on his own people, the guy who lied again and again to America – made an appearance at the Emmys, invited there by Stephen Colbert. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/sep/20/hollywood-lying-politicians-jimmy-kimmel-emmys

House leaders periodically tried briefing their members about tax cut legislation, but then quickly saw the details spread like wildfire across the Hill and among lobbyists. That drove a paranoia that lobbyists would block any provision not viewed as in the interest of their clients.    https://publicintegrity.org/inequality-poverty-opportunity/taxes/trumps-tax-cuts/the-secret-saga-of-trumps-tax-cuts/

9.15.2017
The House of Representatives is taking legal action to make sure that federal agencies don’t release congressional records to the public through the Freedom of Information Act. http://www.politico.com/story/2017/09/15/house-moves-to-block-access-to-records-foia-242791

President Donald Trump’s voter fraud commission came under fire earlier this month when a lawsuit and media reports revealed that the commissioners were using private emails to conduct public business. Commission co-chair Kris Kobach confirmed this week that most of them continue to do so. Experts say the commission’s email practices do not appear to comport with federal law.  https://www.propublica.org/article/experts-say-the-use-of-private-email-by-trumps-voter-fraud-commission-isnt-legal

President Donald Trump’s inaugural committee raised an unprecedented $107 million for a ceremony that officials promised would be “workmanlike,” and the committee pledged to give leftover funds to charity. Nearly eight months later, the group has helped pay for redecorating at the White House and the vice president’s residence in Washington. But nothing has yet gone to charity. https://apnews.com/0756ba7480444895b4fabc9a2f0909b3

9.13.2017
In a reversal of internal policy, the Office of Government Ethics says funds benefiting aides caught up in Russia probes may accept anonymous gifts from lobbyists http://www.politico.com/story/2017/09/13/trump-ethics-watchdog-legal-defense-242690
W.H. officials have pressured media companies about critics in private before. But this time it happened in public: “Sarah Sanders calls ESPN host Jemele Hill's anti-Trump tweets 'fireable offense’”

9.12.2017
President Trump's top spokesperson said Tuesday that federal prosecutors should consider bringing a case against former FBI Director James Comey. It is unusual for the White House to advise the Justice Department on what cases to examine. http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/350290-trump-press-secretary-prosecuting-comey-should-be-looked-at
Since Trump’s inauguration, he has maintained that he isn’t involved in the management of his businesses. But an email from the director of revenue management for the Trump Hotel in Washington, Jeng Chi Hung, sent that email to an acquaintance that “DJT is supposed to be out of the business and passed on to his sons, but he's definitely still involved” https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-inc-had-a-rough-year-but-his-dc-hotel-is-killing-it?ref=author
On a 5–4 basis, the Supreme Court put further proceedings in Texas on hold, and on Monday the court decided the case on the merits. The decision is audacious in many ways. To begin with, the court decided to review the lower-court order even though there was no injunction in place, finding an exception to the usual rule because the lower court was “effectively enjoining” the use of the old Texas maps. This is not judicial minimalism or proceeding slowly. (Justice Sonia Sotomayor’s dissent in the subsequent ruling) spends many pages explaining how the court contorted its usual rules limiting its jurisdiction to review of actual lower-court orders to reach this result.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/06/the-abbott-v-perez-case-echoes-shelby-county-v-holder-as-a-further-death-blow-for-the-voting-rights-act.html

“[Wilbur Ross’s retained stake in the Diamond S] shipping company is going to be a big problem with respect to him being involved with trade under the conflict of interest statute.” - Richard W. Painter, who was a top ethics lawyer in the George W. Bush administration https://www.publicintegrity.org/2017/03/23/14509/wilbur-ross-will-shepherd-trump-s-trade-policy-should-he-also-own-shipping-firm

After becoming commerce secretary, Wilbur L. Ross Jr. retained investments in a shipping firm he once controlled that has significant business ties to a Russian oligarch subject to American sanctions and President Vladimir V. Putin’s son-in-law, according to newly disclosed documents.
	The shipper, Navigator Holdings, earns millions of dollars a year transporting gas for one of its top clients, a giant Russian energy company called Sibur, whose owners include the oligarch and Mr. Putin’s family member. Despite selling off numerous other holdings to join the Trump administration and spearhead its “America first” trade policy, Mr. Ross kept an investment in Navigator, which increased its business dealings with Sibur even as the West sought to punish Russia’s energy sector over Mr. Putin’s incursions into Ukraine. https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/11/5/1712886/-Commerce-Secretary-Wilbur-Ross-retains-investment-in-company-doing-business-with-Putin-family
“five days before reports surfaced last fall that Ross was connected to cronies of Vladimir Putin through a shipping firm called Navigator Holdings, the secretary of commerce, who likely knew about the reporting, shorted stock in the Kremlin-linked company, positioning himself to make money on the investment when share prices dropped.” https://www.vox.com/2018/6/20/17479170/wilbur-ross-corruption

9.10.2017
Russian politician Vyacheslav Nikonov, a member of the Duma, said U.S. "intelligence missed it when Russian intelligence stole the president of the United States." He made the remarks on a Russian panel show, "Sunday Evening with Vladimir Solovyov." https://www.axios.com/russian-politician-says-russia-stole-u-s-presidency-on-live-tv-2484056561.html
The White House is literally tweeting out fake news during a national disaster (and apparently sharing fake videos with the President). http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/09/10/trump_s_social_media_director_dan_scavino_jr_tweets_a_fake_irma_video_is.html
A month to day after Trump called opioid crisis a nat emergency, his admin hasn't moved to actually declare it https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/10/us/politics/trump-opioid-emergency.html

At the Wall Street Journal, “Political editors and reporters find themselves either directly stymied by Gerry [Baker]’s interference or shave the edges off their stories in advance to try to please him (and, by extension, [Rupert] Murdoch).” https://www.theguardian.com/media/2017/sep/10/the-wall-street-journals-trump-problem

9.9.2017
Trump Sides With Churches Suing His Own Administration Over Harvey Relief Funds http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/09/09/trump_sides_with_churches_suing_his_administration_over_harvey_relief_funds.html

9.8.2017
“Voter Fraud” Commission vice-chair Kris Kobach is already inserting misleading claims into the public dialogue ahead of the Commission’s next meeting in New Hampshire. Specifically, he says there must have been voter fraud in New Hampshire because people registered to vote with out-of-state driver’s licenses (which is legal), and some still do not have a New Hampshire license or car registration. From this alone, he claims the election was tainted because these people must not have been eligible to vote in New Hampshire (he also purports to be able to divine which candidate they voted for). https://www.brennancenter.org/blog/kobach-discovers-college-students-live-college-towns
National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster details a request that “every Federal Government department and agency” hold a one-hour training next week on “unauthorized disclosures” — of classified and certain unclassified information. The request lists “[s]uggested training materials” including a six-minute Fox News video  https://www.buzzfeed.com/chrisgeidner/trump-administration-launches-broad-new-anti-leak-program?utm_term=.eaKRgEpWx#.klWYkvj27

President Donald Trump has left hundreds of government jobs unfilled that require a vote by the Senate. Yet his administration has installed more than 1,000 people through political appointments at every major federal agency, handing over control of the government’s day-to-day operations to industry insiders and loyalists to an unprecedented degree. https://www.propublica.org/article/lifting-the-veil-on-another-batch-of-shadowy-trump-appointees

The Trump administration has let funding for Obamacare’s $63 million in-person outreach program lapse. Completely. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/8/16268572/trump-obamacare-navigators

“the Convention of States” is a crackpot scheme and the product of the right-wing fringe… and it is a carefully planned campaign backed by prominent conservatives http://prospect.org/article/amending-constitution-civics-test-americans-need-pass

9.7.2017
credit ratings giant Equifax reports a cyberattack stole sensitive personal information from more than 140 million people, nearly half the population of the U.S. More than a year later, none of the data could be found and experts suggest that the data was stolen by a nation-state for spying purposes, not by criminals looking to cash in on stolen identities https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/13/equifax-mystery-where-is-the-data.html?&qsearchterm=equifax
President Donald Trump on Thursday nominated Republican Matthew Petersen to a federal judgeship, meaning the FEC is poised to putter on with the minimum number of commissioners — four — required to take official action on most anything of consequence. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2017/09/08/21164/will-donald-trump-let-federal-election-commission-rot
Trump dictated a statement (and the lawyers tried to massage it even while leaving a number of lies in the statement), his son repeated it, his lawyers tried to get Rob Goldstone to repeat it, even while they had clear documentary evidence it was not true. And then Don Jr repeated that lie — there was no follow-up at all from [the Trump Tower] meeting — in September 2017, sustaining the lie his father first told, only this time to Congress, where it counts as a criminal false statement. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/23/how-trump-directed-don-jrs-june-9-no-follow-up-false-statement-to-congress/
A House panel on Thursday rejected another Democratic resolution to request President Trump’s tax returns. http://thehill.com/policy/finance/349699-house-panel-rejects-measure-to-seek-trumps-tax-returns
https://twitter.com/SethHanlon/status/905824189696880644

“I noticed a change in Transportation Security Administration protocol not long after Trump’s inauguration. During the pat-downs I’ve experienced since this spring, agents performed a genital screening.” http://www.slate.com/articles/business/metropolis/2017/09/airports_are_becoming_more_traumatic_for_brown_skinned_u_s_travelers.html

9.6.2017
In an unprecedented move that will limit transparency, the Pentagon will not be inviting all three major wire services on Mattis' trips https://twitter.com/idreesali114/status/905521514036027393
13 Inspector General appointments are still vacant. Longest vacancy: 3,117 days https://twitter.com/POGOBlog/status/905613618074583041

Dozens of lobbyists, contractors and others who make their living influencing the government pay President Trump’s companies for membership in his private golf clubs, a status that can put them in close contact with the president, a USA TODAY investigation found. [Thus] for the first time in U.S. history, wealthy people with interests before the government have a chance for close and confidential access to the president as a result of payments that enrich him personally. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/09/06/trump-gets-millions-golf-members-ceos-and-lobbyists-get-access-president/632505001/

The US Department of Justice is still prosecuting Code Pink activist Desiree Fairooz because she laughed at Attorney General Jeff Sessions during his confirmation hearing — even after a judge threw out a jury’s initial conviction against her. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/5/16255264/justice-department-sessions-desiree-fairooz

9.5.2017
President dispatches Attorney General to announce major policy decision, with no questions taken (The President lacks courage to face the nation, sends a minion. Minion will talk about a complex issue, won't answer questions.) https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/5/16254800/trump-sessions-press-conference
Said Attorney General lies, repeatedly, in “explaining” gratuitously cruel and racist policy decision. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/5/16255436/lies-jeff-sessions-daca http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/09/05/sessions_daca_speech_was_full_of_nativist_lies.html
Trump administration commissioned a study of the fiscal impact of refugees, but censored it because the net impact was positive. Then it published the costs only https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/18/us/politics/refugees-revenue-cost-report-trump.html
Public Citizen released a report and interactive dataset that shows Donald Trump has added 49 new “for profit” businesses to his empire after announcing his candidacy, after winning and while in office. https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/9/5/1696137/-New-report-shows-Trump-added-49-businesses-to-his-empire-since-running-winning-taking-office
in keeping with the finest traditions of the Trump administration’s legal team, the president’s special counsel sent off a string of expletive-laden emails to a total stranger. Ty Cobb described Russia–Trump collusion allegations as “bullshit Russian bullshit that hurts us now and is totally political limiting Russian cooperation against NK.” He continued: “This shit is real and real time.” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/09/trump_s_lawyers_keep_embarrassing_themselves_and_the_entire_legal_profession.html

9.3.2017
AP journalists surveyed flooded Superfund sites; EPA attacks coverage as 'misleading' https://twitter.com/tbridis/status/904455362480410625

Trump had a letter on his desk that — had he signed it — would’ve withdrawn the US from the free-trade deal with South Korea. Trump has previously expressed a desire to leave that accord. Gary Cohn, then Trump’s top economic adviser, was so fearful Trump might sign it that he removed the letter from the president desk. “I stole it off his desk,” Cohn told someone close to him. “I wouldn’t let him see it. He’s never going to see that document. Got to protect the country.” Stealing documents, Woodward notes, is something Trump staffers repeatedly do to keep the president from harming US national security. Woodward described the tactic as “no less than an administrative coup d’état.” https://www.vox.com/2018/9/4/17819298/woodward-book-fear-trump-north-korea-mattis-syria-assad

9.2.2017
As president assures Texans everything is going "very well," the EPA he's dismantling apparently is AWOL amid a looming environmental crisis. https://twitter.com/davidaxelrod/status/904045896060588033

Two of President Trump’s senior cabinet members dropped jaws in the past week with comments that appeared to suggest a clear break with the president. http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/348897-dissonance-between-trump-and-his-cabinet-creates-confusion-on-who

Republican legislators in 20 U.S. statehouses have proposed — and six legislatures approved — new restrictions on the right to assemble and protest so far this year https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/08/29/report-anti-protester-bills-gain-traction-state-legislatures/608609001/

9.1.2017
Acrid, black smoke was seen pouring from a chimney at the Russian consulate in San Francisco on Friday, a day after the Trump administration ordered its closure… Firefighters who arrived at the scene were turned away by consulate officials who came from inside the building. An Associated Press reporter heard people who came from inside the building tell firefighters that there was no problem and that consulate staff were burning unidentified items in a fireplace… on a day when normally cool San Francisco temperatures had already climbed to 95 degrees by noon. http://www.politico.com/story/2017/09/01/smoke-seen-pouring-from-russian-consulate-in-san-francisco-242263
See also DC: https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/903773671667453953
White House walks back 24-hours-old promise about Trump donating his ‘personal money’ to Hurricane Harvey victims https://thinkprogress.org/white-house-walks-back-trumps-promise-to-give-1-million-of-his-personal-money-to-harvey-victims-4691cf5e6dd6/
U.S. Northern Command said Thursday that the U.S. military had deployed more than 6,300 active-duty troops but had actually only deployed 1,638 as of 7 a.m. Friday. http://thehill.com/policy/defense/348902-pentagon-miscounted-troops-deployed-for-harvey-relief-report
Trump on Friday named David Zatezalo, the former chairman of Rhino Resources, to be an assistant secretary of Labor overseeing the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). During Zatezalo’s time as an executive at Rhino, the company was issued two "pattern of violations" letters from MSHA over safety issues at their mines http://thehill.com/news-by-subject/energy-environment/349015-trump-names-former-coal-executive-to-top-mining-safety
Trump signs proclamation declaring Sunday 9/3 a National Day of Prayer. (Constitution, anyone?) https://twitter.com/imhnb/status/904114522180505600

Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach, the head of President Trump's Commission on Election Integrity, is a paid columnist at the radical white supremacist Breitbart News website. http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/348824-trump-voter-fraud-panel-head-confirms-hes-a-paid-breitbart

FBI and DHS are calling antifa "domestic terrorists." Not the white supremacist groups in Charlotesville though. https://twitter.com/shane_bauer/status/903642642382176258

President Trump over the summer repeatedly urged senior Senate Republicans, including the chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, to end the panel’s investigation into Russia’s interference in the 2016 election, according to a half dozen lawmakers and aides.  https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/30/us/politics/trump-russia-senate-intel.html

In August 2017, Thomas Hofeller helped ghostwrite a letter in which the Department of Justice would write to the Commerce Department asking for a citizenship question on the Census and providing a rationalization based on the Voting Rights Act; yet Hofeller, a Republican gerrymandering expert, determined in a 2015 study that adding such a question to the Census “would clearly be a disadvantage to the Democrats” and “advantageous to Republicans and Non-Hispanic Whites” in redistricting. https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1134081075280588800
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6077715-May-30-2019-Letter-to-Judge-Jesse-Furman.html

8.31.2017
Trump administration announces intent to slash Obamacare's enrollment budget. Advertising spending will fall by 90 percent and grants for in-person assistance will drop 41 percent. The people who do that in-person assistance? They were completely blindsided by the news. Most had been reassured by Health and Human Services officials that their 2018 funding would not be cut. https://www.vox.com/health-care/2017/9/1/16243232/voxcare-hhs-obamacare-budget
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is trying to crack down on its employees' conversations with the press, according to an internal email obtained by Axios. The message — sent by public affairs officer Jeffrey Lancashire and dated Aug. 31 — instructs all CDC employees not to speak to reporters, "even for a simple data-related question." https://www.axios.com/cdc-cracks-down-on-communications-with-reporters-2484371851.html
Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos selectedJulian Schmoke Jr., who worked as a dean at DeVry University from late 2008 to 2012, to head the Education Department’s Student Aid Enforcement Unit, a squad that investigates fraud in higher education. Previously he worked for DeVry, a for-profit school that, according to the government, was actively scamming students at the time. https://slate.com/business/2017/09/betsy-devos-picks-former-for-profit-college-dean-to-run-anti-fraud-task-force.html

Michael Grunwald’s profile of Office of Management and Budget Director Mick Mulvaney for Politico starts with an extraordinary anecdote — seemingly sourced to Mulvaney himself — about how he tricked Donald Trump into violating his pledge to avoid proposing any cuts to Social Security. Mulvaney appears to be comfortable openly bragging to the press about how he duped the president of the United States, even while he continues to serve as one of his senior advisors.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/1/16243288/mick-mulvaney-social-security

Evidence of Russian Election-Data Tampering Mounts as Urgency to Investigate It Does Not http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/09/01/did_russian_hacking_of_vr_systems_affect_election_in_durham_county_new_york.html

At some point earlier in 2017, Trump appointed the top attorney at the GSA who would be responsible for providing all the electronics and email accounts the Trump transition team used. That attorney's name was Richard Backler, a former employee of Bracewell & Giuliani. (Backler ended up becoming ill, and GSA employees thwarted expectations that Backler would withhold transition e-mails from Robert Mueller.)

8.30.2017
Trump attacks Democrats, telling voters to oust McCaskill if she doesn't support his plan… at an official WH event. Not campaign. (If we still abided by the rule of law, the RNC would have to reimburse taxpayers for this trip.) https://twitter.com/danpfeiffer/status/902970960235577344

8.28.2017
Pence did a radio hit this morning with a Texas talk radio host known for defending Confederate flag, mocking Chicago gun victims. https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/902245208846413824
Trump refuses to retract government shutdown threat despite hurricane crisis https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/28/16217404/trump-shutdown-hurricane-harvey
Rep. Ron DeSantis (R-Fla.) introduces budget amendment that would stop funding for the special counsel’s Russia investigation 180 days after it becomes law.  The amendment from would also prevent special counsel Robert Mueller from probing “matters occurring before June 2015,” which is the month Trump announced his presidential bid. http://thehill.com/homenews/house/348343-gop-lawmaker-proposes-amendment-that-would-stop-funding-for-special-counsel

White House is 'pressuring' intelligence officials to find Iran in violation of nuclear deal  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/aug/28/iran-nuclear-deal-violations-white-house-search-intelligence

Trump campaign field staffers preparing campaign to systematically intimidate voters in Democratic precincts. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/16/us/politics/voter-registration-rural-republican.html

8.27.2017
US Secretary of State: “The president speaks for himself.” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/27/_the_president_speaks_for_himself_did_rex_tillerson_just_turn_on_trump.html
National Weather Service: “This event is unprecedented & all impacts are unknown & beyond anything experienced.” https://twitter.com/NWS/status/901832717070983169

8.26.2107
Customs and Border Protection will continue to operate roadside checkpoints within 100 miles of the US-Mexico border even during the evacuation from a monster hurricane. They’ll only close a checkpoint if it’s in the hurricane’s path and the highway it’s on is closing. (The last time Texas was hit by a major hurricane in 2008 the message was clear: Residents should be able to evacuate without worrying they’d be stopped at a checkpoint, because Border Patrol agents wouldn’t do anything to impede a speedy evacuation of the area. The announcement was celebrated by then-Texas Gov. Rick Perry; a spokesperson for Perry said that it would be “nonsensical” to keep checkpoints operating at their typical pace during an evacuation.) https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/25/16205040/hurricane-harvey-checkpoints-immigration-border
Trump Plugs Book, Celebrates 2016 Election, Promotes Border Wall as greater Houston disappears underwater http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/27/trump_wanted_justice_department_to_close_criminal_case_against_arpaio.html

Trump’s pardon of Arpaio also boosted a radical theory of law and American history that Arpaio supports,  called the “constitutional sheriff” movement. Its animating idea is that a sheriff holds ultimate law-enforcement authority in his county—outranking even the federal government within its borders. Though the movement claims deep history in English law, its real roots lie in the more recent fringes of American right-wing thought. 
	he strange idea that unites all members of this movement is that a sheriff is the highest law enforcement officer within a county’s borders—superior not only to local police, but also to officers and agents of the federal government. The actual influence of sheriff supremacy is hard to measure, but it has been growing in recent years, and today the official constitutional sheriffs’ association boasts 4,500 dues paying members and over 200 sheriffs. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/09/01/joe-arpaio-pardon-sheriffs-movement-215566?lo=ap_a1

8.25.2017
President pardons racist, lawbreaking “Sheriff Joe” Arpaio (a man who tortured mentally ill prisoners); found guilty in a Justice Department investigation of racially profiling Latinos, and convicted July 31 of criminal contempt for disobeying a federal judge's order on detaining individuals suspected of being in the U.S. illegally.” http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/348061-trump-pardons-arpaio
To pardon Arpaio now, even before his sentencing, violates the Justice Department’s own policies and procedures for clemency. A president’s pardon power may be absolute but that does not mean it can be devoid of any due process. https://www.brennancenter.org/blog/trump-may-pardon-joe-arpaio-history-will-not
The NC Senate will vote on district maps before they see the transcripts from this week's public hearings https://twitter.com/flippable_org/status/901103616559390720
Names of workers who have died on the job vanish from OSHA’s homepage. OSHA claims concern for families’ privacy but families say the list should remain; Trump administration likely acceded to pressure from the US Chamber of Commerce et al. https://www.revealnews.org/blog/they-died-on-the-job-but-oshas-website-hid-their-names/?utm_source=Reveal&utm_medium=social_media&utm_campaign=twitter


Two weeks ago, in response to a reporter’s question, President Trump proclaimed that he considered the opioid crisis to be “a national emergency,” leading many news organizations to report that a national emergency had been declared. But the Trump administration, perhaps caught off guard by the president’s statement, has not yet taken the legal steps to give those words force.
	A national emergency, and the extra powers that come with it, requires a formal declaration, which the Trump administration has not made. According to a White House spokesman, any such emergency actions are going through “an expedited legal review,” but it is unclear how long this review will take. This kind of delay between pronouncement and formal declaration is not normal. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/08/24/upshot/opioid-crisis-national-emergency.html?_r=0

11: Number of White House petitions with 100,000+ signatures… 
0: Number of responses https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/901090653697978370

8.24.1017
US Dept of Energy to grant recipient: Please “remove words such as ‘global warming’ or ‘climate change.’ This is being asked as we have to meet the President’s budget language restrictions…” https://twitter.com/highlyanne/status/900900119121448961

HUD (one among many departments) being dismantled from within. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/08/ben-carson-hud-secretary.html

Seven months into the Trump administration, key federal disaster relief positions are still unoccupied https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/900560449451806720

The same social media networks that spread Russian propaganda during the 2016 election have been busily amplifying right-wing extremism surrounding the recent violence in Charlottesville, according to researchers who monitor the activity https://www.propublica.org/article/pro-russian-bots-take-up-the-right-wing-cause-after-charlottesville?utm_campaign=sprout&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_content=1503513849

8.22.2017
Trump holding a campaign rally in Arizona in the first year of his presidency
In the campaign-style speech, Trump called journalists "bad people," "dishonest" & said they don't love our country; defended his response to the deadly attacks in Charlottesville, and positioned himself as the victim; and threatened to shut down the government if he did not get funding for his proposed border wall. http://thehill.com/homenews/media/347603-scarborough-this-was-donald-trump-at-his-worst
After accusing the media of “making up stories” in Phoenix… He then made up several stories. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/23/16189302/trump-phoenix-media
Afterward helicopter circled overhead blasting the message that remaining protesters were subject to arrest, and to go home. Jim Newell: “A police statement would later claim that protesters had been throwing “rocks and bottles,” which led to the crackdown. I did not personally see any instigating events before hearing the bangs and seeing (and tasting) the cloud of dispersed gas as the line of cops advanced. Once the police began moving forward, I saw some protesters hurl plastic bottles at the officers while in retreat. Some protesters tried to start a “don’t throw shit!” chant, but the confrontation was over in about a minute. A fresh city block of protesters had been cleared, and everyone in the area, including yours truly, was coughing and struggling to open their eyes.” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/08/trump_s_phoenix_speech_was_unhinged_and_unsurprising.html

The Trump government has taken an aggressive stance on immigration enforcement, detaining and seeking to deport in large numbers. Yet it has failed to provide adequate resources for adjudication of the resulting cases by the immigration courts, even though these courts must decide complicated issues, including legitimate claims to legal status.
	The 2018 proposed budget reflects this pattern, with the immigration courts receiving only a fraction of the $1.5bn promised to Immigration and Customs Enforcement for increased detention and deportations. This imbalance has led to a bottleneck of more than 600,000 pending cases before the immigration courts https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/aug/23/immigration-crisis-us-deportation-system-lawlessness-trump-administration

Facing astronomical costs for protecting multiple properties and the members of a large family, the Secret Service is essentially running out of money for the overtime required to protect the president https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/08/21/secret-service-cant-pay-agents-because-trumps-frequent-travel-large-family/529075001/
Center for Public Integrity investigative reporter Christina Wilkie: “I also hear from multiple sources that Secret Service agents are at the end of their rope, sick of being treated like servants by Trump” https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/899616421113733124

8.21.2017
Rambling Afghanistan “policy” speech by Trump includes a reference to the “prime minister” of Afghanistan. a person/position that does not exist. https://twitter.com/BRRubin/status/899809873407377408
Mnuchin and wife take taxpayer-funded junket to watch eclipse in Kentucky https://www.citizensforethics.org/foia/august-23-2017-u-s-department-treasury-mnuchin/

The diplomatic side of the endeavor, led by a former Exxon executive with no government experience whose primary mission seems to be alienating State Department professionals, looks quite a bit weaker. We have, at the moment, no ambassador to Afghanistan. Nikki Haley was a strangely unqualified choice to serve as UN ambassador, and appears to have gotten the job largely as a favor to South Carolina’s lieutenant governor, a Trump endorser who now has her old job.
	And as one strays into other domains, the Trump situation often appears disastrous. Kelly has no background in domestic issues, and neither Trump’s treasury secretary nor his National Economic Council chief have any experience in government. Trump’s daughter and her husband serve in senior West Wing roles where their main mission appears to be strategic leaking to the press. Third-order Trump family retainers — like the woman who planned Eric Trump’s wedding — are running government agencies where they oversee millions of dollars in federal grants. Kooks like Seb Gorka and Michael Anton are still lurking at the National Security Council.  https://www.vox.com/2017/8/22/16181450/trump-why

8.20.2017
This week, HUD sent letters to public housing agencies (PHAs) covering 23 metropolitan areas, “suspending” a 2016 rule that would have allowed more families in the Housing Choice Voucher program to move to lower poverty neighborhoods. The letter informs PHAs that the mandatory implementation of the “Small Area Fair Market Rent Rule” would be delayed for at least two years, to 2019.   Implementation had been scheduled for next month.
	The Small Area Fair Market Rent Rule was adopted by HUD after several years of study, and in response to a civil rights lawsuit in Dallas, to address a longstanding problem in the voucher program – the use of a single metro-wide rent standard for families using housing vouchers.   The effect of this approach has been to segregate low income families with vouchers in higher poverty, lower opportunity areas – rather than giving the “choice” that the Housing Choice Voucher program is supposed to offer.   HUD’s 2016 rule changed this approach by basing subsidies on rents in zip codes in the metro areas with the highest rates of voucher concentration.
	“HUD is basically saying that segregation in the voucher program is acceptable, and slamming the door on thousands of low income families who were finally going to have a chance to choose,” said Philip Tegeler, executive director of the Poverty & Race Research Action Council, a civil rights policy group in D.C.
	The action appears to have been taken without any notice or opportunity to comment.  Like some other recent Trump Administration actions, the suspension of the Small Area FMRs appears to have been issued without following the necessary legal steps. http://carsonwatch.org/2017/08/20/trump-administration-suspends-key-civil-rights-provision-housing-choice-voucher-program/?utm_campaign=shareaholic&utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=socialnetwork

8.19.2017
Trump called out “anti-police agitators” in Boston — and thanked protesters an hour later https://www.vox.com/2017/8/19/16174088/trump-boston-protesters-police
Cabinet secretaries don’t normally feel the need to put out statements explaining why they haven’t quit their jobs in disgust. But the Trump administration is not normal. And so it is that Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin put out a statement Saturday night, explaining why he’s sticking around in the Trump administration. https://www.vox.com/2017/8/20/16175788/mnuchin-statement-yale-letter-resign

Police cheer for laws that allow vehicular homicide of demonstrators (even after this happened with national attention) https://theintercept.com/2017/08/14/backed-by-police-unions-legislators-standby-laws-to-protect-drivers-who-kill-protesters/

A youth care worker for Southwest Key—the largest operator of immigrant youth shelters nationwide—which runs is indicted for 11 sex offenses after authorities accused him of molesting at least eight unaccompanied immigrant boys over nearly a year at one of the company’s shelters in Mesa, Arizona https://www.propublica.org/article/worker-charged-with-sexually-molesting-eight-children-at-immigrant-shelter

8.18.2017
16 of 17 Presidential Committee on the Arts and the Humanities members resign en masse http://www.slate.com/blogs/browbeat/2017/08/18/artists_resign_over_trump_s_charlottesville_remarks.html
One week after the deadly white nationalist Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville in August 2017, Andrew Anglin, the publisher of the Daily Stormer and one of the rally’s chief proponents, received an extraordinary cash infusion to keep his hate site running. The amount: 14.88 bitcoin. [Over $60,000 dollars at the time] https://www.huffpost.com/entry/andrew-anglin-bitcoin-mysterious-donor_n_5d011cc6e4b0304a12087e0c

The president of the United States is clearly unfit for the job, but the good news, to the extent that there is good news, is that everyone around him knows it, and he is willing to be sidelined as long as no one takes away his phone. Chris Hayes: “I think that that we have arrived at a new equilibrium in which both the interior members of his staff, the actual federal bureaucracy, the US Congress, the US public, the global public, and global leaders all basically understand the president is fundamentally a bullshit artist and you just shouldn't listen to what he says.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/18/16169464/steve-bannon-fired-donald-trump

A top White House appointee at the Department of Veterans Affairs sought to silence the agency’s chief diversity officer, who — in the aftermath of last year’s racially charged violence in Charlottesville — pushed for a forceful condemnation that was at odds with President Trump’s response https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/dont-condemn-white-nationalists-veterans-affairs-diversity-chief-was-told-after-charlottesville-emails-show/2018/12/05/fbff66ce-f41d-11e8-aeea-b85fd44449f5_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.3e35b64930b1

8.17.2017
Following wide bipartisan denunciation of murderous Nazi rally, which he failed to join, US president defends “beautiful” monuments to racist, treasonous Confederacy and blames efforts to remove them for “tearing the country apart”
GOP Senator says “our nation is going to go through great peril” short of (highly unlikely) radical transformation of Trump presidency. (Also says “our nation and our world needs for him to be successful, whether you are Republican or Democrat”; compare with GOP attitude toward Obama presidency.) https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/17/16163974/corker-senate-republicans-trump-dance
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administrator Scott Pruitt appears in a video sponsored by the beef industry calling on farmers and ranchers to file official comments on a proposal to withdraw and rewrite the Obama-era "Waters of the United States" rule https://www.ecowatch.com/pruitt-beef-video-2476221846.html

NBC’s Chuck Todd remarked that Trump’s comments “gave me the wrong kind of chills. Honestly, I’m a bit shaken from what I just heard.” CNN’s Jim Acosta suggested “we saw the president’s true colors today and I’m not sure they were red, white, and blue.” MSNBC’s Nicole Wallace called Trump a “disgrace,” arguing he’d “given safe harbor to Nazis, to white supremacists.”
	In the wake of that kind of forceful condemnation, it’s worth asking: How does news coverage of the Trump administration go back to normal after this? [Answer: with barely an eye batted.]
	The president of the United States gave public remarks defending attendees of a white supremacist rally and suggested that counterprotesters were equally to blame for violence. Trump hasn’t just “traded away the moral authority of the office,” as CNN’s Don Lemon described. He’s used that authority to play defense for white supremacists.
	How do news networks go back to talking about infrastructure after this? How do they go back to covering White House press briefings and inviting Trump surrogates onto primetime panels? How do they continue to neutrally cover Republicans in Congress, who have so far done nothing to formally punish Trump for his comments, without describing them as de facto enablers of white supremacy? https://www.vox.com/videos/2017/8/17/16162816/strikethrough-after-charlottesville-how-to-cover-an-immoral-president

8.16.2017
Trump’s lawyer distributes crackpot e-mail including Confederate propaganda, and declaring Black Lives Matters terrorists https://mobile.nytimes.com/2017/08/16/us/politics/trump-lawyer-email-race-charlottesville.html

8.15.2017
Judge Roy Moore advances to GOP runoff in Senate primary; Moore has defied federal court orders, addressed a white supremacist group, penned invectives against Perez Hilton over same-sex marriage, and argued that Rep. Keith Ellison (D-MN) should not be seated as a Congress member because he is Muslim. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/17/16154884/alabama-roy-moore-senate

8.14.2017
After a woman was fatally run over at a white nationalist rally, the president shares a rendering of a 'TRUMP' train hitting a CNN reporter. https://twitter.com/Olivianuzzi/status/897415858573672449
President gives speech drawing praise from David Duke https://twitter.com/slpng_giants/status/897563578873413633
Nonviolent, legal protestor Melissa Byrne seized, harassed by Secret Service and NYPD. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2017/08/23/i-was-detained-for-protesting-trump-heres-what-the-secret-service-asked-me/
Alabama GOP Senate frontrunner: “there are communities under Sharia law right now” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/15/16151182/alabama-senate-roy-moore

The Department of Justice is seeking to identify visitors to a website used to organize protests against President Trump http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/346544-dreamhost-claims-doj-requesting-info-on-visitors-to-anti-trump-website (Request subsequently cut back sharply https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/aug/22/donald-trump-protest-website-back-down-dreamhost-ip-address)

8.13.2017
Seven-month-old Trump presidency releases first reelection campaign ad, one day after murderous rally by Nazi supporters. The ad has very similar aesthetics—and even seems to use the same font—as ads that have been released by America First Policies, an outside political group; Trump’s campaign and America First Policies are prohibited by law from coordinating with each other. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/13/trump_reelection_campaign_releases_divisive_tv_ad_a_day_after_call_for_unity.html
Editor of Nazi web site: “Trump comments were good. He didn’t attack us. God bless him.” https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/896879755085045760
Pete Hegseth, co-host of Fox & Friends, was defending the white supremacist protesters in Charlottesville http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/08/the_middle_class_clean_cut_racism_of_richard_spencer_s_acolytes.html

8.12.2017
Reporter asks Trump if he wants support of white nationalist, Trump walked off without answering. https://twitter.com/JYSexton/status/896457939803934720

White supremacists interpret Trump statements favorably. They feel emboldened. And as long as Trump keeps refusing to clearly and unequivocally condemn their racist cause, that will continue. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/13/16140504/trump-charlottesville-white-supremacists

Amidst the fossil-fueled takeover of US federal gov't, NOAA report confirms 2016 hottest year ever recorded. https://t.co/KuVlAvwd2p

When career employees of the Environmental Protection Agency are summoned to a meeting with the agency’s administrator, Scott Pruitt, at agency headquarters, they no longer can count on easy access to the floor where his office is, according to interviews with employees of the federal agency.
	Doors to the floor are now frequently locked, and employees have to have an escort to gain entrance.
	Some employees say they are also told to leave behind their cellphones when they meet with Mr. Pruitt, and are sometimes told not to take notes.
	Mr. Pruitt, according to the employees, who requested anonymity out of fear of losing their jobs, often makes important phone calls from other offices rather than use the phone in his office, and he is accompanied, even at E.P.A. headquarters, by armed guards, the first head of the agency to ever request round-the-clock security.
	A former Oklahoma attorney general who built his career suing the E.P.A., and whose LinkedIn profile still describes him as “a leading advocate against the EPA’s activist agenda,” Mr. Pruitt has made it clear that he sees his mission to be dismantling the agency’s policies — and even portions of the institution itself. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/11/us/politics/scott-pruitt-epa.html

Senior Trump administration officials keep missing filing deadlines for their personal financial disclosures http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article166560102.html

as they saw the threat of white supremacists grow, George Selim said he worked with colleagues on federal programs, specifically at DHS, that aimed to address and intervene during the radicalization process. They "were on the cusp" of creating a system to do just that, he said. With bipartisan support, key puzzle pieces were being put in place in the final months of the Obama administration, he said. And then Trump took office. Selim said during the first seven months of the administration there was a "decimation of the people, resources and prioritization" of those key programs and infrastructure that was aimed at working with law enforcement, counter-messaging, community resilience and engagement and outreach. https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/14/us/white-supremacy-terrorism-soh/index.html

August 11, 2017
Former Republican Senator: “Donald Trump is impaired by a seriously sick psyche. His sick mind and reckless conduct could consume the lives of millions. The threat of nuclear war is steeply on the rise. You must not take comfort in the system of checks and balances. The president alone has the authority to launch nuclear weapons, the only restraint being the advice of senior advisers who might be present at the time of crisis, and Donald Trump has shown repeated contempt for informed and wise counsel. He is sick of mind, impetuous, arrogant, belligerent and dangerous. Donald Trump should be relieved of the powers of the presidency at the earliest date.” http://www.concordmonitor.com/Humphrey-says-it-is-time-to-remove-Trump-from-office-11763816
Anti fascists are surrounded by hundreds of fascists, chanting “Jews will not replace us,” at Jefferson statue in Charlottesville. No police intervention. https://twitter.com/Hatewatch/status/896193241514737664
“MAGA” hats were sported by some of the Nazis. https://twitter.com/commondefense/status/896489972881956866
When Senate Intelligence Committee was trying to follow the money in Russia probe the committee sought docs as part of its Russia probe and sent a letter to Treasury saying the records should be provided "without pre-review by" Mueller. https://twitter.com/JasonLeopold/status/1153475521205813248

President Donald Trump in August asked several top foreign policy advisers about the possibility of invading Venezuela https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/04/politics/donald-trump-venezuela-invasion/index.html

according to a new poll by the Washington Post, Fifty-two percent of Republicans said that they would support the idea of postponing the 2020 election If Donald Trump were to say that the election should be postponed until the country can make sure that only eligible American citizens can vote. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/8/10/16125072/republicans-voter-fraud-delay-2020-elections-poll

Republicans are effectively turning North Carolina into an apartheid-level minority government: When the 4th Circuit blocked North Carolina’s attempt to roll back early voting, Republican-controlled county election boards implemented the new restrictions anyway. When Democratic Gov. Roy Cooper defeated McCrory, these boards should have fallen under Democratic control. But due to a racial gerrymander that the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled to be unconstitutional, Republicans hold a supermajority in the general assembly. The GOP was thus able to pass a law to prevent Democrats from taking control of county election boards and restoring early voting. The North Carolina Supreme Court blocked that law—so Republican legislators tweaked it and passed it again. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/10/the_indiana_gop_cut_early_voting_in_area_with_black_democrats_after_2008.html

8.9.2017
The president has retweeted Fox and Friends 5 times this morning. Plus a retweet of The Five for good measure https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/895246033743171584
Trump has tweeted 29 times since a bomb exploded at a Minnesota mosque on Saturday, but he has not addressed attack
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and his staff prepared to embark on a legal fight that would take them to the highest court in the U.S. long before announcing the controversial decision to add a citizenship question to the 2020 census. https://www.npr.org/2018/09/12/646936577/trump-officials-prepared-for-supreme-court-fight-over-census-question

Trump hasn't bothered nominating an Ass’t Sec. for E. Asian Affairs or Amb. to S. Korea but he has appointed a hotelier as Amb. to the Bahamas. https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/895153464732524544

8.8.2017
In yet another reversal of a previous Justice Department stance on voting rights, Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ DOJ has weighed in on a pending Supreme Court case regarding Ohio’s practice of purging inactive voters from its rolls.
The department argued in an amicus brief that Ohio’s voter purges, which have disproportionately hit Democrats and African Americans, are lawful. That’s the opposite of what the DOJ under Attorney General Loretta Lynch said about the case last year. http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/ohio-voter-purge-sessions-doj
President Trump delivered a threat to North Korea from his vacation home in Bedminster, New Jersey, today, vowing to meet continued threats from the regime with “fire and fury like the world has never seen.” https://www.vox.com/vox-sentences/2017/8/8/16115566/vox-sentences-trump-north-korea-fire-fury
Commerce Secretary Ross’s attempt to get citizenship question onto the census was shady, cont’d https://twitter.com/Dan_F_Jacobson/status/1041797632706977792
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-11/wilbur-ross-spoke-to-steve-bannon-on-census-citizenship-query
Bloomberg News: “We're dying younger. That could be really good news for our employers https://bloom.bg/2vJdiIM” https://twitter.com/business/status/894922691098148865

8.7.2017
One day after GOP Senator supports a bill to deter Trump from shutting down the Mueller investigation through firing, Trump called up Tillis, signaled he was “unhappy” with the bill and said he didn’t want it to pass.

In January, Trump was told how Putin hoped to destroy America. And Trump is doing exactly that… “deepening political divides,” “weakening the internal cohesion of societies,” and “using democratically elected individuals in positions of power to challenge the liberal system from within.” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/08/trump_s_fixation_on_his_base_makes_american_weaker_just_as_russia_hoped.html

 In the morning at 9:30 and then around 4:30 in the afternoon, Trump is presented with a briefing document full of people praising him. https://www.vox.com/2017/8/8/16114712/trump-propaganda-document

“Even if Democrats were to win every single 2018 House and Senate race for seats representing places that Hillary Clinton won or that Trump won by less than 3 percentage points—a pretty good midterm by historical standards—they could still fall short of the House majority and lose five Senate seats,” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/08/the_rise_of_the_generals.html

Trump is shifting the task of writing U.S. policy to a network of advisory groups stacked with business executives that operates outside of public view. It’s a move that might be breaking the law. http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article165742592.html

Staff at the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) have been told to avoid using the term climate change in their work, with the officials instructed to reference “weather extremes” instead. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/aug/07/usda-climate-change-language-censorship-emails

In office against the will of the American people, enabled by a Congress indifferent to the desires of the majority, Trump has set about using the government to enrich himself. He has demonized large swaths of the public, created unprecedented systems of domestic propaganda, rewarded Russia for its interference on his behalf, nearly dismantled the State Department, and is preparing the ground for large-scale voter suppression to perpetuate his power. It is a sign of deep civic rot that the only people with the institutional authority to constrain Trump are generals. But their growing power is a symptom rather than a cause of democratic crisis.

the emergence of a sizeable shadow primary field just a few months into a party’s new presidency http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/08/of_course_mike_pence_is_preparing_for_a_2020_presidential_run.html

8.5.2017
The National Rifle Association issued a warning to the New York Times and its journalists in the group's latest provocative recruitment video. “We're going to laser-focus on your so-called 'honest pursuit of truth.' In short, we're coming for you,” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/05/nra_has_a_message_for_the_new_york_times_we_re_coming_for_you.html

Trump's "Real News" show—Trump TV—is state-sponsored propaganda

8.4.2017
Trump orders HB6 to happen: “tell Cohn to do whatever these two [First Energy CEO Chuck Jones and Robert Murray, CEO of Murray Energy] want him to do.” https://twitter.com/StatehouseGhost/status/1310902760993361922
Sessions tells room of reporters he may make it easier to jail them if they don't reveal sources, leaves without taking any press questions. https://twitter.com/AriMelber/status/893493437793751044
Dinesh D’Souza visits Steve Bannon, posts tweets gloating about potential to “flip the accusation of fascism on the Democratic left.” (Then tries to erase his tracks) https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/893512139905880064

Donald Trump nominated Sam Clovis to be the Department of Agriculture's chief scientist. One problem: he's not a scientist. Clovis is a former radio host and campaign surrogate who denies climate change and has no relevant agricultural experience. https://www.addup.org/campaigns/ensure-that-the-usdas-chief-scientist-is-an-actual-scientist

8.3.2017
NAACP issues first-ever travel advisory for a state. http://www.kansascity.com/news/local/article164851802.html
FirstEnergy’s CEO Charles Jones flew on the utility’s corporate plane to a meeting with President Trump where he asked for a bailout. Trump: “tell Cohn to do whatever these two [First Energy CEO Chuck Jones and Robert Murray, CEO of Murray Energy] want him to do.” https://www.energyandpolicy.org/foias-firstenergy-rick-perry-trump/

the Trump administration is essentially setting up a “shadow Civil Rights Division” within the Department of Justice, and lying about what it’s up to http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/08/the_department_of_justice_is_building_a_shadow_civil_rights_division.html

8.2.2017
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) announced that this year’s “dead zone” in the Gulf of Mexico is the largest ever measured… Trump’s fiscal year 2018 budget request would cut a $165 million grant program specifically meant to deal with the problem of non-point source nutrient pollution https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2017/8/3/16089296/gulf-of-mexico-dead-zone
Russia's state TV re: challenges posed by Congress forcing Trump to sign sanctions. Host concludes:"We need to elect our own U.S. Congress." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/892810668604366853

Trump lawyer has repeatedly lied about the president’s central role in junior’s incomplete, misleading statement on Russian meeting https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2017/07/31/trumps-lawyer-repeatedly-denied-trump-was-involved-in-trump-jr-s-statement-but-he-was/

In January, Trump pledged not to do any foreign deals while in office, but his constellation of current and former partners are all too eager to move forward, potentially forcing the president to make foreign-policy decisions that could affect his financial future--whether he likes it or not.  https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2017/08/01/exclusive-investigation-inside-the-wild-plan-to-create-a-fake-trump-tower/

Summer 2017, Trump got an idea: freeze military ops with the South Koreans to ease tensions on peninsula. Aides ultimately talked him out of it. Putin put the bug in his ear. https://twitter.com/glubold/status/954110527378206722

Georgia removed 534,119 registrations in July 2017, the largest single removal of voters in U.S. history

7.31.2017
Communications Director fired after 10 days (before official start date). https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/31/16071702/anthony-scaramucci-fired-sean-spicer-outlast

At least one senior White House official is duped, repeatedly, by basic spoof e-mails http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/07/31/white_house_officials_fooled_into_exchanges_with_email_imposter.html

7.30.17
HHS Secretary blatantly lies in claiming “The individual mandate is one of those things that actually is driving up the cost for the American people in terms of coverage” http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2017/07/31/trump_may_try_to_deal_a_death_blow_to_obamacare_this_week.html

In July 2017, GOP lawmakers claimed that they had prepared no maps and therefore could not draw new districts in time for a special election [in North Carolina]—when, in reality, those maps were nearly finished.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/06/hofeller-republican-gerrymandering-north-carolina.html

7.29.2017
US Dept. of Energy describes scientists as adversaries to be defeated https://twitter.com/EnergyPressSec/status/890628847984492545

7.28.2017
the president of the United States encourages police officers to be rough with people they arrest https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/28/16059536/trump-cops-speech-gang-violence-long-island
Priebus’s 189-day tenure as WhiteHouse chief of staff is the shortest in modern presidential history http://www.cnn.com/2017/07/28/politics/john-kelly-chief-of-staff/index.html
Priebus was almost literally kicked to the curb. After Air Force One arrived in Andrews Air Force base in Maryland outside DC, following a trip to Long Island, Priebus initially boarded an SUV with other senior White House staff — before those staff members left his vehicle for another one. And when news broke of the firing, Priebus’s car was literally pulled out of the motorcade and sent on its way. https://www.vox.com/2017/7/28/16060352/reince-priebus-motorcade-air-force-one-departure

7.27.2017
“It's 9:53PM. They are finally releasing the skinny repeal bill. No CBO score yet. Senate to vote in just over two hours, at midnight.”
Senate Republicans are seriously attempting to pass a law, negatively affecting millions of people, that got written in a lunch meeting… while openly saying that they don’t want it to become law. They held a press conference to say specifically that they will vote for it if it does not become law.
Meanwhile, “the US House has gone into martial law.”
White House communications director, not even one week on the job, calls chief of staff a “paranoid schizophrenic,” and threatens murder

the White House is referring questions for senior presidential adviser Stephen K. Bannon to an outside public relations agent whose firm says she is working for free. The unorthodox setup means Bannon, Trump's chief strategist, is potentially violating the Antideficiency Act, which provides that federal employees "may not accept voluntary services for [the] government or employ personal services exceeding that authorized by law." https://www.publicintegrity.org/2017/07/27/21014/steve-bannon-has-shadow-press-office-it-may-violate-federal-law

In private, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) has told some members that cuts to Medicaid will never go into effect, while Cornyn told reporters Medicaid reforms would be reintroduced in the House. The result has been a convenient uncertainty. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/27/16036040/schrodingers-health-bill
As the lying becomes central, not marginal, this is no longer just a moral failing but a dissolution of any kind of functional system. No one can rely on anyone else because their words mean nothing. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/27/16035644/republicans-obamacare-repeal-lying

Neither the persecution of leaks that didn’t take place nor the constant internal chaos nor the highly public internecine feuding is remotely normal. Also not normal is the prospect that the embarrassing, highly public airing of internal dirty laundry could be construed as beneficial to the Trump administration since it detracts attention from a piece of health care legislation that is so hideously unpopular that any story about any other subject arguably serves their interests.  https://www.vox.com/2017/7/27/16049184/scaramucci-priebus-transcript

7.26.2017
US president announces ban on transgender people in military… on Twitter… for openly political reasons… without informing the Pentagon first http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/07/26/why_didn_t_trump_warn_the_pentagon_about_his_transgender_ban.html
Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke declares that Sen. Murkowski’s vote had put Alaska's future with the administration in jeopardy https://www.adn.com/politics/2017/07/26/trump-administration-signals-that-murkowskis-health-care-vote-could-have-energy-repercussions-for-alaska/
US congressman on Senator Murkowski: "Somebody needs to go over there to that Senate and snatch a knot in their ass."
A Utah police officer earlier this year manhandled and arrested a nurse because she wouldn’t let him break the law. https://www.vox.com/2017/9/1/16239898/utah-police-nurse-video
Raid on Paul Manafort’s home; thousands of e-mails seized https://twitter.com/krassenstein/status/949475834745810945

Conflicts of interest continue http://www.politico.com/story/2017/07/26/scaramucci-trump-skybridge-profits-241006?lo=ap_a1

Trump at some point became convinced of made-up conspiracy theories about Ukraine; Even White House officials viewed Trump’s embrace of the conspiracy theory as irrational. https://www.rawstory.com/2019/11/washington-post-bombshell-documents-how-trump-fell-for-the-conspiracy-theory-that-caused-impeachment/

at the same time special representative for Ukraine negotiations Kurt Volker was pushing to convince Trump to arm Ukraine, he also held positions with a major lobbying firm, BGR Group, and with a think tank, the McCain Institute, that both had financial ties to Raytheon Company, which manufactures the Javelin system and earned millions from Trump's decision. https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/28/trump-ukraine-kurt-volker-1517874

FCC chair is lying to congress about a major policy http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/07/26/trump_s_fcc_is_misleading_congress_about_net_neutrality.html

7.25.2017
Reporters blocked from Senate halls where protesters being arrested, shouting, "Kill the bill!" Being told, "no photos. Delete your photos." https://twitter.com/jbendery/status/889917229579608064
Anthony Scaramucci, who this week started as the White House communications director, told conservative radio host Hugh Hewitt on Tuesday that an attorney general should serve as a “hockey goalie for the president” http://www.politico.com/story/2017/07/25/sessions-trump-taunts-240959?lo=ap_b2

7.24.2017
Not a single hearing, no markup, crafted in secret, and no actual final bill just 16 hours before a vote.
Republican congressman, aggrieved at “female senators from the Northeast” opposing ACA repeal, longs to “settle this Aaron Burr-style” 
Trump, on Twitter, confirmed the existence of a covert CIA program to arm and train Syrian rebels to remove Bashar al-Assad https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/25/16025136/trump-syria-cia-twitter-program-end-covert

7.22.2017
President Donald Trump urged sailors attending the commissioning of the USS Gerald R. Ford on Saturday to wade into the political fray and help lobby Congress on health care and other topics http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/07/trump_is_ordering_service_members_to_support_the_republican_agenda.html

Some of President Trump’s lawyers are exploring ways to limit or undercut special counsel Robert S. Mueller III’s Russia investigation, building a case against what they allege are his conflicts of interest and discussing the president’s authority to grant pardons https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/politics/trumps-lawyers-seek-to-undercut-muellers-russia-investigation/2017/07/20/232ebf2c-6d71-11e7-b9e2-2056e768a7e5_story.html

President Trump's average approval rating in the second quarter of 2017 was the lowest of any president's approval rating since Gallup began tracking the number in 1945. http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/343179-trump-approval-rating-sets-new-low-in-second-quarter-gallup

Secretary Steven Mnuchin requested use of a government jet to take him and his wife on their honeymoon in Scotland, France and Italy earlier this summer http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/treasury-secretary-mnuchin-requested-government-jet-european-honeymoon/story?id=49777076

7.20.2017
US Senator compares CBO methodology to "astrology" https://www.mediamatters.org/video/2017/07/20/Morning-Joe-doesnt-push-back-when-Rand-Paul-compares-CBO-methodology-to-astrology/217323
On 7/19, Senator asked court nominee John Bush if he agreed that 3 to 5 million people voted illegally in the 2016 election. He wouldn't answer. https://twitter.com/civilrightsorg/status/887773884308697089
On 7/20, the Senate confirmed him.
Trump said he wanted what amounted to a nearly tenfold increase in the U.S. nuclear arsenal during a gathering of the nation’s highest-ranking national security leaders https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-wanted-dramatic-increase-nuclear-arsenal-meeting-military-leaders-n809701 http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/war_stories/2017/10/now_we_know_why_rex_tillerson_called_donald_trump_a_moron.html
It’s only six months into Donald Trump’s presidency — and he’s already looking into his powers to pardon his top aides and family members for unspecified crimes https://www.vox.com/2017/7/21/16007244/trump-pardons-aides-family
On Monday, the Department of Homeland Security lifted the cap on H-2B visas for foreign guest workers from 66,000 visas per year to 81,000. On Thursday — just three days later — Trump’s properties told the Department of Labor that they wanted approval to hire 76 guest workers using those visas.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/20/16003254/trump-h2b-visa-program

Trump HHS orders removal of all online ACA references, including in years’ worth of blog posts http://acasignups.net/17/07/21/hcgov-literally-improved-100000x-2013-2016-prepare-reverse-under-trump

The Environmental Protection Agency intends to become an active enabler for industrial poisoning of Americans and humanity http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/342910-white-house-details-environmental-deregulatory-plan

The president of the US is shockingly ignorant—and determined to pretend that he is informed anyway https://www.vox.com/2017/7/20/16003218/trump-nyt-interview-ignorance

7.19.2017
President Donald Trump ordered senators to stay in Washington until they pass a bill to repeal and replace the 2010 health law http://www.politico.com/story/2017/07/19/trump-congress-no-recess-health-care-240718
In response, Senate majority leader plans to hold a motion-to-proceed vote on undefined “mystery legislation,” which will likely reshape 1/6 of the US economy, but in ways that haven’t even been formally estimated http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/07/19/senate_republicans_might_vote_to_proceed_on_something.html
DOJ new asset forfeiture policy - police can seize property from people not charged w/crime even in states where it's been banned. https://twitter.com/PaulaReidCBS/status/887697111374024705
HHS releases absolutely, offensively bullshit “analysis” of healthcare legislation that isn’t even what’s actually up for consideration. http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/cruz-amendment-stacking-the-deck-obamacare-repeal
Rosy HHS analysis of the Cruz amdmt was written by a firm that botched a 2011 report on Obamacare's impacts http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/cruz-amendment-stacking-the-deck-obamacare-repeal
John O'Brien, author of HHS's fake score of the Cruz amendment, worked at an insurance company. He is not an economist or actuary. https://twitter.com/EmilyG_DC/status/888040064550408192
Former McKinsey consultant Bob Kocher torched the report, comparing it to President Trump’s budget containing a $2 trillion dollar error. “When you dig beneath the surface, you find an lot of asterisks and wishful thinking,” he said. Kocher noted that the HHS findings go against those of every other entity that has analyzed the Cruz amendment. http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/cruz-amendment-obamacare-repeal-questions-mckinsey
Kobach: 'We may never know' if Clinton won popular vote  http://thehill.com/homenews/news/kris-kobach-trump-voter-fraud-commission-we-may-never-know-if-hillary-clinton-won-popular-vote
Wednesday, Donald Trump’s voter fraud commission held its first public meeting, allowing each participant to voice his or her utterly unjustified belief that fraudulent voting is a rampant problem in the United States. (The commission has already held a private meeting that may have violated federal law.) During his remarks, Kris Kobach—Kansas’ Republican secretary of state and vice chairman of the commission—asserted that more than 18,000 noncitizens may have registered to vote in Kansas. He also alleged that the Interstate Voter Registration Crosscheck Program, which compares states’ voter rolls, has uncovered “literally millions of people” who are registered in at least two states. Both of these claims are completely false. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/07/the_first_public_meeting_of_trump_s_voter_fraud_panel_was_a_parade_of_lies.html
President: ”Sessions should have never recused himself, and if he was going to recuse himself, he should have told me before he took the job and I would have picked somebody else," http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/342883-sally-yates-trump-violating-justice-depts-independence
Trump denied that he cleared the room before “asking” Comey to “let go” of investigating Flynn. The president’s alleged demand that he and Comey be left alone was perhaps the best indicator that Trump knew he was making an extraordinary, and perhaps illegal request. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/07/robert_mueller_will_love_this_passage_in_trump_s_nyt_interview.html
US President trying to ram-through massive healthcare austerity literally does not know anything about health insurance’s cost, seems to confuse it with life insurance (Gerber advertises life insurance for babies on Fox News for $12/month) https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/20/16002764/trump-health-costs
US President is just fucking mad http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/342845-trump-warns-mueller-against-investigating-his-familys-finances-beyond

The Trump administration has spent taxpayer money meant to encourage enrollment in the Affordable Care Act on a public relations campaign aimed at methodically strangling it. http://www.thedailybeast.com/team-trump-used-obamacare-money-to-run-ads-against-it

there has yet to be a single Assistant U.S. Secretary of Education appointed to the Department. In fact, only one other appointment has been made by the President to take any senior leadership positions at the Department. …There is a 71 percent vacancy rate in senior level positions at the U.S. Department of Education, which is responsible for overseeing the education of roughly 74 million American kids. https://10thperiod.blogspot.com/2017/07/trump-wont-appoint-anyone-at-us.html

There’s no shortage of unfilled, important jobs in the federal government these days. Now the State Department appears poised to add to that list at the end of the month when it loses Christopher Painter, the department’s coordinator for cyber issues since 2011. No replacement for Painter has been announced, and Politico reports that the State Department is considering downgrading the position or even closing the cyber office altogether. http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/07/19/tillerson_reportedly_considering_shuttering_state_department_cyber_office.html

7.18.2017
A Republican candidate for mayor in St Petersburg, Florida is facing scrutiny for told supporters of his opponent to “go back to Africa” during a debate Tuesday http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/342794-florida-mayoral-candidate-facing-backlash-for-go-back-to-africa

7.17.2017
President has held 1 solo press conference since Inauguration Day. http://www.nbcnews.com/politics/first-read/trump-lags-predecessors-press-conferences-n774881

https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/17/15976576/trump-russia-distraction-policy

The U.S. government is paying a premium to protect President Trump, including what appears to be an above-market rate of more than $130,00 a month to lease a 3,475 sq. ft space in Trump Tower for a Department of Defense military office, the Wall Street Journal reports. The government signed a $2.39 million 18-month lease in April for the space that, according to the General Services Administration, is not owned by the president or anyone within the Trump organization. So far, since his inauguration, President Trump has not spent a single night in Trump Tower. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/07/18/dod_s_paying_2_4_million_to_lease_space_in_trump_tower.html

7.16.2017
“Donald Trump, Jr. was not a protectee of the USSS in June, 2016. Thus we would not have screened anyone he was meeting with at that time,” Secret Service spokesman Mason Brayman said in a statement. The Secret Service issued the statement shortly after Trump lawyer Jay Sekulow raised the issue on one of his many Sunday morning talk show appearances. “Well, I wonder why the Secret Service, if this was nefarious, why the Secret Service allowed these people in,” Sekulow said on ABC’s This Week.  http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/07/16/secret_service_contradicts_trump_s_lawyer_we_never_cleared_russia_meeting.html

US Senate has still held zero hearings with actuaries, hospital officials, patient advocacy groups, insurance brokers, doctor/nursing groups, patients or any other people who actually understand the impact of what the bill they're supposed to be voting on next week http://acasignups.net/17/07/14/american-academy-actuaries-patiently-explains-insurance-101-gop-wpictures
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/17/15970034/mitch-mcconnell-senate-health-bill

7.14.2017
Glenn Carle, a 23-year veteran of the CIA and former deputy officer on the National Intelligence Council: To me, it's clear that Russian intelligence has been involved with Donald Trump for years. I also believe it's clear, though it's harder to establish, that Donald Trump actively sought that involvement and has consented to it at some point. https://www.vox.com/conversations/2017/7/14/15971498/donald-trump-jr-russia-collusion-cia-kgb
the white house just doxxed a bunch of citizens to suppress dissent phone numbers and addresses are intentionally not censored https://twitter.com/EvenWeirderMove/status/885883695508467713
Kushner's lawyers say there's an innocent explanation for why his first security clearance application omitted his meetings with several Russians, including Sergey Kislyak and Natalia Veselnitskaya: A member of Kushner’s staff hit send on his form too early. But the thing is, there isn’t one “send button” for this kind of security clearance form. There are 28. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/14/15971508/kushner-lawyers-russian-meetings-security-clearance-forms
Fox’s defense of Trump Jr.’s meeting — conflating contacts with foreign governments and a clear attempt to collude with a hostile foreign power to affect the outcome of an election — demonstrates that Fox News is willing to normalize even an attack on a basic democratic norm in order to defend the Trump administration. https://www.vox.com/videos/2017/7/14/15971936/strikethrough-fox-news-normalize-collusion-russia-trump-hannity
Trump sat down with controversial televangelist Pat Robertson as his first one-on-one interview with a non-Fox News interviewer since early May. …By appealing not just to his evangelical base but to a theological, even apocalyptic reading of history, and Trump’s role in it, Trump is not merely legitimizing alternative facts but, more dangerously, writing alternative sacred history. He is cast a religious martyr, or someone who, though assailed on (in their view, bogus) legal or circumstantial grounds will be vindicated through divine favor. https://www.vox.com/2017/7/14/15968412/trump-russia-evangelicals-dog-whistle
Seeking influence with U.S. leaders who are not President Donald Trump, Justin Trudeau will be the first Canadian prime minister to deliver a speech to a major conference of American state governors. https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2017/07/07/going-around-trump-on-trade-trudeau-will-be-first-canadian-pm-to-address-us-governors-meeting.html

7.13.17
two competing and very different proposals being rushed to a vote without a single public hearing https://twitter.com/NoamLevey/status/885521278689587200
John Thune says the Cruz amendment might not get a CBO score before the motion to proceed vote. Might just ask HHS to give their own score. [This is not HHS’s expertise.] https://twitter.com/MEPFuller/status/885550863665770496
Conn Carroll, communications director for Sen. Mike Lee (R-UT): “Lots of reporters seem to have a detailed summary of the bill from K Street sources that none of our staff have seen” https://twitter.com/conncarroll/status/885506337773375493
House Republicans voted Thursday to block an effort aimed at revoking the security clearance of White House senior adviser Jared Kushner. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/jared-kushner-security-clearance_us_596783aae4b0a0c6f1e67433
American President @realDonaldTrump just said "most people" would jump at the chance to coordinate with a global enemy to affect US election https://twitter.com/bmaz/status/885546004535103489
The Federal Election Commission’s Ellen Weintraub has been pushing for her group to respond to reports of foreign meddling in U.S. elections, laying out a six-point program for how the commission might do so. But despite hundreds upon hundreds of emails from the public pleading with the FEC to take a stand against outside tampering, Weintraub hit a wall. “I put a bunch of proposals in front of my colleagues… the Republicans put out a statement at the end of the meeting, which just really showed what a charade the entire meeting was,” she said. “While we went back and forth at the meeting, they had already written up a statement saying, ‘We’re not going to do anything, and here’s why.’” https://mic.com/articles/182319/despite-publics-pleas-fec-wont-move-to-block-foreign-money-in-elections-commissioner-says#.iWvs8iRdg
Capitol Police again force all the reporters out so we can't document the arrests of pastors and rabbis. https://twitter.com/JStein_Vox/status/885514187283288064
Attorney General lies to cover up 2016 meetings with Russian ambassador at which they discussed presidential campaign http://www.toledoblade.com/Nation/2017/07/21/Sessions-discussed-Trump-campaign-related-matters-with-Russian-ambassador.html
The lawyer representing the president of the United States just threatened a stranger in a string of angry and profane emails that included a blunt warning to “watch your back, bitch.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/13/15968726/trump-lawyer-kasowitz-threaten-profane-email
2 of Trump’s smartest advisers try to defend his foreign policy; end up debasing themselves with a hash of absurdly inaccurate representations. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/13/15964376/hr-mcmaster-gary-cohn-new-york-times-bad
Trump nominates Thomas Farr to US District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina. the seat to which Farr has been nominated has an unusual history. As of this writing, it represents the longest judicial vacancy in the country. Given Farr’s extensive work to undermine voting rights for African-Americans, it is especially striking that Republicans’ refusal to confirm two Obama judicial nominees, both women of color, has contributed to the extended vacancy. In 2013, President Obama nominated Jennifer May-Parker for the seat. Her nomination was blocked by Senator Richard Burr’s refusal to return his blue slip. President Obama then nominated Patricia Timmons-Goodson in 2016, whom Senator Burr previously had recommended for the seat in 2009. Senator Burr, despite his previous support, refused to return his blue slip on Timmons-Goodson. https://www.afj.org/our-work/nominees/thomas-alvin-farr

7.12.17
White House attacks Congressional Budget office; accuses it of using “faulty assumptions and bad numbers” — while spelling “inaccurately” wrong https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/12/15960920/white-house-video-attack-cbo-inaccurately-typo
A three-judge panel dismissed an ethics complaint against Ohio Supreme Court Justice Sharon Kennedy that was filed by ProgressOhio and signed by doctors, patients, consumer groups and medical students. Though the ethics complaint was dismissed, the identity of the deciding judges and legal reasoning remain secret. https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.progressohio.org/resources/KennedyComplaint_CourtsofAppeals.pdf

Republicans in Congress still allowed Trump to hand-pick a new FBI director, after he capriciously fired the previous director then lied about it.

If you lie to the public about meetings with the Russian government, the Russian government will know that you lied and could threaten to release embarrassing and personally damaging information unless you take positions they like. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/12/15955314/trump-russia-blackmail

These are the experts the Secretary of Education is trusting to school her on campus sexual assault: people who lie to advance a worldview of women as pathological liars, who believe women receive unfair preferential treatment in abuse trials, and who think false accusations are the real rape problem. http://www.slate.com/blogs/xx_factor/2017/07/11/betsy_devos_is_asking_men_s_rights_trolls_to_advise_her_on_campus_sexual.html

Early in the team’s tenure, Trump strategist Stephen K. Bannon told a conservative audience he and his people planned to pursue the “deconstruction of the administrative state.”
	Bannon and his team have kept their word. Under Trump, the Environmental Protection Agency has begun to roll back years of environmental regulations. The Republicans in Congress are working on a bill that would eviscerate health care options for America’s middle class and working class, while handing a tax boon to America’s wealthy. Even those buoyed by Trump’s policies and budgets, like the Pentagon and Department of Veterans Affairs, appear to have gotten insufficient funding under the Trump plan. And the federal government continues to labor with just 23 percent of Senate-confirmed leaders even nominated, let alone confirmed, thanks to Trump’s neglect of the presidential appointment process. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/07/the_four_big_scandals_of_the_trump_administration.html

Think back on the pathetic rollout of the travel ban, the witless legal defenses, and the serial losses at the courts of appeals. It wouldn’t have been hard to get that right either. The depressing answer is that nobody in this administration cares to get anything right. Getting it wrong and shattering confidence in the wheels and levers of democracy is its own reward http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/07/trump_s_election_commission_has_been_a_disaster_it_s_going_exactly_as_planned.html

7.11.2017
Everybody is freaking out about the Trump Jr. news. Except Senate Republicans. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/11/15953822/senate-republicans-trump-jr-russia-revelations
Attorney General Jeff Sessions delivered a speech to members of the “Alliance Defending Freedom,” a legal advocacy group founded in Scottsdale, Arizona, in 1994 that “specializes in supporting the recriminalization of homosexuality abroad, ending same-sex marriage and generally making life as difficult as possible for LGBT communities in the U.S. and internationally.” The DOJ refuses to release his remarks. http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/jeff-sessions-addresses-anti-lgbt-hate-group-doj/story?id=48593488

Trump deregulation teams abound w potential conflicts of interest, include some who stand to profit from the work https://nyti.ms/2v6AHAb

Trump Jr. has now changed his story about his June 9, 2016 meeting several times — first claiming he had no such meeting, then claiming it was about the topic of Russian adoptions, and only now admitting he agreed to take it because an “acquaintance” he met when Trump’s Miss Universe pageant was held in Moscow told him this person “might have information helpful to the campaign” https://www.vox.com/2017/7/9/15944680/donald-trump-jr-russia-meeting
Trump Jr.’s decision to meet with the Russian attorney to see what information she might have, they say, may well have violated campaign finance law. You don’t have to actually get useful help from foreigners, according to this law: The mere fact that Trump Jr. asked for information from a Russian national about Clinton, and heard her out as she attempted to describe it, might have constituted a federal crime. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/10/15948078/donald-trump-jr-russia-illegal
President George W. Bush’s White House ethics lawyer, Richard Painter, argues that Trump Jr.’s decision to meet with a Kremlin-linked lawyer to get dirt on Hillary Clinton, “borders on treason if it is not itself treason.” This was before the NY Times reported that “Trump Jr. was informed in an email that the material was part of a Russian government effort to aid his father’s candidacy.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/10/15950612/trump-jr-russia-richard-painter

Meanwhile Senior Adviser to the president, Jared Kushner, omitted to report this meeting on his SF-86 security clearance form (and to report the meeting to the FBI). https://twitter.com/RepDonBeyer/status/884518057305145344
Kushner Failed To Disclose More Than $1 Billion Of Debt On His Security Clearance Form https://twitter.com/GLSCHWALL/status/977267745598398465

Meanwhile, Trump himself remains stubbornly unwilling to break with Putin and the Kremlin. The president used to regularly brag about his contacts with the leaders of the Russian government. The president won the election with the helping hand of the Russian government. The president repeatedly expressed his desire to change US foreign policy in a more pro-Russian direction. And though the president has, so far, been largely stymied in his efforts to do this seems to be straining against constraints imposed by the leadership of his own party and his own foreign policy team.
	Perhaps Trump was lying about the contacts, ignorant about the campaign proposals, and his current attitudes reflect nothing more than bull-headedness. Certainly that’s what his Republican collaborators on the Hill seem to be telling themselves even as the White House works to get House Republicans to block a Russia sanctions bill that passed the Senate with 97 votes. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/11/15947434/something-weird-donald-trump-russia

7.10.2017
Fox & Friends sent a misleading tweet. Within minutes, Trump accused James Comey of a crime. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/10/15946878/trump-comey-twitter-leak-classified-fox-and-friends
Donald Trump Jr. is the ninth person tied to the president to hire a lawyer to run interference with Russia probes https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/politics/wp/2017/07/10/the-galaxy-of-lawyers-defending-team-trump-on-the-russia-probe-gets-another-star/?tid=sm_tw&utm_term=.a35f301162fa

Trump Campaign may be guilty of conspiracy to violate the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act https://twitter.com/ChristianCowart/status/883884410998841345

At some point in the second half of 2017, Trump pressured Rex Tillerson to drop a case into Reza Zarrab - A Turkish/Iranian gold trader who was a client of Rudy Giuliani (Tillerson refused) https://twitter.com/ScottMStedman/status/1182061592520712193
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-09/trump-urged-top-aide-to-help-giuliani-client-facing-doj-charges
“All the hallmarks of how Trump operates here. He could have easily pushed Sessions or Rosenstein himself, but he knows it’s wrong so tries to get a subordinate to do it. Pattern that has been repeated over and over again.”  https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1182074231573696512

7.9.2017
Trump capped his time at the G20 summit in Hamburg, Germany, with an announcement that he and Putin had agreed to create “an impenetrable Cyber Security unit so that election hacking, & many other negative things” will be prevented. Trump, in other words, will be trying to stop election hacking by working with the man who has turned election hacking into an art form.  https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/9/15944060/trump-putin-g20-russia-hacking-campaign-2016-dnc-emails

Mark Corallo [former spokesman for Trump's personal legal team] ... privately confiding [to Wolff] that he believed the meeting on Air Force One represented a likely obstruction of justice — quit. https://www.axios.com/axios-am-2522224225.html

7.8.2017
Flying home from Germany on July 8 aboard Air Force One, Trump personally dictated a (misleading) statement in which Trump Jr. said that he and the Russian lawyer had “primarily discussed a program about the adoption of Russian children” when they met in June 2016, according to multiple people with knowledge of the deliberations. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-dictated-sons-misleading-statement-on-meeting-with-russian-lawyer/2017/07/31/04c94f96-73ae-11e7-8f39-eeb7d3a2d304_story.html
In fact this claim was simply a lie. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/08/05/trump-tweets-a-confession-then-sekulow-admits-his-client-has-been-lying-about-his-involvement/
Russian officials have asked for intel proof that Russians interfered in the US election. In other words, Putin asked Trump to give up sources and methods revealing intel. (Because that's a totally normal thing to have happen.) https://twitter.com/leahmcelrath/status/883761425377894400
Ivanka Trump, unelected, unqualified, daughter-in-chief, is representing the US at the G20 summit https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/883626606698397696

Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben Carson allowed his son to help organize an agency “listening tour” in Baltimore despite warnings from department lawyers that doing so risked violating federal ethics rules https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/using-his-position-for-private-gain-hud-lawyers-warned-ben-carson-risked-running-afoul-of-ethics-rules-by-enlisting-son/2018/01/31/

Very plausibly, Trump sat down with Vladimir Putin in July at the G-20, and came up with a lie that Junior took a meeting to learn about Russian adoptions. https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/08/05/trump-tweets-a-confession-then-sekulow-admits-his-client-has-been-lying-about-his-involvement/

7.7.2017
Trump appears to have accepted Putin’s denials of any election interference at face value, even though the entire US intelligence community believes the Kremlin mounted a sophisticated campaign to help him win the White House. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/7/15937784/trump-putin-g20-meeting-outcome-syria-election
President Trump may have held more meetings with Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Group of 20 (G-20) summit earlier this month, Russia's Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on 7/21/17 http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/343071-russia-says-trump-and-putin-may-have-had-more-meetings-at-g-20
Trump met informally with Putin for an additional hour at the G20; The White House didn't disclose the meeting https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-had-undisclosed-hour-long-meeting-with-putin-at-g20-summit/2017/07/18/39c18dd4-6bd0-11e7-96ab-5f38140b38cc_story.html 
When President Trump held his second, previously undisclosed meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin during the G20 summit last week, he broke with longstanding policy by using Putin’s translator rather than having one of his own. That’s a potentially serious problem because Putin now has the only record of the meeting — and is free to use it, or distort it, for political gain. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/19/15997938/trump-putin-second-meeting-g20-secret-russia
Trump meets Russian president—suspected of manipulating US electoral systems to help Trump win—with intentionally skeletal team excluding Nat’l Security Adviser and top Russia aid. https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/883349809301774337
On July 3, state voters and a good-government group filed a lawsuit alleging that Georgia officials ignored warnings that the state’s electoral system was extremely susceptible to hacking. On July 4, Georgia Secretary of State Brian Kemp’s office was alerted about the lawsuit by the press and declined to comment. It received a copy of the suit on July 6. And on July 7, Georgia officials deleted the state’s election data, which would have likely been critical evidence in that lawsuit http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2017/10/georgia_destroyed_election_data_right_after_a_lawsuit_alleged_the_system.html
After this, state lawyers in a lawsuit told the judge they intended to subpoena the FBI for the forensic image, or digital snapshot, the agency made of a crucial server before state election officials quietly wiped it clean. Correspondence later obtained by The Associated Press says state officials never did issue the subpoena, even though the judge had ordered that evidence be preserved, including from the FBI. https://www.apnews.com/0117a85d02ff4890b5a66f1c9f3c376e

Ahead of a meeting with Russian president, Trump aides have prepared “a list of tweet-length sentences that summarize the main points Trump could bring up with Putin” in the hopes that the president absorbs even a little of what he needs to know before sitting down with the canny, and sure to be well-prepared, Russian leader. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/5/15924522/trump-twitter-putin-russia-hacking-meeting-comey-g20-briefings
Meanwhile, the White House is resisting Senate-passed legislation to sanction Russia for election hacking, fired the FBI director for looking too hard at the Russia issue, and is reportedly contemplating how to return the Russian spy facilities the lame-duck Obama administration seized.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/6/15928782/trump-accessory-after-the-fact

‘To a person, I heard that the State Department was in “chaos,” “a disaster,” “terrible,” the leadership “totally incompetent.” … Tillerson has canceled the incoming class of foreign service officers. This as if the Navy told all of its incoming Naval Academy officers they weren’t needed. Senior officers have been unceremoniously pushed out. Many saw the writing on the wall and just retired, and many others are now awaiting buyout offers. He has dismissed State’s equivalent of an officer reserve—retired FSOs, who are often called upon to fill State’s many short-term staffing gaps, have been sent home despite no one to replace them. Office managers are now told three people must depart before they can make one hire. And now Bloomberg reports that Tillerson is blocking all lateral transfers within the department, preventing staffers from moving to another office even if it has an opening. Managers can’t fill openings; employees feel trapped.’ http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/06/29/how-rex-tillerson-destroying-state-department-215319

7.6.2017
Insane rant by US president in Poland. Attacks press, Says we don't even have as many intel agencies as verified Russian involvement, Jokes about needing to charge Poland more for US energy imports (like the Kremlin). Tried to claim he can negotiate "contracts" on behalf of US; corrected by Polish prez that in fact companies do that, not govts. Overall, went to Poland not to herald NATO and Western values, but embrace a nation cracking down on its press and democratic values https://twitter.com/MollyMcKew/status/882904443896901633
Walter Shaub, director of the United States Office of Government Ethics, has resigned, saying the rules need to be tougher. His term would have gone through January 2018. “There isn’t much more I could accomplish at the Office of Government Ethics, given the current situation,” Shaub told the New York Times. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2017/07/06/resignation-of-top-us-ethics-official-calls-attention-to-trumps-unresolved-conflicts/
Trump administration forgot to book a hotel room in Hamburg, Germany, for the annual Group of 20 summit of key global leaders https://www.vox.com/world/2017/7/6/15929498/trump-hotel-g20

7.5.2017
Sen. Pat Toomey holds invitation-only “town hall,” then calls police to remove citizens who protest outside

7.4.2017
President spends July 4 playing golf; no visit to servicemen or women
Louisiana congressman makes video at Auschwitz arguing that “our military must be invincible”

7.3.2017
The Trump government plans to not issue any refugees the travel documents needed to come to the US after July 12 — even if those refugees meet the Supreme Court's requirement that they have "bona fide relationship" with someone in the US to enter. Earlier this month, the Supreme Court limited President Trump's travel and refugee ban to prevent the government from enforcing it against people with "a credible claim of a bona fide relationship with a person or entity in the United States." "That seems like a pretty blatant violation of the SCOTUS order to me," Becca Heller, director of the International Refugee Assistance Project, a legal aid and assistance group, told BuzzFeed News when asked about the guidance. "That’s a full ban." https://www.buzzfeed.com/nidhiprakash/refugee-travel-ban-guidance?utm_term=.ql6EqKJp4#.vma7JkVRN
Counselor to the President continues blatantly lying https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/3/15914632/fox-news-kellyanne-trump-tweets-media-policy
Trump has spent 35 days at a golf property since taking office, according to NBC News. That amounts to more than 21 percent of his 164 days as president so far. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/3/15914664/trump-golf-president

U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt is leading a formal initiative to challenge mainstream climate science using a "back-and-forth critique" by government-recruited experts, according to a senior administration official. https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060056858

In general, the EPA is being shredded from within https://www.vox.com/2017/7/1/15886420/pruitt-threat-epa

7.1.2017 State Dept.’s anti-Semitism monitoring office to be unstaffed as of July 1 http://www.jta.org/2017/06/22/news-opinion/politics/state-dept-s-anti-semitism-monitoring-office-to-be-unstaffed-as-of-july-1#.WUxGl9ezCBg.twitter

Trump offered a grieving military father $25,000 in a call, but didn’t follow through https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-offered-a-grieving-military-father-25000-in-a-call-but-didnt-follow-through/2017/10/18/8d4cbc8c-b43a-11e7-be94-fabb0f1e9ffb_story.html

6.30.2017
US president claims “the United States has suffered through massive trade deficits; that’s why we have $20 trillion in debt.” It is not, remotely. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/6/30/15903178/trump-south-korea-trade-debt

In June President Trump ordered the firing of Robert S. Mueller III, the special counsel overseeing the Russia investigation, according to four people told of the matter, but ultimately backed down after the White House counsel threatened to resign rather than carry out the directive. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/25/us/politics/trump-mueller-special-counsel-russia.html

There are now zero science staffers at the White House. https://twitter.com/ae_fernandes/status/880910385422807040

Anti-media incitement by US president leads newsrooms to spend more money on security https://twitter.com/Evan_McMullin/status/881837251558346752
https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/881646968027656192

June 2017: Donald Trump's personal lawyer, Michael Cohen, received a secret payment of at least $400,000 (£300,000) to fix talks between the Ukrainian president and President Trump, according to sources in Kiev close to those involved. The payment was arranged by intermediaries acting for Ukraine's leader, Petro Poroshenko, the sources said, though Mr Cohen was not registered as a representative of Ukraine as required by US law. http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44215656

6.29.2017
Donald Trump raised about $10 million for his reelection campaign at the Trump International Hotel in Washington, DC. Trump is profiting from the presidency… donors know they are putting money directly in Trump’s pocket via the hotel fees http://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/29/trump-takes-10-million-at-first-re-election-fundraiser.html
US president attacks six news organizations by name in 24 hours https://www.axios.com/not-normal-trump-attacks-half-dozen-companies-in-half-a-day-2450223047.html
only three days after White House Assistant Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders claimed that Trump “in no way, form or fashion has ever promoted or encouraged violence,” Trump tweeted a video that portrayed him punching and slamming a CNN reporter to the ground. http://plunderbund.com/2017/07/07/in-supporting-the-first-and-twenty-fifth-amendments-do-we-also-need-to-bring-back-the-gong-show/

In June 2017, the Commander-in-Chief of the United States suggested that the FBI should not investigate a historic cyberattack by an adversary on the United States. The investigation Trump was obstructing was not just of his own conduct, but also that of Russia. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/04/24/the-commander-in-chief-keeps-instructing-his-national-security-officials-not-to-protect-the-country/

President Donald Trump pressed senior aides in June to devise and carry out a campaign to discredit senior FBI officials after learning that those specific officials were likely to be witnesses against him. https://twitter.com/ForeignPolicy/status/957013124527345665

6.28.2017 
“In the quarter-century since passage of the NVRA, of which I spent seven years as a DOJ lawyer enforcing the NVRA, among other laws, I do not know of the DOJ conducting any other broad-based fishing expedition into list maintenance compliance” http://www.routefifty.com/management/2017/06/trump-election-integrity-commission-state-voter-data/139107/
“Commission on Election Integrity” likely broke federal rules on its first day of work. There are legal responsibilities for Commission operations, including providing advanced notice and holding meetings that are open to the public. It seems that in a preliminary call, substantive work was discussed and actions were taken in violation of those rules. It’s a minor violation, but we have checks and balances to ensure that the government doesn’t run amok, and public notice and participation are essential to any democracy. http://www.routefifty.com/management/2017/06/trumps-election-integrity-commission-faca/139141/
US President ridicules TV host’s looks, calls her crazy http://www.dispatch.com/entertainmentlife/20170629/president-ridicules-female-tv-hosts-looks-calls-her-crazy

6.26.2017
We are already more than halfway through the Senate Republicans’ consideration of their health care bill — and there’s still a lot we don’t know about it, and what it would do. When it was unveiled Thursday, the Senate bill included glaring omissions in how it constructs an insurance market, which experts said could have caused that market to collapse. New policies were added over the weekend to patch those holes, but the public has not seen them. Other policy concerns are being discovered by the day https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/26/15865598/senate-health-bill-fast-speed
an unnamed official in the State Department’s Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs. In that message, the official solicited Lemley’s help in producing a “fake Twitter Feud” over intellectual property https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2017/07/state-department-concocting-fake-intellectual-property-twitter-feud/?comments=1

In June fossil fuel executives enjoy some laughs at their new, “unprecedented access to people that are in these positions who are trying to help us”  https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/03/23/trump-big-oil-industry-influence-investigation-zinke-226106

6.24.2017
Trump just ended a long tradition of celebrating Ramadan at the White House http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Trump-just-ended-a-long-tradition-of-celebrating-11244746.php

In January, the Department of Homeland Security announced 31 winners in a controversial grant program to fight violent extremism. A team led by UNC-Chapel Hill researchers won the largest – nearly $900,000 to develop information campaigns to counter jihadist and white supremacist recruiting. But so far the Trump administration has refused to release the money. A Reuters report shortly after Trump took office said that Homeland Security officials were thinking about retooling the program so that it focused solely on Islamic extremism, not white supremacist groups. http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/article154580234.html
[see: consequences on 8/12/17]

6.23.2017
Office of Press Secretary tells journalists that schedules sent out by the White House aren't reportable https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/878301076121944065
DOJ Fraud Section’s Compliance Counsel Expert resigns, saying “trying to hold companies to standards that our current administration is not living up to … felt not only hypocritical, but very much like shuffling the deck chair on the Titanic. Even as I engaged in those questioning and evaluations, on my mind were the numerous lawsuits pending against the President of the United States for everything from violations of the Constitution to conflict of interest, the ongoing investigations of potentially treasonous conducts, and the investigators and prosecutors fired for their pursuits of principles and facts. Those are conducts I would not tolerate seeing in a company, yet I worked under an administration that engaged in exactly those conduct. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/mission-matters-hui-chen
US Magistrate’s ruling: “Election Integrity Commission” boss Kobach and his legal team “made patently misleading representations to the court” http://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/2017/06/23/kris-kobach-fined-voting-lawsuit-trump-memo-239910

6.22.2017
White House Warns Reporters Not to Report on Instructions About Not Reporting on Today's Press Conference http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/06/22/white_house_press_conference_no_camera_notice_is_not_reportable_white_house.html

6.20.2017
DeVos's pick for the head of federal financial aid is still the CEO of a private student loan co. Weirdly, this isn't in ED press release https://twitter.com/mollyhc/status/877250464580030464

Tom Price HHS is not only propagandizing against the policy it is legally tasked with implementing—and using gross misrepresentations while so doing. http://acasignups.net/17/06/21/trumps-hhs-dept-propagan-tastic

Result of five months of Trump’s “total authorization” non-management of the Pentagon: Escalation. Everywhere. With no public debate & an effort by the Commander in Chief to dodge accountability. https://twitter.com/ColinKahl/status/876975352450605056

6.19.2017
Sean Spicer took questions from reporters but didn’t allow video or audio coverage of the exchanges http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/cnn-white-house-press-restrictions_us_59482239e4b0edb84c14bf6a?4q
Senate Majority Leader literally objects to basic transparency again, and again, and again https://twitter.com/TopherSpiro/status/876982851035705344

Mr. Trump is the first president in 40 years to retain his personal business interests after entering the White House. In the feud among Arab nations, President Trump has supported the ones with which he does business https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/17/world/middleeast/trumps-business-ties-in-persian-gulf-raise-questions-about-his-allegiances.html

6.18.2017
Most Republicans think colleges are bad for the country, and the vast majority think the news media is too https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/10/15947954/republicans-think-colleges-bad-for-america-media-pew-study

in 2017, the United States successfully extracted from Russia one of its highest-level covert sources inside the Russian government, multiple Trump administration officials with direct knowledge told CNN. … The decision to carry out the extraction occurred soon after a May 2017 meeting in the Oval Office in which Trump discussed highly classified intelligence with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and then-Russian Ambassador to the US Sergey Kislyak. https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/09/politics/russia-us-spy-extracted/index.html

6.16.2017
Hours into the worst US Navy disaster in years - 7 missing - yet no word from @realDonaldTrump. Tweeting about himself and Hannity. https://twitter.com/DefenseBaron/status/875893112371019776
The RNC just released a memo on Trump being investigated for obstruction of justice. Every word is false. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/875199563744804864
The Department of Education is scaling back investigations into civil rights violations at the nation’s public schools and universities https://mobile.nytimes.com/2017/06/16/us/politics/education-department-civil-rights-betsy-devos.html?_r=0&referer=
CNN’s Jeff Zucker canceled Reza Aslan’s show Believer—refusing to pay him or staff due wages—because Aslan tweeted that Trump was a piece of shit for using London terror attack to push his Muslim ban. Zucker also trashed archives of the show… You can see pretty much every CNN show ever produced on the CNN app... except Believer. https://twitter.com/rezaaslan/status/1008092208392794113

PBS Runs A Three-Hour Series Glorifying The DeVos Education Agenda http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/pbs-school-inc-devos-documentary_us_593ff88ee4b02402687ce613?section=us_education

Ian Bremer: “In the private conversations I’ve had with heads of states and ministers of foreign relations … they all feel what Turnbull just basically came out and said: This is, by far, the least capable person ever to sit in the office and it’s appalling they have to deal with him. … Even in a country that really needs to have a good relationship with the United States, you’re just not willing to deal with it. Your own ego will say, ‘Screw this guy.’” https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-said-foreign-leaders-wouldnt-laugh-at-the-us-now-theyre-laughing-at-him/2017/06/15/

We are aware that Trump is not going to cover everyone, lower premiums, or cut deductibles. But at the same time, Trump has succeeded in persuading the media and the political system to process these highly public lies as a kind of banal non-story, even while a leak that Jeff Sessions maybe misstated the number of times he’s met Sergey Kislyak is a three-alarm fire.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/16/15807806/trump-breaking-health-promises

Republicans do not want the country to know what is in their health care bill. 
This has become more evident each day, as the Senate plots out a secretive path toward Obamacare repeal — and top White House officials (including the president) consistently lie about what the House bill actually does.
“The extreme secrecy is a situation without precedent, at least in creating health care law” writes Julie Rovner, who has covered health care politics since 1986 and is arguably the dean of the DC health care press corps. https://www.vox.com/health-care/2017/6/15/15807986/obamacare-lies-obstruction

6.15.2017
Trump has nominated a family event planner who coordinated his son Eric’s wedding to a key post overseeing federal housing programs. Patton would be responsible for overseeing billions of federal dollars. http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/trump-chooses-family-event-planner-run-n-y-housing-programs-article-1.3251314
On July 15, 2017, after Trump and Don Jr had already issued statements claiming there had been no follow-up to the meeting — and after Trump’s lawyers tried to get Goldstone to say that publicly, too — Trump’s Assistant, Rhona Graff forwarded Rob Goldstone’s email back to show that there had, in fact, been follow-up.

Reports: North Korea issued a $2 million bill for the hospital care of comatose American Otto Warmbier...The main U.S. envoy sent to retrieve Warmbier signed an agreement to pay the medical bill on instructions passed down from President Trump. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1121442523950534661
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/north-korea-issued-2-million-bill-for-comatose-otto-warmbiers-care/2019/04/25/0e8022a0-66ad-11e9-a698-2a8f808c9cfb_story.html?utm_term=.4d48f8d3401a

6.14.2017
Confirmation hearing for Trump court appointees, including Damien Schiff, who called Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy a “judicial prostitute"; said he “strongly disagree[s]” with the Supreme Court’s decision in Lawrence v. Texas, which struck down statutes criminalizing sodomy; and criticized a school district for teaching that “homosexual families are the moral equivalent of heterosexual families,” arguing that it remains an open question. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/06/14/trump-judicial-nominees-civil-rights-newsom-bush-schiff-215253
Given the option to put up any number of nominees with moderate temperaments and conservative but sane academic or intellectual records—conservatives in the mold of Neil Gorsuch, Trump’s successful choice for the Supreme Court—the decision seems to have been made that these jobs should instead go to polemicists and bomb-throwers, performance artist lawyers who have spent their intellectual lives staking out absurd and often abhorrent legal positions. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/06/trump_s_judicial_nominees_john_bush_and_damien_schiff_will_help_transform.html

To ramrod Trumpcare into law, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) invoked “Rule XIV,” a procedure that allows legislation to skip committees and go directly to the floor. https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-is-a-weapon-of-mass-distraction/2017/06/13/a10f651e-506f-11e7-be25-3a519335381c_story.html

6.13.2017
Multiple broadcast reporters indicated that the Republican-controlled Senate Rules Committee and building sergeant-at-arms are trying to restrict radio and TV journalists’ access to senators in hallways, claiming they cannot wait outside committee rooms without permission and cannot film in the hallways. The restrictions are not something new voted on by the Senate Rules Committee but rather a "unilateral decision” by the committee chair, Sen. Richard Shelby (R-AL), a senior Democratic Senate aide told Roll Call’s Bridget Bowman. (Walked-back same day, after outcry) https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/13/15793172/senate-republicans-resist-press
Sessions admits under oath that he violated the scope of his recusal from the ongoing investigations into the 2016 presidential campaigns http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/06/14/jeff_sessions_just_admitted_that_he_violated_his_recusal_pledge.html
Last week, when deputy attorney general Rod Rosenstein repeatedly refused to answer a question from Sen. Kamala Harris, both Sens. Richard Burr and John McCain essentially shushed her. On Tuesday, attorney general Jeff Sessions also tried to filibuster the former California attorney general’s questions without properly answering them. And again, the same two white male Senators essentially shushed her. http://www.slate.com/blogs/xx_factor/2017/06/13/kamala_harris_got_shut_down_after_asking_an_incredibly_important_question.html
President Trump has hollowed out the federal government, failing to even nominate anyone for 420 of the 599 available political jobs. The Pentagon has 53 political slots; only six of them have been filled (10 people have been nominated but not yet confirmed). At the Department of Homeland Security, two positions out of 16 have been filled. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/14/15758328/trump-nomination-appointee-national-security-vacant
Attorney General cancels scheduled Senate testimony, sends deputy in his place http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/337567-deputy-ag-rosenstein-no-good-cause-to-fire-mueller
The commander in chief just blocked on Twitter a veterans advocacy organization that lobbies on behalf of progressive causes and boasts half a million military veterans and families as supporters.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/13/15792822/trump-twitter-blocks-vote-vets-progressive-twitter-war


6.12.2017
Senate Republicans are on track to finish writing their draft health care bill this evening, but have no plans to publicly release the bill http://acasignups.net/17/06/12/gop-senate-not-even-pretending-give-sht-anymore
Trump tells absurd lie—“‘passed more legislation’ than any other president besides FDR”—and multiple putatively mainstream media outlets just run the quote as a headline without any indication that it’s completely false
Congressman-elect Gianforte gets a fine and community service for body-slamming Guardian reporter Ben Jacobs. https://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2017/06/greg-gianfortes-sentence-for-assaulting-a-journalist/530034/
Trump: 'Fake News Media has never been so wrong or so dirty' http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/337534-trump-fake-news-media-has-never-been-so-wrong-or-so-dirty
Almost 5 months in, the Trump White House hasn't responded to any petitions on its website.

Ongoing criminalization of protest
https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2017/6/12/15759186/protests-penalty-constitution-first-amendment-police

GOP planning to place attack on free press at center of 2018 campaign https://www.salon.com/2017/06/12/republican-strategists-say-they-will-run-against-the-media-in-2018-heres-why-that-could-work_partner/

Trump Reportedly Told Russia About Israeli Hack of ISIS, Republicans Don't Care http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/06/12/trump_reportedly_told_russia_about_israeli_hack_of_isis_republicans_don.html

6.11.2017
The State Department on Sunday honored the relationship between the U.S. and the Philippines, pointing to "shared democratic values" between the two nations. (Philippine president Duterte has reportedly encouraged the extrajudicial killing of thousands of citizens accused of dealing or using drugs. He also compared his campaign to kill criminals to the Holocaust.) http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/337314-state-dept-praises-shared-democratic-values-with-the-philippines
“The emerging consensus among GOP lawmakers, aides and strategists is that the best way for the party to get past the turbulence is for GOP lawmakers to pledge to get to the bottom of allegations of collusion with Russia and in the meantime to get to work on passing Trump’s agenda.” http://thehill.com/homenews/senate/337200-comey-fallout-weighs-on-the-gop

Sen. Bob Corker (R-TN), who sits on the Senate Budget Committee, summed up the status of talks in the upper chamber: “I don’t know anything about it,” he said in early June. “I’m on the Budget Committee and I don’t know.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/13/15788396/house-republicans-trump-promise-medicare

6.9.2017
President Trump slammed the country of Qatar, which hosts 11,000 US military personnel at its Al Udeid Air Base… But just an hour earlier, Tillerson was publicly defending Qatar. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/6/9/15772182/trump-qatar-tillerson-terrorism
US Office of Special Counsel: A senior presidential aide violated federal law when he sent out a tweet calling for the defeat of a Republican member of Congress in a primary election https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/9/15772218/donald-trump-scavino-hatch-act

One clear takeaway from Comey’s public testimony last week is that congressional Republicans do not believe that asking an FBI director to stymie an investigation, then firing him when he doesn’t do it, then lying to the public about why you fired him constitutes obstruction of justice or abuse of power in the relevant sense. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/12/15782092/fire-robert-mueller

As early as June 3, 2017, Trump Organization lawyer Alan Garten called Rob Goldstone to find out details about the June 9, 2016 meeting, including who the Russian lawyer who attended was. On June 26, Garten contacted Goldstone again to find out about and get contact information for Ike Kaveladze. In a call with Goldstone the next day, Garten expressed “concern” because the June 9 meeting “links Don Jr. to officials from Russia, which he has already denied meeting.”
	On June 8, the White House put out a Trump (and Putin) statement claiming the meeting was only about adoptions, and therefore didn’t include any topic that was a campaign  issue. As part of that statement, Trump claimed that “there was no follow-up.”
	On June 9, Don Jr put out his own statement, admitting that Goldstone had also offered dirt and that Magnitsky sanctions were discussed, but repeating that “no follow-up” line (as well as telling some other lies). https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/01/23/how-trump-directed-don-jrs-june-9-no-follow-up-false-statement-to-congress/

6.8.2017 Comey testifies before Senate
At one point, Comey was asked, “Do you believe Donald Trump colluded with Russia?” His response: “It's a question I don’t think I should answer in an open setting.”
“I was fired in some way to change the way the Russia investigation was being conducted,’’ Comey said. 
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/06/08/the_comey_hearing_was_extraordinary.html
Meanwhile the US Secretary of Defense was spending his time babysitting the president, so that he wouldn’t act out a tantrum on Twitter https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/873001187301355521

New Hampshire residents who register to vote within 30 days of an election may soon find an unexpected presence at their door: state investigators and law enforcement officers demanding proof that they live in the state. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/06/the_trump_voter_fraud_agenda_has_arrived_in_new_hampshire.html

Sarah Bond published an article in the online arts publication Hyperallergic saying that research shows ancient Western artifacts were painted in different colors but have, over time, faded to their base light marble color -- giving the false impression that white skin was the classical ideal. The right responded with online threats of violence and calls for her termination… heckling and harassment, including anti-Semitic references https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2017/06/19/classicist-finds-herself-target-online-threats-after-article-ancient-statues

6.7.2017
Trump administration sponsors TV attack ads on James Comey in advance of his testifying before congress https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/872421429874130945
Trump nominates, for FBI director, a Partner at Law Firm Representing Russia's National Oil Company Rosneft https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/872443195266912257
Key senators learned about Trump’s FBI pick on Twitter
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/6/7/15757062/senators-trump-fbi

6.6.2017
Massive Saudi Arabia arms deal is entirely fake: http://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/breaking-trumps-saudi-arms-deal-actually-fake

6.2.2017
THE US JUST USED A BANNED CHEMICAL WEAPON on A HOSPITAL. https://twitter.com/eemanabbasi/status/871400917995839488

The White House is telling federal agencies to blow off Democratic lawmakers' oversight requests. (the Obama White House never ordered agencies to stop cooperating with Republican oversight requests altogether) http://www.politico.com/story/2017/06/02/federal-agencies-oversight-requests-democrats-white-house-239034

6.1.2017
Mentally ill president renounces international treaty on climate change after consulting zero science advisers
“None of this was necessary. Trump could have modified our carbon reduction pledge. He could have exited the agreement gracefully. He could have avoided insulting other countries by name. At a minimum, he could have refrained from impugning the motives of our allies. Instead, he inflicted maximum damage on the United States and its partnership with Europe. He’s not doing what’s good for Pittsburgh. Knowingly or not, he’s doing what’s good for Moscow.” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/06/trump_s_assault_on_our_european_allies_is_great_for_russia.html
The POTUS just said that a tax bill is "moving along" in Congress & doing "very well." There is no tax bill currently before Congress. https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/870368283794456576
Trump also invented a terror attack today. And his own White House counter-terror experts laughed at him. Then leaked it. https://twitter.com/aravosis/status/870407374468677633
Hurricane season starts with nobody in charge at FEMA or NOAA http://www.tampabay.com/blogs/the-buzz-florida-politics/hurricane-season-starts-with-nobody-in-charge-at-fema-or-noaa/2325887
White House makes bizarre, inappropriate request to skip entire, major steps in judicial proceedings https://www.vox.com/2017/6/2/15728434/muslim-ban-supreme-court-trump
North Carolina superior court reversed its own March decision that had blocked an illegitimate GOP takeover of elections, after Republican leaders in the General Assembly threatened the three judges, hinting that their “blatant overstep” would have “profound consequences” and demanding that they either “hang up their robes” or “reverse their order.” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/10/judicial_gerrymandering_is_coming_to_north_carolina.html

The Obama White House gave staff ~ 16 ethics waivers in 8 years. This WhiteHouse gave 16 ethics waivers in 4 months https://t.co/vydYP2b8Wt
These are former lobbyists to handle the same topics they had lobbied on in the private sector.
Meanwhile, You won't find Steve Bannon's name in the White House ethics waivers, but one allows him to keep contacts w/Breitbart http://politi.co/2rGYZTV
Also, 10 of the ethics waivers disclosed by the White House are undated and unsigned. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/ethics-office-will-press-white-house-on-undated-conflict-of-interest-waivers/2017/06/02/5700719c-47b0-11e7-a196-a1bb629f64cb_story.html

Donald Trump tells UK prime minster he refuses to visit unless Theresa May can ensure that he is not met with protests. http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/donald-trump-tells-theresa-may-he-wont-visit-uk-unless-she-bans-protests-1656638

Andrew Wheeler, a coal lobbyist anticipated to be Trump’s nominee for the deputy administrator of the EPA since March, raised funds for Republican senators on the committee that makes the preliminary decision on confirming appointments to the agency.   https://theintercept.com/2018/02/07/coal-lobbyist-andrew-wheeler-epa-deputy-confirmation/

President Donald Trump reportedly used a White House meeting with the prime minister of Georgia to talk about a long-stalled real estate project in the former Soviet satellite state. https://www.rawstory.com/2018/02/trump-pitched-real-estate-project-georgian-prime-minister-white-house-meeting-report/#.WoL1M8MlI0k.twitter

Aides to Donald Trump, the US president, hired an Israeli private intelligence agency to orchestrate a “dirty ops” campaign against key individuals from the Obama administration who helped negotiate the Iran nuclear deal https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/may/05/trump-team-hired-spy-firm-dirty-ops-iran-nuclear-deal

5.30.2017
Scott Pruitt, the current EPA administrator appointed by President Donald Trump, does not have an accessible public schedule (in a complete reversal of previous admin policy). A FOIA request has been stalled nearly two months; several other journalists have filed similar requests that have gone unfilled https://newrepublic.com/article/142785/scott-pruitt-hiding

the New York Times confirmed [later] that in May 2017, the FBI opened a counterintelligence investigation into whether the president himself was secretly working with or co-opted by Russia. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/11/us/politics/fbi-trump-russia-inquiry.html

A secretive private military contractor’s domestic role has expanded to include the surveillance of activist networks from Chicago to Washington, D.C. https://theintercept.com/2017/05/27/leaked-documents-reveal-security-firms-counterterrorism-tactics-at-standing-rock-to-defeat-pipeline-insurgencies/

Even if Trump is chatting with U.S. allies on his government-issued cell phone, not his old private line, that presents a huge problem. “If you are speaking on an open line, then it’s an open line, meaning those who have the ability to monitor those conversations are doing so,” Derek Chollet, a former Pentagon adviser and National Security Council official, told the AP. “If someone is trying to spy on you, then everything you’re saying, you have to presume that others are listening to it.” http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/05/trump-is-urging-world-leaders-to-call-him-on-his-cell-phone.html?wpsrc=nymag

The White House effort to highlight immigrant crimes has led to @DHSgov publishing personal info of abuse survivors http://m.motherjones.com/politics/2017/05/immigrant-domestic-violence-victims-appear-dhs-database

5.25.2017
1,126 political scientists view America's democracy as healthy, but — for the first time in recent history — ailing. https://t.co/0aO43XAAm8

Ben Carson, secretary of housing and urban development, said poverty is a “state of mind”.

5.24.2017
Manchester police say they will stop sharing information about a terror investigation with their American counterparts, after several leaks to the American media that British authorities say compromise the integrity of the investigation https://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2017/05/manchester-attack-investigation/528093/
GOP House candidate personally physically assaults reporter Ben Jacobs (then gets elected to Congress next day) http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/05/24/greg-gianforte-fox-news-team-witnesses-gop-house-candidate-body-slam-reporter.html

In May 2017, Ted Malloch told reporters in Brussels that he had interviewed twice at Trump Tower for the post of EU Ambassador. In the same month, Mueller is appointed as special counsel, and State Dept. and White House begin denying not just that Malloch is a candidate but also that he ever was. https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-clarifies-that-self-declared-eu-envoy-candidate-isnt-up-for-post-1495649596?mod=e2fb

5.22.2017
Infowars—a group that believes Sandy Hook was a hoax carried out by paid actors—has press credentials https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/866717865126371329

Kushner is keeping nearly 90 percent of his vast real estate holdings even after resigning from the family business and pledging a clear divide between his private interests and public duties. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/kushner-keeps-most-of-his-real-estate-but-offers-few-clues-about-potential-white-house-conflicts/2017/05/21/35d7ceb4-3993-11e7-a058-ddbb23c75d82_story.html?utm_term=.83e73bf8a088

5.21.2017
Tillerson briefed the media in Saudi Arabia on Sunday without members of the American press in attendance http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/21/media/saudi-arabia-tillerson-press-conference/

A source familiar with efforts by the Israeli intel firm Black Cube to dig up dirt on Obama admin alumni (& target their families) says the contract started shortly after Trump’s visit to Israel & that whoever hired them made clear it was “for Trump.” https://twitter.com/ColinKahl/status/1000074408700985344

Shortly before Jared Kushner went to the Middle East on a diplomatic trip with Trump in May 2017, his family's business received an undisclosed $30 million investment from one of the biggest firms in Israel. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/07/business/jared-kushner-israel.html

5.18.2017
Credentialed reporter pinned to the wall by security for trying to ask a question of FCC Commissioner https://www.press.org/news-multimedia/news/reporter-manhandled-fcc-guards-because-he-asked-question
US expected to fail an international transparency test http://www.pogo.org/about/press-room/releases/2017/united-states-expected-to-fail-international-transparency-test.html

this week, Fox published its Seth Rich story. (After it fell apart, Fox said it would investigate what happened. It's unclear what ever became of that probe. The results were never announced. Neither was any disciplinary action for those responsible.) https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1129492615425089536

5.17.2017
Confronted about June 15 McCarthy statement that Putin pays Trump, Brendan Buck, a spokesman for Ryan, said: “That never happened,” and Matt Sparks, a spokesman for McCarthy, said: “The idea that McCarthy would assert this is absurd and false.” After being told that The Post would cite a recording of the exchange, both immediately claimed that the “false” episode was merely humor. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/house-majority-leader-to-colleagues-in-2016-i-think-putin-pays-trump/2017/05/17/515f6f8a-3aff-11e7-8854-21f359183e8c_story.html
Sessions’ DOJ settled a money-laundering case involving the attorney who brokered offer of Russian aid to Trump campaign http://www.businessinsider.com/why-was-russian-money-laundering-case-dismissed-house-dems-2017-7

WSJ finds 2010 deal between a Russian state-run bank and one of Trump’s old partners in a Toronto hotel tower http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/17/trump_toronto_hotel_reportedly_got_some_help_from_a_big_russian_bank.html

5.16.2017
By midday Tuesday, National security adviser H.R. McMaster found himself simultaneously arguing that he was right to call the Washington Post article false and spinning the president’s leak as “appropriate.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/trump-cant-be-trusted-with-sensitive-information--and-now-the-world-knows/2017/05/16/5f2a191c-3a3c-11e7-8854-21f359183e8c_story.html
He argued, somewhat confusingly, that it was “appropriate” for Trump to say what he said, but that leaks of that information posed a grave danger to national security. But the most surprising moment came at the end of the briefing. “I should just make maybe the statement here that the president wasn't even aware where this information came from,” McMaster said. “He wasn't briefed on the source of method of information either.” https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/05/the-two-contradictions-of-white-house-spin-on-russia/526890/
Within hours of NY Times report of Comey memo—evidence of obstruction of justice—the Trump administration/campaign used it for a fundraising email http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/16/trump_is_using_the_obstruction_of_justice_accusations_to_fundraise.html
Republican Intel Committee Chairman says he can't get the White House on the phone to explain what information the president shared https://twitter.com/khinman/status/864545275926466561
Within 24 hours of reports of genuine wrongdoing (by Republicans) at the highest level of government, Twitter is “spontaneously” abuzz with #SethRich conspiracy tweets (aimed at Democrats) http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/16/media/seth-rich-family-response-claims-of-wikileaks-contact/index.html
Meanwhile, Senator Republicans are… saying things like “I suppose it’s going to continue, so we have to get used to it.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/16/15648080/congressional-republicans-excuse-trump-scandals

Tennessee: GOP Insurance Commissioner can't find ANYONE in Trump Admin to answer vital questions re. insurance market http://acasignups.net/17/05/16/tennessee-gop-insurance-commissioner-cant-find-anyone-trump-admin-answer-vital-questions-re

5.15.2017
"Trump defends disclosing classified info to Russians" 12 hours after sr. advisors call story "false"

May 2017, a SEAL medic was treating a wounded 15 y/o Islamic State fighter. “He’s mine,” Eddie Gallagher said. “Gallagher walked up without a word and stabbed the wounded teenager several times in the neck and once in the chest with his hunting knife, killing him.” Platoon members tried time & time again to report about what he was doing. Praying that higher ups would do something. They were told to “decompress.” SEAL team 7 members filed formal complaints & called for an investigation about the “shocking acts” they had seen their chief commit. Instead of investigating, platoon members were warned “that speaking out could cost them and others their careers.”

5.14.2017
a longtime GOP operative and private equity executive out of Chicago, in September 2016, two months before Election Day, had been shopping around in the dark corners of the web for thousands of deleted emails belonging to Hillary Clinton. During the search, in emails and on the phone, the 81-year-old operative, Peter W. Smith, presented himself as working with top Trump adviser Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn as he solicited Clinton emails from hackers he assumed to be affiliated with the Russian government. The Journal knew all of this because Smith, himself, said so in an interview with the paper the first week of May. On May 14th, some ten days after the interview, but still six weeks before the WSJ story went to print, Smith was found dead in Minnesota. The Journal article mentions Smith’s death in passing, noting that his interview appeared to be his only public comment on his subversive hunt for dirt on Hillary Clinton. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/07/13/gop_operative_s_suicide_days_after_disclosing_solicited_clinton_emails_from.html
https://www.vox.com/2018/10/9/17953560/mueller-trump-russia-news-alfa-bank-psy-group
White supremacist Richard Spencer leads chants including “Russia is our friend” at Charlottesville rally https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginia-politics/alt-rights-richard-spencer-leads-torch-bearing-protesters-defending-lee-statue/2017/05/14/766aaa56-38ac-11e7-9e48-c4f199710b69_story.html

5.12.2017
another HHS press release assailing Obamacare, which the agency is responsible for overseeing. https://twitter.com/sangerkatz/status/863057876465704960
“[Iowa Congressman] Steve King is basically an open white nationalist at this point,” Andrew Anglin wrote [approvingly] on Sunday. Anglin is the founder of The Daily Stormer, a meme-heavy, far-right site that takes its name from an English translation of a Nazi tabloid https://thinkprogress.org/white-supremacists-loved-steve-kings-tweet-about-somebody-else-s-babies-329f1a9d781d/

Jeff Sessions was confirmed as attorney general after lying to Congress about his meeting with the Russian ambassador, an act for which he could potentially be criminally liable. And yet, he is now conducting interviews for the key candidates who would oversee the Russia investigation. This, too, is a clear conflict of interest and makes a mockery of his promise to recuse himself from that investigation. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/the_good_fight/2017/05/after_comey_s_firing_it_s_time_for_lawmakers_to_take_a_stand_for_the_rule.html

after reading in the Wall Street Journal that McMaster had called his South Korean counterpart to assure him that the president's threat to make that country pay for a new missile defense system was not official policy… Trump screamed at McMaster on a phone call, accusing him of undercutting efforts to get South Korea to pay its fair share. https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-05-08/washington-loves-general-mcmaster-but-trump-doesn-t

A Republican congressman warned a bank one of its employees is an anti-Trump “ringleader”—and got her fired  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/15/15640534/rodney-frelinghuysen-bank-employee

Rep. Al Green (D-TX) took to the floor of the House to formally request charges leading to the impeachment of President Donald Trump. Since then, hundreds of calls, emails, and letters have flooded in, with dozens containing racial slurs or death threats. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/29/15687460/al-green-congress

5.11.2017
Trump Is Expected to Create a Voter Fraud Commission starring a vote-suppressing Kansas secretary of state who has promoted bullshit nonsensical claims of vote fraud (and been sued, successfully, for vote suppression by the ACLU multiple times) http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/11/trump_is_expected_to_create_a_voter_fraud_commission_today.html
President Trump: "I was going to fire Comey, my decision. ... I was going to fire Comey. I was going to fire regardless of recommendation. ... He made a recommendation, but regardless of recommendation, I was going to fire Comey." http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/11/trump_says_he_didn_t_care_about_rod_rosenstein_s_comey_letter.html
That is called obstruction of justice. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/05/trump-just-incriminated-himself.html
In interview with Time, Trump declares US navy aircraft carriers should use “steam” rather than “digital catapults,” in an act of clueless micromanaging that would likely cost the dept of defense substantially if implemented http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/05/11/donald_trump_is_complaining_about_the_navy_s_catapults_what.html

5.10.2017
President Trump revealed highly classified information to the Russian foreign minister and ambassador — jeopardized a critical source of intelligence on the Islamic State https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-revealed-highly-classified-information-to-russian-foreign-minister-and-ambassador/2017/05/15/530c172a-3960-11e7-9e48-c4f199710b69_story.html
The "code word" information Trump exposed is the most sensitive category that exists—the most vulnerable points of access to foreign information or acts our own government conducts. The cover paper on such reports bears the neon hues of a hazmat barrel and often comes wrapped in double layers of thick brown paper and heavy tape. It is inconceivable that anyone with access to such information would think it could be shared. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/05/ten-lessons-of-trumps-meeting-with-the-russians/526839/
The source was a highly placed Israeli spy https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/18/15657688/trump-special-counsel-russia-flynn-mccarthy
Journalist arrested for asking Trump cabinet member about healthcare bill https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/10/west-virginia-reporter-arrested-tom-price-healthcare-bill
a furious President Donald Trump called the bureau's acting director, Andrew McCabe, demanding to know why James Comey had been allowed to fly on an FBI plane from Los Angeles back to Washington after he was dismissed, according to multiple people familiar with the phone call. 
McCabe told the president he hadn’t been asked to authorize Comey’s flight, but if anyone had asked, he would have approved it, three people familiar with the call recounted to NBC News. 
The president was silent for a moment and then turned on McCabe, suggesting he ask his wife how it feels to be a loser — an apparent reference to a failed campaign for state office in Virginia that McCabe’s wife made in 2015. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-s-gripes-against-mccabe-included-wife-s-politics-comey-n842161?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
Russian media — not U.S. media — gets to see Trump's meeting with an infamous Russian diplomat http://www.salon.com/2017/05/10/russia-is-trolling-the-u-s-over-james-comeys-firing-accusations-of-trumps-russian-connections/
Samantha Schwab’s grandfather, Charles Schwab, gave $1 million to Trump’s inaugural committee. Now she’s working for the president. The White House won’t say why Schwab was hired, or give details on her work for the Trump administration. The header on Schwab’s White House email address says “Volunteer” in parentheses after her name, suggesting she may not be a full-time staffer. She is not an official White House intern. It’s generally illegal for federal agencies to use unpaid labor, with a few notable exceptions. These include the prestigious (but unpaid) White House internship program http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/white-house-samantha-schwab_us_59137723e4b021221db9d490?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004

On AHCA, This kind of lying is weird and new. It’s worth emphasizing that this kind of lying is different in character from what we are used to hearing in politics. Under Trump, the GOP as a whole has become a party where you say you are strengthening protections for preexisting conditions when you are in fact weakening them, or say that nobody will lose coverage as a result of an $880 billion cut to Medicaid. You say you’re going to require a pipeline be built with American steel, then you don’t do it, and then a few weeks later you say you did it.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/10/15592228/ahca-senate-lies

Claiming widespread support from the affected federal workforce is a genre of White House lie that started with Sarah Sanders claiming a plethora of FBI agents had written her applauding the Comey firing. FOIA'd records showed it was a fabrication and she has never faced accountability. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1088561848893562881

5.9.2017
The president of the United States just fired the director of the FBI in the midst of an ongoing investigation into his campaign’s possible collusion with a hostile, authoritarian power. This makes the third person investigating Trump administration to be fired by the same administration: Yates, Bharara, now Comey. Deputy attorney general simply “declined comment.” (The Rosenstein memo is dated...today. So there was no real recommendation from DOJ. Trump wanted to do it, and they created a paper trail.)
WH Press Secretary literally hid behind bushes afterward. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/10/sean_spicer_hid_in_some_bushes_to_avoid_comey_questions.html
Senator Charles Grassley disgraces himself https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/10/15609606/grassley-nixon-trump-comparisons-reaction

This isn’t just about Comey, or about former Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates, or about former US Attorney for the Southern District of New York Preet Bharara — all three of whom have been fired after investigating Trump. It’s not, in other words, just a matter of people who were involved in investigations of Trump or his associates. It’s about Surgeon General Vivek Murthy (fired without notice in April), and the director of the Census Bureau (who resigned Tuesday), and the dozens of other US attorneys fired without notice the same Friday afternoon that Bharara was.

legal experts have suggested such a loyalty demand [presented to Comey before his firing] could constitute obstruction of justice https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2017/05/15/republicans-who-are-complicit-in-trumps-abuse-of-power-will-soon-have-a-big-problem/

In a confidential draft of a letter that President Trump wrote, firing James Comey as FBI director, the president repeatedly questioned the legitimacy of the FBI’s investigation into Russia’s covert interference in the 2016 presidential election. That the FBI’s inquiry was the president’s main complaint in the original four-page May 2017 draft provides new and previously unreported evidence that Trump’s primary motivation in firing Comey may have been to impede the Russia investigation, a potential obstruction of justice. Although the existence of the draft was first disclosed by The New York Times in the fall of 2017, and it was discussed at some length in the Mueller Report, the text of the letter itself has remained secret; also previously undisclosed is the fact that President Trump so directly linked the firing of Comey to the FBI’s Russia investigation.  https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/06/26/timeline-of-deceit-from-trumps-draft-to-rosensteins-cover-story/

5.8.2017
Trump’s tweet about Sally Yates is very likely witness tampering, a felony under Title 18 of the U.S. Code. Trump, via Twitter, was clearly attempting to mute Yates’ testimony by accusing her of leaking classified information about Michael Flynn. https://www.salon.com/2017/05/09/did-donald-trump-try-to-threaten-sally-yates-on-twitter-if-so-he-committed-a-felony/
The dismantling of the 18-member Board of Scientific Counselors, which advises EPA research, began in May with the dismissal of 12 of its experts who came from various fields of environmental science and policy. The move caught them by surprise. “I’ve never heard of any circumstance where someone didn’t serve two consecutive terms,” then-board member Robert Richardson, an environmental economist at Michigan State University, told the Washington Post.

Trump drafts subsequently suppressed “letter,” on May 7 or 8, with all kinds of inappropriate ramifications http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/09/what_trump_s_never_released_letter_to_comey_reveals.html

“It’s hard to imagine a scenario where a member of the president’s White House recruits a foreign head of state to lobby the president, but…” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/08/white_house_staff_reportedly_asked_canada_s_trudeau_to_convince_trump_to.html

5.5.2017
four days before Comey’s dismissal, aides to Jeff Sessions approached an unidentified congressional staffer seeking dirt on Comey. https://www.vox.com/2018/1/4/16852150/report-trump-anger-sessions-russia-investigation

5.4.2017
House GOP votes for bill to slash health care coverage:
•No amended text of #AHCA online •No public hearing & markups •No @USCBO report •No studies
https://twitter.com/SunFoundation/status/860128617132691456
FCC to launch formal investigation over late-night host’s insult http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/332132-fcc-probing-colberts-trump-putin-joke

At one recent meeting, Seema Verma, whom Trump picked to oversee the federal Medicare and Medicaid programs, stunned insurance industry officials by suggesting a bargain: The administration would fund the CSRs if insurers supported the House Republican bill to repeal the Affordable Care Act http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/05/trump-extorted-insurers-to-support-health-care-bill.html

in the hand-off of the FBI investigation to Mueller, in the aftermath of the firing of Comey, Rod Rosenstein deliberately narrowed the special counsel’s remit. The deputy attorney general directed Mueller to concentrate on criminality. Whether Trump was a Russian agent was not on the special counsel’s plate. According to Schmidt, Rosenstein “had foreclosed any deeper inquiry before investigation even began”. This is the same Rosenstein who in spring 2017 suggested he secretly record the president, and that the cabinet consider removing him from office. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/30/donald-trump-v-the-united-states-review-michael-schmidt

5.3.2017
Comey hearing: He says Russians still involved in American politics. But senators don't ask for further information. https://twitter.com/DavidCornDC/status/859817007717416960 and six days later he is fired
Comey said that Huma Abedin — Weiner’s wife and a top Clinton deputy — had made “a regular practice” of forwarding “hundreds and thousands” of Clinton messages to her husband, “some of which contain classified information.”… The problem: Much of what Comey said about this was inaccurate. https://www.propublica.org/article/comeys-testimony-on-huma-abedin-forwarding-emails-was-inaccurate
A federal health department memo telling employees they must consult with management before “any communications with members of Congress” was called “potentially illegal and unconstitutional” by two Republican congressmen, who said it could deter whistleblowers from coming forward. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/10/health-department-memo-congress-republicans
Religious groups free to engage in political activity without fear of breaking IRS rule under Trump executive order http://cnn.it/2pcVnUz

Congress would allocate more than $120 million in additional money to help cover the escalating costs of protecting the Trump family and Trump Tower under a bipartisan spending agreement that appears poised to pass this week. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/01/us/politics/secret-service-trump-protection.html

The US Department of Justice is literally prosecuting a woman for laughing at Jeff Sessions https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/2/15518574/desiree-fairooz-justice-department

5.2.2017
Publicly-funded VOA promotes “first daughter” Ivanka’s book https://www.salon.com/2017/05/02/ivanka-trumps-new-book-is-being-promoted-on-a-government-funded-website/

5.1.2017
Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) executive director Julie Kirchner will be named the United States' Citizenship and Immigration Services ombudswoman. Kirchner, in other words, would be the person who individuals in the federal immigration system appeal to for assistance… FAIR was founded in 1979 by a man named John Tanton; Tanton is crank Michigan doctor who is infamous for having written in 1986 that "whites" should not go "quietly into the night" as their control over society declines. Tanton remains on FAIR's board of advisers, while its current president is a man named Dan Stein who has complained that the U.S.'s immigration policy is a plot to undermine "Anglo-Saxon dominance" and who once defended the practices of infanticide, forced abortion, and government-imposed selective breeding in a Wall Street Journal interview with Tucker Carlson.
a legally binding opinion by the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) was made public, stating that individual Members of Congress “do not have the authority to conduct oversight” of the executive branch, and thus are only entitled to “voluntary cooperation” with their requests for information… Oddly and detrimentally, the opinion puts oversight requests from individual Members of Congress (and even other committee members and the Ranking Members) as less important than information requests from the public http://www.pogo.org/blog/2017/06/limits-placed-on-congressional-oversight.html

A single golf outing by Trump in April 2017 appears to have brought Trump's club $28,800 in spending by the Secret Service agents who protect Trump. (The domestic Emoluments Clause was written to prevent the president from shaking down the US government.) https://twitter.com/BrianFrosh/status/1197602400867168256

Twitter publishes a list of rules, which says it forbids promoting hate and violent extremism. Jack Posobiec targeted Jewish journalists with antisemitic hate, as Hatewatch detailed in a story about his links to the white supremacist movement. Twitter also maintains rules about authenticity. Posobiec presented himself on Twitter as being “fmr CBS News” for more than half a year during 2016 and 2017, but CBS News told Hatewatch he never worked for them. Despite this, Twitter verified Posobiec’s account in April 2017, giving him an appearance of authority on their website. https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2020/07/08/twitter-gave-free-rein-jack-posobiec-publish-antisemitic-hate-and-disinformation

4.29.2017
President of the US marks 100 days in office having made 488 false or misleading claims just since inauguration, according to Washington Post https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/1/15503868/trump-lies-count
On the same day that President Trump’s reelection campaign rolled out a new ad to celebrate the so-called accomplishments of the president’s first 100 days in office, it was quickly removed by the campaign because it may have violated federal laws that prohibit members of the military from partaking in political advocacy https://www.salon.com/2017/05/02/donald-trumps-100-day-campaign-ad-may-have-violated-a-defense-department-law/
Trump Revealed Location Of U.S. Nuclear Subs In Call http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-revealed-location-of-us-submarines-in-call-with-duterte_us_5925901ee4b0ec129d313083?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004
President orchestrates rally in Harrisburg, Pa., Saturday night to counter the annual White House Correspondents bash that he has vengefully refused to attend. http://plunderbund.com/2017/04/24/trumps-small-big-time-rally-stunt/
He’s spent a third of the days of the presidency visiting his businesses http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/05/obama_s_former_ethics_counsel_is_suing_trump.html

4.28.2017
President is appointing an opponent of abortion, science, contraception, same-sex marriage, and common sense to the Department of Health and Human Services. Charmaine Yoest claims that abortion causes breast cancer, an out-of-nowhere claim disputed by several dozen studies and the top institutions in both cancer research and women’s health. Scientists are “under the control of the abortion lobby,” Yoest said when confronted with the data http://www.slate.com/blogs/xx_factor/2017/04/28/trump_will_appoint_charmaine_yoest_who_insists_abortion_causes_breast_cancer.html

A Los Angeles investment fund known as the CIM Group has received millions of dollars from public pension funds in at least seven U.S. states. Because Trump can still withdraw money from his businesses at any time, the president is placed in a compromising position by the fact that the CIM Group pays Trump International Hotels Management LLC 5.75 percent of his SoHo hotel’s annual operating revenues. According to Article II of the U.S. Constitution, the president is prohibited from receiving payments beyond his salary from state governments. https://www.salon.com/2017/04/26/donald-trump-is-getting-rich-off-states-and-thats-causing-a-major-ethics-problem/

4.27.2017
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services removed 26 website documents of training material for its officers dealing with asylum seekers. https://www.govexec.com/technology/2018/05/citizenship-agency-removed-website-pages-asylum-policy-training/148596/

Dana Trier was a Republican, though definitely a moderate. He thought the tax code had gotten out of whack, and reform was overdue. Here, he thought, was a chance to play a crucial role in a much-needed overhaul, and perhaps even to author some real innovation. The feeling didn’t last long. Six days later, on April 26, President Donald Trump released his one-page plan for Tax Reform, and Trier was aghast. The plan was clumsy, unsophisticated. It was short on specifics — just bullet-points — and some of them in Trier’s view were crazy.  “I mean I thought to myself, ‘My God, I’m joining this administration? This is lunacy.’” “I never really did recover from that,” Trier said. https://publicintegrity.org/inequality-poverty-opportunity/taxes/trumps-tax-cuts/the-secret-saga-of-trumps-tax-cuts/

4.26.2017
Ivanka Trump planning a foundation run from within the White House by a top presidential aide who is also the President’s daughter, who also runs her own large international company and who also has two brothers who are currently running the President/Father’s company and trying to rake in as much money as possible on the fame and power of the presidency. http://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/this-is-amazing-6
(This is illegal unless it is a US government fund. Cannot be a private charity or foundation. https://twitter.com/RWPUSA/status/857263342636994560 )
Paul Manafort is facing a Connecticut bar investigation for working as an unregistered foreign agent & engaging in other unethical acts. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/857101482885345281
“I have heard nothing [from the White House]. In my congressional career, there’s never been a similar type of meeting held at the White House.” – ranking Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Sen. Ben Cardin is is typically kept in the loop when the White House is weighing major foreign policy moves http://www.vox.com/world/2017/4/26/15435524/north-korea-white-house-meeting-senate-cardin
Turned out to be… there was nothing to hear? “ According to senators who attended the briefing, it was a whole lot of nothing. Chris Murphy, a Democrat who’s made foreign policy a major priority in his career, told CNN there was “no revelation” about North Korea policy in the briefing. An anonymous Republican said the briefing failed to clarify even the most basic questions… Bob Corker, the Republican chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said he wasn’t sure if the meeting was worth his time” http://www.vox.com/world/2017/4/26/15442140/north-korea-white-house-senate-briefing

despite weeks of amped-up tension and heated rhetoric, there really has been no Trump strategy when it comes to North Korea. So far, the administration has kept a lot of Obama policies in place but paired them with aggressive and at times contradictory rhetoric — confusing virtually everybody. "What particularly worries me is the blustery rhetoric we are seeing from administration officials, which seem to be completely divorced from any practical steps or strategy,” Laura Rosenberger, the National Security Council’s director for China and Korea from 2012 to 2013

“They all lie,” said a conservative journalist with close ties to the West Wing, who described an informal contest to smuggle the biggest whoppers into print. “It’s a game to them.” A conservative activist close to the administration said a member of the White House communications team recently divulged the same to him over drinks. According to the activist, the staffer described the attitude inside the press shop toward lying to reporters as: “They’ll print what they want anyways, so we may as well have fun.” http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/04/23/trump-loves-media-reporters-white-house-215043

4.25.2017
Flynn tells a dinner companion “I just got a message from the president to stay strong.” Contacting someone who could even conceivably provide legal evidence against you gets into the realm of witness tampering, which is likely why White House lawyers have reportedly warned Trump repeatedly not to contact Flynn http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/18/trump_message_to_flynn_stay_strong.html

4.24.2017
Trump is abt to shut down the EPA's Open Data web service. By the end of the week. Oh, and FYI: We paid for this. It belongs to us. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/856527610158825472 (Plan later tabled http://bipartisanreport.com/2017/04/24/just-in-the-epas-open-data-web-service-will-not-be-shutting-down-details/)
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/04/24/the_state_department_is_now_promoting_mar_a_lago.html

Senate Trump-Russia Probe Has No Full-Time Staff, No Key Witnesses
There are just seven part-time staffers working on the Senate inquiry. Not one of them is a trained investigator. And they haven’t interviewed a single player in Trump’s orbit. http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2017/04/23/senate-trump-russia-probe-has-no-full-time-staff-no-key-witnesses.html

4.21.2017
Surgeon General fired one year before the end of his term, without cause http://www.vox.com/2017/4/22/15393150/surgeon-general-vivek-murthy-was-just-dismissed-from-his-post-as-top-doctor

Facebook removed references to Russia from a 13-page report published in April on election influence http://thehill.com/policy/technology/354186-facebook-took-out-russia-references-in-election-meddling-document-report

4.20.2017
US Attorney General disparages federal judge, and entire state of Hawaii http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/04/jeff_sessions_thinks_hawaii_is_not_a_real_state.html
White House sidewalk closed to public http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-whitehouse-security-idUSKBN17M05B

Indiana has purged nearly a half-million registered voters from its rolls since Election Day. …Since the November elections, 481,235 registered voters have been taken off the list. https://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/329659-indiana-purges-nearly-half-a-million-from-voter-rolls

declining trust in USA is becoming an issue in S Korean election campaign https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/855031114620178436

4.19.2017
White House hosts guest who called previous president a 'subhuman mongrel' and his secretary of state a 'worthless bitch', etc. https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/4/20/1654642/-Trump-s-White-House-dinner-guest-called-Hillary-a-worthless-bitch-Obama-a-subhuman-mongrel
A month after dismissing federal prosecutors, Justice Department does not have any U.S. attorneys in place https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/a-month-after-dismissing-federal-prosecutors-justice-department-does-not-have-any-us-attorneys-in-place/2017/04/18/d94c4bd0-2442-11e7-b503-9d616bd5a305_story.html
US president read an op-ed, got wound up, and ordered his advisers to crank out a plan for rewriting the tax-code as a whole, immediately. http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2017/05/15/the_pathetic_story_behind_donald_trump_s_one_page_tax_plan.html

4.18.2017
We learn that, after a week of geopolitical alarm around the US “armada” dispatched to North Korea, the ships in question were “sailing in the opposite direction, to take part in joint exercises with the Australian Navy in the Indian Ocean.” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/04/18/turns_out_our_powerful_armada_wasn_t_steaming_toward_north_korea_after_all.html
US president congratulated Turkey’s president on his dictatorial power grab http://www.vox.com/world/2017/4/18/15332004/trump-erdogan-referendum-congratulations-autocracy

4.15.2017
Since Trump entered the White House in January, his hotel has emerged as a Republican Party power center and popular destination for conservative, foreign and Christian groups holding meetings in Washington, earning Trump’s company (in which he retains ownership interest) $19.7 million through April 15 https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-dc-hotel-turns-2-million-profit-in-four-months/2017/08/10/23bd97f0-7e02-11e7-9d08-b79f191668ed_story.html?utm_term=.f70c56d13b1c

4.14.2017
White House officially keeping visitor logs secret—allegedly entrusting them to an unidentified custodian—until at least five years after Trump leaves office. Then released, allegedly, only upon specific request. (Then WH makes bullshit claims about “breaking new ground on ethics and transparency.”) https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/apr/14/trump-white-house-wont-make-visitor-logs-public
Not even three months in, and “Are We Going to War With North Korea This Weekend?” is a serious headline http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/04/14/are_we_going_to_war_with_north_korea_this_weekend.html

4.13.2017
Roger Stone screamed into his phone at length, while on the Acela, "Unless you fire Pompeo I'm gonna f--k you guys, I swear it!,” "Fire him or I'm gonna go on Infowars and mount a campaign! You'll see!" etc. This right after Pompeo gave a speech depicting Wikileaks as a hostile force https://twitter.com/BrazilBrian/status/1088774116918861824

Trump staffers helped themselves to top-shelf liquor at a Mar-a-Lago bar. No one paid that night. Six days later, Mar-a-Lago billed the State Dept which refused to pay. The tab was then forwarded to the White House which paid for it w/ taxpayers' money. https://twitter.com/propublica/status/1130224125455294465
propub.li/2VKJYzF

4.12.2017
US forces drop “MOAB” 21,000-lb bomb, for first time ever. https://twitter.com/sweetkhadz/status/852577329394188288
President of the US openly admits intent to deliberately hold CSR payments hostage—and actively sabotage healthcare coverage for millions—in order to get the Democrats to bow to his will http://acasignups.net/17/04/12/health-industry-trump-we-arent-screwing-around-anymore
Paul Manafort is the second Trump campaign adviser to have to register as a foreign agent since the election—By registering retroactively, Manafort will be acknowledging that he failed to properly disclose his work to the Justice Department as required by federal law. https://secure.politico.com/story/2017/04/paul-manafort-foreign-agent-ukraine-237179
North Carolina Republicans are basically determined to change the rules in any way necessary to exempt their party from democratic processes http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/04/12/north_carolina_republicans_dilute_governor_s_power_and_curtail_voting_rights.html

4.10.2017 Sessions ends Justice Dept. forensic science commission, suspends FBI testimony reviews, curbs role of independent scientists https://twitter.com/hsu_spencer/status/851427160485244929
President personally insists on insertion of political baiting into DHHS statement on healthcare policy. https://secure.politico.com/story/2017/04/donald-trump-obamacare-subsidies-negotiate-237174

Over the course of the past few weeks, Sessions has indicated a desire to roll back civil rights oversight of abusive police departments, stampeded over states’ objections to immigration enforcement raids at courthouses, dropped efforts to improve forensic science, directed federal prosecutors to dedicate a larger share of their resources to deporting immigrants, launched a new crackdown on high-tech guest worker visas, and indicated a desire to bring back old-school “war on drugs” policies, including a stepped-up federal crackdown on marijuana use. 

In April 2017, the US launched a cruise missile strike against a Syrian regime airbase — the first intentional US strike on Bashar al-Assad’s forces since the Syrian war began in 2011. The strike was in direct response to a chemical weapon attack on the rebel-held town of Khan Sheikhoun that killed at least 85 civilians. But Woodward reports that Trump wanted the strikes to be a lot more punitive. “Let’s fucking kill him! Let’s go in. Let’s kill the fucking lot of them,” Trump told Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis, referring to Assad and his forces. https://www.vox.com/2018/9/4/17819298/woodward-book-fear-trump-north-korea-mattis-syria-assad

4.7.2017
during an antiwar protest, a Trump supporter antagonized peaceful protesters, storming the speakers’ platform and physically assaulting them. Instead of helping, four police officers tackled and brutalized the action organizer Connell Crooms, one of a few Black protesters present, and hit him so hard they knocked out his hearing aid.  Connell, along with other protesters, was charged with inciting a riot and battery on a police officer. The Trump supporter who started the violent confrontation walked away scot free. http://jacksonville.com/news/metro/2017-04-07/6-arrested-1-hospitalized-after-jacksonville-anti-war-protest-erupts-violence
White House promotes staged, knock-off “situation room” photo, including secretaries of Commerce and Treasury, along with National Economic Council Director Gary Cohn, presumably to bulk up numbers. https://www.vox.com/2017/4/7/15220544/trump-syria-photo

4.6.2017
This was the day when, in 14 hours
Devin Nunes stepped aside “for the time being” from Russia/elections investigation
Senate Republicans change rules in the middle of the game to ramrod a Supreme Court appointment
Twitter sues US government in response to privacy assault
NYT relates CIA report on Russian intervention in summer 2016
President Trump launches unauthorized Syria intervention he constantly derided as detrimental to US interests
NYT reports Kushner had (even more) meetings with Russians that he did not disclose
https://twitter.com/legogradstudent/status/850236726802907136
If there was any one foreign policy position that Donald Trump stressed above all others, it was opposition to the use of force in Syria. Not even 100 days into his presidency, Trump has done exactly what he attacked Hillary Clinton for contemplating. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/04/seven-lessons-from-trumps-syria-strike/522327/
the @ALT_USCIS Twitter account is now being targeted by the Department of Homeland Security https://theintercept.com/2017/04/06/the-u-s-government-is-trying-to-unmask-an-anonymous-anti-trump-twitter-account/
The Justice Department is refusing to disclose letters of resignation from U.S. attorneys who left their posts at the request of the Trump administration. Five FOIA experts took issue with this — including a former Justice Department lawyer who worked exclusively on freedom-of-information requests and appeals. http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/story/news/2017/04/06/justice-department-refuses-to-release-us-attorney-resignation-letters/100137990/
The Justice Department decided to keep the letters secret without first reading any of the letters, also. http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/story/news/2017/05/31/justice-department-didnt-read-letters-they-refused-release/349678001/
Obama’s travel expenses were $97m over eight years. Trump is already at $23m after 10 weeks https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/donald-trump-travel-expenses-10-weeks-us-taxpayer-fifth-barack-obama-eight-years-mar-a-lago-us-a7670541.html

4.5.2017
The U.S. Strategic Command, a branch of the Department of Defense in charge of the nuclear arsenal, tweeted out an article from Breitbart News this week. https://www.salon.com/2017/04/07/u-s-strategic-command-tweets-breitbart-articles-from-official-defense-department-account/
“One person said [Bannon] attended one meeting; another said he hadn’t attended any.” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/04/05/white_house_contradicts_self_on_bannon_national_security_council_meeting.html

4.3.2017
https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-pull-money-his-businesses-whenever-he-wants-without-telling-us
Republicans promote phony “unmasking” story, which intelligence and security experts will have nothing to do with—to substantiate phony “wiretapping” story, which intelligence and security experts will have nothing to do with http://www.vox.com/world/2017/4/4/15177640/susan-rise-unmasking
Trump accused Rice of committing a crime, to defend something stupid he tweeted—criminalizing your predecessors is a pillar of authoritarianism.
Even Republican legislators have since rejected the notion of wrongdoing by Rice http://www.cnn.com/2017/04/11/politics/intelligence-contradicts-nunes-unmasking-claims/index.html
the White House is signaling decreased importance of the State Department. President Trump has proposed cutting their budget by a third while announcing that his adviser and son-in-law Jared Kushner will handle diplomacy with the Middle East and China. http://www.vox.com/conversations/2017/4/6/15207924/rex-tillerson-secretary-of-state-trump
Senate committee approves Neil Gorsuch nomination; Gorsuch has blown off meeting requests from three Senators, all woman of color, in the Senate despite two months to get around to them. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/04/democrats_decision_to_filibuster_gorsuch_has_legs_beyond_garland.html
The Wellspring Committee, a Virginia-based nonprofit, donated more than $23 million last year to the Judicial Crisis Network, which spent $7 million on advertisements pushing Republican senators to block President Barack Obama’s court pick, Merrick Garland. After the election, the network spent another $10 million to boost President Donald Trump’s pick, Justice Neil Gorsuch.
	Wellspring received more than $32 million in donations last year, with $28.5 million coming from a single, anonymous donor. Before 2016, Wellspring had never received more than $13.2 million in annual donations. As a social welfare organization, Wellspring is not required to disclose its donors. https://maplight.org/story/tax-returns-identify-dark-money-organization-as-source-of-gop-supreme-court-attacks/
https://twitter.com/RobertMaguire_/status/1067449564817498117

McCabe oversaw a federal criminal investigation into whether Sessions lacked candor when testifying before Congress about contacts with Russian operatives—Sessions subsequently fired McCabe in March 2018 http://abcnews.go.com/US/exclusive-fired-fbi-official-authorized-criminal-probe-sessions/story?id=53914006

4.2.2017
President under investigation by House, Senate, FBI et al. continues to promote made-up wiretapping fantasy https://twitter.com/ananavarro/status/848888258851463172

4.1.2017
White House employee violates the Hatch Act, that forbids Executive branch employees from using their official positions to affect the outcome of an election http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/04/02/white_house_staffer_may_have_violated_hatch_act_by_calling_for_defeat_of.html

Corporations that manage private prisons donated over $750,000 to super PACs that supported Trump; Trump administration reopens the federal prison system to private prison companies without explanation. http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/4/3/15140576/trump-private-prisons-booker-van-hollen

President Trump gave firm instructions in March to the White House’s top lawyer: stop the attorney general, Jeff Sessions, from recusing himself in the Justice Department’s investigation into whether Mr. Trump’s associates had helped a Russian campaign to disrupt the 2016 election. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/04/us/politics/trump-sessions-russia-mcgahn.html?_r=0

3.31.2017
White House Chief Strategist Stephen K. Bannon failed to properly disclose more than $2 million in mortgage debt on his required financial disclosure form — an error that was compounded when top White House ethics officers certified that Bannon's incomplete disclosure form was complete and complied with federal rules. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2017/07/13/20983/steve-bannon-misreports-2-million-debt-financial-disclosure

3.30.2017
Trump's EPA Just Rejected Its Own Science to Shut Down a Pesticide Ban http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/30/trump_s_epa_just_rejected_its_own_science_to_shut_down_a_pesticide_ban.html
Energy Department's international climate office just told staff to stop using the phrases "climate change," "emissions reduction," and "Paris agreement." - Sierra Club
Ivanka Trump doesn’t plan to divest from her brand of clothing and accessories after accepting formal paid role as White House employee. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-29/ivanka-trump-to-become-official-white-house-employee?utm_content=politics&utm_campaign=socialflow-organic&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&cmpid%3D=socialflow-twitter-politics
Republican Florida Rep. Ted Yoho asserts that member of congress “works for the president and answers to the president” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/30/rep_ted_yoho_says_devin_nunes_works_for_donald_trump.html

Congressional Democrats’ letters to the Trump administration are going unanswered. (Obama-era congressional affairs offices had policies of responding to letters from any member of Congress.) https://www.propublica.org/article/how-the-trump-administration-responds-to-democrats-demands-for-information

3.29.2017
There are many nonsensical assumptions made in President Trump’s new executive order, but one of the least defensible is the decision to calculate the “social cost of carbon” based on science from 2003. It also disbands the nonpartisan group of federal scientists who make the estimate. http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2017/03/trump_s_executive_order_includes_a_terrifying_approach_to_the_social_cost.html
Less than three weeks after resuming, the State Department has once again stopped holding press briefings while the agency searches for a new spokesperson. The briefings, traditionally televised daily, have been a fixture since the Eisenhower administration http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/state-department-darkens-briefing-room-amid-search-spokesperson/story?id=46419263
The House voted to restrict the kind of scientific studies and data that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) can use to justify new regulations. http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/326380-house-votes-to-restrict-epas-use-of-science#.WNwlNqvAV6E.twitter
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt’s protective detail broke down the door at the Capitol Hill condo where he was living, believing he was unconscious and unresponsive and needed rescue, in a bizarre incident last year that the EPA subsequently refused to discuss… Pruitt was living at Capitol Hill condo co-owned by the wife of a top energy lobbyist. Vicki Hart and her husband, lobbyist, J. Steven Hart, both confirmed the events, but neither would say how much the damage to the door cost to repair.
Pruitt, fwiw, got a knock-down far below-market rate, yet the lobbyist now says they are only “casual” friends and haven’t spoken lately, so there is no way Pruitt can rely on the personal relationship exception to the gift rule. https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/979824929293193217
The EPA has since reimbursed Pruitt's former landlord, Vicki Hart, for the cost of the door. http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/exclusive-pruitts-epa-security-broke-door-lobbyist-condo/story?id=54129080
Lamar Smith says that Science magazine, pub’d by American Association for Advancement of Science, is not “objective.” Smith takes massive funding from oil and gas industries, and writes for & RT’s Breitbart. Smith wants to attach an ambiguous “national interest” clause to Federal research funding, so he can attack politically inconvenient science https://twitter.com/mcnees/status/847114274954760192
Arkansas Governor signs first-ever measure forcing doctors who provide abortion care to investigate their patients' motives

The defensiveness, the evasiveness, the refusal to be troubled by or even to directly acknowledge violence against minorities http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/03/why_can_t_trump_or_spicer_give_a_straight_answer_about_hate_crimes.html

3.28.2017
Trump loudly pledged that the Keystone XL pipeline would be built with American steel, then his administration quietly clarified that it actually wouldn’t be, but he keeps repeating this lie anyway at public events. http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/4/4/15160696/trump-democrats-populist
Members of Trump "election integrity" commission sent a letter to Sessions implying he shouldn't enforce the Voting Rights Act. https://twitter.com/DemAwakening/status/884857801595645952
U.S. House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes has cited “intelligence reports that indicated President Donald Trump and his associates may have been ensnared in incidental intelligence collection” — but refuses to divulge the source even to other members of the committee.
White House press secretary lectures a woman reporter on her body language http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/28/15094444/sean-spicer-april-ryan-trump
Treasure Secretary Mnuchin — who promised to divest his holdings in the producer of Lego Movie within four months of being confirmed by the senate and to “not participate personally and substantially in any matter that has a direct and predictable effect on the financial interests of the entity” but has given no evidence of divesting to date —  called on the public to “send all your kids to Lego Batman” https://www.theguardian.com/film/2017/mar/28/us-treasury-secretary-steven-mnuchin-trump-lego-batman-plug

It’s become standard operating procedure for this White House to use vague descriptions of individual staff responsibilities to shield them from serious ethics questions. The Trump administration intentionally avoids publicly defining roles and policy portfolios, and then turns around and claims advisers can’t have conflicts of interest. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/27/carl_icahn_is_latest_ethics_red_flag_in_trump_white_house.html

3.26.2017
Trump calls NSA Director Michael Rogers, to kvetch about investigation into Russian election interference and “asked Rogers if he could do anything to refute the stories” in press coverage. “Deputy Director of the NSA Richard Ledgett, who was present for the call, said it was the most unusual thing he had experienced in 40 years of government service. After the call concluded, Ledgett prepared a memorandum that he and Rogers both signed documenting the content of the conversation and the President’s request, and they placed the memorandum in a safe.” https://twitter.com/introvertgay/status/1135177314805977093

Ongoing scrubbing of public data https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/mar/28/arctic-researcher-donald-trump-deleting-my-citations

3.24.2017
Republicans plan a do-or-die vote on the legislation to repeal the Affordable Care Act and replace it. the actual substance of the bill was released around 9 pm previous day. With the text finalized so late, they won’t have analysis from the Congressional Budget Office before the planned vote. Republicans are set to directly violate the Walden rule (mandating that all bills be posted online for three full days before receiving a vote) with a bill that Walden helped write … at this point the tempo is apparently being dictated by Donald Trump’s personal pique at recalcitrant House members. A president with no interest in the details of public policy is impatient with the idea that House members might care what the content of the bills they pass is, and has decided to make passing this law (which breaks a laundry list of campaign promises) a test of personal loyalty to him. http://www.vox.com/2017/3/23/15044354/ahca-plan-friday-vote
http://www.vox.com/2017/3/23/15044822/house-gop-rules
evidence suggests that more than two months since starting work at the White House, Conway still hasn’t sold her consulting firm. If Conway is taking an active role in White House decision-making that directly impacts the fortunes of her firm’s clients (federal agencies among them), it could be a federal crime punishable with prison time. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/03/is_kellyanne_conway_breaking_a_major_criminal_conflict_of_interest_statute.html

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross may have violated a conflict-of-interest law when discussing oil, gas, tax reform and trade with Chevron execs in a March 2017 meeting while his wife still owned a more than $250,000 stake in the company https://www.axios.com/wilbur-ross-growing-conflict-of-interest-problem-7c69357b-ca4d-42a2-a745-af8c495022aa.html

On Wednesday, Nikolai Gorokhov was due to testify in the Moscow City Appeals Court to argue against another court’s refusal to re-investigate the conspiracy that Magnitsky uncovered, based on new evidence. That evidence suggested a former investigative head of the Russian Interior Ministry was fabricating or revising old files related to the case, and doing so at the behest of the Klyuev Group. But on Tuesday, the 53-year-old Gorokhov plummeted from the fourth floor of his apartment building in Moscow. https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-lawyer-nikolai-gorokhov-thrown-from-window-was-a-witness-for-the-us-government
Gorokhov’s identity as star witness for the U.S. government was compromised in the course of a pro-Kremlin disinformation campaign run by Natalia Veselnitskaya https://www.thedailybeast.com/natalia-veselniskaya-email-leak-exposes-trump-tower-russians-dirty-lobbying-operations 

3.23.2017
The White House Asked for Veto Power Over Sally Yates’s Testimony at Russia Hearing http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/03/trump-asked-to-vet-sally-yatess-testimony-at-russia-hearing.html?wpsrc=nymag
Republicans are now fundraising on the false claim that Obama spied on Trump https://twitter.com/samsteinhp/status/844933340843196417
Toronto District School Board announced it would no longer be scheduling school trips across its southern border into the U.S. because of the uncertainty around the rules for entry and the risk that a young school child might be turned away or detained http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/23/largest_canadian_school_system_will_end_trips_to_u_s_over_of_travel_ban.html
But now, a group of 43 Senators – 29 Republicans and 14 Democrats – want to implement a law that would make it a felony for Americans to support the international boycott against Israel… https://theintercept.com/2017/07/19/u-s-lawmakers-seek-to-criminally-outlaw-support-for-boycott-campaign-against-israel/?utm_content=buffer9d5cd&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer

Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke is a shareholder in a private Montana company that manufactures and sells firearms and advanced weapons materials, a financial interest he did not disclose when nominated last year. http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2018/01/zinke-didnt-bother-disclosing-his-shares-in-a-gun-company-that-does-business-with-the-government/

“Rogue POTUS” twitter account account appears to be engaging in a specific type of psychological manipulation aimed at demoralization. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/845063849401339904

3.22.2017
After every intel agency worth a damn has told Congress that Obama absolutely did NOT spy/tap Trump's phone, chairman of House intelligence committee “gets a call from a ‘source’ that claims intel agencies ‘incidentally’ picked up some stuff on Trump campaign https://twitter.com/LukeRussert/status/844629834802384897
http://www.vox.com/world/2017/3/22/15025816/trump-wiretapping-devin-nunes
Eric Trump says he will update his father on the company's financials “probably quarterly.” If we take Eric at his word, the much-hyped firewall between the president and his business conflicts is baloney. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/22/eric_trump_says_he_may_give_donald_trump_org_updates_quarterly.html

3.21.2017
Conservative news outlets (including one with links to a top White House official) are singling out individual, career government employees for attacks. The articles — which have appeared in Breitbart News and other outlets — have alarmed veteran officials in both parties as well as current executive branch staffers. https://secure.politico.com/story/2017/03/government-employees-conservative-media-236321
Hours after Mr. Trump’s nominee for the Supreme Court declared during Senate confirmation hearings that he was “disheartened” about Mr. Trump’s unrestrained attacks on the judicial branch, the president was at it again https://mobile.nytimes.com/2017/03/21/us/politics/trump-gorsuch-criticizing-judges.html?emc=edit_tnt_20170321&nlid=1811197&tntemail0=y&referer=
Trump appointed Roger Severino, a leading anti-LGBT activist, to lead the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Civil Rights. https://thinkprogress.org/trump-appoints-leading-opponent-of-lgbt-civil-rights-to-lead-civil-rights-office-8d3d624c08b8#.5rfsbtktx

Trump made separate appeals to the director of national intelligence, Daniel Coats, and to Adm. Michael S. Rogers, the director of the National Security Agency, urging them to publicly deny the existence of any evidence of collusion during the 2016 election. (Coats and Rogers refused to comply with the requests, which they both deemed to be inappropriate) https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-asked-intelligence-chiefs-to-push-back-against-fbi-collusion-probe-after-comey-revealed-its-existence/2017/05/22/394933bc-3f10-11e7-9869-bac8b446820a_story.html

3.20.2017
The president’s official Twitter account is spreading falsehoods about the Comey hearing http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/20/14984662/trump-tweet-comey-russia
Brigitte Gabriel of Act for America, which has been classified as a hate group, meets with White House https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/mar/21/act-for-america-brigitte-gabriel-muslim-white-house-meeting
Ban on electronic devices, on middle east flights, imposed on airlines via confidential “circular.” “The TSA referred calls to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). DHS would not confirm or deny existence of such a requirement” https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/mar/20/us-forbids-devices-larger-cell-phones-flights-13-countries
The chairman of the House intelligence committee, which is investigating Russia’s electoral interference, claims to never have heard of major figures in Trump orbit, Carter Page & Roger Stone https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/03/doubting-the-congressman-in-charge-of-probing-trumps-russia-ties/520344/
Secretary of State plans to skip April NATO meeting for DC event with Chinese President Xi Washington, giving a cold shoulder to many of Washington’s closest allies. http://www.vox.com/world/2017/3/21/15003466/rex-tillerson-nato-meeting-snub
The president’s eldest daughter is working out of a West Wing office and will soon get access to classified information (breaking with another Trump claim), even though she is not technically serving as a government employee. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/mar/20/ivanka-trump-west-wing-office-security-clearance
Americans who default on some of their federal student loans are likely to pay more after Education Secretary Betsy DeVos reversed an Obama administration directive limiting some fees. But it turns out the Trump administration decision has some beneficiaries—including the father of a key DeVos lieutenant who just quit. http://plunderbund.com/2017/03/23/u-s-secretary-of-education-devos-crafts-a-policy-that-benefits-her-friends/

FBI officials from Muslim-majority countries, a minority in a predominantly white bureau, say they are subject to an organizational culture of suspicion and hostility that leadership has done little to reform. At least one decorated intelligence analyst has been fired this year after a long ordeal which began with a routine foreign visit to see his family. This is basically an intelligence agency actively making itself more isolated and ignorant. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/mar/22/fbi-muslim-employees-discrimination-religion-middle-east-travel

3.17.2017
Sebastian Gorka, Trump’s top counterterrorism adviser … swore a lifetime oath to a far-right Hungarian group… The State Department classifies the Vitézi Rend as having been “under the direction of the Nazi Government of Germany” during World War II; as such, members are “presumed to be inadmissible” to America under the Immigration and Nationality Act http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/03/a_top_trump_aide_has_been_strongly_linked_to_a_nazi_group.html
Trump admin pulls US out of EITI transparency and anticorruption standard, supported since 2003 http://www.pogo.org/about/press-room/releases/2017/administration-ends-eiti-transparency-initiative.html
at least 63 individuals with Russian passports or addresses have bought at least $98.4 million worth of property in seven Trump-branded luxury towers—One recently posted a photo of himself with the leader of a Russian motorcycle gang that was sanctioned by the United States for its alleged role in Moscow’s seizure of Crimea http://mobile.reuters.com/article/newsOne/idUSKBN16O2F6

3.16.2017
Press. Sec. claims that British GCHQ assisted in (imaginary) wiretapping incident. (David Frum: “Spicer defamed UK intelligence—a reckless slur against America's closest intell partner—in order to deceive the US press.”) http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/03/17/us-makes-formal-apology-britain-white-house-accuses-gchq-wiretapping/

keep in mind what the president admitted in this week’s interview with Tucker Carlson: Trump was accusing Obama of a “Nixon/Watergate” scandal not because he got a government briefing of some kind, but because of a Fox News segment that was citing a Breitbart article that itself was relying on a report from the website “HeatStreet.” http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/17/14946896/trump-obama-tapped-phones

at least four federal agencies, including the Justice Department, asked the Census Bureau to add questions about sexual orientation and gender identity to the American Community Survey. Besides the Justice Department, those agencies include the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and the Environmental Protection Agency. Still, in March, the bureau concluded there was "no federal data need" to ask about sexual orientation and gender identity on the largest survey in the U.S., http://www.npr.org/2017/07/18/536484467/census-bureau-found-no-need-for-lgbt-data-despite-4-agencies-requesting-it

Russian trolls posing as an American college student tweeted about divisive social, political and cultural issues using an account that amassed thousands of followers -- and appeared in dozens of news stories published by major media outlets  http://money.cnn.com/2018/06/21/technology/american-media-russian-trolls/index.html

3.15.2017
Company owned by the family of Jared Kushner, President Trump’s son-in-law and senior adviser in the White House, is poised to sign a lucrative sweetheart deal with the politically connected Chinese insurance giant Anbang. http://www.vox.com/world/2017/3/15/14921720/kushner-conflict-interest-anbang

At a roundtable with auto industry CEOs, Trump thanks former congressman Dave Trott for giving him an award at a Lincoln Day dinner Trott invited him to speak at in 2013. Years later, after losing reelection, Trott explains that there was no award and Trump made it up. He also adds that Trump insisted he had to tell the press that it was the largest Oakland County Lincoln Day Dinner crowd ever, even though Trott told him he had no idea if that was true. He says Trump claimed CBS said it was. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1162420579800100865

For years the national political organizations of both Democratic and Republican state attorneys general observed an agreement not to target the other party’s incumbent office-holders in elections. That hands-off stance ended this month when Republican AGs voted to abandon the agreement and spend money to help unseat Democrats in other states https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-politics-republican-ags-exclusive-idUSKBN16Z1A5

3.14.2017
The chief adviser to the president—and one of the president's biggest allies in Congress (Steve King)—have endorsed an iconic work of white-power propaganda that refers to black Americans as niggers and rats http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/14/how_is_steve_bannon_getting_away_with_this.html
CREW: Christopher Liddell, President Trump's director of strategic initiatives, attended meetings with Trump and executives from companies in which he held millions worth of stock. http://money.cnn.com/2017/03/14/news/trump-liddell-ethics-complaint/index.html?sr=twCNN031417trump-liddell-ethics-complaint0936PMVODtopPhoto&linkId=35476227
Justice Samuel Alito disregards official conduct rules requiring that a judge may not be a speaker or the guest of honor at “fund-raising” events http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/03/did_samuel_alito_s_appearance_at_the_claremont_institute_violate_the_judicial.html
Tillerson, whose middle name is Wayne, apparently used the email alias “Wayne Tracker” from 2008 to 2015 to discuss the impact of climate change on the company’s business, but Exxon failed to disclose the emails as part of an investigation http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/13/tillerson_allegedly_used_alias_on_second_email_to_discuss_climate_change.html
Meanwhile, the State Department appears to be unofficially closed; “lawyer-turned-envoy Jason Greenblatt—who’s been tasked with a ludicrously broad portfolio that apparently includes negotiating peace in the Middle East as well as Cuba policy and international trade deals—reports not to Tillerson but to Kushner” https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/14/us/politics/trump-advisers-experience.html
Spicer today: CBO AHCA estimates are fake on coverage, real on savings. https://twitter.com/saletan/status/841716303891161088
The CBO is *the* trusted expert; it is led by a Republican. Price helped pick the director. And Trump used CBO stats 13x to attack Obama

Ruth Marcus at the Washington Post reported in 2018 that President Trump, in the early months of his administration, asked White House staff members to sign nondisclosure agreements vowing not to reveal confidential information. … A copy of a draft of the document obtained by Marcus said those who violate the agreement would be exposed to $10 million in penalties for each unauthorized revelation of confidential information … and the agreement has no end date, meaning it essentially keeps former staffers from speaking out forever. A source told Marcus that the decision to implement the agreements came about in February or March 2017, when there was “lots of leaking…” The use of such agreements in the White House, per Marcus, is unprecedented and likely unconstitutional https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/3/19/17138600/trump-nondisclosure-agreement-stormy-daniels

Early in his administration, Trump was shown a scale model of North Korea’s sprawling nuclear bomb test site with a removable mountaintop and a miniature Statue of Liberty inside so he could grasp the size of the facility, two U.S. officials said. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/04/trumps-advisors-made-him-a-little-north-korea-nuke-site-model-with-a-tiny-statue-of-liberty.html

3.13.2017
Chinese investors forgiving 4/5 of Kushner family debt at 666 Fifth Avenue. https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/841327667643318275
New Hampshire Republicans invent a new imaginary thing, “drive-by voting,” and conclude that once again vote suppression—in this case involving sending police to people’s homes—is the solution to this thing which does not exist. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/13/new_hampshire_republicans_push_voter_intimidation_bill.html

3.12.2017
White House declines to say or prove any action on presidential promise to donate salary. (Promise to donate proceeds from foreign government’s patronage of hotels likewise ignored.) http://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/after-pledging-donate-salary-trump-declines-release-proof-n732466?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma

See also: Donald Trump's Big Scrapbook of Unfulfilled Promises, which is currently full-to-bulging with documentation related to his promise to sue the New York Times, his promise to sue the many women who have accused him of sexual assault, his promise to release his tax returns, his many promises over the years to donate various personal profits to charity, his promises to use the money that others donated to his foundation for actual charitable purposes rather than for buying tacky portraits of himself, his promises to pay Trump Organization contractors, his promise to make Mexico pay for a wall on the border, his promise to prosecute Hillary Clinton, his promise to put his businesses in a "blind trust" while he serves as president, his promise to investigate the three to five million illegal votes he says were cast in 2016, his promise to dismantle the Iran nuclear deal, his promise to "crush" ISIS via a "foolproof" secret plan, his promise to release a health care plan that increases coverage while reducing premiums, and his promise to release evidence that Barack Obama was not born in Hawaii.

On a weekend in early March, during one of seven trips by Trump and his White House entourage to Mar-a-Lago since the inauguration, the government paid the Trump-owned club to reserve at least one bedroom for two nights. The charge  was $1,092. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/taxpayers-billed-1092-for-an-officials-two-night-stay-at-trumps-mar-a-lago-club/2017/09/15

3.11.2017
US border officials turn away Canadian church-group volunteers, to “safeguard American industry, including laws that restrict employment of foreign visitors.” https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/14/canada-church-volunteers-denied-entry-us-hurricane-sandy
US attorney Preet Bharara fired, after being informed the administration would keep him in place—and while Investigating HHS Secretary Tom Price’s trading in stock of companies impacted by legislation he was sponsoring and voting on https://www.propublica.org/article/preet-bharara-fired-investigating-tom-price-hhs-stock-trading
This investigation subsequently proved to touch on Rep. Collins, the first GOP member of congress to back up Trump’s campaign. Bharara was also investigating Fox, and Russian money-laundering. https://twitter.com/leesgirl9/status/1027227302361538560
President Trump's personal lawyer bragged about influencing the president's decision to fire then-U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara, according to a subsequent report. Sources told ProPublica that Marc Kasowitz, the private lawyer representing Trump in the Russia investigation, told the president that Bharara "is going to get you" before the firing. https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-personal-lawyer-boasted-that-he-got-preet-bharara-fired
Four GOP congressman have similar conflicts http://www.citizensforethics.org/four-additional-members-congress-invested-innate-immunotherapeutics/

RT (Russia Today) and Sputnik  are now seen as legitimate news sites by a growing number of people supporting Trump. Both are eagerly quoted by apologists for the Russian ties infesting this Administration. And both are owned by the Russian Government. http://plunderbund.com/2017/03/11/from-under-the-national-affairs-desk-your-crazy-uncle-likes-collusion/

3.10.2017
GOP lawmakers advocate smashing the limits of how much of health law they can reshape under budget reconciliation — and to overrule the Senate parliamentarian if she doesn't decide in their favor. http://www.politico.com/story/2017/03/obamacare-conservatives-senate-rules-235896
Private security—with no public oversight—harries accredited journalists from a press conference in a government building https://twitter.com/NickTimiraos/status/840258419667959809
Administration of president who suggested past jobs reports were “fake,” now boasts of ho-hum jobs report that departs in no way from years-long Obama administration trend http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2017/03/10/donald_trump_did_not_make_the_jobs_report_great_again.html
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/10/republicans_change_opinions_on_what_makes_a_good_jobs_report.html
US President press secretary actually says "they may have been phony in the past, but it's very real now" https://twitter.com/CNBCnow/status/840277929561067521
Press Secretary also broke a federal rule with his boasting http://www.latimes.com/politics/washington/la-na-essential-washington-updates-spicer-broke-a-federal-rule-when-he-1489164146-htmlstory.html
Attorney General Jeff Sessions abruptly demanded the resignations all 46 U.S. attorneys who had been appointed by President Obama. … When Clinton’s AG Janet Reno asked for the resignations of all the U.S. attorneys, they were allowed to leave gradually, finish up some important cases and wait for their replacements to be confirmed. Trump wanted these people out immediately… https://www.salon.com/2017/03/14/behind-the-prosecutor-purge-jeff-sessions-preet-bharara-and-echoes-of-gop-scandals-past/
Meanwhile, “the entire White House Press corps was chuckling at the president's habit of spreading conspiracy theories about his political opponents—sometimes it’s wiretapping, more often it’s about unfriendly numbers—and then reversing himself once convenient” http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2017/03/13/the_white_house_still_insists_obama_manipulated_the_jobs_numbers.html
Roger Stone, Trump confidant, acknowledges ‘innocuous’ Twitter conversation with DNC hackers http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/mar/10/roger-stone-trump-confidant-acknowledges-innocuous/
Senate panel approves man who said liberal Jews are worse than Nazi collaborators as US Ambassador to Israel http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/david-friedman-donald-trump-us-ambassador-israel-confirmed-senate-a7621096.html

The Tweeting president regularly deletes resultant public records, with no known archiving program, likely in violation of Presidential Records Act http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-tweets-archived_us_58c1a8d3e4b0d1078ca51126

3.9.2017
Following White House claim that its employees were exempt from Office of Government Ethics oversight, EGO disagrees frankly. https://oge.app.box.com/s/r2t4v8ftjmkx4cfgfolqzievuhcvrfj2
Secretary of State plans overseas trip with zero accompanying press; media including Wall Street Journal and Fox protest http://www.poynter.org/2017/bureau-chiefs-deeply-concerned-that-rex-tillerson-is-ditching-the-press-on-asia-trip/451812/
State Dep't Acting Spokesman Mark Toner had zero idea the Mexican foreign minister was in Washington. http://www.vox.com/world/2017/3/10/14882684/state-department-mexico-briefing
Contradicting overwhelming scientific findings, US environment chief says the effect CO2 on climate is unclear. http://www.cnbc.com/2017/03/09/epa-chief-scott-pruitt.html
17 migrants crossing into Canada rescued in blizzard, as mounting numbers desperately flee U.S. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2017/03/09/17-migrants-crossing-into-canada-rescued-in-blizzard-as-mounting-numbers-desperately-flee-u-s/

Turns out that Michael Flynn was literally acting as an agent of a foreign government right up to the point that he became Trump’s national security adviser, and during a time when he was acting as a top campaign surrogate http://www.vox.com/world/2017/3/9/14868680/trump-adviser-michael-flynn-foreign-agent-turkey-lobby
Turns out that Trump Team had notice of this, also. https://twitter.com/AP/status/840264083911901184 And Mike Pence lied about this. http://www.businessinsider.com/elijah-cummings-letter-to-mike-pence-about-flynn-turkey-lobbying-2017-3

3.8.2017
Executive appointments include lobbyists — despite campaign promises — plus conspiracy cranks and a 2015 high school graduate who worked for the campaign https://www.propublica.org/article/meet-hundreds-of-officials-trump-has-quietly-installed-across-government
The EPA’s Office of Science and Technology Policy no longer lists “science” in the paragraph describing what it does. https://newrepublic.com/article/141174/epas-science-office-removed-science-mission-statement
Trump Met the Russian Ambassador During Campaign Even Though He Said He Didn’t. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/07/trump_met_russian_ambassador_kislyak_during_campaign_in_april_2016.html
GOP lays groundwork to delegitimize Congressional Budget Office analysis before it even issues http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/8/14854246/house-republicans-congressional-budget-office
Four months after election, Secretary of Agriculture nomination is still MIA http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/8/14833460/sonny-perdue-wtf

3.6.2017
The White House has not held a televised briefing in seven days http://www.politico.com/story/2017/03/sean-spicer-trump-white-house-235737

3.5.2017
“After literally years of complaining [falsely that] Obamacare was jammed down the American people’s throats with insufficient information or consideration, the GOP intends to hold committee votes on their bill two days after releasing it, and without a Congressional Budget Office report estimating either coverage or fiscal effects.” http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/6/14838122/republican-health-bill-obamacare-replacement

EPA has been effectively shut down without a vote, debate or even formal announcement https://twitter.com/jd_evermore/status/838867483708751872

3.4.2017
“It is both abnormal and important for a President to accuse his predecessor of tapping his phone during an election year, much less to do so without evidence [and based entirely on conspiracy talk-show fabricating].” http://www.politico.com/story/2017/03/white-house-pushing-for-obama-probe-235695
the director of the FBI is rebuking the president of the United States as a fantasist & liar https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/05/us/politics/trump-seeks-inquiry-into-allegations-that-obama-tapped-his-phones.html
In fact, pretty much every source outside the WH agrees this is all lies http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/19/democrat_republican_lawmakers_agree_no_evidence_of_trump_tower_wiretapping.html
White House Issues Corporate Press Release on Behalf of (and lifted word for word from) Exxon Mobil (to brag about expansion that actually began during Obama adminstration) http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/06/white_house_issues_corporate_press_release_on_exxon_mobil_s_behalf.html
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson may have still owned millions of dollars of ExxonMobil stock at the time of the above. https://www.buzzfeed.com/claudiakoerner/rex-tillerson-may-have-held-millions-in-exxonmobil-stock-as
If public business is being conducted in the “Winter White House” by officials, the White House should disclose Secret Service visitor logs. Unfortunately, the White House has not committed to disclosing visitor logs to 1600 Penn yet, much less Mar-a-Lago. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2017/03/06/today-in-opengov-without-evidence/
Georgia's GOP state House swiftly passed a mid-decade gerrymander to protect an already gerrymandered majority http://www.myajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/democrats-cry-foul-house-republicans-redraw-district-lines/sOOXVi3vMCWJCB7gpAntTN/

Trump is in effect inviting people and companies and countries to channel money to him through the hotel https://apnews.com/cc2e2c2b6b4d4417afff3aa5f768be10

Trump put forward his initial round of nominees with less attention paid to vetting than has been traditional for recent presidents. Problems later arose that forced his nominees for secretary of the Army, secretary of the Navy, and secretary of labor to withdraw. In the case of labor nominee Andy Puzder, the issue was a mix of intense liberal opposition plus a considerable amount of scandal. The Army and Navy secretary nominees withdrew after deciding that there was no satisfactory way to resolve their financial conflicts of interest that they were personally comfortable with. http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/8/14833460/sonny-perdue-wtf

3.3.2017
Another member of Team Trump turns out to have covered up involvement in providing favors for Russia http://www.businessinsider.com/jd-gordon-trump-adviser-ukraine-rnc-2017-3
President Trump Threatens to Investigate Sen. Schumer, Based on conspiracy blog https://twitter.com/cwarzel/status/837725250720780291
Indianapolis Star finds that Vice President Mike Pence routinely used a private email account to conduct public business as governor of Indiana, at times discussing sensitive matters and homeland security issues. http://www.indystar.com/story/news/politics/2017/03/02/pence-used-personal-email-state-business----and-hacked/98604904/
Proposed Trump budget cuts some 3,000 employees from the U.S. EPA — and $2 billion from its budget — including a 97% reduction of money for protecting the Great Lakes. http://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2017/03/03/donald-trump-wants-to-cut-great-lakes-federal-funding-by-97-percent
President makes fourth trip to Mar-a-Lago of a 1.5-month presidency; each costs taxpayers $3 million while generating profit for the non-divesting president (who constantly carped at his predecessor for taking golf trips) https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/837641496966868993

3.2.2017
Washington Post finds that Jeff Sessions had contact with Russian ambassador during campaign—despite Sessions testifying (falsely) under oath to Senate that “I did not have communications with the Russians.” http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/1/14786100/jeff-sessions-russia-trump
In fact he “twice stated — once under oath at his confirmation hearing, another time in answer to a written question from the Judiciary Committee’s ranking member — that he never discussed the 2016 campaign with officials from the Russian government.” http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/3/14792942/sessions-flynn-kislyak-timeline
“Deregulatory czar” Carl Icahn uses his administration ties to broker a regulatory rule-change that would have no benefit, even to the ethanol industry, but would save one of his companies $200m https://theintercept.com/2017/03/02/crony-capitalism-at-work-trump-adviser-carl-icahn-strong-arms-ethanol-lobby-to-save-his-company-millions/
Pruitt halts EPA data collection effort on methane emissions (If you don't have data on air pollution, you can't really regulate it properly) https://twitter.com/EricLiptonNYT/status/1009937443204706304
House Republicans keep draft of ACA replacement secret, even from Republican Senator Rand Paul https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/03/rand-paul-tries-to-find-secret-gop-obamacare-bill/518424/
One day after ICE spokesperson said Daniela Vargas would receive a hearing on her US residence status, agents told her attorney they will pursue immediate deportation without a hearing. After Vargas spoke with the media, ICE arrested her. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/dreamer-deportation-daniela-vargas_us_58b8920fe4b0d2821b4cc632?
ICE is scooping up anyone who comes across its path—departing from a policy that prioritized actual criminals over maximum number of deportations http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/3/14801474/ice-detain-deport-immigrant

It is highly unusual for a president’s son-in-law to be considered a key member of the national security team, especially when the son-in-law has no experience in government, diplomacy, or military affairs http://www.vox.com/2017/3/2/14795758/flynn-kushner-kislyak

3.1.2017
White House delays revised version of allegedly urgent Muslim ban because "We want the (executive order) to have its own 'moment,’” and not distract from happy coverage of SOTU speech. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/01/trump_travel_ban_delay_undercuts_legal_argument_for_its_urgency.html
Donald Trump suggests Jews might secretly be committing anti-Semitic hate crimes on themselves so he looks bad https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-jews-antisemitic-hate-crimes-false-flag-reverse-david-duke-kkk-ku-klux-klan-a7604801.html

In February, the State Department began spending public money on bookings at Trump hotels. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/state-department-spent-more-than-15000-for-rooms-at-new-trump-hotel-in-vancouver/2017/07/12/5eba5d0c-61bf-11e7-84a1-a26b75ad39fe_story.html

2.28.2017
President announced propaganda program to “publish and promote information about crimes committed by immigrants” http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/pres-trumps-voice-is-about-justifying-white-supremacy_us_58b6dfc9e4b0e5fdf619791d
President claims that his botched raid yielded valuable intelligence—it has not. http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/officials-still-no-actionable-intel-yemen-seal-raid-n727866
Despite the fact that both the CIA and FBI have concluded that the 2016 election was subject to tampering by Russia, House Republicans are quietly voting against a formal inquiry http://usuncut.com/news/tuesday-republicans-will-betray-oath-office-american-people/
Ahead of State of Union speech, White House lies to journalists about what to expect in order to prompt a few hours of positive press coverage; later brags about “a misdirection play.” http://www.mediaite.com/online/report-white-house-lied-to-journalists-about-trump-speech-in-misdirection-play/
Angela Chen, an avowed conduit of influence between United States investors and the Chinese government, just paid the president of the United States $15.8 million http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/28/trump_sells_luxury_penthouse_to_china_influence_peddler.html
Chen, it turns out, is also connected to a front group for Chinese military intelligence http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/03/15/angela_chen_trump_park_avenue_buyer_has_chinese_intelligence_ties.html
Trump delivered his first joint session speech on the same evening that his sons Don Jr. and Eric, and daughter Tiffany, had traveled out of the country to open the Trump family’s newest hotel: a project build and financed by the son of a Malaysian plutocrat with a criminal record. http://money.cnn.com/2017/02/28/news/trump-malaysian-partner-joo-kim-tiah-trump-tower-vancouver/
Border officials detain doctor for five hours because reasons. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/27/canadian_doctor_from_afghanistan_detained_for_hours_at_u_s_border.html

Autocrats are now citing the U.S. as validation for their oppressive rule http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/28/cambodia_cites_trump_to_justify_its_own_press_crackdown.html

During a conversation with Comey in February 2017, Trump allegedly complained about leaks on his calls with foreign leaders and former National Security Adviser Michael Flynn’s conversations with Russian officials. Comey wrote in a memo that he told Trump he would like to go after leakers and “nail one to the door as a message.” In response, Trump suggested the FBI go after reporters and noted that reporters used to go to jail, according to Comey’s memo. Trump returned to the topic of jailing reporters later in the conversation, and he suggested that investigators jail reporters in order to extract information from them, according to Comey. “They spend a couple days in jail, make a new friend, and they are ready to talk,” Trump told Comey https://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/trump-jail-reporters-comey-memos

Hundreds (and counting) stuffed into inhumane detention camps http://usuncut.com/news/immigrats-photos-detention-centers/
thousands of Immigrations and Customs Enforcement agents in cities across America now feel they have been “unchained” to start enforcing immigration law in a more random, more terrifying manner. Beyond the details of Trump’s executive orders, reports of Customs and Border Patrol agents at airports stepping up their level of aggression in detaining and questioning harmless foreigners have been ubiquitous. Jewish community centers around the country are experiencing an unprecedented surge of bomb threats. The new attorney general is openly dismissive of Justice Department inquiries into racism and abuses at police departments nationwide — meaning that misconduct issues are likely to become more severe. http://www.vox.com/2017/2/28/14764894/trump-speech-congress-boring

Republican Senate leadership has said Neil Gorsuch will be confirmed — before any hearings have even begun. http://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/321386-dem-senator-confirm-gorsuch-garland-simultaneously

2.27.2017
the White House appears to have sent a press release about President Trump's Tuesday-night speech to Congress to Alex Jones' website InfoWars which blames Jewish conspiracies for 9/11 and most of the world’s ills http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/27/white_house_apparently_sends_press_release_to_alex_jones_anti_semitic_infowars.html
White House plants fake story http://www.rawstory.com/2017/02/white-house-planted-fake-story-to-smear-politico-reporter-who-wrote-about-leaks-reports/
White House “has chosen to sit on” a written response by Wilbur Ross about whether Trump or any of his campaign affiliates received loans from a bank partly owned by a close ally of Vladimir Putin https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/27/commerce-nominee-wilbur-ross-bank-of-cyprus-putin?CMP=share_btn_tw
the House Administration Committee voted along party lines to eliminate the Election Assistance Commission, which helps states run elections and is the only federal agency charged with making sure voting machines can’t be hacked. https://www.thenation.com/article/house-republicans-just-voted-to-eliminate-the-only-federal-agency-that-makes-sure-voting-machines-cant-be-hacked/
White House proposes force-feeding extra $54 18 billion to Pentagon at expense of EPA, State Department, etc.  http://www.vox.com/2017/2/27/14712084/trump-budget-request-military-epa-state
http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/2/28/14765492/trump-pentagon-budget-billion-state-department-misleading-54-billion
The State Department has largely suspended its normal interactions with the press. Tillerson has yet to meet with reporters, and the daily press conferences the department has held since the 1950s haven’t taken place for more than a month. http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/2/27/14749650/spicer-trump-lie-press-enemy-of-the-people-war-on-the-media
White House strategist and (illegal) NSC member declares “The media should be embarrassed and humiliated and keep its mouth shut,” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/jan/27/steve-bannon-white-house-official-media-keep-mouth-shut-threat
Muhammad Ali Jr. and "The People's Champion's" first wife, Khalilah Camacho-Ali, were detained by immigration officers at Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport after being quizzed about their religion. http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/muhammad-ali-jr-airport-detainment-i-m-not-american-n726246
Official 2017 federal government press release celebrates legal segregation on the grounds that the Jim Crow education system gave black students "more options," http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/28/betsy_devos_press_release_praises_segregated_jim_crow_education_system.html
Texas legislators advanced a bill that would make it legal for doctors to lie to women about the health of their pregnancy in order to prevent them from getting abortions http://www.sacurrent.com/the-daily/archives/2017/02/27/texas-lawmakers-advance-bill-that-would-allow-doctors-to-lie-to-pregnant-women

Trump traveled to Dover AFB in Feb 2017 for the funeral of a fallen SEAL. It so upset him that he told staff he would never be attending such events in the future https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/deaths-of-service-members-were-tough-on-trump-bob-woodward-book-shows

2.25.2017
Before Trump’s election, Kuwait had held its National Day celebrations repeatedly at the Four Seasons hotel in Georgetown—and asked the Four Seasons to reserve a day for the event to return in 2017. Then, after Trump won, it switched to his DC hotel. https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/957241965128634368

2.24.2017
White House hand-picks select media for briefing, leaves out CNN, The New York Times, The Hill, Politico, BuzzFeed, the Daily Mail, BBC, the Los Angeles Times and the New York Daily News http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/321049-white-house-hand-picks-select-media-for-briefing
chief of staff asked the FBI to deny media reports that campaign advisers were frequently in touch with Russian intelligence agents during the election https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/24/white-house-asked-fbi-to-deny-reports-linking-russia-and-trump-advisers
Trump denied a collusion "phone call" with Putin or Russia—a charge no one has ever made—on Feb. 24, 2018 in an interview with Jeannine Pirro  https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099346591260033025

During an important meeting with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in February 2017, President Donald Trump asked the leader to consider allowing American casinos to build in his country. One US casino company Trump essentially lobbied for — Las Vegas Sands — is owned by Sheldon Adelson, the powerful casino mogul and conservative megadonor who contributed at least $20 million to Trump’s presidential campaign. What’s more, Trump had dinner with Adelson the day before meeting with Abe https://www.vox.com/world/2018/10/10/17959096/trump-adelson-casino-japan-pro-publica

2.23.2017
“Papers, please.” Customs agents demand identification for passengers arriving on a domestic flight. http://usuncut.com/news/have-your-papers-ready-customs-agents-checking-the-ids-of-domestic-flight-passengers/
This is likely not even legal https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/02/papers-please/517887/
Promoting (and possibly believing) their own “paid protester” lie campaign, Arizona Senate Republicans voted to redefine 'riot' and allow protesters to be slapped w/ RACKETEERING charges. http://azcapitoltimes.com/news/2017/02/22/arizona-senate-crackdown-on-protests/
Chief White House strategist joins attacks on media, vowing: ‘Every day is going to be a fight’ https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/23/steve-bannon-cpac-donald-trump-media-campaign-pledges
White House staff resorts to manipulating their own boss to preempt his Twitter tirades http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/02/staffers-plant-alternative-facts-to-stop-trump-from-tweeting.html?wpsrc=nymag

In meeting with Secretary of State, Trump “began fulminating about federal laws that prohibit American businesses from bribing officials overseas; the businesses, he said, were being unfairly penalized.” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/916416570460688385

2.22.2017
President Trump has lied under oath, in multiple depositions spanning a decade, about his relationship with Felix Sater https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/834266669073707008

When Trump and Mike Pence visited the EPA, employees were literally shut out of their own auditorium, as energy industry representatives and their politician friends filled the seats. Agency staff could only watch over closed-circuit TV as Pence joined Trump to declare the agency’s “war on coal” and its “attack on American industry” to be over. https://www.vox.com/2017/7/1/15886420/pruitt-threat-epa

Mr. Pruitt, shortly after taking the E.P.A. job, reached out to the former speaker of the Virginia House of Delegates seeking help for his daughter, McKenna, in securing admission to the University of Virginia School of Law. William Howell, the former speaker, appears on Mr. Pruitt’s official E.P.A. calendar, and he confirmed in an interview that he was approached by Mr. Pruitt and subsequently wrote a letter to the school’s dean on the daughter’s behalf. Separately, at least three E.P.A. staff members were dispatched to help Ms. Pruitt obtain a summer internship at the White House, the current and former staff members said. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/15/us/politics/scott-pruitt-epa-aides.html

2.21.2017
Scott Pruitt Laid Out A Vision For The EPA That Contradicts Its Mission https://www.forbes.com/sites/ericmack/2017/02/21/scott-pruitt-lays-out-a-vision-for-the-epa-that-contradicts-the-mission-of-the-epa/#727f76c72d22
DHS produces junk report on popular opposition to President Trump, providing potential (specious) backing for criminalization of right to assembly https://theintercept.com/2017/03/02/homeland-security-sees-anger-at-trump-as-a-driver-of-domestic-terrorist-violence/
The 3 trips to Mar-a-Lago cost taxpayers an estimated $10M; White House hasn't disclosed the actual cost http://www.cbsnews.com/news/president-trump-mar-a-lago-trips-cost-taxpayers-millions/

2.18.2017
Federal Transit Administration delayed a $637 million grant for Caltrain; “Having a separate funding program stop giving money to projects that have made it through statutory requirements should make people across the country very nervous,” https://www.wired.com/2017/02/trumps-attack-california-railroad-trouble/
Sitting president holds “campaign rally” after less than one month in office; attendance (9,000) solicited with gifts and other rewards
Some members of President Donald Trump's exclusive Florida clubs appear to have been invited to an Air Force One tour https://www.buzzfeed.com/tariniparti/trump-air-force-one-mar-a-lago-tour?utm_term=.yc7Yr3ePE#.gqmaYZxwy

2.17.2017
President of the United States calls news media “the enemy of the American People!” https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/832708293516632065
Man who sued EPA 14 times on behalf of oil companies confirmed as EPA administrator.
Pruitt confirmation vote rammed through Senate before examination of his e-mail—which subsequently revealed that he lied to Congress when claiming that he had always used a state email account for government business https://apnews.com/31c4f7145d524de7a70fae4d5b8f8744
President’s approval rating has fallen to 39 percent https://www.aol.com/article/news/2017/02/17/poll-trumps-approval-rating-sinks-below-40-percent/21715880/
A Government Website for Kids Scrubbed Its Climate Warnings https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/02/energy-kids/516978/
Trump's team sent out an open survey criticizing American press. When people responded favorably to the media, they blamed "sabotage" https://twitter.com/Jose_Pagliery/status/832680689795358721
Trump’s budget was put together with “transition officials telling the CEA staff the growth targets that their budget would produce and asking them to backfill other estimates off those figures.” http://www.vox.com/2017/2/17/14651208/trump-budget-forecast
Public White House visitor logs vanished. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2017/02/17/online-search-for-obama-era-white-house-visitor-logs-goes-offline/

2.16.2017
at Trump’s first press conference, Trump kept putting himself in Putin’s shoes, thinking about how Putin would perceive all the pressure he’s under. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1085975508465127424
https://www-m.cnn.com/2017/02/16/politics/donald-trump-news-conference-transcript/index.html
Trump repeatedly denied a collusion "phone call" with Putin—again, a charge no one has ever made. https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099342547653136385
Members of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus barred from a meeting between Immigrations and Customs Enforcement Acting Director Tom Homan and other lawmakers. http://usuncut.com/news/hispanic-democrats-kicked-out-of-meeting-with-trumps-immigration-enforcement/
America’s top diplomat operating with senior staff positions left vacant, his deputy vetoed and foreign policy made by an ideological clique around Trump https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/16/rex-tillerson-state-department-sidelined-by-white-house
Three weeks into his term, Trump heads a White House with three or four vacant power centers. He has no national security adviser, a half-full NSC staff, hollow Defense and State Departments (where Trump has yet to nominate any deputy or undersecretaries), and the secretaries heading those departments—Mattis and Rex Tillerson—who, however smart and talented they may be, have never run a federal agency. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/war_stories/2017/02/robert_harward_turned_down_trump_now_others_can_too.html

2.15.2017
The day after the Flynn conversation [between Trump and Comey], Reince Priebus, the White House chief of staff, asked Mr. Comey to help push back on reports in the news media that Mr. Trump’s associates had been in contact with Russian intelligence officials during the campaign. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/18/trump_reportedly_pushed_comey_to_publicly_clear_him_in_fbi_russia_probe.html
“Trump Adviser Stephen Miller Ran a National Islamophobic Campaign While at Duke” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/15/stephen_miller_ran_a_national_islamophobic_campaign_while_at_duke.html
No one can get the White House’s story on Flynn straight — including Trump http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/2/14/14613220/white-house-contradiction-flynn
Responsible news media are prevented from asking questions at press conferences http://usuncut.com/news/cnn-reporters-just-noticed-strange-pattern-trumps-press/
Text describing two rules regulating the oil and gas industry was removed from the Interior Department website. https://theintercept.com/2017/02/15/text-describing-federal-fracking-rule-disappears-from-interior-department-website/
All House Judiciary Republicans vote against Dems' efforts to examine president’s ties to Russian Hacking.

2.14.2017
Trump and Kushner initially think firing Flynn will end the Russia investigation. Chris Christie tells them that’s not true, so Trump immediately intervenes directly with the FBI to try and get at least the Flynn piece of the investigation ended.  https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1089903127774543874
President Trump (we learned in May, after he repeatedly and explicitly denied it) directly asked FBI director to shut down the federal investigation into Flynn. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/16/us/politics/james-comey-trump-flynn-russia-investigation.html
Also proposed “Mr. Comey should consider putting reporters in prison for publishing classified information, according to one of Mr. Comey’s associates” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/05/trump_s_war_on_the_press_has_always_been_real.html
White House has posted inaccurate versions of five Trump executive orders on its web site. http://usat.ly/2lg0ZhR 

Preparing to restock the Department of Justice at the start of the Trump administration, Jeff Sessions sought out Elliott Broidy for recommendations. The Republican donor’s conviction in a political corruption case years earlier didn’t seem to be a problem.

2.13.2017
National security advisor Michael Flynn secretly discussed sanctions with the Russian ambassador to Washington and then tried to cover up the conversations; resigns. “Russian politicians offered a fierce defence of Flynn” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/13/michael-flynn-resigns-quits-trump-national-security-adviser-russia
White House Grants Press Credentials to a Pro-Trump Blog https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/13/business/the-gateway-pundit-trump.html
“Of 325M people living in America, Trumps #ICERaids focus on areas/cities that voted against him in 2016 election. This is not a coincidence.” https://twitter.com/TheBaxterBean/status/830836762176020481

2.12.2017
Classified national security information discussed, in front of pic-snapping public, over dinner at Ma-a-Lago country club https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/13/mar-a-lago-north-korea-missile-crisis-trump-national-security

2.8.2017
Sen. Elizabeth Warren gagged — for reading a letter from widow of Martin Luther King, Jr. — for remainder of nomination process over Jeff Sessions. In effect, Senate Republicans have ruled that any Democrat that criticizes Sessions' record will be stripped of the right to speak. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/08/elizabeth-warren-mitch-mcconnell-silence-senate-debate-jeff-sessions-nomination
Kellyanne Conway openly uses  platform as WH spokesperson to promote Trump-brand merchandise, violating ethics law https://twitter.com/ChrisLu44/status/829689186949148674

After protests against the Dakota Access Pipeline, the National Sheriff’s Association instructed police to conceal their faces, name tags, etc., when cracking down on protests https://unicornriot.ninja/2017/sheriffs-association-secretly-waged-information-war-nodapl-movement/

2.7.2017
Betsy DeVos confirmed to run Dept. of Education through near-unprecedented tie-breaking vote by vice president (and through votes of dozens of GOP Senators to whom she gave five-figure donations i.e. bribes). Also had support from paid “citizen” lobbyists http://www.vox.com/culture/2017/2/7/14498504/betsy-devos-anonymous-online-advertising
In response to pressure for Oval Office, Army Corps of Engineers says it will skip environmental review of DAPL routes completely http://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/2/7/14540402/army-final-approval-dakota-access
Sheriff tells Trump that state senator is doing something he doesn't like; Trump: "Do you want to give his name? We'll destroy his career." http://usuncut.com/politics/trump-well-destroy-his-career/
House Republicans Avoid Voting on a Resolution Stating That the Holocaust Targeted Jews http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/07/republicans_block_vote_on_resolution_stating_that_holocaust_targeted_jews.html

2.6.2017
Attacks on the judiciary http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/02/donald_trump_s_unnerving_belief_that_the_judiciary_should_stay_out_of_his.html http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/02/trump-declares-the-court-system-a-national-security-threat.html
President complains that he was not “fully briefed” on executive order placing Steve Bannon on NSC, after he signed it anyway https://t.co/09sZO49bHX
Speaker of the House declares Trump not welcome to speak in UK Parliament—Our closest ally is disavowing the president. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/feb/06/donald-trump-should-not-be-allowed-to-speak-in-westminster-hall-says-speaker

2.5.2017
President defends repressive Putin government; challenged on its murderous record replies “There are a lot of killers. We’ve got a lot of killers.” 4-star Gen. Barry McCaffrey: “That’s the most anti-American statement ever made by the President of the United States” http://usuncut.com/politics/retired-four-star-general-trump/

2.4.2017
Reporters ejected from Oval Office ceremony for “not behaving,” i.e. asking a question http://usuncut.com/politics/trump-kicks-reporters-oval-office-not-behaving/

2.3.2017
President of the United States explicitly said he is making a public policy decision so his friends can make more money[?] https://twitter.com/christinawilkie/status/827575984895434752
Administration sued 50+ times in two weeks http://usuncut.com/news/trump-administration-office-2-weeks-sued-50-times/
Communications to and from White House are shut down, at every level http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article130602434.html
USDA scrubs thousands of documents from its web site http://kjzz.org/content/439330/one-arizona-mans-quest-save-deleted-government-data

2.2.2017
U.S. military officials told Reuters that Trump approved his first covert counterterrorism operation without sufficient intelligence, ground support or adequate backup preparations. http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN15G5RX
Russian spy Maria Butina helped arrange for Russians chosen by a top official to attend the 2017 National Prayer Breakfast along with Trump https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-14/meet-the-russians-picked-for-butina-s-trip-to-trump-breakfast
Graham Richardson, a senior cabinet minister in a previous Labor government, told Sky News. “I think we are just facing a normal Trump tantrum.” http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/2/2/14488122/trump-anger-australia-invade-mexico-refugee-deal-obama-insult-prime-minister
Spokesperson Conway  says that 2 Iraqi refugees "were the masterminds behind the Bowling Green massacre." There was no such massacre. http://www.vox.com/world/2017/2/2/14494478/bowling-green-massacre

At some point, The Trump Administration expanded the number of people authorized for the presidential daily briefing from seven to as many as fourteen people, including Kushner. A former senior official said, of the growing P.D.B. distribution list, “It got out of control. Everybody thought it was cool. They wanted to be cool.” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/954869036004896768

Trump’s administration overturned more than two dozen denials for security clearances, often ignoring the guidance of intelligence officials. Tricia Newbold, a White House security adviser holding nearly two decades of experience with clearances, blew the whistle on this. In response, the Trump administration suspended her without pay and her supervisor began to belittle and harass her. https://twitter.com/timkmak/status/1112738376149594113
https://www.vox.com/2019/4/1/18289900/democrats-subpoenas-jared-kushner-security-clearances
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/01/white-house-security-clearance-denials-overturned-trump-whistleblower

Jared Kushner's application for a top secret clearance was rejected by two career White House security specialists after an FBI background check raised concerns about potential foreign influence on him — but their supervisor overruled the recommendation and approved the clearance, two sources familiar with the matter told NBC News. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/officials-rejected-jared-kushner-top-secret-security-clearance-were-overruled-n962221?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma

Kushner challenged two core government integrity principles when he went to work at the White House as a senior adviser with broad domestic and international policy responsibilities.
Kushner refused to fully divest his business interests and insisted on retaining a large majority of his holdings in the Kushner real estate companies, and he holds real estate and other investments…
Kushner was also hired for the position by his father-in-law, who happens to be President of the United States. In so doing, he effectively invited individuals and companies to provide financial benefits to him to gain influence with his boss and close relative, President Donald Trump. He also invited questioning by the American people about whether he was qualified for the extraordinarily broad portfolio of responsibilities his father-in-law gave him, with zero experience in most of these areas.  https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/07/opinions/problem-with-jared-kushner-in-white-house-opinion-wertheimer-eisen-canter/index.html

2.1.2017
GOP changes committee rules to send cabinet nominees to Senate floor without a committee quorum http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/02/01/senate_republicans_clear_tom_price_and_steve_mnuchin_without_democrats_present.html

The next Economic Census was supposed to start in January, five years after the previous one, as usual. But earlier this year, the Census Bureau quietly changed its deadline, pushing it back at least six months. The agency told POLITICO that it has not publicly announced the delay but confirmed that aspects of the Economic Census were "re-planned," and the results would be out six months late. “If the Obama guys had quietly suggested delaying the Economic Census by six months, there’d be holy hell to pay,” said a former high-ranking appointee in the Commerce Department. http://www.politico.com/agenda/story/2017/10/11/federal-data-collection-in-crisis-000537

1.31.2017
White House spokespeople will no longer appear on CNN because it doesn’t ‘promote’ Trump agenda http://ow.ly/6bXL308ykMl 

The Agriculture Department quashed the release of a sweeping plan on how to respond to climate change that was finalized in the early days of the Trump administration, according to a USDA employee https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/18/usda-suppresses-climate-change-plan-1598987

Soon after Trump took office, a team of cyber experts who worked in the Obama White House met with a group of Trump aides including Joshua Steinman, a cybersecurity aide to the new national security adviser, Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn. (Steinman is now the cybersecurity adviser to the president.) According to people familiar with the meeting, when the Obama staffers told Steinman they wanted to talk about Russian interference, they were met with a blank stare. Nothing happened, was Steinman’s reply: Russia didn’t interfere in the election. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/trump-election-hacking-russia-iran-ransomware-interference-938109/

1.30.17 Acting Attorney General fired for directing agencies not to implement unconstitutional order.
http://www.sfgate.com/opinion/article/Donald-Trump-firing-Sally-Yates-isn-t-the-big-10896941.php
Mnuchin lies to congress, in denying that his bank used robo-signing in invalid foreclosures. Price also lied to congress, in claiming that the exclusive discount he got on a biotech stock was available to all. https://www.propublica.org/article/five-trump-cabinet-members-made-false-statements-to-congress

1.28.2017 weekend
Where even to begin: Illegal muslim ban. Executive agencies ignoring a court order. President filing for 2020 re-election campaign after one week in office. Possibility that entire state dept. senior staff was forced to “resign.” 
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/03/emails_reveal_customs_and_border_protection_lawlessness_during_the_first.html
The ban v1.0 “was written in haste by the White House without senior officials even giving input. Then-Homeland Security Secretary John Kelly was reportedly in the middle of being briefed about the executive order when he saw President Trump signing it on television.” https://www.vox.com/2017/12/4/16735466/muslim-ban-trump-who
Note that a DHS report finds this will actually introduce danger rather than reduce it https://thinkprogress.org/dhs-memo-muslim-ban-c2df83c856be
Trump’s executive order giving Steve Bannon a seat on the National Security Council’s Principals Committee appears to be a violation of federal law. [Bannon finally removed 4/4/17] http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/war_stories/2017/02/steve_bannon_doesn_t_belong_on_the_nsc_that_s_what_the_law_says.html
Trump rants, insults during phone call with Australian Prime Minister and then hangs up https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/no-gday-mate-on-call-with-australian-pm-trump-badgers-and-brags/2017/02/01/88a3bfb0-e8bf-11e6-80c2-30e57e57e05d_story.html
American Foreign Policy Council Vice President Ilan Berman confirmed that no readout of a call between Trump and Putin exists, because recording equipment was disabled for the call http://usuncut.com/world/trump-putin-call-recording/
Fox News shares a video encouraging vehicular homicide of citizen protesters  http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/15/january_daily_caller_video_demonstrates_how_to_plow_through_protesters_with.html
According to Comey’s memo: Trump said he had spoken to people who had been on the Miss Universe trip with him and they had reminded him that he didn’t stay [overnight] in Russia for that. He said he arrived in the morning, did events, then showered and dressed for the pageant at the hotel (he didn’t say the hotel’s name) and left for the pageant. Afterwards, he returned only to get his things because they departed for New York by plane that same night. …flight records directly contradict these statements https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/04/donald-trumps-lies-about-the-amount-of-time-he-spent-in-moscow-might-prove-obstruction.html

Trump’s team rejected a course for senior White House staff, nominees and appointees on leadership, ethics and management www.politico.com/story/2017/03/trump-ethics-white-house-235586

1.27.2017
The website www.supportthevoter.gov appears to have disappeared. http://electionlawblog.org/?p=90741

While Obama was president, Senate Judiciary chair Grassley strictly enforced numerous rules and customs, mainly “blue slips,” and seriously delayed the confirmation process. These phenomena meant that the Senate confirmed the fewest appeals court judges since 1897–98. In profound contrast, [once Trump took office], Grassley jettisoned, changed or deemphasized a number of venerable strictures and conventions. https://ilr.law.uiowa.edu/online/volume-104/senator-chuck-grassley-and-judicial-confirmations

1.26.2017
we’re left with a president whose draft executive orders are being quickly leaked to the press and whose own West Wing staffers are openly deriding him. And that’s all happened within his first week. http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/1/26/14392530/trump-executive-orders-leaked-aides-immigration-torture-wall-black-site-deportation
White House Office of Management and Budget missing from Trump WhiteHouse.gov https://sunlightfoundation.com/2017/01/26/want-information-about-the-office-of-management-and-budget-you-wont-find-it-on-the-new-whitehouse-gov/

Michael Flynn’s transition-team phone was “wiped” afterward even though the new administration had learned of a criminal investigation into Flynn in the earliest days https://www.emptywheel.net/2020/11/19/mike-flynns-wiped-phone-and-other-proof-that-chuck-grassley-and-ron-johnson-should-read-the-public-record/

1.25.2017
The U.S. has been demoted from a full democracy to a flawed democracy for the first time, according to the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU).
White House orders that “studies or data from scientists at the Environmental Protection Agency undergo review by political appointees before they can be released to the public,” absolutely reversing Obama administration policy https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/25/donald-trump-epa-gag-order-political-review

1.24.2017
Multiple federal agencies have told their employees to cease communications with members of Congress and the press http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-communication-freeze_us_58878b3ae4b0441a8f7114e2
Press secretary gives first question went to LifeZette : founded in 2015, and throughout the 2016 campaign was an avid participant in the phenomenon now dubbed “fake news,” https://thinkprogress.org/sean-spicer-lifezette-fake-news-5d52a18ffa80#.50dumyf7e

Tom Price (R-Ga.), President Donald Trump’s nominee to lead the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) … has long been a member of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, a fringe medical group that is deeply opposed to any government role in regulating doctors.
AAPS got its start in the 1940s, with the help of members of the John Birch Society, the extreme right-wing group known for peddling outlandish conspiracy theories. It has fought the government over health care ever since. Its statement of principles declares it “evil” and “immoral” for doctors to participate in Medicaid and Medicare.
AAPS has been a vocal player in the anti-vaccine movement. Its medical journal has attacked immigrants as the source of disease outbreaks, including leprosy, and suggested that HIV doesn’t cause AIDS but that abortion causes breast cancer. http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2017/01/tom-price-health-secretary-fringe-medical-group/
A regulator agreed to a generous deal with Donald Trump to resolve environmental problems at Trump’s NJ golf courses. Then he got a job with Trump’s campaign, then a 2nd role with Trump's transition committee, then a third slot with a Trump “landing team." https://twitter.com/nickvarchaver/status/970696667669434368

1.22.2017
Press secretary blatantly lies about inauguration crowd vs. women’s march turnout; spokesperson Conway subsequently defends the lies as “alternative facts”

President Trump is probably a volume drug addict https://twitter.com/JRehling/status/1180505950613958658

1.21.2017
records detail a scramble within the National Park Service (NPS) on 21 January 2017 after an early-morning phone call between Trump and the acting NPS director, Michael Reynolds. They also state that Sean Spicer, then White House press secretary, called NPS officials repeatedly that day in pursuit of the more flattering photographs. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/sep/06/donald-trump-inauguration-crowd-size-photos-edited
The Trump inauguration damaged the Lincoln Memorial grounds (but never paid its bill to repair it).  https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-the-effort-to-build-suspense--and-crowds--for-trumps-fourth-of-july/2019/07/03/10c2b00a-9da8-11e9-9ed4-c9089972ad5a_story.html

1.20.2017
President takes office with massive and unconstitutional conflicts of interest, and without disclosing his taxes
As questions about Russia’s interference in the 2016 election were beginning to percolate publicly, prominent business leaders and activists from the country attended inaugural festivities, mingling at balls and receptions — at times in proximity to key U.S. political officials. The Washington Post identified at least half a dozen politically connected Russians who were in Washington on Inauguration Day — including some whose presence has not been previously reported. Among them was Natalia Veselnitskaya , the Russian lawyer whose June 2016 meeting at Trump Tower with Donald Trump Jr. has become a focus of the Russia investigation https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/amid-trumps-inaugural-festivities-members-of-russias-elite-anticipated-a-thaw-between-moscow-and-washington/2018/01/20/0d767f46-fb9f-11e7-ad8c-ecbb62019393_story.html
Inauguration donors (as later revealed) included “people” whose names don’t exist anywhere else, and whose listed mailing addresses are vacant lots. http://www.palmerreport.com/politics/donald-trumps-inauguration-fund-fake-people-fake-companies-fake-addresses-vacant-lots/2394/
Trump’s inauguration received tens of thousands of dollars from shell companies that masked the involvement of a foreign contributor or others with foreign ties. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/08/trump-inauguration-money-shell-companies-revealed?CMP=share_btn_tw

The BH Group—part of a web of dark money shell PACs—gave $1 million to Trump’s inauguration. “It is incredibly abnormal that an inaugural fund would receive a $1 million contribution that still, two years later, would be completely anonymous. It is likely Trump knows who provided the $1 million to the BH Group, but the public doesn't, and therefore we can't track how that access and influence might have benefited the wealthy donor.” https://twitter.com/RobertMaguire_/status/1067449564817498117

The inauguration paid the Trump Organization for rooms, meals and event space at the company’s Washington hotel, according to interviews as well as internal emails and receipts… During the planning, Ivanka Trump, the president-elect’s eldest daughter and a senior executive with the Trump Organization, was involved in negotiating the price the hotel charged the 58th Presidential Inaugural Committee for venue rentals. A top inaugural planner emailed Ivanka and others at the company to “express my concern” that the hotel was overcharging for its event spaces, worrying of what would happen “when this is audited.” If the Trump hotel charged more than the going rate for the venues, it could violate tax law. https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-inc-podcast-trumps-inauguration-paid-trumps-company-with-ivanka-in-the-middle

Erik Prince, the founder of the private security company Blackwater, met in the Seychelles with a Russian official close to Russian President Vladimir Putin and later described the meeting to congressional investigators as a chance encounter that was not a planned discussion of U.S.-Russia relations.
	A witness cooperating with Mueller subsequently told investigators the meeting was set up in advance so that a representative of the Trump transition could meet with an emissary from Moscow to discuss future relations between the countries https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/mueller-gathers-evidence-that-2016-seychelles-meeting-was-effort-to-establish-back-channel-to-kremlin/2018/03/07/b6a5fb8c-224b-11e8-94da-ebf9d112159c_story.html?utm_term=.841501761a9c

Elliott Broidy, a top fundraiser for President Donald Trump, offered to help a Moscow-based lawyer get Russian companies removed from a U.S. sanctions list. Broidy made the offer after an inquiry from Andrei Baev, an energy lawyer at Chadbourne & Parke LLP, both men subsequently acknowledged in statements to Bloomberg News. In a proposal sent to Baev shortly before Trump’s January 2017 inauguration, Broidy sketched out a potential campaign to influence top U.S. officials https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-23/trump-fundraiser-offered-to-help-lift-sanctions-on-russian-firms

between the November election and January inauguration, Commerce Secretary nominee Wilbur Ross had quietly moved a chunk of assets into trusts for his family members, leaving more than $2 billion off of his financial disclosure report—and therefore out of the public eye. Ross revealed the existence of those assets, and the timing of the transfer, when Forbes asked why his financial disclosure form listed fewer assets than he had previously told the magazine he owned. https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2017/10/16/the-mystery-of-wilbur-ross-missing-billions/#3ee6fde11c90

1.17.2017
The hearing for Betsy Devos is limited to a single round of questions, 5 minutes each.
During them, DeVos lies about being involved with her family’s foundation (that has donated millions to homophobic groups) https://www.propublica.org/article/five-trump-cabinet-members-made-false-statements-to-congress

Flynn was working with Trump’s team to undermine the Obama administration’s Russia policy while Obama was still president—and he went on to lie about this a lot https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/12/17/mike-flynn-steps-in-it-in-a-bid-to-feed-the-frothy-right-he-leads-to-damning-new-details-showing-he-lied-to-protect-trump/

mid-January, shortlived Trump National Security Adviser Flynn vetoes Obama admin plan to assault IS capital city—a plan vocally opposed by Flynn’s Turkish paymasters http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/18/flynn_paid_by_turkey_rejected_isis_plan_that_upset_turkey.html

1.15.2017
Vice-President-elect Mike Pence denied on Sunday that Donald Trump’s presidential campaign had any contacts with Russia [at least 94 contacts between members of the Trump campaign and transition and Russian-linked operatives have surfaced, according to a study done by the Moscow Project. 13 members of the Trump team had contact with Russians during the campaign.] https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jan/15/mike-pence-trump-campaign-russia

Storage 106 LLC is a shell entity Trump set up in January of 2017, and subsequently used to shuffle around millions of dollars, for no explained purpose. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1129094738655744000

1.13.2017
“President-elect Donald Trump not once but twice this week met with executives of very large firms and their lobbyists whose pending merger deals will require approval by his own antitrust officials.” http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/01/donald_trump_s_high_profile_apparent_merger_meetings_are_a_major_cause_for.html

Nominee for CIA Director Mike Pompeo failed to disclose last year that he owned a Kansas business that imported oilfield equipment from a company owned by the Chinese government. https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/04/12/today-in-opengov-enquiries/

Shortly before Trump’s inauguration, according to Israeli journalist Ronen Bergman, Israeli intelligence officials gathered at CIA headquarters, where they were told something astonishing: Russia, the agency believed, had “leverages of pressure” over the incoming president. Therefore, the agency advised the Israelis to consider the possibility that Trump might pass their secrets on to Russia. (The Israelis dismissed the warning as outlandish. Who could believe that the world’s most powerful country was about to hand its presidency to a Russian dupe? That the United States government had, essentially, fallen?) https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4906642,00.html

1.11.2017
The incoming administration's reported failure to complete background checks on its nominees before their hearings, however, does not appear to be Normal.
Trump holds first press conference since 7/27/16; “got caught paying staffers to intimidate journalists” http://usuncut.com/politics/trump-paid-people-intimidate-press/

At Jeff Sessions’s confirmation hearing, Sessions was asked by Senator Al Franken, “If there is any evidence that anyone affiliated with the Trump campaign communicated with the Russian government in the course of this campaign, what will you do?” Sessions responded: “Senator Franken, I’m not aware of any of those activities. I have been called a surrogate at a time or two in that campaign and I didn’t have—did not have communications with the Russians, and I’m unable to comment on it.” But George Papadopoulos’s guilty plea indicates that there were attempts in the Trump campaign to arrange a meeting with Putin, and that Sessions was aware of them. https://newrepublic.com/minutes/145614/looks-like-jeff-sessions-perjured-himself

Trump was two weeks away from being sworn in as president. He was just informed that the US national security establishment had confirmed its assessment that Vladimir Putin had covertly attacked American democracy and that this assault was designed to affect the results of the election. And Trump responded with no interest in any aspect of this unprecedented intervention other than its political implications—for him. In front of the leaders of the intelligence community—two of whom would continue to work for him—Trump did not even bother to feign concern. He went straight to what mattered most: What does this mean for me? https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/04/the-most-important-news-out-of-jim-comeys-explosive-new-book/

1.6.2017
“In Break With Precedent, Obama Envoys Are Denied Extensions Past Inauguration Day” http://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/05/us/politics/trump-ambassadors.html?smid=tw-share&_r=0
Comey informed then–President-elect Trump about allegations that the Russians had a 2013 recording of him with prostitutes. Comey explained that it was the FBI’s job to try to understand what the Russians were doing and to ensure that the Russians do not try to coerce the president. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/04/donald-trumps-lies-about-the-amount-of-time-he-spent-in-moscow-might-prove-obstruction.html
“I'm starting my 11th year working on climate change, including the last 4 in daily journalism. Today I went to see a counselor about it.” https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/817503888500633600

Paul Manafort reportedly told Rick Gates in Jan. 2017 that he was using "intermediaries" to get people appointed in the Trump administration. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1085318661425057792
https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.190597/gov.uscourts.dcd.190597.476.0.pdf

ignoring the standing tradition of one-president-at-a-time after the election, Trump decided to sabre rattle at North Korea while going after China for not doing enough http://plunderbund.com/2017/04/10/from-under-the-national-affairs-desk-terror-on-the-orient-express/
“At least some of Trump's officials had told Obama's they wouldn't undercut Obama policies. They did though. And they did so, it's increasingly clear, in part to pay off their campaign debts to foreigners.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1075017250564907009

1.5.2017
Electoral College rules ignored: “16 of Trump’s 306 electors didn’t actually live in their Congressional District, violating state statutes on residency requirements for electors. An additional 34 more are listed as ‘dual office-holders,’ meaning that those electors are current elected officials in states that bar officeholders from also being nominated to the Electoral College.” http://usuncut.com/politics/bipartisan-legal-team-says-50-trumps-electors-ineligible/
Business adjust to high likelihood that a single 6 a.m. presidential “Tweet” could crash their stock. https://twitter.com/jayrosen_nyu/status/817013260595695617
House GOP passes rule making it more difficult to access documents having to do with the operations of a lawmaker’s office… if a lawmaker is being investigated for misuse of taxpayer funds and law enforcement authorities subpoena her spending records, under this rule, she can assert the privilege to withhold them https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2017/01/house-rules-change-didnt-hear-about/
Flynn, Kushner, and Bannon greeted Jordanian King Abdullah II at the Four Seasons hotel in lower Manhattan, then took off in a fleet of SUVs and a sedan to a different location. A federal official with access to a document created by a law-enforcement agency about the meeting said that a multi-billion-dollar deal to build nuclear reactors in Jordan and other Middle East nations was one of the topics the group talked about. https://www.buzzfeed.com/jasonleopold/trump-advisors-secretly-met-with-jordans-king-while-one-was?utm_term=.aip7gOvxJ4#.hibEe1w9JV

1.3.2017
House GOP establishes fines for taking photos or videos while inside House chambers, effectively criminalizing gestures of protest such as sit-ins. http://usuncut.com/politics/house-gop-criminalizes-protest/

Beginning in 2017, in the US House,  zero votes were permitted on floor-offered (not prescreened by the speaker) amendments https://twitter.com/justinamash/status/1345482679626723329

1.2.2017
House GOP votes (on a federal holiday, with no advance public notice) to gut Office of Congressional Ethics (OCE, not OGE), prevent agency from acting on tips, referring issues to law enforcement or speaking to the public, and made subservient to a House committee. (Plan abandoned upon public notice.) http://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/03/us/politics/trump-house-ethics-office.html

the Trump administration sought to lift sanctions on Russia in the aftermath of the 2016 election despite a public statement by intelligence agencies that the Kremlin tried to help Trump win https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/06/former-gop-congressman-embroiled-in-the-russia-probe/562343/

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention looked at the number of illnesses spread by mosquitoes, ticks, and fleas between 2004 and 2016; they found that cases had more than tripled. https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/01/health/ticks-mosquito-borne-diseases-cdc-study/index.html

The FBI opened a “domestic terrorism” investigation into a civil rights group in California, labeling the activists “extremists” after they protested against neo-Nazis in 2016. The FBI considered the KKK as victims and the leftist protesters as potential terror threats, and downplayed the threats of the Klan, writing: “The KKK consisted of members that some perceived to be supportive of a white supremacist agenda.” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/feb/01/sacramento-rally-fbi-kkk-domestic-terrorism-californi

12.29.2016
President Obama sanctioned Russian diplomats to punish Russia for interfering in the presidential election. That day, in a private phone call, Flynn—who at that point was still a private citizen—undercut the sanctions by assuring Russia’s ambassador that Trump, as president, would review them. Two weeks later, Flynn told others on the Trump team, including Vice President–elect Mike Pence, that he hadn’t discussed the sanctions on that call. Pence, misled by Flynn’s account, went on TV and vouched for it. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/02/when_did_donald_trump_know_michael_flynn_lied_to_the_fbi.html
This was not just one diplomat, but *35*. And it was done very publicly. The idea was to send a VERY strong message that the U.S. knew that Russia had meddled in the election, and that there were going to be consequences. Clearly both the CIA and State were on board with this. For an incoming admin to covertly, and against the explicit request of the Obama admin, to send messages directly contradicting the official US stance is crazy. Apart from making the US look weak and impotent, it essentially was telling Russia that what it did was OK. Whether or not these actions amounted to a crime, it was a coordinated, covert effort directly against the interests of the United States. It threw off what was likely a lot of planning and analyses and contingencies that various agencies had prepared. https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/937683245386420226

Everything about Jared Kushner’s December meeting with the head of a state-controlled Russian bank was either inappropriate or, likely, illegal. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/5/31/15714202/jared-kushner-russian-banker

"If there is a tit-for-tat escalation, Trump will have difficulty improving relations with Russia, which has just thrown U.S.A. election to him," - KT McFarland to Michael Flynn https://twitter.com/realconnorlynch/status/1075504889239822337

Nunes and Flynn evidently maintained close ties through the election and beyond, even as Flynn’s world was beginning to unravel with questions about his payments from Kremlin mouthpiece Russia Today, secret talks with former Russian ambassador Sergey Kislyak and a confidential lobbying contract with a law firm tied to Turkish strongman Recep Tayyip Erdogan. “I talk to Flynn virtually everyday, if not multiple times a day,” Nunes said late December 2016. “Seldom there's a day that goes by that I don't talk to Flynn, and especially right after the campaign, directly.” http://www.newsweek.com/nunes-memo-trump-russia-probe-flynn-mueller-page-fbi-802710

second meeting between Turkish officials and Flynn… held at New York’s 21 Club in December 2016, after Trump had named him national security advisor. “Under the alleged proposal, Mr. Flynn and his son, Michael Flynn Jr., were to be paid as much as $15 million for delivering Fethullah Gulen to the Turkish government,” http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/11/10/the_russia_investigation_is_now_also_a_turkey_investigation_good.html

12.21.2016
The Trump campaign transferred $130K to the Trump businesses a month after the election. More than a year later, President Trump was accused of paying $130,000 in hush money to porn star Stormy Daniels to hide an affair a month before the election. https://twitter.com/CREWcrew/status/955827857221193728

North Carolina Republicans began tampering with the judiciary shortly after the 2016 election, in which Cooper prevailed in the governor’s race and Democrat Mike Morgan won a seat on the state Supreme Court, a victory that gave progressive justices a 4–3 majority. Many Republicans were convinced Morgan triumphed only because the judicial race was officially nonpartisan. They responded by making state Supreme Court elections partisan and later added a requirement that lower court candidates list their political affiliations. GOP legislators also allowed the full state Court of Appeals—on which Republicans held a majority—to hear cases before they reached the state Supreme Court. Several Republican judges on the Court of Appeals were set to retire during Cooper’s tenure due to age limits, so the assembly shrank the court to prevent Cooper from replacing them. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2017/10/judicial_gerrymandering_is_coming_to_north_carolina.html

12.16.2016
Julian Assange’s December 16, 2016 “offer” to be Australian Ambassador to the US — basically a request for payback for his help getting Trump elected https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/11/16/the-theory-of-prosecution-you-love-for-julian-assange-may-look-different-when-applied-to-jason-leopold/

A Russian intel operation, which targeted FBI communications, hampered the bureau’s ability to track Russian spies on U.S. soil at a time of increasing tension with Moscow, forced the FBI and CIA to cease contact with some of their Russian assets, and prompted tighter security procedures at key U.S. national security facilities in the Washington area and elsewhere, according to former U.S. officials. It even raised concerns among some U.S. officials about a Russian mole within the U.S. intelligence community. https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-russia-carried-out-a-stunning-breach-of-fbi-communications-system-escalating-the-spy-game-on-us-soil-090024212.html

12.15.2016
Trump denied a collusion "phone call" with Putin or Russia on Dec. 15, 2017 in a gaggle outside the White House on his way to board Marine One—a charge no one has ever made. https://twitter.com/djlavoie/status/1099346922329047042

12.13.2016
Trump team asked the Pentagon for a “catalog” of military vehicles he could include in his inaugural parade. Pentagon reply “explained that such support would be out of guidelines,” and spokesman for Trump later lied about having made the request. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/emails-trump-military-vehicles-inaugural-parade_us_58d094d1e4b00705db5223ed

lobbyists representing the government of Saudi Arabia reserved some 500 rooms at Trump’s Washington, D.C. hotel shortly after the 2016 election.… “At first, Saudi lobbyists put the veterans up in Northern Virginia. Then, in December 2016, they switched most of their business to the Trump International Hotel in downtown Washington. In all, the lobbyists spent more $270,000 to house six groups of visiting veterans at the Trump hotel, which Trump still owns.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/12/saudi-arabia-washington-lobbyist-500-rooms-veterans-9-11-trump-hotel-qorvis-mslgroup.html

Trump son-in-law Jared Kushner agreed to help Manafort push Stephen Calk’s candidacy shortly after the 2016 presidential election. In an email sent to Kushner in late November 2016, Manafort asked Kushner to recommend pushing for Calk [a former Trump economic adviser] to get a “major appointment” within the incoming administration. He also described Calk as a supporter of President Donald Trump’s “since before the nomination was secured and have been active in the campaign.” “On it!” Kushner replied. https://www.rawstory.com/2019/05/jared-kushner-agreed-to-help-manafort-secure-a-trump-administration-job-for-indicted-banker/

shortly after Trump was elected. The Agalarov family started sending what would amount to $1.2 million from their bank in Russia to an account in New Jersey controlled by the billionaire’s son, pop singer Emin Agalarov, and two of his friends. The account had been virtually dormant since the summer of 2015, according to records reviewed by BuzzFeed News, and bankers found it strange that activity in Emin Agalarov’s checking account surged after Trump’s victory. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/trump-tower-meeting-suspicious-transactions-agalarov

After Trump won, people, including some left Dems, were still breathlessly speculating on Trump as though he were a magic lamp from which anything might emerge: maybe bad stuff, but maybe he would make Republicans support single payer healthcare, who knew?

11.18.2016
By Nov. 17, several news outlets had thoroughly exposed Flynn’s Turkish connection. Nevertheless, on Nov. 18, Trump announced that Flynn would be his national security adviser. That assignment wasn’t an accident. It was done to spare Flynn a confirmation fight. … Trump focused on protecting Flynn, not on protecting America. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/03/lessons_from_the_flynn_turkey_trump_saga.html
Rep. Elijah Cummings warned Pence that Flynn had ties to Russia also. https://twitter.com/funder/status/900801142388654083
Flynn did not identify a single foreign government source he met with in the seven years prior to his submission of a security clearance renewal application in 2016. “Most troubling of all, we have no record of General Flynn identifying on his security clearance renewal application — or during his interview with security clearance investigators — even a single foreign government official he had contact with in the seven years prior to submitting his security clearance application," two MoCs later noted. A business trip to the Middle East in 2015 may mean he violated the law. http://thehill.com/homenews/house/350418-dems-flynn-did-not-disclose-middle-east-trip
Michael T. Flynn told President Trump’s transition team weeks before the inauguration that he was under federal investigation for secretly working as a paid lobbyist for Turkey during the campaign. Despite this warning Mr. Trump made Mr. Flynn his national security adviser. The job gave Mr. Flynn access to the president and nearly every secret held by American intelligence agencies. http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/17/white_house_reportedly_knew_flynn_was_under_investigation_made_him_national.html

2018 Senate report: Russia’s 2016 disinformation warfare operation used every major social media platform to deliver words, images & videos targeted to voter interests to help elect Trump—AND worked even harder after the election to support him in office https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/12/16/new-report-russian-disinformation-prepared-senate-shows-operations-scale-sweep/

In Nov 2016, Ted Malloch (subsequently identified as an intermediary between the Trump campaign and Wikileaks) says he's had "a lot of contact" with the Trump campaign and had been involved for "a year and a half." Believes he will be appointed somewhere https://twitter.com/realconnorlynch/status/1067550717513101313

Promptly after the 2016 election, Trump’s comments on an unchanged straight-line job growth trend changed from “terrible,” “phony,” “not real” etc. to “jobs, jobs jobs”  https://twitter.com/aaronsojourner/status/1104023867486621697
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/30/18203611/trump-jobs-numbers-obama-economy-state-of-the-union

America’s outdated system of representation allowed Donald Trump and the party of the monocultural country to seize total control of the state with a minority of votes and about 36 percent of the economy.  https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/27/opinion/republicans-democrats-trump-urban-rural.html?smid=tw-nytopinion&smtyp=cur

At least 25 percent of the Russian-linked Facebook ads released during the 2016 presidential campaign are believed to have been geographically targeted to focus on states with the closest races. Mounting evidence suggests collusion from within the Trump campaign. https://shareblue.com/manafort-court-filing-evidence-collusion-russia/
study demonstrates that Trump's gains in popularity during the 2016 campaign correlated closely with high levels of social media activity by the Russian trolls and bots of the Internet Research Agency, a key weapon in the Russian attack. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2016-election/new-study-shows-russian-propaganda-may-really-have-helped-trump-n1025306

Ukrainian-born billionaire Len Blavatnik contributed $1.5 million to PACs connected to Florida Sen. Marco Rubio during the 2016 election cycle https://mavenroundtable.io/theintellectualist/news/rubio-received-1-5m-in-campaign-donations-from-russian-oligarch-linked-firm-TL4Uo2BxI0KACJsZoSgeCQ/

one of the uses of Facebook by the GRU was to seed stories with reporters that they then dutifully wrote. https://twitter.com/alexstamos/status/1119151661803376642

…roughly 319,000 voters’ … absentee ballots were rejected during the 2016 presidential election. The reasons varied, ranging from missing deadlines to failing to sign their ballot. https://apnews.com/ef43bc7426f5430e8005b9eb336def7f

“This strategy of kicking the hell out of Obama all the time, treating him not just as a president from the opposing party but an extreme threat to the American way of life, has been a remarkable political success. It helped Republicans take back the House in 2010, the Senate in 2014, and the White House in 2016. This no-cooperation, no-apologies approach is also on the verge of delivering a conservative majority on the Supreme Court; Republicans violated all kinds of Washington norms when they refused to even pretend to consider any Obama nominee, but they paid no electoral price for it — and probably helped persuade some reluctant Republican voters to back Donald Trump in November by keeping the Court in the balance.” https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/12/republican-party-obstructionism-victory-trump-214498

Justice Kennedy advised Trump campaign team re: potential nominees during 2016 campaign, per new book. Note Canon 5 ('residual clause'): 'A judge should not engage in any other political activity.' https://twitter.com/jostonjustice/status/1148615952516472833
https://dailycaller.com/2019/07/08/kennedy-trump-supreme-court-list/

Republicans enjoy disproportionate influence over America’s most powerful political and economic institutions. In 2015, the Harvard Business Review found that GOP voters occupied 50 percent of the seats on U.S. corporate boards, while Democrats lay claim to a mere 24 percent. In 2016, Republicans placed one of their own in the White House despite majoritarian opposition (yet again), while receiving a share of congressional seats that far outstripped their candidates’ share of all ballots cast. Meanwhile, the party’s members have held the balance of power on America’s highest court for decades, while boasting wild overrepresentation among the leadership of our nation’s most influential religious institutions, military brass, and police officers. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/09/colleges-dont-need-more-republican-professors-ideological-diversity-campus-pc.html?utm_source=tw&utm_campaign=nym&utm_medium=s1

“Even if you think I’m the worst, you’re going to vote for me. You know why? Judges,” Trump told one rally. A quarter of Trump voters cited the supreme court as the most important factor in backing him. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/09/the-guardian-view-on-the-us-supreme-court-the-wrongs-required-to-move-right

members of Donald Trump's 2016 presidential campaign and other Trump associates had repeated contacts with senior Russian intelligence officials in the year before the election www.cleveland.com/nation/index.ssf/2017/02/trump_campaign_aides_had_repea.html

Trump’s winning electoral approach was to make the presidential vote a referendum on white identity by disparaging the nonwhites and non-Christians who he held responsible for America not being “great” anymore. While previous elections had involved Republicans who were relatively liberal on immigration and Democrats who were relatively conservative on criminal justice issues that disproportionately affect nonwhite communities, Trump turned every national political issue into a question of whether you are with or against the white guy. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/maga-teen-standoff-trump-border-wall-standoff-same-thing.html

the NRA spent more to elect Trump than any other candidate in history. They poured more money ($30 million) into Trump's campaign than they spent on ALL elections in 2014 ($27 million). https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/nra-2016-spending_us_5a0dd3e6e4b0b17e5e14e636?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004
In 2016, the NRA spent $419M in total to elect Trump and allied Congress members (far more than in any previous election). The NRA’s funding sources are not public. They have refused to say if those funds came from Russian or other foreign sources. But several prominent Russians, some in President Vladimir Putin’s inner circle or high in the Russian Orthodox Church, were in contact with NRA officials during the 2016 U.S. election campaign. https://www.mcclatchydc.com/latest-news/article212756749.html
Reporting by The Trace, which has teamed up with Mother Jones to investigate the NRA’s political activity, shows that the NRA and the Trump campaign employed the same operation—at times, the exact same people—to craft and execute their advertising strategies for the 2016 presidential election. … Experts say the arrangement appears to violate campaign finance laws. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/12/nra-trump-2016-campaign-coordination-political-advertising/
Trump’s presidential campaign may have illegally coordinated with the National Rifle Association in the final weeks of the 2016 presidential election https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-07/trump-campaign-nra-illegally-coordinated-ads-group-tells-fec
Russian agent Maria Butina hosted a costume party for her birthday four days after Trump won — according to the Daily Beast, some Trump campaign aides attended and Butina openly bragged that she helped Trump’s campaign communicate with Russia. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/16/17577838/maria-butina-indictment-russia-spy-trump
The National Rifle Association acted as a "foreign asset" for Russia in the period leading up to the 2016 election, according to investigation by Sen. Ron Wyden. https://www.npr.org/2019/09/27/764879242/nra-was-foreign-asset-to-russia-ahead-of-2016-new-senate-report-reveals

Trump made much noise, early on, about how being self-funding made him independent of special interests. This was bullshit for multiple reasons; among them, Trump likely secretly financed his 2016 campaign using taxpayer subsidies and an undisclosed bank loan backed by a billionaire developer https://twitter.com/thetrevorpotter/status/1314623995006849024

evidence suggests the UAE secretly paid an Israeli business intelligence group to do work for Trump during the election—and Trump Jr. (at a minimum) knew about it https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1127655868164714505

A dozen Senate Republicans — including some moderate ones, but also fussy family values types like Mike Lee (R-UT) and Ben Sasse (R-NE) — took the extraordinary step of saying they wouldn’t vote for their party’s nominee. House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) even hatched a plan to fully disavow Trump after the election, denouncing not just his specific acts of misconduct but his entire politics of racial demagoguery, as part of a larger plan to rebuild the Republican Party.
	But when Trump unexpectedly won the election, all these doubts vanished. None of Trump’s accusers was ever invited to testify before Congress to try to force the body to confront the meaning of the accusations against him. There is no Robert Mueller of the sexual assault allegations, and Summer Zervos’s ongoing lawsuit against Trump has played out quietly with little attention.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/17/17869978/kavanaugh-trump-sexual-assault

Election Day 2016
laptops used to check in voters in Durham County — malfunctioned on Election Day, telling voters that they had already voted, even though they had not. The county took the laptops out of service that day and switched to using paper poll books, but what caused the problem has remained a mystery. … The North Carolina glitch would have been dismissed as fairly routine had it not been revealed in 2017 that the vendor, Florida-based VR Systems, was one of the targets of Russian efforts to interfere in U.S. elections.  https://www.npr.org/2019/06/05/729920147/federal-government-to-inspect-north-carolina-election-equipment-over-hacking-fea
Florida officials struggled to manage their cybersecurity and failed to heed multiple warnings as Russian hackers attacked electoral systems throughout the state and successfully breached two counties in 2016 https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/26/politics/florida-russia-hacking-warning/index.html
Despite HUGE reservations, despite losing its intellectual founder class, despite 400+ member letters from the Republican national security community, and the message the party sent by having virtually all of its high ranking electeds boycott the '16 nominating convention, despite more than 30% of VA Republicans suggesting they'd support brokering the convention, despite a video telling America he liked to force himself on women, on Election Day Republicans and right-leaning Indies rallied big time behind Donald Trump, even the reluctant ones, with 89% of them casting their ballots for him, just like a normal election. https://twitter.com/RachelBitecofer/status/1216707066192068608
On Election Night 2016, Madeline Westerhout, now the president’s top assistant, was inconsolably crying over notion Trump was becoming president. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1149296062831579138
in 2016, 40% of state legislative races were uncontested

American Media, Inc. and the National Enquirer shredded sensitive Donald Trump-related documents that had been held in a top-secret safe right before Trump was elected in 2016, according to fresh allegations made in a new book by journalist Ronan Farrow.  https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/14/ronan-farrow-national-enquirer-shredded-trump-documents-046711

Trump is a reality-TV star who stumbled his way into an ongoing realignment in American politics, aided by a series of events peculiar to 2016 that were fortunate for him: The Democrats chose a polarizing nominee who didn’t have the requisite political touch that can come from surviving tough elections; social media was, by that point, deeply entrenched in the country’s politics, but its corrosive effects were largely unchecked; multiple players—such as then–FBI Director James Comey—took consequential actions fueled by their misplaced confidence in Hillary Clinton’s win; and Trump’s rivals in the Republican primaries underestimated him. He drew a royal flush. 
It’s not that he is completely without talent. His rallies effectively let him bond with his base, and test out various messages with the crowd that he would then amplify everywhere. He has an intuitive understanding of the power of attention, and he played the traditional media like a fiddle—they benefited from his antics, which they boosted. He also clearly sensed the political moment in 2016, and managed to navigate his way into the presidency, though that probably had more to do with instinct than with deep planning.
Luck aside, though, Trump is not good at his job
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/11/trump-proved-authoritarians-can-get-elected-america/617023

it was clear that even Trump’s own camp didn’t think he would win. Top advisers planned their postelection careers. The candidate reportedly didn’t have a victory speech written. Even pro-Kremlin forces were ready for a loss — they prepped a #DemocracyRIP Twitter campaign to cast doubt on Clinton’s legitimacy. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/trump-tower-meeting-suspicious-transactions-agalarov

Between 2014 and 2016, 16 million registered voters were removed from state rolls, 33 percent more than were moved between 2006 and 2008. For the election of 2012 and 2016, the Brennan Center estimates that two million fewer voters would have been purged if those states had to apply by the provisions of the Voting Rights Act. https://www.theroot.com/millions-of-black-voters-are-being-purged-from-voter-ro-1827808612?utm_medium=socialflow&utm_source=theroot_twitter

Mississippi ensures 127,000 Black Mississippians are disenfranchised by felony voter laws. Without those laws, a study found Mississippi would have split 50-50 for Trump/Clinton in 2016.

The number of physical polling places fell by nearly 3,000 between the 2012 and 2016 elections https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/10/26/thousands-polling-places-were-closed-over-past-decade-heres-where/

In November 2016, South Carolina Lieutenant Governor—first statewide SC official to endorse Trump—told Trump he wanted to be governor but couldn’t if Nikki Haley were around. Trump announced Haley as his choice for UN ambassador within days. https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1149298707948380160

In the run-up to the 2016 election, White House senior policy adviser Stephen Miller promoted white nationalist literature, pushed racist immigration stories and obsessed over the loss of Confederate symbols after Dylann Roof’s murderous rampage, according to leaked emails https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2019/11/12/stephen-millers-affinity-white-nationalism-revealed-leaked-emails

Marcy Wheeler has argued that (and at least one study backs) white supremacist networks provided the real fire behind the attacks on Clinton; Russia’s information operations had the effect of throwing more fuel on a blazing bonfire. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/03/20/the-predictable-result-of-asymmetry-in-terrorism-policing-andrew-mccabes-demise/

“No matter how stupid it sounds, and no matter how much political and journalistic elites on all sides of America’s toxic politics began trying to ignore it as soon as the votes were counted, the dominant issue of the 2016 campaign was email server management.”
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2016/12/25/14037576/trump-won-because-of-emails

Trump campaign listed 3.5 million Black Americans as ‘Deterrence’ - to try to stop them voting in 2016. https://twitter.com/Channel4News/status/1310584937356103686

Trump’s campaign often made sure to seat one African American behind the president. They called him “Michael the Black Man.” https://twitter.com/ericuman/status/1152740799651688448
https://t.co/7J2n2vbdVK?amp=1

11.4.2016
Massive shit went down on Nov. 4, 2016, with desperate attempts to bury media attention to Trump’s sexual misconduct  https://twitter.com/soychicka/status/1151885805406838784
Jane Doe sexual abuse case against Trump and Epstein was terminated four days before the 2016 election (after being reassigned from an Obama appointee to a Reagan appointee) https://twitter.com/tweetingLEB/status/1275603221193449473
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3894806/Woman-alleged-raped-Donald-Trump-13-Jeffrey-Epstein-sex-party-DROPS-case-casting-doubt-truth-claims.html

11.3.2016
multiple pro-Trump militia groups are calling for violent action should Mr. Trump lose. In a preview of what's to come, Trump fans have burned down a black church and plotted multiple terror attacks against Muslims, including a thwarted bomb plot in Kansas.  https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/amp/opinion/trumps-strategy-pull-the-fringes-into-the-centre-and-mainstream-extremism/article32657532

According to a friend, “[Stormy Daniels] was talking to ‘Good Morning America,’ she was talking to the media — and [the Trump campaign] paid her to keep her quiet. This was October and November.” https://www.yahoo.com/news/ex-fec-chief-lawyer-trump-attorney-may-made-colossal-screwup-stormy-daniels-statement-135418767.html
FoxNews.com reporter Diana Falzone had “obtained proof” about Trump’s affair with Daniels and had confirmed it with Daniels’s manager and former husband. She also had emails between Daniels’s lawyer and Cohen about the hush payment and nondisclosure agreement to keep Daniels from speaking out. But the story never came out. Editors kept punting on it, and former Fox executive Ken LaCorte reportedly told Falzone, “Good reporting, kiddo. But Rupert wants Donald Trump to win. So just let it go,” referring to media mogul Rupert Murdoch, who created Fox News. https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/03/11/the-making-of-the-fox-news-white-house

FBI/Comey
After the Comey letter came out, we estimated that Trump/allies quickly spent over 10M on ads that directly referenced the reopening of FBI investigation. https://twitter.com/orenshur/status/984919658439626752
DOJ watchdog investigators subsequently find that  Comey “defied authority” by announcing reopening Clinton investigation just before Election Day. Which helped Trump. https://twitter.com/NickRiccardi/status/1004402744986251265
FBI investigated both Clinton and the Trump campaign during the 2016 election. -FBI told voters about the Clinton case, which found no criminal wrongdoing. -FBI didn't tell voters about the Trump case, which has since charged 20 people, 3 companies, & secured 5 guilty pleas https://twitter.com/Zeddary/status/1007332894895951872
“The irony of the right wing complaints about the “deep state” is that to the extent one exists, it slammed its boot on the scale on Trump’s behalf in an attempt to avoid a right wing backlash.” https://twitter.com/AdamSerwer/status/1139988438780973057

Clinton’s campaign ran TV ads that had less to do with policy than any other presidential candidate in the past four presidential races https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/8/14848636/hillary-clinton-tv-ads

10.31.2016
NY Times “Investigating Donald Trump, FBI Sees No Clear Link to Russia” 

10.30.2016
Senator Harry Reid writes FBI director Comey, reiterating call to release “explosive information about close ties and coordination between Donald Trump, his top advisors, and the Russian government - a foreign interest openly hostile to the United States, which Trump praises at every opportunity.” https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/960261487729238017

October 28, 2016: The official US Attorney’s report on Mikhail Lesin says he dude got so drunk alone in his own hotel room that he accidentally bludgeoned himself to death https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/978633132248387584

10.26.2016
1 day after the Trump campaign completed a series of disbursements to Trump Org hotels that totaled $130K – the bank emailed Cohen at his http://trumporg.com  account to confirm the $130K for Stormy's settlement had been deposited. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/972169650535653376

In 2016 campaign, CNN literally had an on-air clock counting the minutes since Clinton had held a formal press conference

Three weeks before Election Day, Donald Trump Jr. left the campaign trail and the country to speak at a private dinner in Paris organized by an obscure pro-Russia group that promotes Kremlin foreign policy initiatives and has since nominated Russian President Vladimir Putin for the Nobel Peace Prize, http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-jr-lingering-questions-meeting-pro-russia-group/story

even though a fairly large number of congressional Republicans declined to endorse Trump in 2016, they all wanted him to do well in the election (if for no other reason to avoid down-ballot losses). So they allowed him to move forward with an unprecedented lack of financial disclosure (e.g. withholding his tax returns). https://www.vox.com/2018/10/3/17932216/donald-trumps-tax-returns

Time and again, from press interviews in the 1980s to the launch of his 2016 campaign, Trump has trotted out evermore outsized claims of his wealth, frequently brandishing papers prepared by members of his accounting team, who have sometimes been called on to appear in person when they were presented, offering a sort of mute testimony in support of the findings. The accountants’ written disclaimers — that the calculations rely on Trump’s own numbers, rendering them essentially meaningless — are rarely mentioned.
Trump’s accountants have been crucial enablers in his remarkable rise. And like their marquee client, they have a surprisingly colorful and tangled story of their own. It’s dramatically at odds with the image Trump has presented of his accountants as “one of the most highly respected” big firms, solemnly confirming his numbers after months of careful scrutiny. For starters, it’s only technically true to say Trump’s accounting work is handled by a large firm.
In fact, Trump entrusts his taxes and planning to a tiny, secretive team of CPAs who have operated at various times from humble quarters in Queens and two Long Island office parks. https://www.propublica.org/article/meet-the-shadowy-accountants-who-do-trumps-taxes-and-help-him-seem-richer-than-he-is

FBI agent Peter Strzok co-wrote the first draft of the letter that then-FBI Director James Comey sent to Congress in October 2016, announcing that the bureau was reopening an investigation into Hillary Clinton’s emails. That letter set off a political firestorm just 11 days before the presidential election and hurt Clinton at the polls — so much so that it may have swung the election in favor of Trump. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/12/5/16737350/peter-strzok-clinton-emails-fbi-trump-scandal-mueller

Democrats raise money for the North Carolina Republican Party, to “rebuild” the county party HQ that was recently set on fire by an unknown party. One backer even calls this donation of money to an organization busy with vote suppression, gerrymandering, bigotry, etc., “a blow for civilization and peace” https://medium.com/@cd_hooks/stakes-is-high-6b45374e0157

“During the election campaign, when it appeared that Hillary Clinton might win the election, John McCain and various other Republican Senators announced that the President still would not have the power to appoint justices to the Supreme Court, not throughout her entire term. The Republican coup had settled that matter. McConnell was quieter himself during this time period, but he certainly wasn’t correcting the position the coup plotters staked out: Elect Hillary, no Supreme Court justices. Only Republicans have the power to appoint judges. (Nobody even asked about lower courts. That’s been a done deal for years.) So: coup, step 1. Take the power to Appoint. Unlink Presidency from Judiciary. Balance between branches shifts.” http://www.nopackagedeals.com/2016/12/15/coup-past-tense/

Sen. Richard Burr, a Senior Advisor to the Trump campaign, straight up lied in October 2016 about what the Intelligence Community had concluded about Russian interference in the election to help Trump, info he had been given in 1-on-1 briefing as Senate Intel Cmte Chair. https://twitter.com/KenGude/status/1096391433488084992

Sen. Lindsey Graham’s Senate campaign is managed by Christian Ferry, a former employee of Paul Manafort, and associate of other people tied up in Trump-Russia plots https://twitter.com/krassenstein/status/949475826092818433?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/1/7/1730532/-Why-Has-Lindsey-Graham-Changed-His-Campaign-Manager-s-Connection-To-Paul-Manafort

October 11, 2016
On October 11, 2016, WikiLeaks released the Halpin-Palmieri emails. Within hours, Russia’s state-owned RT media outlet started highlighting the exchange in an array of articles on its website that quoted the emails extensively and said that they included “disparaging comments.” 
Trump, reeling from the release of the Access Hollywood tape only four days earlier, jumped at the chance to attack Clinton’s team.
His first attack came on the evening of October 11, the same day WikiLeaks released the emails. At a campaign rally in Florida, Trump said the emails showed “the Clinton Team attacking Catholics.” 
He went further the next day, telling another rally that the emails “show members of the Clinton team viciously attacking Catholics and Evangelicals.” The messages, he added, “could be election changing.”
We’ll never definitively know whether this WikiLeaks email dump, or their continued release of sensitive emails stolen from Podesta and the Democratic National Committee, were what allowed Trump to squeeze out his razor-thin victory.
But the story of the leaked Halpin-Palmieri-Podesta emails about Catholicism is important all the same because it illustrates the sophistication with which WikiLeaks released the stolen emails for maximum political effect — and the speed with which the emails ricocheted through the conservative media ecosystem and then into Trump’s own remarks.
Put another way, this specific case illustrates a broader point about WikiLeaks: The stolen emails had power, and Trump and his allies so badly wanted to use that power to win the White House that they tried to get early access to the stolen emails at least six times before WikiLeaks publicly released them. https://www.vox.com/2018/4/25/17214724/trump-russia-wikileaks-catholic-clinton
Also on Oct. 11, actual “investigative reporter” remarks: “New Trump ad shows Clinton coughing, stumbling, fainting. Says she's too weak to stop ISIS. Fair game or low blow?” https://twitter.com/BobSegallWTHR/status/785870586861981696

Russia’s efforts to hack the 2016 presidential election were much more widespread than originally thought. The Russian campaign hit 39 states — twice as many as originally reported — and in one case hackers tried to delete and alter voter data. https://www.vox.com/world/2017/6/13/15791744/russia-election-39-states-hack-putin-trump-sessions

Facebook sold ads during the U.S. presidential election to a shadowy Russian company seeking to target voters. (In September 2017, Facebook officials reported that they traced the ad sales, totaling $100,000, to a Russian “troll farm” with a history of pushing pro-Kremlin propaganda, these people said.) http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/09/06/trump_impeachment_chances_facebook_troll_edition.html

Facebook effectively extended hundreds of thousands of dollars in credit to the Trump campaign so the campaign could keep running after it ran out of cash https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1198322668568748034
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-facebooks-embed-in-the-trump-campaign-helped-the-president-win-11574521712

Russian trolls posed as black activists on Tumblr and generated hundreds of thousands of interactions https://www.buzzfeed.com/craigsilverman/russian-trolls-ran-wild-on-tumblr-and-the-company-refuses?utm_term=.pheKZreZM#.biX4E69Eo

the amount of communication between Cohen and Trump right before the 2016 general election, while Cohen was arranging the secret payment to Daniels, was unusual. In the months prior to October 2016, Cohen had been in contact with Trump via telephone only “about once a month,” according to a search warrant application. But communication between Cohen and Trump spiked in early October 2016 https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/07/trump-campaign-finance-crimes-hope-hicks-michael-cohen.html

October 7, 2016 Trump campaign cancels planned ad purchases & shifts massive resources elsewhere (within a couple of weeks of DNC data being hacked) https://twitter.com/resisterhood/status/1018221264077541378

Following a October 5, 2016 Twitter conversation, Maria Butina and [Aleksandr Torshin] discussed whether Butina should volunteer to serve as a U.S. election observer from Russia and agreed that the risk was too high. [Torshin] expressed the opinion that the “risk of provocation is too high and the ‘media hype’ which comes after it,” and Butina agreed by responding, “Only incognito! Right now everything has to be quiet and careful.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/07/25/sergey-kislyak-guccifer-2-0-and-maria-butina-walk-into-an-fbi-investigation/

October 5, 2016:  Roger Stone / Julian Assange go-between visited Ecuador embassy (two days before Wikileaks began releasing Podesta emails) https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/936030714927165441

Flynn and other advisers to Trump’s campaign were in contact with Russian officials and others with Kremlin ties in at least 18 calls and emails during the last seven months of the 2016 presidential race http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKCN18E106

Why did GOP PACs and other Trump-controlled funds take Russian money? Why didn't the PACs say, "Thanks, but no thanks," like the Republicans said to Shustorovich in 2000? Yes, it was legal to accept their donations, but it was incredibly poor judgment.
	McConnell surely knew as a participant in high level intelligence briefings in 2016 that our electoral process was under attack by the Russians. Two weeks after the Department of Homeland Security and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence issued a joint statement in October 2016 that the Russian government had directed the effort to interfere in our electoral process, McConnell's PAC accepted a $1 million donation from Blavatnik's AI-Altep Holdings. The PAC took another $1 million from Blavatnik's AI-Altep Holdings on March 30, 2017, just 10 days after former FBI Director James Comey publicly testified before the House Intelligence Committee about Russia's interference in the election. https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2017/12/15/putins-proxies-helped-funnel-millions-gop-campaigns

Oleg Deripaska's business partner, Len Blavatnik, gave to McConnell’s Senate “Leadership Fund” between 2015 and 2017 https://twitter.com/dcpoll/status/1117812653739716609

Fall 2016: McConnell torpedoed an effort by the White House to issue an official bi-partisan warning to state and local election officials detailing Russian intrusions in two states. https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/4/7/1651304/-Gorsuch-Always-remember-and-never-forget-when-Republicans-lose-they-cheat
He refused to tell the public and threatened that if Obama notified the public he would accuse Obama of interference.

October 2016: 
On multiple occasions, Roger Stone told senior Trump Campaign officials about materials possessed by [Wikileaks] and the timing of future releases. On or about October 3, 2016, Stone wrote to a supporter involved with the Trump Campaign, “Spoke to my friend in London last night. The payload is still coming.” On or about October 4, 2016, Stone told a high-ranking Trump Campaign official that Assange had a “serious security concern” but would release “a load every week going forward.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/roger-stones-indictment-proves-the-house-republicans-russia-investigation-was-a-whitewash.html
WikiLeaks dropped the Podesta hack w/in ONE HOUR of release of Access Hollywood tape. At darkest moment of Trump campaign –when Ryan, Priebus etc. were hiding for cover – Putin stepped in to save Trump https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/893087901474447361
Then a high-ranking Trump campaign official sent a text to Roger Stone saying, "well done." https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1088803513570861060
American Bar Association stifled publication of an article in a publication of the ABA Media Law Committee that was critical of Trump http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/aba-decision-stifle-report-criticizing-trump-ominous-sign-article-1.2844578

J.D. Gordon, a former national security adviser to Trump, attended an event with the Russian ambassador at the GOP convention. Trump national-security advisers Carter Page and Walid Phares were there, too. And Jared Kushner and Mike Flynn met with Russia’s ambassador at Trump Tower in December. http://www.cnn.com/2017/03/02/politics/russia-donald-trump-meetings-ambassador/

A rapidly growing number of patients are developing drug-resistant tuberculosis, which kills more people than any other drug-resistant pathogen. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/28/17914344/tuberculosis-united-nations-funding-india-china

”We saw a targeting [by Russia of voter rolls in] 21 states and an exceptionally small number of them were actually successfully penetrated." (DHS announcement, Feb. 2018) https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/elections/amp/russians-penetrated-u-s-voter-systems-says-top-u-s-n845721?__twitter_impression=true

the Russian government’s efforts to get permission to act as election observers, something that shows up two times in the report. It appears that Russia went first to State, and then to localities… Russia was seeking access to voting sites in September, and that no one ever figured out what Russia planned to do. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/07/25/sergey-kislyak-guccifer-2-0-and-maria-butina-walk-into-an-fbi-investigation/

September 26, 2016 
Carter Page “left” the Trump campaign (but the Trump campaign publicly denied that Page was ever part of the campaign team). https://twitter.com/SLSmith000/status/959978151756615680

Republican operative Cheri Jacobus files an FBI complaint: the Trump campaign first used deceit to try to collect information on what anti-Trump PACs were planning, later carried out a sustained campaign of abuse, and finally hacked her email when she prepared to reveal the catfishing scheme https://www.emptywheel.net/2018/10/02/muellers-inquiry-expands-and-contracts/

September 17, 2016: The @TEN_GOP account was one of many created by Russia's Internet Research Agency, a Kremlin-linked “troll farm” that devoted hundreds of thousands of dollars and nearly 100 people specifically to influencing American political sentiment. On three separate occasions — Sept. 17, 2016, March 1, 2017, and Aug. 14, 2017 — the Tennessee GOP reported the fake @TEN_GOP account to Twitter for impersonating it. It wasn’t until sometime between Aug. 18 and Aug. 25, 2017, that Twitter closed the account. https://www.buzzfeed.com/kevincollier/twitter-was-warned-repeatedly-about-this-fake-account-run?utm_term=.roYbLbxLg#.owp1R12Rv

Russian-created fake accounts were subsequently found all over Twitter https://blog.twitter.com/official/en_us/topics/company/2018/2016-election-update.html

the Associated Press’s Jeff Horwitz and Chad Day report that former Trump campaign chair Paul Manafort “secretly worked for a Russian billionaire to advance the interests of Russian President Vladimir Putin a decade ago and proposed an ambitious political strategy to undermine anti-Russian opposition across former Soviet republics.” And they’ve got documents to back it up. https://www.apnews.com/122ae0b5848345faa88108a03de40c5a/Manafort's-plan-to-'greatly-benefit-the-Putin-Government

September 2016
Trump is part of conversation (recorded) discussing paying off a former Playboy model who claims she had an affair with Trump https://www.vox.com/2018/7/24/17610584/tape-michael-cohen-trump-payoff-playboy-model-karen-mcdougal-recording

September 2016
“about 200 staffers from the Koch brothers’ conservative advocacy network” were summoned to an auditorium and told “about the importance of destroying old physical and electronic files.”
Vogel says this meeting in mid-September of 2016 was preceded by an earlier one in the same month when “shredding bins were brought to the offices of various network groups, and employees were encouraged to identify sensitive files for destruction.” https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/07/23/koch-industries-is-staffing-up-with-voter-data-scientists-to-tip-the-november-election-to-the-extreme-right/

North Carolina (Republican) officials begin voter purges subsequently ruled illegal https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/2016-election-day/judge-says-north-carolina-illegally-purged-voter-lists-n677431

One strategy Bannon and Cambridge Analytica used was to form a supposedly nonpartisan 501(c)(3) organization to do “nonpartisan” research. The Hillary Clinton hit job book Clinton Cash came out of that. Yet New York Times and Washington Post published excerpts from it, just as if it were true. https://medium.com/@upine/four-right-wing-lies-that-even-democrats-believe-ecba5eaaeda9

Facebook data was sold to Cambridge Analytica (not, as claimed afterward, in some way seized or hacked) https://twitter.com/jason_kint/status/1154061557376135169
 
Russian Facebook accounts attempted to organize more than a dozen Florida Trump rallies during the election http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/09/20/russian_facebook_account_organized_florida_trump_rallies_daily_beast_reports.html

September 4, 2016: Candidate Donald Trump, his son Donald Trump Jr. and others in the Trump Organization received an email in September 2016 offering a decryption key and website address for hacked WikiLeaks documents… on the same day that Trump Jr. first tweeted about WikiLeaks and Clinton https://www.cnn.com/2017/12/08/politics/email-effort-give-trump-campaign-wikileaks-documents/index.html?sr=twCNN120817email-effort-give-trump-campaign-wikileaks-documents0808AMVODtop
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/12/medias-wikileaks-trump-jr-email-date-screwup-still-unexplained.html

During the late Summer of 2016, at least one large central Texas county had concerns, from their own vote system IT staff, that network intrusions of an unknown origin had occurred. https://twitter.com/VickerySec/status/1056895008228335616

After the first political advertisement appeared using the hacked material, Mr. Luján wrote a letter to his Republican counterpart at the National Republican Congressional Committee urging him to not use this stolen material in the 2016 campaign.
	“The N.R.C.C.’s use of documents stolen by the Russians plays right into the hands of one of the United States’ most dangerous adversaries,” Mr. Luján’s Aug. 29 letter said. “Put simply, if this action continues, the N.R.C.C. will be complicit in aiding the Russian government in its effort to influence American elections.”
	Ms. Pelosi sent a similar letter in early September to Mr. Ryan. Neither received a response. By October, the Congressional Leadership Fund, a “super PAC” tied to Mr. Ryan, had used the stolen material in another advertisement, attacking Mr. Garcia during the general election in Florida. https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/us/politics/house-democrats-hacking-dccc.html

August 2016, Saudi billionaire Prince Al-Waleed Bin Talal said he twice saved US presidential candidate Donald Trump from bankruptcy https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20160825-saudi-prince-says-he-twice-saved-trump-from-bankruptcy/#.W_L7CZKJdjR.twitter

Alva Johnson, who worked for the Trump campaign in Florida, says that Trump grabbed her hand and kissed her on the lips outside a rally in Tampa in August 2016 https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/former-campaign-staffer-alleges-in-lawsuit-that-trump-kissed-her-without-her-consent-the-white-house-denies-the-charge/2019/02/25/fe1869a4-3498-11e9-946a-115a5932c45b_story.html

Facing a lose-everything election which was all too close, with Democrats’ nominee shaky at best, Barack Obama determined to hang the unpopular Trans Pacific Partnership around Hillary Clinton’s neck by remaining actively and vocally supportive of it, feeding already substantial skepticism about Clinton’s own disavowal of the proposal. 

August 15, 2016. 
Jeh Johnson, the homeland-security secretary, was responsible for finding out whether the government could quickly shore up the security of the nation’s archaic patchwork of voting systems. He floated the idea of designating state mechanisms “critical infrastructure,” a label that would have entitled states to receive priority in federal cybersecurity assistance, putting them on a par with U.S. defense contractors and financial networks.
On Aug. 15, Johnson arranged a conference call with dozens of state officials, hoping to enlist their support. He ran into a wall of resistance.
Stung by the reaction, the White House turned to Congress for help, hoping that a bipartisan appeal to states would be more effective.
“The Dems were, ‘Hey, we have to tell the public,’ ” recalled one participant. But Republicans resisted, arguing that to warn the public that the election was under attack would further Russia’s aim of sapping confidence in the system.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2017/world/national-security/obama-putin-election-hacking/

Julian Assange went all-in, and quite crazy, to boost Trump https://twitter.com/micahflee/status/963852295271104512

August 10, 2016
Manafort told his bookkeeper that he expected a $2.4 million payment, from Ukrainian former clients Lyovochkin and Akhmetov, after November. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/11/19/kurt-volker-makes-the-case-that-ukraine-tampered-in-2016-election-for-trump/

August 4, 2016
Roger Stone e-mails Sam Nunberg “I dined with Julian Assange last night” https://twitter.com/ScottMStedman/status/980886007846334464

August 3, 2016
Trump Jr. met with an Israeli social media specialist and an emissary for the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia who said the countries wanted to help Donald Trump win https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/5/19/17372344/donald-trump-jr-saudi-arabia-russia-meeting

“A week after Manafort passed Trump's internal poll data to a Russian military intelligence trained guy who'd been passing messages from Manafort to another GRU guy who worked for Deripaska, Deripaska met with the indicted head of the troll farm and Putin. … Trump's campaign manager had a guy trained by Russia's GRU, who had been passing messages to another GRU agent, fly to NY on Aug 2 to give him messages in person & he gave him the campaign's internal data AS the GRU was hacking our voter rolls and the DNC's data analytics.” https://twitter.com/MsEnergyHealer/status/1095872944452980736

“The campaign chairman (mgr) and the deputy mgr walked down the street from Trump Tower to a clandestine meeting with a GRU asset & handed him the most private polling/targeting material from the campaign. Within weeks the Russians (for which they have been indicted) were conducting sophisticated targeting in key states of American voters to move them to Trump or away from Hillary. In the meantime, Trump was continuing negotiations with Kremlin for Trump Tower in Moscow, even offering Putin $20 million gift. And, ‘coincidentally’ or in exchange, offering reductions in sanctions, blind eye re: Crimea and change in GOP platform re: Ukraine.” https://twitter.com/jwgop/status/1096070988700307456

August 2, 2016 
At a clandestine meeting on August 2, 2016, Manafort talked about: 
1) How the campaign planned to win PA, MI, and WI 
2) A RU-backed planned to carve up Ukraine 
3) How Manafort could get $22.4M benefit from Ukraine and Deripaska
“The truth appears to be that Manafort walked Konstantin Kilimnik through recent, highly detailed polling data at a clandestine meeting in NYC on August 2, 2016, in part because even if it didn’t help Trump, it might help his own fortunes down the way. (And he subsequently seems willing to bet that lying about that fact is his best chance for a pardon.)” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/09/paul-manafort-sold-out-donald-trump-and-his-anonymous-leakers-are-lying-about-it-publicly/
Manafort seems to have told the government or grand jury that the data “just was public information,” the comments of his own lawyer, Richard Westling, make it clear that it was something else entirely. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/25/on-august-2-2016-paul-manafort-gave-konstantin-kilimnik-75-pages-of-recent-detailed-polling-data/
“Manafort offered to brief Deripaska to repay his $18 million debt. We need to ask why he thought the briefing was worth millions to the Russians.” https://twitter.com/john_sipher/status/1154069941131325440

August 1, 2016, The Atlantic actually ran as a headline “Why can’t Hillary Clinton stop lying” https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/08/why-hillary-clinton-keeps-lying/493841/

In the summer of 2016, Deutsche Bank’s software flagged a series of transactions involving the real estate company of Jared. Kushner. Anti-money laundering specialists at Deutsche Bank recommended (in 2016 and 2017) that multiple transactions involving legal entities controlled by Donald J. Trump and his son-in-law Kushner, be reported to a federal financial-crimes watchdog.
But executives at Deutsche Bank, which has lent billions of dollars to the Trump and Kushner companies, rejected their employees’ advice. The reports were never filed with the government. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/19/business/deutsche-bank-trump-kushner.html

In the summer of 2016, Russian intelligence agents secretly planted a fake report claiming that Democratic National Committee staffer Seth Rich was gunned down by a squad of assassins working for Hillary Clinton, giving rise to a notorious conspiracy theory that captivated conservative activists and was later promoted from inside President Trump’s White House https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-the-true-origins-of-the-seth-rich-conspiracy-a-yahoo-news-investigation-100000831.html

In the summer of 2016, news organizations, including [by its own subsequent admission] ProPublica, did less than they should have on the intricacies of the Trump family businesses in part because his victory was deemed so implausible. “Why devote months of hard slogging to a learning about a guy who’s headed to reality television by late November?”

July 27, 2016
Trump: “I will tell you this, Russia: If you’re listening, I hope you’re able to find the 30,000 emails that are missing. I think you will probably be rewarded mightily by our press.” Trump subsequently repeated the solicitation on Twitter that same day. (Subsequently team Trump promoted the revision that he was “joking” in doing so.) https://shareblue.com/katy-tur-destroys-spicers-lie-trump-wasnt-joking-when-he-asked-russia-to-hack-hillary/
at the same press conference where Trump asked Russia to find Hillary’s emails (and in seeming response to which, GRU officers targeted Hillary’s personal office just five hours later)
Trump suggested any efforts to build a Trump Tower in Moscow were years in the past, not ongoing (which may be one of the references Michael Cohen refers to when he describes raising the Trump Tower Moscow deal as soon as Trump came off stage). 
He also said they’d consider recognizing Russia’s seizure of Crimea, which makes Konstantin Kilimnik’s travel — to Moscow the next day, then to New York for the August 2 meeting at which he and Paul Manafort discussed carving up Ukraine at the same meeting where they discussed how to win Michigan — all the more striking. 
Trump’s odd answer to whether his campaign “had any conversations with foreign leaders” to “hit the ground running” may reflect Mike Flynn’s meetings with Sergei Kislyak to do just that. In other words, even on top of that request of the Russians for more hacking, that press conference seems to tie to all the other things Trump was trying to hide when he obstructed Mueller’s investigation.
But it’s also worth looking at the abundant evidence that Trump wasn’t joking about his request that Russians find Hillary’s emails
Immediately after Trump asked Russia to find Hillary’s emails, the Mueller Report describes, he started asking Mike Flynn to go find them.
The request was also tied to Roger Stone’s contact with Wikileaks https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1132008067359494144
days before that press conference, “a senior Trump Campaign official was directed” (probably a reference to Manafort’s request to Gates) to ask Roger Stone to find out about upcoming releases, which is what led Stone to start pushing Jerome Corsi to find out what was coming
Gates recalled candidate Trump being generally frustrated that the Clinton emails had not been found.
Mike Flynn, Rick Gates, and Paul Manafort all testified how serious Trump was about finding these emails.
https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/05/24/trump-claims-he-was-joking-when-he-gave-russian-hackers-a-wish-list-to-hack-hillary-but-his-senior-aides-disagree/

July 2016 https://twitter.com/SLSmith000/status/959992425296138241
7/22–Wikileaks releases DNC emails
7/20–Page met with Kislyak 
7/15–Anti-RUS RNC platform cut 
7/7–Manafort offers private briefing to Deripaska 
7/7–Page met Putin allies in Moscow 
7/5–Page gives pro-Kremlin speech challenging US-Ru sanctions 
In the weeks after he became the Republican nominee on July 19, 2016, Donald Trump was warned that foreign adversaries, including Russia, would probably try to spy on and infiltrate his campaign https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fbi-warned-trump-2016-russians-would-try-infiltrate-his-campaign-n830596
Simon Kukes (a Russian-born American businessman who gave hundreds of thousands of dollars to support Donald Trump's run for president in 2016) sent an email to the official in Moscow in July 2016, which “reads like an email exchange between a source and a handler, or a source and headquarters.” https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/big-donor-trump-campaign-made-overture-top-russian-official-boasting-n913791

Trump and other top 2016 Trump campaign officials repeatedly privately discussed how the campaign could get access to stolen Democratic emails WikiLeaks had in 2016 "[Rick] Gates recalled a time on the campaign aircraft when candidate Trump said, 'get the emails.' [Michael] Flynn said he could use his intelligence sources to obtain the emails," https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/02/politics/mueller-investigation-notes-trump-stolen-emails/index.html

July 6, 2016: conversations between Russian intelligence agents and Wikileaks: “if you have anything hillary related we want it in the next tweo [sic] days prefable [sic] because the DNC is approaching and she will solidify bernie supporters behind her after.” “ok ... i see,” the Russians responded. https://www.vox.com/2018/7/13/17569030/mueller-indictments-russia-hackers-bernie-sanders-hillary-clinton-democratic-national-convention

The Republican Party approved a shockingly radical party platform, to little notice: take the country back before the modern welfare state, to pre-Lochner law, with unrestrained monopolists & plutocrats & no protections for the vulnerable.  https://twitter.com/drvox/status/1097236474372677632

The Republican politician Matt Shea connected close allies with a group offering training to young men in “biblical warfare” that includes how to use knives, pistols and rifles, with lessons based in part on the teachings of a Georgia-based neo-Confederate pastor https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/aug/13/matt-shea-biblical-war-washington-team-rugged

July 2016: behind the scenes, several major corporations and trade groups secretly bankrolled a plush hideaway for lawmakers at the same Republican National Convention in Cleveland.
	Comcast Corp., Microsoft, Koch Companies Public Sector, the National Retail Federation, Health Care Service Corp., the American Petroleum Institute, Chevron and AT&T are among the companies, associations and lobbying powerhouses that funded a limited liability company called “Friends of the House 2016 LLC,” according to bank records.
	Friends of the House 2016 LLC, in turn, paid for the design and outfitting of an exclusive office, lounge and gathering space for Republican lawmakers — including House Speaker Paul Ryan — and controlled access to the so-called “cloakroom.”
	The limited liability company effectively hid the corporations’ contributions from public view at a time when activist groups were pressuring companies to scale back giving to the Republican convention, and a few of the companies had publicly minimized their participation. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2017/10/18/21213/republican-lawmakers-posh-hideaway-bankrolled-secret-corporate-cash

In June 2016, the Arkansas secretary of state gave a list of 7,700 names to county clerks to be removed from the rolls because of supposed felony convictions. That list included people who had never been convicted of a felony and formerly convicted persons whose voting rights had been restored. https://www.theroot.com/millions-of-black-voters-are-being-purged-from-voter-ro-1827808612?utm_medium=socialflow&utm_source=theroot_twitter

June 23, 2016: Twitter wanted RT to spend big ahead of the 2016 US election, offering a significant portion of its election-related ad inventory in return. The social media company offered the Russian state–owned television network up to a 15% share of voice ("SOV") on US election advertising — or the percent of all ads run on that topic — for $3 million. https://www.buzzfeed.com/alexkantrowitz/twitter-offered-rt-15-of-its-total-share-of-us-elections?utm_term=.fovz3qaGl#.juadBWwpQ

June 20, 2016: 11 days after the Trump Tower meeting, an offshore company controlled by Aras Agalarov (a billionaire real estate developer close to both Vladimir Putin and Donald Trump) wired more than $19.5 million to his account at a bank in New York. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/trump-tower-meeting-suspicious-transactions-agalarov

June 15, 2016: “There’s two people I think Putin pays: Rohrabacher and Trump,” House Majority Leader McCarthy (R-Calif.) said in a conversation with other GOP leaders. Some laughed; McCarthy added “swear to god,” and then House Speaker Paul D. Ryan (R-Wis.) immediately interjected, stopping the conversation from further exploring McCarthy’s assertion, and swore the Republicans present to secrecy.
Guccifer 2.0 sprang into existence on June 15, 2016, hours after a report by a computer security firm forensically tied Russia to an intrusion at the Democratic National Committee. … the “lone hacker” who took credit for providing WikiLeaks with stolen emails from the Democratic National Committee, was in fact an officer of Russia’s military intelligence directorate (GRU) https://www.thedailybeast.com/exclusive-lone-dnc-hacker-guccifer-20-slipped-up-and-revealed-he-was-a-russian-intelligence-officer

Trump NEVER mentioned HRC's 33,000 emails before Jun 9, 2016. After, he mentioned almost daily. https://twitter.com/4everNeverTrump/status/884905533517508608

June 9, 2016: Trump Tower Meeting
President Trump’s eldest son, Donald Trump Jr., was promised damaging information about Hillary Clinton before agreeing to meet with a Kremlin-connected Russian lawyer during the 2016 campaign
(Former ambassador to Russia reports 7/13/17 “I've been told that Congressman Rohrabacher invited her to the hearing. Someone should confirm with his office. He also is anti-sanctions.” https://twitter.com/McFaul/status/885146485049835522)
Four witnesses to the meeting (the four whose responses weren’t coached by Trump Organization lawyers) said that the meeting ended with Don Jr saying that his father might or would revisit Magnitsky sanctions if he became President. https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/05/felix-sater-promised-a-putin-meeting-with-michael-cohen-just-as-the-june-9-meeting-broke-up/
Somehow Russian-American Rinat Akhmetshin was confident that Jeff Sessions would take out the Magnitsky Act. And then Natalia waltzed into Trump Tower and asked for just that. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1180262441751662592

June 2016 Comey statement — later statements to OIG explain this as partly motivated by concerns of FBI employees who said "You guys are finally going to get that bitch. We're rooting for you." https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1008804910887038976
Three days before Donald Trump’s personal lawyer would have met with Vladimir Putin to advance a $300 million Tower deal, he instead met his fixer in the lobby and told him, “he would not be traveling at that time.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2019/02/05/the-wapo-scoop-on-the-dnc-hack-temporarily-killed-the-trump-tower-deal/

June 8, 2016: Facebook posts by fictional “Melvin Redick,” promoting brand new “DC Leaks” web site linked to Russian military intelligence, arrive in the vanguard of a cyberarmy of counterfeit Facebook and Twitter accounts, a legion of Russian-controlled impostors https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/07/us/politics/russia-facebook-twitter-election.html

June 3, 2016
Donald Trump Jr. received one of the most striking emails of the presidential campaign, offering dirt on Hillary Clinton as part of the Russian government’s “support for Mr. Trump.” Trump Jr. responded 17 minutes later: “if it’s what you say I love it.” https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/07/11/us/politics/donald-trump-jr-email-text.html
$3.3 million began moving on June 3 between two of the men who orchestrated the subsequent Trump Tower meeting … Many of the transfers seemed to have no legitimate purpose, bankers noted. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/mueller-investigation-money-trump-tower-meeting

June 2016: “Two weeks after Donald J. Trump clinched the Republican presidential nomination last year, his eldest son arranged a meeting at Trump Tower in Manhattan with a Russian lawyer who has connections to the Kremlin.” The meeting was also attended by his campaign chairman at the time, Paul J. Manafort, and his son-in-law, Jared Kushner https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/09/us/politics/trump-russia-kushner-manafort.html
The lawyer Veselnitskaya was accompanied by a former Soviet counterintelligence officer who is suspected by some U.S. officials of having ongoing ties to Russian intelligence http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/russian-lawyer-brought-ex-soviet-counter-intelligence-officer-trump-team-n782851?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
Also involved was Rinat Akhmetshin, apparently a serial liar with multiple ties to Russian intelligence http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/08/21/trump_impeachment_chances_rinat_akhmetshin_edition.html
Akhmetshin, a Soviet military officer turned Washington lobbyist, deposited large, round-number amounts of cash in the months preceding and following the meeting https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/emmaloop/trump-tower-meeting-russian-lobbyist-akhmetshin-suspicious-p
(Subsequent interviews and records show that in the months before the meeting, Ms. Veselnitskaya had discussed the allegations with one of Russia’s most powerful officials, the prosecutor general, Yuri Y. Chaika.) https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/27/us/politics/trump-tower-veselnitskaya-russia.html?smid=tw-share&mtrref=t.co&_r=1
former Ohio Congressman Bob McEwen met in Ukraine with Borys Kolesnikov, an oligarch who wired money into Paul Manfort’s Cyprus accounts from 2010-2014. McEwen is a paid director of United in Purpose, a data operation that has multiple data points on 200 million voters, and is the "Executive Director" for the Council for National Policy. He also has ties to the “National Prayer Breakfast,” as does Maria Butina https://twitter.com/visionsurreal/status/1094042595003678720

In Touch sat on a 5500 word interview with a pornographic actress (corroborated by two contemporaries and a polygraph) about her affair with Trump (choosing instead to publish it over a year after his election) https://twitter.com/davidegreenwald/status/953693178279809024

The conservative conversation about rape and incest began to noticeably change during the 2016 Republican presidential primary, when evangelical favorites Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio indicated they opposed even rape or incest exceptions. When other candidates questioned this—Sen. Lindsey Graham pointed out that the position is “hard to sell with young women”—the Susan B. Anthony List’s Dannenfelser rebuked them.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/05/anti-abortion-movement-rape-incest-exceptions.html

The initially-critical Wall Street Journal’s James Freeman  wrote a strong attack on Trump’s Mob dealings, and had a second ready to go. But as Trump got closer to clinching the nomination, editor Paul Gigot kept delaying publication, saying “it needed work.” Once Trump became the likely Republican nominee, Freeman executed a neat volte-face. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/12/wall-street-journal-killed-editorial-on-trumps-mob-ties.html

A pro-Trump TV pundit’s firm was paid thousands by the Trump campaign to act as a consultant this spring for President Trump’s 2020 re-election campaign, but did not immediately disclose his Trump campaign consulting role during TV appearances http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/342880-trump-campaign-paid-thousands-to-pro-trump-tv-pundits-firm

Russia's ambassador to Washington discussed campaign-related matters, including policy issues important to Moscow, with Jeff Sessions during the 2016 presidential race—contrary to public assertions by the embattled attorney general, according to current and former U.S. officials—the ambassador told his bosses in July 2017

in late May 2016, longtime Trump adviser Roger Stone met with a Russian national calling himself “Henry Greenberg” at a restaurant in Sunny Isles, Florida. Michael Caputo, a longtime business associate of Stone’s who was on the Trump campaign at that point, arranged the meeting. The topic, Stone and Caputo now admit to the Post reporters, was to get damaging information about Hillary Clinton. https://www.vox.com/2018/6/17/17472098/roger-stone-russia-mueller-trump-caputo

May 2016, Maria Butina (subsequently arrested for trying to meddle in US elections without registering as a foreign agent) met Donald Trump Jr. at an NRA event in May 2016

Trump prepared to give a major energy speech during the 2016 campaign, one of his closest advisers provided a pre-speech review to senior United Arab Emirates officials https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-aide-submitted-drafts-2016-america-energy-speech/story?id=64634140

Tom Cotton held up a highly qualified Obama nominee named Cassandra Butts for 820 days [part of that time with the acquiescence of the Democratic Senate majority], until she died unexpectedly in May 2016, in order to cause "special pain" to President Obama. His office did not dispute this characterization of his motives. https://twitter.com/AJentleson/status/1127960971236954112

May 2016, A Russian billionaire who orchestrated the June 2016 Trump Tower meeting formed a new American shell company a month beforehand with an accountant who has had clients accused of money laundering and embezzlement. The billionaire, Aras Agalarov, created the US company anonymously while preparing to move almost $20m into the country during the time of the presidential election campaign https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/18/russian-billionaire-aras-agalarov-company-trump-tower-meeting

companies spend more on lobbying in Washington than the U.S. government spends on all staff pay for the House of Representatives. https://sunlightfoundation.com/policy/documents/keeping_congress_competent/

businessman Arron Banks financed the Brexit referendum with the largest donation in British history. Subsequent evidence indicates that he acted as an illegal pass-through for Russian money. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/06/the-british-russia-collusion-scandal-is-breaking-wide-open.html?utm_source=tw&utm_medium=s3&utm_campaign=sharebutton-t

Manafort asked his longtime right-hand man, Rick Gates, to transfer polling data to Konstantin Kilimnik so he could share it with Ukrainian oligarchs Serhiy Lyovochkin and Rinat Akhmetov. This data included some “developed by a private polling firm working for” Trump’s campaign. The transfer is said to have occurred in the spring of 2016 — remarkably soon after Manafort joined Trump’s campaign. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/1/8/18174094/manafort-filing-mueller

Guillaume Chaslot: “The YouTube algorithm I worked on heavily promoted Brexit, because divisiveness is efficient for watch time, and watch time leads to ads.” https://twitter.com/gchaslot/status/1036323806242066432

April 27, 2016: campaign event at which Donald Trump, Jeff Sessions and Jared Kushner were in a small gathering with Russian ambassador to the U.S. Sergey Kislyak and other diplomats at Washington’s Mayflower Hotel. (Five current and former U.S. officials said they are aware of classified intelligence suggesting there was some sort of private encounter between Trump and his aides and the Russian envoy, despite a heated denial from Sessions, who has already come under fire for failing to disclose two separate contacts with Kislyak. Kushner also denied through a spokesman that he met privately with Kislyak that day.) http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/did-trump-kushner-sessions-have-undisclosed-meeting-russian-n767096

April 26, 2016, “Katie Johnson” files lawsuit claiming that Trump raped her, and as a result had a violent falling-out with Jeffrey Epstein who anally raped her in response. https://twitter.com/TheRealHolli/status/1149046964715057152

US Treasury Department officials used a Gmail back channel with the Russian government as the Kremlin sought sensitive financial information on its enemies in America and across the globe, according to documents reviewed by BuzzFeed News. The extraordinary unofficial line of communication arose in the final year of the Obama administration — in the midst of what multiple US intelligence agencies have said was a secret campaign by the Kremlin to interfere in the US election. Russian agents ostensibly trying to track ISIS instead pressed their American counterparts for private financial documents on at least two dozen dissidents, academics, private investigators, and American citizens. Most startlingly, Russia requested sensitive documents on Dirk, Edward, and Daniel Ziff, billionaire investors who had run afoul of the Kremlin.  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/russian-agents-sought-us-treasury-records-on-clinton-backers

March 31, 2016: “The chairman of Trump’s national security team, then Alabama Senator and now Attorney General Jeff Sessions, shut down the idea of a Putin meeting at the March 31, 2016, gathering, according to the source. His reaction was confirmed with another source who had discussed Sessions’s role.” [Sessions later denied knowledge of such contacts, likely perjuring himself.] http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/01/politics/trump-putin-meeting/index.html

Trump’s company planned to give a $50 million penthouse at Trump Tower Moscow to Russian President Vladimir Putin as the company negotiated the luxury real estate development during the 2016 campaign, according to four people, one of them the originator of the plan. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/the-trump-organization-planned-to-give-vladimir-putin-the

March 14, 2016: George Papadopoulos, one of Trump’s five listed foreign policy advisers, was told of their existence by a Russian professor whom he knew to have deep contacts in the Russian government. Papadopoulos subsequently lied to investigators about the timing of the revelation. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/30/16571114/trump-russia-mueller-indictments-manafort-gates-papadopolous

Just after Manafort joined the Trump campaign, he brought on 2 longtime associates (Laurance Gay, who is a godfather to Manafort’s daughter, & political operative Ken McKay) Weeks later, Manafort directed Gay & McKay to form the Rebuilding America Now PAC. This likely breaks an FEC rule requiring a 120-day cooling-off period before a campaign staffer can play a role in a super PAC supporting that campaign. Rebuilding America ran its 1st pro-Trump ad less than 50 days after McKay & Gay joined the campaign.  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1085337335817031681

March 2016: Paul Manafort was in as much as $17 million in debt to pro-Russia interests before signing on as President Trump's campaign manager http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/342840-manafort-was-millions-in-debt-to-pro-russia-interests-before-joining

North Carolina Rep. David Lewis, who chaired the state redistricting committee that put together a map so racially contorted that it was struck down in court in 2016, openly professed the power politics behind extreme gerrymandering in a speech on the statehouse floor. “I think electing Republicans is better than electing Democrats,” he explained. “So I drew this map in a way to help foster what I think is better for the country.” https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/11/us/north-carolina-voting-rights-redistictricting-battles.html

Trump repeatedly denied through 2016 that he has any ties to Russia, but he has tried and failed several times to open a Trump property in Moscow.  http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/348211-trump-organization-tried-to-open-trump-tower-in-moscow-during

the Chief Judge of the D.C. Circuit walked the halls of the Capitol and Republicans refused to even meet with him. https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1016528588357677062

After the recession, Republican legislatures elected in the tea party wave hacked out huge portions of their budget for education and health care, and it didn’t come back when the economy improved. When the cuts create dysfunction, the proffered solution is to weaken public schools further by expanding charters and providing vouchers. There’s too many examples of this to list: Oklahoma has cut its per-student spending by 24% since 2008. State lawmakers and conservatives in places like Kansas have taken to calling public schools “government schools.” https://medium.com/@cd_hooks/stakes-is-high-6b45374e0157

2.26.2016
E-mail to Counterpunch web site from Kremlin-employed “freelance journalist Alice Donovan,” another troll who worked to sow distrust in US. 
The events surrounding the FBI’s NorthernNight investigation follow a pattern that repeated for years as the Russian threat was building: U.S. intelligence and law enforcement agencies saw some warning signs of Russian meddling in Europe and later in the United States but never fully grasped the breadth of the Kremlin’s ambitions. Top U.S. policymakers didn’t appreciate the dangers, then scrambled to draw up options to fight back. In the end, big plans died of internal disagreement, a fear of making matters worse or a misguided belief in the resilience of American society and its democratic institutions.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/kremlin-trolls-burned-across-the-internet-as-washington-debated-options/2017/12/23/e7b9dc92-e403-11e7-ab50-621fe0588340_story.html

2.26.2016
Republican pundit Cheri Jacobus criticizes Trump (for bragging about self-funding when in reality big donors had simply turned him away) on CNN; is attacked by Trump and subsequently disappeared from CNN, USA today, etc. https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/erik-wemple/wp/2016/07/13/just-why-did-cnn-stop-inviting-this-trump-critic-on-air/
https://twitter.com/CheriJacobus/status/1041127250639446016

In February of 2016, after the death of Associate Justice Antonin Scalia, Mitch McConnell announced that the President no longer had the power to appoint justices to the Supreme Court, period. For some years now the President has not had the power to appoint judges, but nobody much noticed because it wasn’t the Supreme Court. The Republicans just said, Nope. Not seating your judges. End of discussion. http://www.nopackagedeals.com/2016/12/15/coup-past-tense/

A letter sent to Ukraine's president, signed by three GOP senators, in February 2016 urged changes in the prosecutor general's office. The letter shows there was bi-partisan support for it at the time, undermining Trump's subsequent claims of a quid pro quo. https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/03/politics/gop-senators-echoed-biden-on-ukraine-reforms-kfile/index.html

January 2016, more than 120 state legislators from all over the country pretended to overhaul the U.S. Constitution Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia. The mock convention in Virginia was the creation of two nonprofits operated out of the same office suite in Houston, Texas, run by the same man: Mark Meckler, co-founder of the Tea Party Patriots, an attorney and former Herbalife distributor. The two groups, Citizens for Self-Governance and Convention of States Action, paid at least $130,000 combined for 81 of those lawmakers to attend the trial run. Convention of States Action also promotes model legislation, provides citizen toolkits and lobbies state legislatures to promote a convention of states. https://www.publicintegrity.org/2018/07/30/21967/how-mock-convention-helping-fuel-movement-change-constitution

a plan President Donald Trump’s allies worked on that would have ceded Crimea to Russia and lifted key sanctions against the country was developed much earlier than has previously reported — in the beginning days of 2016.
	This places the origination of the plan during the opening stage of Trump’s run for the presidency, before he clinched the nomination and before there were any revelations about Russia’s attempts to interfere in the election and support Trump’s candidacy. https://www.rawstory.com/2018/06/trump-allies-secret-plan-lift-russian-sanctions-hatched-early-2016-campaign-report/

December 2015, largest of at least $300,000 transactions between reactionary consultant Paul Erickson and Maria Butina. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/jasonleopold/maria-butina-paul-erickson-suspicious-bank-money-russia

11.3.2015
E-mail from Trump business associate to Trump lawyer: “I will get Putin on this program and we will get Donald elected,” http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/348281-trump-associate-boasts-russia-deal-will-get-donald-elected-report
These emails debunk the White House spin that Trump was a passive recipient of overtures from the Russian government, which was a retreat from the previous White House spin that the June 2016 meeting was only about adoptions—which was a retreat from the White House’s initial denials of secret contact with Russia. (Get ready for the next plot twist: NBC News reported Thursday afternoon that in Manafort’s notes from the June meeting, the word “donations” appears near a reference to the Republican National Committee.) These new emails show that Trump, in a business context, was reaching out to Russia. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2017/08/trump_s_long_campaign_to_make_trump_tower_moscow_happen.html

We’re witnessing the fastest decline in Arctic sea ice in at least 1,500 years

https://maplight.org/story/dark-money-group-received-massive-donation-in-fight-against-obamas-supreme-court-nominee/

12.5.2015
doctor’s note describing Donald Trump’s health as “astonishingly excellent” was dictated by Trump himself, according to the doctor who signed the note.  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/may/01/trump-dictated-doctors-note-harold-bornstein

Months before evangelical leader Jerry Falwell Jr.’s game-changing presidential endorsement of Donald Trump in 2016, Falwell asked Trump fixer Michael Cohen for a personal favor… Falwell, president of Liberty University, one of the world’s largest “Christian” universities, said someone had come into possession of what Cohen described as racy “personal” photographs — the sort that would typically be kept “between husband and wife,” Cohen said in the taped conversation. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-politics-falwell-exclusive/exclusive-trump-fixer-cohen-says-he-helped-falwell-handle-racy-photos-idUSKCN1SD2JG?__twitter_impression=true

According to a source familiar with Cohen’s thinking, the person who possessed the photos destroyed them after Cohen intervened on the Falwells’ behalf. 

A former NRA president hoped to win access to Vladimir Putin on a trip to Moscow, according to an email from one of the trip’s organizers. That organizer, Republican operative Paul Erickson, also said the trip could have “enormous diplomatic consequences.” The email, sent in November 2015 and reviewed by The Daily Beast, came just months before the Kremlin’s election meddling went into full gear.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/nra-heavyweight-wanted-access-to-putin-leaked-email?via=twitter_page

The NRA lied about the December 2015 Moscow trip not being an official trip. https://twitter.com/RonWyden/status/1177586532292710401

the Republican majority House did a select committee on Benghazi, did tons of private hearings, and Kevin McCarthy bragged that it brought down Hillary Clinton’s poll numbers (four years later, McCarthy among others bitches constantly about House impeachment proceedings) https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1187448568686231553

Oct/Nov 2015
Ivanka Trump Was In Contact With A Russian Who Offered A Trump-Putin Meeting  https://www.buzzfeed.com/anthonycormier/ivanka-trump-putin-moscow-meeting-michael-cohen-tower

October 28, 2015
Trump signed a letter of intent to move forward with negotiations to build a Trump Tower in Russia, despite his attorney Rudy Giuliani claiming three years later that the document was never signed.  https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/18/politics/trump-signed-letter-of-intent-rudy-giuliani-moscow/index.html

starting in 2015, Florida became one of a small number of states to allow voting machine vendor ES&S to install cellular modems in its DS200 precinct scanners, which are used throughout the state of Florida.
such modems would allow hackers to alter results via fake cell towers as the tallies are in transmission from the precincts to each county's central tabulator.  https://freedom-to-tinker.com/2018/02/22/are-voting-machine-modems-truly-divorced-from-the-internet/
These modems are so dangerous that thirty cyber-experts and election integrity groups sent a letter to DHS explaining that the modems should be removed before the midterms.  DHS, however, ignored the warning.  https://subscriber.politicopro.com/cybersecurity/whiteboard/2018/10/states-should-ditch-cell-modems-in-voting-systems-election-experts-tell-feds-2018146 

9.2015
President Trump has been collecting $2 million a year in rent from the Chinese state. Lease was renewed 4 months *after* he declared for president https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/964499901559255041
By September 2015, a New York architect had completed plans for [Trump Tower Moscow] a bold glass obelisk 100 stories high, to be topped by a gleaming, cut-diamond–like shape emblazoned on multiple sides with the Trump logo.  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/azeenghorayshi/here-are-the-trump-moscow-plans

Republican House Speaker John Boehner made the unprecedented decision to invite the Israeli prime minister without first informing the White House, to ensure that “there was no interference” from the administration. Some suggested the move may have been unconstitutional. It is normal and healthy for Congress and the White House to clash over foreign policy. It is not normal, however, for opposition lawmakers and a foreign leader to publicly work hand in hand to undermine the diplomatic efforts of a sitting U.S. president. http://blogs.reuters.com/great-debate/2015/03/01/netanyahu-invite-is-a-symptom-of-boehners-grudge-match-against-the-u-s-constitution/

prior to the summer of '15 or so, America didn't hate Hillary Clinton. …this was particularly vexing for the GOP bc they had spent the past 26 months, and 8 House committees trying very hard to make America hate her. But as you can see, even though Benghazi happened in Sept of '12, America didn't hate her: not in '13, nor in '14. But they kept working at it, and on that 9th Benghazi committee: She used a private server. Although Colin Powell had too. But the media liked Powell & nothing brings in the clicks like a negative story on the Clintons, so the private server became a big story.  https://twitter.com/RachelBitecofer/status/1196553956228554754

James O'Keefe, who runs Project Veritas, met with Trump just days after Trump announced his candidacy. A few weeks before that, Trump donated $10K to Project Veritas.  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1217144257569611776
James O'Keefe, head of Project Veritas, has also received funding from Peter Thiel. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1217145604045971456

New York Military Academy—custodian of grades which Trump has gone to some length to conceal—went bankrupt in 2015 before being bailed out by a nonprofit led by a Chinese investor, who cleared the military school’s debt. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/03/trump-has-gone-to-ridiculous-lengths-to-keep-his-high-school-grades-from-getting-out.html

April 2015, Maria Butina (subsequently arrested for trying to meddle in US elections without registering as a foreign agent) showed up at a July 2015 event in Las Vegas and asked Trump what his policy toward Russia sanctions would be, if elected

April 2015
Shortly after Hillary Clinton announced her 2016 candidacy, campaign aids prepared a memo to the DNC encouraging “elevating the Pied Piper candidates so that they are leaders of the pack and tell[ing] the press to [take] them seriously.”
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/11/hillary-clinton-2016-donald-trump-214428

March 30, 2015
“We had a good saying that we’ve held firm to to this day, as the dean was reminding me before the talk,” Kavanaugh said during a 2015 speech at the Catholic University of America’s Columbus School of Law in Washington, D.C. “Which is what happens at Georgetown Prep stays at Georgetown Prep. That’s been a good thing for all of us.” https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/brett-kavanaugh-2015-what-happens-at-georgetown-prep-stays-at-georgetown-prep_us_5ba1604de4b013b0977fe138

March 9, 2015 47 Republican members of the Senate wrote a letter denying in plain terms the President’s power to negotiate with a specific foreign power. They sent their letter to the government of Iran. Paraphrased they said, Don’t make any deals with our President, because we’ll weasel out of them as soon as he’s not looking.” http://www.nopackagedeals.com/2016/12/15/coup-past-tense/

March 3, 2015, “the House of Representatives overthrew the President’s power to be our sole voice among the nations. They invited and received Benjamin Netanyahu, Boss of Israel, to come speak to them and listen to them. The President was pointedly not welcome. (There was a small buzz in the news for a day or two. But… Big deal? Nah. Congress takes specific Constitutional power from President, in other news, chance of rain tomorrow.)” http://www.nopackagedeals.com/2016/12/15/coup-past-tense/

In early 2015, Michael Cohen hired an IT firm to rig early CNBC, Drudge polls in favor of Trump. (The contractor says he got much less than the $50,000 promised.) https://on.wsj.com/2FFBtgf
“this type of astroturfing is a means of manufacturing consensus, or giving the illusion of online popularity in order to build real political support.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1085910397004197888

within 10 years, the newspaper industry lost about 2/3 of its revenue. And the death spiral accelerated. More cuts, less quality, less readers, more cuts, less quality, etc.  https://twitter.com/JeremyLittau/status/1088508663961145344

2014
“Ahead of the 2014 midterms, Republicans wanted to talk about Ebola so TV news covered Ebola.” https://twitter.com/mattyglesias/status/1054795414703165445
After midterms, GOP stopped talking about it and coverage cratered. https://twitter.com/MattGertz/status/1054445285450149888
In 2014, Ann Ravel, then the chairwoman of the FEC, proposed a meeting to discuss the disclosure of online ads. Her Republican colleagues pilloried her for the suggestion, and conservative news sites claimed she was trying to destroy free speech and censor their views. Ravel received a torrent of anti-Semitic death threats, and the three FEC Republicans voted against a rule to mandate online ad disclosure. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/facebook-ad-disclosure_us_5b070d61e4b05f0fc8463453
Clint Watts, a former FBI Special Agent and social media researcher who has frequently testified in front of Congress about Russian interference allegations, confirmed years later that 2014 was indeed “a dry run” in which Russia mapped the social media landscape and saw how it could be manipulated. https://www.axios.com/former-fbi-agent-says-russia-interference-began-in-2014-1513306576-3073d481-4a48-4770-9f27-8647c12593c6.html
After failing to disclose $33.5 million in political activity from 2008 to 2013, the NRA failed to disclose another $25 million in political spending to the IRS in 2014 https://www.citizensforethics.org/press-release/nra-again-leaves-out-millions-in-political-spending-from-tax-forms/
black women on Twitter noticed a spate of accounts posing as hostile black users and outed the fakers under the hashtag #YourSlipIsShowing. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanhatesthis/your-slip-is-showing-4chan-trolls-operation-lollipop#.ajEOq44Ow
Professor Aleksandr Kogan, a psychology professor at Cambridge University, started working with Cambridge Analytica in 2014, building a personality app on Facebook that gathered data from its users, and all the users' friends as well. Data on tens of millions of Americans was gathered.  https://money.cnn.com/2018/07/17/technology/cambridge-analytica-data-facebook-russia/index.html
Russia launches “Project Lakhta” https://www.npr.org/2018/10/23/659545242/heres-how-russia-runs-its-disinformation-effort-against-the-2018-midterms

1.4.2014
DACA bill passes Senate with 68 votes (rejected in House). Republican subsequently block any such measure https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1081271808068849665

A handful of Black women — writers, scholars, artists, thinkers — were at ground zero for the rise of online disinformation campaigns and recruitment pipelines for right-wing radicalism before anyone else took the issue seriously. They wrote explainers, they mobilized of realtime bot-spotting networks, they wrote articles, explained exactly what was happening, got brigaded and harassed and threatened… and they kept waving flags and warning people: "Marginalized communities are just the training ground." Hand-wringing about "Toxic Callout Culture" started as a way to frame black feminist critiques of all that shit upthread as "mean" and "unforgiving." https://twitter.com/eaton/status/1301704564001984515

11.11.2013
“TRUMP TOWER-MOSCOW is next,” Trump posts to Twitter after Miss Universe pageant

8.9.2013
Right-wing influencer Phyllis Schlafly openly celebrates reduction in North Carolina early voting days because early voting helped Democrats https://twitter.com/iVoteFund/status/1043254357586833408

2013
November 2013: Flight records show Trump spent night in Russia during 2013 trip (contradicting subsequent claims) http://hill.cm/Yx8SuGd
When Donald Trump hosted the Miss Universe pageant in Moscow in 2013, Aras Agalarov was his host https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/anthonycormier/trump-tower-meeting-suspicious-transactions-agalarov
Florida AG Pam Bondi dropped a lawsuit against Trump University in exchange for a massive bribe. (In 2016 this should have flared up into a scandal but like so much just didn’t have any effect.)
Former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page referred to himself as an “advisor to the staff of the Kremlin” in a 2013 letter to an academic publisher http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/372190-former-trump-adviser-called-himself-adviser-to-kremlin-in-2013
Trump White House national security adviser John Bolton recorded a video used by the Russian gun rights group The Right to Bear Arms in 2013 to encourage the Russian government to loosen gun laws. The episode illustrates the common cause that Russian and American gun rights groups were forming in the years leading up to the 2016 election through former National Rifle Association President David Keene. Keene appointed Bolton to the NRA's international affairs subcommittee in 2011. … The Bolton video appears to be another plank in a bridge built by Russia to conservative political organizations inside the United States. https://www.npr.org/2018/03/22/595897412/john-boltons-curious-appearance-in-a-russian-gun-rights-video
In civil lawsuit his testimony, Trump said he barely knew Felix Sater (a convicted felon once connected to the Russian mafia) and stated, “If he were sitting in the room right now, I really wouldn’t know what he looked like.” He was perjuring himself. https://lawandcrime.com/ross-investigates/lawyer-who-questioned-donald-trump-under-oath-says-he-told-flat-untruth-under-oath/
In fact the Trump Organization had even printed business cards for Sater, identifying him as a “senior adviser” to Donald Trump. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/key-figure-trump-tower-moscow-project-testify-open/story?id=61399865

One report found that 90% of kills in Afghanistan in 2012/13 were the wrong person. Another study showed that the use of U.S. killer drones in Pakistan likely spurred terrorist group recruitment. For every bad guy we killed, we created three more. https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1287382121376632836

After the Supreme Court struck down protections in the Voting Rights Act, counties and cities began citing ADA concerns as the reason for closing, relocating, or consolidating their polling places https://www.ndrn.org/resource/election-officials-misusing-the-ada-to-close-polling-places/

July 2013, Supreme Court fatally wounds Voting Rights Act in Shelby County v Holder ruling https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/07/how-shelby-county-broke-america/564707/

Trump spends two years c. 2013 reminding fans that a target of his ire, Jon Stewart, is Jewish https://twitter.com/sparksjls/status/1056379323433840642

Deutsche Bank has been arguing that the Trump relationship was not a big deal for the bank or its executives. But two CEOs, Joe Ackermann and Anshu Jain, supported it. Jain had lunch with Trump (and his private banker) in Feb 2013 and discussed his finances. https://twitter.com/davidenrich/status/1107772988714336262
Trump told Deutsche Bank his net worth was about $3 billion, but when bank employees reviewed his finances, they concluded he was worth about $788 million (That constitutes bank fraud.) https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/18/business/trump-deutsche-bank.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
Deutsche Bank’s private wealth unit loaned Trump $48 million — after he had defaulted on his $640 million loan and the bank’s commercial unit didn’t want to lend him any further funds — so that Trump could pay back another unit of Deutsche Bank. “No one has ever seen anything like it,” said David Enrich, finance editor of The New York Times https://www.propublica.org/article/trump-inc-podcast-deutsche-bank-donald-trump

2.12.2013
Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013 passed the Senate 78-22. Six of the “no” votes late become the highest-ranking Republicans on the senate judiciary committee. https://twitter.com/JesseLehrich/status/1041846669086744577
Shelby County v. Holder 5-4 Supreme Court ruling guts the voting rights act. Chief Justice Roberts asserts "Things have changed in the South." https://twitter.com/rickhasen/status/1092574738461782016
“In 2012 it made less and less sense to talk about ‘he Internet,’ ‘the PC business,’ ‘telephones,’ ‘Silicon Valley,’ or ‘the media,’ and much more sense to just study Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft.  These big five American vertically organized silos are re-making the world in their image.” - Bruce Sterling https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2012/12/bruce-sterling-on-why-it-stopped-making-sense-to-talk-about-the-internet-in-2012/266674/

12.31.2012
Mitch McConnell reached out directly to Joe Biden, calling him on the phone and explaining that Harry Reid was refusing to be reasonable. Over the course of the day, McConnell and Biden struck a deal. “Biden gave Republicans everything they wanted in exchange for fixing the fiscal cliff problem,” a GOP operative recalled. On the morning of New Year’s Eve, Reid was still feeling good about his position. That was until he saw McConnell take to the Senate floor and announce that he’d been in talks with the vice president, they were progressing well, and he was hopeful that they’d have legislation to move by the end of the day. [He was wrong.] Years later, Reid still regrets how it went down. https://theintercept.com/2019/06/24/joe-biden-tax-cuts-mitch-mconnell/

December 2012: nobody-not the White House chief of staff, not the Senate leadership, not the president himself--made judicial nominations a priority. So nearly four years into a Democratic presidency, the federal bench is almost as conservative as it was at the start of Obama's term. https://prospect.org/justice/courts-obama-dropped-ball/

2012
Representative Dana Rohrabacher has been of value to the Kremlin, so valuable in recent years that the F.B.I. warned him in 2012 that Russia regarded him as an intelligence source worthy of a Kremlin code name … as investigators in Washington scrutinize the Russian interference campaign, Mr. Rohrabacher, like an extra in an spy thriller, just keeps showing up — if not quite at the scene of the action, then just off camera. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/21/us/politics/dana-rohrabacher-putin-trump-kremlin-under-fire.html
Republicans in North Dakota started to consider a law with the consequence of suppressing Native Americans’ votes shortly after the surprising victory of Democratic Sen. Heidi Heitkamp in 2012. The win relied in large part on Native Americans, who are 30,000 strong in North Dakota. Heitkamp won in 2012 by fewer than 3,000 votes. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/31/18047922/north-dakota-voter-id-suppression-heitkamp
The Wall Street law firm Skadden Arps violates the Foreign Agents Registration Act, or FARA, misleading the Justice Department about the nature of work it did for future Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort and the Kremlin-aligned Ukrainian government. (The Justice Department largely ignored such violations until, in this case, special counsel Mueller’s investigation eventually pressed the issue resulting in a Jan. 2019 settlement) https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/01/skadden-arps-settlement-mueller-doj-justice-manafort-kremlin-ukraine-yanukovych.html
Journalist Jon Katz: “I tried putting full sentence quotes from Sarah Palin in an AP story to show how she actually talked. My editor chopped it into intelligible fragments. When I complained he said I was being partisan.” https://twitter.com/KatzOnEarth/status/1242807562665410562
in 2012 a bunch of research scientists in England were hacked. …their emails were posted online and eventually hosted by WikiLeaks, and there was nothing nefarious in them but they were pulled out of ... ripped out of context, and taken by climate denialists, and blown into this huge fake “climate gate” scandal.

Before the Citizens United decision was made in 2010, the political momentum around climate change seemed to be reaching a head. In 2006, Nancy Pelosi and Newt Gingrich worked together to create a television ad about the dangers of global warming and called on Americans to demand action from their leaders. According to a Common Cause report, “climate change became a central issue in American politics and bipartisan support was building to pass climate change legislation.”
	Yet, by the 2012 presidential election, the issue of climate change had been politically sidelined. Enabled by Citizens United and similar rulings, big money donors and wealthy special interest groups from the fossil fuel industry stifled the conversation. Politicians were scared into silence by the threat of negative advertising, causing policy solutions like cap-and-trade to die waiting to be taken up by the Senate. Meanwhile, these special interests were also amplifying climate change denial. https://www.commoncause.org/democracy-wire/inextricably-linked-how-citizens-united-halted-climate-action/

Talk Radio + Fox News led Republican base voters to hate their own party in the early 2010s—Only slightly less than they hate the Democrats—which a few years later led them to turn it over to Trump. https://twitter.com/ZachWahls/status/1308452034618839041

Late August 2012: Federal Appellate Judge Brett Kavanaugh writes ruling throwing out requirement that states control air pollution that drifts into other states. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/the-judicial-jihad-against-the-regulatory-state/2012/10/12/d9eb080c-13ca-11e2-bf18-a8a596df4bee_story.html

“I guess I really actually feel we shouldn’t contort the voting process to accommodate the urban — read African-American — voter-turnout machine,” said Doug Preisse, chairman of the Franklin County Republican Party and close adviser to Gov. John Kasich, in an email to The Columbus Dispatch on Aug. 19, 2012

June 1, 2012 Barack Obama “I believe that if we’re successful in this election, when we’re successful in this election, that the fever may break, because there’s a tradition in the Republican Party of more common sense than that,”https://www.huffpost.com/entry/obama-republican-fever_n_1563539

May 2012: In CNBC interview, Trump disparages the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), which bars American business owners from attempting to bribe foreign government officials. https://www.cnbc.com/video/2012/05/15/trump-dimons-woes-zuckerbergs-prenuptial.html?play=1
Trump potentially broke this law himself when Michael Cohen, on behalf of The Trump Organization, discussed with an assistant to Russian President Vladimir Putin's spokesman the idea that the developers would be interested in giving Putin the $50 million penthouse in Trump Tower Moscow 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/12/02/trump-presidency-threatened-50-million-penthouse-gift-putin-column/2169500002/

Resources have been stripped from white-collar enforcement. White-collar cases made up about one-tenth of the Justice Department’s cases in recent years, compared with one-fifth in the early 1990s. The IRS’ criminal enforcement capabilities have been decimated by years of budget cuts and attrition. The Federal Election Commission is a toothless organization that is widely flouted. https://www.propublica.org/article/why-manafort-and-cohen-thought-theyd-get-away-with-it

examination of every Trump condominium sale in the US shows that sales [which fit the pattern of money-laundering] surged in the late 2000s and early 2010s, when some Trump businesses were in financial trouble and when Donald Trump Jr. made his now-famous remark about the Trump Organization seeing “a lot of money pouring in from Russia.” https://www.buzzfeed.com/thomasfrank/secret-money-how-trump-made-millions-selling-condos-to
Buyers connected to Russia or former Soviet republics made 86 all-cash sales — totaling nearly $109 million — at 10 Trump-branded properties in South Florida and New York City, according to a new analysis shared with McClatchy. Many of them made purchases using shell companies designed to obscure their identities. http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article210477439.html#storylink=cpy

2011
This year Republicans tried holding America’s credit hostage with debt-default games.
“In 2011, both houses of the Texas Legislature were controlled by large Republican majorities, and their redistricting decisions were designed to increase the Republican Party’s electoral prospects at the expense of the Democrats.” – statement by Texas Attorney General (claiming that this justifies “incidental effects on minority voters who support Democratic candidates) https://twitter.com/iVoteFund/status/1043254357586833408
in April 2010 when Lindsey Graham briefly tried to support a cap-and-trade bill: A political group called American Solutions promptly launched a negative PR campaign against him, and Graham folded after just a few days. American Solutions, it turns out, was backed by billionaires in fossil fuel and other industries, including Trump-loving casino magnate Sheldon Adelson. https://www.gq.com/story/billionaires-climate-change
“RedState” writers were prohibited from criticizing Trump in 2011—at the height of his birther phase—because Regnery, then a division of RedState parent company Eagle, was negotiating a book deal with Trump https://twitter.com/lachlan/status/1091085627083378688
As Trump was questioning President Barack Obama’s academic prowess and credentials, he and his people decided his own grades should not be known. His “fixer” Michael Cohen has testified that Trump ordered him “to threaten his high school, his colleges and the College Board to never release his grades or SAT scores.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/03/trump-has-gone-to-ridiculous-lengths-to-keep-his-high-school-grades-from-getting-out.html

“I used to think one of the reasons celebrities are nuts is because constantly being watched/recorded/shouted at ruins you psychologically and now we've expanded that life to everyone.” https://twitter.com/InternetHippo/status/1201974060181315584
“Being famous is a recipe for sociopathy (trust me!) and we’ve essentially effectively democratized all of the sociopathy-inducing aspects of it.”  https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1202458130656976896

The policies [Brad DeLong] supports depend on a responsible center-right partner to succeed. They’re premised on the understanding that at least a faction of the Republican Party would be willing to support market-friendly ideas like Obamacare or a cap-and-trade system for climate change. This is no longer the case, if it ever were.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/4/18246381/democrats-clinton-sanders-left-brad-delong

2010
A 17-point swing from the 2008 popular vote in the House (D +10) to the 2010 vote (R +7). The average midterm swing is about 7 points—this was more than twice as large: the largest swing since WW2. https://twitter.com/NateSilver538/status/1035665176467591168
Radio host Rush Limbaugh, by this point long-established as a mainstream authority and influencer for the US right, condemns “The four pillars of deceit; science, journalism, academia and media, dominated by the left, lying to you about everything.”
Republican strategist Karl Rove wrote an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal advocating a significant Republican push to gerrymander legislative districts after that year’s midterm elections. Rove’s idea manifested as Project REDMAP, a dark-money campaign to support Republican candidates for state legislature and then help them redraw House districts after the 2010 census.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/17/18092210/republican-gop-trump-2020-democracy-threat
Fox reporter Courtney Friel says Trump sexually harassed her in 2010, and later it impacted her ability to cover him during the campaign. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jan/03/courtney-friel-fox-news-trump-kiss-book
November 12, 2010 memo: “Redistricting Essentials: Consolidating the Result of the 2010 Election… Now that we had a spectacular election outcome, it’s time to make sure the Democrat cannot take it away from us in 2011 and 2012.” https://s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/files.bridgemi.mike/Ex587.pdf

Television producers who would never dream of assigning segments where talking heads debate whether it’s bad that the richest country on earth also has millions of children growing up in dire poverty think nothing of chasing random conservative shiny objects, from “Fast & Furious” (remember that one?) to Benghazi to the migrant caravan. https://www.vox.com/2018/10/23/18004478/hack-gap-explained

Republicans have vowed total zero-sum political warfare and followed through with remarkable consistency. https://www.politico.com/story/2010/10/the-gops-no-compromise-pledge-044311

“Austerity” in the aftermath of a financial crisis: The approach flew in the face of everything we already learned from Great Depression, Keynes, and after. “Austerity” was Merriam-Webster’s most searched word in 2010. It slowed the recovery;  may have caused Brexit; pinched state and local contributions to GDP; devastated Europe; led to instability and even violence. https://ritholtz.com/2019/12/not-crisis-reaction/?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter

January 2010
“…we have in recent years begun to see the outlines of a new form of [“Lochner-era” jurisprudence], this time invoking the First Amendment rather than the 14th. This began with the discovery that the constitutional prohibition on censorship also prevents Congress from enacting any kind of meaningful restraint on rich people’s ability to purchase influence in the electoral system, which was first decided in Buckley v. Valeo and then later in McConnell v. FEC and continuing to the better-known Citizens United case. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/25/17897670/brett-kavanaugh-economy
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/12/citizens-united-devastating-impact-american-politics.html
Citizens United created a massive loophole for foreign interests to acquire stakes in U.S. corporations and then use that leverage to influence or control the corporation’s political activity, including campaign contributions, contributions to super PACs, and independent expenditures

Sept. 14, 2009, the Democratic-controlled Senate voted 83 to 7 to block some federal grants to ACORN. Government funding typically accounted for 10 to 15 percent of ACORN’s annual funding. 
On Sept. 17, the House followed suit, with 172 Democrats joining 173 Republicans in voting to defund ACORN, including some of the most progressive voices in the party. … By the spring of 2010, the organization was out of money and officially closed its doors.
ACORN had survived for more than 40 years. Its sudden collapse was a defining moment in 21st century American politics. The explosive cocktail of racism, dishonesty, incompetence and cowardice that brought down the organization reveals as much about Washington Democrats as it does about the conservative movement. It marked the Republican Party’s full transition from the coded winks and nods of Richard Nixon’s “Southern strategy” to the bellicose white nativism that defines Donald Trump, and it exposed a Democratic Party establishment unprepared for dirty tricks in the Digital Age and unwilling to defend many of the black voters and activists it claimed to represent. 
ACORN registered more than 865,000 voters for the 2008 election. While other groups have tried to pick up the slack, there’s a reason Republicans haven’t selected a new organization to serve as the voter fraud boogeyman: nobody is doing the same caliber work on the same scale that ACORN did.  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/2009-acorn-scandal_n_5ae23fa6e4b02baed1b86696

In 2009, the FSB (the KGB’s successor under the Russian Federation) posted a poorly doctored video online—which pretty much everyone could tell was a fake—supposedly showing American diplomat Brendan Kyle Hatcher having sex with a prostitute. Still, it became enough of a PR stink for the U.S. that the State Department had to issue defensive statements on Hatcher’s behalf. He was gone by 2010. https://slate.com/technology/2019/11/fiona-hill-russia-disinformation-testimony-history.html

Obama chief of staff Rahm Emanuel during Obama's first term: "I don't give a f--- about judicial appointments". https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/the-judiciary/214988-judges-are-not-neutral-umpires
"Obama’s first chief of staff, Rahm Emanuel, made it clear internally that he didn’t want to waste precious political capital on polarizing judges while trying to pass a stimulus bill, Obamacare and new Wall Street rules." https://www.politico.com/story/2016/08/obama-courts-judicial-legacy-226741

Jeffrey Epstein's private Caribbean island features a mysterious building that resembles a temple. The structure was built sometime between 2009 and 2013, but it's unclear what it's used for. … an odd design anomaly: The medieval-era lock on the front door appears designed to keep people inside.  https://www.insider.com/jeffrey-epstein-private-island-temple-2019-7

In 2009 the IRS formed a crack team of specialists to unravel the tax dodges of the ultrawealthy. In short order, Charles Rettig, then a high-powered tax lawyer and today President Donald Trump’s IRS commissioner, warned that the squad was conducting “the audits from hell.” Since then, the IRS’ new approach to taking on the superwealthy has been stymied. The wealthy’s lobbyists immediately pushed to defang the new team. And soon after the group was formed, Republicans in Congress began slashing the agency’s budget. As a result, the team didn’t receive the resources it was promised. Thousands of IRS employees left from every corner of the agency, especially ones with expertise in complex audits, the kinds of specialists the agency hoped would staff the new elite unit. The agency had planned to assign 242 examiners to the group by 2012, according to a report by the IRS’ inspector general. But by 2014, it had only 96 auditors. By last year, the number had fallen to 58. https://www.propublica.org/article/ultrawealthy-taxes-irs-internal-revenue-service-global-high-wealth-audits

Trump’s casino business went bankrupt in 2009, and then a lawyer representing investors told police he got a menacing call from a man who said, “We’re going to your house for your wife and kids” if he didn’t stop “fucking with Mr. Trump.” The FBI determined the call came from a phone booth across the street from the theater where Trump was appearing on The Late Show With David Letterman. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/jasonleopold/if-you-keep-fucking-with-mr-trump-we-know-where-you-live

May 2009
Sen. Dick Durbin: “…the banks — hard to believe in a time when we’re facing a banking crisis that many of the banks created — are still the most powerful lobby on Capitol Hill. And they frankly own the place,” https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/dick-durbin-banks-frankly_n_193010

Since approximately 2009, stock valuations increased faster than either profits or the economy itself https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-07-03/capitalism-in-trouble-when-companies-drain-value-from-economy

2004 median black net worth $13,450; in 2009 it's $2,170,  an 83% decline http://yhoo.it/qsiA1C

In April 2009, the Obama administration’s Department of Homeland Security released a report warning that this would happen. “Rightwing Extremism: Current Economic and Political Climate Fueling Resurgence in Radicalization and Recruitment” warned that “rightwing extremists may be gaining new recruits by playing on their fears about several emergent issues.” Republicans went ballistic. As a result, the administration pulled back the report. https://thinkprogress.org/right-wing-domestic-terrorism-rise-obamas-dhs-warned-a57940206352/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/10/29/trumps-hate-and-lies-are-emboldening-extremists-just-ask-the-analyst-who-warned-us/
it had a years-long chilling effect; analysts worried that if they focused on far-right terrorism, they'd lose their jobs. https://www.thedailybeast.com/department-of-homeland-security-is-in-a-mad-scramble-to-catch-up-with-domestic-terror?ref=home
DHS analyst Daryl Johnson warned that right-wing extremism was on the rise and could lead to violence. The conservative backlash was fierce and his unit was dissolved.
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/isn-t-final-chapter-analyst-warns-again-about-rise-right-n1253950
Mike Pompeo, then a Republican congressman from Kansas and now secretary of state, said focusing on domestic terrorism was a “dangerous” undertaking born of political correctness that denied “the threat that radical Islamic terrorism poses.” https://twitter.com/adamgoldmanNYT/status/1160691890456543234

From 2009 to 2013, Obama faced 86 filibusters of his nominees. All other presidents combined faced 82. https://twitter.com/mzak123/status/1346438458601050113

March 2009
Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner slow-walked a direct presidential order to prepare the breakup of Citigroup, instead undertaking measures to bail out the insolvent bank. https://newrepublic.com/article/151159/tim-geithner-resistance-inside-obama-administration

The Fed quietly acted as a lender of last resort not just for America, but for half the world economy. The selection of nations eligible for swap lines was an enormously consequential geopolitical decision. Countries left out could suffer shattering currency crises — while many well-connected banker elites in countries that were included were quietly shielded from the consequences of their terrible decisions. But there was absolutely no attempt to democratically legitimize the program. On the contrary, it "was shrouded in as much obscurity as possible," as Tooze writes, for fear of public backlash.
	The government used two strategies to ensure homeowners, not banks, bore the brunt of the pain. First, stop cramdown legislation. This would have allowed judges in a bankruptcy proceeding to reduce the value of primary mortgages down to the value of the home. This is already common practice for every other type of mortgaged asset, for obvious reasons. But cutting mortgage principal would have meant the banks taking losses. Obama had previously promised to press for this legislation, but under pressure from Geithner and treasury staff, he reneged.
	Second, HAMP did not carry out any principal reductions (until 2012, after the crisis had passed), as was specifically authorized in the TARP legislation. Once again, the reason was to forestall the banks from taking losses. Instead, the program was deliberately designed to help almost no one.
 https://theweek.com/articles/797114/quiet-authoritarianism-bank-bailout

Coming into office with an almost unbelievable mandate for change, Barack Obama staffs his administration with conservatives like Tim Geithner and Rahm Emmanual; Emmanuel gets Howard Dean ousted from the DNC after his 50-state strategy had just reaped incredible dividends; then Obama basically mothballs OFA right at the time Republicans begin organizing a pseudo grassroots response to it in the “tea party.” https://twitter.com/ryanlcooper/status/1157404057625083905

After the 2006 and 2008 elections, it was essentially Democrats who rejected the election result: voters basically fired the Republican Party as participant in national government, and told Democrats to be in charge, then Democrats simply rejected this and said no, it has to be bipartisan, Republicans need to remain in power even though you voted them out of it

2008
“Bad times are rarely fertile ground for better politics. The lesson from the 2008 banking crash is that blame for the pain was easily perverted and diverted; that demagogues and rogues feed on hardship, warping it to their own use” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/dec/14/boris-johnson-brexit-deal-prime-minister-polls-no-deal
America elects its first black president, a Democrat named Barack Obama. A sabotage movement quickly forms before he even gets into office, and Republican-leaning Fox News hosts warn that he hates white people. (“He has a deep-seated hatred for white people,” Glenn Beck says).
If conspiracy theories flourish when one’s understanding of one’s country is badly shaken, it’s clear that many white Americans found the election of a Black man antithetical to their private sense of the American order of things. Their solution: He must not be American.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/09/qanon-women-why.html
McCain found himself knee-deep in oligarchs. (His campaign manager Rick Davis was a partner of Paul Manafort.) McCain’s dealings opened his eyes to the dangers of such entanglements. https://twitter.com/i/moments/889937488084692992

2007
Federal prosecutor Alexander Acosta, a Republican and future Trump administration secretary of labor, met with (wealthy) serial sex abuser Jeffry Epstein to make a deal for an extraordinary plea agreement that would conceal the full extent of Epstein’s crimes and the number of people involved
essentially shut down an ongoing FBI probe into whether there were more victims and other powerful people who took part
included wording that granted immunity to “any potential co-conspirators’’ who were also involved in Epstein’s crimes
Acosta agreed, despite a federal law to the contrary, that the deal would be kept from the victims
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article220097825.html
“Acosta gave Jeffrey Epstein a sweetheart non-prosecution deal that ALSO immunized Epstein's unnamed co-conspirators. I've done and seen countless plea, cooperation and non-pros deals. And I've never even heard of immunizing a defendant's unnamed co-conspirators.” https://twitter.com/eliehonig/status/1147881697482072064
“The odd ambiguity of the SDFL non-prosecution deal on this point strikes me as, to use the federal criminal procedural phrase, skeevy as fuck, and consistent with the participants in the deal knowing it was illegitimate.”  https://twitter.com/Popehat/status/1148292829287837696
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/the-completely-unprecedented-plea-deal-jeffrey-epstein-made-with-alex-acosta
https://blog.bennettandbennett.com/2019/07/jeffrey-epsteins-forlorn-hope/
Bill Barr’s father hired Epstein to teach at the private Dalton school, with no college degree https://twitter.com/FrankFigliuzzi1/status/1147719914385317888
For all his infamy, there are scant details of how Epstein made his money. While he’s frequently been called a billionaire, his net worth is hard to ascertain. …so little is known about Epstein’s current business or clients that the only things that can be valued with any certainty are his properties. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-08/the-mystery-around-jeffrey-epstein-s-fortune-and-how-he-made-it
we do know that some of the biggest banks in the world did business with him, despite reported internal flags about the risks. The situation sheds light on one of the ugly truths of the banking industry: Firms are sometimes more inclined to ignore red flags, take on risks, or even bend the law than they are to lose a wealthy client.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/8/13/20803869/jeffrey-epstein-bank-finances-jpmorgan-deutsche-bank
National Review et al. published a piece after Jeffrey Epstein's plea deal praising him as "a smart businessman" with a "passion for cutting-edge science". Author's bio said she was a "science writer". She was a publicist for Epstein.  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/21/business/media/jeffrey-epstein-media.html
Epstein apparently recruited victims for his sexual predation at Mar-a-Lago https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/09/epstein-mar-a-lago-trump-1456221
Epstein’s accusers allege that Ghislaine Maxwell acted as a recruiter, an instructor, and in some cases a participant in the abuse he practiced.  https://www.thecut.com/2019/07/ghislaine-maxwell-the-socialite-on-jeffrey-epsteins-arm.html
Future US president’s family/business brokers deal with Panamanian gangster https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-trump-panama/
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/report-trumps-panama-resort-took-money-from-farc-money-launderer

2006
December, the lame-duck Republican Congress passed a law crippling USPS finances—in three days during a lame-duck session without recorded votes—promptly signed by Bush.
Since at least 2006, the FBI has known there's a massive problem with white supremacist infiltration within police departments. Their report on the issue has been redacted to the point of being unreadable. https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-new-push-to-expose-americas-white-supremacist-cops

study used data to determine that the GOP’s commitment to democracy began … falling off sharply in the mid-2010s https://www.rawstory.com/2020/11/new-research-measures-just-how-far-gop-has-drifted-away-from-democracy-and-when-that-shift-began/

2005
December, A future Justice and a future Facebook executive sit in the GW Bush White House trying to assemble a case for the president to engage in warrantless surveillance https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1192528622072012800
Incorporation of “Chicago Unit Acquisition LLC,” a Trump shell company involving $50 million of unexplained money transfers https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1049394785822347265

Beginning in the early years of the 21st century, corporate profits have taken in a historically large share of the value produced by the U.S. economy https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-07-03/capitalism-in-trouble-when-companies-drain-value-from-economy

2004
Karl Rove to Ron Suskind: “People like you are still living in what we call the reality-based community. You believe that solutions emerge from your judicious study of discernible reality. That's not the way the world really works anymore. We're an empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality.” https://www.newsweek.com/national-sleep-well-beast-karl-rove-662307
Trump’s “enterprise required regular cash infusions from his dad to stay afloat. After '04, tho, Fred Trump's money ran out. 2 yrs later, these cash purchases began.” https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1047921926243586048
NBC began airing The Apprentice, a “reality show” which for more than a decade presented business failure and con man Donald Trump on Americans’ televisions as a domineering mega-successful entrepreneur
Oct. 14, 2004, John Stewart appeared on Crossfire and personally called on host and toxic rightwing hack Tucker Carlson to “stop hurting America,” several months later CNN cancelled the show but Carlson and Republicans would not stop hurting America for a moment
Researchers have concluded that if Fox News hadn’t existed, the Republican presidential candidate’s share of the two-party vote would have been 3.59 points lower in 2004 and 6.34 points lower in 2008. Without Fox, in other words, the GOP’s only popular vote win since the 1980s would have been reversed and the 2008 election would have been an extinction-level landslide. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/9/8/16263710/fox-news-presidential-vote-study
After John Kerry threw in the towel in 2004, John Edwards told Thom Hartmann that he was furious Kerry hadn’t sued because there were more unopened and uncounted provisional ballots—mostly from black neighborhoods—than Bush’s margin of victory https://www.commondreams.org/views/2020/05/27/theres-only-one-reason-trump-and-gop-dont-want-mail-voting
Karl Rove was sued for allegedly rigging the 2004 presidential election in Ohio, but the key witness died in a plane crash. (Kerry has since said that his campaign suspected electronic rigging.) https://twitter.com/jennycohn1/status/1261099830123741184

Newspaper circulation levels continue to drop, and the trend accelerated in the early part of the 00s. With less readership and huge debt service commitments, it became a vicious spiral that required more cuts to meet debt goals and satisfy shareholders who were used to big profits. https://twitter.com/JeremyLittau/status/1088506090369810434

2003
George Nader is jailed for child rape, following multiple convictions for chlid pornography since 1988. He continued to advise Republicans the whole time. https://twitter.com/originalspin/status/1135776869507190790

2002
In the chaotic days after the attacks of September 11th, Ryan Crocker, then a senior State Department official [found] that the Iranians were answering to Suleimani, whom they referred to as “Haji Qassem,” and that they were eager to help the United States destroy their mutual enemy, the Taliban. … The coöperation between the two countries lasted through the initial phase of the war. … The good will didn’t last. In January, 2002, Crocker, who was by then the deputy chief of the American Embassy in Kabul, was awakened one night by aides, who told him that President George W. Bush, in his State of the Union Address, had named Iran as part of an “Axis of Evil.” Like many senior diplomats, Crocker was caught off guard.
“One word in one speech changed history.”

research demonstrates that child-rearing priorities had little correlation with Americans’ partisan identities as recently as the 1990s. But in today’s world, where culture-war issues dominate the political landscape, child-rearing priorities and party are now tightly intertwined, making the partisan divide so deep and intense that it has become all but intractable https://www.vox.com/first-person/2018/11/29/18116789/trump-bolsonaro-right-wing-populism-voting-child-rearing

Conservatives have a robust theory of the jurisprudence of plutocracy and a well-developed and well-financed infrastructure to help them reliably identify judges who will reliably rule in the ways that they want.  https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/9/17/17869978/kavanaugh-trump-sexual-assault

Over the past several decades, the political parties have sorted into more unified liberal and conservative blocs. The decline of conservative Democrats and liberal Republicans, and the linking of partisan identity with social identities like race and religion, has made partisanship the most powerful force in American democracy. https://www.vox.com/the-big-idea/2017/9/5/16227700/hyperpartisanship-identity-american-democracy-problems-solutions-doom-loop

While the President gets briefed on suspected Islamic terrorists, he doesn’t get briefed on suspected right wing terrorists. http://www.time.com/time/printout/0,8816,2067995,00.html

After 9/11/2001, America began attaching the term “truthers” to proponents of more and more outlandish and conspiracy fantasies

Ex-NY Governor Pataki later wrote in his 2020 book that after 9/11, then-NYC Mayor Giuliani asked Pataki to “cancel” the mayoral election and use “extraordinary powers” to “extend my term in office.”

Trump after 9/11/2001
He has repeated false claims about “thousands and thousands of” Muslims in New Jersey celebrating the attack on the day itself; his business received money meant for small businesses affected by the attack, even though his businesses were not; he has claimed to have helped clear rubble from the attack site, a claim for which evidence does not exist; he has said he watched people jump from the World Trade Center towers from his apartment at Trump Tower, four miles away, which would not be possible.
Perhaps most famously, in an interview just hours after the attack on the World Trade Center, part of attacks in which 2,977 people were killed, Trump described his shock and disbelief. Then he added a comment that left the journalists interviewing him “stunned”. Trump, claimed, falsely, that one of his own buildings had been “the second-tallest building in downtown Manhattan”, after the World Trade Center. “And now it’s the tallest,” he said.
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/12/ilhan-omar-democrats-trump-attacks-sanders-warren

2001
Congress passes open-ended “authorization for military force” (AUMF) subsequently used across three presidencies, at least 41 times in 19 different countries as of late 2018. https://twitter.com/RepBarbaraLee/status/1041032594593341440
The FBI shifted agents to work on international terror in the wake of 9/11, and white-collar crime is increasingly de facto decriminalized. https://www.propublica.org/article/why-manafort-and-cohen-thought-theyd-get-away-with-it
Once and future attorney general William Barr bragged in a 2001 interview that he had found a way to get the federal forces “down there and then play it by ear” without having to declare martial law. (This was not the only time Barr boasted in the Miller Center interview about his ability to deploy military force by changing facts on the ground. The other example involved the president’s ability to use force abroad without congressional support.)  https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/presidential-oral-histories/william-p-barr-oral-history
Donald Trump’s girlfriend Melania’s ‘Einstein Visa’ was based on her having a college degree — which she lied about having https://www.politicalflare.com/2019/09/melania-trumps-einstein-visa-was-based-on-her-having-a-college-degree-which-she-lied-about-having/
Judge Brett Kavanaugh, future supreme court justice, e-mails friends after a trip: “Reminders to everyone to be very, very vigilant w/r/t confidentiality on all issues and all fronts, including with spouses.” https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1044706494292381696

2000
When society normalized permitting procedural games to overturn a majority vote for president, that was basically a mortal wound for a democratic America. The last time the Electoral College overturned a majority vote had been 112 years earlier, in an entirely different America which (without e.g. women’s suffrage, etc.) was not really even purporting to be a representative democracy yet. The resignation that one possible archaic interpretation of rules, blessed by five unaccountable men in black robes, just had to be accepted signaled that America would not stand up for representative democracy.
GW Bush campaign, anticipating a possible popular vote win and Electoral College defeat, prepares to delegitimize such an outcome. NY Daily News: So what if Gore wins such crucial battleground states as Florida, Michigan and Pennsylvania and thus captures the magic 270 electoral votes while Bush wins the overall nationwide popular vote? "The one thing we don't do is roll over," says a Bush aide. "We fight." How? The core of the Bush strategy assumed a popular uprising, stoked by the Bushies themselves, of course. In league with the campaign - which prepared talking points about the Electoral College's essential unfairness - a massive talk-radio operation would be encouraged. "We'd have ads, too," said a Bush aide, "and I think you can count on the media to fuel the thing big-time. Even papers that supported Gore might turn against him because the will of the people will have been thwarted. https://www.nydailynews.com/archives/news/bush-set-fight-electoral-college-loss-article-1.881690
Instead, five partisans on the Supreme Court simply ruled that ballot counting had to stop and Bush be awarded Florida’s electoral votes.
Republican Governor Jeb Bush certified electors for his brother, George W. Bush, on November 26 of that year, while litigation of the recount was still under way. Gore’s chief lawyer, Ronald Klain, responded by booking a room in the old Florida capitol building for Democratic electors to cast rival ballots for Gore. Only Gore’s concession, five days before the Electoral College vote, mooted that plan. https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/11/what-if-trump-refuses-concede/616424/
Bush campaign attorneys carried disposable cameras to take pictures of perceived skulduggery by canvassing board members, whose job was to try to determine if a hanging chad should be counted as a vote. The aides were also called upon to raise a ruckus when necessary, leading to the now-infamous Brooks Brothers riot outside the doors of Miami-Dade Election headquarters — a perfectly timed event that became one of the signature images of the chaos. Scores of young Republicans, many from Washington, D.C., who had camped out in nearby law offices, stormed into the 19th floor of the Stephen P. Clark Center municipal building in an attempt to shut down the recount. 
Amy Coney Barrett, John Roberts & Brett Kavanaugh all worked on George W. Bush‘s legal team during 2000 recount in Florida & worked to stop votes from being counted.
From this election, American partisan politics become color-coded red and blue  http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2013/09/origin-red-stateblue-state-dichotomy/

…for most of human history, loneliness or boredom were just accepted features of the human condition. But now we never have to be alone; we can always plug in and distract ourselves from what’s right in front of us. That seems like a monumental shift in consciousness. https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/5/2/18510958/social-media-addiction-boredom-loneliness-society-technology-smart-phones

Founded in 1998, CFIF is a reportedly a dark-money group whose early roots lie in defending Big Tobacco, but went on to support repeal of net neutrality and campaign aggressively against state laws requiring political groups like itself to disclose the sources of its funding. 

1996
Republican campaign operative Roger Ailes takes charge of Fox News

Mid 1990s
Most of Trumpism starts to emerge among prominent Republicans, just with better vocabulary than Trump https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/13/17683416/trump-republican-party-conservatives-seth-cotlar
“Jane Roe,” whose real name was Norma McCorvey, suddenly emerged as an anti-abortion activist. McCorvey confessed on her death bed in 2017 that her change of heart was “all an act” that Evangelicals and anti-abortion groups had paid her nearly half a million dollars to perform.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/jane-roe-confesses-anti-abortion-conversion-all-an-act-paid-for-by-the-christian-right
by the mid-‘90s you had chains saddled with massive debt and already had newspaper readership shrinking year over year. Easy self-publishing on the Internet took a bit to come to fruition and required technical skill. https://twitter.com/JeremyLittau/status/1088505522779815937
“World Congress of Families” has acted as the primary bridge between American Christian fundamentalists and Russian partners. Helping export regressive anti-LGBTQ policies to Russia, the WCF has served as a platform since the mid-1990s for bringing together some of the most backward, homophobic voices internationally. https://thinkprogress.org/world-congress-of-families-anti-lgbtq-russian-far-right-financing-f9a3d4de4a90

Gingrich liked to quote Mao’s definition of politics as “war without blood.” He made audiotapes that taught Republican candidates how to demonize the opposition with labels such as “disgrace,” “betray,” and  “traitors.” When he became speaker of the House, at the head of yet another revolution, Gingrich announced, “There will be no compromise.” … Unlike Goldwater and Reagan, Gingrich never had any deeply felt ideology. It was hard to say exactly what “American civilization” meant to him. What he wanted was power, and what he most obviously enjoyed was smashing things to pieces in its pursuit. His insurgency started the conservative movement on the path to nihilism. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/12/how-did-republican-party-get-so-corrupt/578095

“The ideological conflict that used to divide the parties was the size of government. The Democrats said bigger, the Republicans said smaller. Importantly, most Americans didn’t have intense commitments on this question. In addition, party elites could compromise across it. Hence, the political conflict spawned by it wasn’t rancorous most of the time. That changed in the late 20th century, accelerating into the present day. The dividing line between the parties was no longer a philosophy about governing (a political ideology — more or less government). It evolved into differences in philosophy about life (a worldview — is the world a basically safe place to explore, or is it a dangerous snake pit to hunker down against).” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/12/18/18139556/republicans-democrats-partisanship-ideology-philosophy-psychology-marc-hetherington

Until the 1980s, arbitration was mostly used by companies that didn’t want to hash out disputes involving business practices and trade secrets in public. In the decades since then, the US Supreme Court has issued a string of decisions upholding the lawfulness of contracts with mandatory arbitration clauses, like those used by Trump, that cover a wider universe of situations in which a person might want to bring a claim against a company. This shift is part of a broader trend of more business-friendly decisions from a court that’s grown increasingly conservative, including under Trump. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/donald-trump-lawsuits-secret-arbitration

For two years beginning after the election of Bill Clinton, Rush Limbaugh opened every program, every day—repetition, repetition, repetition—by telling his audience that America itself had been held hostage for X days because Democrats were in charge of the presidency, House and Senate.

“I just know the GOP died when Bush Sr. lost in 1992. Since then the party has not supported the rule of law, free and fair elections, easy ballot access, transparent government, an unbiased media, or anything else that America now stands for.” https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1180949182867218432

Early 1990s
Sweeping cooperation begins between Republicans & right-wing think tanks, and emergent Russian right-wing oligarchy. https://twitter.com/patrickLSimpson/status/855917057342398465
https://archive.thinkprogress.org/history-of-christian-fundamentalists-in-russia-and-the-us-a6bdd326841d/
Authoritarian, eliminationist language enters mainstream of Republican party framing  https://twitter.com/DrLeoStrauss/status/946143571178115073

Big chains started gobbling up papers all over the country in the ‘80s and ‘90s. They took on debt to do this because with 40% margins, there wasn’t much downside in that model.  Then the Internet came along https://twitter.com/JeremyLittau/status/1088504592441192449

1989
Saturday Night Live sketch with Dennis Miller and Victoria Jackson who says “Let me begin by saying that the thirtysomething generation, of which I am a member, is the most anxiety-ridden, emotionally unstable generation in our history. In a recent issue of the Sunday New York Times, I read a very frightening statistic: that my fellow Baby Boomers are so chronically depressed, we are more prone to suicide, divorce, drug and alcohol addiction because of outside pressures and goals we have set up for ourselves…” Since this aired, Dennis Miller became a conservative political pundit, Victoria Jackson joined the Tea Party, and the Baby Boomers helped put Donald Trump in the White House. https://slate.com/culture/2019/07/snl-victoria-jackson-dennis-miller-dance-depression-away.html
plastic was in a crisis. There was too much plastic trash. The public was getting upset...So began the plastics industry's $50 million-a-year ad campaign promoting the benefits of plastic. At the same time, the industry launched a number of feel-good projects, telling the public to recycle plastic. None of them was able to get past the economics: Making new plastic out of oil is cheaper and easier than making it out of plastic trash. … the executives all knew that … starting in 1989, oil and plastics executives began a quiet campaign to lobby almost 40 states to mandate that the symbol appear on all plastic — even if there was no way to economically recycle it. https://www.npr.org/2020/09/11/897692090/how-big-oil-misled-the-public-into-believing-plastic-would-be-recycled

Donald Trump received the equivalent today of at least $413 million from his father’s real estate empire. What’s more, much of this money came to Mr. Trump through dubious tax schemes he participated in during the 1990s, including instances of outright fraud.
In all, the president’s parents transferred well over $1 billion in wealth to their children, which could have produced a tax bill of at least $550 million under the 55 percent tax rate on gifts and inheritances that was in place at the time. Helped by a variety of tax dodges, the Trumps paid $52.2 million, or about 5 percent, tax returns show. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-wealth-fred-trump.html
The “All County boiler” scam has a bunch of earmarks of being a criminal tax-dodging enterprise that immediately inflicted suffering on Trump-family tenants https://twitter.com/mattdpearce/status/1047501904803127297

George Nader is prosecuted (for the first of multiple times) for child pornography. He receives a very lenient sentence. The Department of Justice is run by Bob Barr. https://twitter.com/originalspin/status/1135933700607102981

in the 1980s Neil Postman predicts that popular mass culture would create a society amusing itself to death and shunning any civic responsibility

1988
as a favor to Trump, then-U.S. Attorney Rudy Giuliani quashed an investigation into the shady financing of Trump Tower. (Just one of many such instances.) https://www.villagevoice.com/2018/06/04/rudys-long-history-of-quashing-trump-probes/
The Koch oil-fortune heirs had long held small-government, anti-regulation beliefs, but weren't always deeply enmeshed in the political world—until 1988, when the U.S Senate began looking into allegations their company was stealing oil from Indian reservations in Oklahoma.  … the political apparatus Koch built to fight it only continued to grow. The pieces put into place in the early 1990s—the third-party front groups like Oklahomans for Judicial Excellence, the massive campaign contributions, the media outreach, the direct corporate lobbying—all of it would be used to fight Koch’s primary adversary: the federal government. https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/07/22/kochland-excerpt-senate-investigation-oil-theft-
Trump claims that no one knows campaign finance law better than him https://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/trump_testimony_NY_commission_1988.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-testimony-from-decades-ago-indicates-knowledge-of-campaign-finance-laws-11545257201

1987
End of the Fairness Doctrine.
Trump tried for decades to extend his real estate empire to Moscow. He wrote about it in his book The Art of the Deal.

Trump and his first wife were observed by the Czech Ministry of State Security, also known as the Stasi, in the 1970s and '80s.
"Another advantage is the personal relationship with the American President and the fact that he is completely tax-exempt for the next 30 years.
"any false step of hers [Ivana] will have incalculable consequences for her husband's position, who intends to run for President in 1996."
https://www.businessinsider.com/czech-secret-agents-spied-on-donald-trump-he-is-tax-exempt-for-30-years-2016-12

Mid 1980s
In 1986, Soviet ambassador Yuri Dubinin met Trump in New York, flattered him with praise for his building exploits, and invited him to discuss a building in Moscow. Trump visited Moscow in July 1987. Trump returned from Moscow fired up with political ambition. He began the first of a long series of presidential flirtations, which included a flashy trip to New Hampshire. Two months after his Moscow visit, Trump spent almost $100,000 on a series of full-page newspaper ads that published a political manifesto. “An open letter from Donald J. Trump on why America should stop paying to defend countries that can afford to defend themselves,” as Trump labeled it, launched angry populist charges against the allies that benefited from the umbrella of American military protection. http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/07/trump-putin-russia-collusion.html
study used data to determine that the GOP’s commitment to democracy began to droop in the mid-1980s https://www.rawstory.com/2020/11/new-research-measures-just-how-far-gop-has-drifted-away-from-democracy-and-when-that-shift-began/

1983
The IDU was founded in London on June 24, 1983, by global conservative heavyweights, including former U.S. president and ex-CIA director George H.W. Bush, former British prime minister Margaret Thatcher, former German chancellor Helmut Kohl and former French president Jacques Chirac. It’s essentially an Internationale for rightwing oligarchy https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2019/08/06/Harper-Heads-Global-Org-Help-Elect-Right-Wing-Parties/
Top Soviet leaders thought that NATO’s Able Archer war game was real—that the U.S. and NATO really were about to launch a nuclear first strike against the USSR—and top Soviet military commanders took steps to retaliate. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/02/able-archer-nuclear-war-reagan.html

1982
The Council for National Policy Formed and pooled all its resources towards 3 goals. 1. Destroy the Communist state. 2. Inch us towards theocracy, and 3. Ally with the far right across the world to achieve a far right authoritarian society. Iran-Contra, support for Apartheid regimes, and various other authoritarian dictatorships show this to be true. If you want a conspiracy explaining everything, the Council for National Policy offers everything you could ask for. https://twitter.com/jennycohn1/status/930313511288299520
the Federalist Society was founded in 1982 and became steadily more influential over time https://www.npr.org/2018/06/28/624416666/what-is-the-federalist-society-and-how-does-it-affect-supreme-court-picks
Supreme Court drastically expands qualified immunity with Harlow v. Fitzgerald. The protection afforded to public officials would no longer turn on whether the official acted in “good faith.” Instead, even officials who violate peoples’ rights maliciously will be immune unless the victim can show that his or her right was “clearly established.” Since the Harlow decision, the Court has made it exceedingly difficult for victims to satisfy this standard. https://theappeal.org/qualified-immunity-explained/

1981
Reagan’s team conducted a $100,000 study (directed by Michael Deaver, Elizabeth Dole & Margaret Heckler) that polled 45,000 American women voters and classified them into 64 categories with names like “Bettys” or “Helens.” They confirmed that the majority of white women in the states they needed to win the Electoral College were turned off by women’s liberation. Reagan doubled down on his pro-family values rhetoric (cribbed from Phyllis  Schlafly) and championed traditional gender roles.  https://twitter.com/i/status/1250544553909727232

1980
As the anti-feminist movement took root in the South, particularly after Roe v. Wade, public opinion shifted dramatically. In 1976, 64% of southern white women supported the ERA, while 16% were opposed. By 1980, support dropped to 42% & opposition grew to 44%. Having lost the White House in 1976, in large part because southern white voters flipped back to blue in support of Jimmy Carter, GOP strategists took notice of Phyllis Schlafly’s supporters & in 1980, the GOP dropped the ERA from its platform after 40 years of support.  Republican feminists were devastated and warned the party that turning its back on women would ensure its demise. Reagan, however, actually won white women by a 52-39 margin, which jumped to 59-34 among southern white women.  https://twitter.com/i/status/1250544553909727232
The election of 1980 gave power to social conservatives who had never tasted power before (Presidents Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford were both pro-choice). Republicans took control of the U.S. Senate for the first time in decades. The GOP picked up twelve Senate seats, beating some well-liked Democrats with national reputations.
 https://www.bleedingheartland.com/2020/06/16/the-ghost-of-1980/
James Baldwin, the great American writer and critic, [had] traveled the South as early as 1957 and saw the promise of the [Black equality] movement’s early days. He experienced the rage caused by betrayal and clenched his teeth as the country doubled down on its ugly commitments. As he said in his last ever interview, with Quincy Troupe, in 1987, “Ronald Reagan represent[ed] the justification of their history, their sense of innocence … the justification, in short, of being white.” https://time.com/5859214/james-baldwin-racism/
Consider the brutal clarity of Paul Weyrich, a founder of the Heritage Foundation and the American Legislative Exchange Council, which eventually helped write voter suppression legislation that spread like a cancer across the country: “I don’t want everybody to vote,” he said in a 1980 speech to conservative preachers in Dallas. “Our leverage in the elections, quite candidly, goes up as the voting populace goes down.”

America and much of the world responded to industrialization with a society, culture and even a civilization making the job into the center of life. Then began deconstructing the systems—unions, protectionism, antitrust policy, etc.—which lifelong security in “a good job” had near-guaranteed for most people.

Inequality fell in most countries from the 1940s to the 1970s. The inequality we see today is largely due to changes since 1980. https://www.theguardian.com/inequality/2019/jun/06/socialism-for-the-rich-the-evils-of-bad-economics
Until about 1980, poorer places were steadily catching up to richer places. But changes in technology and trade started shifting jobs away from agricultural and manufacturing toward services and "knowledge work" mostly in cities.  https://twitter.com/willwilkinson/status/1131661910255046656

1979
I some times wonder if this—intentional promotion of previously niche belief that terminating a pregnancy constitutes child murder—is the single most destructive political campaign in American history.
In fact, it wasn’t until 1979—a full six years after Roe v. Wade—that evangelical leaders, at the behest of conservative activist Paul Weyrich, seized on abortion not for moral reasons, but as a rallying-cry to deny President Jimmy Carter a second term. Why? Because the anti-abortion crusade was more palatable than the religious right’s real motive: protecting segregated schools.
https://www.npr.org/2019/06/20/734303135/throughline-traces-evangelicals-history-on-the-abortion-issue
https://www.gq.com/story/jane-roe-anti-abortion-lies

real wages for the bottom 50% of Americans declined from 1978-2015 https://twitter.com/_waleedshahid/status/1145406207756255239

“…what happens as you move through the ‘70s and into the ‘80s is that the political conditions start to shift and corporations start to address all these concerns. You actually see articles in places like the Harvard Business Review about how to attract a ‘revolutionary spirit’ and bring the youth into the corporate world. Obviously, there’s a lot to say about how this happened, but the short version is that corporate America and the advertising industry changed their tactics and vocabulary and effectively co-opted these countercultural trends.” https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/9/4/17759590/happiness-fantasy-capitalism-culture-carl-cederstrom

1975: “The fiscal crisis in New York was perfect timing to introduce these concepts [privatization, austerity, running the government like a corporation] and to have the bankers take over the government. Undergirding that, which doesn’t get talked a lot about, is that neoliberalism worked in large part because of the underlying racism that was going on. This idea was sold that ‘you white people, your taxes are going to welfare for lazy black people.’ What had previously been a government for the people became a government that was catering to big business, big real estate developers like Donald Trump, and tourism. […] It started in New York City under Mayor [Ed] Koch, and Reagan took it and ran with it. It became Reaganomics, [which then spread to] Margaret Thatcher in the UK and then across the Western world and beyond.” https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/10/16/17980424/shop-local-jeremiah-moss

1974
The oil/plastic industry was fully aware that it was just producing waste; "'There is serious doubt that [recycling plastic] can ever be made viable on an economic basis,' one industry insider wrote in a 1974 speech.  https://www.npr.org/2020/09/11/897692090/how-big-oil-misled-the-public-into-believing-plastic-would-be-recycled

1973
a computer program was developed at MIT to model global sustainability. Instead, it predicted that by 2040 our civilization would end. https://bigthink.com/paul-ratner/in-1973-an-mit-computer-predicted-the-end-of-civilization-so-far-its-on-target
https://bigthink.com/paul-ratner/in-1973-an-mit-computer-predicted-the-end-of-civilization-so-far-its-on-target
Productivity and typical worker’s compensation, which had been close together since the end of WWII, begin to split apart https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1075419410188378113

1972
At one time, ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment seemed like a foregone conclusion. In fall 1971 and spring 1972, the ERA sailed through the House & the Senate by votes of 354 to 24 and 84 to 8. Ratification by states was contagious, bringing the total to 30 states in the 1st 12 months! And then everything ground to a halt. Rightwing manipulator par excellence Phyllis Schlafly organized an antifeminist movement https://twitter.com/AngieMaxwell1/status/1250544553909727232

…once the Bretton Woods system died out in the early 1970s, these international institutions [designed to prevent the return of another Great Depression and the subsequent collapse of liberal democracy] turned against the very principles on which they were founded https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/dec/01/liberal-world-order-new-international-yanis-varoufakis-david-adler

economist James Buchanan argued that low or sometimes free university tuition encouraged protest. Increasingly conservative governors and lawmakers — under budget pressure during the stagflationary 1970s anyway — took this to heart, slashing taxpayer money for public universities and sending tuition to unheard-of levels. https://www.inquirer.com/columnists/attytood/50th-anniversary-kent-state-shootings-may-4-20200430.html

1971
alarm over college unrest was a chief driver of the pro-business community “Powell Memo” drafted by future Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell which declared that “the American economic system is under broad attack” and proposed fighting back with conservative think tanks and media. It was the idea that eventually animated talk radio, the Fox News Channel https://www.inquirer.com/columnists/attytood/50th-anniversary-kent-state-shootings-may-4-20200430.html
Conservative think-tanks arose from the expectation that conservative ideas deserve the same weight as objective facts.  When that didn't happen, conservatives cried "liberal bias" and went off & created their own echo-chambers, with think-tanks as the foundation. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1203901717248692225
Last significant amendment to the US constitution ratified http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/education/all_amendments_usconst.htm

Around this time, long term decline starts for membership in most associations (unions, clubs, lodges, civic groups, etc.), which was recognized from the early 19th century as part of how Americans made democracy work https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/10/losing-the-democratic-habit/568336/

1970
The conceptual foundations of the current version of American capitalism are found in Milton Friedman’s well-titled 1970 New York Times Magazine article “The Social Responsibility of Business Is to Increase its Profits.” Friedman meant this provocative thesis quite literally. In his view, which has since become the dominant perspective in American law and finance, corporate shareholders should be understood to own the company and its executives should be seen as their hired help.
Kent State: National Guardsmen simply fired rounds at scattered students across the parking lot. To this date, no one knows exactly why. The murderers evaded any accountability. https://www.inquirer.com/columnists/attytood/50th-anniversary-kent-state-shootings-may-4-20200430.html

1969
John M. Olin, radicalized by the 1969 campus protests at his alma mater Cornell, responded with a foundation that helped push the judiciary to the right over decades. The foundation provided seed money for the Federalist Society when it was just a student group at Yale, Harvard, and UChicago; it has since risen to become the most powerful legal organization in the American right, and has close ties to five out of the nine justices of the Supreme Court. It directly provides shortlists of judges that President Trump uses to make appointments. That’s just scratching the surface https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/5/29/18629799/federalist-society-brett-kavanaugh-olin-foundation-jane-mayer
December 4, 1969, Chicago police, under the direction of the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office raided the local Black Panther Party. The raid was in service to a plot at the behest of J. Edgar Hoover and COINTELPRO to drug and murder Fred Hampton, whom Hoover regarded as the nation’s most dangerous threat to white supremacy, and then bury the entire proceedings behind mass coordinated lies. https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/was-fred-hampton-executed/

Over the years of COINTELPRO, the FBI paid out more than $7.4 million in wages to informants and provocateurs, more than twice the amount allocated to organized crime informants. Operating out of forty-one field offices, COINTELPRO agents supervised agents-provocateurs, placed “snitch jackets” on bona-fide Panthers by having them mis-labeled as informants, and drafted poison-pen letters and cartoons in attempts to incite violence against the Panthers, and divide the party leadership. 

1967
The Supreme Court invented qualified immunity, describing it as a modest exception for public officials who had acted in “good faith” and believed that their conduct was authorized by law. 

1966
the industry publication Mining Congress Journal publishes a passage from James R. Garvey, who was the president of Bituminous Coal Research Inc., a now-defunct coal mining and processing research organization. “There is evidence that the amount of carbon dioxide in the earth’s atmosphere is increasing rapidly as a result of the combustion of fossil fuels,” wrote Garvey. “If the future rate of increase continues as it is at the present, it has been predicted that, because the CO2 envelope reduces radiation, the temperature of the earth’s atmosphere will increase and that vast changes in the climates of the earth will result. Such changes in temperature will cause melting of the polar icecaps, which, in turn, would result in the inundation of many coastal cities, including New York and London,” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coal-industry-climate-change_n_5dd6bbebe4b0e29d7280984f

1965
'Time is Running Out' an American Petroleum Institute chief said in a speech on climate change: “.. still time to SAVE world's peoples from the CATASTROPHIC consequence of pollution, but time is running out.” https://www.desmogblog.com/2018/11/20/american-petroleum-institute-1965-speech-climate-change-oil-gas

Post-1964
“During this first insurgency, the abiding contours of the movement took shape. One feature—detailed in Before the Storm, Rick Perlstein’s account of the origins of the New Right—was liberals’ inability to see, let alone take seriously enough to understand, what was happening around the country. For their part, conservatives nursed a victim’s sense of grievance—the system was stacked against them, cabals of the powerful were determined to lock them out—and they showed more energetic interest than their opponents in the means of gaining power: mass media, new techniques of organizing, rhetoric, ideas. Finally, the movement was founded in the politics of racism. Goldwater’s strongest support came from white southerners reacting against civil rights.” https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/12/how-did-republican-party-get-so-corrupt/578095/
In 1965 economist James Buchanan launched a center dedicated to his theories at the University of Virginia, which later relocated to George Mason University. MacLean describes how he trained thinkers to push back against the Brown v. Board of Education decision to desegregate America’s public schools and to challenge the constitutional perspectives and federal policy that enabled it. …he took care to use economic and political precepts, rather than overtly racial arguments, to make his case, which nonetheless gave cover to racists who knew that spelling out their prejudices would alienate the country.  https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/meet-the-economist-behind-the-one-percents-stealth-takeover-of-america

Between 1960 and 1968, the Republican Party Platform reduced a lengthy, detailed section on civil rights to a complete silence on the subject https://twitter.com/KevinMKruse/status/1022886384770723840

1964
After Lyndon Johnson signs civil rights legislation, his reelection is the last time that a Democrat wins more than 50% of the white vote
Republican presidential nominee embraced extremism and denounced the Republican establishment, whose “moderation in pursuit of justice is no virtue.” His campaign lit a fire of excitement that spread to millions of readers through the pages of two self-published prophesies of the apocalypse, Phyllis Schlafly’s A Choice Not an Echo and John A. Stormer’s None Dare Call It Treason. According to these mega-sellers, the political opposition wasn’t just wrong—it was a sinister conspiracy with totalitarian goals. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/12/how-did-republican-party-get-so-corrupt/578095/
the GOP still contained a good number of moderates and liberals, who hoped to make a stand at the 1964 RNC. NY Gov. Nelson Rockefeller tried to win the party back from "extremists" but was heckled and harrassed. https://twitter.com/KevinMKruse/status/1091137192649478144

When the Civil Rights Act passed, it did so with Republican votes, even as it was signed by a Democrat.  The compromises of that era saved the country, but they ended that political system. The Civil Rights Act set off a realignment of the parties. Richard Nixon weaponized the fury his predecessors had sought to quiet. The parties slowly restructured: The Democratic Party became the party of liberals, its coalition racially and religiously diverse, its power centers urban. The Republican Party became the party of conservatives, its coalition white and Christian, its power centers rural and exurban.  https://www.vox.com/2020/6/1/21275746/trump-protests-police-floyd-george-riots

1962
West German Minister of Defense Franz Josef Strauss was forced to step down. … West German journalists on a PR trip to Moscow in May 1961 were told that the KGB possessed highly classified kompromat, or compromising material, on Strauss. (Der Spiegel denied this at the time, but several sources have since supported Dzhirkvelov’s version of events.) The leads the KGB provided the West German journalists weren’t true. But they eventually produced so much smoke that nobody doubted that there was a fire somewhere, too. Even though the original information wasn’t accurate, the KGB’s effort still had the intended effect by prompting reporters to start digging and eventually find something real. https://slate.com/technology/2019/11/fiona-hill-russia-disinformation-testimony-history.html

The Aral Sea, the fourth-largest lake in the world, began shrinking around 1960 and mostly vanished over the following half-century https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/02/aral-sea-lake-water-nature-human-impact/

1958
Capra science film The Unchained Goddess explains what weather is, and how weather works. And, really quite presciently, it talks about the risk of man-made climate change http://www.openculture.com/2015/04/frank-capras-science-film-the-unchained-goddess-warns-of-climate-change-in-1958.html

1950s people were already well aware that all around the world, glaciers were shrinking and disappearing for some reason

May 31, 1921 The Tulsa Race Massacre happened in the affluent black community of Greenwood in Tulsa known as the Black Wall Street. White supremacists killed more than 300 African Americans. They looted and burned to ground black homes and businesses.

“Progressives and New Dealers also achieved their reforms by reaffirming the Gilded Age’s ideological and legal commitments to white supremacy, imperialism, and xenophobia. The mainstream labor movement marginalized radicals and underwrote imperial nationalism. Signature New Deal legislation — the Social Security Act and the National Labor Relations Act — discriminated against women and African Americans by excluding domestic and agricultural workers, valorizing the white male family wage earner. The ‘solutions’ that ended Gilded Age inequality, in other words, became a crucial seedbed for our own era’s historically distinct expressions of inequality.” https://www.vox.com/first-person/2019/4/1/18286084/gilded-age-income-inequality-robber-baron

August 14, 1912
Headline “COAL CONSUMPTION AFFECTING CLIMATE”

1876
America’s archaic, 18th century methods for selecting a President—which include certification of the popular vote by state legislatures, the selection of a slate of electors by Governors (who may disagree with their legislatures), approval of the electors by both chambers of Congress (who may disagree with each other), with a tiebreaker going to the sitting Vice President (in this case, Mike Pence)—create ample opportunities for candidates to pursue unorthodox but “technically legal” approaches to “winning” the electoral college. Indeed, the election of 1876 featured just that sort of contestation. 
Four states sent rival slates of electors to Congress in the 1876 presidential race between Democrat Samuel Tilden and Republican Rutherford B. Hayes. When a special tribunal blessed the electors for Hayes, Democrats began parliamentary maneuvers to obstruct the electoral count in Congress. Their plan was to run out the clock all the way to Inauguration Day, when the Republican incumbent, Ulysses S. Grant, would have to step down. Not until two days before Grant’s term expired did Tilden give in. His concession was based on a repugnant deal for the withdrawal of federal troops from the South, where they were protecting the rights of emancipated Black people. But that was not Tilden’s only inducement. The threat of military force was in the air. Grant let it be known that he was prepared to declare martial law in New York, where rumor had it that Tilden planned to be sworn in, and to back the inauguration of Hayes with uniformed troops. https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/11/what-if-trump-refuses-concede/616424/
The resulting compromise effectively nailed shut the coffin of Reconstruction, condemning African Americans in the South to a century of Jim Crow, with deleterious effects to this day. https://www.the-american-interest.com/2020/08/06/getting-from-november-to-january/

Late 1860s
Betrayal of Reconstruction, resulting in reestablishment of white supremacist governments and decades of violence and oppression toward African Americans  https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/04/08/how-the-south-won-the-civil-war

By the end of Lincoln’s term, Republicans had successfully broken the very idea that the Supreme Court has unlimited authority—and then America ceded all of that power back to charlatans anyway https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1054749247717994496.html

1856 Eunice Foote's paper, 'Circumstances affecting the heat of the sun's rays’—demonstrating  carbon dioxide to be a greenhouse gas—was presented at a scientific conference. https://twitter.com/OnThisDayShe/status/1164826620898603008

1803
Marbury v. Madison introduces notion that courts can overturn laws enacted by two other co-equal branches of government. A huge gaping hole opened in the notion of “government of checks and balances” within the first 15 years of the Constitution and remained wide open more than two centuries later.

1796
The Electoral College worked as designed two times (in 1788 and 1792) before nearly sparking a constitutional crisis in 1796. The “Electoral College” that exists — with winner-take-all, party-selected electors and prohibitions agains faithless electors — is extra-constitutional. 

1789
“the clash of constitutional visions represents not a disagreement about originalism or novelty, but an ongoing disagreement that dates back to the founding of the Republic. Is the Constitution a charter of self-government that allows the people’s elected representatives to try to find reasonable institutional solutions for the varied problems of the world? Or is it a charter for property owners that allows them to craft a state that’s well-armed and capable enough to defend their rights but incapacitated to govern the economy in any way?”

White supremacy found a formal anchor within the United States the moment the Constitution defined enslaved African-Americans as three-fifths of a human being for the purpose of keeping the slaveholding states in the new union. It has persisted, in mutated form, through every subsequent challenge to its prerogatives.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-russia-exploits-american-white-supremacy-over-and-over-again?ref=home
